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In the aftermath of the Iraqi attack on the United States frigate Stark, and with no other major act 

of belligerence seeming to spur such an about-face, the Reagan Administration has declared that 

Iran, not Iraq, is the major threat to shipping in the Persian Gulf. 

 

With the policy to re-flag and escort Kuwaiti tankers, the Administration abandons all its 

previous wisdom about Iran's geo-strategic importance-the rationale used to defend earlier 

weapons sales-and now takes a full leap into a policy that in effect pits the United States against 

Iran. Equally striking is the unnecessary show of force. The threat to shipping, although real, is 

not as dire as the Administration paints it, and should be met with diplomatic rather than military 

tactics. 

 

Since the shipping war escalated in 1984, there has not been a significant drop in supply or an 

increase in price for Middle Eastern oil because of shipping attacks. Indeed, less than 1% of 

tankers operating in the gulf have been damaged. More important, there has been and continues 

to be an international glut in the oil market and in the oil- tanker market as well. During the 

course of the entire war Iraq has been the more effective at disrupting shipping in the gulf, 

attacking 219 ships compared with 95 for Iran. This history is underscored by insurance 

premiums for ships traveling to the area. Premiums for ships calling at Kuwait, targets of Iranian 

attacks, have indeed risen in the last year, to as much as 0.375% of a ship's insured value. But 

these increases pale in comparison with the rates for ships calling at Kharg Island, the Iranian oil 

terminal, which are now as high as 15% of a ship's value. This has forced the Iranians to operate 

their own tanker shuttle service, as well as to offer their own insurance program. Although the 

Iranians have armed themselves to attack ships as never before, they have said repeatedly that 

they would agree to halt the gulf shipping war if Iraq would reciprocate. The Iranians have made 

many claims, some of them ludicrous, but there is good reason to believe that this is one on 

which they would follow through: Their total reliance on gulf shipping almost guarantees it. 

While the Iranians have maintained this position since the beginning of the war, the Iraqis have 

refused such overtures; their own outlets to the gulf were closed down early in the war, and they 

are able to maintain a substantial oil flow via pipelines. The economic hardships of the tanker 

war help keep Iran at bay, and the potential for the internationalization of the conflict is 

heightened-a possibility that Iraq, and Kuwait, would welcome. Given that Iraq is unlikely to win 

the war, a positive conclusion for the Iraqis might be provided by the entrance of the super-

powers. But the United States should not be so easily drawn in. 

 

To the extent that the Administration can exert influence on the Iraqis directly (especially in the 

aftermath of the Stark incident) and indirectly (through their Arab supporters), the United States 

should attempt to propel them and Iran toward a cessation of the war on shipping. Even though 

the Administration's credibility with moderate Arabs is further strained by the Saudi missile-sale 

blunder, we should nevertheless press for this intermediate solution in the interests of everyone 

in the region. 

 



 

The United States should be pressing the U.N. Security Council to call for a cease-fire in the 

shipping war. Instead, it proposes a cease-fire in the entire conflict, knowing this to be a position 

that Iran would reject. In that case the Reagan Administration intends to press for an arms 

embargo against the belligerents-a policy that would be impossible to realize in a world in which 

each country pursues its own economic interests. 

 

Concentrating on solving the shipping war would serve the interests of the United States, our 

allies and the nations of the Persian Gulf area. It would be a policy that would promote the 

freedom of navigation, the Administration's espoused concern, more comprehensively than 

would steaming around in the gulf protecting only the ships of Kuwait. It would prevent the 

possible spread of the conflict, lessen the potential need for American retaliation and preclude 

any Soviet role as a protector. Indeed, the moderate Arab states would welcome a steady, 

unobtrusive and well-reasoned U.S. policy that is supportive of their needs, as opposed to knee-

jerk reactions involving a high- profile military presence. Finally, it would be a policy that would 

not further alienate Iran from the United States-a policy that the Reagan Administration 

considered so important just a short time ago. 
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Many U.S. diplomatic and military initiatives in the Persian Gulf, such as the reflagging of 

Kuwaiti tankers, are defended with the argument that they support the interests of moderate Arab 

countries on whose oil exports the Free World largely depends. But do U.S. policies really 

support these countries? Unfortunately, they do not. 

 

The Persian Gulf Arab countries — Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman, the United Arab 

Emirates and Bahrain — hope for a long-term U.S. policy based on a clear understanding of the 

cultural and political realities of the region. This sounds obvious, but from their vantage point, 

American policy has been anything but steady, and often disregards such realities. The 

unsteadiness is well-documented: Erratic U.S.-Iranian relations and the stalled missile sales to 

the Saudis are the two latest and most dramatic examples. 

 

Also, U.S. policymakers often do not recognize the political realities facing these countries. 

During the attack on the USS Stark, for example, the United States allegedly requested Saudi 

interception of the attacking Iraqi jet. But how could the Saudis be expected to take actions that 

would pit them against a powerful Arab neighbor, all for U.S. interests? To compound maters, 

the alleged Saudi refusal was disclosed, unleashing congressional anger, helping to stall the 

proposed Saudi missile sale and needlessly embarrassing the Saudis. 

 

Although they are presently stable politically, these countries are vulnerable to internal 

disruptions. Some of them have large Palestinian populations, others have sizable expatriate 

Arab worker communities. Most of them have significant numbers of Shiite Moslem residents 

(the majority sect in Iran), but all of them are ruled by Sunni Moslems. Because of this, 

Washington should consider two priorities. First, all of these populations groups consider — as 

do many other Arab citizens — the Palestinian issue to be of prime importance. Hence, at least 

the appearance of a more even-handed policy on this issue by the United States would be 

welcomed. Second, because of the anti-Americanism that runs throughout these groups, to 

appear as a U.S. puppet is extremely dangerous. So while a country like Saudi Arabia seeks 

diplomatic and military support from the United States, such help must be unobtrusive. This is 

why the Saudis steadfastly must refuse to permit U.S. military basing privileges. And it is why 

the re-flagging scheme is dangerous not only for the Americans but for the Kuwaitis as well: It 

risks the enmity of their large Shiite population, and has already elicited grumbling from their 

Gulf Arab neighbors. 

 

Thus, American support should be quietly implemented, putting all potential belligerents on 

notice that the United States is prepared to intervene on their behalf against major aggression, but 

refraining from high-profile military presence. 

 

With people who for cultural reasons are suspicious of outsiders, a climate of trust can only be 

achieved after a long and patient effort, and it seemed for a time to the moderate Arabs that the 

United States was working towards such trust. From 1981 through early 1986, Saudi Arabia 



 

consistently made one major policy request of the United States: that we refrain from selling 

arms to Iran, and that we persuade Israel to do the same. 

 

After five years of high-level contacts, Washington convinced the Saudis that they were, in fact, 

pursuing such a policy. The 1986 revelations of arms deals humiliated and embittered Saudi 

Arabia, destroying the trust that did exist and making more difficult its re-establishment. At a 

bare minimum, the United States must be more forthright and steady in its dealings with these 

countries. 

 

Most importantly, these Arab states need from American a policy in the Gulf that keeps alive a 

dialogue between the United States, Iraq, and Iran. It may surprise some that the moderate Arabs, 

who support Iraq in the Gulf War, would want the United States to have constructive relations 

with Iran, a country they greatly fear. But they know that Iraq will not likely win the war, and 

that they will have to live with a powerful Iran long into the future. 

 

In fact, they have consistently attempted to keep a constructive dialogue open between 

themselves and the Iranians, through contacts with the Gulf Cooperation Council, visits by 

Iranian delegations to the king of Saudi Arabia and visits to Iran by the Saudi foreign minister. If 

Iran is isolated from the West, instability in the region will be fueled, so constructive U.S. 

participation is greatly desired. They would prefer to avoid a situation in which the only option 

left is a massive U.S. military intervention to defend them against a resurgent Iran, an 

intervention that would have little domestic support in the United States, and no greater support 

within their own populations.  

 

The keyword for U.S. policy in the Gulf should be steadiness, based on a clear understanding of 

the area’s realities. It is not yet too late for such a policy to be implemented. 
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At least one less emerges from this summer of Iran-contra hearings and military maneuverings in 

the Persian Gulf: The United States still has no clear understanding of the internal realities of 

Iran under Ayatollah Khomeini and what they imply for American policy in the region. 

 

Now that our policy has drifted from one of naïve solicitation to one of bombastic confrontation, 

and appraisal of current realities in Iran and what they portend for the region and the world is of 

ever-greater significance. 

 

The clerical government in Iran has consolidated its power throughout the country in a number 

of ways, as even many of the clerics’ most strident foes concede. Consolidation has been 

achieved in part by exploiting nationalism after the overthrow of the shah in 1979 and by rallying 

the country against Iraqi invasion in 1980. It has been achieved by increased rural electrification 

and phone service between local clerics and Tehran, facilitating control and the spread of 

propaganda. And certainly it has been achieved through brutal repression, both of the general 

populace and of dissenting clerics. Many people have been killed or driven abroad. 

 

Although the war is a risky business in terms of popularity, Iran’s high birth rate provides a large 

cadre of youths who, indoctrinated from early on, will be true believers and avid supporters of a 

clerical government. Additionally, various economic incentives provided to servicemen and their 

families, not to mention the spiritual inducements of hero status and martyrdom, have helped 

muffle opposition to the war. 

 

An armed opposition, the leftist Mujaheddin, exists but has so far not been a significant threat. 

And while many emigres will say that corruption is greater now than under the shah, that 

economic problems are far worse and that political rights are non-existent, the clerics’ tighter 

control of the country, especially in the rural areas, makes a repeat of the 1979 revolution 

improbable. 

 

Khomeini is an implacable, stubborn man with nerves of steel. Not economically greedy, he 

nevertheless has goals from which he will not back down. In 1963, for example, he spoke out 

openly against the shah, at a time when no one else dared to do so. He was jailed but still refused 

to curb his tongue, so he was exiled to Iraq. In 1975, Khomeini was deported from Iraq to France 

as part of an agreement on territorial and political concessions that Iraqi ruler Saddam Hussein 

negotiated with the shah. 

 

From these long years of struggle, Khomeini has carried three major hatreds: of the shah, whom 

he regarded as a corrupt enemy of Islam; of the United States, which he holds guilty of 



 

exploiting Iran under the shah, and Saddam Hussein, who invaded Iran to topple its Islamic 

government. 

 

In light of all of this, any thought of direct negotiations with the United States or a settlement 

with Iraq that left its pre-war territory intact are pitifully naïve ideas. Scenarios based on 

concessions by Khomeini are equally naïve; he will never abandon his goals of kicking the 

United States out of the region and achieving revenge over the present Iraqi regime. 

 

Even the overthrow of Saddam would not in itself satisfy the ayatollah; a more likely goal would 

include political control of Iraq, along with territorial concessions. In the broader realm of the 

Middle East, he is concerned with the spread of his vision of Islam, both for reasons of religious 

conviction and for political and revolutionary imperatives. The United States can do nothing to 

change that. 

 

Little reason exists to hope for a less radical Iran in the near future. After the death of Khomeini, 

the surviving mullahs may find it difficult to swing very far from his deeply implanted 

revolutionary policies. Of the various clerical factions, it is safe to predict that any success would 

— as a matter of domestic pragmatism — remain faithful to the ideals sown by the charismatic 

Khomeini. The Mujaheddin, in the unlikely event that they gained total power, would be no more 

friendly to western interests and might be very likely be even more brutal than the clerics. 

 

Whoever is in power after Khomeini will encounter sever problems. Iran faces enormous 

economic difficulties — a total lack of credit on world markets, an oil industry ravaged by 

mismanagement and the Gulf war, and factory output that stands at a fraction of what it was 

under the shah. Politically, Kurdish insurgents continue attacks in their decades-old fight for 

independence; similar turmoil is on the rise in Baluchistan, and 1 ½ to 2 million Afghani 

refugees have flooded into Iran, some of whom it can be assumed are Soviet agents. 

 

But along with all the problems, Khomeini will leave legacies of strength. The first is the 

ideological makeup of the populace. Many people have been killed in the war, left the country or 

been victims of political repression. But one statistic stands out as crucial: 45 percent of all 

Iranians are now under 16 years old — an ideologically malleable group that assures the 

revolution a near majority of devout followers into the long-term future. 

 

The second legacy is fierce independence. From World War II until the 1979 revolution, Iranian 

had believed that foreign powers controlled their destiny. This inferiority complex was especially 

intense regarding the United States, which did in fact hold great sway over internal Iranian 

affairs. (It was the United States that in 1953 helped bring back the shah by orchestrating a coup 

that overthrew the militantly nationalist prime minister, Mohammed Mossadegh). This 

psychology has been starkly reversed under Khomeini, and more Iranians — a people generally 

susceptible to conspiracy theories — nevertheless now consider Iran’s destiny to be in Iranian 

hands. 

 

Finally, Iran under Khomeini has become a martial state. Opposition to the war exists, but it 

cannot mask the reality of a new and aggressive military spirit among Iranians. The last time Iran 

had fought a war in 1826 against Russia — a war Iran lost. Since then, many Iranians assumed 



 

the country had no taste or talent for war. But with the successful defense of Iranian territory 

against the Iraqi invasion, Iran emerged as a country with not only fighting capabilities (which it 

also had under the shah) but also the will to use them. Combined with its population and 

potential industrial/military strength, Iran will be a region military force long into the future. 

 

For America, now escalating its military presence in the Persian Gulf, the implications of Iran’s 

new-found warlike nature are profound — especially when contrasted with the United States’ 

continuing qualms about using military force. Compare the most recent Iranian and American 

experiences with war. In the last eight years, Iran has lost hundreds of thousands of people in its 

conflict with Iraq, and it shows few signs that it will stop. Entire towns have been erased from 

the map in Khuzistan; waves of young Iranians have gone to their deaths with the promise of 

martyrdom; Iranian forces have been the targets of chemical weapons; and Iraqi missiles have 

struck inside Tehran. 

 

What is the United States willing to do further punish such a country? How far is America 

willing to go? Disenchantment with the Vietnam war was based not only on American casualties 

and confusion as to why the United States was there but also on a profound discomfort with the 

killing and destruction that U.S. military power had caused. Recall, too, the concern of the 

American populace when there were civilian casualties in Grenada and when Mohamar Gadafi’s 

daughter was killed in the air attack on Libya. 

 

Now the administration has a list of potential Iranian targets for retaliation, targets reportedly 

chosen with an eye towards a minimal loss of life, either American or Iranian — “surgical 

strikes” that would entail little sacrifice, that would punish Iran through technological wizardry 

without soiling our hands. But what can such a style of warmaking accomplish a country that is 

battle-hardened, a country that may have lost more people to war in the last seven years than the 

United States lost in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam combined? 

 

Thus, American policymakers are faced with major questions about the use of its military 

strength and about the enduring nature of the Iranian revolution, a revolution that will remain 

anti-American into the foreseeable future. The options available to the United States are limited, 

but they do exist. They will, above all, require patience and steadiness: 

▪ First, the United States should, as much as possible, try to maintain limited contact with 

the Iranians through third-party countries such as Turkey, Pakistan, Japan, and West 

Germany. 

▪ Second, the United States should maintain only a low-key presence in the Gulf. Given the 

military constraints noted above, unnecessary confrontation with Iran must be avoided. A 

military showdown not only would be useless as a coercive measure, but it would further 

isolate Iran, enhance the regime’s aggressive nature and possibly even force Iran into the 

Soviet camp. 

 

This is not to say that United States will never be forced to take a military stand against Iran. But 

that time has not come; the circumstances do not exist to warrant paying the high price of a 

military showdown. American policymakers must realize that, even though dialogue or 

constructive relations with Iran are exceedingly difficult if not impossible, confrontation is not an 



 

acceptable alternative. A policy of patience and neutrality may be politically unpalatable for the 

Reagan administration and its successor, but it is the best path for the United States to follow. 
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In the last several years there has been an increase in the construction of oil pipelines in the 

Middle East In this age of U.S. escorts for Kuwaiti ships and American pledges to keep the sea 

lanes open at all costs, such pipelines represent an important element in the continuing flow of 

oil. They are a complementary means of shipment that U.S. policymakers should recognize and 

foster.  

 

Oil pipelines offer a way of diversifying the transportation of oil, to guard against complete 

reliance on shipments by tanker, attacks on which have become commonplace in the last four 

years. The various pipelines either completed, planned or under construction attest to their 

importance and potential but so far it has been Iraq, more than the other Persian Gulf nations, 

that has used pipelines to free itself from total dependence on gulf shipping.  

 

A pipeline from Iraq through Turkey carries a million barrels of oil a day to the Mediterranean, 

and another pipeline planned along the same route would boost capacity by another 500,000 

barrels a day. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia has allowed the use of its Petroline pipeline to the Red 

Sea for shipments of Iraqi crude, which has boosted Iraqi crude export capabilities by 400,000 

barrels a day. Petroline, however, has been viewed as only a temporary solution for Iraq's needs 

until its own pipeline through Saudi Arabia is completed, adding another 1.6 million barrels a 

day in shipment capacity.  

 

Another pipeline that has been planned but not built would run from the northern Iraqi oilfields 

to the Jordanian port of Aqaba, in the Red Sea. This would add another million barrels per day to 

Iraqi export capabilities. Political difficulties have prevented the start of construction. A pipeline 

from Iraq through Syria has been shut down by the Syrians as a gesture of their alliance with 

Iran.  

 

The Saudis also can pump significant amounts of oil by pipeline to the Red Sea port of Yanbu. 

Their Petroline pipeline, even after subtracting the amount the Iraqis ship through it, carries 1.35 

million barrels of Saudi oil a day, and a proposed expansion of the line would raise capacity to 

2.15 million barrels.  

 

Finally, Iran has proposed a pipeline that would bypass the Strait of Hormuz and carry an 

estimated 1.5 million barrels a day of Iranian oil.  

 

Each of these pipelines represents one more step in which the Persian Gulf is bypassed, offering 

alternatives to naval showdowns. Indeed, in the unlikely case of a total shutdown of the gulf, 

existing pipelines would continue delivering significant amounts of oil to the world: Almost 5 

million barrels a day could be pumped out, about half of the current level of nearly 10 million 

barrels a day exported by gulfs Arab nations. In addition to the pipelines, a shutdown of the gulf 

would be met by the excess capacity of roughly 2.5 million barrels a day from the other oil-

producing nations, and from stocks and strategic reserves. So there is no drastic danger that 



 

Persian Gulf crises will so disrupt the world oil market that the West would find itself in grave 

trouble.  

 

On the other hand, as demand increases and as the Eastern bloc enters the community of net 

importers of oil, the significance of the Persian Gulf will grow. And greater reliance on gulf oil 

will require creative alternatives to the risks posed to shipping, solutions that include building 

more pipelines.  

 

This is not to say that pipelines are a perfect substitute for tanker shipments. Pipelines are no 

more immune to military or terrorist attack than are tankers or other facilities; the lines in many 

cases must run internationally, making them vulnerable to political disputes. Finally, pipelines 

are expensive more expensive than tankers when both the amortized costs of their construction 

and pumping costs are taken into account. And they do not save much money if all they do is 

take oil to the Red Sea, where it must be loaded onto tankers anyway.  

 

These faults are mitigated somewhat by other circumstances, such as the possible protection of 

pumping stations from attack, and the relative ease of repair of the lines themselves as compared 

to tanker repairs. As for potential political problems, they pale in comparison to the immediacy 

of the gulf war, during which the vulnerability of shipping has been notorious. And pipelines are 

no more costly than construction of expensive navies that escort shipping.  

 

But overshadowing all of these considerations is the element of diversity and stability the 

"insurance policy" that pipelines offer. As world demand for oil expands, the importance of 

Persian Gulf oil can only grow. Under such circumstances a conflagration in die gulf that would 

drastically threaten shipping would also threaten Western economic security. Pipelines, a valve 

that would help keep the oil flowing and thus ease the pressure, would clearly be a positive 

addition.  

 

Although the United States has not yet pushed for more construction of pipelines, it should begin 

to do so, in both diplomatic and financial circles. For example, U.S. capital could be made 

available for new pipeline projects. This would be a healthy move for the American business 

community, as U.S. firms would probably participate in the construction. Countries across whose 

territory pipelines extend could be persuaded to shoulder some of the financing burdens for a 

stake in later profits.  

 

Kuwait should be strongly encouraged to build a pipeline, especially in light of the demands 

placed on the U.S. by the reflagging scheme. As strange as it may sound, even Iran should be 

helped by the U.S. in this way. It would keep the door open for eventual improved relations with 

the Iranians, and would be a step away from the dangerous isolation Iran is experiencing, giving 

the West a tool of foreign policy that could only be helpful. An Iran that is less dependent on gulf 

shipping would make the gulf a less explosive place. Though it can be argued that any move that 

aids the Iranian economy is unwise in light of Iran's insistence on continuing the war, the real 

solution lies in diplomatic efforts to end the conflict. 

 

There will be further dangerous times ahead in the Persian Gulf region, and no creative solutions 

to the risks should be ignored. Pipelines, though neither cheaper nor necessarily even safer, 



 

nevertheless provide a diversification that can allay panic and keep the oil flowing in a time of 

crisis. As demand for Persian Gulf oil rises, that would be better for everyone.  
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The United States and the Soviet Union, with naval task forces in the Persian Gulf, have both 

proclaimed their allegiance to the ideal of freedom of the seas. Some see this as a show of 

American-Soviet cooperation, since both sides have attributed their actions to this common 

cause. Others see this as an arena for heightened American-Soviet rivalry, with the potential for 

future conflict. To determine which of these views is closer to the mark, it is essential to assess 

whether American and Soviet interests in the region are complementary or competitive. As in 

most other situations, it is the latter which is the case.  

 

The overwhelming importance of the Persian Gulf region is that it is endowed with a great deal 

of oil 56 percent of the world's proven oil reserves, or 63 percent of the West's reserves. By 

contrast, the United States possesses S percent of the world's reserves, and the entire Soviet bloc 

only 11.5 percent.  

 

The ultimate prize is not access to ports and military bases in the gulf, as so often asserted by 

proponents of the warm water port theory of Soviet ambitions, but rather access to its oil. Oil 

will become more important in the future, both to the West and to the USSR., as both production 

and reserves will decline for both regions by the early 1990s.  

 

Western and thus American interests in Persian Gulf oil are for uninterrupted access for everyone 

at a reasonable price. Given Western levels of oil imports, this is important now and will become 

even more so with time. As a result, the West does not want to see a radical Iran control the 

region's oil, act as a monopolist and extort prices that could cripple Western economies. A total 

Iranian victory in the gulf war is therefore unacceptable.  

 

A Soviet domination of the region would, by the same argument, be even worse. Soviet control 

of Persian Gulf oil could tip the balance of world economic power in their favor, and the Soviets 

would be more immune than Iran to military and diplomatic pressure.  

 

As for the oil itself, the Soviets want to be able to get it at a bargain rate. Given current Eastern 

bloc production and consumption levels (15.2 million and 13.4 million barrels a day 

respectively), this is not important now.  

 

But by the early 1990s, Soviet bloc petroleum consumption will exceed production, necessitating 

the import of oil, a free-market expense the communist economies have not had to endure. 

Unlike the West, Eastern bloc countries cannot afford to import oil at high prices, so the Soviets 

do not want to see Iran or the West control this oil.  

 

Given the time dimension of Soviet requirements for Persian Gulf oil, the Soviets can afford to 

be more patient, entertaining a dialogue with Iran, while at the same time trying to mend fences 

with the Arab world, both of which they are now doing.  

 



 

It must be noted that the Soviet-Iranian relationship differs from that of the United States and 

Iran. With large numbers of Muslim citizens, Moscow is leary of strained relations, much less 

war, with the revolutionary clerics. The ongoing Afghan war is something that has alienated 

Muslims in the region, and is not something the Soviets want to repeat.  

 

In spite of the much touted geographic proximity, it is almost unthinkable that the Soviets would 

invade Iran; the geography and dearth of roads in northern Iran, the 45 million Iranians the 

Soviets would have to face and the probable reaction by the United States all make a military 

confrontation with Iran highly unlikely.  

 

Indeed, a military move anywhere in the region for control of gulf oil is also improbable. But if 

the Soviets will need oil at less-than-market prices in the not-so-distant future, what will they do?  

 

Reportedly, the Soviets have discussed plans with the Iranians to build a pipeline through the 

Soviet Union to carry Iranian oil. Aside from this, the Soviets have little to offer the Iranians or 

the gulf Arabs in the way of technology or industrial development, so what is left for the Soviets 

to offer is barter, and it would surely be a barter involving guns, not butter.  

 

The point of all of this is not so much to warn against Soviet expansion or cunning, but rather to 

suggest that the United States remain cautious and vigilant, and not blunder about looking only at 

the short-term scenarios.  

 

Both countries know, or should know, that Iran is the linchpin for any long-term pursuit of 

interests in the area. But while the Soviets are moving slowly, with long-term goals in mind, the 

United States moves about with military bluster. It will be tragic for the United States if in the 

long run its foreign policy of trying to prevent Iranian victory results in increased Soviet-Iranian 

cooperation, and with it Soviet domination of the Persian Gulf. 

 

Soviet, Iranian or Soviet-Iranian domination of Persian Gulf oil would spell economic disaster, at 

least for a few years, for the Western world. But the U.S. policy should see Soviet interests for 

what they are, and not help propel Iran, through a confrontational posture in the gulf, into a 

closer relationship with Moscow.  
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The Soviet Union is the world’s largest producer and second-largest exporter of oil. Saudi Arabia 

is the largest exporter. 

 

Together these two oil giants contribute nearly one-third of the world’s oil production and 

exports and as a result, their futures are intertwined. Cooperation between Saudi Arabia and the 

Soviet Union could be the catalyst for the disintegration of the Organization of Petroleum 

Exporting Countries, to which the Soviet Union does not belong, and the most important factor 

in determining the future direction of oil prices worldwide. 

 

Since the close of World War II, relations between the Soviet Union and Saudi Arabia have been 

virtually nonexistent. Saudi Arabia chose to become a staunch ally of the United States and has 

had almost no formal contact with the Soviet Union or its Communist allies. But in recent years, 

as a result of policy differences with the United States on the Palestinian issue and on arms sales, 

Saudi Arabia has embarked upon a foreign policy initiative with the Soviet Union. 

 

The emerging Soviet-Saudi relationship can be seen in the visits to Moscow by the Saudi 

Arabian foreign and oil ministers, and visits to Saudi Arabia by a Soviet deputy minister, a 

Soviet soccer team, Soviet astronauts and members of the Soviet press — all of this in the last 18 

months. 

 

In my opinion, these expanded contacts, though political and cultural on the surface, were in 

large part motivated by the collapse of the oil market in 1985-86 and by the Saudi Arabia desire 

to influence Soviet oil production policies in a way that would keep prices stable and at 

reasonable levels. 

 

Economic liberalization in both Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union has helped to further the 

emerging relationship between the Soviet Union and Saudi Arabia. 

 

The demise of Comecon, the trade and economic organization that binds the Eastern European 

and Soviet economies, foreshadows a return to market prices for oil sold by the Soviet uNion to 

Eastern Europe. This in turn will give the Soviet Union an incentive to maximize its return on its 

oil exports over both the short and long term.  

 

Saudi Arabia has in recent years witnessed several changes in its oil industry. Production has 

declined from its peak of nearly 10 million barrels a day during the 1979-1981 period, to 4.9 

million barrels a day in 1989. Sustainable production capacity — the level at which Saudi Arabia 

can produce oil indefinitely — has also decreased from about 10 million barrels in 1981 a day to 

7.5 million barrels a day today. These recent decreases in production capacity have been due to 

reduced expenditures on the maintenance of the oil fields. 

 

For Saudi Arabia, with its tremendous oil reserves, the best strategy for continued prosperity is to 

produce enough oil so that market prices will not increase to the point that they encourage 



 

conservation among the oil importing countries. It is therefore in Saudi Arabia’s interest to have 

oil prices range from $14 to $18 per barrel, given the current exchange rate between the dollar 

and other major currencies. 

 

To stabilize prices at this level requires an increase in Saudi Arabia’s production capacity. For 

this reason, it has recently begun a new program of investment to return to the 10 million barrel 

level by 1995 with the potential of expanding capacity to 12.5 million barrels a day by the turn of 

the century. 

 

The Soviet Union, with smaller oil reserves than Saudi Arabia, would prefer higher prices if they 

do not affect its export volume. But in the real world of market economics, it will have to adjust 

its production and exports to level that will sustain prices over the long haul. 

 

To achieve this end, and avoid a replay of the 1986 price collapse, the Soviet Union will have to 

support Saudi Arabia’s efforts to achieve a sustainable long term price. If a fight develops and 

the Soviets increase their production to put pressure on Saudi Arabia’s oil exports, another price 

collapse would be likely. This makes cooperation between the two countries the most likely 

scenario. 

 

The oil markets of the future will be largely controlled by three main countries — Saudi Arabia, 

the Soviet Union and Iraq. Kuwait, Iran, and Abu Dhabi will play a far smaller role than they do 

now. If, as expected, Saudi Arabia and the Soviet Union can reach a working arrangement, oil 

prices should be controlled by this small groups of countries and become less volatile, rising very 

gradually in real terms over the 10 to 15 years. 

 

These are the development that are likely to result in the disintegration of OPEC as it is 

constituted today. 

 

The level of Saudi Arabian oil production will be a major determinant of oil prices in the future 

and will have a big impact upon Soviet aspirations for rapid economic modernization and for 

growth. At the same time, given the importance of oil to Saudi Arabia, the Soviet Union’s energy 

policies will in part shape Saudi Arabia’s economic future. 

 

The significance of the emerging relations between the Soviet Union and Saudi Arabia cannot be 

overestimated. 

 

  



 

Title: Stop Hussein, With Force if Necessary 
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In the last three weeks President Saddam Hussein of Iraq has ushered in a frightening era in 

international commerce and relations. He has used blackmail and force to achieve his 

commercial and political ambitions. President Hussein, a desperate man facing failed domestic 

policies, must be stopped now, if necessary by force. 

 

IN the last three weeks President Saddam Hussein of Iraq has ushered in a frightening era in 

international commerce and relations. He has used blackmail and force to achieve his 

commercial and political ambitions. President Hussein, a desperate man facing failed domestic 

policies, must be stopped now, if necessary by force. Otherwise the world energy market, 

international commerce and economic progress will be irreparably damaged. 

 

President Hussein recently demanded the forgiveness of Arab loans to Iraq exceeding $40 

billion, payment of $2.5 billion from Kuwait and Abu Dhabi, territorial concessions from Kuwait 

and higher oil prices. To attain his goals he resorted to extortion; following his apparent success 

in raising oil prices at the recent OPEC meetings, he became sufficiently emboldened to pursue 

his aims by force. 

 

President Hussein's extraordinary tactics and use of force should have surprised no one. Over the 

last 20 years, President Hussein has been singularly brutal in his drive to dominate Iraq's Ba'ath 

Party. To solidify his harsh dictatorship he has routinely murdered his opponents. He invaded 

Iran and acquired an arsenal of poison gas, which he has even used on his own people. His 

connection to terrorism is well documented and Abu Nidal, the terrorist leader, is now believed 

to be in Iraq. 

 

In the aftermath of the war with Iran there has been little or no domestic economic growth in Iraq 

and there is now domestic discontent. Iraq faces an external debt exceeding $100 billion. By 

invading defenseless Kuwait, President Hussein hopes to make up for his domestic failures. 

Kuwait has net external bank deposits, portfolio assets and direct investments exceeding $120 

billion. President Hussein's control of these assets would eliminate his economic failures. Kuwait 

possesses the third-largest oil reserves in OPEC after Saudi Arabia and Iraq, equaling those of 

Iran. Iraq's and Kuwait's combined oil reserves and production capacity would approach Saudi 

Arabia's. 

 

If the world accepts Iraq's governance over Kuwait, other Gulf oil producers would be afraid to 

oppose President Hussein's oil policies. In turn, the combination of Iraq's increased oil reserves 

and production capacity and its perceived military threat to other oil producers would afford 

President Hussein supremacy over the international oil market. He would effectively control over 

50 percent of the world's oil reserves and of OPEC's oil production. Kuwait's location in the Gulf 

would give Iraq enhanced commercial access. 

 



 

The acquisition of such power for President Hussein would have dire economic consequences. 

He could act as a monopolist in the oil market, raising prices at will, increasing oil price 

volatility, denying oil to some importers and generally using oil as a weapon. 

 

A unified world community must now stop Iraq and put an end to President Hussein. He must 

resign. Iraq must withdraw all of its forces and recognize Kuwait's borders, which historically it 

has refused to do. Iraq should be given a short time to meet these demands; Iraqi withdrawal is 

by itself insufficient. Can any country in the Gulf be safe while President Hussein rules Iraq and 

controls the region's largest arsenal of weapons and poison gas? Has the world not seen enough 

of the real President Hussein? 

 

The world community must be swift to initiate several unified policies. One is a total economic 

blockade of Iraq. Most crucial, no Iraqi oil should be allowed to flow through Turkey and Saudi 

Arabia. No Iraqi or Kuwaiti oil should be permitted to pass through the Gulf. No imports should 

be allowed into Iraq and Kuwait. 

 

And, as already initiated by the United States and Britain, all Iraqi and Kuwaiti assets should be 

frozen. All commercial credit to Iraq and Kuwait should be suspended. President Hussein must 

be held responsible for all missing foreign nationals and for all Kuwaiti deaths. All members of 

the United Nations should break diplomatic relations with Iraq. 

 

All countries in the Gulf who support these policies should receive unconditional military and 

political support from the world powers and the United Nations. 

 

The Soviet Union must be persuaded to support these objectives and policies. At the same time, 

Israel should in no way become involved since that would give President Hussein Arab 

sympathy, an emotion he does not understand or deserve. 

 

It is time for the world to wake up and to act with urgency, to take high risks when the stakes are 

so high and, if necessary, to meet force with force. There can be no compromise. 

  



 

Title: An Oil Policy that can Keep the Peace 
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The Persian Gulf crisis has once again shown the underlying volatility of the international oil 

market and the world's economic dependence on gulf oil. While the restoration of Kuwait is the 

moral imperative, the international community should at the same time look ahead to formulate 

policies to support stable oil supplies and prices. 

 

Oil price volatility during the last two decades can be attributed only marginally to the policies of 

individual exporting countries or of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. Supply 

shortages, panic buying and the resulting price volatility have been due to three factors: political 

instability in oil exporting countries (during the Iranian Revolution), regional conflicts (the 1973 

Arab-Israeli war, the Iran-Iraq war and the current gulf crisis) and the absence of adequate 

strategic oil supplies. 

 

A precondition of avoiding disruptions in oil supplies is the internal stability of gulf nations. The 

Iraqi invasion has focused on the internal conditions of some countries in the region. As was the 

case in Iran, human rights, free elections, inequitable income distribution, rampant corruption 

and the legitimacy to rule are the standard concerns. The fortunate people living in the region 

have money but are still wealthy servants. But in the end, there is never enough money to buy the 

hearts, minds and self-respect of any person with a soul. President Bush's proposal for a United 

Nations Commission on Free Elections underscores world opinion on this issue. 

 

A second area of concern is regional security to deter aggression. A visible and permanent 

American presence is opposed by most governments and citizens of the gulf. Instead, the world 

community, through the United Nations, should adopt a resolution stating that any act of 

aggression will be rebuffed immediately. For such a resolution to be effective, the world 

community must be consistent in condemning aggression -- something that was not done after 

the Iraqi invasion of Iran. 

 

An additional component of regional peace is the settlement of the Israeli-Palestinian dispute. 

Although this issue may be temporarily out of fashion, even in Arab circles, while attention is 

focused on Kuwait, it remains critical for any permanent regional solution. A solution to this 

problem is important for the credibility of the United Nations. 

 

A third helpful policy is the development of a world strategic petroleum reserve to ameliorate 

unforeseen supply disruptions. 

 

Although several prosperous countries, including the United States, have strategic reserves, they 

have not been used to make up for supply shortfalls. The need is for a world strategic petroleum 

reserve to meet shortfalls for all countries, with its use being more or less automatic and 

commensurate with the shortfall to deter panic buying and speculation. 

 

This strategic reserve should be stocked when there is excess worldwide production capacity. All 

exporting nations should be asked to take part. The supplies should be stored in several locations 



 

around the world, reflecting import demands. The level of reserves should be substantial, say the 

output of the largest producer in the world for six months. 

 

To implement a world petroleum reserve, many technical issues must be addressed. Should the 

oil be bought or leased? An approach discussed with Saudi Arabia for the American strategic 

petroleum reserve was for oil exporters to lease the oil to the importing countries. 

 

Leasing, as opposed to outright sales, reduces budgetary pressures on importing countries, while 

leasing affords oil exporters some revenues. The oil exporters would receive annual lease 

payments -- based on the market price of oil when leased -- for their oil in storage. The lease rate 

is another issue. It could be fixed at the level of interest paid on the World Bank bonds. 

 

If the oil is leased, who owns the oil in storage and thus decides when it can be used? If the 

World Bank controlled the reserve, it would be possible to establish an acceptable distribution of 

voting power between World Bank directors representing exporters and importers. 

 

Another issue is how to set the price for suppliers? This is a classic inventory problem and must 

be negotiated. 

 

A WORLD strategic petroleum reserve would not necessarily erase the need for national 

reserves. Some existing national reserves could be made a part of the world reserve, affording 

additional budgetary relief to countries like the United States. 

 

The Persian Gulf crisis, though a tragedy, gives the world community a chance to look ahead and 

conceive policies to promote petroleum security and price stability. These opportunities can only 

be overlooked at great risk. 
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Huge outlays will be required to get the crippled region up on its feet. Without massive financial 

help, battle and bloodshed could resume 

 

Desert Storm will be replaced by Desert Peace only if the sober economic realities of the Persian 

Gulf are immediately appreciated and addressed. A staggering $300 billion will be needed over 

the next decade to nurse the battered Gulf region back to health. The funds are required for 

reconstructing Kuwait, Iraq and Iran, supporting peacekeeping forces and assisting have-not 

nations of the Mideast such as Egypt, Jordan, Morocco and Syria. These burdensome 

expenditures will come at a most inopportune time. The region's external financial reserves have 

continuously declined since 1981, and the medium-term outlook for the world oil market looks 

much less promising than it did a year ago. But if the financial outlays aren't made, the region 

could again become fraught with conflict. That could lead to even more battle and bloodshed 

while dashing any hopes for the Bush administration's still undefined new world order. 

 

Reconstruction is the key to future economic prosperity in the Persian Gulf. Rebuilding the 

ravaged, war-torn region will cost some $200 billion -- at least $25 billion for Kuwait, over $100 

billion for Iraq and $75 billion for Iran, which is still recuperating from its eight-year armed 

conflict with Iraq during the 1980s. The major foreign beneficiaries of Mideast reconstruction 

clearly will be Western and Japanese corporations. In Kuwait, 80 percent of the rebuilding will 

be handled by American, British and French companies and just 5 percent by Japanese firms -- a 

rough reflection of each nation's war contribution. Unless U.S.-Iranian relations improve 

dramatically, the pattern in Iran should be very different, with 40 percent of the business going to 

the Japanese, 15 percent to the Soviet Union and 10 percent each to the British, French, Germans 

and Italians. This distribution could shift further in favor of Japanese firms if that nation offers 

Iran especially attractive financing. Reconstruction in Iraq, meanwhile, will depend on several 

factors -- among them, whether or not Saddam Hussein remains in power and which nations 

eventually step forward with rebuilding loans and other assistance. 

 

Financial support for peacekeeping forces will be one drain on the Gulf nations' already depleted 

treasuries. The exact composition of such forces as yet remains unclear, but the annual cost to the 

region for sustaining troops is most likely to be in the range of $2 billion to $3 billion a year. A 

still larger expense will be helping the Mideast's have-nots, which is critical to regional stability. 

With a per capita income that is just about 15 percent of its oil-rich neighbors, Jordan will 

continue to depend on foreign assistance -- especially from the members of the Gulf Cooperation 

Council (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Oman and Bahrain). Egypt, the 

most populous Arab country with more than 60 million people, has a per capita income that is 

less than 10 percent of the GCC average. Other troubled nations that hope for increased financial 

assistance include Syria, Morocco, Lebanon, Tunisia, Yemen and non-Arab Turkey. The 

increased annual aid to these countries will have to be at least $5 billion over the 1989 level to do 

any real good. 

 



 

Financial assistance to Iran, though much less talked about, is crucial if peace is to be maintained 

in the volatile Persian Gulf region. The country is the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries' third largest producer and will play a key role in setting oil price policy in the coming 

months. But with a population approaching 60 million, Iran has seen its economic output reduced 

over 40 percent since 1979, in large part because of its bloody and prolonged war with Saddam 

Hussein's Iraq. Besides annual reconstruction funds of $7.5 billion over the next 10 years, Iran 

currently needs additional funds to restore its destroyed industrial sector and to upgrade its 

various oil production facilities. This will require external financing of at least $1 billion to $2 

billion per year. 

 

The extraordinary financial demands of the area will be filled through several sources. Income 

on the estimated $120 billion in external financial assets held by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Abu 

Dhabi could provide much of the money. Gulf nations will also draw on their accumulated 

domestic reserves, oil revenues and foreign borrowing. Earlier this year, for example, Saudi 

Arabia arranged financing of $7 billion at very attractive terms from a consortium of banks -- the 

first time ever that the nation had tapped global capital markets. The gesture may have been 

driven more by politics than real financial needs; by giving the impression of a financial squeeze, 

the Saudis may have been attempting to reduce pressures somewhat to assist troubled nations in 

the region. 

 

If that's the case, it's unclear whether Saudi Arabia and other GCC nations will pursue plans for a 

regional development bank or some other fund to assist their needy neighbors. One initiative 

under discussion during the war called for the GCC countries to pool $15 billion, granting 

roughly $2 billion a year in loans to have-not nations. Another idea would be to put Iraqi 

reparations into a pool and to apportion payments to Iran, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia according to 

the verified amount of damage incurred during the wars with Saddam Hussein. The Bush 

administration has also talked of a new Middle Eastern development bank, possibly funded with 

some U.S. contributions, but the plan has been trounced on Capitol Hill as well as in Riyadh. 

Secretary of State James Baker may now repackage the plan and try to shore up support for it 

during his trip to the gulf. 

 

Oil is the largest recurring source of foreign exchange for the region. But the strength of future 

oil revenues depends on how quickly production resumes in Iraq and Kuwait as well as on the 

resolution of vexing political disputes. Now that the war is over, it's clear that the damage to 

Kuwait's oil fields and wells will impede significant oil exports from that nation for 12 to 18 

months; indeed, Kuwait will import oil, in the form of refined products, for at least the next 6 to 

12 months. Iraq's oil fields may have suffered less damage. But with no access to foreign 

exchange to upgrade them, Iraq may also produce little oil for export for the next two years. The 

Iraqi and Kuwaiti demand will nudge oil prices up over the next year or two, from the current 

$18 per barrel level to $19 to $21. For Saudi Arabia, the slightly higher price -- as well as 

increased production of 3 million barrels per day -- is likely to translate into annual oil revenue 

of $40 billion, as opposed to the $22 billion to $25 billion figure that was forecast prior to the 

Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Given Saudi Arabia's annual financial needs of about $25 billion, 

roughly $15 billion per year could be made available for additional expenditures, such as further 

expansion of the country's oil production capacity or aid to front-line states. 

 



 

Nonetheless, oil prices are likely to drop sharply two years from now, when rejuvenated oil 

facilities in Kuwait and Iraq once again reach their pre-invasion production levels and when 

Saudi Arabia's higher oil production capacity becomes available. This will trigger a worldwide 

oil glut. If the Persian Gulf countries do not coordinate their production policies and establish 

workable quotas, oil prices could conceivably crash to the $6 to $8 range, spelling financial 

disaster for the region. Serious political instability could follow: After all, Saddam Hussein's 

invasion of Kuwait was ostensibly triggered by Iraq's financial indebtedness and disagreements 

over oil production policies in the face of weak prices. If world oil prices were to plummet again, 

Iran and Iraq, once bitter enemies, could share the same pressing financial needs and possibly 

join forces -- both politically and militarily. This is a frightening prospect for those who seek a 

solid and lasting peace in the Mideast desert. 

 

To avoid such a devastating repeat of history, Iran should be afforded special attention. After its 

eight years of war with Iraq, Iran emerged with greater destruction and loss of output than 

Kuwait did after seven months of Saddam Hussein's brutal occupation. Iran is much more in 

need of external financial resources than Kuwait, and its isolation should be ended as soon as 

possible. A positive step in this direction would be the restoration of severed U.S.-Iranian 

relations and the lifting of all economic sanctions against Iran. And in return for this 

rapprochement, Iran should adhere to policies that would promote stability in the Persian Gulf 

and divorce itself from association with terrorism. 

 

To integrate Iran into a regional security pact, the GCC countries should generously help Tehran 

through economic assistance and cooperation. Financial aid is justified because of Iran's positive 

role during Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Iran did not allow the coalition's economic sanctions 

to be broken along its long border with Iraq, nor did it permit Iraq's oil to be exported through its 

own pipelines. Arms did not flow from Tehran to Baghdad, and Iraqi planes were not allowed to 

take off from Iranian soil. Iran also mobilized its forces along the Iraqi border to help put 

additional pressure on Saddam Hussein. Furthermore, Iranian officials met their Saudi 

counterparts on several occasions to help restore diplomatic relations. In short, although Iran 

often acted in its own interest, it refused all of Iraq's requests and demonstrated good will toward 

the coalition. 

 

To further reduce financial pressures and enhance regional stability, disarmament in the Persian 

Gulf is essential. After Operation Desert Storm, Iraq's offensive military capabilities have been 

rendered nonexistent, and Iran has decided to reduce its military expenditures by 50 percent in its 

upcoming fiscal year. The GCC nations should do the same and make disarmament a fixture of 

Desert Peace. As the contrasting experiences after World War I and World War II make clear, 

military victors should show generosity and compassion toward the vanquished. Otherwise, 

impoverishment breeds revenge and resentment, leading to even bigger wars. 

 

With the passage of Desert Storm, Desert Peace is the new order of the day. The basis for 

meaningful stability in the Persian Gulf can be defined in two simple words: economic 

prosperity. To achieve this end, the GCC and large industrialized nations should look ahead, 

assessing financial needs in the region and then helping out with substantial contributions. If the 

commitment to rebuilding the Persian Gulf, in the largest sense, wavers in any way, Operation 

Desert Storm will have been staged for no reason. 



 

Title: The Next Persian Gulf Explosion 

Publisher: New York Times, Sunday Business Section 

Date: November 3, 1991 

 

The stage is set for growing political and economic instability in the Persian Gulf. 

 

American military support has fostered uncharacteristically aggressive foreign and oil policies on 

the part of Saudi Arabia. At the same time, Iraq's impoverishment, Iran's isolation and 

unquestioned American support for the Gulf Cooperation Council -- Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, 

Bahrain, Oman, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates -- is sowing the seeds for a dangerous 

alliance between Iran and Iraq. Such a coalition between two blood enemies, coupled with the 

eventual withdrawl of American forces, could foment a wider conflict in the region, perhaps 

even another war. It could also generate unprecedented turmoil in the world oil market, sending 

prices sharply upward. 

 

Look at the economic desperation now brewing. Iraq went into the gulf war with debts of $100 

billion from its long war with Iran. Since then, its infrastructure and industry have been largely 

destroyed, a large part of future oil revenues will go to Kuwait as reparations and more will 

likely go to Iran under United Nations Resolution 598 setting the Iran-Iraq war's reparation 

schedule. 

 

Iran's economy is a bit stronger, but it remains decimated and will recover only slowly. Assets 

exceeding $10 billion remain frozen by the United States. Fearing Iran's reintegration into the 

world community, Saudi Arabia is arming to the teeth and Kuwait remains militarily supported 

by the United States. Iran's Arab neighbors are pressing for its continued isolation, depriving it of 

favorable commercial financing to begin reconstruction. 

 

Iran and Iraq both hope that oil revenues will ameliorate their economic woes, but that won't 

happen because prices will be weakened by higher production. By 1993, Saudi oil production 

capacity will probably grow to 10 million barrels a day, and further expansion -- to more than 12 

million barrels -- is likely before the year 2000. As Saudi capacity increases, and Kuwaiti and 

Iraqi production rebounds in the next two to three years, there will be substantial excess oil 

capacity. 

 

At the recent Geneva meeting of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries' price 

monitoring committee, Saudi Arabia gave the strong impression that it would produce as much 

oil as it could -- regardless of the needs of its OPEC brethren. That probably will not make a 

difference this year because there is no significant OPEC excess production capacity. But in the 

next two or three years, it will greatly affect Iraq and Iran and their mutual desperation will drive 

them together -- and away from their gulf neighbors. 

 

United States military support enables Saudi Arabia to pursue a short-sighted policy of 

disregarding regional economic needs and politics. Knowingly or unknowingly, the United 

States has become a factor in the OPEC equation and in the oil-policy decisions of OPEC 

countries. 

 



 

But how long will the United States uphold its military commitment? American public support 

for a large indefinite American military presence is at best dubious. But the assumption on the 

part of Gulf Cooperation Council nations of such unabashed support is discouraging necessary 

democratic reform and economic and political cooperation. In time, a more widespread war -- 

with the gulf council on one side and Iran and Iraq on the other -- is likely. 

 

To avoid such a devastating war and to maintain calm in the oil markets, the United States has 

two options: an American military presence in the region or the fostering of peaceful economic 

co-existence there. A permanent United States military presence could encourage the gulf 

council to impose its economic interests on its adversaries, polarizing oil policy decisions. This 

will fail in the long run as regional animosities increase and American public support wanes. 

 

The other, nonmilitary option is more feasible. The United States should support the 

reintegration of Iran and Iraq into the community of nations, promote the economic 

reconstruction of both countries, foster cooperative policies among all the gulf nations and push 

for democratic reforms there. This is the only way to insure long-term regional peace and the 

unimpeded flow of oil. 
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Is Washington worrying about the disastrous economic implications of the situation in Iraq? Or 

does Washington perhaps believe everything will turn out as when the US liberated Kuwait? 

 

The economic conditions in the earlier Gulf War bear no resemblance to the Iraqi conflict. 

Kuwait's citizens numbered less than 1 million, with a GDP per capita around $20,000 and an 

infrastructure (including oil facilities) that was modern and in excellent condition. The 

government had net external assets of $120 billion and could afford to contribute cash to get rid 

of the Iraqis, and its rich neighbors, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, feeling equally 

threatened by the Iraqi menace, stood ready to do their part. The allies did not have to spend a 

cent, and indeed ended up benefiting from lucrative contracts, all happily paid for by Kuwait and 

their regional supporters. 

 

Pre-war Iraq, on the other hand, had a population of some 24 million and a per capita GDP that 

was less than $2,000; an estimated external debt of about $150 billion; foreign exchange reserves 

of less than $5 billion; and significant reparation obligations to Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and others. 

It was saddled with an antiquated infrastructure that required repair and expansion, a fact that 

was widely recognized but which escaped the Bush Administration. 

 

 It should have been evident that after another war in 2003, Iraq would be in no position to feed 

its people and to provide them with minimal health and other services ($10 billion per year), to 

service its debt ($15 billion per year), pay for an occupying force ($50 billion per year), finance 

its own reconstruction ($25 billion per year, with some estimates as high as $100 billion per 

year), and finance its development and growth ($10 billion per year). Iraq‘s needs of roughly 

$100 billion per year are not even close to its likely oil revenues of  $10-$25 billion (minus 

reparations) per year over the next five years. At the same time, it should be acknowledged that 

there is no way to do build a democratically viable Iraq on the cheap. If the needed resources are 

not brought to the table, the entire effort will collapse. Iraq desperately needs external resources 

to get back on its feet quickly. 

 

The U.S. cannot cover Iraqi financial shortfalls. The U.S. has already spent $65 billion on the 

war effort alone and is paying $3.9 billion per month (or nearly $50 billion a year) to maintain 

troops in Iraq. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to justify additional annual expenditures of 

$50 billion in the name of the war on terrorism when no link has been established and we face an 

era of unprecedented budget deficits. 

 

Our only viable option is to muster support for an effective UN mandate for the management of 

post-war Iraq and to get the Middle East peace process on track to get Arab and Islamic political 

and financial support.  While the Bush Administration has not adopted such a compromising 

approach because of the implied loss of control in Iraq and loss of face, this is the best hope for 

the US and for Iraq. If the U.S. agrees to share control, it will gain the support of its traditional 

allies, France and Germany, and other significant global players, such as China, India and 

Russia. If the U.S. wholeheartedly pushes both parties towards a resolution of the Middle East 



 

conflict, Muslim countries would also be in a position to lend support to the peacekeeping and 

reconstruction effort. Muslim fanatics inside and outside of Iraq, along with other opponents of 

US occupation, will be snookered, reducing terrorism and sabotage inside Iraq. Militarily, the 

contribution of peacekeepers from France, Germany, India, Japan, Russia, Pakistan and Turkey 

would lower the human burden for the US. 

 

On the economic front, the UN mandate would dramatically reduce U.S. financial exposure. The 

estimated $3.9 billion monthly cost of keeping U.S. forces in Iraq would be reduced because of 

lower troop needs and the participation of other countries. A new government in Iraq would be 

recognized by the international community, enabling Iraq to get low cost financing from the 

World Bank Group, the IMF and the Islamic Development Bank (IDB). More importantly, the 

US would then be in a position to approach Iraq's creditors to seek partial debt and reparation 

forgiveness, freeing up resources for the reconstruction effort. The rich Arab countries would 

contribute financially to the reconstruction of Iraq, in lieu of providing peacekeepers and with 

the hope of buying security for their own regimes. It is also possible that the major industrial 

countries would follow suit, especially if they had equitable access to contracts and to future oil 

and gas development in Iraq. Without a UN mandate, U.S. pleas (and the assistance that will be 

sought at the Madrid Conference in October) will fall on deaf years. 

 

The economic arguments for the U.S. to seek a UN mandate for Iraq and to push harder for 

Middle East peace are so overwhelming that it should be a foregone conclusion. Yet hubris, the 

announced policy of "unilateral pre-emptive intervention" and domestic political considerations 

in an election year have made it difficult for Washington to focus on its real goals: the 

emergence of a democratically viable Iraq, enhanced peace in the Middle East and victory over 

global terrorism. 
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The Bush Doctrine of preemptive intervention and regime change has not and will not work in 

Iraq. The policy has undermined the United Nations and has made a mockery of the international 

rule of law, principles that American presidents beginning with FDR have worked so hard to 

promote. The Bush Doctrine has resulted in conflicts with our allies. It has made friendly 

Muslim regimes reluctant to cooperate with us in Iraq or, for that matter, anywhere. It has turned 

ordinary Muslims around the world against the United States and has created more anti-

Americanism and, yes, even more terrorists than we could have ever dreamed possible. 

 

In Iraq itself, it has led to a nightmare, with groups hostile to the U.S. invasion and occupation 

making a determined stand, as did the Mojjahadin against the Soviets in Afghanistan. And no 

matter what the administration says, there is no end in sight. There are thousands of Ba'ath party 

loyalists and tens of thousands of Sunni Muslims who feel threatened and are willing to fight the 

U.S. occupation, and what will likely turn out to be a Shiite-dominated government, to the end. 

Simply put, this policy has failed and is in need of immediate change. 

 

The failure of President Bush's Iraqi adventure has rendered U.S. threats against countries such 

as Iran laughable. How can the US, which cannot control Iraq after ridding it of a brutal and 

unpopular dictator, be in a position to invade and control Iran, a country with a more popular 

government than Saddam's and with three times Iraq's population and size? Moreover, as more 

and more Americans are killed in Iraq and as we spend enormous amounts of money, the Bush 

doctrine may no longer be supported by the American people. 

 

First and foremost, the United States needs a good dose of humility. We cannot afford to be 

intoxicated by our own military and economic power. Phrases such as "bring 'em on" and "we 

can go it alone" are just plain childish and do nothing to further U.S. interests. Yes, we have the 

power to change governments, but at what cost and with what future political and economic 

implications? We have created enemies and terrorists with our hubris and our use of these 

unnecessary feel-good phrases. Humility on the part of the U.S. will go further than anything else 

to win the hearts and minds of Muslims in Iraq and around the world 

 

To regain the respect of the world, the U.S. should disavow as national policies regime change 

and interference in the internal affairs of any country. Regime change is up to the citizens of a 

country and, under exceptional circumstances, it could be adopted by the world community 

through the United Nations to confront an egregious regime. We must stress that, like the UN, 

we are committed to protecting the territorial integrity of each and every country. This cannot be 

an elastic concept, but one that is at the foundation of the UN. 

 

Let us start down this new road with Iran. There are a number of good reasons to do so. 

 

Iran is a large Muslim country that is seen as being hostile to U.S. interests and thus an amicable 

rapprochement will impress Muslims of U.S. intentions. 



 

 

Iran is a country that commands a good deal of respect in the Islamic world; in large part because 

of its past problems with the United States and the stand it has taken. Iran is a country that can 

help the U.S. in the current situation in Iraq, in the Middle East peace process and in the fight 

against global terrorism. 

 

There is no better time for us to adopt such a policy and to reestablish relations with Iran. So-

called Iran experts who reside in Washington, who have not visited Iran since the Revolution or 

had any significant exchange with senior Iranian officials, they advise against rapprochement 

because they believe the regime in Teheran is on its way out. Wishful thinking will do us very 

little good. Iran can play a positive role in the Muslim world and in the region from India to 

Algeria. A balanced U.S. policy will encourage Iran to play such a positive role and such a bold 

step will do more than anything else to diffuse the talk and the march toward the war of 

civilizations. 

 

How to Deal with Iran? 

 

The United States should unequivocally apologize for its interference in internal Iranian affairs 

between 1945 and 1979 and especially for its role in the overthrow of the populist Prime 

Minister, Mohammed Mossadegh. We should apologize for supporting Iraq during the gruesome 

eight-year war between Iran and Iraq. We should settle the financial (FMS or Foreign Military 

Sales) claims outstanding at the U.S.-Iran tribunal at The Hague in a fair and expeditious 

manner. We must make it clear to Iran and to the world that we will not do anything to 

undermine the regime in Teheran, as this is an internal Iranian matter. We should not be soft on 

Iran but should make it clear that, to the extent that they play a responsible role in the world and 

adhere to generally accepted principles of democratic behavior, we will support them in their 

efforts. We should use the carrot as well as the stick. Above all, we should demonstrate humility 

and stop the use of pejorative phrases to describe Iran and its people. Iran, in turn, must 

apologize for the taking of U.S. hostages, disavow any connections to terrorism, and divorce 

itself from interference in the affairs of other countries. 

 

It is time to swallow our pride and do what is the long-term interest of the United States and its 

people. 
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Saddam Hussein's trial must address not only his internal crimes, but also those committed 

against his neighbors. There is no doubt that Saddam Hussein killed and gassed many more 

Iranians than he did Iraqis during his tenure as a Middle Eastern despot. Failure to charge 

Saddam with international war crimes and to expose the support of foreign powers for his regime 

would deny closure to millions in Kuwait and Iran. After all, Iran will be on Iraq's eastern border 

long after the United States has gone home. Iraq must come to terms with Saddam's aggression 

toward its largest neighbor if it is to emerge from the past thirty-five years of darkness. The Bush 

Administration will be making an irreversible mistake to leave Saddam's trial in Iraqi hands.  

 

Saddam Hussein, seeing an opportunity to take advantage of the disarray in Iran in order to 

abrogate a 1975 treaty confirming the middle of the waterway between Iran and Iraq as the 

border and to possibly grab some Iranian territory to boot, invaded Iran in 1980. The U.S., 

outraged by Iran's egregious taking of U.S. hostages, initially looked the other way, thereby 

encouraging Saddam Hussein in his brutal adventure. The major powers, suspicious of the 

revolutionary government in Teheran, subsequently supported Saddam in every way imaginable. 

Although Saddam claimed that Iran had initially attacked Iraq, no serious human being could 

question the fact that Iraq was the aggressor. In December 1991, the Secretary-General's finding, 

based on the report of the UN committee established in 1987 to look into the origins of the war, 

was clear: "Accordingly the outstanding event under the violations referred to in paragraph 5 

above is the attack of 22 September 1980 against Iran, which cannot be justified under the 

Charter of the United Nations, any recognized rules and principles of international law or any 

principles of international morality and entails the responsibility for the conflict." It is now time 

for Iraq, the Europeans and the United States to face up to Iraq's aggression against Iran. While 

the West is encouraging Iraq to come to terms with its past, it is denying Iran's and Kuwait's right 

to justice, and it is covering up its own misdeeds. 

 

It is estimated that well over 500,000 Iranians died and more than 1 million were wounded 

during Iraq's invasion of Iran. Saddam began his use of chemical and biological weapons on the 

citizens of Iran in 1983, five years before using them on his own Kurdish population. Iran's death 

toll from chemical weapons alone is estimated at over 100,000; thousands are permanently 

scarred; today, over 3,000 Iranians alone must be hooked up to oxygen tanks to survive.  Every 

Iranian family suffered a loss. Yet Western politicians and press downplay this tragedy and only 

mention the gassing of 5,000 Iraqi Kurds. And if the human loss was not bad enough, the manner 

in which Saddam Hussein brutalized the Iranian people was truly outrageous.  In 1984, the Iraqis 

laid a network of thick electrical cables in the Majnoon Marshes; they would fire enough artillery 

rounds to get Iranians to leave their boats, and when they did, the Iraqis would switch on the 

electricity, killing hundreds of Iranians at a time. But the atrocities did not end there. The Iraqis 

would then gather the bodies, placing corpses five across and five high; they would sprinkle 

them with lime, cover this mixture with about 12 inches of sand and, voilà, an Iraqi road was 

built! 

 



 

The international community must not let its distaste for the regime in Teheran get in the way of 

justice. There is now a rare opportunity to account for Saddam Hussein's mistreatment of 

Iranians and Kuwaitis and to create a more conducive environment for regional peace and 

prosperity. Iraqi steps toward reconciliation with Iran will be facilitated if the West, especially 

the United States, openly acknowledges and comes to terms with its past support of the dictator, 

Saddam Hussein. Saddam did not invent chemical and biological weapons. Germany, France, the 

UK and, yes, the U.S. knowingly supplied him with the illegal chemical and biological weapons 

to defeat Iran, the U.S. supplied him with decisive battlefield intelligence and supported him in a 

multitude of other ways. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait knowingly financed Saddam's acts of 

genocide and his crimes against humanity. The world can only learn from the past if it faces up 

to its mistakes. 

 

An Iraqi War Crimes Tribunal will be too concerned with revenge against Saddam Hussein to 

deal adequately with Iraq's war crimes against Kuwait and Iran. Saddam Hussein's trial should be 

put in the hands of an international tribunal, even if it means sparing Saddam Hussein the death 

penalty. President Bush has stated that "the former dictator of Iraq will face the justice he denied 

to million." But there must also be justice for more than the one-and-a-half million Iranians 

Saddam Hussein killed or wounded. The world must avoid the danger of allowing its 

disagreements with the regime in Teheran to thwart its quest for justice. 
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Whenever we run into a brick wall in the Middle East, do not want to admit the reason behind a 

problem we have over there, or just do not know what to do, we blame it on Islam. Most notably, 

the received wisdom in Washington is that the Islamic faith is incompatible with democracy and 

economic development. There is nothing to support such a divisive assertion. The reason is much 

simpler: human greed-Islamic, Christian, Judaic and Agnostic. 

 

The vast pool of oil reserves and the oil revenues that accrue to governments in the Middle East 

are the key to understanding the region's dismal failures. Because oil revenues accrue to 

governments in the Middle East they should, in theory, facilitate many desired policies. 

Governments could ensure equitable benefits from oil depletion to all citizens and finance 

economic growth. Oil should, in theory, be a blessing, but sadly, in practice, it has been a curse. 

Why? 

 

First and foremost, corruption is a great temptation in the Middle East. The size of oil deals is so 

enormous that a "tiny" percentage here and there is a fortune. Be it a small cut on a $ 5 billion 

investment to develop an oil field, a few cents' kickback on a multi-year 100,000 barrel/day of 

oil exports, the re-routing (i.e., disappearance) of a few thousand barrels/day to a partner in crime 

or a "generous" service contract to house foreign oil or engineering company workers, the dollar 

amounts are huge and one deal can be enough for many generations of any ruling family.  But, of 

course, such gains are never enough; indeed, corruption has thoroughly soaked the fabric of 

society. It is hard to imagine a single Middle Eastern oil-related contract that does not embody 

some sort of payback to a ruling family or to senior government officials. Corruption has become 

the norm in the oil industry and has invaded all other areas of business life. The oil exporters of 

the Middle East are drowning in a sea of corruption. It is difficult to imagine a decision adopted 

on the basis of economic efficiency or of what is good for society. Instead, most decisions are 

based on what will result in the biggest payback without the likelihood of a scandal. The end 

result is that the brightest and the best fight for a share of the corruption pie, as opposed to 

pursuing productive economic opportunities to increase national output to benefit themselves as 

well as society at large. 

 

Second, given the high financial stakes inherent in oil-related corrupt practices, ruling families 

and autocratic governments have little incentive to adopt sound economic policies and 

democratic principles. Whereas without oil, they would have to promote economic growth and 

get a cut to support their lavish lifestyles, with oil there is little incentive for sound policies. They 

brutally hang on to power so as to continue to reap the financial benefits afforded by oil for 

themselves and for their cronies. In their quest to hold on to power, Middle Eastern dictators are 

supported by Western politicians, oil companies, oil service companies, engineering firms and 

other large multinationals, which stand to benefit financially. 

 

Third, given that oil revenues accrue to Middle Eastern governments, the average citizen 

believes it is his or her right to get some direct benefit from oil. As a result, many Middle Eastern 

governments refrain from imposing taxes and rely on subsidies to appease their citizenry. 



 

Consumer subsidies for fuel, electricity, bread, sugar, etc. are the norm. Fuel subsidies have 

invariably become a birthright and may amount to 10-20% of GDP. The downside of these fuel 

subsidies is that they encourage fuel consumption, thereby increasing waste, reducing the amount 

of oil available for exports, degrading the environment and adversely affecting local health. In 

addition, subsidies divert resources away from productive investment, squeeze fragile 

government budgets and encourage government borrowing and excessive debt. But governments 

continue to "buy" citizens with crumbs while they rob the country blind. 

 

Fourth, the quest to stay in power has shaped financial and economic policies. Military 

expenditures are high in order to crack down internally as well as to discourage an oil grab by 

neighbors. More cynically, military expenditures afford a lucrative channel for lining the pockets 

of rulers. The government assumes a large role in the areas of employment and of contribution to 

GDP so as to demonstrate its benevolence and to reward supporters. Optimal, or even efficient, 

economic policies have no place in the scheme of things. As a result, real per capita income in 

the Muslim Middle East is lower today than it was twenty-five years ago in 1979. 

 

Instead of facing up to these facts, Washington prefers to blame the Islamic faith for the 

pervasiveness of autocratic governments, for widespread corruption and for continuing dismal 

economic performance in the Middle East. Rumor has it that Islam is incompatible with 

democracy, good governance and economic development. Yet the truth is much simpler and 

closer to home-human greed is its name. If in fact Middle Eastern rulers and senior government 

officials believed in Islam and thus in life after death (let alone in the paradise promised in the 

Koran), they would hardly dare to criminally mismanage their countries as they do. Ironically, 

Islam is quite clear on the subject of the proper exploitation of mineral deposits. All minerals 

belong to society as a whole (to current as well as future generations), because they were put on 

the earth by God, not by man. Thus, the benefits of mineral deposits are to be shared equally by 

all citizens. What the Middle East needs is better governments and rulers; whether or not they get 

them has nothing to do with Islam. 
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For the past ten years, and even before, Washington experts on Iran have been saying that the 

regime in Teheran will be toppled any day, yet the regime is still in place and is firmly 

entrenched. No amount of wishful thinking has changed this fact. All the while, we have missed 

opportunities to work with Iran and better influence regional events. Putting off rapprochement 

in the hope of dealing with a friendlier regime has been an exercise in futility. After all this time, 

even the optimist's optimist would have given up on a regime change anytime soon. But even if 

the regime does change now, after nearly twenty-five years, it would be disingenuous not to 

acknowledge what we may have lost and to say, "I told you so." 

 

At the same time US administrations have espoused democracy for the Middle East and Muslim 

countries, they have supported the Al-Sauds in Saudi Arabia, Musharaff in Pakistan, Mubarak in 

Egypt, Saddam Hussein in Iraq (prior to 1990) and others of the same ilk - first in the name of 

expediency and now under cover of the war on terrorism. The quest for a quick fix of short-term 

security concerns has trumped the vision for the long-term. US support for Saddam Hussein 

during the 1980s, all in the name of political expediency, has been the driving force for Iran to 

acquire nuclear capabilities. The constant reference to freedom and democracy by President 

Bush has only served to remind Middle Easterners of the freedom that they don't have because of 

America's support for dictators for over fifty years. Arabs, as did Iranians before them during the 

reign of the Shah, have started to place much of the blame for their abysmal political and 

economic conditions at the doorstep of the United States because of its support for their corrupt, 

anti-democratic, yet US "friendly" (and malleable), rulers. We in the US have not acknowledged 

the damage of guilt by association and have learned nothing from our experience in supporting 

the Shah in Iran. Still, we are surprised that we have lost the hearts and minds of Muslims around 

the world. More ominously, we don't seem to appreciate the wider ramifications of this fact and 

of our actions today. 

 

We continue to say one thing and do the opposite. While the President expresses his appreciation 

for Islam, the Pentagon appoints a person such as General Boykin to a highly sensitive post, 

which will have him interacting closely with Muslims. The General's words on Islam, however, 

show neither respect nor appreciation. How long would a person making similar pronouncements 

on Judaism or Christianity be kept on the job? There has been a serious disconnect between the 

Administration's words and actions when it comes to support for freedom and democracy in the 

Middle East and respect for Islam. 

 

After 9/11 and the invasion of Afghanistan came the invasion of Iraq. Saddam Hussein was 

arguably the most despised ruler in the Middle East. He was an atheist who had turned to Allah 

for cover. But the way in which the US  handled him hurt America in the eyes of Muslims. Yes, 

Saddam Hussein has been overthrown and captured, ridding the Muslim world and the Middle 

East of its most brutal dictator, but what about the dictators the US continues to support? 

 

 



 

There is no Northern Alliance in Iraq to support the US and to give the US cover against the 

charge of an uninvited occupation. The Bush doctrine of preemptive intervention and regime 

change, as played out in Iraq, has destroyed America's image throughout the Muslim world. It 

was a stretch to believe that Saddam Hussein was an imminent danger to the US and to the West. 

He was clearly a menace toward his neighbors, but, ironically, the country that had suffered the 

most at the hands of Saddam, Iran, did not feel sufficiently threatened to endorse the US war 

effort. Sadly, the occupation of Iraq has not and will not be a success if the US continues to 

project its conqueror image and continues on its present path. US support for a three member 

interim presidency (Shiite, Sunni Arab, Sunni Kurd), caucuses as opposed to direct elections for 

an interim government and expanded federalism for Kurds will be rejected by Shiites, if not 

today then in the future. The US should resist imposing conditions on Iraq, which will in time be 

rejected and could be the cause of bloodshed. The US must get regime change right in Iraq the 

first time around. If the regime turns out to be undemocratic and corrupt, the US will be blamed. 

In that event, if the US supports another regime change, it will be blamed for interference. The 

US has very little room for maneuver in the eyes of Muslims. 

 

This Administration's policies have undermined the United Nations and have made a mockery of 

the international rule of law - principles that American presidents have worked hard to nurture. 

The Bush doctrine of preemptive intervention and regime change has not only alienated Muslims 

but has resulted in conflicts with our traditional allies, "old Europe." It has made friendly Muslim 

regimes reluctant to cooperate with us in Iraq or, for that matter, anywhere else. It has turned 

ordinary Muslims around the world against the US and has created more anti-Americanism and 

more terrorists than we could have ever dreamt possible. In Iraq itself, it has led to a nightmare, 

with groups hostile to the US invasion and occupation making a determined stand, as did the 

mujahedin and their foreign supporters against the Soviets in Afghanistan. And no matter what 

the Bush Administration says, there is no end in sight. There are thousands of Ba'ath party 

loyalists and hundreds of thousands of Sunni Muslims who feel threatened and are willing to 

fight the US occupation and what will likely turn out to be a Shiite-dominated government. And 

Shiites, for their part, are determined to reverse the over eighty years of Sunni minority rule. If 

this were not enough, Islamic fundamentalists are entering Iraq from all sides to fight against the 

foreign invaders. This is not a conventional war that will end with a battle. It will drag on until 

the only remaining Saddam loyalist and the last anti-American is either captured or killed. But 

this may take generations, because anti-Americans are entering Iraq every day.  Simply put, this 

policy will fail if it has not already done so. The only way out is to win the hearts and minds of 

Muslims. 

 

The failure of Bush's Iraqi adventure has weakened the prestige of US military power in the eyes 

of the world. Bush continues to threaten other countries, like Iran. But if the US cannot even 

control Iraq after ridding it of a brutal and unpopular dictator, how could it ever hope to be in a 

position to invade and control a country like Iran - a country with a more popular government 

than Saddam's and with three times Iraq's population and size? The US is the world's only 

superpower, but its Achilles heal has been bared in Iraq; unquestioned military might provided 

little ability to see ahead and to manage events. Moreover, as the invasion of Iraq was based on 

questionable evidence, this fact alone will make it almost impossible for the US to garner world 

support and to act in any other trouble spot, even if it does have solid evidence of a threat. It 

takes years to earn credibility, but this same credibility can be lost in one day. Furthermore, as 



 

more and more Americans are killed in Iraq and as we spend enormous amounts of money, the 

Bush doctrine is in danger of losing its support among the American people. 

 

As important as anything else over the last ten years is the deterioration of Arab-Israeli relations. 

Increasingly, the US is seen as an unabashed supporter of Israel. The US becomes ever more 

isolated from the world community and especially from the Islamic world with every UN vote on 

Middle Eastern affairs. In the eyes of Muslims around the world, the US role in the peace 

process has been anything but that of an "honest broker." President Bush's description of Ariel 

Sharon as a "man of peace" and his failure to condemn or oppose the construction of the wall 

dividing the West Bank has infuriated Muslims. The Road Map - the centerpiece of the Bush 

administration's Arab-Israeli policy - has become the Mined Road. Arab televisions show the 

plight of Palestinians on a nightly basis, something that Americans rarely see. To the majority of 

Arabs, to be pro-American means to be anti-Arab. Palestinian terrorism against civilians must be 

condemned, but so should Israel's brutal repression of Palestinians. 

 

In the face of these adverse developments in US-Islamic relations, US rhetoric only fans the 

fires. For example President Bush's high profile speech at the National Endowment for 

Democracy on November 6, 2003 only made matters worse in many Muslim eyes. The President 

not only touted the quest for democracy in the Middle East, but he even mentioned the spread of 

democracy as a justification for the invasion of Iraq, with no mention of weapons of mass 

destruction and only a passing reference to national security and terrorism. He added that: 

 

"Iraqi democracy will succeed -- and that success will send forth the news, from Damascus to 

Tehran -- that freedom can be the future of every nation," and "The establishment of a free Iraq 

at the heart of the Middle East will be a watershed event in the global democratic revolution." 

 

He said little of how and why Iraqi democracy will succeed, yet he managed to admonish Iran, 

Syria and the Palestinian Authority while having much gentler words for Egypt and for Saudi 

Arabia. He did not condemn Russian human rights abuses against Muslims in Chechnya. It was 

more a political speech against problem countries as perceived by the administration than an 

honest plan to promote democracy for Muslims around the world. Why else would he pick on 

Iran, arguably the most democratic Muslim country in the Middle East and on the Palestinian 

Authority, who has had real elections for president, albeit a president of whom we do not 

approve?  It sounded like business as usual but with a democratic sugar coating. It is as if the 

Administration has overlooked the fact that Muslims are increasingly educated and informed. 

The Bush Administration may have forgotten our miserable track record for supporting and 

promoting democracy in the Middle East, but Middle Easterners who have suffered the 

consequences have not.  
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Muslims, especially those in the Middle East, attribute many of their problems (dictatorial 

regimes, regional turmoil and economic failure) to the U.S., either because of U.S. actions or 

inactions. This is a region where only one Muslim country has had national elections that 

"might" be considered as somewhat free and open to both male and female voters. This is a 

region where real per-capita income has declined  (while globally it has roughly doubled) over 

the last twenty-five years even though many of the countries have had significant revenues (from 

oil) with little work input. Oil revenues have been embezzled or squandered, especially on the 

military; and Iran may be in a position to develop a nuclear bomb and a long-range delivery 

capability. These countries increasingly blame the U.S. for the Palestinian impasse. The war on 

terrorism and the invasion of Iraq have exposed the U.S. to criticism of hostility toward Islam 

and toward Muslims.  The U.S. has become isolated even from its traditional European allies. 

During the fall of 2003, in two General Assembly votes on the Middle East, the U.S. and Israel 

were on the short end by 144 to 4 and 133 to 4. The U.S. and Muslim countries invariably find 

themselves on opposite sides on high-profile issues. Islam and the U.S. are on a collision course 

and it sure looks as if the U.S. wants to head towards a clash of civilizations. 

 

The Elements of a New Approach 

 

First and foremost, the United States needs a good dose of humility. The U.S. cannot afford to be 

intoxicated by its military and economic power. We cannot alienate and fight the whole world. 

We, like other countries, have no choice but to function in this world as it is and can only change 

it by persuasion (and not by confrontation and invasion). Phrases such as "bring ‘em on" do 

nothing to further U.S. interests and only fan the flames. Yes, we have the power to change 

governments, but at what cost and with what future political and economic implications? We 

have needlessly created enemies and terrorists with our hubris and with our use of unnecessary 

feel-good phrases. Humility on the part of the U.S. will go further than anything else to win the 

hearts and minds of average Muslims in Iraq and around the world. 

 

To regain the respect of the world, the U.S. should disavow regime change and interference in 

the internal affairs of any country as national policies. Regime change is up to the citizens of a 

country. Independent democratic regimes come about as the result of internal struggle and not 

from outside intervention. Another problem with regime-change-as-foreign-policy is that, 

because of its nature, it will be applied selectively and when it is convenient. This is the painful 

reality as seen by Muslims. To appeal to the Muslim world, the U.S. must be consistent in the 

conduct of its foreign policy. It should withhold its support from corrupt undemocratic regimes, 

which ironically it has not done. Only under exceptional circumstances should regime change be 

adopted and then only by the world community (through the United Nations) to confront 

egregious regimes. We must stress that, like the UN, we in the U.S. are committed to protecting 

the territorial integrity of each and every country. This cannot be an elastic concept. 

 

On a related point, we must emphatically state that we will not interfere in the internal affairs of 

any country and that we will not support corrupt undemocratic rulers. Even adherence to this 



 

simple commitment (which is, after all, what we espouse) will win us considerable support. 

Ironically, it is for this reason that the Middle Eastern country where the U.S. is most popular is 

Iran, a country that has had little contact with the U.S. for nearly twenty-five years! 

 

If we want to play a positive role in the Middle East, we must act as an honest broker in the 

Arab-Israeli conflict. If we cannot do this, we would be better served by a hands-off policy. 

 

In sum, the U.S. needs to do three things to win the hearts and minds of Muslims around the 

world: promote democracy in the Islamic world (in deed as well as in words), act as an honest 

broker (Arab/Israel, Iran/Iraq, etc.), and embrace Islam as it does other religions. 

 

Why Iran is Key 

 

There are a number of reasons why Iran may afford a unique opportunity for at least a good start 

in the effort to win the hearts and minds of Muslims and to turn things around in Iraq. If it wishes 

to engage Iran, the U.S. must pursue rapprochement, as opposed to isolation and containment, as 

its new policy toward Iran.  

 

Iran's population is larger than the combined population of Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, 

Lebanon, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. Iran's population is 

young, with over 50 percent aged eighteen and under. Sandwiched between Afghanistan and 

Iraq, Iran is strategically located and could play a positive political and economic role as a 

market for regional exports and for the trans-shipment of oil and gas from a number of former 

Soviet republics.  Iran has vast natural resources, including the second largest gas reserves and 

the fourth largest oil reserves in the world. With more enlightened economic policies, Iran could 

become an economic giant in a span of ten years and, as a strong economic partner, it could 

afford hope to poorer Muslim countries. Iran has had its revolution. It has a constitution, flawed 

though it may be. Iran is unlikely to have an upheaval on the scale of its revolution - something 

that might still occur in a number of neighboring countries, including Iraq, Saudi Arabia and 

Syria. Iranian institutions and human rights policies do not yet live up to Western standards, but 

they are way ahead of those of their regional Muslim counterparts.  Although the vetting of 

candidates for political office does not live up to our expectations (a policy that this regime will 

have to change if it wants to survive), Iran does hold fair elections by regional standards. It is up 

to Iranians to force a change in their electoral laws to eliminate the veto power of the Council of 

Guardians. Still, Iran affords much more of a basis to build on than do other Muslim countries in 

the Middle East. From a practical standpoint, it is worth repeating the fact that the majority of 

Iranians were born after the Revolution and do not blame the U.S. for their own shortcomings, 

ironically affording the U.S. a more receptive audience for cooperation. Through its engagement 

of Iran, the U.S. could be successful in changing Iran at the margins and pushing it toward a 

more democratic system. 

 

Arguably, our worst relationship with any country is the one we have with Iran, a member of the 

"axis of evil" as coined by President Bush. Iran is a large Muslim country that is seen as hostile 

to U.S. interests. Iran is a country that commands a good deal of respect in the Muslim world; in 

large part because of its past problems with the U.S. and the way it has stood up to the U.S. Iran 

is a country that can help the U.S. in the current situation in Iraq, in Afghanistan, in the Middle 



 

East peace process, in the struggle to win over the hearts of Muslims and in the fight against 

global terrorism. In the case of Iraq - whether the Administration likes it or not - Iraq will be 

Shiite governed. While Ayatollah Sistani is first and foremost an Iraqi and is unlikely to adopt 

the political posture of his Iranian counterparts, he will listen to their views and advice. The 

Kurdish issue in Iraq can be ameliorated or fueled by Iran. In Afghanistan, the veterans of the 

Northern Alliance and warlords of western regions have close relations with Iran. In the 

Palestinian territories, important factions have both ideological and religious connections to Iran. 

An amicable rapprochement will impress Muslims of honorable U.S. intentions. Cooperation 

with Iran, given Iran's perceived radical Islamic credentials, will win us support among disparate 

groups of Muslims. 

 

There is no better time for us to adopt the new policy approach outlined above and to reestablish 

relations with Iran. So-called experts on Iran, who reside in Washington, who have not visited 

Iran since the Revolution, who have not engaged a representative sample of Iranians or who had 

had any significant exchange of views with senior Iranian officials have been saying the same 

thing for nearly twenty-five years; they advise against rapprochement because the regime in 

Teheran is on its way out. Wishful thinking - an unfortunate malady in Washington - will do us 

very little good. Iran can play a positive role in the Muslim world and in the region from India to 

Algeria. A balanced U.S. policy would do much to encourage Iran to play such a positive role. 

Such a policy should be bold and comprehensive, as opposed to timid and narrow. 

 

How to Deal with Iran 

 

The U.S. should unequivocally apologize for its interference in internal Iranian affairs between 

1945 and 1979, and especially for its role in the overthrow of the populist Prime Minister 

Mohammed Mossadeq in 1953. We should apologize for supporting Iraq during the gruesome 

eight-year war between Iran and Iraq (above all, for saying little and doing nothing while we 

watched Iraq use chemical weapons with impunity, killing and maiming tens of thousands of 

Iranians). We should settle the financial (FMS or Foreign Military Sales) claims outstanding at 

the U.S. - Iran tribunal at The Hague in a fair and expeditious manner. We should not use the 

Mujahedin e Khalq (MEK) as an instrument against Iran. The MEK, who even supported 

Saddam in his brutal suppression of Shiites in southern Iraq, is unpopular with Iranians of every 

persuasion. We must make it clear to Iran and to the world that we will not do anything to 

undermine the regime in Teheran, recognizing that this is an internal Iranian matter. 

 

We should not be "soft on Iran" but should make it clear that to the extent that they play a 

responsible role in the world and adhere to generally accepted principles of democratic and 

diplomatic behavior, we will support them in their policies. We should use the carrot as well as 

the stick. Above all, we should demonstrate humility and stop the use of pejorative phrases to 

describe Iran and, by association, its people. 

 

Iran, in turn, must apologize for the taking of U.S. hostages, disavow any connections to 

terrorism, divorce itself from interference in the affairs of other countries through surrogates 

such as Hamas and Hizbullah, and be ready to support a fair and just peace between Palestine 

and Israel. 

 



 

At the same time we should not forget the lessons of post-WWII Europe. Economic and political 

cooperation among the countries of the Middle East (Muslim and Israel) offer the best possible 

hope for a peaceful, stable and prosperous region. We should actively promote cooperation and 

integration, as opposed to isolation and containment as we have done in the past, and especially 

in the case of Iran; many of these U.S. actions have appeared as vindictive, not only against the 

government of Iran but also against the people of Iran.  We should not wait until conditions 

worsen in Iraq. If we wait, our options will become even more limited. To cut and run is not an 

option. If we do so, the Middle East will be thrown into even more turmoil than before, no 

Muslim will ever trust the U.S. again and the U.S. will be powerless to act in the Middle East for 

years to come. 

 

It is time to swallow our pride, discard policies that might be beneficial in the next election and 

do what is in the long-term interest of the United States. 
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Last week Donald Rumsfeld said that he could not have predicted the current level of violence in 

Iraq. The Secretary of Defense has been listening to the usual suspects for too long and has 

become comfortable drinking his own bath water at the Pentagon. Sadly most, if not all, of what 

has happened in Iraq could have been foreseen, and I for one predicted much of it on WILM 

Radio (Wilmington, Delaware) before the invasion of Iraq and during the early days of the war. 

Given that Mr. Rumsfeld, his cronies and Dr. Rice have been so wrong about so much and for so 

long, it is time that they should be replaced. Another Donald would already have said, "you're 

fired!" 

 

The President of the United States need not be a specialist on the Middle East, on Islam or, in 

fact, on anything. What he or she needs is the best advice that this country has to offer on any 

and all issues. Above all a president must have good judgment. It seems evident that George 

Bush has not received sound advice (or reasonable predictions) about the Middle East from 

Donald Rumsfeld, from Dr. Rice or from Vice President Cheney. Let's look at the case against 

the two who can be, and should be, fired immediately. 

 

Ahmad Chalabi convinced Mr. Rumsfeld and his deputy, Mr. Wolfowitz, that Iraqis yearned for 

freedom; the war would be easy because all Iraqis hated Saddam and that Chalabi had loyal 

followers who would join the U.S. effort when there was an opportunity to do so. He led 

Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz to believe that, upon their liberation from the tyrant Saddam, Iraqis 

would embrace democracy, would support U.S. efforts in the region and would be beholden to 

the United States for generations. And of course everyone would live happily ever after. What a 

wonderful fairy tale!  It clearly seems that Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz swallowed the story hook, 

line and sinker and that Dr. Rice did not exactly disagree so much as to put her job on the line. 

Anyone who commits such a history-changing error should be fired. 

 

Why was all of this so obvious even before the war?  First, to most Middle Easterners, the notion 

that the U.S. invaded Iraq to promote freedom and democracy in the region was an outright lie. 

Don't get me wrong, Iraqis love freedom. All Middle Easterners love freedom. There is one 

problem. They have not had much of it, and the majority of Middle Easterners blame their 

misfortune more on the United States than they do on themselves and their governments. The 

U.S. has "earned" this reputation both by its actions and because of guilt by association. Most 

Middle Easterners do not see the U.S. as a liberator; they remember instead the CIA's overthrow 

of Mossadeq in Iran in 1953, its support of every Middle Eastern dictator as long as they tow the 

Washington line and its unabashed support of Israel in denying the Palestinians their freedom. 

There can only be broad hostility and suspicion of U.S. motives in Iraq and in the region 

generally, no matter what the U.S. does. The baggage of past U.S. involvement in the region is 

heavy. 

 

Second, in any developing country regime that receives easy and painless cash (in this case from 

oil), has UN-imposed sanctions and is a dictatorship, large numbers of people (in this case 

Ba'athists) and their extended families derive immense and disproportionate economic and 



 

political benefits from the status quo. At least 1-2 million Iraqis would stand to lose everything 

in the short run if Shiites came to power. The young among this group of 1-2 million Iraqis 

would surely put up a guerilla-style resistance to the U.S. occupation instead of showering U.S. 

troops with roses. 

 

Third, the U.S.-appointed Governing Council could never enjoy popular support. Most of its 

members have lived the "good life" abroad. They did not expose themselves to conditions in Iraq 

and did not suffer at the hands of Saddam. No one living in Iraq can identify with most of them 

(the exception being the Kurds with the Kurdish representatives and the Shiites with a few Shiite 

clerics on the Council). The representatives are seen as corrupt U.S. puppets. Just look at who 

has gotten some of the contracts in Iraq and at whose relatives run the ministries. We continue to 

say that everything we do is for democracy, but with every passing day our story becomes less 

believable. Rather than improving our reputation in the region, our efforts are only making it 

worse. 

 

Fourth, Mr. Rumsfeld and Dr.Rice continue to say that the resistance is from a few terrorists left 

over from Saddam's regime and that there is no chance there could be a joint effort including the 

Shiites; that the Shiites would never join the Sunnis. Wrong again. If Rumsfeld and Rice had 

only studied the events of the Iran-Iraq war, where Iraqi Shiites fought alongside Iraqi Sunnis 

against the world's largest Shiite country across the border. Why would Iraqis not fight together 

against the United States if they felt that Iraq was being threatened? 

 

Fifth, although Mr. Rumsfeld has said on many occasions that he wants to win the hearts and 

minds of Iraqis, two recent U.S. actions have come perilously close to losing this war. The 

Pentagon seemed surprised at the vicious brutality shown against four American civilians. Iraq's 

recent history is filled with such inhumane acts. In the 1958 Revolution, they cut up their Prime 

Minister's body into small pieces; later when they deposed Abdul Karim Qassem, they put so 

many bullets through his body that one could see right through to the other side. Look at how 

they gassed Iranians and electrocuted them in the marshes. In fact,I predicted that this would 

happen. I also said that, ultimately, U.S. soldier would lose his cool when confronted by the 

famed brutality of Iraqi fighters and that he would kill hundreds of innocent Iraqis. In reality, in 

Falluja, it was Rumsfeld who lost his cool. The military's disproportionate response, the killing 

of over 600 civilians, has generally eroded support for the U.S. even further. 

 

The sixth error, potentially the biggest of them all, has yet to occur but could do so at any 

moment on the orders of Donald Rumsfeld. The U.S. military declared its mission outside Najaf 

as the capture or the killing of Moqtada Al-Sadr. Such an announcement has made Al-Sadr a 

hero. But worse is the threat to invade Najaf. If the U.S. carries out this threat, it will incur the 

wrath of every Iraqi Shiite (including all religious Iranians) and even the Kurds will turn against 

the U.S. because, upon reflection, they know that they will ultimately have to deal with the rulers 

in Baghdad after the U.S. has left. 

 

The mess in Iraq and our unquestioned support of Israel, especially at this time, could cause a 

domino effect in the region and make the "clash of civilizations" a reality. 

 



 

And yet Donald and Condoleezza stay on the job.  Pundits who purport to know George W. Bush 

well say that the President is loyal toward those who work for him. Surely such loyalty is 

misplaced. A president's loyalty must be first to the U.S., to its people and to the men and 

women who may be called to make the ultimate sacrifice. Mistakes must be admitted. We must 

learn from them and change course as necessary. We cannot begin to do that until those who are 

responsible for such mistakes are summarily dismissed. 
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On July 1 in an Iraqi courtroom, Saddam Hussein was read the broad charges against him. The 

charges were based on seven events: 

 

The killings of religious figures in 1974; 

 

The 1983 killing of 5,000 members of the Barzani clan; 

 

The 1987-88 ethnic cleansing campaign against the Kurds; 

 

The 1988 gassing of Kurd villagers in Halabja; 

 

The 1990 invasion of Kuwait; 

 

The suppression of Shiite and Kurd uprisings after the first Gulf War in 1991; 

 

The 30-year campaign to kill political activists. 

 

These charges conveniently and largely ignored Saddam's largest killing spree-the invasion of 

Iran and the ensuing eight-year war.  Last year, in this same space, I warned against the dangers 

of such selective justice ("Iraqi Trial Won't Address All The Crimes," In The National Interest, 

Volume 2, Issue 50, December 24, 2003). 

 

Let me first repeat some facts about Saddam's war crimes against Iran and then turn to the 

reasons why Iraqis should not miss this opportunity to demonstrate their commitment to justice 

and why the U.S. (the power behind the interim government) will again appear as duplicitous in 

the eyes of many Muslims around the world if the war crimes against Iran are downplayed in this 

Iraqi courtroom. 

 

Saddam invaded Iran in 1980. In December 1991, the Secretary General's finding stated: 

"Accordingly the outstanding event under the violations referred to in paragraph 5 above is the 

attack of 22 September 1980 against Iran, which cannot be justified under the Charter of the 

United Nations, any recognized rules and principles of international law or any principles of 

international morality and entails the responsibility for the conflict." This claim is further 

supported because Saddam signed the 1975 treaty, establishing joint control of the Shatt-Al-Arab 

waterway. 

 

Saddam Hussein used chemical weapons during the Iran-Iraq War, well before using them on 

Iraqi Kurds in 1988 for allegedly cooperating with Iran. In 1984, the UN documents the first uses 

of chemical weapons by Iraq against Iranian forces. Secretary General Perez de Cuellar states in 

his letter that the investigations of specialists in war zones in Iran conclude unanimously 

"chemical weapons in the form of aerial bombs have been used in the areas inspected in Iran by 

the specialists." 



 

 

Using chemical weapons was not Saddam's only war crime against Iran. Mark Fineman, an 

American journalist, witnessed "Hussein's army slaughter thousands of Iranian soldiers in a rare 

and little known military operation that combined high technology, hatred and the horrors of war 

into a blend of brutality almost beyond comprehension." One of these involved the use of 

electricity. A switch would activate exposed electric cables on the battlefield just when Iranian 

soldiers advanced toward the Iraqi defense line on foot, killing hundreds of Iranians instantly; 

their bodies would later be used for the construction of a man-made road through the marshes. 

 

During the course of this war, over 500,000 Iranians (with Iran claiming a figure close to 1 

million) were killed (over 100,000 killed by chemical weapons alone) with more than 1 million 

injured. Crimes committed against Iran must be given at least as much, if not more, prominence 

as those against Kuwait. 

 

The Iraqis chose an Iraqi trial of Saddam as opposed to an international one (à la Yugoslavia) or 

a mixed one (à la Rwanda). But it was always assumed that Saddam's international crimes would 

be given prominence. If the number of deaths is any measure of a crime, the invasion of Iran and 

the use of chemical weapons on Iranians exceed all of the other deaths caused by Saddam 

combined and easily surpass his atrocities in Kuwait. Let me first explain why justice for 

Iranians is important for the future of the region and then turn to its importance for the future of 

U.S.-Iranian relations. 

 

Iran is the largest country on the Persian Gulf. Iran's population of over seventy million is more 

than the combined population of all of the other Gulf countries and dwarfs Iraq's population of 

twenty-five million. Despite Iran's troubled relations with Iraq, Iranians do not blame Iraqis for 

the eight-year war that Saddam started; they only blame Saddam. If Iraqis do not press Iranian 

claims against Saddam, then Iranians will interpret this omission as passive Iraqi approval of 

Saddam's invasion of Iran and of the ensuing atrocities. Iranian attitudes toward Iraq will change 

for the worse. Iran will not be able to move on. Iraqis who also lost hundreds of thousands of 

their loved ones in this tragic war will not be afforded the closure they need. Other Muslims may 

even see this omission as a sign that the Interim Iraqi Government has little or no independence 

from the U.S. 

 

The region needs peace and stability as never before. Conflicts and wars have cost the region 

dearly in terms of economic progress and lives. The trial of Saddam would be an appropriate 

venue to come to terms with the past and to put to rest the war that had the largest human cost for 

the region since WWII. If justice is not forthcoming now, the past will haunt the region and 

could cause another conflict between Iran and Iraq; it will be only a matter of time. 

 

 

Justice in this Iraqi court has also profound implications for U.S.-Iranian relations. The 

government in Baghdad is largely seen as a U.S. puppet by most Iranians. If Iranian claims 

against Saddam are not given just prominence while those of Kuwait are, then the proceedings 

will be seen as another sign of U.S. animosity and vindictiveness toward Iranians (and not just 

toward the Iranian government). It was Iranians, not the Iranian government, that suffered as a 

result of Saddam's aggression and it is Iranians who seek justice. If the U.S. is seen as the force 



 

behind such a miscarriage of justice, then the U.S. would have taken yet another step to poison 

future relations with Iran, not just with the Mullahs.  

 

The U.S. is letting its opposition to the Mullahs blind its every policy toward Iran. The lessons of 

"piling it on" to Germany (with Germany the perpetrator of the war, while Iran was the victim) 

after WWI seem to have been forgotten. One obvious reason why the U.S. and the Iraqis want to 

downplay Saddam's crimes against Iran is that the U.S. and Iraq do not want to give credibility to 

Iran's claim for reparations from Iraq.  Another reason could be that the US and Iraq do not want 

to afford Iran a platform to advertise its belligerence towards the U.S. But these are not a good 

enough reasons to press for selective justice and risk further regional discord. 

 

It is not too late to give due prominence to Iranian claims against Saddam. If Iran's claims are 

without merit then the worst that can happen is that they will be fairly rejected for the whole 

world to see, affording Iraq and the U.S. their just respect and improving the prospects for 

regional stability. 
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 Even before the Iranian Revolution (IR), Iranians had concerns about US policy toward Iran and 

since the Revolution both countries have legitimate issues that should be resolved if for no other 

reason than to enhance security and stability in the Persian Gulf region. But no progress has been 

made simply because neither side understands the other and there is no appropriate venue on the 

horizon for achieving any real measure of appreciation for the other side's perspectives. 

 

The average American views Iranians as people who hate the US and call it "The Great Satan." 

Americans see Iranian as terrorists, supporting terrorist organizations, and who spend much of 

their time shouting "Death to America".   Average Iranians look at the US as an arrogant country 

(its government, not its people) that interferes in the affairs of other countries. The US supported 

Iraq in all manner of ways in its efforts to kill Iranians (including selling chemical weapons to 

Saddam Hussein). Iranians believe the US is trying to take over the Middle East. What is sad and 

dangerous is that the view of policymakers on both sides is marginally above this media-driven 

and superficial level of misunderstanding and comprehension. Let me explain. 

 

On the Iranian side, the majority of the key technocratic decision makers continue to be Western 

educated. But these post revolutionary leaders who came to the West (especially to the US) for 

their university education, viewed their educational goals much more narrowly than those that 

ruled Iran before the IR. Today's Iranian ruling class came to the West, studied their intended 

field and read very little outside of their narrow field of study. They interacted only with Iranians 

from similar backgrounds, did not melt into US society, and went back to Iran. Indirect evidence 

of these simple generalizations is that these "educated" technocrats' command of the English 

language (some from renowned universities), spoken and especially written, is to say the least 

sub-par, and their appreciation of Western history, traditions and culture almost non existent. It is 

difficult for individuals of such general characteristics to understand the true context of the 

decisions and pronouncements of a Western diplomat. 

 

On the US side, since 9/11 we have a proliferation of experts on everything from Islam, 

terrorism, the Middle East and yes, on Iran. It is on these newly minted policy experts on Iran 

that US decision makers ostensibly rely for guidance and direction in dealing with Iran. Who are 

these Iranian experts? They fall into two broad groups: those of Western origin and those of 

Iranian origin. In the case of those of Western origin, many speak very little or no Farsi, some 

have never visited Iran, most have not visited Iran since the IR, even fewer have met a broad 

spectrum of Iranians in Iran and none to my knowledge have gone to Iran to interact with senior 

clergy, cabinet ministers and Iranian national security leaders on a regular basis. So do we have 

any US born policy experts on Iran? In the case of Iranian born experts living in the US, many 

have not visited Iran since the IR and have thus not had an opportunity to interact with a broad 

spectrum of the populace. I would venture to say that less than a handful have had extensive 

interactions with senior clergy, cabinet ministers and Iranian national security leaders. Most 

critical, many Iranian born Americans have their own personal agenda (as perhaps Ahmad 

Chalabi had in the case of Iraq); they dream of going back and recovering their lost wealth or 



 

even better, ruling the country and getting even more wealth than they had before. So are there 

even a handful of trustworthy Iranian-American experts on Iran? 

 

To fill the gap, the US has used a variety of foreign governments as intermediaries. These have 

included Switzerland, Japan and even Saudi Arabia. Sadly each of these countries has its own 

extensive commercial or political agenda to thwart better US-Iranian relations. 

 

Given this state of affairs, it is no wonder that no progress has been made in enhancing US-

Iranian relations. If anything relations may be getting worse. While Iranians continue to shout 

"Death to America" and the US president places Iran in his "Axis of Evil", the average Iranian 

feels increasingly threatened by US actions in Iraq and is becoming more and more nationalistic 

as the American President continues to publicly threaten Iran. Yes, Saddam may be gone but the 

US is still occupying Iraq and innocent Iraqis are dying next door on a daily basis. In such an 

atmosphere of mistrust it is hardly a wonder that the average Iranian may want to see the US 

bogged down in Iraq. Nor is it surprising that Iranians now want their own government to 

acquire a nuclear bomb to dissuade US aggression. US public threats against Iran only re-enforce 

Iranian nationalism, lend further support to the mullahs in Teheran, and are in turn an outward 

sign of the little that US policymakers and US "experts" on Iran understand about Iran. In 

Washington the basis for dealing with Iran continues to be the appropriate mix of carrot and stick 

with little understanding of the possible reaction of the intended recipients of the carrots and 

sticks. It seems that both in Washington and in Teheran policymakers will continue to "drink 

their own bath water" for the foreseeable future with little hope for improved relations. 
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The Bush Administration is now calling for multilateral sanctions on Iran. Sanctions won't 

succeed in cowing Iran but they will indeed have ominous consequences for the United States 

and the rest of the world. 

 

On Wednesday at the International Atomic Energy Agency, the administration promoted a swift 

drafting of punitive sanctions by the UN Security Council against Iran this month. Economic 

sanctions only achieve their goals in very special circumstances, and Iran does not fit the bill. 

Washington should rethink its overall policy toward Iran. 

 

The United States has applied a varied mix of economic sanctions on Iran since 1979 in a bid to 

reverse a host of Tehran's policies and, ultimately, bring about regime change. Clearly, the 

sanctions have not worked. And while the United States has been busy tightening its screws, 

average Iranians have become more nationalistic and supportive of the mullahs. 

 

The only discernible result of U.S. sanctions on Iran has been to delay Iran's development of its 

energy resources. Iran's oil and natural gas reserves equal those of Saudi Arabia. The U.S. has 

obstructed the development of at least two known large oil fields in Iran (Azadegan and 

Yadavaran) that together could have proven reserves exceeding 35 billion barrels and produce 

over 1 million barrels per day of crude at their expected peak; has hindered oil and gas 

development in the Caspian Sea by playing the countries of the region against each other; has 

vetoed the construction of Caspian pipelines through Iran (even though they would cost only 

about half the price of alternative pipelines); and has opposed Iranian gas pipelines to Pakistan 

and India, even offering India nuclear deals in exchange for not buying Iranian gas. 

 

All these U.S. policies have delayed the availability of Iranian oil and gas supplies by about 1.5 

million barrels per day of oil equivalent in today's global energy marketplace and have increased 

energy prices. Continued impediments to oil and gas development in Iran could reduce Iranian 

exports by the oil equivalent of over 5 million barrels per day over the next decade. 

 

The U.S. policy is based on the premise that lowering Iranian oil and gas exports would hurt 

Iranian revenues. But U.S. Middle East policy has in fact buoyed oil prices, which may have 

increased Iranian revenues, albeit at lower export levels. Economic sanctions have come at a 

huge cost to the United States. Economics 101 tells us that lower supplies mean higher prices for 

everyone. The oil market is essentially one global market, although crude types do differ; cleaner 

fuels, natural gas and natural gas liquids increasingly compete with oil. Because of sanctions the 

U.S. does not buy Iranian oil and gas but if Iranian energy supplies came to market this would, in 

turn, afford the U.S. more supplies from other countries and lower prices globally. Equally 

important, piped Iranian natural gas could in time be destined for Europe, reducing Europe's 

reliance on Russian gas and the potential for blackmail by Russia. The increased availability of 

Iranian energy supplies could make an increasing difference to energy prices and security over 

the next decade. 



 

 

There have also been political costs. U.S. actions toward Iran have made the average Iranian feel 

more insecure. Iranians haven't forgotten U.S. support for Iraq during the Iran-Iraq War, nor are 

they at ease with the presence of U.S. bases in Afghanistan, Iraq, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and in the 

Central Asian Republics. Ironically, sanctions, higher energy prices and bellicose threats from 

the United States have bought more time for the mullahs in Teheran, who now have more money 

and ample reason to fuel nationalistic fervor. 

 

At any rate, the UN Security Council will not vote for even limited sanctions on Iran. China, 

Russia, or both, will veto such a move. Even if sanctions to freeze all Iranian government assets 

(about $70 billion) were adopted by the United Nations, Iran could still get by. Iran has had 

plenty of practice and time to prepare for such situations and has placed assets in places where 

they cannot be readily identified as Iranian. All sanctions, even comprehensive sanctions, are 

notoriously porous. In addition, sanctions imposed by a "coalition-of-the-willing" will only 

become an international embarrassment for the United States, potentially placating a domestic 

constituency but succeeding in further alienating Iranians and making ongoing U.S. interventions 

in the region even more difficult and costly. Finally, and most importantly, it is almost certain 

that Iran would react to any UN or coalition-of-the-willing sanctions by cutting oil exports by at 

least 50%, driving oil prices to over $100 per barrel with Americans paying close to $5/gallon 

for gas; a total stoppage of Iranian oil exports (3.2 million barrels per day) would drive oil prices 

to over $150 per barrel, with Americans paying $6 to $7/gallon for gas. 

 

There are approximately 1 million barrels per day of global excess capacity today (largely in the 

Persian Gulf countries) but Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Kuwait will think 

"thrice" before they try to make up any shortfall in Iranian oil exports. And if there is another 

conflict in the Middle East, Arab rulers could be driven by public sentiment to join Iran in 

cutting oil exports. Hugo Chavez could lend them a hand too, with even more ominous 

implications for the global energy market and in turn for the world economy. 

 

There is a viable alternative to imposing more sanctions: stop threatening Iran, especially in 

public. And America should attempt to understand (not necessarily agree with) the Iranian 

perspective, minimize U.S. hubris and engage in true dialogue. Iran would be instrumental in 

allowing the United States to solve most of the problems it faces in the Middle East, including 

achieving peace and stability in the region, saving U.S. lives and treasure and enhancing global 

energy supplies. 
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In some fields performance seems to matter little even when mistakes could kill hundreds of 

thousands. The National Intelligence Estimate report on Iraq leaked over the weekend highlights 

just how unaccountable foreign-policy and country "experts" have been when they've made 

glaringly erroneous assessments-including those costing human lives. 

 

The leaked report found that the Iraq War, far from stanching terrorism, has fomented it and the 

Islamic extremism that animates it. That finding contrasts sharply with predominating expert 

projections. Today, the once cottage but increasingly commercial "expert" industry is driving 

national debate and public consciousness. These experts directly and indirectly advise heads of 

state and other important decision makers on issues as critical as war. Currently, nothing happens 

to these experts after they give bad advice. But just what should the consequences be, especially 

for those who have been vociferously and pugnaciously wrong? Should they get sued? Fired? 

 

The intelligence report is predictably being brandished by those who failed to read the fine print 

on America's Iraq intelligence when it would have mattered most: before the war. While Rep. 

Nancy Pelosi may have politically appropriated the report, in the beginning of the war she 

denounced anti-war protesters and declared her "unequivocal support and appreciation to the 

president … for his firm leadership and decisive action." 

 

There are a number of experts who could legitimately claim that they predicted a rise in terrorism 

with the invasion of Iraq, and their far-sightedness should be championed. By contrast, there was 

the tsunami of bad counsel and augury on Iraq: What about the "expert" who predicted that 

Americans would be welcomed by Iraqis as heroes and that the military campaign would be a 

cakewalk? And the many experts who stated emphatically that Iraqi oil revenues would easily 

pay for the country's reconstruction? Or the one who assured that democracy would be seen as an 

American "gift" to the Middle East? Or the many experts who had earlier claimed that economic 

sanctions on Iraq would bring down Saddam Hussein's regime in no time? 

 

What about the expert who told us that the Taliban would be history on the day U.S. troops 

arrived in Kabul? Flashing further back, didn't someone predict that tough U.S. economic 

sanctions would quickly bring Iran to its knees? Remember the dozens of Iran experts who 

assured us that the rule of the mullahs was in its last days back in the mid-1980s? Recently we 

heard that the mullahs in Teheran were so scared for their survival that they would abandon their 

nuclear program if America and its allies stood tough. 

 

How about the guy who predicted that Israel's incursion into Lebanon would be successfully 

completed in one or two days? What of the analyst who insisted Israel's Lebanon campaign 

meant nothing in the broader Muslim world because it was just a Shi'a and Iranian "thing"? 

 

I could go on and on but obviously there is a problem here. We don't hold foreign policy or 

country experts up to any sort of standard. It doesn't seem to matter whether they are right or 

wrong. And they aren't ashamed to discuss and write articles with absolute authority on a country 



 

they have not visited in the past twenty years, if ever. As long as they are articulate, write and 

say what people like to hear and are team players, the Council on Foreign Relations blesses them 

and major networks hire them as consultants. The height of their achievement is when presidents 

and vice-presidents quote their "expert" predictions in national speeches and interviews. 

 

Cynics may say experts tend to be pawns in a charade that justifies the politicians' endgame, with 

true expertise beside the point.  If the cynics are right, this comes at a great cost to the average 

citizen, and there is even a more desperate need for real accountability. This accountability 

should take two forms. 

 

For everyone who claims or is acclaimed (by the media) as an expert on a country the following 

information should be disclosed: aggregate time spent in the country; number, nature, length and 

dates of visits over the past twenty years; names and nature of relations with key leaders and 

decision makers; level of competence in the language; course of study in areas such as history, 

politics, religion and economics; writing/research on the country; and reasons why there might 

be a conflict of interest on policy recommendations or predictions about the country. 

 

Finally, it would be invaluable to have a real-time online database where all predictions, past and 

future, by renowned experts are reported, verified and stored. As events unfold, the accuracy of 

all predictions could be assessed and reported. 

 

There should be no reason why anyone who is a country or regional expert, appears frequently 

on television or radio, advises the U.S. government, is a member of the Council on Foreign 

Relations, or is on the editorial board of a journal would not want to disclose the above 

information. If their claims of expertise and independence are justified, disclosure could only 

enhance their stature. While much of the above indicates an individual's basis for good judgment, 

the proof of the pudding is in the eating. A record of predictions and advice, in addition to first-

hand experience in the country, is crucial to assessing real expertise. 
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This week the UN Security Council could begin complicated and acrimonious negotiations-

involving all manner of geopolitical horse-trading-over potential sanctions on Iran. The council 

should instead consider an infinitely simpler, more pragmatic proposition to dealing with its 

Middle East concerns. This proposition, though, will require an inversion of much of the 

conventional thinking on global security, particularly within the Bush Administration. 

 

The council has the ability to dramatically improve global energy security and prospects for 

peace and stability through one stroke of action: Guarantee the borders of every country. That 

means no talk of regime change. Although it may seem paradoxical to many, such a measure 

would put new pressure on illegitimate regimes, including those that Washington looks askance 

at, by making them more susceptible to domestic pressures. Given such guarantees, the citizenry 

of every country would have security against outside aggression.  Political and social change 

would come from within and not be prevented or forced from abroad. There would be no need 

for sophisticated weaponry. Accompanying the measure would be a total arms embargo to the 

region. 

 

Importantly, this measure would not entail recognition of illegitimate regimes, just a country's 

sovereign borders. Indeed, major powers should not recognize such regimes-that is, those not 

fairly chosen by (and not upholding the interests of) the general citizenry. Also importantly, 

legitimate regimes should be welcomed into all international economic and political 

organizations-without exception. Such action at the Security Council is necessary because of the 

Persian Gulf's internal demon or, perhaps more accurately, two-headed monster. 

 

The Monster's First Head 

 

Roughly 70% of the world's proven oil reserves and about 60% of the world's combined oil and 

gas reserves are estimated to be in the countries that border the Persian Gulf. But the distribution 

of these reserves is very uneven between these countries. 

Some simple facts about the Persian Gulf countries should be noted: each country's proven 

combined oil and gas reserves in billions of barrels of oil equivalent are: Iran (304), Saudi Arabia 

(304), Qatar (176), Iraq (135), the UAE (135), Kuwait (108), Oman (12) and Bahrain (0.5). On a 

per capita basis (citizens only, man, woman and child) in thousands of barrels of oil equivalent, 

the picture is very different and is as follows: Bahrain (1.2), Iran (4.7), Oman (5.1), Iraq (5.6), 

Saudi Arabia (18.4), Kuwait (115), the UAE (188) and Qatar (789). Most (except Bahrain and 

Oman) have huge deposits of oil and gas oil but Kuwait, the UAE and especially Qatar have lots 

of it on a per capita basis. Qatar is really rich. Also important is the fact that Iran's population 

(nearly 70 million) is larger than the population (citizens and even including non-citizens) of all 

the other Persian Gulf countries combined, while the combined native population of Kuwait, 

Qatar and the UAE is only around 2 million. 

 

Now ask yourself a simple question. If you were Iran or Iraq-countries that are populous, that 

have less in terms of per capita energy reserves and that are more powerful than their neighbors-



 

would you not be tempted at some point to find a way to control the energy reserves of Kuwait, 

Qatar or the UAE, be it by supporting a corrupt ruler or through the use of military force? Is this 

not exactly what outside powers have been doing or been trying to do for years? Is this not what 

Saddam Hussein tried to do by invading Kuwait? Isn't conflict inevitable in a region where there 

is such a huge concentration of oil and gas wealth, and where this wealth is so unevenly 

distributed? Why wouldn't the more powerful countries resort to the use of force, especially 

when the United States openly talks of regime change for Iran and invades Iraq? Before you 

answer these seemingly offensive questions wait until you look the second head of this monster 

in the eye. 

 

The Second Head 

 

The British, French, Russians and now most openly the United States have supported and 

continue to support all manner of illegitimate and corrupt rulers who do not represent the 

interests of their citizenry. These outside powers keep their client dictators in power to ensure the 

continuity of corporate oil and gas contracts and energy supplies. They play one country against 

another, with the intended result that weak family rulers rely on U.S. military might to guarantee 

the continuation of their rule, without due regard for the welfare of their people. 

 

What have been the results on the ground? In none of the Persian Gulf countries do citizens 

enjoy the right to pick their leaders; Iraq is in transition; Iran is somewhat better than the rest; 

and families rule all the other Persian Gulf countries. The United States picks on Iran (some of it 

deserved) because it has no business interests there and conveniently looks the other way when it 

comes to its own business clients (all of whom have a worse record than Iran). No one can deny 

that none of the Persian Gulf clients of the United States even smell democratic or free. Most 

poignantly, the family rulers of some of these countries behave as if the oil and gas belonged to 

them and they generously deign to share some of it with their people. 

 

In short, corruption is rampant. The United States supports regimes whose only preoccupation is 

to stay in power, and it sells arms to rulers for the sake of its shortsighted business interests. At 

the same time, the West in general has quite purposefully failed to promote cooperation between 

Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and the smaller Persian Gulf states. Instead, the West supported Iraq 

during the Iran-Iraq War and sows divisions whenever and wherever possible to make countries 

feel more vulnerable to outside aggression, requiring outside support to stay in power. Division 

may reduce the oil monopoly power of oil exporters today and bring in business contracts but at 

what future cost? Disaster looms. 

 

In sum, cross border conflicts are made more likely because of the uneven distribution of oil and 

gas reserves and the actions of outside powers. Internal strife is boiling because of external 

support of illegitimate and corrupt rulers. Things can only get worse. 

 

Once all border security is guaranteed and regional stability is enhanced, the exploration and 

production of energy in the region should be encouraged. Again, let's face the facts. Most future 

oil and gas exports will have to emanate from the Persian Gulf. There is no other choice. The 

region can expand its oil and gas production by the equivalent of about 20 million barrels per day 

over the next decade if peace and stability are restored, foreign investment is encouraged and 



 

outside meddling is eliminated. If this is done the world will enjoy stable energy supplies at 

reasonable prices while alternative energy sources are developed. 

 

In order for the Security Council to become truly practical and realistic, it must take sweeping 

action and even risk the accusation that it is behaving idealistically. The consequences of 

traditional short-term thinking have caught up with the international community-and the United 

States in particular. Washington and the Security Council must start looking at the long haul 

instead of looking out myopically for immediate interests and trying to conjure a better future 

through wishful thinking and rhetoric. There is no Iraq or Iran solution. There is only a Middle 

East solution and with a Middle East solution comes the benefit of less conflict and a medium 

term global energy solution. 
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Last Saturday the State Department's Alberto Fernandez on Al-Jazeera characterized U.S. policy 

toward Iraq as "arrogant and stupid". He later, presumably under pressure, disavowed the 

statement, as if the arrogance and stupidity could be neutralized through such a retraction. 

 

Even a superpower pays a price for wrongheaded policies, and even this president, in this 

electoral season, has demonstrated a willingness to back away from his stay-the-course policy in 

Iraq. Indeed, such a reversal is probably merely aesthetic, but the president is correct that 

acknowledging an ill-conceived policy is necessary to strengthen, or prevent further weakening 

of, a country and presidency. Bush and his brain trust should now consider a much bolder and 

broader strategy: contrition. 

 

Needless to say, such an approach is anathema to much of the political establishment, 

particularly its Republican contingency. It is not in the foreign policy lexicon of many countries, 

to say nothing of the world's sole superpower. But America's mistakes abroad have reached such 

a critical mass that contrition has become a sound, even essential, strategy. The debate regarding 

Iraq and the Middle East has broadened somewhat, but alternative policies must consider this 

required first step: America must confront the past before planning for a future turnaround in 

Iraq and the Middle East. This necessarily entails admitting mistakes in order to salvage some 

Muslim support. Needless to say, the president need not acknowledge either arrogance or 

stupidity, regardless of whether those accurately describe U.S. policy.  But some form of 

contrition must be offered. 

 

An Unenviable Position 

 

The United States is in the center of a hornet's nest in the Middle East, in southwest Asia and the 

broader Muslim world. U.S. forces are stretched to the limit. There is no victory in sight because 

there is no definable army to be vanquished. Terrorism is the weapon of choice for anyone with a 

legitimate or illegitimate grievance against his ruler or America. 

 

In contrast to America's vast investment to protect itself, a terrorist need little more than an 

imagination. Up until now, the United States has relied on what it perceives to be its strength, 

namely, righteous rhetoric and military force. But the stark reality is that such rhetoric, bombs 

and bullets will not overcome this global struggle. The flames of global terror will only be 

diminished by a thoughtful and realistic examination of the past and by careful planning for a 

more peaceful future. 

 

Great philosophers such as Sun Tzu and renowned statesmen like Sir Winston Churchill stressed 

the imperative of knowing as much as you can about your adversary. What are his gripes? What 

are his motives and methods? What goes through his mind? What is the most expedient method 

of turning him around? U.S. policymakers have a history of misunderstanding their adversaries; 

they define the enemy's thought patterns as they would like them to be and not as they really are. 

They seek out and listen to advisers who tell them what they want to hear. If the United States 



 

wants to look toward a future that is not defiled by terrorism, it needs to gather information and 

confront its mistakes. 

 

The History and Art of Contrition 

 

Despite a widespread, reflexive antipathy for contrition, there is an established history of nations 

that express remorse and subsequently improve relations with their adversaries, such as Germany 

toward France and England after WWII. Official contrition has also helped countries move 

beyond domestic strife, such in post-apartheid South Africa. There are also examples of lingering 

mistrust between nations when one party fails to express regret for past transgressions, Japan vis 

à vis China and Korea, for example. The Bush Administration has failed to acknowledge that its 

policies have grossly harmed ordinary citizens in other countries-whose hearts and minds the 

administration acknowledges are important to the counter-terror struggle. Washington's approach 

reflects the notion that talking to an adversary signals weakness and an acceptance of that 

country's objectionable policies. Diplomacy is not seen as a channel for conflict resolution but as 

a gift to be bestowed by the powerful on the chosen few. Absence of dialogue has become a 

badge of honor. 

 

America must squarely face the painful lessons of the past. It has overthrown a legitimate 

government in the Middle East, namely, Mohammad Mossadeq's in Iran, has supported and is 

supporting all manner of dictatorial regimes like Saudi Arabia and Egypt, has supplied weapons, 

including chemical weapons to its allies, Iraq for example, and has backed the use of such 

weapons when its perceived interests were at stake. While it publicly advocates the moral high 

ground, it has failed to practice what it preaches. Millions have suffered under corrupt and brutal 

governments that continue to be promoted by the United States. Millions have seen little social 

and material progress over their lifetime in these same countries. They cannot vote out their 

corrupt regimes and if they dare to protest they are thrown into horrific jails where they languish 

for years. 

 

These people have a right to be upset at their rulers and at the United States for supporting 

dictators, particularly when the U.S. administration has described in such soaring terms its 

defense of democracy. The administration must redress the past and change course. There is little 

point in parsing the stakes. Such action is needed for the survival of the world as we know it. 

 

The list of U.S. transgressions is a long one, especially in the rich oil exporting countries of the 

Middle East with their propensity toward corruption and conflict. By publicly acknowledging its 

past failures and by matching future policies with its professed principles, America would 

quickly neutralize most support for global terrorism and the likes of Osama bin Laden. 

 

In Muslim Eyes 

 

The reason is simple. An honest admission by the global superpower of its past mistakes 

followed by a true change of course would be seen as great strength in the Muslim world. 

Terrorist leaders would lose their appeal because their tactics would no longer be seen as the 

only venue for change. This would do more in terms of enhancing social and economic progress 

in the Middle East, improving America's global image and dowsing the flames of terrorism than 



 

all the money the U.S. has spent and will spend on Iraq. This would bring about more goodwill 

than all the empty rhetoric from here to eternity. 

 

As Mr. Bush so graciously acknowledged, phrases such as "bring ‘em on" serve little to advance 

the cause of global peace and harmony. Words are almost as consequential as actions. 
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As a realist I had hoped for bold and insightful recommendations from the Iraq Study Group on 

how to garner Iran's support in resolving America's Middle East quagmire. But I was sorely 

disappointed because what emerged is a naive approach burdened by the usual baggage and 

rhetoric. 

 

Successful diplomacy and negotiation with Iran quite naturally depends on an intelligent 

assessment of the incentives Washington can offer it. The ISG lists six incentives the United 

States can offer Iran and Syria, in exchange for cooperation: an Iraq that does not disintegrate; 

America's prevention of a Taliban destabilization of Afghanistan; accession to international 

organizations, such as the World Trade Organization; prospects for enhanced diplomatic 

relations with the United States; the prospect of a U.S. policy that advocates reform and not 

regime change; the prospect of peace between Israel and Syria, and in turn a wider Middle East 

peace. 

 

The length of the ISG's incentives list does not compensate for its lack of substance. The first 

two benefits are arguably more important for the United States. If Iraq and Afghanistan fall 

apart, America may be forced to depart from the entire region, leaving it with no bases in the 

Persian Gulf. Many of Washington's unpopular allies in the Persian Gulf would fall, leaving the 

United States unable to influence the oil and gas market. Iran would prefer this scenario to 

cooperating with the United States and then having hostile U.S. forces encircle it on all sides. 

Iran was helpful to the United States in Afghanistan, yet it got nothing in return and was instead 

named a founding member of the "axis of evil." Iran will be more cautious this time around. 

 

The third benefit is not really that of joining international organizations but rather just the WTO. 

And Iran, while it is lobbying for WTO membership, is not ready to join the organization 

because it will need years of internal economic reforms and viable institutions before it could 

benefit from accession to the WTO. Incentives number four and five will be seen in Tehran as 

couched U.S. arrogance and threats. And number six is a benefit for Syria. So the question 

remains: where is the benefit in these so-called incentives for Iran? 

 

How did the much-vaulted ISG, after months of deliberation and consultation, arrive at such 

hollow recommendations to garner Iranian support-incentives that if anything are harmful to 

U.S.-Iranian relations? Part of the problem-which I broached in "Opinionated and Dangerous", 

available here- is that Washington knows very little about the Iran of today. U.S. policymakers 

have not officially visited Iran for over twenty-five years. U.S. Iran "experts" generally do not 

visit Iran and those that do have little or no contact with Iranian leaders. Among the more than 

two hundred individuals who were approached by the ISG, only one, namely, Dr. Javad Zarif, 

Iran's ambassador to the United Nations, knows anything about today's Iran. And although Dr. 

Zarif is eloquent, one meeting with him can hardly suffice in educating the ISG about all the ins 

and outs of today's Iran.  

 



 

The ISG also recommends that Iran become a member of an International Support Group, which 

is to include Iraq and all the states bordering Iraq, including Iran and Syria; the key regional 

states, including Egypt and the Gulf States; the five permanent members of the United Nations 

Security Council; the European Union; and of course, Iraq itself. This support group is meant to 

play a pivotal diplomatic role. "Other countries-for instance, Germany, Japan and South Korea-

that might be willing to contribute to resolving political, diplomatic, and security problems 

affecting Iraq could also become members." 

 

The study group's inclusion of Egypt demonstrates its unfortunate ignorance of Iran. After the 

First Gulf War, the Bush I Administration proposed a security arrangement for the Persian Gulf 

that included Egypt but excluded Iran. Iran was baffled and suspicious about why Egypt, a nation 

outside the region and hostile toward Iran, was on that list. Of course that Persian Gulf security 

arrangement did not get off the ground. Yet the ISG resurrects an Egyptian role. While the ISG 

presumably seeks Iran's cooperation, it is clumsily and needlessly alienating and antagonizing it. 

 

The ISG highlights Iran's potential role in drawing on its historical relationship with the different 

Shi‘a factions in Iraq to help restore stability in the country. At the same time, it sees an 

important role for Saudi Arabia, "The Saudis could use their Islamic credentials to help reconcile 

differences between Iraqi factions…" Here again, it remains bewildering how the ISG authors 

got the notion that the Al-Sauds have strong Islamic credentials. They should have looked at the 

recent book by Madawi Al-Rasheed, Contesting the Saudi State: Islamic Voices from a New 

Generation. 

 

Still, the report does put forward a suggestion that would have broadly benefited U.S.-Iranian 

relations-which was summarily rejected by the administration. On December 6, Tony Snow was 

asked about one of the ISG's more helpful recommendations of decoupling Iran's enrichment 

program from a U.S. dialogue with Iran-leaving negotiations instead to the Security Council. For 

all the administration's cautious and pro forma lip service to selected parts of the ISG report, Mr. 

Snow gave that counsel short thrift, responding that Iran would have to suspend enrichment 

before Washington would be willing to have a one-on-one dialogue. 

 

Setting preconditions to dialogue, when it is the United States that wants that dialogue, will not 

get Iran to the table in an atmosphere that could be helpful. U.S.-Iranian relations cannot be 

simply seen in the context of America's predicament in Iraq. Washington is hardly in a position 

to dictate or to bully Iran into doing its bidding. If the United States wants Iran's cooperation and 

support, it is time to understand Iranian concerns. In broad strokes, the ISG missed a great 

opportunity to jump-start the long neglected U.S.-Iranian dialogue, a dialogue that could only be 

beneficial to the entire Middle East region. And the parts the authors did get right have already 

been rejected out of hand by the administration. 
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The broad debate on Iran can be divided into two common eras: before and after the release of 

the Iraq Study Group report. The report has re-energized the debate about engaging Tehran, but 

U.S. diplomacy with Iran should be seen only in part through an Iraqi prism. America's broad 

regional interests are also at stake with Iran. 

 

Iran does not wield the wand to halt the sectarian strife that is destroying Iraq-an ability ascribed 

to it by some favoring engagement and, conversely, some advocating brinkmanship. And 

contrary to popular opinion, Iran has less influence in Afghanistan, since Tehran supported 

Ahmad Shah Massoud who treated the Shi‘a brutally. What Iran can do is to restrain the violence 

in Iraq to some degree, and prevent it from spreading to Lebanon, Bahrain, eastern Saudi Arabia 

and to the small sheikdoms in the Persian Gulf. And there is another reason for engaging Iran. 

Following other options to their logical conclusion yields the same conceivable result: a 

disastrous outcome for U.S. interests. 

 

Rhetorical Bombs 

 

The Iraq Study Group report has advocated dialogue with Iran (and Syria) as an integral 

component of a new Iraq strategy, with little time to lose. Given the U.S. preoccupation with 

Iran's nuclear power program, the ISG's recommendation of decoupling dialogue from any 

preconditions is especially positive. There is no hard evidence indicating Iran intends to develop 

nuclear warheads, and even if it did have such intentions, the indications are that Iran is years 

away from developing a bomb. Yet the Bush Administration continues to insist on a suspension 

of Iran's nuclear enrichment before any dialogue can take place. The U.S. approach has not only 

hardened the regime in Tehran, it has also inspired the vast majority of Iranians to defend what 

they see as their right as an independent nation. 

 

 

Whether Iran has had its heart set on enriching uranium to weapons grade, I don't know. What 

remains clear is that Iran feels insecure after the U.S.-led support of Saddam Hussein during the 

Iran-Iraq War, the U.S. occupation of Iraq and Afghanistan and U.S. bases surrounding it on all 

sides. Also, the Bush Administration's negative rhetoric continues to fan Tehran's anxiety. 

 

As advocated by the ISG, the U.S. has little choice but to start a dialogue with Iran with no 

preconditions. Engagement with Iran, along with other policy changes, could help the U.S. to 

gradually salvage its lost influence in the Middle East, save U.S. lives and treasure and avoid a 

wider conflict that could threaten the entire region and the world. Iran, because of its willingness 

to stand up to Washington on some issues, has acquired credibility in the region and is uniquely 

suited to help the United States improve its image in the wider Muslim world. Rapprochement 

with Iran and a more peaceful Iraq would allow the U.S. to maintain its presence in some Persian 

Gulf countries, but if the United States is forced out of Iraq, it may be forced out of all other 

Persian Gulf countries. Because the United States is closely identified with autocratic Arab rulers 



 

in the Persian Gulf, a forced U.S. withdrawal from Iraq could start a popular domino effect, 

forcing the United States to leave from every country in the Persian Gulf. 

 

Options Toward Iran 

 

What are U.S. policy options toward Iran? The U.S. could: bomb and invade Iran in an attempt 

to make Tehran malleable and stymie its nuclear program; attempt to push through UN sanctions 

or re-enforce unilateral sanctions with sanctions from a coalition-of-the-willing; ignore Iran and 

continue on its current course in Iraq and in the broader Middle East; or engage Iran in a 

dialogue, with no preconditions. 

 

The first option would, in my opinion, result in a regional war that would be unpredictable and 

uncontrollable. And while Bush has cited oil prices as a reason for staying the war's course in 

Iraq, bombing Iran would cause oil to become scarce, sending prices sky-high. The world 

economy would grind to a halt. Iranians and Muslims worldwide would become anti-American 

as never before, with the U.S. forced to leave the Persian Gulf. 

 

The adoption of effective and comprehensive sanctions by the UN seems doubtful because 

Russia, China, or both, are unlikely to agree. Even if the United States were to put together a 

coalition, Russia and especially China could supply much of Iran's import needs. Most 

importantly, sanctions are porous and would require a naval blockade of Iran to be effective. 

This would be seen in Tehran as an act of war and could lead to a conflict between the U.S. and 

China and Russia. Iran could retaliate by not exporting oil because it has enough foreign 

exchange to last a year. Iran could sabotage oil exports of Arab countries. Most importantly, 

sanctions will not work because the Iranians themselves support the government's quest for 

nuclear power and research. 

 

Dimensions of Diplomacy 

 

Staying the course and ignoring Iran could be an option if Iraq were not deteriorating rapidly and 

if Lebanon and the Palestinian territories were calm. The danger with this course is that it has 

already failed and there is no reason to believe that it will be more successful in the future. 

Again, the end result may be a forced U.S. withdrawal from the entire Persian Gulf. 

 

The last option is the only practical one. Iran is unlikely to accept preconditions to talks and the 

United States loses nothing by engaging Iran. And Washington does have some inducements (or 

could play a key role in securing them) that Iran would be interested in: security guarantees from 

the United States and from the other permanent members of the UN Security Council; a timeline 

for total U.S. withdrawal from Iraq; as a bargaining ploy, withdrawal from the Persian Gulf 

(more on this below); removal of U.S. sanctions; assistance from the International Atomic 

Energy Agency for peaceful nuclear-power development; a timely resolution of Iran's foreign-

military-sales claims against the United States, involving military equipment paid for under the 

Shah but never delivered by the United States because of sanctions, which Tehran is currently 

pursuing at The Hague; eventual restoration of full diplomatic relations with the United States. 

 



 

And Washington is interested in receiving the following from Tehran: active support in reining 

in the Shi‘a militias in Iraq; pressure on Shi‘a factions in Iraq in cobbling together a government 

of national reconciliation; support for an Arab-Israeli peace agreement and, upon reaching such 

an agreement, diplomatic relations with Israel; cooperation in Afghanistan and in the fight 

against terrorism; termination of support for Hizballah and Hamas; termination of Iran's nuclear 

enrichment and heavy water reactor programs. 

 

If Iran agrees to the most intrusive inspections of any country, such an agreement could serve as 

a model to be applied to all countries in the future. Iran would likely also agree to reduce its 

support for Hizballah and Hamas if this is tied to a peace settlement between the Palestinians and 

Israel. The United States would probably agree to a timetable for its withdrawal from Iraq, but 

would not agree to a broader withdrawal from the Persian Gulf-which would in all likelihood be 

acceptable to Iran. 

 

Negotiations will be painful and difficult as the two sides neither understand nor trust each other. 

But negotiations have historically been successfully concluded with similar levels of distrust. 

And lastly, there is no viable alternative for the United States. There is little time to waste given 

the rapidly deteriorating position on the ground in Iraq and in Lebanon and the Palestinian 

territories. Further, the United States must preempt a widespread anti-U.S. backlash that could 

force a total withdrawal from the region. 
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Amid the jockeying to redefine strategy, and expectations, on Iraq, one central question is being 

largely overlooked: why are we at war there? Given reports of a planned troop surge in the near 

future, why is America staying the course-at such a cost in prestige, blood, treasure and even 

power-in Iraq? What is the objective (the topic of a recent symposium in The National Interest)? 

 

Expectations for the Iraq Study Group had fused with optimism in the wake of the midterms to 

stoke what has proven to be an irrational exuberance regarding the prospects for a meaningful 

shift in Iraq. And while the president is unwavering in his pursuit of "victory", the casusbelli the 

Bush Administration has stressed for Iraq has varied: WMDs, democracy, terrorism, a threat to 

Israeli democracy, and (recently and amorphously) for the "ideology of freedom to overcome an 

ideology of hate." But given the history of what has prompted military campaigns in the Gulf in 

the past, and America's geopolitical and energy-related contest with China, it is unlikely any of 

these rationales reflect the motivation for war in Iraq. As stated recently by President Bush 

during the midterm elections, U.S. forces remain in Iraq for reasons related to oil. And indeed, 

those concerns likely prompted the campaign to begin with. 

 

The Quest for Oil 

 

Oil has been the prize for most of the 20th century and has underlined much of Western 

involvement in the Persian Gulf region. Britain was manipulating Iranian shahs from the early 

part of the last century to secure Iran's oil, with Britain's revenues from Iranian oil exceeding 

Iranian revenues from Iranian oil up to the end of World War II. On February 14, 1945, President 

Roosevelt met Saudi Arabia's King Abdul Aziz aboard the USS Quincy on Egypt's Great Bitter 

Lake to cement U.S. access to Saudi oil. In 1953, the United States and Britain toppled the 

constitutionally elected government of Muhammad Mossadeq of Iran to preserve Britain's oil 

interests and to open a door to U.S. companies. The United States supported the shah to ensure 

its access to Persian Gulf oil. The Iranian Revolution was not a revolt to bring in the mullahs but 

was instead a fight for independence from external control of Iran's oil and internal affairs. The 

mullahs filled the void. 

 

 

After the revolution, the United States supported Saddam Hussein, who seemingly represented 

an opportunity to topple the uncooperative and pesky Iranian regime. When the tide of war 

turned against Iraq, Senate documents demonstrate that the United States and Europeans gave 

Saddam chemical weapons and battlefield intelligence, with the result that about one million 

Iranians were killed and injured. Two years after this war was over, Saddam Hussein invaded 

Kuwait and became a threat to Saudi Arabia and its oil resources; he was no longer useful to the 

United States and, indeed, became a threat to U.S. interests. The United States amassed massive 

forces in the Persian Gulf and kicked Saddam Hussein out of Kuwait. All indications point to the 

pursuit of oil interests as the impetus of these policies. 

 



 

Since World War II, the United States has supported Arab autocratic rulers in the Persian Gulf to 

secure access to oil and lucrative arms and engineering service contracts. Promoting democracy 

and democratic institutions has been the articulated, but never the pursued, goal. Indeed the 

opposite has been the case: U.S. support for autocratic rulers has prevented regime change and 

thus the emergence of democratic rule. 

 

Mr. Bush continues to support dictators, including the Al-Sauds in Saudi Arabia, while 

broadcasting his commitment to democracy and human rights-a policy that Al-Qaeda has been 

able to leverage for recruitment. Even a cursory look into Saudi Arabia shows that it is anything 

but democratic: no constitution; no elections until recently and then only for a portion of 

municipal councils; all churches and synagogues are outlawed; women have few rights; freedom 

of speech is not protected; rulers freely take from the state. Yet the U.S. supports such rulers who 

sit atop big oil reserves and conveniently labels them as moderates. 

 

Arab citizenry blame the United States for their autocratic rulers and the absence of freedom. 

The West's historical support for dictatorial regimes has been, and continues to be, the main fuel 

for anti-Americanism and terrorism around the world-giving birth and strengthening the likes of 

Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri. Our need, and greed, for oil has historically taken 

precedence over democracy, given the prospect of having to deal with uncooperative, elected 

leaders. 

 

The Iraq War 

 

Historical and physical realities indicate that the United States invaded Iraq in 2003 to secure 

access to oil, for oil services and arms sales and engineering contracts. About 70 percent of the 

world's proven oil reserves and about 60% of the world's combined oil and gas reserves are 

estimated to be in the countries that border the Persian Gulf. Each country's proven combined oil 

and gas reserves in billions of barrels of oil equivalent are: Iran (304), Saudi Arabia (304), Qatar 

(176), Iraq (135), the UAE (135), Kuwait (108), Oman (12) and Bahrain (0.5). Moreover, many 

energy insiders expect the largest additions to reserves in the future to be made by Iraq followed 

by Iran, with Iraq having the potential of more oil reserves than Saudi Arabia, given expectations 

regarding still-unproven reserves. Oil enables the Middle East to be the largest importer of 

military hardware and just about the most corrupt region in the world. 

 

U.S.Interests-Misunderstood 

 

Given America's vast military power, seizing control of such vast energy resources, the lifeblood 

of the global economy, might appear both tempting and viable. Such a prospect would allow for 

the securing of lucrative business contracts and exponential political gain. Taking a careful look 

at history and making the obvious connections, the pursuit of oil interests has been the 

motivation for U.S., British and French maneuvering in the Gulf for over fifty years 

 

And then there's China. China's rise has further shifted the calculus on oil, raising the 

geopolitical and economic stakes even more. China poses the most prominent challenge to U.S. 

global domination. Energy could be the key to thwarting Chinese ambitions and keeping Beijing 

in check. Add to that calculus regarding the China the fact that Saddam Hussein was bringing in 



 

Russian and Chinese oil companies into his country. Iraq and Iran could have eventually hosted 

future Chinese military bases, thereby consolidating the exclusion of U.S. oil, arms and 

engineering companies. 

 

But by controlling Iraq and surrounding Iran on all sides, some U.S. officials publicly mused that 

oil-rich Iran would also become more compliant. With the United States in Iraq and with Iran 

under control, the so-called moderate (or, rather, obliging) Arabs would also continue to tow the 

U.S. line on oil for the foreseeable future. 

 

All these factors point towards oil as the motivation of the Iraq War, as part of a bid to further 

the country's, and the administration's political, interests. But this plan was poorly conceived. 

The expectation that the result would be a neat and democratic Iraq, and cowed neighbors, was 

naive. Common sense should have prevailed. 

 

It was inconceivable that the Sunnis, who had wielded power and enjoyed privileged status for 

such a long period, would yield to the Shi‘a without a fight to the end. And since these were 

predictable problems, U.S. officials conceivably decided to invade Iraq anyway because of a 

perception that the preponderant oil-related and other expected economic benefits outweighed 

the anticipated costs. Now, the Bush Administration finds itself in a predicament that could well 

determine the future course of the Middle East, if not that of the world. 

 

The Bush Administration's chief concerns regarding the regional impact of a U.S. withdrawal in 

Iraq can still be traced to oil interests. If the United States were to leave Iraq now, it would in all 

likelihood loose influence in Iraq. Iran would become more emboldened. And with a surge in 

anti-Americanism, the United States could lose all its military bases in the Persian Gulf. The so-

called moderate Arab countries of the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf 

(GCC) would fear Iran, not to mention their own citizenry, and would likely cease delivering on 

Washington's directives in order to make a last ditch effort to save their thrones. Why would this 

matter to America? Because of the region's vital oil and natural gas resources. And the West's 

loss of control over the Persian Gulf would become the Bush presidential legacy. 

 

What is now the best course of action for the United States in Iraq? The people of the region are 

sober about U.S. motivations in the Gulf, and an honest admission of what prompted, and has 

sustained, the U.S. campaign could bolster U.S. credibility there. In addition, U.S. officials 

should recognize that an aggressive approach to pursing oil interests could dramatically 

undermine those very interests. 
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President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, and his thorough trouncing, was the headliner of Iran's 

midterm elections last week. But while much attention, and glee, has been focused on the 

president and his defeat, there appears to be a more preponderant, slower moving back-story to 

the vote: a potential tectonic shift in a real center of power-the Assembly of Experts and, by 

association, the selection of the next Supreme Leader and in turn the Guardian Council. 

 

In the elections for city council, which vote on cities' mayors, Ahmadinejad fared poorly across 

Iran and, most significantly in Tehran, a bellwether indicator for the country. In Tehran, 

Ahmadinejad's opponents took a clear majority of the seats and, by electing the next mayor of 

Tehran, will select an important player in Iranian national politics. The election clearly signals a 

weakening of support for Ahmadinejad after less than two years in office, but as tempting as it 

may be for the West to attribute that to a backlash against Ahmadinejad's "inquest" into the 

Holocaust, lambasting of the United States and Israel, etc., the souring of public sentiment is 

more connected to local, pragmatic concerns. 

 

Ahmadinejad ran on a populist platform of economic reform: better services for the poor, job 

creation, and the reining in of corruption. He has delivered little except for talk. The poor are still 

poor; the rich are getting richer and corruption is still rampant. Iranians clearly want better 

economic performance and with more widespread benefits for the poor, the base for 

Ahmadinejad's political support. Ahmadinejad now apparently risks losing re-election to one of 

his principal opponents, Tehran Mayor Mohammad Bagher Qalibaf-whose supporters did very 

well in the elections. 

 

Tehran's population is over 20 percent of the national population and the mayor is in a position to 

nurture a strong, grassroots base of support for national office, as Ahmadinejad did. The direct 

supporters of the current mayor, Mohammad Bagher Qalibaf, took the largest block of seats (7 

out of 15), followed by the broad coalition of reformers (5), supporters of the reform platform of 

the former president, Mohammad Khatami. The poor performance of the supporters of 

Ahmadinejad in Tehran was largely duplicated elsewhere in city council elections around the 

country. 

 

Also importantly, the so-called reform movement has risen from the ashes in this round of voting 

and may coalesce behind an insider next time, such as former President Ali Akbar Hashemi 

Rafsanjani, with more on the potential significance of that below. 

 

But the city council results mean very little for Iran's regional and foreign policies. For all the 

attention on Ahmadinejad's already storied tenure, presidential powers are limited. The Supreme 

Leader-who has his own key advisors, including senior clerics, security officials and former 

senior government officials-makes all the major decisions and a few unelected, behind-the-scene 

officials wield more real power than does the president. In fact, the once very popular Khatami 

recognized and digested the limitations of his powers and stopped short of confronting the 

Guardian Council, and thus the Supreme Leader. 



 

 

While many in the West rightly abhor and fulminate about Ahmadinejad's rhetoric, they forget 

that rhetoric is not always supported by real power. The Supreme Leader could change 

Ahmadinejad's policies and rhetoric in one brief meeting. Although the council elections do 

signal the prospects for presidential contenders, the president does not control important 

domestic and foreign policies in Iran. 

 

The midterm election results on the Assembly of Experts, where the tenure lasts eight years, 

were much more important in terms of future policies. And in Tehran, former President Ali 

Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani drew the most votes for the assembly. To understand the significance 

of those results, Iran's post-revolutionary electoral system needs brief elaboration. 

 

The elected Assembly of Experts appoints the Supreme leader, to whom most of the power is 

entrusted. So the current assembly would be most significant if the current Supreme Leader, Ali 

Khamenei, could no longer serve over the next eight years. 

 

The Assembly of Experts also meets about twice per year behind closed doors and monitors the 

activities of the Supreme Leader but does not intervene in the day-to-day affairs of state. To be a 

candidate in Iran for elected positions-such as the Assembly of Experts, president and city 

council-an individual must be vetted by the Guardian Council, a twelve-person body, half 

appointed by the Supreme Leader and half elected by parliament. Also, the laws passed by 

parliament are subject to the Guardian Council's approval. 

 

Many commentators rightly observe the limitations of such an election and governance 

procedure, but the Guardian Council does not black ball any single group from standing for 

office; it largely reflects the broad wishes of the Supreme Leader, makes judgments on an 

individual's qualification for office, as opposed to a political group's qualification, and tries to 

preserve electoral legitimacy by ensuring all groups are at least reasonably represented. And 

once the candidate list has been established, the actual voting is quite transparent. Iran's system 

may be flawed, but it is superior to any other system in the entire Middle East region, with the 

exception of Israel. 

 

But back to Hashemi. He had been all but discarded by pundits after his miserable performance 

in the previous presidential and parliamentary elections. The general citizenry, and especially the 

reformists, saw him as a practical and unprincipled politician. But after the do-nothing two terms 

of the once popular Mohammad Khatami, even the reformists realized that Hashemi can get 

more done than the likes of a Khatami, who had limited relations with the less than ten 

individuals who wield real power in Iran and had therefore little ability to maneuver in Iran's 

dangerous political landscape. Ironically Mr. Hashemi, with all his negatives for the reformers, 

could become the only viable candidate who could rally and invigorate the reformists into action 

for the next elections. While the election may have propelled Qalibaf and Hashemi to the 

forefront of the next presidential elections, Hashemi may have his sights set higher. 

 

Contrary to Western media, the Supreme Leader is both personally and politically close to 

Hashemi. In fact, the Supreme Leader largely owes his position to Mr. Hashemi. If the Supreme 

Leader cannot carry out his duties, becomes otherwise incapacitated or resigns from office over 



 

the next eight years, Hashemi, as the behind the scenes confidant and friend of the Supreme 

Leader and the big vote getter from Tehran for the Assembly of Experts, is now in the catbird's 

seat to be the next Supreme Leader. If Hashemi is appointed to this all-powerful position, then 

Iran's policies will change-and more than they have at any time since the Iranian Revolution. 

Although Hashemi wears a cleric's robe, he is the consummate practical politician whose 

ambition is to completely re-integrate Iran into the global political and economic system, with 

the mullahs in charge. With Hashemi in a position of real power, everything will be open for 

negotiation. In the meantime, Hashemi has been bolstered by his support in the assembly, 

whereas Ahmadinejad's spiritual mentor, Mahmoud Taghi Mesbah-Zadeh, was trounced by 

Hashemi but still managed to secure a seat on the assembly. 
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The UN Security Council resolution to sanction Iran certainly is the foreign-policy coup for the 

Bush Administration it has been trumpeted to be-at least in the narrowest sense and in the short 

term. But it also undermines U.S. interests and is a liability for the United Nations and its fragile 

credibility. 

 

In the run-up to the Iraq War, some ideologues charged that the United Nations consigns itself to 

irrelevance by failing to cooperate with and harness the clout of the world's only superpower. 

But America's continuing bleeding in Iraq has attenuated that argument by graphically 

demonstrating the potential cost of acting virtually alone and without legitimacy. The 

superpower, therefore, has its own interest in harnessing the cooperation of the Security Council 

and key allies-something it achieved, at least nominally, with the Iran sanctions. But what the 

United Nations, including the Security Council, needs to bolster its own credibility is a 

demonstrated independence from the United States-a phenomenon underappreciated within the 

confines of the Beltway. 

 

The United Nations therefore should toe closely to the rule of law and act with consistency. By 

approving the sanctions on Iran, the Security Council has failed in this regard, and the resolution 

will surely prove counterproductive. 

 

A Paper Treaty? 

 

The Non-Proliferation Treaty is clear in the rights and obligations of its signatories. Signatories 

that were not nuclear powers when the treaty was adopted have the right to peaceful nuclear 

power development, including: enrichment, research and light- and heavy-water reactors. 

Moreover, signatories would receive technological and safety related support in their quest to 

develop peaceful nuclear power. In return the signatories agreed to forego nuclear weapons and 

to open up their facilities to IAEA inspection and safeguards. In turn, the nuclear powers agreed 

to reduce their nuclear arsenal and, in time, to eliminate all such weapons. 

 

In the case of Iran, the United States has argued that Iran has lost its rights and privileges under 

the NPT for the following reasons: in the past it did not fully disclose its nuclear program, it is 

pursuing nuclear weapons, it has so much oil and gas that it does not need nuclear power and the 

regime in Tehran cannot be trusted and is dangerous. 

 

It is true that Iran in the past did not disclose all of its nuclear facilities but Iran gives a credible 

reason for its non-disclosure: its facilities may have been attacked before they were constructed-a 

justification supported by Iran's experience with international duplicity (more on this below). 

There is not a shred of hard evidence to support the assertion that Iran is developing nuclear 

weapons. Further, Iran has now opened up its facilities to IAEA inspection that go beyond legal 

IAEA requirements and IAEA inspectors have found traces of highly enriched uranium, which 

seems to have come from secondhand equipment bought by Iran. 

 



 

And in wake of the Iraq War, the world cannot again believe U.S. assertions on the basis of hard 

evidence "that cannot be disclosed for fear of harming confidential sources." Iran's reserves of oil 

and gas are indeed expansive but this is totally irrelevant to the legal interpretation of the NPT. 

Interestingly, the United States did not criticize and threaten the Cooperation Council for the 

Arab States of the Gulf (GCC)-consisting of six countries with one-third of Iran's population and 

about three times Iran's oil and gas-for its announcement earlier in December to develop peaceful 

nuclear power. This naturally leads to the fourth U.S. justification for taking away Iran's right to 

peaceful nuclear power: that the regime in Tehran is dangerous. But that rationale would, again, 

contravene the treaty, which does not disqualify certain regimes from its provisions. 

 

Proliferation Posturing 

 

Why was Iran's nuclear program under the Shah acceptable, but not under the current regime? 

Doesn't the right of peaceful nuclear power belong to a people, Iran, as opposed to a particular 

regime, a shah or a mullah? Moreover, do not regimes change over time, for good or for bad? 

Would the United Nations allow peaceful development with a regime subjectively considered 

"good" and then approve of the destruction of facilities when a "bad" regime comes to power? Is 

Saudi Arabia's regime a "bad" regime? If so, on what grounds? What should the world 

community do about a country (say, Pakistan) that has nuclear weapons and some consider to be 

ruled by a "bad" regime? Does a so-called bad regime become, by virtue of some policy 

alchemy, an accepted nuclear power once it has acquired the weapons and a delivery system? 

 

Finally, have the nuclear powers kept up their end of the bargain to reduce and eventually 

eliminate their nuclear weapons as called for in the NPT? The simple answer is no. While that 

standard was upheld during the Reagan era-as both the United States and the Soviets reduced 

their nuclear arsenals-under the Bush Administration the United States is building new classes of 

nuclear warheads; China is still increasing the number of its nuclear weapons; Britain recently 

announced a new nuclear weapon program; and France has been building new weapons. The 

United States is affording India, a non-signatory to the NPT, all the privileges of signatories, 

although India has developed nuclear warheads outside the NPT and will not have to open all of 

its nuclear facilities to IAEA inspection. 

 

In short, the nuclear powers clearly have not adhered to the NPT and the treaty did not grant the 

Security Council, or any of its members, the right to deny non-nuclear signatories their rights and 

privileges on the basis of their oil, gas or coal reserves-or on the acceptability of their regimes. 

 

If the Bush Administration is sincere in its quest for global non-proliferation, and is not simply 

trying to leverage legitimate concerns on proliferation to single out a regime it dislikes, then why 

did it vote against two resolutions, introduced by Arab countries, at the IAEA annual meeting on 

September 21? The resolutions, both of which were supported by Iran, called for converting the 

Middle East into a nuclear-free zone, and for all Middle East countries to accept IAEA 

safeguards. The United States and its allies defeated the first resolutions by a vote of 45 to 29, in 

favor of taking no action. The second resolution passed by a vote of 89 to 2, with the U.S. and 

Israel being the odd couple. 

 

A Gang of Nations 



 

 

Given Washington's clear double standards when it comes to nuclear issues, the United Nations 

stands to further undermine its credibility and relevance by obliging arbitrary and contradictory 

U.S. policy. Indeed, the United Nations has already damaged itself in this regard in recent 

history. Certainly, there is a strong sense of that damage in Iran. 

 

When Iraq invaded Iran in September of 1980, violating the most sacred chapter of the United 

Nations Charter, the Security Council was largely silent, glaringly demonstrating the council's 

inadequacy in terms of defending international law-not to mention decency. When the West 

supplied Iraq with internationally outlawed chemical weapons and these weapons were used to 

kill and disable tens of thousands of Iranians, the Security Council, again, did very little. The 

memory of the Iran-Iraq War and the attendant inaction of the U.N. and the actions of the U.S. 

are still an open wound in the minds of Iranians over the age of thirty-five. 

 

The United Nations, including the council, would bolster its legitimacy and effectiveness by 

demonstrating a willingness to break with the past-and Washington. This is the U.N.'s pragmatic 

and moral imperative. 

 

And in examining the U.N. sanctions recently leveled on Iran, it is important to look at their 

pragmatism. Certainly, the sanctions are purely symbolic. The freezing of the assets of a few 

individuals and corporations does not exactly handcuff the regime. The banning of trade in 

nuclear materials, exempting that associated with the Russian reactor under construction in the 

south of Iran, reflects only the status quo. In the final analysis, the adopted sanctions will have 

little or no effect on Iran. More importantly, economic sanctions rarely force regimes to change 

their objectionable policy. 

 

Interestingly, the effectiveness of sanctions is directly tied to their perceived legitimacy. At a 

minimum, in order for sanctions to have any prospect of being effective, the general population 

of the sanctioned country must oppose the policy that is deemed objectionable by the sanctioning 

parties; the adopted sanctions must cause sufficient pain on the population of the sanctioned 

country to cause them to force a change in policy or a regime change; or the adopted sanctions 

must cause sufficient pain directly on the regime until it changes its objectionable policy. The 

adopted U.N. sanctions on Iran do not even remotely fulfill any of the above conditions, which in 

turn do not guarantee the success of sanctions. And the council's actions against Iran's nuclear 

program will serve to bolster the Iranian people's support for the program and regime. 

 

 

Whether Iran has had its heart set on enriching uranium to weapons grade, I don't know. But 

what is clear is that Iran feels insecure after the U.S.-led support of Saddam Hussein during the 

Iran-Iraq War (resulting in the death of about 500,000 Iranians, or over 1 percent of the 

population), the U.S. occupation of Iraq and Afghanistan, the expansion of U.S. bases 

surrounding Iran from all sides and the constant rhetoric calling for regime change in Iran. Even 

if the mullahs wanted to suspend enrichment, they have been politically backed into a corner by 

Washington and could not possibly do so now. 

 



 

The only conceivable peaceful solution is granting Iran's full legal rights under the NPT to 

develop a peaceful nuclear program, in return for the most intrusive inspections that go beyond 

anything that any other country has agreed to up to now. This system could, in turn, be used for 

all other countries that pursue peaceful nuclear programs, in turn re-enforcing nuclear non-

proliferation-Washington's articulated goal, after all. 
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In his speech to the nation on Wednesday, President Bush made one thing crystal clear: he has no 

intention of adopting the major recommendations of the Iraq Study Group. More precisely, he is 

going to do the opposite: he will increase troop levels in Iraq and he will not talk to, but will 

instead confront, Iran and Syria. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice gave further details in her 

congressional testimony on Friday: President Bush authorized in a presidential finding (and it 

would now appear in anticipation of the ISG report) the active pursuit and detention of Iranians 

operating in Iraq. The United States has made good on the finding, detaining two groups of 

Iranian officials in Iraq without the approval or knowledge of the allegedly "sovereign" 

government of Iraq, thereby angering the government in Baghdad. If the United States should 

ever want a dialogue with Iran in the future, the Bush Administration has certainly worsened 

those prospects. 

 

Why is Mr. Bush taking such action now? Is this a prelude to blaming Iran as well as the Shi‘a-

dominated Iraqi government for U.S. failure in Iraq and to maybe even undermining a Shi‘a 

government in Baghdad? Is the goal to provoke war on another front to deflect criticism at 

home? Is it to impose total U.S hegemony over the region through an all-out regional war? What 

Mr. Bush's real intentions are, I don't know. However, one thing is clear, Mr. Bush has never 

intended to engage in rapprochement on a basis that any Iranian leader could accept. 

 

Secretary Rice's stated reason for declining a dialogue with Iran was the fear that the United 

States might appear to assume "the role of supplicant." I think Secretary Rice has missed the 

point: the United States has more problems than appearing to be a supplicant. I, for one, would 

even talk to the devil if I could save a human life, as should any devout follower of Jesus. 

 

Iran's calculus 

 

U.S. actions are clearly pushing Iran's national-interest calculus in the wrong direction. If Iran 

believes the United States will behave towards it as it has in the past, then it is in its interests to 

try to weaken the United States in Iraq and get ready for war. If war with America seems 

inevitable, then Iran would be better off facing a U.S. adversary now, while it is weakened by the 

Iraq imbroglio. If, on the other hand, Iran believes that Washington wants to change direction, 

abandon interference in internal Iranian affairs and promote freedom and self-determination, then 

it is in Iran's interests to work toward stability in Iraq and pursue collaboration with the United 

States. It is President Bush's choice. His actions have indicated that he wants war. 

 

The United States has deployed its forces over 6,000 miles to surround and threaten Iran from 

Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, some former Soviet republics from the north and 

from an ever-increasing armada in the Persian Gulf. It is waging a colonial-style war on Iran's 

border in Iraq. The United States tolerates a nuclear-armed Pakistan, embraces a nuclear-armed 

India and does not mention that Israel is nuclear-armed; but it bullies Iran to forego what its 

leadership claims to be peaceful enrichment, and Washington will not even talk with Tehran 

unless it first suspends that enrichment. Meanwhile, Washington continues to back pliant and 



 

"moderate" Arab dictators. Iran sees a United States that has not adhered to the rule of law, 

reserves the right to overthrow regimes, does not follow the Geneva Convention, has been 

belligerent toward Iran and now surrounds the country on all sides-can anyone blame ordinary 

Iranians for feeling insecure? 

 

Further, over a span of fifty years the United States has overthrown one of Iran's constitutionally 

elected governments; gave enthusiastic support to the oppressive, Shah-led government in Iran; 

and backed a madman that killed over 500,000 Iranians. That madman, otherwise known as the 

late Saddam Hussein, was used as foil against Iran after the revolution, due to the perception that 

Iran threatened the Al-Sauds (favored U.S. clients) and could roll-back America's Persian-Gulf 

hegemony. For decades there was no concern for the human rights of the Shi‘a majority in Iraq. 

The West and the United Nations acquiesced to Saddam's trashing of the rule of law and 

undermining of international treaties and failed to condemn him for his atrocities and use of 

Western-supplied biological and chemical weapons. When Saddam Hussein was no longer 

useful, the United States and its partners invaded the sovereign nation of Iraq-ultimately resulting 

in a mess that is now conveniently blamed on Iraqis, most recently Shi‘a Iraqis, and on Iranian 

intervention. 

 

Supplicant for Stability 

 

A war with Iran will further solidify the rule of the mullahs in Tehran and stoke further 

animosity towards the United States and towards America's so-called Arab "moderate regimes" 

in the Muslim world. If Mr. Bush truly wants to serve U.S. interests he could try putting hubris 

aside and learn statesmanship from Nelson Mandela and his efforts at reconciliation in South 

Africa. After years of foreign interference and regional conflicts, the West needs to adopt 

humility and contrition if it wishes to bridge the chasms it has created in the region. At a 

minimum, the United States needs to understand Iran, in order to determine how to pursue 

dialogue and avoid a war. 

 

Should Bush decide to change direction and support pluralism and regional peace, then he has 

nothing to worry about. Announce the new goal. Show remorse for past actions. Change 

directions. Iran will stand down. And Mr. Bush is right about one thing: an immediate 

withdrawal of U.S. forces would result in more death and hardship in Iraq. But so will the 

continued U.S. presence, in its current posture. 

 

And Rice is also correct about the image the United States would project by engaging Iran. It 

would indeed be seen as a supplicant-a supplicant for stability, and peace, that is, thereby 

bolstering, not undermining, America's waning stature. 
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To fully appreciate President Bush's recent addresses to the nation one must follow the footsteps 

of his vice president-to Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The counsel that King Abdullah delivered to Dick 

Cheney during his whirlwind November 2006 trip to Riyadh provides a vital context for Bush's 

State of the Union and January 10 speeches. 

 

Abdullah summoned Cheney to a brief meeting in order to summarily quash two of the expected 

recommendations to be offered in the Iraq Study Group report. Abdullah challenged the report's 

anticipated recommendations that the United States engage Iran and convene a security 

conference with all the regional countries. I would also speculate that the Saudi king also told 

Cheney that any Shi‘a government in Iraq would be unacceptable because it would cooperate 

with Iran. 

 

The president has now rejected the ISG recommendations that Abdullah deems objectionable 

with notable explicitness-and potential consequences. While Bush referred on Tuesday to "Sunni 

extremists" committing acts of provocative sectarian violence in Iraq, he did not point to any 

state sponsors or financiers of such extremists. In directing his presidential focus on the Shi‘a, 

though, Bush singularly pointed to Iran: "Radical Shi'a elements, some of whom receive support 

from Iran, formed death squads. The result was a tragic escalation of sectarian rage and reprisal 

that continues to this day." 

 

Bush went on to say: "In Iraq, multinational forces are operating under a mandate from the 

United Nations. We're working with Jordan and Saudi Arabia and Egypt and the Gulf States to 

increase support for Iraq's government. 

 

The United Nations has imposed sanctions on Iran, and made it clear that the world will not 

allow the regime in Tehran to acquire nuclear weapons." 

 

Not only does the president reject by omission "working with" Iran, in the same breath Bush also 

unmistakably assigns that country a rogue status-directly challenging the carefully constructed 

recommendations that ten notable Americans labored for several months to produce, with a focus 

on U.S. national interests. The report also advocated discussions with Syria and gaining the 

support of friends, such as Saudi Arabia, especially with the Sunni tribes in Iraq, and convening 

the regional security conference. 

 

Could the Al-Sauds help with the Sunni insurgents and make the regional conference a success? 

Yes. The Al-Sauds could support U.S. policy interests, but they won't. Instead they want the 

United States to follow the Saudi policy of isolating Iran, a country with which Saudi Arabia has 

had bad relations since the Iranian Revolution due to paranoid fears of a challenge from the 

mullahs in Tehran. 

 

Fear and Loathing in Riyadh 

 



 

The Al-Sauds loaned, and later gifted, over $40 billion to Saddam Hussein to invade Iran and to 

use outlawed biological and chemical weapons on Iranians. The Al-Sauds also aimed their 

Chinese missiles on Iranian targets. Ironically, the Al-Sauds were later threatened by the same 

Saddam Hussein after he invaded Kuwait. 

 

After the first Gulf War and beginning with President Bush senior, the Al-Sauds' major request 

to the U.S. was to keep Iran isolated. The United States acquiesced. Washington has 

compromised its international policy options to curry favor with the Al-Sauds. Even if this tactic 

were to work in the very short run, this looming question remains: will an isolated Iran be a 

source of long-term stability in the Persian Gulf? 

 

And Iran is not Saudi Arabia's only problem. The Al-Sauds fear a Shi'a dominated Iraq in part 

because they are afraid of their own Shi'a minority, who live largely in the Eastern Province of 

Saudi Arabia where most of Saudi Arabia's oil is located. These are the same Shi'a the Saudis 

have mistreated for decades. But nothing, even the directives from Riyadh, will change the 

reality of Iraq's demographics, which include a significant Shi'a majority that has been abused 

throughout the ages. While the United States faces possible disaster in Iraq, the Bush 

Administration seems to be willing to make U.S. policy interests subservient to the Al-Sauds' 

domestic fears. 

 

The Al-Saud Stranglehold 

 

Realizing that his country needed external support for his family to keep its throne, and foreign 

expertise and capital to develop its oil, Abdul-Aziz Al-Saud met President Roosevelt aboard a 

U.S. ship in 1945. The United States would protect the Al-Sauds against internal upheaval and 

external aggression in return for access to Saudi oil. But little did Roosevelt know how Saudi 

Arabia would, or more correctly would not, develop. 

 

The Al-Sauds sell the United States oil at the world price level-not at a discount. U.S. politicians 

seem to forget that oil producers cannot drink oil. They need to sell it. While some parties may 

have benefited enormously from the Al-Sauds-such as some U.S. corporations and their 

executives and shareholders, in the form of sweetheart contracts-the United States as a whole has 

not. Britain "naively" embarked on an investigation of corruption in arms sales to Saudi Arabia, 

only to abandon it in the name of national security about a month ago, after the Al-Sauds 

threatened not to buy another piece of weaponry from the UK. 

 

Taking a broader perspective, it is difficult to discern positive actions on the part of the Al-

Sauds. Saudi Arabia funneled money to the Contras during the Reagan presidency. During the 

Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia helped fund the mujaheddin and Osama bin 

Laden. In 1986, unbeknownst to the United States, Saudi Arabia acquired long-range Chinese 

CSS-2 missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads and of reaching Israel and currently 

targeting all major Iranian cities. Some in the intelligence community even speculate that Saudi 

Arabia may have already acquired a crude nuclear weapon from abroad to put atop its Chinese 

missiles. Most importantly, Saudi Arabia is the country that produced Osama bin Laden and Al-

Qaeda. Al-Qaeda is still directly killing U.S. soldiers in Afghanistan and Iraq, with the insurgents 

receiving financial support from Saudi citizens, if not from the government. 



 

 

How did Saudi Arabia produce the likes of Osama bin Laden? Saudi textbooks preached, and 

continue to preach, hatred for the West. And many Saudis, including Al-Qaeda, blame the United 

States for supporting the Al-Sauds and stifling any internal change, whether democracy, as 

wished by the majority of Saudis, or extremist theocracy, as advocated by the likes of Bin Laden. 

 

U.S. support for the Al-Sauds has been the enabling factor that has allowed the family to run the 

country in their own narrow self-interest. Indeed, the Al-Sauds see themselves as the country's 

first-class owners, with the premier tribes of Saudi Arabia as second-class citizens, other Sunnis 

as third-class citizens and the Shi'a as fourth-class citizens. This is a country that could implode 

at any moment. 

 

What's more, the U.S. marriage of convenience with the Al-Sauds has not escaped wider Middle 

Eastern scrutiny. How can the United States expect Middle Easterners to react favorably when 

Washington in effect imposes rulers on them? Washington's anointing of certain dictators as 

moderates does not make them any more palatable. Ironically, the reason that the majority of 

Iranians like America, whereas the Arabs hate it, is that the U.S. has not bolstered the regime at 

hand. 

 

What would the United States have done if Iran, Syria or any number of other countries had 

produced Osama bin Laden-with his attack on 9/11 and footmen fighting the United States in 

Afghanistan and in Iraq-and allowed its citizens to finance insurgents in Iraq? Would we be 

dutifully sending our vice president to hear and obey their demands? Would we call them a 

friendly and moderate nation? 

 

Cheney's trip, and its apparent resonance in Bush's major addresses, is the latest episode in 

America's relationship with Saudi Arabia, which has U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf in a 

stranglehold. The apparent U.S. commitment to support and defend the Al-Sauds no matter what 

they do, and not do, will eventually end in an unimaginable regional catastrophe. It's time for the 

U.S. Congress to hold hearings and look into the foundations of this exceptional relationship. 
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While U. S. elections generate national interest significantly before the election date, Iranian 

elections historically do not. The candidates declare their candidacy a few months before the 

election as required by the Guardian Council for the vetting of candidates. But this time around 

seems to be different. Ordinary Iranians are disappointed with the government's economic 

performance; they have not seen the changes and benefits promised by President Ahmadinejad. 

The tangible indication that people want change from the Ahmadinejad era is that there is earlier 

jockeying and preparation for the parliamentary elections of 2008 and the presidential elections 

of 2009. 

 

Parties are looking into attracting parliamentary candidates and the names of presidential 

candidates are being bandied about. The reformists, headed by Mr. Ali Akbar Hashemi 

Rafsanjani and Mohamed Khatami, want to increase the chances of electing a reformist president 

by enhancing their own control of parliament. The Baran Foundation, founded by Khatami, is an 

important organ in this endeavor. There is even talk of various options for changing the time of 

one or both elections in order to have both presidential and parliamentary elections at the same 

time from here on. But as always, the number one attraction remains the names of possible 

presidential candidates. 

 

The Ahmadinejad Fallout 

 

Ironically, and primarily because of, Ahmadinejad's perceived failure to deliver on his economic 

promises and secondarily because of the international stands he has taken-such as with Hugo 

Chavez and with regard to the Holocaust-Mr. Hashemi Rafsanjani is without a doubt the most 

popular politician in Iran currently. His reputed wealth is not even mentioned today. His 

trouncing in the presidential polls appears a thing of the past. His outstanding popularity in the 

recent elections for the Assembly of Experts is yet another feather in his cap. Yet Mr. Hashemi 

appears to have decided not to seek another presidential term. He is happy to be the power 

behind the scenes and wait to be named Supreme Leader if Mr. Khameini's health should 

decline. He clearly does not want to do anything that would jeopardize his potential to become 

the next Supreme Leader. 

 

Mr. Khatami seems to have joined Mr. Hashemi in not seeking another presidential term. In fact, 

this appears to be a joint decision of the two men. They want to take a page from the U.S. 

practice of former presidents becoming senior statesmen while supporting their own party's 

political agendas. Mr. Ahmadinejad's failure in office may even have been a catalyst for the 

formation of real parties supporting a platform in Iran, as opposed to parties supporting the 

personal ambitions of one man. 

 

The Likely Candidates 

 

The leading candidates from the conservative camp are Ali Akbar Velayati, President 

Ahmadinejad, and Ali Larijani, followed by Mohammad Nahavandian. Velayati, a medical 



 

doctor and former foreign minister for many years under the regime of Hashemi Rafsanjani, is 

the confidant of the Supreme Leader on foreign affairs. Besides being the Supreme Leader's 

confidant, he is personally close to him and has the support of a number of conservative groups 

in Iran, including intellectual conservatives and various clerics. He is seen as all but a declared 

candidate barring an unforeseen catastrophe. Larijani was a presidential candidate in 2005. He 

received a PhD in Western philosophy from Tehran University. He comes from a family of 

clerics and is a confidant of the Supreme Leader. He is a darling of the hardliners and is currently 

Iran's National Security Advisor (Secretary General of Iran's Supreme National Security 

Council) and chief nuclear negotiator. Nahavandian is a George Washington University-trained 

economist and is Deputy National Security Advisor and Head of the Tehran Chamber of 

Commerce. 

 

The leading candidate from the reformist camp is Mohammad Ali Najafi, an MIT-trained 

mathematician and former Minister of Education in the Rafsanjani government and Minister of 

Planning in the Khatami government. The other candidate who is mentioned is Mohammad Reza 

Aref, a Stanford-trained scientist and former first vice president under President Khatami. It is 

likely that Mr. Hashemi and Mr. Khatami will together pick one candidate to represent the 

reformist movement and give him their total political and financial backing. Their fundraising 

campaign may be already under way for the elections. 

 

The most talked about candidate, however, is Mohamed Bagher Qalibaf, the current Mayor of 

Tehran. While he would have been classified as a conservative before, he is now seen as the 

centrist candidate. Qalibaf's faction did well in the last elections for Tehran's City Council, and 

he is positioning himself to be the pragmatic candidate who can deliver tangible economic 

benefits to all Iranians. 

 

The Ahmadinejad-U.S. Factor 

 

How will it all play out over the next two years? It depends on President Ahmadinejad and what 

the U.S. does or does not do. On the one hand, if Ahmadinejad's economic promises continue to 

be pies in the sky or if he makes Iran look foolish on the international scene, then the 

conservatives will have little chance in either the parliamentary or presidential elections. A 

presidential recall or moving the presidential elections forward to coincide with next year's 

parliamentary elections is also not out of the question. On the other hand, if the U.S. takes hostile 

action against Iran, then the conservatives will prevail in the elections.    
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Iran’s nuclear ambition continues to dominate U.S.-Iran relations, with little positive movement. 

The U.S. argues that Iran does not have the right to enrich uranium, that its enrichment program 

is only a cover for the development of nuclear weapons and that Iran is in violation of the NPT 

(Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons). As a result the U.S. has engineered 

sanctions on Iran through the United Nations and implicitly threatens Iran with military action. 

Iran argues that its enrichment effort is peaceful, that it is in compliance with the NPT and that 

unlawful abrogation of Iran’s rights will not stop its efforts. Iran has stated that that U.S. military 

actions will result in Iranian retaliation and on March 21, 2007 Iran’s Supreme Leader said that if 

other countries take illegal actions against Iran, then Iran would also have to undertake illegal 

actions. If both sides continue to go down this path, military conflict, intended or unintended, is 

inevitable. Iran will ultimately be forced to develop nuclear warheads and a delivery system 

simply to protect its sovereignty. There is the possibility of a compromise solution out of this 

mess but only if further escalation and unintended conflict are avoided. First, let me to give some 

essential background to appreciating Iran’s nuclear quest and Iran’s relations with the U.S. 

 

Essential Background to Understanding Iran’s Nuclear Quest 

 

Iran denies Washington’s claim that its covert intention is to develop nuclear warheads. There is 

no hard evidence to support the U.S. assertion and besides, Washington understands very little 

about the Iranian leadership. 

 

Under the NPT, one of the two most significant inducements to signatories is the promise of 

access to peaceful nuclear technology, including enrichment and heavy water reactors. The 

understanding was that signatories would disclose all their nuclear activities. Iran failed to 

disclose all of its activities. Iran claims that disclosing its peaceful enrichment activities would 

have led to the voiding of its rights under the NPT even earlier. Ironically, all recent 

developments seem to support this Iranian assertion. The U.S. argues that given the nature of the 

regime in Tehran and because the regime failed to disclose its activities, Iran has lost its right to 

enrichment. From a legal standpoint Iran has not technically violated the NPT. Moreover, the 

nature of the regime in Tehran is totally irrelevant under the NPT. Countries, not governments, 

have rights and obligations and these are unaffected by changes in government. Simultaneously 

under the NPT, signatories could expect the support of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency’s (IAEA) for safeguards and other assistance in their quest for peaceful reactors. The 

IAEA’s Board denied Iran’s request for such assistance for its heavy water reactor in Arak on 

November 23, 2006. The key points are whether Iran has the legal right to enrich and to develop 

heavy water reactors. The answer is yes on both counts. 

 

The other major inducement to signatories of the NPT was that the nuclear powers would reduce 

and eventually eliminate their own nuclear arsenals. Have the declared nuclear powers, 

especially the U.S., fulfilled their end of the bargain under the NPT? The answer is no. They 

have been both slow to reduce their arsenal or have increased it, the U.S. is developing new 

classes of nuclear weapons and some continue to test their nuclear weapons. 



 

 

In the meanwhile, India and Pakistan have acquired nuclear weapons outside of the NPT. While 

they were initially slapped with sanctions, both countries are now given support by the 

international community. The U.S. seemingly embraces India’s nuclear weapons program; 

Washington has signed a nuclear cooperation and development program that will allow India to 

accelerate its weapons program. Pakistan receives more economic support than ever before and 

this backing of Pakistan is very difficult for Iranians to swallow. Why? Remember that Pakistan 

was the main supporter of the Taliban, a conveniently forgotten fact in Washington. At the same 

time Israel is estimated to have at least two hundred nuclear weapons and openly threatens Iran. 

Western, and especially U.S., double standard has not escaped Iranian scrutiny. In the face of 

these developments, Iran and Iranians feel insecure, victimized and bullied. 

 

What does bullying and ganging up against Iran, without a clear legal basis, achieve? The answer 

is very little that is positive. Iran has not forsaken its nuclear program. It is likely that Iran will 

accelerate its efforts outside the IAEA monitoring structure. The flaunting of legal rights will 

only undermine the United Nations. The adoption of United Nations financial sanctions that are 

clearly at odds with IMF Articles of Agreement will undermine the international financial 

system. The price for these shortsighted policies will be paid in the future. The world can only 

look forward to more regional conflicts as countries are bullied into isolation and a greater 

likelihood of more nuclear mishaps given the fact that Iran and others will not benefit from 

IAEA technical support. If Iran is threatened further, one could expect the Iranian people’s 

increased determination to develop nuclear weapons and not just nuclear power. Why the 

potential quest for nuclear arms? Just look at Iran’s recent history, and especially its relations 

with the U.S. 

 

Essential Background to Understanding Iran-U.S. Relations 

 

Iran and Iranians (and not just those who oppose the mullahs) feel more insecure than at any time 

since WWII. Acquiring an integrated nuclear power (not weapons) program may be the only way 

they can get the security they seek as it would enable them to develop a deterrent in case of 

imminent threat. Where does this sense of insecurity come from? 

 

The U.S. and the U.K. overthrew the constitutionally elected government of Iran in 1953. Iraq’s 

invasion of Iran in 1980 along with the West’s subsequent support for Saddam Hussein fueled 

Iranian unrest, shaped the Iranian psyche and affected Iranian attitudes toward the West, and 

especially toward the United States. The acquisition of nuclear technology (that could lead to the 

development of nuclear arms if necessary) is an increasingly popular policy in the eyes of the 

average Iranian. We must understand Iranian motivations if we are to dissuade Iran from 

acquiring nuclear arms. We need to realize and face up to the fact that the issue of an integrated 

nuclear power program, including enrichment, is now non-negotiable. If Iran is unfairly 

squeezed, then nuclear weapons will be developed. 

 

After Saddam Hussein invaded Iran, the United Nations and the West took no serious diplomatic 

actions against Iraqi aggression, thereby failing to uphold the international rule of law. The 

reasons for this were clear: on November 4th 1979, Iranian student militants had attacked the 

U.S. Embassy in Tehran and fifty-two Americans were taken hostage. Western presumptions of 



 

Iranian religious expansionism were another factor in the West’s support of Iraq at that time. 

During the course of this bloody eight-year war, Saddam Hussein used U.S. and European-

supplied biological and chemical weapons to kill and maim Iranians in the thousands, while the 

West embargoed the sales of even conventional weapons to Iran and supplied Iraq with all its 

needs, including satellite intelligence from the U.S. The result was that over 500,000 Iranians 

died and even more were injured, with many permanently disabled from biological and chemical 

weapons. Average Iranians, not just the mullahs, painfully learned what it was to be vulnerable 

to external aggression. The U.N. and international agreements did not provide the needed peace 

of mind for Iranians. The undermining of the international rule of law has consequences, 

although not always immediate. 

 

Then came the first Gulf War. While Iran played a positive role, not only did it not receive any 

recognition, it was excluded from the ensuing regional U.S.-sponsored security arrangements 

that included even far-away Egypt. Iran did not receive any war reparations from Iraq. The U.S. 

further alienated Iran by opposing Iranian participation in Caspian Sea oil development and 

especially the construction of pipelines through Iran and oil swaps (Caspian oil for Iranian oil 

refineries in northern Iran for Iranian oil in the Persian Gulf). Finally, U.S. economic sanctions 

on Iran were further tightened. 

 

The first Gulf War was followed by the U.S.-led invasion of Afghanistan on Iran’s eastern 

border roughly a decade later. Iran, the country that had supported the Northern Alliance 

throughout the Taliban rule and the country that had accepted over two million refugees, had 

another opportunity for quiet rapprochement with the U.S. and the rest of the West. Iran was 

especially optimistic given that the Northern Alliance was the main indigenous fighting force for 

the U.S.-led war effort. Again, Iran was to be disappointed. Iran did not receive positive 

recognition and was instead labeled a founding member of the so-called Axis of Evil by the 

President of the United States, further alienating average Iranians (not just the mullahs) and 

making them feel less secure. 

 

During the second invasion of Iraq by U.S.-led forces, Iran did not appear to interfere to the 

degree it could in Iraqi affairs, especially in the Shi’ite south where it has significant influence. 

Again, the rhetoric against Iran continued. 

 

A U.S. that has not upheld the rule of law, reserves the right to overthrow regimes, does not 

follow the Geneva Convention and has been belligerent toward Iran now surrounds Iran on all 

sides. Can anyone blame ordinary Iranians for feeling insecure? While many, or even the 

majority, of Iranians may not support the mullahs, Washington’s record hardly inspires 

confidence in the average Iranian. The massive U.S. presence in the region only raises anxiety as 

evidenced by the results of numerous polls conducted in Muslim countries of the region. If the 

U.S. goes to war with Iran the effect will be the further solidification of the rule of the mullahs in 

Tehran and increased animosity toward the U.S. throughout the Muslim world. The U.S. has 

steadily lost the moral high ground in the Middle East since WWII. 

 

The U.S. approach has not only stiffened the regime in Tehran but has motivated Iranians to 

defend what they see as their dignity and their rights as an independent nation. A major source of 

legitimacy for the regime in Tehran in the eyes of Iran’s citizenry is the fact that it has stood up 



 

to the U.S. Had the Shah been wise enough to stand up to Washington we might never have 

witnessed an Iranian Revolution. Furthermore, Iran’s independence from the U.S. buys much 

support among disenfranchised Muslim masses. 

 

The Significance of Khameini’s March 21 Speech 

 

Ayatollah Khameini has the final word in Iran. If we want to understand where Iran will go from 

here, we should look carefully at what he said on March 21, 2007 in the Iranian city of Mashhad. 

After mentioning Iran’s cooperation with the IAEA and emphasizing Iran’s lawful actions in 

developing its nuclear program, he went on to say: 

 

“However, if they [most assuredly referring to the U.S.] intend to exploit the U.N. Security 

Council and take illegal actions, we can and will act similarly. 

 

"Until today, what we have done is in accordance with international regulations. But if they take 

illegal actions, we too can take illegal actions and will do so. 

 

“If they resort to forceful measures, the Iranian nation will utilize its full capacities to respond.” 

 

The message of these words is quite clear to me. If the U.S. robs Iran of what Iranians perceive 

as their nation’s legitimate rights, then Iran will expel IAEA inspectors, shut down its monitoring 

devices, and go beyond peaceful enrichment in contravention to the NPT. Moreover, there will 

be no cooperation with the U.S. or its allies over regional affairs, including Afghanistan and Iraq. 

Confrontation, as exemplified by the detention of British sailors, will become the policy of the 

day. Iran will use any and all means at its disposal to fight the U.S. 

 

It is for this reason that the U.S. and its allies cannot continue to try to intimidate Iran and expect 

all options to remain on the table indefinitely. If Iran is pushed too far it will go its own way and 

formally or informally leave the NPT. The only remaining option to dissuade Iran from 

developing nuclear warheads then will be a military one. Are we really ready to wage war with 

Iran? 

 

The Brief Outline of a Peaceful Solution 

 

Let me again emphasize basic facts. Iran will not abandon its right to nuclear power 

development, including enrichment. If the U.S. wants to take away Iran’s rights, then there is 

only a comprehensive military option. Bombing Iran will not achieve U.S. goals because Iran 

will become even more determined to master enrichment and to develop nuclear weapons. To 

have any control over Iran’s actions, the U.S. would have to invade Iran and occupy Iran for 

many years into the foreseeable future. The U.S. should face up to this stark fact. 

 

If on the other hand the U.S. wishes to envision a peaceful solution, a brief outline follows. 

Again, it must be emphasized that in light of the Iranian Supreme Leader’s March 21 statement, 

this option will be on the table for a limited time, because Iran may undertake steps that will 

prove irreversible. The U.S. and its allies had better think hard and fast. 

 



 

Here are three steps that could help everybody steer clear of an all-out war and that could 

guarantee the peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear program. First, engage Iran in a dialogue with no 

preconditions. Second, discuss all bilateral and regional issues with Iran and embrace policies to 

better integrate Iran into the world economy so that it has demonstrably more to lose by 

continued isolation. Third, accept Iran’s right to peaceful nuclear enrichment with the 

understanding that Iran will agree to a number of safeguards (including the most intrusive 

inspections to date) to guarantee, as much as humanly possible, that it will not develop nuclear 

warheads. This contract could serve as a model to safeguard the future of non-proliferation and is 

the only peaceful approach to a resolution of the nuclear standoff with Iran. 
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When you take a look at the major oil exporting countries, the reality is stark: dismal economic 

growth, abhorrent income distribution, all-pervasive social malaise, authoritarian and stifling 

governments, frequent military conflicts and a citizenry in despair. This is a recipe for unrest and 

turmoil.  

 

The common factor is oil. Up to about thirty years ago the source of conflict in oil exporting 

countries was foreign control over oil reserves. This point of contention seemed settled through 

negotiations and nationalizations by the mid-1970s. Then, as oil revenues went through the roof 

between 1974 and 1981, it was expected that oil would be a blessing for a number of countries. 

These optimistic predictions were short-lived as the blessing of oil became the curse of oil. The 

reason for the curse is two-fold: first, a growing world economy needs oil (and gas) and the 

world powers will try to control and influence countries that possess oil and gas in abundance. 

Secondly, oil revenues in oil exporting countries have accrued to rulers and governments, and 

not to the citizenry. 

 

External Control of Oil and Gas Reserves and Conflicts 

 

Oil has motivated much of Western involvement in the Middle East. Britain started manipulating 

Iran in the early part of the twentieth century to secure Iran’s oil and in 1945 the U.S. cemented 

its access to Saudi oil. In 1953 the United States and Britain toppled the constitutionally elected 

government of Mohammad Mossadeq of Iran to preserve Britain’s oil interests and to open a 

door to U.S. companies. Washington supported the Shah to ensure U.S. access to Persian Gulf 

oil. The Iranian Revolution was not a simple uprising with the goal of bringing in the mullahs; it 

was instead a fight for independence from foreign control of Iran’s oil and internal affairs. 

Control over natural resources is an emotional issue for citizenry the world over and there will 

always be conflict where countries have been robbed of this control. 

 

The U.S. invaded Iraq to take control of Iraq’s vast oil reserves. Many energy insiders expect 

Iraq’s reserves to eventually exceed Saudi Arabia’s. The issue of foreign control of oil reserves 

has now been settled in most countries, but the invasion of Iraq is bringing the colonial era back 

to the Persian Gulf. Washington, the occupier, has pushed for an Iraqi oil law that would 

promote U.S. interests and that undermines Iraqi sovereignty. In so doing, the U.S. is sowing the 

seeds for future conflicts with every independent Iraqi government that comes to power, 

especially when Iraqis begin to control their own destiny. The Bush Administration once again 

has failed to learn a single lesson from history. This administration willfully ignores the historic 

reason for conflicts in the Persian Gulf, namely, the wresting of control of oil reserves.   

 

 Revenues to the Governments—the End Results 

 

When people get something for nothing, the results always bode ill. The same happens when oil 

revenues accrue to rulers and governments without their having to do anything productive. 

Family rulers grab all they can for themselves. Whatever accrues to governments is invariably 



 

the major source of government revenues because tax receipts are minor. This easy come and 

painless raising of money makes it easier for governments to be unaccountable and to do 

whatever they wish with the people’s resources. Corruption is rampant. Military expenditures are 

plentiful because they are needed to maintain power at home and to shore up support from 

abroad. 

 

Enabled by oil revenues, governments fail to pursue responsible economic policies. The vast 

government sector is used as the vehicle to buy, not earn, domestic support. The government acts 

as an employer of last resort and gives subsidies, all financed by the people’s vanishing oil 

reserves, to keep the citizenry addicted to official largesse. A vibrant private sector, necessary to 

fuel modern economic growth and to create jobs, is largely trumped by an overbearing public 

sector. Unemployment exceeds 20 percent. Income distribution is heavily skewed. Upward 

mobility is severely limited. 

 

The financial stakes are so high for those in power that democratic governance is the last thing 

on their minds. Authoritarian rule is the only option. Freedom of expression is limited. Human 

rights abuses are rampant. Citizens watch their oil birthright used to benefit a few.  

 

All this is a veritable witches’ brew for dissent and havoc. The rulers take no responsibility for 

this predictable turmoil and instead lobby the U.S. for support in the name of stability and order. 

 

From Curse to Blessing—the Obvious Solution 

 

These adverse internal developments could be reversed by one simple policy change: give the oil 

money directly to the people. It is what the people want. It is the platform of populist leaders, 

such as Rafael Correa in Ecuador. It will increasingly become the rallying cry in most oil 

exporting countries.  

 

There can be little dispute that oil belongs to all generations of citizens, certainly not to rulers 

and governments who are not subject to the will of the people. Hence oil and gas reserves must 

equally benefit current and future generations, with every citizen receiving the same benefit from 

resource depletion. How can this be done? 

 

Oil revenues could be deposited into an investment fund and professionally managed to 

maximize returns. Every current and future citizen would receive an annuity check from the 

fund. The payout to each citizen could be calculated under reasonable assumptions, and would be 

continually updated with changing market conditions and population estimates. There would 

clearly be a need for a transition period to wean the government from oil revenues.  

 

Taking this easy oil money away from rulers and governments would reduce corruption, and 

would force rulers and governments to adopt sound development policies, to implement an 

effective and efficient tax system, which, in turn, would provide government revenues and 

address income inequality. 

 

Such an approach would replace inefficient subsidies with more efficient consumption and 

production patterns, eradicating poverty and protecting the interests of all generations. This, in 



 

turn, would restore hope to the average person, and reduce anger and radicalism in the region. A 

fund of this type would raise a number of questions, including whether the will to work would be 

reduced. Any deleterious effect on productivity could be balanced by conditionality for receiving 

annuity checks (educational accomplishments and the like) and the realization that establishing a 

level economic playing field would likely restore incentives and promote hard work. 

 

It’s Time to Act on Both Fronts 

 

It is time to beat the drums for change. First, the U.S. must let countries, notably Iraq, control 

their own energy reserves. Second, international institutions and other credible experts must 

persuade rulers in oil exporting countries to take a hands off approach and assign oil revenues to 

their people. Taking oil revenues away from rulers and governments of oil exporting countries 

would certainly be painful for those in power, but the time has come to undertake this effort for 

the sake of equity, fairness and global peace. Stability and prosperity in this part of the world 

will in turn encourage more investment in the development of oil and gas reserves, leading to 

more plentiful energy supplies and lower prices for all. 
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Neither the great Train Robbery nor the pillage of Enron come even close to the theft of 

depletable resources in the Persian Gulf, a theft that is ongoing with the implicit, if not explicit, 

support of the United States and the rest of the West. If this greatest theft of all is allowed to 

continue, conditions in the Middle East will not improve and relations between the West and the 

Muslim Middle East can only get worse over the next decades, with ominous implications for 

centuries to come.  

 

The Size of the Oil and Gas Wealth 

 

There can be no doubt that the Persian Gulf is endowed with an abundance of oil and natural gas. 

Although the numbers are always changing and are open to debate, here are ball-park proven 

reserve figures of oil and natural gas in billion of barrels of oil equivalent: Saudi Arabia and Iran 

(300 each), Qatar (180), Iraq (140), the UAE, but actually Abu Dhabi (140), and Kuwait (110). 

On per capita terms, the numbers in thousand barrels of oil equivalent are Iran (4.7), Iraq (5.6), 

Saudi Arabia (18.4), Kuwait (115), the UAE (188) and Qatar (789). 

 

What is this wealth in dollars or what would an oil company be willing to pay for such reserves? 

With oil at nearly $70 per barrel and all the uncertainties in the Persian Gulf region, a number 

around $20 per barrel would seem a reasonable conservative guess. That would mean Iran or 

Saudi Arabia’s wealth is in the neighborhood of $6 trillion apiece, followed by Qatar ($3.6 

trillion), Iraq and the UAE ($2.8 trillion each), Kuwait  ($2.2 trillion). Now if you could steal a 

big chunk of this combined wealth of over $20 trillion over time (as oil/gas reserves are 

depleted) that would be the greatest theft of all! Even a measly 5 percent would amount to $1 

trillion (that’s with a “t,” not a “b”). And yes, that’s exactly what’s happening as you are reading 

this column. The great theft has gone on, is going on and will continue to go on unless it is 

stopped! 

 

While the above figures are impressive, the per capita wealth figures are truly eye-popping: 

ranging from a high in Qatar of an astounding $15,780,000 per man, woman and child to a low 

of $94,000 for every Iranian. But this is the wrong calculation. Who does this oil and gas belong 

to anyway? Let me explain. 

 

Whose Oil and Gas? 

 

Oil and gas belong to every citizen, not just to rulers. Governments and rulers should use the 

revenues in a way that ensures that all citizens benefit equally. After pondering this idea a little, 

one obviously realizes that it is not at all fair to just look at today’s citizens. What if all the oil 

were pumped out this year (although a technical impossibility) and the revenues spent on today’s 

citizens? Future generations would be shortchanged. So oil and gas, because they are depletable, 

really belong to all generations of citizens and thus governments and rulers should exploit them 

in such a way that all citizens of all generations receive similar benefits. That’s in effect what 

Alaska has been trying to do with its oil and gas. 



 

 

Interestingly enough, this way of looking at the ownership of oil and natural gas reserves 

coincides with what Islamic justice. All interpreters of Islamic teachings agree at least on this 

point. So are these Muslim countries doing what is fair and what is moreover advocated by their 

religion? The answer is a big and emphatic no. Therein lies “the greatest theft of all.” 

 

The Levels of Theft 

 

Persian Gulf rulers and governments, to differing degrees, rob both their present and future 

generations. This theft occurs on many levels. 

 

Level One: Rulers take money off the top before the money gets into the national treasury. This 

is the most egregious form of theft. This has been the case in Abu Dhabi (where rulers take a 

reported one-third of all oil revenues for their own use) and I estimate that the rulers of Abu 

Dhabi have already amassed well over $200 billion in personal fortune. Rulers in Qatar may be 

following a similar path. Saddam Hussein was guilty of the same in Iraq. This is un-Islamic. It is 

outright theft by those in power. The oil and natural gas are not theirs. They belong to the people. 

 

Level Two: Rulers take money freely from the national treasury as they wish, treating the 

treasury as a personal kitty. This type of theft is just as criminal as the above. This is how things 

are done in Saudi Arabia and Saddam Hussein did the same in Iraq. 

 

Level Three: Rulers, their families and senior government officials engage in massive corruption. 

Economic and financial decisions are tainted, and in some cases even motivated, by the desire to 

obtain kickbacks. Every single Persian Gulf country is guilty of this—Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, 

Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Take, for example, the scandal surrounding the Al Yamamah 

contract. This was a military contract that Saudi Arabia signed with the United Kingdom in 

1985. The price tag? A cool $86 billion at today’s exchange rate. Of course, a deal like this does 

not go through without some Al-Saud prince taking a big cut. In this case Prince Bandar 

reportedly received as much as $250 million in some years, and a total of well in excess of $2 

billion! The problem is that all this amassing of personal wealth is financed by the depletion of 

oil. What benefits do current and future generations receive? Very few, if any. 

 

Level Four: Rulers buy arms (normally with large kickbacks as above), in many cases arms that 

are not used for defense, to pay back their foreign supporters, invariably the United States. Saudi 

Arabia is the biggest importer of arms in the world. In normal countries arms are used for 

defense. What is Saudi Arabia worried about? What country is planning to attack Saudi Arabia? 

And if they were attacked, are the Saudis prepared to fight? Or are they buying arms to use 

against their own people?  There are several actual reasons for these massive arms imports. First, 

they buy the Al-Sauds support in foreign capitals so that they can stay in power. Second, they 

reduce the unit cost for arms exporters; thus the US military’s unit cost is reduced when Saudi 

Arabia buys US arms. Third, the arms are pre-positioned for use by foreign armies. This is a 

major reason for arms purchases from the US. If the US should need to come to the aid of the Al-

Sauds, the arms they need and are familiar with are in position. And fourth, importing arms is an 

easy way for the Al-Sauds to take billions more from their citizenry. What is doubly sad is that 



 

on top of the corruption, economic and military decisions are determined by how much rulers 

will make from a deal. Again, what is the benefit to multiple generations of citizens? Nothing.  

 

Level Five: Rulers and governments pursue economic policies, financed by current oil revenues 

that buy domestic support and appease their citizenry. Sound policies that would benefit all 

citizens, current and future, are not pursued. Thus today some citizens benefit more than others 

from oil depletion. And future generations may receive no benefit whatsoever. Here all Persian 

Gulf countries are guilty as charged. 

 

Level Six: Some countries have established funds to benefit all generations. This is what every 

major oil and gas exporting countries should be doing to benefit all generations of citizens (more 

on this below).  But the operation of these funds is not transparent. The ownership of the funds is 

not clear. Uncertainties abound. If rulers eventually take personal ownership over these “public” 

funds this could turn out to be the mother of all thefts.  Abu Dhabi and Qatar have set up such 

funds but the ambiguities mentioned above abound. ADIA (the Abu Dhabi Investment 

Authority) has an estimated $600 billion under investment. If the operation of this fund were 

transparent and its ownership by the citizens of Abu Dhabi were clear, then this fund could serve 

as an example to all. But in the end things could go either way—theft or economic justice. No 

one knows. 

Lest there be any doubt, we should ask a simple question. How come the ruling families in the 

Persian Gulf are so rich? Not billionaires but billionaires many times over? Do they work so hard 

or are they all Warren Buffets? The answer is simple. They have taken, and are taking, what is 

not theirs. 

 

Future Relations with the US and the Rest of the West 

 

What if future generations of Persian Gulf citizens have no oil or natural gas revenues, have little 

economic opportunity compared to current generations of citizens, have less economic prosperity 

than do other countries and all the while their rulers drown in wealth? Will they blame their 

rulers? Will they blame as never before the US and the rest of the West for supporting unjust and 

corrupt rulers for their own benefit? How can we ever hope for peace and harmony between the 

West and the Middle East? 

 

The Only Solution  

 

There can be little dispute that oil belongs to all generations of citizens, certainly not to rulers 

and governments who are not subject to the will of the people. Oil money needs to go directly to 

the people. It is what the people want. This will increasingly become the rallying cry in most oil 

exporting countries. How can this be done? 

 

Oil revenues could be deposited into an investment fund and professionally managed to 

maximize returns. Every current and future citizen would receive an annuity check from the 

fund. The payout to each citizen could be calculated under reasonable assumptions, and would be 

continually updated with changing market conditions and population estimates. There would 

clearly be a need for a transition period to wean the government from oil revenues.  

 



 

Taking this easy oil money away from rulers and governments would have the added benefit of 

reducing corruption. Rulers and governments would be forced to adopt sound development 

policies, to implement an effective and efficient tax system, which, in turn, would provide 

government revenues and address income inequality. 

 

The US Must Act and Act Now 

 

The rulers won’t do any of this by themselves, why should they? They are greedy. They can 

continue to go down this path for a while because they enjoy the support of the US. The US 

needs to realize that the Middle East is on the path to destruction if it continues like this, and that 

the destruction of the Middle East will take western economies along for the ride. By labeling 

corrupt rulers as moderates, the US has become their partner in crime and is seen as an 

accomplice of injustice and theft. The US must instead use whatever power it has left to persuade 

these rulers to change course decisively and fast. Only thus can the US begin to win “hearts and 

minds” and hope to restore better relations between the United States and the people of the 

Middle East.  
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1. Is security in the Persian Gulf critical for US national security? 

 

Commentary: Absolutely. About 70 percent of the world’s proven oil reserves and about 60 

percent of the world’s combined oil and gas reserves are estimated to be in the countries that 

border the Persian Gulf. Each country’s proven combined oil and gas reserves in billions of 

barrels of oil equivalent are: Iran (304), Saudi Arabia (304), Qatar (176), Iraq (135), the UAE 

(135), Kuwait (108), Oman (12) and Bahrain (0.5). Moreover, many energy insiders expect the 

largest additions to reserves in the future to be made by Iraq followed by Iran, with Iraq having 

the potential of more oil reserves than Saudi Arabia, given expectations regarding still-unproven 

reserves. The US needs oil and gas, and the Persian Gulf has it.  

 

2. Does the US want peace and stability in the Persian Gulf? 

 

Commentary: One thing is clear. US interest in the Persian Gulf is oil and gas. There is no other 

explanation. It is not humanitarian. It is not cultural. It is not religious. It is simply about control 

and preferential access to the region’s oil and gas. Contained turmoil and conflict, as opposed to 

widespread conflict involving most countries in the region, may enhance US control over the 

region’s resources. This is in part because some regimes have become dependent on US support. 

But the US cannot guarantee that conflicts will be contained. In the longer run, an all out 

regional conflict or broad upheavals against regimes supported by the US may mean total defeat 

for the US. 

 

3. Does promotion of self-determination and pluralistic governance in the Persian Gulf promote 

peace and stability? 

 

Commentary: While the promotion of pluralistic governance may mean instability in the short 

run, pressure for revolution and internal armed conflict will be diminished in the longer term. If 

long-term peace and prosperity are the goal, then legitimate and elected governments should 

replace US-supported family rule. 

 

4. Is support of dictators and family rulers compatible with peace? 

 

Commentary: No. Many of these family rulers invoke Islam, but they are anything but Muslims. 

The youth in many of these countries are increasingly questioning the legitimacy of their rulers. 

Support for unpopular and imposed rule by foreign powers has and will cause resentment. 

Resentment and anger will be directed to the foreign power, namely, the US. When upheaval 

comes, and it will come, it will be directed toward the United States. The United States will lose 

any and all support in the country. Remember Iran! This is a lesson that the US has still not 

learned. 

 

5. Do arms exports to the region promote peace and security in the Persian Gulf region? 



 

 

Commentary: These countries do not need sophisticated arms to defend themselves. Not only do 

these countries lack the ability to maintain these arms, but they also would not know how to 

defend themselves if a powerful neighbor chose to threaten them. The only reasonable 

explanations for massive arms imports are: to pay for foreign support, to position military 

hardware for the foreign supporter in case of future conflict, to use force on their own people, 

and to earn commissions for those in power. None of these reasons is likely to endear family 

rulers to their people; in the end the blame will be placed at the door of the foreign powers 

selling arms. Arms imports are a waste of the region’s depleting resources of oil and gas, 

resources that should be used to benefit all generations; and eventually the arms will be used to 

the detriment of the region and its people. 

 

6. Will a colonial policy of divide and conquer bear fruit for the United States in the Persian 

Gulf? 

 

Commentary: No. The US is trying to pit Arabs against Iran, We no longer live in the 18th and 

19th centuries. People in the region are more educated. They have better and almost 

instantaneous access to information. They see atrocities being committed in real time. They 

know the difference between freedom and oppression. They know who supports their oppressive 

rulers. 

 

7. What choice do citizens of the Persian Gulf have if they cannot achieve peaceful change? 

 

Commentary: If they cannot affect change peacefully, they will use all means, including armed 

struggle, to overthrow oppressive regimes. In the current world order, the combination of 

technology and resources enables individuals to inflict destruction comparable to national 

armies. Regimes have been overthrown the world over. The only difference in the Persian Gulf is 

that the region is relatively wealthy because of enormous oil and gas revenues, so uprisings may 

take a little bit longer to materialize as rulers can buy off their subjects for some time. But 

uprisings will occur all over the Persian Gulf if oppressive regimes are not removed from power, 

it is only a matter of time. Oil and gas wealth and unelected regimes have meant more disparity 

in income distribution, a major factor in conflict and revolution. People will revolt against the 

rulers and elite who pocket the oils and gas revenues that belong to all of their citizens. It is in 

America’s long-term interest to affect change peacefully. 

 

8. Are uprisings and armed conflict against tyrannical and unjust rule inevitable?  

 

Commentary: Yes, if the US continues with its current policy of imposing and supporting 

unelected leaders. And Islam will be the likely rallying cry against oppressive rulers. 

 

9. Are such uprisings against the state brave acts to affect change or terrorism? 

 

Commentary: The struggle for liberty cannot be called terrorism when people are being denied 

the ballot box. If the United States erroneously classifies the struggle for freedom as terrorism in 

order to support corrupt and malleable dictators, then the war against terrorism will be 

mistakenly widened to include hundreds of millions of disenfranchised people, mostly Muslims; 



 

a war with no limit or end will become the birthright of the world. The so-called clash of 

civilizations will become a reality. 

 

10. In the future, how will the US be viewed by Middle Eastern masses if Washington continues 

to support tyrannical and unjust rule? 

 

Commentary: Hatred. Just look at US popularity as measured in the polls conducted by Pew in 

the Muslim World. Also, who are the most popular people in the Middle East? Not President 

Bush, but President Ahmadinejad and Hassan Nassrullah. In the future, it all depends on the US. 

If the US stays on its present course, there is little hope for reconciliation. The US will be kicked 

out and lose the region. Future conflicts, fueled by the fight for the region’s oil and gas, will 

make today’s conflict in Iraq look like a walk in the park. 
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America’s overriding interest in the Persian Gulf has been and will continue to be economic—to 

control and have preferred access to the region’s energy resources, followed by securing a 

lucrative market for its exports. As stated in 2006 by President Bush during the midterm 

elections, U.S. forces will remain in Iraq for reasons related to oil. Given the history of what has 

prompted U.S. meddling, interventions and military campaigns in the Persian Gulf, and 

America’s geopolitical and energy-related contest with China, it is likely that the same 

motivation will dominate the policy of the next American president toward the region.  

 

The Quest for Oil 

 

Oil has been the U.S. prize for most of the 20th century and has underlined much of Western 

involvement in the Persian Gulf region. Britain manipulated Iranian shahs from the early part of 

the last century to secure Iran’s oil, with Britain’s revenues from Iranian oil exceeding Iranian 

revenues from Iranian oil up to the end of World War II. On February 14, 1945, President 

Roosevelt met Saudi Arabia’s King Abdul Aziz aboard the USS Quincy on Egypt’s Great Bitter 

Lake to cement U.S. access to Saudi oil. In 1953, the United States and Britain toppled the 

constitutionally elected government of Muhammad Mossadeq of Iran to preserve Britain’s oil 

interests and to open a door to U.S. companies. Washington supported the Shah to ensure U.S. 

access to Persian Gulf oil. The Iranian Revolution was a fight for independence from external 

control of Iran’s oil and internal affairs.  

 

After the Iranian Revolution, the United States supported Saddam Hussein, who seemed to 

provide an opportunity to topple the uncooperative Iranian regime. When the tide of war turned 

against Iraq, U.S. Senate documents demonstrate that the United States and Europe gave Saddam 

chemical weapons and battlefield intelligence, with the result that about one million Iranians 

were killed and injured. Two years after this war was over, Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait and 

became a threat to Saudi Arabia and its oil resources; he was no longer useful to the United 

States and, indeed, became a threat to U.S. interests. The United States amassed massive forces 

in the Persian Gulf and kicked Saddam Hussein out of Kuwait. All indications point to the 

pursuit of oil interests as the impetus of these policies. 

 

Since World War II, the United States has supported Arab autocratic rulers in the Persian Gulf to 

secure access to oil and lucrative arms and engineering service contracts. Promoting democracy 

and democratic institutions has been the articulated, but never the pursued, goal. Indeed the 

opposite has been the case: U.S. support for autocratic rulers has prevented regime change and 

thus the emergence of democratic rule. 

 

President Bush continues to support dictators, including the Al-Sauds in Saudi Arabia, while 

broadcasting his commitment to democracy and human rights—a policy that Al-Qaeda has been 

able to leverage for recruitment. Even a cursory look into Saudi Arabia shows that it is anything 

but democratic: no constitution; no elections until recently and then only for a portion of 

municipal councils; all churches and synagogues are outlawed; women have few rights; freedom 



 

of speech is not protected; rulers freely take from the state. Yet the U.S. supports such rulers who 

sit atop big oil reserves and conveniently labels them as moderates. 

 

Arab citizenry blame the United States for their autocratic rulers and the absence of freedom. 

America’s historical support for unelected regimes has been, and continues to be, the main fuel 

for anti-Americanism and terrorism around the world—giving birth and strengthening the likes 

of Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri. America’s need, and greed, for oil and export 

markets has historically taken precedence over democracy, given the prospect of having to deal 

with uncooperative, elected leaders. 

 

The Iraq War and U.S. Intentions 

 

Historical and energy realities indicate that the United States invaded Iraq in 2003 to secure 

access to oil, for oil services and arms sales and engineering contracts. About 70 percent of the 

world’s proven oil reserves and about 60 percent of the world’s combined oil and gas reserves 

are estimated to be in the countries that border the Persian Gulf. Each country’s proven 

combined oil and gas reserves in billions of barrels of oil equivalent are: Iran (304), Saudi Arabia 

(304), Qatar (176), Iraq (135), the UAE (135), Kuwait (108), Oman (12) and Bahrain (0.5). 

Moreover, many energy insiders expect the largest additions to reserves in the future to be made 

by Iraq followed by Iran, with Iraq having the potential of more oil reserves than Saudi Arabia, 

given expectations regarding still-unproven reserves. 

 

Now ask yourself a simple question. If you were the U.S., Europe, China, or for that matter any 

major energy importer, wouldn’t you want to control, through military force or by supporting 

corrupt and undemocratic family rulers, such vast energy resources that are the foundation of the 

global economic system? Wouldn’t you wish to have lucrative business contracts for your 

corporations and favorite businessmen? Well that is exactly what the U.S., Britain and France 

have done for over fifty years; they have supported corrupt and malleable dictators and have, 

when necessary, intervened with military force and covert operations. And then there’s China. 

China’s rise has further shifted the calculus on oil, raising the geopolitical and economic stakes 

even more. China poses the most prominent challenge to U.S. global domination. Energy could 

be the key to thwarting Chinese ambitions and keeping Beijing in check. Add to that the fact that 

Saddam Hussein was bringing Russian and Chinese oil companies into his country. Iraq and Iran 

could have eventually hosted Chinese military bases, to the exclusion of U.S. oil, arms and 

engineering companies. 

 

The U.S. hoped that by controlling Iraq and surrounding Iran on all sides, Iran would be more 

compliant; this expectation was validated when the regime in Tehran wrote a letter to the Bush 

administration in the aftermath of the invasion in 2003 suggesting dialogue, an offer that the 

euphoric Bush administration discarded onto the trash heap of history. With the U.S. in Iraq and 

with Iran under control, the Arab countries would continue to tow the U.S. line for the 

foreseeable future. If on the other hand Iran and Iraq, with a total population of 100 million, as 

compared to less than 25 million in the other Persian Gulf countries, were to be in the Chinese 

sphere of influence with a significant Chinese presence in the Persian Gulf, the U.S. would have 

a harder time controlling Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the UAE and Qatar. Indeed the U.S. and the rest 

of the West could have become economic hostages to China and not the other way around.  



 

 

All these factors point toward oil as the motivation of the Iraq War, as part of a bid to further 

Washington’s, and the administration’s political, interests. But this plan was poorly conceived. 

The expectation that the result would be a neat and democratic Iraq surrounded by cowed 

neighbors, was naive. Common sense should have prevailed. 

 

The Bush Administration’s chief concerns regarding the regional impact of a U.S. withdrawal in 

Iraq can again be traced to oil interests. If the United States were to leave Iraq now, it would in 

all likelihood lose influence in Iraq. Iran would become more emboldened. And with a surge in 

anti-Americanism, the United States could lose all its military bases in the Persian Gulf. The so-

called moderate Arab countries of the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf 

(GCC) would fear Iran, not to mention their own citizenry, and would likely cease delivering on 

Washington’s directives in order to make a last ditch effort to save their thrones. Why would this 

matter to Washington? Because of the region’s vital oil and natural gas resources. America’s loss 

of control over the Persian Gulf would become the Bush presidential legacy. 

 

The Next U.S. Step 

 

The Iraq Study Group (ISG) Report advocated dialogue with Iran and Syria as an integral 

component of a new Persian Gulf and Iraq strategy, with little time to lose. Given the U.S. 

preoccupation with Iran’s nuclear power program, the ISG’s recommendation of decoupling 

dialogue from any preconditions is especially positive. Since the ISG report, a recent U.S. 

National Intelligence Finding (NIE) in late 2007 confirms what Iran has been saying all along, 

namely, that Iran is not pursuing a nuclear bomb. Yet the Bush Administration continues to insist 

on a suspension of Iran’s nuclear enrichment program before any dialogue can take place. The 

U.S. approach has not only hardened the regime in Tehran, it has also inspired the vast majority 

of Iranians to defend what they see as their right as an independent nation. 

 

As advocated by the ISG, the U.S. has little choice but to start a dialogue with no preconditions 

with Iran. Engagement with Iran, along with other policy changes, could help the U.S. gradually 

salvage its lost influence in the Middle East, save U.S. lives and treasure and avoid a wider 

conflict that could threaten the entire region and the world. Iran, because of its determination to 

be independent and to stand up to Washington, has acquired credibility in the region and is 

uniquely suited to help the United States improve Washington’s image in the wider Muslim 

world. Rapprochement with Iran and a more peaceful Iraq would allow the U.S. to maintain its 

presence in some Persian Gulf countries, but if the United States is forced out of Iraq, it may be 

forced out of all other Persian Gulf countries. Because the United States is closely identified with 

autocratic Arab rulers in the Persian Gulf, a forced U.S. withdrawal from Iraq could start a 

popular domino effect, forcing the United States to leave every country in the Persian Gulf. 

 

Options Toward Iran 

 

What are U.S. policy options toward Iran? The U.S. could: bomb and invade Iran in an attempt 

to make Tehran malleable and to stymie its nuclear program; attempt to push through UN 

sanctions or re-enforce unilateral sanctions with sanctions from a coalition-of-the-willing; ignore 



 

Iran and continue on its current course in Iraq and in the broader Middle East; or engage Iran in a 

dialogue, with no preconditions. 

 

The first option would, in my opinion, result in a regional war that would be unpredictable and 

uncontrollable. And while Bush has cited oil as a reason for staying the course in Iraq, bombing 

Iran would cause oil to become scarce, sending prices sky-high. The world economy would grind 

to a halt. Iranians and Muslims worldwide would become anti-American as never before, with 

the U.S. forced to leave the Persian Gulf. 

 

The adoption of effective and comprehensive sanctions by the United Nations seems doubtful 

because Russia, China, or both, are unlikely to agree. Even if the United States were to put 

together a coalition, Russia and especially China could supply much of Iran’s import needs. Most 

importantly, sanctions are porous and would require a naval blockade of Iran to be effective. 

This would be seen in Tehran as an act of war and could lead to a conflict between the U.S. and 

China and Russia. Iran could retaliate by not exporting oil because it has enough foreign 

exchange to last a year. Iran could sabotage oil exports of Arab countries. Most importantly, 

sanctions will not work because the Iranians themselves support the government’s quest for 

nuclear power and research. 

 

Dimensions of Diplomacy 

 

Staying the course and ignoring Iran could be an option if Iraq were not in such a mess and if 

Lebanon and the Palestinian territories were calm. The danger with this course is that it has 

already failed and there is no reason to believe that it will be more successful in the future. 

Again, the end result may be a forced U.S. withdrawal from the entire Persian Gulf. 

 

The last option is the only practical one. Iran is unlikely to accept preconditions to talks and the 

United States loses nothing by engaging Iran. Furthermore, Washington does have some 

inducements (or could play a key role in securing them) that Iran would be interested in: security 

guarantees from the United States and from the other permanent members of the UN Security 

Council; a timeline for total U.S. withdrawal from Iraq; as a bargaining ploy, withdrawal from 

the Persian Gulf (more on this below); removal of U.S. sanctions; assistance from the 

International Atomic Energy Agency for peaceful nuclear-power development; a timely 

resolution of Iran’s foreign-military-sales claims against the United States, involving military 

equipment paid for under the Shah but never delivered by the United States because of sanctions, 

which Tehran is currently pursuing at The Hague; eventual restoration of full diplomatic 

relations with the United States. 

 

Washington is interested in receiving the following from Tehran: active support in reining in the 

Shi‘a militias in Iraq; pressure on Shi‘a factions in Iraq for the purpose of forming a government 

of national reconciliation; support for an Arab-Israeli peace agreement and, upon reaching such 

an agreement, diplomatic relations with Israel; cooperation in Afghanistan and in the fight 

against terrorism; and termination of support for Hizballah and Hamas.  

 

If Iran agrees to the most intrusive inspections of its nuclear facilites of any country, such an 

agreement could serve as a model to be applied to all countries in the future. Iran would likely 



 

also agree to reduce its support for Hizballah and Hamas if this is tied to a peace settlement 

between the Palestinians and Israel. The United States would probably agree to a timetable for its 

withdrawal from Iraq, but would not agree to a broader withdrawal from the Persian Gulf—

which would in all likelihood be acceptable to Iran. 

 

Negotiations will be painful and difficult as the two sides do not understand or trust each other. 

But negotiations have historically been successfully concluded with similar levels of distrust. 

And lastly, there is no viable alternative for the United States. Further, the United States must 

preempt a widespread anti-U.S. backlash that could force a total withdrawal from the region. 

 

The past points the way to a better future if the U.S. can shed the cloak of hubris, admit failures, 

and, as candidate Bush used to say, be more humble in its conduct of foreign policy. The U.S. 

needs the total involvement of all of the countries in the region and of the other permanent four 

on the United Nations Security Council.  

 

A Prescription for the Next U.S. President 

 

1. For the foreseeable future, anything that happens in the Middle East must happen in an Islamic 

context. The Middle East has suffered for many years under the tutelage of tyrants who, in most 

cases, have been supported by outside powers to promote their own selfish short-term interests. 

The average citizen has in desperation turned for hope to Islam. True Islamic teachings, as 

outlined throughout the Quran, uphold social and economic justice as the second most important 

goal of an Islamic community; with governance entrusted to a just ruler who is selected by the 

community.  Anyone, any group, or any outside power that bashes Islam may buy some short-

term respite with local tyrants but will be doomed thereafter. A tyrant’s greatest defense is the 

claim that if he is overthrown, Islamic fundamentalist, bent on destroying the world, will replace 

him. If the U.S. continues to support and defend tyrants, then the tyrant’s deceit will become a 

self-fulfilling prophecy. The U.S. must immediately refute its support of dictators.  

 

2. Wars and conflicts have trumped any and all economic progress in the Middle East. The 

Middle East needs a long, assured dose of peace. To help the region achieve long-lasting peace 

that enables a true blossoming of economic and social progress requires a number of 

simultaneous elements (not merely U.S. withdrawal from Iraq). The United Nations (the Security 

Council), each Permanent Member of the Security Council and every country in the Middle East, 

individually and collectively, should guarantee the territorial integrity of every country in the 

region. This security umbrella should also be extended to Israel, and this leads to another 

essential element. The “two state” solution for resolving the Palestinian-Israeli dispute should be 

adopted immediately; wherein Israel keeps nothing of the West Bank unless it trades Israeli 

territory for it on a basis acceptable to the Palestinians; an international fund is set up to 

compensate Palestinians for their lost homes and land; in the aftermath of such confidence 

building measures, the status of Jerusalem and Palestinian refugees can then be resolved over 

time through peaceful means. Other existing territorial disputes in the region must be resolved 

under UN auspices.  

 

3. There should be a total arms embargo to the region, with the exception of riot and civil control 

equipment. It must be recognized that whenever arms are acquired, they will eventually be used 



 

no matter what; arms always reduce available economic resources for development and growth; 

and arms kill people and destroy infrastructure and other valuable economic assets. In the case of 

nuclear weapons and all other WMD, all countries (no matter whether or not they are signatories 

to the NPT) must give up their arsenal if they want to be beneficiaries of the guarantees offered 

above and if they want to avoid UN sanctions, sanctions that should automatically be applied if 

they do not comply. Economic growth requires stability and stability requires economic growth; 

the two are inseparable. The outside world, especially the United States, cannot say it wants 

peace and prosperity while it sells arms and WMD to client states in the region or allows others 

to keep their nuclear arsenal and WMD. A heavy-handed approach to securing regional peace 

would be the biggest gift to the Middle East. 

 

4. All the permanent members of the Security Council should emphatically state that they would 

not interfere in the internal affairs of any country in the region. There is a great deal of mistrust 

and suspicion in the Muslim World of Western, especially U.S., intentions toward the region. 

Such a public pledge will go some distance in restoring trust, especially if it is also honored in 

deed.  

 

5. Western powers can support, but they cannot dictate, change and progress in the region. This 

the Western powers, especially the U.S., can do by endorsing the four fundamental and 

indispensable propositions outlined above and by adopting some additional policies toward the 

region: (i) the Western powers will cooperate, both economically and politically, with any 

regime that reflects the wishes of its people (usually, but not necessarily, determined by Western-

style elections), that respects human rights at all times (including the rights of women and 

minorities), and that does not interfere in the internal affairs of other countries, (ii) the Western 

powers will treat all countries in the region in an even-handed manner and will not isolate 

countries, such as Iran or Syria, as long as they uphold the above, and (iii) the Western powers 

will list and express sincere regret for all past transgressions toward countries in the region. This 

latter point may be the greatest test of the extent of Western and U.S. hubris toward the region 

but it is crucial that it be addressed. Yes, it is tough for a superpower to show remorse but to 

most Middle Easterners it will be seen as strength, not as weakness, while cutting the flow of 

blood to terrorists and to dictatorial governments.  

  

One thing is clear: time is running out for the U.S. if it wants to see a prosperous and peaceful 

Middle East and better relations with the Muslim World. The stakes are sufficiently high that a 

little humility, admitting to past transgressions and taking a broad long-term approach to the 

region, should not be that hard to swallow, especially for a superpower that wants to remain a 

superpower. Will the next U.S. president even contemplate such a course of action? It is highly 

unlikely. The best that one could hope for is a small measure of humility on the part of the next 

U.S. president for a few months to get over current difficulties and then it will be back to 

business as usual. U.S. presidents are not as independent as most would like to think. They are 

subject to direct and indirect influences from their financial backers, from the private sector in 

the U.S., from their party and from the media; that is in part why American presidents sound like 

a totally different person once they leave office. Still, we are likely to see a measure of 

rapprochement toward Iran and Syria for a year or two under a new U.S. president, and then back 

to where we are today, unless there is a real calamity in the region or in the world that forces the 

U.S. to be more accommodating. 
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Recent economic indicators are frightening and raise serious concerns about the world economy 

in a globalizing world. Since August 2007, the US dollar has depreciated from 1.37 to 1.55 

dollars per Euro, oil prices have jumped from 65 to 110 dollars per barrel to translate into higher 

prices of final goods and services, gold prices from 670 to 1000, and most other commodities 

and food prices have risen at unprecedented rates around the globe. Simultaneous with these 

developments, a global credit crisis has cast an ominous shadow on global finance. All of these 

developments are having severe implications for governments, businesses and individuals around 

the world. The underlying factor behind these developments has been lax monetary policy and 

the resulting inflation, rapid inflation, not only in real estate prices, but also in all goods and 

services, and lax supervision of the financial sector.  

 

Inflation is defined as a high rate of price increase and fast depreciation of money. For 

households and wage earners, it is growing impoverishment as less food and other necessities are 

affordable. Inflation imposes a heavy tax on cash balances that are held by businesses and 

individuals; incomes are eroded away; and most and financial assets lose real purchasing power. 

People with fixed income and pensions are penalized severely as the cost of living rises. Inflation 

entails a tremendous redistribution of wealth in favor of debtors at the expense of savors and 

creditors, erosion of financial savings, and considerable loss in social welfare. As inflation gains 

speed, less and less goods get to markets. Suppliers make higher turnover with fewer goods sold. 

Inflation destroys competitiveness, lowers productivity, creates relative price distortions, and 

increases transactions costs. If workers become disenchanted and demand wages increases to 

compensate for the loss of purchasing power, inflation will become a spiraling phenomenon. 

 

How did the world and in particular the US economy reach this inflationary stage and perhaps 

end of three decades of prosperity? By far the main root cause is the Fed’s excessive 

expansionary monetary policy since 2000. The danger for the Fed is always that it may fall under 

the influence of politicians or be called to finance growing public sector deficits (see e.g., M. 

Friedman, 1959, A Program for Monetary Stability). For these reasons, scholar such as Friedman 

prescribed fixed rules for the conduct of monetary policy against which the performance of Fed 

policymakers can be assessed, and warned against discretionary powers. In the last seven years, 

the Fed has defiantly followed an aggressive expansionary policy, which consisted of reducing 

the interest rates to lowest records in post-war period, disregarding credit risks as irresponsible 

mortgage lending fueled the housing bubble, and ignoring the rapid depreciation of the US 

dollar. In a globalizing world many other major central banks followed the same policy. Major 

key interest rates fell more or less simultaneously, entailing huge worldwide expansion of 

demand for goods and services and assets and spectacular commodities inflation. Fed’s low 

interest rate policy reduced the cost of deficit financing for the US government and enabled it to 

finance growing fiscal deficits, doubling the outstanding government debt over less than six 

years. Housing prices rose at phenomenal rate and so did oil, gold, and other commodities prices, 

while the dollar fell significantly in value. To keep interest rates low, the Fed injected as much 



 

liquidity as required to accommodate any demand for reserves by the banking system and credit 

expansion. Money supply has risen faster than real growth and commodities supply. 

 

 

The Fed has been pursuing many objectives simultaneously: restoring housing prices so owners 

will keep thinking they are wealthy and continue to spend lavishly, maintaining stock index on a 

rising path, and preserving full employment; in the process, the Fed was minimizing the negative 

effects of inflationary pressures and risk of a falling dollar. It would appear that the Fed is 

dominated by the conviction that it can attain many objectives instantaneously and without 

conflict by lowering interest rates and injecting money. It responded hastily to downturns in the 

stock market by promptly lowering rates and injecting billions of dollars in liquidity without due 

assessment of drawbacks of further loosening of the monetary conditions. It would appear that 

the Fed has not so yet realized how damaging its actions since August 2007 have been when it 

started to aggressively lower interest rates. Pumping billions in liquidity into the economy is only 

pumping more paper money that has no real output backing and will only add more pressure on 

prices. The situation has only deteriorated further. Had the Fed avoided such loosening actions, 

the observed deterioration of financial indicators might not have occurred. The Fed wanted to 

achieve a miracle that no central bank or government had yet achieved: achieving economic 

growth with galloping inflation and deteriorating financial conditions. It is obvious by now that 

lowering interest rates has set a vicious circle of depreciating dollar and higher energy prices. 

While borrowing cost may be lowered, the general increase in energy and input prices will 

largely offset cost savings arising from lower interest rates and increase overall production costs 

for producers. It also reduces purchasing power for households. 

 

At the international level, with dollar loosing rapidly its reserve status, capital inflows to the US 

will diminish, world trade would rely on other currencies only to the extent these currencies 

remain stable in terms of their purchasing power. If these currencies loose in turn their 

purchasing power, countries, including oil and commodities producers, will be less inclined to 

accumulate depreciating currencies, and therefore will supply less oil and non oil commodities. 

This in turn will slow considerably world trade and therefore economic growth. 

 

The solution to the present inflation is not a novel one. Paul Volcker had the courage and 

farsightedness to implement the needed policies in the late 1970s and early 1980s. It consists of 

strictly controlling the growth of high-powered money and letting the economy adjust to a sound 

and safe monetary policy. Controlling the money base is in essence a basic principle of the 

quantity theory of money and has long been prescribed by famous economist such as the late 

Milton Friedman. Fiat money, because it is almost costless to print, should not become an 

instrument in the hands of public powers who use it the way they want in response to budget 

deficits, hiccups in the stock market, or other purposes no matter how laudable they could be. 

Full employment is often cited as an objective of monetary policy and provides a reason for 

central banks to relax monetary policy. But it is quite apparent from accepted economic theory 

that the full employment objective does not fall under the purview of central banking. What is 

required from a central bank is a sound management of liquidity and the banking system. Full 

employment is a long-term objective of government development strategies. Monetary policy 

can contribute to this objective only to the extent it remains safe and stable. The basic principle 

in central banking is for the monetary authorities to abide by monetary orthodoxy and safety 



 

rules for the protection of the value of money and enforce regulatory and legislative regulations 

in the supervision of the banking system. Lawmakers should compel the central bank to observe 

its obligations for safe conduct of money policy. In pursuing this objective, central banks should 

focus on controlling money supply growth and adhering to safe and sound credit policies. With 

stable money supply, the economy will be able to make temporary adjustment to economic 

fluctuations and external shocks. Central banks should appreciate their limited role. Monetary 

policy is not meant to be a quick fix to every economic problem. If it were the case, poor 

countries would only have to print money and grow rapidly richer.  

 

Only by strictly controlling monetary aggregates and accepting a temporary recession and 

adjustment can policymakers contain the prevailing deteriorating economic and financial 

situation. If not, stagflation will be more damaging, protracted, and enduring than a cost of 

temporary adjustment. The monetary rule for targeting interest rates is not a safe and is 

inherently known to cause booms and busts. The safe conduct of monetary policy is a priority 

objective and is prerequisite for sustained growth, employment and prosperity. There is no other 

alternative to choking off inflation and voiding its dynamics except through reducing the money 

base; the quicker and stronger the central bank’s reduction of money supply, the shorter 

economic recession will be and the faster the economy will return to stable long-term economic 

path. Continuing the present stance will aggravate the present crisis; it has become a vicious 

circle of lower interest rates, falling dollar, racing oil, gold, food and commodities prices, 

accelerating inflationary pressures, and worsening economic growth prospects. 

 

At the same time and simultaneously, the Fed and other regulators in the US should admit the 

fact that the present crisis was not brought about by high interest rates and thus it will not 

disappear by reducing interest rates. Exploding credit deterioration has been the other blade of 

the scissor that has severed the normal functioning of financial markets. Regulators must shore 

up the segments of the market that are suffering not because of excesses but because of the 

general fear prevailing in the market; this includes the municipal bond market which is largely 

safe but may be damaged if the regulators do not step in to provide needed guarantees. In sum 

prudent monetary policy supported by selective federal guarantees and programs are the 

medicine that the federal authorities should administer to the markets now before more damage 

is done. 
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Since 2002, a number of key indicators have signaled rapid inflationary pressures, casting an 

ominous cloud over the US economy: the US dollar has depreciated by about 75 percent relative 

to the Euro, crude oil prices have increased fivefold, gold prices have increased threefold, and all 

commodities prices have been rising at a rate approaching 25 percent per year. In all likelihood, 

the US economy is reliving the inflationary period of 1968─1982, a period characterized by 

severe stagflation with inflation reaching 14.68 percent a year in 1980 and unemployment rate 

reaching 11.4 percent in 1983(See charts below). 

 

Historically, inflation has been considered public enemy number one. It is caused by excessive 

money supply and a too rapid expansion of aggregate demand for goods and services in relation 

to available supplies. Inflation brings impoverishment and prevents full employment. It penalizes 

cash holders by extracting a heavy tax on their cash balances and reduces the purchasing power 

of wages and fixed incomes (such as pensions).  It forces an unjust redistribution of wealth in 

favor of debtors and speculators at the expense of creditors. It encourages capital flight. It 

distorts relative prices by increasing the price of most basic necessities prices (energy, food, 

clothing, rent) for which demand cannot be easily reduced in response to price increases. It 

weakens productivity and competitiveness. Inflation has brought economic decay and social 

unrest and eroded the foundations of economic growth.  

 

There is no field in economics that has drawn more attention in the last four centuries than the 

topic of inflation. The causes of inflation are well known and have been analyzed by some of the 

most noted economists of all time, such as John Maynard Keynes and Milton Friedman. The 

roots causes of inflation are monetary in nature, stemming from excessive money supply 

provided by the central bank and the banking system. Inflation operates through a lag that is 

variable and long. If the economy shows early signs of vulnerability to ongoing inflation process, 

in form of incipient economic recession and accelerating prices of basic necessities (e.g., food 

products), then inflation has reached mature stage and has worked its effects through a number 

channels, including: (i) falling supply of goods and services; (ii) sizeable credit crisis triggered 

by bad loans; (iii) large depreciation of the exchange rate and large capital outflows; (iv) decline 

in purchasing power of wages and pensions following a drawn out inflation process; (v) 

redistribution of demand away toward basic necessities entailing layoffs in the sectors for which 

real demand is falling; (vi) fall in demand for durables and investment goods; (vii) declining real 

savings; (viii) higher credit risks and decline in real credit and (ix) higher transactions cost, 

decline in demand for money and financial assets, and flight toward real assets, such as oil and 

gold. 

 

The dilemma for policymakers is that they fail to appreciate the strength of the underlying 

inflation and their response is expansionary policies to reverse an impending recession. At this 

stage, an expansionary stance will only reinforce the strength of the inflation process and 

inflationary expectations, may lead to substantial increase in nominal wages, and therefore faster 

layoffs in the sectors for which demand has already fallen in the early stage of inflation. Inflation 



 

can thus become a demand pull-cost push phenomena, with central bank and banking system 

accommodating any demand for liquidity and risky borrowing. The process cannot go on 

indefinitely. The proposed solution of prominent monetarists has been to act promptly to arrest 

the inflationary process by reducing money supply because they believe that inflation is at its 

core a monetary phenomenon. Fearing the dangers of inflation, Keynes advocated decisive and 

immediate action against inflation and warned against gradual approach, which he considered as 

ineffective and socially costly. 

 

The ongoing inflation in the US, as noted by Joseph Stiglitz, can be placed at the doorstep of the 

Fed which, following an interest rate rule, has set interest rates at the lowest post-war levels of 

2002-2004. As a result, domestic credit has expanded too rapidly. In turn this has resulted in a 

higher supply of dollar on global markets and the consequent depreciation of the dollar has led to 

the most rapid historical increase in commodity prices, including crude oil and food. Facing 

abnormally expanding liquidity, banks have accumulated higher risk credit and fuelled 

speculation. Friedman passionately criticized the interest rate rule. Before him, in 1898, Wicksell 

denounced the interest rate rule. He developed the notion of two interest rates: the neutral real 

interest rate (i.e., a rate that causes no change in general price level), defined as the rate which 

equates real aggregate demand with real aggregate supply at full employment and a stable price 

level, and the nominal bank loan interest rate at which banks lend money. He introduced the 

notion of cumulative process through which inflation can make any interest rate on a bank loan 

profitable by driving the real interest rate substantially below the neutral real interest rate. He 

showed that the interest rate rule distorted prices in the economy, namely market forces that 

equilibrate demand for investment with savings, or equivalently aggregate demand with 

aggregate supply no longer determine the price of capital. To any interest rate fixed by the 

central bank there will correspond an unlimited expansion of bank credit that will generate 

inflation high enough to make real interest rates negative. The yield curve (the spectrum of 

interest rates for bonds of differing maturities) will not reflect inflationary expectations as 

interest rates are set by the central bank and the loanable funds market has become under 

unlimited financing by the central bank and the banking system both for credit and bailout of 

illiquid financial institutions. Bondholders cannot ask for an inflation premium, as the banking 

system will absorb profitably any amount of bond issues. The whole interest structure is fully 

determined by central bank at any level it elects. Financial markets keep asking central bank to 

cut interest rates when stock indices fall. Real interest rates become largely negative. Financial 

savings decline rapidly. If central bank gives up at certain point control of interest rates, these 

will explode instantaneously to extremely high levels to equate real interest rate with natural rate 

and in the course they will trigger a monumental credit crisis and large government deficits when 

bonds yields go up dramatically. At the same time, bond prices fall sharply and bondholders will 

incur large capital losses. It is not a pretty story but one that could describe the US unless we are 

careful! 

 

Lessons from past US inflationary episodes have to be revisited and learned. The Fed tried 

unsuccessfully during 1968─79 to use the interest rate policy rule to control inflation. The Fed 

kept increasing its chosen interest rate, yet inflationary expectations became self-fulfilling 

(Charts). Unemployment kept rising. Only when the Fed adopted, with eleven-year delay, the 

solution proposed by monetarists that called for controlling monetary aggregates, did inflation 

become fully subdued. Interest rates shot up, reflecting repressed past adjustment. Had the Fed 



 

applied this solution in the early stage of inflation, i.e., 1968, it would have precluded Nixon’s 

price controls of 1971 and it would have avoided a long and costly inflation process with both 

inflation and unemployment rates reaching two digit rates. The present Fed is adopting 

diametrically opposite policies to the ones adopted by the Fed during 1968─79. While the Fed 

was constantly increasing interest rates to unusually higher levels to stem inflation during 

1968─79, the present Fed is reducing already low interest rates and injecting considerable 

liquidity at a time when inflation has become a fully established process, thus contributing to 

aggravate vulnerability of the financial system to future credit crisis and to support speculation. 

Such an approach is hazardous and may destabilize the US and global economy even further. 

The US dollar will keep falling to record lows, money depreciating, the price of basic necessities 

jumping to higher records, trade deficit increasing, and needed capital inflows to support the US 

current account deficit drying up with even more ominous implications for the dollar.  

 

Controlling monetary aggregates and reducing money supply and renouncing interest rates 

controls should be the most pressing priority for US policymakers and is the only effective 

solution to rampant inflation and a falling dollar. The monetarist model does not aggravate 

recession; it reduces length and amplitude of stagflation. As our charts show, inflation lost its 

momentum rapidly when the Fed controlled bank reserves during 1979─82 and price stability 

was finally restored. Controlling monetary aggregates and eradicating inflation will rebuild 

confidence, revive investment and growth, and unleash the forces of supply and competitiveness. 

Economists who oppose price controls should oppose interest rate setting by the central bank. If 

monetary restraints and discipline are not implemented soon, the US economy will suffer 

prolonged and devastating inflation that will be much more costly in terms of employment and 

growth for a generation. 
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In the face of rising inflation, a free falling dollar, explosive prices for food, oil and other 

commodities, and an impending economic recession, numerous pundits have contrasted the 

opposing approaches of two former Fed chiefs and have pointed out that in recent days, Alan 

Greenspan has been preoccupied with defending his legacy, while Paul Volcker has offered a 

diagnosis of our current predicament and some warnings about the dangers of a Fed that 

responds too easily to political pressure and fails to protect the value of the dollar. What can we 

learn from the very different approaches of these two former Fed chairmen? 

 

Undoubtedly, the present economic crisis is the delayed outcome of an overly discretionary 

approach to monetary policy initiated by Greenspan and embraced by Bernanke, forcing interest 

rates to their lowest levels in decades, expanding credit at abnormally high rates, irrespective of 

risks and returns, and fuelling speculation in housing and in a number of other markets. On the 

one hand, Greenspan’s policy showed how far discretion could get out of control, as feared by 

the late Milton Friedman. Greenspan relied on what is called the interest rate rule, which 

amounts to a direct setting of interest rates by the central bank and deliberately neglecting the 

control of monetary aggregates as Alan Blinder, a former vice-chairman of the Fed and 

proponent of this rule, clearly stated, “we did not abandon the monetary aggregates, they 

abandoned us”. Such a prevailing view at the Fed led to the neglect of monetary aggregates, 

supervision and safety rules. It would have been a miracle if the present crisis had not occurred. 

On the other hand, by repudiating the interest rate rule, and controlling monetary aggregates, 

Volcker was able to halt a double-digit inflation (14 percent) and reduce unemployment (12 

percent). 

 

The ongoing inflation has gained strong momentum over seven years of cheap money and 

negative real interest rates, in turn spawning uncertain prospects and in all likelihood fueling 

strong inflationary expectations. The Fed has created considerable instability, crippled economic 

growth, caused a flare-up of food, energy, and other basic necessities prices, and sent the dollar 

to record lows. The Fed’s cheap money policy will only accelerate inflation further. While it is 

costless to reduce interest rates and print billions of dollars, these actions will not lift world oil 

production above 80 millions barrels a day (approximately 30 from OPEC and 50 from non-

OPEC) anytime soon. In the near future, oil output will constrain economic growth, and further 

monetary expansion will only inflame oil prices through higher demand for oil and a falling 

dollar. The same physical constraint applies to basic food commodities. Fragility of oil and food 

markets may increase, and may lead to some form of rationing in the event of some disruptive 

output shocks. Actions to accelerate inflation may lead to regressive supply for basic 

commodities, rising unemployment, unfair redistribution of wealth, impoverishment and 

malnutrition. It would be foolish to believe that, in the context of rampant inflation, cheap money 

policy will lead to economic recovery and restore full employment. High interest rates and tight 

money did not get us into this predicament and easy money will not pull us out of it. 

Expansionary monetary policy can never bring recovery once inflationary dynamics have gained 

traction. It only brings more social and economic instability. The best-known demand expansion 



 

model was put forward by Keynes, a model built on a premise typical of the Great Depression, 

assuming involuntary unemployment and total absence of wage and price inflation. Such is not 

the case under today’s high inflationary conditions.  

 

How long economic and financial uncertainties have to prevail before Fed repudiates 

Greenspan’s legacy and adopts Volcker’s demarche. Do oil prices have to accelerate to $200 per 

barrel, the dollar to collapse to $2 per euro, food prices to run up to starvation levels for hundreds 

of millions around the globe, and unemployment to jump to the digit level before the Fed starts 

addressing inflation? Historically in no country and during no inflationary episode was inflation 

brought under control except by strict control of money supply. At this juncture, policymakers 

have to pay careful attention to Volcker’s expert advice that comes from experience as a 

successful Fed chairman. The main responsibility of a central bank is to safeguard the value of 

currency and soundness of the financial system. The Fed cannot restore monetary stability 

without strict control of money supply and credit. The sooner the Fed implements Volcker’s 

demarche, the sooner confidence, stability and growth will be restored to the financial and real 

sectors in the US and around the globe.  
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High prices and shortages of energy and food, resulting in riots and higher risks of widespread 

hunger and malnutrition, have become recognizable threats to global economic and political 

stability. The US dollar has collapsed to a point of triggering flight out of that currency to more 

stable currencies and to commodities. Inflation has become rampant.  

 

The elementary lesson of monetary theory is that prices can never sustain a general and 

persistent increase, and the exchange rate can never sustain a constant depreciation, without an 

unduly expansionary monetary policy.  

 

Why this rampant inflation? To quote Milton Friedman: "Prices have been rising faster and faster 

because the [US Federal Reserve] has decreed they shall be". There is little hope for sustained 

global economic growth and prosperity until the Fed acknowledges that injecting billions of 

dollars into the economy will not add to crude oil production, currently amounting to about 80 

million barrels a day and severely limited by oil reserves; nor will it increase supplies of rice, 

wheat, and other staple foods, limited by cultivable land and climate; and that any further 

reductions in interest rates with its consequent deliberate expansion in credit and money supply 

and dollar depreciation, will simply translate into faster increases in the prices of oil and other 

commodities.  

 

Inflation will disrupt supplies and intensify speculation and hoarding. As money illusion has 

waned, commodity producers have become reluctant to accumulate depreciating international 

reserves and realize they can generate more revenues by reducing supply.  

 

As long as commodity prices are quoted in dollars, it is the Fed that controls prices. The Fed 

decides how far the US dollar should fall, to two euros, three euros, or even 10 euros; how far oil 

prices should rise, to US$200, $500, or even $1,000 per barrel; and how much rice, corn, meat, 

and other staple food products should rise - two-, three-, or even 10-fold.  

 

The United Nations and governments are baffled by world energy and food crises and are 

searching for supply-side solutions, but no such solution will work in an excessively unstable 

monetary environment. In view of their speed and magnitude, jumps in oil and food prices are 

purely monetary phenomena. Until monetary stability is restored, it will be difficult to identify 

supply constraints and solutions.  

 

Adopting an interest rate rule repudiated as far back as 1802 by Henry Thornton and more 

recently passionately criticized by Milton Friedman, the Fed since 2001 has followed the most 

expansionary monetary policy in its history, setting interest rates at lowest levels and real interest 

rates at negative levels.  

 

In response to the collapse of the credit and speculation boom, the Fed has set a deliberate re-

inflationary objective in order to reverse falling asset prices. It has aggressively resumed its 



 

expansionary monetary policy since August 2007, cutting the federal funds rate from 5.25% to 

2% with a consequent faster expansion of money supply, resulting in a rapidly depreciating 

dollar and disrupting stability in commodity markets propelling oil prices from US$65 to 

US$120 per barrel and food prices by 80%. The Fed is caught in a vicious cycle of credit boom, 

banking crisis, and re-inflation. Expansionary policy will inflate credit, expose banks to another 

credit crisis, then re-inflation to bail out banks and to prevent the collapse in the values of 

speculative assets. This cycle could go on for years.  

 

The Fed's policy, after seven years of excessive inflationary stance, has evolved to a stage that 

threatens social and economic collapse and financial disorder. It has strengthened inflation 

dynamics causing an economic recession, which may be followed by rising unemployment.  

 

The recession effects of inflation can be explained by a fall in real cash balances, erosion of 

purchasing power of fixed income and wage earners, and decline in savings and investment. By 

forcing nominal interest rates to abnormally low levels, the Fed is making real interest rates 

largely negative and in turn destroying savings needed to support investment. At the same time 

the Fed is making world demand for commodities continuously outpace long-term supply growth 

and therefore causing explosive price inflation.  

 

Fed policy is creating widespread economic distortions. By re-inflating the economy to rescue 

banks and housing markets, the Fed is making the public liable for mistakes it did not make and 

pay for the gains reaped by speculators and debt holders. Private gains from speculative booms 

remain private, while the Fed passes on private losses to the public. The homeless, eating much 

less, are paying for bolstering the value of homeowners' asset.  

 

Indeed, inflation is known to impose a heavy tax on cash balances and incomes in favor of debt 

holders be they government or private. The higher is inflation, the higher the tax burden imposed 

by the Fed. As inflation accelerates and the dollar depreciates, real incomes fall; consequently, 

vulnerable people in many countries can afford less food and the basic amenities of life.  

 

The destabilizing effects of Fed policy have become obvious. By ignoring inflationary pressures 

and striving to re-inflate the economy, the Fed could precipitate a large-scale energy and food 

crisis, putting millions at risk. The world can address its energy and food problems only in a 

stable monetary framework. While the Europeans are resisting further relaxation of monetary 

policy, the Fed is ignoring all calls from prominent figures, including Paul Volcker, to restrain 

monetary policy.  

 

Interest rate setting is a form of price control. It has to be repudiated as any other type of price 

control. Friedman called for controlling money aggregates and prescribed a fixed rule setting 

money growth in a range of 2-5% per year in line with long-term real economic growth. Such a 

rule is the safest for conducting stable monetary policy.  

 

It avoids unnecessary deflationary or inflationary swings. Keynes shunned active monetary 

policy, even in conditions of the Great Depression when inflation risk was non-existent, because 

he valued monetary stability. The Fed's thinking must be that cutting interest rates will bring a 

bonanza from the heavens; it will make oil fields pump more oil, and rice and corn fields grow 



 

more rice! Yet there will be no relief in energy and food markets until the Fed decides to reduce 

money supply and credit.  

 

Cutting the fed funds rate and a pause is the Fed's current motto after the latest interest rate cut 

on April 30. Pause for what? To see the dollar collapse, inflation accelerate, economy decline, 

and millions of people starve? Maintaining low interest rates and inflating money supply will 

intensify inflation, jeopardize economic growth, and worsen the energy and food situation.  

 

The Fed's founders in 1913 wanted an institution to manage liquidity, not to control interest 

rates. The Fed has been made an independent institution to safeguard monetary stability. Yet this 

independence has allowed the Fed to deviate completely from its 1913 mandate.  

 

If we are honest, we must acknowledge that this independence is at best symbolic. The Fed 

promptly responds to Wall Street's distress, be it the downturn in technology stocks, the fall of 

hedge funds, the collapse of the housing prices, and to political pressure for financing large fiscal 

deficits by keeping interest rates low.  

 

The Fed has become totally oblivious to the global impact of inflation, the plight of millions 

around the world and even the mirage of economic justice. For how long will the US Congress 

and policymakers remain indifferent to the crumbling world monetary order and its widespread 

economic effects?  
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On the heel of most expansionary monetary policy in postwar period, which pushed the US ratio 

of domestic credit to GDP to an unsustainable 226 percent in 2007 (compared to 184 percent in 

2000 and 142 percent in 1980) and culminated in a credit crisis, the Fed has resumed, since 

August 2007, an even more aggressive expansionary policy with stated objective to re-inflate the 

economy in a bid to jerk up housing prices and bail out failing banks. Without knowing that 

home prices were blown up by speculation and were totally out of line with average household 

income, the Fed has precipitately cut the federal funds rate from 5.25 percent to 2 percent, and 

injected billions of dollars to rescue failing banks. Pretending that negative real interest rates and 

massive liquidity increase will have no effect on dollar exchange rate, energy, and food prices is 

naïve. The Fed pushed the dollar further down and accelerated an ongoing inflation in energy 

and food prices, causing oil prices to race from US$70/barrel to US$123/barrel and beyond, and 

food prices to explode to malnutrition and riot levels. Knowing that money policy works with a 

lengthy and variable lag, the accelerating energy and food prices are delayed effect of significant 

interest cuts and money expansion since August 2007. They clearly point out that inflationary 

expectations have become self-fulfilling and strongly footed in world markets. Most dangerous is 

that by turning real interest rates negative, the Fed has decided to intensify speculation and put 

energy and food markets under accelerating and boundless rising pressure. Commodity prices 

have become forecastable. You do not need to be an expert forecaster, pick up any number for 

oil, US$150/bl, US$200/bl, US$250/bl, and you will be there. Similarly for rice, corn, wheat, and 

soja. Fed has made speculation more remunerative, credit riskier, and financial savings less 

attractive.  

 

Basic money theory postulates that prices cannot sustain general increase without an 

accommodative money and credit expansion. That is basic quantity theory of money. Therefore, 

the rise of oil from US$20 to US$123 could not have occurred under restrained and stable 

monetary policy. The same for corn, rice, milk, etc,  a twofold or threefold price increase cannot 

take place without an unduly expansionary monetary policy. What is absurd is that the Fed does 

not react to abnormally high energy and food prices, i.e., Keynes’ wage goods. It reacts only to 

core inflation. In other words, when prices of basic food commodities, including bread and butter 

so necessary for children, triple or quadruple, they  cause no concern to the Fed, because they are 

not part of core inflation; however, when toys prices go up by 10 percent, they may become of 

some concern to the Fed, signaling that core inflation is rising. But with workers struggling to 

put expensive food on table for their children, they are less concerned with buying toys. Hence, 

toys’ prices may never increase, core inflation may not rise, and the Fed may never respond to 

racing energy and food prices.  

 

Alarming signs of deteriorating food situation and an impending agonizing world stagflation, 

stemming from Fed’s policy, are now numerous and pervasive. World energy and food markets 

have become critically fragile in face of mounting speculation and inflationary expectations. 

Falling dollar and accelerating inflation will certainly depress both world commodities demand 

and supply. As money depreciates, commodities suppliers, already straddled with piling up 



 

international reserves, will tend to supply less as their expectations of higher prices and revenues 

are fully met. The evolving food crisis seems to have no precedent in modern history. While 

severe food shortages are developing in many vulnerable countries, media interviewed shoppers 

in the US have sadly responded that they are forced to cut dramatically their food consumption. 

Rampant energy and food prices will threaten social stability and will certainly undermine Fed’s 

objective of re-inflating home prices. Unless mortgage loans are showered without down 

payments and income check, as they used to be during recent housing boom, prospective home 

buyers will be preoccupied by their survival and will be less willing to be straddled with more 

debt. Energy and food price inflation will therefore depress further highly overvalued home 

prices. 

 

As inflationary expectations are becoming strongly footed, risk of  world stagflation has become 

significant. Stagflation, anathema to the so-called Phillips curve, is always preceded by a drawn 

out inflation process. Following attrition effect of inflation, the economy starts to grow below its 

potential. It experiences persistent output gap, rising unemployment, and strongly footed 

inflationary expectations. Data for the seventies showed that the 1975-82 stagflation took place 

despite high interest rates, financially stable environment (domestic debt to GDP at 138 percent 

in 1975), plentiful world food supply, and plentiful crude oil spare capacity and supply. It was 

caused by rising inflation in the US and the rest of the world during 1969-74, falling US dollar, 

and depressed aggregate demand in the rest of the world. Based on the data for the seventies, it 

may be predicted that the drawn out inflation since 2003 has gained a strong enough momentum 

in 2008 to cause a more severe world stagflation than the one experienced in the seventies. 

Severity of a likely stagflation will stem from very low interest rates, unsustainable credit 

expansion, severe limitations on oil and food supplies and abnormally high energy and food 

inflation. All these factors will contribute to intensify inflation and at the same cripple world 

aggregate demand and supply. 

 

Cutting interest rate and pause for what? for more instability? Maintaining the federal funds rate 

at 2 percent means that the Fed will supply any amount of liquidity required to achieve this 

target. In the process, inflation will accelerate. Inflation is known to be public enemy number 

one. It is a powerful mean of taxation and redistribution of income and wealth. It erodes real 

incomes and purchasing power and may cause social unrest and riots. Maintaining present 

monetary course will depreciate money, put an end to prosperity, and disrupt world energy and 

food equilibrium. It will increase social disenchantment. Unless policy makers understand the 

disruptive effect of overly expansionary monetary policy, energy and food crisis may worsen 

beyond manageable limit and put at risk millions of lifes. Coping with inflationary expectations 

is not costless. World energy and food markets can be stabilized only when the Fed renounces 

interest rates control and rein monetary and credit expansion within stability range.That is what 

Paul Volcker successfully did. It will be difficult to convince the Fed to concentrate on managing 

liquidity, which is under is total control, and give up managing the entire economy which is not 

under its control and may suffer from unstable and imprudent monetary policies. 
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Articles on sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) have become all the rage. The size of a number of 

these funds is touted to be an important force in international finance—a potential force for 

stability or instability. Some pundits are sounding the alarm bells. Countries, especially the 

United States, want to establish rules and regulations defining and limiting the global policies, 

practices and operations of SWFs. Although SWFs of Singapore ($330 billion), China ($300 

billion), and Norway ($300 billion) are high on the list, those of Abu Dhabi ($875 billion), Saudi 

Arabia ($300 billion), Kuwait ($70 Billion) and Qatar ($60 billion) have received the most 

attention. Yet, in the case of these Persian Gulf funds there is little attention afforded to the three 

most basic questions. Who do these funds belong to? What are their economic and financial 

implications for the citizenry of these oil and gas-rich countries? And how should they be 

managed? We look at the first two questions here, with the management of these funds examined 

in a follow-up article. 

 

First, let’s provide some background. SWFs in these countries are financed from oil and gas 

revenues and are intended to provide a buffer and a source of income when oil and gas boom 

tapers off. With oil and gas prices at record levels, the size of these funds can be expected to 

increase rapidly over the next few years, this will be especially the case for Abu Dhabi and Qatar 

given their growing revenues and small indigenous populations, and thus their ability to absorb 

funds.  Given that oil and gas revenues have funded these funds, the ownership of these SWFs 

must therefore mirror the ownership of oil and gas reserves. In the case of these countries, 

current and future generations of citizens own the oil and gas reserves. Accordingly, all citizens, 

both current and future generations, should benefit from revenues (royalties) arising from 

mineral resources. Besides already enjoying a minimal tax burden, current and future citizens 

should expect higher incomes from economic growth supported by natural resource depletion.  

 

How does this translate into policy? The task for these governments is clear.  First, governments 

must take control of all minerals on behalf of the citizenry, and especially on behalf of future 

generations who have little say today!  Second, governments must make sure that they do not 

waste depleting mineral resources, because they are the birthright of all citizens and must be used 

productively.  Third, as minerals are depleted, governments must make sure that they use their 

revenues in such a way that all citizens today and for all future time receive similar real benefits.  

 

One way to achieve the goal of equal benefits for all individuals and generations could be for the 

governments to use the revenues to fuel rapid economic growth, accompanied by economic 

justice (avoiding significant income disparities) as oil and gas (the birthright of all citizens) have 

funded economic prosperity. This is easier said than done. All of the major oil exporters of the 

Persian Gulf experienced negative per capita average annual growth from 1975 to 2002, despite 

their significant oil and gas revenues: Kuwait (-1.2%), Saudi Arabia (-2.5%), the United Arab 

Emirates (-2.8%), and Iran (-0.4%). The only region that fared worse than the Middle East 

during this period was the sub-Sahara. While the considerable rise in oil prices since 2002 has 

undoubtedly generated economic growth and increased GDP and GDP per capita (even reversing 



 

the long-term negative trend from 1975), their sub-par economic performance shows that 

revenues have been wasted and the direct connection of recent economic growth to oil revenues 

clearly underscores the continuous dependence of these countries on oil. Even if they could 

achieve stellar growth rates, governments would still have to make sure that citizens received 

equitable benefits from oil and gas depletion, not an easy task. Although the quality of the data is 

poor, the strong indication is that the available measure of income distribution (Gini coefficients) 

for the Middle East and North Africa regions consistently lags behind those of other country 

groups. Any objective pair of eyes would also support this conclusion. 

 

It would seem that the current system in these countries has failed and that their poor economic 

performance and their income distribution provides plain testimony and justification for change. 

The majority of the people in these countries have suffered the devastation brought on by 

ongoing sub-par economic performance, warfare and poverty. So what can be done to prevent 

further waste of these nations’ oil and gas wealth? Can future oil revenue be used to benefit all 

citizens? Here is where sovereign wealth funds, or SWF, come in. 

 

Given this reality, it would seem that the best way to achieve this goal is to find a mechanism to 

distribute an equal real payout from current and future oil and gas revenues to each and every 

citizen, living today and for all time. This may sound an impossible task but it can be readily 

approximated and updated yearly to reflect changes in the oil and gas markets and country 

populations (the beneficiaries). It would avoid wasteful government expenditures, be they 

subsidies or military expenditures. Individuals would be in a position to spend their money as 

they wished, the most efficient way to transfer benefits to the citizenry. Governments would be 

forced to become more efficient if the SWFs were made even more significant by gradually 

taking away oil and gas revenues from governments and placing them directly into SWFs.  

 

A number of countries and states (within countries) have adopted funds for future generations.  

To varying degrees, these funds generally take but a small percentage of revenues of exhaustible 

resource depletion; their operations are generally opaque; and in some cases there are no rules 

for the portion to be saved, in cases where there are rules, the rules for the portion to be saved, its 

management, and/or its distribution are highly imprecise.  

 

The de-linking of oil revenues from government coffers may avoid other problems normally 

associated with the exploitation of depletable natural resources, such as high level of military 

expenditures. Military expenditures, in turn, could be associated with a number of other adverse 

developments. Civil wars and conflict are more likely if military expenditures are high; and the 

risk of civil war is higher if natural resource endowment is double the average. Civil wars in turn 

lead to higher military expenditures, capital flight, loss of social capital, slower economic 

growth, and more poverty and refugees, an almost impenetrable vicious circle. We believe that a 

fund that in time takes all revenues away from the government should be an integral and primary 

component of any template to manage natural resource depletion. Iran has in fact passed a law to 

wean the government from oil and gas revenues over a period of ten years, a law that the 

government has unfortunately ignored. 

 

In estimating what SWFs could achieve for Persian Gulf citizens, we have been very 

conservative; we have taken the average of oil and gas revenues for the years 2001-2005, a 



 

projected growth in oil and gas revenues of 4.5% per year, rate of return on safe investments of 

6% per year and historical population growth rates of 2% per year and have estimated in a model 

what the real annual payouts, defined as increment in real per capita income to each citizen over 

eighteen years of age, would be if future oil and gas revenues were invested in country SWFs. 

Commentators have failed to look at what SWFs could achieve for the citizens of these countries. 

They just look at their size and even very rarely look into implications for the rest of the world 

where these funds may be invested. 

 

Broadly speaking the absolute payout figures and as a percentage of GDP per capita are very 

impressive and could make a tremendous difference in income of the average citizen. But there 

are significant variations between the six countries (we have added Iran and Iraq into the mix as 

their citizens could also benefit from an SWFs). Based on our results, the six countries fall more 

or less into three categories: (i) Iran, (ii) Iraq and Saudi Arabia, and (iii) Kuwait, Qatar and the 

UAE.  

 

Iran has the lowest payout figures. In the case of Iran, the annual payout to every citizen over 

eighteen would be nearly 40% of today’s GDP per capita. Although Iran’s population is large 

(more than the other five countries combined while Iran’s ex-patriot population is relatively 

small), its oil output is less than twice Kuwait’s or the UAE’s. Iran’s payout potential could 

improve dramatically (more than double over a decade) if it begins to exploit more aggressively 

its natural gas resources, as has Qatar. But still these estimated annual payouts to every citizen 

are dramatic in affecting their quality of life, while promoting economic equity. 

 

Iraq is a unique case. It is a country that has gone back to the 1950s and is essentially starting all 

over again. It appears poorer than Iran because it has little in the way of modern infrastructure 

but it is likely to be richer than Iran in terms of per capita endowment of oil. In our opinion, our 

estimated payout figure of 160% of per capita GDP (in part because its GDP per capita is low 

today), though dramatic, is still an underestimate if Iraq can move towards peace and improved 

governance. Iraq could approach the category of a Saudi Arabia in terms of oil revenues per 

capita, while learning from the past economic policy mistakes of Iran and Saudi Arabia. 

 

For Saudi Arabia, the payout potential is significantly higher than that of Iran or even Iraq (given 

Iraq’s current status and Iran’s slow exploitation of its natural gas resources). Although for Saudi 

Arabia our estimated payout as a percentage of GDP per capita is on the same order as that of 

Iraq’s (170% of per capita GDP), it is much more in absolute terms because of Saudi Arabia’s 

significantly higher GDP per capita; given their high GDP per capita, this is the case for all Gulf 

Cooperation Council Countries (GCC). The annual payout in Saudi Arabia would dramatically 

improve the lives of citizens, as the Saudi economic growth faltered during 1986-2000. At the 

same time such a SWF would provide a better guarantee of economic benefits to future 

generations.   

 

Kuwait, Qatar and the UAE are in another league. Simply said, they are rich beyond belief. Their 

annual payouts, even under the most conservative assumptions are just staggering. Our 

calculations do not include their existing investments in their SWFs. In the case of the UAE the 

numbers are simply staggering. Most of these funds do not belong to the entire UAE, but belong 

only to the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. The entire citizenry (of all ages, not just over 18) of Abu 



 

Dhabi is about 250,000. They are all effectively multi-millionaires based on their existing 

foreign investments alone (if you believe the $875 billion estimated size of the Abu Dhabi fund)! 

Our estimated annual payout for citizens of the UAE is nearly 600% of current GDP per capita (a 

GDP per capita figure that is already about the highest in the world along with Qatar’s). If the 

income from existing investments were added to current (and projected) oil revenues, then the 

annual payouts for the citizens of Abu Dhabi would again increase significantly.  

 

Qatar, with its rapidly growing gas revenues and citizenry of about 200,000, is likely to be in the 

same fortunate position as Abu Dhabi. Today, our projected annual payout figure for citizens of 

Qatar is over 1,000% of current GDP per capita. Kuwait still has significant foreign investments, 

even though it spent a large portion for its liberation and reconstruction. Our estimated annual 

payout is 650% of GDP per capita. 

 

In the case of Kuwait, Qatar and the UAE the issue is not so much that citizens of these countries 

are likely to starve any time soon. Instead the issue is that the wealth of nationals should be 

preserved for them and for future generations in an optimal, equitable and transparent manner. 

This depleting wealth should not be seen as the birthright of rulers to use in order to buy loyalty, 

to waste on grandiose projects and military hardware, and to support shortsighted economic 

policies.  

 

Looking at the spectrum of countries, in Kuwait, Qatar and the UAE, such SWFs would make 

each and every family rich beyond belief while limiting the benefits of the ruling classes. In 

Saudi Arabia, and to a lesser degree Iraq, payments can make a significant contribution to the 

income of average families while again reducing the benefits of the rulers in Saudi Arabia and 

the emerging elite in Iraq. In the case of Iran the payment, though smaller, will still make a 

significant difference for the average family and reduce corruption and the take of the elite.  

 

Careful considerations needs to be given in each country, on a country-by-country basis, to the 

management of SWFs and designing a system that affords appropriate incentives to individuals 

to live productive lives and to contribute to national economic and social prosperity. In the 

follow-up article we will look into management issues of these SWFs.  
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Oil prices are going through the roof, with no end in sight, endangering world economic growth 

and food equilibrium. This prediction is supported by our own modeling of oil prices, with the 

indication that prices are more likely to go up than down in the near future (Oil Price Dynamics: 

2002-2006, forthcoming in Energy Economics).1 How did we get into such a mess? What are the 

contributing factors? Could it have been avoided? What can be done now? The short answer is 

that the US Federal Reserve (Fed) was in large part responsible for oil price explosion and its 

volatility, while two successive US administrations have created the oil supply shortfall, again 

adversely affecting oil prices. 

 

First, let’s step back. Analysts are of course correct when they point out the obvious, that the oil 

and natural gas demand-supply balance is very tight and that this is the fundamental reason 

behind rising oil prices and its volatility.  For a number of years energy demand has been 

growing rapidly, especially because faster world economic growth, including in China and India. 

The growing demand for oil and natural gas has been further re-enforced because of 

environmental and safety concerns, in turn adversely affecting the demand for coal and nuclear 

energy. At the same time, supply and excess capacity of oil (the ability to produce more oil if 

needed) have not kept up. We will have much more to say on the supply shortfall below. 

 

But some analysts miss the wider picture on both the demand and supply side. In the case of 

demand, the demand for oil (and gas) has been driven by a number of other factors. The Fed has 

injected an unprecedented level of liquidity into the market. Since 2001 by adopting an interest 

rate rule, the Fed has followed the most expansionary monetary policy in its history, setting 

interest rates at lowest levels and real interest rates at negative levels. In response to the collapse 

of the credit and speculation boom, the Fed has set a deliberate re-inflationary objective in order 

to reverse falling asset prices. It has aggressively resumed its expansionary monetary policy 

since August 2007, cutting the federal funds rate from 5.25 to 2 percent with a consequent faster 

expansion of money supply, resulting in a rapidly depreciating dollar and disrupting stability in 

commodity markets propelling oil prices from US$65 to US$135 per barrel.  

 

A depreciating dollar and rising oil prices have gone hand-in-hand. Oil prices are quoted in 

dollars; a falling dollar results in an increasing dollar price for oil. Given a falling dollar, oil 

producers and others with surplus dollars are reluctant to store their wealth in dollars but instead 

are diversifying into other currencies, largely the Euro and the yen, again putting further pressure 

on the dollar and again driving up oil prices; or in some cases cutting back output as they are 

reluctant to hold more dollars. Reluctance of oil producers to expand oil output is best illustrated 

by recent Saudi Arabia lukewarm response to US pressure for increased oil production. As 

 
1 Can be accessed at: 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=PublicationURL&_tockey=%23TOC%235842%239

999%23999999999%2399999%23FLA%23&_cdi=5842&_pubType=J&_auth=y&_acct=C0000

50221&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=10&md5=5ad44976de5f88b63cf68728cb36561d 



 

inflationary expectations have become firmly rooted, oil and food producers know they can 

generate more revenues by restraining supply. This vicious circle is all but obvious to anyone 

whose head is above water. Yet, it has somehow seems to have escaped the Fed’s radar in 

Washington! 

 

In large part because of the Fed’s actions above and more specifically because of low or negative 

real interest rates, a falling dollar, economic uncertainty and volatility, investors and speculators 

have exacerbated market conditions. With low or negative real interest rates and a depreciating 

dollar, investors have been reluctant to accumulate dollar-denominated assets. Commodities, 

especially oil, have afforded them a good hedge. Speculators, understanding fully weaknesses of 

Fed’s current policy and its imminent consequences on oil and natural gas markets, have seen an 

opportunity to profit from the prevailing policy stance. This added demand of investors and 

speculators has also fueled the oil market, but to what extent nobody can tell for sure. 

 

In most markets, rising prices can be expected to encourage more output or supplies, albeit 

sometimes with a lag. Why has this not happened in the oil (and natural gas) markets? First and 

foremost, oil is not a commodity like shoes. It takes a long time to develop an oil field and bring 

the oil to market; it can take anywhere from about 3 to 10 years depending on the location of the 

field and on other characteristics of the field. Second, given low oil prices from the mid-1980s 

until the late 1990s, there was little incentive to develop new fields. As a result the level of 

excess capacity to produce oil has been low. So when markets are tight, as they are today, there 

is little additional production that can come on line quickly. Making matters worse, the small 

excess capacity that exists today, on the order of 500,000-1,000,000 barrels per day (MBD) and 

in the range of 1% of daily global consumption of about 87 MBD, is all in OPEC countries 

(largely in Saudi Arabia). 

 

But the real issue that seems to have escaped all these oil analysts is the overriding reason why 

additions to oil supplies (and the capacity to produce more oil) have been so small in recent 

years? The major reason why oil and gas are in such short supply today can be laid at the door of 

the White House; the Bush administration, as well as previous administrations, have caused the 

current supply shortage through their policy stance towards the Persian Gulf region and 

especially towards Iran and Iraq.  

 

Let us explain. The most promising region in the world for further large additions to oil (and gas) 

reserves and to future output has been, and still is, the Middle East, or more specifically the 

Persian Gulf region. Specifically, additional oil and gas output is most likely to come first and 

foremost from Iraq, followed by Iran, Saudi Arabia and the Caspian region. Let’s examine Iran, 

the Caspian and then Iraq.  

 

Why has Iran’s oil output declined? Why has Iran, a country with the second largest natural gas 

reserves in the world, not made a bigger contribution to the global gas market? While some of 

the reasons for Iran’s lagging energy sector are of Iran’s own making, many are due to US 

sanctions on Iran and on US political pressures on other countries to isolate Iran. While Iran 

lacks the funds to rapidly develop its oil and gas sectors, it has had reduced ability to attract 

foreign investors. US firms and financial institutions, some of the prime developers and 

financiers of oil and gas fields in the world, have been sanctioned from participation in Iran; and 



 

most prime European firms have been unwilling to ignite US retaliation by participating in Iran. 

These have reduced competition for Iranian energy assets and have limited the appetite for 

investment in Iran’s oil and gas sector.  

 

While Iran’s oil output was hovering around 6 million Barrels per day at the time of the Iranian 

Revolution, today it stands at about 4.3 million barrels per day. Still the effect on Iran’s energy 

sector may be most apparent in the absence of pipeline activity to carry Iranian gas to European 

markets. While Europe is held hostage by availability of gas from Russia, Iranian gas goes 

undeveloped with no pipelines even under design let alone construction! Europe will eventually 

have no choice but to develop and pipe Iranian gas but it continues to go undeveloped. Recently, 

in 2008, Switzerland has stepped into the breach to seize the moment to bring Iranian gas to 

Europe. India’s need for Iranian gas is another urgent supply need, yet the US pressures against 

its development and delivery. These projects, and more, if developed would have increased 

energy supplies (as oil and natural gas are substitutes in a number of uses) and have added to 

global capacity, calming markets. 

 

The situation is similar for Caspian gas, and especially oil, development. The Caspian may 

contain the largest potential additions to global reserves outside the Persian Gulf, yet 

development has been slow. Why? The five littoral countries have not resolved their differences 

on how to define the Caspian (a sea or a lake), the legal force of historical agreements, and thus 

how to divide the minerals under the seabed. The US has pressured the former Soviet Republics 

not to cooperate with Iran. At the same time, while the most cost effective route for bringing 

Caspian oil to market is through Iran, this has been again blocked by the US. And the US has 

vetoed swapping of Iranian oil in the south of Iran for Caspian oil for Iran’s northern refineries.  

 

Iraq is widely predicted to have one of the two largest deposits of oil in the world. Yet Iraq’s oil 

industry continues to be in disarray. Iraq was producing only about 2.6 MBD in 1999 under the 

UN sanction regime and today it is producing even less, about 1.9 MBD. Iraq’s oil development 

was hampered by UN sanctions and now it is limited by war and internal conflict. 

 

On top of all of this, the Persian Gulf region is in a state of turmoil. All of this makes foreign 

investment and development of oil and gas reserves and its transportation less attractive for 

investors. To what extent this is due to US policy toward the region we leave this to the reader 

for now and for another article in the future. 

 

In short if sanctions on Iran were lifted, the Iraqi conflict was brought to a halt, and Saudi 

Arabia’s expansion programs come on stream, global oil output could be expanded by up to 10 

MBD and natural gas supplies could be expanded by the equivalent of another 5 MBD within 

five to seven years. If this were to happen, the global energy market would go through a total 

transformation from where it is today and what the future holds in store if the US continues on its 

current path.  

 

The world community must face up to a number of stark facts. The global energy squeeze is not 

going to go away anytime soon. It has been years in the making. Fed policy has had adverse 

effects on the demand side, resulting in escalating prices and volatility. US policy towards the 

Persian Gulf region has exacerbated current and long-term supply conditions. While Fed policies 



 

may be difficult to turn around, a sea change in US policy towards the region may be even more 

problematic but even more necessary if we hope to calm global energy markets and restore 

economic prosperity and social order to the world.   
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Ever since August 2007, when the Fed aggressively resumed the inflationary policy it had 

followed during 2001-2006, oil prices have been rising at an accelerating pace, from US65/barrel 

to US$135/barrel, food prices have increased at an unprecedented rate causing riots around the 

globe, and the dollar has been sinking. Each interest rate cut has been immediately followed by a 

new inflationary spike in oil and food prices and a falling dollar; and in turn accompanied by a 

rapid fall in real incomes of the working classes and pensioners. It would appear that the Fed has 

been trying to repair the dire consequences of its overly expansionary policy of 2001-2006 by 

ominously and erroneously pursuing a re-inflationary policy aimed at jerking up falling housing 

prices and rescuing failing banks.  

 

But the present course of Fed policy could lead to serious social and economic consequences. 

While the Fed has failed to reverse housing prices, which continue to be depressed, it has instead 

pushed the US economy into a likely recession, accelerated inflation, and could disrupt vital 

energy and food markets, risking malnutrition and social stability in many countries. Oil and 

food producers are more reluctant now than ever before to increase supply. Recent lukewarm 

response of Saudi Arabia to US pressure for higher oil output and consequent OPEC 

disenchantment is an evidence of reluctance of commodity suppliers to increase supplies in the 

context of accelerating inflation. As inflationary expectations are fully met, producers have 

become certain they can generate more revenues by contracting supply. Supply side response 

cannot be addressed in the context of strong inflationary expectations. While the US Congress, 

policymakers, and the public are in disarray looking for explanations for present oil and food 

crisis, blaming voracious speculators, irresponsive supplies, oil companies, biomass fuel, and 

restrictions on drilling, no official explanation has focused on the monetary cause of this 

inflationary spiral that has started. Meanwhile, the Fed has exploited this state of ignorance to 

pursue its independent power of destabilizing the world economy.  

 

Accelerating oil and food prices inflation is largely a monetary phenomenon, and cannot be 

attributed to hedging, speculation and oil company behavior. Elementary monetary theory states 

that excess liquidity injected into the economy creates an excess demand for commodities and 

leads to a bidding up of prices. The central bank accommodates new increases in prices by 

supplying more liquidity. The process of rising prices and accommodation continues until the 

central bank decides to reduce money supply or until there is an economic collapse! Hedgers and 

speculators do not dictate policies and cannot influence longer-term trends. Hedgers hedge 

against consequences of bad policies and speculators take advantage of the repercussions of 

unsustainable economic policies. As predictable exchange rate depreciation and oil and food 

price increases materialize, inflationary expectations become fulfilled, leading in turn to an 

intensification of speculation and an acceleration of inflation. In other words, an acceleration of 

price inflation is an evidence for inflationary expectations. Maintaining the current policy stance 

would only reinforce hedging, speculation and inflationary dynamics. 

 



 

The recent excessive easing of monetary policy has made oil and food price inflation 

unmanageable. A comparison of interest rates during the stagflation of the 1970s with the 

prevailing interest rates is instructive. During 1979-1982, the federal funds rate peaked at 19 

percent and the prime lending rate to 25 percent. This has to be compared with current federal 

funds rate at 2 percent and prime lending rate at 5 percent. Clearly, there is no hope to contain 

surging oil and food price pressures in the context of such low nominal and largely negative real 

interest rates. Instead of swift and decisive action to force oil and food prices down by reducing 

money supply, as would have been strongly recommended by Keynes, Friedman and others, the 

Fed is perpetuating a state of agony, imposing heavy taxation on working classes and pensioners, 

stifling economic growth, and destabilizing many economic sectors, not just in the US but 

around the globe. 

  

The Fed has been trying to control interest rates. Evidently, this type of price control is against 

the mandate of any central bank, which is primarily entrusted with preserving the value of 

currency and integrity of the financial system. In the pursuit of its interest rate policy, the Fed 

has lost control of money aggregates and the supervision of financial institutions. During an 

earlier era of liquidity expansion and monetary policy divergence across countries, central banks 

found it difficult to defend the Bretton-Woods system of fixed exchange rates and had to resort 

to flexible exchange rates. Today, they will find the same difficulty if they continue to peg 

interest rates. Interest rate rule has been repudiated by eminent monetarists as inapplicable to 

fixed and stable exchange rates and as damaging to fiat money. Monetary orthodoxy requires 

that central bank manages liquidity and not interest rates. By forcing interest rates to very low 

levels and real interest rate to negative range, the Fed has created a wedge between natural and 

market real interest rates, leading to reduced savings and huge pressure on oil and food prices as 

well as to inflation that may soon be totally out of control. 

 

Because of the independent voting power of its members, the Fed has been unable to garner 

consensus vis-à-vis pressing monetary issues, including the present crisis. Reforms of Fed 

decision-making process have long been called for. Strong support by Fed members of present 

money stance can be too costly for the US and the World economy. In view of the urgency of the 

situation, it will may be necessary for the US Executive branch and the Congress to design a 

stabilization strategy, encompassing fiscal and monetary policies in order to contain the 

deteriorating economic and financial situation. The Reagan stabilization program worked nicely 

and could certainly be emulated in the present crisis. Beside sharp monetary contraction, that 

Reagan plan included selected fiscal policies aimed at propelling private investment and 

economic growth. If the US government and Congress decide to remain on the sidelines in the 

name of Fed independence, the inflation dragon will stifle the economy, cut real incomes and 

standards of living, and cause widespread unemployment and social disenchantment. 

 

So what has the Fed accomplished since August 2007? The Fed has been largely responsible for 

the free fall of the dollar and for the explosion of oil and food prices, as oil and food supplies 

remained stable and were not affected by supply shocks. Oil supplies in fact increased by 2.1 

mbd from 85.2 mbd in August 2007 to 87.3 mbd in March 2008 (IEA Oil Report). In turn, the 

Fed has depressed the outlook for real economic activity. Is this a track record to be applauded? 

Are we to succumb to the Fed’s disastrous policy? Are the policymakers to remain totally 

passive while the whole country and world economy are in an economic crisis? The longer an 



 

effective stabilization plan is delayed, the higher the risk of a severe economic downturn. The 

same US President that pleaded with Saudis to increase oil supplies should now plead with the 

Fed to change its monetary course. A call from the President and the Congress could help rein 

monetary policy and in turn stabilize oil and food markets as we await an effective stabilization 

plan. 
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Not a day seems to go by without a headline proclaiming that gas and food prices have hit a new 

high and that the dollar is at a record low. Most recently, rising food and energy prices have 

grabbed global attention with food and gas riots in a number of vulnerable countries. The US 

dollar is wobbling on a knife-edge with potentially ominous consequences for world trade and 

financial stability. This chilling landscape has been brought about by an overly expansionary 

monetary policy in the US, historically low nominal interest rates coupled with negative real 

interest rates over a number of years, with an explosion of debt to levels that are insolvent, 

savings that have evaporated and economic growth that will be compromised for a number of 

years to come. And there is no end in sight. 

 

Since August 2007, the Fed has resumed its aggressive and addictive policy of cutting interest 

rates and re-inflating the economy in a bid to correct its man-made errors of the past (most 

recently the housing bubble) and to stem a recession. These Fed policies have contributed to 

more price instability, accelerated inflation, precipitated the US economy into stagflation, and 

undermined the dollar The Fed’s re-inflation policy will push credit to an even more 

unsustainable level and will only put off an even more serious credit crisis. At the same time, the 

Fed’s inflationary policy will implicitly continue to tax dollar holders, fixed income and wage 

earners, and creditors in favor of speculators and debtors, including imprudent banks. It will 

deteriorate food conditions and the standard of living of millions of people, and will trigger 

rising unemployment. The Fed seems to ignore quantity theory of money, which simply states 

that, under strong inflationary expectations, prices will increase at much faster rate than money 

supply. Given severe short-run constraints on oil and food supplies, further credit expansion will 

only serve to exacerbate price acceleration into a hyperinflationary range.  

 

Created in 1913, the Fed was entrusted with a mandate to safeguard price and financial stability, 

a pre-requisite for sustained economic growth and high employment, by controlling the money 

supply and credit creation. The Fed was supposed to use the standard tools of bank reserves, 

credit, and money aggregates to achieve its goals, while interest were to be market determined. 

The 1951 Fed-Treasury Accord was a step towards avoiding dangerously (inflationary) low 

interest rates that supported the Treasury’s desire for low interest payments on government debt. 

Yet many inflationary episodes since 1951 can be directly attributed to the Fed’s adoption of an 

excessively loose monetary policy and its inability to reverse course in a timely manner. 

Moreover, the Fed has adopted a narrow concept of price stability by focusing only on the 

consumer price index and not having a more encompassing view that includes the prices of all 

assets, commodities, exchange rate, and goods and services. Had the Fed reacted in a timelier 

manner to explosive housing prices, the present financial and housing crisis could have been 

avoided. 

 

What has gone wrong? The Fed was created as an independent institution to preserve the value 

of the US dollar and to promote financial stability. Unfortunately, in retrospect this independence 

has afforded the Fed too much discretionary and arbitrary power. It was precisely for this reason 



 

that Milton Friedman wrote “a monetary rule would insulate monetary policy both from the 

arbitrary power of a small group of men not subject to control by the electorate and from short-

term pressures of partisan politics”. By deviating from its mandate, the Fed has become a 

destabilizing force and is actively destroying the value of the dollar and the stability of the global 

financial system. While the Fed thinks that cutting interest rates is a panacea for every economic 

problem, macroeconomists have long abandoned this view and have developed richer approaches 

that includes fiscal, monetary, exchange rate, trade, growth and sectoral policies. As the ongoing 

inflationary process evolves, the social, economic, and financial consequences could become 

overwhelming. For how long will the Fed continue to deviate from its mandate and do more of 

the same?  
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The world economy is today suffering from high inflation, stemming from overly expansionary 

monetary policy in the US as indicated by negative real interest rates and rapidly depreciating 

dollar. Low interest rates discourage savings, reduce bond yields, and cause investors to seek 

higher yields in speculative commodities and foreign currency markets. Consequently, energy 

and food prices have exploded to levels threatening social and economic upheavals. Oil prices, 

by climbing from US$20 barrel in 2001 to US$135 barrel in May 2008, illustrate the extent of 

the dollar’s depreciation and interest rates distortions. Whereas, a $100 bill would have bought 5 

barrels of oil in 2001, now it buys only 100/135=0.74 barrel, loosing approximately 85 percent 

of its real value. Inflation imposes a heavy tax burden on dollar holders, cuts disproportionately 

the real incomes of workers and pensioners, redistributes wealth in favor of debtors at the 

expense of creditors, and stifles economic growth. Given that US dollar accounted for 41 percept 

of total international reserves at the end of 2007, (against 17 percent for euro), its fast 

depreciation makes it a risky asset for holders, and could lead to a run from the dollar toward 

more stable currencies or more stable assets such as gold, commodities, real estate, and safer 

financial assets. A flight from the dollar could create a liquidity crisis, in turn disrupting 

international trade and world economic growth. Oil and food exporters, wary of rapidly 

depreciating value of their foreign exchange reserves, would be induced to curtail exports, with 

attendant consequences for the real world economy. 

 

The current inflationary episode is neither novel nor surprising, but its severity could prove to be 

exceptional and it could last for some time. Indeed, following the collapse of the gold standard in 

1914, the world economy became vulnerable to recurrent monetary disruptions stemming from 

expansionary monetary policies in reserve currency centers, suffering deep contractions in trade 

and economic growth, most notably the Great Depression. The present monetary conditions are 

similar in many respects to the ones that prevailed in 1930s. Major reserve currency countries, 

now and then, fearing domestic recession and unemployment, were reluctant to contract 

monetary policy and incurred large balance of payments deficits, followed by competitive 

devaluations, speculative attacks, and inflationary spirals. In spite of the Bretton-Woods 

Agreement and successive reforms of the international financial system, a main deficiency of 

post-1914 system remained the absence of monetary discipline and ultimately a reserve anchor 

(formerly gold) for monetary policy in reserve centers. In this regard, the dollar and the sterling 

by becoming reserve currencies in the context of 1922 Genoa (Italy) agreement expanded 

monetary liquidity freely, through protracted balance of payments deficits, until reaching non 

convertibility with gold, in September 1931 for the sterling and August 1971 for the dollar. 

Under the post-1914 systems, known as the gold exchange standard, Bretton-Woods fixed 

parities, and flexible exchange rates systems, a reserve center was able to run extended balance 

of payments deficits without loosing foreign reserves, until market forces imposed a disorderly 

and costly adjustment, including widespread trade barriers and restrictions.  

Frequent and drawn out financial upheavals of world economy led to the formulation of bold 

proposals for reforms of the international payments system, such as Keynes (1943), Triffin 



 

(1960), Rueff (1963), Modigliani and Askari (1971), and most recently Mundell and Volcker 

(2000). While the proposals varied in details, they shared broadly a common objective, namely 

safeguarding world economy against disruptive financial instability, and a common reserve 

currency, called bancor by Keynes, Fund (IMF) deposits by Triffin, a reserve asset with constant 

purchasing power in terms of a basket of commodities (Modigliani and Askari), or purely 

restoring gold by Rueff. A number of the proposals called for establishing a central bank for 

central banks, which for Triffin would be the IMF. 

 

Per Jacobsen said: those who forget the past are condemned to repeat it. The consequences of the 

financial instability of the 1930s were most onerous and may have contributed to wars. The 

world economy is becoming increasingly globalized and financial markets are becoming 

increasingly integrated. However, with fully flexible exchange rates, combined with disorderly 

monetary expansion in the reserve centers, the world economy has now become more vulnerable 

to financial instability than any time before. Early warnings of rapidly rising inflation, tight oil 

markets, and food riots call for decisive reform of the international payments system. Reverting 

to “beggar-thy-neighbor” policies between major currency centers and emerging economic 

powers can turn very costly to the world economy. While drawings lessons from shortcomings of 

past reforms is essential, a reform plan may evolve around three pillars: create a world central 

bank, create a world currency, and establish safeguards for member countries monetary policy in 

the form of quantitative ceilings for money growth. 

 

A world central bank is becoming a necessity in a global economy. Such an independent central 

bank, not subject to the political whims of a particular government, would be more likely to 

apply orthodox and safe central banking. Contrary to any country’s central bank, a world central 

bank will have no obligation to accommodate budgetary deficits, war spending, domestic wage 

and price rigidities, speculative asset bubbles, or rescue ailing domestic banks. Its law should be 

as meticulously applied as any constitutional law of a Western democracy. Most important, as 

prescribed by Triffin, little discretion should be allowed for this central bank in the conduct of its 

mandate. Namely, its reserve currency growth should never exceed fixed annual ceilings, and its 

operations, resembling those of any central bank (rediscount, open market, lending, etc.) should 

be strictly regulated. 

 

Second, a world central bank would create a reserve currency, not be a fictitious unit account 

such as the IMF’s Special Drawing Right (SDR), but a true legal tender represented by a 

currency bill, the same as a dollar, euro, sterling, or any other currency bill. Rueff was a strong 

proponent for gold standard. Recently, Mundell maintained that gold could be used as a reserve 

asset in a reformed international monetary system for the 21st century. While there are many 

schemes for introducing a common currency, as in the case of a common currency area (e.g., 

euro), the easiest is to define a world currency in terms of gold (or preferably in terms of a 

selected basket of internationally trade commodities as the reserve currency would have a more 

stable purchasing power), as gold has possessed over the centuries the characteristic of money 

instead of any other commodity or paper money. Once defined in terms of gold, its value will 

remain fixed and will be preserved through strict laws controlling its issuance, including 

quantitative annual ceilings that can never be exceeded. The world currency note will circulate 

along national currencies, serve as a reserve asset, and become part of international payments 

system. By becoming a full-fledged reserve asset, a world currency will cushion the real value of 



 

international reserves against inflationary policies of reserve currency centers and wide 

fluctuations in exchange rates. It will restrain extended balance of payments deficits of currency 

centers, and may contribute significantly to promote financial stability and sustained world 

economic and trade growth.  

 

A third area for a world monetary reform will be mandatory monetary discipline in member 

countries. While member countries in the Euro zone have fully surrendered monetary 

sovereignty to the European Central Bank, reserve currency centers may have to surrender 

partially, not totally, their monetary prerogatives to a world central bank. Most indicated 

safeguards would be to establish rigorous annual ceilings on money supply not exceeding 5 

percent a year (or fixed multiple of a country’s holdings of the constant purchasing power 

reserve currency above). Observing this law would be like observing the constitutional law of 

electing a US President for a four-year term. As constitutional laws have ruled over two centuries 

in the US and have preserved economic and political freedom, similar laws have to prevail in 

monetary area in order to reduce discretionary powers of central bankers and attain monetary 

stability. Monetary instability has had serious consequences at the country as well as world 

levels. Promoting safeguards for monetary stability and surrendering part of the monetary 

sovereignty to a world central bank would be necessary for checking selfish policies and 

eradicating root causes of monetary instabilities. 

 

Previous reforms of the world monetary system, as well as negotiations under GATT, were very 

slow and moved under forced conditions rather than through planned and organized process. 

Often, conflicts of national interests undermined these reforms or severely limited their scope. 

With long strides in trade liberalization, the formation of monetary zone in Europe, and 

globalization of the world economy, it is hoped that progress in monetary cooperation would be 

easier now than in the past. The present system of flexible exchange rates and unchecked money 

expansion by reserve centers could turn into monetary chaos and disrupt trade and economic 

stability. Progress achieved in 1980-2000 against inflation has been wiped out by current 

expansionary policies in major reserve centers and has created unmanageable difficulties in oil 

and food markets.  

 

It will be important, at the level of the United Nations, the IMF, and world governments, to move 

as quickly as possible in redressing the prevailing monetary chaos and initiating a reform process 

for a world central bank, most likely the IMF, and the creation of a world reserve currency. 

Standing put in the face of mounting inflation and financial disorder would inflict costly 

stagflation, contraction in trade, and disorderly oil and food markets. Allowing free hand for 

central bankers in waging monetary warfare, or pursuing exclusively domestic full employment 

irrespective of inflation and external imbalance, could be even more costly for world economy 

than the monetary anarchy of 1930s. Without establishing full-fledged world central bank, world 

currency, and safeguards for reserve centers’ monetary policy; a reform of the international 

financial system will suffer the same shortcomings as the successive regimes that prevailed in the 

post-1914 period. 
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The Summit on soaring food prices, convened by the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO) in Rome on June 4-5 has concluded with a declaration calling on the international 

community to increase assistance to developing countries, in particular the least developed 

countries and those that are most adversely affected by high food prices, increase investment in 

agriculture, provide balance of payments support and/or budget support to food-importing, low-

income countries, and to provide more funding needed for UN agencies to expand assistance. 

The declaration called for increasing the resilience of world’s food systems to climate change, 

more dialogue on biofuels and their relation to food security, and for liberalizing international 

trade in agriculture by reducing trade barriers and market distorting policies. While these 

recommendations are laudable, the declaration has not addressed one of the root causes for 

explosive food prices, a purely monetary cause, and has not laid out immediate action plan for 

the short-run stabilization of food prices. Recalling that a loaf of bread cost 7 billion marks in 

Germany in 1923, it would not have hurt to ask German farmers at that time to increase food 

production, but obviously that was not the proper solution to accelerating food prices, and 

German farmers would have had no incentive to increase production in a hyperinflationary 

economy. The historical lesson is that high inflation reduces supply. A general price increase, as 

opposed to the price increase of a single commodity, is by definition inflation and a monetary 

phenomenon. And when and if a general price increase is sustained, it implies that money supply 

has becomes highly expansionary. 

 

Recently, in an enlightened analysis in Libération, Joseph Stiglitz attributed the oil and food 

crises to the ongoing wars in the Middle East and the sub-prime meltdown, and to the 

monetization of their financing.2 The monetary aspect of explosive energy and food prices can be 

readily related to the aggressive re-inflationary policy of the US Federal Reserve since August 

2007, igniting oil prices from US$65/barrel to US$139/barrel, food prices to riot levels, and a 

sharp depreciation of the dollar, and ominously creating strong inflationary expectations. The 

soaring oil and food prices are simply the tax burden imposed by the Fed’s massive bailout of 

Wall Street investment banks and mortgage lenders. As the Fed creates money to buy bad 

mortgages and other worthless securities held by banks and brokerage firms, the value of the 

savings and wages of everyone on “Main Street” will continue to fall. Moreover, the various 

housing bills and stimulus packages now passing through Congress will significantly add to the 

eventual staggering price tag. The cost, in form of accelerating energy and food prices, will be 

borne by ordinary citizens throughout the world. Had the Fed not succumbed to political 

pressures and followed prudent monetary policies, oil and food prices would have remained 

relatively stable. By ignoring the contributions of monetary policy to the food crisis at the 

summit, and with the monetary brake removed, oil and food prices will continue to race to 

dangerously higher and higher levels, with attendant recessionary effects and aggravation of 

malnutrition on the global level. 

 

 
2 http://www.liberation.fr/transversales/weekend/330332.FR.php 

http://www.liberation.fr/transversales/weekend/330332.FR.php


 

The economist and French presidential advisor Jacques Rueff, in his book the Age of Inflation 

(1964), argued that money matters to the point that it can threaten political stability and even 

civilization. He noted that exceptionally expansionary monetary policy in the US and UK, 

through very low interest rates, brought a powerful economic boom in 1927-1929 and ended in a 

credit crisis and the Great depression. He showed that a small village could be pushed into 

famine by creating purchasing power through credit, which is not matched by an equivalent 

supply. Within a few years, the small village will have exhausted its savings capacity and would 

collapse into starvation. The same image, he contended, applies to the world economy. The result 

of economic mismanagement, budgetary deficits, war spending and loose monetary policies, is 

inflation, which is the single worst economic disaster that can afflict a nation or the world 

economy. He forcefully argued that inflation encourages a quandary and penalizes savings and 

investment. He emphasized that monetary equilibrium can be maintained only when purchasing 

power is equal to the value of wealth, and no excess liquidities develop in the economy. Excess 

liquidities will translate immediately into rising prices. His main prophecy was that the world 

economy would be doomed to succumb into inflationary disorders as long as sound monetary 

policies were not established. 

 

Rueff emphasized the role of the price mechanism in achieving economic efficiency. The setting 

of interest rate by central banks is a form of price control and in turn causes serious distortions in 

the economy. Interest rate control, while not feasible under gold standard, has been criticized by 

a number of notable economists including Milton Friedman. Fixing interest rates can force the 

real market interest rate below the natural interest rate, creating an unlimited demand for loans 

and igniting a cumulative inflationary process. By forcing nominal interest rates to low levels, 

and real interest rates to a negative range, in a bid to create a new speculative housing boom a la 

Greenspan, the Fed is distorting the price mechanism and preventing recession from running its 

natural course. Given low yields on bonds, and fearing a collapse in the price of bonds, investors 

have become attracted towards commodity and currency speculation. Moreover, because of low 

interest rates, the cost of speculating and holding positions in the futures markets has become 

low while the yields are high. As interest rates control translates into accelerating oil and food 

prices, the real economy will be continuously depressed. Subsequently, unemployment rate rose 

to 5.5 percent in May 2008; and under a combination of the accelerator and multiplier effects, the 

economy will go deeper into recession in the coming months. While Bernanke’s theory of 

restoring a housing boom in the midst of millions of home foreclosures is a novelty worthy of a 

Nobel Prize, so far aggressive money expansion has been followed by further collapse of 

housing prices! Eventually, the turning point in housing prices will be reached when economic 

desolation spreads and hyperinflation prevails. 

 

The gravity of the deteriorating energy and food markets should have called for intense 

preparation for the world food summit, based on appropriate diagnostic of the recent world 

macroeconomic stance with the aim of formulating appropriate policies for stabilizing oil and 

food prices. Besides unstable exchange rates, such a macroeconomic stance is characterized by 

very low interest rates in comparison with interest rates during the 1975-1982 stagflationary 

period. A simple comparison shows how low interest rates are today in June of 2008 compared 

to interest rates in 1980 and how far these rates have to rise before we can hope to rein in 

inflationary forces. In this respect, the federal funds rate is 2 percent now compared to 19 percent 

in 1980. In Japan, money market rate is 0.33 percent now compared to 12.7 percent in 1980. In 



 

the United Kingdom, the money market rate is 5 percent now compared to 17 percent in 1980. 

The six months Libor rate (the London Inter-bank Offered Rate, the basis for inter-bank lending) 

stands at 2.7 percent now compared with 19 percent in 1980. These pervasive low rates are 

causing money supply to increase at two-digit rates and are contributing to the fast expansion of 

domestic and international borrowing. Excess liquidities are building up with international 

reserves (IMF data) rising from US$1,936 billion in 2000 to US$6,391 billion in 2007, indicating 

an immense explosion of global purchasing power that will keep oil and food markets under 

rising pressure. 

 

The food summit should have recognized that removal of money brake is pushing world 

economy to the brink of economic and financial disorder. The longer we delay in arresting 

money growth, the more ominous the economic collapse will likely be. The specter of hoarding, 

rationing, and trade restrictions (as some countries continue their food export ban even after the 

summit in Rome) could not be disregarded. There will be little hope that oil and food producers 

will invest to increase output when the dollar has become so depreciated. Surrendering real 

commodities against a depreciating dollar is not yet an acceptable trade. In the wake of the food 

summit, the UN body should call an urgent conference for arresting money disorder and pass a 

resolution calling major central banks to adopt procedures similar to those followed during 1979-

1982, consisting of controlling monetary aggregates instead of interest rates. If the money brake 

were re-introduced, then supply-side policies would be meaningful. Otherwise, maintaining the 

status quo does not bode well for world economic stability and enhanced food and energy 

supplies.  
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Where we are with inflation 

 

As you read this, the world economy could be in the initial stages of its worst inflationary 

episode of the post-WWII era. Oil prices have risen from a stable range of US$15-US$20/barrel 

during 1985-2000 to a volatile and record level of US$140/barrel in June 2008.  Food prices 

have risen so fast and so high that food riots have occurred in a number of poorer countries 

around the globe. The dollar has fallen from US$0.84 per euro to US$1.6 per euro in a span of 

about six years, threatening the dollar’s reserve currency status. Prices of basic necessities, 

including utilities, rent, and healthcare are increasing at a pace well above reported official rates 

of inflation. The high cost of fuel has fueled airfares and bankrupted an increasing number of 

airlines. A number of respected oil forecasters are confidently expecting oil prices to rise to 

US$200/barrel within a year, and basic food products (rice, corn, wheat, cooking oil, etc.) prices 

to continue their rapid escalation. With oil and food prices increasing at a runaway pace, the US 

dollar continuing to fall, and inflationary expectations fully met, the outlook for inflation is 

deteriorating on a daily basis. Inflation is the most feared economic illness; its impact so far has 

been a substantial cut in the food intake of millions of people, triggering food riots. But there is 

much more to come. Inflation rapidly erodes real incomes and standards of living. It imposes a 

heavy tax in favor of the state (a debtor) and private debtors. Inflation is known to deflate real 

output, reduce both demand and supply, and cause a contraction in savings, investment, and 

economic activity.  

 

Meetings and the diagnosis 

  

As if taken by surprise in the wake of energy and food crises, riots, and protests, world leaders 

and high-ranking officials have been frantically meeting in Rome, Brussels, Tokyo, and most 

recently in Jeddah. They have appeared bewildered by the rapid energy and food inflation, yet 

have so far failed to diagnose the root cause of this latest inflationary spiral and come up with a 

plan to avert dire consequences for world economy. Put simply, runaway inflation in energy, 

food, and basic necessities prices, and sharp depreciation of the dollar are pure monetary 

phenomena, which can be caused only by an unduly expansionary monetary policy and 

unchecked credit expansion. There is no way that oil prices can rise from US$20/barrel to 

US$140/barrel with no major supply disruption in such a short period of time without an 

excessive supply of dollar liquidity. Speculators could not be the root cause as they only affect 

short-term prices.  

 

A general price increase in oil, food, and basic amenities and a sharp depreciation of the dollar 

can take place only when money supply, originating from credit to the government and the 

economy, becomes overly abundant. Holding money supply fixed, an increase in oil prices 

would necessarily lead  to depressing other commodity prices. Only when money supply is 

accommodative or expansionary can there be inflation. These are basic tenants of economic 

theory for the last five centuries. When supply of liquidity exceeds demand for money, the result 



 

has always been inflation, with its attendant negative effects on savings, investment and 

economic growth. As long as politicians remain oblivious to money matters and do not rein in 

their respective central banks or fiscal deficits, the present energy and food crisis can only 

worsen. Money did matter in the Great Depression, the financial chaos in the 1930s, and in the 

stagflation of the seventies. Money matters today and is again the main cause of the present 

world economic crisis. 

 

The simple facts  

 

Since August 2007, by pursuing an aggressive re-inflationary policy in a bid to bailout large 

financial institutions and prevent debt deflation, the Fed has sent oil prices racing from 

US$65/barrel to US$140/barrel and the dollar falling from US$1.27 per euro to US$1.60 per 

euro. The injection of abundant liquidity in the banking system, together with the setting of  real 

interest rates at negative levels, have led to speculative boom in commodity markets. Low yields 

on bonds have pushed investors to seek higher yields in speculative commodities and currencies 

markets. Fed policy is known to reward speculation and penalize the real sector of the economy.  

 

Following the collapse of hedge funds and stock market bubble, the Fed has followed an overly 

expansionary policy during 2001-2007, setting the federal funds rate at one percent, the lowest 

level in post-WWII period. Such an expansionary policy has created a speculative boom in 

housing markets and unchecked expansion of credit. The massive expansion of liquidity led to 

pushing of loans in subprime markets irrespective of the creditworthiness of the borrower, with 

underwriting standards reduced to nothing at all. Typical housing loans are NINJA loans, rated 

high-grade assets by rating services, whereby a loan is extended to no income, no job, and no 

asset borrowers. This policy turned out to be highly inflationary; housing prices increased up to 

fourfold and became misaligned with household incomes; and oil prices and other commodity 

prices rose at unprecedented rates during 2003-2007.      

 

The Fed has been trapped in a vicious circle of cheap money inducing speculative boom 

followed by financial collapse, which necessitates a new round of bailouts and cheap money. 

And the more expansionary is monetary policy, the more widespread the ensuing financial crisis, 

with larger the scale of bailout operations, and higher and longer the inflationary episode. 

Bailouts socialize private losses that have  resulted from speculative booms. By acting as a 

lender of last resort and re-inflating the economy in order to support banks to stay afloat and 

prevent a debt deflation, the Fed is making the public pay for errors it did not make, and sustain 

the  high salaries of bankers and financiers. In other words, the homeless, by consuming much 

less food, are paying for the lavish salaries of bankers and financiers and for the gains reaped by 

speculators during a speculative boom. Massive bailouts have always caused rapid inflation, yet 

those operations have been afforded the highest priority, regardless of their inflationary and 

exchange rate impact. At best, the Fed has been expressing its strong stand against inflation, 

words that are not backed by  action to stem the huge cost in terms of loss of real incomes and 

protracted period of sluggish growth and rising unemployment. 

 

The lessons of history 

 



 

The US as well as Western Europe enjoyed a period of financial stability, robust banking system, 

and price stability during 1946-1966 when central banks adhered to monetary conservatism 

following the trauma of the Great Depression and the financial chaos of the 1930s. This period of 

financial tranquility was succeeded by a period of growing financial instability, frequent bailouts 

and chronic inflation, including the Great Inflationary Episode of the seventies. Explanations for 

the recent financial crisis have attributed the crisis to the growing complexity of the financial 

system and increasing number of financial innovations, including securitization, and to the delay 

in strengthening the regulatory framework to preserve the soundness of financial institutions in 

an evolving environment. According to these explanations, the gap between rapid financial 

innovations and the regulatory framework has led to high leverage and Ponzi finance and 

therefore to the recent massive bailout operations.   

 

While these explanations may be plausible and there is a need for strong regulatory power, the 

root causes of recurrent instability do not fall at the doorstep of financial intermediaries. There 

are always isolated cases of bank failures or foreclosures and the responsibility could be 

idiosyncratic; however, when a massive financial crisis erupts and millions of foreclosures are 

taking place, the responsibility fall primarily on the shoulder of the central bank. It is not 

advisable to keep re-inventing the wheel. Elementary textbooks teach undergraduate students 

how banks create loans from bank reserves and the functioning of the credit multiplier. When 

banks are flooded with reserves, they compete to extend loans; the lower the value of liquidity 

for banks, the more risk they take. The central bank, in any country, could increase reserve 

requirement, or could act through the discount window, open market operations, and other means 

to keep credit in check. When the central bank keeps pumping liquidity to maintain low interest 

rates and therefore pushing banks toward taking higher risk, the blame should not fall on the 

banking system or on financial innovations, but it should fall directly on the central bank. 

 

The financial stability that prevailed during 1946-1966 and the recurrent financial instability 

from 1966 onwards should be contrasted with Fed’s procedures during these two periods. During 

the first period, the Fed was controlling banks’ reserves and money aggregates, mainly through 

the discount window, and had direct relations, through its District Banks, with member banks to 

detect risks to the financial system early on. Starting mid-sixties, the Fed was targeting the 

federal funds rate, relying essentially on open market operations to achieve target interest rates, 

and entrusted most of the operations to the New York Fed. It has narrowed the role of the Fed 

Districts and has reduced direct contacts with member banks, except when lending as a lender of 

last resort. Interest rate setting has been sharply criticized in the nineteenth century and was seen 

as distortionary and conducive to instability. The setting of interest rates at low levels during 

1927-1929 led to fast economic growth and a speculative boom in housing and stock markets 

which resulted in the Great Depression. Similarly, the setting of interest rates at negative real 

terms during 2001-2008 led to rapid economic growth, and housing and commodities booms. For 

any given interest rate set by the central bank, financial intermediaries demand for reserves can 

be unlimited. Unless strict quantitative limits are imposed by the central bank, financial 

intermediaries will be prone to expand their liabilities and assets beyond safety margins. In these 

conditions, even strong regulatory framework would not prevent a financial crisis when a boom 

comes to an end.  

 

The sensible and time-tested policy, regulate the regulator 



 

 

Regulating the regulator is today even more urgent than adapting the regulatory framework or 

arresting mortgage borrowers and lenders or for that matter anything else. It is essential that a 

central bank be bound by strict rules for managing the money supply, a well-defined mandate, 

and not be entirely left to its own discretionary whims. Although the Fed is an independent 

institution, such independence has conferred absolute powers to its chairman and governors. De 

facto, the Fed’s discretionary power has caused an inherent financial instability. No one knows 

what Fed’s move will be in near or medium-term. It is uncertainty surrounded by personal and 

political pressures. If the Fed remains unaccountable for its erroneous policies, which has led to  

a full blown financial and banking crisis, millions of foreclosures, and dangerous inflationary 

pressures, then the social and economic cost will be very high. Besides eroding real incomes and 

pushing millions of people to malnutrition and even starvation, these policies have already 

undermined the foundation for growth in the US economy and have created recurrent financial 

disorders. While many Wall Street economists and bankers, understandably and for personal 

gain, applaud the Fed’s bailouts and claim that the worst is over for financial institutions, the 

worst is still to come for real economy and the working classes who will suffer an endless and 

costly inflationary episode. If the US Congress remains unaware about regulating the Fed and 

bringing it to the realm of orthodox, transparent, and fully stable banking practice, the cost for 

US economy, and the world at large, will be immeasurable. 
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With the world in a stranglehold of an ever growing energy crisis, one central question is being 

largely overlooked: why is the US in Iraq, threatening Iran every day, and trying to build fifty-

eight permanent basis in Iraq on top of bases it already has a few miles away in Bahrain, Kuwait 

Qatar and yes still in Saudi Arabia (although not called a base)? Why does America continue to 

stay the course in Iraq and in the Persian Gulf—at such a cost in blood, treasure, prestige, 

credibility and even power—and be on the verge of igniting a war with Iran? The answer is 

simply two words-oil and gas. Not terrorism, but oil and gas. 

 

Barack Obama has run a campaign based on getting out of Iraq. But if he is elected, don’t bet on 

it. He will find a way to backtrack. US business interests and reality will show their ugly heads 

as they have always done before. Obama will wake up from his naïve dream and become the 

cheerleader for staying in Iraq. McCain’s resignation to reality is but a sad sign of his years as a 

politician.  

 

Given the history of what has prompted military campaigns in the Persian Gulf, and America’s 

geopolitical and energy-related contest with China, it is unlikely that the US will get out of the 

area anytime soon. Even President Bush had to admit during the last midterm congressional 

elections that US forces would remain in Iraq for reasons related to oil. And indeed if politicians 

were honest, they would admit that these concerns motivated the invasion of Iraq to begin with.  

 

Why am I so sure that oil and gas will keep the US in the region for at least a generation or two? 

History and reality of the global oil and gas market. 

 

The Background 

 

Oil has been the foundation of Western intervention in the Persian Gulf during the 20th century. 

Britain was manipulating Iranian shahs from the early part of the 20th century to secure access to 

Iran’s oil, with Britain’s oil revenues from Iran exceeding Iran’s own oil revenues for about four 

decades! In the case Of Saudi Arabia, President Roosevelt met King Abdul-Aziz Al-Saud aboard 

the USS Quincy on Egypt’s Great Bitter Lake in 1945 to lock in US preferred access to Saudi 

oil. In 1953, the United States and Britain toppled the elected government of Muhammad 

Mossadeq of Iran to preserve Britain’s oil interests and to open a door for US companies. The 

United States supported the shah to ensure its access to Persian Gulf oil. On the other side, the 

Iranian Revolution was not a revolt to bring in the mullahs but was instead a fight for 

independence from external control of Iran’s oil and internal affairs.  

 

After the Iranian Revolution, the United States supported Saddam Hussein, who seemingly 

represented an opportunity to topple the uncooperative regime in Tehran. When the tide of war 

turned against Iraq, Senate documents demonstrate that the United States and Europeans gave 

Saddam chemical weapons and battlefield intelligence, with the result that about one million 

Iranians were killed and injured. Two years after this war was over, Saddam Hussein invaded 

Kuwait and became a threat to Saudi Arabia and its oil resources; he was no longer useful to the 



 

US quest to control all Persian Gulf oil and gas resources. The United States amassed massive 

forces in the Persian Gulf and kicked Saddam Hussein out of Kuwait. As a result, the GCC 

countries became ever more dependent on the US. 

 

This was followed by the invasion of Iraq. While the fairy tale of Saddam Hussein threat to the 

US mainland and his vast stocks of weapons of mass destruction were the honey to sooth global 

public opinion, all indications point to the pursuit of oil and gas interests as the impetus for this 

war as well. 

 

US interference in pursuit of the oil prize has not been limited to wars. Since World War II, the 

United States has supported Arab autocratic rulers in the Persian Gulf to secure access to oil and 

lucrative arms and engineering service contracts. Promoting democracy and democratic 

institutions has been the public face of US policy, but never the pursued goal. Indeed the 

opposite has been the case, with US support for autocratic rulers preventing regime change and 

thus the emergence of democratic rule in many of these countries. 

 

The West’s historical support for dictatorial regimes has been, and continues to be, the main fuel 

for anti-Americanism and terrorism around the world. US need, and greed, for oil has taken 

precedence over democracy, given the prospect of having to deal with uncooperative, elected and 

answerable governments. Democracies are messy but dictators are malleable. After all, their goal 

is simple-to stay in power and amass larger fortunes. 

 

Persian Gulf Oil and Gas Resources 

 

Let’s put the importance of Persian Gulf oil in easy to understand figures. About 70 percent of 

the world’s proven oil reserves and about 60 percent of the world’s combined oil and gas 

reserves are believed to be in the countries that border the Persian Gulf. Each country’s proven 

combined oil and gas reserves in billions of barrels of oil equivalent are: Iran (304), Saudi Arabia 

(304), Qatar (176), Iraq (135), the UAE (135), Kuwait (108), Oman (12) and Bahrain (0.5). 

Moreover, many energy insiders expect the largest additions to reserves in the future to be made 

by Iraq followed by Iran, with Iraq having the potential of more oil reserves than Saudi Arabia, 

given widespread expectations regarding still-unproven reserves.  

 

Why the US Will Stay 

 

Given America’s vast military power, seizing control of such vast energy resources, the lifeblood 

of the global economy, might appear both tempting and viable. Such a prospect would also allow 

the US to secure lucrative business contracts. More importantly, the US would assert hegemony 

over the entire world without having to invade more countries or firing another shot. But there’s 

even more to the quest for oil and gas. 

 

China’s rise has further strengthened the oil calculus, raising the geopolitical and economic 

stakes even more. China poses the most prominent challenge to US global domination. Energy 

could be the key to thwarting Chinese ambitions and keeping Beijing in check, again without 

firing a shot or dropping a bomb. 

  



 

Why is Iraq the key to this quest? The US hopes that by controlling Iraq and surrounding Iran on 

all sides, oil (and gas)-rich Iran will become more compliant. With the United States in Iraq and 

with Iran under control, the so-called moderate (or, rather, obliging) Arabs would also continue 

to tow the US line on oil for the foreseeable future. US could lock up all Persian Gulf oil and gas 

and keep Chinese ambitions in check. The US would thus get a direct financial return from its 

control of Persian Gulf oil and gas and an indirect return as the preferred way (as opposed to 

military build-up and consequent military expenditures) to keep China boxed in. This looks like 

a business deal to end all business deals! Maybe even better than the purchases of Alaska and 

Louisiana! 

 

In sum, the Bush Administration’s chief concerns regarding the regional impact of a US 

withdrawal in Iraq is, in my opinion, directly traceable to oil interests. If the United States were 

to leave Iraq now, it would in all likelihood loose influence in Iraq. Iran would become more 

emboldened. And with a surge in anti-Americanism, the United States could lose all its military 

bases in the Persian Gulf. The so-called moderate Arab countries of the Cooperation Council for 

the Arab States of the Gulf (GCC) would fear Iran, not to mention their own citizenry, and would 

likely cease delivering on Washington’s directives in order to make a last ditch effort to save 

their thrones. Why would this matter to America? Because of the region’s vital oil and natural 

gas resources.  

 

No one should be surprised that the US has been pressuring the Al-Maliki government in Iraq to 

sign a document granting the US fifty-eight permanent bases, widespread control over Iraq, 

including the power to determine if a hostile act from another country (aka Iran) classifies as 

aggression against, and immunity for the US military and US contractors. Frankly, I am really 

surprised that anyone is surprised!  

 

With what’s at stake, if elected, McCain has already said that he will stay in Iraq for many years. 

Let’s face it, if elected, Obama will do the same. The business and economic interests for staying 

are just too great. It’s the sad reality that we have to face.  
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In the wake of earlier Summits dealing with rampant food and energy inflation, the G8 Hokkaido 

summit, July 2008, was yet another setback as leaders of eight industrial countries, 

disappointingly, stated that they were powerless with respect to runaway oil prices. All that they 

could do was to urge oil producers to increase output and rely on new technologies to curtail oil 

consumption. Such a declaration can only usher further worsening of food and energy price 

inflation, faster decline in real incomes for wage earners and retirees, and more hardships for the 

poor around the world. Runaway oil and food prices, as well as many other commodities (gold, 

iron, copper, platinum, etc.) prices, combined with a collapsing US dollar, are purely a monetary 

phenomena.  

 

Oil production rose considerably from 77 mbd in 2001 to 87 mbd in 2008, large enough to cause 

a decline in oil prices under stable demand conditions; yet oil prices climbed by sixfold, from 

$24/barrel in 2001 to $145/barrel in 2008 and the US dollar fell from $0.84/euro in 2001 to 

$1.6/euro in 2008. There is only one explanation for such a dramatic rise in oil prices and 

collapse in the value of the dollar: a rapid increase in money supply and credit. Novices, 

politicians, and journalists wrongly put the blame on speculators, but not on unlimited money 

creation. Futures markets have existed in some form for the last 150 years, yet speculators were 

not able in the fifties, sixties, seventies, eighties, or even nineties to propel oil or commodities 

prices beyond underlying market fundamentals. Why should speculators have become more 

powerful now than what they had been in the past? Why were speculators impotent in preventing 

oil market crashes in 1985 and 1998 when oil prices tumbled to $9/ barrel? The more central 

banks inject liquidities, the faster money supply and credit grow, the more excess liquidities have 

to be dispensed with, and the higher prices will rise. This very simple monetary theory should 

not have eluded the G8 leaders.  

 

The Hokkaido Summit should have urged central banks around the world, especially the US 

Federal Reserve, to rein in overly expansionary monetary policy as this is the most pressing 

requirement for stabilizing food and oil prices and paving the ground for a non-inflationary and 

stable economic growth. Only by restoring monetary discipline and setting strict ceilings on 

respective money and credit aggregates can we hope to stabilize prices. There is no inflationary 

experience in the past that did not end without applying the money brakes and contracting 

monetary and credit growth. Only by abandoning interest rate setting and swiftly controlling 

monetary aggregates can inflation be subdued. That is how Volcker was able to arrest the 

stagflation of the seventies. By following their own domestic priorities, beggar-thy-neighbor 

policy, and competitive devaluation, the G8 leaders have deliberately sidestepped the true cause 

for oil and food price inflation and decided instead to pursue destabilizing cheap money policies, 

irrespective of the dangers that such policies pose for world economy. 

The monetary character of the present financial crisis and rampant inflation has been underlined 

by many eminent figures. George Soros, in his 2008 book “ the New Paradigm”, considered the 

present financial crisis as the worst financial crisis since 1930s and attributed it to the Fed’s 



 

overly expansionary policy since 2000, with interest rates at lowest levels in half century, and 

real interest rates becoming largely negative. He wrote: “cheap money engendered a housing 

bubble, an explosion of leveraged buyouts, and other excesses. When money is free, the rational 

lender will keep on lending until there is no one else to lend to. Credit safety standards have been 

relaxed and monumental loans went to subprime borrowers.” In the same vein, Theodore J. 

Forstmann, in a recent article in Wall Street Journal (July, 5, 2008), titled “The Credit Crisis is 

Going to Get Worse”, attributed the present crisis to over money supply by the Fed since 2001, 

noting that the Fed pumped so much money into the financial system that it distorted the 

incentives and the decision making of everyone in finance. When real interest rates are negative, 

borrowing money is effectively free – the debt loses value faster than the interest adds up. When 

money becomes too plentiful, bankers and other financial intermediaries end up taking on more 

and more risk for less return. Contending that there was no other episode in the history of US 

during which money was ever this inexpensive, he indicated that the creation of too much money 

caused all kind of excesses and was responsible for the worst financial instability in the post-

WWII period.  

 

While the G8 Summit in Hokkaido was under way, Bernanke, the Fed Chairman, reassured the 

financial system of the Fed’s continuing availability of bailout money. Bernanke was certainly 

ignoring the plight of millions of people, oil prices, or the value of the dollar. His twin objective 

is to finance Wall Street and the US budget deficit. By injecting billions of dollars in bailout 

money since August 2007, Bernanke has not created any additional oil, corn, or rice; he only put 

more flames in oil and food markets sending oil prices racing from $65/barrel to $145/barrel and 

the dollar tumbling from $1.27/euro to $1.6/euro. Corn and rice prices rose two-fold, triggering 

waves of food riots.  

 

Bailout money, besides increasing moral hazard, is highly inflationary, imposing a heavy tax 

burden on cash holders, creditors, retirees and workers, and socializing the losses of unsafe 

banking. It is an abhorrent form of social injustice because of its tax burden and impoverishment 

effects. It punishes the public for errors the public did not make. Certainly, Bernake does not 

want to be remembered as liquidationist of the financial system; however, by cutting real 

incomes, he will be remembered as a liquidationist of millions of retirees, workers, and 

vulnerable groups, as cheap money policy was carried while he was Chairman of the Counsel of 

Economic Advisors and as Chairman of the Fed. The sharp contrast between Bernanke’s cheap 

money policy for fiscal deficit financing and bailout and his strong words against inflation and 

currency depreciation makes the Fed Chairman the most ambivalent and least transparent of all 

previous Fed chairmen. Absence of consistency between his policy and words creates more 

uncertainty and disorder in foreign exchange, commodities, and financial markets.  

 

The setting of interest rates by central banks, or what is known now as Taylor’s rule, has been 

severely criticized in the past, and continues to be an unsafe monetary policy rule which confers 

absolute and arbitrary powers to the central bank, and is totally in contradiction with the mandate 

of a central bank: to manage safely liquidity and not to control prices or the economy at large. 

Interest rate is a price, like many other prices. Fixing any price in the economy will create 

distortions and cause inefficiencies. The fixing of interest rates at negative levels by the Fed in 

the past seven years has contributed to the housing boom, followed by meltdown of subprime 

loans, financial crisis, faltering Bearn Stearns, Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac, and many other 



 

financial institutions, and explosive inflation in oil and energy prices. Consider the yield of a six-

month treasury bill; it is 2.074 percent per year in July 2008. Compare it to return from oil 

futures. With oil prices climbing from $65/barrel in August 2007 to $145/barrel in July 2008, 

annual return on oil has been 122 percent. Fantastic annual yields and hedges exist in gold, 

copper, corn, rice, soybeans, etc. Such a difference in yields, combined with unmistakingly 

upward trends due to cheap monetary policy, will entice more institutional investors and 

speculators to invest in commodities markets and hedge their incomes and assets against 

inflation. Only when yields are close in yield will investors seek traditional investments in form 

of securities and bonds. By fixing interest rates at low levels, the Fed has forced traders and 

investors to seek income opportunities in freer and more predictable speculative markets. This is 

the fundamental notion of parallel markets, or smuggling of commodities across borders from 

low to high price countries.   

 

Bernanke’s stated goal for aggressive low interest rate is the same as Greenspan’s: boost 

economic growth, restart a new housing bubble, and supporting government bonds prices. Do 

low interest rates always succeed in boosting real economic growth? The answer is no when the 

economy is low on gas. It would be unfair to say that low interest rates and abundant credit do 

not stimulate the economy. They did stimulate economic growth under Greenspan tenure and 

even caused the asset price bubble. They were driving force of reputed speculative booms, 

including 1929 stock market boom. In 1933, the renowned economist Irving Fisher argued that 

only over indebtedness followed by deflation could bring dramatic booms and traumatic 

contractions. He strongly ruled out any real shock as a source of major fluctuation in the 

economy. The boom phase is limited to a short period as long as real interest rates remain 

positive. But as soon as inflation is unleashed and real interest rates become negative, low 

interest rates become a drag on the economy. The boom phase is followed by a prolonged 

recession or even a depression. Often, real incomes gains during the boom phase are wiped out 

during the bust phase. Such was the case during the 1929-1933 Great Depression. Dramatic 

losses in real incomes could not be recovered by 1939. Similarly, gains in the sixties were 

significantly wiped out in the seventies. Currently, gains in real incomes enjoyed in the ninetieths 

are being rapidly eroded with skyrocketing food and energy inflation. If cheap money succeeds, 

Zimbabwe, with is 100,000 percent annual inflation, would be most prosperous economy in the 

world! 

 

Assume the central bank decides to peg interest rate at 2 percent for the next twenty years. Ask 

what will happen to real economic growth? To reinforce the peg, the central bank has to supply 

any amount of liquidity to prevent interest from rising above 2 percent. The inflationary aspect of 

this inflation has been extensively analyzed using quantity theory of money. On the demand side 

for loans, borrowing can be unlimited. The government will continue its deficit financing by 

issuing public debt; private borrowers will be eager to get more loans at negative real interest 

rates. The problem is the supply side of loanable funds. Consider the present subprime crisis, 

which was the tragic result of low interest rates. Presently, sound lenders will not buy impaired 

assets or extend loans to subprime borrowers. Moreover, a depreciating currency and negative 

real returns will step up capital flight, and make foreigners less willing to finance an external 

current account deficit. Fearing a sharp drop in bond prices, bankers and institutional investors 

will try to hold fewer bonds creating a liquidity trap. Savers, facing negative real returns will be 

inclined to save less. Fiscal deficit financing, stimulus packages, and abundant liquidities will 



 

step up consumption of consumer goods and therefore reduce considerably the amount of 

savings, defined as consumer goods available for workers in investment or capital goods sector. 

As savings keep dwindling, inflation aggravates, food prices explode. Inflation deflates severely 

real output. The upshot is that the economy will have lower savings and consequently less 

investment. In view of the Harrod-Domar growth model, which stipulates the economic growth 

rate is a function of the investment rate, lower investment will yield low or negative economic 

growth. Hence, over the long run, the economy will be forced on a downward trail. Such has 

been the history of inflationary economies. 

 

Can Bernanke re-stimulate the US economy with low interest rates in the present subprime 

crisis? The answer is that it is now a little too late. His unwise cheap money policy since 2007 

aimed at re-inflating the economy and boosting house prices has needlessly precipitated the 

economy towards stagflation, accompanied by unbearable food and energy inflation. In view of 

monetization of large fiscal deficits and unrestricted credit policy, the specter of the highest 

inflation in US history and in the world economy has become a real possibility.  

 

The G8 leaders in Hokkaido have deliberately swept crucial money matters under the rug. Only 

stable monetary policy based on orthodox central banking practice, consisting of controlling 

money and credit aggregates and renouncing interest rates fixing, can uproot inflationary 

expectations in food, oil and other commodity markets. How far interest rates may have to rise to 

rein in inflation? There is the lesson of history. The federal funds rate shot up to 19 percent in 

1981 when Paul Volcker decided to control money supply. By forcing the federal rate at 2 

percent, Bernanke was only fooling the public when he voiced strong words against inflation and 

the dollar’s depreciation. What we have in store after the G8 failure are large fiscal deficits and 

Bernanke’s super expansionary policy: oil prices will continue to race upwards, food will 

become unaffordable for the poor, the dollar will continue its fall (and may indeed collapse if 

foreigners stop financing the US current account deficit), and broader inflation will reduce the 

living standards of all except the super rich.  

 

The next US President will have to be another Franklin Roosevelt to clean up a huge economic 

and financial mess and prevent economic and social collapse. While enhancing regulation of 

financial institutions has correctly become a crucial issue, the US Congress will also have to 

learn that restricting the powers of the Fed and regulating central banking is an equally important 

issue in preventing future financial instability and devastating economic hardship.  
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In the popular media and even in learned journals and think tank conferences, the failure of US-

Iran rapprochement is invariably blamed on Washington’s insistence upon a suspension of Iran’s 

nuclear enrichment program and on Iran’s intransigence on the same. While the obstinacy of 

both sides may indeed be the superficial cause of the breakdown in relations, the real reason is 

that neither side even tries to understand the other.  The cynical reader may label me as naïve to 

even think that politicians in the world’s only superpower should care about understanding an 

adversary’s perspective. To a cynic, there is nothing to understand. Power is might, and might 

makes right. The US has power and it will do as it wishes. End of story! 

 

But if the US is serious about negotiating with Iran, what does Washington need to understand 

about the Iran of today? What should it know about Iran’s power structure? What is the input 

required of advisors and Iran experts for a US president and for other senior decision makers? Do 

such advisors and experts even exist in the US? Does the US seek out such counsel? 

 

Given the fact that US presidents and secretaries of state do not vet their “experts” to see if they 

can deliver what is needed it would certainly seem they don’t care to understand Iran. Consulting 

“experts” may simply be another opportunity for photo ops or façade to lead a naïve public to 

conclude that its leaders have taken the time to carefully consider important policies and 

decisions. After reading this article, even the most optimistic reader may become jaded and 

decide that cynics have a point! 

 

Background to understanding Iran 

  

The Iran of today is nothing like the pre-revolutionary Iran. It is a different country. For those 

who knew Iran before the Iranian Revolution (IR) but have not visited Iran since, you have to go 

back to Iran, spend significant time there, and talk with people from every walk of life to 

appreciate how Iran has changed. Reading about it does not allow you to absorb the dimensions 

of the change and the extent and intensity of beliefs and views. 

 

Iran’s population has about doubled since 1979, the year of the Iranian Revolution. The country, 

especially the large cities, has become crowded, with no elbowroom for the average person. 

Open spaces have become more limited and less accessible for the typical person to enjoy. 

Pollution has increased. Employment opportunities are not good for the average man and 

woman. Real per capita incomes are about what they were at the time of the Iranian Revolution, 

nearly thirty years ago, and income distribution has not improved. Inflation is around 30 percent 

per year. Life has become more of a struggle for the average Iranian, with the same real income 

but with more things on store shelves that they cannot buy. The overwhelming majority of 

Iranians are frustrated with their own government and with what they see as the hypocritical 

Western world. All in all, a depressing picture. 

 

Iran’s population is young, with a median age of about 26 years. They know little about the Shah 

and his era. Instead they vividly know what has happened since 1979. They care little about the 



 

many international concerns of the government, such as the Arab-Israeli impasse. Higher oil 

prices have not improved the daily lives of most Iranians and the government has not, and most 

probably will not adopt the reforms and economic policies to achieve sustained and rapid 

growth. The young educated class is primarily concerned with good employment opportunities. 

But the outlook for good jobs for recent university graduates is dim. And most importantly, the 

hope for a better economic future is rapidly dying for a large majority of Iranians. Young 

educated Iranians are leaving the country in droves, at an enormous cost to Iran. 

 

While Iranians have not faired well economically and largely, and correctly, blame their 

government for most of their economic misfortunes, due to corruption, waste, short-sighted and 

inconsistent policies, inefficient institutions and more, they blame the outside world, especially 

the United States and Western Europe, for much of their human suffering.  Understanding this 

fact is essential to understanding Iran’s attitude towards the outside world and the West. A brief 

snippet of recent history from an Iranian perspective (after all that’s what matters if you want to 

understand Iran, not the Western view of Iran’s history) is needed to appreciate the context of the 

average Iranian’s frustration with the West.  

 

Iran and Iranians (and not just those who oppose the mullahs) feel more insecure and victimized 

than at anytime since WWII. Where does this sense of insecurity and victimization come from? 

The US and the UK overthrew the constitutionally elected government of Iran in 1953. Iraq's 

invasion of Iran in 1980 along with the West's subsequent support for Saddam Hussein have 

shaped and molded the Iranian psyche and affected Iranian attitudes toward the West, and 

especially toward the United States. The acquisition of nuclear technology (that could lead to the 

development of nuclear arms if necessary) may becoming an increasingly popular policy in the 

eyes of the average Iranian. Why? 

 

After Saddam Hussein invaded Iran, the United Nations and the West took no serious diplomatic 

actions against Iraqi aggression. The reasons for this are clear. First and foremost was the fact 

that on November 4th 1979, Iranian students had attacked the US Embassy in Tehran and had 

taken fifty-two Americans hostages. The US did not consider this egregious act on the part of 

Iranian students as a possible reaction to the overthrow of the legitimate government of Iran by 

the US and the UK in the aftermath of Mossadeq’s rise to power 1953; the students may have felt 

that history was about to repeat itself. Iranians were absolutely wrong to take hostages, but at the 

same time one should note that Iranians felt that their entire nation was in effect held hostage by 

the US after 1953. Western presumptions of Iranian religious expansionism were another factor 

in the West's support of Iraq at that time.  

 

During the course of the bloody eight-year war, Saddam Hussein used US and European-

supplied biological and chemical weapons to kill and maim Iranians in the thousands, while the 

West embargoed the sales of even conventional weapons to Iran and supplied Iraq with all its 

needs, including satellite intelligence from the US. The result was that over 500,000 Iranians 

died and even more were injured, with many permanently disabled from biological and chemical 

weapons. Most, if not all, Iranian families have been touched by the tragedy of this senseless war 

of aggression. As a result, average Iranians, not just the mullahs, painfully learned what it was to 

be vulnerable to external aggression. The UN and international agreements do not provide peace 

of mind for Iranians. To the majority of Iranians, and not just the government in Tehran, the 



 

international rule of law is only a phrase used by the powerful to justify the imposition of their 

will on the rest of the world.  

 

Then came the first Gulf War. While Iran played a positive role, not only did it not receive any 

recognition, it was excluded from the ensuing regional US-sponsored security arrangements that 

included even far-away Egypt. Iran did not receive any war reparations from Iraq. The US 

further alienated Iran by opposing Iranian participation in Caspian Sea oil development. On top 

of this, US economic sanctions on Iran were further tightened to change Iranian policies to 

support US wishes. 

 

The first Gulf War was followed by the US-led invasion of Afghanistan on Iran's eastern border 

roughly a decade later. Again, here was an opportunity for quiet rapprochement between Iran and 

Washington; after all, Iran had supported the Northern Alliance throughout the Taliban rule and 

had accepted over two million refugees. But Iran was to be disappointed once more. Iran did not 

receive positive recognition and was instead labeled a founding member of the so-called “Axis of 

Evil” by the President of the United States; this further alienated average Iranians (not just the 

mullahs) and made most Iranians feel less secure. 

 

During the second Gulf War, that is the invasion of Iraq by US-led forces to topple Saddam 

Hussein, Iran did not appear to interfere to the degree it could in Iraqi affairs, especially in the 

Shiite south where it has significant influence. But again, the rhetoric against Iran continued. 

Today, the US surrounds Iran on all sides. Remember, this is the same US that has not upheld 

the international rule of law, that allows the provision of banned chemical and biological 

weapons to client countries, that reserves the right to overthrow regimes, invades countries that 

pose no threat, that does not follow the Geneva Convention and that has been belligerent toward 

Iran for many years. Is it really so hard to understand why Iranians feel insecure and blame the 

West for much of their human suffering? While many, or even the majority, of Iranians may not 

support the mullahs, Washington's record hardly inspires confidence. It may surprise some 

readers that the majority of Iranians are aware of these historical facts and that these same facts 

are an integral part of the Iranian psyche. Western pronouncements and claims in support of 

democracy and human rights are seen as duplicitous at best. Iranians are more engaged in the 

impact of foreign relations on their daily lives than are Americans of the same educational 

standing. Iranians have to be informed and engaged because their lives have been greatly 

affected by outside forces. 

 

The average American, fed by the popular media, sees Iranians as people who hate the US and 

who call it “The Great Satan.” Americans see Iranians as terrorists and as supporters of terrorist 

organizations. What is sad and dangerous is that the view of policymakers is hardly any better 

than this media-driven and superficial level of misunderstanding and comprehension. 

US belligerence toward Iran has not only stiffened the regime in Tehran but it has afforded the 

regime a much longer lease on life, motivating Iranians to defend what they see as their dignity 

and their rights as an independent nation. A major source of legitimacy for the regime in Tehran 

in the eyes of Iran's citizenry is the fact that it has stood up to the US. Had the Shah been wise 

enough and had the backbone to stand up to Washington we might never have witnessed an 

Iranian Revolution.  

 



 

Iran’s power structure  

 

Western observers of Iran invariably complain that, on top of everything else, it is difficult to 

have a meaningful dialogue with Iran because it is unclear who runs or speaks for the country. 

This lack of insight is absolutely understandable when one looks at how Washington deals with 

countries under absolute rule, such as Egypt or Saudi Arabia. But for most other countries, no 

one person can always deliver on what he or she says or signs. In fact even US presidents cannot 

deliver on their signature. Can a US president commit the US to the Kyoto Treaty or the 

International Court of Justice? I could go on and on. The point is that it is easy to know who 

speaks for a dictatorship on every issue, but not for other forms of government. Moreover, in the 

case of Iran, such frustration is in fact an indication of ignorance and bias. President Sarkozy’s 

unreported and private frustration with a letter from the Iranian President and an emissary from 

Iran’s Supreme Leader is merely a sign of Western ignorance. And the same set of facts in the 

case of an ally would be labeled as a sign of a “thriving” democracy or the “birth pangs” of 

democracy. 

 

I must repeat the obvious about the functioning of the Iranian government: as is the case in most 

other countries, no single person in Iran commands universal loyalty and no single person is the 

national spokesperson on all issues.  

 

The Supreme Leader may set the broad policy agenda, but he does not dictate policy. Just look at 

the Iranian economy under President Ahmadinejad. It is a total mess (as was the case even before 

Ahmadinejad, though less so). Its policies and practices are just off the wall.3 Ahmadinejad does 

not even follow the law of the land; the Iranian government is supposed to adhere to the 

disposition of oil revenues, replenishing the Oil Stabilization Fund (OSF) when revenues are 

high and weaning the government from oil revenues over a period of ten years. Instead 

Ahmadinejad spends oil revenues freely, in many instances without parliamentary approval, to 

support his own political base.  

 

The Supreme Leader devoted almost his entire Iranian New Year address in 2008 to Iran’s 

economic failures and the need for urgent reforms. While the Supreme Leader may be clearly 

disappointed with Iran’s economic performance and the increasing economic injustice under 

Ahmadinejad, he dos not see it as his role or in his interest to interfere directly in the day-to-day 

running of the government. Instead, he tries to blunt, shape and change the president’s policies 

(or parliamentary debate) through carefully worded speeches, by acting through members of 

parliament and especially through the Speaker of Parliament, individual clerics and through the 

Guardian Council. If he absolutely wants to change a particular policy, he clearly can in today’s 

Iran, but he has largely chosen not to as this would bring him into the fray and expose him to 

guilt by association in the case of unpopular policies and failure, and to widespread criticism. 

 

In Iran, the President develops and implements policies. He is not the ultimate head of state. Also 

important is the fact that there are other checks and balances to his power: the parliament, the 

 
3 For details see Hossein Askari, The Middle East Oil Exporters: What Happened to Economic 

Development? Foreword by Robert M. Solow, Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham: UK, 

December 2006, and Northampton: US, February 2007. 



 

Guardian Council, the military (including the Revolutionary Guards), and the security services. 

The President selects his cabinet, but needs parliamentary approval before members of his 

cabinet are installed in office. Ministers are by and large powerless to adopt any major change in 

policy on their own; and deputy ministers are basically afraid to take any decision without 

approval of their minister. 

 

The Iranian Parliament, or Majlis, holds lively debates and passes laws that may not please the 

President or the Supreme Leader.  But bills passed by the Majlis do not become law unless 

approved by the Guardian Council (twelve members). In effect, the Guardian Council holds veto 

power over all legislation adopted by the Majlis. It can veto Majlis’ bills if it deems that these are 

contrary to Islamic law or to the constitution. While all twelve members vote on the laws being 

compatible with the constitution, only the six clerics on the council vote on compatibility with 

Islamic law. Bills found lacking are sent back to the Majlis. If the Guardian Council and the 

Majlis cannot resolve their differences, then the matter is sent to the Expediency Council for 

final resolution. 

 

The role of the military (including the Revolutionary Guards or IRGC) in Iran goes beyond the 

military’s standard role in most other countries, that of defending the country against external 

threat and aggression. This is because the sacrifices of the military during the Iraq war is 

important to most Iranians, especially those who are roughly forty years of age and older, people 

who were directly and in their own lifetime touched by the war. Although the IRGC reports to 

the Supreme Leader, the support of the IRGC in particular carries a great deal of sway in Iran. In 

recent years, and especially under President Ahmadinejad (himself a former member of the 

IRGC), the IRGC has increasingly secured lucrative civilian government contracts, enhancing its 

economic importance at the expense of the private sector and overall economic performance.  

 

In Iran, as in a number of other countries, the security services are outside of the control of 

elected leaders and defy their oversight. Iran’s security services are directly under the control of 

the Supreme Leader and his office. They are a force that no president controls and a force that 

can limit and override presidential powers in areas of foreign policy and national security, in 

ways that are hardly ever transparent even to those inside Iran. In the case of Iran, because of 

regional conflicts and the massive US presence with  regime change in Iran as its policy, the 

security services are afforded even more latitude and deference than in most other countries. 

Many of the US complaints about the lack of transparency in Iran may simply be Washington’s 

inability to penetrate Iranian security services. If so, Iranians are doing their jobs well! 

 

While most Iranian clergy have left Iran only to visit the Islamic holy places in Saudi Arabia and 

Iraq, the majority of the key technocratic decision makers continue to be Western educated. But 

these post-revolutionary leaders who came to the West (especially to the US) for their university 

education, viewed their educational goals much more narrowly and returned to Iran as soon as 

their formal education was completed. 

 

In the end, is Iran and it policies so difficult to comprehend? 

 

What advisors and experts need to know and provide 

 



 

A crash course on Diplomacy 101 would tell a US president that he or she needs top-notch 

advisors if the US wants to have successful negotiations with another country. These advisors 

should have the background and experience to brief and advise a president at every step of the 

negotiations. In the end, negotiations are akin to a game of poker. Knowledge about the 

adversary (history, culture, upbringing, etc.) is key in helping to understand an adversary’s goals, 

motivation, limitations and strengths. Equally important, one must intimately know the 

individuals who are in positions of power, the decision makers and those who are negotiating. 

Negotiations are always with individuals. Where are these individuals in the Iranian power 

structure? What are their guarded views on a broad range of issues? What is their personal 

background? How can one interpret their reactions and mannerisms? All of this information is 

necessary if one is to have the advantage in a game of poker.  

 

But such knowledge requires intimate contact over time with a number of people with whom 

Americans (American born or Iranian born) have little or no contact. In some cases, such as a 

very senior member of Iran’s intelligence services, Americans would not even know whom they 

were meeting! Does the US have a cadre of advisors and experts that could provide briefings 

embracing these and other aspects of background information for negotiating with Iran? 

 

Since 9/11, there has been a proliferation of Middle East experts on everything from Islam, 

terrorism, and yes, on Iran. It is on these newly minted policy experts on Iran that US decision 

makers (the White House, Congress, the State Department, the Defense Department and the 

CIA) ostensibly rely for guidance and direction in dealing with Iran. Who are these Iranian 

experts? They fall into two broad groups: those of Western origin and those of Iranian origin. 

 

In the case of those of Western origin, many speak very little or no Farsi, some have never 

visited Iran, most have not visited Iran since the IR, even fewer have met a broad spectrum of 

Iranians in Iran and none to my knowledge have gone to Iran to interact with senior clergy, 

cabinet ministers, members of parliament and Iranian national security leaders on anything 

remotely approaching a regular basis.  So do we have any US born experts on Iran?  

 

In the case of Iranian-born experts living in the US, again many have not visited Iran since the IR 

and have thus not had an opportunity to interact with a broad spectrum of the populace. I would 

venture to say that not even a handful has had extensive interactions with senior clergy, cabinet 

ministers and Iranian national security leaders. Many Iranian Americans publicly appear to be 

more American than Americans; and this invites suspicions of their impartiality in Iran. Most 

critical, many Iranian-born Americans have their own personal agenda (as did perhaps Ahmad 

Chalabi in the case of Iraq); they dream of going back and recovering their lost wealth or even 

better, ruling the country and getting even more wealth than they had before the IR and thus 

become susceptible to Iranian manipulation. They may have accepted money from the Iranian 

government or comprised their public views and opinions to secure financial rewards. So are 

there even a handful of learned and trustworthy Iranian-American experts on Iran? 

 

How should advisors and experts be vetted? 

 

How can this be rectified? How can a US president or secretary of state get better advice? 

Whether there are legitimate experts and advisors on Iran in the US has yet to be determined, but 



 

at least the government should try to assess their qualifications as many lives and US welfare 

may depend on their advice if they are listened to and their advice is taken. 

 

For anyone who is consulted by the US government as an expert on Iran the following 

information, in addition to normal information contained on a resume, should be disclosed: level 

of competence in the Farsi language; course of study in areas such as history, politics, religion 

and economics specifically about Iran; writing and research on Iran; aggregate time spent in Iran, 

and the number, nature, length and dates of visits to Iran; names and nature of relations with key 

leaders, decision makers and especially those in security services; whether they, or their family, 

have accepted or are seeking financial return and rewards in Iran; and reasons why there might 

be a remote chance of a possible conflict of interest (financial, professional or otherwise) on 

policy recommendations or predictions.  

 

Does the US government even care about the quality of advice? 

 

Do the White House and other branches of the US government even bother to ask, let alone 

demand, this kind of information of individuals on whom the lives and fortunes of the US 

depend? Or are experts just chosen because of a book, a professional article or appearances on 

TV and radio? Given that there’s so much at stake here, do the White House, the State 

Department, The Defense Department, other US government agencies or the US Congress vet 

these “experts”? My answer to this question would be an emphatic no, knowing some of the 

“experts” who have been doing some of these high-level briefings on Iran at the White House 

and on the Hill. 

 

Given this state of affairs, it is no wonder that no progress has been made in enhancing US-

Iranian relations for nearly thirty years. The process has been akin to the blind leading the blind. 

Can US efforts at rapprochement be even considered as serious? 

 

All the while, the average Iranian feels increasingly threatened by the US presence in Iraq and is 

becoming more and more nationalistic as the US President continues to publicly threaten Iran 

with his various options, including military action. US public threats against Iran only re-enforce 

Iranian nationalism, lend further support to the mullahs in Teheran, and are in turn a sign of how 

little US policymakers and US “experts” on Iran understand Iran. It seems that in Washington the 

basis for dealing with Iran will continue to be the appropriate mix of carrot and stick with little 

understanding of the possible reaction of the intended recipients of the carrots and sticks. 

 

In the end, the cynics may be right: experts and advisors are only pawns, pawns in a charade that 

justifies the politicians’ endgame, with true expertise and understanding beside the point. 

  



 

Title: Duplicity without borders 

Publisher: Asia Times Online 

Date: July 22/23, 2008 

 

Gordon Brown speaks to the Israeli parliament, speaking of peace and vowing to prevent Iran 

from acquiring nuclear weapons.  George Bush promises to protect US allies in the Middle East 

from external aggression.  Nicholas Sarkozy assures Israel of France’s unflinching support and 

protection to live in peace. Western leaders pledge their opposition to nuclear proliferation and 

promise to protect all countries from attack; they declare a goal of peace and stability in the 

Middle East, and promise to work tirelessly for a more democratic Middle East that embraces the 

rule of law.  This is what they say.  

 

These same leaders sell billions of dollars in sophisticated and deadly weaponry to their client 

states in the Middle East. They sell weapons of mass destruction to those whom they support to 

use against adversaries. They, and their regional allies, even threaten the use of tactical nuclear 

weapons against perceived enemies. They invade countries without legal basis. They trample the 

Geneva Convention. They support covert operations. They threaten regime change against those 

who don’t tow their line. They support all manner of tyrants to promote their short-term interests, 

robbing millions of their freedom. This is what they do. 

 

What they say and what they do have little, if anything, in common. And for this reason and 

more, the Middle East, and more specifically the Persian Gulf region, is in the worst shape it has 

been in living memory, if not in centuries. The actions of the world powers have made the region 

highly volatile. Today’s Persian Gulf is arguably the most militarized and undemocratic region 

on the face of the earth. Its people are impoverished and its instability may well ignite the first 

use of nuclear weaponry since Hiroshima and Nagasaki and spark a global war to end all wars. 

 

Does it have to be this way? The answer is a resounding no.  

 

The world community, that is, all of us as individuals and the media, must shame the world’s 

powers to finally do what they say. They must set aside their duplicitous actions and start acting 

in the interest of mankind. They must stop taking action solely on behalf of their corporate 

clients and for electoral votes.  

 

The policies required for a turnaround are simple: 

1. The world must abstain from interference in the internal affairs of all countries in the 

region 

2. We must embargo the sale of all weaponry to the region, except that needed for policing 

3. We must declare and enforce the entire region as a nuclear (and all weapons of mass 

destruction) free zone 

4.  We must protect the borders of every country from external aggression according to the 

three principles above  

5. We must adopt an economic embargo against any country that does not follow the above 

principles toward the region 

 



 

All Permanent Members of the United Nations Security Council, individually and collectively, 

the United Nations Security Council and the United Nations General Assembly must adopt these 

simple, honest principles. 

 

Our world is too fragile and interconnected to accommodate duplicity on any front, be it the 

protection of the environment, the pursuit of international justice, the eradication of terrorism 

and aggression or the promotion of social justice and prosperity for all mankind. If we are to 

achieve peace in this world of ours, we must practice what we preach, or, in other words, do 

what we say.  It is time for the world to replace duplicity sans frontières with decency and even-

handedness.  
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On July 16, 2008, Chairman Bernanke presented yet another myopic testimony before the 

Committee on Financial Services, US House of Representatives. He reported on setbacks since 

his previous testimonies of July 2007 and February 2008: failing financial system, economic 

slump, and abhorrent and paralyzing energy and food inflation. Like Greenspan, Bernanke 

squarely placed the blame for the growth in total market credit (rising from 280 percent of GDP 

in 2000 to 349 percent and increasing at the rate of 11.6 percent a year during 2008) on 

speculators and securitization and not on the Fed’s overly loose monetary policy. And, like 

Greenspan before him, Bernanke took no responsibility for the unfolding economic and financial 

crisis.  

 

Besides ignoring any direct link between his ill-advised re-inflationary monetary policy and its 

devastating effects on the US economy and financial system, Bernanke presented a wrong 

analysis of the causes of ongoing economic slowdown, rising unemployment, and skyrocketing 

food and oil prices. The Fed’s excessive re-inflationary policy, aimed at forestalling millions of 

foreclosures and paying for the phenomenal losses of financial institutions, has so far cost the US 

one year of economic agony, stifling inflation, faltering currency, a collapsing financial system, 

and an inflationary tax burden at the expense of retirees and workers. Even more ominous is the 

ever-mounting future tax burden on average Americans, a burden that can be directly linked to 

financial excesses of the past.  

 

If the past is any indication for the future, Bernanke will almost certainly replay the same 

testimony in February 2009, but with even gloomier prospects. While Bernanke and the Fed’s 

Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) were unable to control the present downward forces 

through aggressive cuts in interest rates, they still remain strongly convinced that they succeed in 

the future. They will repeat the same policies and hope for different results the next time! 

The major causes for the US economic downturn, according to Bernanke, were contraction in the 

housing sector, sizeable losses at financial institutions, and rapid commodity price inflation. To 

quote “The contraction in housing activity that began in 2006 and the associated deterioration in 

mortgage markets that became evident last year have led to sizable losses at financial institutions 

and a sharp tightening in overall credit conditions. The effects of the housing contraction and of 

the financial headwinds on spending and economic activity have been compounded by rapid 

increases in the prices of energy and other commodities, which have sapped household 

purchasing power even as they have boosted inflation. Against this backdrop, economic activity 

has advanced at a sluggish pace during the first half of this year (2008), while inflation has 

remained elevated”. 

It should be needless to remind Chairman Bernanke that residential construction represents only 

about 3 percent of US GDP and therefore cannot be a driving force in the economy; exports, 

however, accounting for 14 percent of GDP, have expanded rapidly on account of a very weak 



 

dollar, and largely offsetting housing contraction. Furthermore, in view of the large fiscal 

deficits, one should expect that there has been a strong fiscal stimulus on real GDP.  

Consequently, contraction in housing cannot by itself explain the sharp decline in US economic 

growth, which decelerated abruptly from 5 percent per year in 2007Q2 (second quarter of the 

year) to one percent per year in 2008Q1, while unemployment rose from 4.6 percent in 2007Q2 

to 5.5 percent in 2008Q2.  

 

Indeed, August 2007 was the major turning point for the US economy. Prior to that date, the US 

economy was growing at a healthy rate. In August 2007, the Fed resumed an aggressive re-

inflationary policy in a bid to reverse falling housing prices and bailing out large falling banks. 

To quote Bernanke “The FOMC has responded aggressively to the weaker outlook for economic 

activity, having reduced its target for the federal funds rate by 225 basis points since last summer 

(2007). The intent of those actions has been to help promote moderate growth over time and to 

mitigate the risks to economic activity”. Federal funds rate was further lowered to its current 2 

percent. Meanwhile, Bernanke stepped up his policy of money creation “out of thin air” to 

finance a huge and ever growing fiscal deficit and bail out large banks. Money supply measured 

by MZM (money of zero maturity, an often used measure of money stock) expanded at an annual 

rate of 17 percent a year. These actions precipitated sharp fall of the dollar against major 

currencies and fired up oil and food prices to the sky, triggering widespread protests over fuel 

prices and even food riots in some disadvantaged countries. 

 

It is simply disturbing that the Fed Chairman did not see the pure monetary aspects underlying 

the collapse of the dollar and the acceleration of already high oil, food, gold, and other 

commodity price inflation. How could billions of dollars created out of thin air and injected into 

the economy by the Fed not affect prices? How would negative real interest rates affect investor 

decisions, savings, and lending? A general price increase can only be monetary phenomena. As 

higher general price levels are accommodated by the central bank, inflation leads to a higher 

money supply and becomes self-sustained. Keynes explained that when interest rates reach low 

levels, investors turn away from bonds, fearing a collapse in bond prices when interest rates start 

rising (creating a liquidity trap, or preference for liquidity). Extremely low interest rates have 

created a flight to commodities in an inflationary context. They would have created a flight 

toward liquidity if commodity prices were depressed as they were during the  Great Depression. 

A counterfactual question should have been answered by the Fed’s economic model: where 

would commodity prices have been if money supply had been restrained and interest rates freed?   

Bernanke’s diagnosis of the economic slowdown was vague. In macroeconomics, one cannot 

explain recent economic performance without invoking past macroeconomic policies. Bernanke 

ignored the impact of cheap money policy of the Fed since 2001, which forced real interest rates 

in negative range for an extended period, causing extraordinary growth of credit, sharply falling 

dollar, declining savings, huge external current account deficits, and commodity price inflation. 

Moreover, Bernanke did not acknowledge the stagflation prevailing in the seventies, the fiscal 

deficits and the inflationary forces originating in Vietnam War that generated it, or the resulting 

decline in real GDP. The parallels between stagflation in 1970s and the ongoing economic 

slowdown should not be dismissed. 

 

Irving Fisher (1933) showed that only over-indebtedness and asset deflation explain economic 

booms and contractions. It is a fact that the very low interest rates engineered by the Fed since 



 

2001 have caused over-expansion of credit at an extraordinary rate of 11.6 percent a year. 

Combined with large fiscal deficits, cheap money policy has fueled an era of strong demand-led 

economic growth, causing external deficit to widen considerably to 7 percent of GDP in 2006; it 

has exhausted savings, with personal savings falling quickly to zero and national savings turning 

negative in 2007. Because of abundant liquidities and dwindling savings, this economic growth 

was inflationary all along, accompanied by rapidly rising commodity inflation, and was to a great 

extent dependent on foreign financing of the large US external (as measured by the current 

account) deficits.  

 

The aggressive money relaxation since August 2007 has exacerbated ongoing inflation and re-

kindled inflationary expectations. Accelerating inflation of food, energy, rent, utilities, health, 

and basic amenities prices has sharply reduced real balances, eroded real wages, and re-switched 

demand from non-essential spending to vital food, energy, and basic amenities spending. Real 

consumption of food, itself, has been severely compressed. Suppliers of commodities were 

induced to curtail supply as their expectations of rising prices were fully met. Very low interest 

rates discouraged savings and, by squeezing bank margins, curtailed lending. Combined with the 

dollar depreciation, they caused capital flight. Because of negative savings and falling external 

financing, real investment has fallen. The deflationary effect of high inflation, in form of deep 

cuts in real consumption and investment, has set in reverse multiplier and acceleration effects 

which caused real GDP growth to decline.  

 

The Pigou real balances effect has been widely used in national income models to explain the 

impact of changes in price level on real income, namely rising price level is seen to depress real 

income, albeit with delay, and vice-versa. Empirically, cheap money policy has created short-

lived booms, which turned into prolonged busts as soon as savings start to decline and 

inflationary expectations become strongly footed. Real income gains during the boom are wiped 

out in the bust phase. Rueff (1964) argued that excessive credit can push an economy to 

starvation.   

Bernanke’s explanation for rising oil prices was also faulty. To quote “The price of oil currently 

stands at about five times its level toward the beginning of this decade. Our best judgment is that 

this surge in prices has been driven predominantly by strong growth in underlying demand and 

tight supply conditions in global oil markets. Growth has been concentrated in developing and 

emerging market economies, where energy consumption has been further stimulated by rapid 

industrialization and by government subsidies that hold down the price of energy faced by 

ultimate users. On the supply side, despite sharp increases in prices, the production of oil has 

risen only slightly in the past few years”. Although main emerging countries were running large 

external current account surplus (e.g., China, 8 to 10 percent of GDP), Bernanke blamed these 

countries for higher oil and food consumption. He omitted an important fact that none of the 

developing or emerging countries has a reserve currency of its own. Whereas the US and other 

currency countries (such as the Euro Zone and Japan) can always import oil by issuing money 

out of thin air, oil imports of emerging countries are purely constrained by their ability to earn or 

borrow reserve currencies. On the supply side, oil output rose by 10 million barrels a day (mbd), 

from 77 mbd in 2001 to 87 mbd in 2008. Whether this increase is only slight depends on how big 

an increase Bernanke had in mind. 

 



 

Again Bernanke was deflecting attention from destabilizing monetary policy. Prices cannot 

increase by five fold without a supporting increase in liquidities. Huge US external deficits, 

negative real interest rates, and massive bailouts created abundant liquidities and a flight toward 

commodities. Noting that oil prices more than doubled since August 2007, and food, gold and 

other commodities prices were under the same pressure, only aggressive re-inflationary policy of 

the Fed could be accountable for hyper commodity inflation. A dollar glut creates commodity 

price inflation and dollar shortage has depressed commodity prices. The International Energy 

Agency has established that world oil demand has been fully contained in real terms, and even 

started to edge lower. However, huge dollar liquidities from deficit financing and bailout money, 

falling exchange rates, and negative interest rates kept pushing oil and other commodity prices 

upward, in spite of declining real demand. 

 

While consumers are suffering painful cuts in their food and basic amenities consumption due to 

faster rising prices for food, rent, gas, utilities, and healthcare, Bernanke has been self-

congratulating that “core inflation” was always at 2 percent. Core inflation is defined to exclude 

food and energy prices. If food and energy are excluded, what makes the rest a core? This 

concept of fictitious core inflation has become so futile that no one should take it seriously. No 

one knows what it measures, how it is generated, why it is always stacked at 2 percent, while 

inflation has been raging at two digit rates according to independent sources. For instance, 

Reuters-CRB Index showed that inflation accelerated from 14.5 percent per year in 2003M5 

(month five or May)-2007M7 to 25.4 percent per year in 2007M7-2008M6. The concept of core 

inflation is a blurring device. While inflation is taking a toll on real incomes, imposing a 

prohibitive tax burden, and bringing the economy to a halt, official statistics continue to 

underestimate inflation, and relying on alternative measures, such as core inflation, continue to 

show absolute price stability at 2 percent a year, while many countries are already suffering two 

digit inflation. Policymakers have to agree on producing only one measure of consumer price 

index (CPI), which includes most relevant household expenditures.  

 

On a change of policy, Bernanke adopted wait and see position in his testimony. To quote him 

“The FOMC will be carefully evaluating incoming information bearing on the economic outlook 

and will act in a timely manner as needed to support growth and to provide adequate insurance 

against downside risks”. So far, there seems to have been not been enough information for 

Bernanke to make a move! In spite of deteriorating indicators: national savings negative, 

inflation taking a toll, economy slowing down, unemployment rising, external capital fleeing, 

dollar collapsing, oil and food prices soaring, the Fed as well as the Administration did not have 

enough information requiring actions to put in place a stabilization program. It would appear that 

inflation and sustained economic growth were not a priority for Bernanke and FOMC. The un-

stated goal was to maintain cheap money policy to finance fiscal deficits and protect Wall Street 

interests! The public has to be taxed through inflation and bear the real burdens of fiscal deficits 

and bailout plans. 

 

The present financial crisis has been considered by prominent figures as the worst crisis since the 

1930s, and it continues to only worsen. Real income gains enjoyed in 1983-2000 are being 

quickly eroded by an accelerating and taxing inflation. It is unfortunate that such a monumental 

crisis had to happen when prominent economists, who studied the causes of earlier financial 

crises and the monetary history of the US, warned against the dangers of a cheap money policy. 



 

Milton Friedman warned that Fed could fall under the arbitrary power of a small group of men 

not subject to control by the electorate. He explained what the Fed cannot do and what it can do. 

He showed that the Fed couldn’t peg interest or unemployment rates. However, the Fed can, and 

should, control money supply and credit.  

 

Semi-annual testimonies before Congress in past years did not help thwart the present financial 

crisis. Bernanke’s recent testimony, by masking faulty money policy, will not ward off 

deteriorating prospects either. Interest rate setting by central bank is a form of price control 

which causes monumental inefficiencies and distortions. Setting interest rates at very low level 

can depress economic growth. It is high time for Congress to say enough is enough with 

unpredictable and destabilizing monetary policy. It is high time to restore rule-based, stable and 

predictable monetary policy, and safe central banking practice to the US. If not, there will be a 

long period ahead of even deeper economic decay, worsening inflation, and financial disorder. 
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With higher oil prices on world markets, wealth and opulence invariably come to mind at the 

mention of any Persian Gulf country—Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United 

Arab Emirates, and even Iran. These countries, and Iraq, have enormous wealth that is locked up 

in oil and natural gas underground, about 65% and 40% of known global oil and gas reserves 

respectively; but the distribution of oil and gas reserves among the countries is not even, and is 

especially uneven given the vast differences in population size, namely, oil and gas reserves on 

per capita terms. Kuwait, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates (more accurately Abu Dhabi) are 

just super rich; Saudi Arabia is in the middle, followed by Iraq and Iran. It is not just the wealth 

underground that makes Kuwait, Qatar the UAE and, to a lesser degree, Saudi Arabia so rich, it 

is also their invested assets abroad in their Sovereign Wealth Funds.4  

 

So with all this wealth, you would expect citizens of all of these countries to be in an enviable 

economic position and with a bright future. Not true. While this may be true for some of the 

countries, one thing is for certain in all of these countries, including Iraq: the citizenry have 

been, and are being, fleeced to a degree unrivalled in human history. The world only watches and 

does not notice or care. How are they fleeced? What does this mean for the future?  What is the 

solution?  

 

At the outset, let’s accept three truths that are evident. The wealth in these countries has come 

from oil and natural gas depletion. Oil and gas will not last forever. Oil and gas belong to the 

citizens (today’s and tomorrow’s) of these countries, not to the rulers, not to government 

officials, not to a select group of citizens, but to all citizens. The simple corollary of these three 

truths is that all citizens, now and in the future, should receive similar, if not the same, economic 

benefits from oil and gas depletion. But they don’t and are not likely to do so the future if things 

go as they have; it’s not even close.  

 

The evidence is clear-cut. The family rulers in the Gulf Cooperation Council countries (GCC)—

Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and to a lesser extent in Bahrain and Oman—are rich 

beyond belief. Have they achieved such status from hard work or unusual abilities? No. A small 

cadre of fortunate citizens, sycophants of the regimes in power, is also super rich in these same 

six countries, as well as in Iran and even in Iraq. Income distribution, which should be pretty 

even given that wealth comes from oil and gas and belongs to all citizens, is highly skewed in all 

of these eight countries. The long and the short of it is that citizens are fleeced. How? 

 

The fleecing takes a number of forms depending on the country. In the GCC, the rulers have 

direct access to the national treasury and oil and gas revenues. They take what they want. 

Anyway you look at it, this can only be called daylight robbery. In all the countries—the GCC as 

well as Iran and Iraq—corruption is rampant. While in some GCC countries payments to a local 

agent are mandatory, such payments are in most cases just camouflaged bribes.  Additionally, 

 
4 Sovereign Wealth Funds, Part 2: Prosperity and harmony-or just greed. 

http://www.atimes.com/atimes/archive/5_23_2008.html 



 

most princes in the GCC and most government officials in all of the countries expect bribes on 

government contracts, not in the 1 to 2 percent range, but sometimes exceeding 10 percent.  

 

These are not the only ways in which citizens are robbed. Family rulers in most of these 

countries waste oil and gas revenues to buy the support of foreign powers to maintain their 

absolute rule, be it by awarding large military contracts or even direct business contracts to 

Western leaders once they are out of office and to their families, cronies and companies closely 

associated with them. 

 

But the most widespread, universal and costly fleecing of the general citizenry is through ill-

conceived economic and social policies that hide and mask the robbery that prevails. Rulers in 

most GCC countries and in Iran and Iraq waste their citizens’ birthright through what can only be 

described as unconscionable economic policies that effectively translate to robbery by a few.  Let 

me explain.  

 

The task of all these countries is to transform oil and natural gas in the ground into non-oil 

sources of income for current and future generations. There are two broad options for 

implementing this fundamental economic transformation—the development of a non-oil 

economy fueled by government expenditures or a comprehensive development of sovereign 

wealth funds with clearly targeted distributions of fund resources to the general citizenry.  

 

The first and the conventional approach would be to rely on the government to adopt 

comprehensive development policies that promotes the establishment of non-oil sources of 

production, non-oil goods and services where the countries enjoy a comparative advantage. This 

must be implemented in a way that upholds economic justice, as oil and gas depletion, the source 

of financing, is the birthright of all citizens, current as well as all future citizens. To achieve the 

transformation to non-oil sources of production while maintaining economic equity is not easy. 

Countries need (i) a well-conceived and comprehensive economic plan and (ii) a sophisticated 

income tax system to address equity issues, because the major beneficiaries are the recipients of 

large government contracts, the friends of rulers and governments. No country in the region has 

even one of these necessary ingredients. Let’s look at each deficiency. 

 

Governments do not have the entrepreneurial prowess to pick areas of comparative advantage 

and to run business enterprises. Instead they have the tendency to throw money into subsidies 

and wasteful projects that buy allegiance, projects that may be high profile white elephants or 

that satisfy the needs of a particular constituency. These oil revenue-driven government 

expenditures invariably fuel inflation, lead to an overvalued currency and impede the 

development of non-oil sources of national output and exports. Economists label this unfortunate 

outcome the “Dutch Disease”, after a similar phenomenon that occurred years earlier in Holland: 

a sharp rise in government expenditures, fueled by income from natural resource depletion, 

impeding the development of non-oil exports. In today’s Persian Gulf, Iran is a good example of 

a country with the Dutch Disease. 

 

With rising oil revenues, the Iranian government has increased government expenditures. Prices 

for imported goods have increased somewhat along with global inflation but the much larger 

price increase has been on what economists refer to as non-tradable goods, things that cannot be 



 

readily imported.  The prices of non-tradables have increased at a much faster rate than those of 

imported goods because their more limited domestic supply cannot keep up with demand. In 

effect, this leads to a currency that is overvalued, namely, an increase in the real price of 

domestic goods relative to imported goods. In turn, domestic businesses are given the incentive 

to supply more non-tradable goods to the detriment of developing non-oil exports. The most high 

profile item among non-tradable goods is real estate, land and housing. This is the Dutch Disease 

as it has unfolded in Iran and elsewhere in the Persian Gulf. 

 

In Iran, as a result inflation has been running at 20-30 percent per year over the last 5 to 7 years. 

But real estate has gone through the roof. The price of residential land in Tehran’s best 

neighborhood that was about $50 per square foot ten years ago is roughly $1,000 today, or about 

$40 million per acre!  An old 1,200 square foot apartment that could be bought for about $50,000 

ten years ago is around $800,000 today. Such a bubble makes all Iranians real estate speculators 

and impedes the development of non-oil industries and services that could compete in the global 

marketplace.  

 

Let us look at the end result of all this on economic equity. Oil depletion has not resulted in 

viable non-oil sources of national output to provide income for the general citizenry today and in 

the future. The very small minorities of Iranians who own choice real estate have been made 

very rich, while the average Iranian pays higher prices! But the story does not end here. The 

governments in the region have also effectively maintained a currency peg. In the case of Iran, 

over the same last 5 to 7 years the Iranian rial has moved in a narrow range with the US dollar, 

while Iran’s inflation rate has exceeded US and global inflation by 15 to 20 percent per year.  

 

The Iranian rial should have depreciated dramatically and real estate speculators should have not 

reaped such excessive dollar-denominated (as compared to rial-denominated) gains, but alas the 

government has supported their greed by maintaining the peg using scarce foreign exchange 

earned from the exports of oil and gas. This has meant that real estate owners could convert rials 

into dollars, with little or no exchange risk, and take their financial gains out of Iran. And this 

they have done with a vengeance. By my estimates, capital flight from Iran has been roughly 

$250-300 billion over the last 7 years. In short, a big chunk of Iran’s oil revenues has gone out of 

the country in the pockets of a few. This phenomenon, though most evident in the case of Iran, is 

evident in all Persian Gulf countries. 

 

While economists have long pointed out the deleterious effect of the Dutch Disease on 

developing non-oil export industries, they have totally missed the fleecing effect. They don’t see 

this real estate bubble as robbery. But robbery is the only word that can describe it. This robbery 

is made all the worse as the average citizen faces higher prices and no capital gains to even offset 

the negative effects of inflation. The average citizen’s standard of living has declined while a few 

have become rich beyond belief. 

 

It is all the more robbery because no one in Iran or elsewhere in the Persian Gulf pays a capital 

gains tax on their ill-gotten gains. In fact there is no income or capital gains tax in the GCC; and 

in Iran government employees are the only segment of society that effectively pay the income 

tax that is due. The private sector, that is wealthy owners of real estate, evades taxes on a 

massive scale.  



 

 

These are the ways that fleecing occurs. How can it be stopped? What is an alternative policy to 

alleviate the deleterious effects of the Dutch Disease and the resulting fleecing that has gone 

unnoticed and unreported? We turn to the second approach to managing oil and gas depletion. 

 

The alternative approach has been discussed on these pages before.5 Briefly and essentially, 

governments should adopt the following steps: 

1. Over a period of ten or so years, governments should wean themselves from oil and gas 

revenues and support their general expenditures from income taxes. 

2. They should develop a comprehensive, effective and equitable income tax system over 

the ten or so years. 

3. They should embrace a comprehensive sovereign wealth fund, eventually placing all 

government revenues in the fund within the prescribed ten-year period. 

4. These sovereign wealth funds should issue an annual check of the same real value to 

every citizen (possibly over a certain age and contingent on certain criteria) now and for 

all future time. 

5. The sovereign funds, the transformed birthright of all current and future citizens (not the 

private bank account of family rulers), should be managed by professional managers in a 

transparent and professional manner and answerable to the citizenry. 

 

If such an approach were adopted, government economic policies would be “forced” toward 

improvement, equity would be enhanced and fleecing dramatically reduced. If deplorable 

economic policies and the tolerance of economic injustice continue unabated, the region will 

continue to be unstable with yet another disruption always on the horizon.  

 

To stop the fleecing and reverse course, international economic institutions (IMF, World Bank, 

OECD), Western leaders and NGOs must publicize the egregious acts of pillaging state 

treasuries and policies that rob the citizenry of their birthright. They must shame family rulers 

and governments into changing their practices and economic policies. At the same time these 

countries must be persuaded to adopt a different approach—comprehensive and transparent 

sovereign wealth funds--for managing their oil and natural gas wealth. 

 

  

  

 
5 Sovereign Wealth Funds, Part 2: Prosperity and harmony-or just greed. 

http://www.atimes.com/atimes/archive/5_23_2008.html 
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Europe has become alarmingly dependent on Russia for its energy needs, dependent on Russian 

gas and oil and on gas and oil from the Caspian region that flow through pipelines under Russian 

control and influence. Europe has naively banked its future energy needs in the belief that Russia 

will behave like a boy scout, no blackmail and threats, no intervention in neighboring countries, 

and no monopoly price gauging. It is not that Europe does not have other options. It does, both 

for sources of oil and gas and on pipeline routes to transport them that avoid Russian control, 

reduce Russia’s monopoly power and its ability to hold Europe hostage. The key is Iran. But 

Europe is blindly following a flawed US policy on Iran that will cost Europe dearly. It is a recipe 

for economic and political disaster that is surely to follow. Let’s look at the facts. 

 

In 2007, Europe imported about 220 bcm (billion cubic meters) of natural gas; of which 165 bcm 

was piped gas, with the rest in the form of lng (liquefied natural gas). But the crucial point is that 

about 150 bcm of this gas was from the Russian Federation (all piped), making Europe 

dependent on Russia for 68 percent of its natural gas imports. By 2015, Europe is projected to 

import a total of 300 bcm of gas with even a higher dependence on gas from the Russian 

Federation. Now that’s an enviable monopoly power that you would not afford to your closest 

ally, but to Russia? European leaders may need to have their heads examined.  

 

Europe’s dependence on Russia for its energy needs goes beyond natural gas and extends to oil 

also. The Druzhba oil pipeline carries about 40 percent of Russia's total oil exports, with a 

capacity of over 2 million barrels per day (mbd), of which about 1.5 mbd is destined for the EU. 

This represents about 12.5 percent of oil consumption in the 27-country EU bloc, while directly 

providing about 40 percent of Germany’s consumption. 

But Russia is not satisfied with even this degree of control.  Here is what Russia wants. Russia 

wants total control over the pipeline system that supplies Europe’s oil and gas. That is, it wants 

to control the pipeline transit countries or by-pass the countries altogether. Russia does not want 

to be held hostage by any transit country. It wants to assert its energy muscle as no country has 

ever done before. It wants importing countries to be hostage to Russia. 

 

Putin’s Russia wields influence because of its gas reserves and because of the pipeline network 

that it controls. But it has realized that one without the other does not give it the power it wants. 

Putin has consolidated Russia’s oil and gas sectors and brought them firmly under state control 

as a weapon of influence, especially against Europe. But about 90 percent of the Russian gas that 

goes to Western Europe goes through the Ukraine. So Russia cannot dictate to the Ukraine if it 

wants to continue piping its gas to Europe through the Ukraine as the Ukraine can stop the trans-

shipment of Russian gas to Europe. Russia wants to be able to control all of its customers 

independently! A case in point was in 2005, the Ukraine stood up to Russian blackmail for its 

own gas and forced Russia to back down because of Ukraine’s control over the pipelines that 

carried Russian gas to Europe. This taught Russia an invaluable lesson that Europe still has not 

grasped. To have absolute monopoly power in piped energy you need to control both the energy 

source and its transportation. 

 



 

Russia (Gazprom) has tried for a number of years to buy the Ukraine network from the state-

owned Beltranshaz company. But the Ukraine was not willing to give up this bargaining chip 

that it has in negotiating its own gas needs with Russia. The US also supported and pushed the 

Ukraine in its refusal to sell its pipeline network.  

 

To get around the Ukraine, Russia conceived of a pipeline project to circumvent Poland and all 

the Baltic states, to run along the bottom of the Baltic Sea to Germany.  It is implemented 

through a consortium (with 51 percent Gazprom ownership) initially known as the North 

European pipeline (NEGP) and recently officially re-named the Nord Stream, after the operating 

company that runs it. It consists of two parallel pipelines each carrying 27.5 bcf of gas annually. 

The latest projected cost of this pipeline is about Euros 15 billion (or about $22 billion). As a 

result, this gas could be more expensive to deliver to market, but Russia argues that this may not 

be the case because transit fees, costs that can quickly escalate, are avoided. This pipeline is 

expected to be on line in 2010/2011. You would think that this would give Russia enough 

control. But even this seems not enough!  

 

Russia has wanted to control the gas and oil pipelines that transport gas and oil from the Caspian 

countries to European markets, namely Russia wants their oil and gas to go through Russia (as 

opposed to Georgia or for that matter through any other country). But here is where the US sees 

a direct threat to its own financial interests. US opposes this expansion of Russian energy 

influence for a number of reasons. First and foremost, there is the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil 

pipeline, which carries about 1-1.2 mbd of crude oil; with plans to expand its capacity to 1.8 

mbd, which now seems doubtful after the war with Georgia.  The US championed this project to 

circumvent a pipeline through Iran (or a pipeline through Russia) that the oil companies wanted 

to build, if for no other reason than the projected construction cost (projected at about 60 percent 

of the Baku-Ceyhan pipeline). Second, the US has invested heavily in the Shah Deniz gas field in 

Azerbaijan (the Caspian), with a pipeline that runs parallel to the Baku-Ceyhan pipeline. Third, 

the Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum pipeline transports about 6 bcm of gas a year  to Turkey and Greece; 

this could increase to 18 bcm per year by 2012. 

 

What if Russia controlled the Georgia/Armenia/Azerbaijan network and hooked up with Iran and 

Turkey? Then Russia could undermine the economic viability of US investments in the Caspian 

region and control Europe’s energy supplies. The short and the long of it is that Russia is 

intensifying its efforts to connect key Caspian producers to its existing and projected natural gas 

pipeline projects. The idea is to block the building of pipelines outside Russian control that could 

take natural gas to Europe. 

 

Thus Russia’s invasion of Georgia could be seen as an energy play. Russian troops are now only 

a few miles away from the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan and the Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum pipeline. Russia 

can disrupt these oil and gas flows anytime it wants and blame it on terrorists! US investments in 

Caspian oil and gas development  and in the transportation network are in jeopardy. If nothing 

else, Russia’s invasion of Georgia has reduced the appetite for financing any new pipelines (or 

expansions) that go through Georgia. Russia has enhanced its monopoly power. 

 

Why has Europe not pursued other options? Why has the US pushed pipelines through Georgia 

and through the Caspian seabed? The answer is simple. US blind pursuit of sanctioning Iran has 



 

trumped all other policy considerations. But US sanctions have not succeeded. First and 

foremost, US sanctions have not changed Iran’s policies to fit US demands; and Iran’s economic 

failures are largely the result of its own policy shortfalls, not US sanctions. Second, the only 

significant impact of US policies has been to retard Iran’s oil and gas development, the 

development of oil and gas in the Caspian region, and affording Russia stronger control over oil 

and gas pipelines. All to the detriment of Europe and global energy supplies. As far as Europe is 

concerned, it does not require an expensive feasibility study from Bechtel to realize that Iran and 

Qatar are the only possible long-term alternatives to near total dependence on Russia, with Iran 

providing the best geography for transporting its gas to Europe.  

 

Iran lacks the funds to rapidly develop its oil and gas sectors, and it has had reduced ability to 

attract foreign investors, in part because of US sanctions. US firms and financial institutions, 

some of the prime developers and financiers of oil and gas fields in the world, have been 

sanctioned from participation in Iran; and most prime European firms have been unwilling to 

invite US retaliation by participating in Iran. The factors have reduced competition for Iranian 

energy assets and have limited the appetite for investment in its oil and gas sector.  

 

Europe is today held hostage to gas from Russia, But it will eventually have no choice but to 

develop and pipe Iranian gas. One indication that this is being recognized came in March, when 

Switzerland signed a $42 billion, 25-year gas deal for Iran to deliver, from 2010, 5.5 bcm of gas 

per year to Europe via a pipeline under construction. (See Energized Iran builds more bridges, 

Asia Times Online, May 6, 2008.) This is small potatoes compared to European dependence on 

Russia, but it is a start. 

 

India's need for Iranian gas is another urgent supply need, yet the US pressures against pipeline 

development and fuel delivery. These projects, and more, if developed, would have increased 

energy supplies (as oil and natural gas are substitutes in a number of uses) and have added to 

global capacity, calming markets.  

 

The situation is similar for development of Caspian gas and oil. The US has pressured the former 

Soviet republics not to cooperate with Iran. (The littoral countries of the Caspian are Azerbaijan, 

Iran, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Russia.) At the same time, while the most cost-effective 

route for bringing Caspian oil to market would be through Iran, this has been blocked - again by 

the US. Washington has also vetoed swaps of Iranian oil in the south of the country, where it can 

be exported, for Caspian oil deliverable to Iran's northern refineries.  

  

Europe has blindly followed US policies, but it is Europe that will have to pay the price for 

America’s folly. Europe has forgotten the first lessons of microeconomics. Encourage 

competition among your suppliers. This surely is the best weapon against Russia. 

 

As for the US, it should learn when it is time to change policies. Is it tougher to confront Russia 

or Iran? The answer is evident. Moreover, Iran has no nuclear arms and will accept a solution 

that makes its attainment of nuclear arms difficult, if not impossible. I have said for over two 

years that Iran will not abandon its enrichment program. There is a solution to the problem at 

hand. Accept Iran’s right to peaceful nuclear enrichment accompanied with the condition that 

Iran will agree to a number of safeguards (including the most intrusive inspections to date) to 



 

guarantee, as much as humanly possible, that it will not develop nuclear warheads. A former 

senior US diplomat has more recently put a special case of this same proposal forward--forming 

a consortium to implement enrichment in Iran; a component of a comprehensive safeguard 

program.6 A comprehensive safeguard approach could serve as a model to enhance the future of 

non-proliferation and is the only peaceful approach to a resolution of the nuclear standoff with 

Iran.  

 

Time is running out for Europe if it wants an alternative to a Russian monopolist for securing its 

energy needs. It will take time to bring additional Iranian gas on line and to build the needed 

pipeline system for its delivery.  It is high time for Europe to abandon the notion of “secure” 

pipelines through Georgia and reliance on oil and gas from Russia and a Russian network for its 

delivery.  

 

 

  

 
6  Former US Ambassador Thomas Pickering, William Luers, and Jim Walsh in the March 20, 

2008 issue of the New York Review of Books 
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In post-revolutionary Iran, a fundamental concern and preoccupation of policymakers has been 

economic justice. Social and economic justice is the slogan of any revolution. But in Iran, 

economic justice has taken on even more significance because Islam unambiguously asserts that 

poverty is the result of waste, extravagance and denying what rightfully belongs to the less 

fortunate members of society. This position is illustrated by the famous Prophetic saying that: 

“Nothing makes a poor man starve except that with which a rich person avails in luxury.” The 

eradication of poverty and the pursuit of economic and social justice is, without a doubt, the 

second most important duty for an Islamic state, second only to the preservation and propagation 

of the faith, whose own existence is considered to be threatened by poverty. Yet, despite the best 

of intentions, Iran has totally failed in its pursuit of this noble goal. 

 

To succeed in achieving economic justice, a country requires both significant and sustained 

economic growth and an economic structure that is fair and equitable. Iran has struggled with 

both of these. Since 1980, economic growth has been anemic, with an average real annual real 

per capita economic growth of around zero over a twenty-five year period from 1980 to 2005. 

During the same time, income disparity grew rapidly, a fact that is obvious to anyone who cares 

to just look.  

 

While the popular media has belatedly acknowledged Iran’s economic failures, it has 

superficially and incorrectly attributed failure to economic sanctions. In areas outside of 

government policy control, it must be said that the Iran-Iraq War had a catastrophic effect on 

Iran’s economic progress but sanctions have had a very limited effect on the daily lives of 

Iranians. The only significant effect of sanctions has been a delay in the development of Iran’s 

oil and natural gas industry, which, in turn, has adversely affected the global energy balance and 

ironically and fortunately for Iran, may have preserved Iran’s exhaustible energy reserves from 

further government waste! 

 

Iran’s economic failures have been largely of its own making. Overcome by revolutionary 

fervor, the government nationalized much of the private sector, handcuffed what was left of the 

private sector with populist regulations intended to help the disadvantaged, adopted wasteful 

subsidies in the name of economic justice, did not nurture efficient institutions including the rule 

of law, did not strengthen the national tax system, limited foreign competition and adopted 

inconsistent macroeconomic policies. The results have been predictable: slow economic growth, 

high unemployment, high inflation, a stagnant non-energy export sector, waste, pervasive 

corruption, and growing income and wealth disparity resulting in economic injustice. 

 

While the government has adopted well-intentioned initiatives, they have been too little, too late 

and ill conceived, with the end result that the disadvantaged suffer and the government’s 

credibility in its pursuit of economic prosperity is rapidly evaporating. Six examples may 

illustrate the failure of government policies and efforts.  

 



 

First, the government has subsidized fuels heavily to give a direct and tangible benefit to the 

general citizenry, all in the name of economic justice. These fuel subsidies, in some years, have 

amounted to a whopping 20 percent of GDP! The government has acknowledged the numerous 

negative fallouts of this subsidy for the past twenty years, and yet it has done little to address the 

problem. It is a regressive subsidy, with the rich receiving a disproportionate share of the benefit; 

it adversely affects the environment; it causes unimaginable traffic congestion; it results in the 

smuggling of fuel to neighboring countries; and it reduces Iran’s export earnings. But in 

addressing the problem, the government has taken two “timid” steps:  it has raised fuel prices 

just a little in several small discrete steps and more recently it has issued “smart cards” to limit 

individual fuel purchases.  

 

A second example is the functioning of Iran’s Oil Stabilization Fund (OSF) established in 2000. 

In the 1990s, the Iranian government correctly realized that it needed to establish a fund to 

cushion fluctuating oil revenues. Unfortunately the government has not abided by its own legal 

terms for managing this fund. As a result, over the last three years with record oil prices and at a 

time in which it should have built up the fund, the government has instead drawn it down. A 

third and related example is that the government, again correctly, noting that it should reduce its 

dependence on oil revenues, enacted a law to reduce this dependence over a period of ten years, 

while building up non-oil revenues. Unfortunately, the government has instead increased its 

dependence on oil revenues. 

 

A fourth example is the ineffectiveness of Iran’s tax system, the most direct and efficient way to 

address economic equity. Only government employees pay their fair share of income taxes and 

no one pays a capital gains tax, a fact which has allowed the rich to squirrel away their 

speculative real estate gains abroad (more on this below).  

 

Fifth, and most recently (currently under way), in the correct belief that oil belongs to the people, 

the government has decided that oil revenues should be used in a way that supports economic 

and social justice. To this end, it has handed out forms to families to fill out concerning their 

income, family size, etc., for the purpose of determining the size of direct payments to individual 

families. While the idea of addressing economic equity in this manner is noble, the approach and 

implementation is flawed and is thus sure to fail (again, more on this below). If nothing else, the 

general citizenry do not trust government intentions and from recent reports it would appear that 

they are not answering the questionnaires honestly.  

 

Sixth, Iran’s unemployment rate has been in the range of 14-20 percent over the last ten years 

and inflation has been in the range of 12-25 percent over the same time. If anything ravages the 

poorest segment of society, it is unemployment and inflation; and inflation is the cruelest tax of 

all in that it raises the price of necessities for the poor.  

 

Iran’s disappointing economic performance and its inability to promote economic justice is 

evident. Still, the future could be still bright if the government were to adopt a comprehensive set 

of policies and garner popular support for its program. If not, Iran’s economic woes could 

worsen dramatically in a relatively short span of time as record numbers join the labor force 

seeking employment, and if oil prices decline to their level of three or four years ago. 

 



 

Before discussing the policies for a turnaround, we must establish one important consideration, 

the role of oil and natural gas in Iran’s economic future and their pivotal role in achieving 

economic justice. 

 

Iran is endowed with about 11 percent of the world’s proven oil reserves and 16 percent of its 

gas reserves. While these are large endowments, on per capita terms they are dwarfed by those of 

Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Kuwait, and are significantly lower than those of Saudi 

Arabia and Iraq. Thus, given its larger population, Iran has to make even better use than its 

neighbors in the Persian Gulf of its oil and gas reserves. Oil and gas belong to the citizens 

(today’s and tomorrow’s), not to government officials, not to a select group of citizens, but to all 

generation of citizens. The simple corollary is that all citizens, now and in the future, should 

receive similar, if not the same, economic benefits from oil and gas depletion.  

 

There is only one way to achieve this end both efficiently and equitably. The best approach, 

which I have discussed on this site before, is to create a sovereign wealth fund and to place all 

government oil and natural gas revenues in the fund (which may require a transition period of 

say ten years). The fund would in turn issue an annual check of the same real value to every 

citizen (possibly over a certain age and contingent on certain criteria) now and for all future time. 

By my estimate this check (for those eighteen years of age and above) would be in the range of 

$2,000-3,000 in 2008 dollars, depending on the various assumptions that one makes. 

Professional managers who are not under political control, but are answerable to the citizenry 

should manage the fund.7  

 

The creation of a wealth fund addresses the equity issue and economic justice as far as oil and 

gas wealth is concerned, but it does not tackle the overall and more comprehensive issue of 

equity and economic justice. This can only be done by a fair tax system. Iran must develop a 

comprehensive, effective and equitable tax system. This will take about ten years to implement 

and Iran should start the process immediately. 

 

What Iran is trying to implement today with its questionnaire (mentioned above) is a half-baked 

version of the above comprehensive program. Iran does not want to enact a comprehensive tax 

system because it may be politically inexpedient, nor does it want to create a truly independent 

(from the government) national wealth fund. And yet Iran wants to address economic justice. So 

it comes up with a proposal that looks politically expedient, but that is conceptually flawed and 

impossible to implement effectively, and will thus not achieve its goal. 

 

While the combination of a sovereign wealth fund and tax system addresses equity issues 

surrounding oil and gas depletion, it does not address all the issues relating to economic justice. 

A country cannot achieve economic justice unless it has a healthy and growing economy. To 

state the obvious, what is economic justice worth if the economy does not produce enough to 

satisfy the basic needs of all? 

 

 
7 Sovereign Wealth Funds, Part 2: Prosperity and harmony-or just greed. 

http://www.atimes.com/atimes/archive/5_23_2008.html 



 

To get Iran’s economy on the right track, a number of fundamental and simultaneous policy 

initiatives, besides the sovereign wealth fund and a comprehensive tax system mentioned above, 

are urgently needed. 

 

The government must quickly move to eliminate all subsidies over a reasonable period of time. 

The program must be transparent and strictly enforced by all successive governments. Next, the 

government must review all regulations with an eye to reducing, and eliminating where 

necessary, all regulations in goods, and factor markets; the Iranian economy is in need of a good 

dose of liberalization. In this vein, the government’s privatization program should be made more 

transparent and speeded up. Financial liberalization must go hand in hand with economic 

liberalization; banks must be privatized, the interest rate they pay their clients must be freed and 

financial supervision must be improved. Next, Iranian institutions must be re-structured to 

enhance efficiency and to reduce politicization and corruption. In this context, the rule of law 

must be enhanced. Without the foundation of the rule of law, all aspects of economic and social 

progress are impaired, with savings and domestic investment falling significantly short of 

potential.  

 

In addition to these fundamental policy initiatives, Iran must adopt consistent macroeconomic 

policies. Again, as I have explained in these pages in more detail before, Iran’s macroeconomic 

policies over the last decade defy logic.8 With rising oil revenues, the Iranian government has 

increased government expenditures freely, with the result that inflation has been in the 20-30 

percent range and real interest rates on the order of minus 10-15 percent; and at the same time, 

the exchange rate, although categorized as a managed float, has moved in a narrow range of 

about 10 percent to the US dollar. Prices for imported goods have increased somewhat along 

with global inflation but prices of non-tradables have increased at a much faster rate (with 

Tehran‘s real estate prices increasing by about 1,500-2,000 percent over the last ten years), 

resulting in a highly overvalued currency and damaging Iran’s competitiveness. The wealthy 

have gained beyond belief, through a real estate bubble that makes the US bubble a little dot, and 

have taken much of their capital out (with oil revenues supporting their capital flight at an 

essentially fixed exchange rate), while the average citizen has suffered and received little benefit 

from oil depletion. All along, the central bank has played an accommodating role (increasing 

credit by about 25-30 percent per year) as it has very limited independence from the government. 

 

The direction for macroeconomic policy is clear. Reduce the growth of expenditures and the 

growth of credit (with positive real interest rates to encourage savings). Manage the exchange 

rate to reflect inflation differential with Iran’s trading partners. Afford the central bank true 

independence from political considerations.  

 

In the past the Iranian government has done a little bit of this and a little bit of that to keep things 

going because it has wanted to avoid anything that might encourage a backlash. It has failed to 

see that it needs to adopt and implement a number of different initiatives simultaneously in order 

to succeed in achieving the needed sustained economic growth and improving economic equity.  

 

 
8 “Fleecing the Persian Gulf” http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Middle_East/JH12Ak01.html 



 

Finally, much of the above will be politically unacceptable unless the government adopts a 

comprehensive social safety net and gains the support of the vast majority of Iranians. The need 

for a safety net is evident because the annual payment from the proposed sovereign wealth fund, 

though significant for disadvantaged Iranians, may still be insufficient for those who are 

disabled, are old, or cannot find jobs. Reaching a consensus among the political elite and gaining 

popular support for such a comprehensive economic program is the most critical element for 

success. Unfortunately, dismal economic performance, growing income and wealth disparity and 

empty government promises have been the standard for too long, and the average Iranian has 

little confidence in the government’s intention and ability to achieve a turnaround that would be 

just and equitable. Under these circumstances, more half measures and more policy failures will 

only make the government’s task even more difficult. 

 

Time is not on Iran’s side. The government has relied on growing oil revenues to mask its 

economic shortcomings. This approach to economic management cannot in the end succeed. 

Iran’s leadership must come together, develop a comprehensive program that has support, and 

implement it without further delay.  
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Central banks were originally created to manage liquidity with fiat money, to preserve the value 

of their currency and to safeguard the stability of their national financial system. Their mandate 

was to control monetary aggregates, reinforce safety regulations over banks, and promote a 

stable and predictable monetary framework. In the 1907 financial panic, as well as in earlier 

panics, uncontrolled money creation by banks had led to financial instability and runs on bank, 

resulting in massive unemployment and bankruptcies.  

 

Today, it seems that central banks have learned very little from history. Unfortunately, major 

central banks have renounced their fundamental monetary mandate, have become political 

instruments, and have adopted a new mandate of managing the economy, promoting full 

employment, and financing fiscal deficits. As a result, they have all but abandoned the control of 

money, credit, and supervision of the banking system, and have instead decided to control 

interest rates, which is after all a form of price control, with attendant inefficiencies and 

distortions.  

 

Such a role for central banking has created an unstable and unpredictable monetary framework, 

and caused large swings in money aggregates, exchange rates, asset prices, inflation rates, and 

real economic activity. Historically, the setting of interest rates at low levels by the central bank, 

with a view to stimulate growth and employment or support government debt financing through 

bonds, has caused high inflation and severe financial crisis. The current financial crisis, which 

surfaced in August 2007, with the collapse of the subprime mortgage market, is considered by 

many to be the most severe financial crisis since the Great Depression in the industrial world.  

 

Celebrated economists (Stiglitz) and financiers (Soros) have attributed the financial meltdown to 

the Fed’s low interest rate and cheap money policy. As financial write downs have kept rising, 

already exceeding US$500 billion, and more financial giants and government sponsored 

enterprises (GSEs) have been falling under bailouts, the ongoing crisis has made the world’s 

most advanced financial system highly vulnerable and the crisis could last longer than any 

previous financial turmoil. The cost in terms of inflation, rising unemployment, and slower 

economic growth could be protracted and excessively painful.  

 

Interest rate rule as a cause of financial instability 

 

During 2001-2008, major central banks kept interest rates low, and even negative in real terms. 

The US federal funds rate was set at 1 percent during 2003M7 (i.e. July, 2003)─2004M6; the 

Euro interbank rate was kept below 2.5 percent from 2003M5 to 2005M12; Japan’s call money 

rate was near zero, at 0.01 percent, during 2001M4─2006M6; and the LIBOR (the London inter-

bank offer rate) fell below 1.5 percent during 2002M11─2004M4. Following the outbreak of the 

financial crisis in August 2007, the federal funds rate was lowered to its current level of 2 

percent per year. To maintain interest rates at a low level, the central bank has to inject as much 

liquidity as required to prevent a rise of interest rates above the set target. Thus such a low 



 

interest rate target, in turn, leads to abnormal increase in liquidity and credit. Soros (2008) wrote 

“when money is free, the rational lender will keep on lending until there is no one else to lend 

to.” 

 

Evidently, low interest rates caused a strong demand-led economic growth during 2003-2007. 

However, this growth was accompanied by high inflation. Demand for consumer goods, durable 

goods, and commodities were stimulated by excessive credit expansion. Because of food and oil 

supply constraint (as output could not be immediately increased), rapidly rising demand sparked 

the highest food and energy price inflation of modern times. Inflation has been running high in a 

large number of countries since 2003, triggering food riots and protests. Over the last few years, 

inflation has dramatically reduced the real purchasing power of money and real wages; 

consequently in 2008, it has culminated in slower growth and rising unemployment in many 

industrial countries. 

 

As noted by the renowned economist Irving Fisher, excessive credit expansion invariably fuels 

speculation. Indeed, speculation was intense in a number of asset markets, including housing, 

stocks, and foreign exchange, as well as in a number of commodity markets, such as oil and 

copper. To absorb increasing liquidity and to increase their incomes in the context of low interest 

rate margins, banks reverted to securitization through which illiquid assets were turned into 

liquid and tradable securities sold to investors. Banks used new liquidities for expanding their 

credit and increasing their fees.  

 

As the Federal Reserve accommodated higher demand for liquidity, speculation kept 

intensifying. Low interest rates caused a flight toward commodities and away from bonds, which 

led to speculative boom in commodities and unprecedented commodity price inflation. Banks 

were not able to loan their excessive liquidity to prime borrowers or to place their funds in 

productive long-term investments. Instead, they had to relax their lending standards and push 

credits to subprime borrowers, essentially in mortgage and consumer finance. To use Minsky 

wording, speculative and Ponzi financing became widespread. Banks became exposed to 

excessive credit and market risks. As in any excessive credit expansion, credit risk became 

certain. When Ponzi units defaulted, the financial crisis erupted, and financial institutions were 

suddenly torpedoed by massive default, loss of capital, and widespread asset price deflation, 

which has now spread outside of the mortgage market. 

  

A number of economists, including Irving Fisher, Kenneth Galbraith, Charles Kindleberger, and 

Milton Friedman, have attributed the Great Depression to monetary factors. Specifically, it was 

attributed to interest rate setting by the Fed at low levels in order to help Britain restore the gold 

standard (at the pre-1914 parity of gold to the pound sterling). This was translated to massive 

liquidity creation during 1926-1929, which, inturn, led to speculative booms in housing and 

stock markets, and was accomapnied by high economic growth. The Fed’s reluctance to raise 

interest rates with a view to protecting farmers, builders, and the rest of the economy, contributed 

to uncontrolled credit growth during 1927-1929 and unusual speculation in stock markets that 

degenerated into the Great Depression. The ordeal that resulted was overwhelming in the US and 

in Europe. Financial dislocation was widespread. All real income gains achieved for years prior 

to the Great Depression were wiped out during the depression. Unemployment became massive, 

real GDP fell by over one third and could not recover to its pre-depression level until 1939. 



 

 

As the  recent financial crisis has clearly demonstrated, when monumental loans are in default, 

only massive bailouts by central banks can prevent the total collapse of the banking system. 

Bailouts are the inevitable offsprings of money creation out of thin air intended to provide 

liquidity to banks. While for central banks bailouts are costless, for the economy they are 

extremely costly and have delayed disruptive effects. Massive liquidity injection, since August 

2007, and the bail out of banks has, in turn, increased money supply at faster rate and contributed 

to sharp exchange rate instability and acceleration of energy and food price inflation. It has also 

stalled economic growth. Bailouts mean that the central bank validates uncontrolled and 

disorderly money and credit creation by banks. In view of  their high inflation and income (and 

wealth) redistributive effects, bailouts impose a huge outright tax burden on fixed income and 

working classes. Massive bailouts socialize financial losses and protect private gains from 

speculation. They, therefore, lead to considerable social injustice. 

  

Interest rate setting is inherently inflationary and distortive 

 

Eminent monetarists (such as Thornton (1802), Wicksell (1898), and Friedman (1968, 1972)), 

while opposing discretionary monetary rules, sharply criticized interest rate setting and unbacked 

money creation by central banks. They considered such actions by central banks as the main 

factors behind financial instability and inflationary episodes. Interest rate setting, while not 

feasible under gold standard, as the central bank would loose its needed gold reserves, is a form 

of price control that causes considerable distortions and inefficiencies; it leads to an excessive 

and imprudent credit expansion, speculation, and therefore to asset and commodity price 

instability. By targeting interest rates, the central bank has in effect decided to abandon its 

control of monetary aggregates, ignore safety rules, and reduce substantially its direct contacts 

with individual banks. For instance, in the United States the role of Federal Reserve District 

Banks have been curtailed and liquidity operations have been entrusted to the New York branch 

of the Fed.  

 

Thornton, in his classic article, The Paper Credit of Great Britain (1802), provided the first 

rigorous and systematic analysis of a two-way relation between interest rates and inflation. As a 

precursor to Wicksell, he distinguished between the market (loan) rate of interest rate and the 

interest rate (marginal rate of profit or neutral rate) which equilibrates savings and investment. 

He expressed the doctrine that inflation results from a divergence between the two rates. Under 

fiat money, when the central bank pegs the loan rate of interest below the marginal rate of profit, 

it sets in motion a cumulative expansion in the demand for and supply of loans, currency issue, 

and the price level. Inflation could continue without limit because, contrary to gold standard, 

which precluded credit expansion that would drain gold reserves, there existed no automatic 

corrective mechanism under costless fiat money to bring inflation to an end. Inflation, in turn, is 

an indicator that real savings are rapidly falling, and therefore economic growth is slowing. 

 

Thornton analyzed the reverse causation from inflation to loan interest rate and discussed the 

effect of inflationary expectations on loan interest rates. Even if the central bank increases the 

loan rate of interest in response to inflation, the real interest, if not negative, may remain 

indefinitely below the real marginal rate of profit inducing further demand for bank credit. 

Accordingly, Thornton argued that central bank should abandon interest rate pegging and regain 



 

control of money supply through ceilings on credit and monetary aggregates. Recently, the 

investor George Soros (2008) has strongly recommended credit control by central banks. 

  

Based on Wicksell’s distinction between market interest rate and natural interest rate, Friedman 

(1968) argued that monetary authorities couldn’t peg interest rate or the rate of unemployment 

for long without setting off an inflationary process. He noted that every attempt to keep interest 

rates at a low level has forced the monetary authority to engage in successively larger and larger 

open market operations. Friedman contended that central bank could only control money supply 

and credit. Based on his study of the US monetary history, he proposed a long-term growth of 

money supply between 2-5 percent concomitant with real economic growth and price stability. 

Besides being inflationary, interest rate setting is an inefficient and distortive form of price 

control. In any market, setting a price at a low level creates shortage and parallel markets. Very 

low interest rates fuelled abnormal speculation in assets and commodity markets, and 

discouraged the demand for bonds. Speculation, supported by cheap money, causes a disconnect 

between the market price of the speculative asset and its true economic value. For instance, the 

construction cost of housing could be declining, thanks to rising productivity, cheaper immigrant 

labor, and cheaper materials; however, because of Fed-supported speculation, their market price 

increased dramatically. Similarly, in view of low return on Treasury Bills, which ranged between 

1 and 2 percent, investors turned to commodity markets, where returns exceeded 100 percent per 

year for oil, and food commodities. Speculation causes excessive price volatility and makes 

speculative prices highly unstable and unpredictable. Such price instability impedes investment 

decisions, creates a market risk for safe banks, and cause large fluctuations in households 

financial wealth.  

 

Interest rate setting creates large interest rate differentials and exchange rates instability. These 

differentials are obvious among all reserve currencies. Each central bank seeks competitive gains 

at the expense of other economies. The more central banks engage in undermining each other, 

the more trade and growth instability will be the result. In the absence of interest rate setting, 

interest rates will tend to be close and exchange rates stability will be restored. 

 

Low interest rates and economic growth 

 

Can low interest rates promote long-term economic growth? The answer is affirmatively in the 

negative. There has been no economy that was able to grow in a high inflationary context 

combined with massive credit defaults, massive bailouts, and rapidly vanishing real savings. As 

documented, low interest rates may afford only an initial, and temporary, stimulus to economic 

activity. As banks become saddled with losses and voluminous amounts of nonperforming loans, 

fall under massive bailouts, and attempt to reconstitute their capital, they can no longer resume 

the euphoria of the previous credit boom to be hit again by a new round of even larger credit 

losses that again will imperil their capital and existence. Only truly foolish bankers will again 

play the game orchestrated by central banks and hand out money to speculators or relax lending 

standards. They will stop their lending practice. It is no wonder that since August 2007, the 

financial crisis has created a credit freeze that will not unfreeze. 

 

Low and negative interest rates create an unlimited demand for credit. However, they severely 

reduce real savings. For instance, in the US, personal savings dropped to zero and national 



 

savings became negative in 2007.  The French economist Jacques Rueff (1964) argued that 

cheap money policy could push a country into starvation. With sources of real savings drying up, 

the economy cannot even maintain existing capital and infrastructure. With consumption 

exceeding national income over an extended period of time, the economy starts a process of 

capital erosion and economic decline. This has been clearly the case of inflationary economies, 

which lost control of their monetary and fiscal stability. Negative real interest rates generate 

negative economic growth. Deeper negative real interest rates cause deeper declines in real 

output. 

 

Vindicating Friedman: fixed monetary rule 

 

As repeatedly shown by the late Professor Milton Friedman, unduly cheap money policy can 

only provide a short-term gain in output and employment. That already happened in 2003-2007. 

The economy has now to grapple with the severe consequences of unwise money policy. Recent 

indicators have shown that a number of industrial countries are facing output contraction or 

flattening economic growth and rising inflation. Contemplating lower interest rates might not 

stimulate economic growth, as inflation was seemingly doing a better job by making interest 

rates increasingly negative, but even this did not lead to a positive response in economic growth! 

Raising interest rates did not work in the seventies when inflationary expectations became fully 

entrenched in the economy.  

 

Only when Paul Volcker, the newly appointed Chairman of the Fed, controlled money 

aggregates during 1979-82 and renounced interest rate setting did stagflation come to an abrupt 

halt. Central banks can keep manipulating interest rates and flood the economy with more and 

more money for a number of years, but in doing so, they will be destroying economic growth.  

 

Only when central banks appreciate that economic growth and employment, however laudable as 

objectives, do not fall under their control can economic growth and employment become stable 

and durable. As advocated by Friedman, central banks should only control monetary aggregates 

and follow a publicized fixed rule for money supply. They should not become a political tool for 

financing fiscal deficits or serving special interest groups. Friedman strongly opposed deficit 

financing through money creation. Referring to the 1951 Treasury-Fed Accord, he maintained 

that in case the government is compelled to finance war-related deficits, it has to accept higher 

interest rates on its public debt and should refrain from forcing interest rate down in order to 

keep the cost of public debt financing low.  

 

While there are the Basle I and II international banking guidelines for sound banking practice, 

recent financial instability clearly has shown that even the most prudent banks can suffer major 

credit and market risks when money policy creates unlimited liquidity. Only massive bailouts, 

that are inflationary, disruptive, and inequitable, prevented the total collapse of financial 

institutions and the entire financial system. The lesson from the current financial crisis is that 

there is the need for a Basle III, not for commercial banks but for central banks! There is a clear 

need for guidelines for safe central banking that is free of rivalry among central banks, especially 

for the central banks that affect the health of the global economy. Otherwise inflation, and 

financial and economic instability will become the permanent landscape of the modern financial 

era.  
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Mr. President: Iran must be engaged. Our hostile relationship with Iran has adversely affected 

our national interests in the Middle East and continues to undermine our broader global interests 

as you assume the office of the presidency today. The United States has everything to gain and 

little to lose from talking with Iran. But we have been stuck in the past and continue to pay a 

heavy price for the policy failures of numerous administrations. 

 

We should learn to understand Iran and the Iranian people, throw out a number of popular 

misconceptions and consider Iran’s potential contributions to our regional and global interests. 

Understanding Iran is the key to a fruitful rapprochement. What do we want from Iran and what 

does Iran want from us? Iran matters for a whole host of reasons, including important economic 

considerations. I know you want to hear about Iran’s nuclear enrichment program and how best 

to deal with it. But with your indulgence, let’s look at the nuclear issue later. Let’s start with a 

brief look at the past and at Iran’s potential economic and political contributions to the region 

and farther a field. Then we can discuss the nuclear issue and how best to address our interests 

with Iran.  

 

Iran has one of the oldest civilizations in the world and Iranians have made important 

contributions throughout history. You don’t have to go to Iran to see the talent of its people. You 

need only look at their achievements in every field in the United States over the last forty to fifty 

years. Iranians are proud of their great past but have fallen on hard times for the past two 

centuries. Successive Iranian governments have let the people down, while Iranians have thrived 

outside of their own country. They revel in their history; some may be even a little delusional in 

thinking that the world still revolves around Iran. Yes, there are Iranians who are out of touch 

with reality but they have not been a danger to their neighbors.  

 

In a region that has historically had little respect for representative rule, Iran had a constitutional 

revolution in 1906. Today’s Iranians enjoy more political freedoms than any other Muslim 

country in the region except Turkey.  In a region riddled with conflict, Iran has not invaded a 

country for over two hundred years. Because of its isolation for nearly three decades and to gain 

leverage in future negotiations, Iran has been interfering through surrogates in four countries in 

the region—Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon and the Palestinian Territories—and may cast its net 

wider if it is not re-integrated into the global community.  

 

Iran has a population of around seventy million. Iran and Iraq, with a combined population of 

about one hundred million, are at the center of Shia Islam, whose worldwide numbers total 

roughly one hundred and fifty million. Shia Muslims look toward Najaf in Iraq and Qom in Iran 

for religious guidance.  

 

Although Iran’s relations with the United States today are best described as non-existent and 

hostile, they were quite positive in the aftermath of WWII. The Soviet Union occupied 

Northwestern Iran. It was the United States that forced the Soviets to leave Iran. Iranians of 

every persuasion became great admirers of the United States. This friendship was to continue 



 

only briefly until the ascendance of Prime Minister Mohammad Mossadeq in the early 1950s and 

was brought to an abrupt end in 1953, when the CIA and British intelligence services 

collaborated to overthrow Mossadeq and to reinstate the Shah. This coup to bring down a 

democratically elected government was seen by a large number of Iranians as a US betrayal. The 

image of the United States was increasingly tarnished by the repressive operation of the Iranian 

secret police, trained by the United States, and by the Shah’s unnecessarily oppressive rule. 

Increasingly, the average Iranian blamed everyday problems and disappointments on the United 

States. In Iranian eyes, the US was no longer the liberator but the colonial master. It may not be 

an exaggeration to say that a significant part of the population even saw the country as hostage to 

the United States. 

 

Yes, the United States, made mistakes. We supported the Shah and were blind to his excesses. 

We even agreed to cut off all contacts with opposition groups in Iran at the Shah’s request. We, 

like the Shah, became increasingly ignorant of what was happening on the ground. The speed of 

the revolution in 1979 took us by surprise. The taking of American hostages by Iranian students 

was utterly deplorable, and was made even more unacceptable when the Iranian revolutionary 

government supported the students.  

 

As bad as that hostage taking was, we must finally put it behind us. We cannot allow our foreign 

policy to be determined by the past or by a single event. We must learn from the past and shape 

better policies for the future. To help us move ahead and to understand the mindset of the Iranian 

people, we should re-examine the sequence of events that led up to our definitive break with 

Iran, namely, the taking of American hostages by a group of Iranian students. First of all, we 

should acknowledge that many in Iran felt hostage to the United States because of our blind 

support for, and identification with, the Shah’s harsh reign. Secondly, in the early days of the 

Iranian Revolution, the regime was worried that another coup engineered by the CIA, along the 

lines of 1953, was about to unfold. The hostage taking, though inexcusable, may have been their 

instrument to prevent such a coup and to secure and consolidate power by the regime in Tehran. 

If we want to move ahead with Iran, we have to understand how the Iranian people think and 

what they might do in reaction to our policies and actions. This is the benefit of re-examining the 

past. We should not dwell on the past to further demonize Iran. If we do so, it will be almost 

impossible to take a positive step forward. The Iranians, like us, have to put the past behind them 

and move on. 

 

During the intervening years, a number of other episodes have made rapprochement with Iran 

more difficult. In 1980, when Saddam Hussein invaded Iran, and the Iranians still had our 

hostages, we did not take a strong stand against Iraqi aggression; in fact, as the Iraqi incursion 

faltered we increasingly sided with Saddam Hussein. We had little choice. Our allies in the 

Persian Gulf felt threatened from Iran’s revolutionary zeal and Iran had our hostages. In 1983 

there was the terrorist attack on the US Marine barracks in Lebanon; we saw Iranian hands and 

involvement through Hezbollah. This, a direct attack on our forces, was hard to swallow. 

Hezbollah, supported and nourished by Iran, continued to take Western, especially American, 

hostages in Lebanon. The frequent taunting by Hezbollah and Iran made it difficult for us to look 

the other way. 

 



 

In retaliation, we have imposed ever-tighter sanctions on Iran since 1980. But frankly, sanctions 

have failed. The cost of imports has gone up marginally for Iran. We have slowed the 

development of Iran’s oil and natural gas industries and reduced their export earnings, but Iran’s 

slower energy development has adversely affected our European allies and the global energy 

outlook. If we had studied Iran and understood how the country really worked, we would have 

realized that the regime in Tehran would not have benefited from higher revenues from oil and 

natural gas exports, but would instead have squandered increased revenues just as it has wasted 

most of Iran’s oil and natural gas revenues over the last twenty years. 

 

All in all, our support of Saddam Hussein, sanctions, a policy of regime change in Tehran and 

placing Iran on the Axis of Evil list have not helped the US image with the masses in Iran. 

Similarly, Iranian support of Hezbollah, Hamas, or for that matter anyone who opposes our 

policies, has not exactly endeared Iran to average Americans; and Iran's anti-American and anti-

Israeli rhetoric keeps adding fuel to the fire. Yet, average Iranians are more anxious for relations 

with us than are average Americans for relations with Iran. And the United States is most 

popular in Iran when compared to all Muslim Middle Eastern and North African countries. 

 

Most importantly, we should acknowledge that the US policy of regime change and funding for 

covert operations against the clerics has failed and has poisoned all hope for fruitful 

rapprochement. We must quickly move to disavow this policy of the Bush Administration. This 

meaningful gesture would not cost us anything and would only help us in future dealings with 

Iran. We should move ahead on this policy recommendation as soon as possible. 

 

Let me state the obvious. How can we expect a government to negotiate with us in good faith if 

we say that our policy is to overthrow them through sanctions, covert operations, and even 

military options if necessary? Would we, the United States, negotiate in good faith with a 

government that has regime change as their policy toward us? Even if we want to overthrow a 

regime, it is patently counterproductive to say so unless we believe that by saying so we will 

cower the regime into doing our bidding. This has not, and will not happen in the case of Iran. If 

anything, our rhetoric has increased the regime’s lease on life. One of the few things that bind 

Iranians to the current regime, and that affords the regime some measure of legitimacy, is that it 

stands up to foreign powers (something that the Shah did not do) and we keep providing fodder 

for this claim to legitimacy. 

 

Today the regime in Tehran feels relatively secure, but this has not always been the case.  

Remember that the regime in Tehran felt extremely insecure in the aftermath of Saddam’s 

overthrow. In a matter of days we were able to vanquish the country they had fought to a 

stalemate for eight years. We encircled Iran from Iraq, Afghanistan, and from Kuwait, with our 

allies in the Central Asian Republics to their north and our friends the Arab countries in the 

Persian Gulf to their south. They approached us as supplicants in 2003 and we turned a blind 

eye. A big mistake on our part. The Bush Administration was a victim of its own hubris, riding 

high on its initial success in toppling Saddam. Today, as circumstances have soured for us in 

Iraq, in Afghanistan, in Lebanon and with the Russians becoming increasingly assertive, Tehran 

has been emboldened. But Iran still feels vulnerable because of its weak economic underbelly. 

We can do business with Iran but we have to appreciate their weaknesses and their strengths, to 



 

understand their needs and know what they can do for us before we jump into direct 

negotiations.  

 

What do we need to understand in 2009 about the mindset of the regime in Tehran and about 

Iranians if we want to embark on a serious dialogue and establish mutually beneficial relations 

with Tehran? The regime and the people feel insecure. The Iran-Iraq War has left an indelible 

mark on the Iranian psyche. The regime and the people want their security insured and the 

people of Iran want economic prosperity and justice established. Regime change, if it comes in 

Iran, can come in Iran only from the inside, possibly fueled by the regime’s economic 

mismanagement and failures.  

 

Iran’s economy is in an absolute mess. The regime does not seem to be able to get a handle on it. 

Today’s real per capita income is at its pre-revolutionary level. In a country with all that oil and 

natural gas, people don’t have electricity for at least two hours each day and natural gas 

shortages affected the whole country all last winter. The regime cannot take difficult economic 

decisions that threaten their short-term survival but doom their long-term existence. Yet the 

longer they put off the day of reckoning, the harder their choices will become. This is the 

regime’s Achilles heal. We should just leave them alone. If oil prices fall to where they were 

four years ago and the regime does not embrace comprehensive economic reforms immediately, 

the regime’s survival will be seriously tested. 

 

In short, before negotiating starts we have to develop a detailed security framework that 

guarantees our regional interests and the interests of our allies, while satisfying Iran’s security 

needs. 

 

Along with meeting their security needs, we will have to address their second fundamental need, 

namely, the nature of their relationship with the US. This is also an emerging need in a number 

of other countries in the region. Let me put this point bluntly. Our relationship with Tehran 

cannot be, or appear to be, that of a colonial power. It was precisely the appearance of such a 

relationship that, in large part, undermined the Shah and currently fuels anti-Americanism in 

much of the Muslim world, especially in the Middle East. We have to change course, not only in 

developing relations with Iran but also in strengthening our ties more generally with the Muslim 

world. In part, we should jettison the policies of the Bush Administration and acknowledge our 

commitment to the international rule of law (such as the Geneva Convention), the United 

Nations and the pursuit of non-military solutions to conflicts.  

 

While measures to assure Iran of its own security, the state of Iran’s economy and the nature of 

our relationship with Iran are the critical items that we need to discuss internally before initiating 

negotiations, there are a number of secondary issues that are also of importance to the Iranian 

side. Let me list these more briefly. First, there is the issue of Foreign Military Sales, or FMS, 

claims by Iran. We owe Iran money on military equipment that they paid for but which was not 

delivered. We have offered them a small sum publicly and a larger sum privately, but their claim 

far exceeds our best offer.  We have dragged out the process at The Hague, one line item at a 

time, to gain leverage over them in future negotiations. We can reach a reasonable settlement on 

these if we decide to do so. The Treasury has also opened an account for this eventuality so that 

it should not represent a financial problem. Second, they want us to cut off all support for the 



 

Mujjaheddine, their exiled Iranian enemies in Iraq. Frankly, we should distance ourselves from 

this opposition group anyway. The people of Iran have not forgotten the fact that the 

Mujjaheddine fought alongside Saddam’s forces against Iran. Although the Mujjaheddine 

provide us with a useful bargaining chip for now, they tarnish our image and make the Mullahs 

look great in comparison. This should not present a problem.  Third, they want all sanctions 

removed. Again, sanctions have not done much to change the Mullahs, and we need to remove 

them if we wish to benefit from Iran’s contribution to the global energy balance. Fourth, the 

Iranians will ask for total sovereign immunity and protection in American courts from grievances 

of US citizens and residents against the regime in Tehran. The legal basis for abrogating Iran’s 

sovereign immunity has always been at best questionable; we have little to lose if we concede 

this as a part of our comprehensive negotiations. Fifth, Iran may ask for war reparations as 

compensation for the Iran-Iraq War. If this proves a stumbling block, we can get the Saudis, the 

Kuwaitis and the Emirates to put up most of the cash as Saddam fought their fight and they 

financed him. 

 

What can better relations with Iran do for us? Iran can afford us both economic and political 

benefits. Economic and political benefits have become increasingly intertwined in a globalizing 

world. Frankly, although this is a debate for another time, looking at our relations with other 

countries in terms of political or economic interests has failed us. The two cannot be separated 

but in fact feed on each other. 

 

Let us first address Iran’s potential contributions to the global energy balance. Iran has the 

second largest proven reserves of oil (after Saudi Arabia) and natural gas (after Russia) in the 

world. But the development of Iran’s oil and natural gas sectors has suffered as a result of our 

sanctions. Iran’s oil output stands at about two-thirds of its pre-revolutionary days and Iran’s 

natural gas development lags behind Qatar’s. Iran could, with large investment and technical 

support, significantly increase its output of oil and natural gas. But Iran’s potential energy 

contributions go far beyond its output. Iran’s location gives it an advantage for transporting oil 

and natural gas from the Caspian, the Central Asian Republics and from the Persian Gulf to both 

European and Asian markets. Iranian natural gas and natural gas piped through Iran would 

provide real long-term competition to Russia, reducing their stranglehold on our allies in Europe 

and reducing their influence in the central Asian republics. In fact, Iran has the lowest cost and 

largest availability of natural gas (after Russia) to meet Europe’s growing demand for imported 

natural gas. Pakistan and India are in desperate need of long-term supplies of natural gas to 

reduce their consumption of oil and coal with beneficial effects on the environment. Again, 

geography and natural gas reserves make Iran an ideal low-cost supplier. But the development of 

natural gas fields takes investment and time. We should move rapidly to fill this need.  

 

If Iran were to fall into the Russian or Chinese spheres of influence, giving them a strong 

foothold in the Persian Gulf, then our and our allies’ entire energy supplies would be seriously 

threatened. Europe would be hostage to Russian blackmail. It is that simple. The more isolated 

and desperate the Mullahs become, the more likely it is they will embrace the Russians or the 

Chinese. This we can ill afford. We need to move fast, yet cautiously, if we are to bring Iran into 

the Western camp. We don’t have another thirty years (the time since the Iranian Revolution) to 

develop a comprehensive policy toward Iran.  

 



 

An Iran that is pre-occupied with its economic development will be a more stable and less 

dangerous Iran; and could in turn contribute to our regional interests. Frankly there are a lot of 

unknowns in the Persian Gulf. How will Iraq develop over the next two or three years and after 

we have withdrawn our combat forces? Will the family rulers in the Gulf Cooperation Council 

countries reform and become viable or will revolutionary forces brush them aside? Iran can be a 

stabilizing or destabilizing force in whatever unfolds. At the same time we must start to push for 

stronger economic and political reform in the GCC. It seems that over the last thirty years no US 

administration has learned very much about what happened in Iran in the years before the 

revolution.  

 

In addition to Iran’s political support in the Persian Gulf and in reducing Russian and Chinese 

leverage, Iran could be helpful with Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Afghanistan and Pakistan, and maybe 

even in the Arab-Israeli peace process. Iran has supported several surrogates in a number of these 

countries to gain leverage over us in case of future negotiations and to deter threats of external 

attacks. While this may be understandable, it must be addressed firmly and with a big stick in 

negotiations that follow.  

 

Most of the Shia leaders in Iraq depended on Iranian hospitality and support for many years 

while in exile. Iranian and Iraqi families are connected through marriage and close contact. Iran 

and Iraq are joined in their fear of Sunni ascendancy. Ayatollah Sistani in Iraq is an Iranian by 

birth and speaks Arabic with a heavy Iranian accent, yet he is the most revered Shia leader in 

Iraq. Its geography and historical pilgrimage to Shia holy sites give Iran great influence in Iraq. 

Iran has far-reaching influence with Hezbollah in Lebanon. Iran has been Syria’s closest ally for 

about thirty years. Its stand toward the United States will significantly change and mold Syria’s 

role in the region. Afghanistan has a sizeable Shia minority. Iran and Russia were the main 

backers of the Northern Alliance, the Taliban’s nemesis in Afghanistan. Iran’s historical 

knowledge and involvement in Afghanistan could be invaluable as we increasingly turn our 

attention from Iraq to Afghanistan. And then there is Pakistan! It could fall apart any day. We 

cannot control events in the region. We don’t need Iran causing more trouble everywhere where 

our interests are threatened. 

 

Frankly, Iran looks good as a partner if we make a careful analysis of what could unfold in the 

wider region. We cannot afford an isolated and hostile Iran. The Bush policy of regime change 

has failed and it is now time to embark on a more constructive relationship with Iran. Iran can be 

an immense force for stability or instability and the state of US-Iranian relations will in large part 

determine which it will be. 

 

Finally, how do we address Iran’s nuclear program? Let me state the obvious: we don’t know for 

sure if Iran has a nuclear weapons program or if it intends to develop nuclear weapons. But one 

thing is fore sure: an insecure and threatened Iran is much more likely to develop nuclear arms. 

Iran has always claimed that it does not seek to develop nuclear weapons, but only desires an 

integrated nuclear power industry, including uranium enrichment. If we want to stop Iran’s 

enrichment program, there is only a comprehensive military option. But bombing Iran will not 

achieve our goal, because Iran will become even more determined to master enrichment and to 

develop nuclear weapons. To have any control over Iran’s actions we would have to invade Iran 

and occupy the country for many years into the foreseeable future, something that we can ill 



 

afford today. Iran’s claim that it is not seeking nuclear weapons affords us the best opening to a 

workable solution to this issue.  

 

If we want to have a peaceful Iran and an Iran that furthers our interests we may thus have to 

accept Iran’s right to peaceful nuclear enrichment. But strong conditions and deterrence must be 

a part and parcel of any such agreement. Iran must not be allowed any wiggle room in this regard 

as it maintains its non-interest in nuclear weaponry. To guarantee, as much as humanly possible, 

that it will not develop nuclear warheads, Iran would have to agree to a number of safeguards, 

including the most intrusive inspections and protocols to date. Along these lines, Mr. Pickering, a 

former Undersecretary of State, has proposed an Iranian nuclear enrichment program that would 

be managed by an international consortium. This is a possible approach, but it should still which 

still must be tied in with intrusive inspections to insure that Iran is not undertaking covert nuclear 

enrichment and weapons programs. This contract could serve as a model to safeguard the future 

of non-proliferation and may be the only peaceful approach to a resolution of the nuclear 

standoff with Iran.  

 

As you can see the issues are many—economic, political, security and military--and are 

intertwined. Everything should be on the table. It would be a mistake to place pre-conditions on 

the start of negotiations. As soon as serious negotiations start, we may want to think about 

restoring a meaningful Interest Section in Tehran through the Swiss Embassy, with the view of 

restoring full diplomatic relations in the near future. Enhanced diplomatic contact can only 

increase our understanding of Iran, an understanding that is woefully inadequate today. 

 

Let us also dispel an urban myth circulated by the Bush Administration: Iran is mysterious and 

opaque; it is difficult to know who really runs Iran; and it is impossible to know if we are 

negotiating with the right party and if the commitments would be honored. But engaging Iran 

and developing a productive dialogue is much easier than Bush Administration officials and 

Washington pundits have been saying for many years. We managed to have fruitful dialogue and 

cooperation with the Iranians after the invasion of Afghanistan and there is no reason we cannot 

do so again. In Iran, important policy decisions must have the support and blessing of the 

Supreme Leader. The executive branch and the parliament are entrusted with the day-to-day 

management of the country. The Guardian Council and Expediency Council act as referees. At 

important stages in the process we may want to confirm the direct concurrence of Iran’s Supreme 

Leader. We can insist on this prerogative.  

  

If you endorse the general thesis of this brief presentation, the following should be developed: 

detailed policy briefs covering every potential Iranian demand and every required concession 

that we may want from Iran, a thorough step-by-step approach to developing a roadmap for 

cooperation with Iran, including confidence-building measures, negotiating tactics and a 

timetable. You should also decide who would take the lead in coming up with such a 

comprehensive policy briefing, State or the NSC? If you decide to go ahead along these lines and 

before we proceed, I would like to make a special plea for how we should go about preparing the 

policy briefs on all of the above issues.  

 

Both of the presidential campaigns promoted the theme of change and of bringing change to 

Washington. Now is as good a time as any for us to implement one such change.  



 

 

We need more informed and unbiased analysis and information on Iran. We must hold outside 

advisors and experts more accountable. We should study the detailed track records of the experts 

that we bring into our deliberations. We should stop relying on Washington insiders who know 

little about today’s Iran, who have hardly visited Iran since the revolution, and who have not had 

contact with a wide spectrum of Iranians, both in and out of the government. Americans and 

Iranian Americans living in the comforts of LA, New York and Washington can tell us little that 

we don’t know about Iran. They might even feed us misinformation to further their own personal 

agenda. That’s what happened with Iraqis in the run-up to the invasion. We must insure that 

those whose advice we accept, especially those of Iranian ancestry, are vetted for any conflict of 

interest. A number of Iranian Americans may have accepted money from the regime in Tehran 

and even more may have compromised their views and their loyalties to get property back from 

the government in Tehran. Their views may be even more dangerous than those with little 

knowledge and understanding of Iran. We should avoid these missteps of the many 

administrations before us, from President Carter to the recent President Bush, in addressing Iran.  

 

Mr. President, thank you for your patience and for your indulgence.  
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In a bid to stimulate employment and growth during the period 2001-2008, major central banks 

have pursued an overly loose monetary policy through record low interest rates. They have 

unwittingly instigated the worst financial instability in over sixty years. As result, today many 

industrial economies face the risk of high inflation and rising unemployment, with ominous 

implications for the rest of the world.  

 

In their drive to maintain historically low interest rates, central banks have injected abundant 

liquidity, set off an uncontrolled credit boom, and ignited intense speculation in housing, 

commodities, stocks, and foreign exchange markets. Although supporters of expansionary 

monetary policy applaud central banks for stimulating economic growth, the growth that has 

come about has been demand and not supply-driven and has been accompanied by abnormal 

inflation in the price of housing and commodities and large fiscal and external imbalances. With 

the bursting of the housing bubble, the meltdown of subprime loans, and asset price deflation, 

cheap money policy led to severe financial crisis, and in turn to a slowdown in economic growth. 

The financial meltdown has lead to massive and permanent bailouts. The latest such bailouts 

were the US government takeover of Freddie Mac and Fanny Mae that hold over 50 percent of 

US mortgage loans. This may be costly for taxpayers and may not even achieve the intended 

objective of boosting housing prices in the midst of unfolding credit crisis.  

 

Still there is no end in sight. Today Lehman Brothers is in danger and a number of very large US 

regional banks could be in trouble within weeks, if not days. While bailouts may appear as 

costless to central banks, as they amount to creating money out of thin air, they constitute a 

heavy tax burden on fixed income and wage earners and affect large wealth redistribution in 

favor of debtors at the expense of creditors. Beside their distortionary price effects, bailouts have 

inflationary effects that will continue to erode real savings and undermine long-term economic 

growth.  

 

Although the financial crisis has been massive with no end in sight, there has been little urgency 

on the part of the government or the Fed to undertake comprehensive studies of the causes of the 

crisis in order to propose the fundamental remedies that are needed. Instead, there have been 

bailouts. We need answers before we embrace bailouts and create more problems in the future. 

What led to the credit crunch after August 2007, to the near collapse of many financial giants, 

and to monumental write-downs that have so far exceeded $500 billion? Why did the authorities 

not move to mitigate a housing bubble and attempt to realign home prices with fundamentals? Is 

the financial system doomed to experience frequent tremors? What has been the role of financial 

engineering and sophisticated financial instruments in creating the crisis at hand? What reforms 

would be required for mitigating financial instability in the future? What led to the sudden 

collapse of Freddie Mac and Fanny Mae that had fared well since their creation in 1932? 

Policymakers have not addressed these and many other questions.  

 



 

The financial crisis 2007-2008 is, in many respects, reminiscent of the Great Depression of 1929-

1934 in terms of its causes, intensity, and consequences. Maurice Allais, the Nobel Prize winning 

economist, has written that the causes of the present financial crisis and the Great Depression are 

the same. Both were preceded by speculative credit booms fueled by low interest rates and 

consequent asset bubbles in stock and housing markets. Both were triggered by the bursting of 

these bubbles, asset price deflation, and were compounded by an ensuing credit contraction or 

freeze. The severity of the Great Depression was conveyed by a drop of real GDP of 29 percent, 

an a resulting unemployment rate of 25 percent, contraction of money supply by 30 percent, and 

widespread business and bank failures. The magnitude and ordeal of the Great Depression led a 

number of celebrated economists to devote considerable effort to analyze the true causes of the 

Depression and to formulate financial reforms that would immunize the economy against such 

financial turmoil.  

 

The reform plan that was developed became to be known as the Chicago Plan, as it was 

formulated in a Memorandum written in 1933 by a group of Chicago professors, including Henry 

Simons, Frank Knight, Aaron Director, Garfield Cox, Lloyd Mints, Henry Schultz, Paul 

Douglas, and A. G. Hart, and was forcefully advocated by the noted Yale University Professor 

Irving Fisher in his book titled “100% Money”. Noting the fundamental monetary cause 

underlying each of the severe financial crisis in 1837, 1873, 1907, and 1929-1934, the Chicago 

Plan calls for a full monopoly for the government in the issuance of currency and forbids banks 

from creating any money or near money by establishing 100 percent reserves against checking 

deposits. Investment banks that play the role of brokers between savors and borrowers were to 

undertake financial intermediation. Hence, the inverted credit pyramid, the high leveraged 

financial schemes (e.g., hedge funds), and monetization of credit instruments (e.g., 

securitization) are to be precluded under the Chicago Plan. The credit multiplier will be far 

smaller and will be determined by the savings ratio instead of the reserves ratio.  

 

As stated by Irving Fisher: “The essence of the 100% plan is to make money independent of 

loans; that is to divorce the process of creating and destroying money from the business of 

banking. A purely incidental result would be to make banking safer and more profitable; but by 

far the most important result would be the prevention of great booms and depressions by ending 

chronic inflations and deflations which have ever been the great economic curse of mankind and 

which have sprung largely from banking”. According to Fisher, the creation of money depends 

on the coincidence of the double will of borrowers to borrow and banks to loan. Keynes deplored 

this double want coincidence as a source of large swings in the circulating medium. Why? In 

time of recession, borrowers are over indebted and see narrower profit prospects, they become 

less willing to borrow; banks are saddled with impaired assets and are less willing to lend. 

Jointly, they cause a contraction of money and, in turn, an aggravation of the downturn in the 

economic cycle.  

 

The Chicago Plan was influential in the enactment of the Banking Act of 1935 creating the 

Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) with the purpose of controlling money supply through 

open market operations using government securities. Although, the Chicago Plan was shown in 

1935 to be easily implementable by Professor James Angell of Columbia University, it remained 

an eloquent academic construction and was never seriously considered for practical 

implementation in spite of its potential contribution toward lasting financial stability. Irving 



 

Fisher wrote: “I have come to believe that that plan is incomparably the best proposal ever 

offered for speedily and permanently solving the problem of depressions; for it would remove 

the chief cause of both booms and depressions”. 

 

When money creation becomes the sole prerogative of the government and no money substitutes 

are allowed, the control of money supply becomes easier than under a system of money creation 

by banks. Both Fisher and Simons proposed fixed rule for controlling the money supply and 

stabilizing the value of the dollar and strongly repudiated discretionary powers. While they did 

not settle for a final money indicator, they nonetheless formulated a few indicators, any of which 

could serve as a satisfactory fixed rule for money supply; these indicators were fixed quantity of 

money M, fixed turnover MV, where V is the velocity, fixed price level, or fixed rate of increase 

in money supply in line with economic or demographic growth. The choice of any of these 

indicators would enable the government to control money supply and avoid booms and 

depressions endemic to the banking system that we have today. Both Fisher and Simons were 

preoccupied by the consistency of fiscal and monetary policy, and proposed that the money rule 

be immune to wide changes in fiscal balances, i.e., fiscal surplus or deficit will not entail, 

respectively, a contraction or an expansion of the money supply beyond the fixed money rule. 

 

Among strong supporters of the Chicago Plan were Maurice Allais and Milton Friedman. Both 

criticized discretionary rule and wanted a fixed rule consisting of setting the growth of money 

supply in line with real economic growth and a secular moderate inflation at 2 percent a year. 

More than Friedman, Allais was a vocal supporter of the 100 percent reserve requirement and for 

the separation of banking into 100 percent reserve banking for checking activity and investment 

banking for loaning activity. He noted that the seignorage arising to banks from their money 

creation would be diverted to the government and could enable to reduce taxes. Allais noted that 

financial innovations, e.g., securitization, hedge funds, complex credit derivatives, have 

increased leverage, multiplied money substitutes, and increased the power to create and destroy 

money through credit expansion and contraction, rendering the financial system highly 

vulnerable to instability. He called for strict regulation of stock markets and abolition of 

speculative funds (e.g., hedge funds) that are only destabilizing and have no contribution to real 

activity. He criticized Allen Greenspan, the former Fed Chairman, for bailing-out hedge funds 

and considered these bailouts to be detrimental to long-run financial stability.    

 

The recurrence of financial instability since the mid-1970s with amplifying magnitude, the 

increasing vulnerability of even the most advanced financial systems, the large social costs and 

inequities imposed by lasting and growing bailouts make it indispensable to go back to the 

armory of reforms developed by the celebrated economists and devise financial reforms that are 

capable of thwarting instability and insuring steady economic growth and price and exchange 

rate stability. The Chicago Plan, a response to the Great Depression, remains first best plan, short 

of which financial instability cannot be avoided. As Minsky puts it: stability is unstable, 

implying that a period of financial stability will be followed by an episode of financial turmoil, 

essentially for the same reasons analyzed in the Chicago Plan and in Fisher’s book.  

 

Although today we are much farther away from the Chicago Plan in terms of political support or 

awareness for the necessity of reforms of the present central banking system, it is evident that the 

frequency and intensity of financial and economic instability have become overwhelming. As 



 

long noted by Simons and recently underscored by Allais, monetary uncertainties have grown so 

large, resulting in large income redistribution, price distortions, and significant credit and market 

risks, that it is impossible to make reasonable forecasts of prices and output. As an illustration, 

oil prices exploded from US$65/barrel in August 2007 to US$147/barrel in July 2008 and 

plummeted toUS$101/barrel in September 2008. The same swings could be noted for exchange 

rates, gold, and other commodities as well as for housing prices.  

 

The Banking Act of 1935 called on the FMOC to control money supply. Since mid-1965, 

however, the FMOC has been mainly controlling interest rates and has abandoned control of 

monetary aggregates. Consequently, it has allowed the banking system a far greater role in 

creating and destroying money. Both the Great Depression and the present financial crisis are 

strong evidence against the applicability of the interest rate rule and demonstrate the systemic 

risk, and the huge economic cost and financial chaos that follow from this rule. In contrast, the 

financial stability and steady economic growth experienced during 1950-65 were brought about 

by stability in monetary aggregates as the Fed was directly controlling bank reserves during that 

period. In the same vein, only after Fed Chairman Paul Volcker controlled bank reserves and 

money supply during 1979-1982, did inflation come to a stop, restoring financial stability.  

 

The failure of many financial giants such as Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Bear Stearns, Northern 

Rock, Countrywide, large writedowns by many other institutions, and abusive recourse to central 

banks’ financing facilities cannot all be blamed on bad management of financial institutions. 

These financial institutions were victims of faulty policies set by central banks. Now, more then 

ever before, there is a need to revive the Chicago Plan, perhaps not in terms of its full 

implementation, but at least in terms of its basic principles which call for a stable and rule 

binding monetary policy. In the context of the present destabilizing policies of central banks, 

even long established institutions that were considered too big to fail have became too vulnerable 

to financial instability. While it is pressing to move on the regulatory front and reduce the 

multiplication of money substitutes, it is equally pressing to return to controlling monetary 

aggregates within strict limits and restoring monetary discipline. Besides restoring monetary 

stability, a fixed rule will limit the power of the banking system in causing overexpansion or 

contraction of money, as required under the Chicago Plan, and will direct credit to high quality 

and productive investments.  

 

It is high time to part with the fallacy that economic growth and employment creation are the 

main duties of central banks, and that the interest rate rule is the panacea for all economic ills. By 

tinkering with interest rates to stimulate economic growth, central banks have instead created 

unexpected problems in form of speculative bubbles, over indebtedness, credit defaults, millions 

of home foreclosures, collapsing financial sector, high liabilities on taxpayers, and inflationary 

bailouts. By causing stagflation, central banks’ economic growth objective has also become self-

defeating. Economic agony and financial disorder will continue until central banks decide to 

rehabilitate monetary conditions and restore direct control of the money creation process.  

 

It’s time to dust off the Chicago Plan and take a second look. 
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With the creation of the so called Mortgage and Financial Institutions Trust (MFI), the unfolding 

financial crisis, considered by many to be the worst in over sixty years, has become ever more 

dangerous. While an institution such as MFI has not existed in any country, the Paulson plan and 

this institution could prove to be disastrous for US public finance, economic growth, the dollar, 

relations with major foreign holders of dollars, the global financial system, and could ignite the 

worst inflation in the economic history of the United States and reverse globalization to levels 

not seen since the Grate Depression.  

 

The initial cost of the MFI, put at US$700 billion, could easily escalate to trillions of dollars. At 

the same time the Congressional Budget Office had previously projected a record fiscal deficit of 

US$500 billion for 2009. The MFI will further blow up the deficit to an unprecedented level, 

exceeding US$1.4 trillion. The US debt, jumping with the takeover of Fannie Mae and Freddie 

Mac to 86 percent of GDP, has moved to an unsustainable level. The financing of previous large 

fiscal deficits under the Bush Administration has already caused external deficits (current 

account) to widen to 5-7 percent of GDP, turned national savings negative, sent the dollar 

plummeting, and ignited rapid inflation, particularly in food, energy, and housing prices. Further 

financing of extraordinary large fiscal deficits, as required by the MFI, can only disrupt 

economic stability both in the US and world wide. It will only further undermine the dollar, 

exacerbate widening external deficits, soaring energy and food prices, and rising unemployment. 

 

Nonetheless, the main architects of the MFI, Messieurs Paulson and Bernanke, are determined to 

protect Wall Street. They have decidedly transformed the US budget and the US central bank 

into vehicles that only care for the welfare of Wall Street and divert public resources to bankers, 

under the guise of protecting the economy and averting systemic risk. Albeit evidence of a 

systemic risk has not been established, so much public resources have so far been devoted to 

bailouts at the expense of growth generating spending. The Fed has been pouring billions of 

dollars into financial institutions, buying worthless paper, and incurring huge losses. To Quote 

Paulson “I am convinced that this bold approach (i.e., the MFI) will cost American families far 

less than the alternative -- a continuing series of financial--institution failures and frozen credit 

markets unable to fund economic expansion."  Contrary to Paulson’s claim, domestic credit is 

still expanding at a fast rate, at 9 percent per year as of July 2008, and the notion of frozen 

markets cannot be supported by Fed’s published monetary data. Banks have excess liquidity and 

are still extending loans to safe customers. Certainly they are no longer in the mood of reigniting 

a new speculative euphoria by lending to speculator and impaired credit. Contrary to Paulson’s 

belief, the MFI will in the end cost American families more than other alternatives. As Philip 

Stephens from Financial Times put it, it is horrifying to think that the huge liabilities of failing 

institutions have now been loaded on to the backs of taxpayers: a case, as far as speculators are 

concerned, of heads, we win, tails you lose. 

 

The idea of the MFI has sharply boosted financial stocks. The expectations that all banks’ assets 

will be secured by the government have made financial stocks most attractive. With MFI, banks 



 

can only make profits, and will always be able to dump their nonperforming assets to the MFI. 

Since the outbreak of the crisis in August 2007, the Paulson and Bernanke narrow view has been 

to protect Wall Street at the expense of Main Street. While their previous attempts failed to re-

inflate asset prices, mainly housing prices, and save exposed financial institutions, they found in 

the MFI the only direct way to save troubled financial institutions. They decided to join together 

both fiscal and monetary policy to serve bankers’ interest. 

 

A broader view at the MFI needs to explore its potential disruptive effects, which can make its 

original objective of financial stability self-defeating and will lead to unavoidable financial 

instability and disorder in a near future. The MFI has both political and economic and financial 

pitfalls. The US should not give any Secretary of the Treasury, let alone one who has been so 

wrong and who keeps reassuring us that everything is under control,  so much power with no 

oversight on how taxpayers’ money is spent. While Paulson wants to use the MFI to buy 

intoxicated assets, he may end up intoxicating the US economy and the global economy along 

with it. On the political side, there is growing frustration to see taxpayers’ money being spent on 

nonproductive and exorbitant bailout schemes, instead of being spent on productive and growth 

generating education, health, and infrastructure. By becoming heavily dominated by subsidies to 

the banking sector, public expenditure will have very small impact on economic growth and 

social welfare. There is also growing dismay about increasing inequity when the government 

transfers private bank losses to the public, while it keeps speculators’ profits private and protects 

high salaries and gains of bankers, all this in a country that today has it worst income distribution 

in about one hundred years. 

 

On the economic and financial side, potential adverse effects are too many and cannot be 

exhaustively enumerated, but a few deserve mention. Moral hazard is certainly increased. All 

mortgage holders, seeing that the MFI is buying impaired mortgage loans, will be tempted to 

default in the name of equal treatment among mortgage debtors. Similarly, for consumer and 

small business loans, debtors will default, knowing that these loans are secured by the 

government. Such strong motivation for default can turn the amount of defaulted loans into 

trillions and push liabilities of the MFI to forbidden levels. The mechanism of credit and 

financial intermediation can be seriously impaired. In addition, the MFI will set a precedent, and 

will make default very appealing in the future for all debtors, impairing long-term financial 

stability. 

 

The effect of the MFI on economic growth is certainly detrimental. By diverting excessively 

large resources to buying useless financial papers, billions of dollars will be taken away from 

social and economic sectors. Hence, long-term growth will be undermined by lack of productive 

investment.  

 

On the financing side, in view of past and current large US fiscal deficits, the MFI is simply not 

financeable. Other is only inflation as a financing option. The monetization of incredibly large 

deficits can degenerate into the most destabilizing hyperinflation in US history, and could cause 

the worst economic and social pain. It will extract heaviest tax on fixed income and wage earners 

and operate large real income cuts as well as large wealth redistribution from creditors to 

debtors. Food inflation has already exceeded tolerable levels and forced malnutrition or 

reduction in food standards for average and low income families. Exacerbating already high 



 

inflation can dramatically impoverish millions of American families. It will intensify 

unemployment and social discontent. If the fiscal deficit exerts pressure on interest rates, then the 

deficit will rise even further, the cost of monumental private debt will increase, and mass default 

both nationally and internationally will set off. 

 

As previous fiscal deficits during 2001-2008 clearly showed, the financing of excessively large 

deficits will take greatest toll on the US dollar and will undermine confidence in the US dollar as 

reserve currency. For the US to run a current account deficit, the rest of the world must be 

willing to finance it. This financing task would principally fall on China and a few major oil-

exporting countries in the Persian Gulf. These countries, instead of throwing good money after 

bad money, will try to diversify out of dollars in an orderly fashion. Foreign holders of dollars 

are unlikely to keep financing an ever growing US current account deficit, but will instead 

convert their dollar holdings into stable currencies or gold.  This would, in turn, cause a major 

economic contraction in the US, possibly a contraction exceeding 10 percent. Because of such a 

large contraction in the US, there will be adverse repercussions on international trade and these 

adverse effects would be further re-enforced by exchange rates instability. The rapidly growing 

Asian economies will be seriously affected as their export growth slows down. Furthermore, as 

recent experience has shown, substantial dollar depreciation will cause dangerous commodity 

price inflation. With the expected MFI-induced dollar depreciation, energy prices can rebound to 

exorbitant levels, accentuating further inflation and undermining economic growth. 

 

All of this cannot but impair the global financial and economic reputation of the US. Just in a 

matter of days the dollar has declined from $1.39 to $1.48 to the Euro, oil has climbed from $90 

to over $120 (at one point rising by over $20 in one day on September 22) and gold has jumped 

from $750 per ounce to over $900 . The declining value of the dollar will adversely affect the 

value of foreign holdings in the US. The China Investment Corporation (CIC) and a number of 

sovereign wealth funds are major stakeholders in US financial and non-financial sectors,  as 

major holders of US government securities, debt of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and owners of 

manufacturing companies. Major surplus countries in Asia and Persian Gulf oil exporters will no 

longer continue to trust the United States with their money, an amount exceeding $2 trillion. 

Financial trust, a needed but already a rare commodity in finance, will evaporate over night. 

Countries will withdraw from participating in the global financial system and autarchy will once 

again raise its ugly head. Moreover, oil exporters with large financial surpluses, Kuwait, Qatar, 

Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, may cut back their oil exports. Why would they 

want to sell their depleting oil reserves for worthless paper? 

 

It is unfortunate to see that both presidential candidates have rushed to support the MFI plan as 

did most of those in the political, academic and media circles. In fact, very few politicians have 

paused to ascertain the implications of this institution, as they do not want to take any blame for 

delaying the rush to create MFI.  Among them, the maverick Congressman Ron Paul, expressed 

distrust in the MFI plan, and understood its far-reaching dangers and ability to make the financial 

crisis worse and escalate further into unmanageable economic and financial dimensions. He 

rightly expressed concern about its systemic potential damage to public finance, economy, and 

the dollar. He emphatically objected to the Fed’s fixing of interest rates and to its interference 

with market prices to prevent an orderly adjustment of housing prices to economic fundamentals 

represented by household income and the average cost of houses. He strongly opposed buying 



 

illiquid and unworthy assets by the government and suggested market solutions to the crisis, 

consisting essentially of recapitalization of banks by own shareholders and strengthening of 

prudential safeguards.  

 

The Fed’s actions in coping with the present financial crisis, which it created through cheap 

monetary policy during 2001-2008 and monetization of large fiscal deficits, have been so far 

characterized by stampede, confusion, and excesses. Not a single action since August 2007 was 

based on full understanding of underlying problem and none of its impact were properly 

assessed. There is no comprehensive assessment of the financial sector soundness, and no 

evidence for systemic risk was established. Except for investment banks that were involved in 

speculative hedge funds and credit derivatives, the commercial banking system remains largely 

salvageable. As evident, most of the Fed’s actions were made at behest of Wall Street and were 

not warranted by the ample liquidity of the banking system and fast growth of credit since 2001; 

bank credit continued to expand at very high rate of 12 percent per year during 2001-2008, 

implying absence of any credit freeze for the economy at large. Most notorious was the cutting 

of the federal funds rate from 5.5 percent to 2 percent, highly applauded by bankers, politicians, 

and academicians, yet it failed to stimulate the economy. Similarly, massive injection of 

liquidities since August 2007 and the facilities put by the Fed to lend to the banking system have 

allowed banks to pour money into speculative oil, food, and other commodities markets; they 

aggravated food inflation, disrupted transports sector, slowed down economic growth, and 

pushed unemployment to 6.1 percent.  

 

For now, if Messieurs Paulson and Bernanke were correct in their assessment of systemic risk, 

then a preferred vehicle to addressing the short –term problem would be to invest in any viable 

institution (note not all institutions) in return for ownership. Capital can be injected into 

otherwise sound institutions based on some agreed share price (average of recent market prices) 

with the option for the institution to buy back these shares at an agreed upon price and at some 

future date.  At the same time, the Treasury, or the institution created to oversee such public 

investments, must put limits on executive pay and bonuses in these publicly supported financial 

institutions. This approach would at least afford taxpayers something for their investment and 

limit corporate excesses. At the same time, for such a plan to succeed at the global level, the US 

should coordinate its actions with other major economic powers; if not, impaired banks outside 

of the US will adversely affect the fragile US financial system.  

 

For the longer term, the lesson is that mistakes cannot be fixed by more mistakes. Fundamental 

solutions were proposed by eminent writers including Milton Friedman, Maurice Allais, Irving 

Fisher, Henry Simons, Paul Volcker, and may others. They decidedly advocated reforms at the 

central banking level and at the regulatory level. At the central banking level, it is important to 

reduce discretionary power of central bank chiefs and to put in place fixed rules and predictable 

and stable monetary framework. The so-called interest rate rule has turned out to be most 

destabilizing rule. Only by controlling money and credit aggregates can central bank restore 

financial stability. Monetary policy should be freed; it should not become a tool for serving 

interest groups, as it is now, through large bailouts and discretionary fixing of interest rates. 

Worse when fiscal policy, as under the MFI, combines with monetary policy to serve interest 

groups. At the regulatory level, financial enterprises are granted the privilege, and not the right, 

to practice banking and financial intermediation. Their license should be revocable if they 



 

indulge in unsafe banking. This implies that many financial innovations and contracts, 

specifically those which are not fully understood by regulators and customers, should not be 

allowed. Speculation should be strictly controlled both in stock, commodities, and housing 

markets; its main cause, namely excessive and uncontrolled credit expansion should be 

eliminated. Without fundamental reforms, financial instability is here to stay and economic 

agony will persist. 
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If, before the Bernanke/Paulson plan was submitted to Congress, you had heard that the US Fed 

Chairman and Secretary of the Treasury planned to request $700 billion from Congress based on 

a three-page document, you would have laughed about the plausibility of such a rumor. If you 

had been told that the three pages allowed for no congressional oversight and no controls on how 

the Secretary of the Treasury used these funds, you would have been incredulous and would have 

dismissed the rumor as absurd and utter nonsense. Were these gentlemen on to something when 

they chose this venue? Are they so arrogant as to think that their record merits such trust? Or was 

it that they thought they could frighten the American people and Congress into adopting their 

undefined plan? Would you trust $700 let alone $700,000,000,000, to anyone who did this sort 

of thing? 

 

In urging Congress to adopt, in a “clean and quick” approach, a US $700 billion bailout plan to 

buy illiquid assets from banks, it would appear that Bernanke and Paulson desperately wanted to 

save overleveraged banks and hedge funds at an immense cost to taxpayers and future 

generations of Americans. This is the only plausible explanation for two such seasoned veterans. 

Their initial plan would have secured a “dream” exit strategy for imprudent bankers and 

speculators, rewarded all speculative gains and the giving of lavish executive salaries, and 

dumped all capital losses onto the federal budget and Main Street. Both Paulson and Bernanke 

have claimed that their plan would be better for taxpayers and American families than any other 

alternative; they warned that the world would come to an end if their plan were not adopted. We 

have become accustomed to Paulson and Bernanke warning that the “sky is falling” each time 

they want to push their bailout agenda. Think Bear Stearns, Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac and AIG.  

 

One thing is clear. Bernanke and Paulson have failed to cope with the financial crisis that broke 

out in August 2007. They have stubbornly prevented orderly adjustments from bursting 

speculative bubbles and have refused to foster long-term money and banking stability. Bernanke 

and Paulson’s tunnel vision affords them only one approach to the crisis: remove illiquid 

speculative assets from the balance sheets of banks and dump them on the state. According to 

Bernanke, any problems that led to this crisis will be addressed, time permitting, at a later stage. 

This plan is not only inequitable and morally unacceptable, it is also in total contradiction to 

sound banking principles, dangerously inflationary and potentially highly disruptive for the long-

term health of the US economy. 

 

The US Congress has balked at this outrageous proposal, as would have any sane human being. 

Although the full details of the negotiations have not been revealed, enough has trickled out to 

indicate both major and minor modifications to Bernanke and Paulson’s original plan. These 

include: oversight of the Secretary of the Treasury (although his decisions cannot be reviewed by 

any court in the land), rules and regulation for firms hired to help the Treasury run the program, 

limits on executive compensation for firms whose assets are bought by the Treasury, limited 

equity participation for taxpayers in case the bailed institutions prosper, some relief for those 

who are facing home foreclosure and the option for the Secretary of the Treasury to issue 



 

insurance for the affected assets as a way to reduce cost to the taxpayers, with this latter feature 

added to bring House Republicans on board. One sticking point, how to pay for losses for 

securities that are bought and sold for a loss, will be left to the next president. While more details 

will emerge in the upcoming days, two things are clear. First, Congress could have extracted 

more for the US taxpayer while still adopting the core of the Bernanke and Paulson proposal, a 

proposal that some have called cash for trash. Second, in the rush of the moment, the Congress, 

and everyone else, is simply clueless as to what may happen. Bernanke and Paulson have not 

presented any analysis of the financial and economic implications of their plan. In addition, two 

of the main arguments they have advanced for their plan are not as evident as they claim. 

 

First, to quote Paulson: “The ultimate taxpayer protection will be the market stability provided as 

we remove the troubled assets from our financial system. I am convinced that this bold approach 

will cost American families far less than the alternative – a continuing series of financial 

institution failures and frozen credit markets unable to fund everyday needs and economic 

expansion.” Paulson fails to consider other alternatives that may be less costly.  Even more 

importantly, contrary to Paulson’s claim, credit is not frozen, the US banking system is still 

lending significantly to the economy, as clearly demonstrated by the Fed’s data with bank credit 

still expanding at a high rate of 9 percent per year as of July 2008. Certainly, banks have become 

more prudent, matching the maturities of their assets and liabilities better, and are no longer 

replaying the speculative mania that led to the present subprime loan meltdown. There is so far 

no evidence of systemic risk to US commercial banks at large (note large investment banks have 

disappeared). Only speculative loans face problems. Loans invested in real and economic 

generating activities in agriculture, industry and commerce remain sound. The non-financial 

sector continues to have access to credit at low interest rates.  

Second, to quote Bernanke: “the Federal Reserve supports the Treasury’s proposal to buy illiquid 

assets from financial institutions. Purchasing impaired assets will create liquidity and promote 

price recovery in the markets for these assets, while reducing investor uncertainty about the 

current value and prospects of financial institutions.” Bernanke, only concerned with investors’ 

uncertainty, seems to ignore a basic and essential principle of central banking: it is the central 

bank, and not the Treasury, that manages, provides, or withdraws liquidity from the financial 

sector. The Fed has injected massive liquidity since August 2007, put in place large lending 

facility to banks and worked out large swap facilities with major central banks around the world 

to inject further liquidity. Banks do not the face the serious liquidity problems attributed to them, 

as inter-bank rates, including the federal funds rate, have not come under serious pressure. 

Money supply has expanded at the very high rate of 16 percent in 2008. Bernanke’s goal is to rid 

banks of mismatched maturities and acquire billions of worthless speculative paper for the state. 

While the amount of writedowns by banks have so far exceeded US$500 billion, it would appear 

that Paulson and Bernanke do not want banks to incur any further losses, and that all their 

worthless and speculative paper will be put on the backs of US taxpayers. 

 

The congressional debate of the Paulson-Bernanke Plan has taken place in a vacuum of 

economic and financial analysis. Congressmen have been pressured into believing the Paulson 

and Bernanke statements of impending doom and thus coerced into approving their massive 

bailout plan. It was important for Congress to analyze all potential dangers of this plan, not only 

in terms of its financial costs, but all its political, economic and social implications as well as the 



 

long-term damage to the financial sector. Congress should have analyzed the root causes of the 

financial crisis and designed reforms that would have safeguarded financial stability. But 

Bernanke and Paulson, supported by a weak President Bush, have railroaded Congress into the 

realm of the euphoric unknowns. 

 

On the fiscal front, the Bernanke/Paulson approach will inflate the US fiscal deficit to an 

unsustainable level. With the national debt spiking to 86 percent of GDP, the deficit may 

seriously undermine US solvency. The Congressional Budget Office has already announced that 

the cost of the plan is very difficult to assess and could turn out to be trillions of dollars. To a 

previously projected 2009 record deficit of $500 billion, the bailout’s $700 billion price tag 

combined with $200 billion for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and $85 billion for AIG, the fiscal 

deficit will explode to about $1.5 trillion. We should also ask after this $700 billion is spent, 

what will Congress say to another request say of $300 billion to save the day? And so on into the 

future. Won’t the purchase of worthless paper by the Treasury reveal the existence of more 

worthless paper on the books of financial institutions and cause even more panic? This process 

has no end. When will Congress see that it is throwing good money after bad money?  

 

As with past and recurring deficits under the Bush Administration, the financing of such a 

monumental deficit can only be achieved through monetization, inflation and exchange rate 

depreciation. This will considerably widen external deficits and aggravate food and energy price 

inflation. The fast depreciation of the US dollar will trigger a run on the dollar, sharp commodity 

price inflation and a resurgence of the oil and food crisis. A serious run on the dollar will make 

gold the de facto monetary reserve asset, with foreigners becoming less willing to buy US 

financial assets.  

 

Economic growth will without a doubt be curtailed by a considerable fall in savings and a 

significant decrease in real government and private expenditures; real government spending will 

diminish because most of the expenditures will consist of buying worthless financial papers at 

the expense of spending on social and economic programs. Rapid food and energy inflation will 

erode real incomes and reduce private spending in real terms, and contribute to rising 

unemployment, further aggravating already deteriorating trends in the unemployment rate. 

On the financial sector side, knowing the government will secure their loans mortgage borrowers 

will be tempted to default. Similarly for consumer and business loans, debtors will be tempted to 

default. The amount of defaults will rise; this will in turn push the purchases of impaired assets 

to forbidden limits and will aggravate fiscal imbalances. The moral hazard will increase and 

financial disorder will be compounded. 

 

On the equity side, it is unacceptable that tax money be used to subsidize banks, more 

specifically the speculative component of bank practices that has no direct bearing on investment 

and growth. Besides increasing distributive injustice, such spending is non-productive and yields 

no social benefit to taxpayers and to the broader economy in the form of health, education and 

infrastructure. It is absurd to have the government (ultimately the taxpayer) pay for the 

speculative losses of banks and hedge funds. Had banks invested wisely in productive activities 

they would not have faced their current problems of frozen speculative assets. In the case of 

hedge funds it is even more galling in that their billionaire executives pay a lower tax rate than 



 

do their secretaries! Will these funds now use the taxpayers’ money to lobby Congress for 

continued, or even enhanced, tax preferences? 

 

Let’s not forget that the current financial disorder stems from the Fed’s over-expansionary policy 

and the monetization of large fiscal deficits, and inadequate regulation and supervision of 

financial institutions. Speculative credit has expanded at dangerous rates at the expense of credit 

worthiness. Securitization has absorbed ever-increasing liquidity injected by the Fed to keep 

interest rates very low. Economists have often argued that excessive credit can cause financial 

disorder and may result in financial dislocation as many borrowers will simply default both at the 

government (e.g., developing countries) and private sector level. The policy mistakes of the Fed 

are too numerous and carry severe implications. Besides following too cheap a monetary policy 

that led to the credit boom, the Fed under Bernanke has persisted with the same policy, 

propelling speculation in commodities and assets markets and undermining financial stability. At 

the same time, the Fed did not pursue adequate supervision of financial institutions. 

 

The most enlightened understanding of the present crisis and its solution comes from the 

maverick Congressman Ron Paul. To quote him: “Unfortunately, the government's preferred 

solution to the crisis is the very thing that got us into this mess in the first place: government 

intervention. …This lowering of prices (i.e., home prices) brings the economy back into balance, 

equalizing supply and demand. This economic adjustment means, however, that there are some 

winners—in this case, those who can again find affordable housing without the need for creative 

mortgage products, and some losers—builders and other sectors connected to real estate that 

suffer setbacks. The government doesn't like this, however, and undertakes measures to keep 

prices artificially inflated. This was why the Great Depression was as long and drawn out in this 

country as it was. I am afraid that policymakers today have not learned the lesson that prices 

must adjust to economic reality. The bailout of Fannie and Freddie, the purchase of AIG, and the 

latest multi-hundred billion dollar Treasury scheme all have one thing in common: they seek to 

prevent the liquidation of bad debt and worthless assets at market prices, and instead try to prop 

up those markets and keep those assets trading at prices far in excess of what any buyer would be 

willing to pay.”  

 

There is no easy way out of the mess the Fed has created.  The proposed bailout will only 

aggravate the financial crisis. The Fed’s attempt to prevent highly inflated speculative prices 

from adjusting to market fundamentals has disrupted financial markets and created more disorder 

in the banking sector. By lowering interest rates and injecting massive liquidity with a view to 

re-inflating already high home prices, Bernanke has brought economic growth to a halt and on a 

declining trend from here on, undermined the dollar, destabilized food and oil markets, disrupted 

the airline industry and brought the US and world economy to a long-term slowdown. Highly 

expansionary monetary policy is only setting the ground for an even more severe credit crisis, 

nationally and internationally. 

 

Financial sector crises are not a novelty, and no single country has been immune to them. 

Approaches to solving these crises are classical. Responsibility of the financial sector falls under 

the central bank jurisdiction. Depositors are usually covered under the FDIC. Failing banks have 

to be audited, on a case by case basis, and the root cause of their difficulties must be properly 

assessed. Solutions should be bank-specific. Besides rediscounting safe assets, solutions may 



 

involve reinforcing contracts and recovering impaired assets through legal means, making 

provisions against losses, increasing the capital base and reducing costs. If financial difficulties 

are not solvable, they will go through judiciary liquidation. The disappearance of a bank or of a 

number of banks does not mean the disappearance of the financial system. Extending unlimited 

subsidies to speculative banks is not the way to solve a financial crisis. Bernanke and Paulson 

should allow the price mechanism to operate more freely to find its long-term equilibrium. They 

should remember that a credit boom has to be followed by a temporary recession. Their present 

course of overloading the government with intoxicated speculative debt, undertaking massive 

bailouts and blowing up the fiscal deficits to unbearable levels will only undermine further 

macroeconomic stability, turn present inflationary pressure out of control and heighten social 

discontent. Soon their successors will face the same realities. The option of doing nothing is far 

better and safer for taxpayers and American families than adopting Bernanke and Paulson’s 

inequitable plan to save speculative bankers while the house burns.  

 

Most ominous is how the Bernanke/Paulson approach will play out on the world stage in the 

months to come. Will the rest of the world finance America’s exploding deficits? Will the US 

economy contract into a double digit recession if global financing is not forthcoming? Will the 

dollar go into a freefall? Will cross border flows of capital remain relatively stable? These are the 

questions that are likely to haunt us in the days to come. 

 

As congressional leaders, along with the two presidential candidates, left the White House late 

Thursday afternoon, it looked that the deal that had been agreed to earlier in the day by 

congressional leaders was put into temporary jeopardy by republican lawmakers. On Friday it 

looked that it would pass and be signed by the president within the next few days. On Sunday, 

12:30 a.m. eastern standard time, congressional leaders emerged from marathon negotiations to 

announce that they had a deal. They expected the needed congressional votes on Monday. 

 

For now, the real innovation in Bernanke and Paulson’s approach, both toward political 

Washington and the US public, has been to act as chicken littles and frighten US savers, retirees 

and politicians (who want to get elected or re-elected) into submission by shouting that the sky is 

falling. If  this legacy gains traction and becomes the way of doing business in Washington, 

heaven help us all from the falling sky!  
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The defeat of the Bernanke-Paulson US$700 billion bailout plan, called troubled assets rescue 

plan (TARP), ushers the end of the Bush Administration disorderly financial policies and the 

irresponsible expansionary monetary policy of the Greenspan-Bernanke era. It is a defeat of the 

inflationist forces that wanted to put the burden of the speculative bank losses on the American 

workers arguing that the Bernanke-Paulson Plan is better for American families and their 

children than any other economic stabilization plan. Bankers wanted to get rid of their 

speculative impaired assets; the cost for the economy would be hyperinflation which will 

exacerbate already very high food and energy price inflation and erode dramatically American 

workers and their families real incomes and food standards. The Bernanke-Paulson TARP is a 

coordinated ploy that would have in a “quick and clean” way dumped troubled assets on the 

government. Bernanke has already injected over US$630 billion in liquidity in the banking 

system destined for the bailout. As soon as the plan is approved by the US Congress, Paulson 

would issue immediately treasury bills that will be bought by banks, the proceeds of which will 

enable to purchase troubled assets. US banks have never been in their history so flushed with 

liquidity that is remunerated by the Fed. By getting money at very low rates from the Fed and 

making profits in purchasing treasury bills, banks will make huge risk less profits, and the 

financing of the TARP will be fully guaranteed without requiring financing from sovereign 

wealth funds. Paulson and Bernanke have failed since August 2007 to re-inflate unworthy assets 

despite Fed’s extremely low interest rates and aggressive monetary policy. They found out that, 

only by combing fiscal and monetary policies and forcing unusual expansion of both, they can 

remove “clogging” troubled assets and achieve their re-inflationary objective. 

 

The battle between the supporters of Bernanke-Paulson Plan and its opponents is a battle of 

debtors and bankers against those who would like to safeguard public finance, equity, and seek 

to restore orderly adjustment of the financial system and asset prices. Debtors and bankers would 

like to protect their acquired wealth, walk free from debt, and dump unworthy financial assets on 

the government budget. By inducing hyperinflation, they will be able to extinguish real value of 

their liabilities. The bankers’ group maintains that only the government can recapitalize the 

banking sector; they claim that rejection of bank recapitalization by the government would be 

fatal to the economy, and policymakers would regret their rebuttal of the TARP. The opponents 

of the TARP, wary of the maneuvers of the supporters of the TARP and observing that the sky 

has not or is not about to fall yet, see clearly its dangers to the economy, its inequitable aspects, 

the long economic decline it will entail, and constituency’s discontent. Food inflation has already 

reduced dramatically the food standards of American families. By accelerating an already high 

food and energy inflation, the Bernanke-Paulson Plan would certainly push millions to 

malnutrition and would depress further economic activity. 

 

The proponents of the TARP maintained that the US Treasury will make money buying 

worthless papers. At one point in time, these papers will become valuable, the Treasury will 

resell them at much higher price than paid for and will make money; hence, the Bernanke-

Paulson Plan will end up bringing profits to taxpayers. Some dubbed the TARP as a genius deal 



 

of Bernanke and Paulson. If proponents of this arguments are certain that worthless financial 

papers will become very valuable in the future, why financial institutions do not keep these 

papers, sell them later and reap profits? Unfortunately, bad debt can never become good debt. 

Throwing good money after bad money is not a sound approach. 

 

The proponents of the TARP have forcefully argued that without massive bailout, the economy 

would literally collapse. Banks will fail, retirement savings will disappear, no more credit will 

overflow to the economy, and no more jobs in the economy. If bailed out, banks will resume 

lending, and the economy will continue to grow. Unfortunately, their arguments are not 

supported by actual data. The US economy has shown remarkable resilience so far since August 

2007; it continued to grow, albeit at slower rate, at 2 percent a year in 2008. Credit to the 

economy has continued to grow at a high rate of 9 percent so far in 2008. The banking system 

has never been as much stocked up with liquidity as it has been now, not only in the US, but in 

Europe, and Asia. Not all the US economy is a speculative economy. The non speculative 

components, agriculture, industry, and services, continue to have access to credit at very low 

interest rates both domestically and in the international markets. While there has been no credit 

squeeze for the productive sectors of the economy, as clearly supported by Fed’s data, the US 

economy, and even world economy, has been undeniably affected by extremely high price 

inflation in the essential components of consumer spending, namely energy, food, rent, mortgage 

payments, and health. Price inflation deflates real quantities. Real consumption of high marginal 

propensity to consume groups (i.e., wage earners) has declined under the effect of exorbitant 

energy and food price inflation, leading to reverse income multiplier effect. In addition, national 

savings has turned negative leading to a decline in real investment. Accordingly, unemployment 

rose to 6.1 percent in 2008. 

 

The uneven handedness of the TARP is obvious; it purports to protect a group (bankers) at  the 

expense of another group (workers, pensioners, etc.,) arguing that the gains of the former serve 

the economy  while the losses of the latter have no incidence on the economy. A bailout of the 

whole banking system has never been adopted in any country before. Banking bailout should not 

fall under the jurisdiction of the Treasury, and should remain confined to the jurisdiction of the 

central bank. Ailing banks should be treated on a case by case basis, and not in a systemic way. 

Solutions have to be addressed at each ailing bank level. Recapitalization has always been the 

responsibility of shareholders. They have enjoyed profits during fat cow years. If they see that 

difficulties are temporary and have every interest in re-capitalizing their institution, they will 

accept to inject new capital. If shareholders deem that the financial viability of the institution has 

been irrevocably impaired, then it is not the role of the government to maintain loss-making 

private enterprises. As in any country, deposits have to be secured by the government, as it is the 

only body that can issue licenses for banks. 

 

Despite its defeat, proponents of the TARP would want to revive it and walk free out their 

troubled assets, letting the government suffer the losses. The Bush Administration in its last days 

has avoided to address the root problem, and has rejected sensible proposals advanced by 

opponent Congressmen for economic and financial stabilization. Bernanke and Paulson  have 

formulated a plan that no banker has dreamed of or asked for. It was their pure invention. It has 

raised expectations, divided policy makers, destabilized markets, and certainly, those who have 

interest have jumped on board. By endorsing Bernanke-Paulson Plan, Senators McCain and 



 

Obama will extend, not for four more years, but for ever, the Bush Administration financial 

chaos. The new administration will inherit, not only largest fiscal and external deficits in the US 

history, but a huge fiscal debt, exceeding  86 percent of GDP, and totally loose monetary policy 

that cannot be reined in without sending interest rates skyrocketing. The debt crisis will become 

even more unsustainable as defaults will explode both nationally and internationally.  

 

The gap between the Fed and the banking system has grown too large. The Fed is still trying 

very hard to push banks to renew a credit boom, make people live far above their means, re-

inflate the economy, and aggravate external deficits with presumably the intention to strengthen 

the financial system and stimulate the economy. However, you can lead the horse to the water, 

but you cannot force it to drink. Bankers are no longer in the mood to repeat the credit orgy of 

the recent years and shower loans that will never be recovered. Foreclosures studies showed that 

in all foreclosure cases, mortgages were totally irreconcilable with incomes, absorbing at least 40 

percent of gross income. There is no way for a family with US$40,000 per year to service a 

mortgage loan of US$600,000 dollars and above. Besides banks’ becoming increasingly prudent, 

households have also become reluctant to take on more burden. With credit increasing at very 

high rate of 12 percent during 2001-2008, and total outstanding credit at 350 percent of GDP, 

there is no way to avoid dramatic credit defaults; in the event, it becomes harder to renew a 

credit boom. 

  

The financial disorder of Greenspan-Bernanke over a decade time cannot be fixed, and should 

not be fixed, in five minutes time. A “quick and clean” bailout will certainly transfer huge wealth 

to bankers and debtors, and will make them enjoy their wealth without paying anything for it. As 

there is no real credit freeze to the productive sector of the economy, the TARP will not address 

the present economic and financial problems of the US economy. It will only worsen the 

macroeconomic imbalances. It is a fact that central banks have largely exceeded their mandate of 

managing liquidity in the economy and have evolved into the main body that manages all the 

economy. They have thus neglected the regulatory aspects and the control of credit and have 

instead become the directing organism for the whole economy. Subsequently, they have caused 

immense price distortions in the economy, as reflected by negative real interest rates, exorbitant 

housing and commodity prices, high energy and food inflation, and unstable exchange rates. 

Worse, they have created most uncertain economic environment. As witnessed lately, stock 

indices dive by 777 points in one day; they fly by 582 points in the next day; oil prices exploded 

to US$147/barrel, then retreated to US$92/barrel. As Maurice Allais put it: the whole world 

financial markets have become casino tables. Monetary policy has become entirely subordinated 

to financial markets and turned as volatile as these markets are. The notion of independent 

central banking has totally vanished. It is impossible to make any sound forecast or investment 

decision in such a volatile environment. It has only become propitious for speculation. Such an 

absolute role for central banks will heighten financial and economic instability. 

 

The US Congress as well as governments in industrial countries have to reconsider central 

banks’ role if a degree of financial stability is to be restored. Banks cannot be blamed for their 

troubled assets. They were misled by imprudent monetary policy. The US congress should not 

rush into the TARP. Instead, it needs to appoint a body of independent and neutral experts who 

will analyze carefully the causes underlying the present financial crisis and formulate reforms 

that will redefine the role and attributions of the central bank, rehabilitate the financial sector, 



 

preserve lasting financial stability, and promote supply-oriented steady growth. Demand-led 

growth goes through booms and busts, is highly inflationary, and causes immense price 

distortions and large internal and external imbalances. Real incomes gain in the boom phase are 

more than offset by losses in the down phase. 
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A meaningful program of economic and financial stabilization for the US should start with a 

clear diagnosis of what is ailing the US economy and financial system. The US economy suffers 

from large internal and external imbalances and inflationary pressures in housing and commodity 

prices. Internal imbalances are characterized by large public and private sector deficits. 

Notwithstanding near doubling of exports during 2003-2008, external imbalances are witnessed 

by record external current deficits ranging between 5-7 percent of GDP during 2001-2008. Total 

net national saving—that is, the saving of households, businesses, and governments excluding 

depreciation charges—became negative in 2008. In addition to expansionary fiscal policies, 

these imbalances were brought about by an overly expansionary monetary policy that kept 

interest rates at very low levels, and with real interest rates largely negative.  

 

In turn, very low interest rates have created immense price distortions and considerable 

inefficiencies in the economy. More specifically, they have funneled credit for speculation; they 

have pushed housing and commodity prices to exorbitant levels, and depreciated dollar exchange 

rates. The monetary data shows that total credit stands at an unprecedented record level of 350 

percent of GDP in 2008. However, in view of falling asset prices, massive write downs, capital 

injections, and rising default rates, bank lending still decelerated in 2008. Real economic growth, 

although robust during 2001-2007, was essentially underpinned by demand policies and 

therefore became vulnerable to changes in domestic demand. As a result of intensifying credit 

crunch and strong commodity price inflation, economic growth decelerated in 2008 and 

unemployment started to rise. This is how the US got here.  

 

What has the United States done to combat these developments? The federal government’s 

response to the financial crisis that broke out in August 2007, that is the further expansion of 

fiscal and monetary policies, has only aggravated the economic and financial difficulties. 

Although politically appealing, the government’s policy measures have prevented the crisis from 

running its course and have instead aimed at re-inflating the economy with a view to supporting 

already very high speculative housing prices. Sharp cut in interest rates sent the dollar crumbling, 

energy and food prices skyrocketing, and in turn adversely affecting real economic growth. To 

prevent decline in housing prices and foreclosures, the US Congress voted a package of $300 

billion in July 2008 to help homeowners who are in default with their mortgages. Recently, the 

Congress voted $700 billion to buy intoxicated bank debts. Besides their fiscal burden, these 

measures can trigger an unprecedented hyperinflation in the US and exacerbate financial and 

economic difficulties. 

 

Pursuing the recent monetary and fiscal policies can only exacerbate macroeconomic 

imbalances, aggravate inflationary trends, and push the economy deeper into recession. A policy 

aimed at re-inflating the economy will only aggravate existing price distortions in the economy, 

impose a heavy tax burden on workers and pensioners, and result in an unprecedented wealth 

redistribution from creditors to debtors. By eroding national savings and investment, it will 

aggravate recession and unemployment trends. Inflation reduces real wages and real cash 



 

balances, reduces real consumption, and has a self-cumulative depressing effect on real 

quantities. The pursuit of a demand-led growth will increase US dependence on foreign 

financing, intensifying the credit crisis, and extract a heavy cost in terms of wealth,  income, and 

job losses. The government budget will be absorbed by bailout spending at the expense of 

growth generating expenditures. 

 

What should be done? In view of the high uncertainties looming ahead, a stabilization program is 

critical before the economy goes deeper into stagflation. It involves joint actions by main 

government departments, state, and local governments. The overriding principles should be to 

restore supply-driven growth, lay the basis for sustained balanced growth that reduces sharp 

economic fluctuations, and eliminate major price distortions in the economy. Besides 

rehabilitating the financial industry, the program should increase savings and investment, 

increasing economic growth and employment, and eradicate inflationary pressures that have 

become a major obstacle for the economy. 

 

A critical element in a stabilization plan should be to free interest rates as was done during 1979-

1982. Today banks face their worst crisis since the Great Depression of 1929-1993. Banks have 

suffered large writedowns; they are saddled with non-performing assets; and are in dire need of 

capital. Forcing very low interest rates on banks in a high-risk environment and falling incomes 

will undermine their share values, and expose them to even greater credit and market risks. The 

present low interest rates regime rewards borrowers at the expense of lenders. This environment 

does not allow an allocation of funds to the most productive sectors. Because of the sharp fall in 

savings, real resources for lending have shrunk drastically; hence low interest rates have created 

a huge gap between demand for loans and supply of real savings. Pressure in capital market is 

conveyed by the LIBOR, which rose in early October 2008 to 4.5 percent. There is apparently a 

liquidity trap; despite massive liquidity injection by the Fed, banks are not even lending to each 

other, let alone lending to sound customers. If interest rates are freed, banks will be able to 

resume their lending on sounder basis and will be able to price risk and strengthen their financial 

positions. Then the credit mechanism will operate without interference. This will enable safe 

borrowers, such as state governments and municipalities, to borrow from the market. In line with 

interest rates in major industrial and emerging countries, higher interest rates will attract foreign 

savings and will enable the needed investment in the real economy. Higher interest rates will 

encourage households and private business to be more self-reliant or rely on equity financing and 

reduce excessive recourse to bank lending and leverage.  

 

Higher interest rates would be not popular because they add to the cost of funding public debt. 

While this is certainly true, think of the cost of massive bailouts and massive tax rebates that are 

now absorbing close to 55 percent of tax revenues. 

 

Monetary policy has to change from exclusively controlling interest rates to controlling monetary 

aggregates and the regulatory and supervision framework. While it is important for the monetary 

authorities to secure deposits in banks and in money funds, it should allow for an orderly 

adjustment of the banking sector that minimizes the cost for banks of strengthening their balance 

sheets. In view of the regulatory gap, monetary authorities have the primary responsibility for 

protecting the safety of the financial system by upgrading the regulatory apparatus. 

 



 

Expelling inflationary pressure in commodities and housing markets is important. There is 

obviously a positive correlation between housing and commodity prices. Preventing speculative 

housing prices from adjusting toward equilibrium has compounded commodity price inflation 

with adverse effects on economic growth. Forcing distorted prices on the economy is like strong 

labor unions forcing high wages which ends up in millions of lost jobs. Presently, housing prices 

are still dominated by a speculative component and are not affordable except through full 

borrowing from banks. While the government did not mind the upward phase, it should not 

oppose housing prices returning to normal equilibrium in line with disposable incomes and 

construction costs. Proponents of high housing prices refute price mechanism and want to replay 

the credit boom that led to these speculative prices. Neither banks nor responsible households are 

ready for another such party. Forcing distorted housing prices can only prolong the credit and 

housing crisis. 

 

A stabilization program should address the energy and food sectors. Special attention should be 

given to increasing energy production from all sources of energy and to food production. The US 

Department of Energy on one hand and the US Agriculture Department on the other should 

elaborate plans and appropriate fiscal incentives for supporting investment and growth in these 

two crucial sectors. Investment in the rest of the industry should be encouraged essentially 

through lowering corporate tax to 20-25 percent in line with rates prevailing in other industrial 

countries and through more funding for research and development.  

 

A stabilization program has to emphasize capital expenditure at the federal, state, and local 

governments levels. Restructuring public expenditures toward infrastructure, education, and 

health can do this. Infrastructure programs can absorb the slack in the real estate construction 

sector and ameliorate employment creation. 

 

On the fiscal side, large deficits can become non sustainable and absorb private savings. These 

deficits are now complicated by additional costs of massive bailouts and new administrative 

costs for managing the banking bailout scheme. Nonetheless, there appears a need to support 

economic growth so tax revenues recover, and to increase the efficiency of public expenditures, 

through cost control and prioritization of expenditures. Most important, the Unites States must 

avoid full monetization of these deficits, if not, the result will be devastating inflation. 

 

Finally, we recommend six specific steps to lay a foundation for a financial turnaround. To get 

banks to start lending, the federal government cannot simply rely on the bailout to do the job. 

The government should establish lines of credit with banks that have acted responsibly. These 

lines of credit would be used with strict federal guidelines to lend to businesses and to 

individuals. These would be government funds that the banks would lend. Once the banks start 

lending these funds, they will feel more comfortable about lending their own funds to these same 

borrowers. Simultaneously, the FDIC could take a temporary equity position in selected banks to 

impart more confidence to markets. 

 

Second, to bring stability to money markets, the government should insure all money market 

(including municipal) funds. The Treasury retracted this proposed policy (limiting it to funds 

deposited prior to September 19) because it saw the danger of a flight to money market 

instruments. But if policies are adopted in combination, this fear will be diminished. Moreover, if 



 

a flight toward money markets occurs, it will lower rates, reducing the attraction of money 

market deposits especially with FDIC deposit insurance increased to $250,000. 

 

Third, to bring financial stability to municipalities and states and to halt the implosion of the US 

education system, the federal government should start a two-year lending facility for states and 

municipalities, at an interest rate that is reflective of market conditions and credit worthiness of 

borrowers. 

 

Fourth, to safeguard social conditions and slow the economic implosion, unemployment benefits 

should be enhanced and extended beyond the current six months in a twelve-month cycle (with 

the difficult possibility of an extension). 

 

Fifth, given the dire straits of the US infrastructure, this is an opportune moment for the federal 

government to implement a ten-year infrastructure program. The program could also address 

energy independence, public transportation and the US education system. 

 

Sixth, the US government should demonstrate leadership at the global level. The United States 

should urgently convene, with preparation, a global economic summit that reaches beyond the G-

8, to include China, India, Brazil, Australia, South Korea and a few others. The focus of the 

summit should be the restoration of trust and confidence to financial markets, simultaneous 

efforts to enhance and support economic activity by policies (other than reducing government 

lending rates) and the commitment to avoid any and all protection measures.  

 

The present economic and financial crisis is certainly not the work of nature, nor should it have 

been unpredictable. While unprecedented in scale in the post war period, it is the predictable 

result of overly expansionary monetary and fiscal policies and deregulated and disorderly 

financial industry. Political courage is needed to implement the most appropriate, perhaps the 

least popular, policies.  
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Amongst the worst tragedies of collectivization was the Ukraine famine of 1932-33, taking six 

million lives as Stalin practiced forced appropriation of crops and imposed very low prices for 

agricultural products in favor of industrialization. Interference with pricing mechanism and 

Stalinism in form of very low prices for agricultural products caused famines in India in 1965 

and in China in 1969, with a human death toll well into the millions.  

 

Monetary policy as practiced by the US Fed for the past decade is but a form of financial 

Stalinism, forcing ridiculously low or negative real interest rates, with catastrophic results that 

are now plaguing the world. Fed policy has disabled the price mechanism in capital markets and 

set off uncontrolled credit expansion at the expense of capital productivity and creditworthiness, 

pushing housing, food, and energy prices to prohibitive levels, and triggering food and energy 

riots in vulnerable countries. It has undermined the dollar and made the US highly dependent on 

foreign financing.  

 

The dramatic consequences of Fed policy are unfolding before our very  eyes. The financial 

crisis that broke out in August 2007 has recently taken a turn for the worse. After claiming 

international and well-established banks and investment banks, it has now reduced the financial 

savings of ordinary Americans (in retirement accounts) by over 30 percent. The fiscal bill for 

past, ongoing and future Bernanke and Paulson bailouts will be staggering; the US fiscal deficit 

will be blown up to unthinkable proportions, public debt will be pushed to unprecedented levels, 

and most public resources will be destined to absorb financial losses at the expense of social and 

economic programs. Last, but not least, the long-term inflationary consequences may turn out to 

be even more dramatic. All these consequences are real and were in part predictable.  

 

So far Bernanke and Paulson have failed miserably in stemming the financial crisis, and have 

brought the US economy to a standstill, in part because Bernanke does not have a feel for the 

free market mechanism, and in part because he is not a prudent central banker. It would appear 

that Bernanke has read a great deal about the Great Depression of 1929-1933 and perhaps very 

little, or nothing, about the German  hyperinflation of 1920-1923. His view is that the Fed was 

liquidationist of banking institutions during 1929-33. In his view if the Fed had injected 

sufficient liquidity during 1929-1932, it would have precluded thousands of bank failures. 

Therefore, Bernanke is determined not to let that mistake happen again. Consequently, his 

response to the financial crisis has been a blind and  aggressive monetary policy in form of 

negative interest rates, massive liquidity injection, and massive bailouts.  

 

Bernanke is like the medical doctor who is familiar with one drug, and who prescribes it to every 

patients he sees at full dose and without diagnosis of what ails the patient or thinking what will 

happen to the patient if he takes the wrong medication. Thinking that the US economy was in a 

deep recession in 2007, one similar to the Great Depression, he precipitously unleashed 

monetary policy. His rushed actions have destabilized the financial system, sent commodity 

prices skyrocketing, and crippled economic growth. The US economy in 2007 had no 



 

resemblance to either the institutional setting of the Great Depression or to the immense role and 

expansionary stance of fiscal policy. Namely, today, there are institutions that can prevent bank 

runs, such as the FIDC, and the federal and state governments (both relatively far bigger than 

1929) are running large deficits that should preclude a deep recession, especially if they adopt 

appropriate policies. Hence, his inflationary approach was ill designed and will be very costly in 

bank failures, high inflation, and rising unemployment. 

 

The Fed chairman is by far the most important personality on the US economic and financial 

landscape. In fact, both Wall Street and Main Street read his statements more carefully than 

reading the words of a president or the laws of the land. His words and actions are the most 

influential in the financial and economic world. Being in large part an independent institution, 

the Fed, largely under Chairman Greenspan,  grasped absolute power over economic 

policymaking, and decided to abandon its regulatory power, enabling the development of 

financial anarchy under the guise of financial engineering and innovations. Such myopic faith in 

the free market has turned the US financial markets into a casino. The US President has 

negligible influence on economic policymaking and has become a symbolic figure. By 

subscribing fully to Bernanke and Paulson policies, the two presidential contenders have 

renounced their future economic role. The US Congress has become a rubber stamp of Fed 

policies. It applauded Greenspan’s policies and it now supports Bernanke-Paulson knee-jerk and 

costly bailouts. The US public is not so much interested in the Presidential debates as in how 

Bernanke and Paulson policies will affect their jobs, retirement savings, tax liabilities, and the 

very livelihood of their children.  

 

Once the Fed follows a policy path, it hardly changes course, which means the Fed will 

perpetuate indefinitely its cheap monetary policy. After institutionalizing negative real interest, 

the Fed wants to institutionalize high housing prices and rents, and a depreciated dollar. While 

US banks are in the process of strengthening their balance sheets and opting for safe banking, the 

Fed is forcing them to extend credit regardless of risk and profitability, and to finance with short 

time resources long-term loans. Recent desperate actions by the Fed consist of bypassing the 

banking system and extending directly low cost loans to borrowers regardless of risk and 

nationalizing the banking system. The Fed sees no limit for issuing trillions of dollars by 

electronically crediting borrowers. 

 

The Fed has arguably created the most uncertain and unstable economic environment in US 

history. No one would have predicted that the value of shares would tumble by nearly 5,000 

points, or approaching a decline of 40 percent, in the past three months. There is no basis for 

making sound financial or economic forecasts. No rational entrepreneur can undertake 

investment plans under such uncertainties. Foreign investors are scared of inflation and a 

depreciating dollar and are rushing to gold and safer currencies. It is at best a wait and see 

attitude.  

 

Central bankers are this week convening for their semi-annual meeting in Washington DC, only 

to find that the world is no better than it was six months ago. Certainly, they will not surrender 

their excessive powers and most likely would not accept blame for their imprudent monetary 

policies that have led to the worst financial crisis in the post war period. 

  



 

Interest rates setting by central banks has long been repudiated by monetary economists; it 

creates distortion between the market and natural interest rates, and triggers a self-cumulative 

inflationary process. As a form of price control, it creates considerable inefficiencies and 

misallocation of resources into non productive uses. With a view to unlock credit markets, it is 

an utmost priority both in the US and Europe to free interest rates. Such a step will enable banks 

to mitigate credit risk, improve their earnings, and for productive borrowers to have access to 

borrowing. It will dispel inflation fear and pave the way for financial consolidation and recovery. 

If they reject this step, central banks will only aggravate the current crisis. 

 

The role of central banks has never been to regulate the economy or promote full employment. It 

is a simple truth that an economy needs safe money, which serves as a medium of exchange and 

store of value. The central bank should be principally in charge of managing liquidity and 

regulating the banking system. These are the most important functions of a central bank. If 

properly done, they will contribute to a stable macroeconomic framework conducive to 

economic growth and employment. Given their total neglect of bank regulation in the past two 

decades, central banks have a long way to go in updating the regulatory framework, streamline 

financial products, and mitigating sources of risks and speculation. 

 

Regulating the level of economic activity and counteracting recession should fall under fiscal 

policies. The government has better means, government, agencies, and fiscal instruments to fight 

economic recession than central bank monetary policy. Recent world crisis have shown that 

governments have to address shortages in food, energy, infrastructure, and social programs. Each 

government can draw a comprehensive stabilization program with properly designed fiscal and 

sectoral policies without compromising monetary stability. A ten-year spending program on 

infrastructure, including education and alternative energy development, would be appropriate 

today, especially in the United States. At the same time, federal credit should be urgently 

extended to state and local governments until financial order is restored. However, excessive 

reliance on credit or ex-nihilo money creation is wrong and hazardous.  

 

Central banks should not interfere with the price mechanism; in this respect, institutionalizing 

long term expensive housing price controls would be detrimental to the economy. Central banks 

have to put in place monetary programming consisting of safe limits on credit and money 

aggregates. Monetary economists never claim that fixed rules for credit and money supply are 

free of instability. However, if instability were to occur, it can be addressed by fine-tuning.  

 

The US economic ship could capsize in the coming days and weeks. There is urgency for action 

before chaos spreads farther a field. The same central banks that have announced a coordinated 

rate cut should admit that this measure is not the proper solution. It will be damaging to financial 

institutions, and will exacerbate world inflation and economic recession. Instead they should 

announce a coordinated decision for freeing up interest rates. They have to allow banks to 

undertake orderly and long-term recapitalization, relying in the first instance on shareholders or 

other private of capital and only on a case-by-case basis on federal injections of capital with 

preferred share ownership for the public. And they must adopt urgent regulatory reform, 

accompanied by strict supervision and enforcement. Finally,  Bernanke and Paulson must jettison 

their policy of one bailout at a time. with the intention of addressing other issues later, and adopt 



 

a comprehensive plan to address all issues now, including support for state and local 

governments. 

 

Unfortunately, it would appear that the notion that monetary policy is the panacea for addressing 

all economic problems has gained total currency among central bankers and politicians. 
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Ayatollah Jannati, a very senior Iranian cleric, pronounced on October 10 that he was happy that 

America was going through economic turmoil, America was paying the price for its harmful 

actions and that God was punishing it. These pronouncements would be the winner of the global 

schadenfreude prize for 2008 if there were such an award. Sadly for Iranians, the unfolding 

global economic turmoil may result in Iran’s economic collapse and unprecedented economic 

and social pain. The ayatollah’s words do not put food on the table, pay the rent or pay the heat. 

The ayatollah does not realize that regime’s very survival may be threatened by the unrest that is 

sure to follow. Why will these things come to pass and the ayatollah’s schadenfreude boomerang 

so? 

 

Iran is not the economic success that the ayatollah perceives. Iran’s real per capita income today 

is about what it was thirty years go. Unemployment stands at over 20 percent and inflation is 

about 30 percent. There are rolling electricity blackouts of at least two hours per day for 

everyone. Last winter there were shortages of natural gas. Income distribution has been 

deteriorating over the last fifteen years. The best university graduates are seeking better 

opportunities outside of Iran. All this in a country that has the second largest reserves of natural 

gas and the third largest reserves of oil in the world, and with energy prices at record levels until 

the unfolding economic turmoil in the United States. Iran’s economic grade would be a solid 

“F”. 

 

Iran has been a major beneficiary of recent global economic growth and the ensuing boom in 

commodity prices. While Iran could have used its oil and gas export revenues to lay the 

foundation of sustained economic growth and development and to build up its foreign exchange 

reserves, it has instead wasted its windfall revenues with disastrous economic consequences. The 

government has been increasing credit by around 25 percent annually while supporting an 

exchange rate that has moved within a narrow band to the dollar. The result has been inflation, 

especially in the price of things that cannot be readily imported and real estate seeing the most 

rapid price increases of all. Speculators have in turn converted their real estate gains from riyals 

into dollars and have squirreled their ill-gotten gains out of the country. With estimates of capital 

flight at over $250 billion over the last six years, much of Iran’s oil and gas export earnings has 

done a u-turn and gone out of the country (supported by Iran’s ill-conceived exchange rate 

policy) and the rest has been used to import subsidized essentials for all Iranians and luxury 

goods for the wealthy.  

 

The regime has taken such a misguided approach to economic policy because it has been afraid 

of short-run domestic backlash and high oil prices have been its crutch to afford wasteful 

subsidies for the poor and to make the powerful ever richer and happier.  

 

Now what? Well, I have news for the ayatollah that believes all economic principles are hogwash 

and don’t apply, at least don’t apply to Iran. As global economic growth has slowed down, 

demand for oil has declined. A downward shift in demand lowers the price, with oil prices 

declining from over $147 per barrel to nearly $75 dollars. As the global economic slowdown 



 

continues, with US unemployment increasing from 6.4 to possibly 10 percent over the next 

eighteen months, the slowdown will become even more global and demand for oil and gas will 

decline further, possibly to $30 per barrel. Iran’s oil export revenues, which were approaching 

$80 billion annually, could decline to $20 billion. Now that’s simple economics that even the 

ayatollah cannot escape! 

 

What will mean this for Iran? Well, there will be a dramatic economic slowdown in Iran, 

especially because Iran’s economic core is not solid, Iran did not built up its foreign exchange 

reserves in times of plenty, and Iran’s isolation will limit its access to credit. Such an economic 

slowdown will reduce the importance of Iran’s role in global energy supplies and render Iran 

more vulnerable to outside pressures. With economic growth declining to zero, unemployment 

exceeding 30 percent, the regime’s instinct will be to increase credit even more rapidly than it 

has in the past, with even more disastrous consequences, with inflation possibly exceeding 50 

percent.  The ayatollah will learn a number of hard lessons: we live in an interconnected world; 

the laws of supply and demand apply to all; no country can be powerful without a strong 

economy; and don’t gloat over the misery of others as it will haunt you sooner than you 

imagined in your wildest dream. Ironically, the lowly forces of supply and demand may do to 

Iran in a few months what the mighty US has been unable to do for thirty years!  
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The initial Bernanke-Paulson reaction to the financial crisis was to argue that their $700 billion 

Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) was better for American families than any other plan, 

although they did not allude to any other plan. They wanted it to be adopted in a “clean and 

quick” way before the sky fell. Unfortunately, soon after the passage of a modified plan, the 

TARP quickly and cleanly intoxicated capital markets in the US, Europe and Asia, wiping out 

trillion of dollars in share values and retirement savings within the span of five trading days. Had 

Bernanke and Paulson not forced their controversial TARP but had instead adopted a 

comprehensive plan the ensuing nightmare in stock and capital markets may have never 

occurred.  

 

Since August 2007, Bernanke and Paulson have responded aggressively by unleashing monetary 

policy, cutting interest rates, and injecting massive liquidity into capital markets, to only 

exacerbate food and energy price inflation, undermine financial institutions, and cripple 

economic growth. In their testimonies before the US Senate banking Committee and the US 

Congress in February 2008, they reassured lawmakers that the financial system was fully 

capitalized and interest rate cuts have worked favorably their way through the economy. 

Combined with $170 billion stimulus package, they made President Bush anticipate strong 

recovery of the US economy in the second half of 2008. 

  

Why have Bernanke-Paulson failed so badly? Could they have been a key factor in all this mess? 

Did their actions build up the market’s bailout expectations and put us more into a corner and 

further limit our options? Bernanke and Paulson always acted hurriedly, and wanted to repair in 

five minutes the chaos of Greenspan’s cheap monetary policy, the absence of supportive 

regulation, supervision and enforcement, which had been building up over a decade. For 

example, they wanted their TARP to be approved instantaneously and unconditionally, before 

the opening of the markets on Monday 9/22/08, without allowing lawmakers any chance for 

reflection. They only acted in response to crisis, and never ahead of crisis.  

 

Above all, TARP was never a comprehensive plan. Moreover, it left banks to act when they 

wanted. It was like pushing, as opposed to pulling, on a string. 

 

Economic policy is usually guided by an economic model that simulates the economy over the 

short-and-medium term, identifies major economic and financial disequilibria, and calls for 

timely and orderly policy adjustment. In macroeconomic policy making, the radars have to 

remain unlocked all the time. Monetary authorities should be fully able to identify ahead of time 

ailing institutions, or unsustainable credit trends, and make required adjustment before a crisis 

erupts. Bernanke and Paulson discovered problems only when problems materialized and 

became contagious. Their decisions appeared political and contradictory. For instance, it is not 

easy to comprehend why the J.P. Morgan-Bear Stearns deal was necessary to avoid a systemic 

risk while the collapse of 158 year-old Lehman Brothers would pose no systemic risk. Why a 

bailout of $700 billion to buy distressed assets and not capitalization (increasing bank capital)? 



 

Why not more than $700 billion and why not less? What will be the impact on real economy, 

inflation, taxes, etc.? 

 

Besides, being political and arbitrary, Bernanke and Paulson have rejected value theory and 

opposed free market price mechanism. Bernanke and Paulson have strived to reinflate high 

speculative housing prices and staunchly opposed a return of home prices to some long-term 

equilibrium. They acted intentionally to depreciate the US dollar so as to increase 

competitiveness of US exports and reduce the real burden of US foreign debt. They forced 

negative real interest rates in an environment where interest rates have to be totally freed and 

help in making sound economic policy. This environment was characterized by rapidly falling 

real savings, outrageous food and energy price inflation, and mounting loan defaults. Recently, 

the Fed has become over-leveraged by injected close to one trillion of liquidity into the financial 

system, simply by printing money out of thin air. 

 

Had the Fed allowed free interest rates, financial markets would have never become frozen. A 

market freezes only when the government decrees a price far below the equilibrium price, which 

forces suppliers to withdraw their commodity from the market. Moreover, equilibrium interest 

rates would have allowed banks to strengthen their incomes, and would have called for a small 

amount, if any, of liquidity injection by the Fed since demand for credit will be checked and 

deposits and foreign savings will increase. That Bernanke and Paulson’s action is dangerously 

destabilizing is clear. Just ask what will happen when the Fed cannot add another trillion or 

decide to withdraw liquidity; most likely, the whole system will freeze again.   

 

The destabilizing policy of Bernanke and Paulson has been rightly addressed by Prof. Macey 

from Yale University in a Wall Street Journal article on October, 11, 2008 titled “the government 

is contributing to the panic: it’s time to let markets do their messy work”. He showed that 

Bernanke and Paulson have always acted in panic, distorted market mechanisms, rewarded 

speculation, punished conservative bankers, and heightened uncertainties to a point of freezing 

capital markets. He could have also added that the demeanor of Bernanke and Paulson was 

hardly the stuff to encourage trust and confidence among the public, the needed ingredient in a 

state of panic. 

 

The G-7 met over the last weekend in Washington D.C. to confront the mountainous 

bankruptcies that have followed their decade long cheap monetary policy, and in the midst of 

collapsing capital and stock markets. Unfortunately, the communiqué of the meetings reinforces 

past policy errors by further unleashing monetary policy and denying any role for price 

mechanism, inter alia freeing interest rates, in the search for a solution to evolving financial 

crisis. They fully endorsed Bernanke and Paulson approach by throwing the burden of 

intoxicated assets and bank recapitalization on taxpayers and the poor workers. 

 

A global action is necessary and welcomed, but it should not end up by worsening the financial 

crisis, and penalizing workers and taxpayers. The G-7 group cannot afford perpetuating cheap 

monetary policy. It is an utmost priority that economic making should be with the government 

and not the central bank, that central banks have to absorb strict money discipline, money and 

credit targets, and safeguard the value of money and safety of the financial system. Governments 

have to defend the value of money, so essential for production and exchange, and should not kill 



 

the goose that lays the golden eggs. The Government can guarantee the money of depositors. But 

the purchase of bad mortgages and of intoxicated assets by the Government will create immense 

fiscal and social problems, administrative burden, and should not be acceptable. It does not make 

sense to throw good money after bad money. Proponents of bailouts contend that without 

bailouts the economy will succumb. Their argument is not substantiated by monetary data; they 

only seek a golden opportunity to get rid of their losses. Economic policy should never be 

conducted through judgment and power struggle. It has to be based on the statistical apparatus, 

and evaluated carefully by policymakers.  

 

Unfortunately, with each new panicked pronouncement and speech, new proposals, plans and 

programs, anxieties and expectations have grown. It seems that no one knows what they are 

doing. We have been forced into a corner where our options have become more limited. Where 

we find ourselves now, in a state of panic and market frenzy, we must respond with a plan that 

addresses most of the problems that we faced and have created. We need a comprehensive plan, 

and not politically motivated proposals in dribs and drabs on a daily, if not hourly, basis. 

 

Developments over the weekend were spearheaded by Europe, not by the US. Europe has started 

pulling on the financial string and the US authorities have decided to follow their lead. Both 

Europe and the US are stumbling towards a plan, but they are still too focused on the short term 

and have not used fiscal policy to address the problems that are best handled by a fiscal stimulus. 

 

While the US is now planning to do some of the elements below, the US needs to embrace more 

of a comprehensive approach. Here are the bare-bone elements of what is needed. 

 

Because the government has painted itself into a corner, it should move aggressively and 

quickly, on a case-by-case basis, to take preferred ownership position in troubled financial 

institutions. It should quietly abandon its asset purchase plan, as it would be slow to unfold; it 

would be cumbersome to implement: and it will not afford the leverage afforded by re-

capitalization of banks. The FDIC could move ahead much faster with this program than a yet to 

be created institution. To move inter-bank lending, the government should guarantee inter-bank 

lending, with stipulated limits, for a fixed time period. 

 

Second, to enhance trust and confidence, the government should guarantee all deposits at 

institutions without limit. This should also cover all money market (including municipal) funds. 

The Treasury retracted this proposed policy (limiting it to funds deposited prior to September 19) 

because it saw the danger of a flight to money market instruments. But if policies are adopted in 

combination, this fear will be diminished. Moreover, if a flight toward money markets occurs, it 

will lower rates, reducing the attraction of money market deposits especially with FDIC deposit 

insurance already increased to $250,000. Selective guarantees will force a leak somewhere else 

in the financial system. 

 

Third, to bring financial stability to municipalities and states and to halt the implosion of the US 

education system (largely financed at the state and local level in the US), the federal government 

should start a two-year lending facility for states and municipalities, at an interest rate that is 

reflective of market conditions and credit worthiness of borrowers. If the federal government 

does not move on this front, local and state problems will explode. State and municipalities have 



 

lost access, with AAA-rated 30-year municipal bond prices falling by over 20 percent in the last 

two months. 

 

Fourth, to safeguard social conditions and slow the economic implosion, unemployment benefits 

should be enhanced and extended beyond the current six months in a twelve-month cycle (with 

the difficult possibility of an extension). 

 

Fifth, given the dire straits of the US infrastructure, this is an opportune moment for the federal 

government to implement a ten-year infrastructure program. The program could also address 

energy independence, public transportation and the US education system. 

 

Sixth, the government should appoint a non-partisan commission of “wise” men and women to 

draw up a comprehensive regulatory and supervisory plan for the US financial system. We must 

not tackle related problems sequentially. 

 

Seventh, the US government should demonstrate leadership at the global level. The United States 

should urgently convene, with preparation, a global economic summit (and not just a weekend 

session with the French President and the President of the European Commission at Camp David 

as now planned) that reaches beyond the G-7 or G-8, to include China, India, Brazil, Australia, 

South Korea and a few others. The focus of the summit should be the restoration of trust and 

confidence to financial markets, simultaneous efforts to enhance and support economic activity 

by policies (other than reducing government lending rates) and the commitment to avoid any and 

all measures to protect their own markets. This should not be a one-time effort but a sustained 

effort at the highest level. A working group should be set up following the summit to address 

problems quickly, before they become serious, and to develop an international regulatory and 

supervisory system to support an integrated global financial system. 

 

The public and markets need assurance that the government is not acting in a panic mode, but 

that it is calm, thoughtful and covering all the bases to restore confidence and restore financial 

and economic stability. A one day stock market rally is no reason to relax. It’s time for 

thoughtful, not reactive, leadership. 
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While the Islamic Republic of Iran is always careful to flaunt its independence from the United 

States, its next presidential elections in March 2009 may be decided more by the result of the US 

elections than any other single factor.  

 

Iran has its own unique electoral system. Serious candidates visit the Supreme Leader to seek his 

approval to run for office. The Supreme Leader, while not openly endorsing any candidate, will 

privately encourage or discourage candidates. Candidates who are discouraged invariably do not 

run for office. The candidates declare their candidacy a few months before the election as 

required by the Guardian Council for the vetting of candidates. The Guardian Council 

disqualifies many candidates, including all female candidates. The eligible candidates campaign 

for a few weeks before the election. The serious candidates have already begun approaching the 

Supreme Leader. 

 

The Supreme Leader’s preferred candidate, while never publicized, receives significant support 

from the regime. The most important source of tangible support is from Iran’s intelligence 

services, the most powerful entity in the land; and the support of the Revolutionary Guard is a 

close second. The support of these two entities embraces votes, access to the media and 

campaign donations. The actual balloting, while not completely free from irregularities, is quite 

clean by most third world standards. 

 

What will the Supreme Leader consider this time around in picking his favorite candidate(s)? 

 

For this Iranian presidential election the landscape is unique. Three factors dominate. First, Iran 

has moved ahead with its nuclear enrichment program. President Ahmadinejad has managed to 

keep Iran’s progress on course. This success has been important for the regime in Tehran. Iran 

has demonstrated its ability to withstand Western, especially US, pressures. Enrichment is a 

matter of pride to a large segment of the Iranian population. The mastering of the peaceful 

enrichment process affords Iran a credible deterrent against foreign aggression. In a dangerous 

region, success in pushing ahead with enrichment would point to continued support for President 

Ahmadinejad. 

 

The second dominant factor on the Iranian landscape is Iran’s economy. Ordinary Iranians are 

disappointed with the government’s economic performance; they have not seen the changes and 

benefits promised by President Ahmadinejad. While oil prices have reached record highs during 

President Ahmadinejad’s time of office, Iran’s economic growth, while respectable, has not been 

sufficient to reduce unemployment. Unemployment is around 20%, while inflation exceeds 30%. 

Iran’s income distribution may have deteriorated over the last three and a half years. Government 

finances have suffered in a period that should have resulted in large surpluses. All the while 

President Ahmadinejad has fired technocrats from the ministry of finance and at the central bank 

and replaced them with his own cronies. Even the Supreme Leader, and especially those close to 

him, has voiced his disappointment in the country’s economic performance. Economic failure is 



 

the number one issue for the average Iranian and it is the regime’s Achilles’ heal. Economic 

failure would suggest a beak from President Ahmadinejad.  

 

The US presidential election is the third factor that will impact the Iranian election. While not 

panicked, Iran is still concerned about a US or Israeli military strike on Iran. Iran is mindful of 

developments on its borders. Iranians are concerned about the downward spiral of the economy 

and the regime sees adverse economic developments as a threat to its own very survival. To the 

regime in Tehran, the next US President will cast a long shadow on future developments 

affecting these key areas of concern. In Iranian eyes, one candidate, Obama, believes in dialogue 

and peaceful resolution of conflicts. While the other, McCain, is belligerent andendorses the 

military option above all else. The leaders in Tehran see Mr. Ahmadinejad better positioned to 

tackle a President McCain, while a total  break from President Ahmadinejad would afford Iran 

the best opportunity for rapprochement with President Obama. It is that clear-cut. 

 

So who are the likely candidates? 

 

Mr. Hashemi Rafsanjani is arguably the most popular politician in Iran today. The most 

important reason for this popularity is that he is seen as a pragmatist and most likely to deliver 

economic benefits. But he is not a candidate and his time is past. Former President Khattami, 

largely irrelevant in Today’s Iran, has joined forces with former President Hashemi to endorse a 

common reformist candidate.  

 

The leading candidates from the conservative camp are President Ahmadinejad, Ali Akbar 

Velayati, and Ali Larijani, followed by Mohammad Nahavandian. Velayati, a medical doctor and 

former foreign minister for many years under the regime of Hashemi Rafsanjani, is the confidant 

of the Supreme Leader on foreign affairs. Besides being the Supreme Leader’s confidant, he is 

personally close to him and has the support of a number of conservative groups in Iran, including 

intellectual conservatives and various clerics. Larijani, today the Speaker of Iran’s parliament, 

was a cabinet minister in the previous government, presidential candidate in 2005, Iran’s chief 

nuclear negotiator and Secretary General of its Supreme National Security Council before falling 

out with President Ahmadinejad. He received a PhD in Western philosophy from Tehran 

University. He comes from a family of clerics and is a confidant of the Supreme Leader. He is a 

darling of the hardliners. But Larijani is very unlikely to be a candidate. He only recently became 

the Speaker of parliament, a powerful post in its own right; and in doing so he ousted a confidant 

and relative of the Supreme Leader, Hadad Adel. He won’t take the risk entailed running for 

president so soon after becoming Speaker . Nahavandian is a George Washington University-

trained economist who is the Head of Iran’s Chamber of Commerce. He was Deputy National 

Security Advisor and Head of Iran’s effort to join the WTO. He, a close friend of Larijani,  had a 

falling out with President Ahmadinejad soon after Larijani quit as National Security advisor; he 

would enjoy Larijani’s support if  he ran for president. 

 

The two leading candidates from the reformist camp are Mohammad Ali Najafi and Mohammad 

Reza Aref. Najafi is a MIT-trained mathematician and former Minister of Education in the 

Rafsanjani government and Minister of Planning in the Khattami government. Aref, a Stanford-

trained scientist, was First Vice-President under President Khattami. It is likely that Mr. Hashemi 



 

and Mr. Khattami will together pick one of these two candidates to represent the reformist 

movement and give him their total political and financial backing. 

 

The other talked about candidate is Mohammad Bagher Qalibaf, the current Mayor of Tehran. 

While he would have been classified as in the conservative camp some time ago, he is now seen 

as the centrist candidate. Qalibaf’s faction did well in the last elections for Tehran’s City Council 

and he is positioning himself to be the pragmatic candidate who can deliver tangible economic 

benefits to all Iranians. 

 

If there is a President McCain, there will be a second term for President Ahmadinejad. If there is 

a President Obama, the next Iranian president will be a moderate, soft spoken and western-

appealing individual; one who is not weighed down by Ahmadinejad’s baggage and who can 

start afresh with the United States and achieve favorable results for Iran with an Obama 

Administration. In that event, the next Iranian President is likely to come from a handful of 

candidates—Qalibaf, Najafi, Aref and Nahavandian. The Supreme Leader and leading 

contenders in Iran will be watching the US Presidential results as never before. 
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On Monday, October 13, 2008, Continental Europeans, following the British plan for UK bank 

recapitalization, unveiled their own bailout plan requiring $2,546 billion to recapitalize their 

banks. At the same time, Europe’s central banks promised unlimited dollar funding in 

coordinated action with the US Federal Reserve (Fed). In addition, the Fed has injected a 

stunning $1,300 billion in liquidity into the banking system and has also decided to bypass banks 

and extend directly lending to borrowers. Hence, the combined liquidity injection by Western 

central banks could exceed US$4,000 billion. These sums certainly dwarf the Bernanke-Paulson 

$700 billion Troubled Assets Relief Plan (TARP). If recent bailouts and liquidity injection are 

added together, the price tag could easily amount to 70 percent of US GDP in 2008. Certainly, 

Western central banks have not injected this much in real GDP, i.e., in millions of tons of 

commodities (rice, corn, milk, oil, vegetables, clothing). If they had done so, their action would 

have been most beneficial. However, they have created nothing real, not even one gram of corn; 

they have only created money out of nothing, some call it legal robbery, others call legal 

counterfeiting. Their action has amounted only to a redistribution of real GDP and real wealth 

among two groups, the winners (bankers, debtors) and the loosers (workers, taxpayers, 

pensioners, creditors). How will this redistribution take place? The answer is forced inflation. 

 

Bailouts schemes on such a scale have no precedent. They are the outcome of cheap money 

policy followed in the past decade and the sophisticated speculation, call it financial engineering 

or exotic finance, which developed complex derivatives, proliferating fictitious credit to gain 

abnormal returns. The speculative exponentiation of fictitious assets on the top of each other has 

made most banks over leveraged in ratios of 1 to 40. In a credit system devoid of securitization, 

the credit multiplier is finite and cannot exceed 6 or 7. In a system with securitization, the credit 

multiplier is theoretically infinite and in practice could reach 50. Certainly, these giant bailouts 

have changed the rules of the game. Speculators, i.e., asset funds managers, are now secured by 

central banks; if heads, they win; if tails, taxpayers loose.  

 

As evident, the credit to be bailed out, or if you will the capital to be recapitalized, is not money 

that has been channeled to agriculture, industry, commerce, or infrastructure. These sectors rely 

on long-term capital, financed essentially through equities, corporate, government, or municipal 

bonds. All productive loans are fully performing and have negligible default. All central banks 

and government bailouts are purely for replacing losses of short-term speculative capital that has 

caused the present financial trauma. Only speculative capital causes financial instability; such 

was indeed the cause of the Great Depression, brought about by default on speculative loans in 

stock markets. The bailouts are primarily intended to write off bad debts, so that borrowers can 

walk free of their debt obligations and enjoy the wealth they had acquired earlier on. Of course, 

in this new system of free lunch, every one would like to become a borrower, as borrowing is the 

easiest way for acquiring free wealth in form of houses, cars, stocks, appliances, and goods. 

Bailouts are meant to replenish liquidity of asset funds (e.g., hedge funds, equity funds, etc.) so 

their skilled managers can keep inventing complex products and earning high financial profits. 

Bailouts are also intended to buy intoxicated assets (e.g. MBSs, CDSs, CDOs, etc.). Being free 



 

money, some of this money will be used for celebration and retreats in luxurious hotels. The 

banking and political establishment would have us believe that these bailouts are meant to save 

the banking system and allow the economy to borrow, credit markets to unfreeze, and economic 

prosperity to prevail. 

 

Academics, media, and politicians have welcomed with applause the recapitalization of banks. 

Many have already declared victory saying the worst is over and the crisis, thanks to this giant 

recapitalization, is fully resolved. Markets rebounded on the first day in a most spectacular way. 

Of course, and to be expected, the market then gave up more than its gain in the next two trading 

days. However, the biggest surprise was that banks unanimously rejected recapitalization but 

were forced to sign on. They wanted the TARP. This again shows that policy making is in a 

vacuum of factual data, sound economic analysis, and only follows political pressure or market 

hiccups.   

 

Economic uncertainty has never been as high. Has the crisis been correctly tackled or has it only 

been made worse? In view of incredibly huge liquidity injection by major central banks, has 

money supply become out of control? In view of the incredibly huge bailouts and recapitalization 

by governments, how the fiscal deficit will be financed? How long will the crisis last? Which 

sectors and countries will it affect? What will be its impact on growth and employment? What 

will be its fiscal and inflationary cost? Will inflation finally run out of control? How soon will 

another, and far bigger, come due once speculation resurges again? What will be the social 

consequences among workers? Western central banks and political leaders, like an ostrich, have 

decided to ignore these questions and perpetuate their misguided policies. 

 

While precise answers to these crucial questions are not possible, it is quite irresponsible not to 

assess the implications of such monumental bailouts. Absent economic modeling, assessing the 

macroeconomic consequences of these gigantic bailouts over the short-and-medium-term can 

only be based on economic theory, extrapolation of recent trends, and empirical experience. 

Many scenarios of economic and social chaos are possible, with intensity and duration that 

cannot easily be predicted. Most feared scenario would be forcefully maintaining unsustainable 

and overly expansionary fiscal and monetary policies that will rapidly erode real savings and 

investment, and ignite a runaway inflation and unemployment. This scenario will be in essence 

similar to Bernanke’s aggressive expansionary policy since August 2007 that set off speculation 

in commodities markets, triggering food riots, and sending food and energy prices to levels that 

finally disrupted transport sectors and brought world economic growth to a remarkable 

slowdown and rising unemployment. Under this scenario, fiscal deficits will soar to 

unprecedented levels, public debt will rise rapidly, real savings and investment will decline, 

external deficits will widen, currency will depreciate, real incomes of workers will fall sharply, 

and real spending will sharply decline, causing unemployment to increase even more rapidly. As 

under Greespan’s credit boom, overabundance of liquidity combined with negative real interest 

did not help productive sectors; it only fueled speculation by asset funds, developed Ponzi 

financing, and deteriorated creditworthiness. Speculators will take advantage again of real 

negative interest rates and abundant liquidity to re-engage in asset and commodities speculation. 

 

On October 11, 2008, the G-7 stated in their communiqué that “Crisis Requires ‘Urgent and 

Exceptional Action’. We agree to: Take decisive action and use all available tools to support 



 

systemically important financial institutions and prevent their failure. Take all necessary steps to 

unfreeze credit and money markets and ensure that banks and other financial institutions have 

broad access to liquidity and funding. The actions should be taken in ways that protect taxpayers 

and avoid potentially damaging effects on other countries. We will use macroeconomic policy 

tools as necessary and appropriate.” 

 

However, in of spite their declaration, Western central banks continue to reject adamantly the 

most important tools for stabilizing monetary policy, and only want to perpetuate, at any cost for 

the economy, unsustainable monetary policy that brought about the present financial and fiscal 

chaos. It is not understood why Western central banks insist on cheap money policy and forcing 

negative real interest rates despite its disastrous consequences? Bernanke wants to solve the 

financial crisis by still reducing the federal funds rate from its present 1.5 percent. What did he 

achieve with previous cuts? In an environment where many leading banks are overly leveraged 

and their assets are impaired, is 1.5 percent an equilibrium rate for interbank loans? Although the 

market mechanism is disrupted, could the equilibrium rate be 20 or 30 percent instead of 1.5 

percent? The only plausible explanation for such negative real interest rates and massive bailouts 

is to force speculative losses on taxpayers and workers. Banks are forced to a loss making 

situation under the threat of nationalization. 

 

The US and the European economies are recognized as the most advanced economies. 

Unfortunately, they have in the past decade suffered from central banking despotism. Greenspan 

ignored criticism for bailing hedge funds such as LTCM as well as warning regarding housing 

speculation. Bernanke and Paulson have only been aggravating financial instability and crippling 

economic growth. An economy cannot operate optimally or grow with such immense price 

distortions or inflationary price pressure. The G-7 has to have a coordinated approach for reining 

in money supply, re-introducing money and credit targets, and totally freeing interest rates and 

housing prices. The faster an economy returns to equilibrium prices, the faster recovery will be. 

In a context of supply oriented and employment promoting strategy, credit has to be selectively 

oriented to productive sectors and much less to speculation. The health of each bank has to be 

dealt on a case by case basis and over a long span of time. The credit crunch appeared only in 

speculative financing. If recapitalization is used to fuel speculative credit, then it will be too 

damaging for economic growth as seen in the past year. The answer to the present crisis is how 

to reduce the speculative component of credit, without reducing the circulating media (i.e. 

protecting the deposits) and how to reallocate credit to non speculative and growth generating 

sectors. These aspects have not been addressed by Western central banks.  

 

It would appear that the Fed and the European central banks have not learned the real lessons of 

the Great Depression. But they better start soon. 
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The Bretton-Woods institutions were created in 1944 with well-defined missions in the aftermath 

of financial disorder following the Great Depression 1929-1935 and on the ruins of a tragic 

world war. The World Bank was mandated with financing long-term economic development 

projects; the IMF was mandated to be the guardian of the international monetary stability. 

However, over the years, both institutions deviated totally from their respective mandates to 

become too much politicized, over ambitious, wanting to entirely manage countries’ affairs, and 

grasping all decision making in countries that fell in dire need for their resources. In the process, 

they outgrew their size, became highly inefficient, and lost control of their own affairs. They 

duplicate each other to a point that Ministers of Finance do not know what is the difference 

between the World Bank and the IMF. Some politicians have even called for the fusion of two 

institutions. Both institutions went into loss making situation; the World Bank had to downsize 

in the 1980s, and the IMF had to do it recently. Both institutions played havoc with the 

development process of many developing countries pushing them deep in debt and economic 

decline now over many decades. 

 

As world economy has been recently shaken by food and energy crisis as well as a financial 

crisis with unprecedented scales, leading recently to socialization of the financial system in many 

advanced countries, media, politicians, and academicians have naturally wondered whether the 

Bretton-Woods institutions have attended efficiently to their mandates and made world economy 

immune to food and energy crisis or financial turmoil. Unfortunately, the performance record of 

both institutions has been deeply disappointing.  

 

Both institutions have been criticized in the past by many leading figures for their ill designed 

policies in many developing countries (David Finch, Lance Taylor, Joseph Stiglitz, etc.). Over 

more than three decades, the World Bank has concentrated on policy lending in privatization, 

demobilization of the army, downsizing the civil service and has neglected agriculture 

development in many potentially agriculture rich countries as well as infrastructure. Such low 

emphasis on agriculture undermined food security in many developing countries facing rapid 

population growth. The IMF has for the past decade renounced its monetary role. Dominated by 

political slogans, it has portrayed itself, instead, as a poverty fighter. Both institutions wanted to 

promote good governance and fight corruption in Africa, as if corruption existed only in Africa 

and nowhere else. Although fighting corruption has no clear or measurable meaning, most likely 

turning humans into angels, such demagoguery shows how far removed both institutions are 

from their Brettons-Woods mandates. 

 

While intransigent and dictating policies to developing countries, the IMF has been always 

congratulatory of the US policies. Staunchly supporting Greenspan bailing of hedge funds and 

excessive monetary and deregulation policies, the IMF has urged the ECB to lower interest rates 

and pursue the same policy stance as the US Fed. In contradiction with its mandate to stabilize 

exchange rates as well as orthodox monetary approach to the balance of payments, the IMF was 

strongly, and at the same time wrongly, supportive of a deep depreciation of the US dollar via 

very low interest rates, as called for in its past World Economic Outlook documents, to solve 



 

external imbalances. In the G-20 meeting in Kleinmond, South Africa, 2007, Reuters reported 

“The view of the IMF is that the move in the dollar depreciation is in the correct direction,”. 

Evidently, fast depreciation of  the dollar contributed to an acceleration of commodity price 

inflation, food riots, and unbearable energy prices. As a result of the explosion of food and 

energy prices, real incomes have fallen sharply, economic growth slowed down and 

unemployment started to rise. 

 

Unlike natural disasters (e.g., flood, tsunami, or earthquakes) that cannot be predicted, financial 

crisis have never been random events. They were fully documented by the classics in the 19th 

century and shown to be always an unavoidable result of speculative credit boom. Irving Fisher 

(1933) ruled out all causes for a financial crisis except a sustained speculative credit boom and 

over-indebtedness. Has the IMF predicted the present financial crisis when it was in the stage of 

incubation? Certainly not. Even after the financial crisis broke out in August 2007, the IMF 

continued to be supportive of Bernanke aggressive monetary policy, which precipitated 

economic recession and downfall of giant financial institutions. Recently, the IMF has fully 

endorsed Paulson and Europe gigantic bailouts and socialization of the banking sector, without 

explaining reasons for such endorsement and the economic, financial, and social implications of 

these bailouts. While Bernanke has recently confessed to the US Congress about failure of 

monetary policy and suggested a stimulus program to cope with recession, IMF remained in a 

passive position. There is no plan, that can be authentically be called IMF plan, that was put 

forward by IMF for dealing with the financial crisis.  

  

The world community cannot afford two big institutions becoming vested interest of highly paid 

officials and failing their basic mandates. World leaders should consider reshaping these two 

institutions according to the type of organization they were in the 1950s and 1960s. A major 

cause of the present crisis is that financial institutions refuse to deal with their basic mandates 

and want to extend their role to areas that do not fall under their jurisdiction. In this respect, 

central banks do not want to manage liquidity and regulate the banking system; instead, they 

want to promote full employment and growth, based on an idiot rule, called Taylor rule or 

inflation targeting. Similarly the IMF does not want to deal with monetary issues; it wants to 

fight poverty and corruption. In doing so, it has recruited anthropologists and social workers and 

has lost over the years the monetary know as new generations of staff are no longer familiar with 

IMF practices as they existed in 1950s and 1960s. The World Bank does not want to finance 

growth projects; it wants to promote democracy, fight corruption, and promote good governance 

and civil society. 

 

Both institutions kept only advocating reforms in member countries; now, they have to admit 

that themselves need reforms. The IMF should remodel itself into the organization it was in the 

1950s and 1960s, basically deleting its poverty, social, and structural mission, and closing its 

resident representative missions that number over ninety in developing countries. It is clear that 

over more than a decade since the IMF decided to fight poverty in Africa, it has impoverished 

itself by going deeply in red and has only increased poverty and destabilized African countries. 

Often, the IMF was told that poverty reduction was the prerogative of the World Bank and a 

large number of regional development banks. Yet, the IMF never accepted this truth and kept 

only insisting on its role of poverty fighter. Its poverty reduction and growth facility (PRGF) 

amounts to a pure budgetary loan disbursed every six months to a country to finance pure 



 

government expenditures, namely large increments in salaries of the army and civil service. Such 

use of the IMF money makes a country indefinitely dependent on IMF to meet its military and 

civil service salaries. The PRGF resources and the huge operational costs for running PRGF 

programs should instead be added to the resources of regional development banks and finance 

only development projects (e.g., in health, infrastructure, education, agriculture, energy, etc.).    

 

The IMF has to be in charge of macroeconomic policies, namely fiscal, monetary, and exchange 

rate policies, leaving trade policies to WTO. The IMF has to deploy its resources and recruit 

experts in central banking and in the financial sector, and put in place programs for rebuilding 

sound and safe banking sectors in every member country, most importantly in major industrial 

countries. The IMF has a long way to go to fill up the regulatory gap in the financial sector, 

banking, securities, and futures and derivatives. It should not underestimate this important task. 

 

The IMF has to be a lender of last resort only to the central bank, or monetary authorities, of a 

country, using one facility for all countries, and on a temporary basis. Keeping a country for 

several years under a program will be totally damaging to the country as the country cannot 

regain control of its economic development policies and will remain for ever under a IMF 

program. 

 

Gold used to be an anchor for central bank’s issuance, and used to be, par excellence, the 

settlement mean for international balances that cannot be settled with securities and claims. Now, 

it is an environment with fiat money (paper) standard with flexible exchange rates. The IMF has 

to control monetary and credit aggregates in such an environment in order to establish monetary 

stability. For each country, the IMF should establish a benchmark monetary program against 

which monetary performance can be evaluated periodically. Such an indicative monetary 

program will be consonant with exchange rate and price stability and external sector viability. 

The IMF should monitor credit aggregates by sector, by maturities, and evaluate regularly the 

soundness of the banking system. Fast expansion of credit can only fuel speculation and 

deteriorate creditworthiness in a country and lead to a financial crisis when profits starts 

diminishing rapidly. Distorted maturities can be a cause of instability. 

  

The IMF should discourage factor and product price distortions. Most importantly, the IMF 

should discourage the use of interest rate as a policy tool, as this instrument has turned out to 

cause instability, distorts prices, and creates a highly unpredictable monetary framework. 

 

The World Bank should concentrate on fighting poverty. It has to channel IDA resources 

unconditionally to eligible countries and direct these resources only to long-disbursing 

development projects and not to quick-disbursing budgetary aid. 

 

World governments should also understand better the mandates of the Bretton-Woods 

institutions. Such understanding would help both institutions remain confined to their true 

mandates. Will the present financial crisis shake up the Bretton-Woods institutions and make 

them raise up to the challenges facing world economy? This is what to be seen in the future. 

Nonetheless, drifting further away from initial Bretton-Woods mandates will be too costly for 

world economy. Large resources will be squandered with any addition to wealth. Frustration 

among politicians and bankers will increase. Already calls were made in may quarters and 



 

reputable newspapers (e.g. Financial Times) for a world central bank that will be in charge of 

world monetary affairs and stabilize financial markets.  
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President Bush is scheduled to host an economic summit of global leaders in Washington on 

November 15. The participants will be the heads of state from the Group of Twenty (G-20), 

twenty countries representing about two-thirds of the world’s population and about seventy 

percent of global economic output (Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, 

Indonesia, Italy, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, South Korea, Turkey, The United 

Kingdom and the United States); and G-20 meetings are also normally attended by President of 

the European Union, the European Central Bank, the managing director of the IMF and the 

president of the World Bank. It is expected that this gathering will be the first in a series of 

international meetings designed to address global financial meltdown and financial reform.  

 

For months we have recommended a global approach towards what is after all a global financial 

crisis. While we are encouraged that it may be the beginning of a more thoughtful and 

comprehensive approach to the problem, we caution against just another international meeting 

and photo opportunity for global leaders. Without careful preparation and commitment the 

meeting could do more harm than good. 

 

Why do we need a global summit when the US, European countries and Japan are in such 

disarray and have not solved their own domestic financial problems? What should this, and the 

global meetings that follow, address? How should the world go about resolving the problems that 

we face today and what structure and procedures should be put in place to avoid future 

problems? 

 

With globalization, no country is an island. While we readily accept this truism in the area of 

trade in goods and in the movement of people across borders, it is also evident in the area of 

finance. Capital--to buy real estate, shares, bonds and ownership in companies, to build new 

companies, to lend to foreigners and much more—moves across borders. Thus if there is an 

equity or a fixed income asset meltdown in one country, other countries are affected as they may 

own these securities or might have lent to these countries. If countries live beyond their means 

(that is run current account deficits), they have to borrow from other countries, something that 

the US has done for a number of years. If exchange rates move significantly, the fortunes of 

international investors are affected; and the kind of exchange rate (fixed versus floating) affects 

capital flows and the transmission of economic shocks across borders. While the areas of 

international financial interdependence are much more than this, the point is that finance is 

global. 

 

Put differently, while we could be enjoying stable financial conditions, adverse developments 

and instability in another country could impart losses on us and destabilize our financial 

conditions. The sources of the transmission of instability across borders are many and we are 

witnessing them today—losses on securities held in other countries, dramatic movements in 

exchange rates, diffusion of “financial fear” and panic, failure of financial institutions, large 

cross-border capital flows, plunging economic activity. A country’s effort to stabilize its 



 

financial system can be aided or thwarted by conditions in the rest of the world. In other words, 

simultaneous, comprehensive and coordinated policies in the world increase the likelihood of 

calming financial markets and restoring economic prosperity. Thus to restore financial stability 

in any country, domestic, as well as international, policies and reform are called for.        

 

To calm financial markets and lay the foundations of sustained economic growth and prosperity, 

world leaders should avoid the temptation of adopting a quick fix but should instead adopt a 

comprehensive approach to address all the fundamental financial issues facing the world. In no 

particular order of importance, world leaders should commit their countries to examining, 

analyzing and negotiating agreements that address a number of problem areas. 

 

First, how should the international payments system be changed and modified? At the Bretton 

Woods conference in the final year of WWII, global financial leaders adopted an international 

payments system with fixed exchange rates under a gold exchange system. In 1971, after years 

of US benign neglect by ignoring discipline in its macroeconomic policies and running balance 

of payments deficits (resulting in exploding dollar holdings in the rest of the world), the system 

collapsed. In 1973, the world embraced the collapsed international payments system that had 

evolved—a hodgepodge, principally with most countries adopting floating exchange rates (with 

government intervention) and no discipline in macroeconomic policies; and ironically no 

discipline whatsoever on the part of the major economies, economies that had the major impact 

on other countries (US, Europe and Japan) as they had no need of IMF financing. The system of 

exchange rates and macroeconomic discipline (including monetary discipline) and coordination 

across countries, a fundamental pillar for a stable global financial system, has been missing. 

 

Second, and an integral part of the above, there is a need to define the structure and operation of 

central banks. Admittedly, the US Congressional debate regarding the causes of the present 

financial crisis has concluded that negative real interest rates set off phenomenal speculation in 

asset and commodity markets. Monetary policy matters a lot. It would seem that central banks 

should be subjected to extra-constitutional laws that would set publicized targets on money 

supply and credit, establish a predictable monetary framework, and eradicate monetary 

uncertainties arising from interest rate policy. Under a fiat money standard, there is no anchor to 

money policy except via strict control of monetary aggregates.  Hence, the primary function of 

central banks should be stable money aggregates, financial regulation, and not overall economic 

management. There is a need for a global accord on this issue as the fallout of central bank 

policies permeate across borders. Without regulating central banks, there will be no financial 

stability. 

 

Third, and closely related to the first two above, there is an urgent need for a global financial 

regulatory agency. The United States seems at last to have acknowledged the obvious. The US 

needs a single financial regulatory agency to regulate all (and be they state or federally 

chartered) financial institutions: commercial banks, investment banks, hedge funds, savings and 

loans institutions, credit unions, mortgage companies, and insurance companies. Such a 

regulatory agency should have authority over every function of these institutions and be 

empowered to issue federal guarantees for depositors. The reason why every country needs a 

single financial regulatory agency is that no single category of financial institution is an island; 

they impact each other as we have seen in the recent global financial turmoil. Similarly, no 



 

country’s financial system is immune to cross-border developments. There is a desperate need 

for a single global regulatory agency (including accounting and reporting standards) with 

supervisory and enforcement powers. 

 

Fourth, we need a surveillance of macroeconomic policies.  Economic policies affect financial 

stability and financial stability affects economic performance. It is that simple. 

 

Fifth, we need to develop the appropriate institutions and institutional structures to handle these 

elements of reform. Where do the BIS (the Bank for International Settlements), IMF, and the 

World Bank fit into this new global financial infrastructure? How should these institutions be 

reformed and restructured? The Financial Times has floated the idea of a world central bank that 

oversees central banks. How does this idea relate to similar proposals by Keynes in 1943 and 

many other leading economists?  

 

Sixth, what is the best (and quickest) approach to ameliorating the ongoing financial crisis? 

While this may be the preoccupation of politicians, it should not be the only topic of discussion 

by the heads of state. Unquestionably, the haphazard approach to the financial crisis since 

August 2007 has wiped out equity assets, precipitated the downfall of large financial institutions, 

and caused economic recession. Historical records of major financial crisis in the 19th and 20th 

centuries indicated that these crises were absorbed through bankruptcies of highly leveraged and 

speculative institutions, private recapitalization, free and rapid price adjustments, and sounder 

and safer resumption of credit. There was no public bailout and no anti-market mechanism. 

 

A blanket and hurried approach such as the TARP, unlimited bailouts, and massive 

recapitalization could turn out to be highly costly, super inflationary, and disruptive to the real 

economy. Forcing negative real interest rates and indiscriminate resumption of credit in a highly 

impaired banking system, through unlimited liquidity injections, will endanger the soundness of 

banks and undermine recovery. Opposing market adjustment of asset prices, which have become 

misaligned with economic fundamentals because of speculation, can only worsen and prolong 

the financial crisis. Forcing distortions in relative prices could be too costly in lost output and 

cannot be sustained without a huge budgetary cost.  

 

Choosing the inflationary course out of the crisis can only ruin real economy and make the crisis 

unmanageable. While deposits have to be secured, ailing financial institutions have to be treated 

on a case-by-case basis and over a long time span. Interest rates have to be freed. Housing prices 

have to be allowed to adjust to incomes, construction costs, and normal profit rates. Credit policy 

cannot be free for all. Banks should be allowed to assess risks and lend on safer basis. If they are 

forced to lend indiscriminately, they will incur more losses that will endanger their safety.  

 

While the above are not an exhaustive list of the issues we face, they are the major issues to be 

addressed in November. How should world leaders go about this monumental task? Heads of 

state should not address any issue in detail. Instead they should embrace the major issues to be 

addressed and the modalities for addressing them. They should also commit to a series of future 

meetings to monitor progress. 

 



 

The appropriate modalities for addressing these issues are extensive. We will stress those that we 

think critical. The heads of state should list and support the major category of issues to be 

addressed (in our opinion the six points above). They should appoint an executive committee to 

oversee the program of reform and this committee should also act as an operational committee to 

monitor problems and shocks and take corrective measures on a real time basis. This committee 

should in turn appoint separate committees to tackle each of the critical issues that are supported 

by the heads of state. The heads of state should agree on a timeline for the initial 

recommendations from the executive committee on each of the critical issues listed above and 

for future deliberations of the heads of state. The heads of state should agree on a mechanism to 

involve countries that are not represented on the G-20; this is a global problem requiring a global 

solution, which means that all countries should participate and have a meaningful input, if not, 

the global approach will fail.  

 

In the end, while the quality of the comprehensive technical decisions and their global adoption 

is the key to success, world leaders must also impart confidence and trust to the international 

financial system. Their mutual cooperation and willingness to be all-inclusive may be as 

important as their substantive achievements in building trust and confidence in our international 

and domestic financial structure. In a world teetering on the edge of financial collapse and the 

deepest recession since the Great Depression, a failed meeting will do unimaginable harm to the 

global financial and economic system. Preparation for the November 15 meetings is the key. 

Bush Administration take note and prepare! 
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On the heel of successive interest cuts, on October 29, Ben Bernanke continued his relentless 

monetary expansion by reducing the federal funds rate to 1 percent. He could have just as easily 

set the interest rate to zero, since banks are obtaining liquidity with no collateral and without 

limit from the Fed and are even paid an interest rate of 1.25 percent on their excess liquidity. 

Moreover, the Fed is bypassing banks and lending directly at negligible interest rates to 

borrowers. What is the rationale for Bernanke’s latest interest rate cut? There may be two 

explanations: Bernanke’s paranoia about the Great Depression, and to reverse an impending 

economic recession and promote a return to “moderate”, not vigorous, economic growth.  

The latter reason is clearly apparent in the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) statement: 

“The pace of economic activity appears to have slowed markedly, owing importantly to a decline 

in consumer expenditures. Business equipment spending and industrial production have 

weakened in recent months, and slowing economic activity in many foreign economies is 

damping the prospects for U.S. exports. Moreover, the intensification of financial market turmoil 

is likely to exert additional restraint on spending, partly by further reducing the ability of 

households and businesses to obtain credit. ….Recent policy actions, including today’s rate 

reduction, coordinated interest rate cuts by central banks, extraordinary liquidity measures, and 

official steps to strengthen financial systems, should help over time to improve credit conditions 

and promote a return to moderate economic growth…. The Committee will monitor economic 

and financial developments carefully and will act as needed to promote sustainable economic 

growth and price stability.” 

 

The contrast between this statement and FOCM’s statement on August 7, 2007, that is prior to 

the start of Bernanke’s aggressive series of cuts in interest rate, is striking: “ the Federal Open 

Market Committee decided today to keep its target for the federal funds rate at 5-1/4 percent. 

Economic growth was moderate during the first half of the year. Financial markets have been 

volatile in recent weeks, credit conditions have become tighter for some households and 

businesses, and the housing correction is ongoing. Nevertheless, the economy seems likely to 

continue to expand at a moderate pace over coming quarters, supported by solid growth in 

employment and incomes and a robust global economy. Readings on core inflation have 

improved modestly in recent months. However, a sustained moderation in inflation pressures has 

yet to be convincingly demonstrated. Moreover, the high level of resource utilization has the 

potential to sustain those pressures.” 

 

Within a span of a year, Bernanke’s policies have handcuffed US real GDP growth from 4.8 

percent in 2007Q3 to -0.3 percent in 2008Q3, depressing personal consumption expenditures 

from 2 percent in 2007Q3 to -3.1 percent in 2008Q3, and gross private domestic investment from 

3.5 percent to -1.9 percent. His policies have pushed unemployment up from 4.7 percent in 

2007M9 to 6.1 percent in 2008M8; and helped bring down the world economy from strong 

growth to a complete standstill in 2008, with GDP contracting in the UK, the Euro zone, and 

slowing down in Japan, China, and many emerging markets. Bernanke’s impetuous actions have 

destabilized the US financial system as well as the financial system of other industrial and 



 

emerging market countries. By opposing an orderly adjustment of housing prices and credit 

conditions, Bernanke has devastated both the financial system and real economy, both in the US 

and in the rest of the world, causing a freeze in capital markets and precipitating the downfall of 

long established banks. 

 

Two important counterfactual questions should be addressed? First, would the US and World 

economy have maintained the solid growth enjoyed prior to the crisis if Bernanke had 

maintained a neutral or even tighter monetary stance? Second, if Bernanke had not opposed a 

market adjustment of asset prices, had not injected excessive liquidity and had not adopted 

bailouts for financial institutions, could the crisis have been contained in August 2007? 

 

The answer to the first question is affirmative: Bernanke’s policies are in large measure to blame 

for the recession. By setting real interest rates at negative levels and injecting massive liquidity, 

Bernanke engineered a free fall of the US dollar and sent food and energy prices sky-high. This 

unbearable inflation set off food and energy riots around the world, destabilized the auto 

industry, airlines, shipping, and forced lower energy use in agriculture and industry. Food and 

energy inflation soared not only in the US, but also in Europe, and in most developing countries, 

forcing consumers to cut back on both essential and non-essential spending. The combination of 

contraction effects on the production side, as well as the consumption side, has contributed to a 

marked contraction of GDP growth and rising unemployment in the US and elsewhere.  

 

Affirmatively, without Bernanke deliberate re-inflationary policy, food and energy prices would 

have remained below their July 2007 levels. Neither the US economy, nor the world economy, 

would have been jolted by such powerful energy shock and would have maintained the pace of 

growth. This counterfactual question is similar to the one asked by academicians: had Governor 

Strong lived, the Great Depression would not have taken place. Had Bernanke not been Fed’s 

Chairman, the US and world economy would not have been precipitated into recession. 

 

The answer to the second question is affirmative: Bernanke escalated the financial crisis. The 

US, Europe, and many other countries have been experiencing a credit boom and speculative 

bubbles in asset prices, mainly housing, stocks, and commodities, caused by record low interest 

rates in the post war period. Domestic credit has been increasing at 12 percent in the US during 

2001-2007. Total credit stood at 346 percent of GDP in August 2007 as against 268 percent in 

2000 and 162 percent in 1980. Monetary data showed that, in August 2007, the only problem 

with the financial sector in the US was the speculative subprime component of the mortgage 

loans; the default rate on bonds and corporate debt was almost zero. Macroeconomic data 

showed that external deficit was at a record level of 7 percent of GDP and national saving was 

negative. Evidently, at a very high percentage of GDP, domestic credit becomes difficult to 

service both in terms of interest and principal payments. A prudent central banker would check 

the growth of domestic credit to a rate compatible with real economic growth, lower external 

deficits, and higher national savings, with greater emphasis to productive sectors and less to 

speculation. This assumes allowing free interest rates to be commensurable with profit rates in 

the economy, rewards for savers, risks faced by banks, and sound bank incomes. This assumes 

allowing asset prices, including housing prices, to be fully market determined. Particularly, 

housing prices were propelled with joy and euphoria in a speculative frenzy by three to fourfold, 

boosting property taxes by two to threefold, with the Fed refusing to step in and arrest the 



 

speculative mania. The Fed and the US government should not deploy so many resources to 

prevent housing prices returning to non-speculative levels, compatible with incomes, 

construction costs, and normal profits. 

 

Instead, Bernanke wanted to have the best of all the worlds: the lowest (and negative) real 

interest rates, unlimited liquidity for banks, the lowest possible value for the dollar, and the 

highest prices for housing, shares, and commodities. He put in place a facility to buy all he could 

of mortgage backed securities and to prevent millions of foreclosures. In conjunction with the 

congressional $300 billion homeowner bailouts, this triggered mass default on mortgage 

payments. In turn, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac could no longer have the cash flow to service 

their debt. This triggered the CDSs and Bearn Stearns crisis, then AIG, Lehman Brothers, etc. 

Very low interest rates combined with massive writedowns weakened considerably the incomes 

of banks sending their stocks tumbling and forcing the SEC to preclude short-selling. Cheapness 

of money created an international speculative frenzy in food and oil markets, and in stocks in the 

US, Europe, and in emerging market countries. With oil hitting $147/barrel, oil demand had 

clearly fallen. Hedge funds rushed to close positions, creating a de-leveraging process that spread 

from commodities to stocks. The financial system comprises a "web of interlocking 

commitments" -- a vast and complex network of interconnected balance sheets and cash flows; 

preventing market mechanism in interest rate setting or in housing price adjustment destabilizes 

not only mortgage finance, but also the whole financial system locally and internationally. 

 

By staunchly opposing a market adjustment of asset prices, Bernanke and company, have 

decided to inject as much liquidity and bailouts for all financial institutions in the US and 

elsewhere that are impaired by distorted asset prices, except Lehman Brothers, which itself was a 

victim of Bernanke’s policy. The only outlet Bernanke and Paulson wanted for these assets was 

the government’s balance sheet. Affirmatively, without Bernanke’s policies, the financial crisis 

would have never been escalated to financial chaos, as a result of an impairment of the asset 

pricing process; Lehman Brothers would have never fallen arbitrarily; and financial disorder 

created by its demise would not have occurred. 

 

Bernanke and Paulson have certainly created a fiscal and monetary disorder that will have 

serious drawbacks on the real economy and the banking system. Will the Bernanke and Paulson 

doctrine of immense fiscal deficits, negative real interest, and unlimited money creation succeed 

to return the economy to a moderate growth? So far, their record has been disastrous. Certainly 

under Greenspan, low interest worked, but paved the ground for financial instability. As the 

classics put it: the cheapness of money gave facilities to speculation, just in the same way as the 

cheapness of beef and of beer gives facilities to gluttony and drunkenness. Unfortunately, this 

time around, banks are willing to take the beef, but are not willing to get drunk on the beer! The 

Keynesians call it the liquidity trap. The socialization of the mortgage sector and prevention of 

foreclosures have dealt a long-term blow to home loans. Banks will remain reluctant to provide 

home loans, knowing that these loans have no legal recourse. 

 

Will the fiscal stimulus, as proposed by Krugman, Summers and others, bring back economic 

growth?  US GDP data shows that US growth was propelled by real increase in government 

spending at 13.8 percent in 2008Q3. Hence, in spite of full deployment of fiscal policy and 

pushing the fiscal deficit to record level, the US economy recorded a contraction at -0.3 percent 



 

in 2008Q3. In view of negative savings, higher fiscal deficits require more external financing or 

much higher inflation. In view of low interest rates, external financing will be dwindling. 

Inflationary fiscal deficits will only curtail further real growth as in Zimbabwe. Apparently, in 

the presence of large internal and external deficits, a sounder strategy would rely essentially on 

supply side policies. 

 

Certainly, Bernanke will never accept basic pricing mechanism, or safe banking. He, and his re-

inflationist supporters, will not accept the reality and pain of adjustment. So far, he has only 

succeeded in bringing the economy from one crisis to a bigger one, spreading financial and 

economic disorder around the globe. Not only banks are in distress, auto industry and many 

industrial corporations need large bailouts, and state and local government are in red. So many 

will suffer from Bernanke’s policies, including Princeton University, where students may shun 

anti-market Bernank economics. 
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We are smack in the middle of a crisis that will only get much worse before getting better, a 

crisis that could entail the worst recession since the great depression and one that could reverse 

much of the gains from globalization. Policy makers need to react more quickly than they have 

in order to contain the crisis from becoming much worse than currently envisaged. An often-

overlooked resource is the past. The world was confronted with the Third World debt crisis only 

about twenty years ago in the early 1980s, but the international banking community, especially 

US banks, and the US treasury and the US Federal Reserve learned very little from that debacle. 

That’s a pity as they might have benefited in tackling the ongoing financial crisis. As in that 

earlier crisis, today the greed of bankers and the ineptitude of supervisors are exacerbating 

financial conditions. 

 

In the run up to the Third World debt crisis, bankers the world over fell over themselves to make 

syndicated bank loans to many developed countries. They did so with little regard to the 

borrower’s ability to service the loans and the risk of their concentrated lending. A number of 

banks were ecstatic to be lead managers to syndicate the loans for fat upfront fees and a thousand 

or more banks were happy to sign on the dotted line and get a piece of the high yield action. Any 

reasonable look at most of the countries would have revealed their increasing inability to service 

their growing debt. There was no way that they could both service their debt and finance their 

needed imports for their economies to grow. Yet bankers adopted Walter Wriston’s famous 

slogan that countries don’t go broke! They wanted to believe that because countries did not die 

or disappear like people and companies, they would eventually get paid back. But they forget 

that while they waited for payment they might disappear from the scene themselves! For 

example, Manufacturers Hanover Trust (a bank that no longer exists on its own today) had lent 

five times its capital just to heavily indebted Latin American countries that could not service 

their debt; MHT was not just buried but buried five feet under.  The greed of bankers blinded 

their judgment. And where were the regulators and supervisors when we needed them? How did 

they let this happen?  

 

All the while regulators had their heads in the sand. They just did not want to recognize reality 

even when it hit them in the face. When Mexico started the crisis, they called it simply the 

Mexican Crisis, and did not want to see that other countries were in the same boat. They did not 

even want to admit that Mexico could not service its debt and grow, but insisted that it was just a 

short-term liquidity crisis. So their plan was a bridge loan. Then they came up with a series of 

unrealistic and inefficient approaches such as the “Baker Plan” and the “Brady Plan” as the 

Mexican crisis spread. They never saw the need to study and analyze what was at the core of the 

problem before devising the most efficient approach for handling it. The process is best 

described as haphazard and shooting from the hip. 

 

The core problem of the Third World debt crisis was that the countries had borrowed too much, 

not to finance income-generating projects in agriculture and industry, but mainly to finance 

current government expenditures in form of higher salaries for civil servants and their armed 



 

forces. They could not both service their debt and finance their economic growth. If the principal 

of the debt was reduced somewhat, or the interest rate on the debt or both, then the loans could 

be serviced, restoring full value to the loans that had been made. Bankers were unwilling to do 

either; instead they raised interest rates and collected fat rescheduling fees for rescheduled loans! 

That’s greed for you. They had a bleeding patient and they wanted more out of the patient. They 

did not face up to the fact that they had collected big fees and high rates in the past as 

compensation for risk. They wanted more fees and the same returns as before. They were not 

willing to take a hit. See the similarity? In the run up to the present crisis bankers made money 

making loans that they knew could not be paid back but are now not willing to take a hit; they 

want to be bailed out. 

 

At the same time and more rationally, a bank was unwilling to reduce the principal on its loan 

but wanted other banks instead to do so, take the hit, improve the borrower’s creditworthiness 

and restore value to the country’s overall debt portfolio; that is all banks wanted to take a free 

ride at the expense of other banks. Financial supervisors should have quickly realized that all 

lenders had to take a simultaneous hit; a plan was needed to help countries do better; a little debt 

relief was a waste, enough had to be done to get countries in a position to service their debt and 

grow. There was an opening for financial supervisors, but they were blind to it and did not take 

up the challenge. Let us explain. 

 

One of the hallmarks of the Third World debt crisis (and invariably most crises, including the 

current one) was that bank assets (loans) were selling at a significant discount on the secondary 

market. The discount was the key and afforded ways to resolve the crisis. It would have allowed 

all parties to improve their position from where they were. Imagine a case where the loan was 

selling on the secondary market at a 50 percent discount. If we were sure that the country would 

be in a position to fully service its debt and grow if it received a 25 percent debt relief (on the 

face value of the debt), then here is what could have been engineered. There would have been a 

debt forgiveness of 25 percent by all bank holders of debt. We say all bank holders of debt 

because as we have mentioned above all banks would rather not forgive a thing and benefit from 

other banks forgiving debt (the free rider issue in banking). The result would be that the value of 

the remaining debt held by the banks would have gone up in value from 50 cents on the dollar to 

100 cents; given that they have forgiven 25 percent of the debt, the value of their remaining 

holdings would have gone up from $50 to $75. Yes, they are worse off than if they had not 

forgiven any debt and the country was able to service the debt, but that was not the position that 

they were in (the market value of their holdings had declined from $100 to $50).9 In a sense it is 

a win deal for all, for banks from where they found themselves at the time of the crisis and for 

the debtor countries, as they owed less. Note that supervisors need not engineer 100% debt 

forgiveness (or buy 100% of the debt) but just enough so that the country could service its debt 

balance and thus restore par value (reduce the discount sufficiently) to its debt. In short, banks 

would remain solvent but take a hit and countries could continue to grow. 

 

After a number of excruciating years some elements of this approach were adopted, but not as an 

integrated plan and not decisively, cleanly and quickly.  What lessons can we take away from 

 
9 For more details see Hossein Askari, Third World Debt And Financial Innovation, OECD, 

Paris, 1991. 



 

this about bankers and supervisors? Bankers are greedy. They made lots of money but when bad 

times came they were not willing to be realists and acknowledge that the value of their portfolio 

had declined and take a hit. They did not want to realize any losses but instead wanted either to 

be bailed out or for the countries to pay up and if need be starve their people.  

 

In such crisis, supervisors must force banks to face reality and to see the light. But supervisors 

invariably do not stop a problem from becoming a crisis. They want to wish the problem away. 

They don’t want to confront their banker friends. They are too slow to react. And when the crisis 

develops they don’t develop a rational and comprehensive plan but instead react to put out fires 

in fits and starts if they can; they just don’t seem to be able to do all that is needed in one move. 

 

How does the ongoing global financial crisis differ from the Third World debt crisis? What have 

the supervisors done? What should they have done? What can they do now? 

 

The current crisis was principally fueled by four factors: overly expansionary monetary policy in 

the US, an ill-conceived and haphazard system of financial regulations, lax supervision and a 

push by US politicians to expand home ownership. At its core was a housing bubble. As the 

bubble started to burst less creditworthy borrowers were unable to service their debt, resulting in 

a decline in the value of the loans (mortgage backed securities) held by the financial institutions 

and leading to the insolvency of a number of financial institutions. Although the ongoing crisis is 

much more widespread and entangled (involving credit default swaps and the like), in both crises 

the value of the assets held by financial institutions has declined, threatening their solvency. But 

two of the major differences are first, that in the case of the Third World crisis, the borrowers 

(i.e. countries) were relatively few in number whereas the borrowers now (homeowners) are in 

the millions; and second, the assets have been so re-packaged in the case of mortgages that it is 

difficult to know which mortgage backed security is impaired. 

 

How did US regulators approach the present crisis? US decision makers took the following 

course of action. They reduced market interest rates aggressively and then sat back and did 

nothing for some time; no analysis of what had happened and the best way to address it. They 

relied on the market to do it, not realizing that low interest rates had in part caused the bubble 

and would not now deflate the bubble in an orderly manner. After the problems became more 

dangerous and widespread, they bailed out some institutions (Bear Stearns and AIG) and not 

others (Lehman Brothers). Until today we cannot understand on what basis these decisions were 

made. Has in fact the bankruptcy of Lehman frozen the credit markets? Then when the crisis 

became more widespread than they had imagined, they put together just a three-page memo and 

asked the US Congress for $700 billion to buy impaired assets. Their plan made no sense. At 

what price would they buy the toxic assets? Which assets would they buy? Would they be able to 

buy these assets quickly enough? Then when they saw how impractical their plan was and that 

still things did not improve, they decided that they wanted to follow Europe’s lead and inject 

capital into endangered financial institutions, while quietly affording a tax break of over $100 

billion to banks to encourage mergers by allowing them to benefit from losses for a number of 

years. More recently, they have decided to terminate their purchase of impaired assets and 

concentrate on capital injection for ownership. Now and most recently, the US Treasury wants to 

help banks and other financial institutions that issue student, auto and credit card loans.  

 



 

At the same time, another federal authority, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), 

wants to keep homeowners in their homes, but only for those that were three months behind in 

their mortgage payments, while the US Congress contemplates another a stimulus package. But 

again the form of the mortgage assistance plan is hard to understand. Why only for those who are 

three months behind in their mortgage payment?  Why not two? Why not a more comprehensive 

approach to assist all those who are in jeopardy? But the US Treasury disagrees with the FDIC. 

The entire approach has been to shoot from the hips and ask who had been shot later. It has been 

an approach that hardly imparts confidence to markets and to people who are above all in need of 

confidence, trust and a steady hand. What a whirlwind! 

 

In our view, in the current crisis and learning from past crises, US decision makers should have 

focused on policies to keep homeowners in their homes through re-working of mortgages and 

efforts to keep the recession mild, and keeping the banking system solvent by enhancing the 

value of impaired mortgages and injecting capital only into institutions that posed a systemic risk 

to the entire financial system. They did not need to buy the toxic assets of banks. They only 

needed to devise a plan to enhance the value of bank assets with the banks taking some 

appropriate write-downs and still remaining solvent; in essence the lesson from the Third World 

debt crisis. At the same time, they needed to take steps to limit the length and the depth of the 

recession because mass unemployment would kick people out of their homes no matter what, 

again similar to having to keep the economies of Third World countries growing. They needed to 

do all this simultaneously and with a steady hand to enhance confidence and trust. 

 

The following steps could have achieved these goals and can still be adopted.  

 

First, the government could have refinanced 25% of every mortgage that had been booked in the 

last five years for the purchase of a principal home for a first time homebuyer with less than a 

20% down payment. The price of the refinancing would be at today’s market price for the home; 

the interest rate on the mortgage would be at today’s fixed rate thirty-year mortgage rate, with no 

interest or principal payable for the next three years (payments would start in year four for thirty 

years). Banks would re-finance the remaining 75% on the same terms as did the government but 

payments of interest and principal would start immediately for thirty years. What this achieves 

for the homeowner is that they should be in a position to stay in their homes. Banks would have 

taken a hit (the difference between the original purchase price and the current market price) that 

is less that the hit if they had foreclosed but now their mortgage should be priced at its full face 

value, and no more asset toxicity in these mortgages. The taxpayer is on the line for three years 

of interest. That’s it.  

 

Second and on a case-by-case basis the government could have injected capital (in return for an 

ownership position) into any bank that was low in its core capital requirement with an agreement 

on the terms and basis for the redemption of these shares at some future date. All this would have 

been quickly done. The US Treasury has started on this road but still more could be done. 

 

Third, the government should have moved quickly to appoint a commission to study and 

recommend an integrated regulatory structure (not new regulations) for the United States. This 

would still today show the world that the US is looking ahead. 

 



 

Fourth, none of this would be sufficient unless the government adopts measures to impart some 

financial confidence and to stop the economic free fall and limits the depth and the length of the 

recession. All these efforts and resources would have been wasted for naught. What good is 

enhancing the ability of homeowners to service their debt if in a few months they have no job or 

income? To this end we proposed a number of measures a few weeks ago in this same space. 

Some of these have been adopted but a number still have not. We repeat them for an important 

reason. The US will not extricate itself from the crisis in a timely fashion unless it does a number 

of things simultaneously and quickly. 

 

These measure to restore some confidence and to limit the recession were and some continue to 

be: 

 

(i) To bring stability to money markets, the government should have insured all money market 

(including municipal) funds. The Treasury retracted this proposed policy (limiting it to funds 

deposited prior to September 19) because it saw the danger of a flight to money market 

instruments. But if policies are adopted in combination, this fear will be diminished. Moreover, if 

a flight toward money markets occurs, it will lower rates, reducing the attraction of money 

market deposits especially with FDIC deposit insurance increased to $250,000.  

 

(ii) To bring financial stability to municipalities and states and to halt the implosion of the US 

education system, the federal government should have started a two-year lending facility for 

states and municipalities, at an interest rate that is reflective of market conditions and credit 

worthiness of borrowers. With the bleeding of states and municipalities it is hard to restore 

confidence. 

 

(iii) To safeguard social conditions and slow the economic implosion, unemployment benefits 

should have been both enhanced and extended beyond the current six months in a twelve-month 

cycle (with the difficult possibility of an extension). 

 

(iv) To address the dire straits of the US infrastructure, this is an opportune moment for the 

federal government to implement a ten-year infrastructure program. The program could also 

address energy independence, public transportation and the US education system. 

 

(v) The crisis is global. It will be much more difficult to solve on a country-by-country basis. 

The US government should demonstrate leadership at the global level. The United States should 

have urgently convened, with preparation, a global economic summit that reached beyond the G-

8, to at least include China, India, Brazil, Australia and South Korea. The focus of the summit 

should be the commitment of the participants to cooperate on many fronts and to set up the 

mechanism to address the critical issues quickly and in a business-like manner. The major issues 

are: restoration of trust and confidence to financial markets, enhanced transparency and 

regulations, adoption of more common regulatory and accounting practices, and possibly an 

international regulatory body, simultaneous efforts to enhance and support economic activity by 

coordinated policies (other than reducing government lending rates), a trade agreement to 

conclude the Doha Round, reform of the international payments system and the IMF and the 

World Bank and the commitment to avoid any and all protection measures. The US agreed to a 

meeting of the Group of 20 or G-20, affording more voice to emerging market economies than 



 

that in international organizations such as the IMF, after the urging of President Sarkozy of 

France and Prime Minister Brown of the UK.  

 

The first meeting of the G-20 just occurred in Washington DC on November 15. This is an initial 

meeting of heads of state, requiring more such meetings in the future, and a great deal more 

discussion, debate, planning and adoption of agreements at ministerial levels. As to be expected, 

twenty heads of state achieved little that was concrete in such a brief meeting. Time was short. 

They each had their own concerns and agendas. Heads of state are not equipped to tackle the 

details of such issues but could agree to broad principles. At this point they have agreed to: 

conclude a trade agreement by the end of the year, work together to restore global economic 

growth, ask their finance ministers to study the needed reforms for a financial system that 

reflects the realities of the 21st century and report back, and scheduled a tentative next meeting 

for April 2009. We will have to wait and see what happens next and how the process unfolds 

before we pass judgment.  

 

(vi) To these previous proposals, we now need to add the urgency of a tax cut for the middle 

class in the United States.   

 

Three elements above—enhanced unemployment compensation, infrastructure expenditures and 

tax cuts—can be broadly classified as a new stimulus package. Three months ago we had thought 

that a figure on the order of $300 billion would be needed. Now, in part because of inaction and 

delay, we feel that the stimulus package may now have to be on the order $700 to $800 billion to 

do the job. At this point, it is better to do too much as opposed to too little and to do it fast, 

otherwise more economic damage will be done and the size of the needed stimulus will keep on 

increasing. 

 

At the same time, the public and the markets also need assurance that officials are thinking, that 

they have a comprehensive plan and all details are being addressed to sidestep a meltdown. 
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Iran’s economic failures since the revolution of 1979 are evident. The average Iranian is no 

better off today than he or she was in 1979. Iran’s current average real per capita income is 

lower, income distribution is worse, public hospitals and schools are overcrowded and not well 

equipped, oil production has dropped about 30 percent, international reserves are lower, 

dependence on oil revenues is higher, unemployment and inflation are both above 25 percent, 

and the list goes on. The signs of economic failure are everywhere.  

 

While economic sanctions, the high numbers of refugees and especially the Iran-Iraq War have 

had a significant effect on economic developments in Iran, economic failures have been largely 

self-inflicted. The regime in Tehran has pursued a radical ideology and short-term survival as 

opposed to sustained economic development and basic economic justice. A chosen few are 

getting rich beyond their wildest dreams, while there is no hope for the average Iranian.  

 

In 2008, the regime finds itself with a noose tightening around its neck. Since 1979 a number of 

US administrations have openly or secretly pursued a policy of regime change toward Iran. To 

this end, the United States has imposed blunt and ineffective sanctions. But more recently the US 

has begun to develop more targeted sanctions by cutting off Iranian banks from the international 

banking system. This is slowly taking away Iran’s ability to issue letters of credit and increasing 

its cost of trade. In addition, Iran is finding that it may not have access to international capital 

markets; its only access to credit may be at the IMF and the World Bank, access that the US can 

easily block.  

 

On November 6, the US treasury tightened the noose by revoking Iran’s U-Turn License. Ever 

since the Iranian Revolution, US administrations have allowed Iran to sell oil to non-US entities 

for dollars. Thus when a foreign company or a country bought Iranian oil, it issued instructions 

to a US bank to issue funds in favor of an Iranian bank. The fund transfers to Iranian banks were 

achieved through what has been coined a U-Turn, because the instructions came from abroad and 

the funds were credited in favor of the Iranian bank outside the US. The revocation of this 

license means that US banks cannot make such dollar. This effectively means that Iran will 

receive payments in currencies other than the dollar, reducing Iran’s financial options for selling 

oil and cutting off Iranian banks from the US financial system.  

 

Up to now the US treasury had been persuaded of the advantage of this financial U-Turn License 

for the US because it added to the demand for dollars and afforded the United States the benefits 

of seignorage (that is, the costless issuance of paper money which bought something at time of 

issue). In revoking Iran’s license, the US is signaling to Iran that it will do whatever it can to 

tighten the noose to gain added leverage. The US may also have been peeved by Iran’s 

grandstanding when Tehran announced it would no longer hold dollar reserves.  

 

While these recent actions are beginning to take a toll on Iran, lower oil prices are squeezing Iran 

even more dramatically. Over the last three and a half years the Iranian government has spent oil 

revenues like a drunken sailor. As a result, Iran’s financial reserves have declined during this 



 

period of high oil prices. A decline of oil prices to $40-$50 for a period longer than a year or two 

will seriously test the regime’s survival.  

 

In the face of ongoing economic woes and future developments, how can the Iranian regime 

maintain domestic peace and prevent the disenfranchised from taking to the streets? There is 

little hope for a turnaround because the regime’s inner circle has shown that it cannot adopt a 

comprehensive economic approach that might entail any short-run sacrifice. Now the possibility 

of meeting even the basic needs of average Iranians may be out of the government’s control. 

 

When it comes to Iran, America’s stated objective is to prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear 

weapons. What could the US do? The military option should be dismissed out of hand. It would 

solidify the reign of the mullahs for another thirty to fifty years. It would increase the suffering 

of the Iranian people. It would turn more Muslims against the US all around the world. It would 

damage US interests in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Lebanon and beyond. It could drive Iran into the 

arms of a resurgent Russia. It would resolve little while complicating many things for the US for 

years to come. 

 

On the other hand, a peaceful route through more focused economic pressures and patience 

affords a better option. First, with some more thought, the US could discover additional 

economic weapons against Iran in the near future. The US has simply not looked in the right 

places. In addition, the US should adopt a policy of benign neglect. Iran can do nothing to hurt 

the US. Yes, Iran could affect US interests in the Persian Gulf region. But Iran’s rapidly sinking 

economy will soon become the regime’s preoccupation.  

 

While the majority of Iranians may have applauded the regime’s independence from the great 

powers, including the US, the regime’s economic failures have impoverished average Iranians, 

weakened Iran and now threaten the regime’s very existence. Those in power have wasted thirty 

years of Iranian oil revenues. While US administrations label the regime in Tehran fanatical, it is 

in fact nothing but practical. In the end, it will compromise anything and everything to guarantee 

its survival as in 2003 when it approached the US.  

 

The Obama Administration should negotiate with Iran from a position of strength. It should put 

on its thinking cap and develop smart sanctions, then wait for roughly six to twelve months to let 

enhanced sanctions and lower oil prices do their work on Iran.  The waiting period may not be 

reassuring to those who worry that Iran may be pursuing nuclear weaponry. However, they 

should carefully assess the likelihood of Iran’s pending economic free fall and the consequences 

for the regime before seeking immediate negotiations from what we may later come to realize as 

a position of weakness. 
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While the Western press often paints a picture of Iran as a regional superpower, essential to 

America's success in Iraq, Afghanistan and Lebanon, the fact that the reign of the mullahs has 

become shakier than ever before is largely overlooked. 

 

The threat to the regime has its roots in its inability to deliver on economic prosperity and 

economic justice. After any revolution, the hope and expectation of the masses is for an 

improvement in their living standards and a fairer distribution of the economic pie. 

 

In Iran the opposite has happened. Average real per capita income has declined since the Iranian 

Revolution of 1979 and income distribution has deteriorated. 

 

There is a new super class of rich mullahs and cronies who have amassed fortunes through 

corruption and government policies. The regime has not created wealth, but has distributed oil 

revenues to make the chosen very rich while keeping a lid on domestic dissension. 

 

Those who run Iran recognize the threat to the regime. Some clerics have gone public to voice 

their dissatisfaction with the current government's economic failures, but in truth no Iranian 

government since the revolution has taken on the economic challenge because they have been 

afraid of the short-run backlash. 

 

Things did improve slightly over the last four years because of record high oil prices, but the 

regime squandered that windfall and is now faced with the prospect of lower oil revenues, lower 

financial reserves, potentially smarter sanctions imposed by a more thoughtful new U.S. 

administration and rising domestic dissatisfaction. 

 

What can the mullahs in Tehran do to survive? After all, it is only their survival that matters to 

them. They care little for ideology. They have no commitment to spreading the revolution. 

Theirs is no religious mission. They barely think about justice for the Palestinians. Their goal is 

not nuclear enrichment or nuclear weapons. It is survival, pure and simple. 

 

The mullahs have shown that they cannot embrace comprehensive economic reforms. Some 

commentators naïvely state that better relations with the United States would salvage the regime. 

 

It is hard to see how the lifting of U.S. sanctions, which have not been effective over a period of 

nearly 30 years, would address Iran's fundamental economic decay. It is even more difficult to 

imagine that the United States would not secretly try to undermine the regime in Tehran even 

after restoring relations. 

 

There is a more radical and better option for the mullahs to maintain their hold on power. 

Embrace Israel. 

 



 

Why? Given that the mullahs are unable to embrace comprehensive economic reforms, they 

should face a number of undeniable facts: 

 

First, Arab countries have never been, and will never be, Iran's friend and ally. Saudi Arabia, for 

example, has been secretly beseeching the United States to continue the isolation of Iran. It was 

Saudi Arabia, and to a lesser extent Kuwait and Abu Dhabi, that financed Saddam Hussein's war 

of aggression on Iran. 

 

On a personal level, I have heard more rabid verbal attacks on Iran from a Kuwaiti official than 

from any Israeli, despite the fact that Kuwait was supported extensively by Iran in the aftermath 

of Saddam's invasion. Syria, Iran's Arab ally, could be pried away from Iran with a decent offer 

from Israel. Iran should not fool itself, but rather learn from history. 

 

Second, Iran has historically had close ties with Jews. There is the biblical story of King Darius 

and Daniel. More recently under the shah, Israel was Iran's only ally in the Middle East. Even 

after the Iranian revolution, Israel secretly, and not so secretly, supplied arms to Iran. Iran needs 

Israel and Israel needs Iran in a sea of Arabs. 

 

Third, the average Iranian is much more concerned about his own plight than about the problems 

of the Palestinians. Iranians feel that rich Persian Gulf Arabs, not Iran, should help Palestinians. 

 

Fourth, even if the United States restores relations with Iran and lifts sanctions (something that 

will take time), Iran will still need good relations with Israel to avoid covert U.S. and Israeli 

threats. 

 

Fifth, if Tehran's relations with the United States and Israel are restored, Persian Gulf Arabs will 

feel more inclined to cooperate with Iran and will not continue to do all that they can to 

undermine Iran's development and growth. 

 

Faced with the regime's economic shortcomings, the mullahs' best route to survival goes through 

Israel. It's time for the mullahs to think outside the box while they still have bargaining power. 

 

While they wait, Syria could drop them, their economy could deteriorate rapidly and domestic 

dissatisfaction could boil over. So mullahs, while you can, embrace Israel and survive. 

 

Hossein Askari is professor of business and international affairs at the George Washington 

University. 
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While the Western press paints a rosy picture of Iran as a regional superpower that is essential to 

America’s success in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Lebanon and in the greater Middle East, it largely 

overlooks the fact that nowadays the reign of the mullahs is more shaky than ever before. The 

threat to the regime is not from the popular image that Iran conveys—social restrictions, absence 

of women’s rights and limited political freedom—but is instead from its sheer inability to deliver 

on economic prosperity and economic justice. After any revolution, the hope and expectation of 

the masses is for an improvement in their living standards and a fairer distribution of the 

economic pie. In Iran the opposite has happened. Average real per capita income has declined 

since the Iranian Revolution of 1979 and income distribution has deteriorated; there is a new 

super class of rich mullahs and regime sycophants who have amassed fortunes through 

corruption and who have been aided by government policies at the expense of the average 

Iranian. The regime has not created wealth but has instead only distributed oil revenues to make 

the few rich while keeping the lid on domestic dissension.  

 

The threat to the regime is real and is recognized by those who run Iran. Some have gone public 

to voice their dissatisfaction with the current government’s economic failures but in truth no 

Iranian government since the Revolution has taken on the economic challenge. The former 

government of President Khattami adopted few helpful measures, a timid first step at best, but 

even these were not sustained. The truth is that the regime has been afraid to adopt a 

comprehensive plan for prosperity and economic justice. It is afraid of the short-run backlash 

from various segments of society. So it does nothing and hopes that things will somehow 

improve in the future. Things did improve ever so slightly over the last four years because of 

record high oil prices, but the regime squandered that windfall and is now faced with lower 

revenues, lower financial reserves, no fallback position and rising domestic dissatisfaction. 

 

What can the mullahs in Tehran do to survive? After all it is only their survival that matters to 

them. It is not an ideology. It is not spreading the revolution. Theirs is not a religious mission. It 

is not justice for the Palestinians.  It is not nuclear enrichment or nuclear weapons. It is survival 

pure and simple. So what can they do and what must they do to survive?  

 

They have shown that they cannot embrace comprehensive reforms. So that option is out for 

them. Some naïvely state that better relations with the US would salvage the regime. It is hard to 

see how the lifting of US sanctions, which have not been effective over a period of nearly thirty 

years, would address Iran’s fundamental economic decay. It is even more difficult to imagine 

that the US would not still secretly try to undermine the regime in Tehran even after restoring 

relations. The mullahs would not be safe from regime change no matter what. 

 

There is a more radical and a more certain option for the mullahs in Tehran to survive and 

maintain their hold on power. Embrace Israel!  

 

Given that the mullahs are unable to embrace comprehensive economic reforms but want to hold 

onto the reigns of power, they should face a number of undeniable facts: 



 

 

1. Arab countries have never been, and will never be, Iran’s friend and ally. This is 

especially the case when it comes to Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia, not Israel, has been the 

country that has pleaded in secret with the United States to continue its isolation of Iran. 

It was Saudi Arabia, and to a lesser extent Kuwait and Abu Dhabi, that financed Saddam 

Hussein’s war of aggression on Iran. On a personal level, I have heard more rabid verbal 

attacks on Iran from a Kuwaiti official than from any Zionist, despite the fact that Kuwait 

was helped extensively by Iran in the aftermath of Saddam’s invasion. Syria, Iran’s Arab 

ally, could be pried away from Iran with a half decent offer from Israel and the United 

States. Iran should not fool itself but should learn from history. 

 

2. Historically Iran has had close ties with Jews. There is the biblical story of King Darius 

and Daniel. More recently under the Shah, Israel was Iran’s only ally in the Middle East. 

Even after the Iranian Revolution, Israel secretly supplied arms to Iran and less secretly 

supplied arms to Iran under the Iran-Contra scheme. Iran needs Israel and Israel needs 

Iran in a sea of Arabs. This is the reality for both Iran and Israel. They should both wake 

up to this reality. 

 

3. The average Iranian is much more concerned about his own plight than with the problems 

of the Palestinians. Iranians feel that rich Persian Gulf Arabs, not Iran, should help 

Palestinian Arabs. To Iranian citizens it is not Iran’s business to sacrifice for the 

Palestinians, especially if helping the Palestinians puts an added burden on Iran. 

  

4. Even if the US restores relations with Iran and lifts sanctions (something that will take 

time), Iran will still need good relations with Israel, because Iran will continue to be 

threatened by US covert actions if Israel does not trust Tehran. 

 

5. American Jews have great influence when it comes to American politics and America’s 

relations with the greater Middle East. It is oil and Israel that determine US policy 

towards Iran, the Arabs and the greater Middle East. 

 

6. If Tehran’s relations with the US and with Israel are restored, the Persian Gulf Arabs will 

feel more inclined to cooperate with Iran and will not continue to do all that they can to 

undermine Iran’s development and growth.  

 

Faced with the regime’s economic shortcomings, the mullahs’ best route to survival goes through 

Israel. If Iran first restores relations with Israel, Israel will be more likely to feel secure with Iran. 

If Israel feels secure with Iran, American Jews will be supportive of Iran. If American Jews are 

supportive of Iran, the US will restore relations with Iran but on much better terms than if Iran 

does not approach Israel first.  

 

It’s time for mullahs to think out of the box. Time is not on their side. They still have bargaining 

power. They should negotiate now from a position of relative strength. While they wait, Syria 

could leave their side, their economy could deteriorate rapidly and domestic dissatisfaction could 

boil over. So mullahs embrace Israel and survive!   
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Iran’s economic failures since the Revolution of 1979 are almost unbelievable. Average real per 

capita income is lower, income distribution is more unequal, public hospitals and schools are 

more overcrowded, oil production has dropped 30 percent, financial reserves are lower, 

dependence on oil revenues is higher, and unemployment and inflation are higher and are at 

more than 25 percent. The regime has not created wealth, but has only distributed oil revenues to 

make the chosen few very rich and keep the lid on domestic dissension. Will economic failure be 

the tsunami that topples the regime in Tehran, affording the United States a foreign policy boost? 

 

Sanctions and Oil Prices at Work 

 

The regime in Tehran has been totally incompetent on the economic front. It has foregone 

policies to achieve sustained economic development, as it has been preoccupied with day-to-day 

survival and afraid of adopting policies that might prove to be unpopular in the short run. 

 

Most recently, the economic environment has deteriorated significantly for the regime in Tehran. 

In 2007, the US Treasury began to develop more effective sanctions by cutting off Iranian 

financial institutions from the international banking system, increasing the cost of letters of credit 

and international trade by about 10-15 percent for Iran. Additionally, on November 6, the 

Treasury revoked Iran’s U-Turn License. The revocation of this license means that US banks can 

no longer make dollar transfers in favor of Iranian banks. Iran will have to sell its oil for 

currencies other than the dollar and Iranian banks will have no access to the US financial system. 

On November 26, the Treasury went one step further, expanding the definition of financial 

institution to encompass the National Iranian Oil Company and its subsidiaries. The Iranian 

regime is terrified that it may lose all access to international capital markets, which could happen 

if two countries—the United Arab Emirates and Malaysia—are be persuaded to join the US 

effort. 

 

While these recent events are beginning to take a toll on Iran, lower oil prices are squeezing 

Tehran even more. Over the past four years, when oil peaked at around $150 per barrel, the 

government spent oil revenues like a drunken sailor, encouraging unprecedented capital flight, 

with the result that financial reserves have declined to dangerously low levels. Given Iran’s 

precarious financial position, a decline of oil prices to about $40 for a period longer than a year 

or two will seriously test the regime’s ability to provide for the masses; either the poor may have 

to go without basic necessities or cronies will have to be heavily taxed. 

 

A Strategy for the US 

 

The US has had two goals when it comes to Iran—preventing Iran from mastering nuclear 

enrichment and bringing about regime change, the most certain option for preventing a nuclear-

armed Iran. What should the US do now?  

 



 

The military option should be dismissed out of hand as it would only solidify the reign of the 

mullahs, while setting back Iran’s nuclear efforts by only a year or two. Iranians would suffer 

needlessly. More Muslims would support Iran. Iran could well be driven into the arms of a 

resurgent Russia, which would in turn threaten US interests in the Middle East and in Central 

Asia. Nothing would be resolved but US options would be restricted for years to come. Regime 

change can only come from inside Iran, fueled by the pending economic implosion. 

 

Because of the confluence of developments, a thoughtful approach affords unprecedented 

options for the US in dealing with Iran. There is no need to rush. Iran is no superpower. Its GDP 

is equivalent to Alabama’s. Its military is puny and no threat to the US or Israel; and can be kept 

in check with the large US military presence in the region. Even if its goal is to develop nuclear 

weapons, it is at least three years away. Just because there will be a new administration in 

Washington it should not mean that it has to swing into action immediately towards Iran. A rush 

to negotiate would only embolden the mullahs, force unnecessary concessions from the US and 

subject the Iranian people to corrupt and incompetent clerical rule for the foreseeable future. 

 

If the Obama Administration wants to negotiate with Iran from a position of strength or if it 

wants to affect regime change, it should put on its thinking cap and develop additional smart 

sanctions, allow oil prices to continue on their downward path, afford the global financial crisis 

time to take its toll on Iran and draw on the global goodwill toward the new president for 

multilateral support. Effective sanctions are there for the taking but the US needs to look in the 

right places with the goal of encouraging a run on the Iranian rial and totally isolating Iranian 

financial institutions. The new administration should wait a few months to let enhanced 

sanctions, lower oil prices and the financial crisis do their work. Wait for overtures only from 

Iran’s supreme leader, and even then don’t rush in. Negotiate, concede nothing, and wait for 

Iran’s economy to implode.  
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Iran’s mullahs have frustrated every U.S. president since Jimmy Carter. To undermine the 

Islamic government, America has tried isolation, support for the regime's opponents and 

incursions into Iran. But our weapon of choice has been economic sanctions. Until recently, 

however, our own economic measures-and even the UN's-have had a limited impact on Iran's 

export earnings and import needs. American pressure had little impact because the sanctions 

were blunt and economic conditions in Iran were not ripe for change. 

 

But in the past year, Iran's economy has faltered and America has retooled its sanctions package, 

making it much more damaging to Tehran. Could more thoughtful and effective sanctions 

coupled with Iran's rapidly deteriorating economic outlook be the tsunami that softens Iran for 

negotiations or even topples the Islamic Republic? 

 

Recent Developments 

 

Iran's economic failures after the 1979 Islamic Revolution have been dramatic. Iran's average 

real per capita income is lower, income distribution is more unequal, oil production has dropped 

by 30 percent, financial reserves are lower, dependence on oil revenues is higher, and 

unemployment and inflation are both higher and are at more than 25 percent. Tehran has not 

created wealth, but has only distributed oil revenues to make a few very rich while keeping the 

lid on domestic dissension. It would only be slight exaggeration to conclude that over the last 

four years all of Iran's oil revenues have been used to either buy domestic support or fund capital 

flight in favor of the wealthy. 

 

Ironically, economic failure and social injustice has only accelerated during a period of high oil 

prices. President Ahmadinejad's government has spent windfall profits like a drunken sailor, with 

financial reserves declining to four months of imports. Fearful of domestic backlash, the regime 

has eliminated subsidies in favor of giving poor families-with the level of need determined by an 

ill-conceived survey-a maximum cash payment of about eighty dollars per family to make ends 

meet. 

 

Further, Tehran has yet to feel the full burden of the collapsing oil market, with prices down 

from one hundred forty-seven dollars per barrel to forty three dollars per barrel in a matter of 

weeks, and with lower prices to come. Under prevailing financial conditions in Iran, lower oil 

prices will squeeze the regime more than ever before and test its ability to survive. The choice 

for the government will be stark: tax the rich or starve the poor! 

 

Compounding Iran's economic maladies, the new American sanctions are isolating Tehran's 

banks and financial institutions. This has increased the cost of letters of credit and trade for Iran 

by about 15 percent. Iran's access to international finance has been cut off when its government 

may be in desperate need of external credit to survive. 

 

How to Bring Tehran to Heel 



 

 

All of these developments afford the United States an unprecedented opportunity to affect 

regime change in Iran or to at least negotiate with Iran from a position of overwhelming strength. 

Here are a few steps President-elect Obama might consider. With more thought and deeper 

insight into the Iranian economy, the United States could develop even more effective sanctions. 

Such measures should have one goal in mind-to initiate a run on the Iranian rial. There are a 

number of actions that could achieve this goal within six to twelve months. Additionally, the 

United States should make a concerted effort to cut off financial cooperation between Iran and 

the UAE and Malaysia. 

 

To further compound Iran's economic stress, the American government should do nothing to 

prevent the downward spiral of oil prices. Before negotiating, however, the new administration 

needs to wait to let this combined package of enhanced sanctions, lower oil prices and the 

financial crisis do their work in undermining the Iranian economy. 

 

After six to twelve months, we can begin to contemplate negotiations with Iran. But our 

administration must be firm and accept overtures only from Iran's supreme leader-we shouldn't 

respond to the many other voices in the country. Our strategy should be to negotiate, concede 

nothing and play for time. Time may worry those who think Iran might soon have a nuclear 

weapon, but Iran's economic implosion will give the United States an opportunity it has never 

had and may not get again in a generation. We need to plan ahead, and the administration should 

start to develop a comprehensive plan for dealing with Iran before events unfold. 

 

Even if regime change does not occur in Tehran, the regime will be so threatened from economic 

pressure that it will be willing to compromise as never before. Under duress, Iran is much less 

fanatical than rhetoric would have it seem. During the Iran-Iraq War, Tehran had dealings with 

its purported mortal enemy-Israel. In 2003, the regime was so frightened with America's initial 

success in Afghanistan and Iraq that it approached the United States as a supplicant. Recent 

events might hint at a similar approach-President Ahmadinejad just wrote a conciliatory letter to 

President-elect Obama. The Islamic regime even has close relations with elements of the Shah's 

former government, who do the cleric's bidding for financial rewards. Iran's meddling in the 

broader region and its uranium-enrichment program should be viewed as attempts to gain 

leverage for survival. While Ayatollah Khomeini may have been immovable, his entourage is 

nothing but practical. Appearances have blurred realities. 
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Abevy of foreign policy experts are pressing Barack Obama to move quickly on his promise to 

“engage in aggressive personal diplomacy” with Iran. 

 

He’d be better off first taking a long, deep breath and allowing Iran’s economic crisis to take its 

toll on the mullahs before getting down to serious business. 

 

The political landscape has shifted dramatically in Iran in the last few months, handing the 

United States policy options it hasn’t had since the 1979 revolution. President Mahmoud 

Ahmadinejad’s populist expenditure policies, coupled with the unprecedented collapse of the oil 

market, have driven Iran into an economic tailspin. The result is that Iran is more vulnerable to 

focused economic sanctions than it has been in 30 years. 

 

Iran’s record of economic failure since the revolution is astonishing. Average real per-capita 

income is lower and income distribution is more unequal. Oil production has dropped 30% and 

yet dependence on oil revenues is higher. The unemployment rate is hovering around 25%, and 

this year inflation may top 30%. 

 

Preoccupied with day-to-day survival and short-term popularity, the regime in Tehran has 

foregone policies to achieve sustained economic growth and development. Still, until recently, it 

had been able to leverage its oil revenues to stay in power: Consumer subsidies kept the lid on 

domestic dissent, lucrative contracts rewarded cronies and a rapid credit expansion spurred an 

unbelievable real estate bubble. Meanwhile, an essentially fixed exchange rate helped the rich to 

take their money out of the country and prevented import prices from going up. But now the 

regime is out of maneuvering room. 

 

In 2007, the U.S. Treasury began cutting off Iranian financial institutions from the international 

banking system, increasing Iran’s cost of letters of credit and in turn the price of imported goods 

by about 15%. On Nov. 6, the Treasury tightened the noose: U.S. banks can no longer make 

dollar transfers into Iranian banks on behalf of foreign countries or companies when they buy 

Iranian oil. On Nov. 26, the Treasury went one step further and expanded the definition of 

“financial institution” to encompass the National Iranian Oil Co. and its subsidiaries, meaning 

they’re cut off from the U.S. financial market too. 

 

But it’s lower oil prices that are really squeezing Tehran. When oil was at its peak, about $150 a 

barrel, the government spent the windfall as if there were no tomorrow. Now Iran finds itself in a 

precarious financial position with oil at about $46. A decline in prices to the $30-$40 range for a 

year or two will be catastrophic for the regime: Either the poor have to go without basic 

necessities or cronies will have to be heavily taxed. 

 

If Obama takes stock of these developments, he’ll realize there is no need to rush to engage Iran. 

Iran is no superpower, after all. Its GDP is less than 2% of that of the U.S. Its military is puny; 

Iran fought Saddam Hussein for eight years and could not advance even 100 miles into Iraq, so it 



 

hardly represents a military threat to the United States or Israel. The large U.S. military presence 

in the region can easily keep Iran in check. Even if Iran is striving to develop nuclear weapons, it 

is at least three years away. All Iran can do is fan the flames against U.S. interests through 

surrogates such as Hezbollah and Hamas. 

 

So the Obama administration has no need to swing into action. A rush to negotiate would only 

embolden the mullahs, extract unnecessary concessions from the U.S. and subject Iranians to 

clerical rule for the foreseeable future. If the new U.S. administration wants to negotiate from a 

position of strength or affect change in Iran, it should act in a slow and deliberate manner, 

making no threats but quietly taking steps to nudge Iran over the financial brink: Do nothing to 

prevent the slide in oil prices. Develop other smart sanctions that encourage financial panic and 

capital outflows from Iran. Use incentives to persuade the United Arab Emirates and Malaysia to 

end financial cooperation with Iran, leaving it even more isolated. 

 

As long as oil prices stay low, the global financial crisis keeps taking a toll and no one in Tehran 

figures out how an economy works, Iran will continue to weaken. Meantime, global goodwill 

toward the new American president should give Obama multilateral support to draw on. 

 

So the new administration would be wise to back-burner serious negotiations with Iran for a 

while. Let Iran make the first move toward negotiations. If it does, the U.S. should respond 

positively but show no eagerness. Insist on overtures only from Iran’s supreme leader. Let 

enhanced sanctions, lower oil prices and the financial crisis continue to do their work. Negotiate 

a little, concede nothing. Negotiate some more and offer nothing while Iran’s economy crumbles. 

Then decide on the next step. Remember the song: “Only Fools Rush In.” 
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Two weeks ago, the National Bureau of Economic Research announced that the US economy 

had officially sunk into recession in December 2007, a recession that the world had suspected for 

quite some time. It is likely to be a significant recession: US manufacturing-activity index and 

the services-activity index have been declining for some time; US unemployment in November 

rose to 6.7 percent (for a monthly job loss of 533,000 and the biggest one-month rise since 1974, 

and resulting in total job losses of 1.9 million so far in 2008); stock and bond indices keep on 

falling sharply; the auto-industry (GM, Ford, Chrysler) begs for massive bailouts; and consumer 

confidence fast evaporates, with the largest monthly decline in consumer confidence since the 

University of Michigan started its polling in the 1950s. It is not a pretty picture for anyone to 

behold and worse is most likely yet to come.  

Given the Bernanke-Paulson record, such an ominous landscape should have been largely 

predictable. After almost two years, their ill-designed attempts, with no comprehensive plan and 

program, have been unsuccessful in stemming the economic and financial deterioration. It would 

even appear that they believe in financial chaos and disorder as a solution to restoring financial 

order. Bernanke has vowed to cut interest rates further, may be to zero, and to aggressively cut 

long-term interest rates by buying long-term bonds and inundating banks with more liquidity. 

Bernanke sees no limit to interest rates cuts and to money injection, while Paulson sees no limit 

to fiscal deficits. For interest rate Ben and deficit Paul their plan is simple: cut rates and increase 

the fiscal deficit and hope for the best. Since Bernanke is the creator of money, he can set interest 

rate as low as zero and provide an unlimited supply of money. Their combined knee-jerk 

reactions to cut interest rates, inject more liquidity and push for massive bailouts will only 

further deflate the real economy. Most pundits expect unemployment to be in the 8 to 9 percent 

range by the end of 2008. That would make this recession the worst for the jobs market since the 

contraction of 1981-82, when unemployment hit 10.8 perecnt. 

A new economic tradition, or order, seems to be taking hold in the US and Europe: give credit to 

all, irrespective of risk and return, supported by unconditional government bailouts, and prevent 

market adjustment for asset prices (e.g., home prices). Such is the approach being forced by 

policymakers and academics as a way out of the recession. Conservative bankers might call this 

anarchy, legal bank robbery, or organized looting. Accordingly, consumers are entitled to borrow 

any amount of money from banks or finance companies, simply by asking tellers to hand them 

money as loans, acquire homes, cars, goods, and services as these purchases will boost real 

economic growth and employment. Consumers are encouraged to default. Who will pay for this 

extravagance? Such an order is not a fiction. Bernanke and Paulson have shown that the Fed 

would buy bad loans of finance companies and inject billions of dollars every day into the 

economy. The Treasury has been buying billions of worthless financial assets from banks. So 

banks should trust the Bernanke and Paulson doctrine, lend without limit the money they will 

never recover, and fully trust the Fed and the Treasury for full repayment of their principal and 

interest. However, since Bernanke is only printing money out of thin air to buy financial paper, 

his action is tantamount to shoplifting. The shoplifter walks away with stolen goods. The shop 



 

owner, realizing part of his merchandise has disappeared, has no choice except to hike the price 

of the remaining goods. Call it inflation. 

 

Disappointingly for the proponents of this new order, or more accurately disorder, banks happen 

to be saddled with bad loans following Greenspan’s credit orgy, and continue to suffer huge 

losses. Consequently, despite governments pressure, they are not ready to replay the credit boom 

of the recent past, or incur the cost of processing more bad loans, let alone incurring legal fees 

for recovering non-recoverable loans. Banks become mostly confined to prime customers or 

government papers. This more prudent banking environment is being wrongly called a credit 

freeze by policymakers or liquidity trap by academicians. A bank is not an institution to hoard 

money, nor is it an institution to shower free money. It has operating costs that have to be 

covered by revenues. In such a high credit risk environment, banks will shun issuing loans that 

will amount to outright capital losses. Furthermore, being squeezed by lower interest rates, and 

therefore lower income margins that do not cover their fixed costs, banks have been forced to 

layoff thousands of their employees such as the latest layoffs by Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, 

Credit Suisse, and the like. With the return to safer banking, Bernanke’s free credit policy cannot 

work. The only channel for him to bring money to consumers is to rent a fleet of helicopters and 

start releasing money from the air all over the US, something that may be later remembered as 

the Bernanke airlift or money drop. 

 

US policymakers remain oblivious to the economic and financial losses caused by unrestrained 

money and fiscal policies. Such a policy mix has not only caused a slowdown of the US 

economy, but it has spread economic recession to the rest of the world. As in previous bailouts 

and stimulus packages, the question of who pays for this stimulus package has never been asked. 

Of course, not one penny will come from Paulson, Pelosi, or Bernanke; foreigners perhaps, but 

most likely it will be shoplifting, i.e. redistribution and forced inflation. 

 

Undeniably, real resources for financing such monstrous deficits or money expansion have 

become scarcer. Intensifying fiscal deficits and money expansion can only erode real savings, 

redistribute wealth toward debtors, and become highly, if not super, inflationary. No economy 

has sustained a meaningful real economic growth with negative real interest rates. Bernanke’s 

miracle for the US to recover with indefinitely negative real interest rate has not yet materialized. 

Like other economies in the past, the US economy will most likely settle in stagflation 

equilibrium for the future, with no prospects for ending the current fiscal and monetary 

expansion. 

 

The US has constitutional laws that have served the country well, such as limiting the 

Presidential term of office. However, US banking legislation have not been able to safeguard the 

stability of the banking system both in the distant past and at present. While the recent G-20 

Summit in Washington only concentrated on enhancing the regulatory framework, such an 

emphasis was totally useless when the Fed and central banks in Europe are slashing interest rates 

and forcing banks to lend money irrespective of risk and return. The Fed is buying US$ 600 

billion in mortgage loans to force mortgage rates further down and re-inflate home prices. 

Policymakers in the US so far did not get the message that managing the economy and achieving 

full employment is not the responsibility of a central bank. As long as central banks insist on 

becoming the central economic agency of the government, instead of the monetary agency, it is 



 

unlikely that there can be economic stability. Following the Great Depression, eminent 

economists, particularly those who formulated the Chicago Reform Plan, called for a restrained 

central bank that should adopt a fixed money rule to create certainty and stability. In view of 

ongoing knee-jerk interest rate cuts, credit injections and bailouts, an out-of-control inflationary 

process and collapse of the dollar could readily materialize in the not so distant future.  

 

We face unprecedented uncertainties for economic growth, employment, inflation and exchange 

rates, from the full effects of the monumental money injection of central banks, gigantic fiscal 

deficits, and negative real interest rates. If the way out of the seventies stagflation required the 

federal funds rate to climb to 19 percent, would setting this rate at zero promise recovery and 

financial stability? A real dilemma!  

 

What would happen if central banks decide to mop up liquidity? There is a total absence of long-

term policy for economic and financial stability both in the US and Europe. Central banks are 

embroiled in competitive devaluations through frequent interest rate cuts and unlimited money 

injection, practice stop-and-go policies, ignore all safety bank regulations, and are desperate for 

short-term outcomes. By allowing them free and unrestricted role, central banks create a 

tremendous real wealth redistribution and loss. 

 

Combating financial disorder with more financial disorder would not help. It is not the role of a 

central bank to force home prices upward. If the Fed strongly refused to arrest the housing 

bubble, why should it deploy every means to arrest adjustment of speculative home prices? A 

central bank is not created to manage housing markets, labor markets, or any market, or force 

resource waste and misallocation through price distortions. A central bank has to restrict its role 

purely to managing liquidity and safeguarding banking soundness according to rules and not the 

absolute discretion of a chairman. The economic and financial costs of the Fed’s unrestricted and 

absolute power have been so far in trillions of bailouts, stocks collapse, bankruptcies, loss in 

growth and employment. More instability and disorder lie ahead in a world where financial 

disorder has no boundary. 
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2008 is closing on a dark note for the US and World Economy. For the US economic indicators 

have kept deteriorating since the onset of the financial crisis in August 2007. Real GDP 

contracted by -0.3 percent in 2008Q3, unemployment has risen to 6.8 percent in November 2008; 

unemployment insurance claims, at 586,000 in December 2008, were considered to be the 

highest since 1982; the federal deficit has widened to over $1 trillion; and public debt has 

jumped to almost 90 percent of GDP. Bailouts have followed bailouts and could exceed $1.5 

trillion in 2008. Stocks have lost more than 40 percent of their value since September 2008. 

Similar picture can be portrayed for the UK and the Euro zone. Besides economic recession and 

rising unemployment, their banking system required massive bailouts close to US$ 3.6 trillion to 

stave off financial collapse. China and Japan, while enjoying sound macroeconomic policies, 

have seen their exports fall sharply. Central banks have been in a frenzy of interest rate cuts with 

the FED and BOJ money market rates at zero bound. 

 

While it is increasingly recognized that the housing bubble was caused by former Fed chairman 

Greenspan’s over expansionary monetary policy, it is undoubtedly true that current financial 

collapse and economic slowdown were caused by a doctrinaire Bernanke who embarked on an 

aggressive monetary policy since August 2007, consisting of cutting the federal funds rate from 

5.5 percent to a zero bound on Dec 16, 2008. Not conceding that it run out of ammunition for the 

first time since its creation in 1913, Bernanke’s Fed remained determined to over expand 

monetary policy through inventing more tricks as evidenced from the FOCM statement: 

 

“The Federal Open Market Committee decided today to establish a target range for the federal 

funds rate of 0 to 1/4 percent. Since the Committee's last meeting, labor market conditions have 

deteriorated, and the available data indicate that consumer spending, business investment, and 

industrial production have declined.  Financial markets remain quite strained and credit 

conditions tight. Overall, the outlook for economic activity has weakened further. 

The Federal Reserve will employ all available tools to promote the resumption of sustainable 

economic growth and to preserve price stability.  In particular, the Committee anticipates that 

weak economic conditions are likely to warrant exceptionally low levels of the federal funds rate 

for some time. The focus of the Committee's policy going forward will be to support the 

functioning of financial markets and stimulate the economy through open market operations and 

other measures that sustain the size of the Federal Reserve's balance sheet at a high level.  As 

previously announced, over the next few quarters the Federal Reserve will purchase large 

quantities of agency debt and mortgage-backed securities to provide support to the mortgage and 

housing markets, and it stands ready to expand its purchases of agency debt and mortgage-

backed securities as conditions warrant.  The Committee is also evaluating the potential benefits 

of purchasing longer-term Treasury securities.  Early next year, the Federal Reserve will also 

implement the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility to facilitate the extension of credit to 

households and small businesses.  The Federal Reserve will continue to consider ways of using 

its balance sheet to further support credit markets and economic activity.” 



 

 

Had Bernanke asked himself a simple question: what brought the US economy from high 

economic growth and near full employment to economic contraction, unemployment, and 

collapsing financial system as described in the FOMC statement? A simple and unequivocal 

answer would be his misguided and doctrinaire aggressive monetary policy. He is still 

determined to push banks to speculate in the housing market and throw money in form of bad 

consumer loans that are unlikely to be ever recovered. The fed’s assurance that it will buy all bad 

loans still has not yet convinced banks to renew the credit orgy of the past. That Bernanke lacks 

innovative approaches and understanding of the banking industry is evident from the statement: 

“The Federal Reserve will employ all available tools to promote the resumption of sustainable 

economic growth and to preserve price stability”. The role of a central bank is only to manage 

the money supply and not the whole economy.  

 

Bernanke is caught in a vicious cycle of aggressive monetary policy, declining economy, and 

unstable financial system. The longer the US Congress remains oblivious to the Fed’s 

destabilizing policies, the darker economic prospects and financial chaos will be? While track 

record speaks terribly against Bernanke and his supporters, a competent medical doctor should 

provide his patient with a treatment that brings back good health, and not a treatment that 

deteriorates health to near death claiming that the alternative would have been death. 

Interest rate setting by the central bank and forcing interest rates to zero bound is the worst form 

of factor price distortion. Such interference of the central bank with the market mechanism 

causes great inefficiencies in the economy. What is the equilibrium interest rate for the US 

economy? Certainly the answer cannot be known simply because the capital markets face 

imposed interest rates. Nonetheless, in a context of fully stable and solid financial system, the 

federal funds rate, once liberated, shot up to 19 percent in 1980. Could banks become profitable 

at near zero interest rates and largely negative real interest rates? With ridiculously low interest 

rates, banks cannot pay their employees wages, office supplies and operating costs, let alone 

generate dividends or reconstitute their reserves or recapitalize. Low interest rates will 

destabilize further the banking industry and force many banks into losses or closing down 

business. 

 

Could an economy grow with near zero interest rates and negative real interest rates? Japan 

1990-2002 provides a clear answer with real growth on average remaining below one percent. 

Empirically, economies with overly expansionary monetary policies and negative real interest 

rates have experienced recession or declining real output, as illustrated by US, UK, and Euro 

zone data for 2008. The simple Harrod-Domar growth model stipulates that growth requires 

savings. Because low interest rates discouraged savings, economic growth could not be 

sustained. With falling investment and income, the Samuelson multiplier and accelerator effects 

work in reverse mode, pushing the economy further into recession. If the economy can grow 

with negative interest rates, it will be a miracle. This will be tantamount to growth without 

savings and investment. Zimbabwe provides a clear denial for such a theory. 

 

While Bernanke seems bent on destroying the value of the dollar by expanding credit arbitrarily 

and without any limit, the Obama economic team, with strong support from both media and 

academics, is putting in place another ominous stimulus package on the order of $1 trillion, on 

the top of fiscal deficit that has exceeded $1 in 2008. This could push the fiscal deficit easily to 



 

$2 trillion. Bernanke and Obama’s teams, working independently without any coordination, 

follow the same objective: stimulate the US economy through expanding aggregate demand. 

The US economy has been stimulated under Bush Administration turning the fiscal balance from 

a healthy surplus in 1999 to a monumental deficit in 2008. The US economy has also been overly 

stimulated by Greenspan’s cheap monetary policy and since August 2007 by Bernanke’s 

aggressive monetary policy and Pelosi’s $150 billion package. These excessive stimuli have not, 

however, invigorated the supply side of the economy. They contributed to expand aggregate 

demand far beyond real domestic GDP, pushed households borrowing to unsustainable limits, 

contributed to speculation in assets markets, and provided favorable environment for swindles 

and Ponzi schemes, the latest of which is Madoff’s $50 billion scheme. These entire monetary 

and fiscal stimuli created large external account deficits ranging between 5 to 6 percent, and 

instead stimulating China which real economic growth topping to 10 percent a year, India, and 

certainly oil and commodity producing countries.  

 

How much stimulus on the top of stimulus can be added? Does the US economy need more 

stimulus than it already has? Obviously, the US economy has embarked on another four year of 

even more lax monetary and fiscal policies than the Bush Administration. So many uncertainties 

loom ahead as a result of frightening monetary and fiscal policies. So far the Obama 

Administration has no clear economic program; it is following a patchwork program driven by 

populist economics and by the media and academics. Some media and academics are calling for 

running a devastating hyperinflation as a way out of the financial crisis.  

 

A stabilization program should emphasize supply side policies. These include tax incentives in 

the form of investment tax credit and lowering corporate income tax rate; expanding energy 

production; stepping up agriculture and livestock production mainly in staple products that 

witnessed exorbitant inflation; expanding economic and social infrastructure; emphasizing 

human development and improving education; vocational training and re-training; enhancing 

competitiveness in labor and product markets; research in agriculture and industry; adequate 

supply of energy and water; and emphasis on sectors for which the US has comparative 

advantage. Unquestionably, supply side policies under the Reagan Administration have provided 

the US with a prosperity that extended over two decades and enabled it to recover from a long 

stagflation that seriously weakened the economy during 1969-1982. 

 

It is easy to plan a stimulus program of any magnitude; the most difficult question is how the 

fiscal deficit can be financed? Are there enough real savings for financing these deficits? Could 

the public debt created by these deficits be serviced?  

 

Obama’s team seems to have ignored the financing question of the stimulus package and its 

fallout on the US economy and the US dollar. Certainly, taxes cannot be raised by another 

trillion. Hence financing has to come from default or from borrowing. Since the US dollar is a 

reserve currency, the US government has the luxury of monetizing the deficit. Such certainly is 

not the case of a non reserve currency, which may fall in default due to foreign debt obligations, 

which it could not repay. The Bush deficits were essentially financed by foreign borrowing as 

illustrated by wide deficits of the external current account. A question naturally arises. Would 

foreigners be willing to finance the fiscal deficit as they were during the Bush Administration? If 

they would, then the stimulus program will have no stimulus on the US economy, and will end 



 

up stimulating other economies, mainly China and Japan. With ridiculously low interest rates on 

US Treasury bills and bonds, high risk of a dollar collapse, and with China, Japan, and India 

forcing an expansion of their respective aggregate demands, smaller volume of foreign savings 

will be available for financing the US fiscal deficit. Hence, Obama’s will be facing some 

unpleasant arithmetic; namely, a monetization of the deficit is the most likely course, i.e., 

financing of the deficit through the banking system. In view of low savings, such financing will 

turn inflationary, will depress the US dollar to record lows, impose excessive effective taxation 

on fixed income such us pensioners and wage earners, and will have to crowd out private sector 

investment. Hence, the job creation from the stimulus program will be more than offset by 

decline in real consumer spending as illustrated by latest figures and sharp decline in private 

investment. Furthermore, building an unsustainable level of government debt will increase the 

real future tax burden and may be a source of future hyperinflation when such debt becomes no 

longer manageable. 

 

Obviously, the Obama Administration is set on a very slippery path with no brakes for either 

monetary or fiscal policy. Such a course bodes a worsening economic and financial crisis, and 

most likely Obama will preside over a super inflationary economy combined with declining real 

growth, heightened uncertainties, and instabilities. The growing external deficits of the past 

decade demonstrated clearly that the US had large shortcomings in its production potential and 

cannot afford a demand led growth. It has major shortfalls in producing cars, electronics, 

petrochemicals, appliances, clothing, energy, and many food products. The US economy is in 

dire need for a stabilization program more than in need for a stimulus and demand led program. 

Certainly, a stabilization program is not a populist one; however, it will enable the US economy 

to get out from this deadlocked situation and stave off dangerous downturns that may lie ahead.  

Top priority is to rein monetary policy and set fixed rule for money supply and credit growth that 

cannot be arbitrarily exceeded. The latest growth of money supply M1 at 37 percent a year is 

destabilizing. 

 

It is time to allow interest rates to be market determined and avoid further interference with the 

housing markets. Market-determined interest rates will enable banks to resume lending to 

productive and safe customers, consolidate their income position, and reconstitute reserves. The 

Government should no longer interfere with housing prices. The Government can enhance low 

income families homeownership, not by preventing foreclosures, but through construction of low 

cost housing as in many countries. Non government interference with housing prices will enable 

highly speculative home prices to re-adjust to market fundamentals rapidly and the housing 

markets to return quickly to normalcy. 

 

The budget deficit has to be drastically reduced to sustainable and safe levels as soon as possible 

in order to be compatible with available savings and without crowding out the private sector or 

becoming inflationary. A fiscal deficit in the range of 2-3 percent of GDP would be conducive to 

stable economic growth; it could be financed without crowding out private sector investment. 

With federal funds rate at zero bound, Bernanke has to realize that he has been in illusion for a 

long time and his policy of rate cuts has turned disastrous not for the US economy but for the rest 

of the World. On the fiscal front, the new administration has to draw lessons from Bush 

excessive fiscal deficits that drew down US savings and had to be financed essentially through 

large external accounts deficits and foreign borrowing. A stimulus package when savings are low 



 

will amount to a redistribution of a smaller cake, a stimulus in one part of he economy will be 

simultaneously eroded by a de-stimulus in another part of the economy. The US economy in no 

way resembles the US economy during the Great Depression. In particular, government deficit 

did not exist, government debt was negligible, there was a protracted deflation of consumer 

prices, namely agriculture products; the US economy had an external current account surplus. A 

stimulus program under Roosevelt made considerable sense and was appropriate given the 

underlying conditions. To succeed, a stimulus program under Obama must be supply-side 

focused; anyone can spend the money but to spend it wisely is something else. Good luck 

President Obama. 
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At a time when commodity and consumer prices were rising modestly in 2002, the media and 

academics falsely sounded the deflation alarm. As stated by Alan Greenspan in his October 2008 

Congressional testimony on the origins of the financial crisis, it was the deflationary scare that 

made him open the throttle on monetary policy, pushing credit growth to unsustainable rates, 

setting off housing and commodity bubbles, and culminating in the worst financial and economic 

crisis since the Great Depression.  

 

The fiscal cost of US bailouts has already exceeded $1.5 trillion and public debt has jumped to 

90 percent of GDP. While the financial crisis continues to adversely affect economic activity 

with new orders and production measures in US manufacturing hitting their lowest level since 

surveys began in 1948, leading financial media and academics have again sounded the 

deflationary alarm, calling on the US Fed to intensify its aggressive monetary policy. Not 

conceding that monetary policy has failed to support economic growth, some pundits are calling 

for a helicopter money drop. While for the first time in US history the federal funds rate is zero 

bound, the Fed has totally lost control of monetary policy. If not prevented by the US Congress, 

the Fed is inevitably moving to a final stage of inflating the dollar into the twilight zone, as with 

Germany in 1920-23 and Zimbabwe in 2008, and a number of countries in Latin America. The 

myth that hyperinflation can happen only to others could turn out surprising and costly. 

 

Many academics, those in the media, and policymakers follow no economic modeling or 

principles, confuse historical events, and rush into tumultuous actions. In this respect, soon after 

it broke out in August, Bernanke confused the current financial crisis with the Great Depression, 

an incredible act of armchair theorizing. He applied his own theory of the Great Depression, 

known as aggressive monetary policy, sending off the dollar to record lows, food prices sky high, 

and energy prices to levels that wrecked havoc on the US and the rest of the world economy. 

While US economic institutions, macroeconomic setting, including the size of the public sector, 

and safeguards had no resemblance to those in 1929, Bernanke’s approach to the crisis has 

brought down the US economy from vigorous growth to recession, precipitated the collapse of 

the banking system, and inflicted the largest bailout cost on the US Treasury. While Minsky 

(1986) has correctly argued that risks for another Great Depression had become slim, Bernanke’s 

doctrine has made such a risks significant. 

 

Deflation is not a simple topic. As there has been a disagreement on defining inflation, so there is 

yet no agreement on defining deflation. While the Fed is using core inflation, which excludes 

food and energy prices, others include food and energy prices as well as commodity prices in 

measuring inflation. In the 1960s, many authors (e.g., Alchian) proposed including asset prices 

(housing, stocks, etc.) in an inflation index. When discussing deflation, one has to be specific 

about which group of assets, commodities, food, energy, goods and services, or factors (i.e., 

interest rate and wages) are facing price deflation, or whether deflation is more pervasive. If the 

price of gold, food, vegetables, fruits, and basic necessities (i.e., transport, health, etc.) are rising 

rapidly, while those of toys and video games are falling, does this imply deflation? Does a 



 

month-to month drop in a specific price index warrant a deflation scare, or should the trend 

persists for several months, quarters, or years before a deflationary trend and its underlying 

causes are identified? Is the adjustment of speculation in asset prices to market fundamentals 

deflation? When the value of toxic assets goes to zero, does it indicate deflation?  

 

Taking 2002 as the benchmark year, food prices have exhibited strong upward tendencies for a 

large array of essential food products. By end-December 2008, bread prices have risen 2.5 times 

(that is a whopping 250 percent), cooking oil, 2.5 times, flour, 5 times, butter, 2.5 times, eggs, 

3.5 times, potatoes, 4 times, bananas, 3 times, apples, 3 times, fruits and vegetables 2 to 3 times, 

fish 2 times, poultry, 3 times, meat 2 times, milk, 2 times. Notwithstanding the recent sharp drop 

in world commodity prices, food prices continue to rise at a high rate and show no tendency for 

stabilizing, let alone dropping. Such a high inflation in food prices, a clear indicator of rapidly 

dwindling savings, has had two effects. First, it has caused a major drop in per capita food 

consumption in the US. Thanks to gigantic rise in prices, supermarkets are selling lower 

quantities of food, vegetables, and fruits, but are receiving larger sales figures. Second, as a 

result of fast food and energy price inflation, real incomes of pensioners and wage earners have 

fallen significantly leading to depressing effect on non-essential consumption. The drop in real 

demand for nonessential goods and services has triggered a rise in unemployment and gradually 

an economic recession. Although a stabilization of food prices, or a realignment of these prices 

with incomes, is a prerequisite for economic recovery, claiming that there is food price deflation 

in the context of world food deficits is incorrect. The underlying conditions in form of 

monumental fiscal deficits, overly expansionary monetary policy, and severe short-run 

limitations on food supplies, are supportive of an explosive pattern for food prices in the coming 

years, which will in turn exert a crippling effect on economic growth. 

  

Energy prices exhibited a strong upward tendency since 2002, leaping from $25/barrel to 

$147/barrel in July 2008. Since September 2008 and under the cover of economic recession, de-

leveraging by hedge funds, and strong downward speculation they fell rapidly to $40/barrel. 

Production cuts announced by OPEC were never implemented, keeping the oil market amply 

supplied. Could it be inferred safely that oil prices are under deflation? Or could they become 

again under even stronger upward tendency than in the past? Would a stabilization of oil prices 

around a non speculative equilibrium consonant with market fundamentals be a requisite for 

economic recovery?   

 

A number of other consumer expenditures have leapt rapidly since 2002. For instance, home 

property taxes have doubled, while healthcare costs; insurance, utilities, transports and rent have 

increased. Non-fuel commodity prices have also exhibited strong upward tendencies since 2002, 

recording highest commodity inflation in modern history, with price increase averaging 23 

percent a year from 2002 until mid-2008. Because of hedge funds de-leveraging and world 

economic recession, non-fuel commodity prices plummeted rapidly in the second half of 2008. 

Again, could it be inferred safely that commodity prices are under deflation? Or would they 

become inflationary again under rising pressure? Would it be desirable that commodity prices 

return to an equilibrium consonant with world economic growth? 

 

Scaring policymakers about deflation and its dangers because the consumer price index fell 

slightly in November 2008 and calling for massive money injections can only lead to economic 



 

ruin. Other than few episodes in the 19th century (e.g., 1873), the only serious deflation in the US 

was the decline of the price level during 1929-1933. But in the post WWII era there were only 

inflationary trends in the US as the underlying conditions for deflation have been absent. During 

1929-1933, real GDP fell by 30 percent, money supply by 35 percent, the price level by 30 

percent, and unemployment rose to 25 percent. The Roosevelt program in 1933 to stimulate the 

economy was appropriate for the prevailing conditions and helped prices recover to the pre-crisis 

level. Eminent economists who lived through the Great Depression called for restoring the 

circulating media which contracted sharply during 1929-1933 and stabilizing prices at pre-crisis 

level consonant with economic recovery. The authors of the Chicago Plan, including Henry 

Simons as well as Irving Fisher, while supportive for rebuilding money supply to pre-crisis level, 

were adamantly opposed to discretionary monetary policy and to inflation, and all called for 

quantitative fixed rule for monetary aggregates. In the tradition of monetarism (e.g., Thornton 

1802, Wicksell, 1896), Simons, Fisher, to be followed later by Milton Friedman, Maurice Allais, 

and many others, rejected the use of interest rate as instrument for monetary policy and were 

staunch proponent of fixed rule on money supply growth. Keynes (1936) was even more 

extreme, and was adamantly against using monetary policy to bring an economy that suffers 

conditions of the Great Depression back to full employment. Keynes was also adamantly against 

inflationary policies. 

 

Fighting deflation in the midst of strong inflationary tendencies since 2002 underlines the wrong-

headed policy approach in the US. Bernanke promised over and over again to the US Congress 

that aggressive monetary policy would soon bring economic recovery. His promises have not 

been born out by developments. Bernanke has been bailing out almost all sectors of the economy 

(auto industry, insurance companies, finance companies, mortgage industry, banks, the US 

Treasury, etc.). Bernanke’s Fed has become a panacea for all. Along with a zero federal funds 

rate, Bernanke has recently announced a purchase of $600 billion of mortgage loans and 

securitization of consumer loans with the aim of reducing mortgage rate to 4-4.5 percent and re-

launching consumer credit, respectively. We should learn from recent history. Certainly 

mortgage rates fell to 4 percent during 2003-2006. Unfortunately, average monthly mortgage 

jumped from an affordable $600/month to a prohibitive $3,000/month resulting in millions of 

foreclosures, bank failures, and bailouts. Increasing consumer loans would be tantamount to 

creating purchasing power against zero increase in goods and services. Besides certain default, 

such policy will ruin savings and investment. 

 

Maintaining interest rates at zero bound will drive banks out of existence and devastate real 

economy. Intensifying inflation will deflate the real economy. A central bank should have a strict 

mandate of managing liquidity and should observe a fixed, extra-constitutional, rule regarding 

strict ceiling on money and credit. If the Fed’ role is not redefined within limits, the US economy 

will continue to suffer huge economic distortions, financial disorder, inflation, and economic 

recession. The dollar could collapse and the world economy could be in turmoil for an extended 

time. 
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By loosing 524,000 jobs in December 2008, which brings the total job loss for the whole of 2008 

to 2.6 million and the largest since World War II, and pushing unemployment rate to 7.2 percent 

of the labor force, the US has gone deeper into recession. The Congressional Budget Office is 

predicting a contraction of the US real GDP by 2.2 percent in 2009, unemployment to rise to 8.3 

percent, and the US fiscal deficit, excluding Obama’s stimulus program, to widen to a record 

US$ 1.2 trillion, or about 8.3 percent of GDP. Obviously, the TARP has failed to deliver what 

Paulson considered to be the best alternative for American families, forcefully convincing the US 

Congress that the monumental $700 billion TARP would pull the economy out of recession. 

Pelosi $165 billion stimulus package in 2008, a housing package of $300 billion, and massive 

bailouts (Fannie and Freddie, AIG, auto industry, etc.,) have failed to deliver the expected quick 

turnaround in the US economy. Massive liquidity injections by the Fed, which pushed its assets 

to $2.2 trillion, interest rates to zero bound, and expanded money supply (M1) by 37 percent in 

2008, have only turned out to be self-defeating. 

 

There is no explanation for this dismal performance and rising social cost of unemployment, 

except Bernanke’s aggressive policy, and that of Greenspan before him, that has caused a 

collapse of the financial system, and consequently a collapse of the stock market, with the Dow 

index falling from 14,164 on October 9, 2007 to 7,552 on November 20, 2008 for a fall of 47 

percent. In spite of early warning signs since the breakout of the financial crisis in August 2007 

in the form of a widespread credit freeze, exploding oil and food prices, food riots and energy 

protest, depreciating dollar, and rising unemployment in the US, Bernanke has been adamantly 

determined to unleash an expansionary monetary policy to fight a recession that he has all along 

initiating. He must believe in demand and credit policies to provide free money to those who do 

not earn it to spend and kick start aggregate demand. In doing so, he stalled the economy, 

triggered economic recession and financial chaos, and inflicted excessive fiscal costs in form of 

gigantic bailouts and falling taxes. Certainly, US policymakers remain supportive of Bernanke’s 

policy, despite the chaos it has been causing, seeing in it as a magic way out of recession without 

any need for painful adjustment. Policymakers would always support unsustainable fiscal and 

monetary policies until the cost of these policies become overbearing and outweigh considerably 

the cost of adjustment. 

 

Reminiscent of Paulson’s approach, President Obama has put out an urgent $ 1 trillion plan for 

economy recovery aimed at creating 3.5 million new jobs. Like Paulson’s TARP, the plan has as 

of now little detail and asks for immediate and unconditional approval by the US Congress, 

claiming, as Paulson previously did, that without this plan the sky will fall, and the US economy 

would stand to loose another 4.5 million jobs. Obama’ message is his desire to put the jobless 

quickly back to work. The catchwords are infrastructure and tax rebate. In spite of its laudable 

objective, the authors of the vague plan, mostly Harvard economic professors, have failed to 

provide a diagnosis of the US economy and the underlying factors that brought it to this 

recessionary state. Without this diagnosis, policy recommendations have no foundation. They 

failed to analyze why earlier massive stimulus programs combined with unorthodox monetary 



 

policy and negative real interest rates have not yet delivered the long-promised turnaround. Or 

what makes their plan different from others? Most difficult aspect of the plan is the financing of 

a record shattering fiscal deficit exceeding $2.2 trillion in 2009. Have Obama’s big name experts 

explored the alternative of reviving the US economy through curtailing the fiscal deficit instead 

of exacerbating it? A much lower deficit could lead to faster economic recovery than monstrous 

unsustainable deficits. Without truly understanding Keynes, much of the media and 

academicians have called Obama’s plan a triumph of Keynesians economics. 

 

While a diagnosis and sectoral analysis of the US economy are either scanty or totally missing in 

the present rush to action, it behooves us to address some of the most pressing macroeconomic 

questions: could the US economy sustain any further a combination of unseen expansionary 

monetary and fiscal policies? How could a projected fiscal deficit, exceeding $2.2 trillion or 16 

percent of GDP, be financed? Could the US economy grow out of recession with the federal 

funds rate at the zero bound? Are demand-led policies still valid for the US economy?  

Empirically, no economy has been able to sustain an overburdening fiscal deficit without ending 

with unmanageable public debt, depressed economy, and financial disorder. Economic history is 

replete with examples of disastrous consequences of excessive expansionary fiscal policies, 

which resulted in high or hyperinflation, falling real output, and rising unemployment. 

 

Because of strongly expansionary demand policies under the Bush Administration, US national 

savings has become very low or even negative. Low savings invalidates a basic assumption for a 

Keynesian expansionary fiscal policy and makes the financing of the deficit from real domestic 

savings infeasible. The only sound financing option would be foreign financing as in previous 

fiscal deficits. On the one hand and under this assumption, the US fiscal deficit will have a 

negligible impact on US real GDP; it will only increase domestic consumption; and as 

experience in the recent years has shown, it will end up stimulating through classical multiplier 

effect China, Japan, and commodity producing countries. In other words, Obama’s plan will end 

up creating 3.5 million jobs outside the US, and only few jobs domestically. On the other hand, if 

foreign financing were discouraged by ridiculously low interest rates and fears of an expected 

further depreciation of the US dollar, the fiscal deficit would have to be financed through 

monetization. This scenario would be the most likely and the most detrimental. If it materializes, 

it will trigger inflationary dynamics that would be difficult to control, with a depreciating US 

dollar and a rapidly falling real economy. In brief, inflationary financing would be a catastrophic 

and a costly failure of Obama’s plan. It would propel the economy into a stagflationary mode 

and push unemployment to much higher levels than the currently estimated high-end rate of 10-

12 percent. 

 

There is no doubt that the Obama Administration is inheriting possibly the worst financial mess 

in US history resulting from the Bush Administration’s lax and disorderly financial policies. 

Populist economics, however, that replicates these policies for another four years would be very 

costly for the US economy. The US economy still has great potential for recovery to regain its 

premier status in the world. It needs appropriate macroeconomic policies. Obama should have 

the courage to clean the prevailing financial mess and stabilize the US economy so it can return 

to its growth path. A stabilization program supported with supply side and competitiveness 

enhancing policies will achieve the employment creation of 3.5 million new jobs and will insure 

that these jobs are indeed created in the US and not in China or elsewhere. 



 

 

The most pressing priority of a stabilization program is to rein in monetary policy, contain fiscal 

deficit within a manageable 3 percent of GDP, and consolidate the banking sector. The freeing of 

interest rates will enable banks to quickly resume lending, take price risks, and consolidate their 

incomes and reserves. Enterprises will be able to borrow and finance most efficient and 

profitable projects that will sustain economic growth. Real savings will increase and so will real 

investment; and stock markets will recover. Maintaining interest rates at zero bound will force 

banks to hold largely government paper and will erode their incomes and profitability. At such 

negative real interest rates, banks can never extend long-term loans. Besides freeing interest 

rates, money supply growth has to be brought within a reasonable target of say 5 percent per 

year. 

 

The private sector produces food, clothing, appliances, cars, and all goods and services needed 

for survival and well being. Expanding fiscal deficit beyond reasonable limit will absorb all 

available savings and may crowd out private sector investment, hence forcing a decline in private 

output and employment. This point has been rightly made by Hal Varian in an article in the Wall 

Street Journal, January 7, 2008, titled “Boost Private Investment to Boost the Economy”. 

Spending on infrastructure could be achieved through a restructuring of spending in favor of 

capital expenditure without necessarily increasing overall government expenditure.   

 

Supply side policies are most indicated for a sustained economic growth. Tax credit on new 

investment would encourage private investment. The US and world economy continues to suffer 

food price inflation. There is a pressing need to expand food production and increase 

competitiveness and competition in food processing and marketing industries. The US has large 

deficits in energy. Policies for expanding energy supply and increasing energy efficiency would 

be favorable to economic growth. The US car industry suffers lack of competitiveness and 

innovation. Plans to produce energy efficient and high quality vehicles would create and preserve 

jobs in the auto industry.  

 

The housing industry has been subject to unusual speculation and interference with price 

adjustment. Such interference could only prolong the housing crisis. The government should 

refrain from preventing an orderly adjustment of prices in line with market fundamentals. It 

could, nonetheless, acquire or construct low cost housing for low-income families. 

The sharp decline in commodity prices affords the US economy an opportunity to resume 

recovery provided stable and sound macroeconomic policies are immediately implemented. Such 

policies will restore needed private sector confidence and revive the growth dynamics of the US 

economy.  
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Thanks to the US Constitution, the Bush era ended at noon on January 20, 2009; an ending that 

had already been unflatteringly prefaced on January 5, 2009 by Senate Majority leader Harry 

Reid (D-NV): "I really do believe President Bush is the worst president we've ever had." At least, 

the current economic and financial turmoil could not contradict this opinion. Inheriting a stable 

and prosperous economy from Mr. Clinton with a budget surplus of more than $200 billion, Mr. 

Bush has bequeathed Mr. Obama a record-shattering $1,200 billion projected deficit for 2009,  

an unemployment rate exceeding 7.2 percent of the labor force and expected to rise rapidly 

possibly into the double digit range, rapidly declining real incomes, a contracting real GDP, and 

a government debt that has more than doubled to exceed 90 percent of GDP. Mr. Bush said 

“Wall Street got drunk and left us with the hangover”. The Wall Street Journal, January 19, 

2009, in an article titled the “Bush Economy” replied: “Who does Mr. Bush think was serving 

the liquor?” 

This free flowing booze, that is the cheapest monetary policy in US history (called Greenspan’s 

put), underlined by a fully deregulated financial system following the repeal of the Glass-

Steagall Act in 1999, the Bush Administration has caused the most spectacular housing bubble in 

the US history, accompanied by an unprecedented commodity speculative bubble, a record 

depreciation of the US dollar, and finally pushing interest rates to the zero bound in December 

2008. The dire consequences for the real economy are only beginning to emerge and have a long 

way to go before we should expect a significant turnaround.  

 

The financial calamity that has followed the bursting of these bubbles has caused the worst 

financial crisis in the US since the Great Depression, with fallouts across the Atlantic to 

European banks exposed to the US sub prime markets. Historic bailouts by governments in the 

US and Europe have had to be undertaken, socializing Ponzi losses and preserving private 

speculative gains; many financial institutions have fallen into bankruptcy, and all of the 

accumulated gains in financial wealth in over a decade has been wiped out overnight as 

illustrated by the collapse of stock indices. With the nationalization of major financial 

institutions and the highly subsidized credit policy, many conservatives now accuse Mr. Bush of 

being a "socialist.” 

 

In spite of a monumental bailouts, financial institutions continue to suffer huge losses and to 

shed jobs. With write downs of about $1 trillion, and growing, nonperforming portfolios are 

afflicting most major banks. Bank of America recorded its worst losses ever in 2008 and 

announced plans to shed 4,000 jobs. It required a government capital injection of $20 billion and 

a liquidity injection of $138 billion. The Citigroup, even after suffering huge losses and receiving 

$45 billion injection and $306 billion in guarantees from the government, decided to split itself 

into a banking institution and a brokerage institution. The Royal Bank of Scotland reported a loss 

of $41.3 billion in 2008- the biggest loss in British corporate history, prompting the UK 

government to announce a second bank rescue plan. Still, there is no end in sight. 

http://money.cnn.com/2009/01/19/news/international/britain_bank_bailout/index.htm?postversion=2009011908


 

While the Bush Administration has ended, Bush appointee, Mr. Bernanke, who as the chief of 

the Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) and then as the chairman of the Fed, has been in 

charge of Bush financial policies will remain a most powerful decision-maker under the Obama 

Administration. Mr. Bernanke, as a historian of the Great Depression, has been a staunch 

supporter of ultra-expansionary policies under Greenspan, serving up the cheap booze to Wall 

Street. By conviction, he continues to run the most expansionary policy in the US history. 

Despite the ravage that this policy has already caused the US and the world economy, Mr. 

Bernanke and his supporters have all along promised a quick turnaround through magic 

reductions in interest rates. Their motto is that the economic crisis would have been far worse if 

interest rates had not been cut to the zero bound. How much worse could it be? They have no 

answer to this question. While the banking sector, as illustrated above, has kept on collapsing 

and the economy deteriorating, in spite of  record low interest rates, they strongly believe that 

unlimited money expansion will eventually bolster the health of the banking system and bring 

about economic recovery!  

 

In a speech at the London School of Economics (LSE), on Jan 13, 2009, 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/bernanke20090113a.htm , Mr. Bernanke 

stated that “In the near term, the highest priority is to promote a global economic recovery.  The 

Federal Reserve retains powerful policy tools and will use them aggressively to help achieve this 

objective…. The virtue of these policies in the current context is that they allow the Federal 

Reserve to continue to push down interest rates and ease credit conditions in a range of markets, 

despite the fact that the federal funds rate is close to its zero lower bound…. Fiscal policy can 

stimulate economic activity, but a sustained recovery will also require a comprehensive plan to 

stabilize the financial system and restore normal flows of credit.” 

 

More explicitly, Mr. Bernanke, following the program in Sweden in the 1990s, called for setting 

up a bank at the US Treasury that would buy all bad assets, redeem all write downs, and provide 

guarantees against defaulting loans or securities. Being aware of the TARP’s controversy, Mr. 

Bernanke admonished policymakers to be responsible: “Responsible policymakers must 

therefore do what they can to communicate to their constituencies why financial stabilization is 

essential for economic recovery and is therefore in the broader public interest.” 

 

There were disappointing omissions in the Fed Chairman’s address. Specifically, the Chairman 

attributed the financial crisis to a bursting credit boom. He ignored altogether the role of record 

low interest rate policy adopted by the Greenspan Fed, which he supported as a Chairman of the 

Council of Economic Advisors, in creating the credit boom and multiplying Ponzi finance, i.e., 

investors who rely solely on appreciation of their assets to service their debt. In spite of repeated 

calls, notably by Fed governor, Edward Gramlich, for arresting housing speculation, the Fed and 

the Bush Administration simply ignored these calls. Dramatically low interest rates squeezed 

bank incomes, pushed loans to sub prime markets, and caused over leveraging through 

securitization and credit derivatives (e.g., Credit Default Swaps). Finally, they precipitated the 

collapse of banking institutions, including those considered “too big to fail”.  

Mr. Bernanke went on ignoring the evils of extremely low interest rates that he persistently 

implemented since August 2007 saying that the Federal Open Market Committee “maintained 

the view that the rapid rise in commodity prices in 2008 primarily reflected sharply increased 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/bernanke20090113a.htm


 

demand for raw materials in emerging market economies, in combination with constraints on the 

supply of these materials, rather than general inflationary pressures”. But who pushed the dollar 

to record lows and the gold to record highs in 2008? Certainly not the emerging countries. If Mr. 

Bernanke’s claim was true, why did all commodity prices fall simultaneously and rapidly while 

merging countries were still growing in 2008? Assuming Mr. Bernanke was right, then the sharp 

demand for commodities by emerging countries was primarily ignited by record low US interest 

rates and record US external current account deficit. It is unfortunate that Mr. Bernanke ignores 

the Fed’s responsibility in igniting commodity inflation since 2003 through speculation and in 

intensifying it in 2007-2008 until it finally depressed real growth and real spending. 

 

Mr. Bernanke was not clear regarding his objectives: whether he wanted to stimulate again 

aggregate demand through free money to consumers, or he had a nostalgia for another credit 

boom, or he wanted a banking system that was sound and could support traditional and safe 

banking business. If Mr. Bernanke was after one of the first two objectives, then certainly banks 

are still awakening from a hangover and would not be willing to get drunk again no matter how 

much free booze Mr. Bernanke would serve them. The Fed’s overleveraging of its balance sheet 

and extensive liquidity injection have only led banks to buy government papers or build excess 

reserves. 

 

If Mr. Bernanke wants the US financial system to be like the financial system in many other 

developed countries, essentially guided toward traditional banking and less toward speculation, 

then that goal is without a doubt within reach. Mr. Warren Buffet showed how it could be done 

when he extended a loan to GE at 10 percent. With Mr. Bernanke pushing interest rates to zero 

bounds and short-cutting banks through direct lending to finance companies and private 

companies, banks will be stifled and cannot survive under such monetary policy.  In spite of 

abnormal squeeze on their incomes, banks have continued to extend loans to safe and traditional 

business. The Fed data http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h8/Current/ clearly shows the 

absence of any credit crunch whatsoever for safe business in all sectors of the economy. The 

types of credit that have been impaired are essentially the sub prime sectors that suffered large 

defaults, namely sub prime housing and consumer loans. It is quite understandable that banks 

could not extend such highly risky loans at insignificant interest rates. 

 

Mr. Bernanke has expressed the view that President Obama’s $1 trillion stimulus package may 

not work unless the US government sets up an institution at the Treasury that would buy all bad 

assets, redeem all write downs, and provide guarantees for loans and securities. As in the case of 

TARP, Mr. Bernanke’s plan has found large supporters in the banking sector and in the media. 

Such plan would call on the US Congress to sign a blank check for an indefinite period for 

bailouts. Is it equitable to socialize speculative losses and preserve private speculative gains? In 

other words, is it legitimate for the homeless to pay for the fat salaries of the financiers? Is it 

legitimate to deny American children education in order to refund Ponzi losses? 

 

As President Obama’s stimulus package is projected to push the fiscal deficit to over $ 2 trillion, 

or about 16 percent of GDP, by how much would Mr. Bernanke’s additional TARP plan expand 

this deficit? How could such monumental deficits be financed? We are asked to take at face 

value his warning that our survival hinges on his plan, and therefore it matters less how much 

sacrifice we have to make for repairing Fed’s errors. Besides socializing speculative losses, Mr. 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h8/Current/


 

Bernanke wanted the government to prevent foreclosures, implying the Treasury pays the 

mortgage of every homeowner. That would be indeed the ultimate socialist society, where 

citizens are secured money for free spending and free houses. While it is a laudable policy to 

keep people in their houses, it should be done in a way that the housing bubble is allowed to 

burst while lenders and borrowers incur the losses. 

 

It is unfortunate that US policymakers have not yet grasped the heavy toll of a decade of 

expansionary policy in terms of fiscal cost, financial anarchy, crumbling economy, and 

collapsing banking institutions. By blowing up the US external deficits, cheap money policy has 

increased dramatically US imports; it has ultimately benefited the exports of other countries and 

weakened US industries. It appears that the Obama Administration is embarking on a fast track 

of expansionary fiscal and monetary policies. Such policies could only prolong economic agony 

and could trigger the highest inflation in US history.  

 

Would Bernanke’s zero interest rates and unlimited cheap money achieve the objective for quick 

turn around? Since August 2007, such a policy has only brought a succession of economic and 

financial setbacks. This is the clear result. Continuing with the same policy would deplete real 

savings and consequently capital accumulation. It is a guarantee for a continuation of the 

financial crisis. If banks replay Bernanke-Greenspan credit boom, then the consequences are 

obvious. If the monetary brake is re-applied with vigor, then interest rates will overshoot and as 

in 1980s a debt crisis would be inevitable.  

 

Very clear warnings were expressed by a number of prominent persons, including Edward 

Gramlich, Joseph Stiglitz, Maurice Allais and George Soros, regarding the dangers of cheap 

money policy. Yet, these warnings were totally ignored. A top priority for the new 

Administration should be to stabilize monetary policy and bring the Fed back to the realm of 

traditional central banking, that is mainly in managing liquidity and safeguarding the soundness 

of the financial system. The new Administration should strictly arrest bailouts. The problems of 

banks have to be resolved within the banking sector. Ailing banks have to recapitalize on their 

own or simply face bankruptcies. Disappearance of insolvent banks, or any loss making business, 

has never meant in any country or at any time, disappearance of finance or economic activity. 

The slogan according to which: we bailout banks or we die is fallacious and should be 

abandoned. Isn’t it time to cut off the umbilical cord from the Bush Administration’s costly 

policies, or are we doomed to continue to be tied them? If the Obama Administration does not 

cut the ties, history may indeed judge President Obama even more harshly than it already has 

President Bush. 
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With the world in the midst of the worst economic and financial crisis since the Great 

Depression, there are calls for a new monetary order. These calls essentially recommend reviving 

proposals formulated earlier by Keynes (1943), Triffin (1959), Rueff (1932 and 1961), and 

recently by Mundell and a number of other leading economists. These proposals consist of 

shielding the world economy from destabilizing policies of an important economy or a group of 

important economies. At the heart of these proposals are the creation of a world central bank that 

is independent of any government and free from fiscal pressures and the issuance of a single 

reserve currency that serves as a means of international payments and as a reserve currency. 

  

The prevailing financial order, more accurately financial disorder, has been in large part driven 

by the disorderly monetary and fiscal policies of a dominant reserve currency center, namely the 

United States. It is characterized by heightened uncertainties, widely fluctuating exchange rates, 

fluctuating commodity prices, and interest rates that are manipulated by two or three major 

central banks. The present financial environment has become so unpredictable that it is only 

conducive to speculation. 

 

The financial crisis that broke out in August 2007 has been in large part brought about by 

Greenspan’s low interest rate policy and aggravated by Bernanke’s continued aggressive 

monetary policy. As the issuer of a reserve currency, the US has financed its monumental fiscal 

deficits and expansionary credit policy under the Bush Administration by running large external 

current account deficits, extracting resources from the rest of world, sending commodities prices 

sky high, resulting in food shortages for millions in poor countries, and a depreciating dollar. 

 

Now the incoming Obama Administration is contemplating a stimulus package on the order of 

$1 trillion that will push the fiscal deficit to an all time record that could exceed $2 trillion. At 

the same time, Bernanke’s Fed is determined to keep interest rates at zero bound. The financing 

of the US deficit will be most likely through seignorage that is printing money out of thin air, 

depreciating the dollar further, and sparking a period of rapid inflation.  

 

In view of ongoing competitive interest rate cutting among major central banks, drastic 

reductions of interest rates to zero or near zero bound, incredible expansion of the balance sheet 

of the Fed, exponential money supply growth in major industrial countries and exploding public 

sector deficits, world financial instability will only intensify in the years ahead. There is little 

hope for a return to monetary and fiscal discipline any time soon. The outcome of these policies 

will be onerous for the countries themselves and particularly for the global food and energy 

balance. The looming fiscal deficits of major industrial countries will exact huge tax on 

developing countries, depress savings and investment, and can result in food shortages in the 

coming years. 

 

Long ago, Jacques Rueff, in his book “The Age of Inflation, 1964, showed that US external 

deficits are inflationary and could destabilize the world economy. He pointed out that the US, as 

the issuer of the reserve currency, could run external deficits indefinitely without facing any real 



 

payment constraints. He also showed that holdings of US dollars by central banks entail a 

duplication of money creation. Besides money creation in the creditor country, holdings of US 

dollars are repatriated to the US for interest bearing US securities by foreign central banks. The 

repatriated dollars increases liquidity in the US and puts downward pressure on interest rates. In 

the current crisis this sequence of events has fuelled securitization of mortgage loans and 

contributed to the housing bubble. 

 

The only sure way to stabilize the world economy is to create a world central bank and a return 

to a single reserve currency. Such reserve currency was gold for centuries until the breakout of 

the first war 1914-1918. Specie flowed from deficit countries and provided a regulating 

mechanism for orderly and stable world economy. Under such a system, no country could have 

an indefinite balance of payments deficit without loosing all its gold reserves. With the collapse 

of the gold standard, its replacement by the gold exchange standard (Genoa 1922) and then 

floating exchange rate system, a reserve currency center can permanently run an external deficit 

without loosing any real resources, as has the US.  

 

What are the advantages of a world central bank and a single reserve currency? A world central 

bank will obviate the need for continuous surveillance of macroeconomic policies around the 

world by neutralizing the effects of expansionary policies of reserve currencies on world 

inflation, trade, and exchange rates. Each reserve currency country will face the same constraint 

as under the gold standard. While a reserve currency can exact seignorage on its own economy, it 

cannot do so for the rest of the world countries. A single reserve currency will eliminate 

duplication of money creation and will therefore mitigate inflation.  

 

The single reserve currency will circulate along other currencies as a mean of payments. The 

world central bank should have a strict and primary obligation to follow a fixed rule and would 

not be allowed to adopt discretionary policies. Its role would be only to provide a safe and stable 

reserve currency, and not the achievement of full employment for the world economy. Such goal 

should be left to member countries. The new central bank should not fix interest rates. It has to 

be a pure central bank, while the single reserve currency could be pegged to a basket of 

commodities providing it with a constant purchasing power.  

 

Certainly gathering political consensus for a common central bank and a single reserve currency 

will be a long process and arduous. Nonetheless, a first practical step could be for central banks 

to revert de facto to gold and convert their holdings in paper currencies into bullion. Although 

bullion does not earn interest income, indirect returns arising from monetary stability far exceed 

interest income earned on securities. Gold neutralizes the effects of expansionary fiscal and 

monetary policies in a reserve currency country on the rest of the world economies. These 

economies will continue to grow in a stable fashion without being taxed by reserve currency 

countries, and without suffering permanent inflation and financial instability. 

 

A conference on a world central bank and a single reserve currency should be organized under 

United Nations sponsorship. Such a conference should set the stage for the creation of a world 

central bank, and examine all technical and legal issues pertaining to its foundation. The world 

central bank can start with a minimum quorum of signatory countries. While there is already 

wide support for such a central bank, the most urgent priority facing world economy is to restore 



 

financial stability, and neutralize the very dangerous impact of destabilizing policies of major 

reserve currency centers. The United Nations should urge each member country to apply a strict 

ceiling on monetary creation not exceeding 5 percent per year for an interim period, until 

progress toward a world central bank is made. While monetary anarchy during 1920-1939 

escalated into a world war, present monetary anarchy could cost the world many years of 

instability, lost economic growth, and possible massive food shortages. 

 

Finally, we should note that the IMF is no substitute for a world central bank. The evolving 

financial chaos has caused the demise of the IMF. After suffering financial losses, the IMF has 

cut its staff by over 500. Since 1995, the IMF has declared a war against poverty in Africa, and 

has surrendered its role as the guardian of the international financial system and international 

financial stability. If you ask the IMF what is more important: preserving world financial 

stability or reducing poverty in Africa? Their response very well could be: reduce poverty in 

Africa. This is a laudable objective. However, the IMF is not a poverty reduction institution. 

Contrary to the World Bank which finances development projects, IMF puts every six months, a 

poverty loan in the government budget which is immediately grabbed by the military, civil 

service, and politicians of the recipient country. Such loans aggravate the fiscal deficit, and 

cannot be repaid from taxes; it makes the country ever more dependent on the IMF for financing 

salaries. Billions of dollars were squandered in the past decade. If these resources were instead 

added to the African Development Bank, a tangible progress would have been in reducing 

poverty. Had only $1 million been invested in primary care and sanitation, more than 15,000 

who died from cholera in Zimbabwe could have been saved. Similarly, for Niger’s famine in 

2005 if money was used in agriculture instead of showered on the army. Most importantly, the 

IMF has long abandoned its surveillance role, to coordinate macroeconomic policies for the 

greater good. It has become politicized as an institution and has become subservient to the 

dictates of its most important member countries, all along commending US monetary policy both 

under Greenspan and Bernanke and forgetting to safeguard world monetary stability.  

 

It is time to establish a world central bank, free of political control, to help get us out of this 

global financial quagmire that threatens the future of us all. 
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The Obama Administration may be embarking on the most expansionary fiscal and monetary 

policy in US history. Not only is the new administration replicating the discredited policies of the 

Bush era, it is even accentuating the same policies that has led the US and Europe into the worst 

financial and economic crisis of the post-WWII era. In addition to an almost $1 trillion fiscal 

stimulus program, the Obama Administration is thinking about establishing an aggregator bank, 

nicknamed a “Bad Bank”, to both buy toxic assets and provide guarantees for the toxic assets of 

the banking sector. A bailout in the trillions of dollars may be required under the Bad Bank 

scheme to clean up the balance sheet of the banking system because for each of the giant US 

banks alone, an amount approaching a trillion dollars could be needed to remove their toxic 

assets. 

 

What is the difference between the TARP and a Bad Bank? Not much. They are basically the 

same facilities, except the TARP was limited to $700 billion, whereas with the Bad Bank sky is 

the limit as it is essentially a blank check on taxpayer coffers. Both facilities establish unjust 

economic system diverting government money to bankers and holding the government liable for 

debt it has not contracted and debt, which has in no way benefited US citizens. Both facilities 

would push the US debt to unimaginable levels, implying large debt service on future 

generations at the expense of education, health, and social welfare. Both facilities socialize 

private losses, shower bonuses on bankers, and heavily subsidize Wall Street. On Thursday, 

January 29, 2009, President Obama called it "shameful" that Wall Street firms awarded $20 

billion in bonuses even as Washington was spending taxpayer dollars to keep them from falling 

into the abyss. Compare the size of bonuses for a spoilt few on Wall Street to the $6 billion for 

the food stamp program to meet rising needs of millions of unemployed workers and 

impoverished US families. The TARP and the Bad Bank show that financial disorder has 

reached its zenith; bankers have established their full right on taxpayer money. 

 

As in the case of TARP, the lobbyists for the Bad Bank offer no choice: either life with a Bad 

Bank or death without it! Wall Street has become the master of our economic fate. In a recent 

speech at the London School of Economics, Mr. Bernanke, a champion of cheap money policy, a 

main architect of TARP, and now of the Bad Bank scheme, echoed the same doctrine he 

advocated in favor of TARP in September 2008, saying that: “history demonstrates conclusively 

that a modern economy cannot grow if its financial system is not operating effectively”. He 

strongly maintained that President Obama’s one trillion dollar stimulus program would not 

achieve its objective of creating 3.5 million jobs in the absence of a Bad Bank. To quote: 

 

“The Federal Reserve will do its part to promote economic recovery, but other policy measures 

will be needed as well. The incoming Administration and the Congress are currently discussing a 

substantial fiscal package that, if enacted, could provide a significant boost to economic 

activity.  In my view, however, fiscal actions are unlikely to promote a lasting recovery unless 

they are accompanied by strong measures to further stabilize and strengthen the financial system. 

History demonstrates conclusively that a modern economy cannot grow if its financial system is 



 

not operating effectively….The public in many countries is understandably concerned by the 

commitment of substantial government resources to aid the financial industry when other 

industries receive little or no assistance.  This disparate treatment, unappealing as it is, appears 

unavoidable. Our economic system is critically dependent on the free flow of credit, and the 

consequences for the broader economy of financial instability are thus powerful and quickly felt. 

Indeed, the destructive effects of financial instability on jobs and growth are already evident 

worldwide. Responsible policymakers must therefore do what they can to communicate to their 

constituencies why financial stabilization is essential for economic recovery and is therefore in 

the broader public interest.” 

 

Certainly, the Federal Reserve has done its part in bringing about speculation, commodity 

inflation, financial disorder, bankruptcies, and finally economic recession. How it will do its part 

for promoting economic recovery is a Bernanke’s mystery to be unveiled in the future. The 

proponents of unlimited bailouts maintain that it is in the best interest of the homeless, those who 

live from hand-to-mouth, and the rising number of hungry people in the US. They have 

exaggerated the threat of not bailing out banks. While banks are in fact continuing to lend, 

however, to more qualified borrowers, proponents of the bailouts pretend that there is a total 

credit freeze, and that with bailouts banks would resume lending.  

 

Proponents of the Bad Bank scheme use Sweden as the example of a country, which bought all 

bad assets and thence restored bank-lending capacity. Sweden is not a good example. A much 

better example is the Asian countries that simply liquidated impaired financial institutions during 

the Asian financial crisis. In the same vein, most African and Latin American countries 

experienced financial crisis; none bailed out their banks. Yet, financial systems have not 

vanished in any country; there are always safer banks that continue to function and new safe 

banks that are established. All these countries re-emerged with a more resilient and sound 

financial systems. Local firms continued to borrow from local banks or from foreign banks and 

never faced any credit freeze when interest rates are market determined, affording banks proper 

incentives. 

 

Does the US financial system need a bailout? The Fed data shows money (M1) hitting a record 

annual rate of 39.6 percent in 2008Q4.10 Total reserves of depository institutions rose from $42.7 

billion on December 31, 2007 to $904 billion on January 14, 2009, a record multiple of 21. 

Excess reserves of depository institutions rose from $1.8 billion on December 31, 2007 to $843.5 

billion on January 14, 2009. This data clearly shows that the US Fed was reckless in injecting 

liquidity and that the US financial system was overly liquid and did not need a bailout to resume 

lending. In fact, Fed data showed that credit expanded at 8 percent in 2008, a rate that could be 

considered as high. 

 

Is the government under any obligation to bailout banks or enterprises? There is no economic 

theory that stipulates so. Economic efficiency requires that resources be used in most productive 

way. Enterprises have to compete in improving their profitability and adopting newest 

technologies. Loss making firms have to become efficient or they simply have to be liquidated. 

The government should not create distortions in the economy and waste capital resources. A 

 
10 http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h6/Current/ 



 

solution to the banking sector has to be within the banking sector itself. Loss making banks have 

to recapitalize or face liquidation. Such an approach would avoid moral hazard, ensure a safe 

banking system, and will increase high quality and productive credit to the economy. Banks that 

have become gambling houses should have their license revoked.  

 

Why are US banks flooded with excess liquidity? In the end banks are a business like any other; 

and like any other business, they would like to make profits and avoid risk. With interest rates at 

zero bound and reaching a bottom below which they cannot fall further, banks anticipate interest 

rates to rise or even explode at some point in the future. Consequently, they prefer very short-

term, risk-free assets (i.e. loans) such as one to three months treasury bills or holding reserves. 

Certainly, banks are facing a squeeze on their income; however, they cannot hold longer-term 

loans or securities that will suffer certain capital losses and negative margins when interest rates 

start rising. The longer Bernanke depresses interest rates, the longer banks hold to safe assets and 

see their income fall. Moreover, banks have learned a hard lesson and will not push credit to 

subprime customers where demand for loans is high and default is certain or finance speculation. 

A central bank should not create excess liquidity which poses two dangers. First, if banks 

compete to make loans, then certainly they face a credit risk or a burst of speculative bubbles as 

they did at different episodes, including the Greenspan era. Second, once redeployed into the 

economy excess liquidity can turn inflationary and in turn depresses real economic activity, as 

inflation is too much money chasing fewer goods. 

The US decision-making remains dominated by policymakers and academicians that believe in 

unlimited fiscal deficits, bailouts, low interest rates, and super expansionary policy. In the above 

quote Mr. Bernanke noted that a substantial fiscal package, if enacted, could provide a 

significant boost to economic activity. In similar vein, in a Wall Street Journal article on 

February 4, 2009, Mr. Alan Blinder, a former vice chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, made 

three wishes to a Genie who requested him to do so. His first wish was that Congress quickly 

pass a large stimulus bill that exhibits intelligent design. The overall number being discussed, in 

the $800 billion plus range, seemed reasonable for him. His second wish was that the 

government finally get serious about fighting the tsunami of foreclosures by establishing a 

corporation that buys mortgages and cancels homeowners’ mortgage debt. His third and final 

wish was directed to the Federal Reserve: “shrink those enormous interest-rate spreads (over 

Treasuries)”. Even though default on credit cards is at record high, he was supportive of the 

Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF), a federal program that will soon be lending 

against assets backed by credit-card receivables, auto loans, small business loans, and student 

loans. The wish list of Mr. Blinder reflects Mr. Bernanke’s policy and US policy making which 

can be summarized as unlimited fiscal deficits, price distortions and preventing speculative 

housing prices from adjusting, excessively cheap money policy with zero interest rates, and 

inflation as a way out of debt. In such a disorderly policy set-up, no economy can be stable, and 

no banking system can be safe no matter how tight prudential guidelines are applied.  

 

Albeit Mr. Bernanke and Mr. Blinder believe that monetary anarchy and fiscal stimulus will 

bring recovery, actual data has not surprisingly showed the opposite. The US economy has 

contracted and unemployment rose in 2008 in spite of abundant liquidity, reasonable growth rate 

of credit, growing fiscal deficits, and record low interest rates. The TARP has failed its objective; 

it bloated bonuses but did not prevent recession. It was a pure and unjust transfer of wealth to 



 

bankers. The US recession was not brought about by any single real cause such as drought, bad 

crops, or labor strikes that could have disrupted the US economy. It is a classical result of boom-

bust stemming from excessive fiscal and expansionary monetary policies. Such policies have 

depleted real savings, eroded investment, increased indebtedness of households and government 

to unsustainable levels, ignited speculation, and deteriorated banks portfolio. Accentuating fiscal 

deficits and over expanding monetary policy can only exacerbate the current economic recession 

and prolong it; these policies cannot reverse the damage they already have inflicted on the 

economy and financial system. They can become more devastating if inflation runs out of 

control. Bailouts are not costless; their negative effects will unfold over time and will certainly 

constrain economic growth and diminish health and education spending. 

Does recovery necessitate zero interest rates and unlimited money expansion? Economic 

recovery under the Reagan Administration demonstrated that tight monetary policy worked well 

and pulled the economy from a protracted stagflation. In many countries, economic recovery and 

lasting economic growth required disinflation and stable monetary policy. Japan demonstrated 

that an economy cannot growth with zero interest rates. Forcing banks to lend at loss making 

interest rates is foolishness. One cannot imagine a governor of a central bank pulling all his 

money from his savings account, standing on the street, and loaning it to pedestrians in order to 

kick-start recovery. He will be bankrupt. Similarly, banks should not be pushed into bankruptcy. 

 

The lessons from Japan’s “lost decade” are simple. Stimulus plans must be properly targeted. 

Useless infrastructure will only burden future generations with debt. Focus stimulus spending on 

education, technology and healthcare. Recovery will be fueled more by robust export growth 

than by fiscal stimuli. That’s why some tax breaks may turn out to be more of a stimulus for the 

rest of the world than for the US. Bank balance sheets should be cleaned up but this will take 

time and require proper incentives to banks and supporting policies.  

 

Does economic recovery require large fiscal deficits? US GDP data showed that growth was 

sustained only when fiscal deficit was relatively small. In any economy, large fiscal deficits have 

absorbed real savings, crowded out private investment, and caused devastating inflation. They 

have brought about economic decline. A fiscal deficit on the order of 2 percent for the US is 

stimulating. A fiscal deficit of the order of 16 percent of GDP is de-stimulating even though it 

includes a stimulus package on the order of $1 trillion. 

 

A Bad Bank is insanity. Bailouts are a redistribution of wealth in favor of bankers and 

speculators. They will damage the economy in many respects, including inflation. The present 

policy stance is anti-recovery. The US Treasury is issuing largest amounts of Treasury bills in 

order to finance excessive deficits. Such financing will absorb domestic savings and will increase 

foreign indebtedness and depreciate the US dollar. Economic recovery can be possible only in a 

stable macroeconomic framework characterized by a prudent monetary policy, sustainable fiscal 

deficit or balanced budget, market-determined interest rates, and elimination of price distortions. 

With well over a year into the ongoing recession, isn’t it high time for policymakers to return to 

the proven sanity of stable and balanced policies? 
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The G7 finance ministers and central bank governors met in Rome on February 14-15 amid what 

is the severest global economic downturn and financial turmoil since the Great Depression. They 

stated that their highest priority was the stabilization of the global economy and the financial 

markets. Far from stabilizing the global economy and financial markets, the G7 meeting merely 

vowed to propel the same overly expansionary fiscal and monetary policies that have brought 

about the instability and ongoing recession and financial disorder. Their intention to enact 

unorthodox money instruments--printing money with no limit to stem the crisis—will, if 

anything, fuel further instability.  

 

Economic performance in the G7 countries was dismal in the fourth quarter of 2008. Most 

disappointing, the recession was deepening in spite of a spectacular relaxation of monetary 

policy combined with rapidly expanding fiscal deficits, multi-trillion bailouts, and unprecedented 

stimuli. 

 

Policymakers in the G7 were confident that by cutting interest rates, unleashing money supply, 

mounting large bailouts, and enlarging fiscal deficits they would by magic avoid recession and 

higher unemployment and would even boost economic growth by mid-2008. Their expansionary 

actions were on top of policies that were already excessively expansionary during 2000-2008. 

Their rushed actions to stave off recession in fact curtailed growth in a number of economies and 

precipitated the current recession and high unemployment. Believing wrongly that the US was in 

the midst of a depression and determined to re-inflate the economy to stave off the collapse of 

housing prices, Bernanke’s imprudent actions sent the dollar plummeting and intensified 

inflation in food and energy. He caused the US unemployment to rise to 7.6 percent, well on the 

way to the double-digit level, and destabilized the world economy. 

 

The expansionary demand policies of the G7 during 2000-2008 has had disruptive effects 

through a number of channels in all markets, including speculation, financial disorder, wealth 

redistribution, and price distortions. They created problems ranging from high energy and food 

inflation, volatile exchange rates, stock market crash and loss of trillions in financial savings, 

banking collapse, increase in toxic assets, higher consumer loans defaults, large bailouts, home 

foreclosures, falling auto industries, declining construction, bankruptcies, higher unemployment, 

and rapidly falling real incomes. During 2008, world leaders had emergency meetings to tackle 

crises ranging from food, oil, to financial collapse. Instead new problems arise by the day, 

including rising protectionism both in finance and trade. 

 

Unrestricted demand policies have brought hyperinflation in a number of countries, destruction 

of money, economic decay and impoverishment for a prolonged period of time. The unleashing 

of expansionary fiscal and monetary policies in the G7 can only bring more problems in the 

future, and even if it manages to stir up economic activity, recovery will be short-lived. As 

interest rates have to rise or large fiscal deficits have be contained, credit crises and 



 

unemployment will break out again. The uncertainties these policies create will discourage 

private investment and the ability to do sound long-term planning.  

 

The G7 communiqué stated that “the policy response by the G7 has been prompt and vigorous, 

its full effects will build over time. Policy interest rates have been reduced to very low levels and 

unconventional monetary policy actions are being taken as appropriate. Budgetary action has 

been resolute. In addition to the full functioning of automatic stabilizers, substantial further fiscal 

stimulus packages are being implemented. By taking action together the effects of our individual 

actions will be boosted. Our fiscal policy measures adhere to principles that will increase their 

effectiveness, namely they will be frontloaded and quickly executed, and will include the 

appropriate mix of spending and tax measures to stimulate domestic demand and job creation 

and support the most vulnerable.” 

 

G7 central bankers have not yet learned the consequences of depressing interest rates. Forcing 

interest rates to zero bound will in the long run bring down economic growth rate to low levels 

(Japan 1990s) or even to contraction. Thanks to Greenspan’s record low interest rates, banks now 

have a large mortgage portfolio and non mortgage frozen assets, trillions of dollars in toxic 

assets, and have written off more than $1.5 trillion in non-recoverable loans. Now banks have 

much less to lend since they cannot lend frozen or lost loans. Low interest rates cause public and 

private consumption to rise and savings to fall. In sum, there is smaller real investment which 

may not suffice for capital maintenance, let alone generate new growth. 

 

In the history of most G7 countries, monetary policy has never been pushed to such extremes as 

zero interest rates and unlimited expansion of credit irrespective of risk. Governments are forcing 

banks to lend to subprime borrowers at ridicoulously low interest rates. The US Fed has put $1 

trillion facility to lend to what is called triple A subprime market. Governments and central 

banks want to turn banks into institutions that simply hand out cash as they did in the period 

prior to the crisis. Remaining with unorthodox instruments, G7 may just as well consider 

dropping money from helicopters. This would be faster and easier than hoping that banks to do 

the same. Legalizing looting is tantamount to eliminating the existence of money and banks. 

With credit standing at 350 percent of GDP, it would be unlikely that such enormous credit could 

be serviced. Pushing this ratio to higher limits through unorthodox instruments would be simply 

asking banks and investors to hand out money that can never be realistically recovered. 

 

In the financial summit of the G20 on November 15, 2008 it was decided to enhance the 

regulatory framework. In the same vein, the G7 Rome meeting renewed the commitment to 

enhance financial regulation. Yet unlimited liquidity expansion and unorthodox monetary 

instruments will endanger even the safest banks that comply fully with prudential regulation. No 

economy and no bank can be spared from the risks of unlimited liquidity creation. Enhancing 

financial regulation and prudential lending when central banks are furiously expanding liquidity 

and lending directly at lowest interest rates becomes a futile undertaking. 

 

On the fiscal front, many G7 governments are expanding already unsustainable fiscal deficits, 

committing themselves to unlimited bailouts of banks, housing, and ailing industries. These 

deficits will absorb real savings and will depress investment in the private sector and erode the 

basis for real economic growth. Bailing out a homeowner who has $1.5 million mortgage in 



 

order to put a floor on housing prices will prolong the housing bubble, is socially inequitable and 

will further destabilize the housing industry. Bailouts socialize losses and achieve a formidable 

transfer of wealth at the expense of the homeless and wage earners. Growing fiscal deficits are 

being financed at low interest rates thanks to central banks’ massive liquidity injections. Namely, 

banks are using the flood of liquidity from central banks to buy government paper. 

Demand can be pushed to any limit through expansionary fiscal and monetary policies. 

However, supply could be constrained. Thus demand can expand at a high rate over a number of 

years, but supply may easily remain inelastic, translating in higher prices.  

 

By intensifying fiscal deficits and accelerating unorthodox money instruments, i.e., the printing 

of money, the G7 has only paved the way for exchange rates instability and monetary anarchy 

that could be much worse than that which prevailed before the WWII. Their stimulus, although 

in trillions of dollars, may turn out to be on paper only and with harmful effects on the real 

economy. Unorthodox policies may inflate the way out of debt, operate massive wealth 

redistribution in favor of debtors, and impose formidable inflation tax on wage earners and fixed 

income classes. However, economic recovery can never take place in an inflationary context. 

Inflation is known to deflate real quantities and contract real economy. Moreover, as inflation 

intensifies, money looses its fundamental role as a medium of exchange and store of value. 

While G7 promises to restore fiscal and money discipline when economic recovery is restored, 

the path could be drawn-out, full of potholes and uncertainties; prospects for a long stagflation as 

in the seventies could not be ruled out; restoring monetary and fiscal discipline would still 

require a recession. 

 

The G7 has not yet seen the merit of a collective action to truly stabilize the world economy and 

financial markets. Economic recovery can take place only in a stable non-inflationary 

macroeconomic setting. G7 could still become a true forum for restoring stability and economic 

growth. A highest priority for the G7 should be to bring their central banks back to monetary 

orthodoxy and renounce destabilizing monetary policies. Central banks should have one mandate 

which is to protect the value of currency and soundness of the financial system. Full employment 

should be the goal of other government bodies and should fall within sectoral and growth 

policies. Cyclical unemployment may occur and may not be harmful for the economy. However, 

large-scale unemployment has occurred historically only because of destabilizing monetary 

policy; such was indeed the view defended by the famous American economist Irving Fisher in 

1933. Real causes cannot bring large-scale unemployment. G7 has to agree on strict monetary 

and credit aggregates that are consonant with exchangee rate stability. 

 

G7 should free interest rates. The practice of zero interest rates since late 1990s by Japan has led 

to large international liquidity expansion through currency carry trade and contributed to fueling 

credit expansion in a number of countries. The zero, or near zero, bound interest rates in most G7 

countries has created immense distortions, depressed economic growth, and prepared the ground 

for another round of bank failures. With banks suffering large writedowns, it would be essential 

to free interest rates so lending could be resumed and real savings and investment increased. G7 

should agree to eliminate price distortions, including in capital markets, housing, or labor 

markets. Enhancing competitiveness, pre-empting inflation pressure, and increasing food and 

energy supply are key elements of a recovery strategy.  

 



 

G7 should renounce all form of bailouts. Bygones are bygones. Banks that have suffered frozen 

assets have to recapitalize on their own, merge, or simply be liquidated. Governments should 

only guarantee deposits. Fiscal deficits have to be restrained to say 3 percent of GDP and should 

be financed through real savings and not money creation. Spending could be restructured to 

reconcile social safety net, education, health, and infrastructure and to increase spending 

efficiency. Spending should not be appropriated by special interest groups and diverted from its 

fundamental social and economic objectives. 

 

There is no anchor that will insure global financial stability. Gold was the anchor until 1914 and 

served this role well from 1870 to the outbreak of WWI. Today, only monetary discipline in 

reserve currency centers can provide this anchor. There is a wide consensus that the present crisis 

was caused by the G7’s low interest rate policy in recent years, especially during 2000-2008. 

Maintaining disorderly monetary policy will play havoc with world economic growth and 

employment. Markets, banks, and investors are aware of the inflationary and credit risks inherent 

in ongoing G7 policies. There is a general flight to safety. Failing to reestablish confidence in 

financial markets will delay economic recovery indefinitely. Only prudent fiscal and monetary 

policies can restore confidence. With the US $787 billion stimulus becoming a law, combined 

with record US fiscal deficit of $2 trillion, US Treasury unrestrained bailouts, US Fed’s 

unorthodox instruments, and the rest of G7 adopting the same policies, world economy could be 

enduring another four years of unorthodox and intensifying instability. The G7’s Rome meeting 

was not a step towards stability, but was further fuel for instability. 
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With the election of Barak Obama, a large segment of the US policy community has lapsed into 

wishful thinking. These experts hope that the election of an inspirational president will magically 

transform Washington’s confrontational relations with the rest of the world, especially with the 

Middle East and the oil-exporting countries of the Persian Gulf, and make them harmonious. 

Nothing could be more illusory. US relations with the Middle East will continue to fester no 

matter who the president is as long as Washington continues to base its Middle East policy on 

three entirely false premises: “friendly” regimes must rule the major oil-exporting countries if oil 

supplies are to be secure; short-term political stability in the Middle East, as opposed to 

movement toward pluralistic rule and economic progress, is of paramount importance to long-

term US national security; and the US can afford to be a biased broker in disputes between 

Middle East countries.   

 

First, let’s look at security of oil supplies. The US does not need friendly regimes running the 

major oil-exporting countries to enjoy security of oil supplies. Oil is sold in the global 

marketplace like most other commodities. Buyers need the oil and sellers need the revenues. 

Buyers would like to pay the lowest price and sellers would like to receive the highest price; the 

only proviso is that sellers want a price that is consistent with the largest revenues over time 

because a very high price today would kill demand in the future and bring on new and alternative 

supplies, thus reducing their long-term revenues. No matter who rules these countries, their 

needs will be the same and they will behave accordingly. The only situation that would be 

dangerous for US interests and for the rest of the world is if oil reserves become more 

consolidated, through military takeovers, country mergers or total cooperation between oil 

exporters, who could then extract monopoly profits and rents from buyers. In the end, even 

though our friends the Al-Sauds rule Saudi Arabia and our buddies the Al-Sabbahs rule Kuwait, 

we are not getting a better deal from them than what we are getting from Chavez in Venezuela.  

 

Second, and in large part because of financial concerns, we believe that in order to preserve our 

national interests we should discourage political change in countries whose rulers we have 

befriended. It matters little to us that these rulers might be inept or unjust. Remember Iran under 

the Shah. Remember Iraq under Saddam Hussein from 1979 to 1990. We have supported, and 

continue to support, all sorts of dictators who have abused the rights of their people. We don’t 

realize that these countries may well blow up without advance warning and undermine our long-

term interests at some point in the future. We should abandon our resistance toward change 

because the longer we persist in our quest to keep the lid on dissent the more traumatic the blow 

up when it comes. And it will come. Our support of oppressive dictators cannot be forever 

covered up by the soaring rhetoric of a new US President.  

 

Third, when we unfairly support one country at the expense of another, we risk the national 

anger of our presumed adversary. Although the Israeli-Palestinian issue may be the focus of 

much Arab anger, US support of Saddam Hussein in the eight-year war between Iran and Iraq 

has affected a generation of Iranians for years to come. Our policies toward all countries in the 

Middle East should promote long-term cooperation and peace among all the countries in the 



 

region. This includes supporting the territorial security of each country and working toward 

reducing the ongoing arms race in the region even if it adversely affects our own arms industry. 

 

Will President Obama adopt a fundamental and generational shift in US policies toward the 

Middle East or will he try to make small changes on the edges and repeat the mistakes of the 

past? Time, not wishful thinking, will tell. 
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Over the last quarter of a century, economic sanctions have become an increasingly important 

weapon in the US foreign policy toolkit. Yet, foreign policy experts and national security 

advisors to US administrations don’t seem to know how to make sanctions “smart”. Effective 

economic sanctions require a deep familiarity with the economy and power structure of the target 

country. To succeed, economic sanctions should scare the regime in power to change its 

objectionable policies; this could be in the form of direct pain on the members of the regime or 

real threats to the regime’s survival. But this simple lesson seems to have eluded US security 

experts when it comes to Iran.   

 

US national security experts have again taken to their pulpit to influence the incoming Obama 

Administration with questionable economic sanction recommendations on Iran. First, some 

background. 

 

Blunt sanctions to disrupt Iran’s exports or imports have had little impact. The world needs 

Iran’s oil. If the US does not buy Iran’s oil, others will.  Iran can get almost anything it wants 

with the cash it earns from oil, albeit at a slightly higher price. The US has banned investments in 

Iran and has pressured other countries to follow. This has undoubtedly limited the development 

of Iran’s oil and natural gas industry, somewhat reducing the regime’s access to cash, but has at 

the same time hurt energy importers by restricting global supplies and in turn raising prices. The 

US has also adopted garden-variety financial sanctions, such as freezing the assets of Iranian 

financial institutions and of those in power in Tehran. Although these measures have had some 

effect, recent, more focused financial sanctions have been more perceptive.   

 

In 2007, the US began to develop more targeted financial sanctions by cutting off Iranian banks 

from the international markets. This has increased Iran’s cost of letters of credit and thus the 

price of imports by about 15 percent. On November 6th of this year, the US treasury further 

tightened the screws on Iran by revoking its U-Turn License. When a foreign company or a 

country bought Iranian oil, it issued instructions to a US bank to issue funds in favor of an 

Iranian bank. The revocation of this license means that US banks cannot make such dollar 

transfers to Iranian financial institutions. Essentially Iranian financial institutions will be cut off 

from the US financial system. On November 26th, the US Treasury expanded the definition of 

financial institution to encompass the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and two of its 

subsidiaries, prohibiting transactions with the NIOC worldwide.  

 

Turning to the present, a number of foreign policy experts are recommending an embargo on 

Iran’s gasoline imports and more stringent financial sanctions to the Obama Administrations.  

 

A ban on Iranian gasoline imports, while sounding threatening, is just plain silly. To actually cut 

off the flow of gasoline into Iran, the US would have to take up a naval and land embargo, a very 

dangerous option and tantamount to a declaration of war, or get multilateral support, an unlikely 

development. More importantly, if the US were successful in this quest, it would be doing the 

regime in Tehran a big favor. Yes, a big favor! Iran’s fundamental economic policy mistake has 



 

been a system of all-pervasive subsidies, especially the gasoline subsidy which alone has been 

equivalent to an astonishing 15-20 percent of Iran’s GDP in recent years. The government has 

tried for over two decades to eliminate this wasteful subsidy but has been afraid to do so for fear 

of a domestic backlash. If the US tries to ban Iran’s gasoline imports, thus reducing gasoline 

consumption, it would actually be doing the regime’s work! The regime would say that this is the 

“Great Satan’s” doing and that all Iranians have no choice but to tighten their belt. The mullahs 

would have a good laugh at US ineptitude. 

 

Yes, foreign policy experts are correct that financial sanctions have been more successful. But 

“more stringent financial sanctions” as foreign policy experts recommend could be anything. 

More of the same? New sanctions? Let me explain what the US needs to do. 

 

Faced with tumbling oil prices, Iran is rapidly facing a foreign exchange crisis. The crisis has 

been years in the making because the government has increased credit rapidly and has used its 

foreign exchange earnings to support the Iranian rial within a narrow range to the dollar. In 

addition, Tehran has spent oil revenues as if there were no tomorrow. The US should get expert 

advice and adopt smart sanctions to rapidly drawdown Iran’s dwindling financial reserves and 

further isolate Iran’s financial system. First, adopt policies to start a run on the Iranian rial, 

placing further pressures on Iran’s rapidly declining financial reserves. Second, pressure the 

United Arab Emirates and Malaysia to cut off all financial cooperation with Iran. 

 

These sanctions would weaken Iran, induce the mullahs to be more forthcoming in negotiations 

and announce to Iran and beyond that US rhetoric carries more bite than bark. 
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On February 20, 2009, gold prices came under renewed pressure hitting $1,008 per ounce, 

having risen from $705 per ounce on November 13, 2008, for a 43 percent devaluation of the US 

dollar with respect to gold in a matter of about five months. As inflationary expectations were 

regaining momentum, the run-up in gold prices was a general flight from paper currencies. Gold 

markets have witnessed strong demand for coins and bars, a renewed interest in gold futures, and 

huge inflows into Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs). The speed of inflows into ETFs has been 

remarkable in February 2009. Total ETF gold holdings have jumped by 201 tons already in 

February,  a record inflow. The rush into gold has sent the strongest signal of safe-haven buying 

as a hedge against expected inflation. Gold becomes the asset of choice when paper money 

becomes Reischmark or Zimbabwe dollar.  

 

Are hedgers and speculators mistaken in their move into gold? Certainly not. Episodes of 

unmistaken rush into gold have been numerous. In 1931, the unsustainable British fiscal and 

monetary policies combined with highly overvalued wages and rising unemployment made exit 

from British currency into gold a good move. Such move compelled the UK to exit from the 

gold-exchange standard. Similar episode occurred in the context of widening US fiscal and 

external deficits and expansionary monetary policy which compelled the Nixon Administration 

to exit out of the gold-exchange standard in August 1971.  

 

A stampede toward gold, or out of an inflated currency, is not a random event. It takes place 

when unsustainable policies and long-term inflationary trends become strongly footed in the 

economy and are not perceived as readily reversible. The flight into gold took place in the 

context of negative real interest rates, widening fiscal and external deficits, and overly 

expansionary monetary policy. In the stagflationary period of the seventies, gold prices remained 

under constant pressure as US fiscal deficits and monetary expansion could not be controlled. 

Gold prices rose from $34.94 per ounce in January 1970 to a peak of $673.63 in September 

1980, or by a multiple of 19. Gold prices appreciated most against all commodities in the 

seventies. Their rise preceded a drawn-out two-digit inflation in commodities and consumer 

prices that spanned 1970-1982. Their rise was curtailed only when real interest rates became 

positive and inflationary expectation extricated. The federal funds rate had to rise to 19 percent 

in 1981 in order to stabilize monetary conditions and uproot inflationary expectations. Gold price 

increases preceded a two-digit commodity inflation at 35 percent per year during 2001M1-

2008M7, when real interest rates became negative and the US fiscal and external deficits were 

widening and were not reversible in the foreseeable future.  

 

With Obama’s $787 stimulus package becoming law, US fiscal deficits in the trillions of dollars, 

interest rates at zero bound, the announcement of unorthodox monetary policy and unlimited 

liquidity creation, and trillions of dollars in bank, industry, and housing bailouts, and 

unavoidable bank nationalizations, there is no hope for stabilization in the foreseeable future and 

the prospects of out of control inflation cannot be discounted. There is no other way to finance 



 

multi-trillion dollar fiscal deficits and multi-trillion dollar bailouts in the next four years except 

by printing money around the clock and putting more presses to work. Moreover, in spite of bank 

bankruptcies and prospects of bank nationalization the Fed has been putting in place many 

unorthodox facilities to extend multi-trillion dollars loans to sub prime markets. These facilities 

are pure credit creation out of thin air and are financed by printing money. As in previous 

episodes, the flight into gold foreshadows a drawn-out inflationary period following the collapse 

of fiscal and monetary discipline and unchecked rise in paper money. It could last as long as 

unsustainable policies remain effective.  

 

The rush into gold by wealth holders and central banks would accelerate inflationary 

expectations and spur inflation further. By substituting gold for paper currency, wealth holders 

and economic agents will reduce dramatically their demand for paper money. This will exert 

tremendous pressure on prices of goods and physical assets; the velocity of paper money will 

accelerate and the economy may experience hyperinflation if unchecked. High or hyperinflation 

will deal a blow to real economic activity. Producers will refrain from selling worthy goods for 

unworthy paper. They will reduce their supplies, thus exacerbating unemployment. 

 

The US fiscal and monetary policies under the Bush Administration have certainly created a  

credit boom and speculation; and at the same time, they bankrupted banks, redistributed free 

wealth to debtors, reduced real incomes, and pushed the economy into stagflation. The Obama 

Administration has failed to make a real change in direction and is amplifying the Bush fiscal 

and monetary chaos by pushing fiscal deficits and monetary expansion beyond unthinkable 

limits, distorting interest rates and housing prices, and preventing the crisis from running its 

course. The market would have worked faster and efficient adjustment. Ailing banks would have 

found, on their own, appropriate solutions; home prices would have adjusted and excess 

inventories could be sold. The banking crisis was instigated  by the TARP. Obama’s housing 

bailout will only prevent exorbitant speculative prices from adjusting; it will accelerate 

delinquency as every homeowner wants to be bailed out by the government; it will be disrupt 

mortgage lending and will make taxpayers pay for delinquent homeowners to have free housing. 

The Obama Administration is determined to continue with bankrupting policies. Both the US 

Treasury and the Fed are determined to inflate the way out of debt, extend the impoverishment of 

the American people, and force an indefinite period of lost growth and rapidly declining real 

incomes. While media, academics, and central banks are calling for compromising fiscal 

discipline and intensifying unconventional monetary policy as a way for bailing out debtors and 

stimulating economic growth, these policies have been responsible for the current financial 

disorder and will only establish a vicious circle of economic and financial chaos and rising 

international economic and political tensions.  

 

Bernanke’s aggressive monetary policy has failed to produce its promised magic and has so far 

cost the US huge losses in economic growth, employment, collapse of stock markets, and 

banking stability. While banks have taken over $1.5 in write-downs, being bailed out, and under 

threat of nationalization, the default rate on consumer loans is at its highest, and mortgage 

delinquency at the highest rate in spite of the lowest mortgage rates in recent memory, Bernanke 

is still determined to push trillions of loans that will be pure loss and confer massive wealth to 

new debtors. No meaningful financial intermediation can take place at such distorted interest 



 

rates. Such policy will expose banks to a huge interest and credit risks and will prevent prudent 

banks from lending. 

Obama’s promise was that the $787 stimulus package would create 4 million jobs. By 

extrapolation, Bernanke’s $1 trillion subprime loan will create another 4 million jobs. The 

combined fiscal and monetary stimuli could create more than 8 million jobs! This is easier said 

than done. Although no one knows how the Obama team computed 4 million jobs and the figure 

could have been invented for pushing further fiscal deficits and making them politically 

acceptable, multi-trillion dollars fiscal deficits, notwithstanding potential Chinese financing, will 

absorb all real savings and will deprive private sector from investment. In view of already high 

demand emanating from existing fiscal deficits, abundant liquidity, and negative real interest 

rates, more demand expansion will set off runaway prices in markets where supply conditions 

are extremely tight, especially in food and energy markets. Basic food prices are on average 

three to four times higher than four years ago forcing American families to cut on their food 

consumption; further explosion of food inflation will stall recovery. Prices are the rationing 

device for limited supplies. 

 

The US economy, or any other economy, cannot grow and create employment in such a dire 

fiscal setting, unbounded monetary policy, heightened uncertainties, and loss of confidence. 

Many episodes of financial and economic crisis in the past had to end only with strong 

stabilization programs. The remedies have been the same: restraining fiscal and monetary 

policies, boosting private investment, enhancing competitiveness, and reestablishing freer 

markets. The Obama Administration’s unrestrained fiscal deficits combined with Bernanke’s 

new financial engineering will set off inflationary dynamics and will hardly create millions of 

jobs. Record gold prices have rarely mistaken in forecasting deteriorating economic conditions. 

Besides causing a flight to gold and reviving commodity inflation, the Obama Administration’s 

policy would most likely worsen inflation, unemployment, and extend financial and housing 

crisis over the next four years. It is the government that created the crisis and it is the 

government that is prolonging the crisis. 
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In his testimony before the US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs on 

February 24, 2009, Mr.Bernanke, the US Federal Reserve Chairman, depicted a deepening 

economic recession with real output contracting at an annual 6.2 percent in 2008Q4 and 

unemployment rising to 7.6 percent. This testimony was in sharp contrast with Mr. Bernanke’s 

cheerful testimony of February 2007:  

 

“I am pleased to present the Federal Reserve's Monetary Policy Report to the Congress. Real 

activity in the United States expanded at a solid pace in 2006, although the pattern of growth was 

uneven. Real gross domestic product (GDP) is currently estimated to have increased at an annual 

rate of about 2-3/4 percent in the second half of the year. Consumer spending has continued to 

expand at a solid rate, and the demand for labor has remained strong. On average, about 165,000 

jobs per month have been added to nonfarm payrolls over the past six months, and the 

unemployment rate, at 4.6 percent in January, remains low. The business sector remains in 

excellent financial condition, with strong growth in profits, liquid balance sheets, and corporate 

leverage near historical lows… The central tendency of those forecasts is for real GDP to 

increase about 2-1/2 to 3 percent in 2007 and about 2-3/4 to 3 percent in 2008. The civilian 

unemployment rate is expected to finish both 2007 and 2008 around 4-1/2 to 4-3/4 percent.” 

 

In 2007, Mr. Bernanke was projecting solid economic growth and full employment in 2008. He 

never foresaw financial chaos and economic collapse less than a year ahead, with trillions of 

dollars in bailouts, disappearance of giant banks and investment banks, effective government 

takeover of large banks, a stock market crash that by some measures eclipses that of the Great 

Depression, and a global recession with no end in sight. Was this sudden collapse a surprise for 

economic and financial experts in the US? It was not, but for Mr. Bernanke it certainly would 

appear to have been so. Yet Mr. Bernanke had access to the most detailed and accurate economic 

and financial information, the largest pool of economic model builders and macroeconomists in 

the world and access to all major financial market participants in the US and indeed around the 

world. 

 

The rapid swing from solid growth to financial collapse and deep recession in less than two years 

has not been brought about by natural causes and can be largely explained by the Fed’s failed 

aggressive monetary policy, through reducing interest rates to zero bound, injecting unlimited 

liquidity, and trying to reinflate the economy’s way out of debt. Such powerful monetary shock 

precipitated the collapse of the dollar and drove oil and food prices to limits that disrupted many 

vital sectors such as transportation, agriculture, and manufacturing, contracted consumer 

spending, and ultimately crippled the US as well as the world economy. The house of cards was 

sent crumpling, that is an overleveraged inverted credit pyramid that was sensitive to even small 

changes in interest rates. 

Following Chairman Bernanke monetary policy report presentation before the US Congress 

Committee on Financial Services, on February 25, 2009, Mr. Ron Paul (R, Texas) criticized the 



 

Fed’s policy mistakes and fallacies to re-inflate bubbles, push unlimited negative real interest 

rate loans to over indebted consumers, and recapitalize banks through unlimited creation of 

money out of thin air. Mr. Paul attributed the economic and financial chaos to Fed’s overly 

expansionary policy since 2000, noting that trillions of dollars in bailouts and enormous fiscal 

stimuli had not yet spurred the economy.  

 

Mr. Paul made a sharp distinction between capital and credit, a notion that the Fed does not seem 

to understand. Credit can be created in unlimited fashion and through printing money; capital, 

however, cannot be produced by Fed’s liquidity creation. Capital is real consumer goods, i.e., 

corn, wheat, oil, and so on that are truly produced and saved to be transformed via investment 

into machinery, cars, fixed capital, and the like. Mr. Paul made the point that banks do want to 

loan; they had lost their real capital in form of bad loans and were now faced with negative real 

interest rates; the government recapitalization through printing money was fictitious and could 

not reconstitute real capital. He sharply criticized central banks for continuing with failed 

policies and accelerating money printing, thus undermining exchange rates and banking and 

economic stability. He stated that current out of control money printing was only preparing for a 

collapse of exchange rates and more devastating financial chaos.  

The gap between Mr. Bernanke and Mr. Paul was wide. In spite of the ongoing severe financial 

disorder and economic recession, and with much worse to come, Mr. Bernanke was not 

convinced by Mr. Paul’s strong appeal for restraining monetary policy and allowing the market 

mechanism and private sector to work and help restore economic growth. On February 25, Mr. 

Bernanke maintained that his anti-market policies would work: 

 “To break the adverse feedback loop, it is essential that we continue to complement fiscal 

stimulus with strong government action to stabilize financial institutions and financial markets. If 

actions taken by the Administration, the Congress, and the Federal Reserve are successful in 

restoring some measure of financial stability, there is a reasonable prospect that the current 

recession will end in 2009 and that 2010 will be a year of recovery.”  

He projected real GDP to recover at about 2-1/2 percent to 3-1/4 percent in 2010 and for 

inflation to remain 1/4 percent to 1 percent in 2009-2010. 

To achieve his high growth and low inflation objectives Mr. Bernanke called for a full blast 

fiscal and monetary expansion, fiscal stimulus, unlimited bailouts of banks, housing, and 

borrowers of bad loans, with the same policies that led to recession. He noted that: 

 

 “Some borrowers presumably knew what they were getting into, but from a public policy point 

of view, the large amount of foreclosures are detrimental not just to the borrower and lender but 

to the broader system. In many of these situations we have to trade off the moral hazard issue 

against the greater good.” 

 

Why are large amount of foreclosures detrimental not just to borrowers and lenders but also to 

the broader system? If the large amount of foreclosures reflects an excessive overvaluation and a 

large market imbalance between supply and demand, why not let an orderly market adjustment 

take place to obtain equilibrium prices? Was the sharp drop of oil prices from $147/barrel to 

$35/barrel detrimental? Is it helpful to the financial system to bail out obvious Ponzi finance and 

prevent speculative housing prices from adjusting? Is increasing tax liabilities to subsidize overly 



 

inflated speculative prices good for the system? Is subsidizing millions of people to live far 

above their means a sound public policy? What is the greater good Mr. Bernanke wanted to 

achieve by transferring free wealth to debtors by taxing wage earners, pensioners, and future 

taxpayers? It is a zero-sum game.  

 

After slashing federal funds rate to zero, Mr. Bernanke vowed to use unorthodox instruments for 

money creation by pushing the central bank into lending programs to nonbank sectors, forced 

loans for triple A subprime consumers and mortgage credit, and revive the already defunct 

securitization. In spite of the highest household indebtedness and highest rates of default, he put 

in place a $600 billion facility for buying mortgage backed-securities and $1 trillion for a Term 

Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility for subprime borrowers. With banks hit by unbearable 

losses and learning the hard lessons of unsafe banking, Mr. Bernanke this time is now creating 

billions in toxic assets on the Fed’s balance sheet to loose at taxpayer’s expense.  

 

What is peculiar about Mr. Bernanke is that so far he seems to have remained unaware of the 

extent of the damage he has caused by his cheap money policy. He has blamed the crisis on 

everything except on the Fed’s destabilizing policies. He blamed the current crisis on the housing 

market and does not acknowledge the link between the housing crisis and imprudent monetary 

policy:  

 

“The immediate trigger of the crisis was the end of housing booms in the United States and other 

countries and the associated problems in mortgage markets, notably the collapse of the US 

subprime mortgage market.”  

 

Such an explanation, pointing to the effect instead of the cause, may mislead laymen; it diverts 

attention from true causes, which were excessive fiscal deficits, and unusually cheap money 

policy that pushed liquidity and lending beyond all safety limits. Fiscal and money excesses 

caused the enduring stagflation of the 1970s without any housing crisis. His simplistic view 

seems to be that if house prices recover to speculative levels, the economy will also recover. His 

theory of the Great Depression was that the Fed was liquidationist; unfortunately, his unsafe 

monetary policy has been liquidating banks, stocks, growth, employment, and imposing trillion 

of dollars in bailouts, activities aptly coined by Joseph Stiglitz, as “cash for trash.” 

 

In spite of G20 commitment to strengthen banking safety, Mr. Bernanke has remained imprudent 

about monetary policy and totally oblivious to financial safety. His unlimited liquidity creation 

will defeat all bank safety regulations. He has ignored the extensive and predictive literature on 

financial crises that has been expounded since the 18th Century, the strong warnings since 1998 

following the Asian crisis and the collapse of hedge funds, expressed by the likes of Maurice 

Allais and Joseph Stiglitz, about securitization and eminent collapse of highly inverted credit 

pyramids, and the warnings about the housing bubble. As a Chairman of the Council of 

Economic Advisors and a voting member in the Fed, he has never addressed the safety of the 

policies he was advocating or the risks of the ensuing asset bubbles. 

 

Mr. Bernanke has seemingly ignored capital theory as developed by Bohm-Bawerk and others. 

Such lack of understanding about capital and money was indicated from his statement:  

 



 

“With the federal funds rate near its floor … the Federal Reserve also established new lending 

facilities and expanded existing facilities to enhance the flow of credit to businesses and 

households”.  

 

Mr. Bernanke was certainly fooling the public. The credit system works from depositors and 

savings to banks then to borrowers. It never works from central bank money creation to 

borrowers. That is pure counterfeiting, confiscatory, inflationary and totally irresponsible central 

banking.  

 

Borrowers do not borrow money for itself. They borrow it to buy real capital. It is the loss of real 

capital that is at the heart of the banking crisis. The Fed’s new facilities are not backed by any 

real capital, and as such they cannot be enhancing the flow of credit; they are purely 

redistributive of wealth in favor of new debtors. If Bernanke’s money creation was the creation 

of true wealth, all what we need to do to create wealth for Africa is to tell African countries to 

run their money printing presses at high speed to have unlimited wealth! Unfortunately, Mr. 

Bernanke was not the first central banker to be attracted to printing money. Germany 1920-23, 

Zimbabwe 2008, and so many others before, and all with the same result-- hyperinflation and 

unbearable decline in real per capita income. 

 

As banks have been piling up excess reserves, not generated by depositors but injected by the 

Fed, that they could not lend safely and profitably, the Fed has been short-circuiting banks and 

lending directly at extremely low interest rates to non-banks, raising serious concern about 

transparency. Lack of understanding of capital theory is substantiated by zero-interest rates. As 

printing money is costless, the Fed can afford pushing interest rates to zero. However, production 

of real capital is costly in terms of real resources. Such huge distortion of the price of capital 

goes against classical capital theory that prices capital in line to its productive power and time 

preference, i.e., abstinence. Forcing interest rates to abnormally low levels will undermine banks 

by making banking unprofitable, squeeze savings, and undermine investment. As real capital 

keeps shrinking as it has been doing in recent years, economic growth and employment would be 

severely undermined. Simply put, zero interest rates will give the US the Japanese economic 

experience of the 1990s. 

 

Mr. Bernanke has forecast recovery and almost no inflation in 2010. Can we believe these latest 

Bernanke predictions if his previous forecast of rapid turnaround thanks to magic interest rates 

cuts and vast monetary and fiscal stimuli packages turned out totally wrong? Mr. Bernanke could 

be surprised at each testimony by failing indicators; others, such as Mr. Ron Paul hardly were. 

 

President Obama has announced a blueprint budget that would push government spending to an 

unprecedented level, fiscal deficit to an unimagined level of $1,750 billion or 13 percent of GDP 

in 2009, public debt to the sky, and makes a mockery of fiscal discipline and restraint. Such 

budget could be the most unsustainable budget in the US history and a blueprint for long-term 

economic instability. If not heavily financed by foreigners, it will swallow all domestic savings 

and demolish private investment. Combined with Bernanke’s gigantic money creation and zero 

interest rates, real savings most likely will disappear for many years to come and inflationary 

financing could be unavoidable. Intensifying inflationary dynamics will erode real activity and 

accentuate financial chaos and economic decline.  



 

 

Let’s just pray that somewhere in the ongoing fiscal and monetary chaos there is a miracle 

coming to the rescue. 
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The latest US jobs report announced on March 6 does not make good reading. Job losses over the 

last three months are put at nearly 2 million and 4.4 million since the beginning of this recession 

in December 2007. The losses over the last four months are the worst in the post WWII era and 

total losses in this recession are comparable to those in the worst post WWII recession of the 

early 1980s when unemployment peaked at 10.8 in 1982. There are now 12.5 million Americans 

unemployed. We have long said that unemployment may peak in the double-digit figures and 

with this latest jobs report, you can bet the family farm on it.  

 

With the unfolding unemployment picture, the Obama Administration and the US Federal 

Reserve have swung into high gear.  The Obama Administration started with a big bang. 

Although highly populist, raising expectations, and with various merits, the stimulus will push 

fiscal deficits and US debt to uncharted levels. As such, it could seriously destabilize the US 

economy by depleting further savings and private investment, widening external deficits, 

depreciating the US dollar, and in view of its gigantic size, running the risk of triggering highest 

inflation in recent US history. The Republicans in both Houses of Congress rebuffed the 

administration’s $789 billion stimulus program, labeled by some lawmakers as “theft” and by 

Senator McCain as a “generation theft”. All this will, in time, spill over onto the rest of the 

world. 

 

In defending his program before the US Congress, President Obama indicated that his program 

was not his idea; Harvard Professors who cannot be wrong (we have heard that before!) 

developed it and therefore its well-reasoned size and recovery power should not be questioned. 

My bottom line, he said, is to make sure that we are saving or creating four million jobs, we are 

making sure that the financial system is working again, that homeowners are getting some relief. 

Mr. Obama maintained that without his gigantic stimulus program the country will face a 

catastrophe. Such was indeed the similar threat leveled by Bernanke and Paulson to push for 

their TARP money. While the meaning of catastrophe is not clear, wrong policies could also 

increase economic and social pains for millions of vulnerable people. One thing is clear; Mr. 

Obama’s program is not immune from this risk and if it fails it will stress the world to no end. 

 

Endorsing essentially the same unfocused policies as the Bush administration, President Obama 

sees no limit to bailouts, in spite of their confiscatory and pure wealth redistribution effects in 

favor of bankers and speculators and at the expense of taxpayers, the homeless, workers and 

fixed income earners. A recent CNN survey in fact showed that bailouts have already totaled $ 

11.5 trillion, or 70 percent of GDP.11 

 

As a matter of fact, Fed’s policy under Greenspan has made millions of homeowners happy 

owning expensive houses, brand new cars, furniture, and borrowing on their home equity 

(estimated in 2007 at $9 trillion) to finance a very lavish lifestyle thanks to rapidly rising home 

 
11 http://money.cnn.com/news/specials/storysupplement/bailout_scorecard/index.html 

http://money.cnn.com/news/specials/storysupplement/bailout_scorecard/index.html


 

prices without any income or savings. Whose savings were being used? The collapsing stock 

market index and banks hold the answer. It is the hard working people and retirees who are 

seeing their savings being handed over gratuitously by the Fed to borrowers who will enjoy huge 

wealth freely without paying for it. Those who saved during a lifetime will retire poor. That’s 

justice for you. 

  

All the while, the Obama Administration seems to be pressuring the dependent “independent” 

Federal Reserve to unleash further money supply and to force loans back into the subprime 

markets in spite of highest default rates in these markets. Mr. Bernanke, locked up in his 

sheltered world, does not seem to be aware of the cascading job losses, with much more to come. 

Although admitting that interest rates were at zero bound, he said that the Fed faced no limit to 

expand its balance sheet as a way to push liquidity in the economy; he informed the Congress 

that he intended to do so. Maurice Allais, the renowned French economist, condemned money 

creation out of nothing as counterfeiting. He wrote: in essence, the present creation of money, 

out of nothing by the banking system, is similar: “ I do not hesitate to say it in order to make 

people clearly realize what is at stake here - to the creation of money by counterfeiters, so rightly 

condemned by law.”12 

 

While the ongoing US recession and financial crisis were brought about by the very same 

policies that Mr. Obama is now championing, he will make economic stabilization more difficult 

for his successors who will be forced to rein in fiscal deficits and monetary expansion, not 

willingly, but under forced conditions. 

 
Mr. Geithner, the US Treasury Secretary, announced a four-point plan on February 10, 2009 for 

rescuing banks and stepping up credit to business and consumers. First, the Treasury will “stress-

test” the biggest banks with more than $100 billion in assets and provide capital to those that 

need it. Second, the Treasury will provide $100 billion in seed money to expand the Federal 

Reserve's Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) from $200 billion to  $1 trillion, 

injecting money for consumers and small business loans in sub prime markets, and in which 

investors in bonds backed by credit card and other consumer loans can swap those bonds for 

Treasury Securities. The TALF aims at reviving securitization of credit cards, auto and small 

business loans. Assets rediscounted under the TALF are non-recourse loans, which means that 

the Fed will bear all risks associated with these assets. Third, the Treasury will create a private-

public partnership to take toxic assets off banks' balance sheets with an initial capital of $500 

with the prospect to expand it to $1 trillion. Fourth, the Fed and Treasury will commit $50 billion 

to reduce mortgage payments and establish loan modification guidelines. 

 

Before outlining his financial stability plan, Mr. Geithner said “I want to explain how we got 

here. The causes of the crisis are many and complex…. Governments and central banks around 

the world pursued policies that, with the benefit of hindsight, caused a huge global boom in 

credit, pushing up housing prices and financial markets to levels that defied gravity. Investors 

and banks took risks they did not understand. Individuals, businesses, and governments 

borrowed beyond their means. There were systematic failures in the checks and balances in the 

system, by Boards of Directors, by credit rating agencies, and by government regulators…. 

 
12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice_Allais#Notable_quotes 



 

These failures helped lay the foundation for the worst economic crisis in generations. Our 

challenge is much greater today because the American people have lost faith in the leaders of our 

financial institutions, and are skeptical that their government has - to this point -- used taxpayers’ 

money in ways that will benefit them. This has to change. We believe that access to public 

support is a privilege, not a right. When our government provides support to banks, it is not for 

the benefit of banks, it is for the businesses and families who depend on bank and for the benefit 

of the country….. This program will require a substantial and sustained commitment of public 

resources. Congress has already authorized substantial resources for this effort…..But I want to 

be candid: this strategy will cost money, involve risk, and take time. As costly as this effort may 

be, we know that the cost of a complete collapse of our financial system would be incalculable 

for families, for businesses and for our nation.” 

Let us hope that by governments and central banks around the world Mr. Geithner was not 

referring to Zimbabwe which was running an astronomical inflation rate. Why did he not refer 

directly to the US fiscal deficits and US Fed as the main contributors to the present crisis? 

Certainly, Mr. Geithner as a voting member in the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 

was a staunch supporter of the same policy that pushed housing prices to levels that defied 

gravity. By still advocating the same policy, he was all along supporting as a policymaker in the 

Bush Administration, the economy will still remain “here”. While Mr. Geithner explanation fits 

well the Fed’s views, which have always ignored the role of interest rate cuts and their powerful 

inflationary effect in causing economic recession, a more complete elaboration was advanced by 

Professor John Taylor in the Wall Street Journal on February, 9, 2009: “A third policy response 

was the very sharp reduction in the target federal-funds rate to 2% in April 2008 from 5.25% in 

August 2007..…The most noticeable effect of this rate cut was a sharp depreciation of the dollar 

and a large increase in oil prices. After the start of the crisis, oil prices doubled to over $140 in 

July 2008, before plummeting back down as expectations of world economic growth declined. 

But by then the damage of the high oil prices had been done. After a year of such mistaken 

prescriptions, the crisis suddenly worsened in September and October 2008. We experienced a 

serious credit crunch, seriously weakening an economy already suffering from the lingering 

impact of the oil price hike and housing bust.” 

 

Mr. Geithner top priority was to clean up toxic assets irrespective of the fiscal cost for such 

clean-up and its social inequity. Not doing so would, in his opinion, have incalculable 

consequences for American families. He omitted the incalculable consequences that will befall 

American families as the debt burden of these bailouts unfold over time. While billions have 

been, are being and will be rushed to bankers, no social program has been drawn to help a rising 

number of homeless and poor people. As the TARP became a precedent, he has not hesitation to 

contemplate a new facility at $500 billion for buying toxic assets. While Paulson found out that 

handling toxic assets was prohibitive and impractical, Geithner still wants to buy these assets. 

Bernanke and Geithner have become entangled in a vicious circle. By expanding the TAFL to $1 

trillion, Bernanke will create the toxic assets that Geithner will have to buy. The beneficiaries of 

these loans will enjoy free wealth! 

 

In hearings with banks on February 11, 2009, the US Congress admonished banks to lend 

irrespective of risk. Banks defended themselves and confirmed that they were lending. A new 

ideology has taken hold both in the US Congress and the new Administration: force banks to 



 

lend regardless of risk and reward. Such has never the role of banks, to hand out cash to all 

borrowers that will never pay it back. This practice will endanger the very existence of banks and 

will lead to legal looting. Banks that surrender to pressure to lend indiscriminately will certainly 

face losses and even liquidation. The US Treasury is moving towards nationalization of the 

“banks that are too big to fail” in the most costly way. If it wants to save these banks it should 

move quickly and desisively to temporary nationalize these banks to minimize taxpayer costs 

and reduce market uncertainties. 

 

In a WSJ article on February 11, 2009, Mr. Peter Ferrera, a former member of Reagan economic 

team contrasted Reaganomics with Obamanomics. He noted that President Obama wanted higher 

taxes, more regulation, more spending and loose money. He compared Obama’s program with 

Ronald Reagan’s economic recovery program which had four specific components. The first was 

across-the-board reductions in tax rates to provide incentives for saving, investment, 

entrepreneurship and work. The second component was deregulation to remove unnecessary 

costs on the economy. The third was the control of government spending. The fourth was tight, 

anti-inflation monetary policy, which was spectacularly successful. Inflation was cut in half to 

6.2% in 1982 from 13.2% in 1980, and cut in half again to 3.2% in 1983. These policies worked, 

and put the economy on a sustained growth path in just two years, an economy that was arguably 

in far worse shape than today's, and pulled it from a protracted double-digit inflation, double-

digit unemployment, double-digit interest rates, declining incomes, and rising poverty. The 

Obama Administration's economic policies do not include any of the four Reagan components. 

In fact, the stimulus plan is one of the biggest increases in government spending known to man, 

while the Fed is furiously reinflating, sowing more havoc down the line. 

 

Is  the Obama stimulus program capable of pulling the economy from recession? The answer 

would be yes if the fiscal deficit was small or the budget was in surplus as inherited by Bush 

from the Clinton Administration, the external current account was in surplus, and the economy 

was not suffering from exorbitant food prices. With the US fiscal deficit at historical record and 

the external current account at its largest level, a stimulus package would have no impact as 

shown by Pelosi’s $160 billion package. The latter translated into higher inflation and more 

external deficit. The financing of Obama’s stimulus program has been deliberately avoided by 

the Obama Administration and the Congress. If it is financed by foreign borrowing, then it will 

have negligible effect on growth and unemployment and will contribute to enlarge the external 

deficit. If it financed domestically, it will crowd out the private sector and still will have a 

negligible impact on both growth and employment. If it is financed through inflation, it will have 

disastrous economic and social consequences. Nonetheless, in view of its ominous size, the 

stimulus package will have grave inflationary impact on both the US and the rest of the world, 

and reduce the real wealth of foreign holders of US dollars, with ominous implications for the 

future role of the dollar as an international reserve asset. 

 

Could Obama have chosen a less controversial and safer economic program? The answer is yes. 

Obama could have considered a stabilization program that would narrow down the fiscal deficit, 

bring monetary policy to orthodoxy, free interest rates, and uproot inflationary pressure 

especially in food prices. The present monetary policy is unsafe and is only laying the 

groundwork for an even more devastating financial crisis in the future. There is no economy that 

can grow with zero interest rates. Keynes has long discussed the role of expectations in 



 

entrepreneurial decisions. When interest rates are at a minimum level, below which they can no 

longer fall, banks expect interest rates to rise significantly, they cannot commit long-term loans 

which will suffer capital losses and negative income margins. The US economy will remain 

depressed as long as interest rates are depressed by the Fed. The Obama Administration could 

have freed interest rates so capital markets could resume lending without any government 

intervention. It could have addressed exorbitant foods prices that will depress non-essential 

spending and elaborated programs for higher food supply and more competitive food industries. 

As shown clearly by the rise in retail sales in January 2009, a decline in necessities prices could 

have a quicker and more powerful effect in reviving the economy.  

 

President Obama has evidently embraced Bush’s economic policies. With his stimulus program 

now approved and his monetary policy out of control, the US economy is facing high 

uncertainties and economic and financial instability. The dollar could come under renewed 

pressure. Poverty could reach painful dimensions. His program may ruin the growth foundations 

of the US economy for some time to come. Geithner knows why we are “here”. His resolute 

adherence to out-of-bound fiscal deficit, grandiose bailouts, combined with Bernanke zero 

interest rates and unlimited destruction of money, will keep us “here” for a number of difficult 

years. 
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On March 14, the G-20 finance ministers and central bank governors met in London to draft an 

agenda for the eagerly awaited G-20 summit to be held on April 2 in London. The ministers did 

not adequately address the nuts and bolts issues and they misdiagnosed the reasons underlying 

the global economic and financial meltdown. There is still time to improve and strengthen the 

agenda before April 2. If they fail, the April meeting will be piled on the trash heap of history, 

another meeting with no substantive results.  

 

The leaders must address a number of pressing issues and set up an effective structure for 

addressing them. They cannot resolve the world’s economic and financial woes in one day, but 

they can set up a sound foundation for addressing them and avoiding similar problems in the 

future. Such an achievement, much more than soaring rhetoric, would give financial institutions, 

investors and consumers around the world badly needed confidence. The world needs assurance 

that there is light at the end of the tunnel. There are today a number of committees for addressing 

global economic and financial issues, most prominently: at the level of heads of state, the G-7 

(and the G-8 to include Russia), and more recently the G-20; at the ministerial level, the G-20, 

The International Monetary and Financial Committee of the IMF (IMFC), The Development 

Committee (World Bank and IMF), the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD); and at the level of international institutions, the annual meetings of the 

IMF and the World Bank. Yet, with all of these forums and more, little economic coordination 

and cooperation of significance seems to ever emerge. The most important reason for failure is 

nationalism and the absence of commitment to international solutions for what “appear” to 

politicians as largely national problems requiring national solutions. Today, however, for the first 

time in recent memory, leaders admit the world faces a truly global crisis, one that may be only 

trumped by the Great Depression. To address these issues, world leaders must address a number 

of overriding issues and set up the infrastructure to follow up on what will, in all likelihood, be 

eloquent and potentially empty words.  

 

The nuts and bolts issues 

 

First, the G-20 leaders should commit to the G-20 as the forum, possibly modified or expanded, 

to address global economic issues. The G-7 or the G-8 forums are no longer realistic avenues as 

they exclude China, India, Brazil and a number of other growing economic powerhouses. If they 

make such a commitment to the G-20, then they should set up a practical mechanism to address 

its membership. The G-20 was formed as in 1999 as an informal organization to address 

international issues in a wider forum than the G-7 or G-8. If the G-20 is to become the forum, 

then the leaders should address a number of issues. Is 20 the right number for membership? 

While some countries should be, without a doubt, members, should others—such as Argentina, 

Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and the European Union- today have a permanent seat at the 

table with no mechanism for revising membership or rotating countries, as does the UN Security 

Council for its non-permanent slots? Given Europe’s number of seats, should the EU continue to 



 

have an additional seat? There must be no doubt as to the fairness in the structure of the G-20 to 

foster global cooperation. 

 

For the G-20 to achieve its mission and be effective, the temporary secretariat structure (put in 

place by the rotating chairmanship, currently the UK) should be replaced by a high caliber 

permanent secretariat to afford continuity to the work agenda adopted by the G-20. Without such 

a secretariat, the G-20 will be only a forum for photo ops and great, but empty, speeches. 

 

Second, the international financial architecture is in dire need of overhaul. Should we embrace a 

World Central Bank to control money creation to restore financial stability and prevent an 

inflationary spiral? Should we create an international reserve asset to replace the dollar to restore 

symmetry to international financial system? 

 

Third, financial supervision (including banking, investment banking and insurance), financial 

regulation, accounting standards must be made global. We have seen how the US sub-prime 

debacle has brought the world to its knees. How can a globalizing world let individual countries 

act irresponsibly to the detriment of the world? Every country has a stake in global financial 

stability and it is the largest economies that significantly affect global financial and economic 

wellbeing. While at the March 14 meeting the Europeans saw this as the key issue requiring a 

remedy, the US continued to push financial bailouts and coordinated stimuli.  

 

The wrong diagnosis  

 

Before adopting policies to address the global meltdown, the heads of state have to agree on 

what ails the world. Here is where the ministers meeting truly fell short. Let’s first take a look 

back on what we have down in the last few months before giving our diagnosis and prescription. 

 

When Paulson and Bernanke pushed for the TARP in September 2008, they said that the $700 

billion bailout was the best recipe for American families. Without the bailout, life would end! 

They promised a quick turnaround and that the economy would generate millions of jobs. When 

Bernanke started his aggressive monetary policy back in August 2007, leading to zero interest 

rates and massive liquidity injection, he promised solid economic growth. Geithner, carrying the 

same message as his predecessor at the Treasury, said unlimited bailout of banks is the best 

solution for American families; without bank bailouts, American families would face an 

unimaginable economic decline. Obama’s message is that his history making budget deficit of 

$1.8 trillion in 2009, 13 percent of GDP, would avert an economic catastrophe. In early 2008, 

Bush promised that Pelosi’s $160 billion stimulus package would bring quick recovery in July 

2008. Fear tactics and promises! 

 

Apparently record US fiscal deficits, incredible bailouts amounting to $11.5 trillion, vast stimuli, 

zero interest rates, and unlimited supply of credit should be expected to make good on these 

promises and bring about fantastic growth and fuller employment. Disappointingly and instead, 

banks are under nationalization, stocks have collapsed, and unemployment rose to 8.1 percent in 

February 2009 and is expected to climb much higher. What happened to the Harvard multiplier 

that it seems to be working in reverse?  



 

Bernanke has wanted us to believe that the financial and economic crises are due to the end of 

the housing boom in the US. Academics, media, and policy makers have embraced his theory. In 

a Wall Street Article titled “Obama's Mortgage Plan Is What We Need” Governor David 

Paterson of New York State said, “What is sometimes lost in the public discussion of our current 

economic crisis, amid the $787 billion stimulus package and the multibillion dollar bailouts of 

banks and insurance companies, is the root cause. The economic downturn began as a mortgage 

crisis and will not end until we solve that problem. The Obama Administration seems to 

understand this.” Apparently according to such soothsayers, we will remain in the abyss until the 

mortgage crisis is solved.  

 

What is the solution to the mortgage crisis? It depends on who you are, your stake, and how you 

understand it. Recognizing that houses were bought by homeowners who had no savings or even 

income to service any mortgage payment, Bernanke wanted a full bailout for homeowners for the 

“public good”. That is certainly a radical solution compared to a piecemeal approach. It puts the 

mortgage nightmare behind us. Geithner wanted a Treasury funded “bad bank” or a public-

private fund that will buy trillions of dollars in toxic assets. Harvard academics wanted to 

preclude any fall in housing price through full government subsidies. Some proposed a tax credit 

of $15,000 on each house bought. Evidently, a market solution that will avoid billions in 

taxpayers money and administrative cost has been forcefully opposed by the US Congress, 

politicians, and academics alike.  

 

Besides subprime meltdown view of the origin of the financial crisis, other pundits retrace it to 

securitization and overleveraging. Their argument suggested that hedge funds financed by 

investment banks were overleveraged 30:1 or even 100:1. Greed, fees, and self-interest led to 

overleveraging through the proliferation of credit derivatives such as CDOs, CDSs, CLOs, 

ABSs, etc. Rating agencies were also enticed by high profits and rated everything triple A. Ponzi 

swindlers such as the Madoffs and Sanfords of this world, found a favorable environment for 

fraud. One of  the most exotic explanation for the crisis was put forward by some academics who 

blamed the Black-Scholes option pricing formula and held it solely responsible for the financial 

crisis. Yet the formula was published in 1973 and did not cause a crisis upon its publication! 

Moreover, the formula only explained option prices that existed hundred years before its 

publication and can be seen as an extension of Paul Samuelson’s 1966 option pricing approach. 

Finally, the thesis adopted in the G-20 summit in November 2008 was that financial crisis 

stemmed from unregulated financial systems. Although they have divergent approaches, G-20 

governments nonetheless agreed that there was a need to strengthen the regulatory and 

supervisory framework in their respective countries. It was proposed that G-20 reconvene on 

April 2, 2009 to review progress in regulation.  

 

What ails the global economy? 

 

Hence, while there is no dearth of explanations for the financial crisis, attention has been 

completely diverted from a central cause of the financial crisis, namely US fiscal deficits and 

highly expansionary monetary policy. In response to Bernanke’s deflation scare in 2002, Alan 

Greenspan immediately cut interest rates. US Fed’s decisions to turn interest rates largely 

negative in real terms were not random. They were deliberate decisions with the very purpose to 

boost credit regardless of risk. They were debated in the FOMC meetings at the US FED, 



 

adopted in full recognition by high ranking FED governors, and recorded in FOMC proceedings. 

Banks, China, Sovereign Wealth Funds, hedge funds, and money market funds were swamped 

with endless supply of dollar liquidity deliberately pushed by the US Fed. So what to did we do 

with this deluge? It went to subprime borrowers who suddenly and happily became rich. Ponzis 

proliferated, CEOs and hedge funds managers made huge fees, and speculators made large gains. 

They all played by the Fed’s rule and accomplished exactly what the Fed wanted them to 

achieve: shovel mountains of liquidity into the economy. This is what the world should have 

coined as “shovel ready,” way before the projects slated for the bailout package. There is no way 

to absorb safely and productively unlimited liquidity. The crisis is a natural outcome of Fed’s 

mismanagement. While better regulation and supervision would have given signals of the 

pending disaster and more warnings, it is unlikely that it would have stopped the FED. 

 

There is no disagreement that financial systems have to be better and more effectively regulated 

and supervised in every country. Yet, when central banks by-pass prudent banks, lend directly to 

consumers and high risk borrowers, and incur capital loss, does regulation have a place? If the 

ultimate aim of the central bank is to deliberately ruin the value of money, then tight bank 

regulation becomes totally meaningless. Even a 19th century system with no hedge funds, CDSs, 

or Black-Scholes formula would collapse, and as it did in the UK in 1848. Regulatory issues 

should also be a priority for the forthcoming G-20 summit on April 2. But what should be the 

pressing priority for the G-20 summit is a reversal of the dangerous financial policies that were 

responsible for the crisis and that were being perpetuated regardless of food and energy crisis in 

2008, GDP contraction in 2008Q4, and growing unemployment. The financial crisis was brought 

about by dangerous policies of major reserve currency central banks. These policies would have 

devastated the financial system and the economy even in best regulated banking environment. 

These same central banks are now entangled in a furious war of zero-interest rates, unlimited 

money supply, and competitive depreciation. Simultaneously, governments are running record 

fiscal deficits. Perpetuating fiscal and monetary disasters that brought about the current financial 

crisis and world economic recession will be very dangerous for world trade and freedom. The 

financial anarchy following the great depression and beggar-thy-neighbor policies led to a full-

scale world war. Only the war convinced politicians that financial stability was a mandatory 

requirement for world trade and economic stability. 

 

G-20 Leaders have to rein in central banks from destroying the value of money and undermining 

monetary stability. Hyperinflation can be expected ahead. One hears this warning not only from 

academicians but also from savy investors such as Warren Buffett. The members of the G-20 

should talk each other into reason before there is more despair and the inevitable march towards 

protectionism. In 1982, global economic recovery began with highest interest rates and restrained 

monetary policy. Zero interest rates and abundant liquidities destroy savings, which are 

necessary for investment and growth. Suppliers find themselves awash with liquidity, the cost of 

carry for holding back commodities is negligible when interest rates are near zero, and have no 

need to sell commodities for raising cash since cash is obtained freely from banks. Hence they 

hold back their commodities from the market. This reduces real supplies and exacerbates further 

commodity prices. Unlimited credit expansion by central bank will push demand far beyond 

commodity supplies. It will result in pure price increase. Real income will decline and poverty 

will spread. Inflationary dynamics will intensify and create a serious contraction of the real 

economy.  



 

 

Large US fiscal deficits and the inevitable US current account deficits have been another cause 

for the current economic crisis. Large fiscal deficits will increase aggregate demand and contract 

real supply. They will simply exhaust saving and fuel inflation. They will undermine private 

sector growth and aggravate unemployment. Boosting fiscal deficits at this juncture will be 

dangerous path for world economy which is in dire need of stability. It will translate into rapid 

inflation, exchange rate instability, and growing unemployment. Large US current account 

deficits are simply not sustainable. The world has known this but has turned a blind eye for about 

twenty years.  The US must increase ts savings rate. It cannot simply tell China (or earlier Japan) 

to consume more. The US must control what it can to restore international balances and exchage 

rate stability.  

 

The ongoing financial crisis has reached unmanageable proportions politically, financially, and 

economically. Its fallouts are unpredictable and could be indeed as severe as that of the Great 

Depression. The G-20 summit should take a sober approach, be responsible, prudent, and use this 

as the occasion for establishing the foundation for rescuing the world economy from present 

fiscal and monetary chaos that is being propagated by major reserve currency countries. The 

summit should re-order priorities, rein in central banks, and renounce un-sustainable fiscal 

deficits. At the same time, the leaders should make a comittement to develop the mechanisms for 

other supporting policies and iniatives: promote the G-20 as the forum for international 

economic discussions by world leaders and developing a permanent secretariat for the G-20, 

establish an international system for financial regulatory and supervisory control, reform the IMF 

and World Bank, revamp the international financial architecture, and broadly coordinate 

economic and financial policies.  

World economic recovery can occur only in a stable money and fiscal environment as 

demonstrated in 1873-1907, 1950-1966, and 1982-2000. The private sector is wary of present 

fiscal and money chaos. It will refrain from any investment as huge uncertainties continue to 

prevail. G-20 summit is the best opportunity and occasion to restore private sector confidence by 

restoring fiscal and monetary restraints, removing interest rates distortions,  re-establishing free 

market, emphasizing world supplies of food and energy, and laying the foundation for badly 

needed international financial and economic cooperatio 

 

The world, more than anything else, needs a big boost in confidence. On April 2, the G-20 can 

take this opportunity to provide confidence by addressing the real issues or it can waffle and let 

the international financial system and the economy meander without a rudder. International 

meetings provide an opportunity to provide leadership and confidence to demonstrate that 

countries are working together for global solutions, but by building expectations, failure can 

cause great harm. Such meetings are not costless. Preparation and follow through are the keys to 

success. Let’s hope that the ministers strengthen the April 2 agenda before it is too late. 
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As a result of uncontrolled expenditures and capital flight, Iran’s financial reserves have declined 

such that it would barely support six to nine months of imports.  

 

On top of these broad policy shortfalls, the government initially encouraged rapid population 

growth (later reversed), which resulted in roughly a doubling of the population between 1979 

and 2001 and placed pressures on infrastructure, education, and healthcare. Creating gainful 

employment for the country’s youth has been, and will continue to be, the major challenge for 

Iran, at least in the first two decades of this century. Iran’s official unemployment rate has been 

10 to 17 percent over the last five years, with the true figure in the 20-25 percent range. Given 

this depressing landscape, highly educated university graduates are attempting to leave Iran with 

little intention of coming back. This has dire implications for Iran’s future.  

 

To absorb the rapidly growing labor force, Iran has no choice but to achieve much higher GDP 

growth rates. The required growth cannot come from the over-employed and inefficient public 

sector but must instead come from a vibrant private sector. Iran needs to grow at roughly 10 

percent per year, a rate that it has never come close to achieving for many years, just to bring 

unemployment to the single digits. The policies for an economic turnaround are obvious, but the 

regime has not embraced comprehensive policies in times of plenty, because it feels threatened. 

It will be even less likely to adopt them in the coming lean times.  

 

A broad indicator of Iran’s general economic performance is how the outside world gauges 

Iran’s economic conditions, which is indicated by the low level of foreign direct investment 

(FDI). The reasons are many: Iran’s historically unattractive policies toward FDI, its sub-par 

economic performance and outlook, negative press coverage, a less-than-attractive business 

climate, and US sanctions.  

 

Since as early as 1992, I have stressed to the Iranian government’s highest levels the importance 

of comprehensive policy reforms. On one memorable occasion, after two hours of discussion 

with a member of the regime’s inner circle, I received a startling response. The individual agreed 

with me on everything that I had said, but concluded that there was no need for reform, because 

Iranians had enough to eat and the policies I recommended would only threaten the regime’s 

short-run survival. I warned that the task would be more difficult the longer the  

government waited, because economic conditions would deteriorate further and the average 

Iranian would have less faith in the government. Needless to say, my advice fell on deaf ears.  

In sum, Iran’s economic failures since the revolution of 1979 have been almost breathtaking. 

Will economic failure be the tsunami that topples the regime in Tehran? Or will it make the 

regime more compliant, affording the new administration in Washington an unexpected foreign 

policy boost? Could rapprochement with the United States be the basis of an economic 

turnaround?  

 

Recent Developments  

 



 

Starting in 2007, the United States began to develop more targeted sanctions by reducing the 

access of Iranian banks to the international financial system. This has increased Iran’s cost of 

letters of credit and thus the price of imports by about 15 percent.  

 

On November 6, 2008, the United States treasury further tightened restrictions on Iran by 

revoking its U-Turn License. Ever since the Iranian Revolution, US administrations have 

allowed Iran to sell oil to non-US entities for dollars. Thus, when a foreign entity bought Iranian 

oil, it issued instructions to a US bank to issue funds to an Iranian bank. The fund transfers to 

Iranian banks were achieved through what has been coined a U-Turn. The revocation of this 

license means that US banks cannot make such dollar transfers to Iranian financial institutions. 

Up until recently, the US treasury had been persuaded of the advantageousness of this financial 

U-Turn License, because it added to the demand for dollars and afforded the United States the 

benefits of seignorage (or the costless issuance of paper money which bought something at time 

of issue). In revoking Iran’s license, the United States is signaling to Iran that it has discovered 

which sanctions are more effective and can thus gain leverage.  

 

On November 26, 2008, the US Treasury’s Office of Foreign Asset Control went further, 

expanding the definition of financial institution to encompass the National Iranian Oil Company 

(NIOC) and two of its subsidiaries. The Iranian Transaction Regulations will now prohibit most 

transactions with the NIOC and its subsidiaries worldwide.  

 

While these recent actions are beginning to take a toll on Iran, lower oil prices will squeeze Iran 

even more. Over the last four years, when oil peaked at nearly US$150 per barrel in July of 

2008, the Iranian government spent oil revenues with no regard to Iranian law or to the impact on 

the Iranian economy. In 1999, Iran decided to establish an Oil Stabilization Fund (OSF) to 

reduce fluctuations in the government’s budget revenues through periods of rising and falling oil 

prices. The Iranian parliament adopted strict procedures for the operations of the OSF. Yet, while 

the holdings of the OSF should have increased significantly during the period of rapidly rising 

oil prices, they have in fact decreased. Moreover, although Iran adopted a law that would require 

the government to wean itself from oil revenues over a period of ten years, its dependence has 

instead increased over the last four years. The populist President Ahmadinejad has ordered the 

central bank to withdraw funds from the OSF to support his expenditure policies. Central bank 

governors who have not yielded have been summarily fired.  

 

To further solidify his domestic support, the Iranian President has also used public expenditures 

to enrich the Revolutionary Guards (IRGC), his supporters, by awarding them prime government 

contracts on a favorable basis. This policy has added to economic inefficiency and has 

established a new constituency for handouts.  

 

Over the last four years, most of Iran’s oil revenues have been used to either buy domestic 

support for the regime or to make capital flight irresistible for the wealthy. While this harmful 

extravagance, whose purpose was to garner domestic support among the masses and the military, 

was possible during a period of record oil prices, the squeeze is now on. Difficult choices will 

have to be made. A decline of oil prices to anywhere between US$30 and US$40 for a period 

longer than a year or two will seriously test the regime’s survival. The choice for the government 

will be stark: tax the rich or starve the poor.  
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The crisis in the United States has taken a dangerous turn over the last week, a turn that may 

prove to be the undoing of the Obama Presidency. On January 20, President Obama stepped into 

much more than the worst economic and financial crisis since the Great Depression. He inherited 

the helm of a country ravaged by thirty years of runaway human greed and a complicit 

government that rewarded it. Obama now finds himself in middle of a perfect tempest buffeted 

on the one side by a relentless financial and economic downturn and on the other a bewildered 

nation waking up to the landscape of unparalleled economic injustice that had been hidden out of 

sight with most Americans working hard just to get by. If President Obama does not get a handle 

on what ails America, and soon, he risks losing the support of the American people, destroying 

his presidency and leaving the American economy in financial freefall and a nation tearing itself 

apart. 

  

Upon his election, Mr. Obama wanted to take the “safe” approach to the economic and financial 

tsunami gripping the United States. He picked a team that had managed the economy for over the 

last sixteen years. Although he had relied on Robert Rubin as an advisor during the campaign, he 

was astute to see that Mr. Rubin would be nothing but trouble. Rubin, who had chaired the White 

House National Economic Council and had been Secretary of the Treasury under President 

Clinton, had been a champion of Wall Street. He had come from the helm of Goldman Sachs and 

was the enemy of financial regulation and adjusting the income tax rates of hedge fund managers 

to that of ordinary Americans. He even had a darker side. After leaving the Treasury and driven 

by greed, he had joined Citi Bank where he had squirreled away hundreds of millions of dollars 

in salary and bonuses as Citi raced towards its destruction. How could a person who had been at 

the helm of the US Treasury have driven Citi into the ground? 

 

Still, Obama could not distinguish the forest from the trees. He wanted Larry Summers as his 

Secretary of the Treasury, the man who had been at Rubin’s side at the Treasury and had later 

replaced Rubin as Secretary, comrade in arms with Rubin in fueling the excesses of Wall Street 

and protecting the pocketbooks of Wall Street barons. Fortunately, Summers’ abrasive character 

was seen as a deal breaker. He still wanted the Harvard Professor to ensure “continuity”, no 

matter what that continuity signaled. He tapped Summers to be the Chairman of the White House 

National Economic council, ironically the first post for Rubin under Clinton and a post that did 

not require Senate confirmation. Still wedded to his “safe” approach, Obama picked Geithner to 

be the new Treasury Secretary. 

 

Geithner’s tax problem was a smoke screen. Geithner had worked with Summers and Rubin at 

the Treasury and was the President of the New York Federal Reserve.  As President of the NY 

Fed, he voted on the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee to reduce interest rates to historic 

lows; he was a member of the trio (along with Paulson and Bernanke) that had pushed for TARP, 

let Lehman collapse while saving Bear Stearns and negotiated the misguided bailout of Citi; and 

had stayed mum on the sub-prime debacle and much more. The last thing the new president 

needed was continuity with the failed policies of the past. He needed the opposite, a break from 



 

the past and new blood. He needed individuals with maturity, sound judgment, no conflicts of 

interest and unquestioned integrity.  

 

With the wrong team in place, it was obvious that President Obama would have a tough time 

putting the nation on a new course towards economic recovery. This was not the foundation of  

“change” as promised. What has and will continue to transpire are the same old policies with 

marginal differences when the political heat becomes too hot. 

 

Large-scale bailouts have been a mistake. Badly run and insolvent institutions should be allowed 

to fail. New institutions will replace them. Yes, there will be turmoil. But with bailouts we will 

have continued turmoil for years and years, larger budget deficits and a shaky and failed 

financial system as our foundation, with even larger failures on the horizon. Let’s be practical. 

We don’t know where the bailout money is going and we may never know. Look at AIG. The 

bonuses that AIG paid are a tiny tip of the iceberg. Where has the much of the money paid to 

AIG gone?  The answer is: Goldman Sachs ($12.9 billion), Merrill Lynch ($6.8 billion), Bank of 

America ($5.2 billion), Citigroup ($2.3 billion) and Wachovia ($1.5 billion); and foreign banks, 

including: Société Générale of France and Deutsche Bank of Germany, which each received 

nearly $12 billion; Barclays of Britain ($8.5 billion); and UBS of Switzerland ($5 billion). These 

financial institutions are getting US taxpayer money through the backdoor with no haircuts (that 

is losses) and with no restriction. They took risky bets and bought insurance from AIG (credit 

default swaps). Now AIG cannot honor these bets. The likes of Goldman Sachs (‘smart’ Wall 

Street Execs) must have known that these were risky bets for AIG but they counted on bailouts if 

AIG was in danger of folding. That’s why they paid and bought insurance from AIG. They took 

advantage of the unregulated mess that was Wall Street. Now they are benefiting again. They 

received high returns and fat bonuses when the going was good. Now they are being made whole 

and continuing to receive fat salaries at the expense of the American taxpayer! If AIG owes all 

this money, let them default and we will see if any of its creditors deserve to be bailed out, case –

by-case. 

 

More importantly as we go down this road with the likes of AIG, there is no end in sight. After 

we have put $170 billion into AIG we cannot let it go bankrupt. Each time AIG comes back for 

another $30 billion, we will say yes. AIG will play poker with us and we will want to protect our 

past cash infusion in AIG, so we will say yes. The US will be bankrupted while former partners, 

now shareholders, of Goldman Sachs become wealthier by the day.  This is the biggest rip off in 

the history of man. There is no end in sight. When will the Obama Administration get it? 

President Obama will have to learn the toughest decision there is in business—when it’s time to 

stop throwing good money after bad money. 

 

Along with their bailouts, Wall Street executives have been pleading that bonuses are needed to 

keep talent! This is talent? People who have ruined America and the rest of the world are 

talented? Anyone who calls these opportunists talented should be himself fired. Where could 

they get other lucrative jobs while the economy is imploding? People should be fired, not 

rewarded. If we have learned anything it is that Wall Street has become too big relative to the 

total US economy, increasing its share from roughly 15 percent to 30 percent in about thirty 

years. It is time to adjust. Wall Street must be reduced in size, not kept as is. Let them find useful 

and honest work. Work in manufacturing. Teaching. Law enforcement. Let them do something 
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useful and honest. Taxpayer dollars must not be used to keep Wall Street going as if nothing had 

happened. The nation cannot afford it. The United States is caught in an economic and financial 

tsunami or war. In conflicts our soldiers make sacrifices. Yet these billionaires and millionaires, 

with fat bank accounts, with fancy houses and with hundreds of times more than our servicemen 

and women who risk their lives, cannot make a sacrifice after they themselves, not foreign 

aggressors, have ripped us all off and gotten us into this mess? We cannot mortgage America’s 

future to line the pockets of Wall Street. 

 

The outrageous executive pay levels are only one dimension of a much bigger problem that ails 

America, a problem that demagogues are desperate to hide. Economists Emmanuel Saez and 

Thomas Piketty, using IRS data, have shown that the share of income in America held by the top 

1% in 2005 was as large as it was in 1928, the heyday of robber barons; and their share had 

increased from 7.5 % in 1979 to 14% in 2005. Over the same period to 2005, the mean after-tax 

income of the highest 1% had increased by 176%, as compared to an increase of 69% for the top 

quintile, 20% for the fourth quintile, 21% for the middle quintile, 17% for the second quintile 

and 6% for the bottom quintile. As deplorable as the rise of income inequality has been in the 

US, to a level that surpasses anything in the other advanced countries, the rise in wealth 

inequality has been even more extreme.  

 

In 2001, the latest year for which we have survey data, the top 10% of the population owned 

71% of the total wealth, with the top 1% controlling 38% of the wealth (this compares to 23% 

for the UK, the country with the next highest wealth inequality). On the other hand, the bottom 

40% owned less than 1% of the nation's wealth. Ever since 1929, inequality had fallen but in the 

early 1970s the process was dramatically reversed, with wealth inequality doubling between 

1970 and 2001. It is not just inequality. Those at the bottom of the ladder in the US are plain 

poor! Yet demagogues oppose any attempt to address poverty and inequality and label it as the 

trend towards socialism. 

 

While Wall Street whines and threatens, the US economy is at a seventy-year low. The nation 

has embarked on a perilous path to counteract the selfishness and to satisfy the continuing greed 

of financial executives. The US economy cannot sustain a deficit of 13 percent of GDP, a public 

debt at 130 percent of GDP, and unlimited expansion of the money supply at zero percent 

interest rates to bail out those that have ruined us. The US economy has suffered from imprudent 

monetary policy, distorted interest rates, excessive fiscal deficits and from Wall Street’s greed 

over the years. The Obama Administration cannot afford to take more risks and further 

undermine the dire current situation. Recent government policies and Wall Street’s excesses 

have devastated the financial system and have brought the economy to a standstill. The risks 

ahead are obvious: uncontrolled and devastating inflation, a collapsing dollar, unsustainable 

public debt and a crushing tax burden on the disadvantaged.   

 

With the real economy in such a state, Wall Street must be reigned in. We cannot accept that 

nothing can be done except unlimited bailouts while average Americans and much of the world 

suffer and mortgage their children’s future. At the same time the underlying and urgent issue of 

income and wealth inequality must be addressed as the poor are suffering disproportionately at 

this time of severe economic and financial crisis. 
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During their meeting in London on March 14, 2009, the G-20 finance ministers and central bank 

governors pledged to restore global growth and support lending and reforms to strengthen the 

global financial system. Their communiqué reads: “We have taken decisive, coordinated and 

comprehensive action to boost demand and jobs, and are prepared to take whatever action is 

necessary until growth is restored.…Fiscal expansion is providing vital support for growth and 

jobs. Acting together strengthens the impact and the exceptional policy actions announced so far 

must be implemented without delay. We are committed to deliver the scale of sustained effort 

necessary to restore growth, and call on the International Monetary Fund to assess the actions 

taken and the actions required. We will ensure the restoration of growth and long-run fiscal 

sustainability….. Interest rates have been cut aggressively in most countries, and G-20 central 

banks will maintain expansionary policies as long as needed, using the full range of monetary 

policy instruments, including unconventional policy instruments, consistent with price stability.” 

It would appear that the G-20 finance ministers and central bankers have diagnosed the cause of 

the economic crisis as only a lack of demand and ample energy and food supplies as they have 

dismissed the role of the energy and food crisis of 2008. Their economic theory was that 

boosting demand will boost jobs; a great novelty that has not been discovered by poor countries 

that suffer 30 percent unemployment and underemployment. Such theory contradicts classical 

and neoclassical economics of exchange, production, distribution, and accumulation, and refutes 

the law of scarcity. If the G-20 finance ministers and central bankers hold the stores of nature 

and are to create abundance of all imaginable goods costless through fiscal expansion and 

unconventional money policy, then why worry about job creation? If they can turn stone into 

bread, why not let humans enjoy unlimited abundance? What is the finality of work when fiscal 

expansion and unconventional monetary policy is restoring growth and securing all human 

wants? Why impose on people disutility of work in such fabulous world of bliss? So please turn 

on the abundance tap and let us have fun without work! 

 

The G-20 communiqué is a recipe for chaos. The G-20 policymakers are wrong in their diagnosis 

of the current crisis and therefore in the policies they have been and are prescribing. They have 

simply ignored that major G-20 countries have had imprudent expansionary fiscal and money 

policies in the last decade and that these same policies have caused financial chaos. They have 

been oblivious to the risks of conflagrating the present crisis and intensifying exchange rate 

instability and protectionism.  

 

Contrary to the G-20 diagnosis, the problem with world  economy is not only the lack of 

demand. It suffers from impending stagflation, which means excess money supply and falling 

real supplies. Stagflation is a state the economy reaches following an episode of fiscal deficits 

financed by money creation. Some G-20 countries were running record external deficits, 

indicating excessive demand. For instance, the US external deficit rose from $39 billion in 1993 

to $753 billion in 2006. By telling the world that it is suffering from deficient demand, G-20 

ministers and central bankers can be seen as telling a village that it has a deficient demand for 

food when it is plagued by a famine following depletion of all food supplies! 

 



 

World demand is plentiful in terms of money supply. Money supply in most G-20 countries has 

been running at close to 20 percent in recent years. However, the real purchasing power of 

money has gone down. As the saying goes: we used to go to the market with money in our 

pocket and return with provisions in our basket. Now we go to the market with a wheelbarrow of 

money, and return with provisions in our pocket. Such was indeed the reality of Germany 1920-

23, Zimbabwe 2008, and many hyperinflation experiences. People in Europe and the US have 

plenty of cash; however, the real purchasing power of money has depreciated so rapidly as 

testified by housing prices, food prices, and the price of basic necessities. 

 

The cause for impending global stagnation was the relentless policy of Bernanke and his major 

central bank counterparts who have injected massive money since August 2007, reduced interest 

rates, pushed energy and food prices to a limit that has disrupted the economy. Bernanke and 

counterparts had the conviction that aggressive monetary would produce an instantaneous magic 

and produce an economic boom. Unfortunately, they have pushed world economy into an 

impending stagflation. 

 

Besides their wrong diagnosis and their failure to recognize the present economic condition, the 

G-20 charted a dangerous course for destabilizing world economy by unleashing fiscal deficits 

and printing money, viz the same policies that brought about stagflation. The way out of this 

crisis is to restrain fiscal and monetary policies. Certainly, politicians remain adamantly reluctant 

to any fiscal or money restraint. Hence, the crisis will last as long as government pursue fiscal 

and money extravagance and resist fiscal and monetary adjustment.  

 

The G-20 ministers and central bankers have been irresponsible with fiscal and monetary policy. 

With regard to fiscal policy, traders in an exchange economy exchange commodities against 

commodities. In taxation, the King, call it government if you like, levies by force a tax on what 

the traders’ produce. No exchange takes place. If the King uses tax to feed his army, or 

employees, or fight wars, then it will be a burden on the peasants, call them the private sector, 

who have to settle with less produce, thus impairing their investment capacity. This type of 

spending is called unproductive spending. If the King uses tax to build social capital in 

education, health, infrastructure, called productive use, then such spending would enhance 

growth and productivity in the economy. If the King decides to overtax, i.e. overspend, he can do 

it by de-basing the currency, borrowing, or falling into arrears. At any rate, peasants will have 

much less produce for subsistence or investment. Their productive capital will be depleted and 

growth impeded, i.e., the economy would be on the downside of the Laffer curve.  

 

During the last decade, many G-20 governments have expanded fiscal spending for wars and 

other unproductive spending, causing large external deficits, exchange rate instability, and a 

commodity and housing boom that have finally brought down the real economy. These 

unproductive deficits were happily financed by China, Japan, and oil exporters. Now an increase 

in taxes will crush the private sector. Large fiscal deficits have already stalled the economy. 

Expanding fiscal deficits at this stage will literally undermine private economy and deplete its 

real capital. Real economic growth will be impeded because of lack of savings and capital 

accumulation. Indicators show very low world inventories for staple food and energy products. 

FAO statistics indicated large world deficits in major products resulting in cutbacks in 

consumption. By choosing fiscal expansion at a time when such a policy has turned 



 

unsustainable, the G-20 has chosen an anti-growth strategy that will impoverish further world 

economy. The best stimuli for most G-20 economies is ironically no stimuli! 

 

In the last decade, monetary policy in major G-20 countries, besides distorting interest rates and 

leading to speculative bubbles and over leveraging, has dealt a mortal blow to the financial 

system, and wiped out wealth at an unprecedented rate. By vowing to maintain expansionary 

money policy and deploying unconventional policy instruments, G-20 central bankers have 

undermined financial stability, intensified exchange rate instability, and established the 

foundation for world inflation. Greenspan, Bernanke, Trichet, and the like, have caused the worst 

financial crisis in the post-WWII period and unprecedented bailouts the cost of which has yet to 

materialize over generations of taxpayers. In spite of the financial disorder they have caused, 

central bankers, under the illusion that they were minding their stores, did not see that their 

unconventional instruments, that is money printing, would be devastating for the economy. By 

injecting money, Bernanke and Trichet are not creating oil, corn, rice, and real capital. They are 

simply redistributing wealth in favor of debtors. They are heavily taxing workers, pensioners, 

and creditors. They are destroying savings and real demand. As they are printing reserve 

currency, they are levying seignorage from non currency countries, hence impoverishing poor 

countries. The faster money expansion is, the faster inflation will pick up, and the faster 

economic decline will be taking place.  

 

By cutting interest rates to zero, G-20 central bankers have created serious distortions in capital 

markets. Such distortions have led to housing bubble, speculation and followed by the collapse 

of financial institutions. By forcing real returns to capital into a negative range, real savings will 

decline. Capital cannot be replaced. Public and private consumption will increase tremendously 

as shown by widening fiscal and external deficits.  

 

While OPEC has renounced its plan for cutting output by 4.2 mbd, the G-20 have not been 

responsible and sought to accelerate fiscal and money policy mismanagement without 

assessment of the risks that these policies pose for world economy. It has been a characteristic of 

the US and European policy makers to try and fix an economic crisis that resulted from many 

years of fiscal and money expansion and price distortions overnight. In doing so they have 

aggravated the crisis, spreading it worldwide, but never conceding to the time element required 

for a durable solution. Stubbornly maintaining the same policies will delay a resolution and 

prevent the crisis from running its course. Neither the US economy or many European 

economies fits Keynesian model. Keynes was against inflation. His policy prescription applied to 

an economy that has an external surplus, fiscal balance, and stable price level. Savings was not 

redeployed into investment. He saw in such a context a role for the government to tap unused 

savings for increasing capital expenditures. Keynes model does not apply to an economy that 

suffers fiscal and external deficits and is low on food, energy, and basic necessities inventories.  

 

In search of a quick solution, the G-20 has dismissed a role for the market and for supply side 

policies. While full employment is a priority objective, classical economist did neither called for 

fiscal deficits nor expansionary monetary policy to resolve unemployment. Absent of labor 

market distortions and wage rigidities, full employment prevailed during the 18th and 19th 

centuries. Labor markets cleared through wages adjusting to marginal product. Demand for 

goods was safely created from distributed wages, incomes, and economic growth. Large 



 

fluctuations in employment arising from credit over expansion and contraction were limited. 

Similarly, the G-20 opposed a market resolution for the housing crisis and therefore delayed its 

resolution. The G-20 ignored supply side policies and any role for price stability in demand. 

They have missed the figures showing the very low stocks of essential food products and the 

sharp decline in real consumption of many products such as corn, meat and fruits, due to 

inflation. Were they aware of tight supplies, they would perhaps have adopted policies to expand 

supplies instead of expanding nominal demand and destroying real demand. 

 

A few years from now, many G-20 governments will inherit even more financial chaos and a 

crushing public debt. They will have to restore, under forced conditions, a stable macroeconomic 

framework. They will have to go through the pain of adjustment and endure even higher 

unemployment. Their task will be more painful and costly because of the present disorderly 

policies that perpetuate the financial anarchy of the last eight years. 
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The contrast between the G-20 Summit communiqué of November 2008 and of April 2009 is 

striking. While the first communiqué recognized that the surest way to restore economic growth 

was to rely on capitalism, international cooperation and the private sector, the second abandoned 

these principles and called for unprecedented fiscal-cum-money intervention to restore growth. 

Mr. Obama was not present in November meeting; his absence, however, created uncertainty 

among leaders regarding the course of G-20 policy. With Mr. Obama leading the April G-20 

summit, the group has been pushed to the far left. 

 

While a subgroup of the G-20 has continued to enjoy robust economic growth, large external 

surplus, and a sound financial system, the largest subgroup, ironically composed of leading 

industrial countries, continued to suffer from self-inflicted wounds. Namely, the latter group has 

bankrupted its own financial system thanks to expansionary fiscal and monetary policies and 

unprecedented credit booms in the past decade. Their bankrupt policies have now called for 

gigantic bailouts that would imperil the fiscal balances for some time to come; guaranteed bank 

debts; and called for public-private bad banks to buy toxic assets. Economic performance in this 

group has deteriorated between the two summit dates. Fed Chairman Bernanke’s aggressive 

monetary policy and anti-depression doctrine has pushed interest rates to zero and, resulted in the 

US unemployment rate jumping from 4.3 percent in 2007 to 8.5 percent in March 2009. Similar 

disasters have plagued the UK, the EC, and Japan. Thanks to unrestrained fiscal-cum-monetary 

policy, these advanced industrial countries are now experiencing contracting output and rising 

unemployment. Frustrated by impotent fiscal and monetary stimuli, this group has desperately 

pushed cheap and unconditional fictitious loans, created from thin air, on developing countries, 

i.e., the international equivalent of the sub-prime market, in the hope of creating markets for their 

industrial products. Hence, after having saddled their domestic subprime with debt, these G-20 

countries have turned to bankrupt developing countries with purely counterfeited money. Such a 

strategy, while dangerously inflationary, will export unemployment to developing countries, 

bankrupt their banking systems, trap them in another debt cycle, and impair their development 

process. 

 

The communiqué reads: “We are undertaking an unprecedented and concerted fiscal expansion, 

which will save or create millions of jobs which would otherwise have been destroyed, and that 

will, by the end of next year, amount to $5 trillion, raise output by 4 per cent, and accelerate the 

transition to a green economy. We are committed to deliver the scale of sustained fiscal effort 

necessary to restore growth…..Our central banks have also taken exceptional action. Interest 

rates have been cut aggressively in most countries, and our central banks have pledged to 

maintain expansionary policies for as long as needed and to use the full range of monetary policy 

instruments, including unconventional instruments, consistent with price stability…. Taken 

together, these actions will constitute the largest fiscal and monetary stimulus and the most 

comprehensive support programme for the financial sector in modern times. Acting together 

strengthens the impact and the exceptional policy actions announced so far must be implemented 

without delay. Today, we have further agreed over $1 trillion of additional resources for the 



 

world economy through our international financial institutions and trade finance…. We will 

conduct all our economic policies cooperatively and responsibly with regard to the impact on 

other countries and will refrain from competitive devaluation of our currencies and promote a 

stable and well-functioning international monetary system”. 

 

Undeniably, the communiqué reads as one of candidate Obama’s stump speeches with the heavy 

economic and financial imprints of Summers, Geithner, and Bernanke. With a view to creating 4 

million jobs, Obama has launched the largest ever stimulus program at $787 billion; his budget 

deficit, at $1.85 trillion or 13 percent of US GDP, has shattered all records and pushed US public 

debt to unsustainable levels, while the US Fed has been creating money out of thin air in the 

trillions of dollars. Bernanke has pushed the US monetary policy on a course with incalculable 

economic costs that could end the era of dollar as a reserve currency. The outright monetization 

of Obama’s fiscal deficits could send the US dollar to record lows and unleash the worst inflation 

in recent US history. 

 

With Obama’s unsound financial policies replicated by the rest of the world, it would be 

impossible to forecast what would be the state of the world economy before the next meeting of 

the G-20. Although the G-20 experts were predicting 4 percent real economic growth, they forget 

that the private sector had never been subjected to such economic uncertainty and fear. In such a 

dire financial setting, it is impossible to predict what will be the state of the world economy in 

the medium-term. How is it possible to regain control of fiscal and money discipline? The G-20 

has failed to restore confidence for a growing economy but has instead paved the way towards 

growing chaos. 

 

The communique stipulates that “‘Taken together, these actions will constitute the largest fiscal 

and monetary stimulus and the most comprehensive support programme for the financial sector 

in modern times.” The G-20 experts failed to realize that over the last decade leading industrial 

countries have been experiencing the most expansionary policy in their history, yet the “Harvard 

multiplier” has so far been working in reverse. They forgot these same expansionary policies led 

to speculation and bankruptcies, pushed oil price to $147/ barrel, triggered energy and food 

protest around the world, disrupted airlines industries, trucking, marine shipping, played havoc 

with real economy, and finally ended up with a global economic recession. Intensifying fiscal 

and monetary assault will eventually revive the nightmares of 2008 and could cause more 

financial disorder. While OPEC has renounced a previously announced 4.2 million barrels a day 

(mbd) cut in oil output with a view to stabilizing oil prices and supporting global economic 

recovery, the G-20 wants to stoke oil prices. With oil prices reflecting persistent upward 

pressure, prospects for world economic recovery could become dim.   

 

The G-20 experts seem oblivious to the ravages already caused by monetary and fiscal 

expansion, and seem to deny simple truths characterizing these policies. Namely, large fiscal 

deficits reduce real savings, crowd out private investment, and undermine economic growth. 

Second, monetary expansion has regularly caused speculation and banking crises. Zero interest 

rates would erode real capital and strangulate banking and financial intermediation. A simple 

economic principle evaded those experts: the real aggregate demand is downward sloping: a 

depreciation of money in form of rising general price level depresses real output. Some call it 

long-term stagflation. In particular, in recession, monetary policy finances pure consumption 



 

loans and depletes savings and investment both necessary for economic growth. It contributes to 

deepen recession and strengthen inflationary expectations. 

 

The communiqué announced a world gold rush: “Today, we have further agreed over $1 trillion 

of additional resources for the world economy through our international financial institutions and 

trade finance”. The G-20 applauded Mexico request for $40 billion under the IMF’s newly 

created flexible credit line, irrespective of past Mexican debt crises and its inability to service its 

debt. In this atmosphere, maybe the G-20 would even applaud a multi-billion request from 

Zimbabwe! While domestic banks should lend against good collateral, conditionality with 

international loans was meant to enhance chances for repayment. When conditionality is 

removed, a lender has no reason for blaming the borrower. All countries will be washed with 

billions of dollars in reserves created out of nothing and will spend furiously with fake money 

that has no real counterpart. With oil reserves depleting in most countries and oil output stacked 

at 86 mbd, the impact on oil prices will be obvious. In the same vein, with depleting food stocks 

as noted recently by the head of the FAO and pressures on the limited cultivable land, the effect 

on food prices could be overwhelming. Developing countries will have to run large fiscal deficits 

and expand domestic money supply to absorb new reserves and mountains of unconditional low 

interest loans. When this cheap booze is all gone, they will be left with bankrupt public 

treasuries, dysfunctional domestic banking systems and a splitting hangover. As in the 1980s and 

1990s, their economies will be in a dire state of disintegration with boatloads of people sinking 

on their way to finding jobs elsewhere.   

 

The communiqué became totally far-fetched in stating: “We will conduct all our economic 

policies cooperatively and responsibly with regard to the impact on other countries and will 

refrain from competitive devaluation of our currencies and promote a stable and well-functioning 

international monetary system”. This statement is certainly betrayed by a furious war among 

leading central banks in competitive devaluation and unorthodox monetary expansion. Each 

leading central bank has been endeavoring to depreciate its own currency and avoid any 

appreciation; interest rates have been cut to the lowest levels ever seen in the past three centuries. 

Exchange rates instability has been at about its highest. How monetary stability could be 

promoted in a system of floating rates is a question that may elude economists, with G-20 

experts holding the secret! The blunt contradiction of this statement with “Our central banks 

have also taken exceptional action. Interest rates have been cut aggressively in most countries, 

and our central banks have pledged to maintain expansionary policies for as long as needed and 

to use the full range of monetary policy instruments, including unconventional instruments” is 

inescapable. The more central banks engage in exceptional action, the more instability and 

contraction of trade volumes will be inflicted on the world economy.   

  

Under the nostalgia of Bush credit boom, the G-20 wanted to recreate an Obama credit boom at 

even far greater scale that never existed in “modern times”. The Obama team is beating the 

drums and making everyone dance the world over. Financial regulation becomes totally 

irrelevant when central banks are in pursuit of destroying currency. The world is doomed to 

medium-term economic instability. So much uncertainties loom ahead. The inflationary 

consequences of G-20 approach could be devastating and may push vulnerable countries to the 

brink of starvation as seen in 2008. Obama was elected to implement change. Unfortunately, his 

policy gurus have only decided to intensify previous financial policies and spread them far and 



 

wide. When insanity spreads you can only hide your sanity. Spreading insanity around the world 

is itself insanity. The G-20 could have spared the world economy unnecessary suffering. 

Unfortunately, it chose the continuation of financial disorder. The world cries out for private 

investment and growth, while the G-20 creates fake money and impairs growth.  
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This past  weekend, finance ministers and central bank governors held their spring meetings in 

Washington. While, the current financial crisis may turn out to be the worst in contemporary 

history with adverse fallout for years to come, finance ministers achieved little or nothing and yet 

again did not address the underlying global threat that will strike again and again.  

 

Finance ministers made noise about banking and financial reform, patted themselves on the back 

for their decision to increase IMF resouurces at the G-20 meeting in London, but forgot to 

discuss what the IMF’s role needs to be to safeguard global financial stability. More money in 

the hands of the IMF to do what it has been doing will just create a bigger crisis in the future. As 

guardian of the world economy, the IMF has told small developing countries what to do but has 

not dared to tell the United States, the economy that can has brought the world to near collapse. 

What good is the IMF, with a heavier load of gold on board, but a ship that does not know where 

it is going and with a captain that has no authority on the high seas?     

 

But most im portantly the ministers missed the the one common factor that has been the catalyst 

to all financial panics over the last two centuries—excessive credit creation.  

 

A world financial system, based on reserve currencies and floating exchange rates, faces 

unparalleled instability. Sky is the limit when it comes to credit creation in reserve currency 

countries. Interest rates have been effectively pushed to zero by reserve currency central banks. 

The floodgates of rapidly expanding money supply have been opened wide, and reserve currency 

central banks have decided to adopt unorthodox policies, i.e., unlimited printing of money, which 

some noted economists have rightly called counterfeiting.  

 

The world economy has experienced the worst commodity inflation in years, triggering food and 

energy riots and bringing the world economy to a standstill. The credit expansion has been so 

fast over the last decade that it has pushed the national  banking system in a number countries 

towards bankruptcy. There is little likelihood that over-indebted households will repay their 

mortgage and consumer debt. While G-20 leaders in London and finance ministers in 

Washington discussed regulation and supervision of financial systems, major central banks have 

been printing trillions of dollars, euros and pounds and injecting a frightening degree of liquidity 

into the financial system. There is no banking regulation or safety guidelines that can prevent the 

chaos that is likely to ensue. 

 

The US has decidedly embarked on the most expansionary fiscal and monetary policy in its 

history and has completely abandoned any notion of financial and fiscal discipline. These 

demand expansion policies are predicated on the wrong diagnosis by US policymakers; namely, 

that the economic crisis is due to an excess of savings and therefore a lack of demand, thus 

completely ignoring the large US fiscal and external deficits and food and energy inflation. US 

household savings rate was practically at zero in 2003-2007, and US national savings rate was 

negative during the same period. The Obama team, including Summers, Bernanke, and Geithner, 

does not recognize that the financial crisis has been triggered by inability of over indebted 



 

households to pay mortgages and consumer loans and that banks have gone bankrupt because of 

excesses in credit and demand. Unconscious of prevailing external deficits, they seem to believe 

that the crisis was due to an abundance in consumer goods, including food and petroleum.  

Most US policymakers are university professors; they think in terms of classroom models and 

have little understanding or grasp of markets, economic reality and facts. US policymakers are 

puzzled by the rising unemployment and do not appreciate its monetary cause. With core 

inflation stacked at 1-2 percent, US policymakers see total price stability and do not see an 

impact of inflation on rising unemployment. They believe US unemployment is a Keynesian 

phenomenon that can be simply eradicated through fiscal and monetary expansion. Accordingly, 

Bernanke and Summers predict full recovery by the end of 2009. But with external deficits rising 

to excessive levels in the last decade, the US economy has simply lost its capacity to save and 

grow. Our prediction of double digit unemployment in the US over six months ago will come to 

pass, but we still may have a chance to deflect years of stagflation if we act now. 

Despite unsustainable fiscal deficits and household indebtedness, the Obama team has dwarfed 

Bush’s financial disorder and has launched a $787 billion stimulus package, $275 billion housing 

subsidy, and a budget with a deficit of $1.85 trillion or 13 percent of GDP. The US government 

bailouts are reported at $12 trillion. Geithner announced a public-private bank with a capital of 

$1 trillion to buy toxic assets, called by Stiglitz cash for trash and by Jeffrey Sacks a robbery 

bank. A plan that will favor Wall Street at the expense of Maine Street, socializing losses and 

privatizing gains.  Bernanke has put in place a $1 trillion lending facility for consumers, $600 

billion for housing, and purchase programs of government debt. Taken together, Bernanke’s 

unorthodox measures are projected to inject an additional $3.5 trillion in liquidity in 2009. 

Because of extraordinary borrowing demands by the Treasury and the announcement of Treasury 

purchases by the Fed, Bernanke can no longer reverse any of his liquidity increase. The Fed’s 

purchase of long-term government debt is reminiscent of the period just before the Accord of 

1951 when the Fed had lost its independence and was forced to keep extremely low interest 

rates. Those low rates eroded savings and growth and kept inflation high. 

 

Hyperinflation is in the works, not today but it will come, just you wait! The incredible US fiscal 

and monetary expansion will tax the rest of the world heavily, a world that uses the dollar as a 

reserve currency. The US government will extract a huge seignorage  benefit for its currency as a 

reserve asset. It will shift the cost of bankruptcies and bailouts to dollar holders. In case of a 

stampede out of the dollar, real value of dollar holdings could simply evaporate in real terms. 

The IMF has been oblivious to the fact that global real economic growth reached 5-6 percent in 

2004-2007 because of a fast expansion in demand that created pressure on food, oil and most 

other commodities. The IMF refuses to recognize that the financial crisis is a bankruptcy crisis, 

that debtors are mainly households and that most loans have either been totally lost or their 

collateral has depreciated substantially. Based on misguided analysis, the IMF has called for 

firing up fiscal stimuli and printing more and more money. The G-20 has called for increasing 

IMF resources and more liquidity creation out of thin air through a new SDR allocation so 

developing countries can increase their imports and help reduce unemployment in industrial 

countries. Those countries will fall anew into the debt trap and impair their quest for economic 

development. 

 



 

Would the current financial crisis have erupted had the world economy been under a pure gold 

system or more realistically under a symmetrical system with no country’s currency serving as a 

reserve currency for the world? The answer is provided by the exit of the UK from the gold 

standard in 1931, followed by the US in 1971. Gold imposed a financial discipline that 

governments had always to circumvent and therefore pave the way for financial instability. 

Economic history for the 19th century showed that episodes of financial instability erupted in 

some industrial countries, mainly following period of wars; however, financial crisis never 

became contagious as each country financial system was sheltered through the gold standard 

from financial shocks affecting another country. The current financial crisis would not have 

surged under a gold standard, simply because liquidity cannot be expanded arbitrarily and 

without limit by central banks. Abundant liquidity causes unsafe credit expansion and is 

propitious for speculation. Gold outflows from a deficit country forces an increase in interest 

rates and contraction in credit in this country and triggers an adjustment mechanism known as 

monetary approach to the balance of payments. While a gold standard system is no longer 

practical, a system that embodies monetary discipline, a feature of the Gold Standard, is 

imperative today. 

 

Under the present regime of floating exchange rates, the US has run large fiscal and external 

deficits and pushed real interest rates to a negative range. These deficits double the increase in 

liquidity. They allow liquidity to increase in countries that receive dollars in payments. Next, 

central banks place their dollar holdings in the US, providing thus a further basis for credit 

expansion in the US. Moreover, in a world with flexible rates and high capital mobility, these 

same policies are, or will be, felt the world over.  

 

Financial institutions in the US have extremely limited capacity to place this liquidity in a 

productive way; in view of the short-term character of foreign holdings, US banks find 

themselves compelled to push this liquidity onto US consumers and sub-prime markets. In the 

seventies, abundant liquidity was pushed on middle income countries leading to a severe debt 

crisis in these countries.  

 

Could Bernanke set interest rates at zero and engage in non-orthodox money instruments under a 

gold standard, or any system with discipline? The Fed lost tons of its gold reserves when it 

attempted expansionary policy in 1950s and 1960s. Because of these losses, the US was 

compelled to renege on the gold standard in 1971. Hence, under a gold regime, the Fed would 

loose all its gold reserves if it sets interest rates below an equilibrium level dictated by the real 

economy. The same truth would apply to Japan. The Japanese central bank would have never 

been able to set interest rates near zero under a gold standard. It would immediately loose all its 

gold reserves to private speculators. Under the present system, Bernanke can set interest rates 

freely at zero and inject trillions of dollars as he wishes with a stroke of pen. His actions will 

have long-run disruptive effects on financial stability and employment. His actions have 

triggered massive unemployment and are spreading despair and misery among millions of US 

families. Zero interest rates cause huge distortions and will dissipitate real savings and growth. 

Amidst this financial chaos, China has called for the creation of a new currency to eventually 

replace the dollar as the world's standard, proposing a sweeping overhaul of global finance that 

reflects the developing countries' growing unhappiness with the US role in the world economy.  



 

The unusual proposal, made by central bank governor Zhou Xiaochuan, is part of China's 

increasingly assertive approach to shaping the global response to the financial crisis. China 

Premier Wen Jiabao voiced concern about the financial and economic outlook for the US and for 

the safety of its US Treasury bills and bonds. The Chinese concern is shared by all central banks 

that hold vast US dollar reserves and US securities. 

 

The Chinese proposal could be seen as a distress call, seeing the unavoidable happening, namely 

huge losses in real value of its dollar-denominated assets. A world reserve currency was 

proposed in 1943 by Keynes, along with the creation of  a world central bank. Keynes proposal 

was defeated in favor of the Bretton-Woods agreement of fixed exchange rates. A world 

currency has been repeatedly revived by  prominent economists such as Triffin, Rueff, Mundell, 

Sheldon, Volcker, and Stiglitz. While a domestic currency imposes a financial constraint on 

economic entities such as households and firms, a world reserve currency would impose 

discipline on national central banks, in the same way as gold did prior to 1914.  

 

It is high time that the world community saves itself from unruly reserve currency central banks 

and financial chaos. There will be forces that will fight the creation of a world currency. Yet, the 

benefits for world economy at large could be far reaching in terms of financial stability, 

curtailment of exchange rates instability, and growth of trade and employment. The US may 

ironically be the biggest beneficiary of this proposal, dwarfing US seinorage benefits. The US 

economy over the last four decades has become a market for the rest of the world, has lost its 

manufacturing base and its competitiveness in favor of the rest of the world. Such was indeed the 

case of mercantilist countries that enjoyed large discoveries of gold and became pure importers 

when other countries  were pushing on with their industrial revolution. 

 

More than any decision that could be adopted, the adoption of a world currency would be symbol 

of the most far-reaching and responsible international cooperation. Jaccques Rueff, the French 

economist, noted that the Genoa conference in 1922 abolished the Gold Standard. He called for 

an international conference to re-establish a common currency; his was gold. Just as the world 

community convened in Bretton-Woods to establish a fixed exchange regime, there is now an 

urgent need for a conference to establish a world central bank, a world currency and a new 

international payments system. Such central bank would be under no fiscal pressure or any 

mandate to insure full-employment or temper with interest rates. It’s goal would be to provide a 

safe and stable currency that would grow at rate to accommodate steady and sustained economic 

growth and prosperity. 

 

Absent this fundamental reform of the world payments system, and in view of the scary financial 

disorder in reserve currency countries, the world economy may have no choice except to seek 

refuge in gold. Bernanke, Trichet, or King can instantaneously create trillions of dollars in fake 

money; but they cannot create even one gram of gold! They will rob millions of workers and 

pensioners of their real and hard won gains and spread misery around the world. Their monetary 

injection is pure tax on holders of money, and amounting to a redistribution of wealth in favor of 

debtors. The more they inflate the economy, the more they will deflate real activity and spread 

unemployment and despair. 

Finally, I must rekindle a debate on the the payments system and the reserve currency that the 

late Nobel Laureate, Franco Modigliani, and I proposed in 1971. We inititially made our 



 

proposal before the collapse of the Bretton Woods system and elaborated on its soundness in 

1973, especially in limiting the international propogation of economic shocks. I still believe that 

it is the best system for global financial stability and sustained economic growth.13 

  

 
13 The Reform of the International Payments System, with Franco Modigliani, in  

Essays in International Finance, Princeton University, No. 89, September 1971, Reprinted in 

Collected Papers of Franco Modigliani, M.I.T. Press, 1979. "The International Transfer of 

Capital and the Propagation of Domestic Disturbances under Alternative Payments Systems,” 

with Franco Modigliani, in Banca Nazionale Del Lavoro Quarterly Review, No. 107, December 

1973.  Reprinted in Collected Papers of Franco Modigliani, M.I.T. Press, 1979. 
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Over recent days, observing a sudden increase in car sales and record profits of “bankrupt” 

banks, Federal Reserve Chairman Bernanke has announced that recovery of the US economy 

was under way. Treasury Secretary Geithner echoed the same message and even “globalized” his 

prediction of a recovery for the world economy. President Obama saw “glimmers of hope.”  

While these three top US policy makers were rushing to announce recovery, Paul Krugman14 

shed skepticism, saying “do not count your recoveries before they are hatched.”  

 

US policy makers’ optimism seems to be founded on their grandiose reflationary programs. Mr. 

Obama has launched an unprecedented stimulus package at $787 billion, followed by the largest 

US fiscal deficit ever, at $1.85 trillion, or 13 percent of GDP. Underlying the stimulus package 

and the fiscal deficit was a Harvard income multiplier of 1.5, implying an increase in the US real 

GDP by about $4 trillion, or a record 30 percent per year. The basic economics advocated by the 

Obama team were simple: trillions of dollars in stimulus package and government expenditures 

would boost real aggregate demand for consumption and investment and automatically lead to 

economic recovery and full employment. Their mechanical multiplier model provided a strong 

reason for Mr. Obama to announce a premature economic recovery. 

 

Bernanke’s optimism is the result of his aggressive monetary policy that he forced under the 

Bush Administration and has continued to expound under Obama, irrespective of the devastation 

it has caused to the banking sector and subsequent fiscal bailouts. Bernanke has gained the 

reputation of the Doctor of the “Great Depression” and proponent of monetary anarchy. For him 

and his school of thought, inflation seems to be of little concern. His aggressive monetary policy 

has sent the US economy, and with it the world economy, into financial collapse and recession. 

Yet, Doctor Bernanke kept strong faith in his aggressive anti-Great Depression medicine. 

Besides forcing interest rates to zero, never seen in the monetary history of the US, he decided to 

unleash money supply by expanding the credit of the US Fed from US$700 billion prior to 

August 2007 to $2.3 trillion by end April 2009.  Doctor Bernanke reasoning was simple: zero 

interest rates combined with unlimited credit to the sub-prime markets ought to hike up 

aggregate demand in such a powerful way that it blasts away recession and secures fast growth 

and full employment. The recent cheers for Geithner were based on similar reasoning, however, 

transplanted at the world economic level. A G-20 stimulus package of $5 trillion, on the top of a 

commitment by the G-20 to undertake the most expansionary fiscal and monetary policy, 

combined with free lending to any country in any amount, that would in their view guarantee a 

fast and strong world economic recovery. 

 

Neither G-20 policy makers nor the US seem to recognize that the current recession was the 

product of overly expansionary fiscal and monetary policies during the past decade. Obviously, 

these policies yielded a temporary high demand-led economic growth during the 2002-2007 

 
14 http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/17/opinion/17krugman.html?_r=1 
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period accompanied by the highest commodity price inflation in recent memory; however, they 

also triggered a food and energy crisis, general bankruptcies in form of meltdown of sub-prime 

loans, an economic recession and trillion of dollars of bailouts in the US and Europe that 

socialized financial losses. These bailouts will weigh on economic growth for a long time in the 

future.  

 

These same policies are now being replayed around the world. The supporters of these policies 

claim to be innovative as if for the first time in history they were implementing voluminous 

fiscal expansion and the free printing of money. These policies were used time and again in the 

past with startling examples such as the German hyperinflation in 1920-23, Latin American 

hyperinflations in 1950-1985, and the more recent Mobutu and Mugabe hyperinflations. In all 

cases where these policies were tried, there was devastating inflation, a substantial decline in real 

income, and a considerable impoverishment and social malaise. Notwithstanding historical 

evidence against rapid monetary and fiscal expansionism, G-20 policymakers and the US now 

believe in success of super inflationary policies. 

 

US policymakers diagnosed the current crisis as lack of demand for goods and services and large 

excess savings in form of piling up food and energy goods in the US, and totally dismissed the 

large external deficits that reached about 6 percent of GDP in recent years and negative national 

savings. They believe in deflation when housing, food, and energy inflation was crippling the 

economy. The refusal to link the Bush Administration’s war spending and excessively 

expansionary fiscal and monetary policies and the current financial crisis has been a main 

stratagem in the speeches of Fed officials. Mr. Bernanke blamed the financial crisis on China and 

on oil exporters who invested their balance of payments surplus in the US, leading to low interest 

rates and credit boom in the US, thus denying Fed influence on interest rates and credit creation. 

Certainly, Mr. Bernanke did not understand that China and oil exporters do not decide the US 

current account deficit!  

 

Often, Mr. Bernanke has noted that the Fed's mandate from the Congress was to promote 

maximum sustainable employment and stable prices. The failure of the Fed to achieve either or 

both objectives has been quite recurrent over the past decades. Bernanke’s aggressive policy 

since August 2007 has even triggered stagflation: rising unemployment and inflation. It would be 

more natural to have a central bank with one single mandate, which is preserving the value of 

money. Mr. Bernanke has simply dismissed traditional central banking and decided, based on his 

own Great-Depression doctrine, to go beyond the twin mandate that were prescribed by the 

Congress, and to create high risk instruments that go beyond traditional government bonds held 

by a central bank for open market operations. No central bank has the mandate to lend directly to 

non-depository banks or to the private sector. That would constitute a violation of standard 

central banking practice. No government in the world would allow its central bank to violate its 

mandate and hold assets other than government bonds and member banks’ discounts. The 

arbitrary and overly discretionary power of Mr. Bernanke can be illustrated by the following 

passage:15 

 

 
15 http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/bernanke20090414a.htm 
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 “More recently, the Federal Reserve has also initiated a lending program, with the cooperation 

of the Treasury, designed to free up the flow of credit to households and small businesses. 

Among the forms of credit on which the program is currently focused are auto loans, credit card 

loans, student loans, and loans guaranteed by the Small Business Administration. We are 

currently reviewing other types of credit for possible inclusion in this program. …. Restoring 

stability to the market for housing and home mortgages has been a particular area of concern. To 

address this problem, the Fed has employed a third type of policy tool--namely, buying securities 

in the open market. The FOMC has approved purchases of well over $1 trillion this year of 

mortgage-related securities guaranteed by the government-sponsored mortgage companies, 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Buying mortgage-related securities helps to drive down the 

interest rates that consumers pay on mortgages, and, indeed, the rate on a traditional 30-year 

fixed-rate mortgage has recently fallen to less than 5 percent, the lowest level since the 1940s. 

 

Mr. Bernanke does not seem to understand the nature of credit. A bank lends deposits it receives 

from its depositors and from repayments of loans. When borrowers do not pay back, the bank has 

no longer the capital to lend. Mr. Bernanke interpreted the credit freeze as a liquidity problem 

and had little idea about the extent of frozen portfolios. His massive liquidity injection translated 

into a mountainous buildup of banks’ holding of excess reserves that reached $862 billion as of 

end-April 2009 against less than $2 billion prior to September 2008.  

 

Bernanke was fooling the public by saying he wanted to free up the flow of credit to households 

and small business forgetting that most of outstanding loans to households and small business 

were simply lost and written down. He forgot the bailouts he extended under the TARP to banks 

in replacement of lost portfolio. He was oblivious about the nature of credit. Banks accord credit 

to borrowers from the savings of their depositors. The Fed does not receive deposits from 

households; it is not intermediating between savings and lending, and therefore cannot be 

considered to free up credit. It is purely creating money out of thin air. As such, the Fed has 

become a taxing authority that confiscates wealth and redistributes it to lucky borrowers. The 

new mandate for taxation and redistribution has been self-attributed by Bernanke. Other new 

mandates were insuring the highest car sales and highest credit card, student, and small business 

loans. Mr. Bernanke has also extended his role to the housing market, with the aim of preventing 

a downward adjustment of housing prices and pushing down interest rates. Mr. Bernanke wanted 

to renew the speculative euphoria that characterized the housing market under Greenspan. 

 

Mr. Bernanke does not believe in any regulation of the financial system. By pushing trillion of 

dollars in liquidity to the sub-prime market, Mr. Bernanke is likely to bankrupt the Fed within a 

few short years. Loans pushed on borrowers will never be repaid. Moreover, consumer loans by 

definition finance consumption. Contrary to investment loans that generate income for their 

repayment, consumer loans generate no income and cannot be repaid. A stress test applied to the 

Fed itself would surely predict a huge lost portfolio! While banks have already been bankrupted 

and are no longer ready to play out in the hands of Mr. Bernanke again, the latter has decided to 

go on his own, turn a central bank into an all-encompassing institution, showering free money to 

consumers and reaching out to ninja’s again (no income, no job, no asset borrowers). The 

injection of over $1.25 trillion in mortgages is already setting off another speculative wave, with 

speculators surging everywhere after high commissions and profits and enticing borrowers into 

cheap loans that are secured by Bernanke’s Fed. 



 

 

Bernanke considered the rise in car sales as a sign of economic recovery. When Bernanke has 

become himself the car dealer of the US, handing out luxury cars for free, could this rise in car 

sales be considered as a sign of recovery? Certainly, the rise in car sales did not reflect savings 

and growth in the economy. It only reflected Bernanke’s overly cheap monetary policy. 

Bernanke’s successor will be saddled with trillions of dollars in bad loans and faced with 

uncontrollable inflation. A Fed saddled by a mountain of bad debt should be the cause of serious 

concern for President Obama. 

 

Most astonishing of Bernanke’s magic is to turn bailout banks into record profit making banks in 

such a record time, while Geithner is still setting up his toxic asset banks. The TARP money 

served to pay bonuses to managers, why not use some for paying bonuses to stockholders? 

Moreover, the Fed is paying an interest on excess reserves held by banks following massive 

liquidity injection. These interests could be considered as another subsidy to banks that 

contribute to create illusory profits and the mirage of economic recovery. Banks’ profits are not 

rising from real economic activity and are pure bailout money and subsidies from the state. 

 

How much credibility could be accorded to the soothsayers Bernanke and Geithner? It would be 

safer to talk about recovery when it really has occurred and strengthened over a period of a few 

quarters, not through distorted indicators such as those manipulated by Bernanke, but through 

real GDP growth and a pick up in general employment. If durable growth occurs in such 

incredible fiscal and monetary chaos, then the disastrous experience of countries that undertook 

these policies would be baffling. Namely, Zimbabwe should not have experienced four digit 

inflation and its employment and real income should have grown at highest possible rates. High 

US inflation, while not admitted by US policy makers, has eroded real income, reduced 

dramatically food consumption, and certainly caused rising unemployment. The more an 

economy is inflated, the more its real activity is deflated and the more unemployment rises. The 

creation of money out of thin air could lead to starvation. While others have called it 

counterfeiting. Counterfeiters could bring as much stimulus and confiscation as does Bernanke’s 

money creation. 

 

Paul Volcker applied prudent central banking soon after his appointment as a Chair of the Fed in 

1979 and achieved a durable recovery in a financial environment of strong and healthy banks by 

tightening monetary policy and allowing the federal funds rate to remain at 19 percent for several 

quarters. He did not invent tricks. Bernanke had caused financial disorder by pushing his theory 

of anti-Great Depression ever since he was appointed as a governor in 2002 and later as a Chair 

of the Fed in 2006. He announced recovery with zero interest rates, bankrupted financial system, 

unorthodox central banking, and most expansionary money creation in the US history. He has 

kept on inventing tricks and showing genius and innovation. Certainly there is a huge dichotomy 

between Volcker’s plain vanilla prudent banking and Bernanke’s advanced and dangerous 

financial engineering. But it can be easily solved when we recognize that all roads lead to Rome.  

 

While the Volcker recovery proved to be real, the Bernanke pick-up has been so far a mirage. 

Bernanke has announced that the Fed credit is to expand to $4 trillion by end-2009. Besides the 

effects of a breakout of the swine flu, over the coming months and years, we also have the results 

of the Bernanke credit breakout to look forward to.  
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Amid financial chaos and trillions of dollars in bailouts of the Western baking system, major 

reserve banks have once again renewed their aggressive monetary expansion in a bid to revive 

economic recovery. The European Central Bank has cut its interest rate to 1 percent and 

announced massive money creation “out of thin air”. In a similar move, the Bank of England has 

set its interest rate at 0.5 percent, the lowest rate since its creation in 1694, and announced a 

massive money-printing program. This unorthodox monetary policy of distorting interest rates 

and printing money ex nihilo, while in line with G-20 super-reinflationary policy, was also a 

retaliation to the US Fed’s reduction of its interest rate to zero and injections of trillions of 

dollars for consumers and mortgage borrowers in 2009. 

 

The LIBOR hit its lowest rate ever, making credit ridiculously cheap. As called for by the G-20, 

besides pushing credit to domestic borrowers, unconditional credit is being pushed to developing 

countries. With such low interest rates and uncontrolled money supply of reserve currencies, the 

world economy is destined for reach its worst inflationary bout in memory. 

  

Reserve central banks are interlocked in an irreversible war of competitive monetary expansion 

and exchange rate depreciation, and resulting in heightened financial and economic uncertainty. 

Although major reserve banks are injecting trillions in fake money, they have no ability to inject 

even one barrel of oil or a pound of rice. Hence, their money printing is pure taxation, pure 

wealth redistribution, with the inevitable inflationary result. In parallel, many leading industrial 

countries are adopting the largest fiscal deficits in their modern history. Notorious among these 

is Obama’s fiscal deficit of $1.85 trillion for 2009, or at 13 percent of US GDP. Thanks to this 

amazing printing of money and fiscal deficits urged in the G-20 summits, policymakers relish in 

announcing that economic recovery is at hand, totally ignoring the sad legacy of lax money 

policy during 2000-2008—a ravaged financial system, and dramatic downturn in real economic 

activity and employment.  

 

The recent stress test by the Fed showed that nineteen leading US banks faced portfolio losses of 

$599 billion in 2009 in spite the TARP money that already covered part of their capital losses. 

Certainly, the stress test has not been applied to  the over 8,000 banks in the US that face losses 

on their loans. If it had, the losses would perhaps have been in the trillions of dollars. 

 

The money expansion during 2000-2008 pushed interest rates to their lowest level in the post 

WWII period.  Combined with large fiscal deficits in the US and Europe, this policy generated 

high inflationary demand-led growth that abruptly ended in 2008. It has financed unrestrictive 

speculation in assets and commodity markets, caused housing price to quadruple in some 

countries, oil prices to soar to $147/barrel, food prices to skyrocket to levels that resulted in riots, 

and exchange rates that showed violent instabilities. Cheap money policy was equated by 

economists known as the classics to inflation and speculation; that is, speculators who make 

gains only on price appreciation as the cost of carry (borrowing in low interest currencies) is 



 

negligible, and borrowing by consumers who cannot repay their debt. It often times ended in 

bankruptcies and economic disorder as seen in the current crisis. 

 

What have been the real costs of this monetary policy? It has already pushed US unemployment 

to 8.9 percent in April 2009, with double digit US unemployment on the horizon, and to higher 

levels in many other industrial countries. Excess liquidity injection by central banks sent credit 

rising at unprecedented rates and pushed massive loans to sub-prime borrowers, who were 

swamped with wealth they will never repay. Besides bankrupting Iceland, it bankrupted banks in 

the US and Europe, necessitating trillions of dollars in bailouts to rescue banks from failure. It 

wiped out trillions of dollars in share values.  It redistributed immense wealth to borrowers that 

have never invested anything to earn this wealth and can never repay it. US homeowners bought 

houses at inflated speculative prices, which the US government is now generously paying for. 

Without US Government takeover of Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, China would have paid for 

US mortgage default. Consumers enjoyed free luxury cars and even free gasoline on credit card 

loans. 

 

Policymakers have not addressed many key questions. For instance, why were there food revolts 

and energy protests in 2007-08? The answer to these questions were provided long time ago by 

Jacques Rueff. He noted that pure money injection by a central bank can lead to starvation. The 

money created by the central bank out of thin air is akin to a pure inflation-tax and confiscation. 

It confiscates real wealth from producers and hands it free to borrowers. This is also known as 

unbacked credit expansion. When banks extend credit out of deposits, they are using available 

savings to lend and are not creating excess demand. When the central bank injects money out of 

thin air, its action is akin to robbery. Hence, through their money injections, central banks enable 

borrowers to consume food and energy products without offering any real goods in exchange. 

They divert wealth to borrowers that contribute nothing to wealth creation. Consequently, true 

producers, food growers, wage earners, airlines, farmers, and industrialists lost real capital and 

found themselves with reduced quantities of food and energy, necessary for investment and 

production. This loss of capital in favor of borrowers was translated by skyrocketing food and 

energy prices. Thence, poor classes in vulnerable countries bore the tax and faced dwindling 

quantities of food and growing starvation, triggering riots. In the same vein, truckers in the US 

and Europe bore the tax and faced dwindling and more expensive fuel that curtailed their 

operations, causing them to protest. Put simply, money injection by central banks destroys 

savings and causes a depletion of productive capital, and consequently of growth. It cuts real 

wages and pensions and impoverishes the lower social classes.  

 

Could zero interest rates and unlimited money injection by central banks lead to recovery under 

the present conditions of the world economy? Certainly zero interest rates are not market rates. 

There is no private capital market where interest rates have become zero or near zero. Zero 

interest rate means simply that capital has a zero return and time has zero value. There is no need 

for investment and economic growth is zero. If the real interest rate is negative, capital returns 

are negative and real economic growth is negative. Hence, by definition a zero interest rate is a 

central bank forced rate, is highly distortionary, and leads to wasteful and socially unjust 

allocation of resources and intense speculation. The central bank has to keep injecting liquidity 

into the economy at an unlimited rate to maintain the rate at zero. This makes real interest rates 

largely negative. At zero interest rates, banks see no need for lending as their income would be 



 

low while their risk from inflation and default loss very high. As an indication and by-product of 

this policy, excess reserves at US banks have increased from less than $1 billion prior to 

September 2008 to $900 billion in May 2009!  

 

Zero interest rates deplete savings and therefore the basis for economic growth. The borrowing at 

zero interest rates would be mainly by consumers. The recent trillions of dollars  injection by 

leading central banks was entirely destined to consumers and mortgage borrowers and will 

sharply erode real savings and growth. Consumer loans would be simply lost, as recent financial 

crisis has demonstrated. Who will pay in real term for the loss? The answer is provided by the 

recent crisis: poor countries (by an inflation tax), China, sovereign wealth funds, bankrupt banks, 

pensioners, workers, homeless people, and taxpayers.  

 

Zero and low interest rates unleash speculation as speculators are interested in short-term gains 

from price changes while their cost of carry is negligible. Zero interest rates cannot encourage 

productive investment that relies on real savings. Since the latter is depleted, there is smaller 

amount of real capital for investment. The supply price of capital becomes extremely high as 

shown by the excessive rise of commodity prices and reduced profits. Even if productive 

investors can borrow at zero or negative real interest rates, the quantity of real savings is very 

small for generating growth. Zero and low interest rates cannot encourage supply. Suppliers are 

profit maximizers. They can maximize profits by hiking up prices and withholding supplies since 

the cost of inventories is very low and short-term borrowing for working capital is abundant and 

at negligible cost. By reducing real quantities, commodity suppliers push prices to higher levels. 

Hence, zero interest rates are pure distortions engineered by central banks, and they erode the 

basis for growth, intensify speculation, curtail investment, supply, and are damaging to the 

economy. Not surprisingly, zero interest rates were associated with the protracted stagnation in 

Japan during 1990-2003. 

   

Reserve Central bankers believe their respective economies suffer from deficient demand, 

irrespective of their sizeable external deficits and recent fall in oil inventories. They have all 

along dismissed inflation that is inherent to cheap money policy, totally ignored record two digit 

commodity inflation during 2002-2008, and justify their recent monetary expansion by the 

absence of inflation. Yet, food prices are on average three to four times their levels four years 

ago. The result has been a multiplication of charity food banks in the US and a dramatic increase 

in the number of people seeking food handouts. Food needy people complain that food prices at 

supermarkets have become unaffordable. This is a clear indication of food insufficiency and that 

more monetary injection would only fuel food price inflation further and again weigh on 

economic growth.  

 

Central banks have also intervened in the housing market by injecting $1.3 trillion in mortgage 

loans. Bernanke has distorted mortgage interest rates, ignored all underwriting standards, and 

extended government guarantees to these loans. Besides its pure inflation-tax effect, his action 

has prevented the needed correction in housing market, revived speculation, and prepared 

another cycle of default and government bailout of homeowners. There is no point to enhance 

regulation and supervision of financial institutions when major central banks spread financial 

disorder, print money, and push trillions of dollars in loans to sub-prime borrowers. 

 



 

Prominent figures, such as Joseph Stiglitz and George Soros, have attributed the current financial 

crisis to cheap monetary policy by leading reserve banks and to the Greenspan legacy. These 

major reserve banks have been myopic and appear determined to destroy the value of money. 

They are encouraged by democratic states in the context of the G-20 summits to destroy the 

economic foundation for growth and the banking system. Their massive liquidity injection since 

August 2007 and successive interest rate cuts have devastated the world economy and have 

caused a fall in real output and employment. They perceive recent speculative flare up in asset 

and commodity prices as a sign of recovery! Their reckless money injections have again brought 

oil and food prices under renewed pressure. Real economic growth will be soon constrained by 

fuel and food supplies. Namely, crude oil cannot be pushed beyond 85 mbd and will again weigh 

on growth as it did in 2008.  

 

Does an economy need an unorthodox central bank and cheap money for economic recovery? If 

you are not Bernanke, King, or Trichet, the answer is no. A lasting and stable recovery requires a 

safe and orthodox central bank that does not push interest rate to zero or negative in real terms 

and engages in uncontrolled money injection in favor of speculators and consumers. Unorthodox 

cenral bank can only fuel inflation and derail long-term economic growth. The social 

consequences are disastrous. Experiences of unorthodox central banking in the past are 

numerous and their economic fallouts were enduring. 

 

Is there an exit from unorthodox central banking? Unorthodox central bankers, including 

Bernanke, claim that they can exit from their unorthodox policies of zero interest rates and 

mountains of liquidity. Put simply, can the US Fed reduce its credit from $3 trillion to $0.7 

trillion? Such a dramatic contraction has never happened in the history of any central bank. It 

means an explosion of interest rates and deep deflation. Unorthodox monetary policies have 

ended in economic decline, falling real wages, social disorder, and an exit of the currency itself. 

Experiences of Germany 1920-23, France in the 1950s, Latin America 1950-85, ex-Zaire 1970-

1995, and Zimbabwe 2008 showed that inflated currencies were replaced by a new currency with 

formidable loss inflicted on the holders of the inflated currency. 

 

Inflationists and their proponents dominate leading central banks. Inflationists consider savings 

as an evil and believe in debasing of money as a way to keep aggregate demand in excess of 

available supplies. The cost of inflation does not exist for them, neither do its redistributionary 

effects. They are after short-term gains in growth and employment at the expense of long-term 

growth and financial stability.  

 

Thanks to the reckless trio--Bernanke, King, and Trichet--the world economy is bound for its 

worst inflationary episode in memory, one that will surpass the world inflation of the 1970s. As 

their money injection is fake money, their recovery will be a fake also. The ongoing crisis clearly 

shows that the world economy needs reform of the international financial system to shield it 

from unruly reserve central banks, instability, and heavy taxation. 
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During the presidential campaign, candidate Obama pledged to make a fresh start with the 

Muslim world. He would do this by making a major address to the Muslim world from a Muslim 

country capital. To this end, the White House has recently announced that President Obama will 

fulfill this campaign pledge by making a speech in June from Cairo. While it is laudable that he 

is keeping his pledge, President Obama is making this all-important speech from the wrong 

country and for the wrong reasons. Most importantly, a major speech made by a US president in 

Cairo will not only do nothing to improve America’s relationship with the Muslim world but 

will, in fact, be counterproductive. Sadly, President Obama’s proposed trip and speech confirm 

his administration’s misunderstanding of history and of the dangers confronting our world. 

 

America’s problem with the Muslim world does not stem from disrespect for Islam, or from 

hostility and antagonism toward Muslims. The real issue is America’s past and continuing 

support for corrupt “Muslim” dictators around the world. It is precisely this support that has 

given birth to radical “Muslims” who oppose America around the world. France and the UK 

have fared no better in terms of understanding how to foster global peace. An Obama pilgrimage 

to Cairo will only serve to re-enforce America’s perceived image as the supporter of tyrants who 

subjugate their people.  

 

When President Obama says that he wants to visit a Muslim country to make his speech, he must 

realize that there is in fact no “Muslim” country in the world.  There are countries that call 

themselves Muslim countries. Inserting the words “Islamic Republic” in front of Afghanistan, 

Iran or Pakistan does not make them Muslim countries. Changing the King of Saudi Arabia’s 

title from “His Majesty” to “the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques” does not make the Al-

Saud tribe better Muslims or Saudi Arabia a Muslim country. Belonging to the Organization of 

the Islamic Conference (OIC) does not make a country Muslim. 

 

Instead, a Muslim country is a country that follows the ideals set out in the Quran and in the 

Hadeeth (the life and practices of the Prophet Mohammad). At the heart of Islamic teachings is 

social and economic justice for all members of society, be they Muslim or non-Muslim, as the 

Quran says: “Let there be no compunction in religion.” For a nation to be considered a Muslim 

country, certain basic and minimal requirements must be met. Leaders should be elected, but not 

necessarily by western rules. Corruption should be eradicated. There should be a drive toward 

achieving social and economic justice, with a level playing field where all members of society 

have the opportunity to reach their potential, with access to education, healthcare, shelter and 

food. While humans should be rewarded for their work and investment, there should not be 

extremes of wealth and poverty. The Quran states that if someone suffers in poverty, then 

someone else must be living in luxury. Killing innocent people is a crime and killing one 

innocent person is akin to killing all of mankind. The rule of law should be sacred. Are these 

values held sacred in Egypt or indeed in any so-called “Muslim” country? 

 



 

The stark reality is that if countries were in fact judged by objective indicators and not simply by 

what they profess, countries such as Norway, New Zealand and the United States would be 

deemed much more “Islamic” than countries such as Egypt, a fact that is secretly acknowledged 

by Muslims the world over.   

 

An Obama speech from Cairo would only lend credence to a “Muslim” dictator, in a country 

where Muslims have not been allowed to choose their leaders. A country where Muslims are not 

allowed freedom of speech. A country with abject poverty alongside lavish wealth. Does 

President Obama truly think that this is Islam? 

 

Instead of making a pilgrimage to Cairo, he should celebrate the lives and contributions of 

American Muslims in the United States. These are people who came to America to seek a better 

life than they could have in their “Muslim” countries of birth. They can practice their religion, 

have a better chance of living their faith than where they were born and are productive members 

of society. Let the “Muslim” world see that Muslims are flourishing in America. 

 

How can President Obama bring his message home? He can do it by organizing a convention in 

the United States to celebrate the lives of ordinary Muslim Americans. Not the rich and the 

powerful, but Muslims from all walks of life. To show, not with words but with deeds, that 

Muslims are welcomed, supported and thriving in America, a country dedicated to tolerance 

toward all religions and built on the premise that every person enjoys the right to pursue 

happiness.  

 

If President Obama wants to reach the Muslim world he must learn from history. He must 

disavow the support of dictators and tyrants for short-term gain. He must renew America’s 

commitment to justice for all people, including a just settlement for the Palestinians. This is the 

way to reach the Muslim world and to reverse course from hostilities between disparate groups 

who have yet to realize that they are but one.  
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Oil prices are again up and running. Are they heading up to the July 2008 level of $147 per 

barrel, or even higher? Will higher oil prices again squash world economic growth?  

 

With interest rates at or near zero, LIBOR at its lowest rate ever since its inception, unlimited 

money supply, and the US dollar on a free fall in recent days, there has never been a more 

propitious environment for speculation on oil, food, gold, and other commodities. If an investor 

is holding a one month US Treasury bill in May 2009, his return is a ridiculous 0.134 percent per 

year, or 0.01 percent per month, and largely negative in real terms. If he is holding a crude oil 

futures contract, his return would have been 38 percent during April 20-May 20, 2009. Noting 

that borrowing cost for margin requirement is less than one percent a year, or less than 0.08 

percent a month, a speculator would have gained on a self-financing strategy 37.92 percent per 

month on oil contracts. Such free bonanza will only fire up commodity speculation as never 

before.  

 

Conditions for propelling oil prices to disruptive levels are today firmly in place. Besides cheap 

money as called for in the G-20 London Summit, fiscal policy has never been as loose as it is 

today. Gigantic fiscal stimuli that include Obama’s $787 billion package, US budget deficit of 

$1.85 trillion, G-20 stimuli of $5 trillion, and world wide fiscal expansion combined with 

renewed lending to developing countries will boost the demand for oil as well as for other 

commodities. While demand for oil can be pushed to higher levels, supply is severely 

constrained by proven reserves and output capacity. Many major producers face rapidly 

depleting reserves and even falling oil output, while producers with spare capacity face reserve 

constraints.  

 

Oil demand and supply have short-run price elasticities that are close to zero, meaning that large 

increases in oil prices have negligible short-term effect on both oil demand and oil supply. Small 

excess demand over supply will require substantial price increases for clearing the crude oil 

market and restoring supply-demand equilibrium in the market place. The expansionary fiscal 

and monetary policies of 2000-2008 kept the demand for oil high, with oil prices under a rising 

trend. The inability of oil supply to respond to oil demand required the use of ethanol as a blend 

with oil to increase the supply of refined products. This policy ignited the “food versus fuel” 

controversy as higher shares of grain output were diverted to petroleum products. Nonetheless, 

oil output rose from 75 million barrels per day (mbd) in 2000 to 87 mbd in 2008. In part, such a 

sizeable increase in oil output allowed the world economy to grow at 5 percent per year during 

2004-07.  

 

The prospect of an increase in oil output beyond its current level of 85 mbd is rather dim. 

Besides proven reserves constraints, oil producers would be in no hurry to use their spare 

capacity of about 3 mbd. In view of demand price inelasticity, they would prefer to maximize oil 

revenues from rapid price increases as opposed to pumping more oil. Furthermore, the deep- 



 

rooted inflationary expectations that are validated by previous and recent surges in oil prices 

would strengthen oil producers’ strategy for freezing output. For some oil exporters that have 

excess capacity, higher output would only give them surplus dollars that will be loosing value 

through inflation and dollar depreciation. The underlying zero interest rates combined with 

gigantic fiscal deficits provide firm reassurance for oil producers of a forthcoming oil boom. In 

fact, OPEC’s next meeting would highlight producers’ strategy. Nonetheless, with world oil 

supply remaining highly rigid at 85 mbd and demand pushing upward, oil prices will be on a 

rising trend. Additional oil demand through money printing and speculation will translate into 

pure price increases. A replication of the oil price pattern of 2007-2008 seems unavoidable. 

 

The relationship between oil prices and macro economy, or more specifically real economic 

growth, has been thoroughly investigated by Professor James Hamilton. He firmly established 

that rising oil prices, i.e., oil shocks, preceded economic recessions. The recessionary effect of 

oil price inflation has became particularly strong in 2008 as oil prices operated through an 

additional disruptive channel, namely food price inflation caused by the diversion of increasing 

quantities of grains, sugar cane, and other staple agricultural products for fuel additives. 

Exorbitant food prices forced households to cut non-essential spending in order to secure 

minimum vital food consumption for their families. Such real expenditure cuts prevented 

economic growth in 2008-2009. Oil prices operated also through cost channels and weighed on 

agriculture, airlines, and other transport activities. 

 

The last deep recession provides insight into current conditions and outlook. Economic recovery 

in 1982 following the seventies long stagflation took place in the context of rapidly declining oil 

prices that hit $8/barrel in 1986 and remained stable around $18/barrel for a long period 

spanning 1986-2000. This enabled the world economy to enjoy stable non-inflationary economic 

growth and employment. Economic recoveries of the past, including the Great Depression and 

numerous recessions, took place in the context of receding commodity prices and genuine food 

and energy price stability. There has been no economic recovery that took place in an explosive 

and volatile commodity price context. 

 

Recently, major reserve central bankers as well as the media have confidently projected 

economic recovery for the second part of 2009 as they have seen “green shoots” everywhere. 

Although it is not clear what they mean by green shoots, these may easily disappear if they suffer 

a bacteria attack, lack of rainfall, or other adverse conditions! Certainly a sound recovery in the 

midst of runaway oil and commodity prices would refute past empirical evidence. It will bluntly 

contradict the recovery of 1982 that took place in the context of rapidly falling oil prices and 

longer-term price stability. Setting aside empirical facts regarding the evils of high oil and food 

prices or that economic recovery required genuine oil and food price stability, could world 

economy or any economy grow without a concomitant increase in oil consumption? Under 

prevailing technologies, crude oil remains an essential input for economic growth. Particularly in 

the short run, oil is a severely constraining factor and adjustment to oil shocks operates with 

delay. In this respect, the use of oil seems to have been confined to areas where immediate 

substitution of other forms of energy is very narrow, or replacement cost of machinery and 

vehicles is high. Although buses may run on natural gas, airplanes are forced to use kerosene. 

 



 

The relationship between world economic growth and crude oil output is a solid one. As shown 

recently, a drop in oil consumption in agriculture and industry would cause a drop in real GDP. 

In turn, a drop in real aggregate output would also cause a concomitant drop in demand for crude 

oil. During 2000-2008, the elasticity between crude oil output and world real GDP was one, 

implying over medium-term a one percent real GDP growth would require a one percent crude 

oil output increase.  

 

We must emphasize the fact that oil prices are highly sensitive to monetary policy. Through 

speculation and credit boom, monetary policy has led to the highest oil price volatility during 

2000-2008. Interest rates and exchange rates have a great influence on oil prices. Low interest 

rates push oil demand to higher levels. An appreciation of the US dollar has always caused a fall 

in oil as well other commodity prices; depreciation has always the opposite effect.  

 

In spite of the disruptive role of oil price inflation on the real economy, major central bankers 

appear to have decided to disregard any link between monetary policy and these prices. In spite 

of unprecedented commodity inflation, academics and international organizations have praised 

reserve central bankers for achieving price stability during 2000-2008, which Bernanke dubbed 

as the era of “great moderation” in contrast to the seventies “great inflation”. Along with central 

bankers, these pundits put the blame for commodity price inflation on strong demand from 

China, India, and other emerging countries, and on oil producers. They have totally dismissed 

any speculative effect on oil prices. Besides denying the relationship between money and oil 

prices, major central bankers have decided to ignore housing, energy and food inflation. Even 

though this inflation has dealt a coup de grace to economic activity and the banking system, they 

have only considered what is called core inflation that excludes food and energy inflation.  

 

Since August 2007, reserve central bankers have embarked on a dangerous course of cheap 

money with a view to re-inflating housing prices and the general price level as a way to protect 

debtors. They have welcomed the recent flare-up of commodity prices as a sign of economic 

recovery and buoyant demand! They are totally blind to energy and food price inflation. Their 

long standing position is that monetary policy should not respond to asset price or commodity 

price inflation or to exchange rate gyrations. For instance, Greenspan flatly rejected calls to 

arrest housing speculation in 2003-04. Their attitude was “let the fire burn itself”, which has 

meant the sub-prime meltdown, financial chaos, and economic recession! 

 

Reserve central banks’ practice of zero interest rates for money is an absurdity. The distortionary 

effects of this policy could be disastrous. By pushing loans to sub-prime markets, monetizing 

fiscal deficits, and running printing presses at high speed, central bankers are only fueling 

inflation, appropriately coined as public enemy number one, or too much money chasing ever 

fewer goods. Inflation makes the supply price of capital very high and discourages real 

investment. Reserve central banks have become myopic, totally guided by very short-term 

objectives, as are US corporations with quarterly results, for reinflation and job creation. Long 

time ago, monetarists asserted that central banks cannot control employment, nor can they 

control interest rates. A central bank can only control money supply, credit, and the banking 

system with precision. By refusing to limit themselves to their basic mandate of protecting the 

value of money, major central banks are spreading economic chaos and decline. 

 



 

Oil price developments and world economic growth during August 2007-May 2009 could have 

been easily predicted in August 2007, as a result of Bernanke’s monetary aggression. Had 

Bernanke maintained the federal funds rate at 5.25 percent, the US and the world economy 

would have been spared the damage of two-digit record commodity inflation and economic 

growth and employment would have been preserved. The prevailing cheap money policy of May 

2009 has never existed before in the US and in Europe. There is little hope in the foreseeable 

future for major central banks to renounce unorthodox monetary policy by lifting interest rates or 

slowing down their printing presses or for leading countries to renounce record fiscal deficits. 

There is no escaping the outlook that oil prices are set on a firm upward trend and that world 

economic recovery will be delayed beyond 2009. 
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Major reserve central banks have become the most powerful destabilizing force of the world 

economy in the past decade. Their policy of excessive monetary expansion and negative real 

interest rates aimed at boosting credit, real aggregate demand and employment, and depreciating 

exchange rates has forced incredible amount of credit to sub prime market which is the only 

market that can absorb unproductively and without limit credit expansion. Such sizeable credit 

can never be repaid. Hence, cheap money policy has bankrupted advanced banking systems and 

inflicted on taxpayers trillions of dollars in bailouts. It has eroded real savings and therefore the 

capital base for economic growth. During 2008-2008, national savings fell drastically in many 

industrial countries, becoming negative in the US, and external current deficits widened to record 

levels. Negative real interest rates and never-ending money liquidity growth ignited exorbitant 

speculation in assets prices, commodities, housing, and exchange rates. Such speculative 

inflation has awarded borrowers and speculators and drastically impoverished workers; it has 

finally brought world economy to a standstill and has sharply contracted trade and employment. 

 

In conjunction with record fiscal deficits, cheap money policy has derailed real economic growth 

in many advanced countries. The US economy has contracted at 6 percent per year in real terms 

in 2008Q4-2009Q1, with unemployment rising to 8.9 percent of the labor force. Germany 

economy has contracted at 3.8 percent per year in 2009Q4. Japan economy has contracted at 3.5 

percent per year in 2008Q4. Exports of major industrial countries have plummeted at a fast rate 

in 2008-2009. Notwithstanding these afflictions, the G20 group has called in its April 2009 

London Summit for scaling up fiscal deficits and unleashing credit both domestically and 

internationally disbanding fiscal and monetary discipline. Accordingly, major reserve central 

banks have cut interest rates to zero or near zero bound. To force interest rates at zero bound, 

reserve central banks will have to keep pumping unlimited liquidity. The consequences of  this 

policy are highly uncertain and could be disastrous. Zero interest rates and unlimited money 

liquidity without limit will only provide fuel for excessive speculation, cause huge transfer of 

free wealth to borrowers and speculators, impose formidable taxation and distort completely the 

price and allocation mechanism in the economy. The real economic rate of growth will be 

depressed in line with prevailing negative real interest rates. Social discontent can grow in the 

midst of inflation and unemployment as recent demonstrations have shown in Europe. 

 

To protect borrowers, prevent adjustment in speculative housing and basic necessities prices, and 

depreciate exchange rates, reserve central banks have pursued an outright re-inflationary policy. 

Consequently, they shoveled trillions of dollars to sub prime mortgage and consumer borrowers, 

deliberately assuming the risk of large default losses. The doctrine of reserve central bankers has 

been summarized by Mr. Bernanke as follows: “Final demand should be supported by fiscal and 

monetary stimulus.” Hence, reserve central bankers believe in fiscal and monetary expansion to 

counteract economic recession and reject price and market adjustment mechanism. They have 

already announced that economic recovery is underway and will firm up in the second-half of 

2009.  



 

Demand policies relying on large fiscal deficits and money expansion to boost real economic 

growth have not been unanimously accepted in the literature. Adam Smith argued that excessive 

government employment would be at the expense of capital accumulation and would cause a 

declining trend in output as shown by the following quote: “Great nations are never 

impoverished by private, though they sometimes are by public prodigality and misconduct. The 

whole, or almost the whole public revenue, is in most countries employed in maintaining 

unproductive hands. Such are the people who compose a numerous and splendid court, a great 

ecclesiastical establishment, great fleets and armies, who in time of peace produce nothing, and 

in time of war acquire nothing which can compensate the expense of maintaining them, even 

while the war lasts. Such people, as they themselves produce nothing, are all maintained by the 

produce of other men's labor. When multiplied, therefore, to an unnecessary number, they may in 

a particular year consume so great a share of this produce, as not to leave a sufficiency for 

maintaining the productive laborers, who should reproduce it next year. The next year's produce, 

therefore, will be less than that of the foregoing, and if the same disorder should continue, that of 

the third year will be still less than that of the second. Those unproductive hands, who should be 

maintained by a part only of the spare revenue of the people, may consume so great a share of 

their whole revenue, and thereby oblige so great a number to encroach upon their capitals, upon 

the funds destined for the maintenance of productive labor, that all the frugality and good 

conduct of individuals may not be able to compensate the waste and degradation of produce 

occasioned by this violent and forced encroachment.  

 

Adam Smith distinguished between productive and unproductive labor. Productive labor is 

defined as the labor that produces real goods such as food products, machinery, medicines, and 

clothing. Unproductive labor is defined as labor that produces services such as churchmen, 

lawyers, public service, and the army. If the government expands its deficits, it will divert large 

quantities of subsistence goods to unproductive labor. Consequently, real capital cannot be 

replaced, let alone increased, which causes an economic recession. This could provide an 

explanation why Nancy Pelosi $160 stimulus package in 2008 failed to induce economic 

recovery. In similar fashion, Obama’s stimulus package at $787 billion and projected fiscal 

deficit at $1.85 trillion in 2009 could absorb larger share of subsistence goods of productive 

labor, reduce real investment, and depress growth. Adam Smith model can be applied for world 

crude oil. Given the rigidity of crude oil output at 85 mbd, an increase of unproductive use by 5 

mbd as a result of fiscal stimuli will cut productive use by the same quantity. With such drastic 

reduction in oil use, productive sectors, including farmers, can only suffer a decline in their real 

output. 

 

The argument for monetary policy to expand demand has been criticized by Jean-Baptiste Say. 

He enounced the principle that it is production which opens a demand for products. This 

principle became known as Say’s law or the law of markets. Say denounced the policy of 

printing money as a way to create demand. This policy erodes savings and damages economic 

growth as clearly stated by the following quote: “The same principle leads to the conclusion, that 

the encouragement of mere consumption is no benefit to commerce; for the difficulty lies in 

supplying the means, not in stimulating the desire of consumption; and we have seen that 

production alone, furnishes those means. Thus, it is the aim of good government to stimulate 

production, of bad government to encourage consumption. Wherever, by reason of the blunders 

of the nation or its government, production is stationary, or does not keep pace with 



 

consumption, the demand gradually declines, the value of the product is less than the charges of 

its production; no productive exertion is properly rewarded; profits and wages decrease; the 

employment of capital becomes less advantageous and more hazardous; it is consumed 

piecemeal, not through extravagance, but through necessity, and because the sources of profit are 

dried up. The laboring classes experience a want of work; families before in tolerable 

circumstances, are more cramped and confined; and those before in difficulties are left altogether 

destitute. Depopulation, misery, and returning barbarism, occupy the place of abundance and 

happiness.” 

 

Say considered money as a mean of exchange and a store of value. Credit should be made only 

out of deposited savings and should not be used to expand demand beyond supply as such 

distortion will cause inflation, bankruptcies, recession, and unemployment. Certainly, Keynesian 

economists have not accepted Say’s law and considered that the economy suffers from excess 

supply and see a role for fiscal deficits to expand aggregate demand. Nonetheless, both Smith 

and Say realized the dangers of expanding demand beyond a level that would cause 

encroachment on capital and a reduction of economic growth. Their argument can be supported 

by recent US GDP data that showed real private-goods production falling at -0.5 percent in 2007 

and -3 percent in 2008. 

 

The G20 has been totally oblivious to basic principles set out by the classics regarding 

macroeconomic balances and necessity of preserving growth and capital accumulation. The same 

attitude were held by reserve central bankers who went far beyond Keynesian economics which 

sought to expand public works to create directly employment. Their actions to push directly 

trillions of dollars to consumers does not guarantee employment creation as under Keynesian 

public works proposals and could even reduce employment through tarnishing savings as clearly 

observed in the recent economic and financial crisis. 

 

If Adam Smith and Jean-Baptiste Say were to advice G20 regarding appropriate policies to 

restore stability and economic growth, their prescriptions would be totally different from the 

policies adopted by G20 in the London Summit that consisted of blowing up fiscal deficits and 

forcing credits through unorthodox money policies to sub prime consumers. The calamities of 

the monetary and fiscal policies during 2000-2008 can be summarized as follows: bankruptcies 

of the banking system, commodity inflation, food shortage, energy shortage, falling real savings, 

large external current accounts, declining real output, and unemployment. The G20 policymakers 

have ignored all these calamities and decided to renew what they called monetary aggression and 

mount trillions of dollars in fiscal stimulus. The inflation aspect has been dismissed completely 

as non-existent and that leading economies enjoy price stability with core inflation at 1-2 percent 

a year. 

 

Appropriate policy prescriptions should aim at addressing the calamities of unrestricted fiscal 

and monetary policies. Reserve central bankers should end bankrupting the financial system and 

destroying the value of money. The unorthodox policy of central bankers of shoveling trillions to 

consumers at zero interest rates is a direct way of destroying the financial system, including 

central banking. The financial system become a system for blundering real wealth and 

redistribute it to borrowers. It is a form of confiscatory taxation. It is no longer intermediating 

between savors and investors. Reserve central bankers should renounce policies for depressing 



 

interest rates, reinflating housing and basic necessities prices, and depreciating exchange rates. 

These policies will kill savings and depress real growth rates. Policy makers should address food 

and energy shortages as these shortages will constrain seriously capital formation and economic 

growth. They should address stimulating private investment through tax incentives and 

competitiveness. Fiscal policy should be toward enhancing economic growth through spending 

in infrastructure, health, and education. Policymakers should extricate inflationary pressure 

through stable money policy and market determined interest rates. Countries were able to grow 

only after they stabilized their economies and renounced unsustainable fiscal deficit and 

monetary policy. 

 

World economy is heading toward worst inflation that could surpass the inflation of the seventies 

and would foil recovery. If oil price race again toward $147/barrel, Bernanke would certainly put 

the blame on China, emerging countries, and oil producers as he did in the past. He would never 

admit any role for his zero interest rate policy in food and energy price inflation. So far monetary 

policy has only disrupted world economic growth and distorted prices. By quadrupling food 

prices, it has eroded tremendously real incomes of workers and fixed income pensioners. It has 

taxed onerously poor people in developing countries. While every economy has great potential 

for growth, such outrageously destabilizing monetary  policy can only perpetuate financial 

disorder and economic stagnation. Economic growth was never equated with money printing. It 

is limited by real ressource constraint such as land and labor. Money printing has no constraint. 
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President Obama has focused on Iran’s alleged drive to develop nuclear weapons as his 

paramount concern with the regime in Tehran. It would appear that Obama is willing to give the 

mullahs almost anything they want if they just abandon their nuclear quest. Unfortunately, this 

singular US obsession will not serve the long-term interests of the United States and those of the 

Iranian people.  

  

Myopic US policies have helped the mullahs stay in charge for thirty years, but have at the same 

time made the average Iranian feel insecure because of support for Iraq during its war with Iran, 

threats against Iran and economic sanctions. This insecurity has given rise to Iranian support for 

the development of military deterrents, including the mastering of the nuclear fuel cycle. On the 

one hand, Iranians are becoming increasingly nationalistic and support the mullahs in their quest 

for security. On the other hand, Iranians are well aware that their economic and broader human 

development outlook is bleak in the hands of the mullahs, with little or no hope for future 

improvement. 

  

Obama stands poised to make a choice about relations with Iran, and that choice must not be 

limited to the question of what do about Iran’s nuclear quest. Obama’s real dilemma is rather 

whether to reach out to the mullahs in such a way as to garner short-run support in Iraq, 

Afghanistan and elsewhere in the region or to support the aspirations of the Iranian people. 

Numerous US administrations have faced a similar choice in their approach to other regimes in 

the past—support the dictator of the day for short-run stability or take a more long-term 

approach, risking short-run instability but keeping open the potential development of a stable, 

free country? Invariably, the US has taken the dictatorial route and today we pay a heavy price in 

the form of anti-Americanism around the world.  

  

What should our policy goal toward Iran be? Should we focus on the mullahs or should on our 

long-term relationship with the Iranian people? These two goals are not the same and their 

implications for US policy are different too.  

  

The fact is that the mullahs’ only real interest is to stay in power. They are practical. They are 

corrupt. Their economic policies have been disastrous and un-Islamic, but are intended to buy 

them short-run support. The mullahs’ support for Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas in the 

Palestinian Territories is not founded on religious solidarity or human concerns. Instead, such 

backing and anti-American rhetoric is intended to buy admiration among the disenfranchised 

Muslim masses, affording the mullahs leverage with the United States and further enhancing 

their chances for survival.  

  

Can we help the mullahs solidify their hold on power? Yes, but the question is whether they will 

believe that we won’t still be working toward overthrowing them. The mullahs will try to secure 

every guarantee from us but the truth is that they will have a hard time believing any US 

promises. In the end and no matter what we do, they will only give us guarded and limited 

support. They will continue to support Hezbollah and other factions in the region “just in case” 



 

for future leverage as an insurance policy. Their demand to cease all such support will be that we 

leave the Persian Gulf region, something they know we won’t do.  

  

What the Iranian people want is security from external aggression, a functioning economy, with 

decent jobs and economic and social justice, and generally the opportunity to pursue a better life. 

They also seek equality for women, freedom of speech and of the press, freedom to choose their 

government, and a chance to re-visit the constitution, which they may want to amend now that 

time has elapsed since the traumas of the revolution. Will the mullahs deliver on this? No. 

 

Could Obama deliver on the Iranian dream? While Obama cannot give Iranians what they want, 

there are a number of things Washington could do that would point to a welcomed turnaround for 

most Iranians. We should begin by making it clear to the Iranian people that we recognize their 

legitimate security concerns. We should disavow any and all policies toward regime change and 

desist from threats against Iran. We should lift sanctions since sanctions, besides the financial 

ones, have done little to hurt the mullahs but have instead hurt average Iranians. We should 

restore diplomatic relations with Iran. We should support civil society empowerment in Iran and 

not oppose Iranian national interests simply because they are Iranian. We should support Iranian 

education programs in the United States and in Iran, including all forms of exchanges, and ease 

visa restrictions. We should encourage renewed business relations with Iran, including direct 

investment in Iran’s oil and natural gas industry.  

 

These steps would do more than anything to start chipping away at internal support for the 

mullahs, to afford Iranians hope, disarm the mullahs and eventually drive them out of office, but 

at the hands of the Iranian people. This would lay the foundation for a true US-Iranian 

relationship, not one based on the short-term interests of the mullahs or of the United States. 

Above all, we must refrain from developing a client relationship with the mullahs like what we 

have with Mubarak or the Al-Sauds. This would be treacherous. The Obama Administration 

should be careful not to overestimate the benefits of the support of the mullahs in Iraq and in 

Afghanistan/Pakistan and not underestimate the long-term human needs of the Iranian people 

and the effect of ignoring their aspirations on our long-term relationship with Iran.  

 

Therein lies Obama’s fundamental opportunity, his “mullah moment.” If he totally embraces the 

mullahs, he will get some, but not all of what he wants from the mullahs, but he will betray the 

Iranian people, jeopardize their dreams for a better life, and in turn poison the potential for a 

truly solid future US-Iranian relationship. The alternative, a middle of the road approach, is to 

first embrace the needs of the Iranian people while restoring relations with the mullahs in a 

cautious and deliberate manner, getting some of what we want from the mullahs without selling 

the Iranian people short. This approach would signal a more nuanced US policy than the one we 

have pursued in the past elsewhere in the region. 

  

What if the mullahs continue their quest to master the complete nuclear cycle? There is no need 

for panic. We have to come to terms with reality: no matter what we say or do, the mullahs will 

not give up their nuclear enrichment program because it is a popular policy with most Iranians 

and it affords the mullahs a limited insurance policy. Instead, what the US should negotiate is the 

most intrusive inspection regime known to man to deter weapons-grade enrichment and the 

assembly of a bomb. Under this approach, Iran has no incentive to develop the bomb. First, 



 

doing so would start a regional nuclear race, with Saudi Arabia and Egypt acquiring similar 

capabilities. This they could do more quickly, with a larger deterrent and with external support. 

A regional arms race would not serve the interest of the mullahs, who are already saddled with a 

sinking economy. Second, the mullahs would have less bargaining power with the United States 

if they developed the bomb and others followed suit. Third, more and more military expenditures 

would be required from a financially bankrupt regime that cannot match the spending excesses of 

the rich Persian Gulf Arabs. The mullahs would use the implied threat of bomb development and 

agree to intrusive inspection (with an enrichment consortium in Iran being a special case of such 

an arrangement), at the same time, extracting all they can from the US from this implied threat. 

But they would stop here. They would go no further in their nuclear quest. The Obama 

Administration should also only go so far with the mullahs. Negotiate with caution, yes, but 

don’t go overboard. The interests of the Iranian people, not the mullahs, should come first. 
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The mishandling of the recent presidential election in Iran may go down as the pivotal event in 

the history of the Islamic Republic. Saddam Hussein and the mighty United States could not 

bring down the Islamic Republic. Yet, human hubris, greed and misjudgments of monumental 

proportions by the country’s leadership may do what threats, sanctions and armies could not.  

 

How and why does the regime in Tehran find its back to the wall? How might events unfold over 

the next few days and weeks? And what, if anything, could or should the US do?  

 

The factions in Iran that matter (in order of importance)—the Supreme Leader and his entourage, 

the Intelligence Services (especially a special branch tied to the Supreme Leader), the various 

centers of clerical power (worldly, not religious) such as the Guardian Council and the Judiciary, 

the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), and the regular military—are generally corrupt 

and lust after wealth. Whereas past presidents accommodated the greed and corruption of some 

groups, Ahmadinejad was able to accommodate them all, in part because of record high oil 

prices during his term in office. In particular, Ahmadinejad brought the IRGC and the military 

into the corruption feeding frenzy. Simultaneously, he accommodated the wishes of the 

intelligence services and the IRGC because he, more than any other past president, appreciated 

their power in Iran. Although not a cleric, Ahmadinejad followed every wish of the Supreme 

Leader as if it was his own initiative. At the same time he handed out wads of cash and subsidies 

to the poor, garnering their support for the future. He paid little heed to economic management 

and Iran’s overall economic performance. The centers of power in Tehran had found their “ideal 

man” in the form of President Ahmadinejad. 

 

The powerful were not going to let anyone, and I mean anyone, beat their man in an election. 

The Supreme Leader was especially supportive of Ahmadinejad. He had had a tumultuous 

relationship with Moussavi when he was President and Moussavi was his Prime Minister (under 

the old constitution from 1981 to 1989). Moussavi had essentially pushed him aside. He saw a 

Moussavi victory as a Trojan Horse for Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani and a mortal threat to his 

own position of power. But he and the other centers of power saw little chance of any of the 

three other candidates coming even close to their man. Moussavi was bland and had no charisma. 

Karrubi had lost before, he did not appear to have any momentum and he did not have the 

backing of the leaders of the so-called reformists (Khatami and Hashemi) that Moussavi enjoyed.  

And Rezai was a miniature of Ahmadinejad, with backing largely in the IRGC and the Baseej 

(an auxiliary force under the IRGC).  

 

Then, in the last ten days before the election, things changed dramatically. There was a sudden 

surge for Moussavi, even what some might call fervor. The opposition was coalescing behind 

Moussavi as they had never done before, even for Khatami. This was a total surprise to the 

regime. The regime panicked. It could not risk a second round.  The leaders decided to rig the 

election as never before. Was the rigging sufficient to rob Moussavi of a victory? We may never 

know how much electoral rigging there actually was.  But the leaders decided to make the 

margin big enough to rule out a second round; with a clear-cut victory for their man that no 



 

margin of error could possibly threaten. And in a state of panic, the regime failed to show the 

finesse it had in the rigged election of 2005. The voting pattern in particular towns for the 

various candidates defied logic; the speed of the vote count and its early reporting was 

unprecedented; and the Supreme Leader’s early endorsement of the result highly suspicious. In a 

society where even facts are suspect, nothing fit the normal pattern.  

 

The regime did not expect an open challenge. The leaders were complacent. In the past the 

Iranian people had usually been passive to abuses. In the past, students were the only group to 

demonstrate and they were always brutally put down. The other candidates were a part of the 

system and like Khatami in his confrontation with the Guardian Council over policy, they would 

back down and accept the result, especially if the Supreme Leader quickly endorsed the outcome 

of the vote. He had never been challenged and he expected nothing different this timet. When he 

endorsed Ahmadinejad’s “victory” he even alluded to divine intervention! 

 

But the regime had misread the mood of the people. The outcry was widespread—the reformist 

leaders (Khatami and Rafsanjani, who is also the head of the powerful Expediency Council), all 

three loosing candidates, important religious clerics such as Ayatollah Sanai who allegedly 

issued a fatwa against collaboration with the regime, and prominent Bazzari—the heart of Iran’s 

commerce—businessmen and merchants). Moreover, Moussavi showed unusual courage in 

bypassing the Supreme Leader and appealing to the religious leadership in the Holy City of 

Qom.  

 

Today, the Supreme leader’s authority is under direct challenge from many quarters. The signs 

are everywhere that this is no ordinary demonstration. The regime has gotten the message that 

demonstrations will not peter out. The legitimacy of the regime is under siege. To calm matters 

and dowse the flames, the Supreme Leader took the unprecedented step of asking the Council of 

Guardians (half of which are his direct appointees and the other half indirectly owe their 

positions to him) to review the results. 

 

Again, how could the regime miscalculate so? If Moussavi had won, life would have been so 

much easier. The threat of an Israeli attack would be almost eliminated. Negotiations with the 

US would be facilitated. After all, the leaders could have easily controlled Moussavi. Why did 

they not go down this road? The only answer is that the Supreme Leader was afraid of who 

might come into new prominence with Moussavi—Hashemi Rafsanjani who headed the 

Expediency Council. It is the same Council that under the constitution could replace the Supreme 

Leader. This threat was felt and shared by some of the other leaders in the regime. They 

suspected a “velvet coup” from the inside. They were confident that they would be able to 

manage whatever came down the pike with the anointment of Ahmadinejad. But they were 

wrong! 

 

What now? The review by the Guardian Council cannot be independent. Ayatollah Jannati, the 

head of the Council, is a supporter of President Ahmadinejad and a devotee of the Supreme 

Leader. The Council will not decide, but will be told what to do. What are the regime’s and the 

Supreme Leader’s options and their consequences? 

 



 

Option1: If the Council annuls the vote and orders a new election, demonstrations will subside, 

but the regime will be dealt a mortal blow. They will lose their “Islamic”’ credentials, if they 

have not already done so. How can a regime profess Islam and be credible if it trashes everything 

Islamic—fair elections, transparency, honesty, the rule of law, upholding justice, economic 

equity, and much more?  

 

Option 2: If the Council waffles about some inaccuracies but does not annul the election results, 

then demonstrations will not subside. 

 

The regime can take option 1 and pray that it can hang on. If it goes down this road,  it will try to 

reach out to the US (it may already be doing so through back channels) and others to garner 

some international legitimacy. But in the end the regime cannot last in its present form, namely, 

the Velayat-e-Faqih (the supreme rule of the chosen cleric) for more than two to three years. 

Iranians have seen through the façade of the leaders’ religiosity. If the regime takes option 2 and 

cracks down as an absolute dictatorship, it could last longer, but it will still go under in a 

relatively short span of time. Factions will take up arms and attack the regime from the inside. 

Iranians did not oust the Shah and die in the war with Iraq, to accept an even more brutal 

dictatorship! 

 

The regime is truly caught between a rock and a hard place.  

 

The United States, for the first time in thirty years, could have a significant effect on 

developments in Tehran. President Obama should think through his response carefully and 

should not do what he was planning before the election. This is a new Iran. The regime is so 

vulnerable that it will desperately need American recognition to restore some measure of 

international legitimacy. While the regime may be more willing than ever before to compromise 

with the United States, the US must resist the temptation to go along. President Obama beware!  

 

President Obama, in the days ahead you are poised to make a momentous decision about long-

term US relations with Iran, and that decision must not be driven by the nuclear issue or by the 

mullahs’ potential promise of support in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere in the region. President 

Obama, your reaction to the Iranian election should be shaped by the democratic aspirations of 

the Iranian people and not by short-term political expediency. 

  

Backing the reign of the mullahs at this point or announcing the initiation of talks with the 

regime in Tehran would be unhelpful to Iran’s quest for democratic rule. Now that Iranians are in 

the streets, risking their lives to speak out against what they view as an illegitimate regime, they 

will not look kindly on a friendly overture from the US to the mullahs. The US Administration 

can well wait for a few days, if not a few weeks. After all, we have already gone for nearly thirty 

years without dialogue. President Obama, talk all you want, but say “nothing,”  and start no 

discussion while the Iranian people determine their future. 
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The G8 finance ministers in their recent meeting in Lecce, Italy, on June 13, 2009, announced (as 

stated in their communiqué) that their economies had stabilized and as a result they were 

preparing for their “exit strategies” from their prevailing unorthodox monetary and fiscal 

policies: “We discussed the need to prepare appropriate strategies for unwinding the 

extraordinary policy measures taken to respond to the crisis once the recovery is assured….  

These “exit strategies” which may vary from country to country are essential to promote a 

sustainable recovery over the long-term. We have taken forceful and coordinated action to 

stabilize the financial sector and provide stimulus to restore economic growth and there are signs 

of stabilization in our economies, including a recovery of stock markets, a decline in interest rate 

spreads, improved business and consumer confidence, but the situation remains uncertain and 

significant risks remain to economic and financial stability.” Do they know something the rest of 

us don’t? 

 

Let’s look at general economic conditions in the G8. As a result of excessive money expansion 

and largely negative interest rates, leading G8 countries have fallen into the grips of the worst 

financial crisis in the post-WWII era. Economic indicators in crisis-stricken G8 members have 

been deteriorating since August 2007. Banks had to be bailed out at a fiscal cost of trillions of 

dollars and are still saddled with additional trillions of dollars in toxic assets. Real GDP growth 

has become negative almost everywhere, and unemployment is still increasing and will probably 

continue to increase into next year. Industrial production has fallen sharply. Exports have 

plummeted. Consumers are defaulting at high rates on their debt. Real incomes of workers have 

been dramatically eroded and impoverishment is growing. Recently, commodity prices have 

once again come under renewed pressure and exchange rate volatility is again on the rise. Yet 

ignoring these general indicators, these top G8 policymakers have rushed to announce that their 

economies have stabilized, recovery is well under way and they are preparing to bury this phase 

of their policies and move on!  

 

What optimism! What chearleaders! Their optimism was based on their make-believe recovery 

indicators as clearly indicated in their communiqué, namely a recovery of stock markets, a 

decline in interest rate spreads, and improved business and consumer confidence, and one 

omitted factor--by the Mediterranean mood in Southern Italy, good food and wonderful views.  

The G8 ministers’ perception of stabilization could be as imaginary as the indicators that inspired 

their imagination (lest we be misunderstood, the food and the views are not imaginery!). 

Only because of unorthodox monetary policy, in form of zero and near zero interest rates and 

unlimited money printing by G8 central banks, they now have an illusory and distorted picture of 

their economies. Stock prices have been rising rapidly at a time economic growth was largely 

negative and the rate of return on capital was negative. The huge liquidity introduced by central 

banks was destined to find its way to the stock markets and create a speculative bubble in stock 

prices, even though dividends were negligible or non existent. Similarly, near-zero interest rates 

and direct lending by central banks to risky customers have contributed to dramatically narrow 



 

interest rate spreads because the risk was directly assumed by central banks on loans extended to 

subprime borrowers.  

 

The consumer confidence indicator was another imaginary and non-transparent indicator. No one 

knows who were the consumers surveyed? Whether they were unemployed, homeless, heavily 

indebted and bankrupt, or wealthy consumers with permanent and well paying jobs such as 

medical doctors, government officials, or Wall Street financiers? Was the survey taken in the 

spring time when people were cheerful or in winter and snowy day when people were less 

cheerful? If central banks are pushing trillions of dollars in consumer loans at negligible interest 

rates, why should consumers not feel more confident than before? The unorthodox printing of 

money has indeed produced a situation where prices have been rising (the broader measure as 

opposed to the convenient “core” rate that excludes energy and food) rapidly and real economy 

has been declining. Such a situation used to be called “stagflation.” The rise in stock, oil, and 

asset prices and consumer confidence should not be fallaciously considered as a sign of 

stabilization or even recovery. It could a pure effect of money “helicoptering” from the sky by 

major reserve banks and zero or near zero interest rates. It is as costless to create distorted 

economic and financial indicators as it is to print money.  

 

Even their notion of” stabilization” is illusory. They give no defintion or any indication of what 

they consider as stabilization. At the micro level, stabilization means the market is in equilibrium 

with no pressure on either demand or supply. At the macro level, stabilization means that the 

government has put in place an economic program capable of re-establishing internal and 

external balances with no unsustainable budget or external deficits, and prices that are stable in 

most markets, including consumer prices, asset markets and exchange rates. With fiscal deficits 

breaking record levels, external accounts largely in deficits, exchange rates highly volatile, and 

money expanding at excessive speed, it is illusory and optimistic to pretend that the economy has 

been stabilized. Without stable macroeconomic policies, it is nonsense to comnclude that 

economic stabilization has been achieved.  

 

The US, the leading member of G8, has for about a decade consistently followed overly 

expansionary fiscal and monetary policies, finally destabilizing the global financial system and 

the world economy. With the outbreak of the crisis in August 2007, the US has decided to even 

accentuate the same policies that led to the instability in the frst place. Accordingly, the US Fed 

cut interest rates to nearly zero and undertook large money injections through a number of 

unusual lending facilities.  

 

The monetary base has expanded from $834 billion in May 2008 to $1,806 billion in May 2009, 

by about 117 percent. Such an expansion has never occurred in US monetary history. 

Consequently, the reserves of the US banking system rose from $45 billion in May 2008 to $933 

billion in May 2009, by an incredible multiple of 21, while the banking system’s level of excess 

reserves went up by an even larger multiple, from $2 billion to $877 billion in May 2009.  

Banks are in a position to initiate unlimited credit expansion given such mountainous level of 

reserves. Under such circumstances, how could one say that the US economy is stable? 

Bernanke’s monetary policy has no comparable historical precedent and its impact cannot be 

judged on the basis of previous experience. If banks act to reduce their bank reserves to the 

normal level of $45 billion, then ensuing credit expansion could be of the order of $15 trillion or 



 

more. The implications of such expansion could be dramatically inflationary and could push 

external deficits and dollar exchange rates to an unprecedented deterioration. The rate of 

inflation could become into the high two digit level. Are these stable economic conditions? 

The US fiscal position is projected at record levels of about 13 percent of GDP for the coming 

years. Again, we have little historical parallels and it would be difficult to evaluate its adverse 

impact on growth, employment and the external account. The current account (external) deficit 

could reach record levels. However, foreigners, even if they were willing to finance such deficits, 

may not have the available reserves. Inevitably, much of the deficit may to be financed 

domestically through domestic borrowing or monetization. The inflationary consequences again 

could be serious. Hence, with such fiscal policy in place, is it not a little farfetched to speak of a 

stable US economy?. 

 

Stabilization policies secured prosperity for the US during 1982-2000. The prospects for the US 

to adopt stabilization policies in the years ahead are almost nil as  the present administration is 

willing to run unsustainable fiscal deficits, and the Fed Chairman seems only willing to turn the 

tap in one direction, open. Anyway, a Fed attempt to tighten monetary policy may be torpedoed 

by the US Treasury. For instance, if the Fed decides to contract the money base to its May 2008 

level, it has to sell about $1 trillion in government paper. This would compete with the US 

Treasury, which intends to sell several trillions in government securities in order to finance its 

budgetary commitments. Interest rates will explode, increasing the cost of financing the US 

deficit, and the US fiscal deficits would reach default levels. 

 

It would appear that the G8 not only  believes that unlimited money creation and record fiscal 

deficits would lead to stabilization, they seem to also believe that these policies would lead to an 

assured recovery. If these same policies were responsible for the crisis, it would be difficult to 

see how they could also lead to recovery? Not many countries, if any, have succeeded to restore 

economic growth under a combination of highly expansionary fiscal and monetary policies. 

These policies deplete savings and constrain investment, impose a huge inflation tax on workers 

and fixed income consumers, and operate a redistribution of wealth to speculators and borrowers. 

Very low interest rates squeeze bank incomes and discourage lending. And they in turn expose 

banks to ruin when interest rates explode. If the G8 plans to exit from these extraordinary 

policies once recovery is achieved, it may never reach the exit. 

 

The G8 strategy has put extraordinary measures to boost demand in form of fiscal stimulus and 

unorthodox monetary policy. The inflationary effect of these policies had been played down all 

along. Although oil prices went up by 60 percent and food commodities by 25 percent during 

the short time span of April-May 2009, G8 policy makers have totally ignored recent 

inflationary tensions and their effects on real growth. For instance, in the US, the prices of some 

major food products have doubled, tripled, and even quadrupled in the last four years and 

continue to rise at a fast rate under the impact of money and fiscal expansion. Yet, US 

policymakers expect headline inflation to decrease by ½ percent in 2009 and increase by 

1 percent in 2010. Inflation will squeeze real demand and consequently depress employment. 

The G8 has not considered stimulating supply instead of demand. The world economy suffers 

from a lack of supply. Oil supply is severely constrained and cannot be expanded beyond 85 mbd 

to meet unlimited demand. Food supply is severely constrained and need to be augmented in 

order to solve shortages in face of growing demand. Increasing supplies of energy and food and 



 

other basic commodities are essential for growth. Economic recovery could be best achieved 

through stable fiscal and money policies and not through boom and bust policies.  
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In a matter of just ten days, Iran has gone through a momentous upheaval—with changes that 

have rocked the foundation of the regime and changes that must shape Western, especially 

American, policy in the days and weeks ahead.     

 

In the aftermath of the Iranian Revolution, Iran cloaked itself in the rule of the cleric or velayat-

e-faqih. The clerics selected their own version of Islam as the foundation of their legitimacy. For 

the past thirty years the mullahs have professed Islam and touted their Islamicity to the world, 

basing their legitimacy on three fragile threads: their Islamic “cover,” free (although restricted) 

elections, and the defense of Iran’s borders. In a matter of just eight days, the first two have been 

tattered and the third, if tested tomorrow, might be only ensured with a river of Iranian blood. 

 

A quick factual examination would lead to the obvious conclusion that it is not Islamic by any 

stretch of the imagination. In fact, a more accurate name for Iran under clerical rule would be the 

“Un-Islamic Republic of Iran.”  

 

Islam is a rule-based system, with clear laws for the people as well as for the rulers. Those who 

call themselves Muslims must follow Allah’s rules. At Islam’s core is walayat, or reciprocal 

love—mankind’s love of Allah and Allah’s love of mankind, reflected in the love of humans for 

each other. A Muslim shows his love of Allah by service to other humans. Islam preaches the 

Unity of Allah’s Creation; to hurt, much less kill, a single human is a crime against all humanity 

and is offensive to Allah. One of the major duties of humans on this earth is to establish justice 

for all. This includes good governance, the eradication of corruption and poverty, and the 

creation of a level playing field for all humans with an equal chance for all to thrive. There must 

be compassion for all humans, no matter what their faith. Muslims must be faithful to their word. 

Allah has by design given humans the freedom of choice, in part to choose their leaders. But 

with injustice and leaders who do not uphold Allah’s rules justly, it is the duty of a Muslim, 

especially in the Shia sect of Islam (practiced in Iran), to oppose the unjust ruler. To collaborate 

with an unjust ruler is a crime to a Shia Muslim. 

 

The regime has been a party to fraud and in the process has destroyed the nature of the Islamic 

Republic. The regime has tried to convert the republic into an absolute dictatorship with a 

lifetime puppet presidency. Free elections could not, and would not, be allowed. But there is 

more. The regime has savagely killed its own people to maintain a harsh and unpopular rule. If 

the regime were popular it would not have ordered the killing of innocent demonstrators this past 

week. It has mismanaged the economy. It has wasted Allah’s resources intended for all. 

Corruption is rampant. Those who submit and support the regime, at least ostensibly, get richer 

and richer while the ranks of the poor and the unemployed swell with little hope for a better 

future. And most pointedly, there is no justice in the Iran of today. In Islam, the very existence of 

oppression, corruption, massive inequality and poverty in a community is prima facie evidence 

of non-compliance with Allah’s laws for just rule. If indeed Iran is to function as an “Islamic” 

republic, then it is the duty of all Iranians to oppose the clerical regime in Tehran. 

 



 

In short, the regime in Tehran has no legitimacy. Whether the Iranian people want to continue 

with this system of government or change directions the choice must be theirs alone; this is 

clearly stated in Allah’s rules transmitted in the Quran through the Prophet Mohammed and also 

exemplified in the life of the Prophet on this earth. To call Iran, based on its track record of the 

last two decades, an “Islamic” Republic is an affront to Muslims who actively follow Allah’s 

rules in their daily lives.  

 

The question now for the United States and the rest of the Western world is what dealings, if any, 

should they have with the regime in Tehran? For someone who has consistently counseled 

dialogue, non-interference in Iran’s internal affairs, rapprochement and renewed relations over 

the last eighteen years, what I am about to recommend is at best difficult. The United States must 

take a moral stand behind the Iranian people and not compromise with the illegitimate regime in 

Tehran in order to get its half-hearted support in the trouble spots of Lebanon, Iraq, Pakistan, and 

Afghanistan and in the Middle East peace process. Perhaps for once, the US can resist the 

temptation of dealing with a malleable and illegitimate dictator in the name of short-run stability 

and interest. 

 

The United States and the Western world must unite as never before. Although in the past blunt 

economic sanctions have hurt the average Iranian, it is now imperative that America and the 

West adopt ever more stringent, focused sanctions to bring this regime to its knees as quickly as 

possible. The world should use available financial sanctions, believe me they exist, to precipitate 

a run on the Iranian rial and cause the collapse of the Iranian economy. It is better that the Iranian 

people suffer for a short period of time and regain their freedom and prosperity than for them to 

suffer under this regime with the complicity of the Western World for years to come.  The 

United States should suspend its obsession with Iran’s nuclear enrichment program and Iranian 

support for America’s policies in the region, and instead lay down clear moral terms for 

cooperating with Iran. These terms must include an immediate end to the human rights abuses 

against the Iranian people, legitimate elections and an opportunity for Iranians to revisit their 

constitution. While these recommendations a week ago might have been seen as interference in 

the internal affairs of Iran, possibly increasing support for the mullahs, I believe that conditions 

have changed so dramatically that Iranians fighting the regime will not see this as interference 

but as support in their struggle that has now begun. 

 

Such a principled stand would be a meaningful follow-up policy on the heels of President 

Obama’s Cairo speech to the Muslim World. 
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In June 2009, the major reserve currency central banks escalated their monetary unorthodoxy. 

On June 24, the European Central Bank (ECB) injected $614.8 billion at 1 percent interest rate to 

stimulate the Euro-zone economy. As for the US Federal Reserve (Fed), it decided on the same 

day to keep its interest rate at near zero. Its statement reads: “In these circumstances, the Federal 

Reserve will employ all available tools to promote economic recovery and to preserve price 

stability. As previously announced, to provide support to mortgage lending and housing markets 

and to improve overall conditions in private credit markets, the Federal Reserve will purchase a 

total of up to $1.25 trillion of agency mortgage-backed securities and up to $200 billion of 

agency debt by the end of the year. In addition, the Federal Reserve will buy up to $300 billion 

of Treasury securities by autumn.” 

 

In effect, central banks have become interlocked in a devaluation war by imposing near-zero 

interest rates and resorting to unlimited money printing. The ECB became retaliatory after the 

euro appreciated significantly against the US dollar (and thus lost export competitiveness) over a 

number of years, appreciating by 88 percent against the dollar from $0.84/Euro in October 2000 

to $1.58/euro in March in 2008. Consequently, the euro appreciated dramatically in relation to 

Asian and other currencies that were essentially fixed to the dollar and were vigilant to the US 

Fed’s deliberate depreciation policy. Combined with an energy shock, such considerable 

appreciation of the Euro turned out to be devastating, inflicting the worst post -WWII recession 

on the Euro-zone area. The Euro-zone will in all likelihood suffer from an overvalued currency 

that weighs on its external competitiveness, exports, and growth for some years to come. Hence, 

confronted by an overly aggressive US monetary policy, ECB and other major central banks 

have had no choice but to retaliate to regain their lost competitiveness. Such is the case for 

Japan, China, United Kingdom, Switzerland, and a number of other countries with export-

oriented economies that want to defend their export markets. 

 

Ton June 24 of this year, the Wall Street Journal, in an article tilled “Bernanke at Creation”, was 

critical of Bernanke over-aggressive monetary policy after he became governor at the Fed in 

2002 and later as Chairman beginning in 2006. His money adventurism has been unparalleled in 

US history. Ignoring vehemently the housing bubble, runaway commodity prices, and 

depreciating exchange rate, he forced the federal funds rate to one percent in 2003-2004 and 

stepped up money supply and cheap credit. What did his aggressive monetary policy achieve 

since 2002? It certainly did not lead us down the path of durable economic prosperity and 

stability, but instead it ended a two-decade period of economic prosperity and led to unparalleled 

instability in the US and the world economy. It quickly sent the US banking system crumbling, 

inflicted a huge fiscal cost in form of trillions of dollars in bailouts, played havoc with the 

housing market, caused free fall of the US dollar, runaway food and oil prices, unsustainable 

external deficits, and an economic recession and rising unemployment. The final fiscal tally of 

this monetary adventurism could reach unbearable levels, especially for future generations. 

Sequels of the financial crisis could be with us for a long period to come. 

 



 

In the June 24 editorial, the WSJ reprinted an editorial from December 9, 2003, titled “Speed 

Demons at the Fed” where it had predicted that the US Fed was embarking on a dangerous 

money path with dire financial, exchange rate, and economic consequences. It noted that 

commodity prices rose by 30 percent in 2003, oil reached $31/barrel, and gold had climbed to 

$406/ounce. Moreover, the economy was growing at 8.2 percent a year. Based on these 

indicators, the editorial called for tight money policy. On the same day, Bernanke rejected the 

WSJ warning, denied any link between commodity prices and inflation, or between the US dollar 

depreciation and inflation, and called for renewed monetary expansion. While Bernanke was able 

to ignore WSJ warnings, he was not able to predict the quality of loans that followed from 

mountainous liquidity he pushed onto the markets. He was unaware of the trillions of dollars in 

toxic assets that he was manufacturing. Much of his liquidity creation went to subprime loans 

that will never be recovered. Neither did he predict that his liquidity infusion would fuel 

speculation in assets, currencies, and commodity markets, setting off food and energy riots, and 

disrupting economic expansion and employment. Bernanke blamed it all on credit default swaps 

and lax underwriting. 

 

In his remarks on Dec 9, 2003, Bernanke said: “do not worry about commodities or the exchange 

value of the dollar.” He argued that commodity inflation and US dollar exchange rate had no 

effect on US inflation. Instead, according to his theory, inflation was related only to the output 

gap. As long as the output gap was negative, i.e., the actual GDP was below potential GDP, the 

economy was at no risk of inflation. Hence, he argued that the central bank had to adopt an 

aggressive money policy until the output gap closed. Such is the policy prescription from what is 

called the Taylor rule or the Phillips curve. Because potential GDP is not a measured 

macroeconomic variable, it can be estimated in millions of ways. There are, therefore, millions 

of ways for estimating an output gap, making the concept difficult to use as a policy tool. 

 

Besides its arbitrary nature, the output gap has less relevance for the US economy, which has an 

external current account deficit ranging between 5 to 7 percent of GDP, implying that US 

aggregate demand far exceeds its actual GDP. Similarly, an output gap has little relevance for 

Zimbabwe, which is running extraordinary large current account deficits. In both cases, demand 

far outstrips supply. In both cases, the remedy is for production to adapt to the demand structure, 

or demand to be constrained or adapt to the production structure, or exports to grow to cover for 

essential imports such as oil and food. When the current account deficit is large, an economy has 

no slack resources. Monetary expansion has less effect on the output gap and will widen the 

external current account deficit or turn inflationary. It cannot address structural and technical 

rigidities that make the economy over dependent on imports. Zimbabwe central bank cannot 

make Zimbabwe manufacture Japanese type cars that Zimbabwe consumers would love to buy. 

Hence, its labor surplus has no economic value for its consumers. Development and sectoral 

policies can best address structural slack. 

In reprinting the 2003 editorial, the WSJ noted that Bernanke was replaying the same policy as in 

2003: “Fed officials say not to worry, they're as vigilant about inflation as ever -- which is itself a 

reason to worry. We've all seen this movie before, when the Fed's failure to act in time gave birth 

to the housing bubble and credit mania that eventually led to panic and today's recession. Will it 

make the same mistake now?... But this time the Fed has also gone to greater easing lengths than 

it ever has, taking short-rates nearly to zero and making direct purchases of mortgage securities 



 

and even Treasuries. These are extraordinary acts that push the Fed deeply into fiscal policy, 

credit allocation and directly monetizing Treasury debt. Combined with the 2003-2005 mistake, 

they have also raised grave doubts about the Fed's credibility and independence”. 

Bernanke has remained dismissive of a link between commodity prices and inflation or any 

credit risk and deterioration of credit quality from his current cheap monetary policy. Such a 

dismissive attitude was clearly expressed in the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) 

statement on June 24, 2009: “The prices of energy and other commodities have risen of late. 

However, substantial resource slack is likely to dampen cost pressures, and the Committee 

expects that inflation will remain subdued for some time.” Besides ignoring oil and food 

inflation that dealt a knock out blow to the US and world economy in 2008, the FOCM statement 

was strikingly vague. It provided no definition for “substantial resource slack”. It considered 

money policy as panacea for all and did not contemplate sectoral policies to address sectoral 

problems. If the US auto industry suffers a slack of resources, an expansion of money policy will 

boost Japanese car imports and will compound the slack of the US auto-industry. No one knows 

how slack resources dampen cost pressure. All we can infer from the FOMC statement is that a 

firm that is operating at less than full capacity is “entitled” to buy crude oil at $20/barrel instead 

of the market price of $72/barrel! Similarly, a food processor that is operating at less than full 

capacity is entitled to buy corn, wheat, and soybeans at 20 percent of the speculative market 

price and hire labor at less than the minimum wage. In a nutshell, the FOMC rejects the notion of 

stagflation that prevailed in the seventies.  

 

In his rebuttal to the original WSJ editorial of December 9, 2003, Bernanke contended that 

“critics were not particularly well informed”, as if critics were living on a different planet. 

Recent events have shown that the public was informed of the housing crisis, and the fact that 

millions of families have become victims of it, loosing homes and becoming homeless. 

Unfortunately,  it was Bernanke who did not seem to understand the how millions of foreclosures 

could result from unparalleled monetary expansion. A simple answer is: a family with four 

children and an income of $34,000 a year cannot afford a mortgage on a house bought at 

$800,000 and a property tax bill of $10,000. In more precise terms, housing speculation initiated 

by the Fed pushed housing prices and property taxes to a level that was misaligned with 

household average incomes and resulted in millions of foreclosures. Yet, in spite of such grave 

misalignment, Bernanke is injecting $1.25 trillion in 2009 to inflate further housing prices to still 

higher and unaffordable levels. Besides bankrupting the Fed, his actions will only further 

compound the housing crisis. Again, Bernanke sees money policy as a panacea for all, and would 

prevent any sectoral solution to the housing crisis, which has to be a downward adjustment of 

property prices and taxes to realistic levels consistent with household incomes, in spite of the 

invalid dilemma he has always raised that such adjustment would reduce household wealth and 

therefore compress aggregate demand. Affordable mortgages and rent would enable household to 

increase their demand for food, appliances, energy, and therefore increase aggregate demand. 

The opposite would squeeze this demand. The income effect is more important than the wealth 

effect. The housing problem is not credit availability as understood by Bernanke; it is inability to 

service high mortgages and credit risk.  

 

The attempt to boost home prices could turn out to be damaging for the overall economy by 

flooding it with long-term liquidity, increasing household debt, making housing unaffordable in 



 

terms of  mortgages and property taxes, and delaying economic recovery. In June 2009, the US 

Treasury has issued a blue print for revamping the US financial regulatory framework. However, 

what sense does regulation make when the Fed is inflating housing prices to foreclosure levels? 

No matter how perfect regulation is, the continuation of such Fed policy will bankrupt the Fed, 

households, banks, and the state. 

 

Under the influence of Bernanke, the FOMC statement reads: “Although economic activity is 

likely to remain weak for a time, the Committee continues to anticipate that policy actions to 

stabilize financial markets and institutions, fiscal and monetary stimulus, and market forces will 

contribute to a gradual resumption of sustainable economic growth in a context of price 

stability.” Hence, Bernanke believes that zero interest rate policy, money printing, and fiscal 

deficits at 13 percent of GDP will contribute to sustainable economic growth. If these policies 

have brought the US and world economy to a financial and economic crisis and pushed 

unemployment to 10 percent, what black magic would now bring about sustainable recovery? 

Near-zero interest rates and fiscal deficits have kept Japan in protracted stagnation for the better 

part of ten years. 

 

As rightly projected by WSJ editorial in 2003, the speed demons crashed the US, which now 

suffers multiple injuries. Banks have been bankrupted and some disappeared. Fiscal deficits have 

soared under the weight of massive bailouts and gigantic stimuli and are being monetized 

through money printing. Government debt is rising without limit. Consumers are over-indebted 

and cannot pay back their debt. All in all it would appear that reserve central banks have adopted 

the position that zero-interest rates and money printing are all purpose policies and panacea for 

all economic and financial disorders. The injection of trillions of dollars by ECB, Fed, and other 

reserve central banks does not inject a single barrel of oil or a bushel of corn into the economy. 

The exercise is a pure de-basing of money, a redistribution of wealth in favor of debtors away 

from creditors, workers, and fixed income families.  

 

Zero interest rates are purely distortive, fuel speculation, and destroy savings and capital. Zero 

interest  rates do not necessarily increase investment. Firms rely heavily on their internal funds 

from profits or equity shares for investment. Zero interest rates do not necessarily induce firms to 

invest if firms predict no profits from expansion. US banks sit on $1 trillion in excess reserves 

for which they find no safe or profitable use at zero interest rates. The ultimate effect of 

unorthodox fiscal and money policy would be a runaway inflation in the years ahead that will 

depress real activity. 

 

Monetary stability in the 1980s and 1990s achieved durable growth and employment. In this 

regard, Paul Volcker remains a legendary figure for his courage and ability to stabilize monetary 

policy and afford the US a long period of money stability and growth. But the monetary 

instability brought about by Bernanke since 2002 has led to chaos and curtailed prosperity. The 

motto is: Bernanke causes the mess, Bernanke fixes the mess. The same people who made it 

wrong will get it right. We only have to be patient and put our faith and destiny in their theories. 

But for how long must we suffer? 
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In his testimony before the Budget Committee the US House of Representatives, on June 3, 

2009, Fed Chairman Bernanke expressed conflicting views regarding the record US fiscal 

deficits over 2009-2012. He restated his long standing view that “Final demand should be 

supported by fiscal and monetary stimulus”, thus undermining the private sector’s role to 

generate employment and income. Then, unexpectedly, he contradicted this view as well as his 

unconditional support for fiscal stimulus, by noting that the US fiscal deficits in the years ahead 

will rise to such prohibitive levels that US public debt could be pushed to non-manageable 

levels, especially if interest rates spike. He hinted at some departure from his past views on the 

dangerous level of fiscal imbalances: “Addressing the country's fiscal problems will require a 

willingness to make difficult choices. In the end, the fundamental decision that the Congress, the 

Administration, and the American people must confront is how large a share of the nation's 

economic resources to devote to federal government programs, including entitlement programs.” 

Undoubtedly, US fiscal deficits during 2009-2012 are projected to rise to dangerous levels, 

exceeding 12 percent of GDP. If these deficits are to be financed by domestic borrowing, then 

there will be little or no domestic savings left to meet the investment needs of the private sector, 

and the borrowing needs of cities and municipalities; in this case, economic growth will 

plummet. If financed by foreign savings, then private investment will be dragged down in the 

rest of the world and further constrain world economic growth. If financed through monetization, 

which seems increasingly inevitable, as low interest rates on US debt and a depreciating US 

dollar will deter cheap foreign financing, inflation will be ruinous for creditors and fixed income 

recipients and with ominous implications for long-term US economic recovery. In view of 

sizeable US debt and its interest expense, the US Treasury would compel the US Fed to keep 

interest rates low, undermining real savings and economic growth and keeping inflation high and 

the dollar in a death spiral. The road ahead is anything but rosy! 

 

Unfortunately, Bernanke has not appreciated the need to restrain money policy and has 

seemingly ignored the previous bouts of cheap money policy, which have all ended in financial 

crisis, and social and economic decay. He has remained insensitive to the damage his (and 

Greenspan’s) policy has brought to the US and the global economy. Ironically, he has described 

the damage quite succinctly himself: “The U.S. economy has contracted sharply since last fall, 

with real gross domestic product (GDP) having dropped at an average annual rate of about 6 

percent during the fourth quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of this year. Among the enormous 

costs of the downturn is the loss of nearly 6 million jobs since the beginning of 2008.” 

 

Notwithstanding the magnitude of the drop of real GDP, Bernanke eluded his audience by stating 

a fact of utmost gravity without any explanation. While a deceleration of economic growth to a 

low positive or even a low negative rate is worrisome and a symptom of sub-par economic 

management, a significant negative growth rate should be of major concern. The only 

explanation for such significant negative growth is Bernanke-cum-Greenspan decade-long 

aggressive monetary policy in form of negative real interest rates and unlimited money injection. 



 

One of the giants of economics, Irving Fisher (1933), after reviewing all causes for large drops in 

GDP, determined that, barring war, a big drop in GDP could only arise from over-indebtedness. 

Besides an unsustainable credit to GDP ratio, Bernanke (and Greenspan) unleashed speculation 

in commodity markets that crippled the US and world economy. Speculation pushed food prices 

to prohibitive levels in vulnerable countries and even in the US where the number of people 

living on food stamps stood at 34 million in May 2009 and climbing. Aggressive money policy 

has created overwhelming distortions between asset and commodity prices, the level of 

indebtedness, and the wage-income structure in the economy.  

 

Negative economic growth means the “cake” has become smaller, and therefore in terms of per 

capita income, people have a lower standard of living than before, with impoverishment raising 

its ugly head in some of the more unfortunate parts of the country. These conditions mean that 

capital has a negative return and the rate of profit is negative in the economy. The rate of 

economic growth has realigned with the negative real interest rates forced upon the US economy 

during the past decade. There is a close relation between interest rates, rate of profit, productivity 

of capital and the rate of economic growth. Depressing real interest rates to a negative range 

through a decade-long cheap money policy has caused misallocation of resources in the economy 

and brought the return to capital and the rate of economic growth into a negative range. Yet, 

stock prices, albeit a leading indicator, have gone up sharply in spite of a deepening recession! 

For instance, the Dow Index appreciated by 35 percent during March 9, 2009-June 5, 2009. Such 

incredible appreciation at a time real GDP growth was negative, the rate of unemployment at 9.4 

percent and with little sign of a significant recovery (even though the Dow Index is a leading 

indicator) is a total disconnect between financial markets and the real economy, and the powerful 

result of Bernanke’s policy in creating distortions and speculation. Liquidity injection by the Fed 

has found its way into speculative markets such as stock and commodity markets and pushed 

asset prices into another speculative boom. 

As in previous testimony, Bernanke has dismissed the presence of any inflation or inflationary 

threat, saying: “In this environment, we anticipate that inflation will remain low. As a 

consequence, inflation is likely to move down some over the next year relative to its pace in 

2008.” Yet, gas prices shot up by 30 percent and food prices rose by 15 percent during April-

June 2009. Noting that average US consumers spend much of their incomes on buying fuel and 

food, such inflation will drag consumer spending down and weigh on economic growth, as it did 

in 2007-2008. No responsible central banker should ignore such two-digit inflation in food and 

gas prices and maintain that there is no inflation. US central bankers have long decided to ignore 

the effect of monetary policy on energy and food inflation and asset prices (e.g., housing prices) 

and to pay attention only to core inflation, irrespective of the vicissitudes of the excluded 

inflation and its powerful adverse effect on economic growth.  

The gap between financial investors and Bernanke was irreconcilable. While investors, rightly 

expecting inflation, were fleeing dollar assets and the falling dollar, Bernanke was anticipating 

no inflation in a highly unstable policy environment. Even though Bernanke has always played 

down inflation, his deliberate policy at the behest of his supporters was to re-inflate the US 

economy out of over-indebtedness and push housing and stock prices to high levels to prevent 

impending bankruptcies. By reducing interest rates to zero and expanding money supply at over 

15 percent a year, Bernanke wanted to achieve high inflation for asset and commodity prices and 

lower dollar to alleviate the cost of US public and private debt. This policy has created exchange 



 

rate instability and high inflation in the world economy. The more the Fed attempts to inflate, the 

more other central bankers are forced to do the same; the inflation spiral could become 

competitive, fed by competitive devaluations and massive liquidity expansion.  

Bernanke plays down the fact that oil prices could be as inflammable as oil. The ravages of high 

oil prices have been evident. With a view to stabilize oil prices and help the world economic 

recovery, OPEC has decided to maintain its output level in face of falling oil demand. 

Unfortunately, as in the past, Bernanke has pushed oil prices up and up through his relentless 

zero interest rate, a depreciating US dollar, and unlimited money printing. Oil prices are again on 

the march upwards. When oil prices rose to $147/barrel in July of 2008, the US Congress was 

mad at oil companies, summoned their officials for hearings, and never saw the link between 

Bernanke’s policy and oil price inflammation. Equally disturbing is the total silence of the US 

Congress and the Administration in the face of oil and food price inflation. 

Over the next four years, the US economy will face a combination of record fiscal deficits and 

unsafe money policy that will debase the US currency. Such policy has so far depressed the US 

economy, cut real incomes, and caused heightened uncertainties. Real savings will be absorbed 

by gigantic fiscal deficits and will be totally discouraged by zero interest rates. Hence, private 

investment will drop to low levels that would not enable the economy to recover and create badly 

needed jobs. In such environment, world-wide inflation could accelerate, food and energy supply 

could dwindle, and economic growth could be further derailed.  

The media and policy makers started to “see” the end of the tunnel and confidently projected US 

economic recovery for the second half of 2009. Unfortunately, with looming and irreversible US 

fiscal deficits and Bernanke’s merciless money debasing, speculation and uncertainty will be the 

order of the day. Economic recovery will require massive real investment and a stable 

macroeconomic environment. Financial markets have lost confidence in the soundness of US 

policies and expect a possible collapse of the dollar and growing US debt difficulties. Namely, 

US debt service is forced to decline in real terms through accelerating dollar depreciation and 

inflation. These expectations would not favor economic recovery. The most likely scenario 

would be a depressed economy for as long as the US Fed continues its policy stance of the past 

decade. 

 

Bernanke admitted in his speech that the US has to make difficult choices and to rein its runaway 

fiscal deficits. The US Administration and Congress have to admit that they have to make a 

much less difficult choice: renounce unorthodox money policy. The idea of turning a recession 

into a boom overnight through money printing should be disbanded. The US economy is trapped 

in a vicious circle: cheap money policy, bankruptcies, inflation and recession, and fiscal 

expansion. The US Fed has long been seen as a source of instability in the US economy. Its 

discretionary power and deliberate role in fueling unsafe credit expansion and asset bubbles have 

cost the US two years of negative growth and excessive social and economic dislocation. 

The G-20 policy to transplant Bernanke’s aggressive monetary policy to the rest of the world is 

yet another mistake. World leaders should realize that the exit from the present financial crisis, 

brought about as a natural consequence of cheap money policy, is not through further monetary 

chaos. Without reinforcing money discipline, the world economy will in time suffer high 

inflation and economic decline. The world cannot afford the severe consequences of present 



 

financial instability, the devastation of unruly reserve central banks, excessive taxation of the 

poor and free wealth redistribution in favor of speculators and borrowers. The world economy 

has to achieve price stability and restore prudent monetary policy before it can restore significant 

sustained growth. 
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President Obama should talk to the mullahs all he wants, but he shouldn't give them anything 

they want because the United States will get nothing worthwhile in return. There are three 

reasons why this is the case. 

 

First, the regime in Tehran knows that it cannot hold onto power through democratic means. It 

invokes a false Islamic legitimacy and uses harsh rule to maintain power. The mullahs know 

their "Islamic Republic" is antithetical to the interests of the United States and other Western 

powers in the Middle East, and that both will try to destabilize their government no matter what. 

The regime believes that mastering the nuclear cycle and having surrogates around the world, 

especially in the Middle East, is the only way to ensure its survival from external threats. 

 

Second, Tehran has managed to paint Washington as the enemy of Islam. The mullahs go to 

great lengths to convince the average Iranian that the United States-"the Great Satan"-is in fact at 

war with Islam. They cite U.S. support for Israel, the killing of Iraqi Muslims and Washington's 

repeated attempts to control Tehran as proof that Iran needs the clerical regime to defend its 

people against sinister outsiders. Thus a thoroughly hostile relationship with "Great Satan" buys 

the mullahs support among the less educated, and the regime is not likely to ever want to change 

its skewed depiction of America. 

 

Third, the regime sees opening up to the West and the United States as the road to its eventual 

downfall. The mullahs realize that Iranians could, in time, see Americans and U.S. corporations 

as helpful to their hopes for a better economic future and would cease to believe the 

government's venomous rhetoric. The people would come to demand more freedom once they no 

longer see Americans as being evil or against Islam, undermining the mullahs' dictatorial rule 

entirely. 

 

The mullahs will talk and try to get all they can, but they will not fully cooperate with the U.S. in 

the peace process, or in Iraq and Afghanistan. They see America as a lesser threat if it is disliked 

in the Muslim world and is pinned down in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere. Tehran has no 

interest in seeing an America that is appreciated and that may appeal to more and more Iranians. 

Still, for appearances, the regime will begin a slow and tortuous dialogue with Washington. It 

will demand immediate concessions from the United States and give nothing of substance in 

return. The regime will demand universal settlement of a dispute over foreign military sales-the 

U.S. program to sell military equipment and services to foreign governments-that has dragged on 

for years in a painful line-by-line process at The Hague. The United States will in all likelihood 

make an offer in the $500 million to $1 billion range, while Iran will probably demand an 

amount in the vicinity of $20 billion. Iran will demand the immediate removal of all UN and 

U.S. sanctions as well as noninterference and nonaggression pacts. Iran will demand the 

withdrawal of the U.S. military from the region. It will try to get some of these concessions while 

giving lip-service support to U.S. efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan. It will refuse to stop supporting 

Hezbollah unless the United States stops supporting regimes and factions in the region and 

removes all its military assets, something they know full well Washington will not accept. All 



 

the while, the regime will continue to work on its nuclear program. If indeed the mullahs accept 

an eventual compromise on their atomic ambitions-which is highly unlikely-one can be sure they 

would have secured a secret site somewhere else in Iran to buy more time. 

 

This is the reality facing the Obama administration. The White House should get inside the 

thinking of the regime in Tehran to see why long-term rapprochement will never work as long as 

the mullahs are in power and act accordingly. 
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Writing on this site on June 17, I indicated that Ayatollah Khameini had decided to interfere in 

the presidential election because he and his backers (the intelligence services and the 

Revolutionary Guards) were afraid of a takeover by Hashemi Rafsanjani if Moussavi won the 

presidential election. So Khameini and his backers pre-empted the possibility that he might be 

replaced as supreme Leader by rigging the election in favor of their man, Ahmadinejad. After the 

election and the initiation of protests, it appeared that the regime had two options, with neither 

boding a promising future—a total crackdown against dissent and closing of clerical ranks or 

mandating new elections. The regime largely adopted the former option but the clerics did not 

close rank as expected and a critical rift that may be irreparable has developed. An increasing 

number of powerful clerics and technocrats now see only one available option for saving the 

clerical system without unimaginable bloodshed--replacing Ayatollah Khameini and soon. Let’s 

fill in the blanks. 

 

Even before the election, a number of clerics and technocrats felt that the Islamic Republic was 

in serious trouble. Corruption, economic mismanagement and consolidation of all levers of 

power by Ahmadinejad, with the Supreme Leader’s support and blessing, had gone too far. The 

Islamic Republic was no longer distinguishable from a corrupt run of the mill dictatorship. What 

made it even more troubling to some of these religious scholars was that it was all being done in 

the name of Allah and Shia Islam.  

 

The election and its aftermath took matters onto another plane of abuse for these scholars. The 

election results were so fraudulent as to insult human intelligence. Khameini abused his position 

by prematurely confirming Ahmadinejad’s victory and worst of all attributing it to “divine 

intervention” and treating the opposition with little regard. The brutal crackdown caused much 

agony among religious scholars. Some scholars saw their religious influence continually eroded 

under the Khameini-Ahmadinejad system. Some might have even seen all of this as shame 

brought upon Shia Islam.  But above all, religious scholars saw the recent actions of the regime 

as a perversion of everything Islamic. Iran and Shiism were loosing face rapidly, not only among 

other Muslims, but also in the world at large. No true religious scholar could sanction the 

regime’s actions as Islamic.  

 

Thus the statement on Saturday by a group of relatively senior religious scholars (Association of 

Researchers and Teachers of Qum), that the election was a fraud and that the government was 

illegitimate, has further undermined the regime’s mantle of religiosity. Many members of the 

group are students of Grand Ayatollahs Montazzeri and Saneii (who have already forbidden 

collaboration with the regime) and are teachers and researchers at Mofid University in Qum. 

Some members marched with the protesters after the elections. Their actions and statements are 

essentially targeted at all of Iran’s Grand Ayatollahs, to push them into collective action against 

the regime. Some members of the group have even gone as far as arguing for dissolution of the 

whole system, including the velayat-e-faqih. The Republic will now have an increasingly harder 

time defending its “Islamic” designation. It is religious illegitimacy, not the absence of 

democratic values, which will eventually undermine the regime in Tehran. 



 

 

Still many, if not most, religious scholars in Iran uphold the clerical system introduced by 

Ayatollah Khomeini—velayat-e-faqih. They and much of the Iranian public may want the 

system preserved, but this may be difficult, if not impossible, with Ayatollah Khameini as the 

Supreme Leader. He has in the eyes of many betrayed Ayatollah Khomeini’s vision and legacy. 

A replacement for Ayatollah Khameini will have to be made soon if further defection and 

bloodshed is to be forestalled and the system preserved.  

 

While Hashemi Rafsanjani covets the post of Supreme Leader, this supreme position he cannot 

have under prevailing circumstances. The clerics, with the support of the intelligence services, 

the Revolutionary Guards (including the Baseej), and the regular military, will have to settle on a 

true Islamic scholar who has no political ambitions, who is not corrupt, who is dedicated to Islam 

and who can restore Iranian and regional faith in the regime. While the new Supreme Leader will 

be the public face of the Islamic Republic, the day-to-day responsibilities of the Supreme Leader 

will, in all likelihood, be in the hands of seasoned politicians, such as Hashemi Rafsanjani. 

 

The regime is at the proverbial “tipping point.” The United States and the West should act 

cautiously if they are to support the aspirations of the Iranian people.    
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The US unemployment rate rose to 9.5 percent in June 2009 from 3.6 percent in October 2000 

and 4.1 percent in October 2006. Most puzzling, as indicated in the chart below, has been the 

obvious failure of Bernanke’s unprecedented aggressive monetary policy to produce the quick 

economic recovery that he promised at each interest rate cut. The more he cut interest rates and 

the more he inflated the balance sheet of the Fed, the higher unemployment has risen. 

Unemployment has kept on rising even though the federal funds rate has been near zero since 

December 2008. The unfulfilled promise of Bernanke, a proclaimed expert of the Great 

Depression, has been certainly disappointing. However, Bernanke and his supporters have kept 

crediting themselves that, without unorthodox cheap monetary policy, the unemployment rate 

would have been much higher. 

 
 

The climbing unemployment rate has been also puzzling in face of unprecedented expansionary 

fiscal policy and gigantic stimuli packages. The Bush Administration ran large fiscal deficits 

which reached $455 billion in 2008. Nancy Pelosi’s stimulus package of $165 billion in 2008 

was intended, with announced certainty, to bring recovery in 20008Q3. The Obama 

Administration initiated its own gigantic stimuli package of $787 billion in February 2009 at a 

scale touted to be sufficiently powerful to force a turnaround in the economy. With the aim of 

quickening the economic recovery, the Obama Administration has decided to run the largest 

fiscal deficit in peactime US history at 13 percent of GDP. Yet, in spite of record fiscal deficits, 

the unemployment has kept on rising. The Harvard multiplier has seemed to work in reverse, a 

performance that would be disappointing to Keynesians who faithfully predict that fiscal deficits 

turn stone into bread and multiply income and employment. 

 

It is baffling that such extraordinary expansionary fiscal and monetary policies and gigantic 

stimuli have failed to at least arrest job losses. The job losses have even accelerated from 



 

322,000 in May 2009 to 467,000 in June 2009. It would be very difficult to think of more 

unorthodox monetary policy or more expansionary fiscal policy in order to bring about economic 

recovery. Despite deepening economic recession, Bernanke and his counterparts on the Obama 

team were still faithful to their prescription that unorthodox fiscal and monetary policies would 

eventually produce a miracle and set the economy booming again. Bernanke has recently restated 

his long standing view that "Final demand should be supported by fiscal and monetary stimulus".  

Prominent US policymakers and academicians have related economic recession and rising 

unemployment to the housing crisis. For instance, former Fed Chairman Greenspan in a recent 

Financial Times (FT) article firmly believed that economy recovery would take place once 

housing prices stabilize: “I conjectured over a year ago on these pages that the crisis will end 

when home prices in the US stabilize. That still appears right. Such prices largely determine the 

amount of equity in homes – the ultimate collateral for the $11,000 billion of US home mortgage 

debt, a significant share of which is held in the form of asset-backed securities outside the US. 

Prices are currently being suppressed by a large overhang of vacant houses for sale.” 

Greenspan rejected pressing calls to stabilize housing prices in 2003-2004. He let the housing 

bubble inflate on with cheap fuel from the Fed, inflicting trillions of dollars in losses on the 

banking system and triggering millions of foreclosures. In his recent FT article, he was not 

explicit how housing prices could be stabilized when the Fed was injecting $1.5 trillion in 

mortgage loans. He was also not explicit about the level at which housing prices should stabilize. 

With the current Fed policy to re-inflate housing prices and the government policy to prevent 

foreclosures and subsidize homeowners, it would be difficult for housing prices to stabilize 

around a market determined equilibrium price. Greenspan was certainly confusing causes and 

effects. Prices of any good or service are the result of demand and supply and policies that affect 

demand and supply. Hence, prices cannot be stabilized around a market equilibrium level as long 

as they are being distorted by monetary and fiscal policies. Greenspan had certainly a partial 

view of prices. The US economy has faced not only distorted housing prices, but also distorted 

and speculative prices in other key markets such as food and energy markets and well currency 

markets. The US auto industry was hit directly by oil prices and not housing prices. Auto sales 

crumbled when oil prices soared to $147/barrel. Demand for SUVs and gas-guzzling cars 

suddenly disappeared with consumers opting for hybrids and small cars. In the same vein, when 

food prices rose by three to four fold, food riots erupted and demand for food was squeezed; and 

although we are in the middle of a recession, food prices are back up again. Not only housing 

prices have to stabilize but all prices have also to stabilize. Since housing and commodity prices 

are influenced by the same monetary and fiscal policies, these prices will not be stabilized until 

these policies are stabilized. 

 

Contrary to Greenspan’s narrow view of the recession, Irving Fisher (1933) forcefully argued 

that deep recession and large-scale unemployment can only be explained by, and attributed to, 

over indebtedness and overly cheap monetary policy. The Greenspan-Bernanke excessively 

aggressive money policy has caused many distortions in the US economy, pushed the ration of 

credit to GDP to unsustainable levels, and saddled banks with trillions of dollars in toxic assets 

that finally played havoc with real economy and with employment. In other words, the rapid 

escalation of unemployment to 9.5 percent in June 2009 cannot be explained except by the 

aggressive cheap money policy of the Greenspan-Bernanke era. Such policy pushed trillions of 

dollars to subprime markets that melted down and consequently bankrupted the banking system 



 

in the US and Europe. It provided free wealth to borrowers. It set off unparalleled speculation in 

housing, stock, and commodity markets. The collapse of stock prices inflicted trillions of dollars 

of losses in pensioners’ savings. Excessive mortgage payments and rising property taxes 

combined with exorbitant food and energy prices have weighted dramatically on households’ 

budget and forced real cuts in demand for both essential and non-essential goods. 

 

The deliberate policy of Bernanke has been to re-inflate housing and asset prices instead of 

stabilizing these prices. The June 2009 statement of the Federal Open Market Committee reads : 

"In these circumstances, the Federal Reserve will employ all available tools to promote 

economic recovery and to preserve price stability. As previously announced, to provide support 

to mortgage lending and housing markets and to improve overall conditions in private credit 

markets, the Federal Reserve will purchase a total of up to $1.25 trillion of agency mortgage-

backed securities and up to $200 billion of agency debt by the end of the year. In addition, the 

Federal Reserve will buy up to $300 billion of Treasury securities by autumn." 

 

Besides reducing interest rates to nearly zero, the Fed is mounting the largest scale long-term 

liquidity injection under numerous lending facilities, and is also bearing directly the risk 

associated with these loans under these Fed facilities. Hence, with a bid to re-ignite housing 

speculation and send housing prices soaring again, the Fed is pushing close to $1.5 trillion in 

mortgage loans. Such a re-inflationary attempt cannot succeed unless banks are ready to “play it 

again”—making loans to borrowers who cannot service them--and borrowers put their heads in 

the sand yet again—taking on forbidden mortgages they cannot repay. However, not 

withstanding the death of securitization, banks continue to suffer dramatic mortgage losses and 

homeowners remain unable to service their mortgages. Hence, banks and homeowners would 

hardly accept to play the Fed’s game despite the willingness of the Fed to print money and bear 

all mortgage losses. The Fed has also established the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan 

Facility (TALF) to inject $1 trillion in consumer (auto and credit card) and small business loans. 

The Fed wants to drown consumers into debt and make them spend out of loans instead of 

earned incomes in order to force an economic recovery. Bernanke seems determined to further 

undermine the safety of the US financial system in spite of the highest default rates in consumer 

loans. Cheap monetary policy will in time turn out to be inflationary and distortionary and will 

inflict more financial losses on the banking system and on the government in form of trillions of 

dollars in future bailouts.   

 

Bernanke’s Fed and the Obama Administration are caught in an unsustainable expansionary 

fiscal and monetary trap. Politicians would prevent interest rates to rise above zero or any return 

to stable macroeconomic policies. The US Treasury is building the highest US public debt and 

would oppose any rise in interest rates. Major reserve central banks would oppose any rise in 

interest rates and loose competitive ground. Relative to other countries. Hence, the world 

economy would be stacked at near zero interest rates and largely negative real interest rates for a 

long period to come. These low interest rates will discourage real savings and private investment 

and therefore constrain economic growth. They would be propitious to consumption, speculation 

in asset and commodity markets, and preclude stability in prices. 

 

Employment is related to real output through a physical relation called the production function. 

Demand for labor is a derived physical demand related directly to the real output of goods and 



 

services. Thus a fall in real output would, in turn, lead to a fall in employment. Although the Fed 

has all along denied inflation by considering solely core inflation that excludes food, energy, and 

asset prices, real demand in the US has contracted under powerful inflationary forces in housing, 

energy, food prices, and substantial depreciation of the dollar exchange rate. As wages do not 

change quickly, pension levels are fixed, and interest income is low, the real incomes of workers 

and pensioners have been eroded by high inflation causing a fall in real personal spending. The 

latter fell by 2.75 percent in 2008Q3 and 2.99 percent in 2008Q4. The cooling off of food and 

energy prices, however, has caused a slight increase at 0.95 percent in 2009Q1. Although interest 

rates were largely negative in real terms, real private investment showed negative growth during 

2006-2008 and fell dramatically by 8.2 percent in 2009Q1. Such drop in real private investment 

caused a interplay of the accelerator-multiplier effect and depressed real output, falling by 6.3 

percent in 2008Q4 and 5.5 percent in 2009Q1.16 The record fiscal deficits would squeeze real 

private savings and crowed out further real private investment, thus impeding sustained 

economic recovery.    

 

Milton Friedman argued in 1968 that the central bank cannot control the unemployment rate nor 

can it control real interest rates. It can only control money supply and credit. In turn, he called 

for a stable monetary policy. The Fed has so far inflicted heavy financial and economic losses 

and pushed unemployment to 7 million. The Fed, with a view to boost aggregate demand and 

resorb unemployment, has decided to inject trillions of dollars in new long-term liquidity under 

various lending facilities at a time when the banking has been overloaded with toxic assets and 

consumers were over-indebted. The credit to GDP ratio stood at 350 percent in 2008 and was 

obviously unsustainable as it caused large loan write-downs and bankruptcies. Forcing this ratio 

further up will only compromise the safety of the banking system. As the mountainous liquidity 

being injected by the Fed will not be hoarded in mattresses, it will eventually cause runaway 

inflation, stifling economic growth and employment as has been the experience since August 

2007. 

 

The Fed has created immense distortions in the economy and has pushed private debt to still 

higher levels. The Obama Administration has decided to push  public debt to levels that would 

have been unimaginable a year ago. Unsustainable private and public debt will constrain 

economic growth for many years to come. Historically, unsustainable fiscal and monetary 

policies have not been conducive to growth and employment. High uncertainties prevail in the 

economy and discourage private investment and employment expansion. Unsafe credit has been 

a factor in every financial crisis, including the Great Depression and the recent financial crisis. 

 

Financial crises have called for new regulation including the Pearl Act in 1844 in the United 

Kingdom and the Roosevelt Administration regulations in 1935. Yet, these regulations did not, 

and could not, prevent crisis when central banks deliberately undermined them. Inflationists have 

taken advantage of costless money printing to debase money and push unsafe credit with a view 

to boosting aggregate demand and employment. Demand policies are insufficient to achieve 

sustainable economic growth, supply side policies are alo needed. It would appear that the US 

 
16 http://www.bea.gov/national/nipaweb/ 



 

economy is trapped in disorderly fiscal and monetary policies that could delay recovery and 

employment creation for some time to come.  
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It would appear that at last the US Congress has started to appreciate the extensive damage 

inflicted on the US economy by the Federal Reserve (the Fed); this in large part because the Fed 

has a conflicting dual mandate of full employment and price stability and a structure that makes 

it vulnerable to the dictates of its chairman.  In pursuit of its full employment mandate, using 

aggressive monetary policy since 2001, the Fed has driven nominal interest rates to record low 

levels, making real interest rates largely negative. Low interest rates, in turn have fueled 

speculation by reducing its cost, and resulting in a number of assets bubbles, the most prominent 

in housing. This policy, in turn, has compromised the creditworthiness and soundness of the 

entire US banking and financial system.  

 

The Fed’s reckless monetary policy has cost the US government trillions of dollars in bailouts 

for banks, the automobile industry, and homeowners. More precisely, on July 21, in a prepared 

statement to a committee of the US House of Representatives, Mr. Barofsky, the overseer of the 

Troubled Asset Relief Program (Tarp), estimated the total exposure of the US government to the 

financial crisis at $23.7 trillion.  Fed policies set off commodity price inflation, most notably in 

oil prices, and exchange rates instability; it aggravated external current account deficits and has 

already pushed unemployment to 9.5 percent in June 2009, with the expectation that it may reach 

around 11 percent before it is all done. In the process, the Fed has created considerable 

distortions in the economy and has heightened economic uncertainty. The full extent of the 

damage and how long recession will last cannot be predicted today. There are in fact clear 

dangers that this unparalleled monetary expansion could be paving the ground for even bigger 

bubbles, more intense financial instability and larger bankruptcies in the future. Yet the Fed has 

partially succeeded in blurring the diagnosis of the current crisis by blaming the financial crisis 

in part on excesses of the financial markets, on surplus countries, such as China and oil 

producers, and on regulatory failures. 

 

The structure of the Fed and its recent policies should be a cause for national concern. While the 

dual mandate could theoretically allow the Fed to achieve acceptable level of inflation with low 

levels of unemployment, it could also create large cycles and severe recessions, with significant 

costs to the US economy. Which outcome prevails is an empirical question and depends on the 

policymakers at the Fed. First, the Fed is dominated by one-man rule and its policy is largely 

influenced by the views of its Chairman. In this respect, Alan Greenspan believed in financial 

deregulation, lax supervision, bailing out hedge funds, and rejecting calls to stave off housing 

bubbles or reinforcing bank regulations. Ben Bernanke believes in unorthodox monetary policy, 

that zero-interest rates and unlimited money were panacea for all problems, and ignored sound 

rules for sound central and commercial banking. Second, the Fed has become a price-setter and 

is controlling interest rates at near zero, distorting the price structure of the broader economy. To 

maintain interest rates at such low levels, the Fed has to provide unlimited liquidity to banks and 

allow money supply and credit to rise at a fast rate, regardless of inflationary consequences, 

bubbles or financial stability. Such liquidity expansion has contributed to historically high 



 

current account deficits, and pushing credit to GDP ratio to an unsustainable level of 350 

percent. 

 

Recently two opposing views regarding the structure of the Fed have emerged: a group of 

academicians have circulated a petition that calls for preserving the Fed’s independence. The 

opposite view expressed by a group of US Congressmen calls for enacting central banking 

legislation and reining in the absolute powers of the Fed. Which is the best path for the US? 

 

First, some background. The US Congress on the heels of the 1907 financial crisis established 

the Fed in 1913. The objective was to stabilize monetary policy and to prevent monetary crises 

that had taken place in the past when money supply had been uncontrolled and depended on the 

ability and willingness of banks to create money and provide credit. Notably, the banking system 

had experienced credit booms followed by credit contractions and waives of bank failures and 

long lasting economic recessions and mass unemployment. Ironically, the worst financial crisis 

and economic depression occurred only a few years following the Fed’s creation. At that time the 

Fed had failed its mandate for controlling money and credit creation and had instead instituted 

low interest rates that triggered speculation, massive purchase of gold by foreign central banks, 

and over-expansion of credit. The stock market crash and the collapse of the credit boom 

precipitated the Great Depression. 

 

The notion of an independent Fed has all along precluded the enactment of central banking 

legislation and, therefore, has made the Fed dependent either on the doctrine and personality of 

its chairman, or the pressure of interest groups, or both. It has constantly succumbed to Wall 

Street or political pressure for easy monetary policy. The accord of 1951 between the US 

Treasury and the Fed illustrated such dependence. In particular, the Accord ended a long period 

of very low interest rates imposed by the US Treasury as well as politicians and allowed the Fed 

some leeway to counter rapid inflation through reduced monetary expansion. Hence, purely 

discretionary powers together with no central banking legislation, in the name of independence, 

have subjected the Fed to various dependencies and turned into a source of powerful financial 

and economic crises. 

 

Quantity theory monetarists were proponents of money legislation and control of money and 

credit. Following financial crises and suspension of convertibility by the Bank of England in 

1797, David Ricardo called for strict central banking legislation that would restrain central bank 

ability to create costless paper money. His views were implemented in Great Britain under the 

Pearl Act in 1844 through establishing two separate departments in the Bank of England, namely 

an issue department that issued currency based on gold and a banking department that performed 

banking operations for the state, commercial banks, and foreign operations. The Pearl Act was an 

example of quantitative control of money and credit. In 1933, Henry Simons, Irving Fisher, and 

other authors of the Chicago Reform Plan called for filling the vacuum of central banking 

legislation and replacing discretionary and “dictatorial” powers that created considerable 

uncertainty and caused too much chaos and instability by a set of simple rules that would define 

a transparent and stable central banking. Quantitative control of the currency through a 100% 

reserve banking system and subordination of the money authorities to the fiscal authority were 

main elements of the 1933 Chicago Reform Plan. 

 



 

The late Milton Friedman, a student of Simons, was a proponent of a fixed money rule consistent 

with a stable growth of money supply at about 2 to 5 percent a year. Harry Johnson, while 

sympathetic to fixed rule, repudiated discretionary rule and called for a democratic control of the 

Fed by bringing it under the control of elected officials both in the executive and legislative 

branches. The proponents of a legislative framework for central bank believed that they were not 

proposing a perfect solution, as no perfect solution exists; however, a legislative money 

framework would be far superior to arbitrary discretion, unaccountable central bankers, and 

over-using money policy for short-term stabilization. They strongly believed that money policy 

has to be conducted consonant with long-term goals of price and financial stability and to allow 

fiscal, competitiveness and price flexibility, trade policy, sectoral policies, and structural policies 

as instruments for short-term stabilization and for strengthening the private sector. 

 

The US Fed is unlike a traditional central bank. Its main mandate was reformulated in 1946 

under the full-employment Act. It became possibly the only central bank in the world with a 

mandate to achieve full-employment and price stability. Accordingly, it became the most 

encompassing institution with its powers extending to achieve highest level of aggregate 

demand. Certainly politicians imposed the 1946 full-employment act. Paradoxically, the full 

employment mandate has been self-defeating. Ensuing financial instability had pushed 

unemployment to 25 percent during the Great Depression and 12 percent during the seventies 

stagflation. And today, Fed policies have pushed unemployment from 4.3 percent in 2007 to 9.5 

percent in June 2009. Besides causing large-scale unemployment, the Fed has also failed to 

achieve price and exchange rate stability. 

 

The US Treasury in June 2009 issued a regulatory plan for financial institutions. However, no 

regulatory framework has been considered for the Fed. Historical facts, including recent financial 

crisis, would indicate that in the absence of central banking legislation the current system would 

always expose the banking sector to future crises no matter how sound a banking regulatory and 

supervisory framework were in place. Only a regulatory framework for the Fed can enhance its 

role, to make it accountable to legislative jurisdiction and to the electorate, and as a result 

enhance the stability of the financial system. Without legislative rules, it would be difficult to 

determine whether the central bank is conducting safe or unsafe central banking, or whether its 

mandate is limited to money and credit or it is all encompassing. Under the latter mandate, the 

central bank is conferred powers for enacting policies for achieving full employment of the labor 

force, irrespective of the safety of these policies; it fixes prices and dictates the allocation of 

resources in the economy at the expense of prudent money and bank stability. The control of 

banks, credit, and enforcement of prudent banking become somewhat contradictory when a 

central bank is mandated with full employment and price stability. 

 

It would appear that the Fed sees no alternatives to monetary policy for promoting growth and 

employment. But zero-interest rates distort the price structure, erode the return to capital, 

discourage savings, investment, and depress growth and employment. Instead, it fuels 

speculation and inflation. Irrespective of millions of foreclosures originating from speculative 

housing prices and excessive property taxes, the Fed is injecting $1.5 trillion for mortgage loans 

in attempt to re-inflate housing prices. In the same vein and despite record default on consumer 

loans and mounting toxic assets, the Fed is injecting $1 trillion in consumer loans destined to 

sub-prime borrowers. Such unrestrained money policy can only worsen financial instability in 



 

the future. The Fed’s monetary policy has made fiscal management very costly and difficult. The 

government has to put in place bailout facilities, toxic asset purchase program, housing bailout 

program, stimulus packages to revive economic activity, and to run dangerously large deficits. 

The consequences could be compounding inflation, rising public debt, and external deficits, and 

more financial instability. New liquidity injections could in part translate into toxic assets on the 

Fed’s balance sheet and fuel inflation. 

 

The Fed’s present strategy of inflating the economy to lessen debt burden and achieve 

employment, to be followed by monetary policy stabilization after the price level has been 

inflated high enough to cut real debt, is inequitable and has many associated risks, including 

aggravating fiscal costs, promoting moral hazards, and perpetuating a vicious circle of 

instability. The recent debate regarding the role of the Fed is not new and reflects two opposing 

views of central banking requiring a public debate. A national debate of Fed policies and its 

possible reorganization has become a pressing matter for the United States. 
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In contrast to Fed Chairman Bernanke’s testimony last week, we cannot see a safe “exit strategy” 

for the Fed from its current loose monetary policy. Bernanke’s ambivalent testimony of a safe 

exit strategy can only heighten uncertainty and exacerbate instabilities. Let’s explain. 

 

In his recent testimony on July 21 before the Committee on Financial Services of the House of 

Representatives, Fed Chairman Bernanke was felicitous that aggressive money policy had 

averted the collapse of the financial system. However, he omitted to say that the same policy had 

failed to avert a collapse of real GDP and private investment and rising unemployment. The 

economic recession continues despite interest rates being near-zero, money supply rising at 22 

percent a year, unprecedented stimuli packages, and record fiscal deficits reaching 13 percent of 

GDP in 2009. Bernanke and the Obama team had clearly believed that a combination of 

aggressive money and fiscal policies would secure the return to full-employment and quickly. 

After all, Larry Summers had predicted the unemployment cresting at about 8%. These 

expectations were standard Keynesian predictions that have proven to be substantially off the 

mark.  

 

As clearly implied by Bernanke himself, this policy has so far been self-defeating: “Aggressive 

policy actions taken around the world last fall may well have averted the collapse of the global 

financial system, an event that would have had extremely adverse and protracted consequences 

for the world economy. Even so, the financial shocks that hit the global economy in September 

and October were the worst since the 1930s, and they helped push the global economy into the 

deepest recession since World War II. The U.S. economy contracted sharply in the fourth quarter 

of last year and the first quarter of this year. More recently, the pace of decline appears to have 

slowed significantly, and final demand and production have shown tentative signs of 

stabilization. The labor market, however, has continued to weaken.” 

 

This counter-performance testimony should be contrasted with Bernanke’s first testimony as Fed 

chairman in February 2006: “The U.S. economy performed impressively in 2005. Real gross 

domestic product (GDP) increased a bit more than 3 percent, building on the sustained expansion 

that gained traction in the middle of 2003. Payroll employment rose 2 million in 2005, and the 

unemployment rate fell below 5 percent. Productivity continued to advance briskly.” 

 

In his 2006 testimony, Bernanke was claiming credit for high growth induced by the cheap 

monetary policy he forcefully advocated as Fed governor. However, he never foresaw the 

financial shocks of 2008 (which he considered to be the worst since the 1930s) his policy would 

bring about, despite flashing red indicators such as the housing bubble, oil and food price 

inflation, widening external deficits, depreciating currency, and rapidly growing sub prime credit 

in the market. What good is a central bank if it cannot see the approaching storm until after it has 

devastated the landscape? 

 



 

In the footstep of his predecessor, Bernanke was not moved by the housing bubble or oil and 

food inflation until inflation had crippled the world economy. Long-run stability was not relevant 

for policy-makers interested in short-term economic booms. Unsafe money policy and near zero 

interest can only foster speculation in commodities and assets, exchange rate instability, and 

increase distortions in the economy. Indeed, the past decade of cheap monetary policy could be 

appropriately labeled as the speculative decade. Aggressive policies might have saved bankrupt 

banks through massive liquidity injections and bailouts and even turned them into profit-making 

institutions, but these same policies have only shifted the losses to the government, taxpayers, 

increased the potential of an inflation tax, and could bankrupt the government itself. They have 

also caused economic losses in form of millions of joblessness and falling economic growth.  

In his recent testimony, Bernanke sent conflicting messages describing an “exit strategy” from 

the unprecedented monetary expansion while reassuring the political establishment that such exit 

is not immediately in the offing and near-zero interest rates and abundant liquidity would be 

maintained for some time to come: “The Federal Open Market Committee anticipates that 

economic conditions are likely to warrant maintaining the federal funds rate at exceptionally low 

levels for an extended period.” 

 

Bernanke message appears to be a campaign for no-exit and re-appointment as a chair of the Fed 

aimed at winning confidence of two key groups: (i) politicians that the Fed would firmly 

maintain its present policy stance and (ii) foreign investors, namely China who is holding over 

$2 trillion in US debt (as well as other foreign countries) and is a key player in financing US 

fiscal deficits, that the Fed has the technical means to rein bank reserves and prevent a dollar 

collapse and inflation when it is opportune to do so. 

 

Bernanke noted that many instruments are available to a central bank for draining reserves; 

however: “the most important such tool is the authority that the Congress granted the Federal 

Reserve last fall to pay interest on balances held at the Fed by depository institutions. Raising the 

rate of interest paid on reserve balances will give us substantial leverage over the federal funds 

rate and other short-term market interest rates, because banks generally will not supply funds to 

the market at an interest rate significantly lower than they can earn risk free by holding balances 

at the Federal Reserve.” Past experience showed that any slightest attempt to drain reserves 

could easily send interest rates to two-digit level. Would the Fed pay high interest rates on 

reserves, say at 19 percent which was the federal funds rate in 1981 when the Fed slightly 

drained banks reserves, compared with 0.25 percent it is paying now? If it would, that would 

entail huge subsidies to banks, at the expense of the US Treasury, with serious implications for 

financing the US budget deficits. 

 

In 2008, realizing impotence of aggressive monetary policy to stem an economic recession, 

because of the reluctance of banks to lend to sub-prime borrowers, wave of foreclosures, and 

households’ over-indebtedness, Bernanke had urged the government to run record fiscal deficits 

as a direct way to hike up aggregate demand and avert economic recession. Now, he has realized 

that the Fed has totally lost its independence and has to accommodate large fiscal deficits 

through maintaining near-zero interest rates as well as through monetization. In particular, 

monetary policy can no longer be restrained as long as the fiscal deficit remains very large. The 

higher interest cost of the growing fiscal deficits ($1.8 trillion this year and only declinig to $1.2 

trillion by 2019) for the US Treasury could be potentially devastating.  



 

 

Suddenly, Bernanke has begun to call for fiscal adjustment as a way to regain control of money 

policy and prevent excessive monetization of fiscal deficits or a sharp rise of interest rates: “Our 

economy and financial markets have faced extraordinary near-term challenges, and strong and 

timely actions to respond to those challenges have been necessary and appropriate..... The 

Congress also has taken substantial actions, including the passage of a fiscal stimulus package. 

Nevertheless, even as important steps have been taken to address the recession and the intense 

threats to financial stability, maintaining the confidence of the public and financial markets 

requires that policymakers begin planning now for the restoration of fiscal balance…. 

Addressing the country's fiscal problems will require difficult choices, but postponing those 

choices will only make them more difficult. Moreover, agreeing on a sustainable long-run fiscal 

path now could yield considerable near-term economic benefits in the form of lower long-term 

interest rates and increased consumer and business confidence. Unless we demonstrate a strong 

commitment to fiscal sustainability, we risk having neither financial stability nor durable 

economic growth.” 

 

The last sentence of the quote could have been re-worded as: “Unless we demonstrate a strong 

commitment to monetary sustainability, we risk having neither financial stability nor durable 

economic growth”. Politically, the Fed may not be able to restraint money policy in the context 

of large fiscal deficits and soaring public debt. Any money restraint will send interest rates rising 

and make deficit financing prohibitive. Similarly, the Fed may not accept to restrain monetary 

policy and induce a dollar appreciation when other major central banks have adopted equally 

unorthodox policies of near-zero interest rates, massive money injections, financing excessive 

fiscal deficits, and depreciating their respective currencies. The simultaneous money and fiscal 

expansion in major industrial and emerging countries may be paving the way for the worst 

world-wide inflation with negative effects on growth and employment for years to come.  

 

Foreign holders of US debt have become increasingly concerned with the potential of the dollar’s 

collapse as a result of the Fed’s inflation-debt trap. The Fed’s policy to delay exit until near full-

employment is restored may be ill conceived. Moreover, the Fed’s deliberate policy to re-inflate 

housing prices and the price level would be conflicting with growth and employment. US banks 

hold more than $800 billion in excess reserves. This is a clear indication that the prime market 

has no ability to absorb unlimited credit and the only outlet is the sub-prime market. Banks have 

learned the hard lesson and could no longer extend sub prime loans that will be pure losses. 

Although securitization of sub-prime loans is dead, Bernanke is trying to revive it and even rate 

it AAA. The Fed has decided to circumvent banks (who have learned their lesson and do not 

want to extend credit as before to the sub-prime market), inject $1 trillion in consumer loans in 

the sub-prime market, and bear potential losses from these loans.  

 

Stabilization policies aimed at extricating inflationary pressure, stabilizing commodity prices, 

and containing fiscal deficits should be introduced without delay. These policies worked with 

success in Western Europe in the fifties, notably in France and Germany, and in the US in 1980s. 

There are other policy instruments, additional to monetary and fiscal policy, for promoting 

durable growth and employment. Promoting competitiveness and flexible price adjustment, 

although refuted in Keynesian economics, is essential for clearing markets. Sectoral policies in 

agriculture, energy, and manufacturing would help increase output and employment. Addressing 



 

world food shortage and energy constraints would make great contribution to growth. Not all 

unemployment is conjunctural. Large component of unemployment is structural and cannot be 

solved with macro-policies. Long-term education and training are essential for matching skills 

with technologies and available and emerging opportunities. 

 

Bernanke’s ambivalent exit strategy can only heighten uncertainty and exacerbate instabilities. 

Continued fiscal and monetary expansion may widen US external deficits and end-up creating 

employment elsewhere in the world. Speculation will continue to be fueled by near-zero interest 

rates, affording speculators huge arbitrage potentials, or free lunches, between money and non-

money assets. A rising public debt could weigh on future economic growth. Bernanke and 

Obama team wanted short-term miracle of full employment through narrow mix of unorthodox 

money and fiscal policies, the consequences of which, namely inflation and violent business 

cycles, are very well known, and they have ignored supply-oriented policies that could remove 

distortions, lessen foreign dependence, and restore stable growth. Most disturbing is that exit 

from unorthodox monetary policies can only come at the cost of a deep recession, much higher 

interest rates and effectively placing the exit strategy burden on the Congress and on fiscal 

policy.  

 

We must emphasize that the prediction of large deficits for the next ten years by the 

Congressional Budget Office will do more than unnerve financial markets. The latest predictions 

conclude that the deficit will only decline from the current $1.8 trillion to $1.2 trillion by 2019, 

to what would still be an unmanageable deficit level on the order of 5.5% of GDP. How can the 

Fed have a safe exit strategy when higher interest rates of a “safe strategy” would blow what are 

already unprecedented deficits out of the ballpark? 
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Will the turmoil in Iran continue? Can Ayatollah Khamenei survive? Can the regime continue to 

call itself "Islamic"? Now that the supreme leader has shed his religious mantle and has trashed 

the constitution, the options are far narrower than you might think. 

 

To gauge Iran's future, it is essential to emphasize the obvious-the "Islamic" Republic of Iran 

was built on velayat-e-faqih, Ayatollah Khomeini's concept of clerical oversight, which was 

intended to reverse Iran's drift toward secularism under the shah. 

 

Khomeini understood that for his imprint to be accepted, it would have to show respect for 

centuries of Iranian history and civilization and for the traditional Shiism practiced in Iran. This 

meant just rule, social and economic justice, the freedom to chose rulers, the obligation to fight 

oppression and the glorification of martyrdom among others-something that the shah had ignored 

to his own peril. Khomeini knew full well, from his own experience under the shah, that Iran, 

unlike other countries in the region, could not be governed by force for long. As such, Khomeini 

adopted a religious mantle and a new constitution to bolster his legitimacy. It looks like that 

same mantle has now become a noose around his successor's neck. 

 

As Khomeini was putting his views into constitutional practice, he reluctantly realized the need 

for a Guardian Council to vet candidates for all-important elected offices. His strong view was 

that the only criterion for candidacy should be total acceptance of Iran's constitution, in particular 

of velayat-e-faqih. He preached against oppression, because he viewed it as the issue that most 

undermined the shah's rule. And when it came to the selection and appointment of leaders to high 

office, he warned against the selection of military and security personnel. He cautioned that if 

this were allowed, the regime would collapse. 

 

Upon Khomeini's death, Ayatollah Khamenei grabbed the religious mantle with support from 

none other than Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani. It was this power grab, by a man who did not 

have the requisite religious credentials, that has paved the path toward the regime's breakdown in 

Tehran today. 

 

Perhaps Khamenei failed to realize that the religious mantle a two-edged sword. It would appear 

that he didn't appreciate the fact that if he were to get involved in day-to-day politics he would 

lose his aura. Sure, he could use religion to wield absolute power, but he had to uphold certain 

basic principles. If he were seen to trash religion and the constitution, then the truly pious, 

especially those who saw him as unqualified, would come to attack him. When he claimed divine 

intervention in support of Ahmadinejad's so-called electoral victory even before the results of the 

election had been announced, his statements were seen as blasphemous by a number of senior 

Iranian clerics. 

 

The council has not acted as an independent body as envisaged by Ayatollah Khomeini. 

Moreover, elections have not been clean. President Ahmadinejad has, with the supreme leader's 

full approval, flagrantly ignored Ayatollah Khomeini's advice, enhancing the role of the military 



 

(Revolutionary Guards (or IRGC) and the Basij) and the security forces in every aspect of 

Iranian life. They are now members of the cabinet, consistently win lucrative government 

contracts for non-military projects and run the Iranian election commission. Senior members of 

the IRGC and the intelligence services have been greatly enriched, while loyal followers of the 

late Ayatollah Khomeini have been dismayed. 

 

In sum, the regime has ignored the constitution and allowed the IRGC and the intelligence 

services to control important levers of power. 

 

The regime has repeatedly ignored the basic tenets of Islam that shape the every day lives of 

average Iranians. Oppression has returned to Iran with a vengeance, arguably worse than it was 

under the shah. Peaceful demonstrators are killed and beaten by government thugs. The relatives 

of hardliners in the government are killed and arrested, turning the regime against itself. Torture 

is practiced as never before. There is no freedom of expression, no freedom of the press, no 

freedom to demonstrate peacefully. There is no social and economic justice. Corruption is 

rampant. Centuries-old religious traditions are banned. Most importantly, many of the most 

respected clerics have openly declared the government of President Ahmadinejad illegitimate 

and publicly challenged the authority of Ayatollah Khamenei as Supreme Leader. 

 

In sum, the regime's claim of religious legitimacy is no longer credible. 

 

What are the options for a regime that has been stripped of its constitutional and religious 

legitimacy? 

 

Before turning to the options, let's look at the realities facing the government: 

 

--Iranians did not sacrifice their lives in a revolution and in a brutal eight-year war with Iraq to 

have their freedom stolen by a supreme leader and a president. 

 

--Shia Muslims see it as their duty to reject an oppressive regime. To do otherwise would be a 

sin by omission. Shia Muslims firmly believe in the Prophetic saying that on the Day of 

Reckoning the oppressor, the oppressed and the person(s) who stood by and observed the 

oppression will be called upon to answer: the oppressor for the oppression, the oppressed for not 

resisting the oppression, and the bystander for not assisting the oppressed. 

 

--The cycle of demonstrations will not stop, and if stopped by force, the opposition will go 

underground as it did under the shah. 

 

--The senior religious establishment will not give its support to the supreme leader or to 

President Ahmadinejad. The religious criticism cannot be tamped down. It can only increase. 

 

--The regime has lost its appeal to the Muslim masses outside of Iran. It is no longer viewed as a 

government that stands up to the great powers and affords social and economic justice to its 

people. The brutality of the regime has bared its ugliness for the whole world to see. 

 

As a result of these realities, the choices and options for the regime are limited. 



 

 

The government cannot regain any pretensions to legitimacy. Yes, it may survive for a few 

weeks, months, or even for a few years, not as an Islamic Republic, but as a military dictatorship. 

Ayatollah Khamenei cannot stay on as supreme leader with religious and constitutional 

legitimacy. He has lost all claims to both as a result of recent events. He could survive as the 

supreme head of a military dictatorship. The majority of Iranians will not accept Ahmadinejad's 

presidency as legitimate. 

 

There are three basic options for Iran. The first is to preserve the Islamic Republic; Ayatollah 

Khamenei would have to be replaced by a respected senior grand ayatollah, someone with no 

political ambitions. The constitution would have to be modified so as to afford Iranians a more 

direct say in the selection of their leaders. There would have to be a new presidential election. 

This is the preferred solution of the clerical establishment, including Hashemi Rafsanjani, who 

would, of course, like to be the power behind the throne. 

 

The second, and most likely option is the emergence of an absolute dictatorship. Such a tyranny 

would in time be overthrown, because Iranians are unlikely to succumb to force. What makes the 

second option the most likely short-term solution? Religious scholars and Grand Ayatollahs have 

no guns. But the regime does. The two leaders, namely Ayatollah Khamenei and President 

Ahmadinejad, are fully aware that the IRGC and the Basij will not give up their privileged status 

easily and would fight to keep them in power. They will fight until too many Iranians have died 

or until the regular military turns against the IRGC. The only way that the second option can be 

avoided is if Ayatollah Khamenei abides by the teachings of the religion that he touts, supports 

the first option and resigns in favor of a new supreme leader. 

 

The third option would be to abandon the clerical system in favor of a simple republic with a 

totally new constitution. This is the most unlikely option as neither the clerics nor the IRGC will 

go away quietly. But in my opinion, this is the option that would best serve the long-term 

interests of the Iranian people. 

 

In retrospect, the late shah, after a thirty-five-year rule, most of it unpopular, had the decency to 

yield to the will of the Iranian people and to avoid excessive bloodshed. Unfortunately, the 

supreme leader and President Ahmadinejad are unlikely to follow in his footsteps. 
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Iran has lost its window of opportunity to preserve the clerical system and to avoid unimaginable 

bloodshed.  The “Islamic” Republic of Iran is for all intents and purposes no more. It might have 

been still viable if the Supreme Leader had been replaced by a respected cleric and if new 

presidential elections had been held. But now, after all the bloodshed in the streets, after the 

accounts of innocent demonstrators being tortured, and after the spectacle of the show trials, the 

position of each faction has been hardened beyond compromise.  

 

The Supreme Leader and the regime have decided to dig in their heels. On August 3, the 

Supreme Leader approved the new term for President Ahmadinejad as required under the 

constitution. Notably absent from the ceremony were former presidents and regime insiders 

Hashemi Rafsanjani and Mohammed Khatami, as well as Mir Hossein Moussavi and Mehdi 

Karroubi, the other main candidates in the recent presidential elections. On August 5, 

Ahmadinejad was formally confirmed and inaugurated for his second term as president.  

 

All sides have signaled their commitment to fight on—the regime with in-your-face threats and 

bullets, former regime insiders with rhetoric and behind-the-scenes maneuverings, and ordinary 

citizens with the only weapons they have, protests and human sacrifice. Compromise is longer 

possible. In fact, each side has little choice but to fight on. 

 

For the regime, the show trials in Tehran, which started on August 1, were another step in the 

Khameini-Ahmadinejad-Revolutionary Guards coup that was plotted in the days before the June 

12 election. Those on trial are mere pawns in the bigger picture. Their trials are signals to a wider 

audience. They are meant as a warning that the Supreme Leader is not the late Shah. He has no 

compunction against violence. He has unleashed his thugs on anyone who does not fall in line. 

His men have killed and will continue to kill as needed to keep him at the helm in Iran.  

 

The Supreme Leaders’s warning is first and foremost directed at former presidents Hashemi and 

Khatami, and to presidential candidates Karroubi and Moussavi. The regime has tortured some 

of their close associates to build up a dossier against them. In fact they are the ones on trial, not 

the men who were paraded in front of cameras on August 1 for the world to see. The trumped-up 

and damning evidence is being compiled against these prominent opposition figures. They have 

heard some of the charges they will be facing in the near future if they fail to back down; and for 

sure there are more charges to come. These opposition figures are being given another “chance” 

to concede defeat. If they fail to accept the offer, they will in time be arrested and the internal 

conflict will widen even further. The warning is also directed at the Grand Ayatollahs sitting in 

Qom. They are to understand that they are not beyond the Supreme Leader’s reach. If powerful 

members of the regime can be attacked, then they can be attacked with impunity now that the 

Supreme Leader has all but abandoned the “Islamic” label. The warning is directed at all would-

be protestors. Death awaits them on the streets of Iran. The regime is determined to frighten the 

citizenry into submission, something it has not been able to do so far in this conflict. Finally, the 

regime is demonstrating to foreign powers, especially the United States, that it is in charge and 

that they should not pin their hopes on the opposition and give them support. 



 

 

While the regime has dug in its heels, ironically it seems also to be preparing an exit strategy. 

Last week the Turkish media reported the confiscation by Turkish customs of around $18.5 

billion ($11 billion in gold bars and $7.5 billion in $100 dollar bills) from several trucks leaving 

Iran and headed to an unknown destination! The Turkish Prime Minister, who has been locked in 

negotiations to borrow a fraction of that amount from the IMF, is reported to have seen this as 

manna from heaven! Unsurprisingly, the official Iranian media attributes this haul to a previously 

unheard of Iranian businessman, Ismail Safarian! 

 

For the elite—former presidents and opposition candidates—there is no turning back. They have 

no choice but to fight on. They know full well that there is no place for them in this forever 

changed Iran, the Iran of a military dictatorship. They will be perceived as a threat. The ongoing 

trials of their supporters will lead to their own indictment. Those supporters may ultimately 

receive the Supreme Leader’s magnanimous pardon, but theirs will be an unknown, surely dire 

fate. Their only option is to fight on. Only then might they have a chance of survival.   

 

For the citizenry there is little hope for a better future under the de facto military dictatorship. 

Now may be their best chance for change. There is a core of an opposition with momentum. 

Their new slogan on July 30 in Jaleh Square was for a new Republic of Iran (leaving out the 

Islamic association). In solidarity with those who have died, with those who are in hospitals, with 

those who have been tortured and with those who are under arrest, they have to resist. If they 

back down, it will all have been for naught. If they cannot oppose the regime openly, they will 

go underground and fight. 

 

Demonstrations will continue. Much blood will be spilled in the coming days. For the sake of the 

Iranian people, the US must tread carefully, lend no legitimacy to this regime and act unselfishly 

in support of the Iranian people. 
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The 1953 overthrow of Iranian Prime Minister Mohammad Mossadeq by the CIA may have been 

the single most important foreign policy blunder of the United States in the post-WWII era. For 

the US, that decision may have been the catalyst for years of turmoil in the Middle East, 

including terrorism, hostage taking, 9/11, two wars in Iraq, a war in Afghanistan, and no end in 

sight in terms of anti-Americanism in the Muslim world.  While for Iran it ushered years of 

dictatorship, followed by the Iranian Revolution, the war with Iraq, the emigration of Iranians to 

the US and elsewhere, years of lost development and economic growth, a sharp movement from 

secularism to religion, and now an oppressive and dictatorial regime couched in false religiosity.  

 

In 1953, the US, along with Britain, turned a blind eye to democratic values and the rule of law, 

and single-mindedly pursued short-term interests—stability and access to Iranian oil on terms 

favorable to the two superpowers. Today the US could be about to embrace another dictatorial 

regime in Tehran in pursuit of short-term interests, again to the detriment of the hopes and 

aspirations of the Iranian people. This time Washington’s support for the regime in Tehran is 

been masked under the cover of dialogue and rapprochement as opposed to former President 

Bush’s confrontational policies.  

 

Recently, the Obama Administration, with the rest of the G-8 in tow, adopted a soft, albeit tough 

sounding, stand against the regime in Tehran. The West has given the mullahs until September to 

start meaningful dialogue, hinting at many benefits to follow, especially non-aggression toward 

the reign of the mullahs. The US has set the September date, clearly sensing the vulnerability of 

the regime over the next two months, including the 40-day remembrance of the death of Neda in 

late July, the young woman killed by the mullahs’ thugs. To sweeten the deal and to send a 

signal of “friendship” to the mullahs, the US on July 9 released five Iranian “diplomats” held in 

Iraq for two years. 

 

If the US would abstain from legitimizing the regime, this is a chance for Iranians to usher in a 

new era. The regime is vulnerable. The regular military and the Revolutionary Guards have been 

dismayed by the cracks in the clerical hierarchy and by the increasing role of the Supreme 

Leader’s son, Mojtaba, in their affairs. Some leaders of the Revolutionary Guards have been 

arrested. In fact, today the bassej and elements of the Revolutionary Guards are the only part of 

the military willing to brutally confront fellow citizens.  

 

Most importantly the regime has all but lost its religious cover. After the election, Grand 

Ayatollah Saneii rebuked the regime and the Association of Researchers and Teachers of Qum 

issued a declaration against the regime. On July 10, the most senior Grand Ayatollah in Iran, 

Hossein Ali Montazeri, pronounced the regime unjust and illegitimate and forbade all 

cooperation with the regime. At Friday prayers on July 17, Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, a 

cautious pragmatist sensing that all may be lost, all but said that the Supreme Leader should be 

replaced and quoted a saying of the Prophet Muhammad that without the approval of the people, 

a regime has no legal standing. On July 19, former President Khattami proposed a referendum on 



 

the legitimacy of the presidential election. These are developments that were unimaginable only 

two months ago!  

 

What has been set in motion is unstoppable. There are even talks in Qum that the majority of the 

senior ayatollahs may leave Iran and go to Najaf in Iraq; a number have already left Qum for 

Meshed. The regime has lost its religious legitimacy in the eyes of the majority of Iranians. The 

process will be complete when, not if, three or four other Grand Ayatollahs, follow in Ayatollah 

Montazeri’s footstep. Appeals have been also made to Grand Ayatollah Sistani of Iraq, the most 

revered cleric in Shia Islam, to intervene and to put an end to the trashing of Shia Islam at the 

hands of Iran’s Supreme Leader, a mid-level cleric who was catapulted into political power in 

1989 by people who stood to benefit.      

 

For the Obama Administration this is absolutely wrong time to reach out to this regime. Yes, the 

regime is more vulnerable to US pressures and the Obama Administration may be able to point 

to a breakthrough.. But the US is fooling itself if it believes that it will get anything it really 

wants from the mullahs and what good is a deal today with a regime that the US embraces and 

which then gets booted out? What will Washington look like to the Iranian people if it is once 

again on the side of illegitimacy? Cozying up to the mullahs could subject the people of Iran to a 

prolonged era of dictatorship. It is time to abandon myopic considerations in favor of upholding 

the American ideals of human dignity and human rights. A six-month delay will not be the end 

of the world if the US would just lay aside its preoccupation with Iran’s nuclear program. How 

can the US expect Iranians to forget again? 1953 was enough! The world is watching. 
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Western commentators question the Iranian regime’s commitment to democratic values, a thing 

of no importance to the mullahs. The mullahs don’t claim democratic values, something they 

label as Western and irrelevant. It is Islamic legitimacy that they claim and they justify their acts 

of repression by labeling their opposition anti-Islamic and at war with God. If Khameini and his 

illegitimate regime is to be totally discredited in Iran and in the Muslim world and isolated as 

never before, he must be confronted for his un-Islamic policies, and the fraud and the disgrace he 

is bringing to Islam and to Muslims the world over. This confrontation by the United States 

(government, academics, media) and by NGOs should be in every forum and by every means on 

three interrelated questions: Is justice at the core of Islam? Is their rule just? And is it the duty of 

Shia Muslims to confront an unjust ruler? 

 

Regarding the first question, the answer is clear, supported by many verses from the Quran and 

from the widely acknowledged traditions of the Prophet Muhammad. One of the paramount 

duties of humans is to establish just rule on this plane of existence, a fact that the mullahs cannot 

deny. 

 

As to the second question, Islam preaches the Unity of Allah’s Creation and is a rule-based 

system. At Islam’s core is walayat, or reciprocal love—mankind’s love of Allah and Allah’s love 

of mankind, reflected in the love of humans for each other. A Muslim shows his love of Allah by 

service to other humans. To harm, much less kill, a single human is a crime against humanity. A 

central duty of humans and society is to establish justice, which includes good governance, the 

eradication of corruption and poverty, the creation of a level playing field for all humans to 

develop, and caring for those who cannot care for themselves. Opulent living for the few 

alongside poverty for the majority is unjust. Allah has by design given humans the freedom of 

choice, in part to choose their leaders and their government.  

 

An examination of the facts would confirm that elections have not been free. The regime 

disqualified hundreds of candidates for no good reason. The people had no voice in the selection 

of their supreme leader. The regime has savagely killed peaceful protesters. The regime 

maintains its hold on power with thugs and the barrel of a gun. It has mismanaged the economy.  

Corruption is all-pervasive. Income and wealth inequality is evident. The ranks of the poor and 

of the unemployed have swelled, while the regime’s cronies live a life of luxury. Volumes could 

be written chronicling injustice under the reign of the mullahs. This is an unjust regime.  

 

As for the third question, what about collaboration with an unjust regime? Faced with injustice 

and unjust rulers, it is the duty of a Shia Muslim to oppose an unjust ruler. The mullahs preached 

the same to overthrow the Shah. If Iran is an “Islamic” republic, then it is the duty of all Iranian 

Shias to oppose the regime. Shia Muslims firmly believe in the Prophetic saying that on the Day 

of Reckoning the oppressor, the oppressed, and the person(s) who stood by and observed the 

oppression will be called upon to answer: the oppressor for the oppression, the oppressed for not 

resisting the oppression, and the bystander for not assisting the oppressed. 

 



 

Three demands must be made of the regime—stop human rights abuses, permit free elections, 

and allow Iranians to revisit their constitution (if they want to shed the yoke of the mullahs who 

have abused religion to subjugate them).  

 

To support the people of Iran in their quest for freedom, the United States should simultaneously 

adopt five measures to bring direct and indirect pressure on the illegitimate regime in Tehran: (i) 

enforce existing US laws and tighten financial sanctions on Iran to initiate a run on the Iranian 

rial, (ii) pressure and compensate Dubai to cut off economic and financial relations with Iran, 

(iii) pry Syria away from Iran, (iv) expose the foreign bank accounts of the regime insiders, and 

(v) stop touting Iran’s importance for US policy as the regime cannot be trusted to do what it 

says. This is the West’s best opportunity in thirty years to support the people of Iran. Yes, a good 

crisis must not be wasted! Not for short-run expediency but for solidarity with the brave people 

of Iran to affect real change. As a result the people of Iran will suffer even more in the short run, 

but these actions and global solidarity with their cause may at least give them a fair chance to 

shed their yoke of oppression. 

 

There will be those who will reject this approach as interference in internal Iranian affairs and 

confrontational, and will instead recommend dialogue to secure Tehran’s assistance in the peace 

process, in Afghanistan, in Iraq and in preventing a nuclear arms race in the Middle East. But 

these notions of effective Iranian collaboration are wishful thinking. It should by now be clear to 

any realist that the mullahs will not give up their quest to master the nuclear fuel cycle, allowing 

them to build the nuclear bomb quickly. Nor will the mullahs give up the support of their 

surrogates, such as Hezbollah, in the region because they need them to pressure the West for 

support of their regime. The US must for once chose the honorable course and side with the 

people of Iran and confront the mullahs with all its powers, excluding military force and covert 

operations. 
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For some, the last two years have been an eternity—bankruptcy, loss of retirement benefits, loss 

of a lifetime of savings, loss of homes, no work and worse. For a few—largely bankers and 

financiers—this has been a moment to lie low and then get back to business as usual, with bigger 

bonuses to make up for lost time. It is time to look back and take stock of the financial crisis that 

emerged two years ago in August 2007—universally considered as the worst crisis of the post-

WWII period.  

 

While the root cause of the crisis will be debated for years to come with no definitive answer, the 

US Federal Reserve’s expansionary monetary policies during 2001-2007 and the US Treasury’s 

deregulation ideology of more than a decade were necessary inputs for the crisis. The financial 

system may have been saved only after throwing trillions of dollars into the wind. While some 

may call this rescue a policy “success,” others can just as well label the entire cycle—the policy 

failures that led to the crisis and the measures to save the financial system—an extraordinary 

policy failure that may be unparalled in history.  

 

Economic history has established that the credit system is inherently unstable and goes through 

endogenous and periodic crisis. Banks emit liabilities, or money, and they jointly multiply this 

money through loans, commonly referred to as the creation of money by the banking system. 

The Fed was conceived in 1913 as a government agency to control the credit system and prevent 

major expansion and contraction of credit. If, however, the Fed itself becomes the destabilizing 

force for extraordinary credit expansion, then the system is doomed to failure.  

 

To keep interest rate at 1 percent during 2003-2005, the Fed had to inject as much liquidity as 

required to prevent a rise of interest rates above the target level, irrespective of the volume or 

creditworthiness of credit expansion induced by low interest rates. Consequently, liquidity went 

mostly to subprime markets with the high likelihood of a meltdown to follow. The evolution of 

the present crisis is but a testimony to the dramatic cost of an extended period of highly 

expansionary monetary policy. 

 

When houses, cars, appliances, and other goods and services become essentially free (financed 

by zero or negative real rates of interest), an economic boom is sure to follow. Consequently, the 

US and other major industrial countries enjoyed high economic growth and near full 

employment during 2001-2007, led by a rapidly rising demand and supported by large fiscal 

deficits and rapidly growing credit. However, during such rapid expansion, demand outstrips 

supply, investment exceeds savings, and speculation intensifies. Incomes and prices (houses, 

commodities, and goods and services) rise. Such price increases fortifies profits and in turn fuels 

the demand for more credit. Credit expansion, in turn, can create huge distortions in the price and 

production structure. The recent housing price bubble provided an example of price distortion 

caused by a cheap credit policy. Similarly, immense housing and commercial construction 

activity provided an example of over-investment, based on demand that was created by cheap 

credit and speculative prices. 



 

 

However, economic boom that is fueled by rapid credit expansion is invariably short-lived and is 

followed by financial disorders and economic recession. For instance, the US enjoyed an 

economic boom during 1926-1929, followed by the Great Depression. The losses during the 

Great Depression were immense and the US did not regain it 1929 real income level until 1939. 

The 1926-1939 cycle can be hardly called a policy success.  

 

The price and wage structure that arise in a credit boom invariably leads a distorted price 

structure. Many key sectors plan their expansion and production capacity based on demand that 

is supported by cheap loans and not demand that is supported by income. Hence, producers over 

invest. When the demand financed by cheap loans collapses, consumer income contracts, 

producers find their high prices can no longer be validated and become buried by their fixed cost 

due to their excessive investment. The so-called accelerator-multiplier effect discussed in 

economic textbooks plays in reverse (of the role it played in the boom phase) and causes an 

economic recession. In the process, some consumers enjoy wealth and consumption far 

exceeding their incomes, financed through credit at the expense of those who would suffer 

inflationary tax. They simply default and the bailout costs are born by taxpayers.  

 

Proponents of cheap money policy among academicians, media, and policymakers largely ignore 

the price distortions due to a credit boom. For instance, prominent academicians blamed China 

and India for runaway oil and food prices during 2001-2008, implying that if Chinese and 

Indians rode bikes as they did in the past, oil prices would come down! They refused to see the 

link between speculation, a credit based demand, and commodity prices. Cheap money policy 

enabled Madov and Ponzi finance to thrive. Such finance becomes prosperous in the upward 

phase of the credit boom when asset prices are experiencing a bubble. Higher profits boost stock 

prices. Madov was able to boast success and distribute handsome dividends. However, the 

contraction showed that the emperor was naked. While Madov was sentenced to jail, the 

policymakers that provided abundant liquidity and the environment for speculation were hardly 

faulted for supplying him with the fuel. 

 

Bernanke’s fatal mistakes 

 

Bernanke’s response to the crisis in August 2007 may, in hindsight, turn out to be disastrous for 

the US and world economy. He quickly mounted what he called “aggressive money policy”, 

cutting substantially interest rates, and in conjunction with major central banks, injecting massive 

liquidity in the hands of speculators. Such a response to a financial crisis by re-inflating the 

economy has been critisized by prominent economists. The noted European economist Friedrich 

Hayek wrote in 1932: 

 

“If deflation is not a cause but an effect of the unprofitableness of industry, then it is surely vain 

to hope that, by reversing the deflationary process, we can regain lasting prosperity. Far from 

following a deflationary policy, central banks, particularly in the United States, have been 

making earlier and more far-reaching efforts than ever been undertaken before to combat the 

depression by a policy of credit expansion─with the result that the depression has lasted longer 

and has become more severe than any preceding one. What we need is a re-adjustment of those 

elements in the structure of production and of prices which existed before deflation began and 



 

which then made it unprofitable for industry to borrow. But, instead of furthering the inevitable 

liquidation of the maladjustments brought about by the boom during the last three years, all 

conceivable means have been used to prevent that re-adjustment from taking place; and one of 

these means, which has been repeatedly tried though without success, from the earliest to the 

most recent stages of the depression, has been this deliberate policy of credit expansion. More 

than that: while the advantages of such a course are uncertain, the new dangers which it creates 

are great. To combat the depression by a forced credit expansion is to attempt to cure the evil by 

the very means which brought it about; because we are suffering from a misdirection of 

production, we want to create further misdirection─ a procedure which can only lead to a much 

more severe crisis as soon as the credit expansion comes to an end.” 

  

Contrary to the market approach and restrictive money policy proposed by Hayek above, 

Bernanke and his supporters were striving to protect debtors and prevent an adjustment in 

housing prices as well as in other sectors that had boomed on the basis of demand fueled by 

cheap credit. Speculators became certain that cheap money policy would not be reversed and 

interest rates would be maintained at extremely low levels for many years to come. Hence, they 

were able to reap huge speculative gains in currencies and commodities based on predicted 

policy course of major central banks. Commodity speculation intensified as liquidity was 

plentiful and interest rates became extremely low. Food prices shot up to levels that necessitated 

a food summit in Italy. Oil prices shot up to $147/barrel in July 2008 and necessitated a world oil 

summit in Jeddah. President Bush went to Saudi Arabia begging for more oil. The US congress 

was reeling against oil producers, threatening punitive measures. It summoned oil company 

officials and blamed them for high oil prices. While governments and the public were in 

disarray, Bernanke was sheltered away from any blame, pointing to oil producers and emerging 

countries as culprits for commodity inflation; all the while loose monetary policy is what fueled 

commodity inflation and exchange rate instability, with negative consequences for the global 

economy. World trade imploded and unemployment has risen to near 10 percent in many leading 

countries. In short, there was a failure of the international community to identify the monetary 

aspect of commodity price inflation and exchange rate instability and to move decisively to solve 

it. More disappointing, there was a failure to rein in monetary policy earlier in 2004 when credit 

was expanding at an alarming rate and bubbles were obviously gaining strength. 

 

Obama’s frightening fiscal deficits 

 

Unfortunately, the Obama administration has added to the Bush administration’s disorderly 

financial policies that caused the present crisis. Advised by Keynesian gurus, Obama’s approach 

has called for gigantic stimuli and an outright fiscal expansion to force an end to recession and 

re-establish full employment. The Keynesian model rejects Say’s law and the Walras price 

mechanism as a way out of the depression. It assumes unlimited supply of oil, food, and 

everything else, and calls instead for outright deployment of fiscal policy to reestablish aggregate 

demand at its boom level. To achieve this end, Obama’s budget will increase the US fiscal 

deficits that have ranged between 1 to 3 percent of GDP to about 14 percent of GDP. The 

immediate goal of Obama’s policy was to create demand at any cost. Supply was given no little 

or no consideration, despite food and energy inflation and wide external deficits. The financing 

of the deficit and its implications seemed to be given little consideration provided economic 

recession was reversed. 



 

 

Recently, President Obama was in a rush to announce that US GDP fell by 1 percent in 2009Q2, 

which he considered a remarkable achievement in comparison with a fall of 6 percent in 2009Q1. 

He gave no importance to the fact that while US industries were showing negative growth, the 

overall growth performance was due to a 10 percent increase of government spending in real 

terms.  

 

As a result of these ominous deficits that will continue, the future is lined with dark clouds. 

Fiscal deficits are known to absorb real savings and erode private sector investment and growth. 

Adjustment to lower deficits has been an extremely difficult political and social problem. Cutting 

expenditures is a most difficult task that a government can face. Raising taxes is equally difficult 

and will meet with political and social difficulties. There will be a day of reckoning. Investment 

will be deterred. Maintaining high deficits will in turn lead to an increase in public debt and high 

inflation. Traditionally, governments had no choice except default or inflate and reduce the real 

debt burden.  

 

The uncertainties ahead 

 

The G-20 Summit in London (April 2009) called for a coordinated assault against the financial 

crisis by relaxing money and fiscal discipline. Creating demand has not been the principle issue. 

Simply throw money from a helicopter. But what cheap credit does is an issue. Higher prices are 

associated with a cheap credit policy. When prices start to adjust downward in relation to real 

market imbalances, policymakers will see deflation as the enemy that has to be combated. This 

will then necessitate even more inflationary policies, including drastic currency devaluations, to 

fight deeper recessions as a way to inflate prices. Hence, the fall of oil prices from $147/barrel to 

$71/barrel is seen as a dangerous deflation; however, it rise from $18/barrel to $71/barrel is not 

considered as inflation! 

 

Two years hence, exit from cheap money and near zero interest rates policy may be much more 

difficult than outlined by Chairman Bernanke. These low interest rates depress bank incomes, 

savings, and investment.  Today, speculators have the surest environment for reaping speculative 

gains in assets, currencies, and commodity markets. Central banks are pumping unprecedented 

liquidity into the financial markets and are monetizing fiscal deficits. The underlying forces in 

form of record fiscal deficits and unorthodox money in most leading countries has significantly 

increased the risk for much higher inflation in the future. Oil, food, and gold prices have risen 

remarkably since April 2009. Other commodity prices have shown persistent upward trends with 

no tendency for reversing their gains. For the future, a stagflation may be a more likely scenario 

than inflationary growth.  
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In an effort to squeeze Iran into submission over its nuclear policy, Congress and the White 

House are edging toward a gasoline embargo. This would do nothing to force Iran into 

submission. In fact, it would be a blessing for the hard-line government to once again be able to 

point to a foreign threat to justify domestic repression and consolidate its base at a time when 

opposition to President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is increasing among conservatives. 

 

An effective gasoline embargo can only be implemented through a naval blockade. This would 

require U.N. Security Council approval — a tortuous process with no certain outcome. An 

embargo without U.N. approval is an act of war according to international law, and Iran has 

declared that it would be met with force. 

 

But even if the Security Council were to miraculously unite, success would still be out of reach. 

The economics of a gasoline embargo simply doesn’t make sense. Iran imports roughly 40 

percent of its domestic gasoline consumption at world prices and then sells it along with 

domestically refined gasoline at a government-subsidized price of about 40 cents per gallon. As a 

result, domestic gasoline consumption is high. It is also smuggled and sold to neighboring 

countries. 

 

Over the past 10 years, this policy has cost Iran in the range of 10 to 20 percent of its G.D.P. 

annually, depending on world prices and the government-mandated pump price. Yes, a 

whopping 10 to 20 percent of G.D.P. In need of additional revenues, the regime has wanted to 

eliminate this subsidy, raise the price to world levels and reduce consumption, but has been 

paralyzed by the specter of a domestic backlash. 

 

Even assuming that a gasoline embargo would be effective, what would be its result? 

Consumption would decline by 40 percent and government revenues would go up, because no 

payment would be needed for gasoline imports. 

 

If Tehran allowed the reduced supply of gasoline to be sold at a price that would equate demand 

to supply, the price would increase to a level that would eliminate the subsidy, meaning no 

subsidy for imported gasoline and no subsidy for domestically refined gasoline. The government 

would have more revenue to spend elsewhere. The sanctions would have done what Tehran has 

wanted to do for years and the government would not be held responsible! 

 

What about the political fallout? Proponents of the embargo believe that increased economic 

pressure would cause Iranians to revolt against their unpopular rulers. This is a fundamental 

misreading of the psychology of an embargoed people. 

 



 

Iranians have suffered tremendous hardships under the Islamic Republic. And while the Iranian 

economy is in tatters today, Iranians have seen much worse times. During the Iran-Iraq War, they 

faced unprecedented economic hardships. This did not ignite a popular uprising. 

 

What caused Iranians to rise up two months ago was not economic hardship, but dashed hopes in 

anger over the fraudulent election. 

 

If the back of the Iranian economy is broken, the first casualty will be hope. Economic misery 

will kill people’s faith in a better future. The result will be political apathy. And rather than 

blaming Mr. Ahmadinejad, Iranians are likely to blame the United States. 

 

Moreover, Iran’s ruling hard-liners are in disarray. The politics of fear is their bread and butter; 

they have long benefited from invoking foreign plots and Washington’s discredited regime-

change policy. But now — with President Obama’s new outreach to Iran — the hard-liners have 

lost their 9/11. President Obama has deprived them of their perennial boogeyman. 

 

This has helped the opposition find the maneuverability to challenge Iran’s vote-robbers. The 

hard-liners have no credible threat to rally around. Their disgraceful show trials on Iranian TV 

reveal their desperation. This has not only allowed fissures between various factions in Iran to 

grow, but also increased tensions among the conservatives themselves. 

 

Mr. Ahmadinejad is desperately in need of a threat to help consolidate his conservative base and 

lend credibility to accusations of conspiracy against his moderate opposition. Imposing a 

gasoline embargo could be his last, best hope. Congress and the White House should think long 

and hard before throwing a lifeline to Iran’s vote-robbers. 
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To effect meaningful change, what Iran desperately needs is a charismatic political leader at the 

helm of an organized opposition. While such an effective opposition may be difficult to establish 

under Iran’s clerical regime and constitution, it is at least conceivable for the first time in thirty 

years with the support of concerned governments, Iranian expatriates and NGOs. 

 

The world observed the recent Iranian election through a Western prism and came away with a 

distorted view of the opposition movement in Iran. We all heard the chants for freedom from the 

rooftops in Tehran rooting for the “opposition” candidate, Mir Hussein Moussavi, but sadly for 

Iran, Mr. Moussavi is not, in any sense of the word, “in opposition to the regime.” Mr. Moussavi 

is in fact a child of the system. He served as prime minister for eight years following the Iranian 

Revolution at a time when tens of thousands of innocent Iranians were summarily executed “in 

the name of God.” Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani is another regime insider, having served as 

president in the current system. In addition, Rafsanjani was the supreme manipulator who 

ironically catapulted Ayatollah Khamenei into his job as supreme leader. Rafsanjani’s corruption 

is legendary in Iran and he has no solid backing as evidenced by his abysmal performance in the 

elections of 2005. Mohammad Khatami, the other former president, showed no courage in office. 

He should have opposed the system to uphold laws passed by parliament, but instead is famous 

in Iran for his smile and absence of backbone. 

  

The stark reality is that there is no organized political opposition with a widely respected leader 

in Iran.  

 

Yes, there are millions of brave Iranians who are opposed to the regime and who are risking their 

lives in demonstrations and other antiregime activities. Yes, there are noble and widely admired 

human-rights activists, such as Akbar Ganji and Shirin Ebadi, who stand up to the regime and 

pay a heavy price for their humanity and bravery. Yes, there are principled clerics, such as 

Ayatollah Montazeri, who have admonished the regime for perverting Islam. Yes, there is the 

People's Mujahedin of Iran, who fought the mullahs after they took over the reins of power after 

the Shah. The Mujahedin have no backing in Iran and are instead hated for the brutality they 

demonstrated while fighting alongside Saddam Hussein’s forces during the Iran-Iraq War, killing 

their fellow Iranians. 

 

There is no single leader and statesman in command of a formal popular movement opposed to 

the regime. This is no accident. The absence of an effective and organized opposition has been 

carefully planned and orchestrated by the regime for at least twenty years, if not more. 

 

Average Iranians have little voice in their government and in the selection of their leaders under 

the clerical system. The roadblock is embedded in Iran’s constitution as originally adopted and 

later amended, and the closed clerical system is ironclad. Yes, there are all sorts of elections in 

Iran, much like the recent one for president, but to be a candidate a person has to be approved by 

the Guardian Council. Half of the Guardian Council’s twelve clerical members are appointed by 

the supreme leader and the other half are nominated by the judiciary, which is, in turn, appointed 



 

by the supreme leader. The judiciary’s nominees are then subject to a vote by parliament. To run 

for parliament, a candidate has to be approved by the Guardian Council. The Guardian Council 

must approve all bills passed by parliament and can veto them if it considers them inconsistent 

with the constitution and with Islamic law.  

 

The other important institution in Iran is the directly elected Assembly of Experts. This group is 

composed of eighty-six clerics, but here again the list of candidates has to be approved by the 

Guardian Council. The Assembly of Experts elects the supreme leader. Thus the supreme leader 

directly or indirectly, through his control of the Guardian Council, determines the candidates for 

every important office in the land, cleric and noncleric alike. He even determines who can run for 

the body that elects him and that can, in theory, fire him. This is how the regime keeps all 

opposition from organizing and from running for office.  

 

As long as the constitution is not amended and as long as the supreme leader continues to be a 

corrupt individual, no effective opposition can be established. If any individual who posed a true 

threat to the clerics were to emerge, that person would be accused of being funded by foreign 

powers, tried and executed. It’s as simple as that. The mullahs have learned from the Shah’s 

mistakes. Never show mercy. Don’t keep those who oppose you in prison lest they become 

heroes. Don’t let opposition leaders go abroad where they can organize against you and where 

they have access to the media. That’s how Ayatollah Khomeini managed to oust the Shah. Kill 

opposition leaders instead. Frighten the general citizenry so they dare not follow a charismatic 

challenger to the regime.  

 

Although it may be difficult to imagine the emergence of an effective opposition leader in Iran, it 

is even more difficult for an opposition leader to emerge outside of Iran. Iranian expatriates have 

not stood up to today’s regime, and could thus never gain widespread credibility or support. 

They have generally looked after their own interests: recouping assets abandoned and 

confiscated in Iran during the revolution, making lucrative investments in the country for 

personal gain, visiting family and friends, and having a good time. They have not sacrificed their 

own interests or life for the cause of an Iranian opposition. They have not actively lobbied for 

human rights in Iran. And they have not organized themselves to combat the regime.  

 

In the end, for real freedom and reform to come to Iran, Iranians must be allowed to debate the 

future of their republic. Iran needs a constitutional referendum so that the people of Iran can 

adopt a system of their choice. If they decide to stay with the current theocratic system, they 

should at least have a direct say in the selection of their supreme leader. This will only be 

possible if key governments around the world do not accept the regime’s behavior, if the United 

States and Israel stop their threats of military and covert operations, which endanger Iran’s 

national security, and if Iranian expatriates support the cause of the opposition. Iranian 

expatriates must coalesce, work with NGOs and form effective organizations in a number of key 

countries: (i) to lobby their governments and push for the rights of Iranian citizens—human 

rights, such as the right to organize and form political parties; free elections; and a chance for 

constitutional reform; (ii) to support the activities of emerging Iranian opposition leaders and 

organizations in Iran; (iii) to afford Iranian opposition leaders a platform outside of Iran to 

express their views; and (iv) to publicize the plight of political prisoners. 
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Much has happened since I last wrote in this space right after the fraudulent Iranian presidential 

elections. It was immediately clear that the regime had lost all claims to legitimacy, but that 

clerical rule might be able to continue for some time if Khameini were replaced. Otherwise, the 

regime would have to resort to an absolute dictatorship. In either case, given the fact that the 

“Islamic” part of the republic was probably done for, I advised that the US should wait before 

engaging Tehran. Iran was moving toward a republic, and the only question was what would 

happen in the period of transition. How long would the transition last, and what form would it 

take. Would there be a continuation of a gentler clerical rule without Khameini or would there be 

a dictatorship with Khameini at the helm? With all that has happened, it is time for an update. 

 

While protests, violent clampdowns, show trials, Friday sermons and opposition website updates 

have been the public face of the turmoil in Iran, the more important developments have been 

happening out of sight. The actors are many; in approximate order of importance they are: 

Khamenei, the various branches of the Intelligence Services, The Revolutionary Guards (IRGC) 

and the Basij, the regular military, the clergy, the bazaar and other prominent business leaders, 

the so-called opposition leaders (Hashemi Rafsanjani, Khattami, Moussavi and Karroubi), the 

real opposition that is in the streets, Iranian expatriates in the US and, finally, the entity that is by 

no means last because it could play a decisive role, the US. The turmoil has dragged on for over 

two months, and some of these actors have taken positions that will determine developments.  

 

Ayatollah Khameini has dug in his heels and has not been open to any compromise. He has used 

the Basij as his thugs, backing himself into a corner. He has lost every shred of religious 

authority. Even those clerics who used to support him most no longer do so. There has been talk 

among clerical and opposition leaders of keeping Khameini, but expanding the supreme 

leadership position to three or more clerics, something that is permitted under the constitution. 

To save face, this could be done under the pretext of Khameini’s deteriorating health. But it 

seems that Khameini will not compromise. For him the future is clear: dictatorial rule or death, 

be it violent or “medical.” 

 

Not surprisingly, the intelligence services have kept quiet, as is their normal mode of operation. 

They know that they will be needed no matter who comes out on top. For now they are not 

taking a public stand. They, like most others, want to be in a position to enrich themselves. The 

fact that they have not tipped their hand is an indication that conditions are still fluid in Iran. 

While the intelligence services have seen some personnel change under Ahmadinejad, there are 

still a number at the highest level who are loyal to Hashemi. 

 

The IRGC, and especially the Basij, have been the ugly face of the regime, instrumental 

clamping down on dissent. The IRGC has seen its financial fortunes grow dramatically under 

Ahmadinejad. In the aftermath of the election, the IRGC’s immediate reaction was to protect its 

interests, supporting Ahmadinejad even before Khameini did so. But with backroom discussions 

and maneuverings, the IRGC may soften its approach. Turmoil in the streets affects its financial 



 

interests adversely, an absolute dictatorship is not a long-term option and opposition leaders 

seem to be making gestures to preserve long-term IRGC financial interests. On his website 

Moussavi recently took a surprisingly conciliatory stand with the IRGC, assuring them of their 

continued role in the Islamic Republic. 

 

The regular military has not shown its hand; it has not been in its interest to do so. It would only 

enter the fray if violence escalated significantly, but on whose side is not clear. 

 

The majority of the senior clergy who have spoken out have sided with the opposition, citing 

election fraud, the harsh treatment of demonstrators and the un-Islamic behavior of the regime. 

The active mid-level clerical organization has supported the opposition. A number of 

authenticated, but unsigned, letters personally attacking the supreme leader have been widely 

circulated. The onslaught of the clerics has totally removed the regime’s religious cover. The 

clerics in opposition would like to see the clerical system continued, but with a new supreme 

leader, with reduced clerical involvement in the affairs of state and with greater accountability. 

Continued turmoil is against their interests. 

 

Leaders in the bazaar and other prominent businessmen see everything that has transpired as a 

total disaster. They want an end to the turmoil. They will throw their support to whoever is likely 

to offer the best hope for stability. For now, they are watching and waiting. 

 

The leaders of the opposition are doing all they can to affect change, albeit in backroom 

maneuverings. The only way they can survive is to replace Khameini and Ahmadinejad. 

Khameini cannot trust the opposition. If the opposition loses the battle, all four leaders will be 

tried and found guilty of subversion. They have allies in the intelligence services, in the regular 

military, in the clerical hierarchy, in the business community, in the streets, in the Iranian 

expatriate community and among a number of important foreign governments. They still have a 

lot of fight left in them. They are keeping up their charges of torture, rape and death, and these 

are taking a toll on the regime. But, even if the opposition leaders succeed in gaining control, 

Iran will merely mark time. None of them are democrats. Change will be delayed as more 

tolerant rule returns to Iran, but it still would not be a free and progressive Iran.  

 

The demonstrators in the streets are truly brave. The regime has tried to frighten them into 

submission, but has failed. As long as the resistance continues, there is hope. The regime knows 

full well that torture, harsh treatment and murder will only remind Iranians of the Shah’s 

repressive regime. The IRGC could change sides and the regular military could take the side of 

the opposition. By sacrificing their lives, demonstrators are pushing the regime toward a 

precipice. 

 

Iranian expatriates around the world, especially those in the US, could influence their adopted 

countries’ foreign policy toward Iran. They have organized rallies around the world to keep the 

plight of Iranians on the front pages. They have publicized the human and civil rights violations 

of the regime in Tehran. All of this gives hope to those struggling in Iran. But Iranian expatriates 

have not presented a unified view. Yes, they are against the regime, but their recommendations 

differ sharply. At one extreme, some see the only way forward as bombing the mullahs out of 



 

power. Others recommend new sanctions and a pause before engaging Iran. Still others 

recommend unconditional dialogue. 

 

Finally, foreign powers, especially the Unites States, can affect developments in Iran. I believe 

that the US is in a position to shape the outcome of this struggle. The US has been correct not to 

engage Iran lest this undermine the opposition. The US could, however, deal a serious blow to 

the regime by adopting targeted policies to initiate a run on the Iranian currency. This would 

squeeze Iran’s foreign exchange reserves. The regime would have no choice but to adopt foreign 

exchange controls; the black market exchange rate would soar; the cost of imports would jump; 

and inflation would skyrocket. These developments would turn ordinary citizens, wealthy regime 

loyalists and prominent bazaar merchants against the regime. The ensuing inflation would fuel 

dissatisfaction among average citizens who are already struggling for survival. The enormous 

wealth that regime insiders and supporters have amassed would be decimated in dollars as the 

rial collapses. The Revolutionary Guards, who need financial and economic stability to increase 

their rapidly growing financial empire, would be dealt a significant blow. The regime would turn 

against itself. Yes, brave Iranians would suffer even more, but they would then be free of this 

illegitimate and oppressive regime. 

 

How will it all turn out?  

 

Today, the pace of developments is slow in Tehran. Each side is examining its options for an 

opportunity to affect favorable change. All it would take is a spark. The spark could come in the 

form of an unintended tragedy, such as what occurred under the Shah—the fire in Cinema Rex or 

the massacre in Jaleh Square. The spark could come from another regime mistake, such as 

putting the four opposition leaders on trial. It could come if more of the Grand Ayatollahs take a 

public stand against the regime. It could come if Ayatollah Sistani of Iraq publicly admonishes 

the regime. It could come if the United States enforces policies to affect a run on the rial.  Then 

the conflict would be brought to a head. 

 

It is worth repeating what I have emphasized—there is no going back; Iran will indeed become a 

republic. The question is how and how fast?  
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The response of reserve central banks to the financial crisis that broke out in August 2007 was to 

re-inflate their respective economies and unleash money policy through injecting unlimited 

liquidity and reducing interest rates to near-zero bound in the US, UK, EC, and Japan. The G20 

summit in London in 2009 has called for an unorthodox money policy as a way to boost 

aggregate demand not only in the countries that were deeply affected by the crisis, but also in 

countries whose financial systems remained sound. Realizing that their banking systems have 

become bankrupt, major reserve countries looked for non-industrial countries as a market for 

their rapidly falling exports. Accordingly, they decided to revive the IMF that has long 

surrendered its monetary role and turned into a poverty reduction institution. Experiencing itself 

large deficits and undertaking massive layoffs, the IMF was not aware of the making of the 

crisis, despite flashing indicators over many years that a financial storm was gathering 

momentum. These indicators were obviously cheap money policies and negative real interest 

rates in reserve currency countries, asset and commodity bubbles, violent exchange rate 

instability, unprecedented growth of credit and rapid deterioration of its quality, and over-

leveraged banks and money funds. 

 

Many governments have easy and cheap access to capital markets and continue to borrow from 

private markets. Nonetheless, the G20 has decided to boost the financial power of the IMF to 

over one trillion dollars, abolish its conditionality, and make it an institution that fans loans 

irrespective of risk, the same as their bankrupt banks fanned loans to subprime borrowers prior to 

the crisis. As in any banking crisis, it is very easy to push loans; borrowers will snap them, but it 

will be unlikely to recover them. Even though IMF extends loans to governments, it is not 

unusual that governments default. In addition to lending, the G20 has decided the creation of a 

new allocation of what is called “special drawings rights” (SDRs) in an amount of US$250 

billion. Every member country has drawings rights of its reserve tranch, the special drawings 

rights are conferred in the context of an allocation created out of nothing by the IMF and 

distributed to member countries as “a reserve asset” in proportion to their IMF quotas. Dressing 

nothingness as a “reserve asset” has been seen as a counterfeiting of money. Because of this 

nothingness, SDR could not rise over decades to a true reserve asset.  

 

Deficit countries may use their SDR allocation to import or settle international obligations; 

however, any use of SDR will be subject to interest payments, with interest paid to holders who 

accept to increase their SDR holdings above their allocations. In the past, a number of countries 

that used their SDR allocations fell into interest payments arrears to the IMF. While the SDR 

interest rate is only 0.31 percent in August 2009, such rate could rise very quickly if interest rates 

come under pressure and countries that use their SDR allocations will face burdensome interest 

payments in view of sizeable allocations and inability to repurchase SDRs to replenish 

allocations. 

 

The SDR was created in 1969, following a decade-long debate that started in 1959 on the 

inherent instability of the gold exchange standard, the rising US external deficits, and rising 

pressure on US gold reserves. Under the gold-exchange standard, the deficit of a reserve 



 

currency country kept widening due to the absence of a market adjustment mechanism for its 

balance of payments. More specifically, the dollar balances of central banks are re-deposited in 

US banks and serve as a basis for new credit expansion and for augmenting US imports and 

investment abroad, worsening thus the US external deficits. Reform proposals of the 

international monetary system were controversial. One reform school considered rising US 

external deficits were alleviating liquidity shortage. Hence, for this school world economy faced 

a liquidity shortage and reform should aim at creating a reserve asset that would supplement 

dollar liquidities. Another school considered the liquidity shortage to be fallacious and that there 

was no liquidity shortage in view of rapidly rising world inflation. For this school, gold-

exchange standard was characterized by high inflation and speculation. Accordingly, there was a 

need for re-establishing gold standard as the only market mechanism that would prevent a 

reserve currency country from running indefinite deficits and enjoying considerable 

accumulation of real wealth acquired through simply issuing more of its currency. With regard to 

price stability, the price level was stable during the heydays of the gold standard, with the price 

level in 1910 remaining almost unchanged at its 1880 level. Hence, a gold standard was capable 

of preserving long-term price stability.  

 

The SDR creation was speeded up following the gold crisis in March 1968 and the termination of 

gold convertibility by European central banks and the dismantling of the gold pool. The SDR 

was intended to prevent the rush toward gold and was defined initially as a gold paper, however, 

not convertible into gold. With the exit of the US from the gold standard in 1971, such definition 

of SDR became inapplicable. The SDR was redefined in terms of sixteen currencies, then now in 

terms of four currencies, namely, the US dollar, the Euro, the Japanese yen, and the British 

pound. 

 

The new of SDR allocation could be seen as putting irrigation plans during flood, and in many 

respects, highly debatable. First, its amount is arbitrary. Since SDRs are nothingness, the G20 

could have decided the creation of $250 trillion instead of $250 billion; the higher the amount, 

the greater purchasing power would be conferred to member countries. This would provide many 

countries an unearned purchasing power that is multiple of their GDPs, and would powerfully 

expand world aggregate demand and re-establish prosperity. Second, an SDR allocation does not 

fill a liquidity shortage, since there is an oversupply of US dollars as well as other reserve 

currencies. These reserve currencies have been depreciating very fast in terms of gold and other 

commodities. Third, as in the past, an SDR allocation would placate growing uneasiness of 

creditor countries about the depreciating value of the dollar. Hence, by offering an alterative 

asset value, possibly creditors will accept to hold interest yielding SDRs instead of non-interest 

yielding gold. Far from being fooled, creditors know that SDR is not gold. Fourth, being created 

from nothing and distributed as an unrequited purchasing power to member countries, an SDR 

allocation is a form of debasing money, distortive, and by nature inflationary. It allows debtor 

countries to import without offering in exchange a real transfer of resources. 

 

The SDR reform was meant to bolster the Bretton-Woods system and reduce pressure on the 

dollar’s gold convertibility. However, the SDR failed totally its objective when the Bretton-

Woods collapsed in August 1971. Obviously, the SDR reform, as fictive as it has ever been, has 

not solved the world financial stability problem and was far from preventing a financial crisis of 

the scale that broke in August 2007, or precluding commodity price inflation and exchange rate 



 

instability. The current crisis was facilitated by the ability of reserve countries to run deficits 

without “tears”, i.e. loosing any real resources. Dollars owned by creditors were re-invested in 

the US banks and fuelled further expansion of banks’ assets. As corporations have very limited 

borrowings needs, essentially for working capital, banks turned to subprime sectors, such as 

developing countries in the 1970s, or consumers in the recent years, that have no limit for 

borrowing, and have very limited debt servicing capacity. The outcome has been general bank 

failure with extensive real costs. 

 

The world remains in dire need for a reform of the financial system that would safeguard 

financial stability, establish symmetry and justice among countries, and uproot inflation. While 

non reserve countries have to undertake a balance of payments adjustment, reserve countries 

have enjoyed continuous and growing deficits without facing the need for any adjustment or 

loosing real resources. Such asymmetry was providing reserve countries with indefinite transfer 

of real resources from non-reserve countries. Reserve countries would not willingly restraint 

their fiscal and money policies in order to reduce their external deficits, since this means 

inducing a recession in their respective economies, and would turn electorates against 

governments seeking reelections. The alternative to tight money policy would be administrative 

controls on imports and capital exports to reduce external deficits. Again, this is not feasible in 

democratic states; moreover, it would entail countervailing measures by rival countries, and 

would impede world trade liberalization. 

 

Money creation out nothing by central banks and the IMF would intensify inflationary pressure 

and accelerate the depreciation of reserve currencies. It will later abort recovery. Inflationary 

episodes following money printing were too numerous, with startling experiences that included 

the French assignats, the German hyperinflation, and the recent Zimbabwe inflation. The US 

dollar has already depreciated at an annual rate of 10 percent since 1971 in relation to gold. As in 

many inflationary episodes in the past, non-reserve central banks would have no choice except 

holding gold as a safe asset against reserve currencies depreciation. A rush toward gold and other 

tangibles could accelerate the depreciation of reserve currencies. World trade would certainly be 

impeded by depreciating currencies.  

 

World monetary reform has been debated since the collapse of the gold standard in 1914. The 

gold-exchange standard or a system of no standard as presently exists have been conducive to 

instability as illustrated by the Great Depression and the present crisis and to chronic inflation. In 

1943, Keynes proposed the creation of world currency called bancor to be emitted by world 

central bank. In 1961, Rueff proposed a return to gold standard. Rueff’s ideas were fully 

endorsed by Ron Paul in 1982. In the future, gold could easily become a de facto standard, 

depending on the rate of depreciation of the US dollar. If the price of gold jumps beyond a 

benchmark, then holding of gold would be the only choice remaining for central banks. Many 

central banks have began to hold more gold, while European central banks have opted to restrain 

their gold sales. SDR could not be considered as an alternative to gold as it is a basket of over-

inflated currencies, and therefore subject to the same rate of depreciation. Moreover, it is a 

currency that is issued out nothing, and therefore has no relationship with real and financial 

flows, except a form of debasing money, when governments and banks mis-use their trust and 

issue money by the stroke of the pen. 

 



 

The gold standard has imposed itself as a natural payments system and a smooth balance of 

payments adjustment mechanism. Reforms of international payments aimed at departing from 

gold were debated within international forums such as the Genoa conference in 1922, the 

Bretton-Woods conference in 1944, or conferences that debated the SDR creation. The defects of 

all arrangements since 1914 have been shown over generations and led to ominous crises. Two 

major defects could be established. First, a reserve country cannot subordinate its domestic 

priorities to its role as a reserve currency. Second, a reserve currency cannot be a paper that costs 

nothing to print or issue electronically. Gold is a commodity, and like any another commodity, 

requires considerable real resources in labor, machinery, and raw materials for its mining and 

processing. Hence, when oil is exchanged for gold, there is an exchange of a commodity for a 

commodity. These two defects lead to realize that (i) a reserve country central bank cannot serve 

as a world central bank, since the former is always subject to fiscal and political pressure; and (ii) 

a reserve currency cannot be unrelated to gold or a commodity standard and issued at will 

through costless printing. Hence, a reform plan of the world monetary system should aim at 

eliminating these two defects. 

 

A genuine monetary reform has been evaded over decades in spite recurrent financial crises, 

including the Great Depression; fake reforms such as the SDR allocations were aimed at 

preserving the privileges of countries serving as reserve currency centers, and perpetuated 

instability, inequity, and inflationary taxation of world poor. Transposing cheap money policies 

of reserve currency centers at world-wide level through IMF lending and new SDR allocations 

would only further price inflation, augment financial chaos, and precipitate defaults of fragile 

countries. Creditor countries holding reserve currencies would incur significant loss in their 

assets’ real purchasing power. World economic growth and trade would be recurrently disrupted 

by financial crises that follow inevitably cheap money policies. Such would be the pattern of 

world financial system, a vicious circle of cheap money in form of near-zero interest rate, 

bankruptcies, and economic decline, as long as a genuine reform is delayed. 
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On August 21 during their annual retreat in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, central bankers were 

exuberant about their success in warding off another Great Depression, rescuing financial 

institutions, and paving the way for global economic recovery. They reiterated their 

determination to maintain cheap monetary policy indefinitely and dismissed any risk of inflation 

arising from near-zero interest rates as economies have spare capacities. In his address to the 

symposium, Ben Bernanke highlighted two lessons from the recent financial crisis: “One very 

clear lesson of the past year – no surprise, of course, to any student of economic history, but 

worth noting nonetheless – is that a full-blown financial crisis can exact an enormous toll in both 

human and economic terms. A second lesson – once again, familiar to economic historians – is 

that financial disruptions do not respect borders. The crisis has been global, with no major 

country having been immune.” 

 

The Jackson Hole retreat truly kept central bankers in the hole as they savored the success of 

their sauvetage of failing banks and boasting full confidence about economic recovery. They 

drew two lessons: a full-blown financial crisis can exact an enormous toll in both human and 

economic terms, and that financial disruptions do not respect borders. Yet, they did not 

acknowledge any responsibility for causing the financial crisis, considering that this crisis is, in 

part, attributable to overly loose monetary policy; neither did they realize the dangers besetting 

their unorthodox policies. The same causes always bring about the same effects; and those who 

persist in ignoring the past are irrevocably doomed to live the same sequence of events again.  

Their pronouncement is akin to a drunken driver saying that the lesson from being drunk is that 

one gets a hangover and says and does things that hurt others! Conveniently forgetting that it is 

excessive alcohol that lead him to his drunken state and the next time he could kill himself as 

well as others. 

 

By ignoring any responsibility in causing the crisis, central bankers are only paving the way for 

an even more severe crisis in the future. Somehow, reserve central bankers failed to draw the 

right lesson: namely their cheap money policy can become devastating for the banking system, 

highly inflationary, recessionary, fueling speculation and exacting an enormous toll in both 

human and economic terms; and because most reserve banks were indulging in the same 

monetary policy, the crisis had no borders.  

 

Central bankers have long changed their mission from managing credit and money supply in the 

economy to managing the economic, with the sacrosanct objective of achieving full employment. 

Hence, the stability and the soundness of the financial system were no longer a central objective 

for central banks. With politicians pressuring central bankers for full employment, central 

bankers behave as if full employment is their primary mandate. With current unemployment 

rates standing at about 10 percent in leading industrial countries, central banks can hardly claim 

success in achieving their full employment objective. Reserve central banks have ventured to 

control economic activity, as it cost nothing to print up money, and run ever increasing external 

current account deficits without facing any need for economic adjustment. Their monetary 



 

expansion has in turn resulted in wide trade cycles, turned inflationary, and penalized wage 

earners and fixed income consumers with lower real incomes because of inflation. 

 

In their quest to control real economic activity, central banks have decided to manage interest 

rates and prevent price adjustment under the doctrine of fighting deflation. In setting interest 

rates they have effectively set the price of capital and have thus distorted the price structure and 

exchange rates. When the Fed forced interest rates to 1 percent during 2003-2005, its objective 

was to push as much debt as possible to achieve full employment. At such low interest rates, 

credit boomed at 12 percent a year and was ratcheted up to 350 percent of GDP in 2008, with 

much of it destined to sub-prime borrowers. It should have be no surprise that such credit 

expansion would fuel unsafe lending and adversely affect the financial system and the economy.  

In their drive to achieve full employment, central bankers paid little attention to the intensifying 

speculation and skyrocketing food and energy prices that were rapidly developing. During 2003-

2006, central banks showed little concern about intensifying housing speculation and inflating 

prices. The Fed failed to restrain money policy or to exert its regulatory role as underwriting 

standards were being completely discarded. The housing bubble burned itself, inflicted losses 

and millions of foreclosures. In the same vein, following the financial crisis breakout in August 

2007, central banks went on to inject liquidity and reduced interest rates to historically low levels 

with the very specific goal of re-inflating housing prices and staving off an economic recession. 

The Fed kept on ignoring commodity price inflation, by denying any link between this inflation 

and monetary policy. Food prices skyrocketed. Oil prices rose to $147/barrel. Economic activity 

became frozen. Sectors that relied on oil such as agriculture, transports, shipment, and airlines 

were disrupted. Consumers cut their driving, shopping, and their food spending. Central banks 

were guided only by what is called core inflation and disregarded food and energy inflation until 

such inflation had dealt a lethal blow to world economy. In adversely affecting the financial 

system and pushing the economy into deep recession, central banks have caused huge fiscal 

deficits and rising public debt, with the US budget deficit rising from 3 percent to 13 percent of 

GDP. 

 

At the present with zero and near-zero interest rates, central bankers do not appear to be that 

concerned with safety of the banking system. Central bankers, as well as politicians, are urging 

banks to extend loans, irrespective of risk, with the purpose of stimulating aggregate demand and 

employment. Realizing that banks have become reluctant to lend unconditionally and throw 

money into the trash, central banks have decided to circumvent the banking system and lend 

directly to the sub-prime markets, thus directly responsible for the eventual losses that will surely 

follow and coining their activity as “creative.” 

 

In his Jackson Hole address, the Fed Chairman noted: “History is full of examples in which the 

policy responses to financial crises have been slow and inadequate, often resulting ultimately in 

greater economic damage and increased fiscal costs. In this episode, by contrast, policymakers in 

the United States and around the globe responded with speed and force to arrest a rapidly 

deteriorating and dangerous situation.” 

 

Certainly, the speed and force of Bernanke’s aggressive response ever since he joined the Fed in 

2002 cannot be denied. What is to be contested, however, is that such speed and force may have 

in fact caused the trillions of dollars in bailouts and pushed unemployment to 9.4 percent in July 



 

2009. It is worth asking how much bigger the damage would have been had Bernanke been 

slower in his response? Bernanke implied that his response was adequate, whereas history was 

full of inadequate responses. How adequate was his response? Certainly, he bailed out banks and 

secured continued large bonuses for their managers. However, the burden was forced on to 

taxpayers and ordinary workers. The fiscal “hole” that his monetary policy had caused is a hole 

that the US may find difficult to exit. It is too soon to talk about adequate response to the crisis. 

The arithmetic could certainly turn out to be unpleasant. Financing the deficit through dramatic 

tax increases or through runaway inflation would play havoc with real economic growth and 

create more disorders. Only time will tell who deserves a medal. Success or failure must be 

assessed over a longer period than one or two years. More completely, it will take time to assess 

the real cost of Fed policy since 2001—its cost in terms of lost economic output, bailouts and 

stimuli versus a policy of stable money growth. 

 

At the same time, in an interconnected world, the monetary policies of reserve central banks are 

effectively fueling competitive currency devaluations. Zero and near-zero interest rates have 

been favorable for speculation in asset, commodity, and exchange markets. The direct statistical 

association between low interest rates, falling GDP, rising fiscal deficits and public debt, and 

rising unemployment could be a baffling for central bankers who believe that low interest rates 

would always secure full-employment. By announcing in Jackson Hole that zero and near zero 

interest rates would be maintained indefinitely, central bankers believe that eventually low 

interest rates would lead to full-employment. They are oblivious to all the perverse effects of 

zero-interest rates. 

 

To keep interest rates near zero, central banks keep pumping money into the economy. US banks 

have never piled up as much excess reserves in their history as they have since September 2008. 

Their excess reserves was less than $2 billion but stood at $708 billion in August 2009, 

indicating that banks had no safe and productive outlets for this money. If banks release these 

massive reserves into lending, inflation will skyrocket with another round of bank failure 

unavoidable. When faced with such an eventuality, the Fed Chairman has indicated that the Fed 

could pay higher and higher interest rates to banks to encourage them to keep their funds with 

the Fed. Who would pay for this? You guessed it, the taxpayer would pay to increase bank 

profits and fuel their bonuses yet again! Zero interest rates carry other potential problems. They 

could become highly distortive by maintaining high bond prices and discouraging savings.  

 

An assessment of the causes of the crisis would include the fundamental role of reserve central 

banks in causing financial chaos and dislocating the economy. In hindsight, if the Fed had not 

forced an ultra-cheap monetary policy for nearly all of the present decade, the financial crisis 

may have never taken place and the US economy may have kept its balanced growth path of 

1980s and 1990s without incurring massive bailout cost and high unemployment. Similarly, if 

Chairman Bernanke had not tried to over inflate the economy after August 2007, the recession 

might not have taken place or might have been milder.  

 

A number of prominent economists have called for a restricted role of central banks under 

legislated rules that regulate money and credit. They have expressed deep skepticism about the 

power of a central bank in achieving full-employment. They considered that central bankers can 

only control money aggregates and called for a fixed rule for money and credit. Central banks 



 

should not have absolute discretionary power as they now do and they should not minimize the 

importance of supervising and regulating the financial system. A stable money framework would 

reduce uncertainties and promote growth and employment.  

 

In retrospect, it is clear that the Jackson Hole meeting would never accept traditional central 

banking that aims at solely controlling money and credit. Leading reserve countries will be 

saddled with cheap monetary policy, near-zero interest rates, record fiscal deficits, and recurrent 

bankruptcies for many years to come. There is also the danger that such policy mix could turn 

highly inflationary, eroding real incomes and standards of living and create an unstable 

international environment that would not be conducive to trade and growth.  

 

In the end, it would appear that central bankers found their “hole” in Jackson Hole either too 

comfortable or too painful to leave and are likely to remain there for the foreseeable future. 
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In preparation for the Pittsburg G-20 Summit on September 24-25, finance ministers and central 

bankers (meeting in London, September 4-5) were congratulatory on the success of their 

unprecedented fiscal deficits and monetary expansion in inducing economic recovery and 

stabilizing financial markets. In view of the quick turnaround of the world economy, there was 

little talk of an exit from their expansionary demand policies. Their communiqué read: “We will 

continue to implement decisively our necessary financial support measures and expansionary 

monetary and fiscal policies, consistent with price stability and long-term fiscal sustainability, 

until recovery is secured. Our unprecedented, decisive and concerted policy action has helped to 

arrest the decline and boost global demand. Financial markets are stabilizing and the global 

economy is improving.” 

 

At their earlier meeting London in April 2009, the G-20 leaders had decided to push aggregate 

demand through two channels: adopt record fiscal deficits and boost credit irrespective. The 

summit called for stimuli on the order of $5 trillion. Credit expansion was to be propelled 

through zero and near-zero interest rates and massive liquidity injection. How could this fiscal 

and money expansion avoid price instability and fiscal unsustainability? The answer has still yet 

to be provided by the G-20 policymakers.  

 

Demand policies can be promoted only through fiscal deficits and central bank monetary 

polocies. They cannot be promoted by the private sector. Governments and politicians cannot 

resist demand policies as these are the immediate response of governments and central banks to 

fight economic recession. Unfortunately, these policies are invariably unsustainable and end with 

economic and financial turmoil.  

 

In the case of a number of developing countries, demand policies have caused excessive foreign 

indebtedness and or inflation. They have contributed to political instability, a setback of the 

development process, and widespread unemployment and poverty. Many developing countries 

were not able to get out of their debt hangover except through an outright cancellation of their 

foreign debt.  

 

In much of the developed world, demand policies have been actively adopted since 2001, 

following a two-decade long period of balanced fiscal and monetary policies accompanied by 

economic prosperity. In the US, starting in 2001 demand policies were followed aggressively 

under the Bush administration at an unprecedented scale. Fiscal deficits rose dramatically. The 

US Fed lowered interest rates imprudently to one percent during 2003-2004 and monetized fiscal 

deficits. These demand policies succeeded in generating strong economic growth, high 

employment, and speculative bubbles. They lead to exceptionally high inflation in food and 

energy prices and high exchange rate instability. In the case of the US economy external deficit 

widened to 5-7 percent of GDP. The Bush administration literally ignored all deteriorating 

indicators and maintained the same lax monetary and fiscal stance, which in turn precipitated 

financial collapse with dislocation of the banking system, massive bailouts, and rising 



 

unemployment. Although the G-20 communiqué mentioned that financial markets were 

stabilizing, such stabilization had been brought about at a huge cost of government bailouts. 

Even after all these expenditures, banks are still saddled with enormous level of impaired assets. 

 

Despite the ravages caused by such demand policies, the G-20 continued to reinforce these 

policies at a  scale not seen before. The G-20 was clearly guided by the short-term objective of 

economic recovery using unorthodox policies. It was not concerned about the broader and wider 

implications of these policies and the financial disorders they would entail in the long-run. 

Certainly, policymakers in 2001-2004 were interested in high growth and employment. They 

were not concerned with the implications of demand policies and the business cycles for the 

financial losses that would inevitably follow. They bluntly rejected all calls for restraint. The 

Obama administration is belittling the Bush administration’s economic and financial 

mismanagement. And yet, it is running the largest peacstime deficit in US history, at about 13 

percent of GDP, and the most lax monetary on record.  

 

US policymakers are not looking beyond the short-term period. They are not as concerned as 

they should be about the rising public debt and implications of large government expenditures in 

the long-run when such expenditures turn out to be unsustainable and become a depressant for 

economic activity as opposed to a stimulant. A high public debt may require a substantial 

increase in taxes, which will in turn depress economic activity. In the same vein, central banks 

are interested in pushing more loans without sufficient concern for speculation, the health of 

banks, misallocation of resources, and inflation. The goal is to achieve rapid economic recovery 

at any cost.  

 

The G-20 has seemingly ignored the simple fact that it is the demand policies implemented since 

2001 that have brought about the worst economic and banking crash of the post-war period. 

These policies have been distortive with redistributive effects, bankruptcies, and inefficiencies. 

The G-20 has also pushed demand policies on developing countries and used them as a vehicle 

for revitalizing the exports of industrial countries. This approach could ruin growth prospects of 

these countries and disrupt their fragile financial systems. The G-20 never asked whether 

demand policies were the right approach for rehabilitating the financial system and paving the 

way for growth.   

 

The G-20 has tried to prevent economic adjustment following the boom and bubbles that 

preceded the current crisis in the name of fighting deflation. US policymakers were trying to 

prevent downward price adjustment of over-inflated housing prices in the presence of excess 

supply of housing, pretending that such adjustment would reduce wealth and therefore 

consumption. Similarly, food and energy prices had risen to high levels, which pushed the 

number of people who live on food stamps to about 36 million in the US. A main explanation for 

such a rise was the high cost of food products. Food prices have remained very high in most 

countries and could impair future economic growth. The G-20 ignored the channels that caused 

high unemployment and assumed simply that such high unemployment was brought about by 

deficient demand and lack of lending. Accordingly, their communiqué stressed: “It is vital for 

growth that we act to support lending.”. In sum, excessive lending brought unemployment, 

excessive lending will re-establish full employment! Such is the premise of G-20 poilicies. 

 



 

The G-20 finance ministers and central banks wanted to push lending in an unlimited fashion, at 

near zero interest rates, irrespective of the dangers of this policy. Excess liquidity can only be 

placed in subprime markets that have unlimited absorptive capacity, especially for consumer 

loans. As the recent meltdown of subprime loans has shown, new loans to subprime markets 

would be irrevocably lost. They will have to be paid by the government to avoid a general 

collapse of the banking system, a new form of socialism. Moreover, the US economy is over 

indebted with the credit ratio at 350 percent of GDP. Pushing more loans for consumption will 

widen external imbalance and reduce private investment and, therefore, economic growth. 

Central banks have found out that banks can no longer push loans in a hazardous way. 

Consequently, they decided to lend directly to subprime markets, which can no longer be 

serviced by banks, and directly bear the losses associated with these loans. Unabated 

expansionary monetary policy will foster speculation and drive speculative prices to high levels, 

in turn disrupting the world economy. 

 

The G-20 ministers and central bankers should explain why fiscal deficits since 2001 and large 

stimuli in 2008 have failed to prevent the deep recession and the prevailing and still cilmbing 

levels of high unemployment unemployment. They have not explained how pushing fiscal 

deficits from 4 percent of GDP to 13 percent of GDP would secure a return to full employment. 

Record fiscal deficits will push public debt to unsustainable levels and increase the size of the 

public sector. Unless deficits are financed through external borrowing, they will absorb private 

savings and diminish private investment.  

 

In sum, it would appear that the G-20 is trapped in a populist demand framework, short-termism, 

and instantaneous recovery, while opposed to market mechanisms and private sector initiatives. 

They have assumed no supply constraints, namely that supply of agricultural and energy 

products are abundant, despite repeated warnings by FAO regarding growing food deficits and 

rampant food inflation in most countries, and oil output contraints.  

 

Could the G-20 exit from its demand policies? An exit from unorthodox policies would be 

politically very difficult. It is easy to put these policies in place, however, it is much harder to 

retract them. Major G-20 governments would oppose an increase in interest rates as it will make 

their debt service unmanageable. A period of many years of very low interest rates seems 

inescapable. The reduction of public spending is a most difficult challenge, as government 

expenditure are always incompressible and political opposition rises to fight spending cuts. The 

G-20 policymakers have succeeded in creating an environment of high uncertainty that is 

unlikely to lead to lasting financial stability and lower growth. Such an environment turned out 

to be propitious to speculation. Their policy mix could lead to long stagflation as in the seventies. 

More specifically, the lagged effects of fiscal and money expansion as well as bailouts will be 

felt over the medium-term and will weigh on economic growth.  

 

The G-20 has been deluded: attain strong recovery with price stability and fiscal sustainability, 

through accelerating fiscal deficits and overly expansionary monetary stance, and then exit from 

these policies when stability and lasting strong recovery have been attained.  
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Commodity price inflation during 2001-2008 was about the highest in living memory--rising by 

25 percent per year during 2001M1-2007M8 and accelerating to 65 percent per year during 

2007M8-2008M7 (Chart 1). Gold prices rose from a low of $257/ounce in 2001 to a peak of 

$1,035/ounce in 2008; crude oil prices from $17/barrel in 2001 to a peak of  $148/barrel in 2008; 

copper prices from $0.62/lb in 2001 to a peak of $4.98/lb in 2008; corn prices from $1.93/bushel 

in 2001 to a peak of $9.6/bushel in 2008; wheat prices rose from $2.42/bushel in 2001 to a peak 

of  $13.18/bushel in 2008; rice prices from $170/ton to a peak of $1,039/ton in 2008; and 

soybeans from a low $4.22/bushel in 2001 to a peak $16.36/bushel in 2008. While the US dollar, 

the currency of commodity price denomination, fell from $0.84/euro in 2001 to $1.6/euro in 

2008. As staple commodity prices shattered records in 2007-2008, the less fortunate the world 

over struggled through food and energy crises. The food crisis called for a food summit in Rome 

in June 2008. The energy crisis called for energy summit in Jeddah in June 2008. Left 

unchecked, commodity price inflation peaked in June-July 2008, and in the process disrupted a 

number of key sectors, squeezed consumer real spending, and precipitated the deepest recession 

since the Great Depression.  

 
 

Central banks that issued reserve currencies have simply ignored commodity price inflation and 

have denied any link between commodity price inflation and monetary policy. They ignored food 

and energy price inflation and considered only “core” inflation as a guide to policy making. The 

fact is that commodity price inflation is transmitted directly to food and energy prices. For 

instance, a rise in crude oil price is transmitted instantaneously to consumers through immediate 

rise of prices at the pump. In the same vein, a rise in the price of rice is transmitted immediately 

to consumers through an immediate increase in retail prices for rice. However, a rise in crude oil 

or in rice prices would have much less noticeable effect on the prices of video games and toys 



 

that are part of the core inflation index. Not surprisingly, while the prices of staple food products 

have tripled, quadrupled, and quintupled, the core inflation remained unchanged at 1-2 percent 

during 2001-2008, as central bankers were congratulated each other for eradicating inflation! 

 
 

Commodity price inflation was a delayed response to an excessively loose monetary policy 

during 2001-2009 by major central banks. Interest rates were forced to record low levels, turning 

largely negative in real terms (Chart 2). Wicksell (1898) long ago analyzed the relationship 

between interest rates and commodity price inflation. Low interest rates may lead to a rise in 

commodity prices and vice-versa. Commodity price inflation in Chart 1 displayed a classical 

Wicksellian cumulative process. It kept rising as interest rates were kept depressed at low levels. 

In contrast to modern central banks, central banks in the nineteenth century considered 

commodity price inflation a policy guide. They restrained money policy when commodity price 

inflation rose to avoid a depreciation of money as well as monetary disturbances that would 

disrupt real economic activity. Totally disregarding commodity price inflation and simply 

blaming it on China, India, and oil producers, the Fed decided to accelerate monetary expansion 

in August 2007 at a time commodity price inflation was in the double digit range at 25 percent a 

year. The Fed’s move exacerbated inflation, pushed it to 65 percent a year, and sent the world 

economy spiraling downwards following disruptive effects of explosive oil and food prices. 

 

Keynes likened commodity and asset markets to a casino and introduced the concept of 

speculative demand for money to support speculative activities. Stock exchanges, futures 

markets, commodity exchanges, and exchange markets are dominated by speculators. 

Speculators included defunct firms such as Enron, Metallgesellschaft AG, Tyco, and WorldCom 

as well as the failed hedge fund LTCM, which were all wiped out by excessive risk-taking 

strategies and “sophisticated” speculative engineering. Speculators also include individuals who 

place orders through brokers and dealers. Financial engineering and the multiplication of 

derivatives have made speculation more sophisticated and extended its breadth. The new form of 

speculation has been dubbed as the “financialization of commodity and asset markets.” 

Speculators are only after price gains. A speculator may buy oil from a producer or a trader s at 



 

$65/barrel and sell it to a refiner or to another trader at $75/barrel, making a gain of $10/barrel to 

be born by the final consumer. Although a speculator does not make any investment in oil 

exploration or in offshore drilling, he can make large gains by simply betting and trading on 

exchange markets.  

 

Speculators may speculate on the downside of the market through short-selling. In line with the 

“market efficiency hypothesis,” speculators use all available information in the market. Any 

piece of news would cause jumps in speculative prices, making these prices highly volatile. They 

also make bets, as in a horse race, on expected prices of stocks, commodities, or exchange rates. 

A general and persistent speculative trend, such as the one observed in housing or commodity 

markets during 2001-2008, is difficult to sustain without a cheap monetary policy. Abundant 

liquidity and very low interest rates make the cost of financing margin requirement very low and 

thus encourage speculation. Moreover, very low interest rates boost aggregate demand, including 

the demand for commodities. For instance, low interest rates and abundant liquidity boost 

demand for stocks, crude oil, food, and for raw materials such as copper. And speculation could 

become feverish in buoyant markets.   

 

High inflation is often followed by deflation, as asset bubble burst and are followed by a free fall 

in asset prices. In large part because speculation helps to push prices out of line with market 

fundamentals and after asset prices become over inflated, an adjustment to market fundamentals 

would in turn lead to a sharp drop in asset prices, with devastating losses to asset holders. For 

instance, pension funds suffered large losses when the stock market crashed in November 2008 

and banks suffered big losses when mortgage loans fell in default and housing prices collapsed. 

 

After peaking in June-July 2008, commodity prices went into a free fall during August-

December 2008, as exhibited in the Chart 1, despite an excessively loose monetary policy. Two 

main factors explain the free fall in prices. First, unprecedented commodity price inflation 

brought about a severe economic recession and a significant drop in real demand for 

commodities. Hence, a main driver for prices, namely rising real demand vanished. Second, the 

financial crisis caused drastic losses for hedge funds and mutual funds that held short-term 

liabilities and commercial papers of failed banks. There was a run on speculative funds. Investors 

pulled their money from hedge, mutual, and equity funds, especially when the Primary Reserve 

Fund broke the buck (that is money market deposits falling below par value) and sought safety in 

Treasury bills and deposits at safe banks. A large amount of speculative liquidity was either lost 

or converted into risk-free treasury bonds and bills. Hence, the de-leveraging process has dried 

up liquidity that fuelled speculation and precipitated a free fall in stock and commodity prices. 

 

Since March 2009, highly expansionary monetary policy combined with record fiscal expansion 

has provided powerful impetus to speculation and overwhelmed speculators with liquidity. 

Despite deep economic recession and rising unemployment that reached 10 percent of the labor 

force in leading industrial countries, the all commodities price index recovered by 31 percent 

from its bottom in February 2009, or at an annual rate of 75 percent, and stock prices rebounded 

by 32 percent during March-July 2009. Despite a stagnating oil demand at 83 mbd, oil prices 

more than doubled, rising from a low of  $35/barrel in December 2008 to a high of $76/barrel in 

August 2009. Many staple commodity prices are back on the upward run. The FAO food price 

index showed that food prices, in spite of the fall recorded in late 2008, were rising again and 



 

remained far above their 2006 level. Hence, abundant liquidity pumped by major central banks 

has found its way directly into commodity and stock markets speculation. Even though real 

activity was contracting, asset and commodity prices were bid up in an inflationary frenzy as a 

result of excess liquidity.  

 

With the reappointment of Ben Bernanke as the Fed Chairman, speculators around the world feel 

re-assured for a continuation of loose monetary policy, in form of near-zero interest rates and 

abundant liquidity. Speculative fever could regain the strength it had in the period before July 

2008 and drive commodity prices to higher and higher levels. The Wicksellian cumulative 

process could be evolving again. Gold prices are heading toward $1,000/once and beyond. 

Similarly, oil prices are more likely to rise toward $80/barrel rather than retreat to $60/barrel. 

The most vulnerable prices are those of  oil and food as demand for these products is inelastic. 

Food and an energy price inflation would erode workers and pensioners real incomes and 

redistribute wealth in favor of speculators and borrowers. As core inflation remains low--in the 

1-2 percent range and is insensitive to a two-digit commodity inflation and rapid depreciation of 

the dollar, as well as other reserve currencies in terms of commodities--central banks will 

continue to be oblivious to commodity price inflation and will maintain dangerously loose 

monetary policy while pretending that they had been successful in eliminating inflation! 

 

If economic recovery takes place, then a new force would exacerbate speculative fever. 

Commodity price inflation may accelerate and turn into a hyper-inflation. Under this scenario, 

the world may have to again live with the same food and energy nightmares of 2007-2008. The 

poor would suffer further losses in food intake. Malnutrition would spread. Commodity price 

inflation would remain unchecked, as in the past, until it becomes disruptive and brings the real 

economy to a standstill. It would appear that major central banks have made commodity markets 

highly unstable and have created an inflationary and speculative environment that will continue 

to depress real economic growth and social welfare. 
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In an effort to squeeze Iran into submission over its nuclear policy, there is talk, as Secretary of 

State Hillary Rodham Clinton has put it, of adopting "crippling sanctions" on Iran. 

 

Although the Obama administration has not spelled out the nature of these crippling sanctions, 

politicians in Washington have floated two bad options: halting Iran's import of gasoline, and 

embargoing its oil exports. 

 

The US should drop these potential sanctions and instead enforce a bold new campaign to 

devastate Iran's financial sector – using existing US laws. 

 

To set up an effective gasoline embargo, the US would have to go to the UN Security Council 

for approval – a lengthy process and by no means certain. Perhaps even more important, a 

gasoline embargo would help, not hurt, the regime in Tehran. 

 

Here's why: The government of Iran imports a sizable part of its domestic gasoline needs. It sells 

those imports along with domestically refined gasoline at a heavily subsidized price. This 

subsidy encourages waste, but it also dramatically reduces government revenues. 

 

The regime hasn't been able to eliminate this subsidy and increase the price of gasoline for fear 

of a domestic backlash. If the US imposed a successful gasoline embargo, Iran would then be 

able to decrease domestic consumption, eliminate smuggling, and increase government revenues. 

Jackpot. 

 

The added bonus for Iran there is that with an imposed embargo, Iranians would blame higher 

prices and reduced availability on the United States. This is the last thing the US should be doing 

at a time when it wants to force a change in Iran's policies. Most pointedly, a gasoline sanction 

would lend further support to end the smuggling activities of regime insiders. 

 

An embargo of Iran's oil exports would be even more problematic. If effective, such a step would 

adversely affect all importers of crude oil because of dramatically higher prices. China, a big oil 

importer, would certainly oppose such a move. Russia, for its own strategic interest, has also 

expressed its opposition to more sanctions. And now Germany has indicated it is also unlikely to 

support sanctions. 

 

The US should forget proposals that would face highly uncertain adoption by the UN and focus 

instead on the sanctions that have worked on Iran over a 30-year period – financial sanctions. 

The US Treasury has successfully cut off Iranian banks from the global banking system and 

isolated the National Iranian Oil Company. These efforts have had a significant effect on the 

Iranian economy in the past year, including increasing Iran's cost of imports by about 20 percent. 

 

The US could also act immediately by adopting policies that would cripple Iran's financial sector 

today. 



 

 

Iran's foreign exchange reserves are being rapidly depleted, given lower oil prices and capital 

flight due to political uncertainties and a sick Iranian economy. Regime insiders say that about 

$350 billion has been pulled out of Iran during the past seven years, and cost of capital flight just 

to Dubai is estimated to be more than $250 million per day. The last official figure, in June 2008, 

placed Iran's foreign currency reserves at a little over $80 billion. My estimate is that they now 

stand in the $40-$50 billion range. 

 

The regime is worried. And as recently as early August a loyalist of President Ahmadinejad 

loyalist was put in charge of foreign exchange transactions at the central bank to facilitate the 

outflow of funds as regime insiders, who have been losing confidence in the government's ability 

to bridge the current political divide, rush to get their money out of the country. 

 

The US Treasury could motivate Iranians (in Iran as well as those living in the US and in 

Europe) to liquidate their assets and to withdraw their money from Iran simply by announcing 

enforcement of the following existing, yet generally neglected, US laws: 

 

1. All US citizens and permanent residents (holders of Green Cards) are required to pay taxes on 

all foreign sources of income (including in Iran). 

 

The US can begin by taking steps to enforce the law for those who have invested in Europe, 

where we have agreements. If the Treasury announced that they were taking serious steps to 

begin to enforce this generally neglected law, we'd not only close a tax loophole, but we'd cause 

Iran to panic at the thought of losing key investors. Tens of thousands of people in the US who 

have illegally invested in Iran due to high three-year interest rates there coupled with an 

essentially fixed exchange rate. Also, real estate in Tehran has been especially tempting to invest 

in and has gone through the roof in the past 10 years. 

 

2. Investing in Iran is prohibited. 

 

To begin, the US Treasury could afford individuals an amnesty from prosecution and no loss of 

permanent resident status, say, for six months if these holdings were declared, taxes paid, and the 

funds repatriated. 

 

Why would enforcement of these laws cause so much damage? 

 

There are between 2 and 3 million Americans and permanent residents with Iranian heritage in 

the US. Many have transferred money to Iran. Yes, a majority of Iranian Americans and 

permanent residents from Iran dislike the regime there. Sadly, for many of them, their 

pocketbook is more important than human rights. Some have made bank deposits, others have 

bought real estate, and others have invested in businesses. If the Treasury made such an 

announcement, Iranians would worry what might happen to real estate prices if Iranians living 

abroad sold their real estate. In fact, there is a solid chance that even Iranians would get so 

scared, they would panic and cause a run on the banks. 

 



 

This would lead to a collapse of the real estate market and a palpable squeeze on Iran's foreign 

exchange reserves as everyone rushed to change their rials for dollars and euros. 

 

The regime would have no choice but to prohibit capital outflows and institute foreign-exchange 

controls; the black market exchange rate would become multiples of the official rate; import 

costs for unsubsidized nonessentials would soar; and inflation would skyrocket. 

 

These rapid financial developments would turn ordinary citizens, wealthy regime loyalists, and 

prominent bazaar merchants against the regime. The ensuing inflation, already over 25 percent, 

would fuel dissatisfaction among average citizens who are already struggling for survival. 

 

The Revolutionary Guards, who need financial and economic stability to increase their rapidly 

growing financial empire, would be dealt a significant financial blow. 

 

Yes, ordinary Iranians might suffer for a few months, but then they would be free of this 

illegitimate and oppressive regime. This is not the time to engage in a dialogue with a brutal 

dictatorship. 

 

The US must take a moral position and support the brave people of Iran with initiatives that the 

US Treasury can adopt in 24 hours without having to wait for approval or support of other 

countries or the UN. 
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It looks like Ahmadinejad may be cleverly manipulating the system. While in New York for the 

UN General Assembly, the Iranian president said he'd be willing to allow Iranian nuclear experts 

to talk with American scientists to help resolve Washington's concerns, and it seems these cheery 

developments-along with revelations that Tehran has built a secret enrichment facility-make it 

almost certain that the White House will engage Iran on October 1. 

 

There's just one problem, however: this is absolutely the wrong time to initiate a dialogue with 

the regime in Tehran. Talking to the mullahs would indicate a failure on the part of the Obama 

administration to adjust to prevailing conditions; it would send the wrong message to the people 

of Iran; and it would further poison our relations with the Muslim world. 

 

The United States has had no meaningful relationship with Iran in roughly thirty years. During 

this time, there have been plenty of situations where better relations with Tehran could have 

helped-9/11, the invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq, the Middle East peace process, the Israeli-

Lebanese conflict to name a few-but we chose not to engage Iran because of our distrust of the 

regime and our unwillingness to afford the mullahs legitimacy. Now, after the regime has shown 

its worst side in thirty years-with rigged elections, a total disregard for human rights and the 

brutal treatment of its citizens-we decide that we must engage Iran urgently! Yes, candidate 

Obama took the position that he would negotiate with Iran if elected, but conditions have 

changed dramatically since November 2008 and he should adjust his policies to these 

developments. 

 

What talking to the mullahs tells the world, and especially those in the Muslim world who see 

the United States allied with all manner of dictators in Muslim countries, is that Washington 

feels more comfortable dealing with vulnerable dictators than with legitimate regimes that have 

the support of their people. Today's Iranian government is at its weakest in thirty years. It lacks 

legitimacy. The opposition is hopeful, it is continuing with anti-regime demonstrations and it has 

not been frightened into submission. Iran's economy is in a total mess. Dialogue with the United 

States will give Ahmadinejad and Khamenei legitimacy. Engagement will strengthen the mullahs 

at the expense of the Iranian people. Is this what President Obama wants? 

 

There is no real urgency for a dialogue. Engagement could wait for at least another six months. 

The American obsession with Iran's nuclear program should not be allowed to determine U.S. 

policy toward Tehran. No matter what happens in talks with the United States or what the 

mullahs profess, the regime will continue to pursue its enrichment program secretly to the point 

that it is in a position to develop a bomb in quick order. Friday's revelation of another "secret" 

enrichment facility is only the latest case in point. The mullahs will never trust Washington's 

intentions as to regime change in Tehran. They view their nuclear program as the best deterrence 

against an American assault. For the same reason, they are unlikely to forego their support of 

Hamas and of Hezbollah, and their backing in Afghanistan will be half-hearted and of limited 

value to the United States, because in reality they want a weakened United States. The same 

applies in Iraq. 



 

 

Could there be a dark side to this engagement initiative scheduled to begin on October 1? 

Perhaps Washington has already held discussions with the regime in Tehran. Maybe they have 

already come to an agreement: the mullahs will let all those arrested in the recent crackdown go 

free, Washington will claim that dialogue has resulted in the freeing of innocent citizens and in 

the advancement of human rights and the mullahs will "magnanimously" state that they are 

confident the United States is not a party to any sort of velvet revolution. 

 

Sadly, the October 1 meeting will simply eradicate any hope of the current regime falling 

anytime soon at the hands of the Iranian people. This is not the time to lend a helping hand to the 

mullahs to gain international legitimacy; instead it's time to support the aspirations of the Iranian 

people. 
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Ahmadinejad is a survivor. 

 

The first time he ran for the presidency of Iran, while careful not to offend the establishment, he 

said all the right things to get elected — promoting economic and social justice, cash payments 

from oil revenues to families in the name of equity, eradication of corruption, better educational 

opportunities and health care for all, an Iran that could defend itself against foreign aggression, 

and no compromise on Iran's right to nuclear enrichment. His tactics worked. 

 

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad realized that he would never appeal to the elite minority among Iran's 

close to 70 million inhabitants; Iran simply did not have enough cash to support everyone when 

he was elected. 

 

He has become the champion of hardliners. 

 

In a smart move, he opted to favor the disenfranchised, the rural and the inner-city poor, the 

Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps and the hardliners. He made frequent trips to poor villages, 

gave cash handouts and financed popular projects (all without parliamentary approval). He 

awarded government contracts to the IRGC — frequently, contracts that the IRGC itself could 

not implement but used as a means to get corrupt commissions from foreign partners. In the 

process, IRGC officers enriched themselves beyond their wildest dreams. 

 

Ahmadinejad ordered the heads of Iran's central banks to simultaneously increase credit and 

reduce inflation and interest rates from about 25 percent to single digit rates, all to help the poor. 

Some central bank heads resigned, and others were fired. He attacked Israel and the United 

States as never before and advanced Iran's nuclear program. But in the process, he has 

squandered Iran's oil revenues and driven the economy into the ground. Inflation and 

unemployment hover around 20 percent, and foreign exchange reserves are depleted. There is 

little hope for turnaround. 

 

Despite this, the IRGC and the poor continue to love him. He has become the champion of 

hardliners. 

 

As polls have revealed, he is the first Iranian president to become a favorite regional leader 

(along with Hassan Nasrallah, the leader of Hezbollah) for oppressed Arabs in the Middle East. 

Ahmadinejad's primary backers have demonstrated that they will imprison, torture and kill to 

keep their man in power. 

 

A recent poll by the World Public Opinion group revealed that most Iranians support 

Ahmadinejad and the country's nuclear program, even as they advocate building diplomatic 

relations with the U.S. 

 

For now, Ahmadinejad has survived! 



 

 

But he, and indeed the entire regime, is more vulnerable than ever before. The only way the 

regime can survive is as an absolute military dictatorship. The U.S. should not come to the 

rescue by making concessions in the meetings that are scheduled for Geneva on Oct. 1. Instead, 

the world should support the struggle of the Iranian people — then we shall see how 

Ahmadinejad survives. 
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On Friday, October 2, we learned that the most frequently used measure of unemployment in the 

US hit 9.8 percent in September 2009, up from 4 percent in 2007; and that this percentage had 

been driven by an increase in the ranks of the unemployed from 7.6 to 15.1 million over this 

time. But, these figures exclude those who have given up looking for jobs altogether, those who 

did not look in the previous month and those who are working part time. This more inclusive 

figure was not 9.8, but was, instead, a whopping 17.2 percent! The problems of banks and 

financial institutions are constantly in the headlines and receive government attention, but the 

continuing plight of families that are included in this 17.2 percent of the US labor force are 

shortchanged. 

 

Yet, this rapidly worsening unemployment picture has been taking place in the context of the 

most expansionary fiscal and monetary policy in US history. Since the outbreak of the financial 

crisis in August 2007, interest rates have been cut to near-zero bound, massive dollar liquidity 

injected into the economy, massive stimuli programs adopted, and fiscal deficit pushed to 13 

percent of GDP in 2009. A chief architect of these policies, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke has 

earned the confidence of President Obama and was re-appointed for another term as Fed 

Chairman: “I want to congratulate Ben on the work he’s done this far, and wish him continued 

success in the hard work ahead.” While the Fed Chairman has been congratulated and the 

bonuses of bankers restored, the human plight of the unemployed continues to deterriorate. Yes, 

unemployment is a lagging economic indicator, but this time around the expectations are that it 

will continue to rise for some time and then decline only slowly. 

 

The main policy prescription of the Obama administration can be summed as follows: record 

fiscal deficits would boost spending, and through the multiplier, real GDP would rise, and full 

employment automatically re-established. The main tenet underlying Bernanke’s theory is that 

near-zero interest rates and ample liquidity would push credit to high levels, boost consumer 

spending and real GDP, and restore full employment. Convinced of the infallibility of their 

respective theories, the President and the Fed Chairman have been running their expansionary 

policies, despite huge external current account deficits ranging between 5-7 percent of GDP; 

both Obama and Bernanke had concluded that US economy was suffering from deficient demand 

and hence full employment would be automatically restored through gigantic fiscal and monetary 

expansion. 

 

It is discomforting to see unemployment worsening at a fast pace in the context of record fiscal 

deficits and the most expansionary monetary policy. We are saddling future generations with 

debt that does not even alleviate the misery of the current generation. Most disturbing is the 

increasing rank of the unemployed that are expected to continue for many more months and then 

to decline ever so slowly. Early on after embarking on his program in August 2007, Bernanke 

often promised a quick return to full employment. Not only have his policies failed to contain 

unemployment at, or near, its 2007 rate, i.e. 4 percent, they have kept pushing unemployment to 

higher levels. 



 

 

It would appear that proponents of Keynesian economics assume that government deficits and 

monetary expansion work their effects instantaneously in re-establishing full employment. They 

reject classical theory of price-wage mechanism in the belief that price-wage adjustment process 

is too lengthy and deflationary and, therefore, not desirable in view of the social cost of 

unemployment. 

 

The view for blocking price adjustment was forcefully espoused by the Fed in August 2007. To 

prevent a bursting of a housing bubble and collapse of bank assets, the Fed has mounted a 

dramatic re-inflation policy, injecting mountainous liquidity and cutting interest rates 

significantly. Obviously, monetary expansion has missed its goal for re-inflating the housing 

bubble. Instead, liquidity and very low interest rates immediately fuelled an ongoing commodity 

bubble. Left unchecked, rampant oil and food price inflation disrupted vital sectors and triggered 

a vicious circle of contraction and unemployment. Imprudence with monetary policy led to 

perverse effects that were either deliberately ignored by policymakers or simply underestimated. 

  

Unemployment could have many causes. For instance, frictional unemployment is attributed to 

real causes. A bad crop could cause some unemployment. Technical progress can displace labor 

in favor of machinery. Some firms may fail and their employees loose their jobs. Labor may be 

in transition between occupations and locations. However, mass unemployment following a long 

period of full employment could not be attributed to these and is more likely accounted for by 

monetary factors. Irving Fisher and Friedrich August von Hayek held such view during 1932-33 

(although contested by Joseph Schumpeter). Central banks failed to apply the monetary brake 

early on and allowed inflation or bubbles to escalate to a tipping point that triggered a financial 

crisis.  

 

More specifically, mass unemployment has been a dramatic consequence of financial crises in 

the nineteenth century, the 1907 Panic, the Great Depression, and 1970s stagflation. In each 

crisis, the economy swung from a long period of prosperity and full employment to a protracted 

period of mass unemployment with millions of jobless workers. The monetary factors triggered a 

vicious downward spiral of contraction and unemployment that may be aggravated by wrong 

policies that prevent the crisis from running its course. Although during previous financial crises, 

unemployment rarely exceeded 10 percent or extended beyond a two-year period, during the 

Great Depression, unemployment rose to 25 percent and extended over ten-year period spanning 

1929-1939. It was only the onset of the war economy that re-established full employment. In 

contrast to a Keynesian model of instantaneous full-employment, Hayek argued that attempts to 

block market mechanism could unnecessarily extend a recession or even make it worse. He 

contended that stock market crash in 1929 was turned into a Great Depression by a loose 

monetary policy designed to prevent adjustment of inflated prices following 1926-1929 

economic boom. 

 

If loose monetary policy has been one factor leading to the financial crisis and consequent 

unemployment, then a genuine approach, based on causes and effects, should aim at remedying 

monetary policy. It has long been debated that central banks cannot control the rate of 

unemployment, nor could they control the rate of interest. Attempts by the central bank to 

control unemployment could degenerate into perverse effects and large distortions that can only 



 

worsen the unemployment situation. Central banks can only control money and credit 

aggregates. They were exhorted to keep these aggregates in balance to avoid expansion, 

contraction, bank failures, and exchange rates instabilities. 

 

It would appear that there has been little attempt to understand the nature of the current US 

employment problem, its causes, and to chart accordingly the right policies that would re-

establish full employment. The Fed has not yet recognized the limitations of its monetary policy, 

despite its impact on the US banking system--the loss in trillions of dollars in capital, the general 

bankruptcies and the mountain of toxic assets sitting on bank balance sheets. Nor has did the Fed 

incorporated the fact that the monetary channel was completely clogged and unorthodox policies 

to further inject liquidity into the economy carried risks. These monetary experiments could have 

been the trigger for the worst financial crisis in the post-WWII era and the deteriorating 

unemployment picture since August 2007. 

 

The monetary base has doubled during September 2008-September 2009. Most striking 

phenomenon, the US banks have been overloaded with excess reserves that rose from nothing a 

year ago to $855 billion in September 2009. There has been no public analysis of excess 

reserves, its origins, and its bearing on unemployment. Why have not banks been able to place 

these excess reserves? Or why have depositors piled on deposits at banks and did not use their 

money on real investments. If these enormous excess reserves are released into the economy, 

they could turn into a bomb of mass-destruction; possibly hyperinflation might be unavoidable 

with still more devastating effects on unemployment and capital losses from unsafe lending 

would result into a new generalized round of bankruptcies. 

 

Similarly, little attention seems to have been paid to the sectoral composition of unemployment. 

The hardest hit sector has been construction, followed by manufacturing, leisure and hospitality. 

The composition of unemployment would indicate that unorthodox monetary policy would not 

help resolve unemployment and may instead delay it. There is a significant misalignment of 

housing prices relative to household incomes, and an oversupply of residential and commercial 

real estate. Preventing a re-adjustment will indefinitely delay the resolution of unemployment in 

this sector. Thousands of houses have simply been abandoned. Near-zero interest rates will 

encourage builders to maintain high prices and delay the sales of their housing inventories. 

Similarly, demand for leisure cannot expand when more than 36 millions live on food stamps 

and others struggle with high food and energy prices. Households would certainly reallocate their 

budgets away from durable goods and leisure toward pressing vital needs. To the extent 

monetary policy has led to very high food and energy prices, its further expansion will aggravate 

this inflation, squeeze non-essential spending, and aggravate unemployment. 

 

Why have the gigantic Pelosi-Obama stimuli and record fiscal deficits not prevented 

deterioration of the unemployment picture? It would be unfair to say that US fiscal deficits have 

had no growth effects. They have certainly stimulated growth and employment in countries 

exporting to the US, including China, and oil producers. Contrary to Keynesian assumption of 

demand deficiency, the US has had excessive aggregate demand in relation to its national income 

that has translated into widening external deficits. Hence, most of stimuli money could have been 

spent on imported goods such as oil and other goods, with a much smaller effect on local 

production than advertised. Moreover, fiscal deficits reduce national savings and, therefore, real 



 

private investment. Private investment is a major determinant of employment. The more fiscal 

deficits replace private investment, the less employment is created. Pushing fiscal deficits to 

record 13 percent could turn out to be devastating for the economy if real private investment is 

severely reduced. Finally, a fallacy underlying proponents of demand policy is that the more you 

consume, the higher production would be. It may turn out that demand could be expanded 

without limit, however, production could be constrained by time, natural resources, and other 

fixed factors. Hence, fiscal deficits would only increase consumption with possibly negligible 

effect on production and employment. 

 

The impact of misguided US Fed policies has so far been significant in terms of financial losses, 

unemployment, and social pressures. Unemployment represents a loss of output. Yet, 

policymakers have become even more determined to chart an unorthodox monetary policy in 

order to reverse the severe consequences of already failed monetary policies. They have not 

accepted the word deflation or price adjustment. To avoid deflation, the central bank should have 

avoided inflation that led to the crisis. The extent of deflation is influenced by the extent of the 

preceding inflation and distortions created by loose monetary policy. As during the Great 

Depression, policymakers would keep interest rates very low and chart a course of prolonged 

cheap monetary policy in order to finance the fiscal deficits and force economic recovery. This 

may create a deadlocked policy stance that would perpetuate unemployment. 

 

Loose monetary policy is a powerful form of taxation and causes huge distortions in the 

economy disrupting growth and employment. It has undermined the banking system and was 

very favorable for speculation in assets and commodities. Fiscal deficits at 13 percent of GDP 

will crowd out real private investment that promotes growth and employment. A number of 

indicators point to the likelihood that these policies may turn out to be risky for growth, 

employment, and bank stability. With gold crossing $1,000 per ounce mark, commodity prices 

on a rising spree, the US dollar depreciating, and the conventional measure of unemployment 

nearing the two-digit level, a possible scenario resulting from the current policy mix could be an 

inflationary stagnation.  

 

An employment policy has to extricate inflationary pressures, allow for price adjustment, and 

stimulate real private investment. This would promote a sound environment for growth, and 

reduced risks of speculation and instability. Employment requires supply-oriented strategies that 

emphasize removal of all distortions, competitiveness, and support to private investment. 

Unfortunately, experts of the Great Depression appear to be applying some of the same policies 

that made it worse by increasing and prolonging unemployment.  
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Things rarely change in Washington. Frustrated by an adversary's policies, the reflex action of 

political moderates up and down Pennsylvania Avenue is for increased sanctions, and for 

conservatives, keeping the military option on the table. In the case of Iran, these cries are 

reaching a fever pitch. But the military option would be catastrophic and the track record of 

sanctions is nothing to crow about. 

 

So what could work? Well, additional financial sanctions by the Treasury could squeeze Iran -- 

cutting off all Iranian bank access to the international financial system -- but this would require 

the cooperation of the Europeans, and also of China, Russia, Dubai and Malaysia, countries that 

could front for Iran. 

 

There is a targeted US initiative -- with no need to make concessions to China and Russia -- that 

could alter Iran's objectionable policies, improve its human rights and make its nuclear 

enrichment less dangerous. A little insight into Iran's economic conditions provides an answer. 

 

Iran's foreign exchange reserves are being rapidly depleted because of lower oil prices and 

capital flight. Over the summer, because of political uncertainties and a sick economy, it was 

estimated at $250 million per day to Dubai alone. The last official figure for Iran's foreign 

currency reserves in July of 2008 placed it at a little over $80 billion. My estimate is that it now 

stands in the $40 to $50 billion range because of declining oil prices and rapid capital outflows. 

The regime is worried, and as recently as early August an Ahmadinejad loyalist was put in 

charge of foreign exchange transactions at the central bank to monitor the outflow of funds as the 

wealthy rush to get their money out of the country. More ominous for the regime, even 

cabdrivers say that they are changing rials into dollar bills! 

 

Given these realities, by announcing the enforcement of a number of existing laws, the US 

Treasury could motivate Iranians, as well as expatriates residing in the US and worldwide, to 

liquidate their assets and to withdraw their money from Iran. These existing US laws include the 

payment of taxes by all US citizens and permanent residents (holders of green cards) on all 

foreign sources of income (including interest income and profits) and the prohibition of 

investments in Iran (requiring a license from the US Treasury's Office Of Foreign Asset 

Control). 

 

The US Treasury could make an announcement, saying that it would appear that Iranian 

Americans and permanent residents (estimated to number more than two million) are honestly 

unaware of these US laws and the Treasury would give individuals an amnesty, say for six 

months, and from prosecution and from loss of permanent resident status, if holdings are 

declared, taxes paid and funds repatriated. 

 

Why would this hurt the regime in Tehran? Many Iranian Americans and permanent residents in 

the US have quietly transferred money to Iran (giving dollars to individuals in the US and 

receiving rials in Iran, a practice that is facilitated through international trade with third 



 

countries). They have made such transfers to make lucrative bank deposits in Iran; with 3-year 

interest rates in the range of 15 to 24 percent and an essentially stable exchange rate (fluctuating 

in about a 20 percent band over the period); thus possibly earning on average about 15 percent 

more in annual interest, even when converted back into dollars, than on deposits in the US. 

 

They have invested in real estate, which has been booming by more than 1,500 percent in Tehran 

in the last ten years. They have invested in business and have worked in Iran. Some have even 

fronted for the regime and received cash payments or real estate in Iran for their services. Some 

of these investments and transactions are illegal under US law and require a license from the US 

Treasury. These individuals should have paid taxes on all income and profits. Thousands of 

Iranian Americans and permanent residents find themselves in this predicament. The US 

announcement will cause a panic, not only in the US community but also in Iran, because 

Iranians would fear the consequences of a rush to sell and subsequent fund outflow on the value 

of assets in Iran and on the exchange rate of the rial. Iranian Americans, permanent Iranian 

residents in the US, Iranians residing in other countries and even Iranians in Iran would sell and 

try to take their money out before everything crashes. 

 

The rush to take money out of Iran would put a squeeze on Iran's foreign exchange reserves as 

everyone tries to take their money out of Iran. The regime, already sensitive about supporting the 

value of the rial (for prestige, support of businessmen and the wealthy, and to keep a lid on 

inflation), would have no choice but to pre-empt this by instituting foreign exchange controls 

blocking the outflow of funds from Iran; the black market exchange rate would become multiples 

of the official rate; import costs for unsubsidized non-essentials would soar; and inflation would 

skyrocket. 

 

More importantly, these rapid financial developments -- collapse of asset prices and currency 

controls -- would turn ordinary citizens, and especially those with vast assets, the wealthy, 

regime loyalists, and prominent bazaar merchants against the regime as their enormous wealth is 

decimated in terms of dollars. The ensuing inflation, already more than 25 percent, would fuel 

dissatisfaction among average citizens who are already struggling for survival. 

 

Some may question the workability of the above on the grounds that the US government does not 

know who has transferred money to or invested in Iran. The US does not need this information to 

ignite panic among these individuals. Although there are rewards for information resulting in the 

successful recuperation of taxes, even the slightest chance of being exposed would be enough to 

push some investors into a panic mode. The Treasury could even play up one or two cases in the 

media to further ignite a panic. This is how panics do their work. 

 

These are initiatives that the US Treasury can adopt in 24 hours. The US would need no backing 

from the UN or from any other country. At this stage, to get the backing of the Iranian people, 

these initiatives should be targeted towards improving the regime's human rights record, not the 

nuclear enrichment issue, which Iranians largely support. Iran's nuclear program could be better 

addressed with a weakened regime, or with a new regime in Tehran. 

 

A number of human rights advocates and anti-regime activists have argued against new 

sanctions, or any form of pressure, that might increase the burden on ordinary Iranians. While 



 

their concerns are understandable, they should recall the experience of South Africa. 

Unfortunately, there's unlikely to be any gain without pain. 

 

Yes, brave Iranians may suffer even more for a few months and Iranians living abroad may take 

a financial hit, but this would be a small price to pay if conditions truly improve in Iran. The 

illegitimate and oppressive regime will be forced to change its criminal human rights abuses or 

the regime collapses altogether, and in this latter case even the nuclear issue would become more 

manageable. Now that's an outcome worth pursuing. 

 

This is not the time to snuggle up to the mullahs. It's the time to support the aspirations of 

Iranians who are risking their lives for a free and pluralistic society. It is through such a stand 

that President Obama can inject meaning and commitment into his Cairo speech, which was 

designed to bridge the divide with the Muslim masses, not with their dictators. 
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Long before the onset of the financial crisis, the IMF was well on its way to becoming irrelevant 

in international finance and international economics. Countries, even those with low credit 

rating, instead of turning to the IMF for balance of payments financing, were relying more and 

more on private markets. When it came to coordination of economic policies to improve global 

economic conditions, the IMF dared not criticize the major economies, most notably the United 

States that was running large and unsustainable current account deficits, but could only admonish 

countries that were too small to matter in the global schemes of things. Realistically, had the IMF 

taken a policy stand against the US, the US would have ignored what it had to say, but the fact 

remains that the IMF did not take a stand in accordance with its mission.  

 

Simultaneously, the IMF as an organization was itself in the midst of a homegrown crisis. It was 

running large fiscal deficits and had resorted to mass layoffs of about 600 employees. Its troubles 

had in part arisen from poor management and distraction from its main mission-- acting as the 

premier monetary institution, responsible for short-term balance of payments financing, 

monitoring exchange rate developments and dispensing unbiased policy guidance. Instead, it had 

become an entity that was more focused on poverty reduction (with some of its managers even 

calling on bishops for policy advice on poverty reduction in late 1990s).  

 

Is an IMF that could hardly manage itself in a position now to manage the global economy? Is an 

IMF that was blindsided and never saw the unfolding financial disaster in a position to 

recommend what its members should adopt to prevent future crises? Was the recent annual 

meeting in Istanbul sufficient in creating a rejuvenated IMF that could play an even more 

demanding role than anything it had done in the past? First, some background. 

 

The IMF was created in 1944 in the wake of the most dangerous monetary instability that had 

characterized the interwar period and culminated in a devastating war. Even before the war 

ended, the major economic powers felt the urgency for establishing international monetary order 

and stability to bury the turmoil that had enveloped the world economy—competitive currency 

devaluations and protectionist measures to boost exports and employment, barriers to the cross-

border flows of labor and capital and the absence of international lending to ameliorate global 

conditions--with unemployment at about 25 percent of the work force for a number of years.  

 

The dollar was devalued relative to gold in 1934 from $20.76/ounce to $35/ounce and then 

floated freely without gold convertibility. By 1936, there was no economic power that was still 

on the Gold Standard. Instead a system of freely fluctuating exchange rates had taken hold. 

Countries with depreciating currencies were essentially under-cutting their competitor countries 

and inflicting unemployment on others. Trade restrictions, bilateral arrangements, and exchange 

control became the global landscape. The principal architect of the Bretton Woods system, Harry 

Dexter White of the United States, summarized the hard lesson: “the absence of a high degree of 

economic collaboration among the leading nations will…inevitably result in economic warfare 

that will be but the prelude and instigator of military warfare on an even vaster scale.” 

 



 

As hostilities were abating, two alternative plans for monetary cooperation and stability were put 

forward in 1943. Both plans, with a view to economizing on the use of gold by substituting 

foreign exchange in its place, were seen as a revival of the defunct Genoa plan that had 

established Gold-Exchange Standard in 1922. Keynes formulated his famous plan for an 

international clearing union that would issue a common reserve currency called “bancor” without 

calling any individual country to restore the Gold Standard. As implied by its label, “bancor” 

was to be linked to gold and used as a unit of account and a currency for international settlement. 

National currencies were to serve essentially for domestic transactions and the bancor for 

international transactions. The clearing union would allow use of its bancor resources for orderly 

balance of payments adjustment. The IMF was created by 44 nations as a critical component of 

the alternative proposal put forward by the US Treasury official, Harry Dexter White, and was 

seen to restore the Gold Standard (albeit with added flexibility to allow slight divergences in 

economic and financial policies between countries) as it precluded exchange rates manipulation 

for gaining competitiveness or curing external deficits. The IMF required fixed exchange rates as 

an essential condition for monetary cooperation and stability. Each signatory country had to 

define its currency in gold and maintain its exchange rate within one percent from either side of 

parity. Devaluation to correct a fundamental disequilibrium could not take place without IMF 

approval. To avoid deflationary measures or disorderly adjustment, a member country suffering 

from temporary balance of payments disequilibrium had access to the IMF resources on a limited 

and temporay basis. To maintain fixed exchange rates, countries had to coordinate economic and 

financial policies. To avoid crises when policies did diverge, countries had to adjust parities with 

IMF approval. Cooperation among countries meant implementation of credit policies that were 

restrictive enough not to strain the fixed exchange rate regime (maintain exchange rates within 

the band around the fixed parity).  

 

As in the Genoa Plan, The Bretton-Woods system was a gold-exchange system (with currencies 

and gold as reserve assets) allowing currencies convertible into gold, namely the US dollar, to 

supplement gold and economize on gold in international payments. Thus the dollar had a special 

place in this setup and the system would be classified as asymmetric--the dollar was a reserve 

asset and effectively, the exchange rate of other currencies had to be within the band around their 

fixed parity to the dollar. As a result, the US was free to pursue any policy it wished while other 

countries had to pursue a policy (essentially the same as the United States) that would maintain 

their exchange rate within a narrow band to the dollar.  

 

A number of monetary experts considered the 1922 Genoa Plan gold-exchange system to be a 

major cause of the Great Depression. Such a system allowed “external deficits without tears” for 

reserve currency countries. Facing no balance of payments constraint, reserve currency central 

banks saw their gold reserves well preserved; consequently, they allowed credit expansion to go 

unchecked. Credit expansion caused an economic boom in 1926-29; it enabled a rapid growth of 

dollar and sterling liquidity, fuelling excessive speculation that turned into a stock market crash 

in 1929 and general bankruptcies thereafter. The Bretton-Woods essentially collapsed because 

countries did not coordinate economic policies and the IMF did not play its envisaged role of 

monitoring these developments. Specifically, the US (as the major reserve currency facing no 

constraint or discipline) adopted deficit financing to fund the Vietnam War, while the US was 

unwilling to devalue the parity of the dollar to gold and other countries were unwilling to revalue 

their currencies relative to gold. The collapse of the system was manifested in the US exit from 



 

the gold standard in 1971 because the US lacked sufficient gold to uphold dollar convertibility 

and dollar was no longer defined in terms of gold and thus other currencies that had fixed value 

in terms of gold did not have a fixed parity to the dollar. Essentially the same fate had befallen 

the Genoa Gold-Exchange Standard when France and other countries converted their sterling 

holdings into gold forcing the United Kingdom out of the Gold Standard in 1931. International 

monetary cooperation ended with the collapse of the Bretton-Woods system. However, it was to 

be resumed at regional levels, particularly at the level of the European community, reaching its 

zenith in 1999 with the creation of the Euro. 

  

Some economists, such as Maurice Allais and Joseph Stiglitz, warned in 1990s about dangers of 

speculation in capital markets and the over leveraging that was taking hold. They considered the 

bailout of hedge funds by the US Fed in late 1990s as erroneous and the Greenspan “put” a 

prelude for a “Great Depression” like financial crisis. Yet, the IMF was never alarmed and 

appeared oblivious to these warnings. Over the years, the IMF has neglected its monetary role 

and drifted away from its central mission. Transforming itself also into a poverty reduction 

institution, the IMF neglected monetary developments that finally undermined global financial 

stability. 

 

The catalyst for the current financial crisis is somewhat reminiscent of that of the Great 

Depression. Namely, freed from the discipline of the Gold Standard, the reserve currency centers 

faced no balance of payments constraint and printed money and expanded credit as if there was 

no tomorrow. Such abundant liquidity led the banking system to shower loans on the sub-prime 

markets in form of mortgage and consumer loans with little regard for credit risk. Moreover, it 

has been argued that dollar liquidities generated by ever growing US external deficits and held 

by foreign central banks were immediately re-deposited at the US banks and served a basis for 

credit multiplication and for amplifying the external deficits and dollar liquidity. In contrast to a 

discipline-based system (as in a fixed exchange rate system such as the Gold Standard), the 

flexible exchange rate system has no automatic stabilizer and it is vulnerable to collapse under its 

own excesses. 

 

Today’s international monetary system is enveloped in turmoil. Exchange rates instability is 

high; surplus countries—China, Japan and major oil exporters--hold trillions in US dollars; if 

released, these liquidities could drown world economy with liquidity and trigger global inflation. 

Reserve currency central banks have adopted an extremely loose monetary stand. The world 

economy is arguably in the midst of even more monetary chaos than it was in interwar period. 

Yet, the question of monetary stability and monetary cooperation was never such a mirage as it 

has over this first decade of the twenty first century. Unfortunately, the concept of international 

cooperation as envisaged and defined by G-20 in London and Pittsburg affords little or no 

comfort and respite in the future. There is no sign of the resolve and cooperation that was 

apparent in 1944, yet the objective of monetary stability remains as relevant as it were in 1944.  

 

Could a system of international payments be based on a gold-exchange system or no standard be 

a surrogate to gold standard? Here is the biggest controversy between those who condemn gold 

and those who see its virtues. Prominent scholars such as Hume (1752) and Rueff (1959) stressed 

the futility of any system except a pure gold standard (that is a system with no reserve currencies 

but only gold as a reserve asset). For these scholars, the volume of gold is not a constraint. Hume 



 

was explicit. Any quantity of gold would serve domestic or international needs. As money serves 

primarily as a unit of account and a medium of exchange, prices would simply adjust to any 

quantity of gold, as they do with regard to any quantity of paper. Rueff repeatedly argued that 

attempts to salvage gold exchange, such as creating the IMF’s Special Drawings Rights (SDR), 

would not prevent the collapse of such system. More specifically, reserve central banks are 

always ready to accommodate any demand for credit and money; there is no international law 

that can force a sovereign central bank into a prescribed credit policy. In an exchange-based 

system (with reserve currencies), reserve central banks can expand credit to any limit it wishes 

without any regard to world financial stability as clearly illustrated in the recent financial crisis. 

There is no limit for monetary expansion by major reserve currency central banks. Such a policy 

enables them to obtain a real tax on the rest of the world and reduce the pain of deficit financing. 

  

The IMF has endorsed the expansionary policies put in place by leading industrial countries in 

Istanbul, as reflected in the communiqué of October 4, 2009: “We commit to maintaining 

supportive fiscal, monetary, and financial sector policies until a durable recovery is secured, and 

stand ready to act further as needed to revive credit, recover lost jobs, and reverse setbacks in 

poverty reduction. We welcome the outcomes of the G-20 Summit in Pittsburgh and support its 

commitment to articulating policies for strong, sustained, and balanced growth in the global 

economy.” 

 

The IMF endorsement of policies that have resulted in financial uncertainties, violent exchange 

rate instabilities, and affording no comprehensive approach for international monetary reform 

could only pave the way for another financial calamity. The G-20 has used the IMF as a vehicle 

for instantaneous and unconditional loans to developing countries. Accordingly, the G-20 pushed 

IMF lending power to over $1 trillion. Such gigantic lending was never contemplated before. 

Excessive lending to developing countries would end up, as in the past, into another debt crisis 

similar to the generalized debt crisis of the 1980s. Many developing countries are importers of 

industrial products and exporters of primary products; they have limited export revenues for 

repaying fast expanding debt. It would appear that the IMF has been used by the powerful in the 

G-20 to create markets for their exports in developing countries as they load them up with 

burdensome debt. 

 

The IMF’s Istanbul communiqué praised the G-20 for its loose fiscal and monetary policies as 

conducive to strong, sustained, and balanced growth in world economy. The communiqué 

acknowledged setbacks in poverty reduction. These setbacks could be further aggravated with 

rapidly rising unemployment in industrial country and rapidly declining real incomes of workers. 

The communiqué ignored heightened uncertainties that were plaguing world economy. Gold 

prices are setting new records above the $1,000 mark. What will be the price of gold six month 

from now? Although oil has climbed above $75/barrel mark, will it revisit its July 2008 highs? 

Or what will be the dollar-euro exchange rate? How much is the rest of the world willing to 

finance record US fiscal deficits at 13 percent of GDP while hold rapidly depreciating dollars? 

Central bankers are even under increasing pressure to hedge their foreign reserves by buying 

more gold. Investors could shun dollar assets. A run on the US dollar would create unimaginable 

exchange rate instabilities. Achieving strong and sustained economic growth with such 

instabilities would only indeed be miraculous.  

 



 

The IMF-World Bank meetings in Istanbul had an eerie feeling reminiscent of a burning Rome 

as Nero played the fiddle. In the midst of the ongoing financial chaos, the prime subject of 

reform was how to reshuffle the voting power in the IMF to better reflect economic and financial 

realities. But will a new and more effective IMF rise out of the ashes, as did a more glorious city 

of Rome? 
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The Obama administration can now boast that it has delivered on another one of its campaign 

promises—engaging Iran. After meetings in Geneva and in Vienna, the administration seems to 

be well on its way to tying the knot with yet another odious dictatorship. Without a doubt, this 

will be another marriage made in hell, one that will haunt future generations of Americans and 

ensure the oppression of the Iranian people for years to come, all in the empty hope of halting 

Tehran’s quest to master the nuclear fuel cycle. But before worrying about the Obama 

administration’s courtship of Iran, we might look back at two other US blunders that have shaped 

US-Iranian relations and that continue to dominate the two nations’ behavior toward each other.   

 

The overthrow of Mohammad Mossadeq in 1953 in favor of the Shah was a mortal blow against 

a pluralistic society in Iran, an Iran that could have been a beacon of hope in the Middle East and 

a long-term partner for the US. But faced with a stark choice—short-run benefit versus the 

possibility of a long-term partnership—America, as is its habit, chose the former. America chose 

access to Iranian oil, a malleable monarch and the right to use Iranian soil for confronting the 

Soviet Union during the Cold War. The Iranian people’s aspirations to establish a republic of 

their choosing were dashed. In time, America’s choice resulted in a momentous revolution, the 

distrust of generations of Iranians toward the US and the emergence of Islamic extremism in the 

region.  

 

In 1980, faced with the agonizing specter of American diplomats as hostages on the nightly 

news, the US did nothing to discourage Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Iran. Later, confronted 

with the possibility of Iran’s emergence as the victor, the US and its allies denied Iran the means 

to defend itself while showering Saddam Hussein with arms, including illegal chemical and 

biological weapons. The quest to punish Iran had the effect of strengthening the Iranian people’s 

support of the mullahs, whose reign was fortified. The war left an indelible mark on the Iranian 

psyche; vowing never again to be vulnerable, the Iranian people began to support nuclear 

enrichment. Mastering the nuclear fuel cycle was seen as a deterrent to external aggression. 

Those who called America an enemy of Islam gained further credence.  

 

Although there is history impeding better relations, the new administration in Washington was 

presented with a unique opportunity to chart a new course with Tehran, an opportunity that is 

about to be wasted in the name of a campaign promise and the empty quest to halt the regime’s 

nuclear enrichment project.  

 

The recent Iranian election of June 12 exposed the soft underbelly of the regime in Tehran as 

never before—its illegitimacy, its unpopularity, its brutality and, indeed, its vulnerability even 

among regime loyalists. As I wrote elsewhere three days after the election, the Iranian 

Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC or Pasdaran) assumed most levers of power, essentially 

emerging as a military dictatorship with a puppet supreme leader and president.  

 



 

Seeing an opportunity for change, Iranians are risking their lives as never before to peacefully 

confront the regime. They want to choose their leaders with fair and transparent elections. They 

want change. They want their freedom. They want respect for their human rights. They want a 

better future for themselves and for their children. In other words, they want a true republic with 

transparent institutions—what they thought they had fought for in 1979 as they overthrew the 

Shah.  

 

So, now that there is a real chance for a more democratic regime in Tehran, what does 

Washington do?  Support the aspirations of the Iranian people, which could result in a more 

democratic and popular regime, or engage the illegitimate regime of the mullahs, which would 

afford them some measure of legitimacy and result in the continuation of Tehran’s use of the 

nuclear issue to gain leverage over the US and to garner the support of the Iranian people. It 

would appear that, yet again, the US has chosen a dictatorial regime over the Iranian people. 

 

Sure, candidate Obama promised to engage Iran, but circumstances and conditions have 

changed. Washington’s timing for engaging Iran could not be worse. The US has not had a 

dialogue with Iran for nearly three decades, but is courting the Tehran regime feverishly under 

these circumstances. Consider the signals this sends to Iranians and to the wider Muslim world. 

After Iranians have been robbed of a fair election, after peaceful demonstrators have been treated 

with unprecedented brutality, after a large number of citizens have been imprisoned under 

inhumane conditions, many tortured, raped, or killed, after the emergence of a military 

dictatorship, now after all this the US chooses to engage Iran. What exactly does this tell 

oppressed people around the world? We stand up for you only when it furthers our own agenda, 

but we also embrace oppressive regimes when it furthers our own agenda, even if you are being 

tortured and killed. Is this how we plan to begin rapprochement with the Muslim world? Is this to 

be the legacy of President Obama’s Cairo speech? 

 

Realists would dismiss what I have said as the words of an idealist. They would argue that this is 

the best opportunity to seal the best deal we can to halt Iran’s quest for nuclear weaponry. While 

I may be an idealist they are without a doubt wishful thinkers in believing that they can stop this 

regime’s quest for mastering the nuclear fuel cycle through an agreement on a piece of paper. No 

matter what, the Tehran regime does not, and will not, believe that the US is not secretly working 

to overthrow them. The mullahs believe that the best deterrent to their removal from power by 

external forces is (i) mastering the nuclear fuel cycle and (ii) support of powerful surrogates such 

as the regime in Baghdad, Hezbollah and Hamas. While the regime may hoodwink Washington 

into believing that they are committing to forsake these, this they will never do. Believing 

otherwise is akin to believing in fairytales.  

 

In their quest for mastery over the nuclear cycle the regime has without a doubt taken all the 

precautions that any prudent regime would. The regime has, in all likelihood, secured a number 

of secret enrichment sites. If they agree to give up 2,500 lbs of low-enriched nuclear fuel, you 

can be sure that they have an undeclared stockpile in addition to their remaining declared 

stockpile, or have the ability to replace the shipped fuel with newly enriched fuel at the same 

rate. They know that while the US focuses on its narrow nuclear agenda, they, the regime, will 

have the support of the Iranian people, the one thing they need to stay in power.  

 



 

You would think that the Obama administration must have a special channel to Tehran to have 

such confidence in the viability of agreements signed with the regime, but this seems pretty 

unlikely. The administration has advisors who have little intimacy with the people who 

determine policy in Tehran. While some advisors may have visited Iran once or twice since the 

revolution, or others that have an Iranian heritage, this hardly affords any support to negotiations 

that require a strong dose of familiarity with the other side, a familiarity that cannot be acquired 

in libraries.  

 

The Obama administration should change direction before it is too late. The world is watching 

America’s courtship of the regime in Tehran. If the US throws a lifeline to the regime in Tehran 

and solidifies their control of power, generations of Iranians will remember America’s betrayal. 

Instead of pursuing a worthless paper agreement with the regime in Tehran, the Obama 

administration should support the Iranian people’s quest for fair elections and for human rights. 

The regime is vulnerable. It is brutal. But it cannot kill all brave Iranians yearning for change. If 

the regime is isolated, if financial sanctions are tightened and US laws enforced to cause a 

collapse of the Iranian currency, Iranians may realize their dreams of a democratic Iran, if not of 

a true Republic of Iran, and the US may in turn gain a true friend and partner in the region. 
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The Islamic Republic is facing a political and economic crisis. Obama must keep that in mind as 

he plans his next move. 

 

Iran is at a tipping point, and President Obama’s policies in the next few months could define the 

Iran that emerges from the current turmoil. In considering the next step in its engagement with 

Iran, the Obama administration must take a hard look at the country’s increasingly unstable 

domestic situation. 

 

Given the an increasingly serious political and economic crisis, the "Islamic" in the Islamic 

Republic of Iran is no longer applicable — nor is the word "republic." After the recent elections 

and the brutal treatment of protestors and anyone opposed to the regime, the mullahs are no 

longer seen as legitimate by the Iranian people. The Revolutionary Guard Corps has carried out a 

bloodless coup with the blessings of a puppet supreme leader and president. Today Iran is, for all 

intents and purposes, a secular military dictatorship. 

 

The country’s economy is also in dire straits. The regime has put off reforms for three decades, 

blaming sanctions for its self-inflicted failures. Inflation is running at an annual rate of 20-25 

percent. Unemployment is around 20 percent and on the rise. Iran’s foreign exchange reserves 

have declined rapidly, to an estimated $40 billion. Tehran can no longer pay the bills, keep the 

regime’s corrupt sycophants satisfied, and deliver a minimum level of subsidies to poor Iranians 

to keep the lid on political dissent. 

 

Faced with these economic realities, the regime has decided to cut energy and food subsidies, 

gradually increasing the price of basic goods such as oil, electricity, and bread to international 

market rates over a period of about five years. While many senior members of government have 

long appreciated that this was necessary in order to achieve an economic turnaround, they were 

loathe to take this step for fear of a domestic backlash. Now that subsidies are being slashed, the 

people are beginning to stir. Electricity bills have increased by 300 percent, with payments due 

within 45 days and late payments subject to a 20 percent interest penalty. The expected price 

increases associated with the elimination of subsidies should send inflation soaring above the 30-

40 percent rate, making the lot of poor Iranians unbearable. 

 

Both the regime and average Iranians hope that a rapprochement with the West can alleviate 

these economic pressures. They assume that the removal of sanctions and Iran’s re-integration 

into the global financial system will quickly reinvigorate economic growth. But they are wrong. 

Iran’s economic wounds are largely self-inflicted; they are the result of failed institutions, ill-

conceived economic plans, and pervasive corruption. The removal of all sanctions will enable 

corrupt business and political leaders to amass even larger fortunes as they scramble to represent 

U.S. firms in Iran, but average Iranians will see very little benefit so long as the present regime 

stays in power. For economic conditions to improve, Iran needs a dramatic change in policies 

and practices, not just the removal of sanctions. 

 



 

The continuing turmoil in Tehran has also afforded Iran’s ethnic minorities — principally the 

Arabs in the Southwest, the Baluchis in the Southeast, and the Kurds and Azeris in the Northwest 

(but also Lurs and Turkmens) — an opening to challenge the regime with their list of growing 

grievances. There is fear among Iranians that their nation may be in serious danger of 

dismemberment if additional political and economic pressures are brought to bear on the already 

strained government. 

 

The Iranian regime, fearing these developments, has exhibited an unprecedented willingness to 

negotiate with the United States in order to regain its legitimacy. The United States should seize 

this opportunity — not only by tackling the issue of nuclear enrichment, but also by raising 

governance issues with the Islamic Republic. Embracing the regime in Tehran and lending it 

unconditional support, as the United States has done with other dictatorships in the region, will 

only backfire. Washington is fooling itself if it thinks it can prop up this regime. The mullahs 

have lost all credibility, and the Iranian people are unwilling to pretend otherwise. It is in 

America’s interest not to alienate the Iranian people and the rest of the Muslim world. 

 

In order to affect domestic change in Iran, the Obama administration is faced with two possible 

policy stances. Both have their merits. The first would continue the negotiations begun in 

Geneva and Vienna, attempting to achieve a complete halt to Iran’s enrichment program in 

exchange for a lifting of sanctions and further guarantees of Iran’s security. 

 

The argument in favor of this course is that Iran’s economy and internal conditions are so fragile 

that further economic pressures would impose unbearable pain on average Iranians. 

Rapprochement and openness are the best antidote to the dictatorial regime in Tehran, and would 

rob the regime of its ability to use the United States as a boogeyman for its economic failures. 

The people of Iran, who are better informed than ever before, would see the regime’s failure for 

what it is and might feel sufficiently secure to affect regime change themselves. 

 

Alternatively, the Obama administration could react to the stalled nuclear negotiations by strictly 

enforcing existing laws against investing in Iran, and by pressuring its allies in the Persian Gulf 

and Europe to sever all financial ties with the country. The end result would be a run on the 

Iranian rial, which would ultimately result in the collapse of the Iranian economy. 

 

This option would attempt to exploit the fragility of the Iranian economy, and the country’s large 

capital outflows. Iran does not have sufficient foreign exchange reserves to support the rial and 

would have to impose exchange controls in the face of these pressures. Many Iranians living 

abroad, and even those who live in the country, fearing a decline in the value of the rial, would 

panic and take their money out of Iran. The ensuing black market exchange rate and inflation 

would cause such widespread dissatisfaction that the Islamic Republic would be overthrown. 

 

Whatever option Obama chooses, it is vital that the United States appreciate the precarious 

nature of Iran’s domestic political scene, and orient its policy toward a long-term improvement 

of its relationship with Iranian citizens. Happily, the interests of the Iranian people coincide with 

the interests of the United States, offering the possibilities of good long-term relations between 

the two countries. The current regime in Tehran does not serve the interests of the Iranian people 

or afford the United States with a reliable negotiating partner. Regime change from within is 



 

desirable for both Americans and Iranians, and it is a goal that Obama must pursue as he 

formulates the next step of his policy towards the Islamic Republic. 
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Ever since rolling out his anti-Great Depression policies in 2002, Ben Bernanke has had the 

dubious distinction of being the major contributor to the worst financial and economic crisis to 

hit in the post-WWII era. His theory and practice was to fight an enemy that did not exist in 

2002—deflation. As a result, he ended a long period of economic prosperity.  

 

As Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors and a Fed governor, Bernanke strongly 

supported policies that pushed the federal funds rate to 1 percent and inundated banks with 

liquidity during 2002-2005. As prime markets had limited absorptive capacity for productive 

borrowing, banks pushed liquidity into sub-prime markets with little consideration of the 

attendant risks. US domestic credit kept advancing at 12 percent, US trade deficits widened to 7 

percent of GDP, and national savings became negative.  

 

There is no banking system known to man, no matter how prudent, which could survive such 

profligacy of credit. The financial crisis was a natural consequence of extravagant credit policies. 

Only believers in fairy tales would think that the financial crisis was a surprise and was the result 

of excessive risk-taking by financial institutions. With plenty of booze being served by the Fed, 

there was no way to avoid the drunken behavior of those being served—the bankers. 

 

Since 2007, renewing the monetary assault on an unimaginable scale, Bernanke ignited 

speculation, which quickly propelled oil prices to over $147/barrel and food prices to historic 

highs; and the US economy became engulfed in nightmarish conditions—with people cutting on 

their driving, airlines disrupted, and agriculture turning to mules for power. Finally, the economy 

collapsed with unemployment exploding from 4 percent in 2007 to 9.8 percent in 2009. Long 

established banks disappeared. The fiscal cost of bank bailouts was staggering. Rushing blindly 

to monumental stimulus packages and record fiscal deficits to bring about full employment and 

strong growth, the US government pushed fiscal deficits to a record of 13 percent and US debt to 

$11.8 trillion. Such were the unavoidable consequences of cheap monetary policy. 

 

Bernanke supporters claimed that the US was lucky to have a Fed chairman who was an expert 

on the Great Depression. They forgot that the US was unlucky to pursue anti-Great Depression 

monetary policy at a time when there was little danger of a Great Depression. Had the Fed not 

followed Bernankeism from 2002 on, the US economy would have maintained the balanced 

economic growth that it had enjoyed over 1982-2002 and spared itself the dire consequences of 

Fed policies. 

 

Yet, despite disastrous effects on the US economy and repeated reminders of the Japanese lost 

decade, Bernanke was adamantly persistent with his unlimited money supply and zero interest 

rates, claiming that Japanese were neither inventive in their policies nor experts in Great 

Depression policies.  

 



 

Bernankeism is a form of voodoo economics. It assumes that the economy is constantly suffering 

demand deficiencies, in relation to supplies of basic products such as oil and food commodities, 

and that the remedy is sheer “money helicoptering.” This is different from Keynes who called for 

infrastructure spending to stimulate the economy and discarded  money injection into banks that 

can create a liquidity trap or monetizing record fiscal deficits on current expenditure that cannot 

be rolled back later for political reasons. Bernanke still has not distinguished whether the US 

economy collapsed because of excessive demand fuelled by excessive credit, and naturally 

followed by general bank failures, or because of deficient demand due to imaginary factors. The 

US economy collapsed under huge indebtedness, mortgage defaults, and bank failures from 

nonperforming loans that financed excessive demand. It would appear that Bernankeism assumes 

abundant resources with no limit to oil production or output of crops as cultivable land must be 

unlimited and crops will be available instantaneously regardless of seasons or ripening time. All 

that is required is printing money, reducing interest rates to zero and increasing demand for the 

economy to grow at fast rate. Unfortunately, it would appear that Bernankeism has not been 

discovered in sub-Saharan African countries. If it had, these countries could become the most 

advanced countries by setting interest rates at zero and printing money at fast speed.  

 

Bernanke has constantly denied any link between monetary policy and commodity prices, even 

though all money injection was going straight to speculation in stocks and commodities. In an 

interview on October 26, 2009 to Financial Times, Soros stated that Wall Street profits were gifts 

from the government; he noted that banks were taking free money from the Fed, buying 

government bonds, and making a 3.8 percent net gain. Such gift was a tax levied by Bernanke 

and awarded to banks. 

 

It has been long established that empty money creation by the central bank or by banks is 

counterfeiting and pure taxation in favor of government or borrowers, including speculators, who 

enjoy free real wealth entitled by this money creation. How is this tax paid in real terms? It is 

paid through an inflation tax. Namely, increase in oil and food prices represents a tax levy. Food 

prices are four to five times their level of eight years ago, and food price inflation is rampant is 

most countries. Taxation by the Fed will go un-abated until the economy collapses as it did in 

2008, or as it did in economies that resorted in the past to central bank empty money creation. 

Fed’s cheap monetary policy has in effect awarded a huge free wealth to speculators, financial 

institutions, and borrowers.   

 

The unorthodox policies called for in the G-20 London and Pittsburg summits have already 

impacted economic outcomes. Interest rates were kept at near zero levels, money stocks were 

growing at fast pace, and record fiscal deficits were being monetized. In parallel, unemployment 

rose to 10 percent, oil prices rose from $40/barrel to $80/barrel, gold price rose from $865/ounce 

to $1065/ounce, stock indices rose by 60 percent, and the US dollar fell from $1.3/euro to 

$1.5/euro. Most contradictory, G-20 countries were accusing each other of currency 

manipulations. How could currencies be stable in an unstable environment? Or how could China 

be criticized for currency depreciation when it was strongly urged to expand its money supply at 

30 percent a year? Bernanke and his supporters have already announced strong recovery in the 

US and around the world and see the above indicators as a sign of strong recovery in perfect 

price stability. For Bernanke and supporters inflation does not exist; it was something from the 



 

distant past. If ever inflation reappears, then Bernanke has already announced plans on how to 

exit and cope with inflation.   

 

Money creation to expand demand, or equivalent unbacked credit policy, has long been 

denounced by economists including Adam Smith and Jean-Baptiste Say. Such policy was seen as 

distortionary, resulting in financial crises, unemployment, and social disorders. Early 

monetarists, called the Currency School, noted that a central bank should not attempt to manage 

the economy and should limit its role to managing the money supply and safety of banks. 

Financial crises of early banking systems in 18th and 19th centuries were attributed to easy credit 

and excessive money printing. David Ricardo (1817) stated such simple truths, opening the door 

to the legislation of the Peel Act in 1844 that separated the issue and the banking departments of 

the Bank of England. A central bank should not create empty money. It creates money only 

against tangible assets such as foreign assets, gold, or safe rediscounts. The dangers of empty 

money creation has been analyzed in the Chicago Plan in 1935 which called for reforms that 

would curtail money creation by banks by establishing a 100 percent reserve system. There is 

little meaning to recent attempts for reforming banking regulations when the central bank is 

destabilizing the banking institutions, fueling speculation, and distorting the whole price 

structure. Banks face competition from thousands of hedge funds and money market funds that 

are unregulated and could force banks into higher risk. The Fed has decided to circumvent safe 

banks and lend directly billions of dollars to high-risk borrowers through what is the Fed’s 

“innovative lending facilities.” 

  

The control of interest rates at near zero bound by the central bank has caused unimaginable 

distortions, huge speculations, excessive redistribution of wealth, and misallocation of resources. 

To force interest rates at near zero bound, the central bank stands ready to inject any amount of 

money to prevent a rise in interest rates. Any small retreat of the central bank from defending its 

near-zero interest rate target will send interest rates skyrocketing. Speculators today are 

presented with a world of near certainty. They are convinced that the US fiscal deficits are only 

getting larger and US debt is building up more rapidly. The US cannot finance such deficits 

through taxes. If it does, then the tax rates have to increase from 33 percent to perhaps 80 

percent. The only alternative is deficit monetization. In addition, they know perfectly well that a 

Bernanke Fed would never lift interest rates above near zero bound or renounce unorthodox 

money policies. If it wanted to, then it would be quickly opposed by the US Treasury. In view of 

very low yields on bonds, speculators will aim at reaping large gains from commodities, stocks, 

and foreign currencies. These are the only games left in town. A repeat of the speculative fever 

of 2007-2008 is inevitable as already shown by recent trends in commodity prices and currency 

movements. Renewed inflation of food and energy prices would end up disrupting real economic 

growth in the same way it did in 2008, when oil and food prices hit a tipping point that brought 

the world economy to a grinding halt. 

 

Why is Bernankeism an art of mass starvation? The answer is provided by an unemployment rate 

at 9.8 percent and more than 36 millions living on food stamps in addition to the food riots of 

2007-08. A main reason for a rising number of food stamps recipients was high food prices. The 

more food prices are jerked up, the more people are excluded from decent standard of 

nourishment. Countries that run monetized deficits suffer tremendous fall in real incomes and 

considerable impoverishment as capital flees to other countries. The faster the value of money 



 

depreciates, the deeper the economy goes into decay. The more inflationary expectations 

intensify, the more suppliers will be encouraged to curtail commodity supplies. It is a well 

documented fact that as inflation accelerates, commodities are withdrawn from markets, leading 

to inflation as too much money chasing fewer goods. Withdrawing commodities is a form of 

hedging and speculation as suppliers anticipate faster appreciation of commodities. An economic 

explanation for mass starvation is provided by complete depletion of savings and erosion of 

capital and productive capacity. Wealth is earned through speculation and borrowing and not 

through real sacrifice and investment. Bernankeism is an ideology similar to other ideologies 

such Keynesian economics, socialism, and communism that has its supporters who argue for 

unlimited fiscal deficits and unorthodox monetary policy as a way to insure economic recovery. 

Most academicians, politicians, and bankers endorse Bernankeism. President Obama told the US 

Congress that his monumental stimulus package and record fiscal deficits were elaborated by 

prominent scholars whose experience and knowledge cannot be doubted. In a larger forum, 

Bernankeism was endorsed by the G-20 as the only way to restore world economic growth in 

spite of the fact that Bernankeism was the major cause for the financial crisis. In other words, 

Bernanke fixes the past errors of Bernanke. 

 

US policy making under President Reagan and a narrow segment of the economics profession 

offer an alternative approach to Bernankeism to lead the economy back to growth. Proponents of 

neoclassical economics and monetarists do not see the necessity for expanding fiscal deficits and 

call instead for restrained monetary and fiscal policies. They believe in the role of the private 

sector and call for freer prices and less distortions both in wages and interest rates. Freer interest 

rates would increase savings and allocate capital to most productive sectors and to safer 

investments. Near zero interest rates allow undeserved accumulation of wealth and intensify the 

inflation tax burden on the private sector. They provide distorted and wrong incentives to 

economic agents. 

 

The main thrust of Bernankeism is to solve over night an economic and financial crisis that was 

in the making during many years of cheap monetary policy. Bernanke had promised a quick 

turnaround of the economy and strong growth by the end-2007. Recently, Bernanke has 

announced that recovery was underway. Unfortunately, the magic of unorthodox monetary 

policy has not yet occurred, and more banks continue to suffer or fail under the effect of past 

excesses. A combination of record fiscal deficits and unorthodox monetary policy shows that US 

financial policies are out of control and is paving the way for more economic disorders, such as 

high non-core inflation, unemployment and enduring economic impasse. There is no quick and 

instantaneous solution for the economic crisis. Only stable and sustainable fiscal and monetary 

policies can restore satisfactory level of economic growth and employment.  
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WASHINGTON—Iran analysts recently have focused on Tehran’s economic vulnerability as the 

system’s Achilles’ heel. They are right on this point.  But they, and a clear majority of Iranians, 

are wrong in believing that sanctions are the reason for Iran’s dismal economic conditions. 

 

Iran’s economic failures are largely self-inflicted. The country’s less than stellar economic 

performance is well documented: real per capita income in 2007 was about what it was at the 

time of the revolution in 1979; income distribution is worse today; unemployment and inflation 

rates probably exceed 20 and 30 percent respectively; there have been natural gas shortages for 

winter home heating and electricity shortages for summer cooling; the social infrastructure to 

provide universal access to health care and higher education is inadequate; dire government 

budgetary pressures are necessitating a drastic cut-back in consumer subsidies that have 

sustained the poor; and rapidly declining foreign exchange reserves, which are threatening the 

stability of the Iranian currency, the rial, may require currency controls in the not too distant 

future, further fueling inflation.  

 

Iran’s oil output is about 60 percent of its pre-revolutionary level, and its natural gas 

development is pitiful when compared to its tiny neighbor Qatar. It is estimated that 150,000 

educated Iranians are leaving the country every year to seek better opportunities elsewhere. All 

of this in a country that is a major exporter of oil, with the second largest reserves of natural gas 

and third largest oil reserves in the world. 

 

How did Iran fail its people so badly? What could the removal of sanctions do? The key 

strangleholds in Iran today are government policies—subsidies, regulatory and price controls—

and corruption and institutional limitations.  

 

Consumption subsidies in Iran are all pervasive—fuel, electricity and food—with direct and 

indirect subsidies adding up to well over 25 percent of Iran’s GDP, a truly staggering figure for 

any country. These are resources that could have been invested to enhance economic growth and 

development and create much-needed jobs, but have, instead, been squandered. The policy 

prescription is simple: eliminate subsidies, especially those on energy products. This is easier 

said than done. Although government officials have wrestled with various approaches, they have 

always backed away at the last minute. They are afraid of a public backlash. Their fear has been 

evident to me during many hours of one-on-one discussions with the most senior members of the 

Iranian state since 1991.  

 

In Iran, factor and product markets are heavily administered and regulated. The labor markets are 

highly inflexible, as exemplified by the cost of firing workers. The government sets numerous 

product prices. Financial markets are dominated by state-owned banks, with rates of return 

“dictated” by the government. The exchange regime is inflexible and is supported by government 

regulation and intervention. 

 



 

The government’s control over rates of return on deposits and exchange rates requires further 

elaboration. Rates of return at commercial banks have been in the range of 15–25 percent per 

annum for roughly a decade. At the same time, although Iran’s exchange rate system is officially 

a managed float, it is more accurately a managed fixed system, with a total nominal fluctuation 

of only about 15 percent of the rial in five years. The government is reluctant to let the rial 

become more flexible because of inflationary pressures and backlash from powerful domestic 

constituencies that benefit from an overvalued currency. Exchange rate policy as the prime 

policy to control inflation is misplaced (it is akin to scratching one’s face with one’s feet). 

Tighter monetary and fiscal policies are needed to reduce inflation.  

 

The government’s exchange-rate policy coupled with high inflation has encouraged speculation 

in real estate, even by Iranians living abroad. The overvalued rial has hampered the development 

of an export-oriented manufacturing sector and is making Iran’s agricultural exports increasingly 

uncompetitive on world markets. The policy prescription is simple: deregulate and free all 

markets. But the regime is afraid of further fueling inflation. 

 

Corruption is rampant in Iran. Every official expects something to process and advance any 

routine request. Under President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the Islamic Revolutionary Guard 

Corps (IRGC) have been a major beneficiary. Sweetheart contracts have been awarded to the 

IRGC in areas where they have no expertise or track record. Smuggling (of gasoline to 

neighboring countries and imported goods) is pervasive. Permits for illegal construction are 

routinely bought. And of course the oil and natural gas industries provide officials with a 

multitude of opportunities. All of these corrupt deals, and much more, have deprived the 

economy of much needed productive investments to stimulate growth. 

 

All Iranian institutions are weak and ineffective and are further corrupted by oil revenues, as the 

discovery of oil within a country may actually frustrate institutional development. In countries 

that had strong institutions when oil was discovered, such as Norway and the United Kingdom, 

oil has been a blessing. But in countries that had weak institutions, such as Iran and Nigeria, the 

discovery of oil gave those in power the incentive to block institutional development to protect 

their personal interests, and oil may be more of a curse.  

 

Iran needs to reduce its reliance on oil by promoting the non-oil private sector and using oil to 

benefit all generations. This policy has not been implemented, in part because Ahmadinejad has 

subverted it with impunity and no one has had to courage to challenge him. Iran has an Oil 

Stabilization Fund (OSF) designed to protect government revenues from fluctuating with oil 

prices and to carry the benefits of oil to all future generations. The OSF has been plundered 

whenever the government needed funds. Its current holdings are estimated to be around $10-15 

billion, but should have been around $60 billion if the government had followed the prescribed 

rules over the past four years.  

 

About five years ago, Iran adopted a policy to reduce government reliance on oil revenues by 10 

percent per year so that, at the end of ten years, it would not need oil revenue. The government 

has made no progress on this most fundamental policy. Taking oil revenues away from the 

government would force the authorities to adopt the needed policies, as has been done in non-oil 

exporting countries. If 100 percent of the oil revenues were placed into the OSF and proceeds 



 

were distributed to all eligible citizens in the form of an annual payout that maintains the same 

real purchasing power, then oil would benefit all generations, subsidies could be eliminated, and 

the government would have to rely on taxation for revenues. 

 

In sum, to enhance Iran’s economic performance and treat all generations equitably, the 

government needs to implement a number of policies simultaneously: establish an effective oil 

fund to eventually receive all oil and gas revenues, establish an efficient tax system, deregulate 

factor and product markets, privatize nationalized industries, eliminate most subsidies, adopt 

better macroeconomic policies including a more flexible exchange rate system, and crack down 

on corruption.  

 

Can removal of sanctions improve Iran’s economic performance significantly? In my mind, the 

removal of sanctions under prevailing conditions and realities in Iran will not improve economic 

performance significantly. Instead, such a move may hurt the Iranian people and help the 

leadership. 

 

Sanctions have had a limited impact on Iran. There has been no real impact on oil exports. Iran’s 

non-oil exports may have been reduced in value by about 5 percent because of lower prices. 

With the embargo of U.S. exports to Iran, Iran has turned more to Europe and Asia for its import 

needs and has secured U.S. goods through third countries, principally Dubai (the UAE). By my 

estimates, the cost of U.S. goods (not those normally imported from other countries) has 

increased for Iran by a maximum of 10 percent. Financial sanctions have taken a additional toll 

on Iran, including increasing Iran’s cost of all (not just from the U.S.) imports by about another 

10 percent. All in all, existing sanctions may have increased Iran’s import bill by about 15 

percent. 

 

While sanctions may have adversely affected foreign investment in Iran’s energy sector, the 

major reason for the slow development of Iran’s oil and gas reserves has been the perception of 

Iran as unstable country. Iran’s own policies have also deterred foreign investors.  

 

To my mind, a beneficial effect of sanctions has been to limit Iran’s access to external 

borrowing. Governments such as Iran’s, caught in a financial bind, are apt to resort to external 

financing and use the proceeds to buy local support today and to line the pockets of high 

officials, leaving future generations in the hole. The regime in Tehran has already gone through 

such a cycle. In Iran’s revolutionary constitution, external borrowing was prohibited. But in the 

aftermath of the Iran-Iraq War, the government engaged in massive borrowing of about $35 

billion. Much of this money was wasted. Iran has since paid this back. The lifting of sanctions 

could ignite another borrowing binge to the detriment of average Iranians, as the government is 

unlikely to use such funds productively. 

 

What should the Obama administration do, given Iran’s economic, as well as political, realities? 

There are two schools of thought—one idea is to lift all sanctions, and the other to put further 

pressure on Iran.  

 

The first option is based on the following considerations: Iran’s economy and internal conditions 

are so fragile that further economic pressures would impose unbearable pain on average Iranians 



 

and could ignite further social unrest. The second option would leave sanctions in place and see 

the United States enforcing existing laws for U.S. citizens and permanent residents to initiate a 

run on the Iranian rial, which would ultimately result in the collapse of the Iranian economy.  

 

I subscribe to the second option for a number of reasons.  If the United States adopts the first 

option at a time when the state treats Iranians with unimaginable brutality, the message we are 

sending to Iranians is that their treatment matters very little to us as we see rapprochement with 

this regime in our national interest. We would alienate the majority of Iranians for years to come 

and they could even see a resemblance to 1953 when the CIA overthrew Iran’s government and 

embraced what many saw as a dictatorial regime. Many Iranians said as much to President 

Obama: “Obama, with them or with us?” in demonstrations on November 4, 2009.   

 

While the U.S. administration must adopt the policy that is in America’s national interest, this is 

one time when the long-term interests of the Iranian and American people coincide, as the 

government in Tehran does not serve the interests of Iran or afford the U.S. government with a 

reliable partner in the region. 
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“I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies. If 

the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, first by 

inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around the banks will 

deprive the people of all property until their children wake-up homeless on the continent their 

fathers conquered.” 

 

Guess who uttered these famous words? 

 

No, not some socialist or communist. It was none other than Thomas Jefferson. The year was 

1802. We forget these words at our own peril. 

 

On November 17, the “leader of the pack,” aka Goldman Sachs, apologized. Its chief honcho, 

Lloyd Blankfein said: “Certainly, our industry is responsible for things. We’re a leader in our 

industry, and we participated in things that were clearly wrong and we have reasons to regret and 

apologize for.” To show remorse, Goldman Sachs will contribute $100 million per year for five 

years to help small business. Wow! How generous! They only add insult to injury. After 

destroying millions of families, businesses and lives all over America and the world, they will 

contribute $100 million a year for five whole years. What are we supposed to say? Thank you? 

Let’s look at the record and suggest a more appropriate remedy. 

 

Goldman was as responsible as any financial institution in bringing down the entire US 

economy, even threatening its own existence. It needed a government bailout and guarantees to 

survive; a fact it now denies. Today, after pocketing the government’s helping hand, it is as 

arrogant as ever. Goldman received a $10 billion loan (which it has since paid back). It received 

$12.9 billion from AIG; let’s not forget that the government paid AIG and AIG turned around 

and paid Goldman 100 cents on every dollar. Which bankrupt company has ever gotten such a 

deal? Shouldn’t this alone be the subject of an investigation by the Justice Department? How 

could the Fed and the US Treasury possibly agree to this? Are they businessmen and 

businesswomen who guard America’s national interests or are they simply collaborating with 

Wall Street? This year alone Goldman has put aside $ 16.7 billion for 2009 bonuses! Compare 

that to the $ 100 million it is so generously earmarking for the millions of lives it has destroyed! 

Is this a measure of public-private justice? And the US taxpayer is still on the line to guarantee 

Goldman Sachs because it is TOO BIG TO FAIL! 

 

Along with loose Fed monetary policy and inadequate lax supervision and regulation, banks and 

bankers have been right up there with the main causes of the worst financial crisis to hit the 

world since the Great Depression. Instead of exhibiting remorse, bankers are looking for new 

ways to extract another pound of flesh from ordinary Americans. Banks, not just Goldman 

Sachs, are again making record profits and plan to pay record bonuses to bankers for their “good 

work.” Even after reporting record profits, some institutions want to delay the repayment of their 

federal bailouts to avoid dilution in their stock value; indeed, banks are putting up a fight to resist 



 

regulation calling for disclosure of overdraft fees that can amount to an annualized interest rate 

exceeding 3,500 percent!  

 

The banking industry obviously doesn’t get it. A temporary tax should be imposed on banks that 

were bailed out to compensate for the damage they have inflicted on the economy. This is a fair 

solution. 

 

Our leaders profess surprise and powerlessness and do nothing. The White House, Congress, the 

Treasury and the Fed must put aside their own personal interests and relations with the financial 

industry, turn a cold shoulder on lobbyists and, for once, do what is right. The only way banks 

will learn not to repeat their greed-driven behavior is if they are held accountable for the 

financial crisis. 

 

While the final cost of the banks’ irresponsible actions is anyone’s guess—lost economic output 

in the US (the largest component), bailouts and stimulus expenditures—one thing is certain, 

current and future taxpayers will continue to pay as the exploding US national debt takes its toll. 

A temporary tax on the profits of banks would be a small step in exacting a small measure of 

justice for millions of ordinary Americans and could perhaps bring about a much-needed change 

in the way banks do business. 

 

The taxpayer’s bailout of the banking industry has resulted in the prospect of budget deficits and 

a rising national debt as far as the eye can see. The spiraling national debt will not only result in 

a poor quality of life for our children and grandchildren, it will also impair other national 

initiatives. The US deficit for fiscal 2008 was $455 billion, or 3.2 percent of GDP; in fiscal 2009 

the figure has increased to a whopping $1.4 trillion, or 10 percent of GDP, that is, the highest 

ratio since 1945; and over the next ten years the deficit will be an eye-popping $9 trillion! 

President Obama has vowed to reduce the deficit to GDP ratio to 3 percent by the end of his first 

term in 2013, a task that may be all but impossible without new initiatives. The only solution is 

to reduce expenditures and increase taxes. In this, the financial industry must do its fair share. 

 

It will be tough to cut expenditures on entitlements and to increase taxes on average Americans 

who are already hurting. There is no other option but to increase the tax rate on a temporary basis 

on those who are more fortunate. This is only fair. Financial institutions that were bailed out 

should take a bigger hit than other entities since they brought on the financial crisis and would 

have declared bankruptcy had it not been for Uncle Sam. Moreover, unless something is done to 

make them take note, banks are going to take us right back down the same road to ruin—with 

continued overleveraging, speculation and price gauging. They have already started exploiting 

their customers again as attested by their exorbitant fees for overdrafts. 

 

Here is how a temporary tax would work. 

 

The temporary tax could be levied on the excess profits of all federally rescued financial 

institutions; with excess profits defined as the rate of return on equity (before payment of 

bonuses) minus the average return for all sectors of the US economy. The tax would be 

temporary, enforced until the estimated damage done by the financial institutions is paid back. 

The rescued banks would still continue to make handsome profits for bankers and their 



 

stockholders. Bankers would pay back some of their above-average profits to reduce the US 

national debt and to compensate for the damage they have caused by their selfishness.  

 

If we wait and do nothing, the national debt will become unmanageable and we will have to take 

even more drastic actions in the future. Jefferson would turn in his grave. Let’s make sure we’re 

ahead of the curve for a change. Institutions such as Goldman Sachs are bringing in huge profits 

right now. If the government calls on banks to help clean up their mess, then the American 

taxpayers might regain a measure of the trust they have lost in their leaders who are so 

susceptible to lobbyists. 

 

To support this initiative and set an example, the US Fed should also stop enriching banks by 

acting as a quasi-fiscal institution. The Fed should stop paying interest on bank reserves. The Fed 

should refrain from inundating banks with free money in the form of zero-interest lending. Banks 

are not lending the money to the business. Instead, banks are lending the same money to the 

Treasury and are taking big trading risks, and are making obscene profits to enrich themselves at 

the national expense! Such a policy is purely redistributive in favor of the banks, imposing a 

huge tax on workers and pensioners, and requiring trillion of dollars in bailouts. The government 

must stop frightening Americans by saying that the sky will fall if they take retaliatory action 

against the financial institutions that have been responsible for our economic crisis.  

 

With the dollar in free fall and gold, oil and food prices again on the rise, foreigners will do 

whatever they can to protect themselves from losses in their dollar-denominated assets. We must 

act now before a full-blown dollar crisis, an oil crisis and hunger also envelop the world. 
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Congressional confirmation hearings for Ben Bernanke--for another four-year term as chairman 

of the Board of Governors of the US Federal Reserve System, when his current term ends on 

January 31, 2010--are set for December 3. It is now the Congress’s turn to exercise its 

constitutional prerogatives and hold meaningful hearings before reaching a decision. 

 

President Obama nominated Bernanke for another term earlier this year, well ahead of schedule, 

ostensibly to “calm” the markets. In doing so, President Obama has broken his often-quoted 

campaign promise for “change”—in this case for a clear break from the Bush era’s misguided 

and bankrupt economic and financial policies.  

 

Mr. Bernanke was the chairman of the Counsel of Economic Advisors under the Bush 

administration and was a Bush appointee as the Chairman of the Fed. He was one of the main, if 

not the main, architect of the Bush administration’s financial and economic policies. As 

governor, and later as Chairman of the Fed, Bernanke engineered about the most expansionary 

episode of monetary policy in US history, rejecting calls for restraint when unprecedented 

speculation in housing and out of control financial speculation were underway.  

 

A person’s record has to matter. His policies turned out to be devastating for the US economy 

and for the banking system. His policies brought to a screeching halt two-decades of prosperity, 

and replaced it with a dramatic fall in real incomes, mass unemployment, millions of 

foreclosures, and continuing economic despair for millions of Americans. These policies have 

cost taxpayers trillions of dollars in bailout for the banking system and have contributed to a 

rapid build-up of national debt, and with much more debt to be piled on over the next ten years. 

His imprudent monetary policy and drive to print more and more money has deservedly earned 

him the nickname “Ben the helicopter,” a dubious distinction for a central banker. If Bernanke 

had been a prudent and a balanced policymaker, the US economy would have continued along 

the growth path enjoyed during 1982-2000. His rushed move in August 2007 to follow an overly 

aggressive policy has precipitated the worst economic and financial crisis of the post-WWII era. 

Most ironic, President Obama lauded Chairman Bernanke for his great track-record: “As an 

expert on the causes of the Great Depression, I’m sure Ben never imagined that he would be part 

of a team responsible for preventing another. But because of his background, his temperament, 

his courage, and his creativity, that’s exactly what he has helped to achieve. And that is why I am 

re-appointing him to another term as Chairman of the Federal Reserve….I want to congratulate 

Ben on the work he’s done this far, and wish him continued success in the hard work ahead. 

Thank you.”  

 

President Obama’s endoresement could be likened to that of a judge who praised a reckless 

driver for plunging a bus full of passengers into a river. That Bernanke did not imagine in 2002-

2007 he would be part of the team responsible for preventing another Great Depression should 

be of concern for Americans--having the most important financial institution headed by someone 

who cannot foresee the consequences of his policies! Bernanke did not lack creativity, however, 



 

he lacked monetary prudence. His “courage” for pursuing the most lax monetary policy, pushing 

interest rates to zero bound, spreading financial anarchy, and clearing the path for inflation, 

unemployment and economic agony should be compared to former Fed Chairman Paul Volcker’s 

courage for restoring money stability, pushing federal funds rate to 20 percent, extricating a 

decade-long two-digit inflation, and building a path for a long-term economic growth. 

President Obama noted: “Ben approached a financial system on the verge of collapse with calm 

and wisdom; with bold action and outside-the-box thinking that has helped put the brakes on our 

economic freefall”. Bernanke’s wisdom and bold action may have saved the banking system 

from ruins, but his policies played a crucial role in brining about the financial meltdown.  

Unfortunately, no wisdom and creativity could recover the billions on billions of lost banking 

capital. It is gone forever. Besides the $1.5 trillion in writedowns, the burden of losses has 

simply been shifted from banks to taxpayers, pensioners, and working classes. Pension funds 

have lost on average 25 percent of their assets and retirees will have to live with smaller pensions 

that will be additionally taxed by inflation that is sure to be down the pike. Bernanke saved Wall 

Street—bailing some institutions out with payments of 100 cents on the dollar on worthless 

loans--from free fall to pay record bonuses on another day, but crushed taxpayers, pensioners, 

and workers! 

 

President Obama’s reappointment of Bernanke was not a surprise. It appears to be an integral 

part of the Obama administration’s determination to carry on with Bush policies on an even 

larger scale. Fiscal deficits have been pushed to unprecedented levels, and are projected at a 

yearly 13 percent over the next four years. Money injection is proceeding at a frightening rate 

and money supply is speeding at 18 percent a year. Interest rates are being forced to near-zero 

bounds, causing tremendous distortions and destruction of savings and capital. The 

superinflation goal of the Obama administration will be well served by a superinflationist Fed 

Chairman. The Fed is intent, as it has been, to monetize the fiscal deficits. “And we will continue 

to maintain a strong and independent Federal Reserve” said President Obama.  

Certainly, Bernanke’s independent Fed fits perfectly into the Obama administration’s most 

extraordinary fiscal deficits. The end of Bush-Bernanke era has economic turmoil; spreading 

misery; an intoxicated banking system; the disappearance of some “too big to fail” financial 

institutions; a housing sector suffering millions of foreclosures; and mass unemployment in the 

two-digit levels with “true” unemployment (commonly referred to as “U-6”, including those that 

have dropped out of the labor force because of despair or who have only secured part-time work) 

at 17.5 percent and going higher.  

 

Simple principles of monetary economics elaborated in the 16th century about quantity of money 

have continued to elude the Fed and its supporters. The Fed has been injecting billions of dollars 

into the economy. How much additional crude oil has been created by such money creation? The 

answer is zero barrels. How much additional rice, corn, vegetables, and fruits have been created 

by Bernanke’s new money? Given limited land and other inputs, additional production has been 

insignificant. Although the Fed has always ignored food and energy inflation, not surprisingly 

prices of food and energy products have doubled, tripled, and quadrupled since Bernanke has 

became a key policymaker in the Fed. Such food inflation has put 36 million Americans on food 

stamps. Since crude oil output would hardly exceed 85 mbd, Fed’s money printing would simply 

translate into oil price inflation, already doubling this year. The same applies for limited food 

output. Only food prices will keep on rising. 



 

 

"In essence, the present creation of money, out of nothing by the banking system, is similar - I do 

not hesitate to say it in order to make people clearly realize what is at stake here - to the creation 

of money by counterfeiters, so rightly condemned by law." Noted Nobel Prize Winner Maurice 

Allais. Bernanke’s creativity for injecting unlimited dollar liquidity is pure counterfeiting. Since 

multi-fold rise of basic food and energy product prices has been accompanied by stagnant or 

falling nominal wages, Bernanke’s actions have imposed a formidable tax and deteriorating 

nutrition, with one in eight Americans going to bed hungry. 

 

Besides ignoring the distortionary and inflationary effects of lax monetary policy on food and 

energy products, Bernanke been mistaken in his view that the US economy suffers from deficient 

demand. By deploying the most aggressive monetary policy, he wanted to repair the deficiency 

in demand. Such view is incongruous with the sizeable fiscal deficits and large and widening 

external current account deficits that averaged about 5-7 percent of GDP during 2005-2009. Ever 

growing external deficits are clear proof that spending has exceeded income and external savings 

has filled the gap. More monetary expansion would simply mean more external deficits. 

 

Bernanke was portrayed as an expert of the Great Depression. However, he is not an experienced 

banker. Most of his career was in a classroom as a teacher. There is no banking system in the 

world, no matter how perfectly capitalized, regulated, and supervised, that could have survived 

the record low interest rates pushed by the Fed during 2002-2005. Extremely low interest rates 

expose even the best-regulated banks to two unavoidable risks: a credit risk and an interest rate 

risk. Both risks have fully materialized in 2007-2009 and have precipitated the collapse of the 

US banking system. The credit risk has materialized through the meltdown of subprime loans. 

The interest rate risk has materialized through the collapse of asset prices and the value of asset-

backed securities, commonly referred to as toxic assets.  

 

The current near zero interest rates will inevitably expose US banks to the very credit and 

interest rates risks they have already suffered in recent past. Keynes rightly pointed out that low 

interest rates would cause prudent banks to hold liquidity and short-term riskless bonds. 

Consequently, US banks have learned the hardest lessons and become resolved to avoid both 

risks. They are accumulating excess reserves at amounts never seen before and are essentially 

buying short-term government securities and making a killing in the market. 

 

By setting interest rates at near zero bound, Bernanke would like to achieve strong and lasting 

growth. How can we ignore Japan’s decade-long stagnation, brought about by near zero interest 

rates?  

 

Obama’s policymakers have been mired in fallacies. They have been tempted by money 

counterfeiting to exit from crises that were themselves brought about by loose monetary policies. 

They have all along seen the Fed as the most important body for economic management and 

creating employment in the economy. Such misconception has led to highest uncertainties in the 

economy, to banking and exchange rates instabilities, and fostering speculation. The concept of 

safe central banking aimed at safeguarding money and bank safety has long been abandoned in 

favor of central banking that manages economy and employment. This misconception was 

deeply rooted in Bernanke’s acceptance speech by asserting himself as a ubiquitous power that 



 

will create growth and employment: “I will work to the utmost of my abilities to help provide a 

solid foundation for growth and prosperity.” He could not limit his power to that of a central 

banker who would only stabilize money conditions, maintain a low rate of inflation to prevent 

social inequities created by inflation, and devolve growth and employment to the real economy.  

Prosperity has ended with Chairman Bernanke’s cheap monetary policy. The crisis is still 

unfolding. How Bernanke could provide a solid foundation for growth and prosperity, which he 

already had compromised, in such an environment of loose money and fiscal deficits remains a 

puzzle that only Bernanke and his supporters can answer. Four more years of the same ultra 

expansionary fiscal and money policies could only promote more financial disorders and would 

be hardly conducive to a lasting economic and financial stability.  

 

Far from reversing Bush era policies with “change,” President Obama has been embracing 

Bush’s policies with injurious effects on the US and the world economy. His choice of Ben 

Bernanke for another four-year term will only ensure an acceleration of the same policies. The 

US Congress must act diligently and not be a rubber stamp for the administration. The Congress 

has a solemn duty to look into Fed policies, open up the balance sheet of the Fed, and examine 

how the financial bailouts were implemented and whether some institutions received sweet heart 

deals at the expense of the taxpayer and the nation. 
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Consider this: Goldman Sachs, an investment banking firm recently bailed out by US taxpayers, 

prepares to pay a minimum of $16.7 billion in 2009 bonuses to its employees, with the top 

executives possibly getting bonuses in the $50-100 million range. Other bailed out banks are 

doing the same, only on a smaller scale. All this while one in eight Americans taxpayers who 

paid for the bailouts and will continue to pay for the foreseeable future goes to bed hungry; while 

the broader measure of US unemployment, or “U-6,” which accounts for those who have stopped 

looking for work or who can’t find full-time jobs, stands at 17.5 percent, namely, at the highest 

recorded level and going higher; and while the federal deficit soars to dangerous levels 

threatening intergenerational equity, the future of the US economy and the nation’s social 

solidarity.  

 

Our nation should face up to a number of well-constructed myths before inequities and divisions 

between ordinary taxpayers and Wall Street titans unfolds into a calamity that endangers the 

future of the nation: 

 

1. Wall Street in its present form is essential for the prosperity of the US economy 

2. The talent on Wall Street is irreplaceable and their pay is deserved 

3. Bailouts along these lines were essential for economic recovery 

4. Wall Street has learned its lesson, supports financial reform and is sure that the fiasco will not 

be repeated 

5. Congress can do nothing about Wall Street bonuses and pay structures 

 

Myth #1: Wall Street in its present form is essential for the prosperity of the US economy 

 

Our financial system does not produce a final good that we need for our survival. If the entire 

economy were financial services, we would all starve and die! It’s that simple. Subtracting Wall 

Street banks from our economy would not cause our economy to be less productive but would 

marginally reduce our national output. Let’s explain. 

 

The financial system provides an important service. It functions as an intermediary between 

those who save and those who need savings (real goods) to finance their investment. This 

service, if well performed, should increase savings (savers are encouraged to save more because 

they will get their savings back, hopefully with an added return or dividend, when they need it in 

the future) and investment (which channels savings to the most productive investors at a lower 

cost than if individual savers had to find and assess productive investors) and thus economic 

growth, the thing that matters most. 

 

With well-functioning competitive markets, the revenue of the financial system should be 

roughly proportional to the extra real output that its services produce (above what the economy 

would produce if the financial system did not exist) by acting as a useful intermediary; its share 

of profits in the total profits generated by US corporations should be roughly commensurate with 



 

its contributions to the US national economy. This has been far from the case. Simon Johnson, a 

former chief economist at the IMF and now a professor at MIT, gives the following figures 

(http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/print/200905/imf-advice). 

 

“From 1973 to 1985, the financial sector never earned more than 16 percent of domestic 

corporate profits. In 1986, that figure reached 19 percent. In the 1990s, it oscillated between 21 

percent and 30 percent, higher than it had ever been in the postwar period. This decade, it 

reached 41 percent. Pay rose just as dramatically. From 1948 to 1982, average compensation in 

the financial sector ranged between 99 percent and 108 percent of the average for all domestic 

private industries. From 1983, it shot upward, reaching 181 percent in 2007.”  

 

If the enhanced productivity of the financial sector is reflected in these dramatically rising profit 

and pay figures, then one of the following, or both, must be true: the US investment to GDP ratio 

must have increased dramatically, more than doubling, and/or the real growth rate of the US 

economy must have jumped to a higher plane (presumably because the financial sector has 

channeled savings to more productive investments). Unfortunately, the numbers don’t support 

either of these assertions. Private sector investment/GDP was 14.8 percent in 1986, 15.3 percent 

in 1996 and 17.2 percent in 2006; and GDP growth rates were 2.3 percent per year during the 

period 1986-1996 and 2.1 percent per year from 1996 to 2006. Yes, the investment rate went up 

negligibly from 1986 to 1996 and slightly more from 1996 to 2006, but nothing would justify a 

doubling of the financial sector’s share of aggregate profits. As for the all-important indicator, 

namely, real economic growth, it in fact declined. 

 

Even if we were to set aside the fact that Wall Street banks have grabbed a growing and 

disproportionate share of revenues and profits from the US economy, the concentration of wealth 

acquired by Wall Street bankers has ominous implications for the US as a cohesive society going 

forward into the future. The real incomes of middle class American families have stagnated for 

the last 25 years, while the income of those in the financial industry have increased as never 

before. If Wall Street banks continue to amass wealth at this rate, the economic equilibrium of 

the nation will be at risk. Clearly, Wall Street banks have subtracted from, rather than added to, 

our economic prosperity and national wellbeing. 

 

Myth #2: The talent on Wall Street is irreplaceable and their pay is deserved 

 

The assertion that the level of talent on Wall Street is unparalleled is, perhaps, the biggest urban 

myth manufactured by Goldman Sachs and company. If Wall Street bankers are so smart how 

come they never foresaw any of the financial failures they were a party to? How could they have 

made the bad loans they made to so many developing countries in the 1980s, followed by the 

stock market crash of 1987, the dot.com bubble and now the real estate bubble? 

 

The reason why Goldman Sachs and other successful firms on Wall Street earn so much is not 

because their employees are so much smarter than others in the financial industry. It is, instead, 

because they have a savvy model called unparalleled access and influence. Goldman and other 

financial institutions have taken the revolving-door model of the US defense industry and refined 

it to an unparalleled degree. When Goldman employees subsequently go into government 

service, Goldman Sachs likes to label this as “public service,” but it would be more accurate to 

http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/print/200905/imf-advice


 

call this “public disservice.” While holding public office, do these erstwhile Goldman Sachsers 

favor their old firm, be it with helpful de-regulation, tax policies or invaluable insider advice? 

You can bet that after the ongoing bailout of bankers is off the front page, many current 

government insiders will suddenly find lucrative employment on Wall Street. The financial 

industry was the largest contributor to the recent presidential and Congressional campaigns. The 

reason why meaningful change will not come easily is because the financial industry owns our 

politicians, be they Republicans or Democrats. 

 

Look at the economic team in the Obama administration: the White House has Emanuel (who 

left Congress and took off for a financial institution in Chicago, amassing quite a fortune, $16.2 

milion in just two to three years) and Larry Summers (who pushed de-regulation while he was a 

well-paid speaker on Wall Street); the Treasury is run by Geithner, who was mighty cozy with 

Wall Street as the President of the New York Fed. Make sure to keep an eye out for whatever his 

next job will be! Rubin, the former head of Goldman Sachs and then US Secretary of the 

Treasury, was a principal advisor to candidate Obama and became a senior executive of 

Citibank. And don’t forget Congress, utterly beholden to the financial industry for donations and 

a veritable paper tiger when it comes to adopting measures to protect taxpayers and regulate the 

financial industry. 

 

What we find most galling is who handled the financial bailouts supposedly on behalf of the US 

taxpayer. Paulson represented the US government as Secretary of the Treasury while his friends 

and former partners, Rubin and Blankfein, represented Citibank (where Rubin moved after his 

stint as Secretary of the Treasury) and Goldman Sachs, respectively. Did Paulson get the best 

deal from his old friends for the USA? The Citibank deal was akin to a sweetheart deal. While 

the rescue of Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley were lifesavers for Goldman, did Mr. Paulson 

cut the same deal as Secretary of the Treasury as he would have when he used to run his old 

firm? Was he hard-nosed when it came to cutting deals with his old friends? AIG (a bankrupt 

company) received bailout money and turned around and paid its creditors 100 cents on the 

dollar. Never in the history of man has a bankrupt company paid 100 cents on the dollar to its 

creditors, and this with public funds. These and other deals negotiated with troubled financial 

institutions gave the potential upside gain to the bankrupt firm, not to the US taxpayer. Yet, Fed 

Chairman Ben Bernanke, in an opinion article in The Washington Post, dated November 29, 

2009, still refuses to admit that the bailouts were implemented to favor Wall Street bankers: “The 

government’s actions to avoid financial collapse last fall—as distasteful and unfair as some 

undoubtedly were—were unfortunately necessary. . .” 

 

The troubling and lingering questions are (i) who represents the taxpayer and the future of the 

country if Wall Street owns politicians and many senior government officials? (ii) why did 

Obama, the champion of change, surround himself with those so closely connected with Wall 

Street and with the past policies that brought on the financial turmoil? With the current financial 

and economic team and with Rubin as a major campaign advisor, it should be no surprise that we 

are unlikely to see a change in our financial landscape anytime soon unless we as a nation show 

our collective outrage and demand a total revamping of the financial sector. 

 

What has become of the tradition of public service in the US? Do patriots and traitors only show 

up on the battlefield? Or in this day and age when economic strength is arguably even more 



 

important, do patriots and traitors also show up in the halls of government, in the boardrooms of 

financial and non-financial corporations and even in ordinary business dealings on Main Street?  

 

Greed seems to have invaded every corner of our national psyche and is the order of the day. 

Unfortunately, greed will not, of its own accord, evaporate from Wall Street. Banks and non-

bank financial institutions must be forced to pay a price and to change their ways for the good of 

the nation. These so-called modern day capitalists invoke Adam Smith’s market-based solution, 

but they forget to embrace the complete man--his compassion and spiritualism.  

 

Myth #3: Bailouts along these lines were essential for economic recovery 

 

The government and the financial industry frightened the general public with threats of 

impending economic doom and socialism if bailouts were not handled their way.  

 

One-by-one negotiated bailouts—the method adopted by Treasury—are slow and unfair. Why 

was Bear Stearns bailed out and Lehman allowed to collapse? How do we insure a good deal for 

the public in negotiated bailouts, especially given the revolving-door culture described above? 

Bailouts lead to more bailouts because they give an incentive to bankers to take excessive risks 

in pursuit of extraordinary rewards. Most importantly, after bailing out the big financial firms, 

we find ourselves saddled with firms that are still too big to fail and with no easy solution. In 

fact, because of the mergers and takeovers that the government supported, our financial 

institutions are now even bigger than before! We have done very little to avoid a worse 

catastrophe in the future. 

 

The other way to rescue the financial system would have been to nationalize all threatened 

institutions that were too big to fail, break them up, so that they are no longer too big to fail, and 

auction the pieces one by one to get the best price for the public. This would have saved the 

financial system, restored financial stability in quick order and resolved the problem of “too big 

to fail” once and for all, as long as we adopt financial regulations to avoid such an eventuality in 

the future—regulations to keep size in check. We are still burdened with the same problem—

“too big to fail” institutions—institutions that have the power, which they use freely, to block 

meaningful reform.  

 

The main reason why the US did not go the nationalization route was the public’s fear of 

plunging America into socialism—a misguided fear propagated by the very institutions that have 

the most to lose from such action. It is time to stop selective bailouts of banks and adopt sensible 

corrective measures that restore economic stability for the long term. 

 

Myth #4: Wall Street has learned its lesson, supports financial reform and is sure that the fiasco 

will not be repeated 

 

Wall Street bankers have learned very little, possibly nothing, since the onset of the crisis. The 

only lesson they have learned is the wrong one, namely, that banks can get their way in 

Washington no matter how egregious their practices, as long as they spend money and keep the 

revolving door wide open. 

 



 

Wall Street has the audacity to pay exorbitant salaries and record bonuses while its benefactors, 

US taxpayers, struggle to put food on the table. 

 

Wall Street dares to block meaningful financial reform, regulation and supervision by frightening 

ordinary Americans into submission. 

 

Wall Street shows no remorse for the millions of lives it has destroyed and the trillions of dollars 

in real economic damage it has caused in the US and all over the world. 

 

The frightening reality is that the crisis is far from over and Wall Street bankers only care about 

themselves. They don’t realize that if the real economy fails to recover, they too will fail. The 

Fed has pushed billions of dollars into the US economy. Banks are flush with cheap funds. 

Rather than directing these funds into our real sector, banks are buying safe US government 

paper, trading on their own account  (propriety trading where taxpayers take the risk for their 

losses and they get the rewards, adding nothing to the real economy), keeping excess reserves 

with the Fed and getting paid for them, generally making money hand over fist, and slowly 

returning to their old practices and underestimating risk. Meanwhile, the US unemployment rate 

keeps going up, the number of foreclosures increases, the dollar weakens, the Chinese 

accumulate more US debt, oil and food prices climb, and financial bubbles build. Where we will 

go is anybody’s guess—a lost decade à la Japan or inflation. But sustained recovery is, at this 

point, unlikely given all the economic and financial uncertainties, given the ill-advised bailout 

policies, the absence of real and effective change in the financial industry, and a Fed that tries to 

resolve every ill by running the printing press in overtime mode. 

 

Myth #5: Congress can do nothing about Wall Street bonuses and pay structures 

 

With such a dysfunctional economic and social landscape, you would think that Congress would 

be grilling the perpetrators and adapting legislation to address all the problems at hand to 

eliminate the likelihood of anything like the current crisis in the future for us, our children and 

our children’s children. But no, instead Congress sits idly by watching. Some in Congress plead 

that their hands are tied! There is nothing they can do! All the while, lobbyists of the financial 

industry run amuck on Capitol Hill brandishing promises and threats.  

 

The reality is that today Wall Street owns the US Congress lock stock and barrel. Congress will 

do nothing, even if hell freezes over, unless the American electorate take the time and reclaim 

their nation that has been sold to the financial industry. Thomas Jefferson must be turning in his 

grave to see a nation and an electorate that have gone to sleep and are not heeding his warnings 

about the danger of banks and bankers: 

 

“I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies. If 

the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, first by 

inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around the banks will 

deprive the people of all property until their children wake-up homeless on the continent their 

fathers conquered.” 

 



 

America must awake before it is too late. Americans must force Congress to act, and act now. 

Our nation must hold the financial industry accountable for the damage it has caused. If we do 

not act, Wall Street banks will revert to their old ways and the social and economic consequences 

to future generations will be unthinkable. To us the root cause of financial bubbles and the 

subsequent economic collapse is invariably the creation of excessive debt, something that is sure 

to be repeated with the current financial system. Recognizing the connection between debt and 

speculation, John Maynard Keynes even called for “[The] euthanasia of the rentier” (the lender).  

 

A friend, a former Wall Street banker himself who left the financial industry in disgust, 

expressed surprise at our naïvety after reading the above. He told us there was no chance that 

Congress would enact meaningful reforms to rein in the excesses of Wall Street, and even if 

Congress did, Wall Street bankers would find ways to get around any restrictions. Either the role 

of finance has to be limited and redefined to activities that focus the financial sector on its 

intermediary function or the entire financial sector will have to be taken over and federally 

administered. In any case, his advice for us was to expose Wall Street bankers from the moral 

high ground and encourage a national movement to discredit Wall Street bankers and open up 

their activities to closer public scrutiny. 
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On December 1, gold prices breached the $1,200 per ounce mark and it looks that sky is the 

limit. This shouldn’t be a surprise. It was predicted a year ago, a sure outcome of Bernanke’s 

zero interest rate policy and a dollar printing press running on overtime.  

 

This is the market’s response--pointing to a failure of Fed’s policies and a brewing of other 

bubbles—in commodities and asset prices. It is also a blow to the G-20 approach to restoring 

economic stability and growth. While ignoring the link between Fed policies and gold, oil, and 

dollar exchange rates, Chairman Bernanke has been announcing deflation and the absence of 

inflationary expectations. But gold, and along with it stocks, and commodity prices tell another 

story--inflation and inflationary expectations. Besides destabilizing the banking system in 2007 

and inflicting trillions of dollars in bailouts on taxpayers, Fed policies have pushed the 

unemployment rate from 4 to over 10 percent. Through bailouts and money creation out of thin 

air, Bernanke may have rescued banks, bankers and money market funds at the expense of the 

rest of the economy and foreign creditors. With the gold prices on an explosive path, the 

market’s indications are inflation and higher unemployment. The US and world economy could 

be in a replay of the pre-crisis events: cheap money policy, near zero-interest rates, falling dollar, 

asset and commodity bubbles, another banking collapse, and trillions of dollars in bailouts. 

 

The price of gold was at $35 per ounce in 1971, indicating a 34-fold depreciation of the dollar-

gold exchange rate since that time. Gold prices stood at $801 per ounce in January 2009 and so 

far in 2009 the dollar has depreciated by 50 percent in relation to gold. As major reserve central 

banks have been inflating at breakneck speed since August 2007, their currencies have lost value, 

and, as expected, gold has appreciated. 

 

The US policy of inflating the economy out of the crisis has essentially culminated in a tipping 

point and has triggered the gold alarm bells, spooking the holders of dollars and dollar-

denominated assets. The pending reappointment of Bernanke is insurance for another four year 

of monetary expansion. The Obama deficits, at 13 percent of GDP, are only going to get bigger. 

There will be another three to four years of fiscal profligacy and mounting US debt. Holders of 

dollars and dollar-denominated assets will keep seeking refuge in gold, other commodities, 

stocks, and other-inflation proof assets. Although gold does not yield any interest, it nevertheless 

constitutes a hedge against the inflationary policies of major central banks.  

 

The record price for gold is nothing else but a reflection of the Fed’s exploding balance sheet, at 

rates never seen in the US monetary history (see the Table below). 

 

Federal Reserve Banks 

9-Feb-

00 

2-Jan-

02 

1-Feb-

06 

25-Jul-

07 

25-Nov-

09 

(in millions of US dollars)      

Reserve Bank credit 555,766 642,801 814,350 850,186 2,189,831 

   Securities held outright 501,838 553,844 748,672 790,694 1,785,029 



 

       U.S. Treasury securities 501,838 553,844 748,672 790,694 776,532 

       Federal agency debt securities 0 0 0 0 153,625 

       Mortgage-backed securities 0 0 0 0 854,872 

   Loans 18,898 51,897 25,255 18,171 314,092 

   Other assets 35,030 37,060 40,423 41,321 90,710 

Gold stock 11,048 11,045 11,043 11,041 11,041 

Special drawing rights certificate account 6,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 5,200 

Treasury currency outstanding 27,971 33,195 36,666 38,560 42,619 

      

Total factors supplying reserve funds 600,985 689,241 864,259 901,987 2,248,691 

      

Currency in circulation 565,344 643,222 781,146 812,492 919,932 

Deposits   13,598 16,028 38,195 43,726 107,243 

Other liabilities and capital 18,469 17,410 31,486 39,377 65,408 

      

Total factors, other than reserve balances,      

absorbing reserve funds 597,411 676,660 850,827 895,595 1,092,583 

      

Reserve balances with Federal Reserve Banks 3,574 12,582 13,432 6,392 1,156,108 

Source: US Federal Reserve. 

 

Since August 2007, the Fed has pumped $1.3 trillion in liquidity at near zero interest rates 

through unorthodox facilities traditionally shunned by central banks. To circumvent banks that 

were saddled with toxic assets and would no longer extend loans with almost certain default risk 

and at very low interest rates, the Fed decided to go around the banks and cater directly to the 

same sub-prime sectors.  These are the same sub-prime sectors that fell into default before and 

triggered massive bank losses and government bailouts, namely mortgages and consumer loans. 

This risky Fed policy, endangering the Fed’s balance sheet, did not add $1.3 trillion to US GDP 

in goods, such as corn, oil, sugar, and soybeans. The US GDP has in fact declined in real terms. 

Instead, this has been a policy of wealth redistribution through an inflationary tax that operates 

through the exchange rate and price channels, by confiscating wealth from workers, foreign and 

domestic creditors, and awarding it to borrowers. This form of purchasing power redistribution 

can dry up real savings and investment and can have unintended consequences for growth and 

unemployment. 

 

Seeking refuge in gold is a rational decision for those who hold dollars and dollar assets. 

Standing at $2.2 trillion in November 2009, up from $0.8 trillion in February 2006, Fed credit 

can only move up at record pace over the next four years under the influence of near zero interest 

rates, monetization of fiscal deficits, and direct lending to sub-prime markets and speculators. 

Financial markets may be wondering what will be the level of Fed credit at end of 2012? Based 

on observed data and on the unorthodox money and fiscal policy setting, a forecaster would most 

likely settle for a range of many trillions of dollars. 

 

In gold, hedgers find protection against a cheapening dollar. Gold is also sought by speculators. 

This is a most attractive speculative environment, namely near zero interest rates and unlimited 



 

liquidity. Gold was $741 per ounce in December 2008. By December 1, 2009, it had appreciated 

by 62 percent. Such gains are fantastic in comparison to an annual yield of 0.67 percent for two-

year US treasury notes. In view of large likely gains, negligible cost of money, and abundance of 

liquidity, speculation can only gain strength and boosting gold prices. 

 

Gold price increases have invariably been accompanied by increases in the price of oil, food, and 

other commodities. The data on commodity prices for the 1970s and for the commodity price 

bubble during 2002-2008 shows that gold prices and other commodity prices rose at similar 

pace. For instance, when gold prices raced up to $1,000 per ounce in 2008, oil prices skyrocketed 

to $147 per barrel, and food prices climbed at a similar pace. While the statistical association 

between gold, oil, and other commodity prices is very strong, the explanation is that oil and other 

commodity producers have been keen about the purchasing power of their commodity in terms 

of gold. Their response was to hike prices, restrain supplies, and convert their dollar holdings 

into gold and stable currencies. If the past is any indication of the future, severe commodity price 

inflation can be expected, with disruptive effects on growth and employment. What is the 

relation between gold price inflation and world economic growth and unemployment? Based on 

the stagflation of the 1970s as well as the 2007-2008 gold price bubble, rapid increases in gold 

prices have been accompanied by economic stagnation and mass unemployment in the industrial 

world. If such association remains valid, the recently explosive gold prices could point to 

economic stagnation and rising unemployment. The explanation is that gold price inflation is 

symptom of market instability, an uncertain future and unstable macroeconomic policies, an 

environment that is hardly conducive to investment and economic growth. 

 

The Obama administration has failed to restore economic and financial order. Gold price 

explosion will make the foreign financing of the mountainous fiscal deficit of the US ever more 

difficult. Unpleasant arithmetic could lead to an outright monetization of the projected deficits 

and therefore an escalation of the run against the dollar and accelerating gold and commodity 

price inflation. Furthermore, the fast depreciation of the US dollar will undercut the export 

competitiveness of other industrial countries, which might in turn re-inflate their economies, 

impose tariffs and other trade barriers. Hence, increased trade tensions and impediments to world 

trade could be expected following an explosion of gold prices. 

 

Since his appointment as Chairman of the Fed, it would appear that Ben Bernanke has been 

plagued by the era of the Weimar Republic, haunted by the Great Depression and its deflation. 

He has, therefore, pushed interest rates to lowest levels on US record and unleashed credit. His 

theory is simple: cheap money will boost aggregate demand and lead to full employment. Even 

though it is this same policy that caused the collapse of huge financial institutions, institutions 

established decades ago, and resulted in trillions of dollars in bailouts, Bernanke still maintains 

that near-zero interest rates and unlimited liquidity will boost aggregate demand and re-establish 

full employment. His theory implies that producers maximize quantities, not profits, and face no 

resource constraints. It implies, as during 2002-2007, that banks extend credit to sub-prime 

markets regardless of risk and profits. As remarkably shown in the Table, US banks have learned 

the hard lesson and are no longer ready to lend freely. As of November 2009, they hold over $1.1 

trillion in reserves as compared with $6 billion in 2007. Remarkably, near zero interest rates 

crippled Japan for nearly one decade; its growth was only pulled up in 2002 by exports, and 

became negative in 2008 with the fall in exports. Near-zero interest rates did not at least maintain 



 

US unemployment at its 2007 level of 4 percent, but they pushed it 10.2 percent and to 17.5 

percent if more encompassing measure is examined. 

 

Are runaway gold prices inevitable? From the little available experience, gold price inflation 

stopped when the federal funds rate rose to 20 percent in 1981 and when the whole financial 

system collapsed and financial chaos spread in 2008. The explanation to the first episode is clear. 

Very high interest rates deter speculation, unproductive loans, and ensure that savings is 

channeled to high growth sectors. The explanation of the second episode is that bank failure and 

de-leveraging caused rapid liquidation of speculative positions and, therefore, a fast drop in gold 

and commodity prices. 

 

The Fed’s loose monetary policy since 2001 has inflicted tremendous losses, required massive 

bailouts and resulted in mass employment. As clearly reiterated by Chairman Bernanke and his 

supporters, exit from unorthodox monetary policies will not be considered until the US economy 

has attained strong recovery. The Fed can stay the course until a strong recovery takes hold but, 

in the meantime, the demise of the dollar will accelerate and gold will become ever more 

attractive.  
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The late international economist, Charles Kindelberger, recounted (1958) the parable of an 

American tourist who went to Mexico. Upon arrival, the tourist changed his dime into pesos on 

the parallel foreign exchange market. He drank few beers. Later, he converted back his 

remaining pesos into a dime at a Mexican bank at the official rate. He returned to the parallel 

market and converted his dime into pesos. He drank few more beers, and converted leftover 

pesos into a dime at a Mexican bank at the official rate. He kept repeating this practice and 

enjoying free beers during his Mexican holiday. On the last day of his vacation, he converted his 

pesos into a dime at the official market and returned home. Kindelberger’s question: who paid 

for the beer? Let’s see if we have an answer before we are done. 

 

Throughout history, financial crises have been invariably caused by monetary factors. Since 

Irving Fisher (1933) advanced the theory of over-indebtedness, i.e., excessive credit expansion, 

followed by deflation of asset prices and general bankruptcies, central banks have had an 

ominous role in engineering systemic financial instability and economic dislocation. The Great 

Depression of 1929-35 was caused by deliberate policy of low interest rates by the US Fed in 

support of an overvalued UK pound sterling. In turn, very low interest rates fuelled a credit 

boom, encouraging speculation and setting off speculative asset bubbles. The collapse of the 

stock market in 1929, combined with conversion of foreign exchange into gold by some major 

central banks, precipitated the Great Depression. The Fed has been at the center of the financial 

crisis that broke out in August 2007. By setting the federal funds rate at 1 percent during 2003-

2004, the Fed fueled, not one but many bubbles--housing, stocks, commodities, including oil and 

gold, and in currencies. As suggested by Irving Fisher, these bubbles were nurtured by an over 

expansion of credit that pushes liquidity toward speculative activities.  

 

As confirmed by the G-20 response to the current crisis, central banks are not primarily 

interested in the stability of the banking system. Their chief objective is clearly stated by the US 

Fed Chairman Bernanke: achieve maximum employment. They hardly mention, let alone stress, 

the systemic stability of the banking system. Central banks never moved to arrest the exploding 

credit boom, the over-leveraging or addressing the asset bubbles. They proclaim perfect price 

stability even in the context of rising commodity and food prices, and exchange rate volatility. 

They only cite core inflation, thus excluding food and energy price inflation, and asset price 

changes. Even when crude oil prices hit $147/barrel, food prices rose to riot level, and the US 

dollar collapsed, core inflation in the US remained below 1 percent. A price index restricted to 

one group of commodities cannot serve as a measure of inflation. Boasting perfect price stability 

at a time of high commodity and asset price inflation (and exchange rate volatility) has been a 

key factor in misleading policymakers. 

 

Credit markets have been frequently analyzed in a dichotomic fashion: a prime market and a sub-

prime market. Minsky proposed a dichotomy that encompassed hedge units and Ponzi units. The 

prime market, or hedge units, has the cash flow for servicing its debt. The sub-prime market is 

composed of speculators who, by definition, are only interested in price movements, and Ponzi 



 

borrowers who have no savings for servicing the interest and principal of their debt and borrow 

with the intent of default. Besides increasing the rate of expansion of credit, a credit boom 

changes the composition of credit toward the sub-prime markets.  

 

The prime market has a limited demand for credit, which is determined by the Real Bill 

Doctrine, which implies that credit is influenced by real economic activity and is re-paid once 

cash flow from sales materializes. Sub-prime markets demand for credit is not related to 

economic activity. Credit can be expanded only by pushing liquidity to sub-prime markets that 

have unlimited capacity for absorbing loans essentially for speculation and consumption 

purposes. Hedge funds, mutual funds, and equity funds had a leverage ratio that could exceed 

100 times their equity capital. A fast rise of speculative asset prices such as stock, housing, and 

commodity prices is a reflection of higher credit to sub-prime markets. Keynes (1936) made a 

similar dichotomy for demand for money, namely demand for money for transaction purposes 

and demand for money for speculative purposes. When demand for money for speculation rises, 

it translates into higher asset prices. 

 

Aggregate demand could be dichotomized into two components, one is generated by income 

flows in the economy and the other created artificially through pushing loans to Ponzi borrowers. 

A credit boom, by creating empty money that has no backing in terms of savings and pushing 

loans to sub-prime markets, expands aggregate demand and stimulates output and imports. When 

the financial crisis erupts, general bankruptcy sets in, and credit contracts, the credit-supported 

demand of the sub-prime market vanishes forever. Many sectors, such as auto and housing 

industries, find themselves with excessive production capacity that was based on extraordinary 

debt-supported demand by the sub-prime sector and are doomed to incur losses and lay-offs. 

Demand for investment drops and the multiplier and accelerator work in reverse causing an 

economic recession. Moreover, the credit boom causes immense distortions and misallocations 

in the economy and a huge redistribution of wealth to Ponzi borrowers. It causes the price of 

food and basic commodities to rise to levels that force reduction in real quantities demanded and 

in curtailing demand for non-essentials in favor of essential goods and services. 

 

Wary of the dangers of credit expansion and mindful of the composition and quality of credit, the 

proponents of quantity theory proposed a fixed rule for money supply. Based on the quantity 

equation MV=PT, where M is money supply, V is money velocity, P general and all inclusive 

price level, and T volume of real and financial transaction. The fixed rule requires money supply 

to rise at a rate equal to the rate of increase of T augmented by a desired rate of long-term 

inflation at 1-2 percent. This relationship, while advocated by monetarists such as Irving Fisher, 

Milton Friedman, and Maurice Allais, was rejected by central bankers and most academics that 

favor discretionary rule that allows the central bank to control interest rates with a view to 

boosting employment. Most favored discretionary rule is the Taylor rule, which sets interest rates 

in relation to the rate of unemployment.  

 

The difference between the two rules is fundamental. While the fixed rule takes money as a 

medium of exchange and a store of value and relies on Say’s law and the price mechanism for 

adjustment to ensure allocation of resources, the discretionary rule sets interest rates, introduces 

distortions in the price mechanism, diverts credit to speculators and Ponzi borrowers, and allows 

the monetary base and credit to grow to any level possible as these aggregates are of little 



 

relevance for the central bank whose objective is employment. Hence, the level and composition 

of credit turns out to have little relevance for central banks that are pursuing interest rate 

targeting. 

 

Data for Japan (Table 1) shows that private credit raced upward at 11.5-12.5 percent per year 

prior to the breakout of the financial crisis in 1992, far in excess of a fixed rule that would have 

implied a safe rate of 5-6 percent. The private credit/GDP ratio, at 187.4 percent, was among the 

highest in the world. The credit boom was supported deliberately by the central bank through 

very low real interest rate and a rapid increase in the monetary base. Noticeably, the credit boom 

boosted aggregated demand as reflected by real GDP growth rate at 4.2-4.6 percent a year; it 

created price distortions and shown by a consumer price inflation of 6.6 percent a year, and large 

component of credit fuelled speculation in real and financial assets, as featured by an 

appreciation of share prices at 15 percent a year.  

 

The response to the crisis was to re-inflate the way out of debt. The central bank deliberately set 

interest rates near zero and expanded the money base at 9.6 percent, far in excess of a safe rule of 

2 percent. The re-inflationary policy caused the private credit/GDP ratio to rise to more 

unsustainable level at 209.3 percent. In line with Fisher’s theory (1933), share prices fell at 2.2 

percent a year, reflecting the speculative nature of the asset bubble prior to the crisis. The re-

inflationary policy has intensified distortions, undermined economic growth with real GDP 

growth rate falling to 0.4 percent a year, and created more speculation in form of yen carry trade-

-speculators borrow yen at near zero interest rate and buy high yield assets denominated in other 

currencies, enjoying big rewards in the arbitrage process. Japan became a classical case of the 

impotence of money policy, with devastating effects on growth, and its unjust taxation and 

wealth redistribution. 

  

 Japan 1. Anatomy of the Financial Crisis     

 

History 

1971-86 

  

Five years 

before crisis 

Annual 

averages 

Crisis years 

1992-99 

Annual 

Averages 

Five years 

after crisis 

Annual 

Averages 

Analytical indicators 

 

  

Monetary factors     

Total credit     

    Percent change 13.9 9.1 3.1 -0.4 

    In percent of GDP 185.6 254.2 287.7 303.6 

Private credit     

    Percent change 12.4 11.5 2.9 -5.4 

    In percent of GDP 136.0 187.4 209.3 190.5 

Reserve money (percent 

change) 11.1 8.1 9.6 5.4 

Broad Money (percent change) 12.5 8.6 2.6 2.1 

Exchange rate, interest rate     

and prices     

Exchange rate depreciation -4.0 -4.0 -1.5 -0.7 

Real interest rate 0.6 3.6 0.8 0.6 

Consumer price inflation 6.6 1.9 0.7 -0.5 



 

Share prices (percent change) 15.0 9.3 -2.2 -2.7 

Economic growth     

Real GDP 4.2 4.6 0.4 1.5 

Investment/ GDP 31.2 30.8 28.0 23.7 

    Percent change -1.5 3.0 -2.7 -2.3 

External account     

Current account/GDP 1.2 2.3 2.5 2.9 

Source: IMF International Financial Statistics.   

Nominal exchange rate defined in terms of yen per US dollar (-

=appreciation). 

Real interest rate defined as money market interest rate minus consumer 

price inflation. 

  

The US learned nothing from the Japanese financial crisis (see Table 2). The Fed set interest 

rates very low and pushed credit to expand freely. Thanks to financialization, private credit/GDP 

ratio rose to 193.7 percent compared to 86.2 percent in 1961-70, among the highest in the world, 

at about 12 percent a year exceeding the rate implied by a fixed rule at 5-6 percent a year. A 

large part of the increase was destined to sub-prime markets as investment/GDP ratio was falling 

and the real GDP growth rate fell from 4.2 percent a year in 1961-70 to 2.8 percent a year prior 

to the 2008 crisis. Besides undermining growth, the expansion of credit in favor of speculation 

and sub-prime component has turned the external current account from a surplus into a 

monumental deficit. The credit boom set off intense speculation as large part of credit markets 

became dominated by thousands of non-regulated money market funds that have pseudo 

financial role of collecting savings and engaging in overleveraged speculative schemes. The fast 

expansion of speculative credit jerked up shares’ price, gold, crude oil, and food prices. These 

prices had showed considerable stability before the credit boom gained momentum. 

 

The response to the crisis was a replay of the Japanese experience, namely re-inflating the way 

out of debt through unorthodox money policy, amazingly large fiscal deficits, and mountainous 

bailouts. The aim is to prevent any decline in speculative asset prices. A la Japanese, the Fed set 

interest rate at near zero interest rate. It expanded its money base at 106.7 percent a year, and 

engaged in gigantic empty money creation schemes aimed at pushing directly trillions of dollars 

to sub-prime market borrowers. Banks had to be bailed out at a colossal cost, shifting losses to 

taxpayers, workers, pensioners, and homeless. Bernanke’s aggressive money policy fired up 

commodity prices and pushed the US economy deep into recession and rising unemployment.  

 

Table. United States. Anatomy of the Financial Crisis     

 History History Five years Crisis year 

Analytical indicators 1961-70 1971-2002 Before crisis 2008 

 Annual Annual Annual  

  averages averages averages  

Monetary factors     

Total credit     

    Percent change 8.2 9.4 9.6 -4.7 

    In percent of GDP 114.9 148.4 223.5 218.3 

Private credit     



 

    Percent change 9.4 9.7 10.4 -5.5 

    In percent of GDP 86.2 118.9 193.7 189.1 

Reserve money (percent change) 5.4 7.0 3.7 106.7 

Broad Money (percent change) 7.1 7.3 5.1 9.4 

Exchange rate, interest rate     

and prices     

Exchange rate depreciation n.a. n.a. 8.1 7.3 

Real interest rate 1.8 2.1 0.3 -1.9 

Consumer price inflation 2.8 5.0 2.9 3.8 

Share prices (percent change) 2.4 9.0 7.6 -14.6 

Gold prices 0.6 10.0 17.9 25.1 

Crude oil prices -0.3 15.8 23.8 36.4 

Food prices 1.8 2.8 9.0 23.3 

All commodities price index n.a. 1.9 18.4 27.5 

Economic growth     

Real GDP 4.2 3.1 2.8 1.1 

Investment/ GDP 19.6 19.4 18.9 17.6 

    Percent change -0.5 0.0 0.2 -4.8 

External account     

Current account/GDP 0.5 -1.4 -5.4 -4.7 

Source: IMF International Financial Statistics.    

Nominal exchange rate defined in terms of US dollars/euro (-=appreciation). 

Real interest rate defined as money market interest rate minus consumer price inflation. 

 

Near-zero interest rate and unlimited liquidity have intensified further distortions in the US 

economy and wealth redistribution. Carry trade in dollars has expanded very fast, yielding gains 

for speculators who borrow at zero cost in dollars and invest in higher yielding assets in other 

currencies. Could the US crisis and post crisis performance resemble that of Japan, namely 

drawn out economic recession and more financial disorders? In view of excessively high debt 

burden, failing banks, misguided policies, and intensifying speculation and distortions, the US 

economy may experience a long agony similar to Japan.  

 

The US Fed has been printing money and fanning loans at near zero interest rates. Speculators 

and borrowers have been enjoying gains and wealth. Japan’s central bank has been doing the 

same thing since financial crisis broke out in 1992. The question is: who is paying for free gains 

by speculators (and bankers) and sub-prime borrowers? Let’s see if we have an answer? 

 

In the case of the American tourist in Mexico, the answer was obvious: the US banks that lent to 

Mexico lost their shirt. In the case of the US, the cost is paid by bailouts, high energy and food 

inflation, fiscal deficits, and China who holds largest share of US foreign liabilities? Knowing 

the inevitable, the Chinese have repeatedly expressed concern about US Fed’s aggressive policy 

and record US fiscal deficits.  

 

The Japanese and US experience illustrate the devastating impact of financialization, the 

sprawling expansion of speculative funds and finance, and misguided monetary policy. In spite 

of impotence of money policy and inability of banks to continue fanning loans to sub-prime 



 

markets with a certainty of loss, central banks have chosen to intensify empty money creation, 

reduce interest rates to near zero, and redistribute wealth in favor of speculators. New lending 

facilities were put in place by Fed to lend directly to sub-prime markets, ignoring the potential 

risk of such lending. Experience has shown time and time again that many central banks never 

reverse course irrespective of the disastrous effects of their policies as shown by erosion of 

growth capacity in both the US and Japan.  

 

Some countries such as Korea, Norway, and Thailand suffered financial crises by allowing credit 

and speculation to expand to a crisis point. However, these countries dismissed re-inflationary 

policies and their severe distortions and accepted a recession following monetary tightening; 

consequently, they were able to return to growth in a stable monetary framework with a 

diminished credit for speculation. The US, along with many other countries, chose to remedy the 

disastrous effects of loose monetary policy by further monetary expansion and intensifying 

distortions and capital erosion with rapidly rising unemployment, while enriching bankers 

beyond their wildest dreams.  It has been business as usual! 
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United States President Barack Obama's administration has publicized and recycled every shred 

of good news, otherwise known as green shoots, about the US economy that it can muster. It 

claims credit for avoiding a depression, ending the recession, stabilizing financial markets and 

achieving a decline in the number of job losses. It points to a low inflationary environment, it has 

received repayment of some bank bailouts, and is cautiously optimistic about the future of the 

economy.  

 

Yet all of this, even if multiplied by a factor of two, affords little comfort to realists looking 

through a crystal ball.  

 

The story of how we got here has become a standard one and pretty much universally accepted, 

with differences only of emphasis. Wholesale deregulation and blind faith in financial markets 

under the Bill Clinton administration was followed by the US Federal Reserve's loose monetary 

policy from 2001.  

 

The low interest-rate environment and cheap credit fueled speculation (more profitable), 

including propriety trading (on their own account) by large banks, pushing loans to subprime 

markets, leveraging, and Ponzi finance. This was accompanied, in a deregulated environment 

with blind faith in the market, by a massive expansion in derivative trading, especially in the 

expansion of (underpriced) credit default swaps (CDS) - giving banks (speculators) comfort 

against default and further fueling speculation.  

 

Large banks and investment banks were further emboldened by their belief in the federal 

guarantee, although unspoken, of "too big to fail". Speculation, in turn, led to a rapid run-up in 

asset prices, including commodity prices, such as oil, gold, metals, food, and to volatility in 

exchange rates. All the while, it seemed that regulators and supervisors were asleep to the signs 

of asset bubbles, erosion of bank capital, and the developing risk of a pending financial collapse 

that were developing around them.  

 

The US-manufactured crisis was spread to the rest of the world through a number of channels. 

The US economic expansion was accompanied by large and growing current account deficits; 

that is, the high level of private sector consumption (or low level of private sector savings) and 

large government fiscal deficits had their counterpart in current account deficits, matched by 

heavy external financing (especially from China, Europe and surplus-strong and oil-rich 

members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries).  

 

The financing of the US current-account deficit led to foreigners acquiring a growing position in 

US equity and, especially, in debt-market instruments. Given low US interest rates and returns, 

foreigners turned to higher-yielding mortgage-backed securities and other toxic debt-based 

instruments packaged in the US.  

 



 

Like their American counterparts, foreigners (especially foreign banks) in many instances 

simultaneously bought credit-default swaps from US institutions, such as the American 

Insurance Group (AIG), that were, in retrospect, grossly under-priced to cover the risk of 

acquiring high-yielding assets (the return on these assets minus the cost of the CDSs was still 

higher than comparable "less risky" assets, a clear indication that CDSs were under-priced).  

At the same time, hedging and speculation in interest-rate exposure resulted in the same 

underlying assets being swapped as interest rate and currency swaps numerous times around the 

world, with the gross value of the swaps being many times their net value, and making default in 

one market infectious to markets around the world.  

 

What started as an American crisis became global through the cross-border transmission of 

interest rates, hedging and speculating through interest-rate swaps, capital flows, and acquisition 

of toxic assets and credit-default swaps. Specifically, the expansionary policies in the reserve-

currency country, the US, had led to lower interest rates and foreigners financing the US current-

account deficit turned to toxic-debt instruments which gave a higher yield. At the same time, as 

mentioned earlier, in the footsteps of US expansion and rising prices, arbitrage affected 

commodity prices everywhere, resulting in a global boom in commodities, most noticeably in oil 

and food.  

 

The US policy response  

 

In the wake of the financial collapse, highlighted by the demise of Lehman Brothers, the US 

adopted policies to stabilize financial markets and to revive the economy - specifically 

emergency bailouts of large financial institutions, commercial banks, investment banks and 

insurance companies, and a massive stimulus plan to increase economic activity. At the same 

time, the White House and Congress agreed to look into reforms that would prevent a similar 

financial catastrophe in the future.  

 

The bailout of financial institutions was implemented on a case- by-case basis, a method that is 

slow, unfair to the public and does not address the issue of too big to fail. How do we ensure a 

good deal for the public in negotiated bailouts, especially given the revolving-door culture of 

Wall Street? Bailouts lead to more bailouts because they give an incentive to bankers to take 

excessive risks in pursuit of extraordinary rewards in the future. Most importantly, after bailing 

out the big financial firms, we find ourselves saddled with firms that are still too big to fail and 

with no easy solution.  

 

In fact, because of the mergers and takeovers that the government supported, our financial 

institutions are now even bigger than before and with more influence on politicians. We have 

done very little to avoid a worse catastrophe in the future.  

 

The other way to rescue the financial system would have been to nationalize all threatened 

institutions that were too big to fail, break them up, so that they are no longer too big to fail, and 

auction the pieces one by one to get the best price for the public. This would have saved the 

financial system, restored financial stability in quick order and resolved the problem of "too big 

to fail" once and for all, as long as we adopt financial regulations to avoid such an eventuality in 

the future - regulations to keep size in check. We are still burdened with the same problem - "too 



 

big to fail" institutions - institutions that have the power, which they use freely, to block 

meaningful reform.  

 

The second prong of the economic revival plan was a massive stimulus plan. Because of strongly 

expansionary demand policies under the George W Bush administration, US national savings 

became very low or even negative. Low savings invalidate a basic assumption for a Keynesian 

expansionary fiscal policy and make the financing of the deficit from real domestic savings 

unfeasible.  

 

The only sound financing option would have been foreign financing as in previous fiscal deficits. 

On the one hand and under this assumption, the US fiscal deficit will have a negligible impact on 

US real gross domestic product (GDP); it will mainly increase domestic consumption; and as 

experience in the recent years has shown, it will end up stimulating, through classical multiplier 

effect, China, Japan, and commodity-producing countries.  

 

In other words, Obama's plan will end up creating most of the 3.5 million jobs outside the US, 

and far fewer jobs domestically, something that we have witnessed with the unemployment rate 

rising significantly above anything that the administration had expected. The administration's 

senior advisors had predicted a maximum unemployment rate of about 8%, while we predicted 

double-digit unemployment, cresting in the 11-12% range. The unemployment rate has already 

hit 10.2%, falling back to 10%, and most economists predict that it will go up again.  

 

On the other hand, if foreign financing were discouraged by ridiculously low interest rates and 

fears of an expected further depreciation of the US dollar, the fiscal deficit would have to be 

financed through monetization. This scenario is the most likely and the most detrimental. If it 

materializes, it will trigger inflationary dynamics that will be difficult to control, with a 

depreciating US dollar and a rapidly falling real economy.  

 

The third policy to tackle the economic crisis was financial reform. The White House adopted a 

limited range of reforms, including a new agency to protect borrowers from abuse by lenders, 

granting the Fed extensive new powers to monitor the financial sector, enabling the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation to deal with non-bank as well as bank financial failures, requiring 

financial brokers to act in the interest of their clients, and new reporting requirements for 

derivative trading.  

 

On December 11, the US House of Representatives by a narrow margin adopted most of these 

proposals on a watered-down basis. It is unlikely that the Senate will go even this far. Moreover, 

it should be noted that little has been done to break up the firms that are too big to fail, to revamp 

the board of directors of financial institutions to eliminate conflicts of interest, to separate the 

position of chairman and CEO, to afford stockholders a vote on executive pay, and most 

importantly to close the revolving door between Wall Street and the government.  

 

As long as Wall Street executives dominate the federal financial decision-making process and 

contribute vast sums to election campaigns, the needed reforms will not be adopted. The large 

firms were rescued. They were not penalized. They have amassed fortunes - just look at what has 



 

happened to the equity of the partners in Goldman Sachs since the firm went public. They will 

just keep repeating their risk taking activities at our expense.  

 

G-20 and IMF policies  

 

While the US has travelled the path outlined above, others have adopted some of the same 

policies as indicated by the stand of the Group of 20 (G-20) countries. Most strikingly, with a 

view to inflating their way out of debt and precluding price deflation, money creation has been 

proceeding at unprecedented rates in the major countries: 18% in the US, 14% in the euro zone, 

14% in the UK, and 29% in China. Only Japan has been cautious, at less than 1%.  
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With his Senate confirmation for a second term as a chairman of the Fed delayed, Ben Bernanke 

took time to attend the annual meetings of the American Economic Association (AEA) in Atlanta 

on January 3, 2010. His pronouncements, however, must have confused many of those at the 

meetings as he tried to convince his audience that the low interest rates that had been engineered 

by the Fed during 2002-2004 had no part in fueling the housing bubble. In response to the 2001 

recession, the target federal funds rate had been lowered from 6.5 percent in 2000 to1.75 percent 

in December 2001, and to 1 percent in June 2003. After reaching a record low of 1 percent, the 

target rate remained at that level for a year. The Fed could not keep interest rates at such a low, 

as illustrated by the current near-zero interest rate policy, without massive liquidity injection. 

Most disappointing was his assertion that the US Fed had no responsibility in producing the 

ongoing financial crisis and that the housing crisis was purely the responsibility of supervisors 

and regulators.  

 

The Fed’s chairman view in his own words was that: “monetary policy from 2002 to 2006 

appears to have been reasonably consistent with the Federal Reserve’s mandated goals of 

maximum sustainable employment and price stability. The availability of exotic mortgage 

products proved to be quite important and, as many have recognized, is likely a key explanation 

of the housing bubble. What policy implications should we draw? The best response to the 

housing bubble would have been regulatory, not monetary! Stronger regulation and supervision 

aimed at problems with underwriting practices and lenders’ risk management would have been a 

more effective and surgical approach to constraining the housing bubble than a general increase 

in interest rates. That said, having experienced the damage that asset price bubbles can cause, we 

must be especially vigilant in ensuring that the recent experiences are not repeated. All efforts 

should be made to strengthen our regulatory system to prevent a recurrence of the crisis, and to 

cushion the effects if another crisis occurs.” 

 

Admission of responsibility for the financial crisis would be devastating for Bernanke’s tenure as 

a Fed’s chair. With the rate of unemployment rate having risen already above 10 percent and 

today firmly entrenched at the 10 percent level, the government running largest fiscal deficits in 

US history, and the banking system bailed out at the cost of trillions in government bailouts, 

raising any suspicion about Fed’s responsibility would erode confidence in Bernanke’s ability to 

remain the key US financial policymaker. Hence, Bernanke threw back to the AEA participants 

the same arguments he presented to the US Congress: the housing bubble was caused by exotic 

mortgage products, deterioration of underwriting standards, and no documentation of loans; the 

appropriate policy response would be reforming and strengthening the regulatory and 

supervisory framework. He added that the Fed could not recognize bubbles; these were 

recognized only in retrospect, which is after they burst, and therefore the Fed could not act to 

prevent bubbles. Simply, blame it on regulators. Instead, Bernanke claimed credit for bailing out 

banks and was portrayed by many as a savior. 



 

Greenspan and Bernanke have powerfully advocated the proposition that there is no relationship 

between monetary policy and asset bubbles. This view clearly assumes that interest rates are 

totally impotent. Greenspan and Bernanke opposed any tightening of monetary policy when 

housing speculation intensified, despite repeated calls from Edward M. Gramlich, a former 

member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, and some prominent economists for a 

tightening of money policy with a view to stemming housing speculation. Greenspan had 

previously opposed any tightening of monetary policy when the stock market bubble was gaining 

strength in 1987 and in late 1990s until the market crashed of its own force. He had repeatedly 

dismissed any responsibility in the current financial crisis. The Fed role was only to bail out 

banks and inject money when bubbles burst. Such policy became known as Greenspan-put, 

encouraging banks to engage into speculative credit expansion, knowing full well that the Fed 

would bail them out. Adamant opposition of both Greenspan and Bernanke to any tightening of 

monetary policy for curbing credit expansion has undoubtedly turned out disastrous for the US 

economy, with the effects of the crisis still ongoing and expected to continue for many more 

years. 

Bernanke’s pronouncements, designed to protect his legacy, makes little sense. How can there be 

no relationship between interest rates and bank credit? How can he refute the fundamental role 

for a central bank to use interest rates as an instrument of policy for limiting credit, inflation, and 

balance of payments deficits? Indeed, the central bank has been endowed with instruments for 

regulating the money supply and credit. Basically, these instruments are the rediscount and 

advances, reserve requirements, open market operations, and interest rates setting. The central 

bank ought to deploy some of these instruments for managing liquidity and restraining credit 

expansion. Bernanke has forgotten two basic aspects of the banking system: interest rates and 

credit on one hand, and banking regulation and supervision on the other. Interest rates and credit 

expansion, or contraction, are macroeconomic variables that can be regulated only by monetary 

policy. Bank regulation and supervision are a microeconomic responsibility. Supervisors and 

regulators analyze the balance sheet of one bank and insure its compliance with safety standards. 

They have no control on money supply, credit, and interest rates; they cannot issue policy 

recommendation. Credit aggregates for all banks fall under the jurisdiction of the monetary 

authorities. Banks could be perfectly compliant with supervision and regulatory standards, and 

yet, they may all expand at the same time through credit multiplier, without violating safety 

standards, and run the systemic risk of credit default, contraction, and general bankruptcies.  

 

Banks create and destroy money. The simultaneous expansion of bank credit turned out to be the 

major source of financial crises in the past. Irving Fisher attributed the Great Depression to over-

indebtedness, i.e., over credit expansion. Charles Kindleberger attributed it to cheap money, low 

interest rates, and virulent speculation. It is disappointing to hear a denial of the role of interest 

rates in credit expansion by an expert of the Great Depression. According to Bernanke’s stand in 

Atlanta, one could conclude that interest rates, prices of shares, and credit had no role in the 

Great Depression! Had there been vigilant supervision and regulation, the Great Depression 

would have not taken place! All bank crises in the nineteenth century would be attributable to 

faulty regulation! Unfortunately, no banking system in the past, no matter how strictly safety 

regulation was applied, was able to survive the expansionary monetary policy that we have 

experienced in recent years. 

 



 

It is not surprising to see Bernanke dismissing any relationship between interest rates and 

housing prices. He has also repeatedly dismissed any relationship between interest rates and 

commodity prices such as gold, oil, food prices, and exchange rates. He attributed oil price 

inflation to high consumption by China and India and restrained supply by OPEC. He also 

rejected any relationship between interest rates and external deficits. Politicians believed his 

views. By dismissing relationship between interest rates and commodity prices, Bernanke kept 

reducing interest rates when oil prices skyrocketed to $147/barrel and food prices rose to riot 

levels as huge quantities of food were diverted for ethanol production. Clearly, exorbitant oil and 

food prices crippled world economy and precipitated world economic recession.  

 

The thrust of Bernanke’s argument was that housing bubble was caused by exotic mortgage 

loans and erosion of underwriting standards. He has mistaken the effect for the cause. These 

products were promoted and encouraged because of cheap money. Very low interest rates and 

abundant liquidity pushed by the central bank would necessarily increase competition among 

banks and hedge funds, reduce the income margin of banks, and force banks to seek higher 

leverage to increase income, and to force their way into subprime markets through various 

financial innovations to loan up their abundant liquidity. In conducting monetary policy, 

Bernanke was solely interested in what is called Taylor’s rule that considered short-term 

relationship between interest rate, unemployment, and inflation. It would appear that for 

Bernanke, any other variable not appearing in Taylor’s rule would be irrelevant and would not be 

influenced by interest rates. Using a narrow inflation measure, the core inflation that excluded 

energy, food, and asset prices, he forcibly argued that monetary policy was appropriate in view 

of unemployment objective but he did not perceive that his policy had led to worst post-war 

financial crisis; although seemingly appropriate in 2004 in relation to unemployment, 

unfortunately, it backfired and led to unemployment rate exceeding 10 percent in the longer run 

in 2009. Moreover, extremely low interest rates led to worsening of the external current account 

deficit to about 7 percent in 2006 and to more dollar liquidity placed by foreign investors in US 

banks, and lowering interest rates and in turn contributing to intensifying the housing bubble. 

 

The controversy about monetary policy is centuries old: whether the central bank should follow a 

fixed rule or a discretionary policy. Proponents of the fixed rule wanted the central bank to 

control monetary aggregates, insure the stability of the financial system, and not interfere with 

the price mechanism and interest rate setting. Proponents of the discretionary rule, such as the 

Taylor rule, think that the central bank was also created to achieve full employment; it has to 

control prices, including interest rates; they worry little about the control of monetary aggregates; 

for that reason, credit expansion has never been a component of the Taylor’s model. The 

distortionary effects of interest setting and the inevitable bank failures that credit expansion 

would entail are afforded little weight. The extreme view, as clearly contended by Bernanke in 

Atlanta, denied any effect of interest rates on financial stability or on variables such asset and 

commodity prices and exchange rates.  

 

Bernanke’s cheap monetary policy continues to dominate US policymaking regardless of its 

effects. Bernanke has called for a strong regulation of the banking system for the crisis not to 

occur again. Some politicians are now calling for a regulation of the Fed as a way to prevent 

financial crisis. The lesson that Bernanke learned from the crisis and wanted us to learn was that 

regulation system was at fault and needed to be reformed. Recently, Tom Hoenig, president of 



 

the Kansas City Fed, warned against keeping rates too low for too long. He noted that 

“Experience both in the US and internationally tells us that maintaining large amounts of 

stimulus over an extended period risks creating conditions that lead to financial excess, economic 

volatility and even higher unemployment at some point in the future,” Mr. Hoenig rejected 

Bernanke’s argument that the Fed decision to keep rates low after the dotcom crash did not 

contribute to the housing and credit bubble and stated that low interest rates contributed to 

excesses. 

 

Bernanke is committed to the same policy that has led to the current economic and financial 

crisis. His near-zero interest rate would de-stabilize the financial system no matter how improved 

and strengthened the regulatory system would become. Speculation has become rampant in asset 

and commodity markets. Although denying a link between interest rates and commodities prices, 

oil and food prices have increased sharply in 2009 by about 70 percent. After crossing 

$83/barrel, oil prices are heading toward higher levels and could constrain economic growth yet 

again. Near-zero interest rates would erode capital income, savings, and investment. They 

provide free-lunches for speculators. A repeat of the seventies stagflation, or the recent Japanese 

lost decade, are not out of the question. The US economy could continue to suffer high 

unemployment, as in the seventies, until policymakers find out that easy money may not the 

solution. By spreading confusion and absolving the Fed of any responsibility, Bernanke has only 

undermined confidence in the ability of the Fed to manage money, stave off speculation, and 

reduce the risks for financial instability.  

 

Strengthening regulation is certainly a priority; however, perfect regulation would be incapable 

of preventing the damage of cheap money and negative real interest rates on the financial system, 

real economy, and external deficits. The concept of the Fed as an independent institution is 

totally blurred. Does an independent Fed mean unlimited influence for the views of its Chairman, 

as in the case of Greenspan and Bernanke, or a Fed that can be protected both from excesses of 

its chairmen as well as from politicians?  
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Absent a miraculous turnaround on the part of the regime in Tehran in the next few days, 

President Obama is poised to tighten the screws on Iran. Not only has Tehran reneged on a deal 

it tentatively accepted in Geneva, it has said that it intends to construct ten more secret 

enrichment sites and to abandon its nuclear drive only when the US destroys its nuclear arsenal. 

Obama should stop reaching out to Tehran for a nuclear agreement. The regime will not, and 

cannot, deliver what it promises, because there is no general agreement in Tehran on how to 

proceed with the US. The regime has lost its religious legitimacy and is on its way out, although 

that could still take some time.  

 

Obama should support the aspirations of the Iranian people and negotiate with a legitimate 

government once it emerges. In the meantime, Obama should embrace policies to speed up the 

regime’s downfall and do nothing that affords the regime international recognition or that could 

compromise the regime’s opponents. The only viable option for Obama is economic sanctions 

and related initiatives—weakening the Tehran regime without interfering in Iran’s internal 

struggle. 

 

The sanction route has posed three broad questions for the administration. First, what sanctions 

could weaken the Iranian economy when sanctions have largely failed for thirty years? Second, 

would sanctions merely hurt the Iranian people and turn them against the United States? Third, 

even if the Iranian economy is impaired, or, even better, if the financial wellbeing of regime 

insiders is threatened, will the regime be toppled? The first two questions are largely economic 

and the third requires familiarity with the social and political fabric of today’s Iran. 

 

Yes, sanctions have heretofore failed to impair the Iranian economy. Iran can still sell its oil and 

buy most of what it needs albeit at a slightly higher price. The only sanctions that have been 

somewhat effective are those spearheaded by the US Treasury; these essentially aim to cut off 

Iran from the global financial system. But there is much more that can be done along these lines 

if the US Treasury is given a free hand and gets presidential backing in lobbying US allies: (i) 

the central bank of Iran could be sanctioned, (ii) European allies, the UAE, Bahrain, Oman and 

Malaysia could be compelled to terminate all financial transactions with Iran, and (iii) as a 

specific element of cutting off business with Iran, all significant (say over $1,000,000) bank and 

investment accounts of Iranian officials and Iranian citizens living in Iran could be frozen around 

the world—to be unfrozen only once the protestors demands are met or the regime is 

overthrown.   

 

Commercial banks around the world are already increasingly reluctant to do business with Iran 

because they have seen the record fines recently imposed on Credit Suisse by the US for defying 

US sanctions. Europe and the countries in the Persian Gulf are increasingly afraid of an emerging 

Revolutionary Guard regime. Cutting off the central bank and all Iranian banks would basically 

increase the cost of Iranian imports because Iran could not use letters of credit but would have 

either to resort to cash to buy what it needs or rely on barter deals. The cost of trade would soar. 

This would, in time, cripple the Iranian economy and demonize the regime.  



 

 

Many are recommending the adoption of financial sanctions—the freezing of accounts—on only 

the Revolutionary Guards. This would do little. This initiative would only affect senior members 

of the Guards. More importantly, the Guards could have bank accounts under assumed names or 

may have access to the accounts of regime supporters. Freezing bank accounts, not only those 

belonging to Guards and key regime figures but also those of all rich Iranian merchants and 

businessmen living in Iran, would threaten the financial interests of all who benefit from and 

support the regime. The bazaar strike was the key catalyst to toppling the regime during the 1979 

revolution. Some would once again turn against the regime to regain access to their financial 

accounts. 

 

While it would be best to have these financial initiatives adopted on a multilateral basis by the 

United Nation Security Council, the US administration could immediately and unilaterally adopt 

them, with follow-up at the UN.  

 

Simultaneously and in addition to sanctions, there are targeted US initiatives that could further 

threaten regime insiders and supporters and that would in time damage Iran’s economy. The US 

Treasury could spark a panic by motivating Iranians, as well as expatriates residing in the US 

and worldwide, to liquidate their assets in Iran and to withdraw their money from Iran by 

enforcing existing US laws that call for the payment of taxes on all foreign sources of income 

and the prohibition of investments in Iran (requiring a license from the US Treasury’s Office Of 

Foreign Asset Control). The US Treasury could give individuals an amnesty from prosecution 

and from loss of permanent resident status, say for six months, if holdings are declared, taxes 

paid and funds repatriated (ironically this also requires a license from the Treasury). Such an 

announcement would spark a panic, not only within the expatriate Iranian community but also in 

Iran. The wealthy would rush to liquidate their assets in Iran and to take their money out, fearing 

a collapse in asset prices and in the value of the rial. The regime would have no choice but to 

block the outflow of funds from Iran; the black market exchange rate would jump; import prices 

and eventually inflation would soar.  

 

All these measures—the various financial sanctions and initiatives—should be simultaneously 

adopted in order to have the maximum effect; adopting them one by one would not inflict the 

needed level of pain on the regime and its supporters. 

 

Some, especially Iranian Americans, have counseled against any tightening of the sanctions, or 

indeed any added pressures on Iran, because Iran’s economy and internal conditions are so 

fragile that further economic pressures, they predict, would impose unbearable pain on average 

Iranians. There are a number of answers to this. First, the primary impact of the above initiatives 

would be on regime insiders and their backers in the bazaar (frozen bank accounts, decline in 

asset prices and in the value of the rial) and not on average Iranians; many will abandon the 

regime as their wealth is threatened; and they may join the opposition to get their financial 

accounts returned and business interests restored. Second, the impact on the average Iranian 

would be through higher food prices and the elimination of food subsidies; although this will 

cause short-term hardship, it would also erode support for the regime among the poor—

something the regime would try to avoid. Thus the poor may not be affected and if they are 

affected it would speed up the regime’s downfall. Third, is it not better to suffer for a few months 



 

and to be rid of these oppressive tyrants than to suffer under their yoke for years to come? Others 

are against sanctions in the belief that further US pressure will unite Iranians behind the regime 

and against the US. I believe that those with such an opinion are frozen in the past—to a time 

before the June election—and cannot see how conditions have changed in Iran. 

 

While I have advocated focused enhanced sanctions and policies to bring economic pain on the 

regime and its backers since the June 12 elections, some legitimately ask: would economic 

collapse necessarily lead to regime collapse? This question cannot be answered either way with 

certainty. But in my opinion, these measures would speed up the overthrow of the Tehran 

regime. Regime members will fight each other to save their ill-gotten financial gains; wealthy 

businessmen will turn against the regime and potentially go on strike as they did in 1979; 

average Iranians would turn against a regime that cannot even deliver on the bare necessities of 

life. All this would, in my opinion, speed up the regime’s downfall.  

 

The goals and reasons for new sanctions, if adopted, should be explained in detail by President 

Obama to the Iranian people. This would go along way in assuring Iranians that the US is acting 

in support of their long-term interests. 
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The decade 2001-2010 was characterized by lax monetary policy in major industrial countries 

that pushed interest rates to record lows and credit expansion to unprecedented highs. Not 

surprisingly, it was also characterized by worst financial crisis in post-war period. The banking 

system fell into general bankruptcy that could have wiped out hundreds of banks. It was saved at 

the cost of trillions of dollars in the US, UK, and the EC. Besides precipitating bank failure, 

cheap money policy led to deep economic crisis and rising unemployment that exceeded 10 

percent in most industrial countries. The cost of bank bailouts and gigantic stimulus pushed 

fiscal deficits to record levels. The effects of the crisis have not yet subsided. Although banks 

were saved, the cost of losses has only been shifted to taxpayers. The fiscal deficits are projected 

to remain above 10 percent of GDP for the next decade in the US, UK, and many other crisis-

stricken countries. How governments could cope with these deficits? Would they increase 

drastically taxes? Would foreigners remain willing to finance ever rising debt of the US, UK, and 

other crisis countries? So many uncertainties loom ahead. 

 

The US federal funds rate was forced to 1 percent and kept at that level for about a year during 

2003-3004. Consequently, the LIBOR hovered around one percent for about one year. Such low 

interest rates have created highly speculative environment, a world casino, in financial markets 

that turned out propitious to asset bubbles, pushed credit at fast rates mainly into sub prime 

markets. In the US, the ratio of credit/GDP stood at its highest level at 350 percent in 2008. Such 

a credit can hardly  be serviced, noting that a large share was owed by sub prime markets or even 

Ponzi borrowers that have nil capacity for paying debt. Millions of borrowers have enjoyed free 

wealth in form of housing, luxurious cars, etc. Such wealth has been paid by over $1.5 trillion in 

write-downs and by governments picking up toxic loans and bailing out homeowners through 

large-scale subsidies. 

 

Besides financial disorders, very low interest rates created large distortions in the economy. They 

aggravated external current account deficits in many reserve currency countries, led to negative 

national savings, and caused large currency depreciation. Economic growth in many industrial 

countries was essentially financed by foreign savings. After experiencing stability during 1983-

2001, commodity prices came under inflationary pressure during 2002-2008 averaging an 

inflation rate at about 23 percent a year. Prices can be inflated through many channels, including 

credit, speculation, exchange rate, income, and cost channels. For instance, US housing prices 

during 2001-2006 were inflated essentially through credit and speculative channels and not 

income channels. Commodity prices were inflated essentially through credit and speculative 

channels. Oil prices run up from $18/barrel to $147/barrel. Gold prices rose from $260/ounce to 

over $1200/ounce. Food prices, such as corn, rice, sugar, soybeans, etc, rose by three to fourfold. 

The acceleration of commodity price inflation during 2007-2008 to about 100 percent a year was 

a clear sign of very low real savings, as exemplified by food riots in many vulnerable countries, 

for supporting world economic growth. Consequently, such inflation turned out disruptive for 



 

key economic sectors. As in late 1970s, commodity price inflation (e.g., energy price inflation) 

brought world economic growth to a standstill and precipitated rapid unemployment. 

 

Central banks considered asset bubbles as a success of their policy and an indication of economic 

buoyancy and prosperity. They were adamantly against pricking up asset bubbles and excluded 

asset price inflation from their measure of inflation. The latter measured consumer price core 

inflation, which excluded consumer food and energy price inflation. They were oblivious to 

deterioration of credit quality and  rising risks of bank failures. Instead, they provided ample 

liquidity to fuel bubbles. While central banks and governments were jubilant about asset bubbles, 

their response to the financial crisis was an out-right re-inflation to maintain asset prices at their 

bubble levels and prevent any market adjustment. A deflation of asset prices will ruin banks and 

force borrowers to default. Subsequently, central banks in the US, UK, EC, and Japan have 

pushed interest rates to near-zero bound and have injected trillions of dollars in liquidity to banks 

and non banks in a bid to revive speculation and credit frenzies regardless of risks for financial 

instability. Central banks considered the appreciation of stock indices by about 65 percent since 

February 2009 as a success of their re-inflationary policy and stabilization of financial markets, 

even though these gains were speculative on costless money and unemployment was still rising. 

 

Forcing interest rates to near-zero bound is a form of price control which will lead, as experience 

has shown in this decade, to considerable distortions, speculation, and financial disorders. To be 

able to maintain interest rates at low levels, the central bank has to keep pumping as much 

liquidity as required to prevent any rise in interest rates, irrespective of dangers of speculative 

crashes and bank failures. Central banks cannot create gold, oil, corn, or any other goods. Their 

creation of money, ex-nihilo, amounts to a pure redistribution of free wealth to borrowers. Some 

Nobel prize winners have called this practice by the central bank as a form of counterfeiting. 

This redistribution of wealth is made through inflation by taxing cash holding and incomes and 

forcing workers and pensioners to consume less. 

 

Near-zero interest rates happen to coincide with the wants of many governments that face 

unpleasant arithmetic for financing monumental fiscal deficits. Many central banks have decided 

to monetize respective government deficits and force the cost of public debt to a very low level. 

Inadvertently, they have led themselves to a situation where they would loose any control on 

interest rates in the future. The US Federal Reserve lost control of interest rates during 1930-

1951 until the 1951 accord with the US Treasury which allowed it to modify interest rates 

without the Treasury’s objection. The fundamental premise underlying many western central 

bankers and governments was to restore growth and employment through a combination of near-

zero interest rates and gigantic fiscal deficits. The dictate of central bankers is simple. Low 

interest rates would increase demand for credit and therefore real aggregate demand and 

employment. That of politicians is the Keynesian multiplier. Large fiscal deficits would multiply 

real GDP and therefore employment. Both central bankers and politicians believe firmly that the 

same cheap money policies that brought ongoing financial chaos and massive unemployment are 

the only policies that would restore economic growth and employment.  

 

Banks were still affected by bitter memories of capital losses, massive write-downs, bail-outs, 

and even waves of suicides or jailed financiers. They were inundated by excess reserves, close to 

$1.5 trillion, which they could not redeploy productively to prime borrowers. The only option 



 

was to shovel it, as in the past, to sub prime markets, with zero chance to recover interest or 

principal. Although, central bankers and politicians were forcing banks into the same adventures 

as in the past, banks have hardly been responsive to this pressure. Consequently, central bankers 

have decided to revive securitization of toxic assets. The US Fed has bought directly close to $1 

trillion of mortgage securities and billions of consumer loans securities. It has thereby injected 

large amounts of long-term liquidity that it cannot withdraw and could become highly 

inflationary in the future. 

 

Near-zero interest rates, combined with gigantic fiscal deficits, would hardly be conducive to 

economic growth and employment. The decade 2001-2009 could have been a decade of steady 

economic growth, as enjoyed during 1983-2000, had it not been for Greenspan-Bernanke cheap 

money ideology. Monetary prudence would have saved many western countries trillions of 

dollars in bank capital and fiscal losses. It would have saved millions of families from loosing 

jobs and incomes. Japan, a highly booming economy after the world war that weathered oil 

shocks, succumbed under near-zero interest rate policy and was not able to regain steady 

economic growth since 1992. Although central bankers and politicians want to create demand 

and employment through near-zero interest rates, such policy was hardly proposed by Keynes. 

The latter prescribed job creation through digging holes and refilling them paid by government 

deficits. Another way to create demand is through cash for clunkers programs, or even money 

helicoptering as suggested by Bernanke. These prescriptions for creating demand are much less 

distortive than near-zero interest rates. 

 

Simple economic growth theory has related growth to capital accumulation and real savings. 

The accounting definition for savings was real GDP minus private and public consumption. The 

economic definition had many forms. One definition of savings was wage funds, namely food, 

energy, clothing, and other consumer goods, made available for workers to be employed in the 

production of capital goods such as housing, machinery, roads, and schools, necessary for 

economic growth. Near-zero interest rates penalize savers and reduce their incomes to negligible 

amounts. Combined with excessive credit and fiscal deficits, near-zero interest rates could 

drastically reduce savings and boost consumption. Sluggish growth, a decline in investment, 

inflation, and widening external deficits are indicators for falling real savings and erosion of 

capital. 

 

The Chart contrasts world economy in 1980-82 and 2008-09. Many advanced industrial 

countries were in stagflation during most of the seventies. Rising commodity prices, mainly 

energy and food prices, could be considered as indicator of low real savings, caused by persistent 

fiscal deficits and accommodative monetary policies. Policymakers allowed money market rates 

to rise dramatically to 19% in the US, 13% in Japan, 18 percent in the UK. The LIBOR rose to 

19%. Such a rise in interest rates contributed to curb inflation and enhance real savings. Most 

noticeably, commodity prices fell drastically and could not rebound, exhibiting long-term 

stability during 1983-2000. For instance oil prices fell sharply from $41/barrel, could not 

rebound, and remained at $15-18/barrel for about two decades. In the same vein, food prices fell 

drastically and remained stable until 2001. Gold prices fell drastically from $850/ounce, could 

not recover, and remained at an average of $260/ounce. Such commodity price decline, followed 

by stability, was conducive to a long-term non-inflationary world economy growth during 1983-

2000. Money interest rates, averaging 7 percent, contributed to savings and productive 



 

investment. In contrast, world economy in 2008-2009 was marked by near-zero money market 

rates in major industrial countries. Although having collapsed with de-leveraging of speculative 

funds, commodity prices have dramatically rebounded in 2009 and exhibited a strong upward 

persistence. The Chart provided evidence that commodity price inflation in 1976-1982 and 2001-

2008 could be detrimental to economic growth and could be a sign of low real savings. For 

instance, high energy prices in 2008 compelled farmers to use animal traction and abandon 

tractors. Prospects for steady economic growth as during 1983-2000 are very limited.  

 

Major industrial countries are dominated politically by cheap money policies and excessive fiscal 

expansion. Governments have simply delegated all economic and financial powers to central 

bankers. Besides frightening fiscal deficits, near-zero interest rates are considered as a pillar for 

restoring lasting economic growth. Such policy aims at averting deflation, debase money, and 

promote speculation. To avoid deflation, central banks should have avoided asset bubbles. 

Politicians are after re-election and are desperate for short-term economic recovery regardless 

long-term losses. They would force cheap money policies for political gains. A return to fiscal 

and monetary balance seem to be very remote. Demand could be expanded in an unlimited way 

via fiscal and money expansion; however, supply could be drastically limited due to natural 

factors such oil reserves or cultivable land availability. Lasting economic growth would require 

balanced fiscal and money policy and was hardly achieved in the context of highly inflationary 

fiscal and money policies. Only more speculation and financial disorders could be expected in 

the context of unorthodox policies. 
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With unemployment rate that has already exceeded 10 percent and now firmly entrenched at 10 

percent (or more than 17 percent using a more encompassing measure) and a large and ever 

increasing number of Americans impoverished and living on food stamps, the Obama 

administration is slowly waking up to reality. What matters most to the American electorate is 

jobs and their livelihood. For democrats in congress, especially senators up for re-election in 

2010, the same reality may mean deserting their president on key issues that are important to 

their constituencies back home. 

 

Instead of jobs Obama’s advisors had focused their effort in restoring financial stability and had 

predicted a maximum unemployment rate of about 8 percent. In the process, they have lost much 

of their credibility. So late in 2009, Obama first turned to the private sector for advice, and in 

early 2010 he started considering more stimuli to get the unemployment rate down, and now in 

late January he has even put his drive for healthcare reform aside to get Americans back to work. 

In short, employment is now job one for Obama and his team and for the US Congress. Voters 

will dump incumbents who do not get this simple demand in the upcoming November elections.  

 

Unemployment is demoralizing for the unemployed, representing a considerable loss of output, 

and creating social distress. It is a huge cost for any society. Seeing his approval rating falling 

below 50 and ahead of the 2010 mid-term elections, Obama seemed to be disappointed by his 

key policymakers--Summers, Romer, and Bernanke--and is turning to businessmen for fresh 

practical ideas. Larry Summers comes across as arrogant and Bernanke is increasingly blamed 

for the financial crisis and as too cozy with Wall Street.  

 

A year ago, Obama launched the most expansionary fiscal and monetary policy in US history: a 

gigantic stimulus program close to $800 billion on the heel of Pelosi stimulus program of $160 

billion, a record deficit at 13 percent of GDP, near-zero interest rates, and unlimited money 

creation by the US Fed.  The Obama team confidently promised the creation of 6 million jobs in 

2009. Hence, it is rather disquieting to see unemployment rising from 4 percent to 10 percent 

when fiscal deficits are at record levels and US Fed is injecting unlimited liquidity at near-zero 

interest rates. 

 

The Obama team and its supporters among academics and politicians, however, claim success: 

without these policies the consequences would have been even more disastrous, i.e., 

unemployment would be much higher than its current10 percent. They keep looking into the 

future and predict economic recovery and strong economic growth in 2010. All the while 

millions of American families are without jobs and fighting for their survival. 

 

It is not clear what averted more disastrous conditions: Fed policies that pushed oil prices to 

$147/barrel and rice price to $1,300/ton, or the collapse of the commodity price bubble that 

pushed oil prices to as low as $35/barrel and rice prices to $300/ton. Data on real consumer 



 

spending clearly shows that drop in the price of gasoline from $5/gallon to less than $2/gallon 

and the moderation of food price inflation following the collapse of the commodity bubble has 

had a positive effect on consumer real spending in context of deep recession, credit squeeze, and 

rising unemployment. Similarly, relief in housing market could be attributed to waves of 

foreclosures and sizeable downward adjustment of home prices to more realistic levels. 

 

The objective of the Obama administration was to re-inflate the US economy out of debt and 

prevent deflation, i.e., prevent market adjustment and the fall of housing and other asset prices. 

These same policies had led to financial and economic mayhem by the end of Bush era. The 

external deficits had widened to 5-7 percent, US national savings became negative, the dollar lost 

significant value, speculation intensified in asset and commodity markets, and credit was 

showered to sub-prime markets. There were dramatic price increases in energy and food. General 

bankruptcies and economic dislocation followed. It would be rather miraculous that an 

intensification of failed policies would secure full employment and economic prosperity. Keynes 

(1936) prescribed these policies as a way to turn stones into bread. Until one believes that stone 

could indeed become bread, it would be hard to believe how the policies that left devastation and 

despair in so many countries and brought economic crisis in the US and massive losses and 

bailouts would now turn everything around? These policies have turned bread into stones! They 

destroyed a number of established banking institutions and disrupted key sectors such as auto-

industry, segments of manufacturing, construction, and commerce. 

 

To obviate any loss of support to these policies, Bernanke has flatly rejected that Japan’s 

experience of a lost decade caused by near zero interest rates and record fiscal deficits could be 

applicable to the US. He also rejected any link between cheap money policy and falling dollar 

and asset and commodity price inflation. Politicians and academicians have been strong 

supporters of Obama’s record fiscal deficits; cheap money is forced as a way to finance these 

deficits. The Obama administration is running large public deficits and would object to any rise 

in the interest rate, as it would increase the carrying cost of public debt. The administration has, 

therefore, relied heavily on the role of the government to restore economic growth and return to 

full-employment. It has disregarded the role of the private sector and price mechanism for 

restoring economic growth and full employment. Demand is artificially created, not through 

income generation.  

 

In view of the large external trade deficits, expansionary fiscal and monetary policies would only 

aggravate these deficits and would have small impact on economic growth and employment. In 

spite of the economic recession, US trade deficit was $840 billion in 2008 (6 percent of GDP). 

Although narrowing in 2009, it remained large and kept the dollar under pressure. Large current 

account deficits mean that domestic aggregate demand exceeds gross domestic product; they are 

also called savings gap. No country can sustain large external deficits indefinitely. However, 

because of the role of dollar as a reserve currency, the US was able to run deficits over decades 

and just print more and more dollars for foreigners to hold. 

 

Today, it is business as usual. As under Bush, current policies are propitious policies for 

speculation and wealth redistribution. Even though the US economy has been in recession, stock 

indices have appreciated by about 40 percent since February 2009. Along with stock indices, 

gold and other commodities have risen sharply. At first glance, such appreciation would indicate 



 

exceptional economic growth and high profits in the economy. However, the disconnect between 

the real economy and financial sector is clear. The private sector continued to shred jobs, 

meanwhile stock and commodity prices kept running ahead in a pure inflationary manner. Near-

zero interest rates and abundant liquidity found their way into speculation. Speculative gains 

constitute free appropriation of real wealth. The gainers draw real wealth at the expense of 

workers and fixed income earners. They absorb real savings and diminish investment capacity. 

As in previous episodes of financial crises, including the Great Depression, speculative rise in 

asset prices are regarded as a sign of healthy growth; they remained supported by low interest 

rates and massive liquidity injection until they collapsed on their own, causing massive losses 

and economic chaos. 

 

The Fed’s loose monetary policy has pushed the credit/GDP ratio to 350 percent in 2009, among 

the highest in the world. Prime sectors have limited capacity for absorbing credit. To force rapid 

credit expansion, credit was pushed to sub-prime markets that have unlimited capacity for 

absorbing liquidity and zero capacity for servicing debt. Sub-prime loans were mortgages or 

consumer loans in form of credit cards and consumer loans. These loans have increased 

consumption, reduced savings to zero or negative range, and set off highest asset and commodity 

price inflation. Aggregate demand kept rising as long as credit was generously pushed to sub-

prime markets. It suddenly collapsed when sheer madness and squandering stopped. 

Undoubtedly, sub-prime loans temporarily boosted real consumption, but as the loans could not 

be repaid they caused a general bank failure. Bank bailouts have simply transformed these loans 

into a burden on taxpayers, workers, and pensioners, according to the principle: privatize gains 

and socialize losses. Despite the worst financial crisis in post-war era and disappearance of many 

large banking institutions, the Fed has tried to push credit to the same sectors that dealt a blow to 

banking stability. This is where Bernanke and his supporters claimed that the Japanese central 

bank was not as inventive as the Fed and failed to circumvent the banking system and lend 

directly to sub-prime markets, even though these sub-prime markets had no capacity to service 

debt and had caused general bankruptcies. The Fed’s objective appears to be to boost demand 

regardless of the consequent losses. 

 

Indeed, US banks had over $1 trillion in excess reserves in December 2009 as compared to 

almost a zero prior to September 2008. Such a striking fact deserves attention. It shows that near-

zero interest rates discouraged lending; the demand for credit by the prime sector was limited 

and falling; the demand for credit by the sub-prime sector was unlimited. Noting the certainty of 

default for sub-prime loans, banks became reluctant to repeat the same errors they made before 

the crisis, namely lending at will and ignoring all risk inherent in sub-prime loans. Contrary to 

the Japanese central bank, Bernanke mounted gigantic long-term facilities that lent directly to 

sub-prime markets in form of mortgage and consumer loans. This policy earned him the fame 

“Ben the helicopter”. Wary of potential losses that the Fed could suffer, a large group of 

congressmen and senators have decided to introduce legislation to audit the Fed’s operations and 

hold it accountable for losses to be incurred from its ill-designed policies. 

 

What are the causes of such boom-depression cycles, mass unemployment, and general bank 

failures? The answer for the classics has been cheap money and easy credit followed by default 

and financial anarchy. For Keynesians, the underlying causes are generally ignored; all what 

matters is that there is an effective demand failure. The divide is so enormous as regards the 



 

solution; it is summed under the Keynesian versus the classics controversy. The former calls for 

an enlarged role of the government, exhorts large fiscal deficits and cheap monetary policy, and 

stands against price-wage mechanism. The latter relies on prudent macroeconomic policies and 

price-wage flexibility for insuring economic growth and employment. The Obama team has 

embraced an all-out Keynesian approach, ignored the causes of unemployment, the deep 

distortions prevailing in the economy, the sectoral distribution of unemployment, and dismissed 

the role of the private sector and price adjustment mechanism for a durable recovery. Because of 

effective demand failure, it has again strived to create artificial demand that will disappear when 

the government is forced to cut its unsustainable deficits or when large amount of credits and 

capital are lost by the US Fed and the banks. Après moi le deluge; only short-term demand and 

employment recovery matters. 

 

Obama is calling for increasing home energy efficiency as a way to create jobs. His Economic 

advisor Christine Romer in January of 2010 is calling for more public works projects and a new 

stimulus package to create jobs. The Obama Administration may even call for Keynes’ solution 

of digging holes then re-filling them. However, the policy stance of mountainous fiscal deficits, 

near zero interest rates, and unlimited liquidity will down the road fuel inflation and retard 

economic and employment growth and employment. Fiscal deficits will absorb real savings and 

will curb private sector investment and job creation capacity.  

 

The US already suffers from a shortage of savings; such a shortage is exemplified by a fast rise 

of food and energy prices over the last years. The relative price of food products stands at its 

highest historical level and could hamper investment and growth. It was very low during the high 

growth years of the US. Indeed core inflation was at 1-2 percent per year; food prices have risen 

at about 20-25 percent per year. Food consumption has drastically fallen in recent years. High 

food and energy prices will be a drag on economic growth and employment. Near-zero interest 

rates and abundant liquidity will make the cost of working capital negligible for firms and will 

encourage them to reduce quantities, accumulate inventories, and increase prices. They will 

discourage savings, increase consumption, and will erode further investment and economic 

growth. Small businesses complain of limited access to credit. In an environment characterized 

by certainty of default and negative real interest rates, such complaint should not be a surprise. If 

a government to fixes the price of rice at 5 cents/lb, then rice will disappear and consumers will 

complain about a rice shortage. Such is the consequence of Fed’s policy of near-zero interest 

rates. Capital will disappear at these controlled interest rates.  

 

The projected fiscal deficits over the next decade are frightening and so is fast money printing. 

The most likely outcome, as shown by trends so far, is unemployment remaining high, stagnating 

economy, collapsing dollar, and high inflation. Meanwhile, large segments of the US population 

will suffer impoverishment; while others, those who benefits from free loans, speculation, and 

public spending will profit. Five years from now, take a look at US income and wealth 

distribution. It will have deteriorated even from today’s extreme, the most uneven distribution in 

US history. President Obama must do more to get Americans back to work and must keep an eye 

on the growing disparity between Wall Street and Main Street.  
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On the heels of record breaking fiscal deficit, estimated at $1.6 trillion in the 2010 budget (12 

percent of GDP) and a soaring government debt that exceeds $13.8 trillion, Obama has unveiled 

his proposed 2011 budget with an estimated deficit of $1.3 trillion (10 percent of GDP) that will 

push public debt to over $15 trillion. The premise underlying record fiscal deficits and 

unorthodox monetary policy has been the rescue of the US economy from recession, by 

increasing demand and employment, and protecting debtors and banking system from a deflation 

of asset prices. To finance the deficit and prevent default, the US Congress in early February 

authorized an increase in the national debt ceiling of $1.9 trillion. 

 

As widely expected, President Obama, in his budget message, put the blame for the crisis on 

bankers and regulators: “Irresponsible risk-taking and debt-fueled speculation— unchecked by 

sound oversight—led to the near-collapse of our financial system”. And on what he had inherited 

from the Bush Administration: “On the day my Administration took office, we faced an 

additional $7.5 trillion in national debt by the end of this decade as a result of the failure to pay 

for two large tax cuts, primarily for the wealthiest Americans, and a new entitlement program. 

We also inherited the worst recession since the Great Depression—which, even before we took 

any action, added an additional $3 trillion to the national debt. Our response to this recession, the 

Recovery Act, which has been critical to restoring economic growth, will add an additional $1 

trillion to the debt—only 10 percent of these costs”. The implication is that if the previous 

administration had adopted sound economic and financial policies, the worst post-war recession 

would have been avoided and the public debt would have been $12 trillion smaller than what was 

projected for 2011-2019. 

 

President Obama went on to summarize the fallout of the crisis: “More than seven million jobs 

were lost since the recession began 2 years ago. This represents not only a terrible human 

tragedy, but also a very deep hole from which we have to climb out. Five trillion dollars of 

Americans’ household wealth had evaporated in just 12 weeks as stocks, pensions, and home 

values plummeted. The capital and credit markets, integral to the normal functioning of our 

economy, were virtually frozen. The fear among economists—from across the political 

spectrum—was that we risked sinking into a second Great Depression.” 

 

Hence, to abort a second Great Depression, the Obama administration immediately undertook a 

series of “difficult steps,” even though running unlimited fiscal deficits and printing money are 

the easiest steps for any government: “We acted to get lending flowing again so that businesses 

could get loans to buy equipment and ordinary Americans could get financing to buy homes and 

cars, go to college, and start or run businesses. We enacted measures to foster greater stability in 

the housing market, help responsible homeowners stay in their homes, and help to stop the 

broader decline in home values. To achieve this, and to prevent an economic collapse that would 

have affected millions of additional families, we had no choice but to use authority enacted under 

the previous Administration to extend assistance to some of the very banks and financial 

institutions whose actions had helped precipitate the turmoil. We also took steps to prevent the 



 

rapid dissolution of the American auto industry—which faced a crisis partly of its own making—

to prevent the loss of hundreds of thousands of additional jobs during an already fragile time. 

Many of these decisions were not popular, but we deemed them necessary to prevent a deeper 

and longer recession. Even as we worked to stop the economic freefall and address the crises in 

our banking sector, our housing market, and our auto industry, we also began attacking the 

economic crisis on a broader front. Less than 1 month after taking office, we enacted the most 

sweeping economic recovery package in history: the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. 

The Recovery Act… began to lay a new foundation for long term economic growth and 

prosperity.” 

 

The 2011 Budget document described actions to stabilize the housing market and push loans to 

consumers. Besides billions of dollars in subsidies to homeowners, the administration acted to 

make mortgages more affordable and prevent any adjustment (what are after all needed 

adjustments) of home prices from their speculative levels. It provided continued support for 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The US Treasury put in place a program to purchase Mortgage 

Backed Securities (MBS), while the Federal Reserve bought $1.1 trillion in MBS and pushed the 

Conventional 30-year Mortgage Rate to 4 percent in 2009, compared to 13 percent in 1985 and 9 

percent in 2000. In addition, to circumvent banks and push credit to consumers and small 

business, both the US Treasury and the Federal Reserve put in place programs for purchasing 

securities backed by consumers and small business loans. 

 

Are these foundational policies for “long term economic growth and prosperity?” Will these 

policies preserve the interest of future generations? Will they address the increasing divide 

between the haves and the have-nots in the US?”   

 

The new administration has failed to understand the root causes of the problems that engulfed the 

financial sector, the housing sector, the auto-industry, and that have resulted in mass-

unemployment and deep recession. Instead, the Obama administration went full speed ahead 

with bigger government, monumental spending, unproductive subsidies, and unmanageable red 

tape. Most of its actions have been aimed at privatizing gains, nationalizing losses, re-inflating 

the American economy out of the crisis, and preventing any market adjustment and return to 

sustained economic growth. 

 

We could fantasize and ask what would have happened if Mr. Obama had been elected in 2004 

and re-elected in 2008, instead of being elected in 2008? He would have faced a stock market 

crash that had wiped trillions of dollars in household wealth, an economic recession, and 

growing unemployment. He would have acted in the same fashion as he is doing now: run 

excessive fiscal deficits, force interest rates to negative levels in real terms, and inject 

considerable amount of liquidity. He would have scored immense success: the economy grew at 

4 percent per year and unemployment fell to 4.3 percent in 2004-2006. He would have 

considered that every household owning a house was a success of his policy, even though all 

underwriting standards were discarded. Inevitably, he would have left a legacy that would have 

been hardly different from the one he inherited; namely a public debt that is $12 trillion higher 

than warranted by balanced policies and the US economy would not have escaped financial 

collapse and a deep economic downturn. In other words, the legacy of Mr. Obama would be 

about the same as the one he inherited.  



 

 

The Obama administration has not hesitated to use generous subsidies and distort prices to spur 

demand. It noted in the 2011 budget document: “ To further assist the auto industry as well as the 

economy as a whole, the Administration also launched the Car Allowance Rebate System 

(CARS)—or “Cash for Clunkers”—program to accelerate demand for new automobiles. The 

program, signed into law by President Obama on June 24, provided bonuses of $3,500 to $4,500 

to buyers who traded in automobiles with mileage ratings of 18 miles per gallon or below, if they 

purchased a new car or truck with improved mileage ratings. The Cash for Clunkers program 

boosted auto sales by nearly 500,000 units between July and August 2009, adding about $3.5 

billion to the GDP”. Did this resuscitate and revive the US auto industry to be more competitive 

or just bring forward car sales by a few months, with lower sales in the months ahead? Taxpayers 

might be happy to pay higher taxes for better infrastructure, education, health, and providing 

shelter for the homeless, but it is doubtful they find it acceptable to pay taxes for merely 

accelerating car sales!  

 

Mr. Obama promised to bring a change. He was against business as usual and would not support 

the policies that had yielded cycle after cycle of speculative booms and painful busts, and that 

had divided the nation between the haves and the have-nots. Yet, he put in place policies that 

dwarfed the Bush deficits and he even kept key Bush appointees in spite of strong opposition in 

the US Senate and appointed those who had pushed financial market deregulation as believers in 

market efficiency under President Clinton. His analysis of the crisis did not mention the role of 

previous fiscal deficits in eroding the economic growth. He has still not appreciated the Federal 

Reserve’s role in destabilizing financial markets through loose monetary policy, injecting 

mountainous liquidity, and firing up housing prices, commodity prices, and sending the dollar for 

a free fall. Oil and food price inflation were hurting the economy and the less fortunate citizens 

in the US long before the onset of the financial crisis. By President Obama’s analysis, whether 

interest rates were at zero percent or 10 percent or oil prices at $18 or $147/barrel would make 

little difference for the economy. 

 

Political solutions to an economic crisis are the path of least resistance, but they are invariably 

costly, by adding trillions of dollars in public debt and ultimately aggravating the recession. Let’s 

imagine that the Obama administration had adopted the truly difficult solution for addressing the 

housing market downturn—enabling markets to return from their high speculative prices to 

equilibrium prices consistent with household income, rent and construction costs. Why should 

the government intervene in the market to prevent housing prices to decline and adjust to non-

speculative price levels for housing? Such solution was condemned by many prominent 

academics because it would hurt borrowers who had borrowed on the expectation of higher 

inflation reducing their “real” debt. Yet, look what would have been the result of this “politically 

inadmissible” scenario: $0.6 trillion in homeowners subsidies would have been saved and 

redeployed for employment creation in the private sector; the Fed would not have created money 

out of thin air and inflated money creation to buy $1.1 trillion in MBS; the US Treasury would 

not have bought $0.8 trillion in MBSs and toxic assets; home prices and rents would have 

adjusted long ago to market prices; and the construction industry might have been well on the 

road to recovery. The government would have saved massive resources, $2.5 trillion, to be used 

for growth, and the Fed would not be placed in a position where it would be managing the 

housing sector. Certainly, borrowers who bought at speculative prices and banks that held 



 

speculative MBSs would have lost, as many in fact have. Nonetheless, it is not equitable to 

privatize gains and nationalize losses. More specifically, it is not the role for the state to 

compensate wealth owners for depreciation of their real assets or equities. The cost of 

speculation in housing did not disappear; it was simply shifted to workers, pensioners, and 

taxpayers. Workers are loosing wage income, and because of near-zero interest rates pensioners 

are loosing pension income, all in the cause of subsidizing housing speculation. 

 

The Obama administration has claimed that its budget is a blueprint for growth and employment. 

If this is the case why has this blueprint not succeeded before? Massive fiscal deficits and 

unorthodox monetary policies have fueled uncertainties. A primary concern is to how to finance 

large increase in government expenditures? Although the budget is calling for 18 percent tax 

increase, tea parties are spreading in protest of higher taxes. More real resources would have to 

be squeezed out of the private sector to finance higher government expenditures, which would 

reduce its capacity to invest and grow. Since foreign financing has sharply declined in 2009, the 

fiscal deficit would have to absorb greater domestic savings and depress private sector 

investment. At the same time, companies that create permanent jobs may be less reluctant to 

expand and recruit more workers in an uncertain environment—uncertainties in both higher taxes 

or higher inflation, with either outcome detrimental for economic growth and employment.  

 

The US does not suffer deficient demand. Instead, it has suffered for years from excess demand 

financed by large and unsustainable external (current account) deficits. A better approach to 

restore growth is to emphasize supply, increase savings and investment, and eliminate price 

distortions. Cash for clunkers type of programs can only deteriorate the government’s fiscal 

position and fuel financial instability, in turn prolonging the agony and pain of the more 

vulnerable and less fortunate citizens. 
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Recent economic sanctions are weakening Iran’s economy, with gasoline imports down and 

European firms pulling up stakes. But Hossein G. Askari, an expert on Iran’s economy at George 

Washington University, says sanctions’ aim of getting Iran to negotiate over its nuclear program 

will likely prove unsuccessful, in part because of Iranian public support for its nuclear endeavors. 

Still, Iran’s military capabilities are severely diminished after years of U.S. and international 

embargoes, Askari says, and the latest efforts will surely mean an increase in the cost of imports. 

But Askari predicts the bulk of Iran’s population will go unaffected, thereby limiting the role 

sanctions may play in ending the nuclear impasse. 

 

Give us a broad-brush overview of Iran’s economy. Is it chugging along just fine, or on the 

precipice of collapse? 

 

Let me put that in a historic context. If you go back to the time of the [Islamic] Revolution [in 

1979], Iran’s economy was about double that of South Korea’s. Today, South Korea’s is four 

times that of Iran’s. Another dimension is oil. Around the time of the revolution, Iran’s oil 

production was around six million barrels a day. Today, we’re talking about three and a half 

million barrels a day. Real per capita income in Iran over the last thirty years has gone up very, 

very slightly--depending on how you do the calculations, less than 1 percent. The reason for that 

is, primarily, Iran’s misguided and terrible [economic] policy. The Iranian government has 

basically gone the way of subsidies, which they adopted during the Iran-Iraq war [in the 1980s], 

and they really neglected the private sector. There’s a second reason--a very, very costly eight-

year war between Iran and Iraq. It was devastating for Iran’s infrastructure. A third reason is that 

Iran has had, in the early years after the revolution, very, very rapid population growth. 

[According to the UN’s Population Division, Iran’s population rose from thirty-nine million in 

1980 to nearly seventy-one million in 2005.] And lastly, there are of course sanctions. 

 

The international community seems to hope that by exploiting Iran’s economic hardships with 

sanctions, Iran’s leadership will make the calculation that continuing its nuclear program is 

simply too costly. Will this strategy succeed? 

 

Whenever you impose sanctions on a country and you want to change a policy, it is much more 

likely to succeed if the population of that country is also against that government policy, in this 

case nuclear enrichment. But the people of Iran are not against that. So that makes it very, very 

difficult. Namely, the people of Iran are not telling the government to abandon enrichment. They 

actually approve of enrichment. And so in that, it makes it more difficult to squeeze Iran. 

 

As you could probably guess, Iran is one of the most sanctioned countries in the world. And it 

has gone through this and kind of limped along. But for the longest time, until President Clinton 

came along, Iranian refined products were coming into the United States. U.S. oil companies and 

others were bringing Iranian crude into the Caribbean islands, refining it, and then bringing it 

into the United States. And so we weren’t really serious. Where we started getting very serious 



 

was in 1996, with the Iran Libya Sanctions Act [later modified to the Iran Sanctions Act, or 

ISA]. Then we started on oil, which really didn’t do much, and we started on all kinds of exports 

to Iran--everything was basically banned. But Iran always found a loophole. [Banned products] 

could go through third countries like Dubai and Canada. Iranian vegetables, canned vegetables, 

lots used to come in, but most importantly, there was a demand for oil. And Iran could always 

sell its oil. 

 

Some have begun to argue that the human costs of these sanctions are being ignored, while 

others argue squeezing the public is precisely the point. What are your thoughts? 

 

These sanctions without a doubt affect the well-off people, the middle class, the upper-middle 

class, and the rich. It affects them much more than it affects the very, very poor at this point. 

However, if you are trying to change any policy, one of the ways sanctions are supposed to work 

is to pressure the population to try to overthrow that government or to try to change that policy. 

It is supposed to bring hardship. But in this case, I don’t think that hardship is on the poor as 

much. 

 

The poor, who by my estimation represent over 60 percent of Iranians, rely heavily on 

government subsidies for food, electricity, and the like. They will be affected to the extent that 

the government does not have enough revenues to provide them with these basic benefits. The 

government, in turn, would be caught in a squeeze. As sanctions bite, revenues decline, the cost 

of imports increases because of higher prices to third parties in order to circumvent sanctions, 

[and] the government can [either] tax the merchants or deny the basic needs of life to average 

citizens. In either case, its very survival would be threatened. Yes, if the government chose to 

deny the poor their basic needs, they would suffer, but then the government would be highly 

unlikely to survive. So it will do all that it can to avoid this. 

 

It would appear that those who raise this [human cost] issue want sanctions that work by magic 

and cause no pain. That is unrealistic. There will be pain, or the threat of pain, on someone--the 

rich merchants or average citizens or both. It is a mistake to increase sanctions little by little; 

instead, one should adopt the toughest sanctions to get it over and done with as quickly as 

possible. More pain but for a shorter period. 

 

Have the sanctions as they are currently deployed cost Iran’s leadership anything politically? Or 

is the Iranian leadership using them as a political tool to rally public support? 

 

Iran is using this as a political tool in every instance, but doing it very subtly. It doesn’t want to 

say that the total reason for problems is sanctions. One day they’ll say sanctions have no effect 

because they want to be able to tell the public, "We can handle sanctions." They do try to come 

across that they can handle it. When they get into a bind, however, they’ll blame it on the 

international community. 

 

The average Iranian will actually see sanctions in a very different way. They believe that the day 

Iran makes up with the United States and sanctions go away, Iran will explode economically 

[and] everything will be great. They don’t quite see the subtlety of the government destroying 

them. If I was the international community and I wanted to put more pressure on this 



 

government, what I would be talking about is the total economic mismanagement, which is 

awful, almost approaching disaster. 

 

Another focus of recent sanctions has been the Iranian military--including businesses owned by 

the Revolutionary Guards Corps. Have these sanctions hit their targets? 

 

There’s no doubt that the sanctions are having a tremendous effect on Iran’s military. They have 

not been able to, for over thirty years, import the most sophisticated equipment. Without a doubt, 

American aircraft--[which] Israel can import, Saudi Arabia can import, South Korea can import--

are the most sophisticated. Iran basically has some leftover American airplanes, some Tomcats 

which are very modern, but they don’t have the various things you need for the Tomcat to make 

it an effective airplane. They have old Phantom jets, about forty-year-old jets. So Iran’s air force 

is not in any way, shape, or form modern. What Iran has done is develop a reasonable indigenous 

military equipment production capacity. It’s been forced to do that, but these are not the most 

sophisticated things. Iran has bought some diesel submarines, but these are not the most 

sophisticated. 

 

The process of turning a lot of the Iranian economy to the Revolutionary Guard [happened] 

before [Mahmoud] Ahmadinejad came to power. It started actually over ten years ago that the 

Revolutionary Guard started getting contracts to do Iran’s natural gas development in the Persian 

Gulf. Of course, it doesn’t take a genius to know that the Revolutionary Guard wasn’t set up to 

do this. What the Revolutionary Guard would do is subcontract this to an Italian firm, and then 

they would skim a percentage off the top. The Revolutionary Guard has probably used some of 

the economic revenues that they’ve gotten to import some arms, etc. But I don’t think that 

they’ve been able to really import anything that could be a real threat to the rest of the world. Of 

course, in this day and age, you do have asymmetric systems. You could go through surrogates, 

like Hezbollah and Hamas, [and] that gives you a great deal of power without having the most 

sophisticated air force. 

 

Are there any loopholes in the latest flurry of sanctions? Or are these sanctions, as they’ve been 

described in the West, really the last straw that might break the Iranian economy’s back? 

 

We have other economic sanctions in our arsenal that we have not and do not want to use. We 

should be cognizant of this. These [current sanctions] are not the crippling sanctions that 

Secretary [Hillary] Clinton talks about. One of the entities that we were very careful not to 

sanction was the Iranian Central Bank. We could have sanctioned that and that would have put 

much more pressure on Iran. Another thing we could have done, there are various things 

available to us to make sure that Iranian expatriates [in the United States and Europe, in 

particular] do not invest and go to Iran and do business there. And we haven’t [put such 

restrictions on them]. 

 

Why did Washington avoid these added measures? 

 

There was not the political will to do that. [On the central bank issue], we’ve been very reluctant 

because by sanctioning the central bank, we would be in conflict with the IMF Articles of 

Agreement. If my memory is correct, we have only done this in the case of Iraq leading up to the 



 

first Gulf War. This is, in some sense, the "nuclear" option when it comes to financial sanctions. 

[On sanctioning Iranian expatriates], there are potentially two million Iranian Americans, and 

there are also many abroad in Europe, and if they were penalized for transferring money to Iran, 

for buying real estate or generally engaging in business activities in Iran, for failing to report 

their Iranian bank accounts and avoiding U.S. taxes, they would strenuously object that this 

affects ordinary Iranians as opposed to regime insiders. The U.S. Treasury has not enforced 

existing laws, which in fact restrict such activities, because Iranian Americans have become a 

strong lobby in the United States, especially in California. It would be an important channel for 

further reducing Iran’s access to foreign exchange and initiating a run on the Iranian riyal, 

leading to its collapse. 

 

And the loopholes? 

 

Iran will always have loopholes. As with any market system, if I want to buy something or Iran 

wants to buy something and it is sanctioned, somebody will be willing to sell it to them. Iran has 

reportedly bought critical parts for its enrichment and missile program on the black market and 

most recently it reportedly bought sophisticated Russian air defense missiles in the same way. 

We should recall that Iraq under Saddam Hussein bought French Exocet missiles on the black 

market. That is a feature of markets. You can get most things through third parties as long as you 

are willing to pay the required higher price. But as the sanctions get tighter, the price will be 

much higher. The main thing these sanctions will do is increase the cost of imports for Iran. 

Iran’s cost of trade is going to go up, in turn effectively reducing Iran’s foreign exchange 

resources. 
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For the longest time, conventional wisdom held that economic sanctions on Iran were 

ineffective. But, once (1) the UN adopted Resolution 1929 in June 2010, prohibiting Iran from 

buying heavy weapons, toughening financial transactions with Iranian banks, increasing travel 

bans and supporting more cargo inspections, (2) the United States announced measures to fine 

companies that sold gasoline to Iran and entities that engaged in financial transactions with 

specified Iranian entities, and (3) the European Union adopted tougher initiatives than the UN, 

officials expressed “surprise” that sanctions were beginning to squeeze Tehran. 

 

Then in October, the nuance of the message began to change. Sanctions were suddenly seen as 

having an adverse effect on ordinary Iranians. Most recently, on October 28, the Washington 

Post reported that although the EU had adopted tough restrictions on the sale of technology and 

equipment to Iran’s oil and gas industry, it had parted company with the United States and issued 

a directive permitting its companies to sell refined products to Tehran in order to avoid negative 

effects on the Iranian people; of course, if EU companies did so they could face U.S. fines. 

 

Why, then, has conventional wisdom done such an about-face? What has made sanctions seem 

so successful? Will the EU’s break from the U.S. position render sanctions ineffective again? Is 

the economic hardship of Iranians largely sanction driven? Can today’s sanctions succeed in 

changing the regime’s policies? 

 

Let’s face facts. Before 2008, sanctions on Iran were such a porous hodgepodge that they were 

an embarrassment for the United States. Iran could sell its oil and buy almost everything it 

needed from non-U.S. sources, and could even acquire most U.S. goods through third countries 

(principally the UAE) at a price that was only 5–10 percent higher than if those goods had been 

bought directly from the United States. Then, in November 2008, the Treasury revoked the U-

Turn License of Iranian banks. The revocation of this license meant that U.S. banks could not 

make dollar transfers to Iranian financial institutions. Most importantly, this was followed in 

December 2009 by a record fine of $536 million on Credit Suisse for violating U.S. sanctions on 

Iran; essentially, either Credit Suisse paid the penalty or it was barred from operating in the U.S. 

market. This was followed in 2010 by a fine of $350 million on Lloyds Bank and $298 million 

on Barclays. These fines were the key to making sanctions “bite,” as Iranian banks were virtually 

cut off from the international financial system. Iran’s cost of trade skyrocketed, in my estimation 

by some 20–25 percent, in turn squeezing Iran’s foreign currency reserves. 

 

The impact of these fines was more recently reinforced by UAE banks, which, under pressure 

from the U.S. Treasury, ended their role as a conduit of funds to Iran. This further squeezed 

Iran’s dwindling foreign-exchange reserves and sparked a dramatic drop in the value of the 

Iranian currency, falling by over 15 percent in a matter of two days. 

 

Given the strong likelihood of crippling U.S. fines for any firm that sells gasoline to Iran, the 

EU’s “magnanimity” to let EU-based companies sell the fuel in order to “protect” the Iranian 

people is a totally empty gesture—no EU firm in its right mind would be willing to sell gasoline 



 

to Iran if it could mean incurring heavy U.S. fines. The business trade-off simply makes no sense 

whatsoever. 

 

Is this new round of effective sanctions the primary cause of increasing hardship on ordinary 

Iranians? No. Iran’s economic failures are self-inflicted. The Iranian regime has failed its people. 

Iran’s economic performance since the Revolution of 1979 has been miserable. While its 

economic failure in the 1980s can in large part be attributed to the war with Iraq, performance 

over the last twenty years is the fault of the regime alone. Although sanctions have undoubtedly 

slowed the development of Iran’s oil and gas reserves (since the adoption of Iran and Libya 

Sanctions Act in 1996), the government has had ample resources, namely, easy money from oil, 

to achieve sustained and rapid economic growth. But instead of adopting sound policies to 

encourage private-sector growth, the government has squandered these resources to buy support 

through wasteful subsidies, to enrich regime insiders, to pursue military programs and grandiose 

foreign-policy adventures, all of which it could ill afford. Iranians have paid the price and will 

continue to do so as educated Iranians emigrate in record numbers for a better future elsewhere. 

Iran’s economy was in a miserable state long before sanctions began to “bite” in 2010. To 

attribute Iran’s economic failure to these measures is simply incorrect. 

 

Sanctions invariably fail to achieve their goal if the majority of citizens in the sanctioned country 

support the objectionable policy, in this case, Iran’s nuclear-enrichment program. I believe that 

the majority of Iranians support this policy because of Iran’s isolation during the Iran-Iraq War 

and the shameful use of Western-supplied chemical weapons on Iranians. Thus, the focus on 

Iran’s nuclear policy has been doomed from the start. But if the United States shifts its focus to 

the regime’s human-rights abuses, corruption and failure to deliver economic prosperity, then 

success becomes more likely. This shift in U.S. policy should be carefully considered because an 

agreement with an Iranian leadership that had the interests of its people at heart would be much 

more likely to be honored. Success can be further enhanced by two additional measures. First, as 

the central bank of Iran has filled, in part, the void left by the exclusion of its commercial banks 

from international transactions, sanctioning the central bank would close an important loophole. 

Second, in view of the recent depreciation of the rial, the United States could adopt one or two 

simple measures to initiate a run on the currency that could bring Iranians from all walks of life 

onto the streets to oppose the regime as never before. 

 

In view of valid concerns for the welfare of the Iranian people, the essential question is this: Will 

Iranians support enhanced sanctions that might increase their short-term economic deprivation if 

they might lead to positive change? The best that can be hoped for is that the citizenry peacefully 

pressures the regime or overthrows it; something that could cause hardship and even death. This 

is especially problematic in Iran because the regime has shown no hesitation to kill innocent 

demonstrators in order to hold onto power. On the one hand, if sanctions are enhanced, the 

regime could use what resources it has to supply the citizenry with the basic essentials of life in 

order to stay in power. On the other hand, demonstrations confirm that the people of Iran are 

desperate for change. But change is more likely to come about with enhanced sanctions that 

motivate larger numbers of Iranians to openly oppose the regime. 
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Ever since the Iranian Revolution of 1979, U.S. presidents have talked about restoring U.S.-

Iranian relations, albeit on American terms. While U.S. administrations have had a number of 

reasons for rapprochement, the prevention of Iranian nuclear weapons has become the primary 

concern since the discovery of Iran’s covert nuclear activities. To maintain pressure on Iran, 

sanctions have been tightened, albeit halfheartedly, with the goal of extracting an agreement. 

Today, the United States is at a critical crossroads in its relations with Iran. Talking to the Tehran 

regime later this month and possibly signing an agreement will have consequences that go far 

beyond what the U.S. administration has publicly acknowledged. 

 

The focus on a nuclear-enrichment agreement with Iran has been based on three false 

assumptions: 

 

-An agreement would afford sufficient benefits to the clerical regime that would encourage it to 

honor its commitments 

 

-The Iranian people would support an agreement, strengthening America’s position in Iranian 

hearts and minds 

 

-The nuclear issue is the overriding strategic concern for the United States and an agreement 

with the clerics serves America’s interests 

 

What good is talking and signing an agreement with a fox to guard the chicken coop? None, as 

long as the farmer wants to keep his chickens and the fox wants to eat them. 

 

So it is with the mullahs. The mullahs have no interest in abandoning their atomic goal. From 

day one, they have seen America as their existential threat and have believed that the key to their 

survival was nuclear capabilities; once acquired, Iran would be “theirs” for the foreseeable 

future. For now they can sign a piece of paper to get the relief that they desperately need, the 

lifting of some sanctions, while secretly continuing with their program and meddling in the 

region to pressure the United States. They know full well that: sanctions when lifted would, for 

many reasons, take time to reinstate; and lifting sanctions would afford them breathing room 

until their other covert nuclear programs are discovered. In short, they have little to lose by 

talking, bargaining and signing onto an agreement, and everything to gain by continuing their 

nuclear program. 

 

The clerical regime will not honor an agreement to abandon its atomic quest. Moreover, these are 

the same mullahs who declare that they are Allah’s spokesmen on earth, while they are corrupt, 

fail to deliver normal economic benefits to their people, kill peaceful demonstrators and rule by 

the barrel of a gun. Their behavior has become so un-Islamic and odious that many devout 

clerics have jumped ship. If they defy Allah so, will they honor an agreement with the United 

States—the Great Satan? An agreement with the mullahs is worthless. 

 



 

While a significant percentage of Iranians might be happy to see an improvement in U.S.-Iranian 

relations, they would in short order realize, if they haven’t already, that an agreement will in all 

likelihood strengthen the mullahs, enabling them to develop a nuclear deterrent. Once they have 

that, Iranians will be under the yoke of the clerics for decades, if not centuries. Will the Iranian 

public then appreciate U.S. cooperation with the mullahs? In the short run, maybe, but in the 

long term, no. Iranians will see an agreement for what it is—U.S. naiveté in trusting the 

government in Tehran when it openly betrays its own citizens. U.S. problems in Afghanistan and 

Iraq trump human rights and democratic ideals. With the passage of time, Iranians will not be 

kind to a U.S.-mullah accord as America legitimizes their rule. 

 

The United States sees Iran’s nuclear program as a major threat because of the nature and 

behavior of the regime. Under the shah, Washington and the European allies supported nuclear 

power plants for Iran, France even entered into a nuclear partnership with Iran and in all 

likelihood America would have supported low-level enrichment. An agreement, on enrichment 

or on Afghanistan and Iraq, will be honored only as long as it serves the interest of the clerics, 

otherwise all bets are off. The atomic issue is not America’s central problem with Iran, the 

regime is the problem, a fact that America must painfully acknowledge and so reorient its 

strategic interests. 

 

The United States should do all it can to support a popular movement for change in Iran, a 

movement that allows Iranians to: (1) revisit their constitution, which they voted for in the heat 

of the revolution, a time when citizens historically have had to go along with the revolutionary 

regime to stay alive; it is a constitution that today cannot even be debated without risking arrest, 

imprisonment and even death; (2) hold free elections; and (3) exercise their basic human rights. 

With these changes, Iran would have a regime that respects its citizens and poses little danger to 

its neighbors. An Iranian constitution that is freely adopted and a government that represents the 

will and aspirations of the people best serve America’s long-term strategic interests. 

 

Is this the time to talk to Iran and get an agreement? No. 

 

As fines on those who defy sanctions have been assessed and are slowly taking a toll, 

Washington can talk all it wants with the mullahs, but concede nothing and adopt a different 

approach to bring them to heel. Sanctions should be reenforced and expanded: fines should be 

applied more widely (especially on South Korean, Malaysian and Turkish firms), liberally and 

immediately, the central bank of Iran should be sanctioned, the foreign bank accounts of all 

residents the country in excess of a certain size, say $1 million or $5 million, should be frozen, 

and the U.S. Treasury should adopt measures to promote a run on the Iranian rial. Washington 

and its allies should refocus their strategic objectives: publicize and question the regime’s 

religious credentials and also the damage done to Shia Islam, its human rights record, its 

corruption, and its ability to deliver prosperity and hope for Iranians. The United States has never 

exerted sufficient pressure on the Tehran regime. This combination of measures could very well 

sweep it away. By adopting this approach, America would achieve a number of important goals: 

it would be seen in a positive light by most Iranians; it would give succor to all those who 

oppose the regime to continue their struggle knowing that they will not be abandoned as were the 

Shia in southern Iraq after the 1991 Gulf War; and it would allow recalibration of its sanctions 

policy and strategic objectives away from Iran’s nuclear program to supporting the opposition in 



 

order to get rid of the clerical regime. Now that sanctions are beginning to take effect, this is not 

the time to accommodate the mullahs; it is, instead, time to support those in opposition by 

adopting more thoughtful and focused pressure on Iran’s rulers. 
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It seems that the on-again, off-again meeting between the EU’s foreign affairs chief, Lady 

Catherine Ashton, and Iran’s chief nuclear negotiator, Saeed Jalili, is on again in Geneva for 

December 6-7. The talks with representatives of the five permanent members of the Security 

Council plus Germany are expected to last two days to afford "sufficient time for a full and in-

depth exchange of views," according to excerpts from the invitation letter to Iran. The Obama 

administration and its European allies appear to be champing at the bit to talk with Iran regarding 

a range of matters, but especially about putting a halt to Iran’s nuclear enrichment and presumed 

weapons program. This past Wednesday saw U.S. officials even holding out the promise of more 

economic support for Iran. The Iranians, on the other hand, are still playing hard to get and say 

that they are willing to talk about anything except their nuclear-enrichment program. 

 

First some facts and then a different vision of how to deal with the mullahs. 

 

The Obama administration has little or no comprehension of the mindset of those who are in 

control behind the scenes in Iran. U.S. officials and their advisers have hardly had any 

meaningful engagement with them. These street-smart Iranians are nowhere to be seen in public. 

In their mindset, the United States is weak and wants an agreement with Iran at any cost whereas 

they, the Iranians, hold all the cards. To them, Europeans, for example the French, are even 

weaker; Iranian intelligence operatives were laughing when they got the French authorities to 

release an Iranian who was being held for the murder of a former Iranian prime minister in 

France! These shadowy Iranians have contempt for weakness. The willy-nilly ratcheting up of 

sanctions further supports their beliefs of U.S. indecisiveness and weakness. Although 

Washington has numerous ways to make the sanctions truly “crippling,” it has declined to do so 

on the premise that the average Iranian may suffer too much. When have realists lost sleep over 

the sufferings of average Iranians? The Iranian authorities know that they will not be attacked 

because: a United States that is unwilling to adopt effective sanctions will not take military 

action against them; U.S. hands are tied in Afghanistan and in Iraq; although Israel is the only 

real military threat, America is unwilling to give Israel carte blanche because things could go 

horribly wrong; and Washington has learned the painful lesson of the Iran-Iraq War if nothing 

else, that is, if Iran is attacked, then Iranians will rally behind the mullahs. 

 

In today’s Iran the plain truth is that the regime is unpopular as never before. The only supporters 

of the regime are those who receive direct benefits from their association, including: a minority 

of clerics (since the devout have long divorced themselves from the likes of Khamenei), the 

Revolutionary Guards, the Baseej, the intelligence services, the families of “martyrs” who 

receive regular subsidies and businessmen who are directly connected to regime insiders, all told 

about five million out of a population of 75 million. The average Iranian no longer supports the 

regime because: their economic condition has become intolerable and they have no hope of 

improvement; income disparities have grown since the Shah’s reign; Iranian citizens have fewer 

personal freedoms than under the Shah; dissidents are treated much more harshly than they ever 

were under the Shah; and many feel ashamed of where Iran finds itself today, especially in 

comparison to Persian Gulf Arabs who have historically been regarded as inferior but whom 



 

Iranians today envy. And importantly, the majority of Iranians have become totally disenchanted 

by the entire apparatus of their clerical regime. They see how their religion has become perverted 

and brutal. They see the devout clerics distancing themselves from the political mullahs. There is 

a forced religiosity in the today’s Iran and far less religious freedom than there was under the 

Shah. The clerical regime has brought severe costs, such as economic mismanagement, brutality 

and religious pretensions, and no tangible benefits. Reminiscences about the Shah’s regime are 

becoming increasingly frequent and nostalgic. 

 

The clerics and their supporters believe that the United States is bent on getting rid of them and 

that their best hope for long-term survival is the nuclear program, which they cannot abandon. 

 

Realists in America and in Europe know that the real problem is not Iran’s nuclear quest but its 

regime. An agreement with the mullahs would be not worth the paper it is written on. The regime 

with nuclear capabilities will be many times worse than it is the regime of today. 

 

For the imagined “average” Iranian what is better? An attack on Iran (and covert operations in 

Iran by the United States) to overthrow the regime? Cooperation between Tehran and 

Washington? Or all-out pressure on the regime with crippling sanctions in the hope to overthrow 

it? 

 

A military attack on Iran (and covert operations that could be exposed) is not in the interest of 

anyone, Iranians or the West. Simply said, the regime will receive widespread support, thus 

increasing its lease on life. Cooperation with the mullahs would reduce pressure as the economic 

noose would somewhat loosen, in turn affording the clerics more room for maneuver and more 

domestic support. 

 

The real hope for average Iranians is the third approach—crippling sanctions (on Iran’s central 

bank, stiffer U.S. fines on those who circumvent sanctions and measures to initiate a run on the 

Iranian currency) coupled with a demand that the regime respect human rights and free elections, 

including free elections for a change in the constitution (demands that would enrage the regime 

but hearten average Iranians), all in the hope of toppling the clerical regime at the hands of the 

Iranian people. Why won’t the United States adopt such an approach? For sheer lack of will. It’s 

that simple. However, the reasons given are two—the average Iranian will suffer “too much” and 

nothing will succeed in overthrowing the Tehran regime. 

 

These are manufactured reasons. The average Iranian hopes for a better future, but there is no 

hope as long as the mullahs and the Revolutionary Guards are in charge. Average Iranians cannot 

cope with the economic pressures of their daily lives. It is my deeply held belief that they would 

rather suffer a little more if there were a reasonable chance that mass demonstrations might 

ensue and that the regime might be overthrown. Most rational people anywhere in the world 

would choose the same rather than suffer for the foreseeable future. 

 

Will there be mass demonstrations, will they lead to massacre at the hands of the Baseej and to 

the regime’s downfall? I believe that all of the above are likely. Iran is ripe for street protests the 

likes of which this regime has not seen. In the face of such protests the bazaaris and other rich 

merchants with close links to the regime will in all likelihood shut down their businesses, further 



 

damaging the frail economy. The regime’s thugs, the Baseej, especially those from outside 

Tehran, will at first kill demonstrators at will. These developments will contrast the “brutality 

and un-Islamic” behavior of the mullahs to the “humanity and Islamic” behavior of the Shah! 

Soon the protests would spread into other cities and become so massive that clerics, with the 

exception of a few around Khamenei, and the Revolutionary Guards (who effectively control the 

Baseej) will throw in their lot with the protestors in their quest to survive. There will be pain and 

much turmoil but that is the nature of the beast. 

 

The indicated policies are clear. All the U.S. administration needs is political will to support the 

people of Iran in their struggle for freedom, human rights, a say in governance and a better future 

for all Iranians. 
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The assertion that Islam is incompatible with democratic norms, economic growth, technical 

innovation and modernization has achieved the status of an urban myth around the world. In 

support of this claim, some "experts" point to supposed defects in Islamic laws of inheritance and 

incorporation while others point to the dire straits of most Muslim countries. It is an undeniable 

fact that most Muslims have little hope for a better future and cannot express dissatisfaction with 

the regimes that oppress them. If they do, they may find themselves facing the barrel of a gun. Is 

it at all surprising that they seek refuge in Islam, a religion based on social and economic justice 

and on the interconnectivity of humankind? 

 

Today’s Muslim countries bear little or no resemblance to an Islamic society as envisaged in the 

Quran and implemented by the Prophet Mohammad in the first Muslim community in Medina. 

Most of today’s Muslim countries are best characterized by traits that are if anything the 

antithesis of the Quranic vision: dictatorship, pervasive social and economic injustice, poverty, 

corruption and backwardness. These autocrats, who are invariably supported by global powers 

and corrupt clerics, rule over most Muslim countries. Many in the West might well profess 

support for democracy and human rights for all, but they have consistently preferred their own 

favored dictator, or, as FDR supposedly referred to them, their own “son of a bitch,” to true 

representative governance. This has allowed the United States to pursue short-term strategic 

interests, while corrupt clerics, be they mullahs or imams, have ‘interpreted’ Islam for the masses 

in support their own selfish interests—and those of the dictators. 

 

In such a setting, those who seek freedom are labeled enemies of Islam by dictators and clerics, 

and as Islamic terrorists or jihadists by non-Muslims. When dictators and corrupt clerics wish to 

solicit the support of Western states, they have only to refer to their oppressed and outraged 

masses as Islamic fanatics. Is it any wonder that the non-Muslim world has become wary of 

anything labeled Islamic? 

 

Events in Tunisia, Egypt and potentially in all countries from Morocco to Afghanistan could 

change all that. A peaceful transition to representative governance could transform the image of 

Muslims and enhance relations between Muslims and non-Muslims around the world. A peaceful 

transition will, however, not happen in a vacuum. It would need to be supported by a concerted 

effort on the part of the global media, bloggers and NGOs, Muslims who have emigrated from 

their countries of birth and reside in non-Muslim countries, global powers and especially by 

brave Muslims who live in oppressed countries. 

 

Up until now, the global media has largely echoed the party line of their governments and of the 

multinationals profiting from doing business with these dictators. While the international media 

appropriately covered the oppressive regime in Tehran, it said little about the abusive Tunisian 

and Egyptian regimes. But true to form, after demonstrators kicked Ben Ali out of Tunisia and 

occupied Freedom Square in Cairo, the coverage of these two regimes changed almost 180 

degrees. Such duplicitous news coverage should end. The transgressions of dictatorial regimes 



 

must be reported as they occur regardless of the regimes’ relations with multinationals and 

powerful governments. 

 

In Islam those that do nothing in the face of oppression are as guilty as those who oppress. Now 

is the time for Muslims to reclaim their religion from mullahs and imams. Where a ruler or his 

family have governed for more than ten or so years, where the lifestyle of the ruler is very 

different from the lifestyle of those he rules, where the level of poverty exceeds 25% while a few 

wallow in luxury, here there is likely to be divergence from Islamic teachings. Where all of these 

conditions exist it is more than likely that there is also massive abuse of the citizenry. Where this 

is the case, exposure is needed; and the media should expose all such rulers. 

 

The number of Muslims who have immigrated to the West—North America, Europe and 

Australia—has mushroomed over the last forty or so years, in large part because of revolutions, 

wars and regional conflicts in the Middle East and Africa. These immigrants have succeeded in 

most areas of life in their adopted countries. Instead of using their new powers to improve 

conditions in their countries of birth, a number have chosen to use their country of origin for 

financial gains, and have ended up supporting oppressive regimes in the process. These 

expatriates should cease all financial and economic transactions back home. If they persist in 

these activities, they should be exposed. Instead of pursuing personal gains, expatriate Muslims 

should lobby the government of their new homes to pressure dictators to reform. They should 

urge multinationals not to invest in countries that ignore the wishes of their people. 

 

The United States, Europe, Russia and China also have an important role to play. These powers 

must stop supporting oppressive dictators, even if they are important commercial allies—one 

thinks obviously of Saudi Arabia. Consistency matters if a great power such as the United States 

is to play an effective role in achieving peaceful transitions to representative rule in client states. 

 

Two simple facts deserve repetition: dictators are well aware of the duplicitous behavior of their 

foreign backers and will not reform as long as they enjoy their protection, and Muslims will 

continue to be enraged with the great powers as long as they support corrupt rulers. But in the 

end nothing will succeed without the desire and sacrifice of the citizenry in these oppressed 

Muslim countries. It is their choice to implement change, change that foreigners should support 

and never impede. Today, with such momentous change in the Muslim World, we must not lose 

this historic opportunity to be partners with over twenty percent of humanity in their quest for 

peaceful change towards representative governance. 
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The financial adventurism of Obama’s administration seems to be unparalleled in the US history. 

It has pushed too far fiscal deficits and has imposed most unorthodox monetary policy to finance 

monumental deficits. The financial profligacies of the Bush administration could be dwarfed by 

Obama’s oversized fiscal deficits and money printing. The fiscal deficit of the Bush 

administration at $200 in 2007 could be considered as too low when compared with Obama’s 

$1.7 trillion deficit in 2011. The Bush administration has ended into worst financial crisis 

worldwide and inflicted severe damage to the US economy and many European countries, set off 

worst commodity price inflation at 30% per year, and a housing and stock markets boom that 

crashed on their own. The dollar depreciated from $0.87/euro in 2000 to $1.6/euro in 2008. The 

outcome of Obama’s administration would be hardly different. Already, food and fuel price 

inflation is raging in the US, stock markets are in boom, and money is pouring into financial 

markets at near-zero interest rates, showering free wealth to speculators. However, worse than 

Bush administration policies, Obama’s policies are setting off highest conflicts within G20 group 

and forcing countries to re-introduce capital controls to stem hot money printed by the US Fed. 

 

Obama and Bernanke follow pure ideologies. Taking advantage of the recession of the economy 

and high unemployment, both Obama and Bernanke were able to put in route their ideologies. 

Obama believes in big government and taxing the rich. Bernanke, self-portrayed Great 

Depression specialist, vowed to fight any form of deflation. Bernanke put into practice the most 

unsound money policy that bankrupted the US and European banking system. Bernanke was still 

able to push with his monetary adventurism, simply because he continues to enjoy full political 

support. The G20 never recognized any fault with money policy in the financial upheaval. The 

US report on the financial crisis never blamed the Fed for any faulty policy. The Basle 

Committee on Banking Supervision never admitted in its tens of consultative reports and finally 

in Basle III proposals any link between the financial crisis and central banks’ policies. This 

shows either total ignorance of the authors of different reports of basic central banking theories 

that fully established a link between every financial crisis and central bank’s over issuance of 

credit, or intellectual dishonesty of the authors who want to shield every government from wrong 

doing and blame financial crisis on vague concepts such as greed where no one can be 

accountable for anything. 

 

Obama has a strong political backing for massive government spending. As a matter of fact, he 

could push spending to even higher limits. Cutting government spending has never been easy 

ounce they are proposed in a budget plan, let alone when they are already implemented. 

Beneficiaries will strike back. Every spending program becomes vital and essential for the 

society. Moreover, political arguments such as typical Keynesian theory argument: cutting 

spending will reduce growth and create unemployment, will block any spending cut. Obama’s 

solution for the deficit is to increase massively taxes through recruiting more IRS agents, 

persecute the rich, force households who make $250,000 and over to surrender their income in 

taxes, and close tax loopholes for private business. 



 

 

The republicans could not find enough spending to cut; moreover, they may agree with Obama’s 

argument that spending cuts are detrimental to recovery and will delay envisioning any spending 

cuts. However, they may hold the line against higher taxation as any departure from this position 

will alienate their constituency. 

 

Here comes Bernanke with his extra-ordinary printing press to finance the budget and near-zero 

interest rates. If debt ceiling is raised as called for by Bernanke, the US Treasury will have to 

issue government papers, most likely long-term issues, and borrow at ridiculously low interest 

rates. Bernanke will snap them all, as his capacity to print money is limitless; it is supported by 

Obama; moreover, the cost of computer time for crediting accounts is negligible. Every illiterate 

person in the world knows that Bernanke is printing money against no thing, except thin air. That 

is there are no commodities stored in the Fed’s vault against which money is printed. Bernanke is 

printing money against thin air in the US Fed. Every illiterate man, except Bernanke, knows that 

this printing is creating price inflation and is a redistribution of wealth to speculators and 

government. If Bernanke does not print money, then there will be no liquidity for buying US 

bonds, interest rates will explode to the roof, and the fiscal deficit will blow up further as US 

debt stands at higher than 100% of GDP. 

 

Obama’s administration unlimited money creation and monumental fiscal deficits led to conflicts 

within G20 group and absurd policy stances. Geithner has been attacking China on its currency 

and balance of payments surplus and blame US external deficits on China’s currency. He has 

been trying to align Europe and emerging countries against China’s currency policy. US 

Congress believed Geithner’s nonsense and wanted to pass legislation that will punish China. 

Obviously, China could not dictate Obama’s fiscal deficits and unrestricted money printing and 

near-zero interest rates. Money market interest rates are 0.1% in the US and 6.8% in China. The 

US fiscal deficits have to be financed by China; otherwise, they will fall catastrophically on the 

US private sector and will stall completely US economic growth and make US unemployment 

unbearable. Geithner wants to cap external current account imbalances at 4% of GDP. It is not 

clear why he does not apply this criterion himself? What is he waiting for? If he tries to 

implement this strategy now, this implies reducing government spending drastically and cap 

fiscal deficits at 1% percent of GDP. Then, Obama will fire him. 

 

Bernanke’s money printing is a real tax and near-zero interest rates are highly distortionary. The 

fiscal deficit corresponds to a mass of real resources that has to be mobilized in favor of the US 

spending programs. Bernanke buys Treasury bonds and pays in counterfeited dollars. Who is 

paying for the deficit now? Simply, consumers in form of speeding food and fuel prices and 

other prices such as health, transportation, and tuition fees. Because the dollar is a world reserve 

currency, the poor in Mauritania is paying his share in the inflation tax that finances the fiscal US 

deficit and profits of speculators. Of course, Mauritania can inflate its currency, but it will tax no 

body except Mauritanians. Call it justice of the money system. 

 

For Bernanke, inflation never existed, even though most prices are quintuple of what they were 

since he joined the US Fed in 2002. In his recent testimony in front of the US Congress, he 

called on countries to appreciate considerably their currency to solve the food and fuel price 

inflation. Obviously Bernanke does not see the reverse side of the medal. An appreciation of 



 

foreign currencies vis-à-vis the US dollar will be dangerous for the US and will make US 

imports prohibitive and fire up domestic inflation to double digit as it happened in the seventies 

when US dollar depreciated dramatically vis-à-vis trading partners’ currencies. This means that 

the fiscal deficit will crash the US economy in the absence of imports, and nominal interest rates 

have to explode. Moreover, the dollar will cease as a reserve currency. Furthermore, as long as 

the US Fed keeps printing money, an appreciation of foreign currencies vis-à-vis the US dollar 

will never help exports as these will be absorbed by domestic demand and exports will face 

dramatic rise in their costs of raw materials and labor. Exports price in dollar will jump 

dramatically making US exports more expensive on foreign markets and will offset the benefit of 

currency depreciation. This is the Scylla-Charybdis in economics meaning extremes are not a 

solution and best course is balance. 

 

If Geithner wants to cap external deficit to 4% of GDP, this implies that Bernanke has to 

renounce completely money printing.  Clearly, neither Geithner nor Bernanke will renounce 

money printing. More baffling is Obama’s objective for improving competitiveness. Such 

objective is highly remote in context of monumental fiscal deficits. The US economy has to rely 

on foreign financing and therefore high volumes of imports and reduce considerably its exports.  

High volumes of imports and shrinking exports would impede US competitiveness as shown by 

great competitiveness achieved by emerging countries in the past decade. Obama’s 

administration has set too many contradicting policy objectives. 

 

Obama’s policies have short-run implications and long-term implications. The short-run 

implications are a budgetary deadlocked situation, over money printing, and zero price for 

capital. Politically, spending cannot be curtailed. Politically, tax rates cannot be raised. The only 

political solution is inflationary financing of a monumental deficit through money printing and 

near-zero interest rates. The deficit will have to blow up the external account or depress the US 

economy. The cost of inflation will be borne by consumers in Bangladesh, Mauritania, and other 

vulnerable countries who will pay higher prices for feeding their children. Already, consumers in 

the US and the rest of the world are suffering high food and fuel price inflation. According to the 

World Bank millions in vulnerable countries have already been pushed into malnutrition. The 

financing of Obama’s fiscal deficit will exacerbate too much inflation in the future. 

 

The long-term prospects of the building deficits make future fiscal and money policies highly 

intractable. While every populist politician can expand government spending as much as he 

wishes, there is no politician, no matter how critical about big government and inflation he could 

be, who could roll back spending or stop inflation financing when public finance becomes too 

unmanageable. The post Obama era will be very difficult to manage. It would be very difficult to 

restraint fiscal deficits or drain trillions of cash printed by Bernanke. Draining money will send 

banks in a free collapse. The most likely scenario is an inflationary course as experience has 

illustrated in past US fiscal deficits, although these deficits never reached the size of Obama’s 

deficits. If the government resorts to ultra-coercive means for taxing the US economy, instead of 

taxing the poor across the world, then the weight of public debt will fall dramatically on the US 

economy that has to support large programs of inefficient spending. Moreover, higher taxation 

will lead to expropriation, high penalties, and will alienate democracy and liberty. It will harm 

private sector development. With intensification of the inflationary process, workers will lose 

real purchasing power and impoverishment will spread. Uncontrolled money policy will 



 

eventually lead to a stock market crush as it often did in the past resulting in widespread chaos 

and a wave of bankruptcies. Obama’s financial policies are extreme in their instability and are 

too hazardous. So much for Obama’s promised change, more fiscal and monetary chaos than 

Bush administration fatal fiscal and money mismanagement. 
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Last week, just before King Abdullah returned to Riyadh after a long absence for medical 

treatment and recuperation, he authorized a $36 billion ‘handout’ in pay increases to help less 

well-off citizens cope with inflation and to provide unemployment benefits and affordable 

housing. Some interpreted this as a gesture to diffuse protests. While some Saudi dissidents 

pleaded for jobs, others dismissed it as an effort by the Al-Sauds to save their skin. If anything, 

this so-called handout will only remind Saudis of their servitude—at the very moment other 

Arabs, and the world at large, are putting the royals under a magnifying glass. 

 

King Abdullah knows full well that there is almost nothing in Saudi Arabia that truly belongs to 

him. Most everything in Saudi Arabia is financed by oil depletion. Oil is not his to ‘hand out.’ Its 

depletion and all ensuing handouts to buy support can only be the fuel for uprisings. Let me 

explain. 

 

In most countries, exhaustible resources belong to the state and are, in turn, the birthright of 

current and future generations. The state has the responsibility to preserve equal benefits from all 

exhaustible resources for all generations. 

 

Has the House of Saud preserved the heritage of all generations of Saudis? The answer is an 

emphatic no. Is the waste of oil a main source of grievance against the House of Saud? The 

answer is an emphatic yes. If the Al-Sauds are to have any chance of survival at a time when 

rulers all around them fall, there are a number of things that they will have to do, and quickly. 

 

Broadly speaking, Saudi oil revenues should not finance consumption—as a number of 

economists, most notably Robert Solow have pointed out, this is a key tenet of managing 

exhaustible resources. Imagine that Saudi Arabia produces only oil. If the oil is used to finance 

consumption, then eventually the Saudi economy will fall off the cliff when oil runs out, that is, 

with a GDP of zero. 

 

Worse, every prince in Saudi Arabia gets a monthly check from a special department of the 

Ministry of Finance, which is run by loyal subjects from Mecca. This might normally be 

overlooked, but in Saudi Arabia there are 7,000-8,000 princes and the size of the checks, though 

varied, run sometimes into the millions of dollars for the senior princes. But this is not all. A 

handful of princes take what they want from the Ministry of Finance. Many of them act as 

middlemen for lucrative government contracts. 

 

Although using oil money to finance consumption is not economically sound and financing the 

lifestyles of the Al-Sauds is robbery, military expenditures are arguably even more wasteful. 

Saudi Arabia has been the largest importer of arms in the world. These imports are accompanied 

by enormous payments to corrupt senior princes. Military hardware requires maintenance 

expenditures in the future, draining more resources. No one really believes Saudi Arabia could 

defend itself against Iranian or Iraqi military aggression; if anything military hardware is likely 



 

to be used against an internal uprising—right now it rewards the the United States and Great 

Britain, the Al-Sauds' foreign backers. 

 

Let’s cut to the chase. There is only one efficient and just way to administer oil revenues. First, 

wean the government (and immediately cut off the Al-Sauds) from oil revenues over a period of 

say ten years (a period of time to develop an efficient and equitable tax system to provide 

revenue for the government). Place oil revenues into a well-managed sovereign wealth fund 

(SWF) and give an equal real payout directly to each citizen, in perpetuity. The management of 

such a fund must be transparent and outside of the personal control of the Al-Sauds and must be 

designed to afford appropriate incentives to individuals to live productive lives and to contribute 

to economic and social prosperity. This may sound like a difficult task, but it is not. The real 

payout could be readily calculated and updated, as a moving average, to reflect changes in the oil 

and gas markets and population. Such an approach would bypass wasteful government 

expenditures, be they subsidies or military expenditures. Individuals would be in a position to 

spend their money as they wished, just as is done in Alaska. The government would be forced to 

become more efficient and accountable. The House of Saud would have to abandon corrupt rent-

seeking activities that impede the development of good institutions, a prerequisite for sustainable 

private-sector growth. 

 

If King Abdullah is serious, then such a fundamental turnaround, not handouts, is the way to go. 

It would show the citizenry that he is willing to truly reform, share the wealth of the country 

equitably; to address corruption; and establish a system that would provide financial support 

equitably to all while supporting a private sector that could create badly needed employment 

opportunities. He might even save the Al-Sauds from regime change and humiliation, their 

destiny if they don’t change their ways quickly, and set a helpful precedent for their neighbors in 

the Persian Gulf. Now is the time for the US administration to smother King Abdullah with 

tough love if Washington wants to save its most important Arab ally. 
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It may well be a number of years before historians have a good idea of the foundational reasons 

for the upheaval that we are witnessing in the Arab world. Depending on the country, at least 

three reasons are likely to be included in the final mix: political freedom and representative 

government, economic failure, and pervasive social and economic injustice. The popular focus 

has been on the first of these, with little detail afforded to the other two. If they want to survive, 

governments in the Arab world and in Iran would do well to devote their energies to bringing 

economic prosperity and economic justice to their people, and quickly, because the oppressed 

citizenry has little patience for continued failure and excuses. 

 

Although the oil-exporting countries of the Middle East and North Africa received several 

trillion dollars in oil and gas revenues over the thirty-year period 1975-2005, their economic 

performance has been less than stellar. For the major oil exporters where data is available 

(Algeria, Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates), average annual real per 

capita GDP growth rate was about zero; unlike ‘normal’ countries where the year of the highest 

GDP per capita would be in  a recent year, the year of the highest GDP per capita in these 

countries was during 1975-1980 when oil prices were at their highest level in real terms; while a 

few got rich beyond their wildest dreams, the average citizen in these countries was more likely 

to have fallen into poverty; and yes, it is true that they have all prospered since 2005 and 

improved their conditions, though marginally for the average citizen. The anomaly of higher per 

capita income some three decades earlier and the recent surge in income is simply a by-product 

of higher oil prices and thus higher oil revenues. In sum, these countries have wasted much of 

their oil resources, without building a growing economy that could offer plenty of good jobs, 

while rulers and a small circle around them have gotten rich, leading to an increasingly uneven 

income distribution. In the case of the other countries in the region, per capita income growth has 

been about normal, with a real per capita income growth of a little over 2 percent per year that is 

similar to the average performance of all developing countries. 

 

Why was economic performance in the oil-exporting countries so dismal and mediocre in the 

other countries of the region? The oil ‘curse’ has had accomplices a plenty in the Middle East. 

With vast oil revenues, the temptation to rob the citizenry has been irresistible for rulers, and the 

elite—the family and friends of the rulers, cronies, senior military and anyone who had even a 

remote opportunity to enrich themselves. To differing degrees in all of these oil-exporting 

countries, the rulers: (i) have used oil revenues to buy short-run support for their regime with 

their citizenry through subsidies, handouts and other benefits, (ii)  have bought the services of 

important players in the United States and Europe to back their rule, (iii) have wasted billions on 

imported arms to buy support in the US and Europe, arms that most likely would be used against 

their own people, (iv) have impeded the development of viable institutions, especially the rule of 

law that could check their plunder, and (v)  have robbed their countries to an extent that may be 

turn out to be unparalleled in the history of man. As the rulers impeded the development of 

effective institutions they paid little notice to the fact that institutions are at the foundation of 

sustained economic development and growth, and in particular the development of a thriving 

private sector. Namely, without effective institutions it is difficult to nurture a thriving private 



 

sector as investors would face unreasonable risks. Additionally, other supportive policies have 

not been in place, policies: to promote education, to encourage economic diversification, to 

promote non-oil exports, to liberalize factor and goods markets, to develop a viable financial 

sector, to maintain consistent macroeconomic policies, to build a fair and effective tax system 

that would generate revenues to replace oil revenues and afford the government with the means 

to address serious income inequities. Given these circumstances, it is understandable that a 

thriving private sector has not developed in any of these countries.  

 

With the passage of time, average real incomes have not grown significantly, the percentage of 

those in poverty may have increased or at least has not declined, the disparity between the ruling 

class and the average citizen in these countries has grown to an extent that is shameful,  

especially when most of this wealth has come from corrupt practices associated with oil 

revenues, and there is little hope for a turnaround and a better future. Under these conditions, 

economic injustice has become unbearable and is a major factor, in some cases the main factor, 

for the upheaval that we are witnessing in the Arab world today.  

 

The implications of economic failure in the region are most visible and ominous in high 

unemployment. High unemployment, especially for those under the age of thirty, has been the 

fuel and the spark for demonstrations.  Slow economic growth and a dramatic shift in the age 

distribution of the population towards those under thirty are the two major economic issues for 

the region. The share of those under 25 years of age in the total population of the region (about 

45 percent under 15 years of age and 21 percent between 15 and 24 years of age) will be higher 

than that in any other region for at least the next two decades. Providing gainful employment 20-

29 age group, is the most serious problem facing all the regimes in the region. Years of 

corruption and plunder at the expense of rapid growth have come to roost; sub-par economic 

growth over decades and change in age structure present these regimes with an unemployment 

problem that is unenviable for the foreseeable future. Depending on the country, the larger 

countries, major oil exporters (Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Algeria and Libya) and non-major oil 

exporters (Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia), have to grow for a number of years at levels they have 

never achieved before, depending on the country in the range of 8-12 percent per year.  

 

What can they do? The oil exporters should without delay re-orient the role of oil in their 

economies. In all these countries, depletable or exhaustible resources belong the state and are, in 

turn, the birthright of current and future generations. The state has the responsibility to preserve 

equal benefits from all exhaustible resources for all generations. Economists have long 

recognized the special characteristics of exhaustible resources; they are a part of society’s stock 

of capital and their depletion should not be used to finance consumption. Instead, commensurate 

capital of another form should replace the depletion of exhaustible resources for the benefit of 

current and future generations. In the case of Islamic communities, this must be done in such a 

way that all citizens—current and future generations—benefit equally; just as we should consider 

ourselves stewards of our environment so that those who follow us can enjoy the same, so should 

we also take care of exhaustible resources for the equal benefit of all generations. 

 

Broadly speaking, oil revenues should not finance consumption, public or private. If the oil is 

used to finance consumption, then eventually the country’s economy will fall off the cliff when 

oil runs out, that is, with a GDP of zero. Using oil revenues to finance consumption is 



 

detrimental, but what about building infrastructure and developing industries to provide jobs now 

and in the future? If a government selects infrastructure projects and industries to develop, will 

they be the most needed ones?  Won’t those who get construction contracts benefit more from oil 

funds than the rest of the citizenry? And if all revenues are used now, will future generations 

receive their fair share of benefits from oil depletion? 

 

There is only one efficient and just way to manage oil depletion and its associated revenues. 

First, wean the government from oil revenues over a period of say ten years (a period of time to 

develop an efficient and equitable tax system to provide revenues for the government). Place oil 

revenues into a well-managed sovereign wealth fund (SWF) and give an equal real payout 

directly to each citizen, today and for all time. The management of such a fund must be 

transparent and outside of the personal control of the rulers and must be designed to afford 

appropriate incentives to individuals to live productive lives and to contribute to economic and 

social prosperity. This may sound like a difficult task, but it is not. The real payout could be 

readily calculated and updated, as a moving average, to reflect changes in the oil and gas markets 

and population. Such an approach would reduce wasteful government expenditures, be they 

subsidies or military expenditures. These could no longer be financed by easy money. 

Individuals would be in a position to spend their money as they wished, thus this would be the 

most efficient way to transfer benefits to the citizenry, as done partially in Alaska. The 

government would be forced to become more efficient and accountable because it would have to 

rely on taxes for revenues, as do most countries. Rulers and their cronies would lose access to oil 

revenues and would have to find productive work instead of corrupt rent-seeking activities that 

impede the development of good institutions, a pre-requisite for sustainable private sector 

growth.  

 

If these major oil exporters want to re-orient their economies, then such a fundamental 

turnaround is the best way forward. It would show the citizenry that they are willing to truly 

reform, share the wealth of the country equitably; to address corruption; and establish a system 

that would provide financial support equitably to all while supporting a private sector that could 

create badly needed employment opportunities. Such an approach is not only just, but it also may 

enable these regimes to avoid bloodshed and have a fighting chance to provide economic 

prosperity, gainful employment and sustainable growth for their citizenry. The oil exporters and 

the other countries in the region should at the same time adopt policies to stimulate a thriving 

private sector; this, as has been outlined above, will first and foremost require good institutions, 

accompanied by high quality education for all, policies to liberalize trade and goods and factor 

markets, establishing a supportive financial sector and adopting consistent macroeconomic 

policies.  

 

If rulers in the Middle East and North Africa are not blind to the writing on the wall—“change 

drastically now or be swept aside”—there is a window of hope. The oil exporters can turn into 

the “oil tigers,” rapidly growing oil-exporting countries, as contrasted with what they have been, 

the “oil snails.” 

 

In short, while political reform is long over due for the region, don’t forget economic reform. 

Political reform must go hand-in-hand with fundamental economic reform to restore justice, 



 

peace and hope to the Middle East and North Africa. And if they do, the world may witness the 

birth of the first oil tiger. 
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The ongoing upheaval in the Middle East North Africa (MENA) region reminds one of a 

Hollywood movie with the ending to be determined by the audience. In this motion picture, the 

US has made its choice and the die is cast. 

 

For over four decades, the US has had two principal policies for the region—furthering the peace 

process and ensuring stability for the flow of oil at a reasonable price. Along the way, more goals 

have been added—containment of Iran and its surrogates, prevention of an Iranian nuclear 

weapons program and defending the homeland from terrorism. The list may have gotten longer 

because the goals were wrong, mistakes were made or efforts in support of these objectives 

failed. In the end, the US has backed dictators for short-term stability, and, no matter its rhetoric, 

has not encouraged popular movements for representative government. It was always evident 

that upheavals would come, but hopefully one at a time and not too frequently.  

 

The demonstrations that started in Tunisia and spread across the region have turned US policies 

on their head. The wave of protests is the manifestation of years of pent up anger. The people are 

fed up and are not going to take it any more; they are in charge, realities on the ground have 

changed and the process is irreversible.  

 

The US administration seemed to recognize much of this as events were unfolding. Still, 

Washington sat on the fence as protests spread from Tunisia to Egypt, hoping for “orderly 

change,” as if this was the changing of the guard at Buckingham Palace! But the administration 

soon realized that vacillation would lead to more bloodshed and loss of even more credibility in 

the Arab and the Muslim World. The US became more engaged and did not buckle under intense 

Saudi pressure to back Mubarak.  

 

With Mubarak gone and turmoil in Algeria, Bahrain, Jordan, Morocco, Oman, Yemen and even 

Iran, the administration finally appreciated the severity of its predicament. Washington faced a 

stark choice: support the change demanded across all of MENA or continue backing dictators, 

ultimately becoming irrelevant in the future of the region. The decision was facilitated by events 

in Libya; given Gaddafi’s unpopularity in the US, his erratic behavior and his regime’s brutal 

attack on its own people, President Obama and Secretary Clinton had little choice but to come 

down 100 percent on the side of the protesters in Libya, with harsh condemnation of rulers who 

did not yield to the popular demands of their people. 

 

The US had made its choice and the die was cast. Rapidly developing events pushed Washington 

into a 180-degree policy shift, abandoning dictators and short-run stability in favor of freedom 

and representative rule with the hope that any ensuing instability would be short lived. The US 

had little choice but to embrace the cause of the protesters. Support for dictators was no longer 

tenable after President Obama’s high-profile Cairo speech and the bloodshed in the streets of 

Cairo and Tripoli.  

 



 

Knowingly or unknowingly, after nearly two months of uncontrollable events, the US today 

finds itself caught up in a process it did not manage or foresee. Choosing sides in Libya was 

easy, but is the US committed to supporting the side of protestors no matter the country, 

especially when it comes to Saudi Arabia or the other five members of the Gulf Cooperation 

Council (GCC)? 

 

On the one hand, if the US supports any of the remaining Middle Eastern dictators, it will 

deservedly be labeled duplicitous as never before. While the label may mean little to the US as it 

has unashamedly worn this badge of dishonor for many years, conditions on the ground are not 

the same. If Washington turns its back on protestors in Saudi Arabia or even in Bahrain, it will 

risk unleashing Arab and Muslim anger as never before and will lose Arab and Muslim hearts 

and minds for many decades. On the other hand, if the US abandons the remaining dictators, 

especially King Abdullah in Saudi Arabia, the administration may face unrelenting criticism 

from the US business lobby. Saudi Arabia and the rest of the GCC have a large share of the 

global oil and liquefied gas market (Qatar), and disruptions would have much more impact on 

global markets than anything we have seen. The GCC are a vast market for US arms exports, 

with pending multi-year sales of over $60 billion to Saudi Arabia alone. They are a significant 

market for other US exports as well and have important financial relations with the all-powerful 

US financial industry with about $1.5 trillion in sovereign wealth funds. The US energy industry, 

the arms industry, the financial industry and the many influential lobbyists on the direct payroll 

of GCC rulers afford these dictators enormous political clout in Washington. They will not go 

quietly. King Abdullah has already made his views known: he offered to make up the US 

financial support to Mubarak if he lost US support; he even denigrated all protesters as traitors 

and enemies of Islam; and most recently, on March 6, he outlawed all demonstrations in Saudi 

Arabia. What will the Obama administration do when faced with increasing protests in Saudi 

Arabia? What will Washington’s response be when widespread demonstrations erupt demanding 

an end to Al-Saud plunder, injustice and corruption?  

 

The GCC rulers may still have a very remote chance of saving themselves if they undertake 

unprecedented reforms now: (i) irreversible steps toward constitutional monarchy, (ii) 

transformation of the economy to use oil for the benefit of all generations equitably, and (iii) real 

economic reforms that include efficient institutions and the rule of law. This is a difficult 

package for absolute rulers to embrace. There is no reason to believe that the Al-Sauds would 

adopt such change; small concessions à la Mubarak would make matters even worse.  

 

The US cast its die with its strong rhetoric to support the demonstrators in the ouster of Mubarak 

and Gaddafi. Whether or not the US realizes it, there is no going back. Washington can no longer 

support the dictators of the Persian Gulf. Across the region demonstrators believe they hold a 

license to protest signed by the US. The US no longer determines events and has little choice but 

to act in support of the aspirations of the people. Arabs will overthrow their dictators. Once 

Saudi Arabia erupts, and it will, the Iranian youth will follow. There will be hiccups in the next 

few years and the changing of the guard will not be orderly. But what will follow will not be the 

Middle East with radical “Islamist” governments that pundits keep warning us about. The US 

could win the hearts and minds of the Middle East by sticking to the current script, or the US 

could become totally irrelevant if it gets cold feet and tries to back peddle. Amazingly, we may 



 

witness a total transformation of the Middle East with little intervention from the US and other 

foreign powers and with no American bloodshed. A first of sorts and in the Middle East, too! 
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While there may be truth to the adage that “opposites attract,” a happy and long lasting 

relationship must be based on common values, respect and shared interests. Do America and the 

absolute rulers of Saudi Arabia share such a basis for a long lasting relationship? How will 

Muslims judge our marriage to the Al-Sauds in the current climate of protests against autocratic 

rule in the Middle East and North Africa? 

 

Do the US and the Al-Sauds have shared values?  

 

Political Freedom: Saudi Arabia has no constitution, no representative government, no freedom 

of the press and no freedom of assembly. The Saudi foreign minister recently said that Saudi 

Arabia will "cut off any finger" raised in protest. Who are the rulers of Saudi Arabia? In 1932, 

Abdul-Aziz Al-Saud used his sword, deception and treachery to unite a number of warring tribes. 

So the Al-Saud family sees Saudi Arabia as their ranch; as one Saudi prince said, “my 

grandfather took it with the sword. Others could have done it. But they didn’t. It is ours.”  

 

Religious Freedom: Churches and synagogues are banned in Saudi Arabia, only mosques are 

allowed; in fact, foreigners have gone to jail for holding Christmas services in their home. With 

about 85 percent of Saudis professing the Sunni sect, Shia Muslims are subjugated, economically 

deprived and treated as apostates. It is Saudi fundamentalists who have financed madrassas to 

spread radical Islam with a hatred for all things American. None of this bothers the Al-Sauds 

because the US and the Vatican don’t publicize this religious discrimination for fear of ruffling 

Al-Saud feathers. In the face of such discrimination, it is ironic that Al-Saud kings, beginning 

with Fahd and now Abdullah, refer to themselves as “The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques,” 

while the Quran says, “Let there be no compunction in religion.” They claim legitimacy from 

Islam, while the unity of humankind and social and economic justice, the core of Islamic 

teachings, has been supplanted by its antithesis. 

 

Economic Equality and Freedom: Contrary to everything in the Quran and from the example of 

the prophet Mohammad, the Al-Sauds are the masters and have no equals. While the oil under 

the ground belongs to all Saudis of this and future generations, the Al-Sauds behave as if it was 

theirs and theirs alone. The king and senior princes take what they want from the treasury. All 

major government contracts have a Saudi prince as an agent, taking commissions that are at 

times obscene. In the case of at least one military contract that ran into the billions, the “add-ons” 

over a short span of time exceeded the original contract, something that dismayed the US 

government military attaché in Saudi Arabia. As usual when senior Al-Sauds are involved, it was 

hushed up by the US embassy. Are the Al-Sauds the best businessmen in the world or are they 

simply corrupt? While the Al-Sauds wallow in unbelievable opulence, some Shia don’t have 

running water and around 25 percent of the youth cannot find jobs. The Al-Sauds are wasting the 

heritage of all Saudis. What happened to the Islamic precept that rulers should live in the same 

manner as the poorest in their realm? 

 

Are the Al-Sauds a good ally?  



 

 

The Saudi purchase of Chinese missiles may provide the best example of Saudi Arabia’s 

unreliability as an ally and of US reluctance to ruffle Al-Saud feathers no matter what the 

consequences. In the mid-1980s, two younger princes embarked on a secret mission to China, 

changing planes, etc., to evade US detection. They bought long-range Chinese missiles that are 

designed for nuclear warheads. This was discovered by the US in 1988. The US was dismayed 

by what was seen as a new axis between Riyadh and Beijing. The US State Department asked the 

US Ambassador to Riyadh, Hume Horan, to deliver a demarche (an official government 

representation) to the Saudi king. In the meantime, the Saudi Ambassador in Washington 

(incidentally, one of the two princes who had travelled to China) had approached the 

administration unbeknownst to Ambassador Horan with some explanation of the incident and 

had in turn informed his uncle the king that the incident was being ironed out. When 

Ambassador Horan went to the palace and delivered the demarche the king went into a rage and 

referred to Horan as a Shia dog, telling him to leave his country.  Horan left Saudi Arabia and 

was replaced. Why such kingly outrage? Horan’s biological father was a Shia and the king 

apparently had thought that Horan was delivering the demarche in contravention to State 

Department wishes. Ambassador Horan was told never to disclose this event as it might spark 

hostility against Saudi Arabia in the US. Horan’s career, the most accomplished Arabist in the 

State Department, was essentially destroyed. But not a peep from the State Department or the 

White House! Would the US have accepted such treatment of its ambassador by any other 

country? Normally equipped to carry nuclear warheads, these missiles have a range of more than 

1,000 miles, making them capable of reaching targets not only in Tehran but also in Israel. It is 

rumored that the Al-Sauds may have even purchased more accurate and reliable long-range 

models around 2005.  

 

Is Al-Saud rule critical for US national interests?  

 

A marriage to the devil, even in hell, could be considered if it were a matter of national survival. 

The basis of this marriage is a narrative of the urban myth promulgated by Al-Saud supporters in 

Washington that goes something like this: the Al-Sauds will keep oil flowing. If they are 

overthrown, “fundamentalists” will take over. They will blackmail the US. The world economy 

will be held hostage and we will have to succumb to their demands. This myth has so many holes 

that it is tough to know where to begin. At the outset, we shouldn’t forget that it was King Faisal 

(an Al-Saud!) who put in place the Arab oil embargo in 1973. Neither the mullahs of Tehran nor 

the revolutionaries of Caracas have ever gone the embargo route. Saudi Arabia needs its oil 

revenues. Iran, Venezuela, Russia, Angola, and in fact all countries sell all the oil they can to 

whoever wants to buy it. There’s no reason to believe that whoever replaces the Al-Sauds will 

restrict supplies. There is no reason to believe that they will be anti-Western. Muslims don’t 

want a government like Iran’s; in fact, the disaster that is Iran has helped discourage theocracies 

in favor of democracies.  

 

What about exports to Saudi Arabia? Is that so important to our economic existence? Sure, we 

might sell fewer arms. Selling fewer arms might just mean that fewer arms will get into the 

wrong hands that won’t be used by dictators to stay in power. That’s about it and that’s not all 

that bad. Saudi Arabia might then use its wealth to develop its own economy, to prosper, provide 

jobs and keep all its people happy. 



 

 

How will US support for the Al-Sauds play out in the Middle East?  

 

With the outbreak of protests in Tunisia, the US was initially cautious, calling for dialogue and 

an orderly transition. But when demonstrations picked up in Egypt and thugs attacked, injured 

and killed peaceful demonstrators, the Obama administration threw caution to the wind, calling 

for Mubarak to step down.  

 

The Libyan uprising was different. With momentum from Egypt, with the early success of the 

opposition and without close ties to Gaddafi, the US administration’s rhetoric was strongly for 

the opposition. Even US actions calling for asset freezes and sanctions were ahead of the curve. 

The Al-Sauds must have watched nervously as the Gaddafi regime initially appeared to collapse, 

but they must have breathed a sigh of relief when Gaddafi used his arsenal to massacre protesters 

and the world watched, talked, but did nothing. US rhetoric changed to demands for a ceasefire. 

Demands for Gaddafi’s departure receded as quickly as they had appeared. The Al-Sauds learned 

an important lesson. Meet the protesters with overwhelming force. Crush them. If very little 

action was taken against Gaddafi, then absolutely nothing will happen to the Al-Sauds with their 

close ties to the US and sitting on top of all that oil that the world needs. So they decided to go 

on the offensive in Bahrain. But first some background on Bahrain and the GCC. 

 

When the GCC was formed in 1981, the picture presented to the world was one of an economic 

and political union. But clearly the political dimension was the overriding factor as their 

economies were complementary. The members were not equal. Saudi Arabia’s population was 

greater than the combined population of the other five. Still Kuwait wanted to assert its 

importance and not submit to Saudi domination. Everything changed after the First Gulf War: 

the Al-Sabahs became little brothers to the Al-Sauds. Among the GCC, Qatar is today the only 

thorn in the Saudi side. Oman stays out of the limelight. The UAE tows the Al-Saud line. And 

the Al-Khalifas in Bahrain are Saudi puppet stooges, sharing a Saudi offshore oil field and 

getting additional financial support to tow the Saudi line. Why? Bahrainis are over 70 percent 

Shia, while ruling Sunnis make up less than 30 percent. The Shia in Bahrain have been 

subjugated and deprived economically and socially and the Al-Sauds have wanted it this way 

given the short distance on the causeway to Saudi Arabia and the high number of Saudi Shia 

living in their oil-rich Eastern Province. So after seeing Gaddafi use such overwhelming force 

with impunity, the Al-Sauds must have decided to follow in his footsteps. They sent troops into 

Bahrain to “restore law and order.” But they forgot a few facts. Iran cannot, and will not, let this 

go unchallenged. Under the Shah Iran had historical claims to Bahrain. More recently, under the 

Mullahs, influential regime members have made references to this claim. Although the Shah 

agreed to abide by international arbitration, it was never his intention to allow Bahrain to become 

a Saudi puppet state. Moreover, the Shia, the majority in Iraq, suffered for decades under 

Saddam Hussein’s rule. They know what it is like to be subjugated by a brutal minority. Now 

that they have their rights restored, they cannot watch Bahraini Shia and those in Eastern Saudi 

Arabia suffer so. Even Grand Ayatollah Sistani, the most revered Shia cleric alive, may be forced 

to voice his opinion.  

 

While Saudi Arabia has opened itself to hostile relations with Iran and Iraq as never before, the 

Al-Sauds have also put the US in a quandary. On March 16, at least six peaceful protestors were 



 

killed in Bahrain. Most alarming was a video circulated on the Internet showing one innocent 

middle-aged protestor shot for no reason whatsoever. Surprisingly, Aljazeera refrained from 

showing this inflammatory video; one must assume that even Qatar thought better of infuriating 

the Al-Sauds who may feel backed into a corner. If the Obama administration and the US stand 

for anything, the administration must use the same level of rhetoric against Saudi Arabia and the 

Bahraini government that it used against Mubarak. To do otherwise will not be easily forgotten 

in Iran and Iraq. Even the UN’s Human Rights Chief branded Bahraini (that could very well 

have been Saudi) treatment of protesters as shocking and illegal and the military takeover of a 

hospital as a violation of international law. 

 

As US bullets, US guns and US-trained soldiers kill peaceful Bahrainis, the US spring in the 

Muslim World is becoming the winter of its gloom that the administration never envisaged. It is 

largely because of the unsolicited involvement of the Al-Sauds. To say that the US has no 

influence over the Al-Sauds is a lie. The Al-Sauds are kept as rulers of Saudi oil by the US. If we 

want democratic ideals to take root in the Arab and Muslim world, we have to begin with change 

in Egypt and Saudi Arabia. If other Arab dictators see Gaddafi stay in power, followed by the 

Khalifas and the Al-Sauds, then every Arab dictator will murder his subjects with impunity. 

What would keep Mubarak or his son from returning to Egypt? The US will be hated as never 

before. Washington will become irrelevant in the affairs of the Middle East while the mullahs in 

Tehran and the likes of Muqtada Al-Sadr in Iraq become regional masters. 

 

Why is the administration so wedded to the Al-Sauds and so hesitant to stand up for the 

legitimate rights of the majority in Bahrain, the Shia in Saudi Arabia or for all Saudi citizens who 

want representative rule? Simply said, it is the power of the Saudi lobby in Washington—the 

financial, oil and arms industries, the professional lobbyists, the most senior of US officials and 

even the media. Where is the US media that revealed the transgressions of Mubarak and his 

family when they fell out of favor and the billions stashed abroad by the Gaddafi clan?  Why 

aren’t they reporting the deprivations of Saudis and Bahrainis, the Al-Saud plunder of Saudi 

riches, the obscene palaces and the stolen billions that make the Mubarak stash look like a 

pauper’s lot? The reason for the absence of US outrage is not the free flow of oil; it is instead the 

influence of the Saudi lobby and the billions that slosh around Washington. It is time to hold 

hearings into the power of the Saudi lobby and admit that our marriage to the Al-Sauds threatens 

our national security. 
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The Al-Khalifas have ruled Bahrain for nearly two centuries, much of the time as a British 

protectorate, and for the last forty or so years as an emirate and most recently as a kingdom. With 

centuries of Persian rule up to about the mid 18th century, the majority of Bahrainis profess the 

Shia sect of Islam. Unlike other rulers in the Persian Gulf, the Al-Khalifas have had to contend 

with four major handicaps: (i) Bahrain has no oil or natural gas wealth to speak of, (ii) it is 

literally a stone’s throw away from the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia, where most of Saudi 

Arabia’s 15 percent or so Shia population live, (iii) the Al-Sauds, who financially support the Al-

Khalifas, viscerally hate the Shia and have subjugated and deprived them for decades, and (iv) 

the Sunnis are, at most, 30 percent of Bahrain’s population. The Al-Khalifas find themselves 

between a rock and hard place. Understandably, the Shia majority wants freedom and a voice in 

the administration of their tiny island country, especially in the aftermath of Shia rising to power 

in Iraq and the broader “Arab Spring.” The Al-Sauds want the Shia subjugated and treated as 

third-class citizens–just like they are in Saudi Arabia. How have the Al-Khalifas responded? 

 

The Al-Khalifas have thrown their lot in with the Al-Sauds by mistreating their Shia majority. 

The Shia communities have less of everything the Sunni minority enjoys: modern infrastructure, 

healthcare, education, jobs, wealth, and a whole host of other privileges. To buttress their rule, 

the Al-Khalifas have put together a harsh security force largely made up of foreign mercenaries: 

Pakistanis, Jordanians and Yemenis. They have actively recruited and granted citizenship to 

Sunnis to increase their numbers. And most recently they have “invited” Saudi forces 

(accompanied by a few from the UAE to afford the Saudis GCC cover) to help them put down 

the protests, called on Kuwait to help patrol their waters, arrested the leaders of the Shia 

opposition for no valid reason, killed peaceful protesters and declared a three-month state of 

emergency, banning any and all peaceful demonstrations. This is not a pretty picture of Al-

Khalifa rule in Bahrain—selling the country to the Al-Sauds and starting a process that could 

surely be classified as ethnic cleansing. Is this something the United States can afford to 

embrace? No. 

 

America and Western Europe have denounced the use of excessive force to obstruct 

demonstrators on many occasions, and condemned the killing of peaceful protestors and the use 

of mercenaries. They have supported the legitimate rights of people to choose their government. 

How can the United States and Europeans freeze the assets of the Gaddafi clan, condemn the use 

of overwhelming force and mercenaries, and say virtually nothing about Bahrain and Saudi 

Arabia’s role therein? How can they use military intervention to protect those in peril in Libya 

and do nothing in Bahrain except to advise ‘restraint’ to all parties? This sort of blatant duplicity 

will not go answered in this day and age of the Internet, social media and mobile communication 

devices. Sadly, US policy toward the Middle East and North Africa has been to adopt what is 

expedient at the time and not consider the future implications for US national security and 

economic interests. America must not let its ongoing involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan, its 

historic marriage to Middle East dictators or its need for a naval base in the Persian Gulf deter it 

from looking at all the facts shaping its longer-term national security interests in the Middle East. 

 



 

Iran’s population is more than the population of the rest of the Persian Gulf combined, while the 

combined population of Iran and Iraq, both majority Shia countries, is about four times that of 

the six countries that make up the Gulf Cooperation Council. Iran and Iraq are respectively 90 

and 60 percent Shia, while Bahrain is about 70 percent Shia. Iraqi Shia know what it is like to be 

discriminated against after decades under Saddam Hussein. In fact Iraqis already protested in 

Basra last week in support of their brethren in Bahrain. One thing is for sure. Iran, Iraq and their 

surrogates, such as Hezbollah, will not stand idly by and let this persecution against Shia gather 

momentum. They will intervene with ominous implications not only for Bahrain, but also for the 

rest of the GCC and for the future of the United States in the Persian Gulf. 

 

If the United States wants to protect its dictators in the region, it should use tough love to 

persuade these dictators to change while they have time. 

 

King Abdullah has reportedly taken the position that he will never allow Shia to have a say in 

shaping their destiny in Bahrain. Such a position is a morally reprehensible. How dare he 

interfere in the internal affairs of another country? How dare he quash the justifiable demands of 

a people? Surprisingly, at the meeting in Paris on March 19, the Saudi foreign minister was 

invited to have a seat at the table with legitimate governments because “the US wanted Arab 

support” for its intervention in Libya. This was the man who had said he would cut off any finger 

raised in protest! By courting Saudis, we are sending the message that their behavior is 

acceptable. It is not. By supporting the Al-Sauds we are sending the same message to the people 

of the Muslim World, especially to all Shia. And at the same time, we are doing nothing to stop 

the killing of innocent people by a dictator in Bahrain. 

 

Are the Al-Sauds an ally Washington can afford? In the Middle East, it is said that you really 

know a person by the company he keeps. Is this how the United States wants to be known in the 

region, as the ally of the Al-Sauds and the Al-Khalifas? If so, then our future in the Persian Gulf 

is indeed a dark one. 

 

If we continue to support despots in the Middle East we are handing Iran and Iraq unbelievable 

propaganda material. It is they who will have the moral high ground. We are giving them carte 

blanche to interfere in Bahrain, and eventually in Saudi Arabia, as the only means to prevent 

killings and ultimately ethnic cleansing. We are putting them on the right side of history. We 

must stop looking at each event in isolation. These are the conflicts that, if not addressed today, 

will beget the massive wars of the future. 
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It seems conventional wisdom in the West that the vast majority of Middle Easterners are Sunni, 

that they are more democratically oriented and less radical than the Shia, that they support 

religious freedom more than the Shia, and that they control the bulk of the region’s vast oil and 

natural gas reserves. Thus it is in a country’s national interest to back Sunni Muslims. But not so 

fast, these are largely myths and the numbers tell a different story. 

 

The population of the Muslim countries east of Egypt through the Persian Gulf—Lebanon (40% 

Shia), Syria (15%), Jordan (2%), Yemen (45%), Saudi Arabia (10%), Iraq (63%), Kuwait (30%), 

Iran (93%), Oman (2%), UAE (15%), Qatar (5%) and Bahrain (70%)—totals about 190 million. 

Although there are different sects within Shia Islam, the indisputable number of Shia in Iran and 

Iraq total about 86 million, or over 45% of the region’s total population; conservative estimates 

for the Shia in the remaining countries bring the total number of Shia to 106 million or 56% of 

the region’s population. In short, the Shia are the majority in the area that might be considered 

the ‘heart’ of the Middle East, including all the countries of the Persian Gulf, the Arabian 

Peninsula and the Levant, and the area that holds the region’s vast oil and natural gas reserves. 

 

Although in Islam rulers must be just and serve with the blessing of their community, none of the 

rulers in the Muslim countries of the Middle East could be classified as just, nor have they been 

selected in a free system. It is only Iraq, Iran and Lebanon that could be even remotely 

considered to be attempting to meet these criteria. Sunni imams teach their flock that even if 

their ruler is unjust, they should put the stability of the community ahead of justice and obey. 

Shia, on the other hand, are taught that an unjust ruler must be removed. Those who do not stand 

up to oppose an unjust ruler are as guilty as the ruler.  

 

Non-Muslims around the world, especially Americans, have been brainwashed into believing 

that the Shia are the radical sect of Islam, spawning the likes of Al Qaeda and other terrorist 

organizations that hate the West and its values. Nothing could be further from the truth. Saudi 

Arabia finances fundamentalist schools (madrassa) in a number of Muslim countries, most 

prominently in Pakistan. It is in these schools that young Muslims are taught to be anti-Western, 

anti-Shia, to reject the rights of women and modernization and to follow a path that excludes 

culture, science, social sciences and economic progress. It is was precisely this environment in 

Saudi Arabia that spawned Al Qaeda, the attack on 9/11 and the majority of the suicide bombers 

who have come into Iraq to frustrate the country’s progress toward normalcy and democracy.  

 

It is this same environment in Saudi Arabia that prohibits the practice of any religion other than 

their strict, austere and fundamentalist version of Islam. Churches, synagogues and private 

religious celebrations are not tolerated. But in Shia Iran churches and synagogues are allowed, 

and although under today’s mullahs the Baha’is are sadly persecuted, the country’s constitution 

reserves two seats in parliament for Armenian Christians, and one each for Assyrians Catholics, 

Jews and Zoroastrians. In Shia Iraq religious freedom is upheld; even during the rule of Saddam 

Hussein Iraq had a Christian foreign minister and deputy prime minister.  

 



 

In sum, the Shia are more tolerant and have values that are more compatible with how the US 

and the rest of the West see themselves.  

 

Why have the Shia been so maligned? The taking of US hostages by Iranian student 

revolutionaries and the Mujahedin (or MEK) in 1979 left an indelible mark on the American 

psyche. Moreover, the anti-American rhetoric that spewed out of Tehran in the early days of the 

revolution and more recently from President Ahmadinejad has kept the anti-Shia flame strong. 

Shia’s traditional reverence for martyrdom has also put Shiism in the spotlight. The Al-Sauds 

have added fuel to the fire. They blame Iran for attacks on Americans; they tell visiting 

dignitaries to Riyadh that the Shia cannot be trusted; without a shred of evidence they blame Iran 

for fomenting the uprisings in Bahrain and elsewhere in the region. Meanwhile, with their high-

priced public relations campaigns and lobbyists the Al-Sauds continue to escape close scrutiny. 

 

As for oil and natural gas reserves, where are they? Today’s figures give Iran and Iraq about 75% 

of the GCC’s natural gas reserves and 55% of its oil reserves. But it should be emphasized that 

this is today; Iraq has been cut off from the international oil community for a long time and only 

15 % of its potential area has been explored. Iran has been sanctioned since the time of its war 

with Iraq and has had limited access to foreign investment and much needed technology. In fact, 

a number of energy insiders expect Iran’s and especially Iraq’s oil and gas reserves to be 

adjusted significantly upward, with some anticipating that Iraq’s oil reserves could eventually 

equal if not exceed Saudi Arabia’s. My expectation would be for the combined gas reserves of 

Iran and Iraq to equal those of the GCC and for their oil reserves to climb up to 75-85% of the 

GCC’s.  In short, our energy interests are linked to Iran and Iraq as much as they are to Saudi 

Arabia and the GCC. We neglect our interests in Iran and Iraq to our own peril. 

 

Today, the growing division between Shia and Sunnis in the Persian Gulf has been in large part 

fomented by the Al-Sauds. In the past, the Shia could travel everywhere in the Persian Gulf, 

except in Saudi Arabia, without feeling that they were ‘different.’ The Al-Sauds have changed all 

that by sowing the seeds of discord within Islam throughout the Persian Gulf. They have drawn a 

line in the sand in Bahrain that could ignite a regional war. In Iraq and in Iran, Sunni and Shia 

have intermarried, but with increasing discrimination being practiced in Saudi Arabia and 

spreading to the rest of the GCC, new divisions have appeared where there were none before.  

 

Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, the UAE and Kuwait have issued warnings bordering on threats to Iran 

not to interfere in the protests in Bahrain, while Saudi Arabia and the UAE have sent soldiers and 

police to Bahrain to suppress the oppressed Shia, who make up 70% of Bahrain’s population, 

and Kuwait has dispatched its navy to Bahrain. Some countries may be scared by warnings, but 

what the Al-Sauds are doing is counterproductive. Iran’s Revolutionary Guards (IRGC) and 

intelligence services have little respect for the GCC’s military and covert capabilities despite the 

GCC’s top-of-the-line hardware. With threats from the Saudis, Iran’s natural instinct is to show 

the Saudis a thing or two to put them in their place. Surprisingly, Saudi Arabia shows little 

understanding, if any, of the Iranian and Iraqi mindset, nor do they understand the decision 

makers in the Persian Gulf, even sometimes countries that are members of the GCC. This will 

not serve the region in resolving regional differences.  

 



 

Still, and no matter what GCC leaders say, Iran has not interfered in the internal affairs of 

Bahrain to anything approaching the extent claimed by Saudi Arabia. Recently, US Secretary of 

Defense Robert Gates said as much. The Saudis are using this line of rhetoric in an effort to 

further isolate Iran and hide their discrimination of Shia. While Iran has not interfered in the past, 

things may be about to change. Iran has been given every incentive to interfere in the internal 

affairs of the GCC and especially in those of Bahrain Saudi Arabia. On what basis can the Al-

Sauds intervene in Bahrain to crush peaceful demonstrators when Iran is not allowed to come to 

the defense of fellow Shia and support their basic human rights, both in Bahrain and across the 

region in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia?  

 

Perhaps the Al-Sauds have become delusional. Maybe they have begun to believe the story they 

tell the US about Iranian treachery and the dangerous Shia. If they could wake up to reality, the 

Al-Sauds might still save themselves and their GCC brethren by reforming and adapting, not by 

digging their heals in deeper, fomenting hatred and dragging the rest of the GCC down with 

them. Creating divisions throughout the entire Persian Gulf, especially in Bahrain and Kuwait, 

will not help them squash their own Shia minority in Saudi Arabia. The Saudis may have 

succeeded in misleading the US about the Shia, but the US will soon discover that its future lies 

as much, if not more, with the Shia in the region. 

 

While the rest of the GCC may have limited influence on their big brother in Riyadh, it is up to 

the US to persuade the Al-Sauds to change now and embrace reform before it is too late. US 

national interests are not what the Al-Sauds, the GCC rulers or the Sunni minority perceive as 

their familial or national interests. While developments in the GCC are important for US national 

interests, developments in Iran, Iraq and in the majority Shia community in the region are 

equally important today and could be much more important in the future. The Shia are the 

majority in this crucial region east of Egypt and they are much more likely to be compatible 

allies. If the Shia in Sunni majority countries are persecuted and the US does not support their 

rights as it has for those protesting in Egypt and Libya, then the Shia majority could threaten US 

national interests throughout the region. The US must stop ignoring the persecution of Shia in 

Bahrain, in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere in the Persian Gulf.  

 

It is simply dishonest to support human rights, freedom and the right of people to determine their 

future in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Yemen and to ignore them in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and the 

rest of the GCC. US duplicity has begun to enrage Shia throughout the Middle East. Chants in 

Bahrain already confirm it: protesters shouting death to the Al-Khalifas and Al-Sauds are also 

asking whether their rights are less important than those of people marching in the streets in 

Egypt, Libya and Yemen. If the US does not adopt an evenhanded approach to upholding basic 

human rights in the region, the disenfranchised Shia will start including the US in their list of 

oppressors. It is high time for the US to recognize how closely aligned its national interests are 

with those of the Shia communities in the area that is at the ‘heart’ of the Middle East.  
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The financial crisis that broke out in August 2007 crippled the financial system of many 

advanced countries, and claimed as victims long-established banking and investment banking 

institutions that were deemed “too big too fail.” Capital markets were frozen, leading to stock 

market crashes worldwide, wiping out trillions of dollars in share values and in retirement 

investment accounts, and resulting in massive and persistent unemployment. 

 

Financial instability has been a recurrent phenomenon in contemporary economic history, 

affecting countries with varying intensity and resulting in massive unemployment and lost 

economic output. The most enduring crisis was the Great Depression of 1929-33. Eminent 

economists who lived through the Great Depression fought to establish a banking system capable 

of preserving long-term financial stability. Their proposals became known as the Chicago 

Reform Plan, as economic professors at the University of Chicago elaborated 

them. Although unaware of Islamic finance and its principles, their proposals were a natural 

restatement of basic pillars of Islamic finance, with their proposal basically dividing the banking 

system into two components: (i) a warehousing component with 100 percent reserve 

requirement, and (ii) an investment component with no money contracts and interest payments, 

where deposits are considered as equity shares and are remunerated with dividends, and 

maturities are fully observed. 

 

Conventional banks fail to meet inherent stability conditions even in presence of prudential 

regulations. First, there is the classical asset-liability mismatch problem due to credit losses from 

debt default or depreciation of assets, creating a large divergence between assets and liabilities 

that remain fixed in nominal value. Second, bank credit has no fixed relation to real capital in the 

economy and bears no direct relation to the real rate of return. Unbacked credit expansion 

through the credit multiplier is a fundamental feature of conventional banks. Cash flow could fall 

short of expectations and force large income losses on banks, especially when the cost of funds is 

fixed through a pre-determined interest rate. Third, banks caught in a credit freeze with a drying 

up of liquidity, may default on their payments. Fourth, banks are fully interconnected with each 

other through a complex debt structure; in particular, assets of one bank become instantaneously 

liabilities of another, leading to fast credit multiplication. A credit crash causes a dramatic 

contagion and a domino effect that may impair even most sound banks. Moreover, uncontrolled 

financial innovation led to increased complexity in the financial system introducing distortions in 

intermediation roles of traditional banking. 
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A significant fact, only recently deemed newsworthy, is the pervasive corruption in Mubarak’s 

Egypt and Qaddafi’s Libya. It is curious that the media and the White House have only just taken 

notice; more curious is the continuing blind eye they turn on the more significant robbery that 

has been going on throughout the Persian Gulf for years. The United States has frozen the assets 

of the Qaddafi family and will probably do the same with Mubarak’s billions, but what about the 

al-Sauds in Saudi Arabia, the al-Nahyans in Abu Dhabi and all the other corrupt rulers in the 

region? No one mentions their ongoing larceny! Nobody hints at freezing those assets! Why is 

this? 

 

Although the scale of the thievery in Saudi Arabia dwarfs what is going on elsewhere in the 

region, the al-Sauds and most other dictators in the Persian Gulf are, at least for now, “friends” 

of Washington. Yet, the United States knows full well that these dictators will have to embrace 

fundamental reform if they are to survive, and if they don’t, the United States will have to 

condemn them and freeze their assets once they are overthrown—with the added bonus of being 

hated by the citizens of these countries for having collaborated with their corrupt rulers. 

 

Compare the palaces, luxury planes, boats, cars and general lifestyle of the al-Sauds and their 

cronies, both at home and as they travel through Europe and elsewhere in the world, to the 

lifestyle of the poor in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia. Either the al-Sauds (and other rulers 

and their cronies in the Persian Gulf) are the best businessmen in the world, putting even Warren 

Buffet to shame, or they are simply the most corrupt bunch of elites ever. 

 

Progress is impossible where pervasive corruption is the norm. This is especially true in a society 

that relies heavily on the depletion of an exhaustible resource such as oil. 

 

 

In their quest to hold a tight grip on power, illegitimate rulers (unelected and unrepresentative) 

rely not only on their intelligence services, police and military forces, but also claim “Islamic 

legitimacy”—or turn to foreign powers for support. The major powers are happy to prop up 

dictators who sit atop vast oil and gas reserves. Illegitimate rulers are weaker, more easily 

manipulated and more vulnerable than their legitimate counterparts. 

 

The exploitation of oil reserves in countries that lack good institutions and good governance 

affords little economic and social benefit. Indeed, it may negatively impact development. This is 

why some speak of the “oil curse.” Oil reserves in countries that lack checks and balances and 

effective institutions give added incentive to those in power to solidify their position, be 

repressive and engage in rent-seeking activities. Their goal is to capture as much of the income 

from oil as possible for their own personal benefit. Given this goal, the last thing the ruling elite 

wants is to establish effective institutions. The rulers do not need a productive economy to 

finance their lavish lifestyle because oil does this and more. 

 



 

A viable option for addressing corruption, economic failure and inequity in these countries 

would be to take oil revenues away from the government and create a fund to address inequality. 

Some countries have established significant (relative to their domestic populations) funds to 

provide a source of income for when oil and gas booms taper off. The problem is that these funds 

(commonly referred to as Sovereign Wealth Funds) are hardly transparent; their operations and 

their ownership (rulers or citizens) are not clear. The suggestion that SWFs should be the vehicle 

to manage the depletion of oil reserves in order to benefit all generations is a good one, but they 

must be de-linked from government coffers. 

 

The US should push such a prescription onto its “friends” in the Persian Gulf and in the process 

shame its “adversaries,” such as the mullahs in Iran, to reform. This would be the single most 

important thing US policymakers could do to reduce corruption in the Middle East, enhance 

economic development and growth, pave the road toward representative government and win the 

hearts and minds of the citizens in the region. 
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During the 1970s in Saudi Arabia, there was a well-known joke about Kuwait that went 

something like this: King Faisal asked the members of his cabinet to look into what the great 

powers were thinking regarding an issue facing the kingdom and to report back. At the 

subsequent cabinet meeting, the foreign minister reported on the US position, the finance 

minister discussed the Soviet view, and so on and so on. When they were all done, Faisal said 

they had forgotten one of the great powers. Everyone was stunned. Who could it possibly be? 

Ah, the king told them, it is Kuwait. 

 

It was of little surprise to many in the region when Saddam Hussein marched into Kuwait in 

1991. Why? Saddam’s war effort against Iran had been financed by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and 

the UAE. After the Iran-Iraq War, Saddam was in need of cash to rebuild his armed forces and 

his country. Saudi Arabia quickly transformed its financing of the war into a gift, but during 

discussions in Jeddah, Kuwait took a different position, insisting on being paid back. It went 

about negotiating an appropriate interest rate. Moreover, the Kuwaitis, with Saudi 

encouragement, had been exceeding their OPEC oil production quota, further angering 

Saddam—he needed oil revenues. Saddam, rightly or wrongly, felt he had fought the war with 

Iran in part to save his rich Arab brethren from the mullahs in Tehran. When he invaded Kuwait, 

Saddam had the expectation both that Washington wouldn’t come to Kuwait City’s aid and that 

getting his hands on Kuwait’s foreign assets would solve Iraq’s financial problems. Saddam’s 

big miscalculation, of course, was the US reaction—a reaction that might have been very 

different had Saddam occupied only a part of Kuwait (to afford him better access to the Persian 

Gulf) or had he also marched into Saudi Arabia and occupied its oil-rich Eastern Province, 

instead of stopping on the Saudi border and hoping that the US would see him as good little boy! 

After the liberation of Kuwait, and as it should be with all invaders, Iraq was declared the 

aggressor and assessed reparation payments. 

 

Kuwait is again taking bold action that could threaten its sovereignty. It has dispatched its small 

navy to Bahrain in support of Saudi Arabia’s misadventure to crush peaceful Shia protestors. It 

has accused Iran of interference in its and Bahrain’s internal affairs and expelled a number of 

Iranian diplomats. It has frustrated Iraq’s ability to rebuild its national airlines by seizing Iraqi 

aircraft around the world. Yes, Iraq owes Kuwait reparations, but is this a good tactic for 

collecting reparations from a more powerful neighbor (especially when, in contrast, Iran has 

forgiven any claims to reparations by attributing its war with Iraq only to Saddam Hussein)? To 

put it mildly, Iran and Iraq have been irritated to no end and Kuwait has their attention. 

 

But the realities of the Persian Gulf are very different in 2011 than they were in 1991. Saddam 

has been replaced by a Shia-led regime with close ties to Iran. The United States is in a difficult 

military and financial position, reducing its ability to intervene on behalf of its friends. Kuwait 

should tread lightly. 

 

The question for Kuwait is simple: Are its actions against Iran and Iraq (in part in support of 

Saudi Arabia) in its national interest given the new realities in the Persian Gulf? If Saddam 



 

assumed that the takeover of Kuwait would be a financial bonanza in 1991, today that calculus is 

even more compelling for Iran and Iraq, especially given the fact that the risk of US intervention 

is slim to none. It will take time for Iraq to rebuild its economy and its military and to see the last 

of the US forces removed. But five years should afford it sufficient time. Iran, in all likelihood, 

will have limited nuclear capability within three years. Iran and Iraq will not stand by and be 

humbled by Kuwait or the GCC. Kuwait would do well to realize that its geography and size are 

very different than Saudi Arabia and that Saudi Arabia will be in no position to defend Kuwait if 

invaded yet again. 

 

In short, over the next three to five years, it is more likely that Kuwait will be invaded by Iran or 

a combination of Iran and Iraq than it was in 1991 before Saddam marched in; and this time 

around, its only defenders may be its militarily-untested GCC brethren. Kuwait could be its own 

worst enemy. 
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Throughout the years, Saudi decision-making has been characterized by three fundamental 

principles—discretion, caution and cash. But last month, by deploying troops to Bahrain and 

lecturing Iran, the al-Sauds acted out of character. They sent an unintended invitation to Iran to 

intervene around the Persian Gulf, an invitation that Iran cannot refuse and one that might be the 

seed for the downfall of the al-Sauds and other GCC monarchies. 

 

First some essential background. The al-Sauds, and more generally the Bedouins from Najd, 

have harbored a visceral hatred for Shia Muslims and especially for Iranians, but said and did 

nothing during the Shah’s reign given the Shah’s military might and his close relations with the 

United States. Then the Iranian Revolution brought the Shia-Sunni divide and Iran’s 

revolutionary zeal to the top of the list of Saudi concerns. The al-Sauds believe the mullahs are 

untrustworthy and determined to destabilize Saudi rule. The Iran-Iraq War in all its savagery was 

a gift for the al-Sauds. Iranians and Iraqis killing each other was the best of both worlds; Shia 

were killing Shia and their two rivals in the Persian Gulf were decimating each other. The 

conflict fueled even more hatred between Iran and Iraq, further dividing the two for years to 

come, and leaving them little time and few resources to destabilize Saudi Arabia. Although the 

Saudis and their GCC allies put up mountains of cash to support Saddam Hussein, it was a 

worthwhile investment. After the bloody war, the period of standoff between the two Shia 

powers afforded the al-Sauds continued comfort. It appeared that devastation from the war, along 

with sanctions and continued policy ineptitude, would keep both countries backward for years to 

come. 

 

But Saddam’s invasion of Kuwait jolted the al-Sauds. Acting out of character, they threw caution 

to the wind and invited US forces onto Saudi soil to drive Saddam out of Kuwait and, more 

importantly, to defend Saudi Arabia from an Iraqi invasion. True to form, the al-Sauds did what 

they do best—greased the wheels with cash. They, along with Kuwait and Abu Dhabi, paid the 

US for its war-related expenses, prompting the al-Sauds to believe that the US was a mercenary 

country with high-profile Americans and their military might for sale. As a result of the war, the 

rest of the GCC, especially Kuwait—which, ironically, had previously thought itself a power to 

be reckoned with—began to look up to Saudi leadership. 

 

The US invasion of Iraq in 2003 and the subsequent ascendance of Shia to power there was a 

new blow to Saudi ambitions. Their worst nightmare was coming true. While they had hated 

Saddam Hussein, they saw him as useful in keeping Iraqi Shia in check and providing a 

counterweight to Iran. Hoping for a reversal given the ongoing turmoil in Iraq, the al-Sauds did 

little to discourage Saudi suicide bombers from going to Baghdad. But matters did not go as the 

al-Sauds hoped, and the Shia maintained their power in Iraq. 

 

Today, the al-Sauds feel threatened as never before. The Arab Spring has toppled two allies and 

is threatening others in the region. While Arabs in the street are trading full stomachs for dignity, 

representative rule, a more equitable share of oil wealth and a say in their political and economic 



 

future, the US appears to be abandoning its so-called friends in support of the revolutionaries. 

The Saudis believe the coming clash in the Persian Gulf is likely to be along the Shia-Sunni 

divide. But instead of proceeding as they have in the past, the al-Sauds are reacting viscerally 

against the Shia uprising in Bahrain and have stepped into a hornet’s nest that may well be the 

opening gambit to a Shia-Sunni clash across the Persian Gulf. 

 

The Shia in Bahrain, though treated as second-class citizens, have fared significantly better than 

their counterparts in Saudi Arabia and had not even considered overthrowing the al-Khalifas in 

the past. They have always wanted something along the lines of a constitutional monarchy with 

the al-Khalifas at the helm, but with more rights and representation. Unfortunately, the al-

Khalifas are not free to respond to the legitimate demands of their Shia citizens because they are 

beholden to the al-Sauds, who finance them and their country. Thousands of Saudi visitors fuel 

the island’s economy on weekends. Bahrain provides a base for the US Fifth Fleet, something 

the Saudis can ill afford to do on their own soil. The Shia are the overwhelming majority (70 

percent) on the island, but they are being oppressed as never before because the al-Sauds want it 

so. Why? The Saudis fear that more humane treatment of the Shia in Bahrain would fuel 

demands and dissention among their own disenfranchised Shia, representing 10-15 percent of 

their population. So, the al-Khalifas must mistreat their Shia to be in step with the mistreatment 

of Shia in Saudi Arabia! They have brought in Sunni mercenaries to man security forces and 

have granted them and other Sunnis a quick route to citizenship in order to marginalize the Shia 

majority in Bahrain. They have “invited” Saudi forces to put down the protestors in Bahrain. 

They have declared a State of Emergency. They have, reportedly, signed secret contacts with 

Mossad (WP, April 12, 2011). They have surrounded the largest public hospital in Bahrain. They 

have arrested numerous doctors, nurses, ambulance drivers and paramedics who treat injured 

protestors. Checkpoints have been set up where soldiers arrest citizens who show evidence of 

wounds which could indicate they have participated in protests. They have entered homes in the 

night and arrested alleged protestors. All this and more they have done at the insistence of their 

Saudi masters. 

 

Up to now, there is little evidence that Iran has interfered in Bahrain—if it has, its activities have 

been marginal. The Bahraini Shia have done all they can to distance themselves from the Iranian 

regime, believing that any association with Iran would bring the wrath of the Saudis on them. 

Besides, Iran’s economic, social and political achievements are nothing to envy or replicate. All 

this may now change. How do we expect Iran to react to this blatant reign of terror against Shia 

instigated by the Saudis with complicity on the part of rulers in Bahrain, the UAE and Kuwait? 

How will Iran react to being lectured for allegedly interfering in the region? What can we expect 

Iran to do in response to being overtly threatened by Saudi Arabia and Kuwait? How will their 

response be further conditioned by Washington’s recent admission of covert operations inside 

Iran? 

 

Before gauging the Iranian response, we should note the mindset of those who matter in Iran’s 

intelligence services and in its Revolutionary Guards. They are street smart and tough. Their 

relations with Persian Gulf Arabs are conditioned by history. They don’t react well to threats, 

especially from Saudis and Kuwaitis, whom they hold in contempt. They know that today the US 

could still defend their client dictators, but with difficulty. While the Iranians were in awe of the 

US as it marched with ease into Baghdad, things are different today. The US is overstretched, 



 

fighting two wars in Muslim countries and lending support in yet another. Its finances are near 

the breaking point, giving it limited ability to confront Iran in the Persian Gulf—much less in 

Lebanon, Afghanistan and Iraq. Most importantly, only Iran knows how close it is to having a 

nuclear device. Even the threat of the use of nuclear capability, real or imaginary, would 

seriously limit GCC and US options. 

 

What is Iran’s reaction likely to be? Tehran will have to decide where and how to undermine 

Arab rulers in the Persian Gulf, especially Saudi Arabia, along with their protector the United 

States. Iran has no choice but to stand up for Shia rights if it wants to play a regional role now 

and in the future. The Saudi misstep affords Iran the perfect invitation to take on such a role 

more overtly and with much more justification than in the past. What sense of justice could allow 

Saudi Arabia to enter into Bahrain with force, to kill peaceful Shia protestors and rob them of 

their basic human rights, but outlaw Iran coming to the defense of oppressed Shia? 

 

Iran’s priority will be to foment dissent and protest in Saudi Arabia’s Eastern Provence, home to 

Saudi Shia and the location of Saudi Arabia’s major oil facilities, where it can hurt the al-Sauds 

the most. The next likely target will be Kuwait. Here, it can count on the support of Iraqi Shia. 

Yes, Kuwait is grateful for Saudi support—but can a little country wedged between Iran, Iraq 

and Saudi Arabia, and with a 30 percent Shia minority, afford such high-profile rhetoric against 

Iran? While Saddam’s invasion of Kuwait was predictable years before it happened, I believe 

that today the reasons that the Kuwaiti regime will be undermined by Iran and Iraq in partnership 

in the next five or so years are even more compelling. Who will rescue Kuwait the next time 

around, especially if Iran claims a nuclear capability? Saudi Arabia? 

 

What can the US do to prevent a potential uncontrollable catastrophe in the Persian Gulf? The 

US must stop pandering to al-Saud wishes in Bahrain and elsewhere. If the US administration is 

seen as accepting Saudi and Bahraini repression while taking a stand against repression 

elsewhere in the region, then it will loose the last shred of credibility it may still enjoy in that 

part of the world. The US must be tough with the al-Sauds as never before and force them to 

allow the Shia in Bahrain to gain their legitimate rights and to afford equal rights to their own 

Shia Muslims. Hopefully, the recent visit of Secretary of Defense Robert Gates to King Abdullah 

and the presidential letter delivered by National Security Advisor Thomas Donilon conveyed 

such a message and not the one that we have become accustomed to—pandering to al-Saud 

wishes for “access” to oil that we pay for. The US cannot afford to turn its back on the Shia in 

the Persian Gulf. This is one of those times in history when the US must connect all the dots 

before choosing its policy course. 
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The Obama administration supported the overthrow of an unpopular dictator in Tunisia, called 

for Mubarak’s ouster, initiated a NATO attack on Gaddafi’s forces, froze his assets and called 

for him to step down, accused Bashar Assad of brutality and suggested targeted sanctions, and 

warned Iran against interfering and supporting oppression in Syria. Yet when it came to Bahrain, 

statements in support of the legitimate rights of protesters were mute once Saudi forces 

intervened. With Saudi troops oppressing Bahrainis, invading hospitals, arresting medical 

professionals and breaking international laws and conventions in support of minority family 

rulers, all the U.S. administration could muster was the statement that foreign intervention was 

“unhelpful” and that it was “concerned.” 

 

While it may be tempting to stress the importance of the U.S. naval base in Bahrain to justify the 

hands-off approach, the motivation is almost exclusively al-Saud driven. Why does the U.S. 

pander so to the al-Sauds? With no constitution, no parliament and no elections for national 

office, the al-Sauds can hardly claim electoral legitimacy. Yet they are quick to endow 

themselves with an intangible religious right as the “Custodians of the Two Holy Mosques” 

because of the location of Mecca (Kaaba) and Medina (the mosque of the Prophet Mohammad) 

on Saudi soil and the endorsements from religious scholars who are on their payroll. The al-

Sauds waste the country’s oil revenues, they build palaces that overlook the Kaaba, they live 

lavishly while many of their subjects languish in deprivation, they ban protests (on March 29, 

Reuters reported that Saudi Arabia was printing 1.5 million copies of an edict by religious 

scholars outlawing protests as un-Islamic), they imprison all those that oppose them, they do not 

permit freedom of the press, they discriminate among their citizenry, and they ban all religions 

besides Islam. 

 

Are the al-Sauds a great U.S. ally? No. Fifteen of the nineteen 9/11 hijackers were Saudis. King 

Faisal was the force behind the Arab oil embargo targeting the U.S. in 1973. Saudi citizens, and 

possibly the Saudi government, are the principle backers of Muslim extremists around the world, 

who in turn target the United States. The majority of suicide bombers in Iraq came from Saudi 

Arabia. The al-Sauds deceived the United States in their secret dealings to strengthen economic 

ties with China. They have opposed democratic reforms throughout the Arab world and they 

attempted to prop up Mubarak with cash—they are now doing so with force in Bahrain. 

 

Are Washington’s economic and financial links to Riyadh indispensable to U.S. national 

interests? American business ties to Saudi Arabia include: exports (especially of military 

hardware), imports of oil, and Saudi investments in the U.S. (in particular, purchases of U.S. 

government securities). In 2010, the Obama administration informed Congress of its plans to sell 

Saudi Arabia $60 billion in military equipment over a number of years. While U.S. exports to 

Saudi Arabia—which range from $10-15 billion per year—are not significant in comparison to 

total U.S. exports of about $2 trillion, exports of military hardware are important for the U.S. 

defense industry. At the same time, pre-positioned military equipment is useful to the U.S. in 

case of an emergency. 

 



 

On the import side, the U.S. imports $20-25 billion, largely crude oil and some refined products. 

If Saudi Arabia refused to sell us oil, what would happen? We could get it from elsewhere as we 

did initially in 1973 during the Arab oil embargo. The al-Sauds, Chavezes, Ahmadinejads and 

other oil-rich potentates of this world must sell their oil for badly needed revenues to fill the 

bellies of their people. They sell oil at the market price and we get no discount. Yes, there could 

be a problem if a handful of countries had all the oil (through new discoveries or through 

aggression) and cornered the market, but that is not the case today. Americans should realize that 

politicians and business executives justify pandering to the al-Sauds by using catchphrases such 

as “access to Saudi oil” and the “free flow of oil.” This is fearmongering. 

 

One thing is for sure. The al-Sauds cannot prevent change in Saudi Arabia. Change will come. 

The only questions are how and when. Arab countries are going through a political sea change 

and Saudi Arabia will be no island. The al-Sauds have no more legitimacy than Mubarak or 

Assad. The citizenry in the Middle East is crying out for social and economic justice. Middle 

Eastern economies are languishing with high unemployment and little hope for a sustained 

turnaround. Saudi Arabia with all its oil revenues has still to develop a significant non-oil sector 

to provide jobs for the growing number of entrants into its labor market. Sustained and 

widespread economic progress will not come before there is revolutionary change. Corrupt rulers 

cannot abide institutions that diminish their privileged positions. In Saudi Arabia institutions are 

about as bad as anywhere else. 

 

If the U.S. administration selectively supports peaceful protests only when its perceived interests 

are not threatened but is mute when it is confronted by oil-rich absolute monarchies, it will 

alienate the vast majority of Muslims and the entire Shia community in the Persian Gulf. Such 

duplicity can only exacerbate the Shia-Sunni divide and fuel future conflicts. For how long can 

the Saudis and the GCC forestall democratic change? Supporting the al-Sauds in their stand 

against reform is a policy that cannot be maintained. It will destroy what popularity the U.S. 

enjoys in the region. It will end up embarrassing Washington. And above all it does not serve 

U.S. national interests. 
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Since assuming office, it would appear that President Obama has tried to close the growing rift 

between Muslims and the West, an effort highlighted by his Cairo Speech. But in the wake of the 

Arab Spring, the White House risks throwing any and all improvement down the drain and 

damaging U.S.-Muslim relations as never before. 

 

Historically, while espousing democratic values, Washington supported dictators who did the 

White House’s bidding, whether in Latin America, the Middle East, the Far East or for that 

matter anywhere in the world. But it is in the Middle East where this janus-faced policy has been 

most apparent, most enduring and most problematic. And although U.S. support of Middle 

Eastern dictators has made America unpopular with ordinary citizens in the region (interestingly 

with a reversal in Iran after the Iranian Revolution and the hostile relations with the clerical 

regime), in the future these might look like the good old days. 

 

In the past, tyrants, whether or not supported by Washington, ruled in every Muslim country in 

the Middle East-North Africa region. As a result, U.S. support for a tyrant, while a force of 

oppression, was not seen as the only reason why countries languished under tyrannical rule. But 

today U.S. support to keep its favorite dictators in power in the Persian Gulf can only be seen as 

the force that robs citizens of their basic rights since people all over the region are rising up and 

overthrowing their unrepresentative rulers. Even President Obama may have a hard time keeping 

a straight face admonishing the mullahs in Tehran, the Mubaraks in Egypt and the Qaddafis in 

Libya while saying almost nothing about atrocities in Bahrain and in Saudi Arabia, and sparing 

Bashar al-Assad from the harsh criticism that he deserves. If he continues on such a course he 

will not only blemish America’s image, he will also give those that oppose the United States 

unparalleled propaganda material to turn more and more Muslims around the world against 

America. 

 

It is high time for this administration to list the transgressions of the al-Sauds in Saudi Arabia 

and their lackeys, the al-Khalifas, in Bahrain where citizens have been arrested for providing 

medical services to injured protestors, tried in military courts, sentenced and even given death 

sentences as ‘terrorists.’ If the administration continues to turn a blind eye to al-Saud abuses and 

excesses, US relations with the new generation of Middle Easterners—those sacrificing their 

lives in the hopes of a better future for themselves and for their children—will flounder. 
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The Obama administration has ineptly fumbled its way through what we have come to call the 

Arab Spring. Initially, the White House had little or no idea that this would be a regional 

awakening, as opposed to an isolated incident in Tunisia. Then, Washington quickly became 

focused on Egypt but dithered ever so badly, sending Frank Wisner, an impressive, highly 

accomplished envoy with close ties to Mubarak, who famously contradicted what the White 

House was saying. Clearly the administration did not know where it wanted to go. It vacillated 

between admonitions against the use of excessive force and insistence on reform for the Mubarak 

regime, yet eventually backed the protestors and called for Mubarak to step down. It was 

amateur hour, with little vision of what lay beyond Tahrir Square. Egypt was largely assessed in 

the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict with little appreciation of its position in the broader 

Arab and Muslim world. The administration’s response to demonstrations in Yemen showed the 

very same lack of understanding. The protests were seen narrowly in the context of what they 

meant for the fight against al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula and for Saudi Arabia. The reaction 

to the uprising in Libya at first appeared to be less problematic. Qaddafi was an unfriendly 

dictator. Although France pushed the hardest at the United Nations, the United States initially 

took the lead in the UN-authorized military intervention, but quickly and timidly receded into the 

background for fear it might be perceived as fighting in too many Muslim countries. There 

seemed to be little agreement as to how different levels of force and pressure would affect 

Qaddafi who, sensing limited onslaught, has dug in his heels and appears to be fighting for a part 

of Libya. Despite dubbing the Libyan Transitional National Council a “legitimate and credible 

interlocutor of the Libyan people,” the White House refused to grant the rebel-led council 

official recognition last week. 

 

The U.S. response to Bahrain most vividly confirms that this administration is still wedded to the 

past and has no vision for the future. The Bahraini authorities, under Saudi pressure and with the 

support of the Saudi military, have ruthlessly crushed peaceful protesters who are, for the most 

part, Shia. Saudi interference of this sort can only fuel sectarian violence. And that might well 

plague the region for many years. Yet the White House has been virtually mute. Can it really 

only be because the al-Sauds wish it so? Is Washington indifferent to the implications of 

sectarian conflict for the future of the Persian Gulf and the Middle East? 

 

The harsh treatment of peaceful protestors in Syria is a further instance of pitiless contempt for 

basic human rights, but here again Washington holds its tongue. While tanks and bombs are 

killing hundreds of innocent protestors in the streets of Daraa and security forces shut off water 

and electricity and slaughter citizens in their homes in Baniyas, the White House sticks to a timid 

and tragic “nuanced” approach—condemning the use of force and adopting useless sanctions. No 

harsh criticism is voiced against Bashar al-Assad. No support is expressed for the people of 

Syria. Why? Because the White House says it wants to leave the door open to negotiations with 

Assad. Surely the more likely answer is that Israel does not relish instability in its neighborhood 

and prefers the devil it already knows to whomever might replace him. Is Washington 

connecting any dots? Does the administration actually ponder Assad’s close connection to Iran 

and what his demise might portend for the mullahs, for Hezbollah or for Hamas? 



 

 

Protests in Saudi Arabia? The administration does not utter a word. Scattered evidence of dissent 

in Jordan and Morocco? No attention paid there either. Jordan and Morocco, nowhere near the 

Persian Gulf, have reportedly requested membership in the Gulf Cooperation Council—

unquestionably a smart move for these two monarchies after observing the Obama 

administration’s special treatment of the GCC. Will the United States now support the gang of 

eight monarchies no matter what they do to their people and the region? 

 

Is there a U.S. policy to be found under this heap? Or are the administration’s reactions nothing 

more than a modified continuation of U.S. support for its favorite dictators in the name of 

stability and the fight against extremism? Has U.S. Mideast policy been subcontracted to Saudi 

Arabia, to the rest of the GCC or to Israel? The future of the Middle East will be determined by 

protest and by dramatic change. It is Washington’s policy toward this change that will decide 

whether the people of the region hold us in contempt or as allies. Ultimately, will the United 

States block the way to a better future, or will it become a partner for change? 

 

The Obama administration needs: (i) a vision for the region’s future, (ii) an appreciation of the 

important considerations along the way and (iii) a clear approach to getting there. 

 

The vision that most countries in the region would readily embrace is straightforward: they need 

representative rule, reduced military expenditures, better social and economic policies, a heavy 

dose of economic and social justice and foreign support—not interference—to help achieve these 

goals. Such a vision should be adopted by the United States, as it is compatible with long-term 

interest in ensuring growing energy development and supplies and a market for U.S. goods and 

services. 

 

The most important consideration in the region is the commitment to Islam as laid down in the 

Quran and practiced by the prophet Mohammad. The United States and other outside powers 

should not confuse this with the practice of the Wahhabis in Saudi Arabia or of the mullahs in 

Iran. The essence of Islam is social and economic justice and the unity of mankind. This is the 

Islam that Washington should support. The Islam of hate, division and injustice taught by corrupt 

clerics is the Islam that it should fear. For as long as the al-Sauds run Saudi Arabia in the way 

that they have, they will finance madrassas where extremism is nurtured and division sown. The 

longer the United States blindly supports the al-Sauds, the longer it will be stuck in the past and 

unable to support the region’s vision of the future. Osama bin Laden is dead but the policies that 

nurtured him and his followers are alive and well in Saudi Arabia. Implicit in this consideration 

is another that the United States must face: The absolute rulers in the region are unlikely to 

change their ways. They are wedded to the past and will not surrender any of their privileges. 

These rulers will oppose any forward-looking vision that President Obama might embrace. 

Another important consideration is the growing division, especially in the Persian Gulf, between 

Sunni and Shia Muslims. A number of countries—Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Syria, 

Afghanistan and the United States, among others— knowingly and unknowingly, are 

contributing to a widening rift that could fuel the bloodiest conflict ever seen in the region. Its 

growth must be arrested if the region is to stand a chance for a better future. 

 



 

How should the United States go about supporting and implementing the region’s vision for 

itself? Washington cannot subcontract its foreign policy to any country in the Middle East. It 

should reduce, if not eliminate, its hypocritical practices in the region: Syrian, Bahraini and 

Saudi lives are as important as Egyptian or Libyan ones; Washington must condemn atrocities in 

these countries the same as it does those in Egypt, Libya and Iran. The United States cannot 

profess peace, change and economic progress while selling billions of dollars in armament to 

tyrants in the region and castigating their corruption only when they are about to be deposed. 

Duplicitous acts will only sully the U.S. image in the Muslim world. 
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To his credit, in his long-awaited Mideast speech on May 19, President Obama, while focusing 

on political change, recognized the need for economic development and growth in the region. 

This is not just a need, it is the imperative for achieving a successful transformation of the region 

from autocratic to democratic governance. Indeed, for regime change to be successful, it must be 

quickly followed by meaningful economic prosperity, but any economic turnaround will not 

begin in earnest before regime change is well underway. The importance of the sequence and the 

symbiotic relationship between a political and an economic about-face may have escaped 

policymakers and regional experts, or has been underestimated, in the Washington shuffle. Let 

me explain. 

 

To differing degrees, one of the major, if not the major reason for protests in the Mideast and 

North Africa has been economic deprivation and injustice. While a combination of many factors 

go into economic success, the quality of institutions—the rule of law, respect for contracts, 

protection of property rights, trust, effective regulations and their supervision, civil freedom and 

the like—are recognized as important elements for economic success and sustained growth. In 

the Mideast and North Africa region, where dictators have been the norm and numerous 

countries have been blessed with enormous oil and natural gas reserves, illegitimate rulers and 

their cronies have little incentive to develop and nurture good institutions. They can best enrich 

themselves if they are the law unto themselves and face no restrictions. This is especially the 

case in oil-rich countries with vast revenues where corrupt practices and rent-seeking activities 

thrive. While rulers are busy enriching themselves, the economy languishes, citizens are 

deprived, signs of economic injustice (fat foreign bank accounts, lavish palaces, luxury cars, 

parties with expensive artists and much more) develop, unemployment becomes high and there is 

little hope for the average citizen to live a dignified life. Invariably economic and social injustice 

drives protests, but the foundation for an economic turnaround and economic justice will not 

come about under autocratic rule because ruling elites are unlikely to adopt reforms that will 

ultimately limit their ability to enrich themselves.  

 

In such a setting, while protesters may be euphoric in the immediate aftermath of a dictator’s 

departure, their euphoria might be short lived. Citizens will need to see tangible economic 

benefits quickly, at least the basic necessities of life, followed by jobs. Otherwise, new protests 

will be sparked and the ensuing turmoil will only exacerbate already poor economic conditions. 

The military may step in to restore law and order with the noblest of intentions, but they could 

then become comfortable in their newfound position, and the euphoria could end with a military 

dictatorship and the same level of economic deprivation and injustice—or a closed circle of 

deprivation. 

 

The White House should take note. The effort to bring about the required sea change in 

economic performance in the Mideast will be much more difficult than the political change we 

have been witnessing. While the right spark can overthrow dictators in a matter of days, the 

initiation of a sustained economic turnaround, depending on the circumstances, could take a few 



 

to a number of years. It will require significant resources as well as a deep understanding of these 

economies. In the case of Egypt, it will require much more than what was initially articulated by 

the President in his speech, namely, $1 billion in debt relief and $1 billion in guaranteed loans, 

along with proposals from the IMF and the World Bank, and the $180 million pledged by the UK 

and the $1.75 billion by the European Union and even  the ‘loosely promised’ sum of $20 billion 

at the G-8 Summit in France. The White House should also look to the assets of the Mubarak 

regime, most of which have been stashed abroad. Although Qatar is initiating a drive with the 

rich members of the Gulf Cooperation Council to establish Middle East Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development, this may be a tough sell to family rulers who may be praying deep down for a 

failure of the Arab Spring and with Saudi Arabia doing all it can to stop political change and 

protect all remaining Arab dictators in the region. Still the members of the Gulf Cooperation 

Council should think long and hard about their financial support for an orderly transition to 

democracy in these countries, lest they be blamed for turning their backs and face turmoil that 

could be their own undoing also. President Sarkozy, ever the optimist, has expressed the hope of 

getting $10 billion from the GCC. Washington will have to develop a much more thoughtful 

plan, for Egypt, Tunisia and indeed for the region, than what a standard IMF or World Bank 

proposal is likely to offer. Libya may be much easier given its significant foreign assets and the 

confiscated foreign assets of Colonel Gaddafi, his family and cronies.  

 

Again, the important point that cannot be overemphasized is the significant attention, time and 

resources required for an economic turnaround. If the White House underestimates this need and 

does not move quickly to get the process underway, President Obama’s initiative to improve 

relations with the Muslim World will fail and the Arab Spring will quickly turn back into the 

Arab winter. Flowery speeches that single out some of the tyrants of the Middle, while saying 

nothing about the al-Sauds who are actively trying to reverse the movement to representative 

government and undermine US efforts and committing insufficient resources to an economic 

turnaround, will do more harm than good in improving relations with the Muslim World.  
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On May 19, President Obama delivered a long-awaited speech on his policy toward the changing 

Middle East and North Africa. He voiced support for peaceful protests and democratic reforms 

and admonished a number of corrupt and autocratic rulers, but made no mention of the al-Sauds 

or of Saudi Arabia. This omission was presumably not because of Saudi Arabia’s respect for 

representative government, human rights or social and economic justice, but was instead perhaps 

a reflection of the importance the US administration attaches to Saudi Arabia as a “strategic 

ally.” Is this presumed alliance indeed strategic to US national interests? What should the 

administration’s policy toward Saudi Arabia be? 

 

The White House purportedly sees the dimensions of this strategic alliance as important for: (i) 

maintaining energy security, (ii) countering Iranian expansionism, (iii) fighting Islamic 

extremism, (iv) fighting terrorism, (v) helping the Arab-Israeli peace process, (vi) selling US 

arms, and most broadly (vii) providing a cornerstone to US Mideast policy. Are these reasons 

truly strategic or are they in fact a Washington smokescreen? 

 

Oil: 

 

Yes, Saudi Arabia sells the US oil and is our third largest source of foreign oil supplies, but as I 

have said before, this hardly means that the US has to protect the al-Sauds in order to have stable 

energy supplies at market prices. Such a proposition is the nonsense perpetrated by those who 

either don’t understand oil markets or who benefit from US ties to the al-Sauds. What would 

actually happen if Saudi Arabia refused to sell its oil to the US? We would get our oil from 

another oil exporter while Saudi Arabia sold what it would have sold the US to another importer. 

For most major oil exporters, oil is all they export. They need oil revenues as much as we need 

oil. It would be a problem if one or two countries took over all the Persian Gulf oil, cornered the 

market, acted as a monopoly and jacked up prices to punish importers, but that is not the case 

today. The world, China included, would not stand for such a concentration of oil resources. 

Also don’t forget that while Saudi Arabia is the largest oil exporter today, another exporter at 

some point in the future may replace it in this role; some executives in the oil industry expect 

Iraq to replace Saudi Arabia as the biggest oil exporter within the next ten years. We cannot have 

a special relationship with whoever happens to be the largest oil exporter at any given time. 

What matters is that oil markets are orderly and supplies do not become concentrated in one or 

two hands. We have no need to support the al-Sauds. 

 

Iranian Expansionism: 

 

The mullahs have been their own (and Iran’s) worst enemy and have embarked on a number of 

stupid things, but expansionism has not been one of them. They have interfered here and there, 

especially in Lebanon, Iraq, Afghanistan and Gaza, because they have felt threatened by US 

military encirclement and growing Saudi influence in the region. If Iran had expansion in mind, 

Kuwait, not Saudi Arabia, would be its obvious target. After the demise of Communism, the 

Saudis and the other Arab monarchies have adopted Iran as the convenient bogeyman. Blaming 



 

everything that goes awry on Iran seems to be the best way to get US support and the attention of 

the rest of the world. 

 

Fighting Islamic Extremism: 

 

Anyone who says that Saudi Arabia is a helpful partner in fighting Islamic extremism has his 

head in the sand! Saudi schools, more precisely their curricula and books, and Saudi-financed 

madrassas are the breeding ground for Islamic extremism. Read the fatwas and pronouncements 

of Saudi religious ‘scholars’ to get an idea of their views on democracy. They have even 

determined that peaceful protests are un-Islamic. Social conditions in Saudi Arabia—no 

constitution, no free press, no national elections, no freedom of worship, no church or 

synagogue, no freedom to congregate and protest, severely limited rights for women—make the 

Iran of the mullahs look wildly liberal. 

 

Partner in Counterterrorism: 

 

While it is possible that Saudi Arabia has provided the US with useful intelligence, it should be 

remembered that Saudi Arabia has been the financier of al-Qaeda, bred Osama bin Laden and 

provided fifteen of the nineteen 9/11 hijackers. 

 

Key Player in the Arab-Israeli Peace Process: 

 

How did Washington dream this one up? Yes, King Abdullah has put forward a “plan,” as have 

many others, but with no earth-shattering new ideas. Saudi Arabia’s money has influenced Fatah, 

Arafat and now Abbas, while to Palestinians the al-Sauds are a symbol of Arab decadence and 

ineptitude. These credentials hardly add up to the label of ‘key player’ in the peace process. 

 

Top US Arms Importer: 

 

This nobody can deny. The US arms industry is a big supporter and lobbyist for the Saudi 

regime. Selling arms to Saudi Arabia provides American jobs, reduces the unit cost of US 

military purchases and in case of an emergency provides the United States with potential access 

to prepositioned military equipment. While Saudi arms imports provide these limited benefits to 

the US, don’t forget the harm they do. Vast Saudi military expenditures impede Saudi economic 

progress, especially for future generations when oil runs out, and lethal US military hardware 

may be turned on Saudi citizens to quash peaceful protests one day. 

 

Saudi Arabia as Central to US Mideast Policy: 

 

Undoubtedly Saudi Arabia should be a highly important partner for Washington’s policy in the 

Arab world, but could collaboration with the al-Sauds despite continuation of their rule as before, 

especially with the ongoing sea change in a number of Arab countries, be of benefit? The answer 

is an emphatic no. The citizens of the Middle East, if not of the entire world, will simply dismiss 

US claims of supporting self-determination if the administration continues to support change 

everywhere except in Saudi Arabia and the rest of the GCC. The omission of Saudi Arabia from 

Obama’s presidential addresses cannot protect the US from ridicule. 



 

 

On the one hand, if most countries in the region succeed in adopting representative government, 

better institutions and progressive economic systems, then US support for the al-Sauds will be 

seen as the sole reason for the plight of Saudis and other GCC citizens. On the other hand, if 

most countries in the region fail to adopt change successfully, the US will be blamed for not 

providing sufficient leadership and momentum, thus encouraging those opposed to change to 

reverse the success of initial protests in countries such as Tunisia and Egypt. The administration 

policy course is a dead end. 

 

Washington is planning to authorize huge arms sales to the GCC, principally to Saudi Arabia 

followed by the UAE. The US firm Blackwater, with a contract in the hundreds of millions of 

dollars in Abu Dhabi, is reportedly training an elite rapid deployment mercenary force of nearly 

one thousand men. The US military, for its part, is training and equipping a new 45,000-man 

force in Saudi Arabia. The GCC is reportedly planning to build joint-military bases in each of its 

member countries. Most recently, the al-Sauds have decided to actively lobby against US 

initiatives toward representative government. In other words, Saudia Arabia is directly 

undermining Washington’s efforts. All of this is being justified on the basis of the alleged 

“Iranian threat.” Middle Eastern activists have already voiced the opinion that future crackdowns 

are likely to be harsher than anything we have seen to date. In this event, who will Middle 

Easterners blame? In the end, change will come to Saudi Arabia and the GCC. The only 

questions are how and when. 

 

To his credit, President Obama acknowledged the fact that the political transformation of these 

societies must be accompanied by dramatic economic reforms and forward-looking policies. 

Middle Eastern economies are languishing with high unemployment and little hope for a 

sustained turnaround. Oil exporters with their immense oil revenues have still to develop a 

significant non-oil sector to provide jobs. But sustained and widespread economic progress will 

not come before political change; real economic progress needs good institutions as its 

foundation. Unfortunately, rulers across the Mideast will not champion good institutions, such as 

the rule of law, because good institutions would impinge on their corruption. 

 

President Obama’s approach in the Mideast is also exacerbating the Sunni-Shia divide in the 

region and in particular in the Persian Gulf. How long does he expect the Shia, the majority 

Muslim sect in the Persian Gulf, to do nothing while their brethren in Bahrain are being arrested, 

tortured and imprisoned by Saudi and Bahraini forces? 

 

In the Middle East as elsewhere in the world, countries are known by their policies as well as by 

the company they keep. This administration’s implicit and explicit support of the al-Sauds will 

identify it with their abusive policies, destroy what popularity Washington enjoys in this region, 

embarrass the United States on the global stage and endanger our national interests. Only special 

interest groups—those selling arms, Washington lobbyists and others with service contracts in 

Saudi Arabia and in the rest of the GCC—could support this administration’s flawed policy. 
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In the West, most direct or indirect references to Islam conjure up negative connotations: 

conflict, terrorism, dictatorship, corruption, economic failure and injustice. There are two 

principle reasons for this negative perception: the lifestyle and policies of illegitimate rulers in 

many Muslim lands; and, the corrupt nature of the religious establishment in most of these 

countries (which is financed by the state that insists on its monopoly to “interpret” Islam). Iran 

and Saudi Arabia, arguably two of the most prominent Muslim countries in the Mideast, have 

gone further than others, wrapping themselves in Islam and making religion the foundation, 

albeit in different ways, of their claims to legitimacy. The distorted image of Islam this generates 

in the non-Muslim world misdirects the Western public. 

 

The central goal of Islam is to create an egalitarian social structure where all men and women 

can contribute to the economic and social development of society. Economic justice is the 

critical element of an Islamic economic system. All physically and mentally competent Muslims 

are required to work for their livelihood, and those with a sufficient level of assets must pay 

taxes to help the state fund welfare and other social programs. Ownership in Islam is not absolute 

because everything ultimately belongs to the Creator. 

 

Is this the image that we get from Muslim countries, and in particular from Saudi Arabia and 

Iran? Far from it. If this were the case, the citizenry in these countries would be content, there 

would be little reason for protests and the rest of the world might even want to adopt some of 

their policies. 

 

In Saudi Arabia, the al-Sauds long ago made a pact with the Wahhabi religious leaders; namely, 

the religious leaders could do as they wished in all things religious as long as they went along 

with whatever the al-Sauds did in running the country. The situation in Saudi Arabia is as 

follows: the al-Sauds rule without the popular concurrence of citizens, are a law unto themselves, 

take whatever they want, whenever they want it from the treasury, live in palaces that are 

obscenely lavish, are corrupt, make little effort to build good institutions, waste economic 

resources on vast military expenditures mainly to help themselves stay in power, and have done 

little to create an environment for the productive development of society. At the same time, the 

religious establishment has outlawed the practice of any religious faith besides Islam in the 

kingdom, fills school textbooks with intolerance toward those of other faiths, looks on Shia 

Muslims as unbelievers, sanctions discrimination, finances mosques and madrassas around the 

world that preach its intolerant interpretation of Islam, and issues fatwas to support its “unusual” 

brand of Islam and al-Saud autocratic rule, most recently declaring that all protests were un-

Islamic. Given these realities in Saudi Arabia and the constant claim by the al-Sauds that they are 

the guardians of Islam, is it any wonder why non-Muslims, and yes even the majority of Muslims 

around the world, have a negative view of the Islam and policies practiced in Saudi Arabia and 

of the al-Sauds as Muslim rulers? 

 

In Iran, the religious establishment has put itself not only in charge of interpreting Islam for the 

people, as in Saudi Arabia, but for all intents and purposes it is the state. Iran’s constitution 



 

places the religious leader, who effectively appoints those who select him, the supreme and 

ultimate arbiter of all policies and practices of the state. The Iranian constitution leaves no doubt 

as to the fact that religion and the state are one and the same. Yes, Iran is a more open society 

than the Saudi Arabia of the al-Sauds, in large part because of its history and culture (not because 

of the religious establishment), but they still share many of the important failings. Above all, the 

religious establishment and the state, as in Saudi Arabia, will not tolerate any interpretation of 

Islam that differs from the official line (President Ahmadinejad’s closest associate was called a 

deviant because of one such interpretation) and all necessary force is used to stamp out any 

opposition. The major economic difference between the two countries is that the lifestyle of the 

al-Sauds is more lavish than that of the mullahs and Saudi Arabia has a much higher level of oil 

revenues per capita, affording more options to “buy” domestic support through social programs, 

subsidies and other means, and foreign support through lucrative contracts and other payments. 

Given these realities, again, is it any wonder that the image of Iran is not favorable in the West, 

or that Iran, the largest Shia country in the world, does not convey a favorable impression of Shia 

Muslims? It is for these reasons and the resulting suspicion with which Iran is viewed around the 

world that Shia in Bahrain want to keep Iran at a distance in their struggle to win basic human 

rights. 

 

Given this state of affairs, what would it take to improve relations with the Muslim world? In the 

case of Saudi Arabia, it would require open US support for fundamental reforms in Saudi Arabia 

embracing constitutional monarchy and the near elimination of the power of the religious 

establishment—neither of which will happen anytime soon unless there are effective protests that 

look like they might succeed. In the case of Iran, it would require a change in the constitution, 

specifically the elimination of clerical rule—which will only come about if internal protests 

become relentless. And above all, Muslims must listen less to the clerical and politically 

motivated interpretation of Islam and instead go to the ultimate source—the Quran and the life of 

the Prophet Mohammad—for themselves. The fundamental distortion of Islam by two states on 

different sides of the Sunni-Shia divide shows just how dangerous this sort of radicalization can 

become. 
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Although the longstanding links between Iran, Syria and Hezbollah are indisputable, U.S. policy 

makers are singularly inept at connecting the dots and putting simultaneous pressure on all sides. 

If the Tehran regime were to fall, Assad would be isolated and forced to compromise with his 

Arab brethren and as well as with the United States; if Assad were to fall, the mullahs would face 

insurmountable hurdles in supporting Hezbollah; and with the fall of either the mullahs or Assad, 

Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah’s days would be numbered (and with the fall of both his days 

would be almost over). Has Washington seized the opportunity to get the ball rolling, by 

simultaneously pressuring all three adversaries wherever it can? No. 

 

Let’s start with Iran. While relations with Assad and Hezbollah are important for the mullahs, 

their future is most directly dependent on Iran’s economic vulnerabilities and fortunes, a fact the 

United States just doesn’t seem to grasp. While Washington has correctly forsaken military 

options against the Tehran regime and focused instead on economic sanctions, it has not pursued 

sanction options that could effectively back the mullahs into submission or collapse. Simply said, 

sanctions must impose sufficient pain on the regime to force it to change lest it be overthrown by 

popular domestic protests and upheaval. A little here and a little there does nothing except to 

cause unnecessary hardship with no meaningful payoff. Iran needs foreign exchange to finance 

its imports and to support its currency at what it deems the appropriate exchange rate. Thus 

lower oil prices, higher domestic oil consumption (leaving less available for exports) and more 

demands on its limited foreign-exchange earnings and reserves are the Achilles’ heels of the 

Tehran regime. 

 

What should America be doing to exploit these vulnerabilities? The focus should be on deterring 

foreign investment in Iran, increasing the cost of Iran’s imports and escalating the private 

sector’s demand for foreign exchange (especially motivating them to take money out of the 

country). Washington has adopted some policies along these lines, resulting in a foreign-

exchange squeeze (most recently attested by the inability of China and India to pay Iran in 

dollars for their oil imports and by the depreciation of the Iranian riyal). But it should have done 

better. Washington should be persuading oil exporters, especially Saudi Arabia, the UAE and 

Kuwait, to increase exports and exceed their OPEC quota in order to lower oil prices. As well, it 

was a horrible mistake for some prominent U.S. experts to call gasoline sanctions on Iran “the 

mother of all sanctions.” This pronouncement was just plain silly and counterproductive. The 

gasoline sanctions allowed Ahmadinejad to do what two of his predecessors were afraid to, 

namely, dramatically reduce Iran’s gasoline consumption and thus increase the availability of 

foreign exchange to the regime (in the process receiving accolades from the IMF). At the same 

time, the United States has not sanctioned the central bank of Iran; this would have helped 

increase Iran’s import costs and put a further squeeze on its foreign-exchange earnings. Nor has 

Washington pursued policies to accelerate capital flight from Iran. Iran’s economic collapse, 

prompted by a shortage of foreign exchange, would not only endanger the regime’s survival, but 

would also eliminate its ability to support Syria and Hezbollah, thus undermining these two U.S. 

adversaries as well. 

 



 

While the Arab Spring has threatened the Assad regime, at first the White House lent support to 

Syria’s dictator, privately arguing that Assad’s fall would increase both instability in the region 

and border tensions with Israel. Such hypocrisy—backing oppressive regimes in Riyadh, 

Manama and Damascus while professing unquestioned support for human rights and democratic 

values—undermines U.S. credibility and influence in the Middle East, and further afield. It was 

as if the Obama administration could not see beyond its nose. Just think what Assad’s fall could 

do to the mullahs and Hezbollah! Washington’s missteps have afforded Assad valuable time, 

allowing Iran to rush support to bolster its Arab ally with intelligence gathering, protest-hardened 

manpower, materiel to quell demonstrations and badly needed financial aid, possibly saving the 

day for Assad. One thing is certain: if Assad were overthrown, the protestors and the new regime 

in Damascus would not forget Tehran’s support for their brutal oppressor, Iran would be isolated, 

less able to project regional power and more worried about its immediate neighborhood. 

Hezbollah would be left hanging. 

 

It is with Hezbollah that the United States has minimal direct leverage. The Tehran regime needs 

Hezbollah to project power outside the confines of the Persian Gulf and to threaten U.S. interests 

in the broader region. The mullahs will do all they can to support Assad and Hezbollah, because 

without their mutual cooperation, Iran would be diminished in stature and much less of a threat 

to Washington’s interests. As long as Iran and Syria support Hassan Nasrallah, the United States 

can do little to confront and weaken Hezbollah—but as soon as they abandon him, Persian Gulf 

Arabs and Americans will be in a position to deal Hezbollah an existential blow. 

 

It may not be too late to act simultaneously on two fronts to put Assad and the mullahs (and in 

the process Hezbollah) on the ropes. These states must be isolated—and isolated effectively. 
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The production, stockpiling and use of chemical and biological weapons must be condemned and 

confronted in every instance. It is with good reason that the Convention on the Prohibition of the 

Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction 

(CWC) was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1992 and has been ratified by 189 nations, 

with an additional two states as signatories awaiting ratification and only five states as non-

signatories. Similarly, 170 nations have adopted the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC). 

Given the near universal adoption of these conventions, you would expect that the production, 

stockpiling and use of chemical and biological weapons would be consistently condemned.  

 

To this end, the United States, the UK, Germany, France and a number of ‘concerned’ states 

have strongly condemned the alleged and potential use of chemical weapons in Syria. The 

United States has in the past even designated the use of chemical weapons as its ‘Red Line’ for 

supplying arms to the opposition and even intervening militarily in the conflict. On August 22, 

President Obama referred to the alleged use of chemical weapons by the Assad regime as a “big 

event of grave concern;” French Foreign Minister Fabius has warned that “France must react 

with force if the use of chemical weapons is confirmed;” and UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-

moon said, “any use of chemical weapons anywhere, by anybody, under any circumstances, 

would violate international law. Such a crime against humanity should result in serious 

consequences for the perpetrator." 

 

With such widespread condemnation, some may conclude that the Western world and the UN 

have occupied the moral high ground and stood tall in opposing the use of such weapons. Thus 

such admonition with such moral support will surely succeed in forcing Bashar al-Assad to 

refrain from (further) use of such weaponry. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

 

Bashar al-Assad and his Russian and Iranian supporters are probably laughing at all this Western 

and UN condemnation and with good reason. It was the West that not only gave Saddam Hussein 

such weaponry during the Iran-Iraq War but also looked the other way as he massacred tens of 

thousands of Iranians. The UN did little to stop such genocide. As expected, such blatant 

duplicity emboldened Saddam Hussein. The use of banned weapons must have seemed okay to 

the Iraqi dictator as long as it was used against the perceived adversaries of the West! It was only 

later, after Saddam Hussein used chemical weapons to kill thousands of Iraqi Kurds, that a 

number of US lawmakers became outraged and took action. 

 

What is the moral of this tale of two events? The selective application of international 

conventions carries a price. It undermines conventions and the international laws that support 

them, it gives cover to transgressors and makes international conventions essentially ineffective. 

Global powers, be they the West, China or Russia, cannot flaunt international conventions and 

laws and then expect to be taken seriously when they protest their circumvention. For the world 

to have a chance to reducing massacres and genocide around the globe, international conventions 

and laws must always trump national expediency and short-term interests. 
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At the onset of the Arab Spring, the global press appeared surprised at the great wealth that the 

Tunisian dictator Ben Ali had accumulated. A few weeks later, there was even more surprise 

about Mubarak and his family’s fortune. This was followed by revelations about the 

extraordinary riches of the Qaddafi clan, with unimaginable financial excesses and parties where 

singers purportedly got $1 million for singing a song or two. Frankly, the big surprise is that 

anyone in the world—especially the all-knowing global media—expressed surprise. 

 

Where has the global media been? Arab autocrats, as well as Iranian mullahs, want power for 

one reason alone—money. They rule with iron fists to gain unencumbered access to the national 

treasury for themselves and their supporters. Accepting this simple fact sheds light on a policy 

that could put an end to such abuse—if the United States is serious about human rights and 

democratic reforms. 

 

Face it! Dictators want absolute power to live in luxury and accumulate unimaginable riches. 

Control over wealth allows them to buy support from their military and cronies at home and from 

influential foreigners. Once a tyrant comes to power and goes down this road, there is no going 

back. Domestic and international backers, whose support is absolutely necessary to hold onto 

power, get accustomed to feeding at the trough, becoming more greedy by the day as their 

numbers grow. Their continued support for the regime in power is dependent on maintaining the 

status quo—an unjust economic system that fuels popular rage at the ruling elite and the 

foreigners that prop them up. 

 

The most debilitating fallout of such corruption is that the rulers have no incentive to establish 

and nurture efficient institutions—such as an independent judiciary and the rule of law—that are 

at the foundation of economic development, sustained growth and broad-based prosperity. What 

economic injustice—theft, deprivation and no hope for a better future. 

 

How can democracy emerge in a political and economic system where everything is organized 

around promoting corruption and theft? If true democracy and the rule of law were to emerge, 

the raison d’être for the regime would be trumped. Even after a successful revolution, the new 

rulers will be tempted to go back to the old system. Just look at Iran after the revolution or Iraq 

after the overthrow of Saddam Hussein. Unless this simple fact is recognized, Egypt will follow 

suit. 

 

On the one hand, if grand theft can be reduced and stamped out, democratic reform will follow 

simply because the rewards of autocratic rule are expunged. On the other hand, mere regime 

change will not usher in democratic reforms because the rewards of autocratic rule are still in 

place. At a minimum, corruption, theft and cronyism must be addressed simultaneously with 

regime change and democratic reforms. 

 

This may all sound well and good, but how? Here is where the United States can help. 

Washington has in-depth information (or can get it very quickly from commercial banks, 



 

investment banks, hedge funds and the like) about the assets and financial holdings of Mideast 

leaders, their families and cronies. The United States should simply release these figures. But 

hold on. Doesn’t this violate all privacy laws? No. First, we require full financial disclosure of 

elected and unelected officials in America. Isn’t it even more reasonable to demand it of 

foreigners? Especially foreigners that we know have robbed their people? Second, under the 

Dodd Frank financial reform legislation enacted in 2010, all hedge funds are required to register 

with the SEC by March 2012 if they manage more than $150 million in assets that belong to 

others. This law would call for all funds to report information about the assets they manage, 

potential conflicts of interest, and information on investors and employees. Again, the holdings 

of American investors will be reported and exposed. It is for this reason that George Soros will 

only manage his family holdings (exempted under the law). Should we not require the same of 

foreigners who have robbed their own citizens? 

 

It is high time for the United States and other Western nations to renounce duplicity and support 

with all the tools at their disposal the struggles that have begun in the Middle East and North 

Africa. Exposing the holdings of corrupt rulers, their families and cronies is a tangible start in the 

right direction. 
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America is rightly referred to as a nation of immigrants, who have started a new life on its shores 

and made countless contributions to its development as a great nation. Yet the debate about 

problems surrounding our immigration system never ends. The national debate that centers on 

illegal immigrants ignores the significant problem of some legal immigrants: lawful residents 

and citizens who skirt America’s laws and national interests for economic gain. The Iranian-

American community is a good case study, and also serves to demonstrate how legislation is 

failing in this arena. 

 

America affords an opportunity to make a new start both to the oppressed that have no hope for a 

better life in their country of birth, as well to the successful who yearn for political freedom. But 

such opportunities and privileges have obligations, the most basic of which is to comply with 

U.S. laws. 

 

Tax laws require all citizens and permanent residents of the United States to declare their 

worldwide income and foreign bank accounts with deposits that exceed $10,000. The logic 

behind this requirement is quite simple. Americans who enjoy all the benefits afforded by the 

United States but happen to earn income from international activities should still pay their fair 

share of taxes, and should report foreign bank accounts to prevent illegal activities such as 

money laundering and financing terrorism. Double-tax treaties ensure that they don’t overpay, if 

they are already paying abroad. 

 

To our mind, these tax and reporting laws are not universally respected by some recent 

immigrants to the United States and are not adequately and fairly enforced by the U.S. Treasury 

and the IRS—this at a time when most Americans continue to pull their own weight despite 

economic and financial hardship. While the Treasury has stepped up its enforcement of tax 

collection from those with hidden assets in tax havens such as Switzerland and Luxembourg, it 

has largely ignored wealthy immigrants who evade taxes. In our opinion, the size of these unpaid 

taxes likely dwarfs the taxes due on foreign bank accounts in countries such as Switzerland and 

Luxembourg. 

 

 

Besides evading taxes, some wealthy immigrants break other U.S. laws. These laws fall under 

the broad category of U.S. economic sanctions and are under the jurisdiction of the Under 

Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence of the U.S. Treasury’s Office of Foreign 

Assets Control (OFAC). OFAC legislation is designed to enforce economic sanctions against 

countries and individuals who partake in activities reprehensible to American values and 

adversely affect its interests, and the Islamic Republic of Iran has been on the top of that list for 

some three decades. By weakening Iran’s economy and relationships with the world at large, and 

being a primary impetus for Iran’s recent overtures with respect to its nuclear program and its 

other belligerent activities, some have deemed this part of OFAC’s policies a success. 

 



 

OFAC regulations outlaw (without a license from OFAC) virtually any economic activity 

involving Iran. The statutes are sufficiently vague, thus the government has considerable leeway 

in interpreting what activities violate these sanctions, but they generally include money transfer 

and repatriation, buying and selling assets, investing, importing and exporting goods, and 

maintaining investment and bank accounts in Iran. A number of American citizens and residents 

of Iranian origin nonetheless secretly maintain significant business interests in Iran and hide 

these interests to avoid OFAC regulations and to avoid paying U.S. taxes. 

 

Given the nature of doing business in Iran’s corrupt state-dependent economy, many of these 

individuals have ties to Iran’s government and the increasingly ascendant and economically 

dominant Revolutionary Guards. While illegally enriching themselves, these individuals are 

indirectly supporting the clerical regime and undermining U.S. foreign policy. Meanwhile, these 

individuals take advantage of their American passports to travel freely, educate their children in 

American schools, and maintain a number of government benefits in the United States, such as 

Social Security, Medicare and even Medicaid. The United States has done a poor job of tracking 

and punishing the largest among these sanctions violators, who knowingly violate laws to avoid 

potentially billions of dollars in taxes and sanctions penalties. 

 

While these wealthy lawbreakers live in luxury and are mostly untouched, some uninformed and 

innocent Iranian residents of the United States are singled out for punishment. In the well-

publicized case of the United States of America v. Mahmoud Reza Banki, a Berkeley-educated 

American of Iranian origin was imprisoned for twenty-two months for receiving money from his 

family in Iran. Malfeasance was never proven in Banki’s case, and the Second Circuit Appellate 

Court ultimately overturned the substantive convictions in the case. Similarly, Iranian 

immigrants are prevented from helping their families back home with the basic necessities of 

life, such as medicines. This has created a culture of fear, where any ties to one’s home country 

carries a stigma. 

 

The United States has the resources at its disposal, especially within its Iranian American 

community, to determine who violates OFAC regulations egregiously and hides assets with the 

intention of circumventing U.S. laws. These individuals with actual business interests and 

significant investments in Iran should carry their weight and live up to the privilege bestowed 

upon them by U.S. citizenship or residency; they should adhere to OFAC laws and declare and 

pay taxes on their worldwide income. At the same time, it is unproductive for America to focus 

the enforcement of OFAC regulations and tax laws on those who seek to help or receive help 

from family in Iran to maintain their lives. Alienating well-meaning Iranians at home and abroad 

makes little sense. Meanwhile, reforms should be made to OFAC regulations to bring them in 

line with this enforcement policy. This will have the added advantage of extending an olive 

branch of sorts to Iranians at home and abroad as our two countries try to sort out their 

disagreements. 
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In the euphoria of the ‘Arab Spring,’ observers began predicting the blooming of Arab 

economies after a temporary slowdown attributed to demonstrations, shortages, bottlenecks and 

ensuing dislocations. The overthrow of Mubarak in Egypt was forecasted to bring democratic 

change, with Islamists as the only roadblock to Nirvana. The move toward democratic 

governance was assumed to usher in better institutions, stimulate business confidence, jettison 

the corrupt policies of the past and introduce enlightened policies that would lead to higher 

domestic and foreign (FDI) investment. Higher economic growth and more equitable economic 

benefits were assumed to follow. Indeed the word ‘tiger’ was even gingerly bandied about to 

represent post regime change Middle East economies on the move! Where does wishful thinking 

end and reality begin? Are these economies crouching tigers, lounging pussycats or smelly 

skunks waiting for the political curtain to open? 

 

Over the last twenty-five or so years, the economic record of the Arab Middle East and Iran has 

been dismal in comparison to other developing countries, to say nothing of the prancing tigers of 

East Asia. Even though a number of these Mideast countries have enjoyed extraordinary 

transfers of wealth in the form of unprecedented oil revenues, their per capita income growth has 

been sub-par with disgraceful income distributions, backward educational systems, inadequate 

healthcare, limited diversification of their economies away from oil GDP and oil exports and a 

questionable economic future for future generations. It is wishful thinking to believe that their 

economic scleroses will be cured by simple regime change. These countries are prisoners of their 

past, haunted by two demons, demons that must be first subdued and slain for tigers to emerge. 

Let me explain. 

 

One demon guards the interests of those who rule these countries. Unlike their brethren in 

democratic societies, most Arab rulers and the mullahs in Tehran are autocratic dictators. They 

have no interest in establishing and nurturing good institutions (rule of law, transparent 

regulations, etc.), the foundation of economic and social progress, as good institutions would 

only undermine their corrupt rule and eventually throw them out of office. Their goal is to amass 

fortunes through all means, legal and illegal, live a life of luxury and preserve their dynasty in 

any way that they can (such as pampered intelligence and military services, cadre of corrupt 

cronies, discriminatory governance to divide the citizenry and costly foreign support). The result 

is that these countries have been financially plundered, with an inhospitable business climate, an 

underdeveloped private sector and little economic and social progress.  

 

The second demon guards the interests of foreign governments, the foreign elite and foreign 

multinational corporations (oil companies, oil service companies, manufacturers of arms, 

engineering firms, large financial institutions etc.). Contrary to their representations, short-run 

economic gains and gains for the powerful in their own countries are all that matter to the 

powerful foreign governments of East and West. They meddle in these countries and continue to 

support their favorite dictators before and after the Arab spring; the US supports the Al-Sauds, 

Al-Khalifas, Al-Thanis, Al-Sabahs, Al-Nahyans, Europeans more or less tow the US line, Russia 

supports the mullahs in Tehran, and China supports any and all dictators, even those favored by 



 

the US, until the moment when such support becomes a lost cause! Influential citizens turned 

lobbyists (former and current senior government officials, corporations, universities and even 

charitable organizations—all beneficiaries from the largesse of Mideast dictators and their 

cronies) lobby these powerful governments into supporting Mideast tyrants. Favored tyrants that 

are overthrown get a free passage to a life of luxury, enjoying their ill-gotten wealth; un-wanted 

tyrants are arrested, tried and sentenced at the International Criminal Court (ICC); and aggressors 

from the powerful countries live where they always have with no worry at all. There is no such 

thing as consistent and equal international justice. Dictators are not motivated to respect the 

human, economic and political rights of their citizens. They only guard their own narrow 

interests and those of their domestic and foreign supporters. 

 

Where are the international institutions? The United Nations masquerades as the guardian of 

international peace but in reality supports the interests of the powerful and the rich at the expense 

of the weak and the poor. Iraq was supported in its aggression against Iran but was reprimanded 

in its invasion of Kuwait; and the US and allies invaded Iraq with hardly a peep from the 

presumed defender of the weak. The IMF, the guardian of the international payments system and 

dispenser of good economic and financial policies, says little to criticize GCC countries, 

countries that have been big lenders to the IMF. The record of the ICC is patchy at best. 

 

In such a setting, the overthrow of a dictator does little to promote fundamental political and 

economic change. When a dictator is overthrown, another tyrant to be steps up and takes his 

place. His motivation is simple—follow in the deposed rulers footsteps but learn from his 

mistakes and hold on to power. Rob the country and amass a fortune. Similarly, foreigners—

governments, individuals and corporations—take up where they had left off with the deposed 

ruler. It’s business as usual. Just look at Iran. The mullahs and their supporters are robbing their 

people and amassing their fortunes. They have not been supported by the US but have until 

recently enjoyed European backing and have the backing of the Chinese and the Russians. Look 

at Iraq. Yes, there is more freedom with regime change, but the economy is no tiger! A new 

group is robbing the country with no incentive to establish good institutions—corruption and 

economic mismanagement with widespread foreign acquiescence and support rules the day. 

Egypt seems to be going down a similar path. It is not Islamists but the same old story over again 

in different clothes. Would regime changes in the GCC yield better results? No. It would be the 

same story all over the region. 

 

How can the tiger behind the curtain emerge? Opening the curtain and introducing new rulers is 

not enough. A number of simultaneous initiatives, in addition to regime change, are called for. 

What are these? 

 

First and foremost, all Mideast rulers must be reminded and shamed into accepting and 

acknowledging one simple truth. The oil and gas is not theirs to plunder but is the inheritance of 

all generations, current and future citizens. Rulers must not enjoy any special access to oil 

revenues. There can be no exception to this simple truth. Yes, rulers in Abu Dhabi and Qatar 

have more resources to keep their populace content. But for how long? What about all the 

generations to come? The acceptance and implementation of this truth would not only remove 

the biggest impediment to better economic programs and policies in the Middle East but also 

would reduce resentment and conflict in the region.  All international institutions—especially the 



 

IMF and the World Bank—must support this fact. These institutions must not be allowed to hide 

behind their economic mandate by labeling this as a political matter. It is in fact the central 

economic issue in these countries. What economic issue could be more important than the 

management of oil resources in these countries? And this has to begin by settling the central 

economic question? Whose oil is it? As long the obvious fact is not admitted—that it belongs to 

citizens of this and future generations—the emerging economies of these countries are not even 

pussycats. They will continue to be awful smelling skunks! 

 

Oil revenues must not be used to buy citizens, finance consumption, buy weapons, suppress 

citizens, wage armed-conflict and fill the bank accounts of rulers and their cronies. They must be 

used in a way to benefit all citizens and all generations equitably. The recommended policy to 

achieve this is simple. (i) Over a period of say ten years, oil revenues must be taken away from 

the governments (and immediately from rulers), (ii) oil revenues should be placed in a fund and 

invested in a diversified portfolio, (iii) every citizen should be issued an annual check of equal 

purchasing power, (iv) the size of this check (of equal purchasing power) to be the same for all 

present and future generations of citizens (this calculation is standard and would be updated 

continuously), and (v) the government to initiate a process of financing its expenditures from 

taxation, with all expenditures financed from taxation within ten years.  

 

While arresting the ongoing plunder by rulers in the Middle East is of overriding importance, a 

number of complementary policies are also required before the tiger can emerge. First among 

these is to establish and nurture independent and efficient institutions, such as an independent 

judicial system, a transparent regulatory regime with business friendly rules and regulations and 

effective enforcement, an equitable tax regime, an independent central bank, etc. Governments 

should adopt long-term and consistent economic programs and policies to lay the foundation for 

encouraging private sector activity as the basis for sustainable economic growth. An enhanced 

modern education system is critical for increased entrepreneurial activity and private sector 

growth. All of this should be accompanied by a gradual reduction in the economic role of the 

public sector (orderly privatization and subsidy reduction as citizens begin to receive transfer 

checks) and an increase in private sector activity.  

 

To encourage a process of economic renaissance in the region, foreigners could be supportive in 

a number of ways. In the quest to discourage foreign rulers from robbing their own countries and 

adopting policies that are harmful to business development and growth, they could develop laws 

that limit and more readily expose lobbying on behalf of foreign rulers and governments. They 

could adopt laws that expose the wealth of foreign rulers and officials in the same fashion as 

Americans running for office in the United States. They could enforce the new asset disclosure 

regulations in the Dodd-Frank Financial Reform Bill to foreigners with a lower trigger limit (say 

$50 million instead of $150 million). They could pledge that all wealth illegally acquired by 

rulers and their cronies would be subject to confiscation and return to the country of origin. The 

global community has adopted protocols to limit money laundering but has done nothing to 

reduce the ongoing plunder in these countries, arguably the mother of all money launderings. All 

of this would signal an important fact to tyrants. They will not get the support of foreign powers, 

their influential citizens and corporations and of international courts to rob their countries.  

 



 

Our message should be clear. The Arab spring will not become an Arab summer and economic 

progress will not follow unless a number of associated policies are adopted and implemented 

simultaneously. Changing regimes and hoping that it will in time lead to economic resurgence is 

a pipedream. There is a tiger behind the curtain but if regime change is all that is envisaged, it, 

along with the pussycat, will run for the exit and leave the stage to the skunk.  
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Oil and the Middle East are by all accounts Siamese twins. It is tough to mention one without the 

other. Even other words and characteristics that are also commonly associated with the Middle 

East are invariably perceived as having links to oil: cartels, boycotts, sanctions, terrorism, 

military expenditures, corruption, dictatorship, conflicts, wars, revolutions, foreign meddling, oil 

prices, oil shock, and yes, Islam.  

 

How did these countries become so associated with oil? How did these perceptions and 

associations come about? What is fact and what is fiction? How has oil affected these societies - 

their human, political and economic development? What does it all mean for the future?  

On a regular basis over the next six months or so, we will examine these and other associations 

of oil to the Middle East, or what one might loosely label the "political economy of oil in the 

Middle East". As we will see, over the past 50 years, most developments in the Middle East 

region have been in some way related to oil - dictatorships, an absence of efficient institutions 

and especially the rule of law, corruption, economic failure, wars and conflicts, foreign 

interference and much more.  

Specifically, we will look into, at the very outset, the essential oil facts and figures, and related to 

these consider what drives oil prices - for example, is it the Organization for Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC), global corporate giants, consumers, speculation, exchange rates or 

"Peak Oil"? Given the important role of OPEC, we consider what led to its formation, its 

effectiveness as a cartel, and its ability to use oil as an effective weapon of blackmail.  

By contrast, the effectiveness of Western economic sanctions against oil exporters, such as Iran, 

requires consideration, and the danger that they might boomerang in higher prices around the 

world. That in turn brings us to how oil price shocks affect the global economy, and what can be 

done to counter such shocks and to lessen their effect.  

 

The events of the Arab Spring last year bring to the fore the question of who does the oil in these 

countries belong to, and who has been the major beneficiary of oil wealth; indeed, does oil breed 

dictatorships and autocratic rule in the Middle East that result in political and social discontent? 

A broader question concerns what significant dependence on oil (or on any depletable natural 

resource) means for a country and how such economies differ from other economies.  

It is certainly the case that these countries apparently lack effective institutions. Middle East oil 

exporters have flourished economically but have lagged the rest of the world in human and 

political development. That raises questions about their provision of education, opportunities and 

jobs for their youth, and an adequate safety net for the disadvantaged and the elderly - indeed, 

does oil encourage vast military expenditures, conflicts and wars, and how have these affected 

the development of these societies?  

 

Not unrelated is the historical background of who discovered oil in Middle East countries (and 

when), under what arrangements were oil reserves exploited (and who profited) and how the 

countries were economically and politically transformed by oil in the early years. The effect of 



 

colonialism on oil and the economic and political development in the region requires 

understanding and the question asked - do we have a new era of colonialism?  

 

And while we ask why the West, in particular the United States, interferes in the affairs of 

Middle East oil exporters and whether the US needs soldiers on the ground to guarantee the free 

flow of oil, the role of the West and the United States is ambiguous to the extent they have 

helped or hindered economic and political progress in the Middle East.  

 

Islam has also played its role in all this - not just in its attitude to oil, but in regard to institutions 

and human, economic and political development, and, ultimately, economic justice - how should 

these countries manage their oil wealth to benefit their citizens now and in the future, and do oil 

and terrorism go together and why?  

 

Oil can been seen as both a curse and a blessing for the Middle East, and as long as its vast 

reserves play a part in the world economy there is good reason to consider what that portends in 

the future for conflicts and wars, for relations with the West and the United States, for economic, 

social and political progress, and ultimately for generations of Middle Easterners to come.  

 

Oil could be the cause of more wars in the Middle East and even a World War III - though not 

necessarily so - the future for the region may be better than the past, but how and what form will 

it take?  

 

We will first look into the oil market and we see, although with some nuances, that the forces of 

supply and demand rule as they do in all markets.  

 

Second, to understand oil's impact on the region's economic, social and political opportunities 

and challenges and relationships with the rest of the world, we look into the impact of vast oil 

reserves on human, political and economic development.  

 

We will see that the nature of economic management in depletable-based economies is different 

than that in other economies, and that vast oil reserves afford the wrong incentives to easily 

corruptible humans.  

 

In their quest for personal gains and enrichment, all rulers and their supporters (both domestic 

and, yes, foreign) have little incentive to develop efficient institutions that include the rule of law 

because such institutions would in turn undermine their corrupt rule - some rulers even behave as 

if the oil was theirs alone.  

 

Because good institutions are seen at the very foundation of political and economic development, 

as recognized by Adam Smith over 200 years ago, and because these countries lack efficient 

institutions, their performance has been sub-par.  

 

We will see that these countries are unlikely to break out of their underdeveloped trap unless 

political and economic changes occur almost simultaneously and foreigners support, or at least 

not hinder, their efforts.  

 



 

 

We hope to shed some light on the policies that could lead to a better future and point out 

dangers for oil disruptions, price hikes, regional conflicts and interstate wars. We will be even so 

foolish as to provide a few predictions for the future.  
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Contrary to popular belief, all crude oils are not the same. They don't even look the same or have 

the same color or smell. While there are well over 100 types of crude, depending on where they 

are found (similar to the wine regions of France!), two important characteristics are used for their 

classification - specific gravity (that is the density, referred to as light, medium or heavy) and 

sulfur content (referred to as sweet or sour).  

 

"Heavy" crudes are those that have an API (American Petroleum Institute) specific gravity of 

less than 20 (the lower the specific gravity the higher the density of the crude), while "light" 

crudes are generally those with an API in the range of 32-42; crudes in  

the middle range of 20-32 generally classified as medium crudes.  

 
The characteristic of crudes matter for a number of reasons: i. The heavier the oil, the harder it is 

to pump the oil through pipelines and the more expensive it is to refine into the higher priced fuel 

products-jet fuel and gasoline;  

 

ii. Sweet crudes are less expensive to refine; and 

 

iii. Most refineries are built and configured to refine a particular type of crude and produce a 

given mix of products (refineries can be built to handle a range of crudes and produce a wider 

range of products, but such refining flexibility increases design and construction cost).  

 

It is precisely because all crudes and refineries are not the same that a shortfall in Libyan crude 

exports (which is both light and sweet) as we experienced during the Libyan crisis could not 

immediately be filled by Saudi exports of a heavy sour crude. It also takes time to reconfigure 

refineries, shift crude exports and trade products where they are in demand.  

 

Also and crucially, the extraction of crudes that are similar to Libyan crude may not be increased 

quickly because of limitations on installed capacity. Oil fields have a capacity, and while output 

may be increased somewhat and temporarily beyond capacity, extraction beyond a certain rate 

can damage the field and significantly reduce the amount of oil that can be ultimately recovered 

by conventional means.  

 

To increase installed capacity for crude production in a region takes time, requiring exploration, 

reservoir and field development, production installation and transportation to markets. 

Depending on the location, this could even take up to nearly 10 years.  

 

For the reasons above, a major oil field disruption (through fire, war, and so forth) can have a 

significant adverse impact on oil prices, especially if excess global installed capacity is low and 

there is no excess capacity in the type of crude that was disrupted.  

 



 

The most frequently cited crude benchmarks and prices are: Brent (North Sea), West Texas 

Intermediate (WTI), Arabian light, and the OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 

Countries) basket. [1]  

 

Another factor (besides crude quality) that affects the price of crudes is the location of the oil - 

that is, how difficult it is to transport it and how close it is to the market.  

 

From the crude producers' side, the production (or lifting) cost may be the most important factor 

about any crude oil, and this varies dramatically across the world depending on the size of the 

reservoir, the condition of the reservoir, the depth of the oil from the surface and the nature of the 

general surroundings.  

 

While precise figures are trade secrets, an overall picture is possible with rough figures we have 

compiled for marginal cost of a barrel (the cost of producing an additional barrel) and the 

average cost (including all costs such as development and capital costs divided by the number of 

barrels produced) over the years:  

 

Persian Gulf on shore - marginal cost US$1-$3; average cost $5-$10;  

 

North America - average cost $15-$40; Arctic fields - average cost $35-$100; Deep off-shore - 

average cost $30-$70.  

 

Modern technology has increased the availability of crude oil through enhanced oil recovery 

methods from existing reservoirs and from non-conventional sources (oil shale and tar sands), 

with the average cost of enhanced recovery oil coming in at $30-$70, and for non-conventional 

sources $35-$120.  

 

The advantage of Persian Gulf oil is clear - it is the cheapest oil to produce and get to market. 

This affords Middle East oil exporters an unbelievable operating margin (or rent) when oil is 

selling for about $100 a barrel. 

 

 

In terms of location, besides having the cheapest production cost, the Persian Gulf has crude in 

abundance, with about 55% of global reserves of conventional crude oils. This will likely 

increase to about 65% as exploration activity in Iraq picks up, economic sanctions on Iran are 

lifted and reserves outside the Persian Gulf are depleted more quickly. The estimated reserves 

of recoverable oil from non-conventional sources are roughly on a par with conventional crude 

reserves.  

While the Persian Gulf is the center of conventional crude oil reserves, North America (the 

United States and Canada) are at the center of crude that may be recovered from shale and tar 

sands, with North America having about 50% of the global reserves from these sources.  

The role of technology in all of this must be appreciated. The reserve figures are rough 

estimates with the level of technology that we have today. Advances in technology involved in 

exploration, drilling (offshore platforms and horizontal drilling), enhanced recovery and 

extraction from non-conventional sources add to reserves and increase the lifespan of oil-based 

hydrocarbon fuels. Technology, in turn, is in large part driven by oil prices. As oil prices rise, it 

 



 

is more profitable to develop new technologies and to produce from oil fields that were 

previously unprofitable.  

While oil continues to be the world's most important traded fuel, natural gas has become 

increasingly significant over the past 30 or so years. There are two major sources of 

conventional natural gas - associated or wet gas (gas that comes out of the ground along with 

oil) and unassociated or dry gas (fields that produce only gas and little or no liquid 

hydrocarbons) - and a number of sources of un-conventional gas, principally shale gas and to a 

much lesser degree methane from coal beds.  

The importance of natural gas has increased because it is a cleaner fuel than oil (and of course 

much cleaner than coal where it can be used to produce electricity) and it has in recent years 

become much more tradable using ships and pipelines.  

The Persian Gulf's share of global conventional gas reserves, at about 40%, is well below its 

share of oil reserves, but it is still the largest region for gas region, with giant reserves in Iran 

(16%) and Qatar (14%) and with the reserves of these two countries and the Russian Federation 

amounting to about 55% of global conventional reserves.  

While shale gas was produced over 100 years ago, its potential importance has dramatically 

increased over the past 10 or so years because of technological advances and discoveries all 

around the world, especially in the US, Europe and in China (where it is close to the major end 

user). Some experts speculate that shale gas may eventually change the global energy outlook, 

especially if the adverse environmental impact of its production can be minimized. A number 

of experts argue, however, that hydraulic fracturing (or fracking) and the drilling that goes 

along with it pose grave environmental dangers.  

Historically, natural gas and crude oil prices have had a reasonably close association, but the 

association has been broken in recent years, in part because of the availability of shale gas.  

The oil and gas consumption picture is more clear-cut than the reserve-production picture. 

Gross domestic product (GDP) of countries and oil and gas consumption go hand-in-hand. 

Some countries rely more heavily on coal, but given environmental concerns, oil and gas are 

increasingly correlated to economic output, not withstanding that some countries use energy 

more efficiently in producing $1 of GDP.  

The three biggest consumers of global oil output are the US (21%), the European Union (16%) 

and China (11%) and the US, Europe, Japan and China are the biggest oil importers. Among  

 

Europe, Japan and China are the biggest oil importers. Among  

exporters, the two leaders are the Middle East (36%) and the former Soviet Union (16%).  

The US (22%) and European Union (16%) also lead the way in consumption of natural gas, 

followed by the Russian Federation (13%). For trade in natural gas, the US is in rough balance, 

Europe is the big importer and Russia and Qatar are the major exporters.  

  

Note  

1. The 12 members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries are: Algeria, 

Anglola, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab 

Emirates, Venezuela.  
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Supply and demand are fundamental drivers of oil prices, but other factors play their role - 

speculation, the dollar's exchange rate, political disruptions, conflicts, the Organization of the 

Petroleum Exporting Countries.  

In the figure below, the two lines represent the long-term trend in oil prices, 1861-2010; the dark 

green gives prices as they were in the dollars of the day and the light green gives the same prices 

in what we call constant dollars, that is adjusted for inflation and thus more logically comparable 

from year to year.  

One thing is clear - over this long period of roughly 150 years, oil prices adjusted for inflation (in 

2010 dollars) have been in the $10- 30 range for all but about 35-40 years, which were made up 

of three periods highlighted by three major peaks in prices - in 1860- 1861, 1979-1980 and 2007-

2008.  

 

Let's start by stating the obvious. Oil prices, like all other prices, are driven by both supply and 

demand. On the supply side, an increase in the immediate or short-run supply of oil is limited by 

the available excess capacity (of a particular type of crude) and by the oil that is stored in 

strategic reserves, company reserves and on tankers.  

 

The long-run supply of oil is not fixed. As oil prices rise, a number of related activities are 

encouraged on the supply side. New technologies are developed. New areas are explored for 

crude. New fields are developed. Producing wells are brought on line in the new fields. More 

crude is produced from existing fields using new technologies. That is, in time, installed capacity 

to produce oil could be increased and more oil can be produced.  

 

But can this go on forever-higher oil prices encouraging new technologies and exploration 

activities to increase global oil output? No. While new fields come on stream, older fields are 

depleted and stop producing.  

 

It would appear that at some point these opposing forces- additional production from new fields 

and decline in production from existing fields will be in balance and at some point thereafter 

global oil output will likely decline. Here is the 64 million dollar  

 

question. Will readily accessible sources of crude (even with technological advances) be 

exhausted, resulting in declining oil production and ever-rising prices, and if so, when? In other 

words, is there such a thing as "Peak Oil", and if so, when will it occur?  

 

While we cannot provide a definitive picture of the long-run oil supply outlook, we can provide 

some comments. As oil prices rise, energy conservation increases, reducing demand for oil. Oil 

is used more efficiently. Similarly as oil prices rise, other energy sources will be increasingly 

substituted for oil - although within limits, especially in the short run, as substitutes for oil in 

transportation are not readily available.  



 

 

But still the key point is that as the demand for oil increases and oil prices rise, helpful factors 

both on the energy supply and demand side reduce the pressure on oil supplies. We should note 

that while new sources of conventional crude come on line (as production in older fields 

decline), production of non-conventional crude (tar sands and shale) increase and alternative 

energy sources (conventional natural gas, shale gas, solar, wind, and so forth) increasingly 

substitute for oil.  

 

We predict that shale gas will become a critical factor in global energy supplies because of 

sizeable reserves, diverse sources of supply and because it will provide the cheapest way to 

combat global warming (with environmental concerns that must be addressed). Already shale gas 

availability may have impacted natural gas prices to such a degree that the historic relationship 

between oil and natural gas prices has become much less discernible.  

 

What about oil demand? The demand for oil, as with anything else, depends on its price, the 

price and availability of substitutes (including mass transportation), climatic conditions, 

government regulations and, possibly most importantly on gross domestic product (GDP).  

The production of a unit of national economic output, or GDP, requires some energy input, with 

countries invariably using different amounts of energy depending on what they produce and their 

energy efficiency. It is for this reason that global economic growth is such an important 

determinant, or driver, of oil prices.  

 

Somewhat similarly, rising energy prices impact global economic growth and are an adverse 

shock to economic growth, a shock whose impact has been somewhat reduced over the last 30-

40 years as countries have improved their energy efficiency (an issue that we will address later in 

more depth).  

 

Besides the basic forces of supply and demand, a number of related factors have been also 

received attention as important determinants of oil prices.  

 

To some economists, US Federal Reserve monetary policy plays a key role in determining oil, as 

well as other commodity, prices.  

 

The more the central bank prints money, the higher the demand for goods and the more intense 

the speculation. Knowing that money is depreciating at a fast rate, consumers and producers 

become speculators and develop high inflationary expectations. This means that producers 

withhold commodities anticipating higher prices around the corner. Similarly, consumers rush to 

buy and store commodities in anticipation of price increases.  

 

In the case of oil, while producers can keep oil off the market in anticipation of higher prices, it 

entails a cost. For consumers to hoard oil, they incur a storage cost.  

 

Speculation on futures markets could potentially increase price volatility but not long-term 

prices. If a speculator buys an oil futures contract, the purchase adds to the demand for oil. But if 

the speculator does not take delivery, use the oil, or take the oil off the market and store it, that is 



 

sells the futures contract before maturity, then there is no net addition to demand and it is 

difficult to see how oil prices (as opposed to price volatility) are affected.  

 

What about the impact of the value of the dollar (the dollar's exchange rate) on oil prices?  

Oil prices are quoted in dollars. Ultimately, it makes no difference how oil is priced - in dollars, 

euros or yen. But the price may go up or down and by differing amounts in differing currencies 

because of exchange range movements. Here is why. Oil is a global commodity, with prices 

roughly the same the world over, and allowing for any differences due to transportation cost and 

taxes.  

 

If oil is priced in euros while the dollar depreciates relative to the euro, then the euro price of oil 

must fall by roughly the extent of the euro's appreciation to keep prices globally the same. 

Looking at it somewhat differently, I quote you a price in euros and tell you its dollar equivalent 

but if tomorrow the dollar looses value, then the dollar price that I want for my oil will be higher 

but the euro price will be the same.  

 

Consider the two recent price peaks (1979/80 and 2007/08). The first was largely due to the 

Iranian Revolution and then the onset of the Iran-Iraq War, leading to disruption in supply and 

the some panic hoarding of crude. Iran was a more important exporter of oil at that time than it is 

today and there was insufficient excess capacity around the world to immediately compensate for 

any shortfall. But in time, and although the Iran-Iraq War continued with further supply 

disruption, oil prices (in dollars) declined dramatically in the course of the decade.  

 

More Saudi and other sources of crude came on line, the dollar appreciated (with the tightening 

of US monetary policy) and global economic growth slowed down reducing the demand for oil.  

The most recent (dollar) price peak was in large part driven by a rapidly growing world economy 

and a depreciating dollar.  
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The zone extending northward under the alluvial plains of the Tigris-Euphrates basin contains 

nearly 60% of the world's known conventional oil reserves. The two richest fields found in the 

history of man - al-Ghawar and al-Burgan - lie along the southwestern shore of the Persian Gulf, 

in Saudi Arabia and in Kuwait respectively.  

Although bitumen and natural gas were exploited in the region millennia ago, commercial oil 

production in the Persian Gulf started slowly at the turn of the 20th century (with accelerating 

1960 foreign oil companies backed by their national governments dominated the region's oil 

industry. These companies refined products abroad for their foreign clients, gave the oil 

producing countries almost nothing for their crude oil and earned above average returns for their 

foreign shareholders.  

 

The so-called "Seven Sisters" or "Majors" - Standard Oil of New Jersey (Exxon), Standard Oil of 

New York (Mobil), Standard Oil of California, Gulf Oil, the Texas Company, Royal-Dutch 

Shell, and British Petroleum plus Compagnie Francaise des Petroles (CFP), established corporate 

control over Middle Eastern oil early in the 20th century.  

 

As a result, before World War II, the countries of the Persian Gulf had paltry oil revenues. They 

were also in a weak position as geologists discovered oil reserves around the world faster than 

the market was expanding, with a number of these reserves closer geographically and politically 

to the major consuming areas.  

 

The first major confrontation between a producing country and an oil company came in 1951, as 

Mohammad Mossadeq, the prime minister of Iran, attempted to nationalize Iran's oil industry. 

The major oil companies retaliated by boycotting Iranian oil. This they could do because they 

had oil reserves and production elsewhere, and could live without Iranian oil as the oil market 

was awash with the the fuel - in other words, they were in the driver's seat when they bargained 

with the producing countries.  

 

Moreover, the governments of the countries that the majors called home sanctioned collusion 

among them; in the US, for example, the companies were explicitly exempted from the 

provisions of the 1890 Sherman Act, which prohibits certain business activities that reduce 

competition in the marketplace.  

 

While other countries, most notably Iraq, attempted to wrestle away the control of their oil 

industry, their efforts were futile in the face of a glut on the world oil market, collusion among 

the majors and disarray among the producing countries. In other words, imperialism ruled when 

it came to oil exploitation in the Middle East.  

 

In the face of unilateral price cuts by the oil companies during the 1950s and thus declining oil 

revenues (from a combination of royalties and taxes accruing to the producing country per a 

barrel of oil that was lifted by the companies), Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela 



 

founded the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in 1960. Membership 

over time expanded to include Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar and the United 

Arab Emirates.  

 

Ironically, OPEC's early goal was to arrest declining revenues as opposed to increasing oil 

prices. For this reason, its formation did not cause major waves around the world. There was 

little fear of what OPEC might do and in fact, the organization, with the early addition of 

Indonesia and Qatar, could not even unite to support Iraq in its dealings with the oil majors in the 

early 1960s. All that changed in a little over a decade.  

 

A number of simultaneous developments brought OPEC to the fore. First, global oil 

consumption soared after World War II, from 370 million tonnes in 1946 to 1,079 tonnes in 1960 

and 2,336 tonnes in 1970; in barrels per day, it rose from 11 million in 1950 to 53 million in 

1970 - a 400% increase in oil consumption in a mere 20 years.  

 

Second, OPEC's position in the market became increasingly significant, with the cartel's share of 

world oil production increasing to 50% in 1970 from 24% in 1946 and 40% in 1960.  

Third, and even more important than production share, OPEC's share of world oil exports rose to 

70% by 1970 from about 40% in 1946. The share of oil exports is in a sense a key indicator, as 

by 1970 nearly every additional barrel of oil exports came from OPEC. 

 

Fourth, and in our opinion as important as these market developments combined, was the fact 

that the oil majors (the Seven Sisters plus CFP) were increasingly loosing their ability to act as 

an effective cartel themselves (as a unified group of buyers or monopsonists) in their dealings 

with the OPEC countries.  

 

Libya and Colonel Muammar Gaddafi, by luck or by design, played a key role in breaking up the 

power of the major oil companies.  

 

When oil companies came into Libya (with oil starting to flow in 1961), they were given smaller 

blocks of land for exploration than they had received from the countries of the Persian Gulf. 

Moreover, the "independents" (such as Continental Oil, Occidental Petroleum, Amerada-Hess 

and Marathon Oil), as opposed to the majors, became very active in Libya along with the majors 

in the 1960s, with the smaller players lifting about 60% of all Libyan oil.  

 

The independents, besides being much smaller than the majors, did not have the diverse sources 

of crude oil that the majors enjoyed. For these two reasons, Libya could play the independents 

and the majors against each other and could exploit the independents' vulnerability in their heavy 

reliance on Libyan oil - the dependence of every major oil company on Libyan oil was less than 

5%, while each of these independents relied on Libyan oil for over 40% of their worldwide 

sources of crude. Occidental depended on Libya for over 96% of its worldwide supply.  

 

In 1965, Libya demanded higher royalties and taxes, which it got; then in 1967 it demanded a 

premium for its crude because of its location west of the Suez Canal location - that is, it was 

nearer to Western markets and thus cheaper to transport than crudes that came from farther 

afield; again it won. 



 

 

The reason was simple. Although the majors offered crude oil at the Libyan price to the 

independents if they would not cave in to Libyan demands, the independents, and in particular 

Occidental, did not see this as a viable long-term option. If they accepted the offer of crude from 

the majors they would be at their mercy and could not grow as companies. They would rather 

throw in their lots with Libya - capitulating to Gaddafi would at least keep the independents on a 

par with the majors for access to Libyan crude. So the independents caved in to Libya, and 

although the majors were not so much worried about their position in Libya, producer- country 

demands were spreading throughout the Middle East and they had little choice but to follow 

suite.  

 

These, albeit small, victories for Libya motivated the major producing countries of the Persian 

Gulf to support Libyan demands and raise their own, eventually uniting, almost 10 years after 

OPEC was founded, in forging the February 1971 Tehran Agreement with the oil companies.  

The producing countries got all that they dreamed of in the Tehran Agreement, including 

imposition of a 55% tax rate, the immediate increase in posted prices, and further successive 

increases, but price escalations did not end here. Libya demanded a premium over Persian Gulf 

oil after the Tehran Agreement and got an $0.80 premium.  

 

All this set the stage for the quadrupling of oil prices over 1973-74, to $12 per barrel from 

roughly $3. While this big jump has been popularly attributed to the 1973 Arab-Israeli conflict, 

variously known as the October War or the Yom Kipport War, and the Arab oil boycott, its 

foundation, in our opinion, was laid down much earlier by changing market fundamentals - a 

rapid increase in global oil consumption, OPEC's increasing share of oil reserves, production and 

exports, the participation of the independent oil companies in Libya, and cooperation among the 

newly founded OPEC members from 1970 to 1973.  

 

OPEC's founding was motivated by the desire to arrest declining revenues for their members in 

dealing with the major oil companies, which without a doubt had acted as a cartel for decades 

with the blessing of their home governments. Yet OPEC has been portrayed in most quarters as 

the cartel that has propped up oil prices since its inception.  
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The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) may be the most famous cartel 

of the present age, but such bodies have a long history, making it possible to recognize the 

attributes of a strong cartel and OPEC's own performance in that regard.  

The members of a cartel collude on the level of output (assigning output levels to each member) 

with the goal of manipulating price evels and volatility. In other words, in contrast to 

independent producers operating under perfect competition, cartel members collude on their 

output levels to earn monopoly profits over time at the expense of consumers. Obviously a cartel 

needs at least two members.  

i. Unity is key to making a cartel strong. Unity is needed to demonstrate to members and 

perspective members that they can gain by joining and colluding. OPEC failed in this regard 

throughout the 1960s but managed to unite to extract the Tehran Agreement from the companies 

in 1971 and was united in 1973/74, achieving further gains.  

 

In contrast, the oil companies were united throughout the 1940s, '50s and '60s, and it was not 

until the early 1970s that Libya managed to drive a wedge between the independent oil 

companies and the majors.  

 

The danger for OPEC, as for any cartel, has been that members will agree to production quotas 

but then cheat; or not agree to production quotas at all; or afford non-member oil producers the 

benefits of their collusion without the cost of having to restrict their output level (getting a free 

ride on the back of OPEC, that is, benefit from higher prices with no obligation to limit output 

levels).  

 

ii. Product characteristics help to define a cartel's effectiveness. It helps if the product is 

essential - which oil is; and has no ready substitute, which again is the case with oil when it 

comes to its use in transportation. Along the same line, it helps if the product has a low price 

elasticity of demand (that is as prices go up, demand does not go down to a lower rate); and if the 

product is hard to store and has a high storage cost (buyers cannot store for emergency and thus 

have more negotiating power).  

 

iii. Market share (production and especially exports. The higher the market share of cartel 

members, the higher their market power to set prices. OPEC market shares, while falling for a 

number of years beginning in the mid-1980s, have recovered  

and will continue to grow for the foreseeable future.  

 

iv. A cartel of sellers benefit from numerous buyers and their disunity. Again, oil fits the bill and 

supports the OPEC position.  

 

v. Cartel members do not want to blink first. Members should have the financial means to forego 

sales longer than buyers can do without the product. The financial strength of members, or their 

ability and willingness to support each other financially through periods of revenue shortfalls, is 



 

an important factor for unity and cohesion, and in turn for the ability to negotiate with the buyers 

of their product.  

 

In the 1950s, none of the countries that later became OPEC members were in a sound financial 

position. In the 1960s, only Kuwait was in a sound position with a significant level of financial 

reserves to finance import needs for a number of months. Saudi Arabia was in dire financial 

straits and King Saud was effectively replaced by his half-brother Faisal in order to restore 

financial stability. The other countries, though not bankrupt, were not in great financial positions.  

After the Tehran Agreement on prices with oil companies in 1971, and especially after the price 

hikes of 1973/74, financial conditions improved rapidly for all members, even though some, such 

as Iran, went on wild shopping sprees buying everything imaginable, including expensive 

military hardware.  

 

Then came the Iranian Revolution and the onset of the Iran-Iraq War. As oil prices soared to 

their highest level in real terms ever, the financial position of all OPEC countries, except that of 

the two combatants, followed suit.  

But the earlier price rises of 1973/74, coupled with the increases of 1979/80, took a toll on 

worldwide demand for oil, and especially for OPEC oil, accompanied by more non-OPEC crude 

coming online. At the same time, in 1980 the US Federal Reserve finally addressed the 

inflationary pressures that had been building up in the 1970s by raising interest rates to historic 

highs, inducing an economic recession and further lowering demand for OPEC oil.  

 

By 1986/87, Saudi Arabia was running budget deficits and had to resort to borrowing; Iran and 

Iraq were essentially in dire financial straits. Only the sparsely populated Persian Gulf countries 

of Kuwait, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) remained financially strong.  

 

In desperate need of revenues, most OPEC members cheated on their agreed production quotas, 

with further downward pressure on prices. Not only did they simply cheat, the Gulf Cooperation 

Council (GCC) countries - founded in 1981 by the UAE, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Qatar 

and Kuwait - cheated (notably Kuwait) with the aim of reducing revenues for their two perceived 

adversaries - Iran and Iraq.  

 

Oil prices continued to stay in the doldrums more or less continuously from 1986 to the turn of 

the 21st century, as some countries that had spare capacity and were not subject to sanctions such 

as those on Iraq cheated while Saudi Arabia adjusted its production level to meet market needs 

and keep prices stable (serving as a swing producer).  

 

The escalation of oil demand and the rapid increase in prices beginning around 2004/2005 has 

been the most prolonged boom in OPEC history. Current account surpluses have been significant 

and should continue for the foreseeable future; financial reserves are at historic highs; the oil 

market is tight, with only Saudi Arabia, followed distantly by the UAE and Kuwait, having any 

significant excess oil production capacity.  

 

Looking at OPEC's record, what should we conclude can we conclude that OPEC been an 

effective cartel; that it can blackmail the world? 



 

 

In the past, OPEC has rarely acted as an effective cartel, with members restricting their output to 

support a given price goal. Its members cooperated in the 1970-1973 period as they tried to 

wrestle some control away from the major oil companies, but towards the end of 1973, when 

Arab oil exporters boycotted oil exports to the US and The Netherlands, non-Arab Iran increased 

its output order to benefit from the tight market.  

 

OPEC members have had regular and emergency meetings to discuss the oil market and to set 

price targets and individual quotas, but it has been largely a facade. There have been short 

periods of coordination and cooperation but much of the time most members have not had any 

excess capacity, some were under United Nations or other sanctions, and Saudi Arabia was 

adjusting its output up or down in order to achieve its own targets. One country acting as a 

"swing producer" can hardly be called a cartel.  

 

Today, OPEC and its members appear to have more power than ever - a growing market share, 

vast and growing financial surpluses, declining oil production outside of OPEC and a world 

increasingly concerned with global warming (that is, opposition to coal) and nuclear power 

safety.  

 

But OPEC has its own political problems as never before. It would appear that the GCC, and 

especially Saudi Arabia, see Iran and Iraq as existential threats. Relations between Iran and Iraq 

on the one hand and the GCC on the other are as bad as they have been in recent memory. For 

the GCC, economic failure and backwardness in Iran and Iraq would appear to be a more 

important goal than OPEC cohesion, especially now that the GCC countries are flush with cash 

for the foreseeable future and have the only significant excess capacity in OPEC.  

 

While Iraq may be able to increase its installed capacity greatly over the next 10 years to rival 

Saudi Arabia, it needs political stability and hundreds of billions of dollars of foreign capital.  

Iran could expand its oil capacity somewhat, repair its existing fields and especially increase its 

natural gas output to rival Qatar's if it could achieve a measure of economic prosperity, shed 

economic sanctions and attract vast inflows of capital.  

 

But for now, the GCC rules and OPEC cohesion is a mere facade with Iran and Iraq as the 

enemy. For the foreseeable future, OPEC is a gathering point to talk, with little relevance for the 

oil market. It is the GCC and Saudi Arabia that matter now.  

 

Even so, given past and current conditions can OPEC, or a smaller group within OPEC, 

blackmail the world with its oil weapon? And here, it should be noted that the word "blackmail" 

may not be appropriate.  

 

The US embargoes exports to and imports from certain countries in order to change their 

policies. The US calls these economic sanctions. Would unilateral action by one or more OPEC 

countries be any different?  

 

Whether export sanctions on oil by one or more OPEC members would be effective depends 

mainly on market conditions. Namely, if oil markets were generally tight, or tight for a particular 



 

grade of crude, then whether such action would be effective would depend on the level of 

available excess capacity around the world and the level of strategic reserves.  

If existing excess capacity (and strategic reserves) was 1 million barrels a day (MBD), then any 

country whose exports exceeded 1 MBD could cause havoc in the market, and more havoc the 

larger the country's exports. Today, Saudi Arabia or Russia alone could bring the world economy 

to a halt; or a combination of two other OPEC members among the major exporters (such as Iran 

and Iraq) could do the same.  

 

Recall that in 1973, OAPEC (an Arab OPEC) made a half-hearted attempt at such a move - half-

hearted because it said it was embargoing exports to the US and the Netherlands (the major 

European destination for Middle East oil) but it did not cut output, so Iranian oil initially went to 

these countries while Arab oil was routed to other markets! Iran even expanded its output.  

 

After recognizing this loophole, OAPEC began reducing output in steps to pressure the US, but 

Saudi Arabia continued to secretly sell fuel to the US Sixth Fleet for the Vietnam War. Before 

OPEC can effectively coordinate its policies, members have to implement what they profess.  
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Individual members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) can and 

do use oil as an economic weapon, much the same as the US currently imposes sanctions on 

dozens of countries to change their objectionable policies. (See The OPEC bogeyman, Asia 

Times Online, June 21, 2012.) The effectiveness of oil as a weapon deserves consideration if for 

no other reason than it has direct implications for the effectiveness of sanctions imposed on 

OPEC countries.  

The ability of OPEC or its members to use oil as an effective economic weapon to change the 

policies of target countries depends on oil market conditions and the oil-exporting country's (or 

OPEC's) market power.  

 

If markets are tight, with little or no excess capacity to produce oil worldwide, then an oil 

exporting country that has a level of exports that exceeds the available excess global production 

capacity (especially of the same grade of crude that it exports) and strategic reserves can deliver 

a price shock to the market by withholding its exports. However, it would have difficulty in 

withholding its oil from one target country alone, as oil can be shifted around, one country's oil 

export being substituted for another's.  

 

The price impact of such a withholding of oil exports would depend on the global level of excess 

capacity and on the size of the oil-exporting country's oil exports relative to world oil 

consumption.  

 

For instance, if either Saudi Arabia or Russia withheld their oil exports given prevailing market 

conditions, prices would soar to unimaginable levels, and the world economy would go into 

recession and worse. This would be particularly severe if Saudi Arabia were to do so because it 

is the largest oil exporter and also has most of today's excess capacity of about 1.5-2.0 million 

barrels per day.  

 

Of course, higher prices would in time induce further conservation and oil production would rise 

elsewhere and market conditions would be ameliorated, especially if the quantity of crude 

withheld from the market was such that it could be accommodated in a year or two through 

conservation and additional production elsewhere.  

 

But again, conditions in today's market would not be ameliorated if  the country were Saudi 

Arabia, Russia or any two-country combination of the following: Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Nigeria, the 

United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Venezuela. And of course if Saudi Arabia or any oil exporter 

were to take such action, it would lose oil revenues. The global economic toll would be 

unbearable and armed hostilities could easily follow.  

 

So significant oil exporters, depending on oil market conditions, can target the global economy 

and use oil as a weapon. But unlike the US that sanctions countries at will, OPEC countries 



 

would be vulnerable to military attacks. They could conceivably (though with some difficulty) 

target an individual country by threatening the country or company that redirected oil toward the 

country it had targeted or by threatening further cuts in oil exports. An important lesson for the 

US and others who would sanction major oil exporters is that under certain conditions the oil 

exporters retaliation could be devastating. Moreover, while the US is freewheeling in its use of 

economic sanctions, it should consider what others might do in the future. US economic 

sanctions today could beget an oil exporter's (or OPEC's) oil sanctions tomorrow.  

 

Economic sanctions are most effective when they are multilateral, or the sanctioning country 

(sender) is a large economy and has significant economic and financial dealings with the targeted 

country (target); the policy that is objectionable is also objectionable to the citizens of the target; 

the target is economically weak, undiversified, and reliant on crucial imports, and has exports 

that can be easily made up by other countries.  

 

The US, or a large group of countries along with the US, or even the rest of the world would not 

sanction Saudi Arabia or Russia. If they did, Saudi or Russian retaliation would be devastating 

for the global economy. Oil prices would explode and the sanctions would boomerang back on 

the world.  

 

The obvious lesson is that countries that are major oil exporters cannot be readily sanctioned. 

The world is in dire need of what they export. The world should note this simple fact. Recently, 

it was on global display as the US tried to get major buyers of Iranian oil to desist from their 

purchases. Refiners needed time to contract for similar crudes and reconfigure refineries, traders 

time to balance their contracts and, most important, purchasers of Iranian crude had to be assured 

that Saudi Arabia (or fellow members of the Gulf Cooperation Council - Kuwait, the UAE, 

Oman, Qatar and Bahrain) could and would make up for Iranian export shortfalls.  

 

The world is in dire need of what they export. The world should note this simple fact. Recently, 

it was on global display as the US tried to get major buyers of Iranian oil to desist from their 

purchases. Refiners needed time to contract for similar crudes and reconfigure refineries, traders 

time to balance their contracts and, most important, purchasers of Iranian crude had to be assured 

that Saudi Arabia (or fellow members of the Gulf Cooperation Council - Kuwait, the UAE, 

Oman, Qatar and Bahrain) could and would make up for Iranian export shortfalls.  

 

The control of Saudi oil (and Kuwaiti and UAE oil) is Washington's biggest fear. The US is 

willing to be labeled as duplicitous by the world but is not willing to push for a democratic Saudi 

Arabia if it means a country without the Al-Sauds at the helm, a family who, no matter what their 

excesses, will do America's bidding when push comes to shove.  

 

The US is unwilling to take any risk that a government hostile to the US would be installed in 

Riyadh. Indeed the US wants no change of rulers in Saudi Arabia no matter how egregious they 

might be. The Al-Sauds know this and they know full well that the US will support them no 

matter what they do because of their oil reserves, oil production capacity and America's 

unwarranted fear of radicals controlling Saudi Arabia's oil.  

 



 

When, and if, Iran or Iraq, or the two together, expand their production capacity significantly, 

which they will, and become as significant for oil markets as Saudi Arabia is today, then Saudi 

influence with the US will lose much of its luster. In that event, if markets continue to be as tight, 

Iran and Iraq can pose a real threat to the US and US interests.  

 

It is also in large part for this reason that Saudi Arabia continues to expand its capacity, is 

defensive when the conditions of its fields and the level of its reserves are questioned, is hostile 

to any economic and other progress in Iran and Iraq, and has done all it can to prevent 

rapprochement and better relations between the US and Iran and between Iran and Iraq.  
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If there are crude oil supply disruptions, refinery shutdowns, transportation bottlenecks and the 

like, the price of refined oil products (gasoline, jet fuel, heating oil, kerosene, and so forth) 

invariably increases. 

  

The rise in these prices is a shock to oil importing economies, resulting in higher inflation 

pressure, and the risk of an economic slowdown and recession in countries that are large 

importers of oil to the extent of even causing a global recession.  

 

The transmission of an oil price shock goes through a number of channels. As gasoline (and 

home heating oil) prices go up, consumers are forced to spend a larger portion of their income on 

these basic necessities. Yes, they can drive less, buy more efficient cars, insulate their homes 

better, but these take time. Oil price increases do not change energy consumption over night but 

change consumption habits with time.  

 

Oil price increases also affect the price of taxis, air transportation, mass transit and more. Thus, 

at least in the short run, oil products eat up a larger percentage of consumers’ disposable income, 

resulting in lower expenditures on other goods and services and thus in a general economic 

slowdown.  

 

At the same time, higher energy product prices increase the energy cost of almost all businesses, 

including the transportation of goods. Businesses, in turn, increase their prices to consumers and 

to their business clients, resulting in prices going up more generally and economy wide inflation 

picking up, which again reduces the disposable income of consumers and causes a further 

economic slowdown. Higher inflation invariably also results in higher interest rates and is 

another reason for an economic slowdown.  

 

The danger with inflation is that it increases inflationary expectations and if these expectations 

become anchored, then the inflationary spiral becomes more pronounced, dangerous and more 

costly to address by central banks.  

 

Inflation is transmitted across borders to other countries through higher export prices, which in 

turn have feedback effects. The generalized slowdown in economic activity also reduces 

international capital flows and the flows of workers’ remittances, further exacerbating a global 

economic slowdown.  

 

While everything so far points to a global economic slowdown, there could be at least one source 

of stimuli. The transfer of capital to oil-exporting countries through higher oil prices and 

revenues allows them to increase their imports. But realistically, this does not result in a one-for-

one increase in imports as a number of these countries have limited absorptive capacity and thus 

also add to their savings; this is especially the case for Kuwait, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates 

and to a lesser degree for Saudi Arabia.  

 



 

Historically, it would appear that the impact on economic activity is more significant if oil price 

increases are accompanied by generalized commodity price inflation.  

 

Research by a number of prominent economists seems to confirm that the impact of oil prices on 

economic activity depends on the source of the price change, on oil price volatility, and on the 

price level (gradual increase in oil prices can be better accommodated than sharp increases); nor 

is the price impact symmetrical for a price increase and a price decrease (see below).  

 

It is also important to re-state the fact that the short- and long-term response to energy price 

shocks is different. As energy prices go up, it takes time to adapt and economize on energy use. 

If home insulation is improved and more energy efficient cars are bought, then a decline in 

energy prices will not take us back to where we were before adopting more energy-efficient 

ways, and thus the response to energy price increases and decreases is not symmetrical.  

 

While big jumps in oil prices have in most cases induced recessions in the United States and 

elsewhere, the impact has become somewhat muted in the more recent years. Namely, a given 

percentage change in crude oil prices today leads to a lower percentage change in economic 

growth than it did 10 years ago, an even lower percentage change than 20 years ago and much 

lower than in 1960. 

 

A number of prominent economists claim that the reasons for this muted effect of oil price 

shocks is first and foremost that energy is today a smaller percentage of the total cost of most 

businesses and thus an increase in its price has a less pronounced effect. Another reasons is the 

liberalization of all markets, especially increased labor market flexibility in the United States and 

elsewhere, making adjustment to shocks less costly.  

 

The ability to substitute natural gas and other energy inputs for oil may be another reason, 

especially in the most recent years, given the rising importance of shale gas and its relative price 

disassociation with oil. Other economists also claim that more thoughtful macroeconomic policy 

and the better implementation of monetary policy have allowed the US to ameliorate the impact 

of oil price shocks.  

 

Will there be future price shocks? Yes, you can bet on it. Will they be less or more pronounced? 

Our guess is much more pronounced as new discoveries (or additions to global reserves) have 

slowed while gross domestic product, and thus oil consumption, seems to just keep on going up 

rapidly in a number of emerging markets, especially China.  

 

The oil market is likely to become tighter and tighter, with less and less spare oil production 

capacity around the world; at the same time, the likelihood of conflicts in the Persian Gulf region 

is higher than at any time since World War II - the perfect mix for bigger oil price shocks.  

But of course there are steps that energy importers can take now - energy conservation, 

alternative energy production, larger strategic oil reserves and the like - to blunt the impact of 

future disruptions in oil supplies and price shocks.  

 

Most importantly, the US can do more to bring peace and economic cooperation to the Persian 

Gulf and more generally to the Middle East. This should include democratic and political 



 

reforms in its client states in the Persian Gulf, reduced military expenditures, enhanced oil and 

gas development in the region and genuine reforms to benefit the people of the region.  

 

As we hope to see in future articles, it is these longer-term policies that will ameliorate the global 

energy outlook and reduce the likelihood of serious price shocks as we transition to a renewable 

energy world.  
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Oil is a finite resource. It is tantamount to capital in the ground and is thus apart of a country's 

capital stock. In most countries, all valuable depletable resources - such as oil, natural gas, 

copper, platinum, gold, uranium, diamonds emeralds and more - belong to the state, in other 

words to all citizens, with the implications that it should be depleted and managed in such a way 

as to benefit all citizens of this and future generations. The United States and a few other 

countries around the world are the exception to the rule and assign resource ownership to the 

landowner.  

 

In the Middle East, the ownership of oil and natural gas is unquestionable - it is the patrimony of 

all citizens of all generations. This is explicitly recognized in every oil-exporting country of the 

region, in the constitutions of countries that have constitutions and, even more importantly, it is a 

well-known, undeniable and absolutely indisputable teaching of Islam, the religion that all these 

countries profess, with or without a constitution.  

In Islam, natural resources (such as raw land, water, and mineral deposits) are considered to be a 

gift bestowed to humanity by Allah. Because humans did not create any of the world's natural 

resources, they cannot exert unequivocal ownership over them.  

 

Property rights are at the foundation of Islamic economics. The most important principle of 

property rights is the permanent, constant, and invariant ownership of all property by Allah. 

Another principle acknowledged, in consonance with the Quran, is the transfer by Allah of the 

right of possession to all of mankind. A third principle acknowledged equal opportunity of 

access by all to the natural resources provided by the Creator, to be combined with their labor to 

produce goods and services.  

 

Accordingly, and to ensure the community of property rights for all members of society, property 

rights over purely natural resources (such as mines) were placed in trust of either the state, to be 

used for the benefit of all, or in the hands of society at large as commons (for example, surface 

and underground water). Humans may only privately own anything they produce with their work 

or gain through legitimate investment and inheritance.  

 

At the same time, equity and social and economic justice are at the center of Islamic teaching and 

are also important considerations for countries with large oil and gas resources. Economists have 

long ago addressed the issue. Robert Solow in his famous article concluded by saying:  

 

The finite pool of resources (I have excluded full recycling) should be used up optimally 

according to the general rules that govern the optimal use of reproducible assets. In particular, 

earlier generations are entitled to draw down the pool (optimally, of course!) so long as they add 

(optimally, of course!) to the stock of reproducible capital.  

 

What if countries cannot, or will not, optimally add to the stock of reproducible capital? The 

clear need is to find an alternative to Solow's prescribed optimal draw down and optimal addition 



 

to reproducible capital. In a future article, we will detail our proposal to achieve this goal by 

creating a fund to address issues of equity and many of the other economic management 

problems associated with oil depletion, especially issues that are important in Islam.  

 

Because anything under ground belongs to society at large, a number of provisions follow; all 

citizens should have an equal share in the fruit of what is under the land; this incorporates both 

current and all future generations. As minerals are depleted, governments must make sure that 

they use their revenues in such a way that all citizens today and for all future time receive similar 

real benefits. Oil should benefit all members of the current generation equally (with optimal 

depletion and optimal compensation for depletion), with the implication of relatively even 

distribution of income given the overwhelming role of oil (as opposed to hard work and sound 

productive investments) in these economies, and that these benefits should be similar for all 

generations to come.  

 

These unequivocal admonitions of Islam are largely ignored in the oil-exporting countries of the 

Middle East. Oil revenues are squandered to finance current consumption and vast and wasteful 

military expenditures, and most egregiously in the Persian Gulf many of the ruling families take 

a significant portion of the revenues even before it becomes available for public benefit.  

 

Rulers in Saudi Arabia, in Qatar, Oman and the United Arab Emirates take whatever they wish 

from oil revenues, as if the oil belonged to them and they were generously sharing with their 

people. It is tantamount to state-sponsored theft by the ruling families.  

Not only do Western governments, notably the United States, say nothing, but they also support 

the ongoing pillage of national patrimony. They treat these rulers as if they were elected 

representatives of their people who upheld the laws of their land. It will one day be 

acknowledged and recorded as the biggest theft in the history of man. Is it then surprising that 

there is so much domestic dissent in these countries? Is it surprising that there is so much anti-

Western sentiment? Is it surprising that everywhere in the region the masses are craving Islamic 

dominated governments, not as interpreted and practiced in Iran, but as outlined in the Quran and 

practiced by the Prophet Mohammad in Medina centuries ago. 

 

Libya's Colonel Muammar Gaddafi and his family took what they wished from the state and 

foreign leaders, and the international media said nothing of it until he was overthrown. Iraq's 

Saddam Hussein arguably robbed his people even more than the four family-ruled countries 

mentioned above; and today, though not family ruled, Iraq is almost as bad as before because of 

widespread corruption. [1]  

 

Although the Iranian constitution recognizes state ownership of the country's depletable 

resources, because of widespread corruption the benefits of oil and natural gas are lost on the 

majority of citizens and there may be little, if anything, for future generations. Conditions in 

Kuwait are somewhat better when it comes to the beneficiaries of oil depletion.  

 

Though different, and to differing degrees, theft of oil and natural gas is the order of the day in 

the Middle East. In the family-ruled countries, the rulers openly take from their national 



 

treasuries as they wish (or even before it gets into the treasury) and in the rest of the countries 

corruption is so extensive that the end result is almost the same.  

 

Citizens and future generations are loosing their birthright to a greedy few. But as we shall see in 

later articles, the end result is even worse than the theft. Rulers, no matter who they are, have no 

incentive to develop good institutions that would check their theft. Thus corrupt institutions that 

invariably lead to sub-par economic performance, heavy military expenditures largely to keep 

the citizenry in check, intrastate conflicts and often followed by interstate conflicts and wars, all 

combine to provide a gloomy outlook for the future.  

 

All the while, democratic leaders from around the world say nothing. The International Monetary 

Fund and the World Bank write their sound technical papers but say nothing of the 

mismanagement of oil resources, namely the ongoing theft of oil revenues in these countries and 

the importance of institutions that would check such abuses. The international media hardly 

utters a peep when these leaders and governments are firmly in power but quickly "unearths" 

their abuses as they are on their way out.  

 

As we shall see, positive change will only come about when and if there are concerted and 

simultaneous economic and political initiatives on a number of fronts.  

 

Note:  

1. This paragraph corrects an error introduced during the editing process.  
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In productive economies that do not rely heavily on depletable resources such as oil, economic 

output does not diminish with time but indeed can normally be expected to increase over time 

with increasing productivity and investment.  

 

In an oil-based economy, the sale of oil and the revenues it generates are a significant part of the 

gross domestic product (GDP) of these economies (based on generally practiced national income 

accounting methodology). Thus, everything else being the same, economic output will decline 

with depletion of oil reserves. In the extreme, if oil is all that they produce and if it is used to 

finance ongoing consumption, then when oil reserves are exhausted, government fiscal revenues 

will become zero and the country will have a zero GDP.  

 

So at least a part of current oil revenues must be saved and invested to avoid a decline in future 

national output. In other words, countries that own large pools of oil are rich in oil but not rich in 

the normal sense of the word (income generation for all future time) unless they do something 

productive with their oil before it is all depleted. In other words, their national output or GDP is 

not the same as the GDP of countries that are not so reliant on a depletable resource for GDP.  

A country sitting on a pool of oil has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages are obvious. 

Poor countries find it difficult to save out of their low levels of income to make the necessary 

initial capital investment. Foreign aid is often too small or too onerous in other ways. Wealth in 

the form of exportable oil and gas can pay for the start-up investment, if it is productively used. 

Oil could in theory, therefore, be a blessing.  

 

In an oil-based economy, if the income from oil is consumed (and, as is the practice, if oil output 

is counted as a part of GDP), then GDP declines as oil reserves are depleted. So at least a part of 

current oil revenues must be saved and invested, domestically or abroad, to even out net national 

product (NNP) and to thus avoid a decline in national output in the future. [1]  

 

Put differently, the normally or conventionally measured GDP in an oil producing country 

diverges from the "theoretically correct" measure of GDP for a country that has no depleting 

resource such as oil. In a sense, the conventionally measured GDP for a depletable resource-

based economy usually overstates theoretically correct GDP because at some point in the future 

the depletable resource will run out and will no longer contribute to GDP.  

 

The higher the return on investments, that is, the more compensation made for resource 

depletion, and the longer the resource will last at the current rate of extraction, the closer (more 

comparable) are the conventional measured and theoretically correct GDP.  

 

An alternative way of looking at the problem is that depletable resource-based economies need a 

higher savings rate during the period that the depletable resource is contributing to national 

output. The indicated savings rate (to compensate for oil depletion) is lower the higher the life of 

reserves (in the extreme, no savings from oil revenues are needed if oil revenues were to last 

forever); the higher the return on investments (if the rate of return were infinite then a miniscule 



 

amount of savings would compensate for oil depletion), the lower the current generation's 

concern for future generations (if the current generation did not care if future generations 

starved, then there would be little need for savings) - and the lower the share of oil in a country's 

aggregate national economic output.  

 

In other words, if a country has many years of oil output, it has less to worry about in 

comparison with a country whose oil will soon run out. But if society cares for future 

generations, it is important to save, and above all to make investments that count, namely, with a 

high rate of return, to afford future generations the same benefits that current generations derive 

from oil. Revenues from oil depletion should not be stolen or wasted.  

 

Whether a country is saving or not and what it should be saving depends on all the above 

considerations, but the importance of one factor should not be underestimated, namely, the rate 

of return on investment.  

 

Even the extremely rich Qatar and Abu Dhabi (or more correctly country of the United Arab 

Emirates) must earn something on a portion of the gas or oil they produce before the resource is 

depleted in order to have income when it has no more gas or oil. If they earn a high rate of 

return, they can get by with a lower savings rate today. This lesson is even more important for a 

country that is not as oil and gas rich on a per capita basis, for example, Iran.  

 

But why should the depletion of oil create problems? There are four important reasons. First, the 

interference of foreign powers, or imperialism, is imprinted on the history of these countries. 

Support for malleable and corrupt rulers and overthrow of "unfriendly" governments have been 

the norm.  

 

The second reason follows directly from the first, namely corrupt rulers want control to enrich 

themselves and have no incentive to develop efficient institutions, the rule of law, good 

governance, pluralism and economic and social progress as these would undermine their rule. 

We will have occasion to return to these two reasons in more depth in future articles.  

 

Third, corruption trickles down from the rulers and is linked to natural resource wealth, as 

activities related to its exploitation are rent seeking in nature and are, therefore, likely to foster 

congruous behaviors.  

 

In economics, the term "rent-seeking behavior" is often applied to corruption. The term rent 

seeking is used when an individual, organization or firm does not make money in a transparent 

way through the market but relies on non-market political means to gain abnormal returns, 

supported by bloated government bureaucracies that entrench systemic corruption and 

disenfranchise individual drive and ambition.  

 

For major oil-exporting countries, the misallocation of talent from productive sectors of the 

economy to rent-seeking activities has had a significant negative impact on overall economic 

growth.  

 



 

The fourth reason is normally referred to as the "Dutch disease". A country exporting a scarce 

natural resource (natural gas in the case of the Dutch) product and facing strong and increasing 

demand is likely to see its currency appreciate as foreigners bid for the resource. That is nice in 

one sense because it cheapens the domestic price of imports; but the flip side is that this very 

appreciation also makes the home country's domestic industries less competitive on world 

markets. That is domestic producers of non-oil tradable goods, such as manufactured goods, have 

a hard time establishing themselves, producing and growing.  

 

Does the exploitation of exhaustible natural resources, such as oil, necessarily have to be always 

a curse? If one looks only at the countries of the Middle East, the answer would appear to be yes. 

But this would be contradicted by the experience of the United Kingdom and Norway. Why? The 

reasons seems to be that these countries were already developed and had effective institutions in 

place when oil was discovered and exploited, whereas in the Middle East effective institutions 

did not exist, and importantly it is not now to the financial benefit of rulers and interest groups 

that effective institutions be developed.  

 

What, besides effective institutions and especially the rule of law, should be the broad economic 

policies facing these countries? They have to reduce the overbearing role of the public sector 

(fueled by the accrual of oil revenues to the government) to encourage private sector growth. The 

major oil exporting countries must also diversify their sources of economic output away from oil 

by encouraging export diversification, to stabilize government revenues and diversify the 

government's sources of revenues away from oil, and to protect intergenerational equity in the 

depletion of oil resources.  

 

In all of the major oil-exporting countries of the Persian Gulf, oil (and or gas) provides the lion's 

share of revenues and these have fluctuated considerably from year to year. Relatively stable 

fiscal revenues are essential for macroeconomic management and in turn for sustained economic 

growth. This can be achieved through adoption of an oil revenue stabilization fund.  

 

While such funds may be used to stabilize available oil revenues from year to year, they do not 

diversify the basic source of government revenues. Government revenue diversification 

ultimately requires a healthy and growing economy with an effective income tax system. Yes, 

policies matter.  

 

Note:  

1. The conceptual interpretation of gross domestic product, more correctly net national product 

(NNP) in an economy is that it represents the highest level of sustainable consumption. In the 

development of the conceptual framework of national income accounting, extractive industries 

were treated as any other source of national product. As a result, the value of the extracted 

resource was added to national product at the point of extraction. This method of valuing the 

contribution of extractive industries, as is now widely recognized, is ill conceived and results in 

significant distortions.  
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Adam Smith stressed this throughout his two path-breaking books more than two centuries ago; 

the point incidentally also has a prominent position in Islamic teachings from about 1,400 years 

ago! Yes, other issues and policies also matter but good institutions are at the foundation.  

First, some background on the evolution of economic thought in the West. During the 18th 

century, the Scottish Enlightenment offered the view that there would be progressive unfolding 

of human potential through effort and cooperation. An important member of this school, Francis 

Hutchison, believed that the need to be loved and respected by others would balance humans' 

self- love and thus allow cooperation between humans.  

 

Deeply influenced by Hutchison, Adam Smith believed continuous material improvement could 

be assured as a result of individual decisions motivated by self-love and moderated by the moral 

value of "sympathy" for others. Sympathy is the quality that each individual would take to the 

market as a mechanism that would translate the self-love, or self-interest, of each market 

participant into love for others.  

 

If individuals entering the market were devoid of sympathy and cooperation, progress would be 

undermined. The dimension of the self that is a reflective judge of a person's own actions and 

sense of duty would create an appropriate balance between the interests of the self and those of 

others.  

 

An important element of Smith's vision was the limited role of the state to guarantee the sanctity 

of property, to create the conditions allowing free and voluntary exchange, and to ensure that 

commitments generated from contracts of exchange are honored. Indeed, he stressed the 

importance of effective institutions.  

 

More recently, Gunnar Myrdal (1898 - 1987) also emphasized institutions and believed that the 

existence of a strong efficient state in most industrial countries was a major underpinning of their 

development. Most developing countries, however, suffered from weak governments and 

institutions and required radical institutional reforms before they could make rapid progress.  

Even more recently, the 1993 Nobel economics laureate Douglass North argues that after a 

period of disorder resulting from radical changes and crises, whether social order will be 

established quickly depends on the stability of the institutional structure of society (apply this to 

the Arab Spring). Societies with "a heritage of stable institutions will recover rapidly in contrast 

to those without such a heritage.” 

 

The collectivity of institutions provides society with the social capability to establish a stable 

order by reducing uncertainties or ambiguities. North suggests that societies construct 

infrastructural "scaffolding" in the form of an institutional matrix to reduce uncertainties. More 

specifically, the institutional structure of a society is composed of constitutions, laws, and rules 

that govern the society, its government, its finances, economy, and politics; written rules, codes, 

and agreements that govern contractual relations and exchange and trade relationships; and 

commonly shared beliefs, social norms, and codes governing human behavior.  



 

 

The clarity of rules, social norms, and enforcement characteristics are important to the degree of 

compliance exhibited by the members of a society. The higher the degree of rule-compliance, the 

more stable the social order and the lower the transaction costs in the society.  

 

North believes that enough progress has been made in the investigation of the process of growth 

and development to allow for the pinpointing of the causes of poor economic performance as 

well as the necessary remedies. Poor performance, North believes, is due to path-dependencies 

resulting from past institutional structure, reflecting a belief system that is difficult to change 

either because the needed changes that improve economic performance run counter to the belief 

system or these changes pose a threat to existing political or business leaders. 

 

Needed changes in the institutional structure may also be difficult. While acknowledging that 

needed changes to improve economic performance may be slow to materialize because of 

cultural factors and path-dependency, North nevertheless envisions an ideal political-economic 

institutional structure that, in his view, has great potential for achieving good economic 

performance and societal wellbeing.  

 

Such an ideal framework would have (i) an institutional structure that defines and establishes a 

set of rights and privileges; (ii) stable exchange relationships in economic and political markets; 

(iii) a government that is credibly committed to a set of political rules and enforcement to protect 

individuals, organizations, and exchange relationships; (iv) rule-compliance as a result of norm 

internalization as well as coercive enforcement; (v) a set of economic institutions that create 

incentives for the members of the society and organizations to engage in productive activities; 

and (vi) a set of property rights and an effective price system that lead to low transaction costs in 

production, exchange, and distribution.  

 

Others - acknowledging that institutions are critical to any explanation of economic development 

- question why similar institutional structures produce different results in different countries. 

Some have concluded that what matters for good economic performance is how well institutions 

match their settings and how flexibly they adapt to changes.  

 

The empirical research on the importance of the role of institutions in explaining economic 

performance has produced the significant result that without an adequate institutional structure, 

policies to improve economic performance - such as creating an incentive structure for the 

private sector - would fail to lead to rapid and sustainable economic growth.  

 

After reviewing the empirical research on the role of institutions in economic growth, Dani 

Rodrik concluded that an appropriate institutional framework for good economic performance 

would be composed of "property rights; regulatory institutions; institutions of macroeconomic 

stabilization; institutions for social insurance; and institutions for conflict management.” 

 

We should also note that economic development is now seen more than just an increase in per 

capita incomes. Although the literature on economic development has a rich history spanning 

more than three centuries, the early discussions were narrowly focused; countries that had low 

levels of per capita income needed to grow faster to catch up with the developed, or industrial, 



 

countries of the West. To achieve this, they would benefit from a transformation of their 

economies from an agrarian to an industrial base, where the level of productivity and its growth 

were significantly higher.  

 

The concept of development in the West, which has evolved over a number of years, today can 

mean quantitative growth, qualitative improvement, and expansion in the capabilities, capacities, 

and choices of individuals, groups, or states. Development is conceived as more than a 

quantitative change in some index, such as a higher level of per capita income; it is about being 

more, not having more.  

 

It was not until the late 1970s and early 1980s that economists, inspired by the contributions of 

Mahbub ul Haq and Amartya Sen, began to question the popular definition of economic 

development and the path for its achievement. They argued that development was much more 

than an increasing level of per capita income and a simple structural transformation.  

 

For the first time, human development, including education, healthcare, poverty eradication, a 

more even income distribution, environmental quality, and freedom, was seen as an integral 

component of the economic development process.  

 

Our conclusions are simple. The quality of institutions matter for economic and human progress, 

which is both political and economic institutions. In the next article, we look into why good 

institutions continue to be a mirage in the oil-exporting countries of the Middle East.  
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At the outset, let's repeat the obvious. If an oil-rich country, such as Saudi Arabia, could and 

does pump out all its oil in one year (a wild assumption) and sells it at today's going rate (another 

wild assumption), then the country would be rich as Croesus.  

 

Now, what about the next year if it spent it all this year? Would this spell success? Well, things 

would not be so hot. The country would be back where it was before its oil was discovered then 

depleted - namely poor as poor could be. Just looking at today's income level in a depletable 

resource-based economy misses the point.  

 

Oil is a part of a country's stock of capital (the heritage of all generations) and the size of this 

stock must not be allowed to diminish. As important, for the preservation of social and economic 

justice, each and every citizen must receive the same income flow from this stock of capital now 

and in the future. 

 

Most, if not all, experts argue that this can best be done by developing a diversified non-oil based 

economy that compensates for oil depletion (physical and human capital to replace the oil stock 

capital). 

 

While this could compensate for oil depletion, for over 30 years we have maintained that, even if 

totally successful in this quest, it would in all likelihood fail when it came to preserving social 

and economic justice. We will elaborate on how justice can be best preserved, while 

compensating for oil depletion, in a future article.  

 

There is no need for any data to establish the injustice of today, just eyes to see that the rulers 

and governments have failed the current generation of citizens in the major oil-exporting 

countries of the Middle East by actively supporting unbelievable inequality of benefits from the 

depletion of the capital locked up in oil. 

 

Even worse, if these countries continue as they have, then future generations may be robbed even 

more than the present generation because there will be no oil at some point in the future to fund 

anything. This injustice may be only addressed if it becomes more widely acknowledged. 

 

Setting aside this overriding failure, what about the more standard indicators of performance in 

these countries? How have these countries done in terms of income and social indicators?  

 

A word of caution before we start. The starting and ending dates for any comparison are 

invariably arbitrary. We want to avoid unusual events that distort the numbers, such as the 

United States' invasion of Iraq in 2003 and what may turn out to be temporary high oil prices, 

such as the run up in oil prices during 2002-2008. Here we also want to avoid too many 

numbers! Thus we will look at the period 1975-2002 and make a few comments about what has 

happened over the past decade.  

 



 

During 1975-2002, economic growth in the Middle East and North Africa region was anemic, 

and this sub-par performance becomes even more apparent when compared with the consistently 

high growth rates of other developing countries and other regions, particularly East Asia. The 

region has also largely missed the opportunity to be further integrated into the global economy 

by failing to increase non-oil exports and to attract significant foreign direct investment (FDI) 

outside of the oil/gas sector.  

 

The countries in the region are diverse, with fundamental differences in economic structure, most 

noticeably the abundance (both in absolute and especially in per capita terms) of oil (gas) from 

country to country.  

 

Over 1975-2002, real annual per capita GDP growth for the Middle East and North Africa 

(including both oil exporters and non-oil exporters) averaged 0.1%, compared with average 

annual growth of 5.9% for East Asia and the Pacific and 2.3% for all the developing countries of 

the world. 

 

But the oil-exporting countries of the region alone showed negative growth rates. What is more 

striking is that their poor performance was matched only by Sub-Saharan Africa, despite vastly 

differing natural resource endowments and other country characteristics. Also noteworthy is that, 

as to be expected, the highest real GDP per capita income for all regions of the world occurs in 

the 2000s or the late 1990s indicating positive and ongoing growth; whereas the oil-exporting 

countries of the Persian Gulf all record their highest GDP per capita levels in the period 1975-

1977. This was a time of high real oil prices and these economies relied heavily on oil, as some 

of them continue to do even today. 

 

The sharp increase in oil prices in the mid-1970s was a significant financial windfall for the oil 

exporting countries. The jump in consumption, investment and growth had generally positive 

repercussions on living standards. GDP growth rates were high because of higher oil revenues 

and government expenditures. Considerable financial assets were accumulated abroad as national 

savings exceeded domestic investment, especially for the richer oil exporting countries. The 

region's economic performance in the following 20 years weakened considerably, however, as 

growth rates declined and failed to generate the employment opportunities required by a rapidly 

expanding labor force. In fact, the combined economic output of the oil exporters, in 1995 as 

well as in 2000, was less than that of a single East Asian country, South Korea (US$461.52 

billion); whereas in 1975 the combined GDP of the oil exporters had been more than six times 

that of Korea.  

 

The absence of growth exacerbates all other problems facing the region: high unemployment 

rates, expected rapid labor force growth well into the future, and burdensome social 

expenditures.  

 

During the 1980s and 1990s, the Middle East region's overall weak growth performance 

primarily reflects the poor performance of the more populated oil exporting countries (Iran, Iraq 

and Saudi Arabia, which overwhelm the regional average), whose economies have continued to 

remain heavily dependent on oil and are vulnerable to significant oil price fluctuations. 

 



 

Since 2002, because of rising oil prices, the Persian Gulf oil- exporting countries have again had 

a boost as in the mid-1970s. While the Gulf Cooperation Council countries - Bahrain, Kuwait, 

Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates - have benefited, Iran and Iraq have 

not done so well because of economic sanctions, the fallout of war and sub-par economic 

policies. 

 

The latest figures show that for all the Persian Gulf countries combined, per capita economic 

growth rates have been slightly positive over the longer period 1975-2009. While their income 

growth has been unbelievably anemic, their performance in improving social indicators have 

been markedly better. 

 

For these oil exporters, Kuwait had the highest life expectancy at 77 years in 2002, and Iraq had 

the lowest at 63; the simple average of life expectancies for these countries was 71.7 in 2002; 

and it had increased by an average of 7.1 years since 1980. In comparison with non oil-exporting 

countries in the Mideast, it would appear that oil revenues by themselves have not in all cases 

supported an exceptional increase in life expectancy. 

 

In 1990, the United Nations launched the Human Development Report in an attempt to measure 

and study world poverty. The report defines poverty as the denial of opportunities and choices 

most basic to human development. Three basic dimensions - a long and healthy life, knowledge 

and a decent standard of living, in turn, characterize human development. Progress for the 

Middle East oil exporters was comparable to other developing countries around the world. 

 

Statistics on education fail to provide a complete and accurate picture of a country's education 

system. This is for a variety of reasons: inconsistencies in survey results provided by education 

authorities, differences in coverage and data collection methodologies and/or significant time 

lags between each survey. 

 

Despite the data challenges, one can observe a general trend of increased public expenditures per 

student at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels. In terms of the primary pupil-to- teacher 

ratio, the Middle East oil exporters averaged just over 17 students to one teacher, while the ratio 

for other developing country groupings was in the range of 24 and 28.  

 

According to the World Bank's definition, a person is considered literate if he or she can, with 

understanding, read and write a short, simple statement on her everyday life. Based on this 

definition, the average literacy rates have been on the rise in all countries over the past 20 years. 

In the Middle East, the literacy rate of the oil exporters is about 84%. Adult - those age 15 and 

above - literacy rates averaged 80% compared to 93% for the youth - those age 15 and below - 

segment of the population. These rates are generally below that of most other regions. 

 

Adult literacy rates tend to be male-biased. For instance, the male and female adult literacy rates 

in Saudi Arabia are 84% and 69% respectively, a 15 percentage point differential in literacy rates 

in favor of the male adult population. When literacy rates are measured for the youth segment of 

the population, the male- biased tendencies are smaller, and in some cases such as Kuwait and 

Jordan, they become negative, which suggests higher female literacy rates relative to male 

literacy rates.  



 

 

Looking broadly at the male-female literacy rates in the Middle East, male education has been 

favored relative to female education; this gender education gap is closing; and oil may have at 

least assisted the oil exporters to do better in this regard than the in-region countries.  

 

When health expenditures are calculated on a per capita basis, we see that the Middle East oil 

exporters spent an average of US$488 per person. Excluding the UAE - the country with the 

highest per capita health expenditure among the oil exporters - the average per capita health 

expenditure in the Middle East falls to $398. In comparison, the non oil-exporting countries of 

the Mideast have a meager $93.  

 

Oil has also helped the oil exporters to do more in the area of health than other countries in the 

region. 

 

The average number of physicians and hospital beds per 1,000 people are approximately 1.3 and 

2.1 respectively for the oil exporters in the Middle East. This compares with approximately 1.2 

and 1.5 for the other countries in the region. 

 

Infant mortality rates in the Middle East oil exporting countries are extremely varied. In Iraq, 

only about 90% of infants survive past the age of one while in Kuwait and the UAE more than 

99% of infants survive beyond that age. Similarly, the adult mortality rate in Iraq is high when 

compared with other countries within the Middle East oil-exporting countries. Iraq is clearly a 

special case given its involvement in numerous conflicts and wars and being subject to extensive 

and lengthy UN sanctions.  

 

There is no doubt that social conditions have generally improved for the average person in the 

oil-exporting countries of the Middle East, with more significant advancement in the less 

populated (and richer in oil) countries - Kuwait, the UAE and Qatar, and to a lesser extent in 

Saudi Arabia. This average improvement for the more-populated oil exporters - Iran and Iraq - is 

not significantly different from the Mideast countries that do not have big oil deposits. 

 

Looking at the oil exporters, there are some obvious implications. It is clear that devastating 

conflicts, specifically those in Iraq and Iran, have probably taken a huge toll. If a country has a 

very high level of oil revenues per capita, as do Kuwait, Qatar (gas) and the UAE, then there are 

enough available resources to do almost everything, including satisfying reasonable social needs 

and allowing rulers to take what they want, even, as we shall see later, if economic policies are 

not what they should be. But even in these countries, this cannot go on forever. 

 

We should conclude by asking two critical questions: have the oil exporters followed Islam in 

developing their oil policies and has oil helped or hurt the cause of social welfare in these 

countries? Islam places great emphasis on economic prosperity and providing average citizens 

with their basic needs - food, healthcare, shelter and especially education - while avoiding 

significant income inequality. All the countries have failed to provide average economic growth 

over the long haul. 

 



 

It would appear that the richer group (Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the UAE) has succeeded 

in the areas of food, healthcare and shelter (although Saudi Arabia may have neglected its Shia 

Muslim minority). Their achievements in education have been no better than the non-oil 

countries in the region and inferior to some developing country groups outside the region. 

 

As far as income distribution is concerned, all of these major oil exporters have failed. There are 

lavish palaces and conspicuous consumption on the grandest of scales (behavior forbidden in the 

Koran), while the lower classes have to worry about their normal human needs. 

 

But in less rich and more densely populated Iran, the disparities among the rich in northern 

Tehran and the poor in southern Tehran and in rural areas are even more stark - in the areas of 

housing, medical care, personal appearance and foodstuffs in stores. The case of war-ravaged 

Iraq is the worst of all. This is especially reprehensible as oil reserves are financing these income 

inequalities. 

 

As we will see in upcoming articles, institutions, rule of law, absence of conflicts, democratic 

political participation, stability and better policies are all critical in achieving sustained economic 

and social progress.  
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Good institutions and elected accountable governments, as we have repeatedly said in this series 

of articles, are at the foundation of sustained economic growth and development. But along with 

good institutions, countries need supportive and stable policies and a good dose of peace and 

stability.  

 

Here we elaborate a little on institutions, political reform and the role of foreigners, and in the 

next two articles in this series we look at supportive economic policies followed by the 

importance of peace and stability.  

 

In the euphoria of the "Arab Spring", observers began predicting the blooming of Arab 

economies after a temporary slowdown attributed to demonstrations, shortages, bottlenecks and 

ensuing dislocations. The overthrows of Hosni Mubarak in Egypt and Muammar Gaddafi in 

Libya were forecast to bring democratic change, with Islamists as the only roadblock to Nirvana.  

The move toward democratic governance was assumed to usher in better institutions, stimulate 

business confidence, jettison the corrupt policies of the past and usher in enlightenment that 

would lead to higher domestic and foreign (FDI) investment. Higher economic growth and more 

equitable economic benefits were assumed to follow.  

 

Unlike their brethren in democratic societies, the rulers in the Persian Gulf, Arab and Iranian, are 

autocratic dictators. They have no interest in establishing and nurturing good institutions 

(popular constitutions, rule of law, transparent regulations, and so forth). The reason is simple.  

A popularly adopted constitution would in all likelihood call for an elected and accountable 

government, create an independent judiciary and confirm the equitable oil birthrights of every 

generation of citizens. A popular constitution and good institutions would thus undermine 

corrupt rule and eventually throw rulers out of office.  

 

The constitutions that have been adopted, for example in Iran, were adopted at a time of turmoil 

and change and the rulers will not tolerate open discussions and amendments on an ongoing 

basis. These rulers have a simple goal - to amass fortunes and preserve their dynasty (family or 

clerical) in any way that they can (such as pampered intelligence and military services, vast 

military expenditures to secure foreign support and keep citizens in check, a cadre of corrupt 

cronies, discriminatory governance to divide the citizenry and foreign support).  

 

The result is that these countries have an inhospitable business climate, an underdeveloped 

private sector and little economic and social progress.  

 

The foreign elite and foreign multinational corporations (oil companies, oil service companies, 

manufacturers of arms, engineering firms, large financial institutions etc) support these rulers for 

gain. For the powerful governments of East and West, contrary to their altruistic representations, 

short-run economic gains and gains for the powerful in their own countries are all that matter.  

The United States, Europe, Russia and China meddle in these countries and continue to support 

their favorite dictators before and after the Arab spring; the US supports the Al-Sauds, Al- 



 

Khalifas, Al-Thanis, Al-Sabahs and the Al-Nahyans; Europeans more or less tow the US line; 

Russia supports the mullahs in Tehran and any of the Arab rulers that are willing to cozy up to 

them as they incur US displeasure; and China supports any and all dictators, even those favored 

by the US, until the moment when such support becomes a lost cause.  

 

Influential citizens turned lobbyists (former and current senior government officials, 

corporations, universities and even charitable organizations - all beneficiaries from the largesse 

of Mideast dictators and their cronies) lobby these powerful governments into supporting 

Mideast tyrants.  

Favored tyrants who are overthrown get a free passage to a life of luxury, enjoying their ill-

gotten wealth; unwanted tyrants are arrested, tried and sentenced at the International Criminal 

Court (ICC); and aggressors from the powerful countries live where they always have with no 

worry at all. 

 

There is no such thing as consistent and equal international justice. Dictators are not motivated to 

respect the human, economic and political rights of their citizens. They only guard their own 

narrow interests and those of their domestic and foreign supporters. Again, meaningful economic 

progress will require political reform (popular constitution and good institutions) and an end to 

foreign meddling. 

 

Where are the international institutions? The United Nations masquerades as the guardian of 

international peace but in reality supports the interests of the powerful and the rich at the expense 

of the weak and the poor. The powerful sell lethal arms and invade countries with nothing to 

keep them in check. The International Monetary Fund (IMF), the guardian of the international 

payments system and dispenser of good economic and financial policies, says little to criticize 

Saudi Arabia and fellow Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries about their needed political 

reform and the management of their oil revenues as they have been big lenders to the IMF.  

 

The World Bank, the institution with all the answers for economic development and growth, 

does not mention the official plunder of revenues in these countries. The record of the ICC is 

almost non- existent as it has largely tried a few cases of African tyrants. 

 

In such a setting, the overthrow of a dictator does little to promote fundamental political and 

economic change. Again, as a dictator is overthrown, another tyrant to be steps up and takes his 

place. His motivation is simple - follow in the deposed rulers footsteps but learn from his 

mistakes and hold on to power. Rob the country and amass a fortune. 

 

Similarly, foreigners - governments, individuals and corporations - take up where they had left 

off with the deposed ruler. It's business as usual.  

Just look at Iran. The mullahs and their supporters are robbing their people and amassing their 

fortunes. They have not been supported by the US but have until recently enjoyed European 

backing and have the backing of the Chinese and the Russians.  



 

Look at Iraq. Yes, there is more freedom with regime change, but the economy is no tiger. A new 

group is robbing the country, with no incentive to establish good institutions - corruption and 

economic mismanagement with widespread foreign acquiescence and support rules the day.  

Egypt seems to be going down a similar path. It is the same old story over again in different 

clothes. Would regime changes in the GCC countries - Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi 

Arabia - yield better results? No. It would be the same story all over the region.  

 

A number of simultaneous initiatives, in addition to regime change, are called for. First and 

foremost, all Mideast rulers must be reminded and shamed into accepting and acknowledging 

one simple truth. The oil and gas is not their's to plunder but is the inheritance of all generations, 

current and future citizens. Rulers must not enjoy any special access to oil revenues. There can 

be no exception to this simple truth.  

 

Yes, rulers in Abu Dhabi and Qatar have more resources to keep their populace content. But for 

how long? What about all the generations to come? The acceptance and implementation of this 

truth would not only remove the biggest impediment to better economic programs and policies in 

the Middle East but also would reduce resentment and conflict in the region.  

 

All international institutions must support this fact. The IMF must not be allowed to hide behind 

its economic mandate by labeling this as a political matter. It is in fact the central economic issue 

in these countries. What economic issue could be more important than the management of oil 

resources in these countries? And this has to begin by settling the central economic question - 

whose oil is it?  

 

Oil revenues must not be used to buy citizens, finance consumption, buy weapons, suppress 

citizens, wage armed- conflict and fill the bank accounts of rulers and their cronies. They must 

be used in a way to benefit all citizens and all generations equitably.  

The recommended policy to achieve this is simple. 

 

(i) Over a period of say 10 years, oil revenues must be taken away from the governments (and 

immediately from rulers), 

(ii) oil revenues should be placed in a fund and invested in a diversified portfolio, 

(iii) every citizen should be issued an annual check of equal purchasing power, 

(iv) the size of this check (of equal purchasing power) to be the same for all present and future 

generations of citizens (this calculation is standard and would be updated continuously), and  

(v) the government to initiate a process of financing its expenditures from taxation, with all 

expenditures financed from taxation within 10 years. More on this in a later article.  

 

To encourage a process of economic renaissance in the region, foreigners could be supportive in 

a number of ways. In the quest to discourage foreign rulers from robbing their own countries and 

adopting policies that are harmful to business development and growth:  

They could develop laws that limit and more readily expose lobbying on behalf of foreign rulers 

and governments.  

 

They could adopt laws that expose the wealth of foreign rulers and officials in the same fashion 

as Americans running for office in the United States.  



 

 

They could pledge that all wealth illegally acquired by rulers and their cronies would be subject 

to confiscation and return to the country of origin.  

 

The global community has adopted protocols to limit money laundering but has done nothing to 

reduce the ongoing plunder in these countries, arguably the mother of all money launderings. All 

of this would signal an important fact to tyrants. They will not get the support of foreign powers, 

their influential citizens and corporations and of international courts to rob their countries.  

 

The message should be clear. There will be no meaningful economic and political turnaround 

unless a number of associated policies are adopted and implemented simultaneously. Changing 

regimes and hoping that it will in time lead to political reform and economic resurgence is but a 

dream.  
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Although political and institutional reforms are at the foundation of meaningful change in the oil-

exporting countries of the Middle East, a number of complementary policies are also imperative.  

Let us start out by briefly describing the policies of the past and putting them in context. The 

mid-1970s, after the major oil price increases, was a time of great hope for the region. Oil prices 

had increased significantly after the Teheran Agreement of 1971 and had started to shoot through 

the roof after the Arab oil embargo in 1973-1974.  

 

This was also a time when economists generally believed that economic development and 

growth could be readily achieved by government investment in infrastructure and in key 

industries that embodied and supported areas of long-term comparative advantage. Financing had 

been seen as the constraint, especially the availability of foreign exchange. With dramatically 

higher oil revenues, it looked as if the Middle East and much of North Africa had overcome any 

and all financing problems and that, as far as economic development was concerned, the sky was 

the limit.  

 

Oil exporters with their surplus capital were expected to invest in infrastructure, education, 

manufacturing and more; economies would grow rapidly, and their growth and surplus capital 

would in turn fuel growth in the rest of the region. It was a plausible story then. Sadly, that was 

naive and wishful thinking.  

 

It was not long after 1976 that it became obvious that the optimistic expectations were way off 

the mark and were nothing more than a simple fairytale. Those in power in the oil-exporting 

countries became drunk on the vast transfer of wealth. Some embarked on showcase projects and 

extravagant celebrations to impress the world. Most increased military expenditures dramatically 

and imported the most sophisticated arms that money could buy but that nobody knew how to 

maintain.  

 

Some sent the brightest and best to get a Western education even before they had finished high 

school in their own country. In many countries the rush was to modernize, which became 

translated into emulating everything Western and adopting the Western mantle lock stock and 

barrel.  

 

In most cases, subsidies for food, fuel and electricity became the overnight birthright of citizens. 

Subsidies were the easy way to satisfy the masses and, yes, to buy them off. Oil was gushing 

from the ground and everyone wanted a share, with the powerful taking more than their share. 

Economic disparity among the citizenry grew.  

 

It was a period that be readily compared to the gold rush era in the United States, but it was not 

clear whether its aftermath would turn out to be more like California or the Yukon? In the 

Middle East, it was oil that made all of this possible, but Middle Eastern governments seemed to 

forget that oil was a depleting resource, and a resource whose price could fluctuate wildly.  



 

 

In the late 1970s, the International Monetary Fund was preaching responsible fiscal and 

monetary practices, open-trade policies, market reforms and the like to resource-constrained 

developing countries, but it offered much less advice (or criticism) to the big oil exporters. It was 

evident that delay in economic policy reforms (a reduction in subsidies and the need for a policy 

environment to encourage private sector growth) would only make matters more difficult, both 

politically and practically, especially in the face of explosive population growth.  

 

As vast revenues were flowing into government coffers, the relative share of the public sector 

grew. In most cases, the bloated government sector was seen as the best source of employment 

opportunities, but jobs that were in most cases unproductive. Though economically inefficient, 

subsidies and public sector jobs became an important instrument of political control and 

leadership survival in most of these countries.  

 

Generally speaking, the governments in the region were reluctant to make the difficult policy 

choices that would have put them on the path of sustained economic growth but that might have 

endangered their short-run survival. But the longer they waited, the more difficult their policy 

dilemma. In the late 1980s, their existential problem emerged in the form of fiscal squeeze (with 

declining oil revenues) and today it is in the form of massive unemployment, especially among 

the young, in the more populous countries (Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia) and possibly in the form 

of vast income and wealth inequalities.  

 

So what policies should they turn to now? A number of policies have to go together, almost 

simultaneously.  

 

First, as we have said in earlier articles in this series, they should establish and nurture 

independent and efficient institutions, such as an independent judicial system, a transparent 

regulatory regime with business-friendly rules and regulations and effective enforcement, an 

independent central bank, and so forth.  

 

Governments should adopt long-term and consistent economic programs and policies to lay the 

foundation for encouraging private sector activity as the basis for sustainable economic growth. 

They should avoid uncertainties and instabilities. The private sectors in these countries need a 

heavy dose of confidence. This should be accompanied by a gradual reduction in the economic 

role of the public sector and an increase in private sector activity to create productive private 

sector jobs.  

 

Setting aside the sequencing of policies, the three larger oil exporters need to relax economic 

controls, reduce the role of government and create an environment where the private sector can 

thrive. This would entail:  

 

Elimination (or at least dramatic reduction) of explicit and implicit subsidies,  

Effective privatization (avoiding corruption) of state enterprises (including commercial banks 

and foundations in the case of Iran),  



 

Elimination of remaining price and financial controls, 

Creation of an effective and equitable tax system, 

Reduction in tariffs and non-tariff barriers to promote domestic  

competition, 

Liberalization of labor laws and markets, 

Improved education policies to promote quality education and  

technical and managerial skills, 

A real crackdown on corruption, 

A more favorable attitude toward foreign direct investment (including more personal freedoms 

for foreigners as well as citizens),  

A managed flexible exchange rate (avoiding any impression of a fixed system) and  

A total commitment to upholding the rule of law and developing the supporting institutional 

structure.  

 

An enhanced modern education system is critical for increased entrepreneurial activity and 

private sector growth. These policies in combination should create a favorable business climate 

where investment (financed domestically and from abroad) will increase significantly and help 

pay for the needed growth - and, in the case of some of these countries, motivate citizens living 

abroad to return home, bringing their needed skills and capital.  

 

All of these economies must create more rewarding jobs than the number of new entrants into the 

labor market if they are to reduce unemployment over the next five to seven years, a period when 

the labor force is expected to grow rapidly in most of these countries. While again it must be 

acknowledged that there has been recent progress with regard to job creation in some of these 

countries, it will not be sustained unless the governments adopt bolder policies and stick with 

them.  

 

It is painless to sit in North America and in Europe and expound what seems standard wisdom to 

the people running countries like Iran. But from their perspective it is anything but painless to 

implement policies that might appear downright suicidal.  

 

In the case of Iran, the government has built up a welfare state (albeit an inequitable one) to 

garner domestic support and allegiance and its abolition would be an anathema to the politicians 

in Iran. The poor rely on food subsidies. Those loyal to the regime (including the families of 

martyrs) benefit from employment in foundations and in the public sector generally, have 

enhanced access to university education and have access to better healthcare services.  

The foundations also buy political support for the government in more direct ways. The lax tax 

system and the absence of a competitive environment enable merchants, other businessmen and 

land speculators to accumulate wealth rapidly. The policies needed to truly turn conditions 

around would upset this applecart.  

 

The governments of these larger (more populous) countries have little choice. If they do not 

institute reform more rapidly, they will be swept aside as in Egypt by growing discontent among 

the needy and the unemployed, especially by the young.  

 



 

To have a reasonable chance of success, governments must adopt policy reforms and ensure that 

during the transition phase the majority of their citizens (the less well-off economically) see and 

believe themselves to be better off than before the reforms.  

 

This will require a well-designed social safety net based on Islamic principles (affording 

everyone the necessities in food, shelter, healthcare, and education) to compensate for the loss of 

subsidies for the majority of citizens, a level playing field to give everyone a reasonable 

opportunity for success, and a political campaign to convince the rich and those closely 

connected to the regime that in the absence of reform they are also doomed.  
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Politicians, rulers, pundits and the media have coined the catchall word “Islamist” to represent a 

whole bunch of different Muslims. The “Islamist” label has been internationally adopted and 

carries an increasingly divisive and confrontational message. Just look at when and how it is 

used.  

 

The US feared the overthrow of Mubarak in Egypt because “Islamists” would come to power. 

Egyptian generals who hijacked the revolution vowed to prevent Egypt falling into the hands of 

“Islamists.” Saudi Arabia sent troops to Bahrain to fight “Islamists” who threatened the stability 

of the region. The AK (Justice and Development) Party in Turkey is acceptable to a whole host 

of people because it is only mildly “Islamist.” Today, Bashar Al-Assad justifies murdering those 

that oppose his tyrannical rule by the tens of thousands because they are “Islamists” and 

terrorists, and Russia says that it is supporting Assad for the fear of “Islamists.”  

 

Essentially, the religion—Islam—is used by all manner of people (including Muslims) as a 

blanket term for anyone opposing those in power. Be they peaceful protestors demanding their 

simple human rights and economic justice from their government, or terrorists who kill innocent 

people in an effort to overthrow a ruling regime, they are all labeled “Islamist.” Yet, those most 

often tagged as “Islamist” don’t represent the core values of this religious label.  They don’t 

adhere to the most important teachings of Islam as represented in its holy book, the Quran, and 

interpreted by the Messenger of the religion, the Prophet Mohammad. 

 

In fact, Islam’s foundational principles stipulate the sanctity of all life, freedom of choice 

including religious freedom, the popular selection of rulers, social and economic justice with 

equality before the law, education, strong institutions, and the equitable sharing of national 

wealth (such as oil and gas in the ground) with every generation; and admonition against 

poverty, hoarding, opulence, large wealth and income disparity, corruption and oppressive 

leaders.  

 

Are these the characteristics of all those labeled “Islamists?” No. 

 

But it is specifically because of these fundamental teachings that parties and groups lobbying 

under any kind of an Islamic banner attract so many followers.  They afford the known umbrella 

of Islam, a religion that emphasizes justice, equity and charity.  The vast popularity of the 

Islamic umbrella is also invariably the only one somewhat tolerated by secular autocratic rulers, 

for fear of unrest in the streets.  

  

This false labeling of so many groups, most often terrorists, as “Islamists” is offensive to devout 

Muslims and is harmful to better international relations, because the word “Islamist” conveys a 

false impression of Islam and Islamic teachings, and portrays Islam as the enemy of the non-

Muslim world.  

 



 

Indeed, no other religion in the world except Islam is used as a catchword for anyone considered 

a threat. 

 

On the basis of these objective measures of Islamic teachings, the governments in the Middle 

East who use the threat of “Islamists” to justify their oppressive rule are not Islamic either!  

Indeed, they have little interest in building good institutions and supporting the rule of law to 

promote human and economic development. If they did, better institutions would afford the basis 

for their peaceful removal in favor of elected governments and rulers.  They are compromising 

the lives of millions of people who deserve a better chance. Consequently, these societies have 

been held back in every way—socially, politically and economically.  As long as they rule and 

are supported by the West, Russia and China, progress will be limited and anti-Western 

sentiments and conflicts will thrive.  

 

In short, the word “Islamist” is popularly linked in the minds most readers to the presumed 

teachings of Islam as embodied in the Quran. But nothing could be further from the truth. It is a 

misrepresentation that must be broken and dispelled. Just this one simple step would improve 

relations between the Muslim and non-Muslim world and ameliorate the conduct of US foreign 

policy. Non-Muslims would not see Islam and its teachings as the enemy. Autocratic Middle 

East rulers would find it more difficult to use the threat of “Islamists” or “fundamentalists” as a 

justification for harsh dictatorial rule. While the identification of the West as a supporter of 

corrupt rulers would be reduced in Middle Eastern eyes.  

 

In the West itself, citizens would begin to see that the real threat to their national interests is 

support for illegitimate and corrupt rulers who rule for personal financial gain, take from their 

national treasuries and evade the International Criminal Court.   

 

In the wake of popular democratic movements burgeoning across the Middle East, the Muslim 

citizenry in the Middle East will see many of those “Islamists” waiting in the wings to take over 

for what they are—opportunists of a different shade. Once these so-called “Islamists” assume 

power, they are likely to follow in the footsteps of the overthrown tyrants—consolidating 

absolute power and imposing constitutions that support their autocratic rule to amass fortunes 

with different cronies and foreign partners. The cycle would continue.  

 

Muslims have little need for opportunist leaders to interpret their religion, denying them elected 

leaders and governments, robbing them of their national wealth, refusing them the right to justice 

and precluding even the hope of human, political, social and economic progress in the future.  

 

The world can help by dropping the “Islamist” label to describe any and all groups opposing 

tyrants, whether they are made up of peaceful Muslims or Al Qaeda. For some of these groups 

tagged under the “Islamist” banner, “Mislamist” may be a more accurate term.  
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Needless to say, military expenditure takes financial, economic and human resources away from 

productive uses, are used in armed conflicts and wars and these, in turn, exact an even heavier 

toll on human and economic development.  

 

Oil is intimately connected to military expenditure and armed conflicts and wars in a number of 

ways.There is evidence that oil revenues and military expenditure are somewhat correlated, 

providing a seemingly painless means of financing the most sophisticated weaponry available; 

the acquisition of sophisticated military hardware, in turn, encourages armed conflict and causes 

significant human and physical loss; and armed conflict, in part because of arms depletion, 

encourages further military expenditures.  

 

Conflicts have developed over oil and gas ownership. Foreigners have meddled and have a 

military presence in the region largely because of its oil and gas resources.  

 

Military expenditures became significant in the Persian Gulf after the first dramatic rise in oil 

prices in 1973-1974 and have remained large by any standard. Military expenditures took a 

further jump with the Iran-Iraq War, especially in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab 

Emirates. Over the past 30 or so years, the Persian Gulf could be classified on a number of 

dimensions as the most militarized region in the world.  

 

Although the broader Middle East and North Africa region accounted for only 4.7% of the 

word’s population, it was responsible for 7.1% of global military expenditures in 2007; and over 

the period 1988-2005 the region’s average annual military expenditure as percentage of its GDP 

stood at 6.1% while the global figure averaged at 3.0%. In 2007, Iran and Saudi Arabia were 

among the top 15 military spenders in the world.  

 

Average annual per capita military expenditures (in constant 2005 US dollars) over the period 

1988-2005 were highest in Kuwait ($2,729), followed by the UAE ($1,300), Saudi Arabia 

($934), Bahrain ($527) and Iran ($66).  

 

As percentage of gross domestic product, Kuwait again averaged the highest (9.8%), followed by 

Saudi Arabia (7.4%), the UAE (4.5%), Bahrain (3.1%) and Iran (2.9%).  

 

Moreover, during the period of 1988-2005, annual Persian Gulf arms imports per capita averaged 

$36 per year, ranging from an annual average of $9 per capita for Iran to $222 for the UAE. For 

the UAE this indicator would increase by four- to fivefold (to about $1,000 per capita) if only the 

nationals of the UAE are included, as 80% of the UAE's population are immigrant workers.  

 

While some claim a positive economic effect from military expenditure, on balance, the negative 

effects on economic performance are overwhelming. These negative effects include:  

 

i. lower investment in the civilian sector,  



 

ii. lower expenditures on health and education, iii. higher civilian unemployment, 

iv. allocative inefficiencies, 

v. lower civilian research and development,  

vi. higher budget deficit, vii. higher public debt, viii. higher inflation rate, ix. lower growth rate,  

x. more corruption, 

xi. increased chance of armed conflict, and thus 

xii. higher rate of destruction of human life and physical capital. 

  

Military expenditures in the form of military imports, a high component of military expenditures 

in the Persian Gulf, have additional negative effects through the balance of payments.  

What have been the fallouts of the three recent wars in the Persian Gulf?  

 

The estimated cost of the Iran-Iraq War was $637 billion to Iran, $376 billion to Iraq, and $326 

to other Persian Gulf countries and the rest of the world, all in constant 1988 US dollars. The 

global cost of the Iran-Iraq War, based on our conservative assumptions and methodology (while 

omitting a number of significant costs due to the lack of data), is almost $1.4 trillion in 1988 

dollars.  

 

The total cost of the war to Iran was equivalent to almost 19 years of Iran's oil export revenues. 

For Iraq, its burden represented 13 years of its pre-war oil revenues. Iran's cumulative GDP 

between 1980 and 1988 was $739 billion in constant 1988 US dollars.  

Thus, the total damage to Iran's economy during the war was equal to about 77% of Iran's 

cumulative economic output during the war years.  

 

Iraq's aggregate output between 1980 and 1988 was $363 billion in constant 1988 dollars and its 

total war-related cost was equal to about 136% of its cumulative economic output during the 

same period.  

 

These are staggering costs.  

 

In contrast to the Iran-Iraq War, the First Gulf War did not have a profound long-term impact on 

oil prices. However, inevitable exclusion of the environmental costs of the war from our 

calculation makes our cost estimation an underestimate of the burden on Persian Gulf countries. 

The cost of this war to Iraq was $269 billion, $533 billion to the allies and $34 billion for the rest 

of the world.  

 

The global cost, based on our conservative assumptions and calculation, is at least $783 billion in 

constant 1991 dollars, far above the initial estimations and highly significant, by any standard, 

for a 210-day military conflict.  

 

Iraq would have needed almost 18 years of its pre-war oil revenues to pay for the total damage 

inflicted on its economy. On the other side of the conflict, Kuwait suffered at least $130 billion 

in budgetary and macroeconomic losses during the invasion and occupation by Iraq. Kuwait also 

needed 13 years of its pre-war oil revenues to cover the budgetary and macroeconomic damage 

to its economy.  

 



 

When president George W Bush made his famous "Mission Accomplished" speech on May 1, 

2003, aboard a US aircraft carrier, he probably never imagined that US combat and support 

operations expenses alone in Iraq would exceed $1 trillion by 2015.  

 

In our calculations, we did not include some key budgetary and macroeconomic costs of the war 

such as costs to Iraq associated with the loss of life, injuries, and displaced people, 

environmental costs to Iraq and its neighbors, and various types of budgetary and 

macroeconomic costs to other allies.  

 

In spite of omissions that lead to an underestimate, our final figures are still staggering. The total 

cost inflicted on the direct belligerents, neighbors, and the rest of the world is estimated at 

$2,509 billion, $140 billion, and $531 billion, respectively. These bring the global cost of the 

Iraq War, after adjustments to avoid double counting, to almost $3.2 trillion in 2011 dollars.  

The Iraq War inflicted severe budgetary pain on the United States, perhaps for the first time 

since the Vietnam War that a conflict has brought such hurt. More than half of the total estimate 

for the global cost of the war was and will be incurred by the United States - a figure exceeding 

$1.7 trillion. Moreover, the human cost for the United States has been unmatched since the 

Vietnam War.  

 

The deficit spending, coupled with the spending on the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, has raised 

the ratio of debt to GDP by about 10%. At the same time, the human cost of the war for Iraq 

from fatalities, injuries, and displaced population has already exceeded hundreds of billions of 

dollars according to very rough and conservative estimates.  

 

Apart from the total losses to the direct belligerents, the most profound effect of the three wars 

on the region may be in the composition of government expenditures towards higher military 

expenditures.  

 

In all of the countries - except in Iran, where the quality of data, especially for military spending, 

is highly disputable - the share of military expenditure in total government expenditures is either 

higher than or equal to the share of public education and health care combined during the 1990s 

and 2000s. 

 

Also, military expenditures are the only expenditure category where all Persian Gulf countries 

"outclass" other developing countries, OECD countries, and the global average. Add to these 

facts and figures:  

 

The recent $60 billion arms sales contract announced between Saudi Arabia and the United 

States;  

 

The UAE's $7.1 billion contract to purchase 80 of the most advanced F-16 fighters in the last 

decade;  

 

The recent $35-$40 billion contract with the United States to purchase and upgrade the UAE's 

anti-missile defense systems;  

 



 

Oman's $12 billion and  

 

Kuwait's $7 billion contracts with the United States to buy new warplanes;  

 

Washington's reported agreement to sell bunker-busting bombs to the UAE and even  

New arms and upgrading of F-16s for Bahrain (a country caught in internal turmoil).  

These are breathtaking set of numbers.  

 

These are staggering costs that all Middle Easterners must be made aware of, costs that are a 

testament to the folly of their leaders and the duplicity of the powerful nations. The question that 

must be answered is simple. Would these wars have occurred if leaders and countries knew the 

global price of their aggressive actions and believed that they would have to pay for them in full 

- that is, full reparations for victim countries and leaders and their cronies forfeiting their ill-

gotten wealth, being subject to arrest and trial by the International Criminal Court?  

 

In short, the region needs a long period of peace to develop institutions and implement policies 

to achieve political reform and sustained economic prosperity.  
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As we have said again and again in this series of articles, oil could have been, and should have 

been, a blessing in the Middle East but it has turned out to be more a curse.  

 

Why has the economic and political development of in these oil- exporting countries been so 

dismal? The "oil curse" has had many tentacles. With vast oil revenues, the temptation to rob the 

citizenry has been irresistible for rulers, and the elite - the family and friends of the rulers, 

cronies, senior military and anyone who had even a remote opportunity to enrich themselves.  

To differing degrees in all of these oil-exporting countries, those in power (family and other 

undemocratic rulers):  

 

Have used oil revenues to buy short-run support for their regime with their citizenry through 

subsidies, handouts and other benefits;  

 

Have bought the services of important lobbyists (ex-senior government officials and 

corporations) in the United States and Europe to back their rule;  

 

Have wasted billions on imported arms to buy foreign support, arms that most likely would be 

used against their own people;  

 

Have impeded the development of viable institutions, especially the rule of law that could check 

their plunder; and  

 

Have robbed their countries for personal enrichment to an extent that may be turn out to be 

unparalleled in the history of man - but leaders around the world, including those at the 

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, say nothing.  

 

As the rulers impeded the development of effective institutions, they paid little notice to the fact 

that institutions are at the foundation of sustained economic development and growth, and in 

particular the development of a thriving private sector.  

 

The implications of economic failure in the region are most visible and ominous in high 

unemployment. Years of corruption and plunder at the expense of development and growth are 

coming home to roost; sub-par economic growth over decades and change in age structure 

present the more populous countries with an unemployment problem that is a ticking bomb for 

the foreseeable future.  

 

What can they do? The oil exporters should, without delay, re- orient the role of oil in their 

economies. In all these countries, oil resources belong to the state and are, in turn, the birthright 

of current and future generations. Oil does not belong to rulers to generously "share" with 

citizens. The state has the responsibility to preserve equal benefits from all exhaustible resources 

for all generations.  



 

 

Oil is an important part of these countries' stock of capital and its depletion should be replaced 

by capital of another form to preserve the rights and benefits of current and future generations.  

In the case of Islamic communities, this must be done in such a way that all citizens - current and 

future generations - benefit equally; just as we should consider ourselves stewards of our 

environment so that those who follow us can enjoy the same, so should we also take care of 

exhaustible resources for the equal benefit of all generations.  

 

As a rule, oil revenues should not finance consumption, public or private. If the oil is used to 

finance consumption, then eventually the country's economy will fall off the cliff when oil runs 

out, that is, with a gross domestic product of zero.  

 

Using oil revenues to finance consumption is detrimental, but what about building infrastructure 

and developing industries to provide jobs now and in the future? If a government selects 

infrastructure projects and industries to develop, will they be the most needed ones? Won't those 

who get construction contracts benefit more from oil funds than the rest of the citizenry? And if 

all revenues are used now, will future generations receive their fair share of benefits from oil 

depletion?  

 

The role of the government should be reduced; a healthy private sector should be encouraged and 

nurtured; and the government should rely on taxes to finance its activities-something it would 

have to earn by developing a healthy private sector economy.  

 

There is only one efficient and just way to manage oil depletion and its associated revenues. 

First, wean the government from oil revenues over a period of say 10 years (a period of time to 

develop an efficient and equitable tax system to provide revenues for the government). Place oil 

revenues into a well-managed sovereign wealth fund (SWF) and give an equal real payout 

directly to each citizen, today and for all time. The management of such a fund must be 

transparent and outside of the personal control of the rulers and must be designed to afford 

appropriate incentives to individuals to live productive lives and to contribute to economic and 

social prosperity.  

 

This may sound like a difficult task, but it is not. The real payout could be readily calculated and 

updated, as a moving average, to reflect changes in the oil and gas markets and population. Such 

an approach would reduce wasteful government expenditures, be they subsidies or military 

expenditures. These could no longer be financed by easy money. Individuals would be in a 

position to spend their money as they wished, thus this would be the most efficient way to 

transfer benefits to the citizenry, as done partially in Alaska.  

 

The government would be forced to become more efficient and accountable because it would 

have to rely on taxes for revenues, as do most countries. Rulers and their cronies would lose 

access to oil revenues and would have to find productive work instead of corrupt rent-seeking 

activities that impede the development of good institutions, a pre-requisite for sustainable private 

sector growth.  

 



 

There are of course a number of operational issues with such a fund. It seems reasonable that 

only citizens should be the beneficiaries of any payout from the fund as the oil belongs to 

citizens of all generations. A pertinent question is whether payouts should be given to adults 

only? If payouts are given to all citizens regardless of age, is it reasonable to assume that a minor 

would be sufficiently responsible? Should the payment then be made to the parent or the 

guardian of a minor?  

 

If yes, then such a policy could encourage population growth (and the more children one has the 

larger the share of the fund's payout). On the other hand, if the first payment (representing the 

accumulated annual payouts from the prior 16 or 18 years) to a citizen is set contemporaneous to 

the attainment of adulthood, would that expectation of such a financial "windfall" create moral 

hazards and result in unintended waste?  

 

Given the above moral hazard, one could argue for instituting compensating factors that would 

serve to minimize unintended consequences. Specifically, the first payment from the fund could 

be tied to some socially acceptable (or desirable) criteria. For instance, for those in 18-to-30 age 

bracket, the first and subsequent payouts could be made conditional to the citizens' achieving a 

minimum level of educational proficiency, or indeed, for having a history of productive and legal 

employment if not attending school.  

 

Such a condition would encourage literacy amongst the populace and could support economic 

growth. Another condition that could be attached to a citizen's right to receive current and future 

payouts from the fund is the maintenance of a clean civilian record.  

 

A potentially interesting application of the fund is to explore a design to mimic the role that 

social security plays in the wealthier countries. Thus, payouts could be higher when a citizen 

reaches a certain given (retirement) age. These and other features could have a significant effect 

on a number of related factors, such as birth rates. For our limited illustrative purposes here, we 

assumed none of the above-mentioned options.  

 

An obvious attack on any scheme is that individuals would become lazy, would not work and in 

the process society would become less productive. While this is a legitimate concern it need not 

become a fact of life. If governments develop effective institutions, adopt rational and consistent 

economic policies and generally provide a supportive business climate, citizens will be more 

motivated (and will have the resources) to invest and invigorate private sector growth. At the 

same time the eligibility to receive payments from the fund could be tied to definable, objective 

and socially desirable achievements.  

 

From an efficiency standpoint, it is more efficient to give each individual the same fixed real 

sum of money every year than to indirectly give him or her the same amount by means of various 

subsidies. The reason is simple. All individuals would not want the same subsidies. One may 

want food and shelter, while another may want clothing and healthcare.  

 

What if social and private returns diverge significantly? The social return to certain infrastructure 

and other inputs such as education are so high that a dollar spent on these increases the welfare 



 

of society by more than the aggregate welfare of all current and future generations by dividing up 

this dollar between all current and future members of society.  

 

The point is that if we had all such information and could make such interpersonal welfare 

judgments, it is possible that individual transfers may not always be the socially optimal solution. 

But even the provision of infrastructure, such as a roads, from oil revenues could be questioned 

as future generations may benefit less (if the road would not exist in the future) or more (if the 

road results in significant economic boom in the future).  

 

To adjust for economic and social distortions, these countries desperately need an effective 

system of taxation. In Islam, taxation by the state to fulfill social requirements is clearly 

envisaged and endorsed. Yet none of the Persian Gulf oil exporters have an effective income tax 

system to address social and economic needs.  

 

If these major oil exporters want to re-orient their economies, then such a fundamental 

turnaround is the best way forward. It would show the citizenry that they are willing to truly 

reform; to share the wealth of the country equitably; to address corruption at its roots; and to 

establish a system that would provide financial support equitably to all, while supporting a 

private sector that could create badly needed employment opportunities.  
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Before outlining economic policies for a turnaround in the oil- exporting countries of the Middle 

East, we must emphatically state that a timid step here and there is insufficient for a sustained 

turnaround. A number of economic and political steps and policies need to be adopted 

simultaneously with justice at the core.  

 

For the foreseeable future, anything that happens in the countries of the Persian Gulf and in the 

rest of the Middle East and North Africa will happen in an "Islamic context". This does not mean 

within an Islamic theocracy as in Iran, but rather paying deference to the fundamental principles 

of economic and social justice, good governance, selection of rulers and governments, and the 

like as outlined in the Koran and lived by the Prophet Mohammad.  

 

Peace and stability are essential for the region's economic prosperity and progress, and in turn for 

social and political stability. Economic growth requires stability and stability requires economic 

growth; the two are inseparable. The outside world, especially the United States, should not be 

allowed to say it wants peace and prosperity while it sells arms and weapons of mass destruction 

(WMD) to client states in the region or allows others to keep their nuclear arsenal and WMD.  

This sort of duplicity must be continually exposed for what it is. A heavy-handed approach to 

securing regional peace would be the biggest gift to the Middle East and to the oil exporters.  

Turning to economic policies, the two overriding economic issues for all these oil exporters are 

the management of oil and institutional reform. In the previous article (see Islamic tools to the 

rescue, Asia Times Online, August 30. 2012) we outlined the only just and efficient approach to 

managing oil depletion and oil revenues, namely weaning governments (and rulers) from oil 

revenues and establishing an intergenerational fund that issues checks of equal purchasing power 

to all citizens of all generations.  

 

As we said before, from an efficiency standpoint, it is more efficient to give each individual the 

same fixed real sum of money every year than to indirectly give the same amount by means of 

various subsidies, as all individuals would not necessarily want the same subsidies.  

 

As for institutional reform, political and economic institutional reform must go hand in hand. 

They have to be simultaneous to have a chance of success. If there is regime change and a 

democratic system is the goal, it is unlikely to emerge without economic reform. The emerging 

power elite will be tempted to take up where the old regime left off - in hot pursuit of self-  

enrichment with domestic cronies and powerful foreign lobbyists close behind. The temptations 

are too strong with such vast oil revenues at stake.  

 

As for political reforms, representative governments that are accountable must become the order 

of the day; enlightened rulers who embrace and foster change could be kept on as constitutional 

monarchs but those who abuse their people to hold on to power have no place in a progressive 

society.  

 



 

With political change, the first order of the day will normally be constitutional reform or 

establishing one for those countries that have none. Besides a transparent and fair process, the 

citizenry must believe that they have the right, under reasonable conditions, to amend the 

constitution in the future.  

 

In Iran, for example, the citizenry are afraid to question sensitive elements of the constitution 

(velayat-e-faqih) that keep the clergy in power, much less to revisit a constitution that was 

adopted during turbulent days following a revolution.  

 

Invariably, a well-organized group that wants to solidify its power in the midst of political 

turmoil and change, affording little time to citizens for reflection and assessment, proposes 

constitutions or modifications. In a constitution, a fair electoral system and the independence of 

the judiciary must be firmly established. No one can be above the law, something that has 

plagued all these countries.  

 

In addition to the important political institutions, important economic laws and the institutions to 

supervise them must be adopted, including laws (and institutions) that govern contracts, markets, 

incorporation, taxes, competition, financial transactions and practices, capital markets, social 

safety net, provision of health services and the like. Many of these laws will in turn require 

effective and impartial supervisory structures that must be put in place. 

 

For the small (sparsely populated) rich countries (Kuwait, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates) 

that do not need jobs for their growing number of unemployed citizens, all they may need are an 

income tax system to improve income distribution, a social safety net to replace many of their 

indiscriminate subsidies and more effective institutions, especially the rule of law. For countries 

that want and need rapid domestic economic growth, especially Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia, 

widespread economic and financial reforms are an absolute necessity.  

 

Setting aside the sequencing of policies, these three larger countries need to relax economic 

controls, reduce the role of government and its contribution to gross domestic product, while 

creating an environment where the private sector can thrive. This would entail:  

 

elimination (or at least dramatic reduction) of explicit and implicit subsidies, 

effective privatization of state enterprises (including commercial banks and foundations in the 

case of Iran),  

elimination of all price and financial controls, 

creation of an effective and equitable tax system, 

reduction in tariffs and non-tariff barriers to promote domestic  

competition and the development of a competitive non-oil export sector,  

liberalization of labor laws and markets, improved education policies to promote quality 

education and technical and managerial skills,  

a real crackdown on corruption (starting at the top),  

a more favorable attitude toward foreign direct investment (including more personal freedoms 

for foreigners as well as citizens), and  

a managed flexible exchange rate.  

 



 

These policies in combination should create a favorable business climate where investment 

(financed domestically and from abroad) will increase significantly and finance the needed 

growth; and in the case of Iran and Iraq and non-oil exporters of the region motivate citizens 

living abroad to return home, bringing their needed much-needed skills and capital.  

 

Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia must create more rewarding jobs than the number of new entrants 

into the labor market if they are to reduce unemployment over the next three to five years, a 

period when the labor force is expected to grow rapidly in most of these countries. While it must 

be acknowledged that there has been some recent progress with regard to job creation, it will not 

be sustained unless the governments adopt bolder policies and stick with them.  

 

It is painless to sit in Europe or North America and expound what seems standard wisdom to the 

people running countries like Iran. But from their perspective it is anything but painless to 

implement policies that might appear downright suicidal.  

 

In the case of Iran, the government has built up a welfare state (albeit an inequitable one with a 

regressive system of subsidies), to garner domestic support. The poor rely on energy and food 

subsidies. Those loyal to the regime (including the families of martyrs) benefit from employment 

in foundations and in the public sector generally, have enhanced access to university education 

and have access to better healthcare services.  

 

The foundations also buy political support for the government in more direct ways. The lax tax 

system and the absence of a competitive environment enable merchants, other businessmen and 

land speculators to accumulate wealth rapidly. The policies needed to truly turn conditions 

around would upset this applecart. But the applecart is unjust and wobbly at best.  

 

The governments of these larger countries have little choice. If they do not institute reform more 

rapidly, they will be swept aside by growing discontent among the needy and the unemployed, 

especially by the young. To have a reasonable chance of success, governments must adopt policy 

reforms and insure that during the transition phase the majority of their citizens (the less well-off 

economically) see and believe themselves to be better off than before the reforms.  

 

This will require a well-designed social safety net based on Islamic principles (affording 

everyone the necessities in food, shelter, healthcare, and education) to compensate for the loss of 

subsidies for the majority of citizens, a level playing field to give everyone a reasonable 

opportunity for success.  

 

The general citizenry must believe that everyone has an "almost" equal chance to succeed and 

that the state will not treat anyone, including the rulers, as above the law. A political campaign is 

required to convince the rich and those closely connected to the regime that in the absence of 

reform they are also doomed.  
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Over the past 100 or so years, foreigners have exploited the wealth of the countries in the Persian 

Gulf for their own gain and at the expense of the indigenous population. In the early days, 

companies from Great Britain, later followed by the United States and France, took advantage 

using the threat of economic boycott and isolation and military intervention - the old face of 

colonialism. Today, foreign individuals and corporations work hand-in-hand with the same 

Middle East rulers to exploit their people - the new face of colonialism. Here, we take a brief 

look at the face of the old colonialists and in the next article we look into the new.  

 

The discovery of commercial oil deposits in the region began with William D'Arcy in Iran. In 

1901, D'Arcy negotiated a 60-year exclusive contract for oil exploration and production covering 

most of Iran.The Shah received 20,000 pounds sterling, shares in D'Arcy's company and 16% of 

all future profits. After some setbacks and partial sale of his Iranian venture to a syndicate named 

Burmah Oil, D'Arcy and his partners discovered commercial oil in a major field in Masjed-e-

Soleiman in May 1908. Later in 1908, the venture sold shares in the Iranian oil find and created 

the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC, also named the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, or AIOC). 

In 1913, the huge Abadan refinery came on line, the largest "single" refinery of its the time, and 

Iranian oil was flowing. The British government injected more cash into APOC and became a 

major shareholder. APOC invested in other ventures in Iraq (more on Iraqi oil development 

below) and in other parts of Iran, with little visible benefit to the Iranian people.  

 

As a result, by the early 1920s, there was widespread resentment of the British and APOC's role 

in Iran. The dispute with APOC was centered on a number of issues: access to APOC's books to 

assess profits and other operational numbers (information that is always available to 

stockholders), a 25% ownership in APOC, a higher dividend rate, having the royalty rate on oil 

lifted, a tax on profits, an end to the exclusive right of transportation of Iranian oil to APOC and 

the extent (area) of APOC's Iranian concession.  

 

Negotiations made little progress, and by the early 1930s Iranian royalties were slashed to under 

500,000 pounds sterling, in part because of the global economic slowdown and a global oil glut. 

In 1932, Reza Shah cancelled the original D'Arcy concession but then in 1933 signed a new 

agreement that looked good on the surface but again shortchanged Iran and the Iranian people in 

a new 60-year concession agreement. Iranian resentment continued to grow as AIOC exploited 

Iran - for example giving Iran only 15- 20% of its after-tax profits after World War II and into 

the early 1950s - and employed Iranians in what could be classified as inhumane conditions.  

 

In late 1950, Iranians became further incensed at the news that Saudi Arabia, to Iranians an 

unsophisticated newcomer, had reached a 50-50 profit sharing plan with American oil companies 

(more on Saudi oil development below). The British government, the major behind the scenes 

power in AIOC, refused to consider a similar arrangement with Iran and simply dismissed 

Iranian pleadings out of hand.  

 



 

In 1951, what would lead to the most tragic episode in Iranian history in 1953 over the last 100 

years began to unravel. The Iranian parliament nationalized AIOC and its holdings and elected 

an Iranian national hero, Mohammad Mossadeq, as prime minister. Britain persuaded countries 

to boycott Iranian oil and shut down the Abadan refinery while AIOC increased its oil output 

elsewhere (as discussed in an earlier article on the emergence of the Organization of the Oil 

Exporting Countries, or OPEC, as a power in dealing with the major and the independent oil 

companies in the early 1970s, the importance of diversified reserves for the companies cannot be 

overemphasized).  

 

The Iranian economy, which had become so dependent on its meager oil revenues, collapsed. In 

1953, the British persuaded the newly elected administration in Washington that Mossadeq was a 

closet communist and that Iranian oil and access to the Persian Gulf would soon pass to the 

Soviets. The Central Intelligence Agency and the British Secret Intelligence Service collaborated 

to overthrow Mossadeq in a tragic coup that in our opinion has since shaped Iranian and Persian 

Gulf history.  

 

After Mossadeq's overthrow, a consortium controlled Iranian oil with the umbrella name of 

NIOC (the National Iranian Oil Company), with AIOC holding 40% of the shares in a 50-50 

profit sharing arrangement with Iran, but still with no unfettered Iranian access to the 

consortium's books. While this was a much- improved arrangement for Iran, it was a humiliating 

treatment of a sovereign nation and, most importantly, the removal of Mossadeq would set Iran 

on a torturous path that continues today.  

 

Oil activities in Iraq (then Mesopotamia and a part of the Ottoman Empire) started in 1912 under 

a newly formed company, the Turkish Petroleum Company (TPC). By 1914, the Anglo Persian 

Oil Company (APOC) had become the largest shareholder with 50% of the shares. But then with 

the onset of World War II, no significant activity was to take place until after the war.  

 

In 1925, TPC got its concession in Iraq, in a loose agreement to share profits after a number of 

years. In 1927, oil was stuck near Kirkuk. As a result, in 1928 there was some urgency to reach a 

formal agreement that afforded shares of TPC (renamed the Iraq Petroleum Company - or IPC - 

in 1929) to British, American and French interests.  

 

Foreigners in effect assumed total control of Iraqi oil, promising Iraq additional royalties and 

loans. But with the global economic slowdown and a glut of oil on the world markets, significant 

Iraqi oil exports did not reach world markets until just before World War II. All along, the 

British-installed monarchy (after World War I) in Iraq got along relatively well with IPC and 

negotiations for more favorable profit-sharing arrangements and higher levels of oil output were 

on the whole friendly and reflected terms that were similar to those afforded to Saudi Arabia.  

But in 1958, friendly Iraqi-IPC relations were set to change with declining payments to Iraq, the 

revolution overthrowing the Hashemite monarchy and two years later with the formation of 

OPEC. During the 1960s, Iraqi-IPC relations were hostile. Iraq (like Iran) continued to seek 

more control over its oil with a higher level of ownership, higher output and higher prices for 

Iraqi crude.  

 



 

In the case of Saudi Arabia, the government signed its first concession agreement in 1933 with 

the Standard Oil of California. A few years later, the Texas Oil Company, or Texaco, became a 

partner. It took about four years to hit oil in 1938 and oil was exported beginning the next year. 

In 1948, two more American oil companies joined the company that had been renamed the 

Arabian American Oil Company, or Aramco. In 1950, Saudi Arabia pressured Aramco and 

received a 50-50 profit-sharing arrangement, with the US government making tax concessions to 

the four US oil company partners in Aramco to make such a deal more palatable.  

 

In sum, looking at the first 50 years of oil exploration and oil output in the Persian Gulf, country-

company relations were tortuous throughout the period before World War II. The companies 

dictated the terms on a "take it or leave it" basis, something that was most vivid in British 

dealings with Iran, the country with the longest history of oil production and exports in the 

region.  

 

The companies controlled oil exploration, production and the sharing of profits in these 

countries. The threats of oil boycott and military intervention were real, as the companies 

operated with the full support of their imperialist governments. By any reasonable standard, the 

oil-exporting countries were shortchanged and exploited. The British approach with Iran was 

much harsher than that of the American companies with Saudi Arabia. In fact, the participation 

of American companies may have been a major factor in "softening" the British a little.  

Still, during most of the period before the formation of OPEC in 1960, the rulers and 

governments of these countries did what they could to get a fairer share for their countries. They 

were, however, negotiating from a position of weakness with looming economic and military 

threats.  

 

All this, as we saw, was changed by market conditions - growing global demand for oil, an 

increasing OPEC share of world production and exports, the entry of independent oil companies 

with very limited sources of crude into the international markets and a strengthening of the 

financial position of Middle Eastern countries.  

 

Today, as we will see, re paid a heavy price with adverse legacies that continue today.  

We have seen in previous articles in this series how the oil- exporting countries of the Persian 

Gulf were robbed of their oil birthright, with foreign oil companies even paying a higher tax (let 

alone their much more substantial profits destined for their shareholders) to foreign governments 

than to the countries where the oil came from.  

 

While the world has rightly condemned the inhumanities of the past, it has failed to recognize 

that colonialism has morphed into a new form and exploits developing countries and subjugates 

their peoples, especially those with valuable resources such as oil, natural gas and diamonds, 

even today.  

 

The explanation of how this came about in the Persian Gulf and the greater Middle East is quite 

straightforward. Tribal chiefs conquered surrounding tribes and claimed dominion (Saudi 

Arabia), the British colonialists installed or supported families as de facto rulers (Iraq, Kuwait, 

Oman, Qatar, the Emirates), and foreigners imposed rulers through coups (Iran). These rulers in 

every single Persian Gulf country who had, or have, little or no legitimacy (by Western or 



 

Islamic standards) have wanted, and want, to hold on the reins of power to enrich themselves and 

live a life of ostentatious luxury (a way of life that is absolutely prohibited in Islam).  

 

To hold on to power with direct access to vast oil and natural gas revenues, these people have 

been willing to do whatever was needed to be absolute rulers. They have generally seen foreign 

support as the necessary, and in most cases sufficient, factor to stay in power. The most prized 

foreign support in recent years has been that of the United States, followed by Britain and 

France, and during the Cold War Soviet backing was also valued.  

 

How have these rulers garnered US (as well as British and French) support? There are a number 

of well-publicized channels. In the more distant past, it was through lucrative oil exploration 

contracts that were based on product sharing arrangements. This practice enriched foreign oil 

companies and their stockholders.  

 

After oil revenues shot up in the 1970s, lucrative engineering and construction contracts for 

projects such as airports, ports, power plants, petrochemical plants, oil refineries and desalination 

plants became an important source of buying foreign support. In fact, all major government 

procurement contracts, for imports ranging from commercial aircraft to food imports, have 

foreign support as a major objective.  

 

Perhaps the procurement of foreign military equipment and military systems (such as air 

defense) has received the most attention because of its size, corruption and waste. These 

procurement contracts routinely run into the billions of dollars and are times even in excess of 

US$50 billion. They always benefit a local agent connected to the rulers in these countries; these 

commissions sometimes run into the billions of dollars; and foreign corporations provide these 

corrupt payments in many ways to avoid detection, including in the form of local service 

contracts. These countries have little need for such sophisticated military hardware and in such 

quantities.  

 

These purchases, military and non-military, are important to corporations in the United States 

and Europe; they are touted to provide thousands of jobs and improve the balance of payments of 

the countries; and in the case of military purchases, they reduce the unit cost of similar 

equipment bought by the US, UK and French military, provide pre-positioned equipment for 

foreigners to use, and provide cover for a limited foreign military presence. And yes, 

incidentally, some of the equipment is useful in controlling citizens.  

 

These major oil exporters, with the exception of Iran and Iraq, have vast financial reserves and 

sovereign wealth funds. These assets and investments afford these countries major sway in 

international financial and capital markets and the ability to support financial institutions and 

countries in need of capital and liquidity. 
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During the colonial era, the great powers used their military might to conquer far-away lands, 

establish colonies with fortifications, move their nationals into administrative positions, rule with 

an iron fist, tax these conquered lands and back their companies, such as the British East India 

Company and the Dutch East India Company, to exploit their riches and fortunes.  

 

It was a horrific era encompassing massacres, murder, human deprivation and incarcerations, 

enslavement, rape, pillage and theft. It was not a pretty picture, and the people of these lands 

paid a heavy price with adverse legacies that continue today. 

 

We have seen in previous articles in this series how the oil- exporting countries of the Persian 

Gulf were robbed of their oil birthright, with foreign oil companies even paying a higher tax (let 

alone their much more substantial profits destined for their shareholders) to foreign governments 

than to the countries where the oil came from.  

 

While the world has rightly condemned the inhumanities of the past, it has failed to recognize 

that colonialism has morphed into a new form and exploits developing countries and subjugates 

their peoples, especially those with valuable resources such as oil, natural gas and diamonds, 

even today.  

 

The explanation of how this came about in the Persian Gulf and the greater Middle East is quite 

straightforward. Tribal chiefs conquered surrounding tribes and claimed dominion (Saudi 

Arabia), the British colonialists installed or supported families as de facto rulers (Iraq, Kuwait, 

Oman, Qatar, the Emirates), and foreigners imposed rulers through coups (Iran). These rulers in 

every single Persian Gulf country who had, or have, little or no legitimacy (by Western or 

Islamic standards) have wanted, and want, to hold on the reins of power to enrich themselves and 

live a life of ostentatious luxury (a way of life that is absolutely prohibited in Islam).  

 

To hold on to power with direct access to vast oil and natural gas revenues, these people have 

been willing to do whatever was needed to be absolute rulers. They have generally seen foreign 

support as the necessary, and in most cases sufficient, factor to stay in power. The most prized 

foreign support in recent years has been that of the United States, followed by Britain and 

France, and during the Cold War Soviet backing was also valued.  

 

How have these rulers garnered US (as well as British and French) support? There are a number 

of well-publicized channels. In the more distant past, it was through lucrative oil exploration 

contracts that were based on product sharing arrangements. This practice enriched foreign oil 

companies and their stockholders.  

 

After oil revenues shot up in the 1970s, lucrative engineering and construction contracts for 

projects such as airports, ports, power plants, petrochemical plants, oil refineries and desalination 

plants became an important source of buying foreign support. In fact, all major government 



 

procurement contracts, for imports ranging from commercial aircraft to food imports, have 

foreign support as a major objective.  

 

Perhaps the procurement of foreign military equipment and military systems (such as air 

defense) has received the most attention because of its size, corruption and waste. These 

procurement contracts routinely run into the billions of dollars and are times even in excess of 

US$50 billion. They always benefit a local agent connected to the rulers in these countries; these 

commissions sometimes run into the billions of dollars; and foreign corporations provide these 

corrupt payments in many ways to avoid detection, including in the form of local service 

contracts. These countries have little need for such sophisticated military hardware and in such 

quantities.  

 

These purchases, military and non-military, are important to corporations in the United States 

and Europe; they are touted to provide thousands of jobs and improve the balance of payments of 

the countries; and in the case of military purchases, they reduce the unit cost of similar 

equipment bought by the US, UK and French military, provide pre-positioned equipment for 

foreigners to use, and provide cover for a limited foreign military presence. And yes, 

incidentally, some of the equipment is useful in controlling citizens.  

 

These major oil exporters, with the exception of Iran and Iraq, have vast financial reserves and 

sovereign wealth funds. These assets and investments afford these countries major sway in 

international financial and capital markets and the ability to support financial institutions and 

countries in need of capital and liquidity. 

 

But how does this buy support for Middle Eastern dictators? To begin with, these large 

corporations and financial institutions are based in a number of US states, states that have 

senators and congressmen and governors, and politicians need votes. These corporations and 

financial institutions are major donors to presidential, congressional and state political campaigns 

and to the two major parties in the United States, and they employ an army of lobbyists in 

Washington. Their requests and voices matter in the halls of power!  

 

There are two channels of influence peddling at the highest levels of government that are 

invariably forgotten or downplayed. These companies and financial institutions retain and 

employ "retired" presidents, cabinet members, senators, congressmen, governors, ambassadors, 

other senior officials and politicians and the military to do their bidding in Washington. The 

trickle-down effect is vast.  

 

The countries also make significant donations to the pet projects, universities and other charities 

of these retired senior officials who are in a position to move their governments to come to the 

aid of their favorite dictators.  

 

How do all of these constitute a modern face for colonialism? During the 18th, 19th and the 

better half of the 20th centuries, the great powers conquered, subjugated and exploited countries 

for their economic gains. They administered many of these lands and even put puppet rulers in 

place. The ordinary citizens who were robbed of their freedom, dignity and economic prosperity 

hated them.  



 

 

Today, foreign powers have no need to conquer and administer these faraway lands; they have 

instead traded support of dictatorial regimes for economic and financial gain. More specifically, 

their governments support unpopular dictators who enrich themselves and their cronies, while in 

the West the elite corporations and former senior officials reap economic rewards of their own.  

Much of what has followed today is as before. Dictators rule. Freely elected governments are not 

to be found. The citizenry are robbed of their political freedom. They are robbed of their 

economic birthright. They are robbed of efficient, accountable and independent institutions and 

the sustained economic growth and prosperity that could be ushered in.  

 

The major difference from the past (or what we have labeled as the old colonial era) is that, 

today, foreigners are not the conquerors; instead it is citizens' own leaders who subjugate and rob 

them with the support of foreigners - their leaders and foreigners have joined forces.  

 

Today, as before, average citizens resent (before they were more likely to have hated) the 

foreigners who support their corrupt rulers but they also hate their rulers. They rebel, as they 

have in Tunisia, Libya and Egypt. It is when the tyrants are overthrown, and only then, that 

foreigners seem to recognize and acknowledge the corruption, underdevelopment and the 

tyrannical rule of the men that they supported as legitimate leaders of their people.  

 

But the pursuit of corporate rewards and personal wealth has had political repercussions in the 

West. Subjugated and deprived Middle Easterners have had very limited recourse to peaceful 

protest. Independent political parties have been banned. Demonstrations outlawed. Their only 

shelter has been religion. A significant number of the disenfranchised have collected under the 

Islamic umbrella as even the all-powerful dictators realize that they cannot attack Islam.  

 

But these rulers have in turn labeled the opposition as Islamic fundamentalists and terrorists with 

the West as their target. This simplistic representation has been bought hook line and sinker by 

average Europeans and especially by average Americans. While it is undoubtedly the case that a 

small minority is using religion to take the reins of power, the majority of those in opposition are 

devout Muslims who recognize that tyranny and hate are antithetical to Islam.  

 

They do not want the mullahs of Iran or the Salafists of Saudi Arabia. They want their freedom, 

the freedom to choose their leaders and to shape their futures. Unfortunately, the new face of 

colonialism and its political fallout, namely, the labeling of all protests as Islamic terrorism, is 

well on its way to become a self- fulfilling prophecy.  

 

One thing is for sure. All these tyrants will be overthrown. The questions are when and at what 

price to the peoples of the region and the West?  
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United States administrations have considered "Islamists" the biggest threat to US national 

security. Why? To US thinking, the rise of Islamists to power in two or three Arab countries 

could quickly spread across the entire Middle East as US supported dictators are swept aside by 

invigorated and emboldened popular movements under the liberating banner of Islam.  

This could be accompanied by political instability, unprecedented anti-US policies, 

overwhelming hostility towards Israel, oil supply disruptions and higher oil prices, withdrawal of 

financial assets from US financial institutions, and dumping of US government securities that 

would increase the cost of financing US national debt.  

The euphoria of Islamists could in time spread to the rest of the Muslim world and Islamists and 

the West would be confronting each other for decades, if not for centuries, to come. The only 

thing preventing this catastrophic scenario is a group of "friendly" dictators who "share" the US 

quest for peace and stability!  

 

They, the lesser of two evils, must be supported, as the Islamists must be undermined and 

defeated. Policy nonsense built on a pile of even more nonsense that will lead to centuries of 

conflict and pain.  

 

What is wrong with this received wisdom? How should the US change its thinking and its 

policies towards the Middle East and the Muslim world to usher better relations? How should 

aspiring "Islamists" change their thinking to be in accord with Islamic teachings to support 

human, social, political and economic progress with cooperative relations with the West? First, 

let's dispel some ingrained myths.  

 

The parties and groups that the West labels "Islamists" are not adherents or disciples of the Islam 

that is preached in the Koran or lived by the Prophet Mohammad. To call them Islamists is a 

gross misrepresentation - while alienating Muslims from the West, widening the cultural divide 

and erecting an invisible barrier that is difficult, if not impossible, to climb.  

 

The popular Western linkage of "Islamists" with the Islam of the Koran is a myth that must be 

broken and dispelled. Islam preaches the world is one; sanctity of life; religious freedom and 

tolerance; justice in all its dimensions - political, social and economic; communal selections of 

government and rulers; condemnation of corruption, hoarding, opulence and poverty; the 

importance of honesty, education, hard work and charity; society's requirement for economic 

prosperity based on good institutions; and Allah's absolute ownership over creation and human 

obligation, as trustee, to share the bounty with every generation.  

 

Are these the attributes of those coined as Islamists by the West? They should be more correctly 

labeled "Mislamists". The reason they attract a significant following is that they afford a known 

umbrella, Islam, for all manner of dissidents. They are invariably the only game in town. Even a 

corrupt ruler dare not be perceived as opposing Islam in the Middle East. There are no other 



 

parties that could attract followers in countries where the law is a barrel of a gun and a prison 

cell.  

 

With the elimination of the myth that the opposition in Middle East countries represents Islamic 

teachings, Middle East rulers, in turn, will find it more difficult to use the threat of "Islamists" or 

"fundamentalists" as their justification for dictatorial rule. The West will not see Islam as the 

enemy but instead will discover the real reason behind anti-Western sentiments, Western support 

for illegitimate and oppressive rulers.  

 

The world must cease referring to the opposition in Muslim countries, be they radicals, 

disenfranchised, fundamentalists, terrorists or whatever, as Islamists. Just this simple step will 

rob radicals of a potent weapon, namely "the West is waging war against Islam".  

 

A second popular myth promulgated by Western politicians, corporate interests and lobbyists is 

that Middle East family rulers, "strongmen" and assorted other dictators are necessary to 

maintain regional peace and stability and to keep the oil flowing at a reasonable price. And as to 

be expected, this is a myth that Middle East rulers have embraced and espoused at every 

opportunity to garner the support of their foreign backers.  

While it is true that US backing, sophisticated weaponries, outsized armed forces, brutal 

intelligence services, harsh rule and oil-financed subsidies (from oil that belongs to the people 

but rulers portray as their generosity) appear to keep the lid on dissent and pre-empt the open 

participation of popular parties, they also foment and fester even more hostility and radicalism, 

garner support for Mislamists and resentment for foreign supporters of tyrants.  

This affords short-run stability but with turmoil that is absolutely sure to follow, with the only 

question being when? And when chaos and anarchy ensue they are blamed on Islamists, not 

Mislamists, and the policy of supporting tyrants is further re- enforced in Western minds.  

It is as if the West is trying to create a cleavage between Muslims and the rest of the world. Just 

look at Iran, Libya and Egypt. Yes, president Jimmy Carter toasted the Shah of Iran as an "Island 

of stability in" a troubled Middle East but how long did the stability last? When the lid could no 

longer be kept on, mayhem followed.  

 

Libya and Egypt were "stable" too. But again, all of a sudden and with little warning mayhem 

followed. It need not have to be this way. In all these countries, if torture and the barrel of the 

gun had not stifled change for decades, change would have occurred more gradually, in spurts 

and with instability, but not with the explosion that will always come after decades of repression 

and deprivation. Gradual change accompanied by some instability that is normal has been 

compromised for short-run stability, which will always be followed by explosion, mayhem and 

more widespread suffering.  

 

Western support for tyrants naturally results in popular hatred for foreign governments that 

support these oppressors. The world should cease all manner of support for these tyrants, which 

would in turn allow political change to occur more gradually, reduce the attraction of radicals, 

starve anti-Western sentiments and usher better relations.  

 



 

A third myth is that Mislamists will hold back, or disrupt, oil sales and increase oil prices. As we 

have said before, all these countries must sell their oil to finance their expenditures or to build an 

adequate financial fund for future generations, as oil is a depletable resource.  

 

Libya sold its oil to all takers, as did Iran. It was the buyers who didn't want to buy from them - 

introducing sanctions and the like. Yes, there might be temporary disruptions but these will occur 

no matter what, as in the case of the Iranian Revolution, the Iran-Iraq War, the invasion of 

Kuwait, the liberation of Libya and on and on - no matter what the form of rule.  

 

Simply said, the West has created a confrontation that should never have existed in this day and 

age. The West pursues policies that nurture Mislamists and radicals to provide recruits for 

terrorists of all shapes and then fears Islam. These rulers - every single one of them - are not 

worth saving. As we have said many times before in this series, they are all corrupt.  

 

They have little interest in building good institutions and supporting the rule of law. If they do, 

they would be out of power in favor of accountable governments and rulers. They are 

compromising the lives of millions of people who deserve a better chance. These societies will 

be held back in every way - socially, politically and economically - and as long as they rule, 

progress will be limited and anti-Westernism will thrive.  

 

Their only interest is to accumulate vast fortunes for themselves from the country's oil revenues, 

their families and their cronies who support them. They or their descendants will in time meet a 

violent end with much of the fallout on the West.  

 

At the same time, the Muslim citizenry in the Middle East should see Mislamists for what they 

are - opportunists of a different shade. Once they assume power, they are likely to follow in the 

footsteps of the overthrown tyrants - consolidating their absolute power, imposing constitutions 

that support their continuous rule and amassing fortunes with different cronies and foreign 

partners. The cycle continues.  

 

Muslims should have little need for opportunists to interpret their religion (they should study it 

on their own), to deny them elected leaders and governments, to rob them of their national 

wealth, to refuse them the right to justice and to preclude even the hope of human, political, 

social and economic progress in the future. The West, and especially the US, can support 

progress in these oil- exporting countries just by ceasing its support for tyrants.  

 

Mislamists could well learn from the mistakes of the tyrants that rule today. Don't pretend to 

represent Islam. Yes, overthrow tyrants but then submit to the will of the people. Let the 

citizenry select their constitution and their leaders. Do everything to promote good institutions 

and policies and especially equal justice for all. Persevere for reconciliation among domestic 

factions, with neighbors and with the world at large as peace will be supportive of human, 

political, societal and economic development.  

 

If these groups are followers of Islam, then these are the policies they should adopt.  
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Recall what we have said a number of times before in this series; rulers sitting atop a vast sea of 

oil in the Middle East have no incentive (and no inclination) to work for better societies by 

building efficient institutions, supporting the rule of law and adopting good policies. Instead, 

they seek absolute hereditary power to enrich themselves, their families and their supporters; and 

to this end, they have found powerful foreign backers as necessary.  

After years of autocratic rule and plunder, if they were to miraculously change their ways in 

favor of representative governments and the rule of law, they would be summarily deposed, their 

wealth confiscated (if identifiable) and they could be tried for their untold crimes. So they are 

extremely unlikely to change their ways.  

 

Note, it is not just their plunder that matters but even more costly is their frontal assault on 

everything that would support rapid and sustainable economic growth and afford future 

generations equitable benefits from oil depletion.  

 

They are compromising the lives of hundreds of millions of human beings; these societies will be 

held back in every way as long as they rule; progress will be limited; and anti-Westernism will 

thrive with a growing pool of recruits for terrorists.  

Why does the United States and much of the rest of the West (including Russia and China) 

continue to support these oil tyrants? Again, as we have said before, it is all in the name of 

furthering political and regional stability (short-termism), the containment of Islamic 

fundamentalists and terrorists (war on terror), ensuring oil flows and ameliorating oil price 

shocks, increasing arms and other exports (creating jobs), promoting financial flows to the US 

(reducing funding cost), garnering vast financial rewards for former officials and lobbyists 

(personal enrichment and cronyism) and in support of Israel.  

 

While the support of dictators is understood in these terms, there are negative fallouts that must 

be balanced. Hundreds of millions of Muslims (and even non-Muslims) have developed 

unfavorable opinions toward the US, thousands of Muslims have joined jihadist movements and, 

not least, the US has suffered a tragic loss of human fatalities and injuries, and incurred a 

significant financial burden in a number of conflicts, all at a time when there are unprecedented 

financial pressures on its financial outlook for generations to come. 

 

But in the end, the adoption of this policy stance is akin to the adoption of other decisions in the 

US and much of the West, the triumph of short-run expediency over long-run harmony and 

progress.  

 

Tough decisions on the funding of wars and social expenditures, to name but two - are kicked 

down the road for future generations. These oil despots will in time be overthrown no matter 

what and with the likelihood of catastrophic consequences for the region and the rest of the 

world. 



 

 

So if rulers will not change on their own accord, what could the US do to force a change in 

governance in these countries and in the process win the hearts and minds of Muslims around the 

world? Simply said, the US and its allies should increase the pain (the price) of dictatorial rule 

and reduce its financial benefits for those sitting atop a sea of oil.  

 

The major reasons for dictatorial rule in the Middle East are: ineffective and inconsistent 

administration of international justice, vast oil wealth, and foreign support of dictators.  

The International Criminal Court (ICC) - the forum for assessing the crimes of leaders for 

genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and in 2017 for crimes of aggression - has been 

ineffective and inept.  

 

While the court has 121 members, another 32 countries have signed but have not yet ratified the 

treaty and 41 members of the United Nations have not even signed on to the treaty. Three of the 

32 signatories - the US, Israel and Sudan - have since unsigned from the treaty, indicating that 

will not become a party to it. US rejection of the treaty limits its reach and conveys a degree of 

impotence. To date, the court has looked into a very limited number of cases with an African 

bias and has been slow in reaching decisions.  

 

In the real world, dictators with powerful foreign backers can look forward to a life of luxury, 

while those with little foreign support go on the run or get to drag out their trials for years.There 

is little to deter their egregious policies.  

 

Vast oil wealth is too great a temptation for absolute rulers to initiate reforms and to set in 

motion the peaceful democratic transfer of power. In their pursuit of establishing hereditary 

dynasties they have found foreign governments as necessary backers and former senior foreign 

officials as good partners to lobby, protect their vast wealth and in the event of turmoil evade 

justice and facilitate relocation abroad. The US and the rest of the West can change these 

dynamics by taking three important steps.  

 

First and foremost, the US should become a member of the ICC. It is almost paradoxical that the 

nation that professes full support for the rule of law, justice and the protection of human rights 

will not support the only venue that could, if adequately empowered, achieve these important 

goals by deterring bad behavior. Even more egregious is the strong indication that US may at 

times thwart the legitimate activities of the ICC.  

 

Second, the US and the West should adopt policies to stifle the plunder of national wealth in 

these oil-exporting countries, which in turn would reduce the "benefits" of dictatorial rule. 

Proposing and adopting two international treaties could further this goal:  

 

i. The adoption of an international treaty to disclose all assets of rulers in every country. 

Dictators want absolute power not for the sake of power but to accumulate wealth. In turn, 

control over wealth allows them to buy support with their military and cronies at home and with 

influential foreigners. Once a tyrant comes to power and goes down this road, conflict will be the 

order of the day. The only questions are when and how.  



 

ii. The adoption of an international treaty limiting cross-border lobbying on behalf of foreign 

governments and rulers in all countries and mandating full disclosure of all such activities, no 

matter how legitimate and warranted.  

 

The United States should simply release all figures and information pertaining to the wealth of 

foreign rulers and officials. The United States requires full financial disclosure of its elected and 

sometimes unelected officials. Isn't it even more reasonable to demand this of foreigners, 

especially foreigners who have robbed their people?  

 

Under the Dodd-Frank financial reform legislation enacted in 2010 in the United States, all 

hedge funds are required to register with the Securities and Exchange Commission by March 

2012 if they manage more than US$150 million in assets. This law would call for all funds to 

report information about the assets they manage, about potential conflicts of interest, and 

information on investors and employees. Again, the holdings of American investors will be 

reported and exposed.  

 

Shouldn't the United States require the same of foreign officials and leaders who are robbing 

their own citizens and illegally hiding their wealth abroad?  

 

It is high time for the United States to take the lead and prove its commitment to human rights, 

democratic reforms, and improving relations with the Muslim world. How can democracy and 

peace emerge in a system where everything is organized around promoting corruption and theft? 

If true democracy and the rule of law were to emerge, the raison d'etre for the regime would be 

trumped.  

 

In present circumstances, even after a successful revolution, new rulers will be tempted to go 

back to the old system but with them at the helm. Consider Iran after the revolution or Iraq after 

the overthrow of Saddam Hussein. Egypt will follow suit, unless this simple fact is addressed.  

On the one hand, if grand theft can be reduced, democratic reform will be more likely to follow 

once the rewards of autocratic rule are expunged. On the other hand, simple regime change will 

not usher in democratic reforms if the rewards of autocratic rule are still in place. At a minimum, 

corruption, theft, and cronyism must be addressed simultaneously with regime change and 

democratic reforms.  
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The nuclear issue in the Middle East has focused on Iran's enrichment program, with little 

attention to Israel's vast nuclear arsenal and on the likelihood of wider nuclear proliferation in the 

region.  

 

A nuclear Middle East is not only a danger to itself but also to a much wider region and could 

even be the venue for a nuclear World War III, with catastrophic human losses and the world 

economy thrown back to the dark ages. Before we get ahead of ourselves, some background on 

the Treaty on the Non- Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), Israel's position and Iran’s 

nuclear quest. 

 

One of the two most significant inducements to signatories under the NPT (Iran is a signatory 

and Israel is not) is the promise of access to peaceful nuclear technology, including enrichment 

and heavy water reactors. The understanding was that signatories would disclose all their nuclear 

activities.  

 

Iran failed to disclose all of its activities, and it claims that disclosing its peaceful enrichment 

activities would have led to the voiding of its rights under the NPT even earlier. The US argues 

that because of the nature of the regime in Tehran and the failure to disclose all nuclear activities, 

Iran has lost its right to enrichment.  

 

From a legal standpoint, Iran has not violated the NPT and the nature of the Tehran regime is 

irrelevant under the NPT. Countries, not governments, have rights and obligations, and these are 

unaffected by changes in government. Simultaneously under the NPT, signatories could expect 

the support of the International Atomic Energy Agency's (IAEA) for safeguards and other 

assistance in their quest for peaceful reactors. The IAEA's board denied Iran's request for such 

assistance for its heavy water reactor in Arak on November 23, 2006. The key questions are 

whether Iran has the legal right to enrich and to develop heavy water reactors? The answer is yes 

to both.  

 

The other major inducement to signatories of the NPT was that the then existing nuclear powers 

would reduce and eventually eliminate their own nuclear arsenals. Have the declared nuclear 

powers, especially the US, fulfilled their end of the bargain under the NPT? The answer is no. 

They have been both slow to reduce their arsenal or have increased it, the US is developing new 

classes of nuclear weapons and other countries continue to test their nuclear weapons.  

Meanwhile, India and Pakistan have acquired nuclear weapons outside of the NPT. Both 

countries are now given support by the international community. The US has even embraced 

India's nuclear weapons program, signing a nuclear cooperation and development program that 

allows India to accelerate its weapons program. At the same time, Israel is estimated to have at 

least 200 nuclear warheads and a multifaceted delivery system (plane, missile and submarine) 

and openly threatens Iran with military action.  

 



 

Western, and especially US, double standards have not escaped Iran's or anybody else's notice. 

Even more importantly, after Saddam Hussein invaded Iran, the United Nations and the West 

took no serious diplomatic action against Iraqi aggression, thereby failing to uphold the 

international rule of law. During the course of this bloody eight-year war, Saddam used US and 

European-supplied biological and chemical weapons to kill and maim Iranians in the thousands, 

while the West embargoed the sales of even conventional weapons to Iran and supplied Iraq with 

all its needs, including satellite intelligence. The result was that more than 500,000 Iranians died 

and even more were injured, with many permanently disabled by foreign supplied weapons of 

mass destruction. Average Iranians, not just the mullahs, painfully learned what it was to be 

vulnerable to external aggression. The UN and international agreements did not provide the 

needed assurance and peace of mind for Iranians. The undermining of the international rule of 

law has consequences, although not always immediate.  

 

As a result, Iran and Iranians (and not just those who oppose the regime) feel more insecure, 

victimized and bullied than at any time in recent memory. For these reasons, the nuclear 

enrichment program is widely popular in Iran because an integrated nuclear power (not weapons) 

program may be the only way they can get the security they seek as it affords them the ability to 

develop a deterrent in case of imminent threat. To our mind, Iran will not relinquish its capability 

and capacity to enrich uranium to the 20% level; and it may be even reluctant to handover its 

stock of 20%, or even 5%, enriched uranium. To believe otherwise is not realistic. 

 

While nuclear proliferation is to be avoided at all cost, the dangers of its proliferation in the 

Middle East is even more problematic given the multitude of simmering conflicts in the region 

and the importance of oil to the global economy (the focus of next week's article).  

 

If Iran's right to enrichment were fully recognized by the West, China and Russia, and Iran kept 

its stockpiles of 5% and 20% enriched uranium, then it is highly likely that some countries in the 

region would also follow suit, including possibly Egypt, Turkey and Saudi Arabia (for itself or as 

a joint venture with the other countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council - or GCC); and Saudi 

Arabia already has medium-range Chinese missiles that are capable of carrying nuclear 

warheads. Given the GCC's vast oil and financial wealth and the fact that everything is available 

at a price, their acquisition of such capabilities would be more or less immediate.  

 

Such developments would, at least for some time, spike oil prices to levels never seen before. 

The markets would become jittery for fear of accidental or intentional contamination of oil fields 

that could lead a rush to build vast storage facilities, spiking the demand for oil and safe storage 

facilities. The price spike would be much more significant, of longer term and have the potential 

of leading to global economic disaster never seen before if Iran and other countries in the region 

acquired nuclear warheads and the needed delivery vehicle. Even a whiff of such a possibility 

would spike oil prices to unprecedented levels.  

 

What can be done to lower the temperature and forestall potential human and economic 

catastrophes in the region? First, let's not forget some horrible mistakes of the past that must be 

lessons for the future, mistakes that must not be repeated.  

 



 

The founding principles of the UN must be applied uniformly, no matter who the aggressor and 

the victim. The global powers should not flaunt international law (supplying Saddam Hussein 

with internationally banned chemical and biological weapons) and expect the victim, Iran, not to 

take steps to defend itself. The US should not reward India, a non-signatory to the NPT, and 

expect others to forfeit their full options under the NPT. In short, when the powerful flaunt 

international law as it suits them they cannot then expect countries to believe to trust them and 

put their faith in the just application of international law.  

 

Given the status quo and all that has happened in recent years in the Middle East, what is (are) 

the best way(s) forward? The sensible solution is to declare the whole region a nuclear-free zone. 

This is something that Iran and the Arab countries have all endorsed but Israel has rejected this 

solution.  

 

Israel's thinking and reluctance is difficult to comprehend. Israel is by far the strongest 

conventional military power (with the possible exception of Turkey). Israel enjoys the full 

support of the US and could rely on US support in case of danger to its existence. If Israel were 

to use a number of its nuclear warheads in the region (with the possible exception of using them 

on Iran), the fallout might threaten its own existence. But even more importantly, if Israel 

expands its nuclear arsenal, acquires more and more sophisticated delivery systems and is at 

odds with the Arab world, then it is only a matter of time before other countries acquire nuclear 

weaponry.  

 

When and if this happens (as Israel cannot stop the entire Arab world from acquiring nuclear 

weapons, something that may have escaped their thinking), then Israel, the region and the world 

will be threatened as never before.  

 

If Israel will not succumb to accepting the region as a nuclear-free zone, then a second-best 

solution would be to accept Iran's right to peaceful nuclear enrichment with the understanding 

that Iran will agree to a number of safeguards (including the most intrusive inspections to date) 

to guarantee, as much as humanly possible, that it will not develop nuclear warheads.  

This contract could serve as a model to safeguard the future of non-proliferation and is the only 

peaceful approach to a resolution of the nuclear standoff with Iran.  
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Just consider the conflicts of the past 30 or so years in the Persian Gulf:  

The Iran-Iraq War (over historic border disputes and territory, with oil in the mix);  

The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait (over historic territorial claims, with financial claims and oil 

reserves clearly in the mix);  

 

The First Persian Gulf War (over territory and oil reserves); The Second Persian Gulf War (for 

control of oil reserves); Sectarian conflicts in Iraq (a Shia majority's dominance over a large 

Sunni minority); 

Uprisings in Bahrain (a Sunni minority's dominance over a Shia  

majority); 

A sectarian uprising in Saudi Arabia (a Sunni majority's  

dominance over a Shia majority); 

Saudi military intervention in Bahrain (in support of a fellow  

Sunni monarchy's domination of a Shia majority); 

Conflict between Iran and the United Arab Emirates (over  

ownership of Abu Musa and smaller and bigger Tombs islands with oil in the mix);  

A surrogate sectarian conflict in Lebanon (the Sunni camp of Saudi Arabia and the rest of the 

Gulf Cooperation Council - GCC - pitted against the Shia faction of Iran and Syria);  

Ethnic conflicts between Kurds and Iran, Iraq, Syria and Turkey, and  

A sectarian conflict in Syria (the GCC on the side of the Sunni majority and Iran on the side of 

the dominant Shia minority).  

 

Add to this mix the long list of "dormant" conflicts:  

 

Iran's historic claim over Bahrain (a claim that the late Shah renounced but was recently revived 

by some mullahs in Iran);  

territorial disputes - between Bahrain and Qatar; between Saudi Arabia and the UAE; 

between Iraq and Kuwait; 

between Oman, Saudi Arabia and the UAE; between Qatar and Saudi Arabia;  

between Oman and the UAE (some with tribal implications and all with possible oil rights), and  

between Iran and Iraq.  

Given the vast size of proven oil (and gas) reserves and the likelihood that much more may be 

discovered and proven under the waters and under the soil of the Persian Gulf, oil (and gas) 

reserves are the ultimate prize that is in contention (and the goal of domination) within the 

region.  

 

With this prize up for grabs, foreigners - in the shape of governments, corporations and 

influential individuals - are also in the mix. What a breathtaking mixture of conflict swirling 

around in the confines of the Persian Gulf. Let's also recall our discussion of the nuclear issue in 

the Persian Gulf. These are conflicts with lots of legs and with fallout far and wide.  

These conflicts could be categorized as (i) sectarian, (ii) tribal, and (iii) territorial, or 

alternatively and more simply, struggles over resources and economic power and control. No 



 

matter how these conflicts are categorized, there are a number of reasons pointing to their 

evolution and continuation for decades into the future, with the likelihood of much more armed 

conflict and economic fallout for the rest of the world.  

 

First and foremost, as we have said before in this series, about three quarters of all the region's 

conflicts are not new but are renewed conflicts. The reason is simple: most do not end with 

reconciliation but evolve and are reborn.  

 

Intrastate conflicts in the Persian Gulf may be viewed as sectarian, tribal or ethnic but what is the 

underlying reason for them?  

 

Surely, Sunni-Shia conflicts today, whether in Iraq, Bahrain or Saudi Arabia, are not to get 

Sunnis to concede Ali ibn Abu Talib's rightful succession to the Prophet Mohammad. It would 

be near impossible to get all Sunnis to accept this Shia belief, and if they did what practical good 

would it bring?  

 

The practical reason for the Sunni-Shia divide today is economic. A family or a faction in power 

in any of these countries views (and divides) the country along sectarian (tribal, ethnic) lines; 

appeals for sectarian support; rewards his sect with political and economic benefits. As a result, 

discrimination and conflict ensue.  

 

If governments were elected and accountable, if national constitutions recognized the equality of 

all citizens in every sphere of life, and if religious freedom were acknowledged, these conflicts 

would soon disappear. As it is, rulers receive unimaginable economic benefits and are unwilling 

to give up any power. They wield illegitimate power, consciously divide and conquer along 

sectarian lines (tribal, ethnic) and use economic rewards (derived almost solely from oil 

resources) as the instrument to exercise power.  

 

If and when the rulers are overthrown, be the rulers a sectarian majority or minority, a tribal 

family, or anything else, the conflict will continue because the new group grabbing power will 

do exactly what those in power had done before - divide and reward along sectarian, tribal and 

ethnic lines.  

 

It is thus naive and simplistic to believe that regime change in any of these countries will quickly 

lead to modern functioning states any time soon. The future is indeed bleak.  

 

Foreign support for these illegitimate rulers has made matters much worse and less open to 

solution. Foreigners have prolonged the harsh control by illegitimate rulers with all of their 

discriminatory practices, increasing and magnifying ethnic animosities and pre-empting gradual 

transition, albeit with instability and fits and starts, to the rule of law with modern functioning 

economies.  

 

A third reason for simmering and erupting conflicts in the region is the vast oil (and natural gas) 

reserves of the region and the differences in per capita endowment across the region. 

 



 

Just imagine some of the differences. Iran's combined oil and gas reserves (oil equivalent) are 

about twice Qatar's, but its population is about 240 times Qatar's, making the average Qatari 

about 120 times richer than his/her Iranian counterpart.  

 

Iraq and Qatar's combined oil and gas wealth is of the same order of magnitude, but Iraq's 

population is 75 times that of Qatar's population, making average Qatari's 75 times richer.  

Iraq and Kuwait's proven oil reserves are roughly of the same order, but Iraq's native population 

(ie excluding guest workers) is 25 times that of Kuwait's. In other words, the average Kuwaiti is 

about 25 times richer than average Iraqi. No wonder, if for no other reason, why Saddam 

Hussein ventured into Kuwait.  

 

There are vast differences in per capita oil and gas wealth, with Qatar the richest, followed by the 

United Arab Emirates and Kuwait, then a big gap, followed by Saudi Arabia, another gap, 

followed by Iraq, Iran, Oman and Bahrain (relying on Saudi support for oil output).  

 

Just imagine how the economic failure of the bigger countries - Iran, Iraq and even Saudi Arabia 

- could be quickly "remedied" by the quick acquisition of a sparsely populated neighbor with 

vast oil and gas wealth. This was a temptation that Saddam Hussein could not resist.  

On top of Kuwait's vast oil wealth, there were its vast foreign assets. The UAE (Abu Dhabi) and 

Qatar have even more wealth locked away abroad. Countries have gone to war for much less. If 

the bigger countries continue to have economic problems, slow growth and high unemployment, 

the temptation for adventure will increase.  

 

Beginning in 1987, in lectures to US diplomats going to the Middle East and North Africa, I 

predicted that Kuwait would be swallowed up by either Iran or Iraq before the decade was up. 

Yes, I was a few months off, but a four-star US general said that I had a wild imagination; as you 

can tell, he was the person who lacked one.  

 

Future conflicts in the region will have repercussions far and wide. Foreign powers will get into 

the mix. Oil supplies will be disrupted, prices will spike and the global economy will be 

adversely affected.  

 

The global economic fallout will depend on conditions in the oil market at the time and the state 

of the world economy. The oil market will be affected by declining production outside of the  

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, reduced exploration and additions to reserves in 

the Persian Gulf and especially in Iraq, and by world economic growth.  

 

Today, the US and Western European economies are buried under mountainous debt that must 

be deleveraged before normal economic growth can resume - something that has taken Japan 

more than a decade. The US cannot afford another costly adventure in the region and must resist 

intervening as a mercenary to prolong the rule of a favorite dictator in the name of "stability" and 

"security.” 

 

These and other predictions will be the focus of the final and longest article in the series two 

weeks. Next week, we turn to the bumps in the road - for the world and for the region - as we 

transition to an oil-less world.  
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For us, there are two sides toward an oil-less world. There is the widely held side that world oil 

production has peaked, or will soon peak, and will be on a downward trend hereafter to an oil-

less world. The second side to an oil-less world, and more our preoccupation, is the successful or 

unsuccessful transformation of the economies of the Persian Gulf countries from oil-based 

economies to diversified economies that produce little or no oil.  

 

How are these two transformations likely to play out over the years to come?  

 

First, and briefly, on "Peak Oil". As we have said earlier, we do not subscribe to the thesis that 

Peak Oil is already upon us, or will be any time soon. Our reasoning goes something like this.  

There will be significant additions to oil and gas reserves in Iran and especially in Iraq, as these 

countries adopt better institutional structures and as more normalized international relations 

encourage the inflow of foreign direct investment in their oil and gas industries and the 

introduction of the latest oil exploration and production technologies.  

 

Sustained higher prices, above US$75 per barrel, will further motivate technological progress 

and exploration in heretofore unexplored and promising areas - very deep sea and the Arctic 

region. In other words, we believe that much more conventional oil will be found.  

 

Even more significant, sustained high oil prices and technological progress will increase the 

output of oil from non-conventional sources (tar sands and shale). Moreover, additions to oil 

reserves (conventional and unconventional) will rise faster than most analysts expect because 

demand for oil will not increase as fast as previously projected and new discoveries will be more 

significant than current projections indicate.  

 

We believe that demand for oil will not increase as fast as most expect because sustained higher 

oil prices will encourage more energy conservation and more-efficient energy use than expected 

(the rest of the world, especially the United States, will learn from Japan).  

 

An even more important factor discouraging growth in oil demand is our expectation that natural 

gas will become increasingly traded and used in transportation (in competition with oil). We 

predict that shale gas will become a critical factor in global energy supplies because of sizeable 

reserves (with environmental issues in its production addressed), diverse sources of supply, and 

because it will provide the cheapest way to combat global warming (with environmental 

concerns that must be sooner or later addressed more seriously on the global level).  

This "switch" will be further motivated by a faster growth of renewable technologies (wind, 

solar, and so forth) - again because of sustained higher prices.  

 

In short, while we realize that eventually additions to conventional and non-conventional oil 

reserves will become negative, we don't expect it any time soon; and we expect oil production to 

continue to increase for quite a while but at a much slower pace than in the past.  



 

 

At the same time, we see oil prices more in the $75-$100 range (adjusted for inflation) as 

opposed to the $100-$125 range; that is not to say that there will not be temporary price shocks 

arising from conflicts and sharp global economic downturns.  

 

Second, how successful will Persian Gulf countries be in diversifying their economies along the 

march towards an oil-less world? Although rulers in these countries may have a different take on 

the importance of a successful economic transformation and all that it entails, to us this is an 

existential issue that must be addressed sooner as opposed to later. Let us explain.  

 

Broadly speaking, we see three categories of countries: (i) Kuwait, Qatar and the United Arab 

Emirates, (ii) Oman and Bahrain, and (iii) Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia.  

 

The first category is made up of small economies (with sparse populations), and extremely rich 

countries (as indicated by per capita wealth in the form of proven oil and gas reserves and 

invested net foreign assets). We must emphasize their two key characteristics - sparsely 

populated and extremely rich.  

 

The native (excluding expatriates) populations of these three countries are respectively 1.5 

million, 1 million and 0.3 million; their gross domestic products (GDPs) are respectively $170  

billion, $258 billion and $180 billion. 

 

Today, with oil in the $80-$100 per barrel range, if we assume an asset price of $30/barrel for oil 

(and for natural gas in its oil equivalent) in the ground, then a very rough measure of per capita 

(not family) wealth for each of these countries is respectively:  

 

$2.2 million (Kuwait), 

$3.9 million (UAE), and 

$16 million (Qatar).  

 

These per capita figures are only partial wealth figures as they represent only oil and gas in the 

ground valued at $30 per barrel and exclude net foreign assets of the government invested abroad 

and all household wealth. The partial per capita wealth figures should be compared to the US 

median net worth of families (not even per capita) of $126,000 in 2007 and $77,000 in 2010.  

These three small countries, especially Qatar and Abu Dhabi (one of seven emirates in the UAE), 

are wealthy and rich beyond belief. So what's the problem? Let's start by emphasizing what we 

have mentioned in a previous article and we consider as the most important and fundamental 

issue. Whose oil is it? While we know the answer, namely it is the people's oil, citizens of this 

and future generations, most of the rulers will not acknowledge this fact and behave as if they 

support it.  

 

In Qatar and the UAE (not so in Kuwait), the rulers treat the national treasury as their private 

account; they take what they will. Rulers in these two countries should receive a fixed stipend. 

That's it! National resources, the birthright of all citizens, should be managed transparently.  



 

As we have said before, the world should embrace this fact now while these rulers rule; and not 

act so surprised that this has been going on for years only when rulers are deposed, as they will 

be, and new rulers take over.  

 

In all these three countries, transparent ownership (Kuwait has long embraced this fact) and the 

management of oil revenues should be administered with a clear mission - to benefit all citizens 

of all generations equitably.  

 

Again, as we have said a number of times before, to our mind this can be best achieved by (and 

maybe only by) weaning governments (and rulers) from oil revenues, investing the proceeds, and 

issuing an annual check (of equal purchasing power) to all citizens of all generations.  

 

If oil revenues are used to diversify the economic base as they think they have been doing and to 

afford subsidies to "buy off" the citizenry so that they can continue to rule as they have all along, 

then a number of results follow.  

 

There is a distinct possibility that this generation and a couple of future generations will receive 

most of the benefits from oil depletion, with others receiving nothing; even then, a few will 

become very rich while the average citizens will be made to feel that they are getting generous 

handouts while oil lasts and then nothing for their offspring.  

 

These countries are unlikely to develop as manufacturing and industrial giants; expatriates make 

up more than 90% of their labor force and they have no readily apparent areas of comparative 

advantage.  

 

They can best create efficient institutions, enhance the business climate for the service sector, 

deliver public services (including high-quality education and medical care) efficiently, possibly 

through the private sector, and afford citizens the opportunity to manage their own wealth.  

If these countries continue as they have with rulers (and their cronies) taking what is not theirs, 

resentment towards rulers would without a doubt increase, radicalism would fester, conflicts 

would develop and instability would ensue.  

 

The West could in turn refer to these disenfranchised citizens as Islamists and terrorists - citizens 

who are denied economic justice and a say in the governance of their country are labeled as 

terrorists because they want change for a better future! Autocratic rulers can echo the convenient 

Western terrorist label and turn their guns on their own people.  

 

Enlightened rulers would see the writing on the wall and embrace change while they can. They 

would appreciate the extraordinary opportunity that vast oil and gas resources afford, embrace 

the rule of law and transparency, and transition to states that would become the envy of the 

world. There is enough to go around if rulers and their supporters can control their greed.  

Kuwait, arguably the most democratic country in the Persian Gulf, should move quickly to 

becoming a constitutional monarchy and demonstrate and lead the way for the others.  

 

While Bahrain and Oman are small, they are not rich like Kuwait, Qatar and the UAE. Bahrain 

enjoys a developed service sector but relies on Saudi generosity for oil revenues derived from a 



 

"jointly owned" oil field. Oman has a little more oil and gas than Bahrain but is by no means rich 

like the other three. 

 

Both of these small countries have little or no resources or time to waste. They should use the 

little oil wealth they have, or can get from their richer fellow Gulf Cooperation Council 

members, to build a sustainable economic base centered on services, such as tourism, vacation 

homes and finance and banking, to provide employment for their citizenry. The sooner they 

embark on such a path the easier will be their transition to an oil-less world.  

 

If they don't grab the small window that they have, they will not be countries with their current 

rulers, albeit rulers who would have to adapt to constitutional rule, for long. They may 

essentially become part of a more inflexible federation than the current GCC, serving Saudi 

Arabian interests.  

 

Saudi pressure against constitutional reform is also the biggest roadblock for the three rich 

countries of Kuwait, Qatar and the UAE.  

 

The three "big" countries of the Persian Gulf - Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia - are what preoccupies 

much of the world as they will not only determine their own destiny but also the destiny of the 

rest of the Persian Gulf and the global oil market as we transition to an oil-less world. Their 

importance is due to their population, economic size, vast oil and gas resources, military assets 

and history. Let us explain.  

 

The populations of Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia are respectively 75 million, 32 million and 16 

million (with an additional 9 million expatriates and 2-3 million illegal residents in Saudi 

Arabia). There respective GDPs are $500 billion, $150 billion (noting Iraq's unusual 

environment and the extensive sanctions on Iran) and $650 billion.  

 

Their oil and gas wealth per capita (assuming, as above, a $30 asset price for oil and gas 

equivalent in the ground) is respectively on the order of  $132,000 (Iran), $183,000 (Iraq) and 

$580,000 (Saudi Arabia).  

 

These are significant oil and gas wealth figures but they are by no means comparable with 

Kuwait, Qatar and the UAE.  

 

These countries - Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia - must be much more careful in managing their oil 

and gas wealth. All three have extremely high levels of unemployment (for both similar and 

somewhat different reasons). The management of oil wealth is especially critical in Iran and Iraq, 

as they do not enjoy Saudi Arabia's high-quality infrastructure and have less oil and gas wealth 

per capita (though we believe that in Iran and especially in Iraq additions to oil reserves will be 

significant).  

 

If these three countries do not change the management of their oil resources and their path to 

development soon, they will wake up in 50-75 years with a horrible hangover -  

bankrupt, with an over-bearing public sector, nothing to export, with a few very wealthy families 

who have benefited from their  government's and their own corrupt practices, with sectarian, 



 

ethnic, tribal and national conflicts all around,  and present a big danger to the survival of the 

smaller countries as  independent countries (more on this when we discuss our predictions in the 

next and final article in the series).  

 

What should they do? First and foremost, they need to address the management of their oil 

resources much more urgently than three small rich countries in the Persian Gulf. There must be 

a recognition that oil belongs to the citizens of all generations (this has been only partially 

recognized in the constitutions of Iran and Iraq; in Saudi Arabia, which claims the Koran as its 

constitution, there should be no doubt as to its recognition as Islamic teachings confirm it but the 

rulers act otherwise).  

 

The governments should be weaned from oil revenues over a period of about 10 years. 

Simultaneously, the balance of the oil revenues should be invested by an accountable public 

entity in a transparent manner; each citizen should be given an annual check of equal purchasing 

power (overtime) with the details and conditions (some of which we have mentioned in an earlier 

article) that can be addressed nationally in each country; the government should develop an 

effective and equitable tax structure to finance its expenditures (this will make governments 

more accountable); and all of these countries should develop effective institutions and adopt 

other supportive policies (as we have discussed in previous articles) to usher a long period of 

rapid and sustainable economic growth.  

 

Just consider what South Korea has achieved since 1975. It has been transformed from a poor 

country with about 50% of Iran's GDP to an economy with the 10th-largest GDP and a number 

of global companies that are world leaders in their fields. The Persian Gulf countries can do even 

more than has South Korea as they enjoy a special advantage - vast oil and gas wealth. To do so, 

they also need regional peace and Western, especially US, concurrence and support.  

While the US espouses democratic reforms for the region, it supports all the autocratic (Kuwait 

being a possible exception with an elected parliament) family rulers of the GCC. It is high time 

for the US to practice what it preaches.  

 

It sells these countries arms they don't need, arms that invariably encourage brutal interstate 

crackdowns and intrastate conflicts,  and take precious resources away from development - the 

two latest examples of arms sales being the late 2011 $30 billion arms contract with Saudi 

Arabia and arms sales to Bahrain in the aftermath of the ruling family's brutal and inhumane 

treatment of their Shia majority in 2012.  

 

These are shortsighted policies that afford small benefits to US companies and reward influential 

Americans who lobby on behalf of these family rulers. The world should instead take a long-

term view and help the region and in the process help itself.  

 

The region needs a long period of peace to prosper. If it does so, then oil exploration and 

production will be encouraged and the dangers of oil price shocks and high oil prices will recede.  

What can the US and the rest of the West do in support of the region? They can declare the 

Middle East region a nuclear-free zone, embargo all arms sales to the region, guarantee the 

borders of each Persian Gulf country, encourage political reforms towards pluralistic 



 

governments, strengthen the International Criminal Court, support the full and unbiased 

prosecution of all crimes by leaders and disclosure of their foreign assets.  

 

In our next and final article, we make some predictions about the political and economic future 

of the Persian Gulf region.  
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The Persian Gulf has every ingredient imaginable for stoking conflicts, revolutions and wars for 

all eternity. Just recall the long, though still highly partial, list of conflicts that are the region's 

inheritance (see Conflict without end, Asia Times Online, October 19, 2012). And don't forget 

that hardly any of these conflicts are ever reconciled, with the result that about eight out of 10 

conflicts are resurrected.  

 

Why is the Persian Gulf so cursed? Although it is the birthplace of Islam, a religion that preaches 

peace, justice and the unity of humankind, the Persian Gulf has sectarian, tribal and ethnic 

divides and conflicts that appear timeless and likely to linger until the end of time.  

 

But to our mind what stand out in the region as the fuels for conflicts to come, including 

Armageddon, are the vast oil and gas wealth under the ground, its highly skewed regional 

distribution (per capita) and the unimaginable human greed within the region and from much 

farther afield.  

 

How will the future unfold in the region? Let's start out by stating a number of considerations 

that we take as almost facts. To begin with, we believe that the Iranian and Saudi regimes will 

not entertain any talk of pluralism, democratic reform and elected and accountable governments.  

The mullahs in Tehran have shown their resolve in the aftermath of their presidential election of 

2009. Their brutal crackdowns are etched in the minds of millions in Iran and around the world. 

More recently, their unashamed support for the criminal actions of their ally Bashar al-Assad in 

Syria further confirms the fact that they will do anything to stay in power, even if it means 

complicity with those that commit crimes against humanity.  

 

The mullahs will not accept any significant change in the constitution that erodes the power of 

the supreme leader, the leader that they put on the perch without popular participation. For 

legitimacy, the mullahs point to a constitution adopted in the heat of a revolution (with little time 

for reflection and ability for revision) and Islam. And they have even discarded this constitution 

and have ruled in ways that contradict basic Islamic teachings.  

 

In contrast, the regime in Riyadh, while even more repressive than the regime in Tehran, co-opts 

most dissidents with money and indoctrination, not by force - but not when it comes to dealing 

with their 10-15% Shia population.  

 

The al-Sauds will do whatever is necessary to limit Shia resurgence anywhere and everywhere, 

especially in the kingdom and in the rest of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC - that is, 

Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates).  

 



 

In the end, no matter Qatar's protestations, the rest of the GCC will tow the Saudi line in 

controlling domestic dissent. These family rulers - the al-Sauds in Saudi Arabia, the al-Sabbahs 

(Kuwait), the al-Thanis (Qatar), the al-Nahyans (Abu Dhabi) and the al-Maktoums (Dubai) in the 

UAE, the al-Khalifas (Bahrain), and the al-Saids (Oman) - will not support peaceful transition to 

constitutional monarchies.  

 

Although the al-Sabbahs (and possibly others) may be disposed to such a transition, the al-Sauds 

will not tolerate such a change on their doorstep as they see it as an existential threat to the 

survival of their own absolute rule. Similarly, the al-Sauds will not tolerate any concessions to 

the Shia majority in Bahrain as it might encourage Shia in Saudi Arabia to fight for their rights.  

In support of their goals and policies, the al-Sauds will push for a "stronger" union of the GCC 

with them at the helm and with financial largesse for the financially less fortunate members of 

the GCC. The rest of the GCC, with the possible exception of Qatar, will tow the Saudi line and 

try their best to stay out of the limelight and not be involved in conflict.  

 

In Iraq, the Shia community is destined to rule but conflicts over the division of oil revenues with 

Kurds and Arab Sunnis will translate to a siege mentality with discrimination and conflict for the 

foreseeable future. Reconciliation will be difficult after so many years of brutal Ba'athist rule. 

However, without reconciliation, internal insurgency will continue for the foreseeable future and 

keep the regime preoccupied.  

 

Turning to the role of the United States, it is safe to say that it has learned nothing from the 

overthrow of the Shah in Iran or from the more recent overthrow of dictators in the Arab Spring. 

The US, no matter what it professes, will continue to look the other way in support of its favorite 

dictators until the bitter end in the name of "stability" and the "free flow of oil.” 

 

It will not stray from this policy as long as dictators buy US arms, import other goods and 

services from the US, finance US government debt, maintain significant deposits in the US and 

award contracts to US public relations firms and influential lobbyists.  

 

It continues to sell arms to Saudi Arabia even though Saudi Arabia pushes for, and supports, the 

al-Khalifas' brutal tactics (in our view constituting crimes against humanity) to suppress the 

peaceful demonstrations of its Shia citizens who make up more than 65% of its population.  

Even worse, the US has sold arms to Bahrain to crack down on dissent in the aftermath of these 

events while simultaneously professing democratic reforms and human rights for the region. It is 

almost unbelievable that the US can do all this with a straight face and believe that the region 

does not see through such blatant duplicity. And when it comes to Israel, the US will blindly do 

as Israeli leaders ask, even though it may turn out to be harmful for Israel, for the US and for the 

region.  

 

On this basis and given our depiction of the region in previous articles and the region's 

simmering conflicts, where will we go from here over the decades to come?  

 

Let's look at the easy item first - the global oil and gas market.  

 



 

When it comes to the world oil and gas market, we believe that the position of the Persian Gulf 

region will go through a fundamental transformation. First, we, unlike analysts, do not see the 

region's global oil market importance (market share) increasing significantly in the coming years. 

We believe that:  

 

Unconventional oil and oil from the Arctic and very deep sea finds will make important 

contributions to supply;  

Oil demand will not grow as fast as most expect because of the much slower global economic 

growth that will be a part of the landscape for years and more conservation, especially in the US 

and in most emerging markets where the biggest growth in demand has been expected;  

The relative contribution of natural gas, even in transportation, will continue to increase;  

Shale gas will steadily become a major fuel source worldwide;  

and renewable energy will make a bigger contribution than most project, with solar becoming 

increasingly competitive as the price of solar panels continue to plunge.  

 

As important, we think that Saudi Arabia's significance in the global oil market is today at about 

its peak and it will start to decline as the country's domestic oil consumption continues to 

increase rapidly, its production capacity is at its limit and the production of others in the Persian 

Gulf increases.  

 

Although Iraq will continue to be besieged by insurgency and instability, we believe that corrupt 

officials, looking out for their own quick financial gains after years of Ba'athist rule, will offer 

increasingly attractive terms to international oil companies and investors that will boost its 

production capacity and enhance its proven reserves well beyond the 200 billion barrel level and 

approaching Saudi Arabia's level of reserves.  

 

In Iran we expect a major boost to Iran's natural gas output (and a significant increase in oil 

output capacity), destined for domestic consumption and export, especially to Europe and 

Southwest Asia. Still, oil price shocks may become even more pronounced because of 

increasingly unpopular Persian Gulf governments, US support for oppressive rulers and the 

resulting conflicts and insurgencies.  

 

Regionally, we believe that the al-Sauds will entertain an enlarged GCC that includes Jordan and 

Morocco. The al-Sauds, as we have said above, will push for a more unified GCC under their 

stewardship, with unified military, intelligence services, foreign policy, religious affairs (ie 

towards Shia Muslims), and currency (single or common), with Saudi fiscal support for Bahrain 

and Oman and with more financial assistance from Abu Dhabi for the poorer members of the 

UAE.  

 

Simultaneously, Saudi Arabia will step up its support of Iraqi Sunnis and Lebanese Sunnis and 

Christians (in opposition to Iranian backed Shia under the umbrella of Hezbollah).  

Iran and Iraq will have little choice but to respond to what they would see and brand as Saudi 

aggression, annexation and expansionism.  

 



 

Iran will accuse Saudi Arabia of essentially annexing Bahrain (trampling on Iran's historic claim 

to the island) and the UAE (similarly trampling on Iranian claims to parts of the federation), and 

stoking up insurgencies in the region and in southwestern Iran among its Arab population.  

Iraq will accuse Saudi Arabia for interference in its domestic affairs by fueling its domestic 

insurgencies among its Sunni tribes. Iran and Iraq will announce a Shia Union. They will launch 

a joint invasion of Kuwait and annex it all. The US will be powerless to retaliate.  

 

Although the US will continue to be financially strapped and Saud Arabia and the rest of the 

GCC will offer to foot the bill, the US will not want to risk a fight with a potentially nuclear-

armed Iran (see below) and will not have the stomach to simultaneously take on and fight Iran 

and Iraq.  

 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the US will publicly threaten Iran and Iraq and 

demand that they withdraw from Kuwait, but in private discussions they will tell the Shia 

coalition that they can keep Kuwait but must not cross over into Saudi Arabia or any other part 

of what remains as the GCC. This will become the red line for a financially weakened US.  

All this does not mean that internal revolt will diminish in any of these countries. In fact, we 

expect the opposite. Demonstrations against rulers will become even more pronounced, with 

resulting disruptions in the flow of oil and oil price shocks. The gap between rulers and their 

cronies who support them and the average citizen will continue to widen.  

 

Rulers and regime insiders will live in luxury, while the average citizen in Iran, Iraq and even 

Saudi Arabia will suffer from economic deprivation. Unemployment will continue to be high in 

Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia with limited opportunities for advancement. These three big Persian 

Gulf countries will have large inefficient public sectors, depleting oil reserves and wasted foreign 

financial reserves accumulated in the "good times". The population at large will be faced with a 

bleak future.  

 

Political repression will go hand in hand with economic deprivation in the three big countries, 

while countries such as Egypt and Tunisia will make slow but steady progress, in fits and starts, 

towards political participation and liberalization. The citizens of the Persian Gulf will become 

increasingly aware of their deprivation and the support of foreigners for their corrupt rulers, 

further fueling insurgencies.  

 

Rulers will follow the lead of the US and brand anyone and everyone who fights for human 

rights as "Islamists" and "terrorists". Resentment towards rulers and the West will increase  

to new highs with more popular rebellion and military crackdowns. While Egyptians will 

continue to be more concerned with economic justice and prosperity, the citizens of the Persian 

Gulf will be as concerned with political rights and participation.  

 

In parallel, we believe that Iran will complete its enrichment cycle to the point that it could 

develop a bomb, if needed, in less than three months (becoming another Japan as far as 

enrichment and nuclear weapons are concerned). The Iranian people have been, and will 

continue to be, behind this policy because of the world's support of Saddam Hussein in the 

aftermath of his invasion of Iran and the West's shameful export of weapons of mass destruction 

to Iraq used in its war with Iran, killing and maiming thousands of Iranians.  



 

 

At the same time, we expect that in time it will be revealed that Saudi Arabia has already 

purchased five nuclear warheads from an "unconfirmed" country, rumored to be Pakistan, for an 

estimated US$20 billion. With its previously confirmed acquisition of Chinese long-range 

missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads, Saudi Arabia overnight becomes a threat to Iran, 

Iraq and Israel. Egypt and Turkey accelerate their plans to acquire nuclear warheads.  

 

In retrospect, US reluctance to force an end to expansion of Israeli settlements into the West 

Bank and to push for a totally verifiable nuclear-free Middle East will be seen as the most 

shortsighted and greatest policy blunder of all time.  

 

As events unfold, all observers will question what good nuclear arms have done for Israel? Israel 

had always enjoyed conventional military superiority and US support. Israel's nuclear arsenal 

will be seen as only encouraging others to acquire similar weapons and pose an existential threat 

to Israel.  

 

Although we may be tempted to continue and speculate on how this will play out, it is better that 

we stop this line of speculation here. We would just add one thing. Yes, a disenfranchised nut 

could rule in Iran, Iraq, Egypt, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia or in Israel. And nuts with a nuclear 

bomb are a bad mix, at any time and anywhere.  

 

Can the political, economic and energy outlook for the region be very different the one we have 

described above? Yes, but it will take a lot on a number of fronts, especially on the part of 

international non-government organizations, the US, China, Russia and the UN Security Council.  

Essentially, what is required is a broad-based initiative that promotes regional peace, economic 

justice, economic development and growth in the region, encourages good institutions and 

political liberalization, and forces the US, the rest of the West, China and Russia to take a longer-

term policy approach to the region and give more credence to what they espouse.  

 

Let's briefly elaborate on what will be seen as naive and wishful thinking by any realist.  

Increase the price of all acts of aggression, political crimes, human rights abuses, plunder of 

national wealth, and more.  

 

The UN Security Council guarantees the borders of each and every country in the region. All 

acts of intrastate aggression are treated fairly and justly at the Security Council.  

 

If the US truly wants to practice what it preaches, it should join the International Criminal Court 

and expand the court's reach, powers and effectiveness; intrastate and interstate crimes - the price 

to be paid for aggression - can be best reduced through support for the ICC.  

 

International NGOs, along with Western governments, should expose the egregious acts of 

Persian Gulf rulers and their wrongfully acquired wealth (and that of their cronies). This should 

be much easier in an increasingly wired world. Rulers, without exception, must be convinced 

that they will be prosecuted at the ICC for their crimes with all illegally acquired wealth clawed 

back to their country, thus reducing the incentives for autocratic rule and plunder. NGOs, 

international institutions and Western governments should publicize the fact that oil belongs to 



 

the people and that elected accountable governments should be transparent and manage it a way 

to benefit members of all generations equitably and equally.  

 

The rest of the world can further support this transition to better governance and peace by 

placing a total embargo of weapons to the region. The US could push Israel to accept a nuclear-

free Middle East. Yes, the drift towards the apocalypse could be avoided but it will take 

unprecedented vision, statesmanship and international cooperation. It is not the availability of oil 

at a reasonable price that matters, it is the survival of humanity that's at stake.  
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It is difficult to understand how the Fund and the Bank can continue to give their run of the mill 

economic and financial assessment to Persian Gulf oil dictatorships with a straight face? They 

have been saying the same things—deregulate markets, cut red tape, reduce corruption, reduce 

the size of the public sector, cut subsidies, encourage the private sector, adopt rational policies 

and so on—and yet no good has come of it. Yes, some of the countries have been superficially 

transformed with tall buildings and beautiful airports; rulers, their families and those well 

connected have become rich beyond belief; and there has been some progress in human 

conditions and development. 

 

But and at the same time, these oil exporters have had anemic average annual per capita growth 

since their oil revenues surged in 1974. Their economies have not been diversified away from oil 

and thus they export little besides oil, refined products, natural gas and petrochemicals. Good 

jobs are in short supply and with high unemployment the government has absorbed more and 

more labor that does little productive work. Human development has been sub-par. Conflicts, 

both interstate and intrastate, have been at an all time high with the region recently becoming 

classified as the most conflict-ridden region of the world. And all the while, the limited oil and 

natural gas resources of the region are being depleted at the expense of all generations with little 

hope of a meaningful turnaround.  

 

Under these circumstances, the average citizens of the region are becoming increasingly angry 

against their rulers and the foreign powers that back them. 

 

The Fund’s and the Bank’s assessment of the region’s problems and constraints misses the 

central issue. Rulers in these countries have absolutely no incentive to adopt the foundational 

reforms that are imperative for a turnaround as long as they benefit so and enjoy the support of 

foreign powers to hold onto power. 

 

If foreign powers, historically the West, continue to support these dictators, conditions cannot 

change and reforms will not be adopted. Rulers, their families and their cronies benefit from their 

oppressive rule beyond anyone’s dreams. They are taking directly from the sale of oil, from their 

treasuries and through corrupt business activities. They have no incentive to change. There is no 

price to pay for their actions that rob their citizens and impede human, political, social and 

economic development as long as they have the support of foreign powers who they reward, their 

companies and their former senior officials, and hire influential foreign lobbyists to secure the 

needed political support. The historical practice of colonialists, exploitation, has been turned 

onto its head becoming one of collaborative colonialism.17 And even if regimes are overthrown, 

those rising to power will do the same, garner foreign support and do as did their predecessors. A 

veritable closed loop. Nothing can change and locked in time! 

 
17 This is the title of a forthcoming book by the author. Collaborative Colonialism: The Political 

Economy of Oil in the Persian Gulf, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, forthcoming in October 

2013. 



 

 

These oil-exporting countries must establish an independent judiciary and the rule of law (equal 

justice for all). Economic institutions that are effective and are not politically driven. A 

declaration that oil and gas belongs equally to every citizen (not especially to rulers) of this and 

future generations and will be managed accordingly. Political reforms, with a clear roadmap and 

timetable that delineates a path towards political participation and elected and answerable 

governments.  

 

Yes, the Fund and the Bank cannot interfere in international and domestic politics; much less tell 

the important foreign powers that control the Fund and the Bank to keep their hands off. But the 

Fund and the Bank can promote three policies that might go along way to achieving the same 

and supporting the peoples of the region: 

 

1. They could ask these countries to proclaim that oil and natural belongs equally to every 

citizen of this and future generations. Rulers have no special access. Rulers will claim 

that this is already in their constitution or in the Quran (which some claim as their 

constitution). But it is not so explicitly and in detail stated anywhere.  

2. They should tell them how best this could be done. It would be more or less along the 

lines of what is done in Norway and Alaska. Governments would be weaned from oil 

revenues in a span of say 10 years and they would begin to finance their expenditures 

from taxes; the proceeds of oil revenues would be invested in an internationally 

diversified portfolio of assets as in Norway; an annual check of equal purchasing power 

would be issued to all citizens much as is done in Alaska.  

3. They should recommend to IMF shareholders (i.e. the membership) to adopt a policy that 

would help all countries around the world. Namely, that the offshore (not domestic) bank 

and investment accounts exceeding $1 million of all rulers (monarchs, presidents, prime 

ministers from all countries in the world) should be disclosed. Surely no country that 

professes a clean government, especially the West, can object to this. Why should rulers 

need an offshore account anyway? And if they need it for legal transactions, they should 

declare it. Threatening multilateral sanctions on any financial institution that helps rulers 

evade this disclosure and with an agreement by all IMF and Bank members to confiscate 

any undisclosed accounts could enforce this.  

 

These recommendations essentially take away the special incentives and benefits of dictators and 

of their foreign supporters. They would initiate a process of foundational reforms that are 

necessary for a turnaround. In turn, they would reduce discrimination, afford hope to the general 

population and thereby ameliorate conflicts within and between countries in the region.  
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The global media almost never questions the religious credentials of politicians and rulers around 

the world. Reporters should ask all Muslim rulers a simple question. If you are a devout Muslim 

how come you are oppressive, unjust and wealthy?  

 

While I agree that a person’s religion should be almost always a private matter between the 

person and his or her God, I think it is different when that person is head of state and professes a 

religious belief, he touts it to garner votes or political support, and especially when he runs a 

country where there is no separation of religion and state. To be fair and upfront about my 

interest in this, it is broadly the case in many Muslim countries in the Middle East and the 

religion in question is Islam.  

 

To anyone who is familiar with the Islam of the Quran and of the life of the Prophet Mohammad, 

a devout Muslim is not simply a person who professes that there is only one God with 

Mohammad as his messenger, prays, fasts, gives alms, and goes to Mecca, these somewhat 

mechanical actions though important are eclipsed by the one thing that is at the foundation of the 

Islamic faith—justice. A devout Muslim must be just in all that he or she does and oppose 

injustice wherever it is.  

 

Important signs of injustice include: oppression, unequal opportunities for individuals to develop 

and realize their dreams, highly skewed income and wealth distribution, opulence alongside 

poverty and environmental degradation and resource depletion that compromises God’s gift for 

future generations. In short, while upholding the Unity of Allah’s Creation, a Muslim should do 

whatever it takes to promote social and economic justice. What does this mean in practice? Islam 

is a rules-based religion. Many of these rules, such as equality before the law, must be 

institutionalized. Good institutions are at the core of a flourishing Muslim society. A Muslim 

must follow the rules, do what he or she can to make other Muslims to do the same, and if 

Muslims fail as individuals, then the state must step in to address the problem(s). 

 

In a sense, the state (the ruler) has to be more responsible and rule-compliant than individual 

Muslims. Rulers must establish good and efficient institutions, especially the rule of law, 

efficient markets, sound contract and business laws and regulations, structures that impede 

corruption and discrimination, and encourage good business practices, etc. In turn, the state gains 

legitimacy in a Muslim country by upholding the laws, being just, upholding justice and 

following the rules. What does all this mean for Muslim rulers?  

 

Rulers must not rule by force. They should have popular support and must be answerable to the 

community. And as we have said above, they must be “better” Muslims than the average Muslim 

in obeying and enforcing the rules of the religion in a country where there is not separation of 

religion and state. If a rulers is oppressive, then Muslims must confront him. 

 

Rulers must live simply. They must not have opulent lifestyles and hoard wealth. They should 

live as the poorest member of society so that they feel what it is like to be deprived. 



 

 

Rulers must develop economies that afford all members of society an equal opportunity to 

succeed and develop. This means equal access to a good education, healthcare, basic nutrition 

and job opportunities. This does not, however, mean equal incomes and of wealth. Allah did not 

choose to create all humans with equal abilities. So it is natural that incomes will be different. 

But differences in income and wealth must not be large. The more fortunate must pay an income 

(khums) and a wealth (zakah) tax discretely to help the disadvantaged. And if there is still a wide 

gap in wealth or if there is poverty, individuals must do more; and if the opulence and poverty 

continue to co-exist, rulers must step in to correct the imbalance. Thus a ruler must create the 

required conditions and institutions for individuals to develop and flourish and live by example 

the life of an exemplary Muslim. 

 

Society and the state (rulers) must provide a dignified life for the disabled and others who cannot 

provide for themselves.   

 

Rulers, including all of society, are agent-trustees of God on this earth. They must preserve the 

environment (God’s gift to humans of all generations) and replace what depletable resources 

(such as oil) they use so that future generations enjoy the same; I don’t mean replacing oil with 

oil but oil underground is a part of society’s capital stock, its depletion could be compensated by 

capital of other forms.  

 

Now, you be the judge. Look across North Africa and the Middle East—all the way from 

Morocco through Afghanistan—and judge rulers by these simple indicators that no Muslim 

could deny are the basic teachings of Islam. Are these rulers: representative, fair, just, providing 

equal opportunities for all, developing good institutions, living simply, eradicating poverty, and 

preserving the environment and compensating for depleted natural resources? A more 

appropriate question might be is there even one Muslim ruler in North Africa and the Middle 

East that satisfies these simple requirements? 

 

The answer is an undeniable no. Every single one of these rulers is oppressive and unjust and 

enjoys opulence at the expense of society.  

 

Why acknowledging this obvious fact is so important is that it is at the heart of understanding 

why these are failed societies with a great deal of exclusion and resentment, why foreigners are 

also a part of the problem, and why simple regime change (revolution) by itself will achieve little 

if anything. Let me provide a brief summary here.  

 

In the past, foreigners as colonialists and neo-colonialists exploited many of these countries (oil 

over the last 100 or so years). More recently, about 40-50 years ago, foreigners recognized that it 

was more practical to support corrupt rulers, prop them up, and collaboratively exploit their 

countries. What foreigners profess—democracy and the rule of law—is not what they practice. 

This has kept unjust rulers in power. Foreigners—their corporations, financial institutions and 

influential individuals—benefit, and corrupt unjust rulers enrich themselves, their families and 

cronies, all at the expense of societies in these countries. And when rulers are overthrown, and 

another ruler assumes power he (and his cronies) very quickly repeats what the previous ruler did 

with foreign support. Quite an impregnable chain!  



 

 

Besides garnering foreign support, oppressive and corrupt rulers have simultaneously also 

exploited all historic divisions—ethnic, religious, sectarian, tribal—to garner domestic backing. 

Today, the favored historic dispute is sectarian—namely the Sunni-Shia split. The flames are 

everywhere. Iraq under Saddam Hussein and now under a Shia government. Saddam Hussein 

played this as a sectarian struggle as if he were a devout Sunni Muslim leader fighting the 

enemies of Islam and now Maliki excludes Sunnis from government because the Sunnis would 

come to power and repeat their exclusionary and brutal policies against Shia. But this split is no 

longer about who should succeed the Prophet Mohammad (something that happened nearly 1400 

years ago). Instead it is about power and control over economic resources. Saddam Hussein was 

no devout Sunni Muslim. He used this historic dispute to create a division of US against THEM. 

If they come to power they will deprive us of resources. So we have to exclude and deprive 

them. It has played in Syria, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and elsewhere. Conflicts, no matter 

what their diverse origins—evolve into a conflict over power and control over resources. Rulers 

exploit divisions for support and self-enrichment. 

 

Revolutions and regime change, no matter where—Tunisia, Egypt, Syria, Libya, Yemen and in 

other countries of the region to come— will achieve little unless they are accompanied by 

institutional development and a reversal of the detrimental role of foreigners. For meaningful 

change and turnaround, the Middle East needs just rulers and governments who develop good 

institutions. Foreigners should stop their exploitation and practice what they profess. Even then, 

the process will take time. It will be in fits and starts. But it’s time to acknowledge the 

fundamental problems and start down the process of building just societies. 
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While growing up, I thought that there were certain things in life that were not for sale and that 

no amount of money could buy: a democratic country’s national interest and its highest offices, 

the reputation of internationally admired men and women, Nobel Laureates, institutions of higher 

learning, and on and on. Boy, was I naïve! Today, it would appear that everything is for sale, 

even things that belong to nations and maybe, just maybe, it has always been so but I was blind. 

Let me explain. 

 

To my mind, it is not in the United States’ long-term national interest to support dictators in the 

Middle East. If the U.S. supports oppressive, corrupt and incompetent rulers, it is to the 

detriment of the general citizenry of these countries. Who would want to live under oppressive 

rulers who bleed their country dry for their own personal wealth, run their economy into the 

ground and don’t allow their country to flourish? Thus, foreigners who support these rulers 

hardly endear themselves to the general population. So why do the great powers, today especially 

the United States, support dictators? If you ask U.S. government officials, you get answers such 

as: stability, strategic national interests, regional interests, realpolitik, etc. Of course, you would 

expect there to be short-run stability when those opposed to the regime are jailed, tortured and 

killed and the population is terrorized! But eventually this state of affairs will give way to a 

much greater explosion than what might have been had there been no outside support to keep 

oppressive rulers in power for years and decades. The latest example of this is Egypt.  

 

Why does the U.S. really support these rulers, and why does it risk turning the population of 

these countries against the U.S.? The answer is invariably because of short-term personal and 

corporate interests in the U.S. The corporate interests are obvious, but the personal ones require a 

little explanation. 

 

Some ex-leaders of important Western countries, such as U.S. presidents and cabinet members, 

U.K. prime ministers, French presidents, German chancellors and the like have received 

significant direct and indirect remuneration as high-priced consultants, speakers, representatives 

of corporate interests and foundations established in their names to support those in power in the 

Middle East and elsewhere where dictators flourish. They are in fact glorified influence peddlers 

and pay little attention to the national interest of their own country (and of course no attention at 

all to the interests of the exploited countries), but rather do all they can to support their 

benefactors in the Middle East, helping them hang on to power no matter what the consequences 

for their country.  

 

Although these Western leaders and so-called dignitaries have a lucrative international market 

for the public office they once held, their domestic market may be even bigger. They give 45-

minute talks that can fetch up to $200,000 or $300,000. But what is it they say to investor groups 

or automobile dealers that is worth that kind of money? What are they really selling? To my 

mind, what they are selling is the name of the national public office that they once occupied. 

They took an oath to defend that office and to carry out their duties faithfully according to the 

laws of the land but now they are cashing in. They get a hefty retirement and could earn an 



 

‘honest’ living on top of that but it would appear that they need more, so they peddle the name 

and influence of the office they once held, something that does not belong to them but to their 

nation.  

 

To my mind there is something unseemly in all this, especially when I hear from prominent 

foreigners that Western leaders and countries are mercenaries. They make this accusation and 

point to the liberation of Kuwait—all paid for by Arab countries of the Persian Gulf. When I was 

a student at a U.S. university we were urged to enter public service as a higher calling; we were 

told that this was self-sacrifice, pursuing the greater good for the nation and for humanity. But 

our ex-leaders, those we once hailed as great public servants, seem to quickly forget their higher 

calling and cash in as soon as their ‘service’ is done. Where’s the sacrifice? Has public service 

become yet another path to amass a fortune.  

 

I have always admired Nobel Laureates for their exceptional contributions to humanity. But in 

recent years I have started to have my doubts. It seems that some Nobel Laureates in Economics 

are rushing to cash in on their prize. Just look at the Astana Economic Forum held in Kazakhstan 

for the last six years and chaired by its longstanding oppressive dictator Nursultan Nazarbayev. 

Why do so many Nobel Laureates in Economics go there year after year? Is it for an important 

exchange of ideas? Is it to learn about President Nazarbayev’s great programs and achievements? 

Is it to meet famous figures such as Dominique Strauss-Khan (one of the touted invitees in 

2013)? Or is it to get a big time ‘honorarium’ for lending their names, or more correctly the 

name of the award they won? You be the judge. The Astana Economic Forum’s purpose is show 

global support for President Nazarbayev’s policies! But is it really fair for Nobel Laureates to 

use the name of their award to give credibility to a dictator in office? They won the award but 

they don’t own the franchise. Perhaps the Nobel Foundation should continue to award the prizes 

but withhold the cash award, donating it instead to needy causes? Perhaps the Nobel Foundation 

should also put restrictions on award recipients’ use of their honor for commercial purposes? 

 

Unfortunately, as academics Nobel Laureates receive a terrible example from where most of 

them work, namely universities. Universities seem willing to do anything for a donation. They 

will bend the rules and admit unqualified students whose parents have given money or might 

give money to them. They will lend their names to unseemly rulers who boost their endowments 

with big gifts. For example, just look at some of the most famous U.S. universities who have 

opened satellite campuses in Qatar. Why do they go to Qatar? The answer is simple: big 

donations. Universities lend their names to Qatar’s dictatorial regime, a regime that takes 

national oil/gas revenues for its own benefit at the expense of the general citizenry and all future 

generations, and imprisons a poet to life imprisonment for criticizing the ruler (later reduced to 

15 years). Universities educate Qataris who could easily afford to go abroad for an education, but 

their educational offerings are much more needed in poorer countries. Ah yes, but those 

countries don’t have the money to make big donations! So why should you expect anything more 

from academics when their universities are such mercenaries? 

 

Whenever I talk of my disgust of those who are selling things that don’t really belong to them, I 

am told that this is the market system. No one is forcing anyone to buy the ‘services’ that are 

being offered, thus I must be against the market and the free enterprise system. My comeback is 

to refer them to Adam Smith, the father of the Western market system. Smith preached morality 



 

for all market participants in his earlier book, The Theory of Moral Sentiments. The market 

system works well when its rules and regulations are respected and when those who are buyers 

and sellers imbue it with a good dose of morality. 
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President Obama’s choice for the next chair of the Federal Reserve System is blatantly obvious. 

There should be no debate or discussion. His choice should be made immediately for the sake of 

U.S. and global financial stability. It should not be delayed another day. The person for the job is 

Dr. Janet Yellen. If President Obama does otherwise, his name and legacy will be seriously 

tarnished.  

 

The Chair of the Fed should arguably be a macroeconomist. Dr. Yellen received her economics 

training at Yale University, undoubtedly one of the premier economics PhD programs in the 

United States. At Yale, she worked with one of the most renowned American macroeconomists 

of the 20th century—James Tobin (the 1981 recipient of the Nobel Prize in Economics). She has 

been a professor at the University of California Business School, a premier academic institution. 

She has authored a number of important papers on monetary policy, labor markets, income 

distribution, international trade and more. Moreover, in a globalizing world, the chair of the Fed 

should have a strong appreciation of international economics and international finance. Again, 

Dr. Yellen meets the test in her earlier work at the Fed and in her participation at the Bank for 

International Settlements (BIS). 

 

While good economics training is important, it is by no means everything. I can think of many 

Nobel laureates in economics (even some of those who are macroeconomists with a heavy dose 

of international economics and finance) who would make terrible Fed chairs. Experience, a ‘feel’ 

for domestic and international financial markets, sound judgment and a steady hand are arguably 

as important as economics training for a perspective chair of the Fed. Dr. Yellen has been Vice-

Chair of the Fed (2010-present), President and CEO of the San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank 

(2004-2010), Chair of the President’s Council of Economic Advisors (1997-1999), a member of 

the Board of Governors of the Fed (1994-1997) and of course a voting member of the Fed’s 

Open Market Operations Committee (where monetary policy is decided) for a number of years. 

She has invariably had the most accurate economic forecasts on the Board of Governors and has 

shown a steady hand, attributes that bring stability to financial markets. Dr. Yellen has done it 

all, done it well and shown sound judgment. She is more than qualified for the job when it comes 

to the highest standards of economics, financial experience and sound judgment. 

 

But most important of all, and something that President Obama should note full well, she is a 

person of unquestionable integrity and independence. It is this criterion—independence from 

Wall Street special interests—that makes Dr. Yellen the best candidate by far among those being 

seriously considered by the President. Lest anyone has forgotten, let me stress why this criterion 

matters so much in this day and age. 

 

In 2007 and 2008, the world financial markets collapsed. The world economy is still paying a 

heavy price. In the United States, unemployment shot up to over 10 percent and is still 

stubbornly high. Families have been destroyed. This has been the worst economic recession 

since the Great Depression. And it not over yet.  

 



 

While the spark for the crisis was the U.S. subprime mortgage market, requiring massive 

financial bailouts, most observers attribute much of the blame to selfish, greedy and unethical 

bankers, unwise financial deregulation during the Clinton Presidency, and to lax financial 

supervision and enforcement. The bailouts of some financial institutions, though necessary, were 

done in ways that could at best be classified as unethical and against national interests, with 

senior government officials who were former Wall Street bankers negotiating with their former 

companies and partners and settling on terms that were truly outrageous—banks receiving 100 

cents on the dollar for their bad investments and greed. A telling outcome of the crisis is that no 

prominent Wall Street banker was jailed (the jailed Bernard Madoff was technically a financial 

advisor) and Wall Street bankers are back to where they were before the crisis with fat paychecks 

and bonuses while Main Street just looks on. 

 

It is no wonder that many of our former senior financial officials are back to Wall Street with fat 

paychecks, consulting contracts and $200,000 a pop speaking fees. They have done the heavy 

lifting for Wall Street and now they are reaping their rewards. 

 

If President Obama nominates any of these former officials to be the chair of the Fed, he will 

confirm a number of facts. Wall Street owns the White House as well as the U.S. Congress. In 

other words, when it comes to the most important financial and economic appointment in the 

world, bad decisions and judgment, bad performance and conflicts of interest matter little. What 

matters is Wall Street’s representation in the halls of power.  

 

It is an insult to Dr. Yellen and to all women to make this nomination a gender issue. It has 

nothing to do with gender. Her record of service reminds me of my teacher and one of my 

heroes, Robert Solow. Robert Solow is to my mind one of the most distinguished 

macroeconomists of the century and a Nobel Laureate. Although repeatedly asked to do private 

consulting with offers of lucrative fees, he always refused. Instead, he devoted his time to his 

research, tirelessly educating his students and serving the nation by advising a number of 

presidents. Once he said to me something to the effect that with private sector consulting he 

would lose his independence, he would be owned by business interests and whatever he said 

would be perceived as tainted.  

 

President Obama should ask himself one question. If he were an average Americans who had 

suffered through this crisis, would he sleep better at night with Dr. Yellen at the helm or one of 

the past government officials who arguably planted the seeds of the financial crises, made wrong 

decisions, exercised lax supervision, showed bad judgment, continued to help Wall Street with 

questionable bailouts and who now reap fat paychecks from Wall Street interests? 

 

Dr. Janet Yellen is simply the best candidate for the job. Delaying her nomination would invite 

speculation and introduce unnecessary uncertainty into U.S. and global financial markets. 

President Obama owes it to all Americans, and indeed to the world, to nominate Dr. Yellen as 

soon as possible to succeed Dr. Bernanke when he steps down as Fed chair early next year.  
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The mullahs in Tehran have lasted nearly 35 years and when you look around the Middle East 

and North Africa, Iran once again looks like ‘an island of stability in a sea of trouble.’18 Is 

stability real this time around or is Iran in the same situation it was in 1977, namely, stable only 

in appearance? 

 

Let’s face it. The mullahs have been lucky for quite a while. Will it last? 

 

Let’s start at the beginning. Ayatollah Khomeini entered Tehran triumphantly and all of the 

Shah’s supporters handed him the country on a silver platter and left. The mass emigration of the 

Iranian elite to the US and to Europe was a veritable tsunami. Some had stashed their wealth 

abroad and had no desire to risk their lives fighting the regime’s battles. Others with no 

significant wealth sought better opportunities, both in work and lifestyle, further afield. The 

mullahs took over the country with no civil war or any significant opposition. They quickly 

executed all those who posed a threat, and then rammed through a constitution that cast aside 

meaningful democratic values (replacing the constitution of 1906), and consolidating their hold 

onto absolute power. 

 

Then in November 1979, students climbed the US embassy walls in Tehran and took 52 

Americans hostage for 444 days. The clerical regime soon realized how it might profit from the 

event. The mullahs came out in support of the students, and focused attention on the events of 

the 1953 overthrow of Mohammad Mossadeq to whip up nationalistic and anti-American fervor 

and further consolidate their hold on power.  

 

This was quickly followed in September of 1980 by the greatest gift of all to the mullahs—

Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Iran! As every amateur historian knows, a foreign invader is sure 

to unite a nation. Saddam did just that for the mullahs. Iranians sacrificed their lives in a war that 

saw the world (except for Syria) supporting Saddam Hussein.  

 

The Western powers gave Saddam Hussein outlawed chemical weapons to kill and maim tens of 

thousands of Iranians. This was the cherry on top of the cake for the mullahs. Iranians witnessed 

the duplicity of Western rhetoric and paid with their lives. When the war ended after more than 

eight long years, the Iranian people were grateful to the mullahs that Iran was still in tact and 

ever more suspicious of the rest of the world, especially the West.  

 

But the mullahs were lucky in other ways. Before Saddam Hussein’s invasion, the regime’s only 

real threat was the MEK (Mojahedin-e-Khalq), a group started by leftist Muslim students to fight 

the Shah’s regime. The MEK had collaborated with Khomeini supporters to overthrow the Shah. 

But after the ascendency of the mullahs, a power struggle ensued. And with the onset of the Iran-

Iraq War, the MEK sought and was awarded refuge in Iraq. The MEK then gave the mullahs 

another big gift. They collaborated with the Iraqis and fought Iranian troops. Perhaps the MEK 

 
18 President Jimmy Carter’s depiction of Iran under the Shah in December 1977. 



 

thought it was taking part in a war to liberate Iran. But that is not the way Iranians saw it. The 

friend of my enemy is my enemy. Thus the only organized opposition to the mullahs became the 

enemy of Iranians from every walk of life and was no longer a real threat to the regime. 

 

All along, a frustrated United States imposed half-hearted and ineffective sanctions on Iran. The 

sanctions were porous. In the late 1990s, economic sanctions became more serious only after a 

leakage of intelligence from MEK supporters in as to Iran’s secret nuclear enrichment program. 

But no matter what, sanctions were unlikely to succeed because they focused on Iran’s nuclear 

enrichment program as the regime’s objectionable policy, an initiative that seemed to be 

supported by the vast majority of Iranians. Anyone who has studied sanctions can at least tell 

you two things about them. Sanctions invariably fail to change objectionable policies. And they 

always fail if the citizenry supports the targeted policy, because in such cases the regime has no 

incentive to change it ways. So by targeting Iran’s nuclear program (not its human rights record, 

its interference in other countries, its corruption and more), US and UN economic sanctions were 

not destined to dissuade regime insiders but only to hurt average Iranians and turn them 

increasingly against the West.  

 

But the US gift to the mullahs did not end here. US troops invaded Afghanistan and Iraq, and 

gave the mullahs a new ally in Baghdad. The ‘Arab Spring’ followed with continuing turmoil in 

North Africa, the Levant and in the Persian Gulf. All of this makes Iran seem an island of 

stability, especially to Iranians looking around. 

 

The financial turmoil that unfolded in 2007 and 2008, US budgetary problems and war fatigue 

have weakened the American foreign policy hand. To the mullahs America’s bark is more 

evident than its bite today.   

 

Thus Iranians, though oppressed and deprived of economic opportunities and prosperity, still see 

themselves as lucky in comparison with Bahrainis, Egyptians, Iraqis, Libyans, Syrians, Tunisians 

and Yemenis. Everything is relative! Although Iranians are tired after their revolution and the 

long war with Iraq, they still feel lucky to have a stable country when they look at other countries 

in the Middle East. The regional turmoil, whether a result of Western support for oppressive 

rulers or not, makes the mullahs look okay if only they could restore some semblance of 

economic prosperity. 

 

At the same time, continuing regional turmoil and America’s financial constraints make Iran 

indispensible to US national interests. The US needs Iranian cooperation across the region. The 

US is ready to make concessions to the mullahs. The only question is how and when. The 

mullahs know this well and will take full advantage of it, believe me! And the powers that be 

have decided that Hassan Rouhani is the man to do it. He is portrayed as a moderate who seeks 

peaceful accommodation. 

 

It is not too difficult to see why the mullahs have lasted so long. The world, especially the US, 

has unknowingly done more to keep the mullahs in power than have the mullahs! 

 

Will the mullah’s luck run out anytime soon? Will Hassan Rouhani, the new president, increase 

their luck? As a betting man, I would give them at least another 30 years! Let me explain. 



 

 

The turmoil in the Middle East will get much worse before it gets better. Revolutions, as opposed 

to orderly transformations, have been brewing for years. The GCC countries (Bahrain, Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, the UAE) are next in line for disruptions. The US will continue to 

pander to these corrupt oppressive rulers because short-term US corporate, individual and 

military interests are at stake and invariably they trump long-term strategic interests. The US will 

be involved in a number of troubled countries to support unpopular regimes and will need Iran’s 

support to avoid further misfortune. The US may even come to support the mullahs!  

 

All the while, US policymakers have learned little from the region’s recent history since WWII. 

The US bases its analysis on expert analysts who know little of the mindset of rulers and elites in 

Iran. Many of these experts haven’t even visited Iran in recent years. The ones who do go to Iran 

are carefully chaperoned during orchestrated visits. Iranians arrange meetings and interviews 

carefully. The experts then repeat their received wisdom in the US. The Iranian manipulators in 

turn laugh at American naivety.  

 

What about Mr. Rouhani? Can he deliver economic prosperity in quick order and further 

brighten the future of mullah rule? He does not have King Abdullah’s financial purse to buy 

Iranians overnight. Iran needs fundamental economic reforms. Such foundational reforms will be 

problematic in the short run and could possibly pose internal dangers to the regime. Hassan 

Rouhani is smart. Although he understands economic issues well, he is cautious. He will appoint 

Hashemi Rafsanjani’s and Khatami’s backers to positions of power. He likes short-term fixes as 

opposed to long-term reforms. He will do the minimum to keep Iranians happy while avoiding 

danger for the regime. Will this be enough? I believe it will for the next few years but not for the 

longer run. Iran needs to develop very broad and integrated policy reforms, which will need to be 

implemented for the country to become economically competitive in a globalizing world. This is 

the only way to re-engage the Iranian youth and bring them back into the fold.  

 

But who knows, with regional turmoil, US ineptitude and just a little bit of random luck, the 

mullahs may outlive all other regimes in the region. 
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While publicly condemning dictatorships, unrepresentative governments, oppression and 

corruption, the United States and other Western governments in fact support their favorite 

strongmen no matter how egregious their policies. Confronted with their own duplicity and 

shameful support of dictators, they invariably wring their hands and profess impotence to 

engineer positive change because effective change must come from the inside.  

 

While Western governments shed crocodile tears, they have the means to break the vicious circle 

of Middle Eastern dictatorships if they only had the will. The answers to three questions point 

the way to burying these dictators: Why do dictators reign supreme and hang on to power in the 

Middle East? Why does the US continue to support these strongmen and risk the ire of Muslims 

for generations to come? What can the United States and the rest of the West do to reduce the 

stranglehold of dictators in the region?  

 

Dictators in the Middle East, their families, cronies and other supporters are dependent upon the 

wealth to be had from oil and natural gas, wealth that does not belong to them and that is being 

rapidly depleted. Unfortunately, Western corporations and politically wired individuals have also 

bitten from this fruit and are similarly hooked. The two sides acting together make a circle that is 

tough to penetrate. This is how it works.  

 

In the past, Westerners exploited the oil and gas resources of these countries as colonialists pure 

and simple. But for the last 40 years the two sides have joined hands and have practiced a 

friendlier form of exploitation or what could more accurately be called collaborative colonialism. 

The main reason Middle Eastern dictators want to hold on to absolute power is to reap untold 

wealth, to live lavishly and to stash billions of ill-gotten gains abroad. And Westerners, 

especially the United States, support dictators for the benefit of their corporations and powerful 

individuals. 

 

Not only are dictators keen to hold on to power, their backers are just as determined to keep them 

in place and share the spoils. Even when dictators are overthrown, the new boys on the block 

have the same incentive to hold onto absolute power and exploit the oil and gas wealth for their 

own benefit. The dictators and their backers use the time-tested tactic of divide and conquer and 

exploit religious, sectarian, ethnic and tribal differences as their weapons of division. The flames 

of these differences are fanned and kept alive. The raging sectarian divide of today, namely, the 

Sunni-Shia chasm that risks embroiling the entire region into open conflict, had its origin some 

1400 years ago and has lost its original passion and relevance. The succession of the Prophet 

Mohammad and the assassinations and strife that followed have little connection to Muslim lives 

today, except that the sectarian divide affords a ready made instrument for oppressive dictators to 

garner support to mask the pillage of national wealth. The struggle to control these resources and 

to determine who benefits from them has in turn become the major source of resentment toward 

rulers and their Western supporters and the fuel for most intrastate and interstate conflicts in the 

Middle East region. 

 



 

The oil and gas wealth at stake is truly eye popping and runs into the tens of trillions of dollars. 

The ongoing robbery of depletable oil and natural gas wealth that rightly belongs to every citizen 

of all generations may go down in history as the biggest theft of all time unless it is stopped 

rapidly in its tracks. 

 

What can be done to put an end to this ongoing robbery and bring justice, hope, prosperity and 

some peace to the region? What can the United States do?  The key is to eliminate the incentive 

to seek absolute power. Those who seek absolute power in the region do so for preferential 

access to wealth, which they largely squirrel away in foreign lands—in bank accounts, financial 

investments and in real estate holdings. Two initiatives would go a long way to hammer shut the 

coffin of Middle East dictators. 

 

First, publicize to the world and have the IMF and the World Bank uphold the policy 

recommendation that countries with constitutions (Quranic or otherwise) specifying that 

depletable resources belong to the state, and thus equally to citizens of all generations, should 

manage these resources in ways that reflect their constitution. Second, all banks must disclose 

the bank accounts of foreign heads of state and their immediate families and of senior foreign 

government officials if they exceed $1 million; all non-bank financial institutions must similarly 

disclose their non-bank financial investments; and governments must similarly disclose their real 

estate holdings. (Note: these cover foreign holdings and do not apply to the domestic assets of 

rulers, their families and their backers.)  

 

These two initiatives would make it more difficult for rulers to rob their countries by exposing 

their export of acquired wealth and making it more difficult for foreigners to support their 

corrupt practices and deprive citizens of their birthright. Such an initiative should not be 

considered intrusive because in most democratic countries senior officials already disclose all 

their assets, domestic and foreign. As important, the initiatives would reduce the incentive of 

rulers to hold on to absolute power and impede all reforms, such as effective institutions, that 

would threaten their tight grip on power; and with foundational reforms, sustained prosperity and 

growth should begin to appear and conflicts recede. 
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Hasan Rouhani is being hailed as the new face of Iran, especially as he makes a highly 

anticipated trip to the United Nations in New York today. Iranians are expecting miracles from 

their new president; others see hope for diplomacy over Iran’s nuclear program. 

 

It will take far more than symbolic visits and gestures, however, to restore Iran’s struggling 

economy or sense of justice. With Iran’s economy in total ruin, it will take unprecedented vision 

and courage. Even with the backing of Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, Rouhani’s task 

will be difficult, especially as he must challenge the power of the Revolutionary Guard and 

Iranian intelligence services. 

 

Iran’s economy suffers from a trifecta of economic malaise that has grown continuously worse 

since Iran's revolution in 1979. First, the state-dominated economic system is epitomized by 

ineffective institutions, an incompetent bureaucracy, and a weak and dependent private sector. 

And this system is dominated by corrupt quasi-government bodies with a vested interest in 

maintaining the status quo. 

 

Second, the economy is badly mismanaged. Policymakers are often drawn from the ranks of the 

loyal with limited technical skills and experience. They have failed to remedy the high 

unemployment and inflation despite a steady stream of oil revenues (albeit declining from oil and 

gas fields that are in escalating disrepair). 

 

Finally, crippling international sanctions have taken a toll on the Iranian economy over the last 

seven or so years, reducing export revenue, increasing the import bill, squeezing government 

coffers, and leading to a collapse of the Iranian currency. Rampant corruption continues to grow 

as income and wealth disparities widen. 

 

Fifth graders as futurists: Imagining the world in 20 years 

The average Iranian has great difficulty purchasing basic supplies and goods, and per capita 

economic growth has shown no growth in real terms since 1980. This has encouraged Iran’s best 

and brightest to leave for the West, Southeast Asia, and elsewhere. 

 

To begin to remedy this, Mr. Rouhani needs to break down the corrupt state system that has also 

benefited him as an Islamic Republic insider. Western commentators have largely ignored the 

growing importance of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards and the intelligence services in the 

economy. 

 

With the support of respective presidents, especially under Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the 

Revolutionary Guard muscled its way into the economy, receiving lucrative no-bid contracts for 

oil and gas development and big infrastructure projects. Many of these were in turn 

subcontracted for a large fee, creating a circle of nepotism among the government elite, 

undermining the contracting process and impoverishing the economy. 



 

 

Dialing back this influence on the economy will not be easy. For one, Rouhani may favor the 

Iranian intelligence services because of his role in building them after the Iranian Revolution. 

And while Rouhani has an unprecedented opportunity to affect change, he will face pressures, 

especially from conservatives. 

 

The Revolutionary Guard and the intelligence services are above the law in Iran, and these two 

organizations will continue to compete with each other under Rouhani, staking their claims on 

oil revenues and contracts and threatening to prolong Iran’s structural impediments to reform. 

Rouhani must reduce the role of these entities in the economy to ensure that new publicly funded 

projects are put through a free and competitive process where the fledgling private sector can 

participate. Investors can then begin to have confidence in the security of their investments, 

protected from political pressure. 

 

He will need unprecedented courage to keep the quasi-governmental wolves at bay, and put a 

dent in corruption in his first six months in office and to set a precedent. He will need to appoint 

competent ministers and department heads of policy organizations to develop policies and 

establish a strong independent cadre of bureaucrats to implement them. There is some hope in 

this area: Most independent commentators have found Rouhani’s cabinet so far to be well 

balanced and more technocratic than recent predecessor governments. 

 

Can President Rouhani deliver? Unlike his predecessor, Mr. Ahmadinejad, Rouhani enjoys the 

support of important power centers, including the Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, 

former presidents Hashemi Rafsanjani and Mohammad Khatami, and the Larijani family, an 

important political clerical family that is close to the epicenter of power in Iran. These 

connections and support give him much more leverage than Ahmadinejad had.  

 

Similarly, the supreme leader recognizes the need for economic reforms, and will back Rouhani 

on this front to the extent that he can. Economic conditions today are posing a serious problem 

for the regime, as never before. Rouhani needs to restore economic prosperity at least to the 

extent that people can feed their families. This much the supreme leader understands. But there 

are limits to even the supreme leader’s power. He and Rouhani cannot simultaneously threaten 

the economic interests of the intelligence services and the Revolutionary Guard. He needs their 

loyalty and support. 

 

The average Iranian has hope that with better external relations and the removal of sanctions, 

economic prosperity will quickly follow. Of course, the United States and the European Union 

are unlikely to lift sanctions quickly and unconditionally. Even if sanctions are loosened, it will 

take time for average Iranians to see any benefits. Further, respite from sanctions will afford Iran 

only short-term breathing room, while sustained economic growth and prosperity will require 

institutional reforms that must include the rule of law. 

 

Such reforms are politically difficult – the establishment of effective institutions, the reduction of 

corruption, the deregulation of markets, limitation of the economic grab of the Revolutionary 

Guard and the intelligence services, and a framework of consistent economic policies that carry 



 

over from year to year under the careful watch of professional civil servants and from one 

administration to the next. 

 

Indeed, Rouhani showed little inclination to tackle these problems when Iran had more leeway 

and the government enjoyed more credibility and support some 20 years ago. Neighbors, in 

particular Saudi Arabia, will assert whatever influence and leverage they have with the US, the 

EU, China, and with the large multinationals to hold back cooperation with Iran. All the while, 

the Revolutionary Guard and the intelligence services are unlikely to surrender their economic 

gains and interests in the name of national sacrifice. 

 

So while we feel all of these factors make a quick and miraculous economic turnaround and 

sustained growth unlikely in Iran, there is an avenue for modest progress. But even this avenue 

will require a level of courage and personal sacrifice that Hasan Rouhani has not displayed 

before. But he has the rare opportunity – because of widespread popular support and the backing 

of the supreme leader – to prove whether he is the courageous reformer many are billing him to, 

or yet another in a line of disappointing Iranian presidents. 
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America is rightly referred to as a nation of immigrants, who have started a new life on its shores 

and made countless contributions to its development as a great nation. Yet the debate about 

problems surrounding our immigration system never ends. The national debate that centers on 

illegal immigrants ignores the significant problem of some legal immigrants: lawful residents 

and citizens who skirt America’s laws and national interests for economic gain. The Iranian-

American community is a good case study, and also serves to demonstrate how legislation is 

failing in this arena. 

 

America affords an opportunity to make a new start both to the oppressed that have no hope for a 

better life in their country of birth, as well to the successful who yearn for political freedom. But 

such opportunities and privileges have obligations, the most basic of which is to comply with 

U.S. laws. 

 

Tax laws require all citizens and permanent residents of the United States to declare their 

worldwide income and foreign bank accounts with deposits that exceed $10,000. The logic 

behind this requirement is quite simple. Americans who enjoy all the benefits afforded by the 

United States but happen to earn income from international activities should still pay their fair 

share of taxes, and should report foreign bank accounts to prevent illegal activities such as 

money laundering and financing terrorism. Double-tax treaties ensure that they don’t overpay, if 

they are already paying abroad. 

 

To our mind, these tax and reporting laws are not universally respected by some recent 

immigrants to the United States and are not adequately and fairly enforced by the U.S. Treasury 

and the IRS—this at a time when most Americans continue to pull their own weight despite 

economic and financial hardship. While the Treasury has stepped up its enforcement of tax 

collection from those with hidden assets in tax havens such as Switzerland and Luxembourg, it 

has largely ignored wealthy immigrants who evade taxes. In our opinion, the size of these unpaid 

taxes likely dwarfs the taxes due on foreign bank accounts in countries such as Switzerland and 

Luxembourg. 

 

Besides evading taxes, some wealthy immigrants break other U.S. laws. These laws fall under 

the broad category of U.S. economic sanctions and are under the jurisdiction of the Under 

Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence of the U.S. Treasury’s Office of Foreign 

Assets Control (OFAC). OFAC legislation is designed to enforce economic sanctions against 

countries and individuals who partake in activities reprehensible to American values and 

adversely affect its interests, and the Islamic Republic of Iran has been on the top of that list for 

some three decades. By weakening Iran’s economy and relationships with the world at large, and 

being a primary impetus for Iran’s recent overtures with respect to its nuclear program and its 

other belligerent activities, some have deemed this part of OFAC’s policies a success. 

 



 

OFAC regulations outlaw (without a license from OFAC) virtually any economic activity 

involving Iran. The statutes are sufficiently vague, thus the government has considerable leeway 

in interpreting what activities violate these sanctions, but they generally include money transfer 

and repatriation, buying and selling assets, investing, importing and exporting goods, and 

maintaining investment and bank accounts in Iran. A number of American citizens and residents 

of Iranian origin nonetheless secretly maintain significant business interests in Iran and hide 

these interests to avoid OFAC regulations and to avoid paying U.S. taxes. 

 

Given the nature of doing business in Iran’s corrupt state-dependent economy, many of these 

individuals have ties to Iran’s government and the increasingly ascendant and economically 

dominant Revolutionary Guards. While illegally enriching themselves, these individuals are 

indirectly supporting the clerical regime and undermining U.S. foreign policy. Meanwhile, these 

individuals take advantage of their American passports to travel freely, educate their children in 

American schools, and maintain a number of government benefits in the United States, such as 

Social Security, Medicare and even Medicaid. The United States has done a poor job of tracking 

and punishing the largest among these sanctions violators, who knowingly violate laws to avoid 

potentially billions of dollars in taxes and sanctions penalties. 

 

While these wealthy lawbreakers live in luxury and are mostly untouched, some uninformed and 

innocent Iranian residents of the United States are singled out for punishment. In the well-

publicized case of the United States of America v. Mahmoud Reza Banki, a Berkeley-educated 

American of Iranian origin was imprisoned for twenty-two months for receiving money from his 

family in Iran. Malfeasance was never proven in Banki’s case, and the Second Circuit Appellate 

Court ultimately overturned the substantive convictions in the case. Similarly, Iranian 

immigrants are prevented from helping their families back home with the basic necessities of 

life, such as medicines. This has created a culture of fear, where any ties to one’s home country 

carries a stigma. 

 

The United States has the resources at its disposal, especially within its Iranian American 

community, to determine who violates OFAC regulations egregiously and hides assets with the 

intention of circumventing U.S. laws. These individuals with actual business interests and 

significant investments in Iran should carry their weight and live up to the privilege bestowed 

upon them by U.S. citizenship or residency; they should adhere to OFAC laws and declare and 

pay taxes on their worldwide income. At the same time, it is unproductive for America to focus 

the enforcement of OFAC regulations and tax laws on those who seek to help or receive help 

from family in Iran to maintain their lives. Alienating well-meaning Iranians at home and abroad 

makes little sense. Meanwhile, reforms should be made to OFAC regulations to bring them in 

line with this enforcement policy. This will have the added advantage of extending an olive 

branch of sorts to Iranians at home and abroad as our two countries try to sort out their 

disagreements. 
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Oil and the Persian Gulf are words that are almost inseparable. It is tough to mention one without 

the other. Over the last 75 or so years most significant developments in the region are in some 

way related to oil—inefficient institutions, the absence of the rule of law, corruption, economic 

failure, wars and conflicts, foreign interference, foreign relations, and more. How did the 

countries of the Persian Gulf end up this way? How have the political, religious, and social 

structures of these societies affected the way oil has been exploited, and in turn, how has oil 

affected these societies—their human, political, and economic development and their relations 

with the outside world?  

 

Before the discovery of vast quantities of oil in the Persian Gulf, the countries (or in some cases 

sheikhdoms) were poor (especially those that had few non-oil natural resources, such as Bahrain, 

Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates), politically and socially 

backward, and looked to the West for direction and guidance. Great Britain and France treated 

them as de facto colonies—controlling their every move and exploiting their oil resources for 

their own benefit.  

 

Today, nearly a century later, the countries of the region are much the same but with a façade of 

unimaginable wealth and ostentatious living on the part of rulers and their supporters—especially 

in the countries that have extraordinary per capita oil (and natural gas) wealth. There are more 

regional conflicts, and more foreign meddling than ever before in the affairs of the region. While 

most former colonies around the world have been cut loose, countries of the Persian Gulf, though 

technically not colonies, have been pulled in the opposite direction and arguably reined into a 

different colonial relationship, with the United States as the colonialist in charge.  

 

Although all Persian Gulf countries were exploited by the governments of colonial and neo-

colonial powers in the past, the pattern has evolved and has taken a more ominous form, making 

it more difficult to break. Beginning about 40 years ago, the United States, Great Britain and 

France began to realize that it was becoming increasingly difficult to confront hereditary rulers 

and to exploit them as had been done with traditional colonies. The sensibilities of the world had 

changed. Collaboration was the way to go.  

 

The collaborative colonialists could take on this new mantle because the rulers were corrupt and 

wanted to maintain their hold on power to enrich them. Foreigners could simply collaborate with 

them, not confront them, supply military support services and share in the riches. It was a 

marriage greased with oil. Most of the rulers had little or no legitimacy, were weak and were 

only too happy to solicit the support of their former colonial masters, their current and former 

senior government officials, their multinational companies, and their influential lobbyists to 

exploit their own countries for personal gains. Similarly, with so much wealth at stake, 

foreigners did not have to give up control of these countries (though not technically colonies), as 

they more or less had to with other former colonies around the world.  

 



 

This collaborative relationship has evolved, could be here to stay for years to come and in time 

may be seen as the one that trumped traditional colonialism for decades. Simply said, if and 

when a ruler is deposed the new ruler will jump into the breach and gain immediate hold onto 

power with foreign support as long as he reciprocates and protects the foreigner’s interests.  

 

What has been the political and economic manifestation of oil—the political economy of oil—

that has shaped the region in this way? Will the future necessarily be the same?  

 

This collaborative relationship, corrupt rulers and vast oil wealth have prevented institutional 

development. Weak institutions cover the landscape of the region, as effective institutions would 

undermine corrupt and illegitimate rule. The absence of institutional development has harmed 

citizens politically, socially, and economically, possibly leaving some countries worse off than 

had oil never been discovered on their land. While a number of these countries may appear to 

have been transformed with high levels of per capita GDP today, their economies are 

fundamentally unsustainable (built upon the depletion of oil) and unstable (with an unjust 

foundation and little popular backing). Oil has not only hindered the development of good 

institutions but has skewed the interests of rulers and elites to such an extent that they actively 

prevent the creation of effective institutions.  

 

If the management of oil and the foreign role is not changed, and changed soon, history will 

witness a few rich families, with riches beyond compare, and millions of bitter citizens with little 

to support their development and livelihood. 
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US policy objectives in the Gulf since the end of WWII should come as no surprise—stability, 

free flow of oil and growing economies. Morality never comes up, but the US forgets morality at 

its own peril. It is only a matter of time before the America policymaking establishment will 

have to emerge from its comatose state. 

 

The United States has been, and continues to be, entirely focused on short-run stability in large 

part because of corporate and personal business interests in the region. American companies buy 

and refine oil from the Gulf and sell billions of dollars worth of arms and other goods to the 

region; influential Americans (including former presidents and cabinet members), lobbyists and 

universities receive hundreds of millions of dollars annually in retainer fees, gifts and charitable 

donations; financial institutions manage and advise on trillions of dollars of Gulf external 

investments; and thousands of Americans have found gainful employment with their savings 

flowing back to the United States. These are significant economic interests that cannot be easily 

dismissed. Turmoil would undoubtedly endanger them.  

 

So to avoid turmoil, the United States holds its nose and supports dictators and all associated 

evils—oppression, human rights abuse, corruption, the pillage of oil wealth by rulers and their 

cronies and on and on. And then the US points to stability as its policy success, forgetting what 

the abuse really means for its own longer-term interests and for the inhabitants of the region. It is 

almost funny to point to stability as success. The barrel of a gun, imprisonment and torture are 

sure to bring short-run stability, but for how long and at what price? Such ‘stability’ is eventually 

always followed by unimaginable turmoil and explosion; just look at Syria, Iraq and Egypt. And 

the longer oppression continues, the bigger the explosion that is sure to follow.  

 

The US seems to forget that the region needs earth-shattering change—from the rule of dictators 

to modern institutions that insure representative governance, freedom, liberty, equal 

opportunities, rules, regulations and supervision, and above all the rule of law and 

socioeconomic justice. Such fundamental change from oppression to freedom and justice will by 

necessity involve turmoil, especially the longer the oppression continues under one dictator or 

his replacement. And the longer the US continues down this road of embracing dictators the 

more likely it is that the whole region, and yes even the entire Muslim World, will become its 

adversary. The people of the Gulf cannot help but see the US as the main backer of their 

oppressive rulers who have corrupted Quranic teachings and have exploited religion for their 

personal gains.  

 

In addition to stability, US policy makers invariably and frequently invoke the free flow of oil as 

a policy imperative. But just look around, when has Russia (or the Soviet Union, America’s 

sworn adversary) held back its oil from world markets? Russia and all other exporters must sell 

their oil to survive. They want to sell their oil. No arm-twisting is ever needed for oil sales! And 

even if an adversary refused to sell its oil to the United States, oil from somewhere else would 

come to the US and the adversary’s oil would be redirected elsewhere (with some adjustments to 

refinery configurations). And yes, the US wants the economies of the Gulf to grow to buy more 



 

US goods and services. But again, the inhabitants of these countries also want their economies to 

grow. 

 

It is almost an undeniable fact that the US wants stability for short-term economic gains. But the 

dangers with this approach increase by the day. The only viable way forward is for the US to 

‘persuade’ its clients that they must embrace (i) a transparent timetable for moving toward a 

representative system of government, (ii) a commitment to adopt effective institutions, and (iii) a 

constitution that affords all citizens liberty, basic human rights and socioeconomic justice.  

 

Such a turnaround in US policy will require an injection of morality and risk taking in policy 

formulation. Otherwise, the US is sure to find itself on the wrong side of history. 
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Muslims around the world have been deceived into believing that the West and Westerners are 

the enemies of Islam—modern day Crusaders who vilify Islam and are on a mission to eradicate 

the faith and subjugate them. But the real enemies of Islam are those who misrepresent its 

teachings and hijack its mantle for their own gain—oppressive and corrupt Muslim rulers.  

 

Some central teachings of Islam that are universally accepted include: (i) rulers are to be selected 

by the community; (ii) rulers must follow the rules laid down in the Quran and interpreted by the 

Prophet; (iii) oppressive rulers and oppression must be confronted by all Muslims who are 

deemed as guilty as the oppressor if they do not do so; (iv) Allah is the ultimate owner of all 

things and in particular natural resources (especially those that are depletable) that He has given 

to humans in trust for the equitable benefit of all generations; (v) poverty must be erased 

wherever it is found; (vi) opulence is to be abhorred, especially if it exists alongside poverty; and 

(vii) socio-economic justice (freedom, equitable opportunities, and provision of basic needs for 

all) is the moral compass of a thriving Muslim community. 

 

Just cast a glance at the 57 Muslim states around the world and ask if the rulers meet any of these 

simple criteria? A few may come close on some, but it is altogether a sorry state of affairs that all 

Muslims must face—namely, their dismal predicament is primarily of their own making. 

 

To put flesh on the skeleton, let’s take a look at some Persian Gulf countries that have 

undoubtedly had the means (oil/natural gas) to do everything that Islam demands. Of the eight 

countries on the Persian Gulf, three (Iran, Iraq and Kuwait) may claim representative 

governments but can hardly do so with a straight face. Oppressive rule cannot be denied in any 

of these countries with the possible exception of Kuwait. In every single one of the countries that 

is well endowed with oil/gas, rulers have used these resources in large part to enrich themself 

and their cronies; those that have set up wealth funds to protect the interests of future generations 

(the UAE, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia) have done so in ways that are opaque with the rulers 

exercising ultimate control. Poverty is to be found in every corner of these countries. Grotesque 

opulence accompanied by decadence is on display in every country, especially in the wealthiest 

among them. More importantly, there is socio-economic injustice everywhere. In fact, this is the 

Gulf of Injustice—without freedom and equitable opportunities and access to resources.  

 

When non-Muslims point out these facts, rulers conveniently condemn them as enemies of 

Islam. And they even go further and exploit sectarian differences to garner domestic support and 

maintain their hold on power. It is the rulers who perpetuate these conditions, conditions that 

must be universally acknowledged by Muslims before positive change can ever come about. 

 

This landscape is unlikely to change anytime soon. Rulers, no matter what they profess, will not 

nourish the effective institutions that are the foundation of successful and thriving communities. 

Simply put, effective institutions (especially the rule of law), both touted by Adam Smith and at 

the very center of the rules-based religion that is Islam, are precisely what is needed to bring 



 

about positive change, but if adopted, would also sweep away all the corrupt and oppressive 

rulers in the region.  

 

Finally, we must not forget the “democratic” West that preaches change and pluralistic 

governance supports these same rulers (with Iran soon to join the band). Western companies, 

universities and highly placed individuals readily cooperate with corrupt rulers to enrich 

themselves and their constituencies. This collaborative colonialism is unlikely to give way 

anytime soon. Oppressive rulers are unlikely to change and go quietly into the sunset. Westerners 

will continue to follow their own national interests and support oppressive rulers. And Muslims 

will continue to wrongly put all the blame on Westerners as “Crusaders” bent on their 

subjugation. 

 

Muslims should look in the mirror and face inescapable facts and remember the Prophetic saying 

that on the Day of Reckoning the oppressor, the oppressed, and the person(s) who stood by and 

observed the oppression will be called upon to answer: the oppressor for oppression, the 

oppressed for not resisting the oppression, and the bystander for not assisting the oppressed.  
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Muslims around the world have been deceived into believing that the West and Westerners are 

the enemies of Islam—modern day Crusaders who vilify Islam and are on a mission to eradicate 

the faith and subjugate them. But the real enemies of Islam are those who misrepresent its 

teachings and hijack its mantle for their own gain—oppressive and corrupt Muslim rulers.  

 

Some central teachings of Islam that are universally accepted include: (i) rulers are to be selected 

by the community; (ii) rulers must follow the rules laid down in the Quran and interpreted by the 

Prophet; (iii) oppressive rulers and oppression must be confronted by all Muslims who are 

deemed as guilty as the oppressor if they do not do so; (iv) Allah is the ultimate owner of all 

things and in particular natural resources (especially those that are depletable) that He has given 

to humans in trust for the equitable benefit of all generations; (v) poverty must be erased 

wherever it is found; (vi) opulence is to be abhorred, especially if it exists alongside poverty; and 

(vii) socio-economic justice (freedom, equitable opportunities, and provision of basic needs for 

all) is the moral compass of a thriving Muslim community. 

 

Just cast a glance at the 57 Muslim states around the world and ask if the rulers meet any of these 

simple criteria? A few may come close on some, but it is altogether a sorry state of affairs that all 

Muslims must face—namely, their dismal predicament is primarily of their own making. 

 

To put flesh on the skeleton, let’s take a look at some Persian Gulf countries that have 

undoubtedly had the means (oil/natural gas) to do everything that Islam demands. Of the eight 

countries on the Persian Gulf, three (Iran, Iraq and Kuwait) may claim representative 

governments but can hardly do so with a straight face. Oppressive rule cannot be denied in any 

of these countries with the possible exception of Kuwait. In every single one of the countries that 

is well endowed with oil/gas, rulers have used these resources in large part to enrich themself 

and their cronies; those that have set up wealth funds to protect the interests of future generations 

(the UAE, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia) have done so in ways that are opaque with the rulers 

exercising ultimate control. Poverty is to be found in every corner of these countries. Grotesque 

opulence accompanied by decadence is on display in every country, especially in the wealthiest 

among them. More importantly, there is socio-economic injustice everywhere. In fact, this is the 

Gulf of Injustice—without freedom and equitable opportunities and access to resources.  

 

When non-Muslims point out these facts, rulers conveniently condemn them as enemies of 

Islam. And they even go further and exploit sectarian differences to garner domestic support and 

maintain their hold on power. It is the rulers who perpetuate these conditions, conditions that 

must be universally acknowledged by Muslims before positive change can ever come about. 

 

This landscape is unlikely to change anytime soon. Rulers, no matter what they profess, will not 

nourish the effective institutions that are the foundation of successful and thriving communities. 

Simply put, effective institutions (especially the rule of law), both touted by Adam Smith and at 

the very center of the rules-based religion that is Islam, are precisely what is needed to bring 



 

about positive change, but if adopted, would also sweep away all the corrupt and oppressive 

rulers in the region.  

 

Finally, we must not forget the “democratic” West that preaches change and pluralistic 

governance supports these same rulers (with Iran soon to join the band). Western companies, 

universities and highly placed individuals readily cooperate with corrupt rulers to enrich 

themselves and their constituencies. This collaborative colonialism is unlikely to give way 

anytime soon. Oppressive rulers are unlikely to change and go quietly into the sunset. Westerners 

will continue to follow their own national interests and support oppressive rulers. And Muslims 

will continue to wrongly put all the blame on Westerners as “Crusaders” bent on their 

subjugation. 

 

Muslims should look in the mirror and face inescapable facts and remember the Prophetic saying 

that on the Day of Reckoning the oppressor, the oppressed, and the person(s) who stood by and 

observed the oppression will be called upon to answer: the oppressor for oppression, the 

oppressed for not resisting the oppression, and the bystander for not assisting the oppressed.  
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It’s about time that the US Congress establishes a bipartisan watchdog on economic sanctions to 

report to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Why? The White House has fallen into a 

counterproductive sanctions pattern that actually signals US weakness, not resolve in confronting 

an adversary. Today the adversary is President Putin’s Russia and the stakes are as high as they 

get.  First some background. 

 

Economic sanctions are intended to send a signal to an adversary that they better change an 

objectionable policy. Sanctions are intended to do this by causing serious pain—either directly 

on those responsible for the objectionable policy or on the general citizenry of the country to 

pressure their leadership to change its policy. The likelihood of success increases when greater 

pain is inflicted and when the general citizenry, like the US, find their leadership’s policies 

objectionable. 

 

When confronted by a foreign policy conundrum, it is understandable that the US does not 

immediately take up arms or go for the economic jugular. Because while it is important to send 

an adversary a strong signal that the US and its allies mean business, it is also economically 

prudent to afford the adversary the opportunity to change course before too much pain is 

imposed on innocent citizens on both sides. It is the correct balance that is critical.  

 

What mix of sanctions send a signal of resolve yet avoids unnecessary economic hardship? If 

sanctions are weak, they signal a lack of resolve and thus the adversary may even escalate its 

objectionable policies, doing more harm than good to US national interests. If too strong, then 

there is the likelihood of unnecessary economic hardship (both on the adversary as well as on the 

US).  

 

Traditional sanctions have been those that limit exports to, or imports from, an adversary. This 

approach has had limited success as other countries can sell to, or buy from, the adversary; goods 

to and from the adversary can be transshipped from third countries; and smuggling may provide 

even more ill gotten gains to the leadership in the adversary country. Another approach has been 

to limit the travel and or freeze the assets of the leadership in the adversary country. Again, this 

has met very limited success for reasons that are patently obvious. Most travel can be postponed; 

frozen assets will be eventually unfrozen; leaders invariably place their assets in secret accounts 

or under assumed names; leaders are unlikely to place the bulk of their assets in the US; and 

frozen assets can be easily compensated in countries that have limited checks and balances. 

 

So what works? Far-reaching financial sanctions are the way to go. What good does it do if you 

export but cannot readily spend the proceeds? How painful is it if sanctions lead to the collapse 

of your currency?   

 

Simply said, as the first step, impose sanctions on all financial transactions with the adversary 

country’s commercial banks. Implement and strengthen this by threatening fines on any foreign 

banks that defy this order. This impedes most financial transactions with the adversary, inflicting 



 

serious hardship and signaling resolve. If it becomes necessary, as a second step, sanction all 

new investments in the adversary. As a third step sanction the adversary’s central bank as it can 

assume some of the functions of its commercial banks. As a fourth step the adversary can be cut 

off from the main international financial telecommunication system (SWIFT—Society for 

Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications). The effectiveness of these sanctions has 

been amply demonstrated in the case of Iran, where even more could have been done with 

financial sanctions if the US had the resolve. 

 

So let’s see what Russia has done and what sanctions the US has adopted to signal its resolve to 

reverse Russian aggression.  

 

President Putin ordered his forces to invade a sovereign nation; occupy and annex an important 

part of its territory; order an illegal referendum; absorb the region into Russia; and amass 

soldiers to warn the US and its allies that he may annex more territory in the future. Strong stuff! 

Breaking the most important article of the UN Charter with absolute impunity and threatening to 

do more. 

 

Well, on Monday, after much fanfare, President Obama announced the “most comprehensive” 

sanctions against Russia since the end of the Cold War! He froze the US held assets of seven 

Russian officials (excluding President Putin) and the assets of four Ukrainian collaborators.  

 

What clear signal has the US sent to Russia? To our mind the message is transparently clear. We 

do not want our business interests damaged. We don’t care about the Crimea. There is no 

morality in the conduct of our foreign policy. We will ignore our adversaries’ aggressions as 

long as our economic interests are not threatened. But we have to do something.  

 

So after much drumbeating and chest pounding, we did something, which was worse than doing 

nothing. 

 

We feel better now.  

 

Crimea is all yours! 
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Can you eat finance? Does finance power your car? Does finance do surgery on you? Does 

finance teach you? The answer to these and many more similar questions is NO! Finance does 

not directly do, or provide, any of these goods and services. Finance is of little value unless it is 

married to a real economy that produces goods and services. Simply said, the essential function 

of an efficient financial sector is to provide financing for the real sector in order to produce the 

goods and services that consumers, businesses, foreigners and governments demand.  

 

On the one hand, the financial industry develops the financial instruments (with many different 

risk-return and liquidity features) that provide savers with the incentive to save. On the other 

hand, the financial industry assesses a wide range of investment opportunities and projects (real 

investments)—that would be difficult for individual investors to do—and channels savings 

towards the best return-risk investments. As a result, the increase in high return investments 

creates jobs and powers economic growth. Thus finance fulfills a very important 

“intermediation” function because it is not the same people that generally do the saving and 

investing (starting and running businesses that produce goods and services) in a capitalist market 

economic system. The financial sector is, as to be expected, rewarded for this important function.  

 

If you buy this as the essential role of finance, then in countries where the share of the financial 

industry in the economy (as percent of national output or profits) is growing, you would expect 

solid economic growth. Why? If the financial industry is receiving increasing rewards for its 

economic contribution, then surely it must be making a bigger contribution to economic growth 

of the real sector and it gets a share of that? That’s how it is supposed to be. 

 

Well, in the U.S. this is not exactly how things have turned out. Simply said, the share of the 

financial sector’s profits doubled and its share of GDP went up by about 65% over a period of a 

little over a quarter of a century, from 1980 to 2007; this while the average annual per capita real 

economic growth in the U.S. was about 2%. But that’s not all. Then came the financial collapse 

of 2007-2008, resulting in the deepest recession since the Great Depression of the 1930s, which 

has extracted and will continue to extract a tremendous price for years to come. And don’t forget, 

the economic pain has taken a disproportionate toll on the average American (the 95 or 99%) and 

accompanied by an even heavier emotional toll on some families. There are always many losers 

(pensioners, individuals and families in the lower income brackets and creditors) and a few 

winners (finance industry, the very rich and debtors) in these crises. As the Federal Reserve tries 

to revive the economy with rock bottom interest rates, the very rich (the 1% and especially the 

0.1%) benefit yet again as low interest rates fuel stocks and other financial assets, and arguably, 

leading to a further deterioration of income and wealth distribution in the United States and even 

in a number of other countries.  

 

What is difficult to comprehend is that financial crises keep occurring and we just don’t seem to 

be able to do anything about it. Why don’t the “whiz kids” of finance of Wall Street, if they are 

so smart and deserving, come up with a solution and reduce the pain of their actions on so many 

others in the U.S. and around the world! Why should they? Most of them never left their job (or 



 

are back) and are taking home larger paychecks and getting their bonuses without missing a beat. 

If finance won’t police itself, why doesn’t the government do something? Well, it’s the same old 

story. The finance industry in the U.S. has become the biggest donor to congressional and 

presidential campaigns. It would be no exaggeration to say that the finance industry today owns 

the politicians—the very people who have been elected to be the guardians of America’s liberties 

and economic prosperity!   

 

So why do these financial panics and crises keep on recurring? And is there anything that could 

be done to put an end to them? It is not rocket science. Financial crises keep on recurring for a 

number of reasons that are well known, but three stand out.  

 

First and foremost, financial institutions (commercial banks, investment banks and insurance 

companies) aggressively take on excessive risk to increase their profits. Commercial banks do 

this by lending out their depositors’ cash without doing a good job in their credit analysis. As a 

result, problems arise if the borrowers cannot service their loan and default (or less seriously if 

the depositors want their cash but the bank has insufficient cash). If enough borrowers default on 

their loans, the bank could in turn become insolvent with the loan losses exceeding the bank’s 

capital. The problem becomes systemic if the bank’s bankruptcy affects the creditworthiness of 

other banks and financial institutions. The bank could face similar problems if it invests in risky 

ventures with its own money (capital). Similarly, investment banks and insurance companies 

could become insolvent if they invest (insure) excessively (relative to their capital) in ventures 

that go bust.  

 

Thus the problem with commercial banks is two-fold. They create money (demand deposits or 

debt on top of debt) because they can lend most of their deposits (they have to keep a minimum 

fraction as required reserves) to someone else and that becomes money for the borrower. 

Additionally, they may take excessive risk with their own capital. Either of these activities can 

cause bankruptcy for the bank and they become ever more serious for the financial system as a 

whole the larger is the bank—systemic risk. These larger financial institutions are given the 

dubious distinction of “too big too fail”—the government cannot afford to let them collapse 

because of their deleterious impact. So they take on excessive risk. Why? Because they can!  

 

Second, the steps that the U.S. has taken to address these recurring financial crises have, if 

anything, compounded the problems by bringing short-term respite but making the longer-term 

outlook even more ominous. A number of governments have been providing cheap deposit 

insurance for bank deposits to deter bank runs as problems solvency or liquidity problems arise. 

As a result, depositors care little where they put their money. It matters not if the bank is badly 

managed and likely to become insolvent. And as banks have cheap insurance for their deposits, 

they take on more risk. Moreover, this cheap insurance, an enormous subsidy, reduces the 

funding cost of banks and makes them more profitable. This removes pressure for banks to 

manage their risk exposure better. In the same vein and because the real worry of governments is 

not one bank but the financial system as a whole, “too big too fail” institutions are afforded an 

even bigger subsidy. They take excessive risk to increase their earnings with the almost certain 

assurance that they will be bailed out if things go wrong; and their lenders go on lending to them 

knowing that they will be bailed out. And what’s almost oxymoronic is that when there is a 

financial panic, the U.S. government re-enforces these subsidy programs—increasing the size of 



 

deposits covered by insurance and making more money available to failing institutions—in the 

name of short run stability but all the while giving the financial industry even more incentive to 

go on behaving irresponsibly as they have in the past and growing at the expense of the real 

economy and average taxpayers.  

 

In addressing financial crises, the U.S. government invariably recognizes a simple fact. Namely, 

if banks had more capital (a higher ratio of capital to assets) they would be less likely to become 

insolvent. But the problem is that a small change in capital requirement is invariably insufficient 

and by requiring more capital banks may become even more motivated to take on additional risk 

(as the higher capital requirement reduces their profitability). In short, requiring more capital 

helps, but may be insufficient to pre-empt a crises if other measures are not also put in place. 

 

Third, the U.S. government has little by little put the proverbial fox in charge of the chicken 

coop! As a part and parcel of financial de-regulation, financial institutions were entrusted to 

supervise their own risk management and allowed to become financial supermarkets, taking on 

new businesses and new risks. Even Adam Smith, the father of the market capitalist system, 

acknowledged the fact that business needed rules, supervision and enforcement because 

businessmen might otherwise take advantage of the system.   

 

Can we avoid these recurring financial crises and the hardships that they cause for the average 

citizen? Yes! Four fundamental reforms would do the trick! But reforms that need political will 

because it would entail taking the powerful financial industry and their cronies head on. 

 

Reform1: We should gradually, over a period of say 10 years, change the fractional reserve 

commercial banking system to a 100% reserve system. In essence, after 10 years, banks would 

no longer be in a position to create money. Commercial banks would hold depositors money in 

“trust,” money that would be always available to them. There would be no need for deposit 

insurance as long as banks were supervised to make sure that there were no fraudulent activities. 

These banks would be much as the original trust companies (the first being US Trust) in the 

United States—acting as executor and trustee of depositors’ funds and keeping the money safe. 

At the same time, investment banking activities would be allowed as a separate activity, possibly 

under the same roof as trust banking. Banks could develop a portfolio of investment projects 

(individual projects or a pool of projects to afford diversification) for their clients on a pass 

through basis (akin to a mutual fund). Banks would identify and assess projects of all kinds, but 

would not be assuming risk as they invest the clients’ money (the risk would be the clients); they 

would charge a fee for their service; and the return or loss would accrue to the client. Of course 

banks could invest their own shareholders’ capital in these projects also, but there would be no 

leveraging. This approach for banking has been recommended throughout history and by Irving 

Fisher, arguably the most renowned American economist of all time. In a sense, such an 

approach reduces debt and leveraging and instead encourages equity finance, or risk sharing, 

with the investor directly assuming all the associated risk.  

 

Reform 2: Put equity financing and debt on the same tax footing. Any tax advantage to debt 

financing should be eliminated in an orderly fashion. 

 



 

Reform 3: We need to put an end to any notion of “too big too fail” (some may argue that this 

has already been done in the Dodd-Frank Act, but don’t you believe it because it has never been 

put into practice). Banks have been allowed to merge because many argue that the larger the 

better, or what economist call economies of scale, because of the gains in efficiency. Are there 

really such economies of scale? Are financial supermarkets really necessary? Is there no limit to 

efficient size? Finance is different than other sectors. It can pull the whole economy down with it 

as we have seen in the 2007-2008 crisis. Mergers and acquisitions should be clearly assessed not 

just for competition but also for their impact on systemic risk. Having done all this, we must stop 

bailing out failing banks. That should be left to their stockholders and new investors. 

 

Reform 4: Something that should not have to be said but it must be said, supervise all financial 

institutions more actively, enforce rules and regulations and prosecute law breakers to the full 

extent of the law. Theft of billions of dollars in taxpayer funds and trillions of dollars in 

economic damage should be treated no less than the theft of food from a store or a car from the 

street. 

 

These reforms would minimize the likelihood of recurring financial crises. They would rein in 

the excesses of Wall Street and the financial industry more generally. They would reduce the 

depth of recessions. They would reduce the likelihood of serious asset bubbles. They may even 

marginally improve income and wealth distributions. But these reforms and a little change to the 

income tax rates will not by themselves reverse the ever-widening gap between the truly wealthy 

and the average taxpayer. The United States needs some sort of a wealth tax. It is morally wrong 

to ask Americans to subsidize the financial industry, bail them out when they greedily put 

themselves in trouble and then have to bear the brunt of the negative economic fallouts, such as 

high unemployment.  

 

Finally, we should note that the Dodd-Frank Act will do little to significantly reduce the 

likelihood of future financial crises. Debt and leveraging are still king going forward. Too big to 

fail is addressed only marginally. And it is a difficult document for mere mortals to digest—

initially 3,200 pages (July 2010) but with over 400 rules that had to be written later (not all 

finished after nearly four years), it is now up to about 15,000 pages and likely to be in the 

30,000-40,000 page range when it is all said and done!  
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On May 11 and 12, IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde is to participate in what the IMF 

has billed as a “high-level regional conference in Amman organized by the IMF, the Government 

of Jordan, and the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development—Building the Future: 

Jobs, Growth, and Fairness in the Arab World.” The goal of the conference is to “discuss 

policies that can generate jobs, especially for the young, and lead to better growth and equity in 

the region.” 

 

I would like to pose a simple challenge to the IMF Managing Director. “Ms. Lagarde, you have a 

golden opportunity to raise the issue of fairness and equity in a forthright manner. If you do, you 

and the institution that you represent will gain the respect not only of Arabs, but of all Middle 

Easterners and of billions of disenfranchised people around the world. If you don’t, you will 

simply confirm the irrelevance of the Fund in addressing the critical issues of the day.”  

 

First, a brief background. The IMF (and its sister institution the World Bank) has shied away 

from political, religious and social issues that might offend rulers, governments, and large 

segments of societies. This is quite understandable for an institution that is owned and directed 

by governments, especially powerful governments that support the status quo around the world. 

Unfortunately, this has meant that the Fund has sidestepped critical issues of freedom that most 

observers believe are the essential scaffolding of human, social and economic development.  

 

This is not all. The Fund has also largely avoided the issue of fairness and equity in its policy 

prescriptions. The IMF and the World Bank have touted economic growth as the panacea for 

almost everything, including the issue of fairness and equity. It is as if growth, by magic, will 

address equity and fairness no matter what the circumstances of the country. In this regard, the 

Fund has been especially remiss when it comes to most of the Muslim countries of the Middle 

East and North Africa. The oil exporting countries of this region, a majority of the countries 

represented, have not needed IMF funding and a number of these countries are important client 

states of the Fund’s most important members, thus IMF policy advice has been at best muted.  

 

In the West, inequality of income and wealth has received much attention as a sign of growing 

unfairness and inequity, but the issue of fairness and equity is much more critical for the oil (and 

natural gas) exporting countries of the Middle East and North Africa. It is a problem that the IMF 

and the World Bank must confront head on.  

 

Oil and gas resources in these countries belong equally to every citizen of this and all future 

generations. As such, oil and gas resources must be managed to afford every citizen of all 

generations, be he or she ruler or peasant, an equal benefit. Let me explain. 

 

Depletable resources, such as oil and natural gas, are an important part of a country’s stock of 

wealth. Once depleted, they cannot contribute to economic output. In all the oil/gas exporting 

countries of the Middle and North Africa, depletable resources are acknowledged, directly in the 

constitution or indirectly in reference to Islamic teachings, to be the birthright of all humans of 



 

all generations; on this there is little or no debate. Thus they must be managed in a way to afford 

the same benefit to every citizen of every generation. This is the first and foremost principal of 

economic fairness and equity in these countries. If Ms. Lagarde is to be true to her billing, she 

must emphatically stress this principal.  

 

Thus, in the name of fairness and equity, rulers and their cronies must receive the same benefit as 

disadvantaged members of society. To drive the point home, Ms. Lagarde should spell this out so 

that there is no doubt. If most wealth is derived from oil and gas, then rulers and their supporters 

should be living much the same as the peasant.  

 

The second important principal to uphold fairness is that these resources must be managed in a 

way to afford equal benefits to all generations. The only way this can be done is to place oil and 

gas revenues into a transparently managed internationally diversified fund that issues an annual 

check of real purchasing power to each citizen. While some of these countries have funds, they 

are not transparent or transparently managed, their goals and principals of management are 

vague, and nowhere are their ownership and beneficiaries spelled out. 

 

The third principal of fairness and equity in these countries must be equal opportunities for 

citizens to develop and improve their lives. This means freedom and equal access to a good 

education, healthcare and the minimum necessities of life.  

 

To give these three principals their lifeblood, all countries in this region must be encouraged to 

adopt effective institutions, something they all desperately need, especially the rule of law. With 

these three principals and effective institutions, economic growth and jobs will be forthcoming. 

 

If Ms. Lagarade emphatically spells out these three principles and the need for institutional 

reforms, then she could be acknowledged as a courageous leader of an institution that has 

something important to offer all countries. If not, 20-30 years from now a number of these 

countries may find themselves with expenditures exceeding oil and gas revenues, 

underdeveloped societies and economies, a few super rich from unfair access to oil and gas 

revenues and vast majorities with little to show from oil depletion, and political and social 

instability. The time to address fairness and equity is now!    
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It is widely assumed that sanction relief and their eventual repeal will lead to Iran’s economic 

resurgence. Oil and gas exports will jump. Investment, both domestic and foreign, will boom. 

And Iran’s resulting stellar economic growth will earn it the moniker ‘oil tiger’. This may all 

turn out to be largely wishful thinking. 

 

Economic sanctions on Iran prior to about 2006 were porous and ineffectual. Still Iran’s 

economic performance after the Iran-Iraq, from1988 to 2006, was at best very average. In the 

aftermath of the war with Iraq, Iran modified its constitution and resorted to foreign borrowing to 

jump start economic growth, borrowing in excess of $30 billion with little to show for it. It 

bought the regime domestic support but then left the country with a debt hangover that was 

painful to repay.  

 

After 2006, sanctions, especially the financial, began to reduce Iran’s foreign exchange 

availability. Growth slowed and unemployment and inflation soared. Yes, tightening financial 

sanctions made matters worse but Iran’s fundamental economic impediment has been and 

continues to be its ineffective institutions. The legal system is corrupt. Economic rules and 

regulations and their supervision and enforcement are arbitrary. Direct and indirect consumer 

subsidies and the “purchasing” of domestic support, through autonomous foundations and 

economic contracts and other benefits for the Revolutionary Guards and the security and 

intelligence services, constitute an enormous economic drain. Financial, goods and labor markets 

are highly regulated and inefficient. Corruption is all-pervasive. The rich do not pay even 

minimal income and capital gains taxes. Fairness and equity are not considered and addressed. 

Iran’s oil and gas sector are in bad straits, requiring over $300 billion in investment that has to 

come from foreigners in the form of debt or foreign investment. Essentially, economic policies 

are targeted to insure the regime’s short-run security. 

 

Iran has needed and needs fundamental reforms. These reforms require political courage, as they 

will adversely affect the economic interests of important power groups inside Iran—the 

Revolutionary Guards, the security and intelligence services, the religious establishment, the 

regime’s hard core supporters such as the Basij and the family of martyrs, and the business 

establishment—and in the short run may require even more sacrifice on the part of the less 

fortunate segment of the population. It is not that the regime’s has not known what it must do, 

but it has not had the courage and the Rouhani administration is not likely to do so either. 

Conditions facing Rouhani are made more difficult by the high expectations that he has 

generated. Rouhani ran on a reform and economic prosperity platform. Expectations have been 

heightened. He must now deliver and deliver fast.  

 

So what’s the likely outcome? As the sanctions get peeled back, foreigners will see an almost 

unlimited pent up demand for certain imports. Foreigners’ greed will trump their better judgment 

and they are likely to finance much of Iran’s demand. Iran’s demand includes commercial planes 

and plane parts, oil service equipment, medical equipment, construction equipment, cars and 

electronic goods, state of the art refineries and much more—imports that require financing and 



 

foreign investment that could run into several hundred billion dollars. Rouhani and his 

administration, feeling the pressure to deliver and lacking the courage to adopt difficult reforms, 

are likely to resort to: (i) massive external financing (an option unavailable to Tehran under 

sanctions), and (ii) concessions to attract foreign oil companies in the rush to upgrade oil fields 

and natural gas development (liquefaction and piped exports). 

 

What is the likely outcome? 

 

Sanction repeal will fuel economic activity and buy the regime short-run respite. Yes, there will 

be a mini ‘boom’ with many signs of economic resurgence, but a boom fueled by external 

borrowing on a foundation of clay. Corruption will deteriorate even further. Economic injustices 

will be exacerbated, with the chasm in wealth and income getting deeper and wider. Iran will 

once again find itself with a much heavier debt hangover and still without the sustained 

economic growth to generate the millions of jobs that it needs. All because reforms are likely to 

be sidestepped for short-run security, but reforms that are essential and that will become more 

painful to adopt the longer they are avoided. 

 

No matter Tehran’s transgressions, sanctions will not be re-imposed as Western banks will in 

time have significant financial exposure to Iran and Western businesses will have billions of 

orders tied up to improved relation. 

 

Western institutions will pressure their governments to compromise with Tehran, as the regime 

in Tehran becomes increasingly dependent on the West to fulfill its domestic economic agenda. 

Ironically, the regime will become increasingly dependent on the West and thus less independent 

as it tries to satisfy domestic expectations; at the same time, the U.S. will be more disposed to 

compromise with Tehran to protect its growing economic interests and financial exposure. 

 

All along, average Iranians are likely to be the losers as the regime continues to avoid 

desperately needed reforms. 
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It's high time for Muslims to take back their religion from hereditary rulers and clerics. And 

Muslims the world over and non-Muslims should learn more about the message of the Quran if 

we are to extinguish the flame of Muslim terrorism. 

 

Islam was essentially hijacked soon after its birth. Before the Prophet was even buried, there was 

jockeying to take up his mantle. Corrupt Caliphs and their supporters turned the essence of the 

religion--unity of God's creation, justice and freedom--on its head. The leaders lived a life of 

luxury, while many suffered in poverty. Today, hereditary rulers, dictators and compliant clerics 

have taken over the pulpit and interpret Islamic teachings to further their own interests to the 

detriment of all Muslims. They even embrace policies that directly contradict the Quran and the 

practice of the Prophet Mohammad. In many Muslim countries, it has become a crime to 

question and discuss the teachings of the Quran, discussion that the Prophet encouraged in the 

nascent Muslim community in Medina, even inviting questions that challenged his own 

decisions. 

 

Islam is a rules-based religion, with the rules outlined in the holy Quran and interpreted by the 

Prophet Mohammad in the brief time that he established the first Muslim community in Medina. 

Rules in turn provide the scaffolding for institutions. The discussion of the philosophical 

foundation of Islam is necessary for Muslims to establish the institutions envisaged in Islam. The 

institutions recommended in Islam are designed to enhance economic, social and political justice 

and progress. Although Muslims pray and uphold the Five Pillars of Islam in Muslim-majority 

countries, there is much more to Islam, and their societies do not convey the characteristics one 

would expect of a rule-compliant Muslim society; in other words, of a society that has adopted 

the rules and institutions that Islam recommends. In fact, many Western countries convey a 

higher degree of "Islamicity" than do Muslim countries. 

 

Over 100 years ago, Mohammad Abdou, one of the scholars who inspired the founding of the 

Muslim Brotherhood said as much: "I went to the West and saw Islam, but no Muslims; I got 

back to the East and saw Muslims, but no Islam." Muslim leaders must be pushed into embracing 

the important teachings of Islam from its fountainhead--the Holy Quran--advocating freedom, 

effective and just institutions, equal opportunities for all members of society, gender equality, 

economic and social progress, and must adopt a plan to establish representative governance and 

the effective institutions that are called for. In other words, Muslim countries should become 

more, not less, Islamic [my talk on Islamicity on the German Public Radio System]. If they don't, 

terrorists will increasingly fill the void in what are failed states created by false interpretations of 

the Holy Quran. Terrorists will point the finger at corrupt Muslim rulers and their Western 

supporters, will promise a better life, if not in this world at least in the hereafter, espousing terror 

as the Islamic option. Disenfranchised Muslims with little hope--in Muslim countries and in 

Western ghettos--will be seduced into taking up arms and following them. 

 

Today, Muslim rulers actively work to obstruct just and effective institutions, which would 

promote equality, prosperity and justice but would undermine their absolute rule. Yet Western 



 

leaders treat many of these same Muslim rulers as if they were enlightened. The duplicitous 

Western message to Muslims is clear--we espouse freedom and representative governance but 

we support your corrupt rulers and their harsh rule in our own self-interest. If the West is truly 

determined to defeat terrorism, it will require a comprehensive and thoughtful approach, much 

time, unprecedented international cooperation and compromise on many levels. The US, Europe, 

Russia, China and many more countries and peoples, including Israel, the Palestinians, the 

Kurds, Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Syria must make sacrifices and compromises that 

may seem impractical. But if they don't do so quickly, the scourge of terrorism will become more 

insurmountable by the day and will rob humanity of everything it has achieved over centuries. 

 

There are roughly 1.5 billion Muslims in this World and their numbers are growing faster than 

those of any other religion. Bombs, walls and guns are not a viable option. We have to live 

together. The fruitful way forward must be paved with understanding and unity. 
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To eradicate terrorism, using military force and lurching from one crisis to the next is a doomed 

approach. Just look at who we have considered as terrorists or sponsors of terrorism at different 

times over the last 30 or so years: Iran, the Mujahedeen (MKO), Iraqi Baathists, Shia fanatics, 

Hezbollah, Hamas, the Muslim Brotherhood, the Taliban, Al-Qaeda and its many franchises, 

Boco Haram, and today the mother of them all, the so-called IS or Daesh. Terrorist ranks are 

growing the world over. The way things are going, it is a sure bet that the world will see 

increasing numbers of displaced families and refugees from Muslim countries engulfed in civil 

war, who will overwhelm Europe and the world, leading to a backlash against Muslims, and, in 

turn, further emboldening terrorist ranks. 

 

To eradicate terrorism, movements must be assessed comprehensively and destroyed where they 

breed--in failed Muslim countries and in the ghettos of the Western World. 

 

Three immediate initiatives would at least stem the tide: (i) Saudi Arabia must be held 

accountable for funding extremism in all its forms--madrassas where the young are indoctrinated 

with hate and false interpretations of the holy Quran must be shut down, textbooks that preach 

extremism must be destroyed and direct or indirect funding of terrorists must end without delay. 

(ii) Western countries can and must do a much better job in assimilating their Muslim 

communities and understanding what Islam teaches in the Quran. Extremists gain recruits when 

the young live in ghettos, have little hope for a better future and live marginalized lives, in 

communities where Islam is misunderstood and condemned. (iii) Total cooperation from Iran 

and Russia must be demanded in return for welcoming them back into the community of nations 

with its attendant economic benefits. Specifically, a peaceful solution must be found to the 

Syrian Civil War, one that offers security to the Alawites with a transition to representative rule 

in Syria. 

 

While these three initiatives will stem the tide and may even win a battle or two, they will do 

little to win the war and extinguish the terrorists' flame. For this we need a fourth and fifth 

initiative that will be much harder to adopt and implement. 

 

The world must put politics aside and address Palestinian and Kurdish aspirations. The Israeli-

Palestinian conflict underlies much of the Arab anger toward the West. Israel and the Palestinian 

Authority must be cajoled into reaching a peaceful two-state solution within five years. Arab 

governments should be pressed to provide the needed financial resources for a successful 

transition. While the Israeli-Palestinian conflict grabs the headlines, Kurdish suffering gets much 

less attention. The Kurds are the largest ethnic community, roughly 35 million, without a country 

of their own. Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria--where nearly all Kurds live--may be reluctant to cede 

territory for an independent country of Kurdistan, but the Kurds were promised their own 

country at the Treaty of Sevres, in 1920, and it is high time to find a solution to their plight. 

 

The critical issue facing the world in the war to eradicate terrorism is the failed state of most 

Muslim countries, where the majority of Muslims suffer with little hope for a better future. To 



 

succeed, all countries require effective institutions. Inspired by Adam Smith, Western 

economists have recognized that effective institutions, especially the rule of law, are essential 

and are the bedrock of flourishing societies. Institutions are essentially a collection of rules that 

are monitored and practiced. Islam is a rules-based religion, wherein rulers gain their legitimacy 

by being more rule-compliant than the citizenry, a legitimacy that is glaringly absent in most 

Muslim countries today. Discussion of the philosophical foundation of Islam is necessary for 

establishing the clearly defined institutions envisaged in Islam--institutions that are also 

compatible with the writings of Adam Smith but with a heavier dose of morality and justice. Yet, 

most Muslim rulers obstruct just and effective institutions that would enhance economic, social 

and political justice and progress, but would undermine their illegitimate rule. 

 

To affect change, Western leaders must come together and adopt a unified approach toward 

rulers in Muslim countries--an approach that might undermine perceived short-term Western 

interests but would be the foundation for eradicating Muslim terrorism. Western democracies, as 

a unified entity, should not support dictators that contradict the teachings of the Quran and 

undermine Islam and its institutions. Instead, Muslim leaders must be pushed into embracing the 

institutions that Islam recommends for flourishing societies--freedom, representative governance, 

equality, poverty eradication, and above all the rule of law and justice. If they don't, terrorists 

will fill the void, promise a better future through Jihad (if not in this world at least in the 

hereafter) to end Western support of un-Islamic rulers. 
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While Muslims may still disagree on who among Prophet Mohammad's companions should have 

led the nascent Muslim community after his death, most Muslims would agree that it took less 

than 50 years after the Prophet's death for the religion to be turned on its head by self-serving 

caliphs who used it as the instrument of power and control. 

 

The poisoned fruit of destructive governance magnified by periods of colonial plundering is 

today seen in most Muslim countries--underdevelopment, oppression, hopelessness, anger and 

conflict. Some observers point the finger of failure at Islam. In this they are mistaken, as we hope 

will be seen in what follows and in the postings to come. Here, we attempt to explain the 

important teachings of Islam and how they combine to provide the institutions for a flourishing 

society. In the next posting, we will explain the best instrument--"Islamicity indices"--to 

transform Muslim countries. 

 

As we have said in two earlier postings, Muslims should stop listening to the interpretations of 

Islam offered by unjust rulers and clerics. Instead, they should study the teachings of the holy 

Quran on their own, discover its philosophical underpinnings, discuss and debate its meanings 

and adopt its recommended rules and institutions as the foundation for a turnaround on the path 

toward flourishing societies. What Muslim countries need is more, not less, Islam. Change in 

Muslim countries will only come about in the context of Islam. If Muslims do not take charge of 

their religion, terrorists will fill the void and impede progress for centuries to come. 

 

Let us explain what we see as the Islam of the Quran and the practices of the Prophet. Four 

fundamental concepts are the foundation of the Islamic system. The first is the unconditional 

Love of the Supreme Creator for His Creation. Humans reciprocate this Love by extending their 

love to other humans and to the rest of creation. Second, humans are the crowning achievement 

of the creation for whose individual and collective development everything else has been created. 

Third is the primordial covenant in which all humans are called before the Supreme Creator to 

testify that He is the One and Only Creator. Finally, humans are trustees to preserve what the 

Almighty has given to all generations. 

 

The concept of development in Islam has three dimensions: individual self-development, the 

physical development of the earth and the development of the human collectivity. When it comes 

to the development of the human collectivity, the Quran recognizes legitimate authorities in a 

Muslim society. However, those in positions of authority must be rule-compliant if they are to 

oversee the implementation of the prescribed rules. 

 

Islam is a rules-based system that includes rule for: governance, accountability and transparency; 

property ownership and protection; the formation and the structure of the market; the role of the 

state vis-à-vis the market; behavior by market participants; distribution and redistribution of 

economic output; education, technological progress and society's infrastructure; sources of 

government income and its expenditures. The central axis of design and operation of these rules 

is justice. The Prophet especially emphasized the equality of individuals before the law. In the 



 

absence of justice, societies invariably end up in conflict and self-destruct. How do these rules 

translate into policies, practices and institutions? 

 

Allah has created sufficient resources to meet the needs of all humans as long as humans share. 

The Prophet emphasized that it is always the rich, the powerful and the opulent who are 

exploiters of other humans, who, in order to amass wealth, are the source of persecution and 

suffering. In practical terms, the Quran is clear that this means that humans must create a 

balanced society that avoids extremes of wealth and poverty. Islam ordains that what is left after 

one has reached a modest living standard must be returned to the less able members of society to 

allow them to redeem their rights. Therefore, while Islam praises hard work, the development of 

the earth and natural resources provided by the Creator and the use of proceeds for the 

satisfaction of the needs of all humans, it prohibits the concentration of output in the hands of a 

few. It is the adverse institutional structure of society that allows a pattern of wealth 

accumulation, creating abundance for some and scarcity for many. This is what creates social 

divisions. 

 

How should economic resources be distributed? The answer depends on the underlying concept 

of justice and fairness. The concept of justice for humans is unambiguous: justice is obtained 

when all things are placed where intended by the Creator. How are humans to know where the 

right (just) place is for everything? The answer is: follow the rules prescribed by the Creator. The 

Quran's theory of justice is that societies do not need a separate theory of justice, and compliance 

with rules of behavior handed down in the Quran and interpreted by the Prophet assures the 

emergence of justice as a natural outcome of the practice of a rule-compliant society. Justice and 

a just political, social and economic system is thus an essential outcome of the Islamic system if 

Muslims comply with Divine rules. Simply said, a society will be just in Islam if the rulers and 

the people are rule-compliant. 

 

The central goals of Islam for society are the welfare of all its members and socioeconomic 

justice. All members of an Islamic society must be given the same opportunities to advance, 

namely, a level playing field, including equal access for each member of society in every 

generation to the natural resources provided by Allah. For those for whom there is no work and 

for those who cannot work, society must afford the minimum required for a dignified life: 

shelter, food, healthcare and education. For those who cannot access the natural resources 

provided by Allah, society must preserve their rights, while preserving the rights of future 

generations. 

 

Based on the Islamic vision elaborated here, we expect the Islamic solution to differ in the 

following important ways from the conventional capitalist market-based system: greater degree 

of justice in economic management, higher moral standard, honesty and trust in the marketplace 

and in all economic transactions, poverty eradication, a more even distribution of wealth and 

income, no hoarding of wealth, less opulence, no exploitive speculation, risk sharing as opposed 

to debt contracts, better social infrastructure and provision of social services and improved 

treatment of workers. 

 

Lest the reader think of us as delusional, let us emphasize that what we have outlined here is how 

a rule-compliant Muslim society should appear, and not the description of Muslim societies as 



 

they are. Today there is a total disconnect between the philosophy and the practice of Islam. In a 

very important tradition, the Prophet said that even if a person fasts, prays, performs bigger and 

small pilgrimages and says 'I am a Muslim,' he is still a hypocrite if: (i) when he speaks, he lies; 

(ii) when he promises, he breeches; and (iii) when trusted, he betrays. Islam demands much more 

than prayers from Muslims. 

 

How can Muslim societies be transformed into flourishing societies as envisaged in the Quran to 

enhance human unity? We hope to take this up in our next postings.  
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The Trump administration’s threats to those who would support the Turkish-Yemeni co-

sponsored resolution, rebuking the U.S. decision to move its embassy from Tel Aviv to 

Jerusalem, was an affront to Muslim dignity. It is an affront that should be faced head on. If not 

now, the U.S. and the opaque Saudi-Israeli alliance will, little by little, erase Palestinian, Arab 

and Muslim rights with America’s military might as its hammer and Saudi money as its grease. 

 

The Trump administration’s has tied its foreign aid to subservience. President Erdogan of Turkey 

was right to say that dollars could not buy his vote but the U.N. General Assembly’s symbolic 

repudiation of the U.S. move is insufficient. It was clear that many nations buckled under the 

U.S. threat by not voting or abstaining. Among the unprincipled, Bosnia-Herzegovina, a Muslim 

country, and Canada, Mexico and Australia shed their dignity and abstained in order to curry 

favor with Washington. These compromises could quietly mushroom with time unless there is a 

unified and strong push back from the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) countries. 

Many illegitimate Muslim rulers rely on Washington for support to stay in power but Muslims 

should peacefully demand that their leaders stand up for Muslim dignity and cut their umbilical 

cord to Washington. 

 

The U.S. even attacked the United Nations before the vote. Nikki Haley, the U.S. Ambassador to 

the U.N., alluded to a reduction in U.S. financial contribution to the U.N. if the vote did not go in 

Washington’s favor. OIC member countries should respond to this threat in a number of ways. 

They should tease the U.S. by offering to make up the U.S. contribution if the U.S. would 

surrender its Permanent Security Council seat to a Muslim country to be elected by the OIC or 

even simply surrender its veto power at the Security Council. They should note that the U.S. has 

used its veto power more that the other four permanent members to get its way against the 

wishes of the broader U.N. membership. Moreover, the OIC countries should propose moves to 

democratically restructure the Security Council. 

 

In response to an Israeli deputy minister’s call for Israel to break all ties with the U.N. and to 

evict the U.N. from its Jerusalem offices, the OIC members should urge the U.N. to go ahead and 

comply with this minster’s call immediately. 

 

For the longer run, the OIC countries should consider using economic sanctions as an instrument 

of foreign policy to uphold the dignity of Muslim countries. While the U.S., because of its 

economic size, uses sanctions more than the rest of the world combined, the OIC with its 57 

members (56 of which are countries) could also use sanctions effectively to change the policy of 

countries to favor Muslim countries if the membership is unified at least on policy issues 

important to Muslims. 

 

President Trump has often said that he admires those who are strong and fight. U.S. reactions to 

the Turkish-Yemeni resolution and the resulting vote gives the OIC an opportunity to stand up 

and go toe to toe with the U.S. president and gain his respect and admiration in the process! 
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How can ISIS and other Muslim terrorists be defeated? This is the question of our generation and 

maybe of the century. 

 

First, a simple quiz. What is the foundational problem in most Muslim countries? Who is to 

blame? Why is Muslim terrorism so prominent? What is the solution? Why are Islamicity Indices 

the best instrument for changing the Muslim world and thus eradicating the scourge of Muslim 

terrorism? 

 

Let's begin by clearing the deck -- Islam is not the problem, but is instead the solution for a better 

future for Muslim countries. The fact is that Islam has been undermined and hijacked by corrupt 

hereditary rulers, clerics and strongmen to "legitimize" their illegitimate rule. And their 

illegitimate rule -- with its absence of the rule of law and representative government -- has been 

supported by the Great Powers, from the East and especially from the West. The intervention of 

foreign powers, in the guise of national, corporate and personal interest, has enabled illegitimate 

Muslim rulers to perpetuate their oppressive rule at the expense of their people. As a result, 

average citizens in most Muslim countries have been robbed of their freedom and live in 

societies that afford little opportunity for a better future, with strongmen using their false 

interpretation of Islam to justify their oppression. 

 

It is not difficult to see why these conditions provide the perfect breeding ground for anger and 

violence against Muslim rulers and their foreign supporters. Western righteousness and 

pronouncements of human rights, undermined by their support of dictators across the Muslim 

World, in turn provide the likes of ISIS with unlimited propaganda material for recruits. 

Ironically, all sides -- oppressive rulers and terrorists such ISIS and Al-Qaeda -- use Islam to 

justify their actions. 

 

Yet to our surprise the number of Muslim terrorists is still small. With an estimated 1.5 billion 

Muslims around the world and less than 150,000 belonging to organizations such as ISIS, 

terrorists represent less than 0.001 percent of all Muslims. As bad as terrorism may be today, 

with so many Muslims in the world (and their numbers growing more rapidly than any other 

religion), the future could be truly disastrous if the root cause of terrorism is not correctly 

identified and extinguished. The message is clear. The wrong diagnosis and treatment could 

destroy the world we know today! We had better get it right and adopt a comprehensive policy 

for addressing terrorism. 

 

How best can Muslims take charge of their countries, address their societal malaise and create 

free, egalitarian and prosperous societies with justice as the hallmark? In previous posts we have 

outlined Islamic teachings and the scaffolding they provide for Muslim societies as envisaged in 

the Quran. So why can't Muslims create such societies? What is stopping them? 

 

In most Muslim countries Islam has become so institutionalized and rigid that its teachings 

cannot be freely debated. Over the years, rulers and clerics have taken over the interpretation of 



 

the Quran. They insist that they are the ones who best understand the Quran and provide for 

pliant clerics to convey their message. Muslims are expected to behave as they are told. They are 

kept from discussing the interpretation and application of Quranic teachings. In fact, in many 

Muslim countries, questioning the state-sanctioned interpretation of the Quran and, even worse, 

providing alternative interpretations for discussion are crimes that may result in serious 

punishment. Debate, discussion and questions are seen as seditious. Why? Because Islam is used 

as an instrument of control. 

 

In this space of false interpretation and of hijacking Islam for personal gain, ISIS has found a 

receptive audience for another false interpretation of Islam. ISIS is simply jumping on the 

bandwagon and following in the path of a long list of foreign-supported Muslim dictators with its 

own interpretation of Islam. If this problem remains unaddressed, others will be forthcoming 

with yet more extreme interpretations that best suit their agenda and the mood of the times. 

 

As we have said in earlier blogs, Muslims must be encouraged to take charge of their religion. 

Study the Quran (the theoretical foundation of Islamic societies) and its interpretation by the 

Prophet Mohammad in Medina. But then what? If Muslims challenge state-sanctioned 

interpretations, they will be dismissed as ignorant and lacking the necessary religious education 

to interpret the words of Allah, or they will be accused of having been indoctrinated by 

Westerners. If they persist and demand reforms from their rulers they could be arrested, 

imprisoned and even executed for sedition. 

 

This is where Islamicity Indices come into play. The indices are not focused on one verse from 

the Quran or on one chapter, but are intended to capture teachings in the Quran as a whole on 

topics such as justice, freedom, poverty, opulence, equality of opportunity, sharing of God's 

bounty, etc., and these can in turn be aggregated in a number of ways to provide even broader 

indices of prevailing economic, political or human rights conditions. The indices are intended to 

provide a benchmark for Islamic teachings to assess a country's performance. It is hoped that 

they can receive global support to eventually push aside the false interpretations that are 

propagated for personal gain. There are two types of indices -- cross-sectional indices providing 

comparison (a score and ranking) of all countries; and longitudinal indices for individual 

countries providing an indicator of performance for a single country over the years. 

 

It is harder for clerics and rulers to dismiss these indices. If they object to any element in an 

index, adjustments can be made but the story will not change significantly. Islamicity Indices 

will reveal the performance of countries for all to see. It will become harder for rulers to hide 

behind blanket statements of false assessments of Islamic teachings. Their successes and failures 

can be assessed so as to derive better policies. The Muslim and non-Muslim world could begin to 

attribute the current state of affairs in Muslim countries not to Islam, but to its correct source -- 

non rule-compliant Muslim rulers and governments, their cronies and their foreign backers. 

 

It is hoped that this endeavor will gain international recognition and endorsement and be the 

catalyst for positive change in the Muslim world. This in turn should help close the growing 

chasm between the Muslim and non-Muslim world to enhance the unity of humankind -- a 

principal foundation of Islam. 

 



 

But as with anything in life a word of caution. Our Islamicity Indices have received much 

attention in the Muslim World. Young Muslims have downloaded discussions of these indices 

around the world. Prayer leaders have brought the result and application of our indices to the 

attention of their communities. The Islamic Development Bank (IDB) has organized two 

conferences focusing on developing a Shariah-based index of socio-economic development in 

2014. In 2015, the government of Malaysia adopted its own index to measure the country's 

compliance with Islamic teachings, needed reforms and progress. While these are very positive 

outcomes, we have been advised to be aware of an emerging hidden agenda -- government-

sponsored research in Muslim countries to develop indices that support their oppressive rule. 

 

We hope to have our proposed websites (Islamicity-Index.Org and Islamicity-Indices.Org) up by 

the end of February 2016. We hope that this effort will generate much dialogue to engage 

Muslims and non-Muslims. We hope that Western and Eastern governments recognize the power 

of these indices to jettison their selfish policies of the past in support of dictators; and instead to 

usher in an era of cooperation among foreign powers in support of much needed reform in their 

client states, reform that would extinguish the flame of terrorism and create a better future for all 

humanity. 

 

We end by emphasizing that what we see in the Muslim world is not Islam but its perversion. 

Foundational Islamic teachings of love, unity, freedom, representative rule, effective governance 

and justice are much more apparent in Northern Europe that in any Muslim country, an 

observation that was confirmed in the words of Mohammad Abduh, a founding member of the 

Muslim Brotherhood, over a century ago "I went to the West and saw Islam, but no Muslims; I 

got back to the East and saw Muslims, but no Islam." 
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What is the connection between Islam and terrorism and how can terrorism be vanquished? 

 

Before attempting an answer, let's spill the beans. Islam has no connection to terrorism. It is the 

history of Muslims, colonial rule, human greed and the quest for political and economic control 

that have propagated terrorism as manifested in Al-Qaeda, Boco Haram, Al-Shabaab, ISIS 

(Daesh) and new groups to come unless the cause of the malignancy is correctly identified and 

addressed. 

 

Islam was hijacked soon after its birth. As the Prophet Mohammad lay on his deathbed, his 

young wife Aisha and some of his companions plotted to take up his mantle. In short order, 

corrupt caliphs and their supporters abandoned Islamic teachings and embraced policies that 

contradict the Quran and the practice of the Prophet, fought unjust wars for power to gain control 

of resources and wealth, lived lives of luxury and used Islam as the instrument for political and 

economic control. 

 

After WWI with the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the victors carved up most of the Middle 

East -- installing and supporting rulers who did their bidding and furthered their national interests 

at the expense of the local population. The colonial masters did not shy away from using all 

options open to them -- intrigue, economic and financial pressure, threats and ultimately military 

force -- to plunder the region and subjugate its people. Over a period of about five decades they 

forced their will on the region, with Muslim frustration and anger directed against the colonial 

powers and against their rulers. But the colonial domination did not end there. Over the ensuing 

five decades, with rapid advances in communication technology, military force became less 

palatable and colonialists collaborated with tyrannical rulers who did their bidding -- colonialism 

was replaced by collaborative colonialism as rulers wrapped themselves in their own brand of 

Islam for legitimacy. The poisoned fruit of Western collaboration with corrupt rulers, though 

hidden in the past from Western eyes, has now permeated the world. [Collaborative Colonialism] 

 

Today, hereditary rulers, dictators and compliant clerics are the modern day caliphs. They have 

taken over the pulpit and "interpret" Islamic teachings to maintain their hold on power and to 

impede political, social and economic reforms. It is even a crime in some Muslim countries to 

question or discuss the teachings of the Quran, something the Prophet encouraged in the nascent 

Muslim community in Medina. All the while, Western powers, businesses and influential 

individuals continue to support illegitimate rulers in the name of stability but are doing so for 

national, corporate and personal gain. Westerners point to the violence brought about by the 

Arab Spring -- hope turned into calamity in a matter of months -- as a reason to revert to 

supporting dictators. These same Westerners, while supporting dictators to line their pockets, 

espouse democracy, political, social and economic reforms and respect for human rights and the 

rule of law -- displaying blatant duplicity that is obvious to all. 

 

Is it a wonder that such conditions created by corrupt and greedy rulers and their Western 

backers provide a fertile medium for terrorists to propagate their hateful version of Islam for 



 

support, that Muslim masses feel disenfranchised, desperate and increasingly vulnerable to 

voices promising any brand of change, that conflicts within the Muslim World have become 

more violent, leading to horrendous casualties, human displacements and physical destruction, 

that these conflicts have increased and have spilled over into the non-Muslim World and that 

Muslims are fleeing their oppressive and conflict-ridden homelands? [Conflicts in the Persian 

Gulf] 

 

While placing the root blame of terrorism on Islam may be convenient, it is the wrong 

attribution, which, if not corrected, will only exacerbate matters and render the fight against 

terrorism hopeless by pitting non-Muslims against Muslims the world over. In fact the fight 

against terrorism can only be won if Islam is embraced in the solution. Islam is a way of life and 

will not be abandoned by Islam bashing. Islam is a rules-based religion, with the rules outlined in 

the holy Quran and interpreted by the Prophet Mohammad. Rules in turn provide the scaffolding 

for institutions that are necessary for reform and sustained progress. Although Muslims pray and 

uphold the Five Pillars of Islam in Muslim-majority countries, there is much more to Islam, and 

most Muslim societies do not reflect the characteristics one would expect of a rule-compliant 

Muslim society -- in other words, of a society that has adopted the rules and institutions 

recommended in Islam. [Islam and Development] 

 

How can the world win the war against terrorists and eradicate terrorism? It will require a multi-

dimensional approach, perseverance, patience and time. 

 

Muslim leaders must be encouraged to embrace the important teachings of Islam from the Holy 

Quran, advocating freedom, effective and just institutions, equal opportunities for all members of 

society, gender equality, economic and social progress, representative governance and effective 

institutions -- institutions that are also compatible with the economic prescriptions of Adam 

Smith but with a heavier dose of morality and justice. Individual Muslims should be encouraged 

to study their religion, be free to debate its teachings, reclaim it from corrupt rulers and clerics 

and in turn hold their rulers accountable. If they don't, terrorists will increasingly fill the void in 

failed states created by false interpretations of the Holy Quran. Terrorists will point the finger at 

corrupt rulers and their Western supporters, promise a better life, if not in this world at least in 

the hereafter, espousing terror as the Islamic option for a turnaround. Disenfranchised Muslims 

with little hope -- in Muslim countries and in Western ghettos -- will be seduced into taking up 

arms and following terrorists. 

 

Discussions on the philosophical foundation of Islam are necessary to establish the institutions 

envisaged in Islam. Because Islam is a rules-based system, it is possible to develop an objective 

benchmark to assess the legitimacy of rulers, a country's compliance with rules and the 

development of Islamic institutions, in other words the "Islamicity" of a country. Such a 

benchmark in turn facilitates the comparative assessment of rule compliance and institution 

building in Muslim countries and their progress over time. In turn, rulers can claim legitimacy by 

being the most rule-compliant members of society. [Islamicity Indices] 

 

To affect change in Muslim countries, Western countries have a parallel responsibility. They can 

and should do a much better job of assimilating their Muslim communities and understanding 

what Islam teaches in the Quran. Extremists gain recruits when the young live in ghettos, have 



 

little hope for a better future and live marginalized lives, in communities where Islam is 

misunderstood and condemned. Western countries should come together and adopt a unified 

approach toward rulers in Muslim countries. Western democracies should not support dictators 

who contradict the teachings of the Quran and undermine Islam and its institutions. For 

international support, rulers must agree to adhere to a timetable to establish representative and 

accountable governance, effective institutions that include the rule of law and respect for human 

rights and dignity. 

 

Time is the final dimension of a turnaround in the Muslim World. In the wake of the Arab 

Spring, Westerners expected an immediate transformation of countries plagued by nearly a 

century of external abuse on top of centuries of domestic deprivation and injustice. Even a 

country such as France, which was not colonized, did not immediately and peacefully transform 

itself through the French Revolution. Change in the Muslim World and in Muslim-Western 

relations will require sustained effort, cooperation and time. But before the world embarks on 

this transformation all sides must agree on the diagnosis and the path forward. 

 

In a few decades, adherents of Islam and Christianity will be roughly equal in number and 

constitute about half of humanity. For the survival of life on this earth as we know it, these two 

religions of the book must come together. Governments, rulers and individuals must recognize 

their destructive practices and embrace a comprehensive and multilateral approach. Although 

such a recommendation might appear naïve today, with each passing day it will be more readily 

recognized as the best option, which would have been more easily implemented earlier. 
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The West is in denial by refusing to acknowledge the obvious. There's no quick fix for defeating 

terrorism. The terrorism we see today is the descendant of many generations of intertwined 

missteps. The fallout has been global. Simplistic, partial and quick fixes could make matters 

worse and render a solution ever more elusive. 

 

After the collapse of the Ottoman Empire in 1918, the missteps are too many to list here but 

range from shortsighted colonization of the Middle East and North Africa, support for 

authoritarian rulers in the Middle East and to numerous armed conflicts and wars. The fallout is 

seen everywhere. There are massive human displacements, refugees and immigration from Syria 

and Iraq; the emergence of ISIS on the global radar and its horrific atrocities against Western 

interests and its even more devastating, though less advertised, atrocities against Muslims; a 

Europe overwhelmed by refugees and threatened with instability; a host of failed Muslim 

countries with hundreds of millions of disenfranchised masses with no decent jobs and prospect 

for better futures; and Western countries increasingly predisposed to erecting higher and higher 

walls to keep out Muslims and sending drones to foreign lands to kill terrorists where they live, 

but ignoring the reality that the West's actions are providing the foreign training ground for their 

own citizens to become terrorists. 

 

Terrorism has become a global phenomenon. It is evident the world over -- in Muslim countries 

where hundreds of millions of oppressed Muslim masses live and in Western ghettos where 

Muslims spend their lives going from sub-par schools to menial jobs that afford no hope for 

better futures. It is under these conditions, in Muslim and non-Muslim societies, where terrorists 

find their disciples and recruits--bitter young men and women in search of a belonging with a 

glimmer of hope. Terrorists come with their false representations of Islam to these young men 

and women who have little or no understanding of the message of Islam (from the Holy Quran 

and its interpretation by the Prophet Mohammad) and fill the void that exists in oppressed 

Muslim countries (supported by Western interests) and in segregated Western ghettos (in nations 

terrified of Islam).  

Terrorism has been globalized in part by technology and access to real time news. When 

Buckingham Palace flies the Union Jack at half-mast in sympathy for a deceased Saudi King, 

Muslims around the world immediately note the duplicity of sanctimonious British 

pronouncements--championing the quest for freedom and democratic rule while supporting 

oppressive rule in Saudi Arabia for business interests.  

When President Obama speaks openly to the Cuban people about American values of freedom of 

expression in Havana, Muslims wonder if he will do the same on his upcoming visit to Saudi 

Arabia to a summit with the heads of state of the GCC (Gulf Cooperation Countries)? If he does 

not, he will generate hundreds, if not thousands, of recruits for terrorists. An important fallout of 

globalization is that duplicity has become harder to cover up. The U.S. is unpopular in the land 

of its allies--the GCC, other Arab countries and Turkey--and popular in the land of its enemy, 



 

Iran! The reason is simple. The U.S. supports Arab dictators but has opposed Iran's oppressive 

theocracy. The Muslim masses have taken note.  

Terrorism is globalizing at breakneck speed with the unrecognized danger that it may even move 

to non-Muslim communities--anyone facing racism, limited opportunities or unrealized dreams 

can cast a wide net, find recruits to his or her cause and demand a ransom. But all of this and its 

urgent ramifications have largely failed to register on Western radars.  

It will take thoughtful, longsighted and sustained policies and initiatives on a global level and on 

many fronts to arrest Muslim terrorism and begin a turnaround. Some foundational pillars should 

be emphasized. 

The process, planning and implementation must be initiated at the global level. Terrorists can 

recruit and operate anywhere. Moreover, if the fight is left to a few countries they may focus on 

their own selfish interests and ignore the interests of the rest of the world. Political interference 

should be minimized as politicians invariably care about the next election cycle and dictators 

would rather fight to the bitter end than concede anything. 

The planning for this initiative should be entrusted to a committee comprised of a small number 

of thoughtful men and women created under the auspices of the United Nations. The committee 

should be given the charge of developing a White Paper on the dimensions and elements of a 

global program (with a schedule) to defeat terrorism. To be effective the committee should be 

afforded total autonomy to think comprehensively out of the box-- to come up with policy 

recommendations for individual countries, groups of countries, organizations, institutions, 

affiliations and religious groups covering any and all areas of activity such as governance, 

freedom of expression and worship, freedom of the press, education and job opportunities, 

sharing of intelligence information, refugee policies, treatment of religious minorities, etc.--to 

truly act at a global level with no limitations.  

The resulting White Paper should then be taken up internationally to devise a comprehensive 

plan and implementation schedule that would address sensitive issues of national sovereignty and 

sanctions on countries that fail to support the program.  

 

Finally, let's emphasize the two essential pillars for eradicating terrorism--religion and urgent 

reform in Muslim countries. Religion is central to a comprehensive solution. Muslims should be 

encouraged to take back their religion from corrupt rulers, clerics and Jihadists who have their 

personal agenda and propagate a false representation of Islam. Muslims must be encouraged to 

discuss Quranic teachings centered on the oneness of humanity, freedom and on social and 

economic justice. The discussion of the philosophical foundation of Islam is necessary for 

Muslims to establish the institutions envisaged in Islam, institutions that are designed to enhance 

economic, social and political justice and progress. The campaign to eradicate terrorism is more 

about spreading Islamic teachings of Unity and Justice to fill the space that is being increasingly 

occupied by terrorists than about dropping bombs on terrorist targets.  



 

The other major pillar is long overdue reforms. Muslim countries must be encouraged, no 

coerced, to embrace political, social and economic reforms that support a future that includes 

freedom, representative government and economic opportunities for all people. 

No matter how thoughtful and comprehensive the approach, it will take time to succeed. The 

longer a comprehensive global approach is delayed, the more entrenched terrorism becomes, 

with new tentacles and dimensions that will result in overt racism toward the millions of Muslim 

citizens and refugees in the West. A racism that once entrenched will take centuries to roll back, 

making the task of eradicating terrorism ever more difficult. 
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No country is immune from the scourge of terrorism. If a country thinks that it has terrorism 

under control, believe me it has not; terrorism will thrive elsewhere and will come back with a 

vengeance. Recruits are available the world over. They can be reached, indoctrinated and 

manipulated into a deadly one-person army in no time. 

 

Whatever their individual religious beliefs and associations, members of organizations such as 

ISIS, Al-Qaeda, Boco Haram and the Taliban, though a minuscule fraction of the 1.5 billion 

Muslims in the world, are invariably associated with all Muslims and Islam. Why have Muslims 

become so associated with terrorism? The majority of terrorist acts seem to originate with 

individuals who claim Islam as their religious faith. Bombs and more bombs can kill but they 

cannot eradicate perverted teachings, hate and injustice. It's time to face facts, address the 

problem globally, and now, before it permeates every corner of the world. 

 

The Lifeblood of Modern-Day Terrorism 

 

A Religion Hijacked: 

Islam was hijacked early on. Most Muslim rulers claimed Islam for legitimacy but did little to 

uphold its essence -- unity of God's creation, justice and freedom. Religion quickly became an 

instrument of the power to control and rule. A few lived a life of luxury, while many suffered in 

poverty. 

 

Today, hereditary rulers, dictators and compliant clerics have taken over the pulpit and interpret 

Islamic teachings for their own benefit. They even implement policies that directly contradict the 

Quran and the practice of the Prophet. In many Muslim countries, it has become a crime to 

question or discuss the teachings of the Quran, discussions that were encouraged the Prophet. 

Instead, clerics and rulers have advocated rote memorization of the Quran, with no free debate of 

its underlying philosophy and its message. 

 

Perversion of Islamic Teachings: Islam is a rules-based religion, with the rules outlined in the 

Quran and interpreted by the Prophet Mohammad. Rules in turn provide the foundation for 

effective institutions. The discussion of the philosophical foundation of Islam is necessary for 

Muslims to establish institutions for justice and for economic, social and political progress. 

 

Although Muslims may uphold the Five Pillars of Islam in Muslim-majority countries, there is 

much more to Islam, and their societies do not convey the characteristics one would expect of 

rule-compliant Muslim societies; in other words, of societies that have adopted the rules and 

institutions professed in Islam. 

 

Failed Muslim States: The indicators of failed states are to be seen everywhere in the Muslim 

World -- armed conflicts and civil wars, massive human displacements, refugees and 

immigration from countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria; the emergence of ISIS on the 

global radar and its horrific atrocities against Western interests and its even more devastating, 



 

though less advertised, atrocities against Muslims; a few living in unbelievable luxury while the 

majority live in poverty; hundreds of millions of disenfranchised masses with no decent 

employment or prospect for a better future; and Western countries increasingly predisposed to 

erecting higher barriers to Muslim entry and sending drones to kill terrorists where they live, but 

ignoring the reality that the West's actions are providing the foreign training ground and the fuel 

to make terrorists out of some of their own Muslim citizens. 

 

The Fruits of Twentieth Century Collaborative Colonialism: While Muslims should accept the 

major share of the responsibility for the failure of their countries, world powers should 

acknowledge some responsibility. After the collapse of the Ottoman Empire in 1918, the world 

powers carved up the Empire with little regard for ethnic, sectarian and religious fault lines and 

they supported strongmen rulers in the Middle East whose rule has been marked by ineffective 

institutions (especially the absence of the rule of law and representative governance), economic 

and social stagnation, corruption with the enrichment of a few and false interpretations of Islam 

to perpetuate oppressive rule. Average citizens in most Muslim countries have been robbed of 

their freedom and live in societies that afford little hope. 

 

Muslim Immigration to Escape Oppression and its Fallout: Understandably, living with armed 

conflicts and wars, oppressive conditions that limit religious debate, little political and social 

freedom and not much hope for a better future, Muslims have been immigrating to the West in 

the millions. 

 

In the West they find many of the freedoms and the quality institutions envisaged in the Quran. 

But their transition to the West has not always been smooth. Muslims have not always 

assimilated to their new homeland. In some host countries, Muslims have been segregated in 

ghettos with limited opportunities for a high-quality education and good jobs. These conditions -- 

for which Muslims and non-Muslims should share responsibility -- have bred resentment, 

especially among the Muslim youth, who have sought Jihadist outlets to escape their alienation. 

Moreover, Islam has received a bad rap for the un-Islamic and terrorist acts of a few, while 

Muslims and leaders of their host countries have not done enough to educate the general public 

about Islam's core values of Unity, Freedom, Peace and Justice. This has resulted in a vicious 

circle with Muslims feeling alienated and non-Muslims feeling threatened in their own 

homeland. 

 

Reforming the Muslim World 

 

Religious Reform: First and foremost we must recognize the fact that religion occupies a central 

space in the East-West divide. Muslims the world over have to assume responsibility and take 

back their religion from oppressive rulers and terrorists. If they are unwilling to do this, then 

there is little hope for a more peaceful and unified world. 

 

Oppression in Muslim countries, justified in the name of Islam, has created hundreds of millions 

of innocent and disenfranchised Muslims eager to leave their homelands. False teachings 

attributed to Islam by Jihadists have supplanted Islamic teachings emphasizing the oneness of 

creation, freedom and social and economic justice. It is up to the 1.5 billion Muslims in the world 

to peacefully debate the underlying philosophy of their religion, institute needed reforms and 



 

drive out the false teachings that have increasingly permeated Islam. The campaign to eradicate 

terrorism is more about spreading Islamic teachings of Unity and reform than about dropping 

bombs on terrorist targets. 

 

Constitution and Legal System: While leaders in some countries claim the Quran as their 

constitution and Sharia as the law of the land, it may be time for Muslims to examine these 

claims and their impact. The duplicity of rulers in the oil-rich countries of the Middle East is 

glaring: they claim Islam yet rob their citizenry blind and impede the emergence of effective 

institutions to modernize their countries. 

 

Muslims, like non-Muslims, deserve the opportunity to vote on a constitution. The essentials are 

the form of government and its electoral system, where power (executive, legislative and 

judicial) is vested and how it is to be exercised, the rights of the citizenry (life, liberty, and 

freedom) and the regulations and implementation of public affairs. Moreover, there must be a 

clear system to revisit the constitution and to make amendments as needed over time. Muslim 

countries can, and should, incorporate Islamic values (many of which are compatible with those 

of liberal democracies) into a modern-day constitution that protect the rights of the citizenry 

from oppressive rulers and fanatical Jihadists. 

 

Similarly, the rule of law or the equal standing of all before the law is essential to creating 

flourishing societies. Justice is the glue that holds a society together and encourages everyone to 

participate and grow. Sharia was an interpretation (based on the Quran and the life of the 

Prophet) of a legal system by a group of Muslim scholars (all men) centuries ago. Times have 

changed. Muslims need a legal system that embraces foundational Islamic values and the realties 

of the one world that we all share. 

 

The verbal deference of some rulers to the Quran as their constitution and to Sharia as the law of 

the land has given oppressive rulers and Jihadists cover to exercise their injustice in the name of 

Islam. Muslim reformation begins with Muslims taking back their religion. 

 

"Islamicity" Indices and Reforms: Islamicity Indices can provide Muslims with an important 

instrument to peacefully achieve these much-needed reforms. The indices are not focused on one 

chapter or verse from the Quran, but are intended to capture its teachings as a whole on topics 

such as justice, freedom, poverty, opulence, equality of opportunity, the sharing of God's bounty, 

etc., and these can in turn be aggregated in a number of ways to provide even broader indices of 

prevailing economic, political or human rights conditions. 

 

The purpose of Islamicity indices is to encourage each and every Muslim to take possession of 

his or her religion based on its indisputable source -- the Quran -- rejecting pronouncements from 

clerics, rulers, the media and much less from extremists, who all have agendas. It provides 

Muslims with a performance indicator of their rulers, governments and communities. It isolates 

successes and failures in order to derive better policies. The contemporary socio-economic state 

of Muslim countries is not stellar and a change of policies is required for a turnaround. Both 

Muslims and non-Muslims may begin to attribute the current state of affairs in Muslim countries 

not to Islam, but to its correct source -- Muslim rulers and governments, their cronies, and their 

foreign backers and the failure of individual Muslims to take ownership of their religion. Most 



 

important, these indices can be the catalyst for positive change in the Muslim world, by 

providing a benchmark and room for debate. 

 

It is harder for clerics and rulers to dismiss these indices. If they object to any element in an 

index, adjustments can be made but the story will not change significantly. Islamicity indices 

reveal the performance of countries for all to see. Successes and failures can be assessed to 

derive better policies. 

 

Participation of the Non-Muslim World: The countries receiving Muslims immigrants must be 

lauded for their generosity. However, for all sides to benefit, Muslims must do their utmost to 

assimilate and their hosts should endeavor to learn about the religion of their new compatriots -- 

not to disparage Islam but to tout its important teachings that are common to all free societies. 

 

The other contribution is from the great powers. The great powers should encourage, no coerce, 

leaders in their client Muslim countries to embrace political, social and economic reforms that 

support a future that includes freedom, representative government and economic opportunities 

for all their people. 

 

International Cooperation and Policies 

 

It will take thoughtful, longsighted and sustained policies and initiatives on a global level and on 

many fronts to arrest Muslim terrorism and begin a well-grounded turnaround. Terrorists can 

recruit and operate anywhere. Moreover, if the fight is left to a few countries they may focus on 

their own selfish interests and ignore the interests of the rest of the world. No matter how 

thoughtful and comprehensive the approach, it will take time to succeed. The longer a 

comprehensive global approach is delayed, the more entrenched terrorism will become. 
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While the recent pushback against ISIS is welcome, it is only small victory in the war against 

terrorism and with disturbing fallouts--the headlines and sound bites that convey a sense of 

complacency, leading us to believe that with the shipment of more arms and a few more 

victories, terrorism will be defeated and all will be well. Such takeaways are not only off the 

mark but are downright dangerous. This war will not be won on one, two or even on a thousand 

battlefields. It is a war that must be won in the hearts and minds of Muslims with their active 

participation and with understanding and support from the non-Muslim World. 

 

It is an undeniable fact that today what most people consider to be terrorism seems to emanate 

with individuals or groups who claim Islam as their faith. Whether fair or unfair, this being a 

perceived fact we have to look at Islam, Muslims, Muslim countries, and the human condition of 

Muslims in Muslim countries and elsewhere to assess the origin of Jihadist anger and the reasons 

for its appeal to disenfranchised Muslims. 

 

Simply said, the vast majority of Muslims are frustrated with their lives. They live in countries 

that are autocratic with little or no freedom, that are unjust and corrupt at the core, economically 

unsuccessful and where the individual's relationship to the Almighty has been swept aside by 

rulers; religion is used as an instrument to control and rule, with rulers and their cronies living in 

unimaginable luxury while the average person cannot even make ends meet; the average Muslim 

has limited productive opportunities to make a decent living; and most frustrating of all, there is 

little hope of a better future. 

 

It is not only in Muslim countries that Muslims feel disenfranchised. Many Muslim immigrants 

are confronted by hopelessness in their adopted lands; live under ghetto-like conditions, with 

sub-par access to good education and healthcare; and are not integrated into the mainstream--

while their host countries could do more, Muslims are also in part responsible for their condition 

because they fail to make efforts to embrace the cultural and social norms of their adopted 

homes. They move further and further away from the mainstream, become more isolated and fail 

to advance, all of which may be followed by frustration, resentment and anger. Anyone, be they 

Christian, Jew or Muslim, living in Muslim countries or in ghettos as immigrants could easily 

become angry and radicalized. While nothing could ever justify terrorism, the absence of any 

hope for a brighter future encourages some to join terrorist groups that promise a path, albeit a 

false and divisive path, to a better world where their false version of Islam rules supreme. 

 

While these facts need careful examination, they must not be misunderstood and defined as a 

Muslim-Christian conflict. It is precisely in this framework that terrorists have found an opening 

to preach their message of hatred, killing innocent people, ironically mainly Muslims, in the 

name of God! If we allow the spread of terrorism to be framed as an inter-faith struggle, we will 

only inflame what we see today and usher in an era of global conflict as never before. Christians 

and Muslims make up about half the population of the planet. The two faiths share much in 

common, yet Christians and Muslims misunderstand each other and allow opportunists to divide 

them and to frame terrorism as an epic Christian-Muslim struggle. 



 

 

The drift toward a Christian-Muslim or a West-East struggle can be reversed by reforms in the 

Muslim World, by Muslims taking back their religion through a reformation and the great 

powers looking beyond their narrow short-run interests. 

 

Reforms in the Muslim World: 

 

The popular belief that Islam obstructs political, social and economic progress is a myth. The 

teachings of the Quran and the life of the Prophet Mohammad stress the love of God for His 

creation, the unity of creation, justice, freedom and effective institutions for a thriving society. 

Today, most Muslim societies do not reflect the important benchmarks of Islam and in fact the 

non-Muslim countries of Northern Europe do a much better job. Rulers in most Muslim 

countries are not selected freely. They are autocratic. There is little freedom in Muslim countries. 

Rulers allow little discussion of the philosophy of Islam. Most rulers are corrupt. Their economic 

management does not reflect Islamic teachings, which include sound institutions (especially the 

rule of law), efficiency in economic management, preserving God's bounty for all generations 

(the environment and the benefits of depletable natural resources such as oil), equality and 

sharing, absence of extravagance, poverty and corruption, equal opportunities for all, and taking 

care of those who cannot care for themselves. The dismal conditions of most Muslim countries 

provide the breeding ground for anger, frustration, bitterness, desperation and violence. 

 

Just take a glance at a few Muslim countries, from the very rich (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, 

the UAE), to the middle (Turkey, Malaysia, Iran) to the poor (Afghanistan, Sudan, Yemen). 

While some are doing better than others, not a single Muslim country would even come close to 

countries such as Norway, Sweden or Denmark. 

 

A Muslim Reformation: 

 

A Muslim reformation must begin with Muslims. Muslims have little choice but to peacefully 

demand change in their countries. They must take back the lock and key of their religion from 

rulers and clerics; they must denounce and confront the false message of Jihadists who are 

murdering innocent people around the world, damaging the peaceful religion that is Islam and 

sowing the seeds for East-West confrontation. 

 

While Muslims believe that the Quran represents the word of God, this does not mean that they 

should live, as did Muslims at the time of the Prophet Mohammad. Islam preaches the 

importance of progress, education, healthcare, technological change, sound economic 

management, effective governance and economic prosperity. The religion emphasizes justice, 

freedom, freedom to chose, love, peace, peaceful co-existence and an open mind and tolerance 

toward the religion and social practice of others. As we have said above and in earlier postings, 

Western countries, especially those in Northern Europe, reflect many of these recommendations 

for a successful Muslim society better than do Muslim countries. Muslims should turn their 

attention away from clerics and rulers who preach a self-serving interpretation of Islam to control 

and rule. They should study the Quran on their own, discuss and debate its meaning and consult 

unaffiliated and learned teachers as needed. Again, and as we have said before, Islamicity 



 

Indices afford a concise and summary benchmark to serve as a guide. Such a benchmark can be 

used in a peaceful approach to challenge rulers and clerics to demand change. 

 

What are the essential elements of a Muslim Reformation? 

 

First, Muslims around the world must come together and wrestle away the helm of Islam from all 

self-appointed clerics, guides, messengers, leaders and rulers. Islam does not need anyone at its 

helm. They should make their demands known internationally to unite all Muslims in the 

reformation and garner support from non-Muslims in countries of North America and Europe. 

Such initiatives would more likely succeed if they were peaceful, with the goals of freedom and 

respect for human rights well articulated. While this process may start in one Muslim country, it 

would advance more rapidly if Muslims coordinated their demands and activities simultaneously 

in a number of countries. The Quran is the word of God and Muslims do not need intermediaries 

to interpret it. Instead, Muslims have an obligation to read, discuss and understand the 

philosophy of Islam. How they observe the teachings of their religion is between them and Allah. 

 

Second, Muslims should demand a modern-day constitution that serves as the bedrock for a 

flourishing society where justice, human rights, human dignity, freedom and equality of 

opportunity are held sacred; a constitution that they vote to accept and one that is subject to 

amendment as needed; and a constitution that incorporates Islam's institutional recommendations 

that fit modern societies and are very much in line with Adam Smith's vision as well; and 

governments must be elected by the people and must remain answerable to the electorate. Third, 

the derived Sharia law (or Islamic Jurisprudence) should be set aside as the legal system in all 

Muslim countries. It was a body of law that was derived and put together by men (no female 

participation) many centuries ago. The agendas of rulers were always on the radar. Originally, 

the Sharia Law might have been helpful for its inclusiveness and tolerance but today Muslim 

clerics and autocratic rulers use Sharia law as an instrument of control that propagates injustice 

and deprivation. Moreover, it is a system that divides rather than unifies humanity. Non-Muslims 

fear it and assume that Muslims want to impose it on non-Muslims as well. Muslim countries 

need a sound modern legal system; the rule of law is the most important institution for any 

society; it provides the underpinning of political, social and economic progress for all societies, 

as it must also do so for Muslim countries. 

 

Fourth, Muslims living in influential non-Muslim majority countries, such as Australia, Canada, 

the US, the UK, France and Germany should see themselves as the ambassadors of Islam. They 

should educate their non-Muslim neighbors about the peaceful, compassionate and sharing 

nature of Islam in order to bring Muslims and non-Muslims closer together. They should 

assimilate into the society of their adopted land. Muslims must condemn the hateful message of 

terrorists and replace it with the message of unity and love that is Islam. The support of non-

Muslims will be essential in cutting off the support of Western governments for illegitimate 

Muslim rulers and in starting the slow process of reform. 

 

Summary: 

 

Terrorism will not be vanquished on the battlefield. It requires a Muslim Reformation with 

Muslims taking back their religion from self-appointed clerics, rulers and Jihadists, setting aside 



 

the derived Sharia legal system, Muslims acting as Islam's ambassadors of their religion to close 

the East-West divide, and the unselfish support of global powers for the peaceful transformation 

of client Muslim countries. 
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In 2015, Salman bin Abdul-Aziz ascended the throne of Saudi Arabia. He wasted little time in 

turning his tribe's long-held rule of succession, designed to maintain tribal harmony, on its head, 

by nudging aside the Crown Prince and imposing a nephew as the new Crown Prince and making 

his 30-year old son Deputy Crown Prince and effective day-to--day ruler of the realm and ahead 

of hundreds of senior princes. 

 

The young Deputy Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman, now all of 31 years, wasted no time in 

essentially admitting much of what those outside the Al-Saud tribe have said for years: (i) the 

Saudi model of inefficient consumer and input subsidies, lavish military outlays, bloated public 

sector as employer of last resort and other wasteful expenditures is not sustainable, especially 

now, in the face of low oil prices and the accelerated global transition to non-carbon energy 

sources; (ii) bankruptcy looms in 10-15 years if they continue on this path; (iii) a thriving and 

productive private sector is needed to replace the oversized public sector and to provide good 

jobs for the rapidly growing labor force, which should include women; (iv) the public sector 

must be weaned from oil revenues, and increasingly, oil revenues need to be channeled into a 

super sovereign wealth fund to replace the oil capital in the ground that is being depleted and that 

is the birthright of all generations of Saudis; (v) transparency in policymaking and its 

implementation must be initiated; (vi) taxation (possibly Value Added or a VAT system that 

taxes consumption) is needed to provide revenues for the government in place of oil revenues; 

(vii) most public assets, possibly including oil resources, must be privatized; and last, and most 

important of all, (viii) the country must develop institutions (a collection of rules, including the 

rule of law) that support the private sector, afford confidence, lower business transaction costs 

and encourage investment, both domestic and from abroad. 

 

Prince Mohammad embraced a report from the management-consulting firm of McKinsey and 

Company, entitled Vision 2030 (available on the internet), as his blueprint. While we agree with 

the report's broad recommendations, there is a glaring omission in the report. How can the young 

prince put these recommendations into practice and build the institutions that must be at their 

foundation? 

 

What are the major issues and hurdles when it comes to implementation? 

 

Has the Al-Saud clan bought into Prince Mohammad's rapid ascension or will they depose him 

when his father dies? To us the answer is clear, but we leave this to the reader's imagination, 

without even a reference to Shakespeare. 

 

Has the prince had sufficient dialogue with all the important constituencies to persuade them to 

buy into the plan? Namely, are the members of the Al-Saud clan including his own father, older 

cousins and even older brothers ready to abandon their obscene lifestyle and cut their access to 

the treasury? Are the Al-Sauds and their cronies ready to see their rent-seeking (corrupt) business 

activities ended by institutional reform that prohibits, monitors and punishes corruption? Are 

ordinary Saudi citizens, who may have been willing to trade their political rights for economic 



 

security likely to accept a world of no handouts, accompanied by taxation with a vague promise 

of jobs in the future? Will they accept a no handout and no subsidy approach when for 45 years 

or so others before them had it so good? Will they accept hardship while they watch the Al Sauds 

and their cronies enjoy the ill-gotten fortunes they have amassed? Will the pampered military 

accept the cutbacks? Again, we leave what are human reactions to the reader's judgment. 

 

At this point, an obvious comment is in order. It is always much easier to give handouts than to 

take them back, especially when it comes to handouts that have been doled out for a long time 

and are ingrained into the social fabric, which an entire citizenry have come to expect as their 

birthright. 

 

As we have said, institutional reform must be at the foundation of Prince Mohammad's vision. 

Can he establish institutions (essentially the rules of the economic game with the aim of reducing 

business transaction costs) that include a legal system that is fair and just, where all Saudis are 

equal before the law; with transparency in public decision-making; sound business regulations, 

their monitoring and enforcement; the protection of private property; contract enforcement; and a 

tax system that is accepted as fair and is universally enforced. We do not see even the beginning 

of such institution building. 

 

If the above is considered in its totality, one thing should resonate. Namely, these initiatives and 

reforms are a pipe dream without accompanying political reform. Is the Al-Saud clan willing to 

consider political reforms that would strip them of their "inherited rights" for long-term survival? 

Are they willing to accept a timetable toward a constitutional monarchy, with representative 

governance? Again, we want the reader to decide but with a little reminder about the Al-Saud 

mindset. Al-Saud princes believe one fact in their heart of hearts--their father, grandfather, great 

grandfather or their great great grandfather, as the case may be, took over the land with about 

forty men, swords, knives and treachery, and Saudi Arabia is theirs--it is their "ranch." Now the 

reader should decide if peaceful political reform is possible. 

 

In short, we do not believe that Vision 2030 can be peacefully and effectively implemented. 

Instead, Saudi Arabia will implode. When it implodes, will the US and the UK come to the 

rescue of their Al-Saud clients? We believe not. The US and the others have made thousands of 

hollow speeches in support of human rights and representative governance, but they have 

continued to support their client as long as they buy arms and do their bidding. The West has 

shed crocodile tears for the death of civilians and the plight of refugees, yet it continues to sell 

Saudi Arabia bombs that kill and maim civilians in Yemen. The duplicity of Western powers is 

beyond the pale. Yet the day when they see the end at hand, they will extricate themselves 

rapidly as they have no stomach for another Middle Eastern civil war or conflict, especially now 

that oil matters less. 

 

Prince Mohammad is to be applauded for at least acknowledging the sand that is the foundation 

of the Saudi system. Saudi Arabia will be wrenched apart. It does not afford sound and long-term 

business opportunities. Any publicly held company that commits a significant part of its capital 

to investing in the Al-Saud quicksand would surely deserve to be taken to court by its 

stockholders. 
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There are two undeniable facts about most Muslim countries (countries that belong to the 

Organization of Islamic Cooperation): they have had sub-par economic performance for decades 

(http://islamicity-index.org/wp/) and they need fundamental economic reforms if they are to 

become 'Muslim Tigers,' that is, to achieve more rapid and sustainable economic growth. But can 

fundamental economic reforms be adopted and implemented without political reforms? Our 

answer is an unequivocal no. 

 

Effective and sound institutions (essentially the rules of the economic game with the aim of 

reducing business transaction costs to increase business confidence, investment and thus support 

a thriving private sector) are the required bedrock of a successful economy. The institutional 

structure of a society is composed of constitutions, laws and rules that govern the society, its 

government, its finances, economics and politics; written rules, codes, and agreements that 

govern contractual relations and exchange and trade relationships; and social norms governing 

human behavior. 

 

For economic success, conventional economics recommends institutions that include a legal 

system that is fair and just, where all citizens are equal before the law; sound business 

regulations, their monitoring and enforcement; the protection of private property; contract 

enforcement; a tax system that is accepted as fair and is universally enforced; and transparency 

in public decision-making. The Islamic economic and financial system embraces these 

recommendations but demands even more of Muslims--social and economic justice and morality 

in all economic interactions. In Islam, the rules, institutions, operations and practice of the 

Islamic economic and financial system are outlined in the Quran and interpreted and put into 

practice by the Prophet Mohammad. While the Quranic outline is time immutable, its practice 

must be adjusted to prevailing conditions. The Quran provides Muslim societies with the road 

map to develop effective economic institutions for achieving just and thriving communities. 

 

The Islamic economic system is a far cry from the capitalist system. A comparison of the two 

reveals some common features, such as private property, profit motive and reliance on markets. 

Even the economy envisioned by Adam Smith in which the Almighty prescribes rules of 

behavior--which humans translate into moral rules that govern the behavior of market 

participants and where self-control, sympathy for others and just behavior limit greed--could be 

considered a rough approximation of the Islamic vision of an economy. However, since the 

nineteenth century, capitalism has not resembled either of these visions. It has practices that do 

not exist in Islam or are prohibited, such as unlimited accumulation of private property and 

wealth, acceptance of poverty, consumerism and wastefulness, extravagant and opulent 

consumption, highly unequal distribution of income and wealth, the adverse impact of 

environmental degradation, and growing financial and economic exclusion. 

 

The hallmark of a rule-abiding Muslim community is justice. An Islamic economy is one where 

everyone who is able works hard, using knowledge to combine with their own labor and the 

resources provided by the Creator, to produce goods and services for society. Economic, social 



 

and political affairs are conducted with the goal of removing barriers to the progress of all 

humans. Knowing that they are responsible and accountable, individually and collectively, 

Muslims invest allegiance in a legitimate authority to carry out their affairs, with the legitimacy 

of the authority established by rule-compliance. The Islamic rule, "commanding the good and 

forbidding evil," applicable to individuals and society, assures the full and active participation of 

all in the affairs of society and a just and representative political system. 

 

The main reasons for the economic under-performance of Muslim countries over the past 

decades has been non-compliance with the rules of behavior--by Muslims and their 

governments--and the absence of effective institutions to support thriving societies. How can 

conditions in Muslim countries be turned around? It requires commitment on the part of 

individual Muslims to uphold rules, to demand the same of their rulers/governments, and 

ultimately to develop and nurture the needed institutions. 

 

Muslims must individually and collectively take charge of their religion and openly debate and 

question what their religion says about rules, institutions and the outcomes that they should 

expect. They should discuss what their religion indicates in practical terms, for the political, 

social and economic characters of a successful Muslim society. Memorizing the Quran, while 

useful in itself, is not a substitute for understanding the Quran and its interpretation by the 

Prophet. Moreover, Muslims should not rely on individuals with agendas-- dictators, extremists, 

selfish rulers, politicians or clerics--to tell them what they should and should not do as 'good' 

Muslims. God has given humanity the freedom to choose and Muslims should take advantage of 

this invaluable gift. The Quran requires individual Muslims to develop themselves, the physical 

world and their societies. Individual Muslims have a critical role and must do their part in 

creating just and flourishing communities. At the same time they must hold their leaders 

accountable and answerable to the community. 

 

We started this blog with the question--can fundamental economic reform that is essentially 

made up of effective institutions be adopted and implemented in the absence of political reform? 

Our answer was no. After considering what reforms and institutions entail, the reasons for our 

answer should be evident. Dictatorships, absolute monarchies, military rule and theocracies that 

justify their rule by invoking God will not secede power that has enriched them and has 

facilitated the continuation of their corrupt and unrepresentative rule. 

 

Simply said, under the rule of law and representative governance that are basic institutional 

requirements, most Muslim rulers would be swept away. 

 

Anyone with eyes can see that most rulers in the Muslim World are not rule compliant and have 

used religion for control and self-enrichment. It is not Islam that threatens the non-Muslim 

world, but its misrepresentation and Muslim dictators whose selfishness and autocratic rule have 

fueled extremism and millions of disenfranchised Muslims. Dictatorships, autocratic rule and 

economic failure and their unfounded association to Islam are an important cause of extremism, 

terrorism and instability. It is better institutions and meaningful economic and political reforms 

in Muslim countries that are essential for development and progress and peaceful co-existence 

with the West. But the needed institutions, especially the rule of law and representative 

governance, will not develop under existing political conditions in most Muslim countries. For 



 

the required economic institutions to develop, be nurtured and be effective, they must be 

accompanied by fundamental political change. 
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On September 28, OPEC oil ministers held an informal meeting in Algiers to consider a 

reduction in their aggregate oil output with the goal of boosting oil prices. They announced an 

agreement to reduce output to a range of 32.5 to 33 million barrels per day (that is a reduction of 

about 250 to 750 thousand barrels per day, or less than one percent of world output) at their 

subsequent regular meeting. However, they left the details (how the reduction would be 

distributed among its 14 members) to a committee with the specifics to be adopted at their next 

scheduled meeting on November 30. Some observers heralded the announcement of the 

'intended' production cut, to be determined later, as a historic decision and the first announced 

cut since 2008. It sparked a rally in oil prices of 5-6 percent with some predictions that prices 

could jump by as much 20 percent by the time it was confirmed and implemented later in 

November. 

 

This episode could lead one to conclude that OPEC is where the action is when it comes to oil 

prices. As further confirmation of OPEC's importance could be seen at OPEC meetings where oil 

reporters stalk the Saudi oil minister (OPEC's largest producer by far) and follow OPEC 

meetings and their resulting pronouncements to shed light on the future of oil prices. Is all this 

misinformation or is it a good predictor of oil prices? Is there much value in basing oil price 

predictions on who happens to be the Saudi oil minister and what OPEC tells the world at their 

meetings? We think not. Let us explain. 

 

The price of oil, as in the case of other internationally traded commodities, is determined by its 

supply and demand. But there are special considerations in the case of oil that deserve mention. 

Government regulations and taxes are more pervasive for oil in most countries and affect both 

the demand and supply of oil. Exchange rates of the dollar to a country's currency matters more 

for the trade in oil as oil is priced in dollars. A significant percentage of the global oil output, and 

an even larger percent of oil exports, comes from a group of countries that belong to a cartel, 

namely OPEC, with the goal of setting production quotas for members to support prices that are 

in the group's interests. Because OPEC members are sovereign countries and not private firms, 

the profit motive is not their only objective. Survival of ruling regimes (monarchies, clerics, 

military, dictatorships), geopolitical realities, and domestic political and economic considerations 

in fact override profit and revenue objectives. So should we listen to what comes out of OPEC 

meetings? Has OPEC been an effective cartel since its formation in 1960? 

 

In the past, OPEC has almost never acted as an effective cartel, namely members restricting their 

output to support a price goal. The members cooperated in the period 1970-1973 as they tried to 

wrestle control away from the major oil companies that had colluded for years at the expense of 

oil exporting countries. But towards the end of 1973, OAPEC (Arab countries within OPEC) in 

an attempt to undermine support for Israel tried to embargo exports to the US and The 

Netherlands but did not cut output, so Iranian oil initially went these countries while Arab oil 

was routed to other markets! Iran even expanded its output. After recognizing this loophole, 

OAPEC decided to reduce output in steps to pressure the US, but Saudi Arabia continued to 

'secretly' sell fuel to the US Sixth Fleet for the Vietnam War effort while Arab and revolutionary 



 

Iraq did not even cut its output! What does this tell us? Even when a political issue of utmost 

importance was at stake for Arab members of OPEC, they did not do what they had agreed to. So 

why should we expect more of OPEC as a whole? Since 1974, all OPEC members have not 

simultaneously adhered to any announced production cutbacks. Before we take OPEC 

announcements seriously, we should ask if they do what they say? The answer is clearly no. 

 

Yes, OPEC members hold regular and emergency meetings to discuss the oil market and set 

price targets and individual quotas, but it has been largely a façade to flex their economic muscle 

to garner international attention. There have been short periods of coordination and cooperation 

but little or no ability to cut back output and maintain individual production quotas. The facts are 

clear. For much of the time since 1979, most members did not have significant excess capacity, 

some were under UN or US unilateral sanctions, and Saudi Arabia was adjusting its output up or 

down in order to realize its own goals. During those days, Saudi Arabia was effective in 

stabilizing oil markets when markets were tight and Saudi Arabia was the OPEC member with 

significant excess capacity. Saudi Arabia, with no sacrifice on its part, would increase output and 

exports to moderate price increases. In doing so, it benefited with higher revenues while 

receiving thanks the world over for doing what was in its own interest! But one country 

unilaterally acting as a "swing producer" cannot be called a cartel and there was little need for an 

OPEC for Saudi Arabia to pursue its interests. Today things are different as markets are awash 

with oil (from production increases in OPEC and rapid increase in shale oil output and slow 

growth in demand from global economic slowdown) and a cut in oil output is called for prices to 

increase. But what we see is that Saudi Arabia is less willing to cut, as opposed to increase, 

output unless others do also. 

 

It would appear that today would be a good time to cooperate as prices have collapsed and also 

because the future does not look bright. But OPEC has been hopeless in this effort over the last 

two or so years because it has internal political problems among its members as never before. It 

would appear that the six members of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), especially Saudi 

Arabia, see Iran and Iraq as existential threats. Relations between Iran and Iraq on the one hand 

and the GCC on the other are as bad as they have ever been in recent memory. For the absolute 

rulers of the GCC, given their suspicion of Iranian intentions, economic failure and 

backwardness in Iran and Iraq may be more important goal than OPEC cohesion. It is 

understandable that Saudi Arabia will not adopt policies that will increase Iran's oil revenues, 

strengthen its economy and give it the economic muscle to dominate the region. 

 

In short, today OPEC cohesion is illusory and more than ever a mere façade. For the foreseeable 

future, OPEC provides merely a gathering point, with little relevance for the direction of the oil 

market and oil prices. There is little point in listening to the Saudi or for that matter any OPEC 

minister if OPEC does not do what it proclaims. The Saudi minister is simply a tape recorder and 

a mouthpiece. He listens, reports back and does as he is instructed by Riyadh. And if he should 

talk too much he would receive the same unceremonious sacking as the most famous oil minister 

of all time--Ahmad Zaki Yamani, who after talking too much learned of his 'resignation' on 

television upon returning to his home. In Saudi Arabia, oil policy is more in the political than in 

the economic realm. This decision is reserved for the king, and for now it would appear relegated 

to the young deputy crown prince. 

 



 

Given the ongoing and open hostilities in the region (Syria, Yemen, Bahrain) that is pitting 

OPEC members against one another and the unprecedented level of mistrust, it is highly unlikely 

that OPEC can reach an agreement that would reduce overall output while allowing Iran to 

increase its oil production to earlier levels. 
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Saudi Arabia's Deputy Crown Prince, Mohammad bin Salman, has reportedly embraced a report 

from the management-consulting firm of McKinsey and Company, entitled Vision 2030, as his 

blueprint for weaning the Saudi economy from oil and laying the foundations for a thriving 

private sector. In conjunction with this much-publicized initiative, he has also decided to sell a 5-

10 percent stake in the country's national oil company, its crown jewel--Aramco--through an 

initial public offering (IPO). A number of international investment banks will reportedly manage 

the IPO and Aramco's market capitalization is expected to be in the vicinity of two trillion 

dollars, a newly listed company with the largest market capitalization on the planet. 

 

The pricing of shares in IPOs is determined by financial and industry experts on the basis of the 

company's economic and financial data and prevailing market conditions. In the case of a 

'normal' oil company, this would be based on extensive geological findings of recoverable 

reserves, average and marginal production cost of a barrel of oil from these reserves, current and 

projected price of oil and ultimately on discounted annual earnings of the company after all 

applicable taxes. Would these requirements and projections be followed in the same format for 

an Aramco IPO? We believe not because the calculations would require extensive intrusion into 

what have been guarded secrets in Saudi Arabia and Saudi Arabia's acceptance of a number of 

highly sensitive covenants. 

 

First, the details of Saudi Arabia's claims to Aramco's stated oil reserves would have to be 

independently verified on the basis of confidential geological surveys in the hands of the Saudi 

government and additional surveys as needed. 

 

Second, Saudi Arabia would have to disclose heretofore-secret data on oil production cost in all 

wells to allow independent estimation of the production cost of a barrel of oil from different 

fields in the kingdom. 

 

Third, Saudi Arabia would have to reveal all operating financial figures on Aramco to facilitate 

earnings and financial projections. 

 

Fourth, there would need to be detailed clarification of what are the ownership boundaries of oil 

fields for the newly listed Aramco. Does all oil in discovered and undiscovered fields belong to 

Aramco or is its ownership restricted to the boundaries of all discovered fields? 

 

Fifth, as Aramco would be subject to all laws and taxes imposed by the government of Saudi 

Arabia, what concessions and covenants would be required to give investors the needed 

assurances that the government would not impose capricious taxes and requirements that could 

benefit the Saudi Treasury and penalize investors? 

 

Sixth, and related to the previous point, Saudi Arabia has traditionally run all its ministries and 

publicly owned companies with a preference of employing Saudi nationals at a higher salary than 

afforded in the private sector; and with a level of employment that includes a large degree of 



 

redundancy. Would Saudi Arabia provide a covenant that such financially wasteful practices 

would be terminated in Aramco when it was listed? 

 

Seventh, as the majority stockholder in the new Aramco, what assurances would the government 

afford investors that it would not use oil as an economic or political instrument of its foreign 

policy that could adversely affect Aramco's earnings? In other words, would Saudi Arabia agree 

to covenants that affirmed that Aramco would be managed as a 'normal' profit-maximizing firm 

for the financial benefit of its stockholders and free from all political interference? 

 

Eighth, the IPO will reportedly be for 5-10 percent of the shares in Aramco, with the result that 

the Saudi government would retain the overwhelming share of the traded company. But Saudi 

Arabia belongs to OPEC, a recognized cartel the world over with collusion as its modus operandi 

to establish higher prices than those that would prevail in a free market. Would Saudi Arabia's 

association with OPEC represent a barrier for the listing of the stock on major stock exchanges 

around the world, something that would enhance its liquidity and attraction and be essential for 

most foreign investors? If its OPEC membership poses a problem for listing and for a variety of 

legal considerations, would Saudi Arabia be willing to abandon its membership in OPEC? 

 

This list, which is by no means exhaustive, points to two important facts. For the IPO to succeed, 

Saudi Arabia will have to disclose a great deal of facts and figures that it has traditionally viewed 

as state secret and it will have to change many of its economic and financial policies and legal 

practices that may be deemed objectionable to foreign investors. The question is whether Prince 

Mohammad and the Al-Saud clan are willing to accept these and much more disclosures, 

intrusions and covenants to make Aramco's IPO a financial success? 
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Last month, we wrote a blog, Last Tango in Riyadh, so why a follow up six weeks later with a 

title that sounds the same? Well, the New York Times has just published an article that captured 

some of what we posted, but the New York Times, foreign policy experts, politicians, and yes, 

presidential candidates simply will not connect the dots to the disasters that loom in Saudi Arabia 

and in the Persian Gulf. 

 

A Middle Eastern reader of the blog best summed up our reasoning as "intuitive." In our earlier 

piece, we talked of King Salman turning the Saudi succession hierarchy on its head with 

ominous implications; of the young Saudi deputy crown prince, Mohammad bin Salman, 

embracing a program of reforms that had been denied by his family for over 50 years with little 

recognition of the land mines that lay ahead when it came to its implementation; and of 

American backing for the Al-Sauds, hailed by many as realpolitik, which in our view may be 

seen as the greatest American foreign policy blunder of our time. 

 

We must begin by repudiating the view, popularly held in many quarters, that Islam is the reason 

for oppressive rule, dictatorships, injustice, enormous income and wealth inequalities, economic 

failure and backwardness in Muslim countries, including Saudi Arabia. This is not the Islam that 

we know. The Qur'an preaches the opposite--the Unity of God's creation, social and economic 

justice, rulers (governments) that earn legitimacy by following rules and serving with the consent 

of their communities, the absence of opulence and poverty, absolute prohibition of corruption, 

and effective institutions (that include the rule of law with everyone equally subject to the law) 

as the foundation of a thriving and just community. Having said this, it is clear that fewer than a 

handful of Muslim countries (out of 56) could even approach such a description. Muslim 

countries have generally failed and Muslims have not held their rulers accountable. 

 

In Saudi Arabia the Al-Sauds have set aside everything that we have described as the religion of 

the Qur'an. They took over the land with knives and swords and now they see it as theirs. With 

this mindset, they see no need for getting any approval from the citizenry. They are above the 

law. There is no need for effective institutions, as these would only undermine their absolute 

(and un-Islamic) rule. There is no need for income and wealth equality as the land is theirs; so 

they take whatever they want (not need) from the treasury--a treasury that has only depleting oil 

reserves as its source of income--with ominous implications for all future generations of Saudis. 

 

King Salman showed his opulent and un-Islamic lifestyle during his brief visit to Washington 

after ascending to the throne. We had naively felt that the young Deputy Crown Prince was more 

of an idealist, with reform as his goal, but that he failed to show an appreciation of the 

implementation difficulties that lay ahead. Wait....What? How naïve we were! The king's young 

son is following in his father's footsteps. Earlier this year when he saw a yacht (439 feet 

compared to his yacht of only 258 feet) that he had to have in the South of France, he reportedly 

dispatched one of his attendants to buy the yacht, which he bought that same day from its 

Russian owner for about $550 million! It seems that we were absolutely wrong. He follows in his 

father's footsteps. We could possibly accept this IF the source of his wealth was his hard work 



 

and IF he were not asking ordinary Saudis to accept big cutbacks to their benefits in the face of 

low oil prices and dwindling government oil revenues. The landscape that we see in Saudi 

Arabia is not from Islam but one that has been created by and for the Al-Sauds. It is not a regime 

that can last long in its present form. 

 

The point of all of this is to ask three questions and to answer them. What does Al-Saud rule 

portend for the future and the stability of Saudi Arabia? What has our support for the Al-Sauds 

gotten us? What does this discussion and the state of affairs in the Muslim World show as the 

best course of our Middle Eastern policy? 

 

The answer to the first question is straightforward. The Al-Sauds have wasted 50 years of oil 

revenues on unwarranted military expenditures, unproductive subsidies (that cannot be easily 

ended without ominous political and social upheavals), corruption and unimaginable opulence, 

ineffective political, social and economic institutions, and a very uncertain economic future for 

the general citizenry. Moreover, their regional aggression in Yemen with indiscriminate bombing 

of civilians, which might constitute war crimes, will further undermine their legitimacy in the 

Muslim world. Simply said, it would take a miracle to save them for more than 10 to 15 years if 

they continue on their current trajectory. 

 

US support for the Al-Sauds has been historically defended on the basis of access to oil, stability 

and to contain Iran and Iraq. Access to oil has always been an empty argument. Oil producers 

must sell their oil for revenues. This they will do with or without our political and military 

support. American support for dictators with guns, prisons, torture chambers and indiscriminate 

bombing (with US refueling support and weapons) presents a threat to all peaceful opposition but 

does provide for short run quashing of dissent, but at what cost? Can this continue forever or is it 

the proverbial finger in the dam? As important, does our support of such oppressive rulers buy us 

the love of Saudis and of the Muslim world? 

 

For further confirmation of what our support has gotten us, just look at the results of our 

popularity in the latest Pew Polls for the Middle East and North Africa. Today the US is being 

adversely implicated in Prince Mohammad's adventure in Yemen. The upheavals that are sure to 

come in Saudi Arabia and in the region will further damage US interests around the world. These 

upheavals will be much more deadly than if the underlying causes of dissension had been 

addressed with some instability along the way. We must accept some instability for meaningful 

reforms because we cannot expect decades of harsh rule that has suppressed all opposition to be 

replaced immediately and peacefully by enlightened rulers and governance. 

 

Furthermore, an important issue in today's world is to what extent does our support for 

oppressive Muslim rulers fuel Muslim terrorism? It provides terrorists with recruits because 

terrorists emphasize America's support of unjust dictators and make false promises of how they 

would change this when they take over. As for Saudi Arabia being a pillar against Iran and Iraq, 

we hardly think that this would be the case if and when these two countries get their own houses 

in order. We must also add that American support for the Al-Sauds is facilitated by large 

consulting contracts to former very senior US officials, gifts to foundations and universities and 

heavy lobbying by corporations and others who support the Al-Sauds. 

 



 

So what should the US do? 

 

The US should stop playing the music for the Al-Sauds. Instead, the US should make its support 

conditional on reforms before it is too late. If not, oppressive and corrupt rule and economic and 

social failure in Saudi Arabia and in the wider region will be increasingly associated with US 

support. This will only provide fuel to those who paint America's Middle East policies as a war 

against Islam and give increasing support for the likes of ISIS and Al-Qaeda. If we continue on 

this path, we may even have to turn to Iran to salvage a modicum of support among Muslims of 

the region! 

 

We understand that foreign policy experts who preach realpolitik characterize our 

recommendations as naïve. We, on the other hand, would characterize current US policy as 

immoral and shortsighted; we preach human rights and representative governance while 

supporting dictators who stand against everything we espouse and enrich themselves and their 

cronies at the expense of millions of Muslims in their countries and in the region. Do 

policymakers think that our support of Saudi Arabia is winning us support among the hundreds 

who have been killed in Yemen and their extended families who run into the thousands? Will 

Saudis love us as we support the Al-Sauds when peaceful citizens are locked up because they 

have demanded much needed change? Is it not better to endure some short-run instability that 

could prevent catastrophic upheavals later? 

 

We believe that all this is quite intuitive and can only hope that the two presidential candidates 

agree and focus on what could be on their plate in the coming years, if not months, namely, 

turmoil in Saudi Arabia and in the Persian Gulf. But we are not optimistic. Mrs. Clinton as 

Secretary of State referred to Bashar Al-Asad as a "reformist," while Mr. Trump is focused on 

how Arabs are his friends and good business partners. 
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Today, the Middle East is in its worst shape since WWII--civil wars in Syria and Yemen; 

insurgency in Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya; unprecedented oppression in Bahrain and Egypt; 

heightened instability in Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey; little political freedom in Saudi Arabia 

and the rest of the GCC, and not much better in Iran; and with the fallout of about 10 million 

refugees from Syria and Iraq alone and an additional 15 million or so people displaced from their 

homes, and yes, a terrorist organization like nothing the world has seen, namely ISIS hell bent on 

creating havoc in the region and the world over. How and why did all this come about? Is it just 

a moment in time or is it a landscape that could get even worse? 

 

A complete answer to these two questions would take much time and thousands of pages. 

Luckily, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. has penned an article in Politico that does an outstanding job. 

What we wish to do here is to focus on the underlying reason for the current state of affairs in the 

Middle East, namely, US and more generally Western support for oppressive rulers, which has 

trumped needed reforms to build effective institutions; this has, in turn, empowered terrorist 

organizations to pervert religion as their weapon of choice to expose the illegitimacy of Muslim 

rulers and to support what they advertise as the righteous fight against the Western backers of 

these rulers. 

 

The standard reasons that some pundits put forth for the failure of these countries are to us 

simply wrong or misinformed. Islam is not the problem. If rulers in the Middle East had built and 

nurtured the institutions and rules recommended in Islam, we would see countries where justice 

rules supreme, with equality of opportunities and of income and wealth, absence of corruption, 

poverty and opulence, and communities that represent God's creation as one. Oil would flow no 

matter who was in control because producers must sell their oil to survive and importers need it 

for the same reason. Yes, the secretive Sykes-Picot Agreement before the end of WWI resulted 

in borders that represent the interests of England and France but gave no attention to the realities 

of different ethnic groups and religious sects within the artificial borders. Still, in almost every 

one of the newly created countries, people of different ethnicity, religion and sect adapted and 

somehow managed to live side by side. Of course the barrel of a gun, omnipresent security forces 

and superpower backing kept illegitimate and oppressive rulers on top and maintained stability. 

The status quo could not last forever and upheavals were sure to occur as they have in Iran, Iraq, 

Syria, Egypt, Libya and Tunisia, and yes with more to come, especially in Saudi Arabia and 

Bahrain. All the while, opposition forces have gathered steam. They have used their twisted 

misinterpretation of Islam as the rallying cry to attract recruits. 

 

Who is to blame for upheavals? Invariably, the finger is pointed at the US for selfishly 

supporting oppressive rulers who did its bidding. US backing presents a flashing billboard for 

terrorists to attract an unlimited pool of disenfranchised masses. The best evidence of failed 

policies might be the way in which US policies are perceived in the Middle East. The results of 

Pew Surveys show that seven of the top ten countries where the US is least popular in the world 

are in the Middle East. And in which Muslim country in the Middle East does the reader believe 

the people love Americans. The unexpected answer is Iran. To our mind the reason is simple-- 



 

for over 35 years the US has not supported the regime in Tehran, nor has it sold the rulers guns 

to keep their people oppressed; whatever system Iranians have, it is of their own doing; they 

cannot blame outsiders. The citizenry in Muslim countries do not "hate our freedom" as some 

have tried to tell us in the US. In Islam, the Almighty gave humanity the freedom to choose 

everything, even the belief system. If the Almighty had wanted to create perfect humans with 

predestined journeys He could have done so but instead He gave humanity its greatest gift--

freedom, a freedom that Muslims should guard and no ruler should be allowed to expropriate. 

The human journey on this plain of existence is but a test. 

 

We are not saying that the US should suddenly abandon its favorite dictators, as this would open 

the floodgates of upheavals, turmoil and unacceptable human suffering. Instead, we advocate 

making continued US support conditional on meaningful reforms subject to a reasonable 

timetable. At a minimum, reforms should include representative governance and the 

establishment of effective institutions that include the Rule of Law as the foundation of thriving 

economic and social systems. In this way, there is at least the chance of achieving a peaceful 

transition to more successful communities with governments that serve with the consent of the 

citizenry. 

 

This seems obvious to us as the best policy for the United States and its Western allies. So why 

doesn't the US follow such a policy? Supporters of the ongoing policy of unconditional support 

for pliant dictators give a number of reasons. Some would say that we do not have sufficient 

influence to encourage fundamental reforms. We disagree. While this may be the case in some of 

the countries, we do not believe it is in the six countries of the GCC and Jordan, and arguably in 

Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt. We can guarantee the safety of rulers and of their wealth if they 

reform. Others would point to the disaster of the Arab Spring and advocate staying the course. 

Again, we believe that deprivation, the barrel of a gun and torture cannot maintain the peace 

indefinitely. There will undoubtedly be bumps in the road as countries reform because more than 

70 years of dictatorships have taken a toll and countries cannot smoothly transition to 

representative and legitimate governance. It is for this reason that we suggest an effective and 

realistic timetable. 

 

So why do we believe that the US has not followed a forward-looking policy that also represents 

its heritage and national values? Politicians, as anyone else, are most comfortable with the status 

quo, and see big change and the unknown as scary and risky. Moreover, while the US espouses 

democratic governance and respect for human rights, it is invariably "messier" to deal with 

representative governments than with vulnerable dictators who do our bidding; dictators can do 

what we ask, whereas representative governments have to worry about the reaction of their 

citizens and put important matters before parliament or the people for a vote. 

 

But most important of all, we believe it is corporate and personal interests that drive, and in turn 

undermine, US policies toward the Muslim countries of the Middle East. It is not simply the flow 

of oil and the sales of arms, but our exports of all goods and services that solicit corporate 

lobbying. Moreover, the personal interests--such as lucrative consulting contracts, as well as 

donations to favorite foundations, universities and charities--of former US (e.g. President Bill 

Clinton) and other Western leaders (e.g. Prime Minster Tony Blair of the UK), cabinet members, 

generals and similar influential persons have increasingly become an overriding factor in shaping 



 

US foreign policy toward the Middle East. These influential Americans and other Westerners 

don't get the same financial consideration from the likes of EU countries and Canada, but 

Muslim dictators of the Middle East provide lucrative financial opportunities for greedy 

politicians to exploit. Former Western officials care about their here and now and care little 

about the fallout of their ongoing support for dictators. They lobby for their Middle Eastern 

clients and protect them from dangers such as exposure of their ill-gotten wealth. Why do these 

Muslim rulers give their badly needed national resources away when there is poverty in their 

own lands? They want influence and support to stay in power. There can be no other explanation. 

 

In sum, myopic support for our favorite Muslim dictators may provide stability today but at the 

heavy price of fueling the terrorists' flame and catastrophic upheavals, which will come to pass 

with the only question being when? The US should make its support for Muslim dictators 

conditional on an orderly transition to representative governance with effective institutions; in so 

doing, the US would gain the respect of Muslims the world over and dowse the terrorists' flame. 

The US has the necessary leverage to affect such a transformation because it can guarantee the 

personal safety and protection of the ill-gotten wealth of those in power. 
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Former British Prime Minister Tony Blair is today the poster child for influence peddling by 

high profiled former Western politicians. He has contracts with dictators around the world, 

including $7 million per year to promote the United Arab Emirates (UAE), he receives $60,000 a 

month plus 2% of any deals from a Saudi oil company connected to the Saudi ruling family, he 

has a contract with the ruler of Kuwait with an estimated remuneration of $40 million, and he has 

used his two "charities" as a calling card to lay the foundation for his personal business activities 

while he was acting as a "selfless" official peace negotiator in the Middle East. 

 

But Mr. Blair is by no means the only one. As in most other dimensions of life, the US has been 

ahead of the UK. Some former American politicians must have been Mr. Blair's role models! 

Politics has become the latest path to wealth in the US and it seems in the UK. It would appear 

that we have been in denial for what has been in plain sight for years. Today, some may be 

shocked by influence-soliciting gifts to the Clinton Foundation but foreign gifts to politicians 

have sadly become a part of our culture--something that has gotten out of control and could be 

very well be compromising our foreign policy. Let's begin by asking a number of questions to 

uncover what has been going on for decades and why. 

 

Which countries and which heads of state give lucrative contracts/gifts/ to former US presidents 

and other former senior politicians, such as cabinet members, either directly or indirectly? Well, 

it certainly is not a country such as Germany or a senior politician like Chancellor Angela 

Merkel. It is Third World countries and their oppressive rulers, especially dictators who control 

vast financial resources derived from the sale of oil, natural gas, diamonds and the like. Many of 

these rulers happen to be in the Middle East and North Africa, they are invariably dictators and 

oppressive rulers with governments that we deplore in public as undemocratic and oppressive, 

but support in private. 

 

Why do these dictators give away their country's national wealth to former influential US 

politicians? They are dictators who need US political and military support to stay in power. 

These oppressive rulers are squandering the birthright of generations (oil and natural gas in the 

ground that should benefit this and all future generations) to foreigners who in return help them 

stay in power. While they need the money desperately at home to educate their people, afford 

them better healthcare and stamp out poverty, they are giving their money to the richest nation in 

the world! Dictators pay for US support to stay in power but the likes of an Angela Merkel have 

no need for such support as they only need the approval off their electorate to stay in power. 

 

How does this money in support of oppression play out in these third world countries? Do they 

love or hate us? Well, the answer should be obvious. As we have said before in our last post, the 

US is unpopular in the Arab countries of the Middle East with 7 of the 10 countries where the 

US is most unpopular in the entire world located in the Middle East region. Can we blame a poor 

disenfranchised citizen who is struggling to make a living for his or her family hating us as he or 

she sees millions going into the pockets of rich Americans to support rulers who oppress them? 



 

Our meddling in turn breeds anger toward the US, it spawns the likes of Al-Qaeda and other 

terrorist organizations hell bent on deposing their oppressive rulers and on hurting us at home. 

 

Do we benefit in some ways as a nation from our former senior leaders and politicians having 

outstretched hands to Middle Eastern dictators and happy to do their bidding? Absolutely not! In 

the short run, our support for these dictators gets us influence in their country and may promote 

our exports of goods and services. It may afford us military bases and promote stability. It is 

colonialism morphed, something that we have coined in a book as collaborative colonialism --

because we reap some of the economic benefits of colonialism, but no longer in conflict with the 

local rulers and instead with their collaboration to suppress their people. While this may motivate 

us to look the other way at the influence peddling and compromising of our foreign policy by our 

former officials, there is a price to pay in the form of catastrophic upheavals (for example in Iran, 

Iraq and Libya) instead of more tempered reforms. In the process, we lose the moral high ground 

and the principles that were at the foundation of the United States as a nation, it becomes harder 

for us to develop good relations with other third world countries and even the senior officials of 

these foreign dictatorships who line the pockets of our former officials do not have charitable 

words in private for the role played by these influence peddlers. 

 

What are the channels of these lucrative contracts and gifts? First let's set the record straight. As 

of 2014, the value of the maximum gift that serving US officials could accept from foreign 

governments was $375 with larger gifts put into the national archives. So while in office, a 

person cannot accept much, but then the floodgates open up! "Gifts" come in the form of large 

annual/monthly checks, at times with additional "success" fees, contracts with vague advisory 

responsibilities (to such high profile entities that include Tony Blair Associates and Kissinger 

Associates). There are also multi-million dollar gifts of jewelry, which some influence peddlers 

may prefer because they are less transparent and as a result less likely to attract attention or spark 

a tax audit. There are also gifts to third parties, which may indirectly benefit a former politician--

gifts to foundations, universities (such as centers in their names), charities, and other non-profits; 

and this again blurs the lines, avoids taxes and can give our influence peddler what he or she 

craves. In particular, American universities have been eager recipients of such gifts. Importantly 

in most such cases, these former officials do not register as "foreign agents," something that is 

required by law if one is lobbying and acting on behalf of a foreign government. Thus they keep 

their name "clean" and out of the limelight and away from public scrutiny. But there are a whole 

host of "lower level" influence peddlers, such as law and public relations firms and individuals, 

who must register as foreign agents because they actively lobby for their foreign clients with 

contracts that may have been initiated by a former senior official. 

 

Having said all of this and seeing how foreign gifts have become an important issue in our 2016 

presidential election (gifts to the Clinton Foundation, for example), the question is what should 

we as a nation do moving forward? We must make sure that the United States is not up for sale 

through our former officials and that our foreign policy and national interest are not 

compromised. We suggest the following initiatives. First, we need a government study to 

compile a benchmark, a list (from say 2000 on) of all gifts and all category of contracts from 

foreign governments and those connected with them to our former senior elected and appointed 

officials of federal and state governments, and to foundations, universities, charities and other 

non-profits (associated and not associated with former government officials). Second, we should 



 

broaden the disclosure and reporting requirements (source, amount, purpose, duration, 

deliverables, etc.) of all gifts and contracts from foreign governments, rulers and their associates 

to former senior elected and appointed federal and state government officials for say 10 years 

after their departure from government. Third, we should expand the definition of "foreign agent" 

to include any individuals receiving contracts valued at say over $100,000 for advisory (that 

includes lobbying) services from foreign governments, no matter what the stated purpose of the 

contract. 

 

It is high time that we scrutinize and assess the sale of our national interests to foreigners, 

especially to dictators, and reign in influence peddling by our former officials that compromise 

our values as a nation and our foreign policy. No matter who wins the White House, the adoption 

of these, or similar, initiatives should be readily acceptable to both parties, as candidates from 

both sides have publicly condemned foreign interference in our political system. 
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Adam Smith is commonly referred to as the father of modern economics and capitalism--the man 

who coined the phrase 'invisible hand' and whose coattails most captains of industry and finance 

grab for support when confronting criticisms of capitalism, or more directly when defending an 

unpopular outcome of the 'invisible hand.' But if the great man were alive today, he would not 

recognize what is attributed to him and he might even be horrified by what he sees. 

 

First, let's set the record straight. Adam Smith wrote a book, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 

some seven years before his famous book, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth 

of Nations. He intended the two books to be read together. Unfortunately, most references to 

Smith, especially those by economists, miss this simple point and focus on The Wealth of 

Nations and even more narrowly on a phrase, 'the invisible hand' that is stated only once. Some 

observers even thought of these two books as unrelated and separate works. If indeed that was 

what Smith intended, then he must have been an exceptional schizophrenic! 

 

This is important because The Theory of Moral Sentiments was intended to provide the 

foundation and the moral grounding for The Wealth of Nations, which essentially explains the 

workings and benefits of a market system, a system that needs market participants who have 

sympathy for others, with government supervision and enforcement to keep the world from 

running amuck. In other words, Smith's doctrine of the 'invisible hand' demonstrated the idea of 

the unintended consequences of everyone acting in his or her own self-interest, and in so doing 

resulting in the general well being of everyone. His book, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 

outlines the ethical rules of behavior prescribed by God, where human behavior is in accordance 

with moral faculties and promotes the happiness of mankind, thus advancing the plan of 

Providence. 

 

In the Smithian universe, The Theory of Moral Sentiments provides the institutional (rules of 

behavior) framework consisting of rules prescribed by God (which Smith references as "Deity", 

the "Designer", the "Author of Nature" and "God" interchangeably), compliance with which 

assures that passions are controlled and that the working of the invisible hand would bring about 

social harmony. Lectures on Jurisprudence, a third book, is a general argument about how legal 

institutions could be so structured that Divine Laws, reflected in Natural Laws, are 

accommodated by human laws. It is within this moral, ethical, political and social framework 

that the propositions of The Wealth of Nations would find their validity and operational 

significance. This is Smith's conceptualization of capitalism. But the capitalism that has 

emerged, especially over the last fifty years or so, disregards the moral institutional framework 

of The Theory of Moral Sentiments, which is indispensable to understanding the working of the 

socioeconomic system envisioned by Smith, who recognized and stated the possibility that 

without moral constraints, self-interest can easily turn into greed with frightfully destructive 

consequences. 

 

Now getting back to our own times. Many observers consider that while a number of technical 

reasons could be advanced as causes of the recent financial and economic crisis, at its heart, it 



 

was driven by massive moral failure and greed. In a commercial society, Smith saw justice, or 

correct behavior of individuals toward each other, as the main task of government along with 

education and national security. In a commercial society, Smith suggested, the pursuit of self-

interest arises from a teleological view of the universe in which the guiding hand of Providence 

can be observed. Moreover, Smith argued, humans have the ability to comprehend others' point 

of view through their innate sympathy, which forms "natural justice" toward others. This justice 

provides the framework within which the self-interests of one person benefit others. For Smith, 

the idea of justice permeates self-interest. 

 

The Smith of economics is the author whose writings are abused to elevate the self-interest 

motive that is the basis of utility and profit maximization at any cost to society, including the 

impoverishment and exploitation of fellow human beings. Modern-day capitalists conveniently 

forget that Smith makes clear in his Theory of Moral Sentiments that compliance with the rules 

prescribed by the Creator and with the rules of the market are essential to his vision. Moreover, 

Smith was consciously aware of the ever-presence of the Creator and believed that acting 

accordingly is crucial to all human conduct, including economics. 

 

Modern capitalism has developed institutions that are prohibited in any Deity-centered religion, 

such as the unlimited accumulation of private property and wealth, extravagant and opulent 

consumption, highly unequal distribution of income, massive poverty, increasing financial and 

economic exclusion, and the adverse impact of environmental degradation. It is difficult to see 

how this form of "modern" capitalism could be compatible with any theocentric or even 

humanistic system of thought or with what Smith proposed. Its modus operandi is unjust wars, 

oppression, the curtailment of democratic values and limited access to healthcare and retirement 

benefits with little provision for those who cannot provide for themselves. 

 

What would morality and humanity, namely the Smithian universe, dictate in the wake of the 

financial crisis and its fallout with untold human suffering that continues nearly 10 years later? 

What might Adam Smith have demanded that the captains of finance and the government do in 

the aftermath of the recent financial crisis? The list would be long, but let's give some examples 

of what moral bankers and financiers and a just government that was not in the pocket of special 

interests might have done. 

 

Given the loss of jobs and health insurance, the bankruptcies, the pressures on families and the 

lifesaving bailout of the banks by US taxpayers, the titans of Wall Street could have started by 

apologizing to the residents of the United States, and maybe even to hundreds of millions outside 

the United States, for the hardship that they caused. They might have uttered a commitment that 

they would do whatever it took to ensure that this never occurred again. And to be credible, they 

could have backed this commitment by (i) putting an end to their selfish lobbying no matter the 

fallout for the nation and the world, (ii) encouraging a strong Frank-Dodd Bill, as opposed to 

lobbying for a toothless bill that we now have, (iii) giving a significant share of their corporate 

profits and all their bonuses for a number of years for the benefit of those who had suffered, and 

(iv) taking a page from Bill Gates and shaming their fellow billionaires in Wall Street and 

beyond to do the same. 

 



 

What we suggest here will go nowhere unless we as individuals take a few pages from Adam 

Smith and become more concerned for others. Everything goes back to the Golden Rule--do unto 

others as you would have done unto you. If our business leaders took this to heart, what would 

they be doing now? Here are a number of things that they could contemplate. 

 

We all know the simple economic arguments against the minimum wage, but there is more than 

these arguments at stake here. For the sake of social cohesion, families who work hard deserve a 

minimum standard of living, especially when there are billionaires on Wall Street who produce 

nothing yet pay little tax and enjoy unimaginable wealth and opulence. If a minimum wage is 

undesirable for the standard reason given (it may increase unemployment and hurt those it is 

intended to help), then there could be government income transfers to bring the wage rate to 

some livable minimum. 

 

Surely the captains of industry and finance are sufficiently smart enough to recognize that a 

dollar transferred to a poor person means much more to that person than a dollar does to them? If 

so, they could openly admit that there is something horribly wrong with our wealth and income 

distribution. Surely they realize that we all die and all the money in the world can do us no good 

when we die; and too much money could even harm our children. They should take another page 

from Bill Gates and try giving away a large chunk of their wealth and income. They might even 

get more happiness from seeing some deserving person happy than from buying another vacation 

home for themselves. They could also lobby for a change in the tax code that would restore more 

balance to the distribution of wealth and income. 

 

The government should be more vigilant, and should monitor and enforce the rules and the law 

uniformly. Just imagine if a person steals $1,000. They are prosecuted, punished and invariably 

jailed. The folks on Wall Street caused damages that have already amounted to trillions of 

dollars. What has happened to them? Not much. They went to work the next day and soon they 

were doing even better than before. There is something wrong here. Given their kid-glove 

treatment afforded to the bankers, isn't it likely they have learned nothing and are thus likely to 

do it all over again? 

 

In the end, we need a sea change in our thinking if we are to restore balance to modern-day 

capitalism as a system that Adam Smith could even recognize as his offspring. The system has to 

be fair and just if we are to enjoy social cohesion and mutual trust. During the recent election, 

candidate Trump opined that the election was rigged but provided little evidence. However, if he 

had said that our economic and financial systems were rigged he would have had a great deal of 

evidence. We need to change our values, lest understandable anger destroys us as a society. 

 

The captains of finance and industry could make a good start by reading The Theory of Moral 

Sentiments. Our government officials should do so too. 
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The Trump Administration has wasted no time in making a number of cavalier threats against 

Iran. While it is difficult to understand why it has chosen this course of action, it is undoubtedly 

counterproductive and dangerous. 

 

By "officially putting Iran on notice" and "taking nothing off the table," the President and his 

National Security Advisor have threatened Iran with military action if Iran does not do as 

Washington tells it to do. Washington's tirade appears to stem from Iran's recent ballistic missile 

tests, its alleged involvement in a number of Middle Eastern countries, its alleged undermining 

of regional stability and its alleged support for terrorism. 

 

As a sovereign nation Iran has every right to missile research and tests. There is nothing in the 

Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) that prohibits Iran from developing its missile 

capabilities. Moreover, if the US persists in pressing this point, it will be doing so without the 

support of its allies and that of China and Russia. Such threats are duplicitous beyond belief 

when America's closest Arab ally, Saudi Arabia, bought medium-range Chinese missiles whose 

only purpose was the delivery of nuclear weapons in 1988. Later Saudi Arabia, with US support, 

bought more advanced missiles from China that carry the same ominous implication for Iran. 

The US "condones" Saudi purchases of missiles, across the Persian Gulf from Iran, and tells Iran 

that it cannot develop its own! 

 

Yes, it is evident that Iran supports Hezbollah in every way and might be assisting Hamas. Yes, 

Iran has been meddling in Lebanon, Iraq and Syria; and Iran is in all likelihood supporting its 

allies in Yemen and Bahrain. The US calls Hezbollah a terrorist organization, something that 

most Arabs dispute. Iran meddles in Lebanon and Iraq and Syria, all countries in its 

neighborhood while the US has meddled and continues to meddle in every Muslim country of 

the Middle East. The Saudis threaten Iran in all of these neighborhoods and the US expects Iran 

to do nothing. The Saudis have suppressed peaceful and democratic opposition in Bahrain (with 

a 65% Shia population) and have been behind the government's well documented atrocities, 

which are condemned by many observers as crimes against humanity. Washington has been quite 

mute on this as the US and the UK continue to sell arms to both Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. But 

Iran is told to stop indirect and muted support of its abused Shia brethren. Saudi Arabia 

continues its widely condemned carpet bombings in Yemen, the US sheds a few crocodile tears 

and then refuels Saudi bombers and gives them intelligence reports. 

 

The US has accused Tehran of its destabilizing influence in the region. Sadly, the US record is 

not stellar as a few incidents should confirm: the overthrow of Mohammad Mossadeq in 1953, its 

support for Saddam Hussein before and after he invaded Iran, the transfer of internationally 

outlawed chemical weapons to Saddam Hussein, and the invasion of Iraq with all its fallouts, 

including the rise of ISIS. Most unhelpful of all, the US has supported its client dictators in the 

Middle East and North Africa for over half a century and these oppressive rulers have robbed 

their citizenry of their freedom, and of political and human rights. This the US has invariably 



 

defended on the grounds of regional stability and access to oil but to the detriment of the region's 

development and progress. This "stability" will blow up, the only question is when? 

 

If the Muslims of the Middle East had benefitted from US policies, the US would be very 

popular in the region. A glance at the respected Pew Surveys tells an interesting story. The US is 

not popular among the citizens of Arab countries but enjoys popularity among Iranians. The 

reader may ask why? Well, here is a hypothesis. The US has not supported the clerical rulers of 

Iran for nearly 40 years but has supported the Arab dictators of the region as they oppress their 

people. 

 

The US accuses Iran of being a state sponsor of terrorism. Yet the US supports Saudi Arabia--the 

home of nearly all 9/11 terrorists, the home of Osama bin Laden, the financial backer of the 

extreme (Saudi) interpretations of Islam in Madrassas and mosques across the world, the country 

that prohibits churches and synagogues and the country that teaches hate in its schools with 

books that the US condemns. Can anyone take US accusations seriously? 

 

From an Iranian perspective, these threats seem almost bizarre. The US, a country that is over 

6,500 miles from the Persian Gulf, has bases in Bahrain and Qatar, thousands of military 

personnel and vast quantities of American pre-positioned arms in the region, tells Iran not to 

develop missiles or to protect its own interests in the region, and to stand idly by as Saudi Arabia 

threatens Iran and its interests. 

 

General Flynn has probably not dealt with the folks who run Iran. If he had, he would know that 

they know the game of poker well. What can America do to force its will on Iran? Very little 

short of using tactical nuclear weapons and unleashing a WWIII. America cannot bomb Iran into 

submission as Iran is too big a country. America does not have the will to send more than 

500,000 servicemen to Iran, to conquer and occupy it. America is financially weak, with a 

national debt of over $20 trillion and cannot afford another war that would spill over to the entire 

Muslim World. So the rulers of Iran will call General Flynn's bluff and the new administration in 

Washington will be embarrassed yet again and lose more support across the Muslim World. 
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In the aftermath of President Trump's Executive Order banning entry into the US from seven 

predominantly Muslim countries--Iran, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Sudan and Libya--his 

supporters have hailed his initiative as an important terrorist deterrent while detractors have 

attacked it as a recruitment tool for ISIS. While there may be some truth to both of these 

positions, the long-term fallout of other pronouncements may be more far-reaching--affecting US 

relations with the 1.7 billion Muslims in the years to come and also shaping conditions in 

Muslim countries. 

 

Before elaborating on the future fallout of the new administration's initiatives, let's list its many 

pronouncements. 

 

Candidate Trump has often made disparaging remarks about "Islamic terrorists." To many 

devout Muslims, this was and is an insult. Yes, there are terrorists who call themselves Muslims, 

but Islam is a religion that preaches the unity of humankind, freedom and justice. The candidate's 

then national security advisor, General Flynn, was even less circumspect when in 2016 he 

tweeted "fear of Muslims is rational." 

 

In December of 2016, President Elect Trump condemned the Obama Administration's abstention 

on a UN Resolution demanding that Israel cease Jewish settlement activities on Palestinian 

territory, which then resulted in the passage of the resolution. Yes, in the past the US had always 

vetoed such resolutions supported by nearly every country in the world, who view Israel's actions 

as illegal under international law. President Elect Trump also stated that he would support 

moving the US Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem on the very day of his inauguration. This 

move, apparently still under consideration, has allegedly not been carried out because of the 

possible fallout. But the damage is done. Muslims heard the administration's sympathies loud 

and clear. Furthermore, in support of Prime Minister Netanyahu, the new administration did not 

condemn the Israeli Parliament's passage of a law expropriating Palestinian land--this law 

represents a line that Israel had not before crossed and a line that even some right-wing Israeli 

politicians have seen as dangerous. President Elect Trump further alienated Muslims, and 

especially Arabs, when he nominated David Friedman, a vocal supporter of Jewish settlements 

on Palestinian territory, as the US Ambassador to Israel. On Wednesday, Prime Minister 

Netanyahu is scheduled to meet President Trump. In the past, President Elect Trump made 

numerous pronouncements in favor of further strengthening US-Israeli ties. While Arabs and 

indeed all Muslims are watching, further US indifference as to Palestinian rights will only 

continue to alienate Arabs and most other Muslims. 

 

There are other provocative initiatives that the new administration may be contemplating. One of 

these is the designation of the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist organization. Most Muslims 

would strongly disagree with such a designation and would find this to be another slap in their 

face, as the administration continues its support of oppressive rulers in Egypt and Saudi Arabia 

who back such a designation to quash all opposition to their rule. 

 



 

While the travel ban on seven Muslim countries has received most of the attention, these 

numerous initiatives may do much more long-term damage to US-Muslim relations. 

Interestingly, on a number of occasions when the President has addressed the travel ban, he has 

made matters worse by casting the refugee problem, in part, as a persecution of Christians. 

Religious freedom is prohibited in Saudi Arabia (which is not on the President's dirty 7 list), ISIS 

has taunted Christians by its barbarous acts against non-Muslims to further divide the two 

religions, and Iran has persecuted Baha'is, but in terms of sheer numbers, it is Muslims who have 

been the principal victims of ISIS and other Muslim terror. 

 

With all the attention on the seven-country-travel ban, the pundits have not taken up one critical 

fact: some of them allege the reason for these seven countries is that President Trump has no 

business interests in these places but has business in Saudi Arabia, home to 15 of the 19 9/11 

terrorists, and in other Muslim countries not on the list; while this is true they miss the fact that 

the seven countries are not ruled by Muslim dictators who are supported by the US. This is 

important because the administration's anti-Islam initiatives, coupled with its support of 

oppressive Muslim dictators, will increasingly encourage Muslims to engage in protests against 

their oppressive rulers. The chickens will come home to roost the day America's dictator friends 

are overthrown. 

 

What does all this portend for America's standing in the Muslim world? 

 

A simple fact that we have said before: in all of the Middle East and North Africa, the US is 

most popular in Israel and Iran (see the results of Pew Surveys). Israel is understandable, but 

why Iran? Our hypothesis is that the US is not unduly distrusted in Iran because Washington has 

not supported Iran's oppressive rulers. Trump's rhetoric and travel bans against Muslims, his 

increased and overt support of Netanyahu's provocative initiatives and of oppressive Muslim 

rulers (who condemn and incarcerate peaceful opposition) will further alienate Muslims around 

the world. This alienation could be seen clearly when Iran's former President Ahmadinejad and 

Hassan Nasrallah of Hezbollah were the region's two most popular Muslim leaders in the Middle 

East. Why? Because they spoke out against the United States and US-backed Arab rulers. But 

matters will not rest there. The broad citizenry in many Middle Eastern Muslim countries will 

increasingly protest against their oppressive rulers--rulers who are backed by the United States. 

 

Sadly, the Trump Administration, instead of promoting reconciliation, may be unknowingly 

sowing the seeds of discord. 

 

In the end, to be effective, US policies must appeal to the people of the region, not just to their 

rulers. There is one inescapable fact. Islam is the fastest growing religion. Today it has 1.7 

billion adherents. The US has no choice but to forge better relations. Words matter, as do actions. 

Provocative rhetoric will only alienate. Blind support of Muslim dictators who do Washington's 

bidding will one day blow up in America's face. Blind support for Netanyahu's excesses will in 

the end hurt Israel as well as alienate Muslims. 

 

The Trump Administration should set aside its perceived short-term national interests and do all 

it can to reconcile all people of the Middle East and North Africa. 
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America’s institutions are under more strain than at any time since the Civil War. One new 

reason for despair is the floundering opposition—the Democratic Party (DP). The DP has lost its 

focus and its message, and it has become a shadow of its former self. 

 

Yes, the Republicans won the Presidency, control both houses of Congress and over 60 percent 

of governorships and state legislatures, are poised to confirm their candidate to the Supreme 

Court and will be in a position to appoint a number of federal judges and possibly one or more 

supreme court justices over the next four years. The future is bleak for our two-party system, for 

the DP and for the state of American democracy. 

 

To resurrect itself, the DP must develop backbone, sharpen its message, stand up for what is just 

and serve the American people. This runs across the whole spectrum of issues facing the US 

today: fairness (upward mobility), tax reform, Social Security, money in politics (campaign 

finance), political corruption, access to education (including student loans) and healthcare 

(including Medicare and Medicaid), immigration, planned parenthood, gun control, public safety 

(including terrorism), racism, religious freedom, climate change and international respect and 

support for US foreign policy. To address even a few of these issues in detail would take a book, 

so here we stick to a few dimensions of fairness in our economic system to shed a little light on 

the DP’s malaise. 

 

Let’s set the stage. Since 1975, the real income of most American families has not increased; 

while the real income of the top 10 percent has gone up significantly; that of the top 1 percent 

has increased dramatically; and that of the top 0.1 percent has exploded. The reasons for this 

growing disparity are many and are the subject of much debate, but the financial crisis (and the 

attendant bailouts) and our tax system have been at least two factors. Has the DP consistently 

been on the side of the average American? No! The American people applaud economic success 

as long as the system is not rigged to benefit a few. Let’s start with the financial crisis. 

 

The burden of the crisis fell largely on average families. They lost their jobs and became 

unemployed. Families were ruined and broken up. The government bailed out the financial 

institutions such as Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America and the big insurance 

company AIG. This was done on the premise that the failure of the financial sector would plunge 

the country into a depression. While this is probably true, the way it was done rewarded the 

bankers at the expense of the average American. 

 

The crisis was in part brought on by the excessive risk taking (greed) of financiers and bankers. 

While the average American suffered, fewer than five bankers went to jail. Senior bankers did 

not lose their jobs and in less than five years they were making more than they had before the 

crisis! All the while, the average American continued to suffer. Was this fair? No! Where was 

the DP and what could they have done? If the DP was on the side of the people, they could have 

insisted that wrongdoers be prosecuted. That could have been the most important deterrent to a 

repetition. Moreover, why didn’t the DP insist on a clause that extracted a percentage of the 



 

profit and all bonuses of the wrongdoers for a number of years? Goldman Sachs was on the brink 

of collapse and the people got nothing for bailing them out. The average person may think that 

these guys are whiz kids. This they are not. If they were, we would not have recurring financial 

crises, unless they are gaming the system! Why this ‘special’ treatment? 

 

In May 2010, the US Senate passed the bank reform bill, titled “Restoring American Financial 

Stability,” designed to strengthen the regulation of banks and non-bank financial institutions, 

protect consumers, rein in Wall Street, and ultimately prevent another financial crisis. The bill 

also introduced the Volcker Rule, which would force deposit-taking banks to spin off their 

proprietary trading arms (trading on their own account) and sell ownership interests in hedge 

funds and private equity firms. On July 21, 2010, President Obama signed into law the Dodd-

Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. The major provisions of the Act were: a 

new consumer watchdog, a financial early warning system, breakup authority of financial 

institutions, tighter leash on banks to limit their excessive risk-taking activities (such as trading 

of financial derivatives), and mortgage reform. 

 

However, in December of 2014, the provision that prohibited banks from trading derivatives 

(possibly their most risky activity but one with high-profit potential) was eliminated from the 

bill. But this was not all. The 114th Congress that opened for business in January of 2015 

immediately started to consider further revisions to the Dodd-Frank Act. This chipping away at 

this legislation is likely to continue until every tooth has been pulled from what was already a 

highly compromised attempt at reform. 

 

So when President Trump decides by Executive Action to repeal elements in the law that helped 

the average American, such as the “Consumer Financial Protection Bureau,” the DP has little to 

stand on. Its crocodile tears are just that, crocodile tears. Where were they when the financial 

sector lobbyists descended on Congress to begin pulling each and every tooth? Consistency 

matters! Standing up for the rights of the average American matters! A political party loses the 

moral high ground when it acts like a chameleon. 

 

There is popular belief that members of Congress take care of themselves in their salaries, 

healthcare and retirement benefits. While senators and congressmen receive only somewhat 

better benefits than senior federal civil servants, this is not the real problem. Members of 

Congress and senior government officials are increasingly using “public service” as a path to 

wealth. Members of Congress pass legislation and senior members of the Executive Branch 

adopt policy positions that help a particular industry or company, with the implicit understanding 

that they become “advisors” or “consultants” to corporations or foreign governments when they 

leave office. Others, such as past presidents, peddle influence as speakers at $250,000 and more 

a pop. Just look at the Clintons or at most secretaries and deputy secretaries of Defense or 

Treasury after leaving office. They have turned the meaning of public service on its head! They 

have given greed a bad name. Conditions will not improve until our “public servants” change 

their behavior from serving companies and foreign governments to serving the American people. 

 

The DP could resurrect itself if it would just take a strong and unwavering stand on this one 

issue. For instance, the DP could propose that after public service, any salary that is say 25% 

above the person’s final public service salary would to be returned to the US Treasury (or to 



 

charity), and thereafter there would be similar restrictions on annual increases of at most 10% per 

year, with no lobbying of any kind with the Congress or any member of the Executive Branch for 

life. Some will say that this would dissuade talented individuals from public service. Our answer: 

anyone who wants to get rich through public service is not wanted! There are plenty of talented 

people who want to serve the public and who are not greedy. 

 

There is little disagreement that taxation should be progressive. Today, CEOs of hedge funds 

who earn hundreds of millions of dollars are in a lower marginal tax bracket than someone 

earning $100,000 a year! Some billionaires dodge almost all inheritance taxes while millionaires 

don’t. The DP has had many chances to address these issues but has not. Why? They, like the 

Republicans, do not want to upset their friendly financial lobbyists. President Obama did not 

want to push for the elimination of the inheritance tax dodge referred to as the Pritzker Trust. 

Why? Because his Secretary of Commerce and possibly his biggest campaign contributor (Penny 

Pritzker) was a beneficiary. Consistency! 

 

We live in at a time of turmoil, great change and popular outrage. For decades most Americans 

have been forgotten. Confidence in our government is arguably at historic lows. The Republicans 

are talking of tax reform that may include the elimination of all inheritance taxes—something 

that the richest Americans, Bill Gates and Warren Buffet—see as destructive for our democratic 

system. We must restore balance—a level playing field where everyone has an equal chance to 

succeed if they work and persevere. Adam Smith, the great author of the Theory of Moral 

Sentiments, and the father of modern economics saw all of humanity as the same but with one 

difference: some have more opportunities to succeed than others. For flourishing societies, he 

advised giving everyone equal opportunities. If he were alive, he would not recognize and might 

even be horrified by the capitalist system that we so nonchalantly attribute to him. 

 

A reason why Trump may have won is that on nearly all issues he took an extreme position and 

doubled down through thick and thin. How did this help him win? The electorate did not focus 

on all the issues that he threw out there but only on the handful that mattered to each person. If 

on these he gave the voter what she wanted to hear, she went with him regardless of his stand on 

the other twenty or more issues. As an aside, and a direct implication of this, President Trump 

may not have even 20 percent popular support for most, if any, of his initiatives, because his 

supporters did not vote for him because of all of his proposals, but because of a few and the few 

were different for different groups of voters. So clear-cut, consistent and sharp positions on a lot 

of issues may be the way to go. 

 

We need to breathe new life into our institutional scaffolding. This may the best time and 

opportunity for the DP to rise from the dead and restore confidence, not only in the DP itself, but 

also in our flailing two-party democratic system. 
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On February 24, 2017, the NYT reported that during an NSC meeting General McMaster, the 

newly-appointed National Security Advisor, told the staff that Muslims who commit terrorist 

acts are perverting their religion and that radical Islamic terrorism was not a helpful label 

because terrorists are in fact ‘un-Islamic.’ At last a ray of hope, a senior White House official 

with knowledge of Islam and a sense of history taking a small step toward erasing 

misconceptions of Islam and referring to Muslim terrorists as ‘un-Islamic’ terrorists. But to have 

any chance of success—to establish flourishing Muslim societies, to eradicate the scourge of 

terrorism and to bring harmony between the Muslim and non-Muslim world— it is Muslims who 

must go down the perilous path of taking back their religion from a whole cadre of dictators, 

opportunists and charlatans and initiating change and reform. 

 

While non-Muslims are woefully ignorant of Islam and its teachings, Muslims, over many 

centuries, have become increasingly uninformed about the essential meaning and practice of 

their own religion. Yes, nearly all Muslims follow the Five Pillars of Islam, but there is so much 

more to Islam. Islam is a religion of unity, peace, compassion, justice and freedom. It is a 

religion of rules and institutions that advocates freedom, education, equal opportunity, hard 

work, free markets, sound management, sharing, modest lifestyles, poverty eradication and 

representative governance. But frankly, these are not values that are normally associated with 

Islam today. A cursory glance would indicate that most liberal non-Muslim countries reflect 

these values more than do Muslim countries, an assertion confirmed by Islamicity Indices. 

 

Most of the world’s 1.7 billion Muslims live in countries that are autocratic, unjust and corrupt, 

and that afford little opportunity for advancement. Muslim rulers have used religion to control; 

and they and their cronies live in opulence while average Muslims struggle. It is not only in 

Muslim countries that Muslims feel disenfranchised. Many Muslim immigrants are confronted 

by hopelessness in their adopted lands and are discriminated against. While nothing could ever 

justify terrorism, oppression and the absence of any hope for a brighter future encourages some 

to join terrorist groups that promise a path, albeit a false and divisive path, to a better world 

where a false version of Islam rules supreme or where they believe a welcoming heaven will 

await them. It is in this setting that terrorists have found an opening to preach their message of 

hate and of killing innocent people in the name of God. If we allow the spread of terrorism to be 

framed as an inter-faith struggle, we will usher unimaginable global conflict, because Christians 

and Muslims make up over half the population of our planet. The two faiths have much in 

common, and must not allow opportunists to divide them and to frame terrorism as a Christian-

Muslim struggle. 

 

The drift toward a Christian-Muslim or a West-East struggle is in large part fueled by 

Islamophobia but can be reversed by Muslims taking back their religion, reformation in the 

Muslim World, non-Muslims enhancing their understanding of the message of Islam and 

shedding Islamophobic tendencies, and the great powers ending their support for autocratic 

Muslim rulers. 

 



 

Muslims, Take Back Your Religion 

 

The popular belief that Islam condemns freedom and political, social and economic progress is a 

myth. God, the all powerful, could have made humanity perfect with no freedom to choose, but 

doing so would have rendered human dignity meaningless. Freedom is a divine gift. The Quran 

and the life of the prophet Mohammad stress the love of God for His creation, the unity of 

creation, and the need for justice and rules (effective institutions) for a thriving society. Today, 

most Muslim societies do not reflect the important benchmarks of Islam, instead they provide 

breeding grounds for anger, frustration, desperation and violence. No Muslim country would 

even come close to countries such as Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and New 

Zealand in terms of how they reflect the teachings of Islam. The prophet Mohammad stressed the 

importance of practicing the teachings of Islam when he said: “Three (behavioral traits) if found 

in a person, then he is a hypocrite even if he fasts, prays, performs bigger and small pilgrimages, 

and says ‘I am a Muslim’: when he speaks, he lies; when he promises, he breeches; and when 

trusted, he betrays;” and: “Faith without commensurate action is like a body without a head;” and 

“The most virtuous jihad is when one speaks a word of truth before an unjust ruler.” 

 

To take back the helm of their religion from corrupt rulers and clerics, Muslims must begin by 

studying the Quran, consulting learned teachers as needed, and asking how they can apply and 

practice the teachings of the Quran in their time. In this quest, Muslims have little choice but to 

peacefully demand change in their countries. They must demand representative governance as 

recommended in Islam. This may be easy for us to advocate when we are not living in a country 

where we could be jailed for asking questions about Islamic teachings and discussing its practice, 

but Muslims in most Muslim countries have to risk their safety to peacefully confront oppressive 

regimes. In the absence of such political participation, Muslim societies will not progress. 

Moreover, Muslims must denounce and confront the false message of jihadists who are 

murdering innocent people around the world and sowing the seeds for an East-West 

confrontation. While extremists are the most visible danger to Islam and the world, there are 

other purveyors of division. 

 

“Today, most Muslim societies do not reflect the important benchmarks of Islam, instead they 

provide breeding grounds for anger, frustration, desperation and violence.” 

 

There are academics who attack a fictitious Islam that they have created to appeal to all those 

who see Islam as the enemy, as well as to Muslims who have not studied the Quran. These 

purveyors of falsehood are often referred to as Orientalists and Neo-Orientalists and they use a 

variety of misrepresentations to denigrate Islam. They frighten Westerners by saying that 

Muslims want to force ‘Shariah’ as the legal system wherever they go. They use a variety of 

terms—‘Shariah,’ ‘Islamic Jurisprudence,’ and ‘Muslim Law’ interchangeably—and conflate 

them with Islam. But this law that they refer to is not stated in the Quran, which Muslims believe 

is the Word of God. What they refer to is a body of law derived and put together by men (no 

female participation) many centuries ago with the ever-present agenda of rulers. Originally, the 

law derived from the Quran might have been helpful, but today Muslim clerics and autocratic 

rulers use it as an instrument of control. Neo-Orientalists intentionally manipulate Islamic 

teachings to sway their uninformed Western readers, with one of their goals being the creation of 



 

ground support in the eventuality that military action is exercised, as, for example, was the case 

in the 2003 Iraq War. 

 

Another group that has promoted inter-Muslim conflict is foreign powers. Examples of this are 

everywhere: the US calls one group of Muslims (the Muslim Brotherhood) a terrorist 

organization in support of one of its Muslim client countries; Washington does little to prevent 

Saudi Arabia’s intervention in Bahrain in support of the Bahraini ruler’s crimes against humanity 

and ignores Saudi Arabia’s indiscriminate bombing of civilians in Yemen, but condemns Iran’s 

alleged intervention in Bahrain and its limited intervention in Yemen. Today, the US may favor 

and support one Muslim country against another, but Muslims should be aware of the seeds of 

division and should realize that these alliances may be reversed to serve changed US interests 

tomorrow. 

 

A Muslim Reformation 

 

While Muslims believe that the Quran represents the word of God, this does not mean that they 

should live the same way as Muslims did at the time of the prophet Mohammad. Islam preaches 

the importance of progress, education, healthcare, science and technology, effective economic 

management and governance and economic prosperity. As we have said before, Islamicity 

Indices afford a concise and summary benchmark to serve as a guide to peacefully challenge 

rulers for positive change. 

 

What could be the essential elements of a Muslim reformation? 

 

As a prerequisite, Muslims around the world must study the Quran, come together and take the 

helm of Islam away from clerics and rulers. Islam does not need anyone at its helm. Muslims 

should make their peaceful demands for change known internationally to unite Muslims and to 

garner support from non-Muslims. While this process may start in one Muslim country, it would 

advance rapidly if Muslims coordinated their vision and activities. 

 

Muslims should demand a modern-day government with elected officials that are answerable to 

the electorate and with a constitution that serves as the bedrock of a flourishing society where 

justice, the rule of law, human rights and dignity, freedom and equality of opportunity are held 

sacred; a constitution that the community approves and that is subject to amendments as needed; 

a constitution that incorporates Islam’s institutional recommendations that are very much in line 

with Adam Smith’s vision but that contain a heavier dose of morality. 

 

Terrorism will not be vanquished by sanctions or by wars. Ignorance and Islamophobia will only 

embolden terrorists and fuel the fires of division and conflict. Muslim anger will not dissipate by 

wishful thinking. Eradicating terrorism, dissipating Muslim anger and closing the East-West 

chasm requires Muslims taking back their religion from self-appointed clerics, rulers and 

jihadists, Muslim reformation, and the progressive and unselfish support of global powers. 
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Today Islam is at the front and center of US and international politics. President Trump calls 

terrorists who profess Islam ‘Islamic terrorists.’ Some Muslim countries use Islam in their 

country name and others profess Islam as their national religion. Muslim Kings and clerics resort 

to Islam for legitimacy. But who is Islamic and who is un-Islamic? Without resorting to chapter 

and verse from the Quran, here are three simple litmus tests. 

 

1. Freedom 

 

God gave humanity the gift of freedom, a gift that no rule-abiding (aka ‘Islamic’) Muslim ruler 

or cleric can take away. So what does this mean for a Muslim community or country that claims 

the ‘Islamic’ mantle? People should be free, with no oppression, to choose their religion and 

their rulers who, in turn, should be the most rule-abiding members of their community. There 

should be respect for God’s creation—human rights and preservation of the world and its 

resources for future generations. Which countries, communities and groups convey these 

attributes (namely, are Islamic)? 

 

2. Progress 

 

The Quran and the prophet Mohammad have emphasized the importance of progress (education, 

healthcare and science). Everyone must have access to high quality education and healthcare. 

Communities should embrace science, discover the Almighty’s hidden gifts and improve human 

living conditions through technological progress. Progress can be best achieved in a peaceful 

world and in the absence of conflict and war. Which countries, communities and groups convey 

these attributes (namely, are Islamic)? 

 

3. Economic Prosperity 

 

The Quran and the life of the prophet Mohammad convey the importance of economic prosperity 

and its sharing. The roadmap for its achievement is a market economy with enforced rules, 

regulations and supervision that embraces risk sharing (equity contracts or stocks) and prohibits 

risk shifting (debt). It is a system that encourages hard work, modest lifestyles, the sharing of 

prosperity and limited income and wealth inequalities. Islam mandates poverty eradication and 

the provision of the necessities for a dignified life for all those who cannot take care of 

themselves. Which countries, communities and groups convey these attributes (namely, are 

Islamic)? 

 

Summary: Islamic or un-Islamic? 

 

When President Trump refers to violent terrorists as ‘Islamic,’ is he correct? When reporters 

refer to kings and clerics of Muslim countries as Islamic, are they accurate? When kings and 

clerics claim Islam for legitimacy, are they truthful? You be the judge. Perhaps the label ‘un-

Islamic’ would more accurately describe these claims and entities? We believe that this simple 



 

recognition might be a small step in bridging the inter-faith turmoil that is causing so much 

suspicion, hatred and conflict in our time. 
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In an earlier post, we alluded to a major tactic that may have been critical in explaining why and 

how Donald Trump won the presidency—taking extreme positions on numerous issues and 

showing resolve. Now he should fear the symmetry that will haunt his presidency and the 

Republican Party. 

 

An important, but largely unrecognized, reason why Donald Trump may have won the 

presidency is that he took extreme positions on many issues and doubled down through thick and 

thin, which showed resolve and commitment to the positions he espoused. How did this help him 

win? The electorate did not focus on all the issues that he threw out there, but only on the 

handful of concerns that mattered to each person. If on these he gave the voter what she wanted 

to hear (extreme positions on which he did not waver), she went with him regardless of his stand 

on the other twenty or more issues that mattered much less. A direct implication of this is that 

President Trump may not have even 20 percent popular support for most, if any, of his 

initiatives, because his supporters did not vote for him based on the sum of all of his proposals, 

but only because of a few and the few were different for different groups of voters. So he may 

have won because of unwavering, clear-cut, sharp, catchy and extreme positions on many issues. 

 

But it doesn’t end here. President Trump must now face the music! If this is how Donald Trump 

got elected, what happens now? What do those who voted for him expect? 

 

There is symmetry here. President Trump can’t just deliver on a few items, no matter how 

important they may be, and expect the many groups of voters that voted for him for their very 

different reasons to support him and his party during his presidency and in the elections of 2018 

and 2020. So while his tactic of unwavering extreme positions on many issues may have won 

Donald Trump the election, President Trump must now deliver on many of these if he is to enjoy 

significant support from the American people. President Trump, fear the symmetry! 
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President Trump has said time and again that he would bring his deal-making talents, which he 

claims to be second to none, to his new job as president of the United States. 

 

As with everything else, Trump has spared nothing when it comes to detailing his approach to 

the Middle East. He has promised much. At the press conference with Prime Minister 

Netanyahu, he went beyond a Palestinian-Israeli peace accord to predict “a much bigger deal, a 

much more important deal, in a sense. It would take many, many countries and it would cover a 

very large territory.” He has promised to lead the fight with the support of the GCC to eradicate 

ISIS and all those he has labeled “Islamists.” After a telephone conversation with King Salman 

of Saudi Arabia, a White House press release stated that the two leaders “discussed an invitation 

from the king for President Trump to lead a Middle East effort to defeat terrorism and to help 

build a new future.” President Trump has stated that he will create safe zones in Syria and 

Yemen and he will get the Persian Gulf countries of the GCC to pay for it. He then went on to 

insult them by adding “because they have nothing but money.” He has promised to defend Saudi 

Arabia against Iran if the Saudis pay for it. “Well, I would want to help Saudi Arabia. I would 

want to protect Saudi Arabia. But Saudi Arabia is going to have to help us economically. They 

were making, before the oil went down, now they’re making half, but they were making a billion 

dollars a day.” He added that such action against Iran would depend “on what the deal is.” He 

has put Iran on notice and told Iranian leaders that they are playing with fire. And he has gone 

out of his way to demonize Islam and applaud Sisi, the most oppressive dictator in the Middle 

East. Is this a coherent strategy? Will it succeed? 

 

His contradictory rants about the region assumes that Middle Easterners and Muslims are all 

stupid, have no day-to-day memories of what has been said, have no pride or dignity and that 

they are only looking to the White House for orders for what to do next! To make the point, let’s 

focus on just a few connected pronouncements. 

 

President Trump has business interests in Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, which 

include real estate projects in Saudi Arabia and a licensing and management contract for a golf 

course and luxury villas in the UAE (Dubai). If Trump is true to his past, we assume that he 

wants to grow these interests while president and even more so when he is out of office. So what 

has he been saying about these relations? He apparently likes Saudis: “Saudi Arabia—and I get 

along great with all of them. They buy apartments from me.” “They spend $40 million, $50 

million. Am I supposed to dislike them? I like them very much.” He is prepared to defend them 

(and we assume defend his business interests especially in the future if he "saves" them while he 

is president). “They [Iran] are looking to go into Saudi Arabia …They want the oil, they want the 

money … they want a lot of other things … That’s phase one—to go into Saudi Arabia and, 

frankly, the Saudis don’t survive without us. And the question is, at what point do we get 

involved and how much will Saudi Arabia pay us to save them? That’s ultimately what’s going 

to happen.” In fact, President Trump has offered to defend Saudi Arabia in any regional conflict. 

“Well, I would want to help Saudi Arabia … I would want to protect Saudi Arabia. But Saudi 

Arabia is going to have to help us economically. They were making, before the oil went down ... 



 

they were making $1 billion a day.” President Trump’s position is crystal clear. Saudi Arabia 

cannot defend itself but can pay the U.S. for its defense. America will defend you as long as you 

pay. It all depends on the “deal.” Don’t worry, Saudi friends; we won’t even gently mention your 

shortcomings that confront many American values. No human rights issues. No religious 

freedom issues. No matter what crimes you support in Bahrain, crimes that most classify as 

crimes against humanity. No matter how many civilians you kill in Yemen. No matter how much 

you support extremists and terrorists who pose an existential threat to many societies and 

countries, including ours. Just pay and we will be there. Trump’s approach to Saudi Arabia will 

further encourage Saudi branding of America as mercenary, a country with no principles but 

always available to the oppressor as long as they pay. It is precisely such an image that attracts 

terrorist recruits. 

 

President Trump’s love for Persian Gulf Arabs goes beyond Saudi Arabia and the UAE. He loves 

Kuwait too! In 2011, “If you look at these nations, they wouldn’t be there except for us, you take 

a look at Kuwait. I mean, we handed Kuwait back to the people that right now essentially own 

Kuwait, because it’s really ownership more than anything else…We handed it back… They 

never paid us [for ousting Saddam Hussein].” We should at least correct President Trump’s 

inaccuracy here—the Kuwaitis and the Saudis in fact overpaid the US for this operation! And we 

should add that after the liberation of Kuwait US companies received a number of lucrative 

contracts (in some cases, contracts that were signed even before the start of the war). 

 

Yes, some Gulf Arabs already looked at the US as a mercenary, but now the President is actually 

broadcasting that America has guns for hire. He has handed all those opposed to America many 

sound bites they can use for recruiting terrorists and he has eroded America’s appeal and 

credibility to the millions who live under oppression in the Middle East. 

 

The President has also embraced other Arab dictators outside the Persian Gulf. He has a special 

affection for the most oppressive dictator in the Middle East—President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi of 

Egypt. Republican Presidential Nominee Trump met him in September at the time of the UN 

General Assembly. Trump advertised their ‘chemistry,’ and said, “I thought it was very 

productive. He’s a fantastic guy… I thought it was a great meeting. We met for a long time, 

actually. There was a good chemistry there. You know when you have good chemistry with 

people. There was a good feeling between us.” Trump has gone on to even applaud how Sisi 

executed the military coup that removed Egypt’s first civilian president from power, a bloody 

coup where more than a thousand protestors were killed. “He took control of Egypt. And he 

really took control of it.” Trump has expressed confidence and “strong support for Egypt’s war 

on terrorism, and how under a Trump administration, the United States of America will be a 

loyal friend, not simply an ally, that Egypt can count on in the days and years ahead.” What’s 

more, the Trump administration is apparently considering a request made by President Sisi and 

King Salman of Saudi Arabia to designate the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization 

simply because the Brotherhood wants the installation of democratic Muslim governments, 

something that Sisi and his Persian Gulf supporters fear. Most Muslims would not agree with this 

initiative and would interpret it as yet another indication of Islamophobic policies. 

 

President Trumps looks at each issue as a business deal with only a bottom line. He does not 

appear to incorporate the broader and multifaceted impact of a decision, now and into the future. 



 

What does all this convey to the Middle East and to the broader Muslim World about US values 

and policies? 

 

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) is believed to have said that “Somoza [the 

Nicaraguan dictator] may be a son of a bitch, but he’s our son of a bitch.” Well, it would appear 

that nothing much has changed! US talk about freedom, democratic values and human rights are 

just that—talk. The negative fallouts of supporting America’s dictators mattered less 80 years 

ago. There was no ISIS, Al-Qaeda or similar terrorist organizations hell bent on kicking the US 

out of the Middle East and other Muslim countries. There was no internet and 24-hour instant 

news in the world. We live in a different world! 

 

These terrorist organizations have been born and nurtured because of oppressive and corrupt rule 

and economic and social stagnation in the Muslim countries of the Middle East. Terrorists have 

filled a vacuum to oppose Muslim dictators by promising a return to the past, a time when 

Muslim societies flourished. Unfortunately, most Muslims have not studied and discussed the 

meaning of the Quran to see how Islamic teachings apply in today’s world and don’t realize that 

extremists are opportunist charlatans who are using religion to replace one set of dictators with 

themselves, something that will drive Muslim communities further down the abyss. 

 

The US and its allies have been caught in the Middle of this struggle simply because of their past 

and continuing selfish support of oppressive dictators while espousing freedom and human 

rights. Recently, this support has even turned into in-your-face praise for the likes of Sisi. 

Victories on the battlefield in Mosul and elsewhere will not extinguish extremism and terrorism. 

Terrorists will continue their murderous rampage in other places and will get even more recruits 

with the passage of time. 

 

To defeat terrorism and extremism, the Muslim World needs peaceful reform. Peaceful reform 

begins with a timetable for Muslim dictators to relinquish power in favor of representative 

governance. In Islam, God’s greatest gift to humanity is freedom, something that no one can take 

away. Muslims countries must then establish the institutions that are the foundations of 

flourishing societies—institutions that are similar to those recommended by Adam Smith but 

with an even higher dose of justice and morality. This will take much time. The US can help and 

support such a peaceful reformation and transformation in the Muslim World in the context of 

Islam, or it can continue to selfishly support oppressors, denigrate Islam and face increasing 

terrorism and eventually be a partner to unimaginable violence. 
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Mecca and Medina, situated in Western Saudi Arabia, are Islam’s two holiest sites. The region is 

the birthplace of Islam and of the Prophet Mohammad. Every Muslim is required to make a 

pilgrimage (during Hajj) to Mecca at least once in a lifetime, if he or she is physically and 

financially able to do so. During Hajj, all Muslims, be they kings or paupers, are equal, each 

person wearing two simple white sheets with nothing to distinguish between ruler and subject 

and rich and poor. 

 

The Al-Sauds, the conquerors and rulers of Arabia, have used their own interpretation of Islam in 

an attempt to legitimize their rule and manage, or more accurately mismanage, Islam’s holiest 

sites. Since 1986, the kings of Saudi Arabia have unilaterally adopted the title “Custodian of the 

Two Holy Mosques,” a title that was also used by Ottoman caliphs. Saudi Arabia is a country 

that has no constitution but claims the Quran for its constitution. Does Al-Saud rule reflect 

Islamic teachings from the Quran and are the Al-Sauds the sole and rightful custodians of 

Islam’s holiest sites? 

 

Saudi Arabia is a country where the rulers have been the principal backers of Muslim extremists 

affiliated with AL-Qaeda and ISIS although Islam condemns violence and murder, where 

churches or synagogues are prohibited although Islam preaches freedom of religion, where rulers 

live in unimaginable luxury while Islam prohibits opulent lifestyles, where there is an extreme 

inequality of wealth while Islam prohibits the hoarding of wealth and sanctions large divergences 

in wealth and income, where the rulers’ wealth comes largely from corruption and the 

exploitation of oil while Islam condemns corruption and preaches that mineral wealth belongs 

equally to all members of all generations, and where the rulers rule by fiat and oppression while 

Islam preaches that rulers are to be the most rule-abiding members of the community and must 

have the concurrence of their community for their rule. It is difficult to call the King of Saudi 

Arabia a rule-abiding Muslim ruler and the rightful “Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques.” And 

don’t forget, it is Al-Saud rule that spawned Al-Qaeda and the 9/11 terrorists. 

 

But in the last 30 or so years, Al-Saud claim to the sole guardianship of the “Two Holy 

Mosques” must be further questioned because of the mismanagement of the holy mosques. Since 

1990, several thousand pilgrims have died in Mecca-Medina in stampedes and from the collapse 

of infrastructure and construction equipment. But there is more. Mecca is rich with nearly 1400 

years of Islamic history. In recent years, the Al-Sauds have demolished many of the historical 

sites of Islam and have replaced them with buildings that dwarf the Kaaba and with hotels where 

the homes of the Prophet Mohammad’s companions once stood. During Hajj all Muslims are 

presumed to be equal, but in recent years inequalities are increasingly on display everywhere. 

Saudi kings have built palaces overlooking the Kaaba and rich pilgrims enjoy luxurious living at 

hotels such as the Royal Fairmont Clocktower in $3,000-a-night rooms that overlook the Kaaba 

while poor Muslims get by with minimal accommodations. When pilgrims become so unequal 

during Hajj—where equality is to be supreme—Muslims know all that they need know that the 

rule non-compliance has reached a zenith and that Al-Saud rule does not reflect the teachings of 

Islam, something that they proclaim for legitimacy. 



 

 

The demolishing and rebuilding of Mecca and Medina has afforded the ruling family and well-

connected Saudis enormous wealth through escalating land prices and higher expenditures for 

luxury by wealthy pilgrims. Destroying Islamic heritage sites and turning Mecca into a 

commercial glitzy moneymaking fairground to benefit the Al-Sauds and their cronies is an 

affront to the world’s 1.7 billion Muslims. 

 

Does the King of Saudi Arabia, one man among 1.7 billion Muslims, have the right to do as he 

wishes with Islam’s holy sites? Is it seemly to use Islam’s holy sites for profiteering? Should the 

world’s 1.7 billion Muslims have a say in how these sites are managed? 

 

It is high time to protect Islam’s holiest sites and Islam’s heritage from financial exploitation and 

to designate Mecca and Medina “Muslim-administered cities” with their administration in the 

hands of a representative and elected committee of Muslims whose duties should be to protect 

these mosques and the Islamic heritage of the region, and to ensure safe and equal access to all 

Muslims. 
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Earlier this week, the White House announced, “President Donald J. Trump looks forward to 

welcoming President Abdel Fattah Al Sisi of Egypt for an official visit to Washington on April 

3.” President Trump has showered Sisi, arguably the most oppressive dictator in the Muslim 

World, with much praise after meeting him in September. Apparently to Trump, Sisi is “a 

fantastic guy,” the two shared “good chemistry… and good feeling,” and the President of the 

United States promised, “the United States of America will be a loyal friend, not simply an ally, 

that Egypt can count on in the days and years ahead.” 

 

Sisi led the military coup that removed Egypt’s first civilian president from power, a bloody 

affair killing more than two thousand protestors and incarcerating even more. President Obama 

was dismayed by the brutal coup and the oppression that followed, but President Trump has been 

happy to embrace this latest tyrant of the Middle East. As with everything else in recent years, 

the US justifies this love affair on the grounds of fighting terrorism. And in this case, the US 

condemned the democratically elected rulers that Sisi overthrew on the grounds of anti-

democratic ways, mismanagement and corruption. While these charges are valid, consider the 

following. In a country that has had ineffective institutions and has barred any meaningful 

opposition, can one reasonably expect an opposition that has been tortured and outlawed for 

decades and has had no experience in governing to come to power and hit the ground running? 

Where Egypt is today is a product of centuries of oppression, corruption and mismanagement, is 

it reasonable to expect a quick turnaround? 

 

While we await the US embrace of Sisi on Monday, yesterday something else was attributed to 

the unusually quiet US Department of State. The New York Time reported, “Secretary of State 

Tillerson has decided to lift all human rights conditions on a major sale of F-16 fighter jets and 

other arms to Bahrain in an effort to end a rift between the United States and a critical Middle 

East ally, according to administration and congressional officials involved in the debate.” And 

the article goes on rightly to add, “But the decision to drop the human rights assurances as a 

condition of the sale is bound to be read by Saudi Arabia and other states in the region as a sign 

that the new administration plans to ease its demands to protect and respect political dissidents 

and protesters.” 

 

Recall the peaceful demonstrations that started in 2011 in Bahrain were met, and continue to be 

met, by brutal crackdowns that some international bodies have labeled as crimes against 

humanity. A Bahraini government sponsored report even confirmed torture and the physical and 

psychological abuse of detainees while Saudi Arabia, Bahrain’s paymaster, sent in troops and 

tanks to suppress the peaceful demonstrators. Bahrain and Saudi Arabia (a country that affords 

lucrative financial interests for US officials) are two other regimes that the Trump 

Administration has embraced with no holes barred. Moreover, in support of client dictators, the 

new Sheriff in Washington has relaxed the rules of engagement in the Middle East and North 

Africa, rules that were designed to limit collateral damage and civilian casualties. 

 



 

The US and its Arab allies have blamed the turmoil in Bahrain and even elsewhere in the region 

on the regime in Iran, while even the Bahraini government sponsored report concluded that there 

was no evidence of Iranian involvement. With no evidence, the US labels Iran as a sponsor of 

terrorism and may adopt a request made by Sisi and Salman of Saudi Arabia to designate the 

Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization simply because the Brotherhood wants to operate as 

a free opposition party, something that Egypt, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia fear because it may 

become the seed for the representative governance all over the Middle East. Branding 

adversaries as sponsors of terrorism with no evidence has become the new weapon of choice in 

Washington to support client dictators. 

 

How have the enthusiastic embrace of oppressive regimes, the confrontational stand against Iran 

and the relaxed rules of engagement been justified? You guessed it, all for the fight to eradicate 

terrorism. 

 

The Trump Administration’s policy towards the Muslim World, especially in the Middle East, is 

becoming clearer by the day—brand all adversaries as sponsors of terrorism, employ more 

military force backed by more soldiers and arms; jettison diplomacy; turn a blind eye to civilian 

casualties and human rights; and democratic governance be damned! This shortsighted approach 

portends an ominous future. The goodwill that the US earned after WWII with most, if not all, 

Middle Easterners of all persuasion is fast going up in smoke. It took years for the US to build its 

image as the defender of human rights and supporter of democratic governance, something that 

is being rapidly dissipated along with the instrument of soft power. America’s words in support 

of democratic values increasingly ring hollow and duplicitous. The tarnishing is not something 

that can be quickly reversed. President Trump is throwing out the baby with the bath water! 

 

Sadly, this doubled down show of indiscriminate force will also provide terrorists with tens of 

thousands of recruits and exacerbate the scourge of terrorism. Why? 

 

How would a person feel if a ruler, supported with US soldiers and weapons, tortures, abuses and 

kills a loved one? How would a person feel if indiscriminate bombing by the US or a US 

supported regime kills or maims a loved one? How would a person feel if an oppressive regime 

supported by the US robs him of his freedom? How would an oppressed person feel if a US 

backed regime robs her of any hope for a better future? Might a person living in such an 

oppressed state be vulnerable to the false promises of terrorists as the only hope for change? To 

us the answer is clear—support for tyrants, in words and in deeds, simply affords terrorists with 

the best propaganda for recruits and will turn the average person against the United States for 

years to come. 

 

All along terrorists, as well as oppressive rulers, use false interpretations of Islam in their attempt 

to legitimize their illegitimate rule, which further widens the East-West chasm and increases the 

likelihood of a catastrophic war. 

 

If the US supports oppressive regimes for the sake of oil, arms sales, broader corporate interests, 

personal financial interests of former US government officials or whatever else, at least use 

tough love and a timetable for reforms towards representative governments, respect for human 

rights and effective institutions; this will at least hold out the hope of better East-West relations. 



 

And in this quest, don’t use the false excuse of Iran for supporting oppression in client Arab 

countries. This enables the rulers of Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Bahrain to hide behind America’s 

skirt, freely abuse their own people and abandon any notion of reforms, all of which will be 

invariably attributed to the US with ominous implications. 
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Assad’s most recent atrocity is yet another war crime for a man who is no stranger to such 

abhorrent behavior. Using internationally outlawed chemical weapons to kill anyone, let alone 

innocent civilians and children, is a crime against humanity and is an affront to civilized 

behavior. People of the world must condemn this heinous act in no uncertain term and President 

Assad should be brought to justice. Russia and Iran, the principal backers of the Assad regime, 

should also be put on notice that the world will not tolerate support for a war criminal. 

 

Yet, and no matter how vociferous the condemnation, when the West shows its outrage at 

Assad’s barbaric act and blames his backers, the message is lost in many corners of the world. A 

country’s moral outrage at the barbaric crimes of others carries weight and calls the world to 

action if the accuser has a history of morality and honesty. 

 

Yes, US Ambassador to the UN, Nicky Haley, is right that the UN must do something, and now, 

to put an end to Assad’s atrocities. But who has made the Security Council and the UN almost 

useless? The US, Russia and China along with France and the UK have used their veto power in 

support of their allies and interests, with little or no regard for doing what is just and supports the 

interests of the world. When Iraq invaded Iran, a most serious breach of the UN Charter, and the 

ensuing war resulted in roughly 500,000 casualties and almost 1,000,000 wounded, the Security 

Council did nothing because of Iran’s heinous taking of 52 American hostages. The Security 

Council and the UN is ruled by the gang of five who further their, not humanity’s, perceived 

interests. 

 

Yes, the use of outlawed chemical weapons is a war crime. But recall that after Iran drove Iraqi 

forces out and was threatening Basra, the US, the UK, Germany and France supplied chemical 

weapons to Saddam Hussein as the “best” and only way to stop the Iranian advance. And the 

Western World said nothing as Saddam Hussein used these outlawed weapons to kill thousands 

of Iranians and then use their dead bodies in the marshes of the FAO Peninsula as a roadbed for 

Iraqi tanks. You still see some of the thousands of Iranians on the streets of Iran who have to use 

oxygen tanks after being injured by Saddam’s chemical weapons. Where was the civilized world 

then? 

 

Yes, as the backers of Assad Russia and Iran must share the blame for Assad’s atrocities. But 

what about the financial backing of Saddam Hussein by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the UAE and 

Saudi Arabia’s financial backing of terrorists (possibly ISIS) in Syria and elsewhere—terrorists 

who kill and maim thousands? Where are the civilized world’s outrage and condemnation and 

their call to action? 

 

Yes, civilian casualties must be avoided wherever and whenever possible. But what about the 

support of Saudi Arabia, the US and the UK for the minority rulers of Bahrain who have 

committed, and are continuing to commit today, crimes against humanity by killing and 

incarcerating protesters who want a little measure of freedom? What about Saudi Arabia’s 



 

ongoing indiscriminate bombing in Yemen killing civilians with US-supplied arms and 

intelligence? 

 

The crisis in Syria is a great blot on the human record. Assad should be brought to justice. Russia 

and Iran should be held accountable for supporting a war criminal. But Western and Arab 

outrage carries little moral force when their own history of disrespect for human rights and 

support for those who commit crimes against humanity are considered. They, along with Russia 

and Iran, should also be held accountable for their abhorrent actions. 

 

Politicians pay lip service to morality and honesty in their conduct of foreign policy, but follow 

the dictates of what they proudly call realpolitik. They rarely consider the full fallout of their 

myopic decisions and how these shape the future. Iran will not abandon Assad. When the world 

backed Saddam Hussein’s criminal actions (politically, militarily and financially), isolated Iran 

and shed not even a single tear for Iranian causalities, Syria was Iran’s only ally. Today, given 

Western action or inaction of the past, Russia and Iran are likely to give little weight to Western 

outrage and will continue to stand behind the criminal Assad, making the Syrian crisis ever more 

intractable. 

 

If the US now takes unilateral action, as hinted at by its officials, the Syrian conflict will only 

spread and possibly result in a regional war. Instead, the West should turn the page and inject a 

strong dose of morality and consistency into the formulation and conduct of foreign policy. 
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America’s emerging oligarchs are poised to grab wealth that may dwarf that which their Russian 

pals grabbed during the 1990s. In a Russia that was re-emerging from the breakup of the Soviet 

Union, well-connected businessmen told lies to dupe the public as they made deals with 

unscrupulous politicians to grab state assets, such as oil fields and mines, at a tiny fraction of 

their market value. They followed this up with access to confidential information to accumulate 

more wealth and then used this wealth to re-elect their benefactors, Boris Yeltsin and his cronies. 

This was a monumental grab of wealth and power that has thoroughly compromised the 

wellbeing of the average Russian and undermined all prospects for democratic governance. Are 

there now U.S. parallels? 

 

Wealth and income inequality in the U.S. has increased to an unprecedented level. We refrain 

from repeating well-known figures that are readily available from the heralded work of Professor 

Emmanuel Saez at Berkeley. Since 1980, nearly all the gain in our GDP, or national output, has 

benefitted the top 10 percent of our population, with the lion’s share accruing to the top one 

percent and a disproportionate share of this going to the top 0.1 percent, those with annual 

incomes above $1.5 million and wealth of over $30 million. How have they done so well since 

1980? Under the guise of tax reform and beneficial financial deregulation, Congress changed 

laws to benefit its financial backers, who in turn continue to increase their financial support of 

politicians to reap ever-increasing benefits. While Russian oligarchs have been justly labeled 

corrupt, their American counterparts have achieved their wealth “legally” by supporting 

lawmakers and promoting their own faction into senior government positions to do their bidding. 

 

In 2017, the United States stands to “legally” do what was illegally done in Russia. The proposed 

tax reform will transfer unprecedented wealth to those few who have “invested” in lawmakers to 

do their bidding at the expense of 90 percent of Americans—this “so-called” reform would be 

the vehicle to firmly enrich American oligarchs even further than their Russian counterparts over 

the next four to eight years (if the Republicans continue to control Congress and the White 

House) and at the expense of all Americans. After American oligarchs have grabbed this 

unprecedented wealth on top of their existing wealth, the average American will never see it 

again. It cannot be clawed back unless we then adopt a wealth tax ― a highly unlikely 

development. The time to act is now. 

 

How will this tax break for the super rich be financed? It will be through a repeal of the 

Affordable Care Act, limiting Medicare and Medicaid benefits, and a further ballooning of the 

U.S. national debt. The proposed repeal of the ACA will deprive millions of Americans of 

healthcare and saddle those with pre-existing health conditions with unaffordable premiums. 

What the repeal of the ACA and reduced benefits from Medicare and Medicaid does not finance 

will be transferred to our national debt. 

 

Numerous Congressmen and government officials stand in front of cameras and utter bold-faced 

lies to the American people to advance their agendas. Clearly, the limited funds available for 

those with pre-existing conditions are insufficient. Clearly, millions will lose their healthcare (we 



 

await the Congressional Budget Office’s scoring) but the U.S. House apparently cares little for 

the sick and deprived and would pass a bill without the benefit of numbers and a true national 

debate. In the case of Medicare, this is a contract that the U.S. government would breach. 

Americans have paid into this program with the expectation of assured benefits. Now, as they 

approach the age of 65, they are faced with reduced benefits. If the government can abrogate 

such a contract in order to give tax breaks to the rich, what does this say about the sanctity of 

contracts in a country that prides itself on its observance of the rule of law? 

 

One does not need a Ph.D. in economics to understand the fallout of the proposed healthcare bill 

and the vast transfer of wealth embodied in the proposed tax reform. It will drive inequality to 

the zenith. It will deprive millions of Americans of access to affordable healthcare. It will 

quickly divide the country as never before. And it will undermine democracy in the United 

States, with the rich firmly in control of Congress, of the White House and, in turn, of the 

judiciary. 

 

We desperately need a committee of respected men and women who care for the greater good 

and the survival of the American Experiment to come to the fore, to expose the lies and double 

talk that Americans encounter at every turn, and to explain the fallouts of these (and other) 

crucial proposals on healthcare and tax reform. 

 

The great man, Adam Smith, must be turning in his grave as he sees what politicians and selfish 

businessmen attribute to him—America’s broken capitalist system. He would be shocked at how 

his thinking has been twisted and corrupted to serve a few. Yes, Adam Smith proposed a market-

based system where individuals would benefit society at large by pursuing their own self-

interest. But he emphasized that the market system required market participants to have 

sympathy for others in their dealings in the market, a market with sound regulations and 

enforcement without which the system would become a jungle. He further saw the importance of 

equal opportunities for all to develop; and to emphasize this point he saw himself as no more 

deserving than a man from an underdeveloped country. He was simply lucky to have had better 

opportunities. Thus he championed the importance of equal opportunities as the indispensable 

input for human and societal development and progress. All this and much more were stated in 

what was his preferred book, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, a book that politicians and 

businessmen have conveniently set aside. 

 

We face unprecedented challenges as a nation—a vast national debt, continuing budget deficits, 

inadequate health care and educational opportunities, decaying infrastructure, and unprecedented 

inequalities of wealth and income with millions living in poverty ― coupled with a partisan and 

paralyzed political system that is unresponsive to national needs and the greater good. We need 

true public servants to come to the fore ― isolate fact from fiction, explain the backroom 

dealings of our politicians and their proposals, and propose viable options ― to help unite our 

divided land and move us forward all together. It’s time to do to others as we would have done to 

us. 
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General McMaster should realize that he is now the National Security Adviser and not a General 

in some distant theater of war. He should choose his words more carefully lest they boomerang. 

 

On May 12, the former general was the star at the White House Press briefing to announce 

details of the upcoming and first presidential trip abroad: “President Trump is seeking [is] to 

unite peoples of all faiths around a common vision of peace, progress, and prosperity. He will 

bring a message of tolerance and of hope to billions, including to millions of Americans who 

profess these faiths. The President will focus on what unites us. The President’s trip will begin in 

Saudi Arabia, home to the two holiest sites in Islam. He will encourage our Arab and Muslim 

partners to take bold, new steps to promote peace and to confront those, from ISIS to al Qaeda to 

Iran to the Assad regime, who perpetuate chaos and violence that has inflicted so much suffering 

throughout the Muslim world and beyond.” 

 

The underlined words follow in the footsteps of General Flynn who put “Iran on notice.” They 

contain idle threats, omit mention of others who have contributed to the conflict-ridden state of 

affairs, further fuel and perpetuate regional and global conflicts, and show little understanding of 

the region. Today’s Iran represents a continuous civilization that goes back to 7000 BC with the 

first Persian Empire at about 650 BC. It has survived more conflicts and wars than General 

McMaster may be even aware of with his PhD in history. The people who run Iran today are just 

a blip in its history as is the length of time that America has been a superpower. 

 

While today’s rulers of Iran are autocratic and cannot claim democratic governance, religious 

freedom or non-interference in the affairs of others, they are angels on many of these dimensions 

when compared to the friends General McMaster eagerly supports in his briefing. Yes, Iran has 

persecuted Baha’is and to a lesser extent Jews and Christians. But in Saudi Arabia there is no 

freedom of religious worship whatsoever. There are churches and synagogues in Iran, but not 

only are these not tolerated in Saudi Arabia, but Christian and Jewish worship in the sanctity of a 

home is also prohibited in the kingdom. Iran’s elections may not be democratic given that the 

Supreme Leader essentially chooses the committee that vets candidates for all offices. But in 

Saudi Arabia there are no elections except for municipal councils. Al-Saud rule is absolute. 

Saudi Arabia is theirs as they claim. Although Iranian courts are corrupt, Saudi justice is corrupt 

and is in accordance with the Wahhabi interpretation of Islam, the same interpretation that 

inspired Osama bin Laden and his 15 Saudi compatriots to their terrorist act of 9/11. Iran has not 

invaded another country for centuries, even before there was a Saudi Arabia, Kuwait or Iraq. Yet 

Iran was invaded by Iraq in 1980 and Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990. General McMaster should 

look into who later supplied Saddam Hussein with outlawed chemical weapons to kill Iranians in 

the thousands. I will save him the time—the United States and its European allies. 

 

General McMaster was very careful to exclude one very important actor from his brief of the 

usual suspects that previous US administrations have included at the top of such lists—Russia!!! 

Yes, Iran and its surrogate Hezbollah should be ashamed of their support for Assad but who is 



 

Assad’s most important backer? Surely, the General knows the answer to this? Yes, Russia and 

Iran support Assad, but the US, Saudi Arabia and their surrogates are also parties to the conflict. 

 

While Syria is one theater of conflict, the General forgets to mention what has been going on in 

Bahrain—crimes against humanity supported by Saudi troops and by UK and US arms and even 

recent sales of warplanes. What about the indiscriminate Saudi bombing in Yemen? What about 

the brutal treatment of Shia and the 2016 brutal beheading of peaceful demonstrators in the 

Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia? What about the source of all terrorists—Saudi financed 

Madrassas across the world that spew out hatred against Jews, Christians and Shia Muslims? 

 

The sad truth is that America has lost its moral bearing. The General and the Trump 

Administration are warming up to Saudi Arabia and accepting all their excesses for one reason 

alone—business. The US sells weapons and other goods to its Arab friends—Saudi Arabia and 

the other member countries of the GCC. The Trump Empire has done and will do more business 

in Saudi Arabia and the other countries of the GCC but has no business in Iran. And current 

senior US politicians know how their predecessors have benefited from Arab largess and are 

mindful of when it will be their turn. America should watch the business fallout of Trump’s trip 

to America’s Arab friends. 

 

The majority of Iranians may not support the undemocratic and corrupt clerical regime but they 

are indebted to the regime for one important thing—it protected Iran against Iraq and its Arab 

and Western supporters. The West led by the US did nothing at the United Nations to expel 

Saddam Hussein from Iran but instead supported and armed him and now lectures Iran on the 

dangers of outlawed weapons, regional conflicts, terrorism and interference! Threats from 

General McMaster do not frighten the rulers of Iran, instead they give them more reason to 

develop nuclear warheads and to be determined to expel America from all shores of the Persian 

Gulf. Iran has been where it is for millennia. The United States, a relative newcomer as a nation, 

has come from thousands of miles away to Iran’s neighborhood with soldiers and arms and 

lectures that Iran has no right to support its allies in the region and that it must behave itself. The 

folks who run Iran are not shaking in their boots and have just been given more incentive to 

never cooperate with the United States as they did in Afghanistan, to arm faster and to develop 

nuclear warheads. 

 

General McMaster should cease his “showboating.” As a historian, he should study the history of 

the region and understand its people and their thinking. He should quietly ask America’s Arab 

clients to reform toward a system of representative governance and respect for human rights. He 

should assure Iran and America’s Arab clients of Washington’s balanced approach to all 

countries in the Persian Gulf with sincere interest to end conflicts and divisions and to promote 

reconciliation and peace. 
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National Security Advisor General McMaster has talked up the importance of President Trump’s 

first stop, Saudi Arabia, on his first foreign trip. 

 

President Trump is seeking [is] to unite peoples of all faiths around a common vision of peace, 

progress, and prosperity. He will bring a message of tolerance and of hope to billions ... [he] 

will encourage our Arab and Muslim partners to take bold, new steps to promote peace and to 

confront those, from ISIS to al Qaeda to Iran to the Assad regime, who perpetuate chaos and 

violence... 

 

While McMaster’s words masquerade as information, the background and the likely fallout of 

Trump’s Saudi visit tell a very different story. 

 

This trip to Saudi Arabia has been concocted by Jared Kushner (Trump’s Middle East czar) and 

Mohammed bin Salman (Deputy Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia). The stated purpose is to create 

an “Arab NATO” (Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan and the United Arab Emirates as founding 

members) with the U.S. playing a supporting role to fight terrorism and to confront Iran, to sell a 

massive number of the most sophisticated U.S. arms, and to promote U.S. exports to Saudi 

Arabia and other Gulf Cooperation Council countries with the help of U.S. CEOs accompanying 

the president. But instead of “promoting peace” and eradicating terrorism, this trip will increase 

human rights abuses in “Arab NATO” countries, produce more recruits for the likes of al Qaeda 

and ISIS, fuel further tension and conflicts, drag the U.S. into the biggest war ever in the Persian 

Gulf, and provide the Trump-Kushner Empire with riches beyond their dreams. 

 

There are a number of reasons why the Al-Sauds of Saudi Arabia are resurrecting the shelved 

idea of an Arab (or Muslim) NATO, reasons nowhere to be found in McMaster’s “beautiful” 

words. What the Al-Sauds fear most is internal turmoil in the Kingdom and in other GCC 

countries, secondarily followed by threats from Iran and Iraq. The arms they seek will be used 

against their own people (it doesn’t hurt that massive arms purchases also translate into massive 

commissions for the Al-Sauds). In turn, U.S. arms mean U.S. advisors and if needed U.S. 

soldiers to fight for the Al-Sauds at home or abroad. As the Al-Sauds feel more secure with more 

U.S. arms and especially with more U.S. advisors and Arab military from Jordan and Egypt, they 

will be emboldened to crack down on domestic dissent in the name of “fighting terrorism” and to 

confront Iran. Their domestic crackdown coupled with Wahhabi religious extremism will 

provide an army of recruits for al Qaeda and ISIS, something we have already seen proof of in 

the fact that 15 of the 19 9/11 terrorists were Saudi nationals. In turn, America’s alleged noble 

support for human rights will receive another black eye and Washington will be seen as a 

duplicitous supporter of client dictators, increasing the likelihood of terrorist attacks on the U.S. 

homeland. 

 

The likelihood of emboldened Saudi confrontation with Iran will not “promote peace” in the 

region but will instead encourage more conflicts and lead to a number of developments that 

could suck the U.S. into a prolonged and disastrous war. The Al-Sauds fear the rulers of Iran 



 

because of their baseless belief that the mullahs are intent on their overthrow. But instead of 

diplomacy and confidence building initiatives, they prefer to hide under the U.S. protective skirt 

and do all they can to promote a conflict with Iran with the U.S. at their side, something they 

believe they can bank on. Because after the liberation of Kuwait the Al-Sauds decided that the 

U.S. was a mercenary country that they could count on for military support as long as they paid. 

A so-called “Arab NATO” will increasingly trap the United States into supporting Saudi Arabia 

in an armed confrontation with Iran. 

 

What will Iran do? Understandably Iran feels threatened not so much by the Saudi military but 

by a U.S. that already has bases encircling Iran. Iran will recall Saddam Hussein’s atrocities, 

which were supported by the U.S., Europe and Saudi Arabia, and will not want to find itself in 

that position again. Iran has little choice but to militarize as never before, to do all it can within 

the bounds of JCPOA to develop its nuclear capabilities and have a nuclear deterrent as soon as 

it can. Iran could also encourage Iraq to take their cooperation with Iran to a more formal level 

and to expel all U.S. military advisors and personnel. 

 

Why has President Trump been so keen to appoint his son-in-law as a Middle East czar? Why 

are Trump and his son-in-law fixated on doing Saudi Arabia’s bidding? Simple, Saudi largess! 

Leaders of Europe, Canada, New Zealand and Australia do not shower ex-U.S. presidents, 

members of their cabinet and ex-senior lawmakers with donations and large consulting/advising 

contracts, but that is the way of life for the Al-Sauds. Just look at Saudi (and other GCC) 

donations to the Clinton foundation, at their advising contracts for former cabinet members and 

for other ex senior U.S. officials and at U.S. universities. The Trump-Kushner partnership knows 

the big bonanza that awaits them when they leave office and probably hopes for some rewards 

even while they are in office. And being “astute” businessmen, the Trump-Kushner team could 

take this foreign influence peddling thing to another level. The Clintons, the UK’s Blairs and 

other ex-senior politicians from the U.S. are amateurs in soliciting Saudi largess. It is time for the 

pros! 

 

Should the U.S. put its future and that of the Middle East in the hands of 31-year-old Mohammad 

bin Salman and 36-year-old Jared Kushner—two opportunists with personal motives? 
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The al-Sauds and Trump are playing fast and furious with facts. The al-Sauds accuse Iran of 

being the backer of extremism, the exporter of terrorism, the oppressor of Muslims and the top 

meddler in the Persian Gulf. Trump has embraced this story and is gearing up to put America’s 

reputation on the line in support of his “Sunni” friends against “Shia” adversaries. Saudi claims 

are patently false, or more accurately relatively false when contrasted with Saudi performance on 

the same dimensions. But in looking out for business opportunities Trump and his National 

Security Advisor have landed America smack in the middle of the sectarian and ethnic divide 

that could slowly but surely suck the U.S. into a wider Middle East war. 

 

The al-Sauds embraced Wahhabism in order to rule what is today Saudi Arabia. It is an 

undisputed fact that Wahhabis preach the most extreme fundamentalist (and hateful) version of 

Islam, a version of Islam that even some Sunni scholars label satanic. Even the U.S. government 

estimates that Saudi Arabia has invested billions of dollars in mosques, schools and foundations 

around the world to brainwash Muslims toward their extreme interpretation of Islam. Such Saudi 

funding has in turn encouraged terrorism around the globe. For further proof of Saudi Arabia’s 

immediate terrorist offspring, just remember al-Qaeda and ISIS and for more distant offspring 

look at al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, in Somalia, in Yemen and in Iraq, among others. Note 

that these are all Sunni terrorist organizations linked to Saudi Arabia! The best the U.S. and 

Saudi Arabia can do is to call Hezbollah a Shia terrorist group an attribution that the majority of 

Lebanese dispute. So when the al-Sauds enlist America’s help, it is not to extinguish Iranian (or 

Shia) extremism and terrorism but is instead to confront Saudi-created terrorist entities and to 

weaken Iran through lies and limited military confrontation. 

 

Who is the chief oppressor of Muslims? Sadly, there is limited political freedom and little respect 

for human rights throughout the Muslim World, yet the al-Sauds are at the apex of Muslim 

oppressors with U.S. support. In Islam, a ruler can claim legitimacy if he is obedient to the rules 

advocated in the Quran and if he has the community’s approval. Ironically, the al-Sauds, who 

espouse the Sunni belief in community-elected successors upon the prophet’s death (as 

contrasted with the Shia belief that the Prophet selected his own successor), exercise their own 

hereditary and absolute rule. No elections here! In Islam, God gave humanity its greatest gift—

freedom. No freedom in Saudi Arabia! While Islam prohibits corruption and opulence alongside 

poverty, al-Saud corruption and opulence (funded by oil wealth and not hard work) is legendary 

and on full view during Trump’s visit. Although Iran’s political system is flawed—a supreme 

leader who is not elected at large, a restricted list of candidates for high offices, limited personal 

freedoms, wide inequalities and rampant corruption, it is still more Islamic on these dimensions 

than what is on display in Saudi Arabia. 

 

Iran’s alleged meddling in the affairs of other countries—Iraq, Syria, Bahrain, Lebanon, and 

Yemen—has probably received the biggest condemnation from Saudi Arabia and the United 

States. 

 



 

The minority Sunnis had ruled Iraq since its formation as a nation state after WWI, a country 

with a 65% Shia majority and a long border with Iran. Sunni rule, especially under Saddam 

Hussein, oppressed the Shia. When Iraq invaded Iran in 1980, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Abu 

Dhabi funded Saddam Hussein’s aggression along with America’s tacit support. After Saddam 

Hussein’s overthrow, Iran wanted to make sure that the minority Sunnis would not again rule 

supreme next door and invade Iran. Iran supported Shia militias and the Shia politicians who had 

sought refuge in Iran. Yes, Iran supported these militias with weapons as they fought Americans, 

while Saudi Arabia supplied funds and weapons to Sunni tribes and provided extremist Saudi 

recruits who killed Americans and opposed the Shia government of Iraq. Who could blame Iran 

for supporting the government of Iraq and its Shia brethren next door while America travels over 

6,000 miles to support Saddam Hussein and the Saudis? 

 

Yes, Iranians should be ashamed of their support for Syria’s Assad but here again Iranian 

motives are understandable. During the Iran-Iraq War, the U.S., Europe and the Persian Gulf 

Arabs all supported Saddam Hussein’s brutal onslaught of Iran. Syria’s minority Alewite (a Shia 

sect) were Iran’s only allies. Iran could not abandon its only ally in the region, if not in the 

world. While Iran supports Assad, the Persian Gulf Arabs and the United States fund and send 

advisors in support of the opposition. When Iran supports the sitting government of a country it 

is called foreign interference but when the Saudis and the U.S. support and arm the opposition it 

is not called interference. 

 

What has happened since 2011 and is happening in Bahrain is shameful and constitutes crimes 

against humanity as attested by numerous NGOs. The Sunni minority that rules Bahrain brutally 

confronted peaceful protestors with Saudi troops. While the U.S. and the rest of the West initially 

condemned their atrocities, Trump has now put all pretenses in support of human rights aside to 

back America’s Sunni friends with more sophisticated arms. The al-Sauds have claimed Iranian 

interference but with no evidence. 

 

While Saudi Arabia’s actions fit a well-known pattern, Trump’s heartfelt embrace of Saudi 

extremism and Sunni righteousness has ominous implications for the United States and the 

region. Trump’s America has abandoned support for human rights and representative 

governance. America supports dictators as long as they are America’s dictators, they buy 

American arms and put their money in America, in turn fueling anti-Americanism in the Middle 

East and providing an endless source of Sunni terrorist recruits. America is turning against the 

Shia regime it helped to install in Iraq in favor of its Sunni friends, and is now squarely in the 

middle of a historic Iranian-Arab ethnic divide and sectarian conflicts, with ominous 

implications for the future of American troops and advisors in Iraq. 

 

If Trump continues on this path, the future is clear—more anti-Americanism, terrorism and 

upheavals in the region. In the face of this, Iran and Iraq may have little choice but to cooperate 

ever more against the Sunni onslaught. The alternative to taking sides and supporting Trump’s 

Sunni friends should be an America that exudes impartiality, refrains from arming Sunnis, 

counsels cooperation and reconciliation between Iran and Saudi Arabia with small confidence-

building measures that address recent conflicts and disputes, and encourages Muslim reforms 

toward representative governance and respect for freedom and human rights. 
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While citizen Trump demonstrated deal making skills in his family business, that experience 

appears to be non-transferable to running a country and may in fact have dire and irreversible 

consequences for billions of people around the world. Even if, as president, he is legally 

permitted to place the United States into harms way, he should be cautioned by the wise men and 

women of both parties and redirected back onto the proven path before it is too late. 

 

Trump’s first international trip as President could have catastrophic fallout, with dangers already 

on the horizon. On the Saudi leg of his trip, he bashed Iran as the source of international 

terrorism and regional instability and as bent on developing dangerous weapons; he embraced 

Sunni Muslims and threatened Shia Muslims, fueling the sectarian divide that threatens the 

region; he set aside any and all pretensions of America’s support of human rights and came down 

squarely on the side of oppression (referring to the dictator Sisi as a great guy and a friend); he 

agreed to sell over $110 billion of American military equipment to the GCC that could 

eventually be tripled over the next ten years, solicited GCC investments in the United States and 

symbolically joined hands with Sisi of Egypt and King Salman over a glowing orb. 

 

Let us just list some of the immediate fallout and leave it to the reader to develop the possible 

consequences of each. A threatened Iran will race to develop its missile program (something that 

it has every right to do under international law), will rapidly advance its nuclear capabilities to be 

in a breakout mode when restrictions are lifted under the JCPOA, will increase its efforts to 

develop a domestic arms industry, expand its support for Hezbollah, strengthen its relations with 

Hamas, back militias and surrogates that could damage US interests in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and 

Yemen and drive the US out of the region. By putting America’s prestige and power 100 percent 

behind Sunnis and against Shia Muslims, President Trump has complicated US policy toward 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Syria, the GCC (in particular Bahrain and Kuwait, one with a 

65 percent Shia population and the other with around 35 percent), and especially toward Iraq 

with a 65 percent Shia majority—all places where America will need Iranian cooperation but is 

unlikely to get it after Trump’s tirade against Iran. By embracing the dictator Sisi, Trump has 

emboldened him to adopt draconian measures to limit personal freedoms. Sisi has already 

enacted a law that places harsh restrictions on all NGOs by making all their work subject to the 

approval of a new organization (an arm of Egyptian security), a law that he had earlier been 

apprehensive to sign after public opposition from Senators McCain and Graham. We can be 

assured of more restrictions to come before what will be a fraudulent Egyptian presidential 

election in 2018. In the GCC, the rulers are now totally free to do as they wish when it comes to 

the treatment of the general citizenry with NO admonitions from the Trump White House—an 

open season for human right violations all in the name of fighting terrorism, establishing stability 

and confronting Iran. 

 

A 6-year old child knows enough to blame the strongman backer of a neighborhood bully for 

bullying. In the Middle East neighborhood, who is the backer of these Sunni dictators? The 

United States of America! Sunni citizens in countries embraced by Trump will point to the US as 

the source of their oppression. Shia will point to the US for siding with the Sunnis in a sectarian 



 

divide that goes back to just after Prophet Mohammad’s death. America will have created 

hundreds of millions of enemies for centuries to come for no reason at all. There will be internal 

turmoil in many Arab countries. ISIS and Al-Qaeda and their affiliates will have unlimited 

recruits. The image of the United States will be irreparably damaged throughout the Muslim 

World. 

 

Instead of using a diplomatic approach in Europe, Trump threatened America’s allies because of 

their level of defense expenditures, would not confirm his support for the Paris Climate 

Agreement and, most critically, he would not affirm America’s commitment to NATO’s Article 

5 (stipulating that allies must come to the aid of an ally under attack). The latter is the bedrock of 

post-WWII European security, the most meaningful barrier to Russian expansionism and an 

important pillar of security for the U.S. After Angela Merkel stated the obvious conclusion, that 

Europe will have to rely on Europe for its defense, President Trump threatened Germany anew in 

a tweet. 

 

President Trump’s words and deeds have endangered America’s most important security 

alliance. If NATO breaks up, the U.S. could lose most of its European bases and the security and 

intelligence benefits that they provide. Russia would see this as the greatest gift it has received 

from the United States in the post-WWII era, providing inroads into Europe and consolidating its 

position in the Ukraine. 

 

How did we get to be here in a span of four months? Donald Trump is still in campaign mode 

using campaign rhetoric. He still thinks like a man running a family business, a limited liability 

company under a system of laws that include statutes of limitations, where profits and losses are 

almost immediate and where his orders are unquestioned. He is still behaving like an aggressive 

dealmaker, exploring the vulnerabilities of the person across the table, bullying with an army of 

lawyers and getting the best deal he can. While this may have served him as a family 

businessman, it will not serve the United States. His warm embrace of dictators, his 

condemnation of Shia Muslims, his backing of Sunnis, his threats to allies and to adversaries, his 

unwillingness to confirm America’s commitment to its most important treaty, all these have 

consequences that go far beyond profits or losses in the short term. They affect world order, the 

safety of billions of people, the standing of the U.S. in the world and the safety and prosperity of 

Americans for decades, and even centuries, to come. Sadly, those around him are ignorant or 

dare not present him with advice that he may not like to hear. Especially disturbing is General 

McMaster’s performance as National Security Advisor. His public pronouncements are an 

amplification of Trump bytes. He may have been a great general but for a historian he shows 

little appreciation of Middle East history, diverse cultures and Western security arrangements of 

the post-WWII era. 

 

It is time to act before irreversible developments put America and much of the world into an 

irreversible downward spiral. It is time for America’s powerful—former presidents, current and 

former cabinet members, current and former members of congress—especially Republicans, to 

put personal and party interests aside, to present a common message to President Trump and 

counsel him (privately, discretely and without fanfare) to change course immediately, enlist more 

competent and principled advisors and attend to America’s national needs. If power-brokers fail, 

they will surely be on the wrong side of history and relegated to its trash heap. 
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The President of the United States has been attacking countries that have large bilateral trade 

surpluses with the U.S. His latest target country has been Germany, probably because the 

German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, expressed her disappointment with his stand on NATO. 

 

The theory of international trade is perhaps the best-known theory in economics—it is the 

Theory of Comparative Advantage, normally attributed to Ricardo /Torrens. It states that 

countries can benefit (more correctly cannot lose) by specializing in the production and export of 

goods where they have a comparative advantage and importing other goods. What is not 

immediately obvious is that the theory holds even if one country has an absolute advantage in the 

production of all goods — namely, what matters is comparative, not absolute, advantage. In the 

real world with many countries and many goods, the theory becomes multilateral and is adapted 

to a country’s overall exports and imports. Namely, a country should not look at its trade balance 

with one country but with the world (all countries) at large; it may have surpluses with some, 

deficits with others and be in balance with a few. Similarly, a country should not look at its 

balance on agricultural or manufactured goods; by definition it will be a net exporter of some 

goods and a net importer of other goods. This is taught in the first course in economics the world 

over. 

 

President Trump had early on bashed Mexico and China (by far America’s largest bilateral 

deficit and at FIVE times the deficit with Germany) on their trade surpluses with the U.S. Now it 

is Germany’s turn! While it makes little theoretic sense to look at trade as a bilateral 

phenomenon, it is true that Germany has a large trade surplus with the US. Americans like 

German goods so we have a deficit with Germany while the people of Hong Kong like American 

goods and we have a surplus with Hong Kong. 

 

But what can Germany do to reduce its trade surplus with the U.S.? Not much. Germans could be 

encouraged to consume more (as opposed to save) and in doing so, they would import and 

consume more American goods along with goods from other countries. American companies 

could better target German consumers. What could the U.S. do? Americans could consume less 

(save more) and thus import fewer goods, including goods from Germany. That’s about it! 

Simply said, Germans should consume more (import more) and Americans should consume less 

(import less) and American companies could better target German consumer tastes. 

 

President Trump should best refrain from bashing bilateral trade deficits unless there is evidence 

of unfair trade practices. And in that case there are mechanisms through the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) for addressing them. Trade bashing rhetoric may be a good populist jingle 

but encourages protectionism, damages global business activity and strains bilateral relations. 
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Although Saudi Arabia hosts Islam’s two holiest sites, in Mecca and Medina, the Al-Saud ruling 

family enjoys little religious legitimacy. While the Al-Sauds may claim to be custodians or 

protectors of the faith, they fail simple litmus tests for their claim. They freely take from the 

national treasury (something that belongs to the entire community), they live a life of shameful 

opulence while others live in poverty (where Islam preaches modest lifestyles), they are not 

answerable to the community (where Islam advocates rule by consensus), and they have robbed 

their people of their freedom (God’s greatest gift to humanity) to rule by oppression. They have 

bought religious support domestically and in many Muslim countries by financing mosques and 

madrassas to preach their extreme and hateful Wahhabi interpretations of Islam, which has 

spawned Al-Qaeda, its offshoots and a number of other terrorist organizations. And they have 

bought support and a measure of international respectability through lucrative personal contracts 

and vast purchases of arms from the U.S., the U.K. and France, and financial assistance to poor 

Muslim countries. 

 

The Muslim Brotherhood was founded in the late 1920s in Egypt. It is a Sunni political 

organization that has also a social agenda—charity work, establishing healthcare facilities and 

teaching the illiterate. It has disavowed violence even after the many crackdowns it has faced in 

Egypt along with the imprisonment of its members. It supports Hamas (an entity that the U.S. 

classifies as terrorist to support Israeli claims). The Brotherhood’s principal message is that in 

Islam Muslims will find the solution to their problems. The party’s candidate, Mohammad 

Morsi, won the Egyptian presidency in 2012, but having no political and governance experience 

the Brotherhood failed miserably. In 2013, General Sisi took over through a bloody coup with 

harsh treatment of the Brotherhood’s membership. 

 

The Al-Sauds have seen religious movements as a challenge to their rule and the Arab Spring 

and the movement toward representative governance as an existential threat. They believe that 

Saudi Arabia is simply theirs and they have the right to rule—absolutely with no meaningful 

participation from the community. They allow no real discussion and debate of what the Quran 

says, how the prophet Mohammad interpreted it and how these teachings might apply to life in 

the 21st century. They interpret Islam to support and suit their rule. Religious freedom, even 

freedom to discuss Islamic teachings, is seen as a threat. The Al-Sauds see the Muslim 

Brotherhood, a Sunni pan-Islamic movement, as a threat to their and other absolute Muslim 

rulers. Thus the Al-Sauds have done all they can to undermine the Brotherhood and the spread of 

their influence: they supported Mubarak to prevent a Brotherhood victory at the polls; they 

lobbied the five other members of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) to oppose the 

Brotherhood; they cut off all aid to Egypt and encouraged the military to oppose the 

Brotherhood; when Sisi took over, they resumed and increased financial aid in support of the 

military dictatorship; and they have given out massive direct payments to Saudi citizens to 

maintain domestic support. 

 

All along, Qatar has had a different view, a view that the Al-Sauds could not tolerate. The Al-

Thanis of Qatar believe that the Middle East needs more political freedom and must change in a 



 

changing world. They founded Al-Jazeera as a broadcasting network that enjoys much more 

freedom to report and engage in political and religious topics that are prohibited in Saudi 

Arabia—reporting that has irritated the Al-Sauds to no end. For the Al-Thanis, the Brotherhood 

has offered a peaceful voice for change and does not have the overthrow of Persian Gulf 

monarchies/sheikdoms as their goal. In the same vein, the Al-Thanis have seen Hamas as a 

legitimate Palestinian political organization. Thus the Al-Thanis and the Al-Sauds have been at 

odds for some time. 

 

Now that the Al-Sauds have been emboldened by President Trump’s visit and his embrace of 

their and Sisi’s rule and his inexplicable tirade against Iran, the Al-Sauds have gone on a warpath 

to reign in all GCC member countries. The Al-Sauds want the other members of the GCC to 

support them in their attack on the Brotherhood and all Muslim movements that challenge their 

Wahhabi views, and to confront Iran as the sponsor of terrorism and instability in the entire 

Middle East region. Qatar has been unwilling to forsake its support of the Brotherhood and to 

unnecessarily antagonize Iran, so Saudi Arabia broke diplomatic relations, endangering the 

survival of the GCC. As to be expected, tiny Bahrain, which is brutally oppressing its 65 percent 

Shia majority and relies on Saudi handouts, has followed the leader as have the United Arab 

Emirates and of course Sisi of Egypt who is happy to crack the whip against the Brotherhood and 

in return get more and more funding from the Al-Sauds for himself and for his oppressive rule. 

For now Kuwait and Oman have not severed diplomatic ties with Qatar but Kuwait may feel 

more and more pressure from the paranoid Al-Sauds who will remind Kuwait of Saudi Arabia’s 

support in Kuwait’s liberation from Saddam Hussein. The Al-Sauds have more or less accused 

Qatar of supporting Iran’s insurgent activities—a most damning accusation coming from the Al-

Sauds. 

 

This is yet another unfortunate fallout of Trump’s first international foray. The GCC has 

ruptured. Iran and the GCC have been put on a collision course. While conflicts have become 

more likely, Saudi Arabia must not be allowed to initiate a takeover of Qatar. The United States 

has its largest regional base in Qatar and it is more likely to become an unwilling participant in a 

regional conflict than before President Trump’s disruptive visit, which has given carte blanche 

and implicit military backing to oppressive rulers and has put Iran (Shia) and Saudi Arabia 

(Sunni) on a collision course. 
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Let’s begin by setting our stage. On Tuesday, Trump tweeted: 

 

“So good to see the Saudi Arabia visit with the King and 50 countries already paying off. They 

said they would take a hard line on funding ... extremism, and all reference was pointing to 

Qatar. Perhaps this will be the beginning of the end to the horror of terrorism!” 

 

With these naïve and uninformed words, the president of the United States endorsed a Saudi-led 

initiative to (i) name Qatar the financier of ISIS and terrorism generally, (ii) to institute an 

embargo of the tiny nation, something that is an act of war and with U.S. blessing, and (iii) give 

Qatar a 24-hour ultimatum to do as told. All along Qatar has been an ally and host to a U.S. 

airbase with about 11,000 American personnel. But the American president’s reaction played 

into the hands of the Saudis in other ways too. Saudi Arabia’s agenda is not primarily to cut off 

the funding of terrorists because wealthy Saudis are probably the biggest financiers of ISIS and 

Wahhabis have been the teachers of ISIS leaders, but rather to isolate Iran. Qatar has had cordial 

relations with Iran, which is unacceptable to the Al-Sauds, who now see an uninformed and 

narcissistic President of the U.S. easy to manipulate to reign in Qatar and possibly Kuwait and 

Oman and to get support for the dressing down of Iran. Trump took the Saudi bait hook, line and 

sinker! 

 

But after the fallout from the president’s outburst had sunk in, Trump was advised to quickly do 

damage control. So he called the Saudi King and the readout of the call indicates that he said: 

 

“The President underscored that a united Gulf Cooperation Council is critical to defeating 

terrorism and promoting regional stability.” 

 

But it is too little too late. What do we have as a result of Trump’s visit to Saudi Arabia and his 

tweets? A divided GCC (with two members, Oman and Kuwait, on the sideline); a Saudi-

initiated blockade (with implicit U.S. support), which, again, is an act of war; the betrayal of an 

ally (Qatar); and the increased likelihood of armed conflict! Iran will send ships with food to a 

blockaded Qatar. Iran will allow Qatar to use its airspace. Turkey may send more troops to 

bolster its small garrison in Qatar and to defend the small nation against outside aggression. And 

all the while there are 11,000 U.S. military personnel in Qatar. Not bad for the result of a little 

visit to Saudi Arabia and two tweets that an undergraduate would not have initiated. 

 

The U.S. policy establishment appears not only aghast by the fallout with Qatar but also by the 

barrage of unfounded accusations against Iran from the U.S. President as well as by the 

emboldened Saudis who feel the wind of U.S. support behind their back. The ghost of April 

Glaspie (the U.S. diplomat who unknowingly may have given Saddam Hussein the green light to 

invade Kuwait) may be revisiting the Persian Gulf yet again! 

 

While the U.S. feels free to classify as “terrorist” any entity that does not do as it demands, not 

everyone agrees with its designations. In the case of the region, the three prominent entities that 



 

the U.S. has so labeled are Hezbollah, Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood. To the majority of 

Muslims in the Middle East, none of them are terrorist. Hezbollah is a Muslim political, military 

and social party that has defended Lebanon and has fought for the right of the Shia in Lebanon. 

Hamas represents a significant segment of the Palestinian people in their struggle with Israel. 

The Muslim Brotherhood has disavowed violence and won the first and only free election in 

Egypt, to be driven out of office by a military dictatorship. Oppressive and illegitimate Arab 

rulers are threatened by such organizations and are happy to see them classified as terrorists and 

to then attack them with U.S. support. The U.S. in part designates these organizations as terrorist 

because of its alliance with Israel. Iran disagrees with the U.S. as does Qatar and a number of 

other Muslim countries. In the case of Qatar, it wants to talk and get along with all parties—

members of the GCC, Iraq, Hamas, Hezbollah, the Muslim Brotherhood and, yes, Iran and the 

U.S. If any country could do this, we would say, “Wow, what diplomatic skills!” But in this case, 

to satisfy Israel and Saudi Arabia, we isolate Qatar and classify it as a supporter of terrorism. But 

all governments agree on the designation of ISIS as terrorist. Ironically, ISIS has learnt well from 

its Wahhabi teachers and considers Shia Iran and Iraq as worse than dogs. So at least the Saudis 

cannot accuse Iran to be a supporter of ISIS! 

 

Why is Donald Trump, no lover of Muslims, giving the Al-Sauds what they want—to isolate 

Iran, pick a fight with the Mullahs in Tehran and thus hope for regime change—and risking the 

security of the U.S., the region and the world? Trump sees what he wants on the horizon, 

especially after his visit to lavish Saudi palaces financed by the people’s dwindling oil wealth—

billions of dollars in future contracts and business for Trump Inc. If the world does not see the 

trail of dollars going to the Trump business empire now, just follow the money after his 

presidency ends. The Saudis are good at buying support—I well recall how a highly placed Saudi 

who branded the U.S. as a mercenary country after the liberation of Kuwait said, “We can 

always pay the U.S. and they will fight for us.” 

 

For the sake of the Unites States, the world and humanity, President Trump must be reigned in. 

Influential Republican senators raved about his choice of Defense Secretary (General Mattis) and 

National Secretary Advisor (General McMaster), so do they still feel the same? Aren’t generals 

taught to never disagree but to obey their superior? If so, then they have no business being in 

positions that require giving frank advice to a president who has no foreign policy experience. 

Are there no patriotic Republican senators who will put party and politics aside to stop our nation 

going further down a black hole every day. These errors of presidential judgment are mounting 

and making the conduct of foreign policy ever more difficult, and possibly irreversible, in the 

future. Senator McCain talks much about U.S. values (support of human rights in the conduct of 

foreign policy) and patriotism. Surely, now must be a good time for him to show his moral 

courage and stand up. 
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Terrorism will in time consume the world, unless numerous parties admit inconvenient truths and 

adopt a holistic, cooperative and long-term approach to defeat it. The first step must be a 

transparent realization of all the factors that have fueled, and continue to fuel, terrorism. But it 

appears that we cannot even take this first step. When Jeremy Corbyn, the leader of the U.K.’s 

Labor Party, recently stated what to us is self evident with only the extent debatable—namely, 

that the foreign policy of his country had contributed to terrorism—he was attacked from every 

side. 

 

Here we have only space to provide a partial list of Western complicity that has produced 

disenfranchised masses over the last 100 years: the Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916 (between 

France and Great Britain, who in secret carved up the Middle East with straight lines and a 

disregard for ethnicity, religion and sect), the Balfour Declaration of 1917 and the Treaty of 

Sevres of 1920 (which cemented the agreement of 1916, providing the seed for the creation of a 

Jewish state and making would-be broken promises to Kurds); the creation of Israel 

accompanied by unconditional U.S. support (and the deprivation of a Palestinian nation); the 

Western-inspired coup in the overthrow of Iranian Prime Minister, Mohammad Mossadeq and 

U.S. blind support for the Shah of Iran (factors that contributed to the Iranian Revolution of 

1979); the support for Arab Mujahedin in Afghanistan (to force Russia out of Afghanistan, 

which in turn inspired Osama bin Laden and the creation of Al-Qaeda); the support for Saddam 

Hussein’s dictatorship and his eight-year war with Iran (which undermined the credibility of the 

United Nation’s Security Council) and the provision of outlawed chemical weapons to kill and 

incapacitate tens of thousands of Iranians (which tarnished the West’s moral standing); the two 

Gulf wars, especially the Second Gulf War (which provided a haven for ISIS); the selling of 

arms to illegitimate rulers to wage wars against their own people (in progress in Bahrain); and 

Donald Trump’s tirades dividing the Middle East along ethnic and sectarian lines. While these 

were all important, they are in the past; but the fuel and continuing driver of terrorism are three 

interrelated factors that must be addressed simultaneously if terrorism is to ebb and eventually be 

defeated. 

 

First, the West, and in particular the United States since WWII, has supported oppressive and 

corrupt dictators in the Middle East while espousing support for freedom, human rights and 

representative governments. The U.S. has done, and continues to do, this in the name of stability 

and the war on terror, while it sells arms and secures other business opportunities and sidelines 

human rights in oppressive Muslim lands. 

 

Second, the supportive ideology, scaffolding and lifeblood for the U.S. approach toward the 

Muslim World is provided by a small group of Orientalist and Neo-Orientalist academics who 

are either ignorant or have personal agendas against Islam and Muslims (elaborated in a 

forthcoming book in July/August—Ideal Islamic Economy: An Introduction, Palgrave 

Macmillan). Neo-Orientalists have taken a few words from the Quran, constructed a false 

scaffolding of Islam and then attacked their own false creation as the reason why Islam is at the 

center of social and economic failure and, in turn, terrorism. Their implicit and explicit 



 

recommendation is for Muslims to abandon their religion! Their deception is evident but had 

been largely ignored until recently, when their influence became evident in the Second Gulf War 

in a Western setting where readers had little knowledge of Islam. Orientalists and their backers 

should know that positive change in the Middle East would only come in the context of Islam. 

 

Third, the U.S. has become the self-appointed designator of terrorist entities and invariably 

brands Muslims who oppose them for any reason as terrorists. The vast majority of the world’s 

1.6 billion Muslims do not accept the U.S. designation of the Muslim Brotherhood, Hezbollah 

and Hamas as terrorists. This unhelpful U.S. practice divides the world and Muslims; it permits 

rogue entities to adopt force and other harsh measures toward those who disagree with them 

(conveniently branding them as terrorists and gets U.S. backing); and, in turn, alienates more and 

more Muslims from the West as they see the hand of foreigners in their oppression. 

 

The fallout of shortsighted Western policies is everywhere to see—oppressive dictatorships in 

many Muslim countries, ineffective institutions, under-performing economies and oppressed and 

disenfranchised masses with little hope for a better future. Muslim rulers supported by the U.S. 

are invariably illegitimate and represent a perversion of Islam. Islam advocates freedom for all; 

rulers who are answerable to their community adhere to Islamic teachings—the effective 

institutions of Islam with justice at the center, equal opportunity, societal trust and distribution 

and redistribution to avoid opulence alongside poverty and deprivation. It is in the failed state of 

Muslim societies that terrorist groups find their breeding ground with recruits (and their young 

sympathizers from the West) and attempt to fill the void, preaching another false version of 

Islam to pursue their own agenda. 

 

Support for illegitimate rulers, affording Neo-Orientalists unopposed platforms to spread 

accounts of a false Islam and opportunistically branding legitimate Muslim entities as terrorists 

can only make matters worse. Armed force and oppression to silence legitimate demands will 

only increase the cycle of violence. Pitting Shia and Sunni Muslims against each another will 

only widen the East-West divide. A finger in the dike may produce temporary respite but will 

make the inevitable ever more destructive. 

 

The only hope for defeating the scourge of terrorism is a comprehensive and united approach by 

Muslims and the West to address the problem at its source—political, social and economic 

reforms in Muslim countries in the framework of Islam; educating Muslims and non-Muslims on 

Islam’s true message of freedom, peace, inclusion and justice; and the promotion of unity among 

all Muslims. This tall task will take decades to bear fruit but the longer we continue down the 

prevailing destructive path, the more difficult the road ahead. 
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All universities need money for research and student support, but they do not have to advertise 

and glorify the name of donors whose practices go against everything that a world-class 

university should stand for. 

 

David Koch of Koch Industries, a company that among other activities refines over 600,000 

barrels of oil per day and owns an extensive network of oil pipelines, is an MIT graduate. He has 

funded the campaign to discredit the overwhelming scientific evidence confirming global 

warming, backed the effort to replace the ACA with legislation that could deny affordable 

healthcare to over 25 million Americans, and has infected America’s democratic system with 

millions of dollars to elect candidates who support his political agenda and business interests. 

 

MIT has taken money from David Koch to finance the Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer 

Research. While this research could be important for humanity, should MIT advertise and glorify 

the Koch name? If David Koch were truly concerned with human wellbeing, would he not have 

given the money anonymously or could MIT not have asked him to donate anonymously? If 

David Koch were devoted to pursuing humanity’s interest, would he do all that he is doing to 

subvert efforts to save our planet and deny Americans access to affordable healthcare? 

 

MIT prides itself on the contributions of its faculty and students to science and engineering, but 

how ironic it is that MIT is advertising the name of a man who uses his financial muscle and 

does all he can to discredit and undermine overwhelming scientific findings! And how ironic it is 

that MIT has an institute dedicated to cancer research named after the Koch family while the 

Koch brothers fund efforts to deny affordable healthcare to millions of Americans! 

 

I well remember that MIT, my alma mater, took pride in its courageous faculty such as Noam 

Chomsky and Franco Modigliani, who spoke out against the Vietnam War, and Norbert Weiner 

who would not engage in or publish research that could land in irresponsible hands. It was a 

moral MIT that divested itself of the Instrumentation and Lincoln Laboratories where weapons 

research and missile guidance technology were being developed and supported with hundreds of 

millions of dollars in government funding. It was a democratic MIT that allowed protests on 

campus in the 1960s. What has happened to the MIT that I was so proud of? 

 

The United States and the world needs institutions such as MIT to stand up against those who 

use their financial power to undermine scientific findings and deny basic human rights, 

especially when humanity faces existential threats from global warming and millions of 

Americans are in need of affordable healthcare. Public service and morality must be integral to 

the education of young men and women at world-class institutions of higher learning. MIT 

should do its part and lead by example. 
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After King Abdullah’s death in 2015, his half-brother Salman ascended the throne of Saudi 

Arabia. He discarded his tribe’s long-held rule of succession (sons of their father Abdulaziz in 

order of their date of birth); nudged aside the then Crown Prince (his half-brother); took the 

decision to appoint a prince from the next generation, a nephew (son of a full brother) as the new 

Crown Prince; and catapulted his 30-year old son, Prince Mohammad, to the position of Deputy 

Crown Prince, and the effective day-to-day ruler of the realm ahead of hundreds of senior princes 

in the line of succession. 

 

Prince Mohammad embraced a report from the management-consulting firm of McKinsey and 

Company as his blueprint for economic reform. He expanded the Saudi adventure into Yemen 

with troops and indiscriminate bombing of civilians. He placed an embargo (an act of war) on 

Qatar that threatens the future of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC, a regional security 

arrangement). He continues to support the oppressive minority rulers of Bahrain in their crimes 

against humanity. He has threatened Iran, killed an Iranian fisherman and captured two other 

Iranian sailors. In sum, the young Crown Prince has embarked on fundamental economic reforms 

at a time of low oil prices, may have initiated the breakup of the GCC, is fighting wars (or 

surrogate wars) in Syria and Yemen, is supporting oppression in Bahrain, and is instigating a 

potential armed conflict with Iran, which could eventually involve Iraq. Where is his train 

headed? 

 

On the reform front and as we have said before, institutional reform must be at the foundation of 

Prince Mohammad’s vision. Can he establish institutions (essentially the rules of the economic 

game) and especially a legal system that is fair and just? We believe not. His reforms are a pipe 

dream without any accompanying political reform. Is the Al-Saud clan willing to consider 

political reforms that would strip them of their “inherited rights”? We believe not, given the Al-

Saud mindset, namely, that their father, grandfather, great grandfather, as the case may be, took 

over the land and Saudi Arabia is simply theirs. We don’t believe that reforms will succeed 

without political reforms, which, in turn, we believe are not even on the table. 

 

If this were not enough, the prince has even two bigger and more immediate worries. First, will 

the United States continue to support him in whatever he does? And second, will the roughly 

10,000 Saudi princes fall behind him and obey his every command? 

 

In the past, the U.S. has made hollow pronouncements in support of human rights and 

representative governance, but has still continued to support its client dictators as long as they 

buy arms and do Washington’s bidding. The Trump Administration has put all pretensions aside 

to wholeheartedly embrace Prince Mohammad and the Al-Sauds. During and after his recent 

visit to Saudi Arabia Trump made it clear that the U.S. will sell Saudi Arabia any arms it wants, 

will support its surrogate wars in Yemen and in Syria, will do all it can to isolate, contain and 

realistically alienate Iran, and we believe that from private words Prince Mohammad believes he 

has U.S. military support in case of a conflict with Iran. Will the U.S. keep all these 

commitments, real or imagined? 



 

 

President Trump appears to prefer autocratic rulers to democratically elected governments, 

especially if they are rich and people with whom his family can do business. The Al-Sauds have 

always dangled money in front of those they want to coopt. We are confident that Prince 

Mohammad has received much verbal support for his plans and adventures from the new U.S. 

President or from his son-in-law, Jared Kushner, but he should keep several points in mind. 

President Trump has at most seven years in office, which could be shortened to three and a half 

years if he is not re-elected, or to a few months if he is impeached or resigns. What is important 

is that U.S. administrations and policies change. But Iran and Iraq will be always on the Persian 

Gulf. Moreover, a direct armed conflict with Iran is altogether another matter. It could entail 

Iraq, which would pose a serious threat to U.S. troops in light of Iranian influence in Iraq and 

could also mean a threat to U.S. interests worldwide. Does the U.S. have the stomach for 

following this young prince in a prolonged war? We believe not. Prince Mohammad should think 

long and hard about the extent and longevity of U.S. support before he takes even more 

irreversible steps. 

 

Be all this as it may, we believe King Salman has delivered a potential mortal blow to Al-Saud 

rule and even to some other rulers of the GCC. He has upended the succession rules that had 

been largely adhered to, he has initiated the direct descendant practice, he has given 

unprecedented power to one man and he has allowed himself to be seduced by the words of a 

U.S. president who cannot remain in office for ever and is most interested in business deals. 

 

While Al-Saud princes may have remained silent for the last two and a half years, this silence 

will be transformed to action before, but undoubtedly upon, King Salman’s death. It was one 

thing to have Prince Mohammad elevated to such power two years ago as Deputy Crown Prince 

because a new king could have stripped him of all powers. But now that he has been elevated to 

Crown Prince, the issue has taken on more urgency for the other 10,000 or so princes. This is 

made all the more dire as the young Crown Prince could break up the GCC, entangle Saudi 

Arabia in an armed conflict with Iran and lose U.S. backing when Trump gets cold feet or is out 

of office. In that eventuality, the Al-Sauds could be driven out of power and lose their position 

and their direct access to the national treasury, the thing that matters most to all princes given 

their over-the-top lifestyle. 

 

President Trump and his Middle East Czar, Jared Kushner, would be well advised not to make 

unintended commitments or to use ambiguous language in their dealings with the Crown Prince. 

Ambiguous words and polite talk could be erroneously interpreted by the Crown Prince, which 

could drag the U.S. into a long human and resource-draining conflict. 
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The scars of colonialism are everywhere to be seen—India, Africa, the Middle East and indeed 

the world over. While historians may debate the full impact of colonialism for years to come, the 

fact that force was used by colonial powers to subjugate countries is evident. In the post-WWII 

era, however, colonialists have morphed into what is better referred to as collaborative 

colonialists. In an era of 24-hour news and investigative journalism, these neo-colonialists have 

recognized that colonialism cannot be favorably practiced as before. Soft colonialism or 

collaborative colonialism, essentially co-opting autocratic leaders and supporting them, 

politically and militarily (through the sales of arms, training intelligence and military personnel 

and military bases) to the benefit of rulers and neo-colonialists, has become the practice of our 

times. 

 

America has sold hundreds of billions of dollars of military equipment to its client states, has 

enjoyed preferred access to their markets for its exports and has enjoyed an assured supply of 

raw materials (especially oil), while former American politicians have benefited from lucrative 

lobbying and consulting contracts and outlandish gifts (a veritable international revolving door). 

Simultaneously, rulers in the countries of America’s soft empire and their cronies have amassed 

great wealth at the expense of their people. 

 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt recognized this practice when he is reputed to have said, “He 

[Anastasio Somoza] may be a son of a bitch, but he’s our son of a bitch.” Years have passed 

since that well-known remark and the United States has continued down the same road 

supporting dictators around the world while professing support for human rights and democratic 

values. But with the passage of time, such duplicity has become increasingly embarrassing. So 

Donald Trump has thrown caution to the wind and has come out to acknowledge being the 

supreme practitioner of the art of collaborative colonialism. 

 

President Trump has set aside all pretensions of support for human rights as a cornerstone of 

U.S. foreign policy; he has thrown America’s full backing behind Saudi Arabia’s aggressive 

policies in the Persian Gulf and those of its allies Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates by 

vilifying Iran, Qatar, the Muslim Brotherhood, Hamas and all Shia Muslims; he has looked after 

America’s perceived commercial interests by approving massive sales of military hardware to 

these clients; and yes, lest we forget, the Trump organization is pursuing its own business 

interests in the United Arab Emirates and in Saudi Arabia. For the fruits of President Trump’s 

labors, just follow the money; it is the Saudi way. 

 

While Trump’s view of America’s perceived interests is apparent, what are the possible 

consequences of his support for Saudi Arabia’s aggressive policies under the helm of an 

inexperienced and ambitious 31-year old Crown Prince, Mohammad bin Salman? 

 

We predict a catastrophic train wreck, including the possibility of a Third Gulf War involving 

many more direct combatants than in the two previous wars. It is one thing to defend your ‘son 

of a bitch’ from external, or even internal, aggression, but it is something entirely different when 



 

you support your client dictator as he threatens several hundred millions of his ‘perceived’ 

enemies and you appear to throw your political and military support into conflicts that your ‘son 

a of a bitch’ might instigate. 

 

Ever since 1979 (the Iranian Revolution), the senior members of the Al-Saud tribe, apparently 

including the new Crown Prince, have been paranoid about Iran. They are convinced that the 

regime in Tehran is working tirelessly for their overthrow. To us, speaking from first-hand 

experience, we believe that this is not the case. Anecdotally, a most senior member of the Iranian 

security services once said in a private conversation with us, “The overthrow of the Shah and his 

immediate family was easy. There were less than 20 of them. These Al-Sauds run into the 

thousands. How could we get rid of them all?” After extensive personal dialogue with the powers 

that be in Iran, we believe that Tehran has no such intentions but would like to see fewer U.S. 

troops in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere around the Persian Gulf. But the Al-Sauds crave for the 

replacement of the current regime in Tehran with one that is to their liking. Even if the regime in 

Tehran were to be overthrown, it is unlikely that any replacement regime would embrace the Al-

Sauds given their history—support of Saddam Hussein in the Iran-Iraq War, their continued 

vilification of Iran, Iranians and Shia Muslims, and their threats as they hide behind America’s 

shield. Al-Saud policies toward Iran are making the achievement of harmonious relations 

between Iran and Saudi Arabia ever more difficult. 

 

Today, the real danger in the Persian Gulf is that Mohammad bin Salman, believing that he 

enjoys full U.S. support, may think that with businessman Trump as President it is Saudi 

Arabia’s best chance to get rid of the regime in Tehran. If so, he may instigate a conflict with 

Iran. In the ensuing conflict, the U.S. would have little choice but to afford Saudi Arabia and its 

allies (the United Arab Emirates and possibly Egypt and Jordan) heavy air support and targeted 

bombing of Iranian military and political facilities, and if needed U.S. boots on the ground. Such 

a scenario would be absolute madness, but it is one that could come about given the Al-Saud 

obsession about Iran and Trump’s implicit support for everything the Al-Sauds want: making Al-

Jazeera a Saudi mouthpiece, labeling any challenge to the Wahhabi interpretation of Islam and to 

Al-Saud legitimacy (such as the Muslim Brotherhood) as terrorist, falsely accusing the rulers of 

Qatar of being supporters of terrorism, turning a blind eye on human rights abuses in Bahrain 

and Saudi Arabia, and putting the United States squarely on the side of the Al-Sauds (Sunnis) in 

the middle of a sectarian conflict that dates back to the 8th century. 

 

Given Trump’s publicized support for the newly crowned Saudi Crown Prince, could this 31-

year old feel his oats and start a war that could involve the United States and inflame the entire 

Middle East? 
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Today, Saudi Arabia and its sycophant allies (Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates and Egypt) 

have resorted to extortion in their dealings with Qatar. This internal dispute among the six 

members of the Gulf Cooperation Council was joined by the United States when President 

Trump ignorantly supported Saudi Arabia’s condemnation of Qatar during and after his recent 

trip to Saudi Arabia. 

 

To deflect attention from their own longstanding funding of Muslim extremists in Mosques and 

Madrassas (with ample proof—Osama bi Laden, the creation of Al-Qaeda, 9/11 and funding of 

ISIS by Saudis, if not by the Al-Sauds) and to expunge all criticism of their oppressive rule 

(absence of any political rights, free press and representative government), the Al-Sauds falsely 

accused Qatar of being a main sponsor of terrorism. With his off-the-cuff comments and 

dangerous tweets, President Trump endorsed the Saudi position, a stand that now has global 

consequences. 

 

An emboldened Saudi Arabia has embargoed and threatened Qatar, a sovereign nation. And 

today, Qatar was given 10 days to comply with a list of demands or face unknown 

consequences—a rare case of blatant coercion from one country to another. The demands 

include: 

 

- To shut down the broadcasting system of Al-Jazeera and stop funding other news outlets 

 

- To close down a Turkish military base established by formal treaty by two sovereign nations 

 

- To sever diplomatic and other relations with Iran 

 

- To sever all relations with the Muslim Brotherhood and other organizations deemed threatening 

to the interests and legitimacy of the House of Saud 

 

- To stop funding to any organization labeled as terrorist by the United States 

 

- To expel citizens of a number of countries 

 

- To follow the political, economic and other dictates of the Gulf Cooperation Council 

 

- To pay an unspecified sum of money 

 

While these demands are outlandish, they are even more outrageous coming from a regime that 

many consider to be among the most repressive in the world. 

 

While some may think that this mafia-style extortion is thousands of miles away and of little 

concern to America, they should think again. President Trump has put the United States smack in 

the middle of this Saudi power play with consequences that go far and wide. 



 

 

Saudi Arabia is essentially annexing a sovereign nation by telling it to do as the Al-Sauds 

demand or face possible invasion. America’s support of this muscular power play will earn it 

hundreds of millions of enemies around the world, endanger American interests and have the 

United States be seen as a pariah nation. 

 

The U. S. will offend an important NATO ally, Turkey—something that could endanger the 

alliance by inducing a confrontation between Saudi Arabia and Turkey and also endangering the 

roughly 11,000 U.S. servicemen stationed in Qatar and also the future of the airbase where they 

are stationed. 

 

Iran may renew its claim to Bahrain, a claim that the Shah of Iran was willing to rescind if there 

was a fair plebiscite (a fairness that was even questioned at the time) and if Bahrain was to 

remain an independent nation (something that has been clearly breached by Saudi Arabia in 

many ways with oppression of the Shia majority who make up 65 percent of Bahrain’s 

population that organizations have labeled as crimes against humanity). More broadly, Iran 

cannot stand by as Saudi Arabia with U.S. support is on a rampage in the Persian Gulf. Iran-U.S. 

relations are likely to plummet to new lows and hostilities in the region are likely to multiply. 

 

Where will Iraq stand in all this? I believe that Iraq will in time stand squarely with Qatar, Iran 

and Turkey in opposing this American supported coercion, and this, in turn, will endanger U.S. 

servicemen and women in Iraq and U.S. interests even farther afield. 

 

President Trump should take a deep breath, study a little history of the Middle East, consider 

what made America great in the eyes of much of the world in the immediate post-WWII era and 

what has reversed this admiration, put his own business interest aside, and pursue carefully 

considered policies to promote human rights, democratic values, peace and America’s interests 

in this dispute and more broadly in the Middle East. 

 

But first things first, President Trump should immediately undo the mess with Qatar that he has 

helped create before tensions escalate and matters get out of hand. 
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In 2015, upon becoming the King of Saudi Arabia, Salman bin Abdul-Aziz took a decision that 

cracked the foundation of the House of Saud. He discarded his tribe’s long-held rule of 

succession and appointed his 30-year old favorite son, Prince Mohammad, to the position of 

Deputy Crown Prince, and the effective day-to-day ruler of the realm ahead of numerous more 

senior princes in the line of succession. Then, two days ago, he elevated this favorite son to the 

position of Crown Prince, a promotion that in retrospect would appear to have been his intention 

all along and we predict the King’s early abdication in favor of his son to better assure his 

succession. 

 

Why has King Salman’s decision doomed the House of Saud? 

 

Abdul-Aziz Al-Saud, the founder of Saudi Arabia, had 36 known surviving sons to reach 

adulthood from numerous wives; seven full brothers, the Sudairi (their mother’s family name) 

brothers, have been the most powerful. To maintain family unity, Abdul-Aziz secured the 

promise of his sons to follow the simple rule of age for succession among his sons (leaving aside 

the issue of succession to the next generation). Many of his sons had reputedly feared the 

monopolization of power by the Sudairi brothers but they realized that their father’s directive 

was in the long-term interest of family rule. While there have been family frictions, it seemed 

that succession and power sharing would survive. 

 

While King Salman’s decision to elevate his young son is effectively a soft coup to make his 

direct descendants the rulers of the realm, it threatens the House of Saud because of (i) the 

elevation of his direct descendants over more than 10,000 other princes, and (ii) the character, 

judgment and qualification of the son he has chosen to succeed him. 

 

One does not have to be a psychiatrist to recognize a simple facet of human nature. No family 

member relishes being pushed aside by a patriarch, especially if the favored family member is 

much younger, less educated and inexperienced and has manipulated an aging patriarch to 

promote his elevation. Now if there were a few family members, then we could see how they 

might be co-opted or neutralized, but here there are more than 10,000 male relatives in the House 

of Saud! You don’t have to be a devotee of Shakespeare to expect one or more of the 10,000 to 

try to right the wrong. There will undoubtedly be a struggle to depose Mohammad bin Salman 

now or in the future. The House of Saud will be rendered asunder. King Salman may try to 

prevent this by his early abdication, but even this move is unlikely to restore harmony to the 

House of Saud. 

 

As important in all this is Price Mohammad’s character, judgment and actions since his father 

became king. He embarked on a program of much needed economic reforms. An integral part of 

this plan was a reduction of the lavish subsidies afforded to the Saudi public that had been a part 

and parcel of the Al-Saud pact with the citizenry—stay out of politics and we will provide for 

you. But with low oil prices and the gloomy outlook for the future, something had to be done. So 

Prince Mohammad decreed that Saudis would receive lower benefits. This might have been 



 

acceptable if everyone was asked to make an equitable sacrifice. But this was not so. Prince 

Mohammad had a 258-foot yacht, Pegasus, which was valued at about $125 million. In 2016, 

while holidaying in France, he saw a 440-foot yacht, Serene, that he just had to have! 

Reportedly, that same day, he dispatched his man to buy this yacht from its Russian owner for a 

whopping $550 million! What judgment! He tells the people to do with less while he buys a 

bigger yacht; and most important, all this with money that comes from oil revenues in the 

national treasury, oil that in Islam belongs to all the people of this and future generations. This is 

not a future ruler but a spoiled child in a toy store. 

 

This ambitious young man, enjoying Trump’s military backing and full of hubris, has adopted 

policies that could embroil Saudi Arabia in conflicts for years to come. 

 

Over the last two years, he has expanded the conflict in Yemen with troops and indiscriminate 

bombing of civilians. Although he has garnered the support of the Trump Administration in this 

war effort, this is a surrogate war with Iran that seems to be going nowhere. But one thing is for 

sure; the killing of thousands of Yemeni civilians is getting Saudi Arabia thousands of potential 

enemies. 

 

He has placed an embargo on Qatar that threatens the future of the Gulf Cooperation Council 

(GCC, a regional security arrangement). This arrangement (in the aftermath of the Iranian 

Revolution) among five sheikdoms and Saudi Arabia is being torn asunder. After the ultimatum 

today to Qatar, demanding its total subservience and the payment of an unspecified sum of cash, 

the possibility of a military confrontation with Turkey (that has a base in Qatar), Iran (with a 

treaty with Qatar) and Iraq looms large. 

 

Prince Mohammad’s obsession with Iran will only increase conflict in the Persian Gulf and 

endanger the future of Al-Saud rule. His verbal barrage against Iran, accusing it of terrorist acts 

and plans to dominate the Islamic World while he proclaims Saudi Arabia’s selfless guardianship 

of Islam rings hollow and exposes Saudi Arabia to closer scrutiny. In recent years, the Al-Sauds 

have demolished most of the historical sites of Islam in Mecca and have replaced them with 

structures and highways where homes of Prophet Mohammad’s companions and sacred 

buildings once stood. During Hajj, all Muslims are presumed to be equal, but in recent years 

inequalities are increasingly on display. Al-Sauds have built palaces overlooking the Kaaba; and 

rich pilgrims can enjoy luxurious living in $3,000-a-night rooms that overlook the Kaaba while 

poor Muslims get by with minimal accommodations. When pilgrims become so unequal—where 

equality is to be supreme—Muslims know all that they need know to confirm the illegitimate 

rule of the Al-Sauds. 

 

For the more than 10,000 Al-Saud princes the issues are two. First, there has been a coup that has 

upended the tribal pact that was the rule of succession. Second, Prince Mohammad’s behavior 

and actions endanger Al-Saud rule and with it all the benefits that they now enjoy. There is only 

one solution—undo what has been done! 
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Politicians the world over claim to support human rights in the conduct of foreign policy. They 

do so to project “humanitarianism and rightfulness,” but in practice they pay little or no attention 

to anything but narrow national and personal interests. While this may be the accepted modus 

operandi, it is an approach that invariably has dire consequences that may carry over for 

generations. The human mind cannot foresee the widespread fallout of an initiative, even if that 

initiative appears to be limited at the time, but initiatives that are supportive of basic human 

rights always propagate less resentment and lead to less vengeance and future conflict. If for this 

reason alone, human rights and morality should be inseparable from foreign policy formulation 

and practice. A good case in point is the U.S. support for Saddam Hussein in the 1980s—a 

support laced with human rights violations and disastrous repercussions that are likely to 

continue for many more generations. Unfortunately, not only has the U.S. learned little from this 

episode but is today making a similar mistake in support of the Al-Sauds of Saudi Arabia that 

could have even more dire consequences. 

 

Let’s go back to 1980. Iraq invaded Iran on Sept. 22. Iraq easily occupied a great deal of Iranian 

territory, because Iran was a country in disarray in the aftermath of a revolution. The United 

Nations did little to stop the conflict. The world supported Saddam Hussein and Iran was isolated 

with no ally except Syria. Within a short amount of time, the Iranians pushed the Iraqis out and 

were threatening Iraq’s southern city of Basra. Fearing the consequences of an Iranian victory, 

the United States and its European allies (the UK, France and Germany) facilitated the transfer of 

internationally banned WMD and their means of production to Iraq. Using these chemical 

weapons on Iranians, Saddam Hussein was successful in holding Iran at bay, resulting in tens of 

thousands of Iranian fatalities and huge numbers of permanently disabled. Later and most 

duplicitous, the U.S. and its Western Allies invaded Iraq on the pretext that Saddam Hussein had 

WMD and was dangerous; ironically, if weapons had been found they would have had their 

origin in the West! 

 

But Saddam Hussein’s use of WMD with Western complicity and support has had other 

unimaginable consequences. Iran’s theocratic regime’s successful defense of its people, facing 

unprecedented isolation, has afforded it with its principal source of legitimacy and has kept it in 

power. The regime, with the support of its citizens, recognized that it could not rely on the 

international order for security. Tehran, again with popular domestic support, embarked on a 

program of nuclear enrichment as the cheapest and fastest path for defense. Iran supported and 

nourished Hezbollah for regional influence as a counterbalance to Western and Persian Gulf 

Arab pressures supported by the U.S. Iran was delighted at the U.S. invasion of Iraq and grabbed 

the opportunity to engineer the installation of a Tehran-friendly regime in Baghdad (Shia-

dominated government reflecting Iraq’s Shia majority). Similarly, Iran supported the U.S. 

invasion of Afghanistan, and again when its enemies were somewhat neutralized, Iran saw this as 

an opportunity to influence a friendlier regime to moderate the threat of U.S. forces from the 

East. Moreover, given its experience since 1980, Iran, as is its right, has been committed to 

building its defenses against outside aggression. Surely, Iran’s need to take these measures is 



 

understandable after it was invaded, isolated and subjected to the only intrastate WMD attack on 

record since WWII? 

 

Iraq’s use of WMD on Iran, the thousands of casualties in the war and the resulting motivation 

for Iran’s nuclear program have been acknowledged by no other than former Prime British 

Minister Tony Blair in a BBC Radio 4 interview on Aug. 10, 2017. As to be expected, Mr. Blair 

opportunistically forgot to mention the source of the WMD! 

 

Yet today the U.S. is again embarked on a path that is likely to result in even more negative 

fallout and conflict in the future. 

 

The Trump administration has openly set aside all consideration of human rights in its carte 

blanche support of the regime in Saudi Arabia, one of the most repressive regimes on earth—no 

religious or political rights (all churches, synagogues and religions besides the Wahhabi version 

of Islam are banned and with no election of rulers or tolerance of their criticism). As the U.S. 

affords the Al-Sauds unprecedented political and military support, sells them all manner of arms 

and gives them the cover of the “war on terror” to do as they wish, America is complicit in the 

crimes and abuses that the Al-Sauds are committing and will continue to commit. A partial list of 

Saudi human rights abuses, some of which have been referred to as crimes against humanity by 

independent observers include: the military crackdown and human rights abuses in Bahrain 

during the Arab Spring that continue even today, the beheading of Sheikh Nimr al-Nimr and 

other peaceful protestors in 2016, the imprisonment, torture and beheading of countless 

protestors since the Arab Spring, the siege and shelling of the Shia village of al-Awamiyah in 

Eastern Saudi Arabia since May 2017, and the indiscriminate bombing of civilians in Yemen; 

and in addition to these, the embargo of Qatar, an act of war, has caused undue hardships on tens 

of thousands of Qatari and foreign civilians. 

 

These and other human rights abuses will have fallout that no one can even begin to predict 

today. America’s complicity in these crimes, all in the name of national interest and the war on 

terror, will bring America much shame. America will lose the moral high ground that had taken 

decades to nurture, affording it unprecedented global soft power. America will find itself on the 

wrong side of history. The turmoil that is likely to erupt in the Middle East will hasten America’s 

exit from the region. America will have lost the Middle East by setting aside its support of 

human and political rights for short-term commercial and personal gains. 
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As America advances its program to develop and deploy a new generation of nuclear weapons, 

with discriminate nuclear options, miniaturization and hyper-sonic delivery systems, Russia and 

China are enjoining what could become an unimaginable expansion of the Cold War arms race 

with dire consequences. But what is getting less attention is that the new generation of nuclear 

arms, if deployed, are intended to afford “discriminate options” in their use—to destroy a city, a 

province or a country “presumably” as advertised without a wider fallout—and thus are intended 

to be more “usable” as opposed to being more of a deterrent as is the case with traditional 

nuclear arms. 

 

A new generation of “more usable” nuclear weapons and America’s aggressive posture place the 

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) in jeopardy. These developments 

can only encourage a host of countries to withdraw from the NPT and to advance their own 

nuclear weapons program openly or covertly, ratcheting up the likelihood of a global 

catastrophe. 

 

When countries became signatories to the NPT they were promised two principal benefits: 

support for the development of their own peaceful nuclear program and the reduction and 

elimination of nuclear arms by the nuclear powers. But look what they got! Iran could not get 

support for a peaceful nuclear program because it was suspected of a covert arms program, while 

India, a non-signatory to the NPT, received indirect support for its nuclear arms program under 

the George W. Bush administration; and now the nuclear powers are expanding, not reducing 

and eliminating, their own nuclear arms in most ominous directions that is also sure to re-open 

nuclear testing. This could conceivably be tolerable if the world was at peace, and if the 

superpowers did not threaten others, position soldiers in far away lands, invade other countries 

and generally do as they wished all under the guise of the war on terror or some such pretense. 

 

In the face of these developments, Iran could be a prime candidate to withdraw from the NPT. 

Today Iran is faced with a hostile United States, a country that is 7,000 miles from the Persian 

Gulf but with bases and a navy that encircle Iran, that supports (with political backing, 

intelligence and advisors) Iran’s adversary, Saudi Arabia, and that is closely allied with a 

nuclear-armed Israel. Most disturbing, the Trump administration is actively engaged in 

undermining the Nuclear Agreement that Iran signed with the five permanent members of the 

United Nations Security Council plus Germany. The Iranian government would, to say the least, 

be cavalier if it did not accelerate its research into all phases of a defensive nuclear deterrent 

program before its options become much more limited with the new class of nuclear weapons 

and the increased threat of a nuclear attack. 

 

A new nuclear arms race coupled with U.S. threats could expand the nuclear club from the U.S., 

Russia, China, France, the U.K., Israel, India, Pakistan and North Korea to include Iran, Saudi 

Arabia, Egypt, Turkey, and possibly even South Korea, Japan, Brazil and Australia. Once 

started, this chain of events will be irreversible and could be catastrophic for humanity. 

 



 

It is time for the Trump administration to shed its policy of threats and to stop boasting of its 

most “beautiful” arsenal of nuclear arms. Such tactics may have worked for businessman Donald 

Trump but they will not cower Iran into submission. Iran has a 6,000-year history. Most recently, 

it is a country that has produced the co-inventor of the laser, the first female recipient of the 

Fields Prize in Mathematics and thousands of academics, medical doctors, inventors and 

corporate leaders working in the U.S. While many find the clerical regime in Tehran 

objectionable, it is only a blip in Iran’s history and it would be a mistake to alienate all Iranians. 

But it is a regime whose principal source of legitimacy is its defense of the country during the 

war with Iraq and Iranians well remember that war and expect the regime to be ready in the event 

of another attack. 

 

It is time for the U.S. to put threats aside, place itself inside the heads of its presumed adversaries 

to understand their perspective and give diplomacy a real and sustained try. The U.S., China and 

Russia should get down to serious business and stop this new nuclear race in its tracks; along 

with other counties that have nuclear arms, begin a credible program of nuclear disarmament; 

and pledge and declare that they would never use nuclear arms on a non-nuclear country and 

would come to its defense if it were ever under a nuclear attack. 
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Americans and Britons must face the unpleasant fact that their governments are complicit in the 

humanitarian disaster in Yemen, a disaster that is shaping up to be the worst since the Holocaust. 

CARE estimates that 20 million people are in need of emergency assistance and 5,000 people are 

being infected with cholera each day. The eventual number of casualties could top two million. 

Saudi Arabia’s indiscriminate bombing in Yemen, using American and British arms and 

munitions and with all manner of support (intelligence and military advisors) from the U.S. and 

Britain, are widely considered to be war crimes. No matter how hard the U.S. tries to blame the 

disaster on others, independent observers point the finger at Saudi Arabia and its two principal 

backers ― the U.S. and Britain. Yes, Saudi Arabia is giving Yemen economic aid in an effort to 

cover its crimes from the view of the world, but what cynical hypocrisy! 

 

Saudi Arabia’s crimes go beyond Yemen. The crimes of the minority Sunni government in 

Bahrain under Saudi direction and support have been labeled crimes against humanity. Again, it 

is the U.S. and Britain whose arms and munitions have empowered these crimes. As if all this 

were not enough, Saudi Arabia has turned against its own Shia citizens inside Saudi Arabia with 

a vengeance. In Eastern Saudi Arabia, the village Awamiyah has been under siege for four 

months, blockaded and shelled by Saudi forces, and with a number of its citizens imprisoned, 

tortured and beheaded over the last two years, citizens who were engaged in peaceful protests but 

had been conveniently labeled terrorists. 

 

The 32 year-old day-to-day ruler of Saudi Arabia, Mohammad bin Salman, is the “brains” behind 

these atrocities that the U.S. and Britain are supporting in order to sell more arms. In doing so, 

the U.S. and Britain are complicit in these crimes. President Trump has allegedly told the rulers 

of Saudi Arabia that the U.S. will not pressure them on the issue of human rights and that they 

are free to do as they wish. And of course the “War on Terror” provides the narrative to hide 

these crimes from the American and British people. But in a time of instant news, Americans and 

Britons have a feeble excuse if they do not take their respective governments to task. The U.S. 

and Britain are now ridiculed when they claim their support for human rights and democratic 

governance and decry movements toward dictatorship as in Venezuela. For how can anyone 

believe such pretensions when the U.S. supports Saudi Arabia, the country behind these crimes 

and the country with just about the worst human rights record on the planet? No matter how 

much favorable publicity for Saudi Arabia the U.S. and Britain spew out, their credibility and 

soft power is evaporating fast. 

 

The victims of these crimes, their families and friends clearly see Saudi, American and British 

duplicity for what it is and they will never forget. Companies, lobbyists, academics and others 

who support Saudi crimes will find themselves on the wrong side of history. The world will 

gradually open its eyes and be ashamed of how it was silent and Saudi Arabia, the U.S. and 

Britain will be held accountable in the court of public opinion with ominous blow-back. 
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Iran and the five permanent members of the UN Security Council plus Germany signed the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) in 2015. The International Atomic Energy Agency was 

charged with monitoring Iran’s compliance with the agreement. On the U.S. side, the president is 

required every six months to certify Iran’s compliance with the agreement. A debate on whether 

this was a good or bad agreement is no longer on the table. It is an agreement and if the word of 

the signatories is to mean anything in the future, signatories must abide by the agreement or be 

held accountable in the court of world opinion. 

 

President Trump has not and does not like the agreement. Additionally and outside of anything in 

the JCPOA, his administration abhors the regime in Tehran. It is President Trump’s right to like 

or dislike this and any other agreement but there are consequences if he does not abide by an 

agreement that has been signed by the United States. In this case, the U.S. would also be 

breaking rank with the other five signatories. The U.S. would signal to the world that from now 

on its word is meaningless, that Washington can change its mind whenever it wishes but will 

hold others to their word. America has military might and will bully others into submission. That 

means that in today’s setting, North Korea cannot rely on any agreement it could reach with the 

U.S., thus Pyongyang would be encouraged to continue perfecting its nuclear arsenal; Iran would 

be enticed to build its defensive capabilities and ramp up its research into nuclear technology; 

and a host of other countries would think again about their nuclear capabilities and could 

withdraw from the NPT (the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons). 

 

While some disapprove of the Tehran regime because of its human rights record, the basis of 

Trump’s disapproval is different—Iran’s missile program and its alleged state sponsorship of 

terror (both outside the JCPOA). 

 

Iran has every right to develop its missile technology. Let us not forget that the U.S. and its 

European allies facilitated the transfer of internationally banned and outlawed WMD (weapons 

of mass destruction) to Saddam Hussein to use against Iranians after he invaded Iran. Iran needs 

missile capabilities in a world where the strong do as they wish and pressure the vulnerable into 

submission. International law means nothing when a superpower sees it in its national interest to 

abrogate an agreement and to bully others into submission. 

 

Why does the U.S. label Iran a state sponsor of terrorism? One has to assume it is because of 

Iran’s support for Bashar al-Assad in Syria and/or its support for Hezbollah. No reasonable 

person could claim that Bashar al-Assad is an enlightened ruler. He is one of the most oppressive 

despots in the world. Iran supports him because he was Iran’s only ally when the world discarded 

important international conventions and all measure of human decency and supported Saddam 

Hussein. Moreover, today Iran feels more vulnerable than ever, surrounded by a hostile U.S. 

from almost all sides, a U.S. in partnership with Iran’s adversary, Saudi Arabia. At the same 

time, lest we forget, the U.S. and its European allies also support some of the most oppressive 

rulers in the world. While Iran is supporting a despot in Syria, U.S. and its allies are in part 



 

trying to overthrow the same despot all in the name of the war against terror. If Iran is held 

accountable, shouldn’t the U.S. and its allies also be held accountable for their actions in Syria? 

 

What about Iran’s support for Hezbollah? To most Muslims, Hezbollah is a legitimate political 

organization. Hezbollah has defended Lebanon against Israeli incursions; it has helped elevate 

the voice of Lebanese Shia Muslims; and it has provided many social benefits to the most 

deprived segments of the Lebanese population. Yes, Hezbollah is supporting the oppressor 

Assad. But if these activities merit a terrorist designation, then there are governments that 

oppress the people of other countries and should be at the top of such a list, for example, Saudi 

Arabia in Bahrain and the governments that support Saudi Arabia in these actions, the U.S. and 

the U.K. 

 

Integral to all of this is what the nuclear powers agreed to in the NPT, that they would reduce 

their own arsenal of nuclear weapons. But look at where we are. As America advances its 

program to develop and deploy a new generation of nuclear weapons, with miniaturization and 

hypersonic delivery systems, this new generation of nuclear arms, if deployed, is intended to 

afford “discriminate options” in its use—to destroy a city, a province or a country “presumably” 

as advertised without a wider fallout—and thus is intended to be more “usable” as opposed to 

being more of a deterrent as is the case with traditional nuclear arms. Presumably North Korea 

and Iran are the premier targets of such weapons. 

 

Is anyone safe in such a lawless world? A world where the nuclear powers are not eliminating 

nuclear weapons as they promised, but are instead developing a new generation of nuclear 

weapons to possibly use against the weak whenever they wish; where they bully and threaten 

others into submission; where they impose sanctions to get their way; and where they break any 

agreement they don’t like. 

 

Whatever one thinks of the regime in Tehran is not the issue. There are over 80 million people 

living in Iran. Their memories of the Iran-Iraq War and the role of the “civilized” and democratic 

powers are vivid in their minds. The regime in Tehran would be irresponsible if it did not take 

note of Trump’s rhetoric and prepare accordingly. Even if Trump certifies Iran’s compliance, the 

damage is done. Iran and Iranians are under threat and they should be planning for Trump’s 

abrogation of the agreement and a potential American assault. 
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In the aftermath of his bellicose speech at the United Nations, President Trump indicated that he 

will change the terms of the Iran nuclear agreement (JCPOA), which was signed between Iran, 

the five permanent members of the UN Security Council plus Germany. In particular, he 

allegedly wants to change its sunset clause allowing Iran to resume certain nuclear related 

activities after 10 years have passed and will add new conditions such as limitations on Iran’s 

missile program and its support of its regional allies. 

 

For a starter, Trump must realize that he cannot unilaterally change the agreement; the other 

signatories, including Iran, have to agree to any change. Trump can break from the agreement 

but he cannot of his own volition change the terms no matter how much he bellows and bullies. 

Surely the Great Dealmaker should know that you cannot change a deal unilaterally. 

 

So where are we today? 

 

Trump’s harrying at the UN has impaired America’s reputation. The message is clear. Don’t trust 

America to live up to its agreements. The U.S. will pick and choose which agreements to honor 

but it will harass the other side to live up to the letter and spirit of all agreements. There is 

nothing to gain from negotiating and reaching an agreement with Trump’s America. North 

Korea, beware! 

 

Rouhani cannot respond to any unilateral U.S. bellicose rhetoric. If the U.S., along with the other 

five signatories, wants to talk, he should agree. But there is no basis for changing the agreement. 

This would have to be a new discussion. 

 

The reason for Rouhani’s position is evident: 

 

Iran needs a strong defensive deterrent. The memories of the Iran-Iraq War are still vivid in 

Iranian minds. Iraq invaded Iran. The United Nations did nothing. The United States and its 

European allies facilitated the transfer of internationally outlawed weapons of mass destruction 

to Iraq. And as former British Prime Minister has acknowledged, it was the use of these WMD 

that prompted Iran’s nuclear research activities. It would be irresponsible and naïve for any 

Iranian government to put its national security in the hands of the U.S., Europe and the United 

Nations, let alone Donald Trump. 

 

Israel, totally supported by the U.S. and an avowed enemy of Iran, has an alleged arsenal of over 

250 nuclear warheads and mechanisms for delivery. Iran needs a strong defense. 

 

The U.S. has advisors and bases all around the Persian Gulf and in central Asia. Iran needs a 

defense against potential preemptive U.S. attacks. 

 



 

Trump’s verbal attacks on Iran are duplicitous and hypocritical to the max. He accuses Iran of 

human rights abuses (abuses that should be condemned) while he embraces the more virulent 

human rights abuses of U.S. allies in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Egypt just to mention a few. 

 

He accuses Iran of supporting terrorism without any supporting evidence, yet he ignores terrorist 

acts openly committed by the government of Saudi Arabia in Yemen and Bahrain. 

 

Iran is in a neighborhood where Israel, Pakistan and India have nuclear arms. More 

internationally, a number of countries, such as Japan and Brazil, enjoy nuclear breakout 

capacities but Iran is not allowed to have any such capacity. 

 

Integral to all of this is what the nuclear powers agreed to in the NPT—they would reduce their 

own arsenal of nuclear weapons. But look at where we are. As America advances its program to 

develop and deploy a new generation of nuclear weapons with miniaturization, this new 

generation of nuclear arms, if deployed, is intended to afford “discriminate options” in its use—

to destroy a city, a province or a country “presumably,” as advertised, without a wider fallout—

and thus is intended to be more “usable,” as opposed to being more of a deterrent, as is the case 

with traditional nuclear arms. Presumably North Korea and Iran are the premier targets of such 

weapons. 

 

Is anyone safe in Trump’s world? 

 

The fallout of President Trump’s bellicose speech is this. Trump is promoting a severe rupture 

with America’s European allies and encouraging even Iranians who do not support the regime in 

Tehran to come to the regime’s defense. He cannot unilaterally change the terms of the 

agreement, but he can open a new dialogue with Iran. If this is what he wants to do, he should do 

it without threats. And when he comes to the table, he should bring something useful, such as a 

proposal for making the entire Middle East a nuclear free zone; getting all nuclear powers to 

agree to an ironclad elimination of nuclear arms and abandoning the development of a new 

generations of nuclear arms; ending all covert U.S. operations in the region, which may also be 

classified as terrorist acts; and ceasing the use of economic and financial sanctions to bully 

adversaries into submission. 
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Salman bin Abdulaziz sowed the destruction of Al-Saud rule with his first decision as king—

discarding his tribe’s long-held rule of succession by catapulting his 29-year old son, Prince 

Mohammad, to Deputy Crown Prince, ahead of numerous more senior princes in the line of 

succession. Later, he made matters worse by elevating him to the position of Crown Prince. 

 

Most recently, over the weekend, a royal decree announced the formation of an anti-corruption 

committee, headed by Prince Mohammad, with almost unlimited powers to investigate alleged 

cases of corruption and to arrest suspects. The decree states, "Our homeland will not exist unless 

corruption is uprooted and the corrupt are held accountable." On the premise of corruption, 

Prince Mohammad immediately issued arrest warrants for a number of his more senior cousins, 

sitting and former cabinet ministers and prominent businessmen. As usual, the government-

controlled Saudi press reported the party line that embraced these moves as steps towards 

modernization and reform (to appeal to young Saudis) and the council of clerics backed them in 

the name of Islam’s prohibition of corruption (to make them palatable to religious Muslims). 

 

What is going on? Are these reforms? Are they a reflection of Islam? Could anything boomerang 

on the United States? 

 

It would be welcome if Prince Mohammad were truly engaged in a program of reform but he is 

not. The most corrupt entity in the country is the ruling Al-Saud tribe. There is no wall between 

the national treasury and the Al-Sauds’ obscene lifestyle. They take whatever they want from the 

treasury. They are entangled in most aspects of the country’s business dealings. And they are 

above the law. Prince Mohammad’s actions would have some credibility if he and his father 

were not corrupt to the core. He is not engaged in reforming the country and upholding Islamic 

values, but is instead using the banner of Islam and reform to neutralize his rivals and those who 

reportedly resent and oppose him. 

 

All change in Saudi Arabia, and indeed in most Muslim countries, is invariably “defended” by 

appealing to Islam. While Islam condemns corruption and King Salman and his favorite son are 

among the most corrupt, are they at least upholding the most important prescriptions of Islam? 

 

(i) According to Islam, God gave humanity freedom, freedom from oppression, to choose their 

religion and their rulers (and no rule by inheritance), rulers who in turn should be the most rule-

abiding members of their community. (ii) There should be respect for God’s creation—human 

rights and preservation of the environment and resources for future generations; with economic 

prosperity and sharing God’s bounty with others for a healthy community. (iii) The road-map for 

economic prosperity is a market economy with enforced rules, regulations and supervision that 

embraces risk sharing, reduces uncertainty and transaction costs in all dealings; with equal 

opportunities for advancement that includes access to education and healthcare. It is a system 

that encourages hard work, modest lifestyles and limited income and wealth inequalities. Islam 

mandates poverty eradication and the provision of the necessities for a dignified life for all those 



 

who cannot take care of themselves. (iv) And all along the central message of Islam is justice, 

which includes equality before the law. 

 

If we accept this summary description of Islamic teachings, what is a fair grade for King Salman 

and Prince Mohammad? A solid “F”. 

 

In their defense, the Al-Sauds did not invent oppressive and corrupt rule in Muslim communities. 

That distinction goes all the way back to about 665, under the Caliphate of Muawiyah I, when 

pliant and corrupt clerics took one verse from the Quran (Chapter 4, Verse 59) and interpreted it 

as support for total obedience to those in positions of power no matter their legitimacy, an 

interpretation that ignores the totality of the Quran and the example of the Prophet Mohammad. 

In part because of this self-serving interpretation and the corrupt rule of Muslim rulers over the 

centuries, Muslim countries have suffered and today Islamic values are much better reflected in 

the countries of Northern Europe (Islamicity Indices). 

 

Will these intrigues thousands of miles away from the United States boomerang? Before we 

answer this question, we should mention other fallout of Prince Mohammad’s policies: his 

endless war in Yemen, which has resulted in thousands of fatalities and threatens the lives of 20 

million Yemenis; his support for the ongoing oppression in Bahrain; and the government’s 

oppression of Saudi citizens in the village of Al-Awamiyah in Eastern Saudi Arabia. The victims 

of these crimes against humanity and their relatives are likely to connect them to King Salman 

and his son as well as to their foreign supporters—the United States and the United Kingdom. 

Unfortunately, there will be blood on American hands. Making matters worse, President Trump 

has come out squarely behind the King and his son, even going so far as to say that the United 

States will not bring up human rights as an issue in whatever they do—fanning the fires of the 

Sunni-Shia split that has lingered for over 1300 years. 

 

What’s in store? Saudi Arabia will surely blow up and the only question is how fast. Iran will 

receive a boost in the Persian Gulf with a floundering Saudi Arabia and a retreating United 

States. The United States will lose its support among the 17,000-20,000 members of the house of 

Saud by supporting King Salman and his son and create new enemies it did not need all over the 

Persian Gulf region. And to top it off, there is no end in sight to these conflicts unless the United 

States changes tack—abandons its support of dictators and embraces peaceful reforms and 

effective institutions to restore hope and prosperity to Muslim countries. 
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Almost immediately after his election, President Trump picked his son-in-law, Jared Kushner, to 

head up numerous international initiatives. One of these was to broker an Arab-Israeli peace 

accord. But very quickly and with Trump’s blessing, Kushner has effectively become America’s 

“Mr. Middle East.” It is difficult to know what understanding of the Middle East—Islam, history, 

culture, civilization, economics and politics—and/or first hand experience Kushner has with the 

peoples of the region to qualify him for such a difficult and perilous assignment. We are rapidly 

learning that he is a dangerous neophyte whose actions could lead the region and a reluctant 

America by the nose into a war that could eclipse any war since WWII. 

 

Before we outline the Kushner brew, we must first set the stage with facts that we have learned 

firsthand and can defend: 

 

- The paramount objective for the Al-Sauds is to stay in power 

 

- The Al-Sauds will not entertain reforms that would erode their absolute power 

 

- The Al-Sauds see the U.S. as an important pillar of their rule and use money to re-enforce it 

 

- The Al-Sauds are convinced that the mullahs in Iran are determined to overthrow them 

 

- Mohammad bin Salman (MBS) is acting to spark a war with Iran, to be joined by the U.S. and 

Israel, to destroy the Iranian military, to eliminate Iranian nuclear program and ultimately to 

achieve regime change in Tehran 

 

- MBS wants Hezbollah annihilated in Lebanon, Bashar Al-Asad overthrown in Syria, Iranian 

militias driven out of Iraq and Iranian influence extinguished in the region 

 

To achieve his head-spinning ambitions, MBS has developed what appears to be a Machiavellian 

relationship with Jared Kushner. MBS has engineered a de facto palace coup to become the 

Crown Prince at the age of 32 and will soon become King when his father abdicates the thrown 

or dies of unknown causes. The two “best friends” have spent much time together in the United 

States and in Saudi Arabia. We have no information on their hours of discussions but we can list 

initiatives that can be connected to MBS and, we would venture to say, have Kushner’s 

concurrence: 

 

- Saudi Arabia’s brutal war in Yemen is threatening more and more civilians, which the United 

Nations and the Red Cross have condemned as potentially the greatest humanitarian disaster 

since WWII 

 

- The Saudis use U.S. weaponry (to lesser extent those from the U.K. ) to kill Yemenis, a sale of 

weaponry that the leader of the U.K. Labor Party has condemned 

 



 

- The U.S. is supplying the Saudis with intelligence for their war 

 

- Saudi Arabia, with U.S. and U.K. arms, has been oppressing the majority Shia citizens of 

Bahrain in what has been called crimes against humanity by numerous NGOs 

 

- MBS has embargoed Qatar, an act of war, in order to change their policies 

 

- President Trump has told King Salman and MBS that the U.S. is with them all the way and will 

not bring up the issue of human rights in anything that they do, and in doing so and by 

continuing to vilify Iran, he has placed the United States smack in the middle of a sectarian 

divide that has endured for nearly 1400 years 

 

- MBS summoned the Prime Minister of Lebanon, gave him his resignation letter and told him to 

read it on Saudi television and to blame Hezbollah and Iran for his resignation 

 

- Saudi Arabia shot down one missile from Yemen, allegedly of Iranian make and MBS declared 

that this was an act of war from Iran, but if this is an act of war then the U.S. had better watch 

out as its arms are widely used to kill and suppress human rights in the thousands all over the 

Middle East 

 

- MBS rhetoric against Iran, which has been echoed by President Trump and one assumes on the 

advice of his expert son-in-law, resembles the drumbeat of war 

 

- MBS is holding more than 300 of his wealthy relatives and businessmen hostage under the 

guise of reforms and his campaign against corruption, while he has them tortured and demands a 

major share of their ill-gotten wealth (potentially $500 billion) to bail out a country that is 

running vast deficits and to garner support among young Saudis (while his father and he take 

from the treasury to finance their own corrupt lifestyles) 

 

MBS’ palace coup along with the above list of breathtaking activities could not have occurred 

without the approval and backing of Kushner and his father-in-law. The hands of Kushner of 

Arabia, and in turn the United States, are all over developments in Saudi Arabia and in the wider 

region, with Israel on the sidelines for now but willing to enter into the fray by attacking 

Lebanon and cementing an alliance with MBS. 

 

What are the dangers for the region and for the United States? 

 

- A Saudi civil war as the U.S. has alienated thousands of other Al-Sauds by backing MBS 

 

- Calamity in Yemen with the world holding the U.S. as an unwilling supporter 

 

- Growing sectarian violence in Lebanon and indeed in the entire region 

 

- Attacks on U.S. troops stationed around the region 

 



 

- And if Iran is attacked, all hell will break loose, with a war that could result in casualties in the 

millions and conflicts that will continue for generations 

 

- Endless recruits for terrorists for generations to come 

 

Why are Kushner and Trump supporting MBS in something that could lead to a calamitous 

regional war? Money and Ignorance. Knowing how Saudi Arabia operates, we believe that 

Kushner, and in turn Trump, believe that they will be rewarded handsomely once they leave 

office and that more contracts will be channeled to U.S. companies to win support in the United 

States for their adventures. 

 

It is high time for the U.S. Senate to hold urgent hearings to ask Kushner of Arabia questions 

about his Middle East activities. Shouldn’t the U.S. Senate find out what is going on before all 

hell breaks loose and the world is thrown into more and more turmoil? 
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A democratic system can withstand political differences and vigorous debate and emerge even 

stronger. But transparent and premeditated lies by elected leaders for personal gains and for the 

enrichment of benefactors, the propagation of those lies by a pliant media along with a tainted 

ballot box, which is designed to be a check on such abuses (gerrymandering) to circumvent 

democratic accountability, is but a small step away from authoritarianism. 

 

Today, the Republican Party is trying to ram through what they promise is “tax reform” that will 

put more money in the pockets of hard-working middle class families and will create high-

paying jobs. We take the case of taxes because its impact is calculable and not so easily 

dismissed if simple calculations are made and honorable politicians and media are willing to put 

their tribal interests aside and to stand up for what is right and for the greater good. 

 

One does not need a PhD in economics or finance to understand that the tax “reform” package 

will disproportionately enrich the wealthiest Americans (the top 1 percent and especially the top 

0.1 percent and even more the top 0.01 percent) and their descendants while increasing the 

national debt (an ominous burden on future generations), with about 90 percent of Americans 

getting a few crumbs and with some in the bottom 90 percent even losing. 

 

Once this is rammed through Congress and signed by President Trump, it will amount to the 

biggest transfer of wealth—wrapped in bold-faced lie—in U.S. history. Such transfers of wealth 

are more aptly labeled theft. If you want to transfer wealth, so be it, but don’t lie about it. The 

transfers will continue year after year until the law is repealed. The tax reform bill will also 

transfer wealth through a reduction or elimination of the inheritance tax that will continue as 

long as dishonest politicians control the White House and both houses of Congress. All this at a 

time when the inequality of wealth and income is at its highest in American history, a disparity 

that is worse than in any other advanced country on earth; when the living standard of well over 

half of all Americans has not improved since 1980; and with many average families still 

suffering from the financial crisis of 2007/2008 while those responsible for the crisis doing better 

than they were doing before the crisis. Where is our sense of decency and justice? 

 

Besides falsely professing middle class tax relief, the Republican Congress has argued that by 

reducing the corporate tax rate and the pass through tax rate (the rate small businesses pay on 

their income as if they were individual taxpayers), businesses will invest more, pay higher wages 

and thus increase economic growth. Another lie! There is scant evidence to support this claim 

and again the question of fairness raises its head. Everyone is free to offer an opinion, but 

whether a lower corporate tax rate would result in faster growth is an empirical question, which 

can be answered by careful examination of the data. The Trump Administration has said that the 

nominal U.S. tax rate of 35 percent puts U.S. companies at a disadvantage with their foreign 

competitors. However, the administration fails to emphasize that the effective tax rate 

corporations pay (what they actually pay) is around 18 percent. So reducing the nominal rate 

could reduce the effective rate to well below 15 percent. So U.S. companies will make more 

money. What will they do with it? The evidence indicates that they will use the lion’s share to 



 

declare larger dividends for their stockholders (owners of stocks), buy back their stock (stock 

buybacks that increase stock prices for their stockholders), pay higher salaries to senior 

management as bonuses for “good performance,” leaving little for expansion (growth) and 

higher wages. Yes, growth could go up a tiny amount but there will be no significant benefit for 

workers. The limit of the pass through tax rate for small businesses at 25 percent (as opposed to 

higher tax rates for employees who do not own a small company) is again based on fueling 

economic growth and higher wages but with the additional justification of enabling farmers and 

small businesses to pass on their farm or business to their families. If the goal is to preserve 

small farms and businesses for families, then the current inheritance tax exemption of $11 

million for a couple and especially its proposed doubling to $22 million is the best way forward. 

 

Another fallout of these lies and theft is that Americans are losing trust in their system of 

democratic governance and even in their fellow citizens. Empirical work in economics has 

shown that trust is an important factor in encouraging investment and in turn in economic growth 

and prosperity. 

 

Lies concocted by elected leaders, a pliant media, a tainted ballot box and the resulting injustice 

are a potent mix, a reflection of authoritarianism, which threatens America’s democratic system. 

America’s elected officials have buried their moral compass with the apparent acquiescence of 

the electorate. We all need to take a deep breath and go back to the foundation of democratic and 

free market systems—Immanuel Kant (the moral philosopher, Groundwork of the Metaphysics 

of Morals) and Adam Smith (the father of modern economics, especially his book, The Theory 

of Moral Sentiments). We, the people and our leaders, must go back to “doing what is right and 

for the right reason.” 
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Saudi discrimination against everything Iranian and Shia is so broad, it has even appeared in my 

own life. 

 

Am I upset? Yes. But more importantly, I feel sad for the Middle East and for all Muslims. If I 

feel upset over something inconsequential, imagine how Shia feel in Saudi Arabia, in Bahrain 

and in Yemen as they face Saudi oppression or bombs day in and day out with the Trump 

administration’s support and how this, in turn, will manufacture more enemies for the U.S. for 

years to come. Sometimes a simple personal experience can shine a ray of light on issues that 

experts may miss. 

 

Let’s begin with my experience. In April of this year, the Islamic Development Bank engaged 

me as the technical advisor/editor on a report on Islamic finance, a flagship annual publication 

that they produce in conjunction with the World Bank. After I had completed my assignment, I 

was informed on Oct. 24 that the payment for my services was wired to my bank account in the 

United States and that I should receive notification in two days or so. After a week, I contacted 

them because I had not received a notification. As with any bureaucracy, they informed me that 

they would look into it. Another week went by and still nothing. I wrote again to a different 

person in the organization. The reply was that someone else was instructed to investigate. 

 

On Nov. 11, I wrote again, questioning the veracity of their usual words ― “we will look into 

it.” 

 

Then on Nov. 12, I received an email that the problematic issue was my place of birth—Iran! Of 

course, I was upset, and when I said so, the IDB changed its story, namely it was my U.S. bank 

that would not accept the wire! 

 

For an organization that purports to be the development bank for all Muslim countries to take 

such a stand and be so tainted by Saudi Arabia’s discriminatory and divisive preoccupations is to 

me nothing short of outrageous. How could anyone endorse such an institution, much less work 

with or for it and live in Saudi Arabia? For my part, the honorable course is to terminate all 

professional relations with IDB and its employees. If one associates with an organization such as 

this, one is complicit in its policies and actions. Saudi Arabia so dominates the IDB that the 

institution should be more appropriately renamed the Saudi-Sunni Development Bank. 

 

The reason to bring up my inconsequential experience is to shine a ray of light on the depth of 

Al-Saud obsession and hatred for Iran and how this could blow up the Middle East unless all 

participants take a deep breath and come to their senses to reach a broad accord for regional 

peace. 

 

It is well known that Saudi Arabia, now in the person of Mohammad bin Salman, is convinced 

that Iran poses an existential threat to the House of Saud. The Al-Saud tribe is so determined to 



 

confront and oppose anything that has even a shred of connection to Iran that employees 

interfere with a small wire to an irrelevant American citizen born in Iran over 70 years ago! 

 

But when it comes to threats they consider existential, the Al-Saud tribe will spend unlimited 

funds to confront anything that has a shred of connection to Iran. As they see the United States a 

pillar of their rule, they have and will continue to spend hundreds of billions of dollars for: (i) the 

purchase of U.S. arms; (ii) lucrative advisory/consulting contracts for senior former U.S. 

government officials (cabinet members, generals and admirals and members of Congress); (iii) 

donations to the foundations/universities of current and former senior government officials; (iv) 

Saudi or Arab-U.S. councils and roundables; (v) universities with Saudi/Arab endowed chairs 

and programs; and (vi) implicit, or even explicit, promises of contracts to serving senior U.S. 

officials when they leave office. Besides their U.S. expenditures, the Al-Saud tribe bribes sitting 

heads of state in Muslim countries and funds any anti-Shia and anti-Iran faction around the 

world. And of course their financing of radical Muslims in madrassas and in mosques around the 

world is well-known territory. Before the 2016 elections, the U.S. was open for business, now 

the U.S. is open for sale and much more to Al-Saud liking as their goal is to drag the U.S. into a 

war with Iran. 

 

Why all this is ever more dangerous for the world is simple. Besides the ongoing surrogate wars 

in Syria and Yemen, the historic conflicts in Bahrain and Lebanon may erupt out of control, a 

new active front may soon open up in Afghanistan (where Iran has largely supported U.S. 

efforts) between the Taliban and the Hazara, or Shia, resulting in Iran and Iraq joining forces to 

expel the U.S. from Iraq and face the Saudi-Sunni onslaught everywhere from Afghanistan to the 

Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean and in the process go face to face with the Al-Sauds and their 

backers including Israel. 

 

The paramount ambition of the U.S., Saudi Arabia and Israel to weaken and to impose regime 

change in Iran has ironically become the impetus for reaching a Palestinian-Israeli peace accord, 

under development by three orthodox Jews and a Coptic Christian as Muslim participation is 

irrelevant to Mr. Trump. The Al-Sauds would happily forsake their Arab and Muslim brethren if 

the U.S. and Israel take on Iran, dethrone Bashar Al-Assad and annihilate Hezbollah, even if 

sparks a new frontier of conflicts and further inflames the Sunni-Shia divide. 

 

While some in the U.S. may look at such a possibility with glee, they should think twice about 

what they seek. Looking at this possibility and Trump’s desire to support Saudi and Israeli 

wishes by abrogating the nuclear accord, Iran would be well advised to (i) rapidly build up its 

military, (ii) expand and cement its relations with Iraq, (iii) further strengthen Hezbollah, (iv) 

energize its supporters in Afghanistan, (v) quietly reach out to dissidents within the large Al-

Saud tribe, (vi) be ready, at a moments notice, with a propaganda plan when the U.S. breaks the 

nuclear treaty in any indisputable way, no matter how small, to resume at hyper speed its nuclear 

program, and (vii) oppose every Saudi aggression against its allies and Shia Muslims. In other 

words, Iran should (as Trump advocates for the U.S.) stand with its allies and be strong and 

prepared as the best way to avoid war. 
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President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and the pending relocation of 

the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem is a litmus test for the dignity of Muslims. Will Muslims stand 

idly by if their undemocratic leaders and governments do little to oppose Trump’s provocation 

because they need U.S. backing to hold on to authoritarian power? Or will Muslims demand that 

their rulers force Trump to back down? 

 

President Trump’s decision tramples Palestinian hopes for a two-state solution with East 

Jerusalem as its capital and is a slap in the face of all Muslims. It is a naked use of power to 

appeal to America’s Jewish campaign donors. It is an unnecessary provocation. Jerusalem is a 

holy city to Christians, Jews and Muslims and East Jerusalem must also be the capital of an 

eventual Palestinian homeland. Trump’s action will make a two-state solution a mirage and 

extinguish any hope of peace in the Middle East. 

 

Can it be that 1.4 billion Muslims around the world are impotent in the face of 15 million Jews 

supported by America’s military and economic might? This will be a litmus test for rulers and 

governments in Muslim countries. They have little choice but to stand up for the dignity of 

Muslims. If they fail this test, it could lead to increased conflict in Muslim countries and more 

recruits and fuel for terrorism. 

 

Muslim countries should demand that their rulers stand up to this naked American provocation of 

Muslims. Their joint action should be coordinated through the OIC (The Organization of Islamic 

Cooperation). If the OIC has a raison d’être, this is it. Governments and rulers should begin by 

recalling their ambassadors to the United States. Muslims should peacefully demonstrate at U.S. 

embassies around the world. Muslims in the U.S. should demonstrate and lobby their 

representatives. If Trump does not back down, Muslim countries should make it clear that they 

will sever diplomatic relations with the U.S. If they don’t take a strong stand, it is yet another 

sign that Muslim rulers are subservient to U.S. dictates and that Muslims have lost all vestige of 

dignity. Severing diplomatic relations with Israel, as threatened by Turkey, is a cowardly 

response because it is the United States that has taken this divisive step. 

 

If Muslims show a united front, Trump will be forced to back down and treat Muslims with more 

respect. The world must not be held hostage to Trump’s evangelical base. 

 

President Trump’s decision is yet another attempt to divide, dividing Muslim Americans from 

their fellow Americans and Muslims from Jews and Christians across the world. America will 

gain thousands, if not millions, of enemies around the world with new conflicts to follow for 

decades and even centuries. In the end, ironically it may be Israel that pays the highest price. Its 

Arab citizens will soon outnumber Israel’s roughly seven million Jews. This will present Israel 

with a stark choice—abandoning the premise of a Jewish state or jettisoning the constitution of a 

democratic society. 
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Just about everyone knows the Trump game plan, which is supported by sycophant congressional 

Republicans: 

 

- Denigrate and destroy America’s democratic institutions, most importantly the rule of law and 

the free press 

 

 

- Divide and conquer Americans, by splitting left from right, black from white, recent 

immigrants from established immigrants, families from relatives abroad, and all religions 

 

- Enrich and energize billionaire donors and generally the wealthy through the biggest transfer of 

wealth in decades under the guise of tax reform, facilitated by deception 

 

- Blow up the budget deficit as the means to cut back on entitlements in the future, such as 

Medicare and Social Security 

 

- And taint the ballot box by gerrymandering and the unrestricted flow of money from 

corporations and the ultra wealthy to game the system in their favor 

 

Americans, disappointed by the ineptitude of the Democratic Party to deliver on economic 

opportunities and prosperity, took the Republican bait hook, line and sinker. Now what? Well, to 

reverse what the Republicans have done and what they plan to do before January 2021, the 

Democrats need to capture both houses of Congress and the presidency and not repeat past 

mistakes. This mission to save the soul of America will take time. It is a mission whose moral 

compass is justice, supported by democratic ideals and a market economy as envisioned by 

Adam Smith. This economic system is outlined in two books—The Wealth of Nations and The 

Theory of Moral Sentiments. Unfortunately, and it would appear by design, the Republicans 

have discarded the message of Smith’s second book, which was the one he preferred and which 

he considered to be the foundation of his envisioned system. Adam Smith, the great moral 

philosopher and acknowledged father of modern economics, argued that the market system 

would deliver untold benefits if market participants possessed sympathy for others and if the 

government adopted and enforced effective regulations. Importantly, he stated that people the 

world over had roughly the same inherent human faculties but unequal opportunities; and the 

best way to enhance economic performance is to afford everyone equal opportunity to develop, 

grow and flourish. 

 

What does this require? It is not the proposed tax ‘reform” bill! The proposed bill is unfair, will 

not achieve what the Republicans say it will and will not create a landscape where all Americans 

have a reasonable and fair chance to flourish. 

 

Over 70 percent of the benefits of the bill will accrue to corporations and to those who own their 

own business. The Republican Congress defends this transfer of income and wealth on the 



 

grounds that it will increase economic growth, wages and employment, with benefits trickling 

down, and will pay for itself. There is little need for sophisticated econometrics to conclude that 

the bill will have a minimal effect on growth, employment and wages. Common sense would tell 

you that most of the handout to corporations would go toward stock buybacks, higher dividends 

and fatter bonuses for captains of corporations, with the wealthiest Americans (and foreigners) 

owning the overwhelming share of corporations. Equally important is the unfairness of the bill in 

favoring owners of businesses over wage earners. Why should a family real estate firm or a car 

dealer pay a tax rate of 20 percent while a wage earner pays a tax rate of 37 percent? Again, the 

Republican lawmakers defend this glaring discrimination by telling us it will lead to higher 

employment and wages. Now ask yourself, will your local car dealer employ more people to sell 

cars and increase their wages by 30 to 50 percent or will he bank the money and live a more 

opulent life? And on top of this, the national debt will balloon further unless Medicare and Social 

Security are cut in the future. 

 

But all is not lost because Democrats can reverse this travesty if they clearly convey their goal 

and the program to all Americans, if they resist becoming complacent and arrogant and if they 

don’t repeat their mistakes. The Democratic Party must begin as of “yesterday” to sow the seeds 

for taking back control of both the House and the Senate in 2018 and for winning the Presidency 

in 2020. If Democrats can resist temptations along the way conditions are ripe for them to retain 

all levels of power for decades to come. 

 

What are the steps for Democrats to take back the levers of power from Republicans and restore 

fairness, justice and equal opportunity to the American experiment? 

 

- Replace most of their leaders who represent past ineptitude 

 

- Field credible and enthusiastic candidates in every congressional district in the United States 

(even in the reddest of states), candidates committed to the greater good and not to their own 

personal trajectory (there are thousands of such people, the party has to look for them and to vet 

them objectively) 

 

- Develop a platform that is clearly explained to the American people well before the next set of 

elections and thereafter confirm the platform on a continual basis to build unwavering and 

growing support 

 

- Include in the platform elements that incorporate tax reform with a commitment to fairness and 

justice, initiatives that provide fair access to quality education and skill training for all, 

infrastructure enhancement at the national level, healthcare that is available to all at an affordable 

cost, a program to control budget deficits and the national debt, and a strong stand against money 

in politics and gerrymandering 

 

- Begin a fund raising campaign for the party that is tied to the platform 

 

- Don’t repeat mistakes of the past: be tough in dealing with Republicans, don’t be complacent, 

keep eyes focused on the promises in the platform and deliver on each and everyone 

 



 

It’s time to restore what made America great—a caring country with freedom, justice and a fair 

chance for everyone to reach their dreams. 
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Harry Truman’s memorable reference to Somoza, the Nicaraguan dictator, “Yes, he is a son of a 

bitch, but he is our son of a bitch,” acknowledged America’s love affair with brutal dictators and 

affords an accurate insight into the formulation of U.S. foreign policy toward the Third World in 

the post-WWII era. The U.S. trumpets its commitment to human rights and representative 

government while supporting strongmen who can uphold short-term stability and deliver on 

America’s economic and military interests. In the Persian Gulf, the U.S. has followed this path to 

a T in its dealings with Iran and Iraq, and now in the case of Saudi Arabia it is even doubling 

down on its support with not one, but two likely black eyes to follow as events unfold. 

 

After colluding with the British MI6 in 1953 to depose Iran’s Prime Minister Mohammad 

Mossadeq and restore Mohammad Reza to the throne, the United States trained his brutal secret 

police, sold him sophisticated arms and proudly called him its “policeman” in the Persian Gulf, 

but ignored his human rights abuses and his oppressive governance. The Shah, because he had 

Washington’s support as long as he towed the U.S. line, became increasingly oppressive; and the 

average Iranian in turn connected his policies to the United States. The inevitable turmoil 

occurred, Iranians overthrew the Shah and played out their anger toward the United States. 

 

After the taking of U.S. hostages in Tehran, the U.S., needing a new policeman, embraced a new 

“son of a bitch” in the person of Saddam Hussein. He was elevated to the status of an ally, 

supplied with military intelligence and WMD to be used on Iranians, and his ambassador to the 

United States was treated like the representative of an enlightened government by one of the 

America’s most respected newspapers, the Washington Post. Saddam Hussein, feeling assured of 

U.S. backing, doubled down on his brutality. He used chemical weapons on Iraqi Kurds, cracked 

down on his majority Shia population and invaded Kuwait. But after he threatened America’s 

Saudi oil interests, the U.S. had little choice but to embark on a costly war to depose him. 

 

After the overthrow of Saddam Hussein, the U.S. cautiously embraced the Shia regime in 

Baghdad so as to contain Iran’s influence in Iraq and in the region generally as well as to bolster 

the fight against ISIS. But current hostile relations with Iran and an Iraq that is closely allied with 

Iran have led the Trump administration to throw caution to the wind and double down in support 

of King Salman of Saudi Arabia and his son and anointed successor, Prince Mohammad (MBS). 

On his first trip abroad President Trump went out of his way to show his support for King 

Salman, expanding the sales of arms endorsed by former President Obama and elevating U.S. 

cooperation with Saudi Arabia in their conflict in Yemen and in other parts of the region. 

Trump’s son-in-law and Middle East Tsar (Jared Kushner) has met MBS a number of times and 

the two have allegedly “bonded.” More recently, President Trump has stated that King Salman 

knows what he is doing and that he has the president’s full support. President Trump and his 

team have also launched a blistering attack on Iran (Saudi Arabia’s and Israel’s regional 

nemesis). 

 

Are the Al-Sauds, and specifically MBS, our newly super anointed SOBs or is MBS a 

democratic reformist deserving of America’s full backing? Are King Salman and MBS, and the 



 

Al-Saud tribe more generally, enlightened rulers? Are they builders of institutions, especially the 

rule of law and an independent judiciary? Do they seek pluralistic and flourishing societies? Are 

they devout Muslims who embrace justice as the central mission of Islam? I could go on and on 

but let me cut to the chase. 

 

I have personally heard from a few members of the Al-Saud tribe that “the country is ours, 

Abdul-Aziz took it with the sword, others could have done the same but they didn’t.” More 

importantly, I have heard from an implacable source that the late Prince Nyef (Minister of the 

Interior and at the time of his death senior to the man who is now King Salman) spoke words to 

this effect to a group of senior Saudi business leaders before a dinner gathering: “We are not 

stupid as were the British royal family; we will never embrace a constitutional monarchy; we 

will fight till blood covers the streets to keep our inheritance; and if anyone doesn’t like it, the 

door is open to leave the kingdom.” 

 

Lest there be any doubt about Al-Saud commitment to Islam, we only have to say that Islam 

preaches justice, modest lifestyles, sharing of God’s resources gifted to humanity, and 

prohibition of large inequality in income and wealth. 

 

The Al-Sauds may be autocratic, but is MBS different, is he a committed reformist, and does his 

appointment ahead of thousands of other princes portend a bright future for Saudi Arabia? King 

Salman has upended the succession rules that had largely been adhered to, he has initiated 

succession by direct descent and he has given unprecedented power to his young son. We believe 

that at least a handful of princes resent his rapid rise to power ahead of hundreds of more senior 

princes. MBS decisions may be more ominous for the thousands of princes because he could 

break up the Gulf Cooperation Council, entangle Saudi Arabia in an armed conflict with Iran and 

lose U.S. backing when Trump gets cold feet or is out of office. In that eventuality, the Al-Sauds 

could be driven out of power and lose their position and their direct access to the national 

treasury, the thing that matters most to all princes given their over-the-top lifestyle. 

 

MBS is no reformist. He is power hungry and acquisitive. His list of well-publicized asset 

purchases since his rise to power (on top of what he had accumulated before), include a $550 

million yacht (purchased within a few hours on site in the South of France), a $450 million rare 

painting and a $320 million château in France. These expenditures were not financed by wealth 

accumulated through hard work, but by the country’s treasury. MBS has rounded up several 

hundred princes, senior government officials and businessmen on the grounds of corruption. All 

this without due process, with the release of those rounded up conditioned on a negotiated 

payment. Is this arrest of disgruntled princes who pose a threat to MBS, a shakedown or a long 

overdue effort to confront rampant corruption in Saudi Arabia? If MBS is a democratic ruler 

deserving U.S. support, then how does he explain his extravagant purchases paid for by the 

national treasury? 

 

MBS has made a few superficial gestures in order to garner popular support among the younger 

generation in the kingdom and political backing in the U.S. He has decided to let women drive 

and to restore cinemas to the kingdom in 2018. While these steps may attract publicity, it is 

effective institutions that the country needs—a constitution, the rule of law, an independent 



 

judiciary, protection of private property, laws and their enforcement, progress towards 

representative governance, etc. 

 

Most dangerous have been MBS’ foreign adventures, especially in Yemen where cholera and 

indiscriminate bombing by the Saudis could become the biggest humanitarian disaster since 

WWII. The U.S. and Britain have blood on their hands in their support of MBS, blood that could 

become a torrent. President Trump and his Middle East Czar, Jared Kushner, would be well 

advised not to make unintended commitments or to use ambiguous language in their dealings 

with MBS. Ambiguous words and polite talk could be erroneously interpreted as encouragement 

by the Crown Prince, which could drag the U.S. into unintended human and resource-draining 

conflicts. 

 

Unchecked U.S. support for MBS and his adventures coupled with verbal attacks on Iran to 

support the Al-Saud obsession with supposed Iranian intentions to overthrow the Al-Sauds have 

also had consequences in Iran and have made dialogue with Iran more difficult. From 1979 to the 

election of President Trump, Iranians had the second most favorable opinion (after Israel) of the 

United States in the Middle East and they generally found the anti American words of their 

leaders suspect. All that has changed over the last year. Iranians now support their regime more 

than ever before, they believe their leaders when they say that the U.S., its regional alliances and 

bases pose a security threat and they enthusiastically endorse a more muscular defense. In the 

process, General Qassem Soleimani, the head of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards, has become the 

most popular leader in Iran and has a growing backing further afield in Lebanon, Iraq, Syria and 

Yemen. 

 

America’s love affair with dictators is a well-worn path of never-ending conflict with U.S. blood 

and treasure on the line. America’s backing of despots should be conditional on a timetable to 

establish effective institutions that include the rule of law, respect for human rights and 

representative governance, without which the turmoil America creates will nurture more and 

more disenfranchised human beings who could well become future enemies and terrorists. 

Today, the case in point and the danger for the United States is the Trump administration’s 

enthusiastic backing of MBS and his policies that could lead to unknown conflicts. 
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The renowned moral philosopher Immanuel Kant’s message was simple: do the right thing and 

for the right reason. The Republican Party must not have even heard of Kant, much less studied 

him. 

 

The Republican Party manages miraculously to hang together to pass laws that support their 

donors and their personal interests, such as was the case in their tax legislation, but they seem to 

be invisible and amorphous when it comes to upholding morality, values and the average 

person’s fair shot at success. They say little when President Trump disparages all of Africa, 

Haitians, Salvadorans, Muslims and billions of humans who are black or brown or who live in 

developing countries. They espouse family values and are mum when President Trump 

disparages women and cuts benefits for childcare. They express outrage at sexual misconduct 

and harassment when the perpetrator is a Democrat, but “launder” accusations against the 

President. They make inane excuses when Trump utters falsehood after falsehood as if the truth 

does not matter. I could go on and on but the message is clear. Morality is being pushed aside in 

favor of passing legislation and executive orders that benefit a privileged few and appeal to the 

basest of human values. And importantly, what seems to matter is the here and now for the 

“base” with little consideration for all Americans, the longer-term and wider fallout. 

 

What could Republicans do? They could come together as a party and express their united 

outrage condemning the president’s statements, tweets and behavior. A vehicle for this could be 

done through a “sense of the House,” “sense of the Senate,” or “sense of the Congress.” 

Members of his cabinet and staff could resign and publicly voice the reasons for their inability to 

serve this president, as has the U.S. ambassador to Panama. If they continue to serve they are 

simply enablers. A few Republican lawmakers expressing their disbelief or rebuking the 

President’s behavior and statements carry little moral force. This Republican Congress appears 

set on destroying the Party of Lincoln in a short span of two years. 

 

What can the Democratic Party do? Develop a platform now in January 2018 to represent 

Democratic priorities for the long haul, for at least a decade. Include in the platform elements 

that incorporate tax reform with a commitment to fairness and justice, initiatives that provide fair 

access to quality education and skill training for all, infrastructure enhancement at the national 

level, healthcare that is available to all at an affordable cost, a program to control budget deficits 

and the national debt, and a strong stand against money in politics and gerrymandering. Form 

small groups of ordinary citizen on each of these critical point in the platform; empower these 

groups to travel around the U.S. to explain the party’s proposal on the item of their focus, such as 

tax reform or education; all along committing to informing and interacting with Americans every 

day of the year and in each and every year, not just in election years. 

 

What can the average citizen do? Americans must take the time to be better informed. They must 

increase their political participation—vote in each and every election and consider running for 

political office. Most important, stand up and oppose injustice and wrongdoings at all times, 



 

even and especially when it does not affect them directly because someday, and in all likelihood, 

they will be a victim of a similar injustice. 

 

If the fallout of presidential and party behavior were temporary, one could be less alarmed, but it 

is not. This behavior is seeping into America’s social and political fabric and dividing the 

country as never before. Will ethnic and religious minorities — African Americans, Hispanics 

and Muslims — continue to serve and defend the country with their utmost devotion? With 

growing disparity, will Americans feel that they have fair chance for advancement as long as 

they work hard? Will the country continue to come together when threatened? The fallout of the 

Republican Party’s failure is not only domestic. Will America’s image be irreparably tarnished 

abroad? Will the vast majority of the world who have admired and respected the United States 

change their tune and see America as racist and oppressive to minorities and to certain 

foreigners? Will America be seen as a nation of religious bigotry? Once ingrained into customs, 

norms and behavior, such fallouts are hard to reverse. 

 

It’s time to restore what made America great — a caring country with freedom, justice, 

transparency, the rule of law and a fair chance for everyone — and quickly, as the passage of 

time makes the task ever more difficult. 
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The United States has military deployment in more than 150 countries. Of a deployment of over 

300,000 men and women, about 80,000 are stationed in countries that may be classified as Third 

World. In addition, the U.S. has thousands of covert and classified operatives around the world 

monitoring, undermining and fighting enemies. Do other world powers have similar foreign 

enemies, deployments and engagements? It would appear that the United States is the world 

leader in global military and covert operations. These operations and the accompanying sacrifice 

of blood and treasure are invariably premised on the security of the homeland and on broader 

national interests. Accepting this logic, why is it that the U.S., a country with strong democratic 

institutions and noble global intentions, has such needs in comparison to other powers, especially 

those that are oppressive? 

 

Ever since around 1950, the United States has knowingly and unknowingly, manufactured 

millions of enemies around the world, enemies that it has in turn had to later fight to secure its 

interests, creating even more adversaries in the process. This loop of enemy creation is 

generating enemies at an alarming rate, sucking ever more human and financial resources 

abroad. This may indeed be the force for the collapse of the global leadership our country has 

painstakingly developed since WWII. What are the policies that are accelerating the demise of 

U.S. leadership toward an inglorious end that we predict before 2050, a span of only 100 years 

after WWII? 

 

Simply said, the United States has used its military, wealth and accumulated goodwill (its 

national reputational capital) to intervene in support of unpopular causes and oppressive rulers 

around the world. It has done this without a plan or a commitment to support democratic reforms 

following its intervention to put a broken nation on the road to recovery. The number of direct 

and indirect U.S. interventions in regime change since WWII are far too many to list, but the 

nature of the fallout are more readily aggregated. 

 

When the U.S. overthrows a regime by covert or military means, it invariably inherits a broken 

country, creates enemies among the overthrown and their supporters, with the nature of evolving 

enemies depending on the nature and popularity of the overthrown regime and its successor. And 

given the U.S. track record with subsequent regimes—invariably a dictator with new clothes (not 

popular representative regimes)—who becomes increasingly more oppressive with U.S. support, 

new enemies are born. 

 

The U.S. also supports the status quo of oppressive dictators. As citizens suffer under harsh rule, 

America’s high flouting rhetoric goes nowhere and local suffering is in part connected to the 

United States with more enemies added by the day. 

 

The U.S. is also behind the war efforts of its clients with the sale of lethal weapons, intelligence 

and a supporting role, such as mid-air refueling. Again, as thousands are killed, made homeless 

and exposed to disease such as cholera, America earns itself enemies. 

 



 

The U.S. also bends to lobbying by an ally and adopts positions that oppose global sentiments, 

such as its proposed move of its embassy to Jerusalem. This again provides propaganda and 

more recruits for those opposed to the United States. 

 

More recently, presidential policies on immigration targeting certain Muslims along with rhetoric 

against developing countries with non-white populations paint a bigoted and racist picture of 

America, arguably eroding its most important asset, namely, its favorable reputation and the soft 

power that it has accumulated over years, which can be destroyed overnight with America’s 

word no longer trusted. Alleged presidential conflicts of interest and favorable interventions for 

business associates paint a corrupt picture of the United States and diminish the force of 

America’s call for effective institutions and enhanced governance in the Third World. These 

developments will again provide propaganda and recruits for those wishing to harm America. 

 

When all this is put together, the conclusion is to us inescapable. America is manufacturing 

enemies in the thousands and enemies beget more enemies through descendants, friendships, 

indoctrination and demonstrations. As enemies grow and fan out in the world, the U.S. is likely 

to use more military power, sell more lethal arms, support harsher dictators to suppress its 

enemies and those opposed to its client states, making matters even worse. This is not a 

sustainable policy and will in the end destroy what is good about the United States. The United 

States will become more insular, disengage from the world, clamp down on domestic freedoms, 

sow divisions among its own citizens and taint its democratic institutions. It is time for America 

to rethink its role in the world and employ its democratic ideals as its moral compass. 
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Terrorists have been widely branded as “Islamists,” with the implication that the fight is against 

terrorists who uphold Islam and its teachings. Not only is such a contrived connection between 

terrorists and Islam false but it will increasingly transform this fight into a more global one that 

will linger for decades and become ever more ominous, threatening the very existence of the 

world. 

 

Yes, Islamic civilization is in crisis and many Muslim countries are in dire straits — injustice, 

corruption, oppression, gender discrimination, little opportunity for development and growth 

along with religious, sectarian, tribal and class conflicts. But what we see in this landscape is not 

Islam. The landscape of Muslim countries has little connection to Islam and its teachings. 

Today, Muslims are prevented from discussing and debating the meaning of their religion. In 

some Muslim countries, such as Saudi Arabia, a person can be put in jail for even questioning 

the meaning of a passage from the Quran or a Prophetic saying. Muslims practice the mechanical 

parts of their religion (prayers, fasting, pilgrimage, declaration of faith) but they by and large 

neglect its rules and its implied institutions that embody freedom, justice, the rule of law, love, 

respect for human rights, peace, equality and the unity of humanity. In parallel with the decay of 

Islamic civilization over centuries, the non-Muslim World has developed a false and distorted 

understanding of Islam and its teachings. This contrived straw man — a harsh, brutal, 

undemocratic, oppressive, intolerant, discriminatory, unjust, sexist and corrupt version of Islam 

— is what the West sees as the true face of Islam. A threatening enemy that must be suppressed 

and kept at bay. 

 

How did Muslim countries get to be so? Soon after the Prophet Mohammad’s death, corrupt 

rulers and opportunistic clerics banded together and shamelessly misrepresented the message of 

the Quran. Religious scholars who were in the service of rulers realized that they had to come up 

with an argument to support their oppressive masters. While advising rulers against injustice, 

they justified the rule of any ruler by arguing that Verse 59 of Chapter 4 of the Quran in which 

God says: “Obey Allah and obey the Messenger and those who are in charge of the affair” meant 

that the authority in power was to be obeyed, regardless of how unjust or unfair and no matter 

the means by which the power to rule was gained. They hung on this one line and disregarded 

hundreds of Quranic verses and widely accepted Prophetic sayings that contradicted this 

incredible misrepresentation of Islam. Justice, the glue of society and the essence of Islam, could 

not be maintained as a system of governance. Shamelessly using religion as the instrument of 

legitimacy, oppression and governance has been the practice throughout much of Muslim 

history, which in turn has maligned Islam in much of the non-Muslim World. 

 

While it may be natural to connect the landscape of Muslim countries to Islam, doing so is 

inaccurate and could have dire consequences. Bombs and drones have been the result, but they 

are not the solution. These policies will manufacture more and more enemies for the U.S. and the 

rest of the Western World and only fuel the fire. 

 



 

Why is this distorted view of Islam and the ongoing approach to fighting terrorism dangerous for 

the future of our world? In 2015, there were 1.8 billion Muslims in the world (24.1% of the 

world’s population) and 2.3 billion Christians (31.2% of the world’s population). It is projected 

that by 2050, the number of Christians and Muslims will be roughly the same, together 

representing about 60% of the world’s population; and by 2100, Muslims are projected to far 

outnumber all of Christianity. In its 2018 Democracy Index (incorporating electoral process and 

pluralism, functioning of government, political participation, political culture, civil liberties), the 

Economist rated only one Muslim country in the top 60 (Malaysia at #52) out of 167 countries. 

For the sake of world peace, Muslims cannot be expected to live in oppressive communities with 

little hope for a better future. While Muslim countries languish, Western powers, Russia and 

China support their favorite Muslim dictators, sell them arms and help them oppress their people, 

all in the name of stability and the fight against terrorism or Islamists! 

 

These policies offer little hope for a turnaround, and given the rapidly growing number of 

Muslims, matters will only deteriorate. This is a ticking time bomb that could destroy the world 

as we know it. The United States and its allies must look beyond the immediate and adopt a 

longer-term approach in their foreign policy toward Muslim countries, and in particular toward 

those in the Middle East. Having said this, still the main burden is on Muslims who must change 

their ways, their governance, hold their leaders accountable and work peacefully towards 

building effective institutions. 

 

To succeed in the fight against terrorism, Muslims as well as the West have to change their ways. 

Muslims should study their religion and its implied institutions, effective institutions that are the 

key to building just and thriving communities. Once they do this, they will realize that the 

countries of Northern Europe and New Zealand much better reflect Islamic teachings than do 

their own societies (For more on this, please see www.IslamicityIndices.org). The non-Muslim 

World should set aside its straw man that has little to do with Islam, and take the time to study 

what Islam says — not the words of corrupt Muslim rulers, clerics and much less the hateful 

words of terrorists. Even after both sides do their part, accompanied with sustained perseverance 

and confidence building, a meaningful turnaround will still take decades. But with this approach, 

there is real hope for winning the war against terrorism and much more, whereas the current 

approach will make matters only worse. 
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Much of the world has been indoctrinated to believe that today’s landscape of the Muslim world 

represents the essence of Islam. An evil religion, with adherents who are a danger to the human 

race. A religion that must be confronted and annihilated. The trumped up failings of Islam are 

many, including a cruel and unforgiving God and the hidden agenda of forcing Shariah Law 

(alternatively referred to as Islamic Law) on the world, with a penchant for Jihad (interpreted as 

a war against non-Muslims), for global terrorism and for harsh and brutal teachings, for the 

subjugation of girls and women, for opposing freedom, for adopting oppressive rule and 

governance, for injustice, for underdevelopment, for backwardness, for opposition to all forms of 

progress, including in science and in the arts, for limited opportunity for education and self-

development and for gross income and wealth inequality producing poverty alongside opulence. 

 

What is seen and perceived about the Muslim world today is not a reflection of the Islamic 

teachings of the Quran and the practice of the prophet Mohammad. Similarly, what we see in the 

Christian world today is not a reflection of Christianity and the preaching of Jesus. But this 

Islamic straw man serves a destructive end — it divides the human race and fuels future global 

conflicts with Christians and Muslims each projected to constitute about 30 percent of the world 

population by 2050. It propagates a false and dangerous view of Islam to non-Muslims and their 

resulting Islamophobia projects hostile intentions onto Muslims, putting Muslims on the 

defensive and providing extremists with an army of recruits. This false impression of Islam is a 

self-fulfilling agenda to create growing hatred, division and conflict. 

 

But by sowing hatred, suspicion, division and conflict, the straw man affords a number of diverse 

groups a message and a platform for influence, power and wealth. In the non-Muslim world, 

politicians and racists magnify the dangers of Islam, Shariah and “Islamists” (aka terrorists) to 

frighten voters, garner votes, fire up their base and justify the war against global terrorism and 

the support for brutal Muslim dictators (in the name of stability). The clergy play up the dangers 

of Islam to increase the number of their followers and to serve their masters, namely, the rulers. 

Selfish individuals attack Islam for the danger it presents for economic prosperity, wealth, 

income and material wellbeing. In Muslim countries, oppressive rulers appeal to Islam for 

legitimacy and project themselves as the defenders of Islam against would-be crusaders and 

sectarian heretics. Corrupt clerics amplify the negative and false perceptions of Islam in the 

outside world and its dangers for the survival of Islam. To recruit followers, terrorists spout the 

dangers of Christianity and Judaism and the support of foreign powers who collaborate with 

illegitimate Muslim rulers to plunder, subjugate, torture and oppress Muslims. 

 

While this straw man, depicting a false picture of Islam, has its perverse uses for many sides, it 

will tear the world apart and make heightened terrorism and global conflict more likely by the 

day. 

 

This is Part I of a ten-part short article series. In the parts that follow (roughly on a weekly 

basis), we hope to explain some of the important rules and implied institutions that are at the 

foundation of Islam. This in the hope that (i) the average Muslim will debate and understand his 



 

or her religion better and work toward establishing effective institutions for our time to build 

thriving communities and that (ii) non-Muslims will develop a more accurate and charitable 

appreciation of Islam and its institutions. In the process we hope to arrest growing global 

suspicion and division and begin to build trust and cooperation among all those who worship the 

same God. We emphasize that what we see in the Muslim world bears little resemblance to the 

message of Islam and that no religion should be judged by the actions and practices of those who 

claim to be, or who are labeled, its followers. 

 

The nine parts that are scheduled to follow are: 

 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part II: Islamic Teachings Overview 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part III: Islam, Justice and Shariah 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part IV: Islam, Human Life and Terrorism 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part V: Islam, Wealth and Poverty 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part VI: Islam and Governance 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part VII: Islam and Education 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part VIII: Islam and Freedom 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part IX: Islam and the Economy 

Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part X: Islam in Our World Today 

 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org  
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Islam is a rules-based system, with rules prescribed by Allah (God). There are four fundamental 

concepts supporting the Islamic system. The first is the unconditional, active and ever-present 

love of the Creator for his creation manifested through the act of creation and the provision of 

ample resources to sustain life and divine rules enabling humans to sustain and flourish on earth. 

Humans reciprocate this love by extending their love to other humans and to the rest of creation. 

The core activity is love and the upholding of justice. Second is the concept of human dignity. 

The Quran considers humans to be the crowning achievement of creation for whose personal and 

collective development everything else has been created. Humans are endowed with intelligence 

to know their Creator, to recognize and appreciate the universe and everything in it. The third 

concept is the covenant in which all humans are called before their Creator and asked to testify 

that they recognize in him the one and only Creator and sustainer of creation. The fourth concept 

is that of agency-trusteeship. The love of the Creator endows humans with dignity and 

intelligence, the empowerment of humans by their Creator as agent-trustees to extend love to one 

another, materially through the resources provided to them by the Creator, and non-materially 

through the manifestation of unconditional love for their own kind as well as for the rest of 

creation. 

 

Islam’s concept of development has three dimensions: self-development, physical-material 

development of the world and societal development. At the core of development is the progress 

humans make in developing the self. In the absence of self-development, balanced and 

appropriate progress in the other two dimensions of development is not possible. 

The Creator has endowed humans with the freedom of choice. This gift is so fundamental that 

humans have the choice of rejecting their own Creator. The freedom of choice also allows 

humans to choose leaders who embrace justice and just rule. There is the prophetic saying that 

on the day of reckoning the oppressor, the oppressed, and the person(s) who stood by and 

observed the oppression will be called upon to answer: the oppressor for oppression, the 

oppressed for not resisting the oppression, and the bystander for not assisting the oppressed. Any 

injustice perpetrated by individuals against other humans (no matter their race or religion) and 

against the rest of creation is ultimately an injustice to the self. Allah loves justice; it is a central 

part of his universal love. Humans must live a life that is just and must stand up to injustice 

wherever they find it. 

 

The rule “commanding the good and forbidding evil,” applicable to individuals and society, 

assures the full and active participation of all in the affairs of society. The prophet Mohammad 

warned that failure by members of society to comply with this rule and to correct ineffective 

governance would lead to a totalitarian nightmare. The consequences of non-compliance are so 

severe that the Prophet warns that in such a situation prayer will not be answered. Rules 

stemming from the love of the Creator and reflected in the love of believers for one another and 

for the rest of humanity and creation, as well as rules prescribing participation in ritual acts of 

worship that are mostly public, promote human solidarity and unity. Among these are rules that 

ordain cooperation, consultation, reciprocity, close contact, and caring relations with others. The 

economic instruments that fortify relationships are those of redistribution and extend to 



 

providing for the material needs of future generations through the laws of inheritance as well as 

through establishing endowments that create and maintain social infrastructure. In the end, the 

existence of absolute and relative poverty, along with significant income inequality are evidence 

of rule-violation and governance failure, for which members of society are, individually and 

collectively, responsible. 

 

Rule-compliance also promotes economic growth and prosperity. Three rules crucial to 

economic growth in modern economics — property rights protection, the enforcement of 

contracts, and good governance — are emphasized in both the Quran and the practice of the 

prophet Mohammad. However, the network of rules in Islam go further. These are: the rule of 

seeking knowledge, no waste, no harm or injury, hard work and no fraud, cheating or abuse of 

property. The internalization of the rules of conduct governing market participation and 

compliance with them assures that the market will be an efficient mechanism. Because fairness 

and justice are assured by rule-compliance, the price that emerges will be a just price. Rules 

regarding the fair treatment of others assure that those who participate in the act of production 

receive just payment for their efforts. Rules governing income redistribution assure that the 

rights of others in access to resources are preserved before income becomes disposable. All 

economic transactions are governed by rules requiring strict faithfulness to the terms and 

conditions of contracts and promises. Rules governing consumption assure that there is no 

opulent or wasteful consumption. Rules governing the use of disposable income and wealth 

assure that wealth is not hoarded and is made available in the form of investment and 

expenditures in the way of Allah. 

 

A comparison of the overview of Islamic teachings and the state of the Muslim world confirms 

that these teachings have not been widely adopted and institutionalized in the Muslim world. The 

straw man — a manufactured and false image of Islam — has done much harm and will continue 

to widen the chasm between Muslims and the rest of humanity if allowed to survive. 

We repeat that, today, in many of the countries that profess Islam we see unjust, dictatorial, and 

harsh rule, poverty for the masses, opulence for the few, stagnant economies and very limited 

and unequal opportunities for individuals to develop, and frequent civil and military conflict. The 

Muslim world is in crisis, a crisis manufactured in large part by Muslims and exacerbated by the 

selfish actions of the great powers in support their client dictators. Still no religion should be 

judged by the actions and practices of those who claim to be, or who are labeled, its followers. In 

the articles that follow, we try to present what Islam teaches in a number of areas so as to 

eradicate popular myths and to help end the misrepresentation of Islam in much of the world. We 

hope to conclude this series with a map for a more cooperative and hopeful world view. 

 

For a number of books that detail and support this discussion and future articles, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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In this and the six articles that will follow, we focus on Islamic teachings in a few areas. The 

goal is to clarify the deliberate misrepresentations of these teachings by Orientalists and their 

followers. This misrepresentation is poisoning global relations and encouraging the United States 

to support and prop up oppressive Muslim rulers, a policy that can only end in tragedy. As we 

have said before and continue to say, to counter this, we hope Muslims will begin to study and 

debate the meaning of their religion and its recommended institutions for our times and non-

Muslims will develop a better understanding of Islam. In the final, and more lengthy article, we 

plan to provide a roadmap for reform in the Muslim world in order to narrow the chasm between 

Muslims and non-Muslims. 

 

Justice is at the core of Islamic teachings. A society cannot flourish without justice. Justice gives 

people hope and buries resentment. In a just society, humans cooperate and flourish. Simply said, 

justice is the glue of society. 

 

The Quran views justice as a system, where all things have a rightful place and everyone 

receives their rightful dues. To be sure, the Quran also considers justice as an important virtue 

for individuals (as in most of Western philosophy), but sees its true role as a system where rules 

are implemented leading to a harmonious, stable, prosperous, and balanced society in which 

humans can flourish in this life. In this system, dignified existence for humans is the sacred 

objective. The Quran asserts that it is the will of their Creator that humans, endowed with 

intelligence and free choice, establish such a system based on their equality and dignity. For this 

purpose, Allah has provided resources, a comprehensive program and rules governing 

implementation. Compliance with the rules assures success in establishing a just and fair system 

as intended by the Creator. Non-compliance leads to injustice, disharmony, imbalances, strife, 

poverty and destitution of many while a few accumulate wealth and live a life of luxury and 

extravagance. 

 

The Quran’s basis for justice is that societies do not need a separate theory of justice, such as 

those espoused by Zarathustra, Aristotle, Rousseau, Kant, Rawls, Sen and other great thinkers, 

but that compliance with rules of behavior handed down in the Quran and interpreted by the 

prophet Mohammad assures the emergence of justice as a natural outcome of the practice of a 

rule-compliant society. Simply said, a society will be just if the rulers and the people are rule-

compliant. Justice literally means placing things in their rightful place and also affording equal 

treatment to others. In other words, Islam has two simple propositions for a just society: (i) place 

things in their rightful position and (ii) give everyone their rightful due. The first can be merged 

into the second. The rightful place and right dues are guaranteed by compliance with the rules. 

According to the Quran, justice and fairness were imprinted on the primordial human nature. 

Therefore, justice and fairness were inherent demands of their soul and psyche. Justice and its 

operation in Muslim communities is perhaps the central demand of Islam on its adherents. The 

most important task of all prophets was to induce humans to recall their covenant with their 

Creator in terms of establishing the system of justice and fairness, with just and fair governance 

as its anchor. 



 

 

While the Islam of the Quran, its interpretation by the prophet Mohammad and its theory of 

justice are clear, Orientalists and their disciples Neo-Orientalists have presented a distorted view 

of the Quran and the social, political, cultural, and economic system it envisions for humanity. 

The “Islam” they deal with and the “Islamic law” that corresponds to it is far from the reality 

presented in the Quran and is fundamentally fictitious. In the works of new Orientalists, the term 

“Islamic law” is used extensively without recognizing that this term is alien to the Islam of the 

Quran. In the literature of new Orientalism, a number of terms such as “Shariah,” “the sacred 

law,” “Islamic Jurisprudence,” “Holy Law of God,” the “Muslim law” and other terms are used 

interchangeably and are, often, conflated with “Islam” itself. 

 

Khalid Abou El Fadl, a Muslim legal scholar, observes that Shariah has been the subject of many 

“mischaracterizations and stereotyping.” The origin of the term Shariah is in the Quran Verse 48: 

Chapter 5 declares that for all humans He has provided Shariah and Minhaj. The latter is the 

plural of Manhaj, which is a clear pathway to “well-being, goodness and thriving existence,” 

while the former (Shariah) constitutes the network of rules of treading the path. Shariah is a way 

of life and the path ordained by God. Abou El Fadl makes a sharp distinction between Islamic 

Shariah and Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh). While the first is Quranic and thus infallible, the 

second (fiqh) is fallible human (men with no women) interpretation to apply the Shariah 

centuries ago. Fiqh “refers to the cumulative body of legal determinations and system of 

jurisprudential thought of numerous interpretive communities and schools of thought, all of 

which search the divine will and its relation to the public good.” While there is only one Shariah, 

there are a number of competing interpretations of Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh). This 

manufactured confusion has been perhaps a major reason for Western hostility towards Islam — 

a straw man that portrays it as a religion with a brutal judicial system bent on spreading its 

system throughout the world. 

 

This false attribution of what is popularly known as “Islamic law” and “Shariah law” to the 

Quran has been one of the unfortunate fallouts and the media’s continual misinformation that 

Muslims want to bring this “Islamic law” or “Shariah law” to the rest of the world has further 

fueled the fire of Islamophobia in the non-Muslim world. 

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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Before I post the article that sits ready (Islam, Sanctity of Life and Terrorism), which I will post 

after this short piece, we have to acknowledge the tragedy in New Zealand. Our thoughts and 

prayers are with the people of New Zealand and especially with its peaceful Muslim community. 

 

New Zealand’s recent act of terror must be thoroughly condemned by everyone who espouses 

peace. The condemnation must be unequivocal and must target the person(s) and ideology that 

incite such acts. But the horrific murder in New Zealand was not condemned in many “peace 

loving” corners of the world. The President of the United States reached out to the people of 

New Zealand but he did not have a special word for its Muslim community. More poignantly, he 

could not bring himself to condemn the far right ideology that supports such acts of terror, nor 

did he acknowledge the rising threat of far right terrorism or even call the mosque shooting an 

act of far right terrorism. When asked about the rising threat of the far right, he dismissed the 

threat and said, “I don’t really [think they are a threat], I think it’s a small group of people that 

have very, very serious problems.” Words matter, Mr. Trump! Facts are facts. There is a rising 

threat from the far right. Remember the march in Charlottesville, the massacre of 11 innocent 

Jews in a synagogue in Pittsburg and the pipe bomber who targeted prominent Democrats and 

Jews critical of President Trump? Remember the motivational words of those killers-terrorists 

and of the murderer in New Zealand — to kill invaders. The President delivered his words of 

condolence just moments before he went on to veto a measure that would limit funding for his 

wall, the wall he has said would stop an “invasion” from the south. 

 

But the facts are clear. About 70 percent of all terrorist acts of the last decade in the United 

States have been home grown and not perpetrated by Muslims. The FBI has acknowledged the 

rising threat of the far right. There are manifestos of their vile ideology. Compare their words to 

those espoused 90 years ago by the Nazis — words of hate and division. Is there a threat? Yes, 

there is and the need to condemn the far right and their ideology should be simply the beginning. 

 

We must build on this with words and actions that unite, not divide, the people of our world. 

World leaders must choose their words more carefully. There is an undeniable and eerie 

similarity in the slogans used by the Nazis and by the far right now. The far right has Jews and 

Muslims in its crosshairs. These conditions afford Muslims and Jews a unique opportunity for 

unprecedented cooperation to thwart the threat that they both face from the far right. What a 

great example that would be! The media must shed its bias and report all acts of terror uniformly, 

whether by Muslims or any other group. Social media must exclude all extremist ideologies from 

its sites. 

 

We must learn from history and avoid the looming tragedy that has been rising on the horizon. If 

leaders will not unite us, then we the people have to reach out and unite with each other as never 

before. 
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Islam’s Straw man will haunt the World, Part IV: Islam, Sanctity of Life and Terrorism 

Non-Muslims have been indoctrinated to believe that human life matters little in Islam as Islam 

is accused of supporting terrorism and holy war (aka Jihad) on non-Muslims. 

 

We begin by saying that in Islam, humanity is One. God created humanity as one. There are no 

divisions by religion, race, geographical region or much less by what we call nation states today. 

Human life is so sacred that taking one life unjustly is as if all of humanity was killed; and 

saving one life is akin to saving all of humanity. The Quran states not to take life that God has 

made sacred except legally and justly. After reading the entire Quran, the sanctity of life is 

crystal clear with a major purpose of life on this earth focused on helping others in their lives. So 

killing and terrorism are antithesis to everything Islam. 

 

In the Quran, it is made abundantly clear that Muslims can fight only in self-defense of their 

communities and to save others — be they Christian, Jew, Muslim or those of any other religion. 

And even then, only against active enemies, where by active it is meant that if during battle the 

enemy asks for peace, a Muslim must grant it, no matter if there has been torture and death 

before. These are not just words. The prophet Mohammad forgave the Quraysh tribe and the 

entire population of Mecca who had actively pursued treachery and war against him and his 

family, even the killing of his children. Another example was that of his cousin and son-in-law, 

Ali Ibn Abu Taleb, who stopped fighting in the middle of a battle when he was about to conquer 

his enemies when they raised the Quran and asked for a halt to hostilities. 

 

When it comes to Jihad, the word means struggle, not the war on non-Muslims that the media 

and terrorists propagate. In Islam, there are at least three principal struggles. The first and most 

important is the internal struggle, a spiritual struggle, which every human faces on a daily basis 

— to be a better human being. The dimensions of this struggle are many — helping others, 

pursuing knowledge and education, working hard, sharing wealth, while shedding traits such as 

injustice, envy and greed and in the process becoming a better human being. All of this reminds 

us of the importance of self-development mentioned in Part II of our series. A second dimension 

of struggle that is covered by Jihad is the work towards building better Muslim communities 

where justice rules supreme, where everyone has equal and good opportunities to succeed, where 

there is peace and harmony and where rulers are answerable to the community. Third, Muslims 

can engage in a struggle to defend Islam when Islam is under threat. To many scholars of the 

Quran and the life of the prophet Mohammad, it is the first struggle — the spiritual struggle 

(Jihad) within the self — that is foremost because in its absence, there is no Muslim community 

to defend. 

 

Yes, there are Muslims who are terrorists but they do not represent Islam. Muslim terrorists kill 

many more Muslims than they kill non-Muslims. Muslims should condemn all acts of terrorism 

committed by Muslims, whether against Muslims or on non-Muslims, denounce them and isolate 

them. At the same time and as an aside, we must acknowledge that in most non-Muslim 

countries there are many more domestic acts of terrorism than terror caused by Muslims.  



 

 

Critically, while all forms of terror must be condemned, we should address what lies beneath 

terrorist acts attributed to Muslims. But before we do this, we repeat that terrorism has nothing to 

do with Islamic teachings, just as terrorist acts committed by those who call themselves 

Christians has nothing to do with the New Testament and the teachings of Jesus. 

 

The factors that motivate terrorist acts are many and include oppression, unrepresentative rule, 

gross inequality of opportunities for education and self-improvement, opulence alongside 

poverty, pervasive corruption and above all injustice with all of its manifestations. Rulers in 

many Muslim countries have plundered the depleting resources of their country (oil, natural gas, 

copper, gold, etc.), resources that in Islam belong to all generations of the people and live in 

opulence while the people have limited opportunities to develop themselves, lack gainful 

employment and live in poverty. On top of this economic plunder, rulers invariably oppress, 

torture and even murder anyone who criticizes their rule. These realities are amplified when 

illegitimate rulers of Muslim countries are supported and propped up by outside powers.  

 

Unfortunately, this is the case today in a number of Muslim countries. In most of these cases the 

outside power is the United States and as a result the U.S. is not popular among the general 

population of these countries. We find one piece of simple evidence to support this assertion. In 

the Muslim Middle East and North Africa the United States is most popular in Iran, at least 

before the election of Donald Trump, while it is uniformly unpopular across the region with the 

exception of Israel. The United States is or was most popular in Iran! Why? Simply because the 

United States did not support the Iranian regime. Where the U.S. does not support dictators, a 

major source of oppression, the U.S. is popular. This is not hard to appreciate if anyone imagines 

them self in the position of being oppressed in their own country because of the support of a 

foreign power. Would he or she love the foreign power? 

 

To arrest acts of terror by Muslims requires a number of initiatives. Needless to say, Muslims 

must always and unequivocally denounce all acts of terror everywhere and against anyone. But 

Muslims need to do much more and be more active. Muslims must begin by reading, 

understanding and debating their religion and its application (the institutions it demands) in our 

times. They must peacefully hold their governments accountable to develop effective 

institutions. Muslims should not accept the words of corrupt Muslim clerics and terrorists that 

unjustly accuse the West but assess it and debate it and judge for themselves. At the same time, 

non-Muslims should not accept the words of a biased media or the behavior of Muslims as the 

true message of Islam but should instead invest a little time to better appreciate the core of 

Islamic teachings. For any of this to succeed, the great powers, especially the United States, must 

end the love affair with illegitimate and unjust Muslim dictators in the name of ‘stability’; the 

underlying motivation of the great powers is invariably financial — to sell arms, secure 

favorable economic ties and personal gains. But a devastating fallout of this foreign support for 

dictators is the oppression of millions of Muslims who will attribute much of their misery to the 

great powers and their selfish and shortsighted support. In the long run, such support could 

become a global nightmare as Muslims stand up to their oppressive rulers. We, both Muslims as 

well as non-Muslims, must learn from the tragic events of the past and change course while we 

can. 

 



 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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The Quran is clear that all property — natural resources, human, physical and mental capabilities 

— belongs to the Creator who created all the resources for humans. Humans are to combine their 

physical labor with these resources to produce the means of sustenance for themselves and 

others. Not only the original resources belong to the Creator, all of the value added belongs to 

Him too since the human capabilities that made these possible belong to Him. Furthermore, this 

right of access to resources created by God belongs universally to all of mankind so that they 

may produce and develop the earth. There are only two ways in which individuals can gain 

legitimate limited property rights. They gain property rights through a combination of their own 

creative labor and other resources or though transfer — via exchange, contracts, grants or 

inheritance. Work is considered a duty; its importance is reflected in the fact that it is mentioned 

in a large number of verses in the Quran. Laziness is condemned. 

 

Resources are created for all of mankind, therefore, if a person is unable to access these natural 

resources, due to physical or other constraints, her/his claim to resources cannot be violated. 

These rights must be redeemed, in kind or in monetary equivalence, after the process of resource 

utilization-production-exchange-distribution is completed. Therefore, the more able uses 

resources additional to their own share but do so knowing that others’ shares are held in trust 

with them. Sharing is implemented through redistributive mechanisms. 

 

Moreover, property rights must not lead to accumulation of wealth as the latter is considered the 

life blood of the society which must constantly circulate to create investment, employment, 

income and economic growth opportunities. Once the rules governing property rights claims are 

observed and related obligations, including sharing, are discharged, property rights on the 

remaining part of income, wealth, and assets are held sacred and no one has the right to force 

appropriations or expropriation. If, on the other hand, individuals’ possession of resources, that is 

private property, comes into conflict with collective interests, society is empowered to exercise 

priority rights over these resources in protection of collective interests and wellbeing. 

 

Under the just rules of conduct governing the behavior of market participants, it is possible for 

one individual to gain much through a single just transaction and for another to lose much 

through an equally just transaction. Therefore, market outcomes may lead to inequalities that are 

created equitably because of full compliance with the prescribed rules of just conduct. Moreover, 

inequalities are created because some members of society may be physically or otherwise unable 

to access resources to which they are entitled, according to the property rights rules of Islam. 

Moreover, there are risks that when they materialize play havoc with people’s income and wealth 

leading to inequalities. 

 

These inequalities, if not corrected, carry over from one generation to next. Thus, disrupting the 

objective of achieving social justice, which is a crucial mission of all messengers and prophets, 

as was mentioned earlier, and indeed of all Muslims. To correct these circumstances, Islam has 

made provisions for sharing the risks that lead to emergence of inequalities thus cushion society 



 

against adverse consequences of materialization of risks. This is done in two ways: those who are 

financially able should use risk-sharing instruments of Islamic finance, and those who are 

economically more able are ordained to share the risks of the less able via transfers that redeem 

their rights in the income and wealth of the more able. Collectively, these instruments constitute 

the most important economic institution that operationalizes the objective of achieving social 

justice that of the distribution/redistribution rule of the Islamic economic paradigm. Distribution 

takes place post-production and sale when all factors of production are given what is due to them 

commensurate with their contribution to production, exchange and sale of goods and services. 

Redistribution refers to the post-distribution phase when the charge due to the less able are 

levied. Poverty in a community is prima facie evidence of non-compliance with or outright 

shirking of this duty on the part of the group’s members. Poverty is a curse as it deprives the 

poor of sustenance and a dignified life, it divides humanity and motivates the poor to steal, cheat 

and even kill. 

 

Such distribution and redistribution are not charity. Therefore, the Quran asks that extreme care 

be taken of the recipients’ human dignity of which the recipients themselves are fully aware and 

conscious to the point that they are reluctant to reveal their poverty. Moreover, the Quran strictly 

forbids that these payments be made either reproachingly or accompanied by ill treatment of the 

recipient or with annoyance displayed by the person making the payment. 

 

In practical terms, the Quran makes clear that this means creating a balanced society that avoids 

extremes of wealth and poverty, a society in which all understand that wealth is a blessing 

provided by the Creator for the sole purpose of providing support for the lives of all mankind. 

The Islamic view is that it is not possible to have many rich and wealthy people who continue to 

focus all their efforts on accumulating wealth without simultaneously creating a mass of 

economically deprived and destitute. The rich consume opulently while the poor suffer from 

deprivation because their rights in the wealth of the rich and powerful is not redeemed. To avoid 

this, Islam prohibits significant wealth accumulation, imposes limits on consumption through its 

rules prohibiting overspending, ostentatious and opulent spending. It then ordains that the net 

surplus, after moderate spending necessary to maintain modest living standard, must be returned 

to the members of society who, for a variety of reasons, are unable to work, hence the resources 

they could have used to produce income and wealth were utilized by the more able. The Quran 

considers the more able as trustee-agents in using these resources on behalf of the less able. The 

operational mechanism for redeeming the right of the less able in the income and wealth of the 

more able are the network of mandatory and voluntary payments. To correct the pattern of 

distribution to the next generation, the Quran prescribes exact rules of inheritance that breaks up 

and distributes income and wealth of a person at the time of passing among heirs. 

 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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Although Islam explicitly admonishes corruption and warns against its corrosive effect on 

communities, the Muslim Middle East is recognized as the region with some of the most corrupt 

rulers in the world. While corruption is a dangerous cancer, in the Muslim Middle East its fallout 

is even more widespread as it affects the current generation as well as all future generations. The 

reason for this is that much of the wealth in these countries emanates from oil and natural gas 

that are depletable (finite) resources, which will someday be depleted with little or no benefit for 

future generations. 

 

Depletable resources, such as oil, natural gas, copper and gold, have a special place in today’s 

Middle East and North Africa. As we have explained in an earlier post, in Islam all depletable 

resources are the equal heritage of all citizens of every generation. In the Western press and in 

Western thought there is somehow a popular impression that these resources must belong to 

rulers as they live opulent lives and it must be approved in Islam. Nothing could be further from 

the truth. In Islam, these depletable resources were given to humanity for this and all future 

generations to benefit everyone equally, although realistically in today’s world this may be more 

practically applied to a nation state and in turn all of its citizens. As such, these resources have to 

be managed in a way so as to afford every individual in every generation similar benefit. 

 

Western economists have long addressed the issue of natural resource depletion and 

intergenerational equity. Robert Solow, a renowned Noble Laureate in economics, concluded by 

saying (1974): “The finite pool of resources (I have excluded full recycling) should be used up 

optimally according to the general rules that govern the optimal use of reproducible assets. In 

particular, earlier generations are entitled to draw down the pool (optimally, of course!) so long 

as they add (optimally, of course!) to the stock of reproducible capital.” How does this translate 

into policy? First, governments must take control of all minerals on behalf of the citizenry, and 

especially on behalf of future generations who have no vote and thus little say today! Second, 

governments must make sure that they do not waste depleting mineral resources, because they 

are the birthright of all citizens. Third, as minerals are depleted, governments must make sure 

that they use their revenues in such a way that all citizens today and for all future time receive 

similar real benefits. In essence, they should not deplete these resources (a part of the capital 

stock of a country) without replacing it with commensurate capital stock to benefit future 

generations equally. This is essentially the same as the Islamic prescription but in Islam there is 

the additional requirement that such benefits should accrue equally to all individuals and rulers 

have no special claim. 

 

Unfortunately, in the Middle East after governments took control of all oil and natural gas 

resources, much of the wealth has been wasted buying arms to garner foreign support for 

illegitimate rulers and to suppress the general population and above all to afford rulers unfettered 

and preferred access to the national treasury for accumulation of wealth and lavish lifestyles. The 

wealth of rulers and their lavish lifestyle financed by oil/ natural gas, at the expense of current 

and future generations, is tantamount to grand theft, perhaps the biggest heist in all of recorded 

history. We repeat that these depletable resources are the heritage of this and all future 



 

generations. No one, including rulers, has the right of preferred access to these resources. Adding 

insult to injury, in a number of Middle Eastern countries, rulers who profess Islam and point to 

Islam and the Quran for legitimacy are simultaneously engaged in the most corrupt practices that 

contradict Islamic teachings and the life of the Prophet! These rulers are robbing every citizen of 

this and future generations in front of our very eyes while they have the audacity to appeal to 

Islam for legitimacy! 

 

It is not difficult to imagine why these corrupt practices coupled with oppression creates an army 

of disenfranchised masses who have little love for their rulers and the foreign interests that 

support them. 
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Following President Trump’s tweet on March 22, it seems that Israel, with the backing of the 

United States, will assume sovereignty over the Golan Heights. If Israel carries through with this 

threat, it is an act of supreme hubris and ignorance that in time will endanger Israel and the 

Middle East and accelerate the United States’ descent on the world stage. 

 

Arabs, and more generally all Muslims, stood by as Israel moved its capital from Tel Aviv to 

Jerusalem, with the behind-the-scenes maneuverings of America’s Middle East Czar, Jared 

Kushner. Yes, there were some minor demonstrations in Arab and other Muslim countries. Arab 

rulers were mute as they were afraid to cross the United States and the Kushner, MBS and 

Netanyahu triumvirate because many of them look to Riyadh for financial handouts and to 

Washington for financial and military support. Spineless Arab rulers stood by while Arabs 

suffered yet another indignity. But Arabs, and Muslims more generally, have their limits. This 

annexation would in time prove to be a bridge too far. If the threat in Trump’s tweet is in fact 

carried out, then all hell will break loose in Arab lands. Arab rulers will be seen for what they are 

— spineless followers of the U.S., needing its backing to shore up their illegitimate rule. In time, 

maybe as long as 15 to 30 years, many of these family rulers will be overthrown. 

 

This annexation may prove to be even worse for Israel and more generally for Jews around the 

world. Israel began its life as a nation with strong democratic aspirations after the tragedy that 

Jews suffered during WWII. Sadly, Israel under Netanyahu is slowly morphing into a state that 

holds little promise for a democratic future and is instead becoming more akin to its oppressive 

Arab neighbors. It may take Israel another 30 years but it will get down into the gutter. Its Arab 

citizens are not treated like its Jewish citizens. Netanyahu oppresses Arabs inside and outside 

Israel. Israel does anything it wants because it feels it can count on blind U.S. support with 

Kushner, the neophyte Middle East expert, calling the shots. Kushner has engineered Saudi and 

Emirati support, further emboldening Netanyahu. Netanyahu is feeling his oats — Israel’s 

military power, nuclear arms, unconditional U.S. support and Saudi acquiescence — he feels he 

can take on all of his neighbors. But Israel should ponder the fact that Kushner and Trump may 

be gone in less than two years. By 2050 there will be three billion Muslims and less than 50 

million Jews! And the Muslim Middle East also includes Turkey, a mighty military power in its 

own right. Does the U.S. have the soft and hard power to save Israel from itself, from millions of 

disenfranchised Arabs, from three billion Muslims, from a United Nations that has rejected this 

annexation since 1967, and from a world that sees Israel as an aggressor in the region? And more 

globally, what will U.S. support mean for annexations by Russia, China and other emerging 

powers? 

 

All this will endanger the U.S. as never before at any time since WWII. Recall that the U.S. 

offended some Saudis when it sent its troops to Saudi Arabia after the invasion of Kuwait. This 

was minor in comparison what is being done now to Arab pride under Netanyahu-Trump-

Kushner. Remember, Bin Laden’s terrorist response did come, even if it took ten years. In time 

and after current Arab rulers are overthrown, there will be an army of Arabs and other Muslims 

ready to fight the U.S. and Israel. 



 

 

What underlies this and other acts of hubris that humiliate all Arabs? Two young crown princes 

(Saudi and Emirati) have decided they need U.S. and Israeli military backing to stay in power 

and to attack Iran. Kushner, a neophyte, wants to deliver on his promised Middle East peace, real 

or simply in appearance. Netanyahu, an indicted criminal facing a strong election challenge, 

wants to expand Israel’s borders and make Israel a state for Jews only. So, here we are, a 

Faustian bargain taking shape before our eyes. There may be some apparent collaboration among 

these selfish and shortsighted actors but it will be without the support of hundreds of millions of 

Arabs and other Muslims. This plotting between three kids and an indicted Prime Minister, all of 

whom may be soon gone from the global scene, will not stand the test of time. It is time for sane 

adults to take the helm. 

 

If the threat in this horrific tweet is carried out, you can take these predictions to the bank. It may 

take longer than 30 years, but it will come to pass. All this may accelerate if a rumor — the 

annexation of the Temple Mount or Haram al-Sharif to Muslims — becomes reality during this 

U.S. presidency and if Netanyahu is re-elected. 
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First and foremost, Islam advocates effective governance and effective institutions that are just 

and bring justice to the community. Justice is at the heart of Islamic governance. A ruler must be 

just. To be just, a ruler must be the most rule-abiding (Islamic rules from the Quran and the life 

of the prophet Mohammad, many discussed in earlier posts) member of the community and 

uphold that which is good and forbid that which is wrong, with governance that must be 

responsive to the will of the community. 

 

What are some of the important rules and characteristics of governance for a ruler or government 

in Islam? Besides being rule-abiding and upholding justice, rulers must be fair, knowledgeable, 

wise, truthful, humble and tolerant. They should not live in opulence, but instead live as the 

poorest in the community to feel the scourge of poverty and govern so as to have compassion 

and eradicate poverty. Rulers should share benefits and the hardships of their rule with their 

community. Rulers must do all they can to root out corruption as corruption is a scourge that can 

destroy societies. 

 

Rulers should be selected by, and answerable to, the community. They must be answerable to the 

community. There must be no nepotism. Rulers must uphold the gift of freedom that God 

bestowed on all humans and a gift that no one can take away. The creator has endowed humans 

with the freedom of choice. This freedom is so absolute that humans can even reject their 

Creator. The freedom of choice also allows humans to choose leaders who embrace justice and 

just rule. There is the prophetic saying that on the day of reckoning the oppressor, the oppressed, 

and the person(s) who stood by and observed the oppression will be called upon to answer: the 

oppressor for oppression, the oppressed for not resisting the oppression, and the bystander for not 

assisting the oppressed. Any injustice perpetrated by individuals against other humans (no matter 

their race or religion) and against the rest of creation is ultimately an injustice to the self. Allah 

loves justice; it is a central part of his universal love. Humans must live a life that is just and 

must stand up to injustice wherever they find it. 

 

Rulers should consult and get advice from the community. They should encourage questions and 

debate to apply the rules of the Quran for their times. They should accept criticism and if 

justified, they should change their ways. Governance must be inclusive and not discriminatory. 

Everyone must be treated the same, with no ruler above the law. 

 

While governance in Islam is not in conflict with democratic values and selection of rulers 

(governments), democracy as practiced in the West — the majority rules — is not what is 

envisioned in Islam. In Islam, God’s rules are sacred. 

 

Islam attaches much importance to governance to create thriving and prosperous communities. 

This translates into establishing effective institutions to support economic prosperity, including 

insuring efficient markets, sound market rules and regulations, rational economic policies, good 

monitoring of policies and practices and strong, and fair and equitable enforcement of rules and 

regulations. Moreover, those who cannot provide for themselves must be provided for. 



 

 

When it comes relations with outside communities — which in this day and age means other 

countries after the emergence of nation states — Muslim rulers should not force Islam onto 

others. Rulers should use force only for defense and not for aggression against another 

community. Armies are, therefore, for defense of a community and not to protect an illegitimate 

ruler from the people. 

 

While this is, in our opinion, the essence of governance in Islam, it goes without saying that it is 

almost the antithesis of what we observe in the Muslim world today and in fact throughout much 

of its history. 

 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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There are hundreds of verses from the Quran and widely accepted sayings of the prophet 

Mohammad that reference knowledge and education, with the word knowledge in its many forms 

represented about 900 times in the Quran. In fact the first verse of the Quran encourages reading 

and later verses references encourage writing, speaking and communicating, all of which set 

humans above God’s other creatures. Throughout his life, the prophet Mohammad emphasized 

the importance of knowledge. He famously said to seek knowledge even if you have to go to 

China and from anyone who has knowledge. He advised that the pursuit of knowledge — in all 

its categories — was a duty of Muslims from cradle to grave. He attached such importance to 

education and learning that he once set the condition of releasing prisoners on the condition that 

they teach children how to read and write. This is even more remarkable that it was a position 

taken by a person, the prophet Mohammad, who could not read and write himself. 

 

In Islam, it is said that knowledge and education enables a person to reason. The ability to 

reason, in turn, is essential to truly understand and comprehend anything — such as religion, 

science and society. In the absence of knowledge and reasoning, belief in anything is vacuous. It 

would not be an exaggeration to label Islam the religion of knowledge. Islam established schools 

and early universities of learning. In its early history, Islam made foundational contributions to 

almost every field of knowledge, including mathematics, algebra and geometry, astronomy, 

physics and chemistry, architecture and engineering, medicine and philosophy, literature, arts 

and social sciences. Muslim contributions were breathtaking and too many to detail here. But the 

achievements of two Muslims are well-known the world over and should be mentioned here. 

 

Ibn Sina, or Avicenna as he is known in the West, was a giant of a thinker who contributed to 

many fields of knowledge and he influenced European Scholastics such as Thomas Aquinas. He 

is perhaps best known as the father of modern medicine, a once in century philosopher and a 

mathematician, whose books (the Canon in medicine and Cure in philosophy) were taught in the 

West until the pre-modern era. Another giant was Ibn Khaldun who has been called the father of 

social science (by many, including Paul Krugman) with major contributions to modern 

economics, sociology and demography. 

 

Why did Islamic contributions peter out? This issue has been and will continue to be a topic of 

much research and scholarship, but let us say a few words about what we conjecture regarding 

recent times, over the last 100 years. One word, freedom. Freedom to think, to question and to 

debate within a supporting environment. Today nearly all Muslim countries are oppressive. Most 

rulers are illegitimate and, as we have said before, and use (abuse) the hostility of non-Muslims 

(Islamophobia), especially that in the West, to portray themselves as defenders of Islam. While 

they frighten their subjects for their support as defenders of Islam, they ironically rely on the 

backing of the same foreign masters (in whose lands Islamophobia is everywhere to be seen) to 

oppress to hold onto power. In such a hostile and oppressive environment, original thinking is 

impeded. Our evidence is the blossoming of Muslim thinkers, scientists, inventors, physicians 

and entrepreneurs after they leave their Muslim homeland for countries that embrace democratic 



 

values and freedom. Their success is to be seen everywhere. It is not Muslims who are deficient, 

it is the landscape of Muslim countries that limit individual development. 

In sum, to be educated and to continually increase one’s knowledge is a duty in Islam. This is a 

pursuit that leads human beings to a better life on this earth and in the hereafter. Islam urges 

Muslims to seek knowledge and to become scholars as this is a path to discover God and 

appreciate his wondrous gifts to humanity. During the life of the prophet Mohammad and for a 

few years thereafter, Muslims made great strides as evidenced by history but all that is in the 

past. But nostalgia about the past and filling heads with its glories do little for Muslims today. 

Today in every corner of the earth where thriving communities are found, education and 

knowledge are seen as the path to building thriving communities and a better life. It is time for 

Muslims to think less in the past and more in the present — working towards changes that will 

provide a better environment for world-class education and contribution to knowledge, resulting 

in thriving and peaceful communities. 

 

Islamicity Indices confirm the fact that the countries of Northern Europe, New Zealand, Canada 

and Australia better reflect Islamic institutions and values than do Muslim countries. In these 

non-Muslim countries, Muslims have generally thrived and have made important contributions to 

their communities. It is not Islam that is deficient but its practice in countries that profess Islam. 

 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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Freedom of choice, a gift so clearly and unequivocally stated in the Quran that it even covers the 

freedom to reject Allah and the message of His prophets. Without such absolute freedom, the gift 

of human dignity would lose all meaning. Humans were created above all other creatures and 

were bestowed with dignity. An all-powerful God could have created “perfect humans” but then 

personal belief in the Creator would be meaningless. The Quran confirms that God in His 

wisdom provides humans with a system of natural liberties and freedoms to pursue, along with 

nature, economic growth to help meet several ends of nature, including self-preservation, 

procreation, and happiness, through division of labor, capital accumulation, order, security and 

good governance. 

 

The gift of human dignity is accompanied by the gift of freedom of choice, without which the 

human state and its potentialities and endowments would fail to actualize. This gift is so crucially 

important that in one sense, Allah considers His own adoration by humans worthy only when 

they choose freely to adore Him. This is so important that the fundamental principles of Islam 

mentioned earlier in these series can only be meaningful if and only if they are accepted through 

the exercise of free choice and as a result of unencumbered contemplation by intelligence. It 

cannot be done through emulation or following one’s parents, teachers or anyone in authority. 

Again, the significance of the gift of free choice can be grasped more fully when it is realized 

that humans have the choice of rejecting their own Creator. This is clear from an astonishing 

verse which, in addressing the Messenger, the All-Powerful Creator declares: “Had your 

Cherisher Lord so wished the totality of everyone on earth would have become believers.” Yet, 

Allah chose to allow humans to exercise their freedom of choice, therefore, rendering Islamic 

totalitarianism an oxymoron. Instead of negating the freedom of choice of humans, even to 

choose to accept or reject their own Creator, messages and messengers were sent with 

revelations, the self of humans was “inspired” to recognize right from wrong, truth from 

falsehood, and humans were endowed with their innate nature, which constitutes their immutable 

consciousness, then the choice is left to humans. Accordingly, the Qur’an declares: “Say (O 

Messenger) Truth has come from your Cherisher Lord. Therefore, whoever wishes will become 

believer and whoever wishes will reject.” 

 

The importance of freedom has many dimensions. In the last 50 years, Western thinking on 

economic development has embraced freedom as an essential and integral component of human 

development. Whereas the notion of “human development” was the culmination of efforts born 

of frustration with the failures of successive development theories to improve human wellbeing, 

the concept of “development as freedom” was the Economics Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen’s 

effort to further modify, expand, and enhance the meaning of development. As a member of the 

team that produced the Human Development Report (HDR) in 1990, Sen expanded the 

theoretical and empirical dimension of human development from its definition as “both the 

process of widening people’s choices and the level of their achieved well-being,” to its 

culmination as “freedom.” The 1990 HDR had identified well-being as including, among others: 

access to income; health, education, and long life; political freedom; guaranteed human rights; 

concern for the environment; and concern for participation. Under the influence of Sen and his 



 

colleagues, this view was revised to suggest that the goal of development is “to secure the 

freedom, well being and dignity of all.” 

 

Sen notes that in an age of “unprecedented opulence” there is also “remarkable deprivation, 

destitution and oppression.” In both rich and poor countries there are, in one form or another, 

problems of “persistence of poverty and unfulfilled elementary needs, occurrence of famines and 

widespread hunger, violation of elementary political freedoms as well as of basic liberties, 

extensive neglect of the interests and agency of women, and worsening threats to our 

environment and to the sustainability of our economic and social lives. Overcoming these 

problems is a central part of the exercise of development.” Sen argues that it is the individual 

agency (the capacity for human beings to make choices and to impose those choices on the 

world) and social arrangements that, deeply complementing each other, determine the extent to 

which problems and deprivations can be successfully addressed. Freedoms of various kinds are 

essential to the exercise of human agency. 

 

While some Muslim countries score well on some standard measures of success, such as per 

capita income and availability of healthcare and education, these cannot be the sole measure of 

success for a country that professes Islam as its way of life. Qatar, the UAE and Kuwait are at 

the top of the global per capita income ladder through the simple sale of two assets in the ground 

— oil and gas. They have been gifted these assets in the ground and they have done little else 

and by some other measures that are emphasized in Islam, such as political freedom, the 

treatment of foreign workers, small divergence of income and wealth and modest living, they 

have failed. Performance on the basis of a few conventional measures, while interesting, tells us 

little about the adoption of institutions (rules) recommended in Islam for a flourishing economy 

and society. In a rule-abiding Muslim community there must be, at a minimum, political and 

individual freedom, no poverty alongside wealth, accountability of rulers and governments, and 

socio-economic justice. 

 

At the same time, world powers profess democratic values and freedom for all, yet they do not 

practice what they preach. They uphold and keep in place pliant and oppressive dictators. These 

powerful countries should reduce their duplicity that is all too evident to all Muslims. This they 

can do by ending their support of Muslim dictators, autocrats, absolute rulers of all sorts, 

including hereditary rulers and clerics. The duplicitous stance of the great powers, preaching 

human rights, democratic rule and freedom while supporting autocratic rulers in the name of 

stability, is counterproductive and will widen the chasm between East and West. Anyone with 

eyes can see that most rulers in the Muslim World are not rule-compliant and have used religion 

for subjugation, control and self-enrichment. 

 

Our belief is that dictatorships, autocratic rule and economic failure and their unfounded 

association to Islam are an important cause of extremism, terrorism and instability. It is better 

institutions (collection of rules and their monitoring and enforcement) and meaningful reforms in 

Muslim countries that are essential for development and progress and peaceful co-existence with 

the West. But the needed institutions, especially the rule of law and representative governance, 

will not develop under existing conditions in most Muslim countries. For the required economic 

institutions to develop, be nurtured and be effective, they must be accompanied by fundamental 

political change. Freedom is the bedrock of all change. Allah’s gift to humanity is freedom, even 



 

the freedom to reject Him. Yet today, Muslims are denied the freedom to choose their leaders 

and a representative government and even to debate the meaning of their religion! 

 

Repeating what we said in Part VII, Islamicity Indices show that the countries of Northern 

Europe, New Zealand, Canada and Australia better reflect Islamic institutions and values than do 

Muslim countries and in these countries, Muslims have generally thrived and have made 

important contributions to their communities. It is not Islam that is deficient but its practice in 

countries that profess Islam. 

 

The Islamicity Indices Program offers a peaceful way forward for Muslims to appreciate the 

deeper meaning of their religion and its implications for thriving communities countries, for non-

Muslims to jettison the destructive straw man that has misinformed them of the true nature of 

Islam and for the world to come together before it is too late. 

 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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Since the early 1980s, Institutional Economics has made significant contributions to our 

understanding of how economic systems function. It advocates that, in addition to natural 

resources, human capital, investment and technological progress, the “institutional scaffolding” 

of a society plays a significant role in its economic performance. It defines institutions as rules 

and norms governing economic behavior (“rules of the game”) in the society and their 

enforcement characteristics. Accordingly, how well an economy performs depends on the rules 

(institutional structure of society) governing economic behavior. Principal among these are: the 

rule of law, well-defined and protected property rights, trust, efficient contract enforcement and 

good governance. You don’t have to be an economist to understand that if there are no rules and 

regulations and their effective enforcement a person has little incentive to work hard, save and 

invest for the future. 

 

Economics Nobel Laureate Douglass North isolated the causes of poor economic performance as 

well as the necessary remedies. Poor performance, North believed, is due to past institutional 

structure, encompassing cultural heritage, which impose “severe constraints on the ability to 

effectuate change.” Changes that improve economic performance may run counter to the belief 

system or these changes pose a threat to existing political or business leaders. Needed changes in 

the institutional structure may also be difficult because although formal rules can be changed by 

fiat, social norms may be less flexible and their enforcement characteristics respond much more 

slowly to policies designed to change them. Although acknowledging that improvement in 

economic performance may be slow to develop because of cultural factors and path-dependency. 

North nevertheless envisioned an ideal political-economic institutional structure that, in his view, 

has great potential for achieving good economic performance and societal well-being. Such an 

ideal framework would incorporate: (i) institutions that protect individual rights, the individual 

person, property, speech, social/political participation and create incentives for the members of 

society and organizations to engage in productive activities; (ii) high level of trust; (iii) rule of 

law and a government which is credibly committed to a set of political rules and enforcement 

that protects individuals, organizations and exchange relationships; (iv) contract enforcement; (v) 

an effective price system that leads to low transaction costs in production, exchange and 

distribution; (vi) sound government rules and regulations; and (vii) an effective, independent and 

impartial legal system. 

 

How do Islamic teachings differ from modern economic thinking? 

 

Quran reveals a comprehensive set of interconnected rules governing the structure and operations 

of an ideal economy that extend well beyond what Institutional Economics would consider 

needed for a good-performing economy. The network includes the worldview of the Quran in 

terms of rules governing: (1) the Creator’s relationship with humanity as whole as well as with 

its individual members; (2) the relationship of humans with their Creator; (3) the relationship of 

each individual with her/his self; (4) the relationship of humans with one another; and, (5) 

relationship of humans with the rest of the creation. The Islamic conception envisions a system 

as a collection of rules of behavior. Accordingly, an Islamic economic system is defined as a 



 

collection of rules of behavior prescribed by the Law-Giver, and is the discipline that extracts 

these rules from the Quran and the tradition of the prophet Mohammad. Islamic economics then 

explains and analyzes the implications of this framework and these fundamental building blocks 

in the setting of contemporary society. 

 

The major rule of behavior from fundamental axioms of Islam is the Unity of the Creator and His 

Creation. The specific rules governing economic behavior include, inter alia, rules governing 

property, trust, contracts, governance, market behavior, distribution, redistribution and, the 

financial system that would facilitate transactions in such an economy. Compliance with the 

prescribed rules of behavior reduces uncertainty and promotes coordination as well as growth 

with minimal levels of poverty. Rules governing transactions, such as trustworthiness, 

truthfulness, faithfulness to the terms and conditions of contracts, transparency in market 

transactions, and non-interference with the workings of the markets and the price mechanism, so 

long as market participants are rule-compliant, create a strong economy where information flow 

is unhindered and participants engage in transactions confidently with minimal concern for 

uncertainty regarding the actions and reactions of other participants. Because of the high level of 

trust, transaction costs can be assumed to be minimal. Risk–return-sharing in financing 

production, moderate spending and avoidance of extravagant and opulent consumption would 

provide financial resources for investment. Rules regarding redistribution and the prohibition of 

idle wealth accumulation would reinforce the availability of resources for saving and investment. 

The mission of developing the earth, which the Creator has charged humans, provides the 

imperative for growth and development with no poverty, while preserving the environment for 

all future generations. In the Islamic economic system, humans, endowed with freedom to 

choose, are given rules of behavior that would create flourishing and socially just economies. 

 

If the rules are adopted and followed, an Islamic economy is one where everyone who is able 

works hard, using knowledge to combine with their own labor and the resources provided by the 

Creator, to produce goods and services for society. Economic, social, and political affairs are 

conducted with the goal of removing barriers to the progress of all humans and in full 

compliance with rules, including those governing property rights, market behaviour, exchange 

and trade, and contracts and trust. Knowing that they are responsible and accountable, 

individually and collectively, they invest allegiance in a legitimate authority to carry out their 

affairs, with the legitimacy of the authority established by rule-compliance. The rule 

“commanding the good and forbidding evil,” applicable to individuals and society, assures that 

leaders are selected by the community and are answerable for their actions; leaders acquire 

legitimacy by being more rule-compliant than members of the community; and leaders must be 

confronted if they do not uphold Divine Rules and enforce them. In turn, this capstone rule 

assures the full and active participation of all in the affairs of society. The existence of absolute 

and relative poverty, along with significant income inequality, is evidence of rule-violation and 

governance failure, for which members of society are, individually and collectively responsible. 

In Islam, a Loving God has given humanity sufficient resources to build thriving communities as 

long as resources are shared. In other words, at the global level scarcity is not an issue but is so at 

the country level because countries do not share with each other and even more so at the local 

level because individuals do not share with the community. Sharing is an important message of 

Islam in all dimensions of life. 

 



 

Based on the Islamic vision, we expect the ideal Islamic solution to differ in the following 

important ways from the conventional capitalist market-based system: greater degree of justice in 

all aspects of economic management, higher moral standards, honesty and trust exhibited in the 

marketplace and thus lower transaction cost, poverty eradication, a more even distribution of 

wealth and income, no hoarding of wealth, less opulence in consumption, leaders and rulers with 

lifestyles that reflect the lives of the disadvantaged, no exploitive speculation, little or no 

corruption, risk sharing in all aspects of life including in financial contracts (as opposed to debt 

and risk shifting), little or no private and public debt tied to interest payments, enhanced 

financial stability, better social infrastructure and provision of social services, better treatment of 

workers, higher education expenditures relative to GDP, higher savings and investment rates, 

higher foreign aid/GDP, higher degree of environmental preservation, and vigilantly supervised 

markets and contract performance. It would be expected that these differences would be reflected 

in more unity and cooperation among the members of society and higher quantitative and 

qualitative economic growth if the Islamic rules and objectives were adopted. While income and 

wealth redistribution — an Islamic preoccupation — was traditionally seen in Western economic 

literature as undermining growth, in more recent years empirical studies are finding a positive 

relationship between equality and growth. 

 

In the Islamic financial system there is no interest-bearing debt. In Islam financial transactions 

should reflect the sharing of risk in a project and not shift it from one party to another. As a 

result, in Islam the issuance of shares (stock) where the investor shares in the project’s risks is 

endorsed but debt where the investor shifts the risk to the borrower is prohibited. The prohibition 

of interest-bearing debt encourages closer cooperation and makes a financial system more robust 

and immune to financial crises. 

 

Although the economy as envisaged in Islam is not the capitalism that we see today, it is a 

market-based system. It is not socialism as it upholds very strong property rights. Its scaffolding 

is a caring and just market-based system where individuals must develop the self, help others in 

their journey, work hard, cooperate and support the community’s development and prosperity. In 

the Islamic system, the government may have little to do if the community (individuals) has 

(have) internalized the Divine Rules, follows them and adheres to the capstone rule, 

“commanding the good and forbidding evil.” Moreover, the government would have little or no 

interest-bearing debt on its books. However, if rule compliance is lacking, then the government 

must supervise and enforce the rules. Additionally, the government is commanded to use policies 

(a modified monetary and fiscal that are the practice today) to ensure that the economy is 

operating at or close to full employment. 

 

The final post in this series will appear next week. 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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This is our final post in this series. In the nine earlier posts we have tried to shine light on Islam’s 

essential scaffolding. What is the essence of Islam and how does this translate into institutions 

and governance? And more practically, what should be the impact of these recommended 

institutions in what we can see and measure in communities and countries that profess Islam? 

We have embarked on this journey in the belief that the practice of Islam does not reflect its 

essence and this failure has in part encouraged a false image, a convenient straw man that has 

and continues to fuel Islamophobia, that is widening the chasm between East and West. Our goal 

is to enhance the understanding of Islam, in both the Muslim and the non-Muslim world and to 

narrow the widening chasm. 

 

So we developed Islamicity Indices as the instruments to measure adherence to Islamic teachings 

and their implementation. Given our goal of comparing countries, we did not incorporate what is 

largely the mechanical side of Islamic teachings (the so-called Five Pillars — professing faith, 

daily prayers, fasting in Ramadan, pilgrimage to Mecca and paying alms). Although these are 

important, if we had included them we could not compare the performance of Muslim and non-

Muslim countries because of the bias in favor of a country where the population simply professes 

Islam and is categorized as Muslim. Our goal was to measure the extent that countries across the 

world were in line with the rules (institutions) that are recommended in the Quran and practiced 

by the prophet Mohammad, to achieve just, caring and thriving communities. We divided Islamic 

teaching into four broad areas — the economy, legal and governance structure, human and 

political rights, and international relations — with each of these further subdivided. We 

estimated these four indices and in turn we combined them to get a fifth overall index. We have 

estimated these indices since 2000. The full results, the details of what was incorporated into the 

indices and many more references and downloads are available on our website 

(WWW.IslamicityFoundation.Org). 

 

The results can be summed up in a famous saying of Mohammad Abduh over 100 years ago, 

after simply using his eyes, “I went to the West and saw Islam, but no Muslims; I got back to the 

East and saw Muslims, but no Islam.” Namely, Muslim countries have not followed the rules, 

adopted the institutions and achieved the values and behavior that Islam demands. Instead, non-

Muslim countries better reflect Islamic teachings. While our website shows the details of which 

countries perform the best, here is a broad summary. The countries that have performed the best 

on the overall Islamicity Index since 2000 are not Muslim: New Zealand, the countries of 

Northern Europe (the Netherlands, Sweden, Ireland, Switzerland, Denmark, Luxembourg, 

Finland, Norway, Germany, Iceland, the UK), Canada and Australia. The best performing 

Muslim country has been Malaysia, ranking about number 40 among 152 countries, followed by 

Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, with the latter two owing much of their high ranking to vast 

oil/natural gas reserves relative to their small populations which helps them in the economy 

index and in turn in the overall index. These unflattering results are to be expected if one 

compares the important teachings of Islam and what they demand to what we see practiced in 

Muslim countries — oppression, autocratic governance and illegitimate rule, injustice, unequal 



 

opportunities for individual development, grotesque opulence alongside poverty, corruption and 

armed conflict. Therein lies the crisis of the Islamic civilization. 

 

On a more practical level, these indices and their roughly 50 component indicators afford an easy 

method for Muslims to absorb the teachings of their religion and take charge as opposed to 

following the opportunistic dictates of corrupt clerics and rulers. It enables Muslims to monitor 

the success and failure of their country from year to year and to peacefully work for positive 

change. At the same time, these indices are an instrument to easily familiarize non-Muslims with 

the essence of Islam, going well beyond the Five Pillars that have been popularized around the 

world and in so doing to help destroy the straw man and the Islamophobia that it continues to 

fuel. 

 

While Muslims are ultimately responsible for their own fate, the world powers — the UK, 

France, Russia, China and over the last 60 years especially the United States — have had a 

negative effect on developments in many of these countries. Most pointedly, the United States, 

while espousing freedom and democracy, has supported brutal dictators in the Middle East who 

have robbed Muslims of their freedom and a better life. All this in the name of stability and now 

the war against terror. The list of these foreign abuses is too long to discuss in this short post, but 

we cannot help but list the harm that the United States is doing at this moment to the Middle East 

as well as to its own soft power, reputation and long-term security. The U.S. is supporting a 

brutal dictator in Egypt. Washington is all in with a barbaric crown prince in Saudi Arabia who 

has not only dismembered a peaceful journalist but is imprisoning and torturing hundreds of 

peaceful citizens who dare to utter an opinion not sanctioned by the state. The Saudi prince, 

MBS, is not only oppressing his own people, he is murdering thousands of innocent Yemenis in 

a war for which the U.S. has supplied intelligence, covert operations, mid-air fueling and all the 

arms that kill and maim. He has even blockaded a U.S. ally, Qatar. The U.S. has gone all in with 

Netanyahu and Israel with blind support that will in time only harm Israel and Jews around the 

world. Policies such as endorsing Israeli sovereignty over the Golan Heights, which no other 

country supports, and moving the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem are a kick in the face of more than 

400 million Arabs in the world and a slap in the face of nearly 2 billion Muslims. These are 

policies that may help Netanyahu’s re-election but they make millions of enemies for the United 

States and endanger Israel as a democratic country because it treats its Arab citizens increasingly 

as second class. The U.S. treatment of Iran from 2018 onward could unravel the relative global 

peace that we have achieved since WWII. The U.S. has abrogated an agreement that it signed 

and that was endorsed by the United Nations Security Council (JCPOA), it has escalated 

sanctions against Iran that are hurting innocent Iranians and most recently it has named an 

integral part of the Iranian government, the Revolutionary Guards, as a terrorist organization. 

This is the first time the U.S. has so named a part of any government. The U.S. Administration 

may be doing this to support Netanyahu’s re-election and MBS’ obsession to start a war with 

Iran or in the name of stability, but in the end it is a short-run policy with ominous blow-back. 

There will be a price to pay for American, Saudi and Israeli hubris. We forget the past at our own 

peril! 

 

Will Iran and other countries respond by naming the multitude of U.S. covert operatives as 

terrorist? Where will it all end? Sadly, while these policies may supposedly achieve some 

measure of stability for the moment, they are impeding reform in Muslim countries, fueling 



 

resentment and anger, leading to catastrophic instability and turmoil for the future. Bombs and 

drones will not buy long-term peace and prosperity. If you ask why the U.S. has become so 

unpopular in the Middle East, you need look no further. Westerners should imagine themselves 

in the place of Arabs and Muslims. How would it feel to be oppressed by illegitimate rulers 

supported by the United States and bullied by Israel? Will there be a time to say enough is 

enough? Yes, foreign powers are in part responsible for what we see. Yet, we repeat, it is 

Muslims who must take charge of their religion, adopt its rules and build its institutions. This 

process begins with self-development as we have outlined in an earlier post. It will take years, 

more realistically decades, to achieve a turnaround and create just and thriving Muslim countries. 

It is not Islam that is at fault because it has hardly been practiced in Muslim communities since 

the prophet Mohammad’s death. 

 

Since this is the final in these series of posts, we dare give you a peak at the latest indices 

ranking 156 countries and to be posted on our website by May 15. While there are a few 

significant individual changes, the broad results are the same. The top five performers in the 

overall index are New Zealand, Sweden, the Netherlands, Iceland and Switzerland, while the top 

performing Muslim countries are the UAE (ranking number 48), Albania (49) Malaysia (50) and 

Qatar (51). Yes, Muslim countries have fallen further back. It should be no surprise. Although 

the performance of Muslim countries is disheartening in the overall index, their performance, as 

to be expected, is even worse in the human and political rights index with the top three: Albania 

(43), Bosnia and Herzegovina (50) and the Kyrgyz Republic (76). What we observe in Muslim 

lands goes against everything that the Quran preaches. Muslims countries have a long road to 

travel! 

 

Finally, what do we see as the future of the Islamicity Indices Program? For the Islamicity 

Indices Program to thrive and reach its full potential, we hope to merge into a world-class 

university as the Center for Islamic Institutions. A university setting would be the ideal medium. 

In this medium, we can expand our Advisory Board to include university alumni from around the 

world, develop exchange programs and increase and formalize our country partnerships. We 

hope to work with partners from Muslim countries, through exchange and training programs, to 

spread the message of the Islamicity program to all countries around the world. We hope to 

energize students, expand course offerings and establish student and faculty exchange programs 

to create a global community that understands and supports the mission of reform and of 

building effective Islamic institutions. In this way, we hope to put together a united global 

community that is dedicated to peaceful change and building effective institutions with freedom 

and justice as the scaffolding. We can also begin a professional development campaign with 

university backing to garner the support of foundations and philanthropists around the world to 

support this program as an independent, thriving and ongoing initiative. In the process, we would 

hope that the Islamicity Indices Program would also become a flagship initiative for such a 

university. 

 

For a number of books that detail and support this ten-part short article series, please go to 

www.hossein-askari.com and www.IslamicityIndices.Org 
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While there is relative calm in most Muslim countries, it is an opportune moment for broad-

based and transparent reforms across the Muslim World. The longer the delay in reforms the 

harder and more limited will be the options. 

 

Islamicity Indices offer a moral and transparent compass for reform. Rulers can present these 

indices as a compact with their people to reach an agreed level of reform within a fixed period of 

time — we suggest in the 10–20 year range, depending on the prevailing status of the country 

and the agreed degree of reforms. 

 

Islamicity Indices are a multidimensional benchmark aimed at assessing a society’s adherence to 

the teachings of the Qur’an and the practice of the prophet Mohammad, and not the false 

pronouncements of conflicted clerics and opportunistic radicals. They provide a compass and a 

benchmark for countries to build effective institutions to improve their social, economic and 

human rights performance. As quantitative measures of adherence to Islamic values and 

institutions, these indices provide a measurable basis for discussion of reforms and their 

achievement over time. The indices also serve as a simple way to familiarize non-Muslims with 

Islam, something that is needed to diminish suspicion and narrow the growing East-West divide. 

The indices, estimated since 2000, assess 153 countries along four broad dimensions — 

economic, legal and governance, human and political rights, and international relations and are 

all combined into a fifth overall index. 

 

The 2018 indices, to be published on 15 May, finds New Zealand to be the best performer as was 

the case in last year’s index, followed by Sweden, the Netherlands, Iceland, Switzerland and 

Ireland. The top 20 countries are those of Northern Europe, New Zealand, Canada, Australia and 

Japan. The top five performing Muslim countries are: the UAE (45), Albania (46), Malaysia 

(47), Qatar (48) and Bosnia and Herzegovina (60). Most Muslim countries are in the bottom half 

with Sudan (152) and Yemen (153) at the bottom. While the performance of Muslim countries in 

the overall index is bad, their performance on the Human and Political Rights Index is even 

worse with the highest ranking Muslim countries: Albania (43), Bosnia and Herzegovina (50), 

Kyrgyz Republic (76), Malaysia (79) and Lebanon (80). These results bring to life the words of 

Mohammad Abduh uttered over a century ago “I went the West and saw Islam, but no Muslims; 

I got back to the East and saw Muslims, but no Islam.” 

 

These indices do not assess personal requirements of a Muslim (such as daily prayers, fasting, 

pilgrimage and the like) or belief commitments, they are premised instead on Qur’anic goals and 

the extent of a society’s adherence to its institutional recommendations and governance. In a 

rule-abiding Muslim community there must be political and individual freedom, no poverty 

alongside wealth, equal opportunities for self-development (education, healthcare, basic needs), 

economic prosperity, accountability of rulers and governments, and socio-economic justice. The 

work on these indices is a joint research effort by scholars around the world and is managed by 

the non-profit Islamicity Foundation. The project has already united scholars in 15 Muslim 

countries, representing about 50 percent of the global Muslim population. 



 

 

We hope that rulers in most Muslim countries adopt these indices to usher peaceful and 

meaningful reforms across the Muslim World for building flourishing and just societies. 

Countries that profess Islam should be the first to adopt its rules and the institutions it 

recommends. 

 

On May 15, the complete indices may be found at www.islamicityindices.org 
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While America has portrayed itself as the champion of freedom and democracy around the 

globe, it has acted as a hidden colonial power throughout much of its history (see Daniel 

Immerwahr’s How to Hide an Empire) and today it is doing so more openly and with much 

hubris. America is using a double barrel shotgun of economic and military threats to coerce Iran 

and to trample Palestinian rights as it supports the worst of the worst in the Middle East. There is 

still time for Trump’s dynamic bomb-throwing duo — Secretary of State Pompeo and National 

Security Advisor Bolton (who as an aside has taken money from a terrorist organization, the 

MEK, to speak at their annual meeting in Paris and to endorse their overthrow of the Tehran 

regime) — to pause, read Edel and Brand’s The Lessons of Tragedy, study some history and 

spend time with their assumed adversaries to better understand their thinking and the theater of 

their operation before advising their all-knowing master Donald Trump. 

 

Let me first set the stage in the region before focusing on the Trumpian confrontation with Iran, 

the likelihood of armed conflict and a possible way out. Trump has enthusiastically slapped 

Palestinian faces, poked a finger in Arab eyes and confronted any Muslim who has an ounce of 

compassion for his or her fellow human beings. He has moved the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem, in 

recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, a city annexed by Israel that could eventually have 

become in part the capital of a Palestinian state. Trump has said little while Israel quietly 

annexed more Palestinian land for its settlements. He has enthusiastically endorsed the 

annexation of the Golan Heights, captured by force by Israel. All of this on top of past injustices 

heaped on Palestinians — Israel not allowing the return of Palestinians to their homes, the 

annexation of property without fair compensation and the treatment of Arab Israelis as second 

class citizens. America stands alone in the entire world in support of Israel’s illegal actions. Its 

blind support is over the top and will have much blowback for Israel. All the while Arab 

dictators, who without American support would likely fall from power, have shamefully kept 

deathly quiet. 

 

Arabs and Muslims surely recall the well-known Prophetic saying that on the Day of Reckoning 

the oppressor, the oppressed, and the person(s) who stood by and observed the oppression will be 

called upon to answer: the oppressor for oppression, the oppressed for not resisting the 

oppression, and the bystander for not assisting the oppressed. How long will Muslims simply 

stand by? 

 

Alongside its support of Israel, Washington also backs the brutal Sisi in Egypt, where he engages 

in the suppression of Egyptians in his quest to rule until 2030. The United States supports 

military outlaws attempting to take over the legally and internationally recognized government of 

Libya. America supports the murderer and torturer known the world over, Mohammad bin 

Salman, in the suppression of Saudis and horrific adventures in Yemen and in other parts of the 

Middle East. All the while, the U.S. has untold number of bases in the Middle East and conducts 

covert operations (some of which could be classified as acts of terror) in support of its client 

dictators and short-term economic interests. 



 

 

Yet the U.S., with a straight face and forgetting the atrocities of its allies in the Middle East, 

looks at the world and classifies the Muslim Brotherhood (an organization that has disavowed 

violence and acted so for a number of years), Hezbollah (a legitimate party in Lebanon that 

carries out charitable work and admittedly acts in support of Iran in Lebanon, Syria and 

elsewhere) and the Iranian Revolutionary Guards (IRGC, a formal part of the Iranian military 

forces) as terrorist organizations. 

 

While Washington backs aggressors and dictators, Trump utters little or no criticism of the 

government of Saudi Arabia that tortures its citizens, murders a journalist and finances terrorists 

and mosques that preach hatred around the world. Yet he calls Iran a state sponsor of terror 

despite the fact that Iran has not been involved in a single act of terror in the U.S. since the 

Iranian Revolution and fewer than a handful of verified such acts internationally, while nearly all 

the terrorists that carried the 9/11 atrocities were Saudi citizens as was the mastermind, Osama 

bin Laden. All this in the Trumpian belief that if a lie is repeated enough times, the general 

public begins to believe it as fact. 

 

A person may ask “how can the United States back aggressors and target a foreign power in a 

world that boasts order and organizations such as the United Nations?” The answer is, because it 

uses its economic power, covert operations and military threats to get its way. If this is not 

bullying and arrogance, then what is? While Washington can buy the obedience of strongman 

dictators, it has no idea how to make friends of the strongman’s people. Where is America 

popular in the Middle East and North Africa? Nowhere, with the exception of Israel. The 

available information in a Pew Research Poll in 2018 showed unfavorable ratings in all four 

countries with available rating — Jordan (82%), Turkey (72%), Lebanon (64%), Tunisia (56%). 

 

A few words on recent American-Iranian relations since 1979, the year of the Iranian Revolution, 

to put the ongoing confrontation in perspective. After the Revolution, the Shah needed medical 

attention and the U.S. felt obliged to admit him to the United States. This led to students taking 

over the U.S. Embassy and American hostages. While this was a heinous act, which must be 

condemned, the students have said that it was in the expectation of a U.S. coup as had happened 

in 1953. Ayatollah Khomeini’s after-the-fact endorsement of the hostage taking made matters 

much worse. This was Khomeini’s biggest mistake. He had the opportunity to develop Iran and 

be an inspiration to the Middle East and more generally to all Muslims. But he wanted revenge 

against everything that the Shah had done. The U.S. responded by freezing Iranian assets and 

waging a campaign of expanding primary and later secondary sanctions that have been in force 

until now. Later, in 1980, Saddam Hussein, with the tacit backing of the U.S., invaded Iran. Iran 

was ill-prepared and totally isolated with only Syrian support. The United Nations did nothing. 

And when Iran pushed the Iraqis out and threatened Basra, the U.S. and its European allies, 

including the Arabs of the Persian Gulf who had financed Saddam Hussein, offered Iran a 

financially generous peace. Khomeini again wanted revenge and made his second biggest 

mistake, this time against Saddam for having expelled him out of Iraq at the request of the Shah. 

So the brutal war continued for another five long years. But the U.S. and its allies could not 

stomach an Iranian conquest of Iraq, so they facilitated the transfer of internationally outlawed 

chemical weapons to Iraq. As a result, thousands of Iranians were killed by Western supplied 

chemical weapons (and their bodies were laid down in the marshes for Iraq tanks to drive over) 



 

and even more Iranians were relegated to oxygen tanks. Iranian leaders realized that international 

law and its norms were for the powerful. Iran needed allies and better defensive capabilities. 

Their fear was further heightened by U.S. bases all around in support of hostile Arab countries 

with numerous covert operations all in the convenient name of the war on terror. Iran felt 

threatened as never before. The lessons Iran learned in its war with Iraq are blazed into the 

Iranian psyche. There is no international rule of law, and the world’s powers pay mere lip service 

to the rule of law. So Iran nurtured Hezbollah and strengthened its alliance with Syria (in part 

explaining its support for Syria’s brutal and distasteful regime). 

 

Later, in or around 1993, Iran decided that the best defense against foreign aggression was 

nuclear capabilities. It began covert nuclear enrichment, something that if disclosed would have 

probably led to massive bombing of its facilities and infrastructure. While Iran had the right to 

enrichment and assistance for peaceful development of nuclear power as a signatory to the NPT 

(Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons), it did its work in secret. When this came 

to light, sanctions on Iran were tightened and threats from the U.S. and Israel followed. Of 

course Iran could have and can still pull out of the NPT, but if it did it would rapidly face 

external aggression by the “rule-abiding” and sanctimonious Western powers led by the United 

States. As an aside, this is the reason North Korea will never give up its nuclear weapons and 

capability. It does not take a genius to make this connection and recognize this fact. 

 

While Iran has been treated in this manner, some other facts about the NPT should be noted. 

Under the NPT, the major powers were required to reduce their nuclear arsenal over time, 

something they have not done and in fact they have developed a wider range of nuclear weapons. 

They were required to assist signatories to the NPT in peaceful nuclear research and its 

application (power), which was denied to Iran after the Iranian Revolution. And they agreed not 

to assist non-signatories, which the U.S. did in the case of India. Moreover, Israel is reputed to 

have over 200 nuclear warheads, with the original batch of enriched uranium hijacked from the 

United States. And importantly, Iran offered, with the endorsement of Arab countries, to make 

the entire region a nuclear-free zone. But because Israel disagreed the U.S. did not support this 

most sensible of solutions. 

 

We may dislike the Iranian regime, but that does not give us the right to treat Iran and most 

importantly its people in this cavalier fashion. What are the likely consequences? 

In the post that follows, we address the current standoff with Iran — why now, the likelihood of 

armed conflict and a peaceful way forward. 
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After many years of ever-stringent sanctions on the Iranian people, a U.S. President, namely, 

Barack Obama, wishing to reach a peaceful settlement with Iran held out his hand to Tehran. The 

United States, along with the UK, France, Russia, China and Germany signed the JCPOA in 

2015. The agreement was in turn signed by the United Nations Security Council. The agreement 

gave Iran economic sanctions relief in return for a number of concessions by Iran including 

shipping most of its enriched uranium abroad (97% has been shipped), accepting restrictions on 

its enrichment, banning all nuclear weapons research, redesigning its heavy water reactor (an 

alternative and more rapid route to a nuclear warhead) and enabling the most stringent (than any 

other nation had allowed) nuclear inspection by the United Nations. As an aside, we should note 

that Iran made a bad deal as it gave up certain assets (enriched uranium and a quicker path to 

weapons from it heavy water) while the other signatories could renege at any time on their 

concessions with nothing lost, an asymmetric deal if there ever was one! The vision behind the 

agreement was to limit Iran’s ability for breakout time toward having a nuclear weapon to at 

least one year for the next 15 or so years with the hope that during this time negotiations with 

Iran would allay all fear of a hostile Iran. It should be noted that Iran has not invaded, or initiated 

an attack on another country for well over a century. Israel has unmatched conventional weapons 

(supplied by the U.S.) in the region but insists on keeping its nuclear weapons as a deterrent. A 

deterrent against who is not clear because if anyone uses such weapons in the region, it would in 

all likelihood render much of the region uninhabitable. Again, we repeat the only sensible 

solution would be to make the region nuclear free. 

 

By all accounts while Iran kept its commitments, the new American President, Trump, attacked 

the agreement arguing that Iran had violated the agreement by testing missiles and was a state 

sponsor of terror. Missiles and terror had nothing to do with the JCPOA and Iran has not 

committed any acts of terror, but Trump has repeated this lie enough times that many around the 

world may feel that Iran has violated the agreement. 

 

While many have said that the reason for Trump’s hostility toward Iran and the JCPOA is all 

connected to his animosity toward Obama and his thirst for revenge against his predecessor in 

the White House. To my mind Trump’s actions toward Iran are driven by darker forces. 

Netanyahu and Mohammad bin Salman have teamed up with Trump’s son-in-law, Jared 

Kushner, to overthrow the regime and dismember Iran into at least three separate parts, much 

like bin Salman had Jamal Khashoggi dismembered. 

 

Ironically, Israel has little or no fear of Arab governments but fears Arab organizations, such as 

the Muslim brotherhood and Hezbollah, Isis, Al Qaeda and Iran. Many recent Israeli leaders 

were born in Iran; Israel had close connections with Iran under the Shah; and Israel is familiar 

with many scientific achievements of Iranians living around the world, especially the first female 

winner of the Fields Prize in mathematics, a prize that stands above any Nobel in its 

achievement. It is my belief that Netanyahu wants nothing more than the total annexation of the 

West Bank and the Golan Heights and the partitioning of Iran so that it no longer poses a threat 



 

to Israel. He realizes that just as Jews have not forgotten the Holocaust, Iranians will not forget 

the Iran-Iraq War, the use of Western-supplied internationally banned chemical weapons, 

economic sanctions that have caused hardships on millions of innocent Iranians, Israel’s hand in 

some of these recent pressure points on Iran, with Israel threatening Iran with its superior 

military hardware. There will always be the quest to get even. So now, Netanyahu has an 

opportunity with a neophyte Jew as the American Middle East Czar, Jared Kushner, who he can 

manipulate and flatter into his little puppy dog; a Saudi megalomaniac, MBS, who can persuade 

all pliant Arab governments with bribes from the Saudi people’s depleting assets of oil to stay 

quiet while Israel annexes Arab lands and tramples Palestinian rights; and above all an American 

President who cares little about the Middle East but will follow the advice of his son-in-law and 

daughter, and who relishes the opportunity to make money from future Saudi business deals and 

Jewish businesses in the United States. 

 

Netanyahu’s desire to destroy Iran should be seen as a supreme irony: let us not forget that it was 

the Persian King, Cyrus the Great, who ended the Babylonian captivity of Jews and allowed 

them to return to Palestine and Iran has cooperated with the Jewish people throughout history. 

Note also that Iran has synagogues, whereas in the country of Netanyahu’s latest best friend, 

Saudi Arabia, all houses of worship besides mosques are prohibited and anti-Semitism reigns 

supreme. 

 

As for Al-Saud hatred for Iran, it is in part built on a historical inferiority complex — Iran’s long 

history of culture and contributions to all things “Islamic” compared to the land that is today 

Saudi Arabia. This barren land’s greatest achievements occurred about 1,450 years ago with the 

birth of the prophet Mohammad and later with the birth of Islam. The Al-Saud have always seen 

Persians, and more generally the Shia sect, as not true Muslims and have propagated division in 

order to enhance their position in the Muslim world — it is the classic us against them tactic. But 

ever since the Iranian Revolution, the ruling family believes the regime in Tehran is determined 

to overthrow them. So the Al-Saud see an Israeli, Netanyahu, who is willing to stick with them 

and lobby Washington to overthrow the regime in Tehran and all he wants is Palestinian lands 

and Arab silence, a golden opportunity as they care little for the Palestinians. Then they see a 

U.S. President who can be bribed, the modus operandi of the Al-Saud since Abdulaziz took over 

Riyadh with 40 men brandishing knives and swords. Finally, they see an Iran increasingly 

weakened by strangling economic sanctions. All this an opportunity that may never occur again. 

But beware of what you wish for! 

 

For Trump, everything is about him and money. He correctly sees that his backing for the 

destruction of Iran could bring him the riches that he craves — billions of dollars thrown his way 

by MBS and who knows what American Jews might throw him if he expands Israel to fulfill 

Jewish dreams. As for Kushner, he wants to succeed at something in his life and believes he 

could go down in history as the Jew who helped the rebirth of a biblical Israel. 

It looks a perfect ménage à trois — Trump/Kushner, MBS and Netanyahu! So how would a 

potential armed conflict with Iran unfold? 

 

Remember that Trump has taken the U.S. out of an agreement signed by a U.S. President and by 

the UN security Council. Europe, Russia and China have talked and talked but have done 

precious little to compensate Iran for its economic losses from U.S. primary and secondary, or 



 

sanctioning entities that do business with Iran, sanctions in order to stick to the agreement. Yet 

Trump has threatened Iran for not upholding its commitments under the agreement. 

 

Here is what I believe to be the plan. The triumvirate believes that Iran cannot capitulate to 

Trump’s demands and has little choice but to accelerate its nuclear program. Iran hardliners will 

eventually win the day in Tehran and Iran will covertly pull out all the stops to acquire at least 

one warhead, something that would take at least two years. In the meantime, Iran’s efforts would 

be disclosed. The U.S. and Israel would begin a massive campaign to destroy Iran’s 

infrastructure and every military installation, something that they can justify to an uncaring 

world, in order to put Iran back into the 19th century. Along the way they would say they want 

peace and liberty for the suffering Iranian people as they bomb and bomb Iran. Then they would 

partition Iran — carve out a northwestern region to be the home of a new Kurdish nation, the 

southwest to Iraq (giving it better access to the Persian Gulf), they would give disputed islands to 

the United Arab Emirates, the southeast to Pakistan and leave a new Iran at the center. 

 

If they plan to go down this horrific road, they should pause and recall what happened in history 

when people were wronged: 

 

- Did Germany forget its harsh treatment after WWI? 

 

- Have the Palestinians forgotten the annexation of their land by Jews, supported by the United 

States? 

 

- Have Jews forgotten the holocaust? 

 

- Have Iranians forgotten the 1953 coup against the government of Iran, the Iran-Iraq War, the 

onslaught of Western-supplied chemical weapons, their isolation and their vulnerability? 

 

- Has the U.S. forgotten the taking of 52 U.S. hostages for 444 days (even though there were no 

American casualties)? 

 

Now, will Iranians, wherever they live, forget such a possible (if carried out) plot by Israel, Saudi 

Arabia and the United States? 

 

Will Muslims turn a blind eye to the decimation of Palestinian dreams and the destruction of yet 

another Muslim country by a Western colonialist in cooperation with a Jewish state and a 

Muslim state run by a dictator? 

 

It behooves the United States to remember that its power has crested and that it will, at least 

economically, begin to live more and more in China’s shadow. It is a nation with a mountain of 

public debt. It is a nation no longer universally loved as it was after WWII. It is a nation whose 

dirty laundry is more exposed by the day. 

 

It behooves Israel to recall how Persia rescued Jews throughout history. That by 2050 there will 

be 3 billion Muslims in the world (30 percent of the world) compared to less than 20 million 



 

Jews. There are today more than 80 million Iranians living in Iran as compared to a little more 

than 6 million Jews in Israel. 

 

It behooves MBS to reflect on Iran’s long history and the fact that there are more Iranians in the 

Persian Gulf than all Arabs combined around this body of water, that America’s presidents are in 

power for a maximum of eight years and policies can shift on a dime while Iran, in some form, 

will always be there. 

 

One thing is for sure, memories will linger. The world is much more prone to revenge than 

forgiveness. What we sow today we will reap in the future. 

 

The Way Forward 

 

There is still time to pull back from the abyss: 

 

1. The Europeans (along with China) can blunt the impact of U.S. sanctions by the stroke of a 

pen and keep Iran engaged in the JCPOA. This can be done by buying Iranian crude forward. 

Pay today, at a discount, for Iranian oil to be shipped in the future. There has been enough talk. It 

is time to act. 

 

2. The U.S. should set aside its arrogant and militaristic policy that will blow up in its face 

sometime in the future, especially as its power is on the decline. Personal financial gains and 

short-term economic interests must be put aside. The Muslim world is in crisis. Muslims are 

angry and have been manipulated for far too long by foreign interests who have supported 

dictators who suppress their people and impede reform. Muslims will one day say enough is 

enough and by then it will be too late. 

 

3. The U.S. should insist that Israel give up its nuclear weapons and declare the region from 

Pakistan across to Morocco a nuclear-free zone. 

 

4. The U.S. should make all Western support for each and every Middle Eastern nation 

contingent on reform and encourage all nations in the region to adopt progressive reforms in line 

with Islamic teachings as this is the only way forward. Encourage all rulers/governments to sign 

a pact with their people to implement political, human rights and economic reforms over a 20 or 

so year period and monitor their progress on a continual basis (www. IslamicityIndices.Org). 
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Just take a look at the polls and you will come to the inescapable conclusion that America is 

rapidly losing the admiration of the world. It is even more shocking when you hear that the 

Russian President is more popular than his American counterpart in some parts of the world. 

America does not appear to care for the long-term health of our planet. America breaks 

international law in its treatment of refugees (not to be confused with migrants). America 

unilaterally breaks treaties and makes a mockery of international cooperation. America no longer 

stands shoulder to shoulder with the oppressed, but instead is identified with oppressors, namely, 

the worst dictators the world over who deprive, torture and kill innocent women and children. It 

sells lethal weapons of war to dictators to be used against neighboring countries and even to 

quell peaceful and popular domestic dissent. When a country goes down such a path for long 

enough, it losses the moral high ground and its pronouncements of justice, human rights and 

democratic values fall on deaf ears and encourage sarcastic push backs. The country, in this case 

the United States, can no longer win people over to its point of view by persuasion but has to 

resort to crippling economic sanctions, covert operations and military force, both directly and 

indirectly, resulting in an ever increasing army of adversaries. 

 

While it may appear bad today, which it is, the implications for the future are even more 

ominous. To see this, ponder a few of America’s recent actions and alliances. 

 

The United States has pulled out of the Paris Agreement, an agreement under the auspices of the 

United Nations to combat climate change and take action for a sustainable low carbon future so 

as to save our planet from catastrophe. While the United States has been history’s biggest 

polluter with emissions representing over 25 percent of the global total in every decade until the 

turn of this century and continues its polluting ways with big automobiles and new coal-fired 

electricity plants, it denies universally accepted scientific facts about global warming, fails to 

acknowledge that some low level islands are facing the dangers of existential flooding from 

rising sea levels and boldly asserts that developing countries will not be doing enough under the 

Paris Agreement! 

 

The United Nations has a mandate to “provide international protection to refugees, including 

promoting the accession to international refugee instruments and other relevant human rights 

instruments.” Today the treatment of refugees at the U.S. southern border is in contravention 

with international and U.S. law. The image of children in cages and drowning refugees fleeing 

oppression and the scourge of gangs is not an image that serves America well. 

 

America has pulled out of the Iran nuclear agreement (JCPOA), an agreement ratified by the 

United Nations Security Council. Why? Because the new U.S. administration doesn’t like the 

agreement. Yet Washington insists that Iran must continue to keep up its end of the agreement! 

This is pure bullying. The United States wants Iran to stop developing its missile systems (a 

stipulation that is not in the JCPOA) and not to have a presence in other countries. Yet the U.S., 

a country some 5,000 miles from the Middle East and hostile to Iran, executes covert operations, 

has bases around Iran, supplies countries at odds with Iran with weapons that are much more 



 

lethal than anything possessed by Iran and threatens Iran with annihilation. When Iran refuses to 

submit to U.S. demands, the U.S. imposes crippling economic sanctions and threatens third 

countries with sanctions if they break America’s Iran sanctions. These are sanctions that 

especially hurt the average Iranian, not members of the regime. This is bullying that is typical of 

overt aggressors, something hitherto not generally associated with the United States. The U.S. 

has argued that Iran cannot be allowed to develop nuclear technology because it will then acquire 

nuclear warheads. This U.S. stand would be acceptable to many if it were not for America’s 

transparent duplicity in the Middle East. While Iran has been treated in this manner, Israel is 

reputed to have over 200 nuclear warheads, with their original batch of enriched uranium 

hijacked from the United States. And importantly, some years back Iran offered, with the 

endorsement of Arab countries, to make the entire region a nuclear-free zone. But because Israel 

disagreed the U.S. did not support this most sensible of solutions. This Iranian offer could be 

revived within 24 hours! 

 

America’s blind support for Israel does not end with support for its nuclear arsenal. The U.S. has 

moved its embassy to Jerusalem, in recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, a city annexed 

by Israel that could eventually have become in part the capital of a Palestinian state. The U.S. has 

enthusiastically endorsed the annexation of the Golan Heights by Israel, an annexation that is in 

contravention of international law. All of this on top of past injustices heaped on Palestinians. 

The U.S. stands alone in the entire world in support of Israel’s illegal actions. America has used 

its veto power at the United Nations Security Council to enable Israel’s suppression of 

Palestinian human rights. It has most recently put forward a farcical ‘Peace Plan’ that was not 

even attended by the supposed parties to the peace. Jared Kushner’s ‘plan’ is so bizarre that it 

should be labeled childish. 

 

Washington also backs the brutal dictator Sisi in Egypt, where he engages in the suppression of 

Egyptians in his quest to rule until 2030. The United States supports military outlaws attempting 

to take over the legally and internationally recognized government of Libya. Washington 

justifies much of this under the war on terror. 

 

Possibly most horrific is America’s support for the murderer and torturer known the world over 

as MBS, or Mohammad bin Salman. The White House will not accuse MBS of the murder of 

Jamal Khashoggi, a brutal murder that could only have been carried out by the order of MBS. 

This assertion has been confirmed by numerous intelligence agencies around the world including 

those of the United States, and condemned by a number of countries. The UN investigation into 

human rights violations has also recently concluded that there was sufficient evidence for further 

investigation of MBS and other senior officials over the murder. MBS imprisons and tortures 

innocent Saudis. MBS, with support of the Crown Prince of the UAE, is engaged in what is 

considered by many to be genocide in Yemen. This genocide, condemned by the United Nations 

and a number of other agencies, could not be carried out without the continued supply of U.S. 

arms, U.S. mid-air refueling and U.S. intelligence. MBS is now supporting army rule in the 

Sudan and funding a warlord to destabilize the legitimate government of Libya. MBS does all 

this but is hailed by Donald Trump as a reformer with no international rebuke regarding the 

dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi. Even the British Prime Minister has voiced more concern 

for the murder of a legal resident of the United States and a contributor to the Washington Post. 

 



 

In all these foreign adventures of the United States (Palestine, Egypt, blind support for Israel, 

support for MBS all over the Middle East and North Africa, sanctions on Iran), there are millions 

of victims — casualties, orphans, widows, homeless, undernourished and oppressed masses. 

These victims have families and friends. Even if one percent of their families and friends decided 

to seek revenge, their numbers would run into the hundreds of thousands. The question is not if 

they will seek revenge against their governments and its principal backer, the United States, but 

when? America will be judged by its actions and by the company it keeps. One is always told 

that one can only really know a person by looking at their friends. America’s friends in the 

Middle East don’t impart a good picture of America. 

 

There will be blowback. That is certain. What happened 20 years after the harsh treatment of 

Germany at Versailles? WWII. What happened after U.S. wars in the Middle East and its 

increasing presence there? 9/11. But what is happening before our very eyes is arguably more 

ominous than anything from the past. America has doubled down in its support of dictators in the 

Middle East, not only alienating Arabs and Iranians, but potentially the wider Muslim World. 

America is backing oppressors who profess Islam but are Islam’s true enemies. Their oppression 

and trampling of human rights, inherited rule or illegitimate rule without popular support, 

corruption, opulent lifestyle and pervasive injustice represent the antithesis of all that Islam 

preaches. They misrepresent Islam and give fuel to those waiting in the wings to spread a false 

image of Islam and bash their contrived straw man. Just look at MBS. If his rule was assessed by 

a judge or jury, it would have to be classified as not only un-Islamic but anti-Islamic. All this at a 

time when the Islamic World is in a crisis with Muslims living under oppression and with limited 

opportunities for self-development. All the while, Muslim dictators cuddle up to oppressors of 

Muslims for support to stay in power, raising Muslim anger and providing radicals with an army 

of recruits. There is a real danger that the growing Muslim community, projected to reach about 

3 billion by 2050, will unleash its anger not only on its oppressive rulers but also on their main 

backer, the United States of America. 

 

Yes, there will be blowback unless America’s policies are radically changed, and changed soon. 

The United States can avoid an ominous backlash if it devises a blueprint for countries soliciting 

its support. The blueprint should at a minimum include a move to representative governance, 

respect for human rights, the rule of law, freedom of peaceful assembly and freedom of the press 

and with a timetable with measurable goals along the way. For the U.S. to follow such a path, it 

would need to corral the support of its allies so that countries have less incentive to cuddle up to 

dictators for their own commercial advantage. 
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President Trump has steadfastly refused to point the finger at Mohammad bin Salman, or MBS, 

for ordering the murder and dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi, a U.S. resident and a 

contributor to the Washington Post. Trump reiterated his skepticism about reports of MBS’ 

responsibility for that heinous crime at a news conference after meeting the Saudi prince in 

Osaka over the weekend. He also crowed about other reasons for his friendly relationship with 

the al-Sauds, the rulers of Saudi Arabia — they are great allies, they buy lots of things from the 

U.S., not just military hardware, and they invest in the United States, creating thousands of jobs. 

Trump threw around numbers for Saudi purchases that have little or no basis in fact. In the past 

he has also said that he loves Saudis because they buy apartments from him and give him money, 

money that now also appears to be flowing through other channels such as the Trump hotels. It 

would appear that Trump and America are up for sale as never before! 

 

But has Saudi Arabia been a great ally? Do the two ‘allies’ share common values? Does this 

over-the-top friendship hold dangers for regional and global U.S. interests? How should the 

United States handle Saudi Arabia going forward? 

 

Let’s begin by simply remembering a few Saudi transgressions over the last 50 or so years. 

There was a crippling Arab oil embargo spearheaded by King Faisal of Saudi Arabia in 1973/74, 

resulting in the highest oil prices in real terms, unimaginable gas lines and a recession in the 

United States. Then there was the secret purchase of Chinese missiles in 1987 (followed by more 

purchases later), missiles that are capable of reaching most destinations in the Middle East and 

carrying nuclear warheads. King Fahd entrusted two of his nephews — Bandar bin Sultan and 

Abdullah bin Faisal al-Turki — with this ever so secret purchase designed to escape detection by 

U.S. intelligence. After the U.S. discovered the missile acquisition in 1988, the U.S. Ambassador 

in Riyadh, Hume Horan who was arguably recognized as America’s greatest Arabist at the time 

— went to the palace (with a Marine escort and a visiting U.S. diplomat) to present King Fahd 

with America’s strong objection (in diplomatic terms a démarche) sent from Washington. Fahd 

became enraged. He called the U.S. Ambassador names and told him to get out of his country! 

Presumably, Fahd did this because he had recently discovered that Horan’s biological father was 

an Iranian diplomat (Abdullah Entezam) and thus a Shia Muslim. Fahd thought that Horan, who 

was in the habit of conversing in fluent classical Arabic (to Fahd’s chagrin) with Saudi religious 

leaders, had engineered and possibly even authored the démarche. Horan was instructed by the 

State Department not to disclose anything about the meeting for fear that it would damage 

relations with Fahd. Horan’s career was essentially brought to an end to keep Fahd happy! This 

may have been a first for the U.S. — to do nothing about the mistreatment of a prominent 

ambassador. 

 

But the list of Saudi transgressions continues. Since about 1980, the al-Sauds have financed 

radical religious madrassas around the world that indoctrinate young Muslims with Saudi 

Arabia’s extreme interpretation of Islam. In their textbooks, they teach hatred of the West and for 

those who follow a different interpretation of Islam. Saudi Arabia produced Osama bin-Laden, 

al-Qaeda and 9/11, with 15 of the 19 hijackers coming from Saudi Arabia and 2 from the United 



 

Arab Emirates. Al-Qaeda, though morphed, is still alive and it has the goal of throwing out all 

infidels, principally the United States, from Saudi Arabia. In 2017, MBS engineered a blockade 

of Qatar, a country allied with the United States and housing America’s largest and most critical 

military base in the region. Among other aims MBS wanted Qatar to reign in the freedom of the 

media in Qatar, principally Al-Jazeera because it threatened Saudi Arabia’s absolute censorship; 

he demanded that Qatar end all support for the Muslim Brotherhood because he saw the message 

of the Brotherhood and its version of Islam as a threat al-Saud absolute rule; and he pressured 

Qatar to be less accommodating to Iran. Then there are MBS’ regional adventures, with the 

United Arab Emirates in tow and with occasional support from Egypt. These undertakings may 

well drag the U.S. into unintended conflicts and endanger U.S. regional interests. In Yemen, with 

U.S. military hardware, intelligence and mid-air refueling, he is carrying out what may be the 

most tragic genocide of our time. In the Sudan, MBS is supporting the military leader, General 

Hamdan, who formerly commandeered the brutal Janjaweed militias, in a regime that has 

butchered peaceful protestors seeking a return to civilian rule. In Libya, he is funding and 

supporting the warlord General Haftar who is waging war against the internationally recognized 

government in Tripoli and who, in the process, is attacking Turkey’s (a member of NATO) 

assets in Libya. In the latter two adventures, MBS is in fact in direct contravention with stated 

U.S. policies. Such bloody undertakings will create thousands of enemies seeking revenge. 

 

How is this a great ally? 

 

Shouldn’t even casual allies at least share some common values? Nothing could be further from 

the truth. Saudi Arabia prohibits adherence to any other religion besides its fanatic brand of 

Islam, a brand that it is hell-bent on spreading around the world. In Saudi Arabia, there is no 

selection/election of rulers. Rulers are not answerable to the people. There is little respect for 

basic human rights. The judiciary is not independent. There is no freedom of the press. All media 

are censored. Torture and unlawful incarceration are an everyday occurrence. There is no barrier 

between the national treasury — with its revenues essentially derived from oil that in Islam is the 

heritage of all current and future generations of citizens — and the King’s personal piggybank. 

Al-Saud access to the Treasury (checks to all princes with their size determined by rank and 

distribution entrusted to a small cadre of loyal Bedouins from Mecca) and all disbursement 

dictated by the King, today Crown Prince MBS. No shared values there! 

 

But this alliance holds other dangers for the United States. MBS, along with Mohammad bin 

Zayed of Abu Dhabi are loose cannons in the region, but loose cannons with two overriding 

objectives. First and foremost, to extinguish any talk of democratic values, human rights, the rule 

of law and freedom anywhere in the region. Both men see any meaningful reform in the Muslim 

Middle East as existential dangers to their absolute rule. Their second goal is to get rid of the 

theocratic regime in Tehran which they see as another threat to their absolute rule. And third, 

they seek to cement their legitimacy by imposing their radical interpretation of Islam, which they 

are trying to spread across the Muslim World to become the accepted interpretation of Islam 

everywhere. 

 

While none of these serve long-term U.S. interests, the third motive could turn out to be the most 

problematic. The Al-Sauds’ claim to legitimacy is through religion. Mecca and Medina (the 

holiest places in Islam) are in western Saudi Arabia. But to claim religion as the source of 



 

legitimacy, they would surely need to be devout. Not just in the mechanical or ritual aspects of 

the religion such as acknowledging Allah and praying, but following and upholding the 

important teachings of Islam — religious freedom, rulers answerable to the people, equality of 

opportunities for all and the importance of education, hard work, a modest lifestyle, poverty 

eradication, eradicating corruption and with justice in every aspect of life. You only need eyes to 

see the lifestyle of MBS and the Al-Sauds, financed by oil, and their treatment of others in the 

country. Their lifestyle and their governance give Islam a bad name in the world. This is 

especially the case in what Westerners hear as ‘Shariah and Islamic law,’ something that these 

despotic rulers falsely market as coming directly from the Quran. They pretend to represent 

Islam, but they give Islam a false image that maligns the religion and endangers the United 

States as the principal backer of the al-Sauds. 

 

If this alliance escapes normal motives, could there be a hidden motive? There is one explanation 

that comes to mind. The al-Saud system of governance is having money and using it to buy 

anything and everything. They have learned how to buy loyalty and support. They buy U.S., 

British and French arms that they cannot use or don’t need to get support in the three countries. 

In the case of the United States, these arms are also pre-positioned for U.S. forces to defend al-

Saud rule as needed. In addition to consulting/lobbying contracts, they bestow lavish gifts on 

those with influence in the countries that they need for support. Corrupt practices to benefit al-

Sauds, with U.S. companies and officials always lurking in the background and ready to 

accommodate. For instance, in one defense contract with a U.S. company in the 1980s, the 

company had never delivered such a system; the company bid well below the other bidders; then 

during the first year of the contract the ‘add-ons’ exceeded the size of the awarded contract. This 

was such a tell-tale sign of corruption (in this case to benefit the family of King Fahd’s wife) that 

the U.S. military attaché in Riyadh was alarmed and alerted the U.S. Ambassador of the scandal 

that could ensue if disclosed. As expected everyone kept quiet. In the case of countries in dire 

financial need, such as Egypt and Pakistan, they simply and openly buy their governmental 

support with much needed financial aid. If Saudi Arabia wants a nuclear bomb, I believe they 

will just buy it from Pakistan. In the case of the Trump Administration, they may have seen an 

opportunity for over-the-top support through future financial ‘arrangements.’ You can see that 

the al-Sauds’ gaudy lifestyle surely appeals to some who thirst for money. Through all these 

channels, MBS may have penetrated the U.S. Administration more than any al-Saud before him. 

It is telling that after the liberation of Kuwait in the First Gulf War, a member of the al-Saud 

family said that the United States was a mercenary country and could always be bought! 

 

What then is the best way to forge a mutually beneficial relationship with Saudi Arabia? The 

United States carries enormous sway with the al-Sauds. Yes, it is a love/hate relationship. They 

know that they need the United States to survive and some Americans and American companies 

simply love the cash they provide. So excuses that some in the State Department make for the 

U.S. being unable to sway the al-Sauds are simply rubbish. The U.S. should make its support 

conditional on meaningful reforms over a period of say 20 or so years. This would in turn 

increase the longer-run stability of Saudi Arabia and the Middle East region, encourage other 

Muslim countries to reform, enhance religious tolerance and improve East-West relations. 
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The United Kingdom should recognize what has become its position in the world — an 

important nation with an imperialistic history but now a much diminished global power. Blindly 

following the United States into hazardous waters could have dangerous results: America might 

not reward subservience or could change course in its own self-interest. While following George 

Bush into Iraq is now widely conceded in the UK as having been ill advised, British leaders seem 

to have forgotten the consequences of that disastrous decision. 

 

On July 4, UK forces seized an Iranian supertanker, Grace I, off the coast of Gibraltar. At first, 

the reason for the seizure in news reports was that London was responding to a request from the 

United States because the tanker was carrying oil to the Syrian refinery of Banias in violation of 

UN sanctions. This report was quickly ‘corrected’ by Jeremy Hunt, the UK Foreign Minister. 

The official word was that the Iranian vessel had been seized yes because the oil was destined for 

Syria, but which was in violation of EU (not UN) sanctions on Syria. Iran objected vehemently 

to this seizure and clearly retaliated by seizing a British tanker, the Steno Impero, on July 19 in 

the Persian Gulf. Then Jeremy Hunt went on the warpath and threatened Iran with “serious 

consequences” if Iran does not release the tanker, a rhetoric further inflamed by the British 

defense minister branding the seizure “a hostile act.” 

 

Three things stand out for us — the UK in fact seized the Iranian tanker at the request of the US, 

Mr. Hunt has made matters worse by his rhetoric and the UK and the US are now boxed in 

without a face-saving exit. Let me explain. 

 

The premise that the oil was destined for Syria is a tough claim that cannot be substantiated. 

How can the British Foreign Minister prove that the oil was so destined? Even if he had 

irrefutable proof, couldn’t Iran at some point have changed its mind and diverted the tanker? If 

every country acted so, seizing goods because they may be destined to a sanctioned country, 

world commerce would become entangled and come to a standstill. If the initial media reports 

were to be believed, namely, that supplying oil to Syria is in violation of UN sanctions, who 

determined this? Leaving aside the claim of a UN sanctions violation, the British Foreign 

Minister is clearly reported as saying that the UK took this action because of the EU embargo on 

oil supplies to Syria. Who in the EU reached this conclusion and made the decision to seize the 

Iranian tanker? The lie becomes even worse when we note that the the EU embargo on oil 

supplies to Syria applies to EU member states, namely, EU countries cannot supply Syria with 

oil. This rule does not apply to supplies from Iran or any other third country. Surely the British 

Foreign Minister must be familiar with EU resolutions seeing as the UK is still in the EU! 

Clearly this seizure was not triggered by a violation of EU, but was most likely in response to a 

US request. 

 

There is another perplexing aspect to this tanker seizure. Even if the EU or just simply the UK 

had imposed sanctions on the delivery of fuel from any country to Syria, would the seizure of a 

tanker be “legal” as claimed by a number of UK politicians and military personnel? If so, then 

any nation could sanction whoever they wished and seize tankers, or any other vessel, at will! 



 

This would be an unusual interpretation of legality and thus justification of piracy by the 

powerful. 

 

But the Foreign Minister’s untruths have become magnified after his ill-advised rhetoric. The 

folks who run Iran’s IRGC (Revolutionary Guards) are not traditional military leaders and 

diplomats. They are intelligent and street smart and have an image to uphold in Iran and in the 

region. Mr. Hunt clearly has no understanding of their thinking and how they might react to 

provocation. As to be expected, Iran seized the British tanker, Steno Impero, in retaliation. But 

Mr. Hunt threatened Iran much as he might have done when Great Britain was an imperial power 

and ruled the waves. Again, with little comprehension of the IRGC and its leadership. 

 

As a result, Mr. Hunt has now backed the UK into an even tighter box. What are the UK’s 

options. They could release the Iranian tanker and get the British tanker released. But this would 

hurt Britain’s global image. They could do nothing, again a stand that would not work well at 

home and would humiliate Great Britain at the hands of a lesser power. Or they could join forces 

with the US, GCC countries and Israel to bomb or possibly invade Iran, start a regional war and 

incur the wrath of most Iranians inside and outside of Iran and many other Muslims around the 

world for years to come. 

 

The short and the long of this is that the seizure of the Iranian tanker was a monumental policy 

blunder. The UK is trying to divorce itself from its European partnership but is in the process 

falling in line as a devoted follower, not partner, of a power whose influence has already crested. 

It now does not have a favorable strategy for an exit from its blunder. Future British foreign 

ministers would do well to better understand the thinking of Britain’s adversaries and how they 

might react, as well as the motives of their closest ally. 
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While all Muslims have a moral duty to denounce acts of terror by Muslims wherever they 

occur, they also have a similar obligation to demand that their governments denounce the 

persecution of Muslims wherever it occurs. Sadly, some Muslim countries do the opposite: they 

embrace governments that oppress Muslims. 

 

Muslims have been tortured, raped and driven out of Myanmar. As of September 2018, the 

United Nations estimated that over 700,000 Rohingya Muslims had fled or were driven out of the 

country. While the military in Myanmar persecuted its Muslim minorities, and their leader Aung 

San Suu Kyi cooperated with the military, Muslims and Muslim countries did very little to make 

such genocide costly for those in power in Myanmar. 

 

China has incarcerated and placed well over a million Muslims, the largest group being the 

Uighurs, in the Xinjiang autonomous region in detention camps. These camps are what China 

labels “vocational training centers,” which have been constructed to “re-educate” Muslims. 

Given China’s global economic and political power, most of the world has been conspicuously 

silent on what is tantamount to banishing a religion and engaging in ethnic cleansing. Muslim 

countries that are in China’s sphere of influence, noticeably Indonesia and Pakistan, have even 

accepted China’s need to “re-educate” its Muslims. 

 

Recently, the Hindu nationalist government of Prime Minister Modi in India arrested many of 

the local leaders in the autonomous region of Jammu and Kashmir and turned the region into a 

federal territory. This will enable Hindus to migrate into the region, buy or take Muslim lands 

and eventually further subjugate Muslims in the quest to make India a Hindu nation and 

marginalize the rights of its over 200 million Muslims. Yes, here Pakistan has spoken but its 

defense of Muslim rights is clearly opportunistic given its acceptance of Muslim subjugation in 

China, a country that supports Pakistan. To be credible, Muslim countries cannot pick and 

choose when to stand up. They must stand up wherever they encounter discrimination. More 

recently, in the state of Assam, Modi has launched a campaign to declare roughly four million 

Muslims foreign migrants and to strip them of their rights. Many of these Muslims who were 

born in India and some who have lived in Assam for generations are being asked to provide 

written proof of their citizenship or face expulsion. Again, no concerted Muslim condemnation 

of these discriminatory acts, much less a concerted Muslim effort (boycotts, sanctions) to make 

such policies costly and painful for Hindu nationalists. India is an important country for a 

number of Muslim countries so it gets a pass. 

 

Then there is the continuing subjugation of Palestinians at the hands of Israel, the expropriation 

of Palestinian lands to make way for more and more Israeli settlements and the march to making 

Israel a Jewish state and to stripping Palestinians (99% Muslim in Gaza and over 80% in the 

West Bank even if Israeli settlers are included) of most of their rights. While in the past there 

were more meaningful countermeasures by Muslims, especially by Arabs, they are much more 

muted today. This silence has become deafening in the face of the provocative actions of the 

Trump administration — moving the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem and banning immigrants from a 



 

number of Muslim majority countries. But Muslim rulers fear for offending Trump and the 

United States. 

 

So here is the question. While the U.S., China, the EU and others use sanctions, boycotts and yes 

even military threats to coerce and get countries to change their policies, why are Arabs and 

more generally Muslims so silent and noncaring when Muslims are being threatened? 

 

Although the answer has many parts, the core reason is that the Islamic civilization has gone 

through a crisis. This crisis has left in its wake ineffective institutions, resulting in what are 

generally illegitimate governments with strongmen at the helm. These strongmen have no 

interest in reform or effective institutions, which could endanger their oppressive rule. They have 

one goal only — to stay in power. And to achieve that they have found a number of cooperative 

and powerful allies, including the United States, Russia, China and a few EU member countries. 

All they need to do is keep their foreign backers happy by buying arms, awarding lucrative 

contracts to their well-connected companies and individuals, affording them military bases and 

intelligence listening posts and towing their policies in regional and international fora and 

conflicts. Besides their subservience to their foreign backers, most of these leaders are corrupt 

beyond the pale; some plunder the depleting natural resources of the land, such as oil, to an 

extent that makes Russian oligarchs appear to be boy scouts; and some do all they can to 

undermine other Muslim governments that espouse reform and that may be moving to 

representative governance (such as was the case in Egypt and is possibly happening in Qatar), 

which they perceive as a mortal threat. 

 

What is the answer to this state of affairs? Let me first say the obvious — while no single 

Muslim country on its own is as powerful as the United States, China, Russia, Germany, the UK 

or France, collectively Muslim countries could move mountains and bring even more pressure 

than can the U.S. to protect Muslims from discrimination, incarceration and denial of basic 

human rights. Muslims need to better understand their religion — a religion of peace and 

tolerance that espouses effective institutions and embraces answerable governance that works 

toward justice, the rule of law, poverty eradication and equitable opportunity for all to develop 

their talents. Muslims must begin to peacefully demand this of their rulers and join hands across 

borders to bring pressure for this change. If they do, they can become a force for good not only 

in their own lands but the whole world over. 
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The recent drone attack on Saudi oil facilities, attributed to and acknowledged by the Houthis, 

has brought out the same accusations as usual from MBS, Trump and Pompeo. 

 

MBS, the man who undoubtedly ordered the kidnapping, murder and dismemberment of Jamal 

Khashoggi in Istanbul, has imprisoned and tortured Saudi citizens, has victimized the 12 percent 

of Saudis who belong to the Shia sect of Islam, has plundered the state treasury to finance the 

lavish lifestyle of his tribe and who has relentlessly bombed dissident Yemeni Houthis and their 

civilian families for over four years, now condemns the Houthis and their Iranian backers as 

terrorists. The horrors of Saudi war crimes, with military support of the United Arab Emirates, 

intelligence and mid-air refueling supplied by the United States and sophisticated military 

hardware bought from the United States, the United Kingdom and France have been well 

documented by the United Nations. 

 

All the while, the Trump Administration has given its wholehearted support to this same MBS. 

And on September 14, Secretary of State Pompeo took his wholehearted support of MBS one 

step further by attributing the attack on Saudi oil facilities to Iran. The Trump Administration’s 

hubris and sanctimonious lectures on who is and who is not a terrorist and on the sanctity of 

human rights will fall on deaf ears. The Trump Administration should well remember that a 

country is judged by what it does and who it supports, not by what it tweets. 

 

The United States has been unwilling to blame MBS for the murder of Jamal Khashoggi who 

was a legal resident of the United States and a contributor to the Washington Post. The United 

States has enabled MBS’ war crimes in Yemen and yet condemns the Houthis who are after all 

Yemenis fighting for their cause, whether we agree or disagree with their cause and tactics. If 

Saudi Arabia bombs the Houthis and their civilian families, surely one can understand the 

Houthis for retaliating against Saudi Arabia in any way that they can? If the United States 

supports Saudi military intervention in Yemen and its indiscriminate bombing, surely Iran has 

the right to support its Houthi allies? As an aside but in the same region, the United States also 

supports Netanyahu’s crimes, internationally illegal on many counts, against Palestinians and 

their human rights. 

 

Sadly, the Trump Administration has squandered all the goodwill, admiration and respect that 

the United States may have accumulated over the years. Trump’s sanctimonious lectures and 

tweets are falling on death ears. The company America keeps in the Middle East region — MBS, 

Sisi and Netanyahu — and the actions that it supports — the suppression of human rights — are 

odious and reflect deep-seated American values focused on business interests alone. America has 

dissipated its soft power. Military power can be readily acquired and bought but the acquisition 

of soft power takes dedication, integrity and years to accumulate. The loss of soft power will 

haunt the United States for years to come as it looks back and appreciates what it lost in the span 

of a few myopic years. 
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The Coup 

 

Coup d’états come in many forms — while a military overthrow of the government may be the 

most dramatic, a quiet erosion of institutions may be just as disruptive and with even more long-

term consequences. 

 

Over the last three to four years, we have witnessed a steady degradation of America’s enviable 

institutions. Many eminent economists and philosophers have highlighted the importance of 

institutions for democratic governance and socio-economic progress. While Adam Smith may be 

the best known among these giants of the past, a more recent contributor was Douglass North. 

What are institutions and why do they matter? Institutions are constraints devised by society to 

reduce uncertainty and promote order. They are the collection of formal and informal rules or 

controls such as constitutions, the rule of law, truth, trust, codes of conduct, property rights, the 

internalization of social obligations and customs that are important social virtues for a society. 

While effective institutions may take years or even decades to develop and are path dependent, 

they can be rapidly obliterated. Effective institutions lead to positive social and economic 

interactions by reducing uncertainty, enhancing cooperation and confidence and lowering the 

costs associated with economic transactions. 

 

In four short years Donald Trump has eroded the norms of conduct expected of a president — 

truthfulness, upholding the Constitution and the rule of law, abiding by rules of conduct, 

safeguarding Americans from foreign adversaries, upholding the health and wellbeing of all 

Americans, encouraging racial justice and protecting the environment and our national treasures 

for all generations to enjoy. I will not list Trump’s transgressions in all these areas. I will simply 

say that he has steadily hollowed all these institutions. 

 

In conjunction with the hollowing of America’s institutions, our international alliances have 

descended into the abyss. Our traditional allies keep their distance as their citizenry shun the 

United States. America’s international reputation is at an all-time low in many countries around 

the world (see the Pew Research). 

 

What Could be in Store? 

 

Trump has done all that he can to have a subservient Supreme Court and Attorney General on his 

side. He is now sowing the seeds of disputed elections that would have to be adjudicated by “his” 

Court. If the ruling is favorable, then he will continue. A continuation of his destruction would 

obliterate America’s institutions and possibly result in domestic armed conflict. If the Court rules 

against him, he would refuse to leave the presidency and would encourage his “base” to take up 

arms. Either way, America is in for a rough ride with trust, confidence and cooperation all but 

obliterated. 

 



 

But this may not be all. Trump will want to continue in power until he takes his last breath. His 

mentor, Vladimir Putin, has written the book for him on this. In the last year of his stolen second 

term, he would resign in favor of Michael Pence. Michael Pence would run as President with 

Trump, the real power, as his vice president, with America in the shadows of Russia. By then 

America could be wallowing on the trash heap of history. 

 

Why is this happening. Selfishness and the grab for money and power. Trump has bullied all his 

adversaries and created a herd of sheep, whether in the Senate, in the courts, in other areas of 

public service, in the clergy, in business and in other walks of life. It would be good for all these 

servants to recall the moral imperative of “doing what is right and for the right reason.” Yes, they 

may be dead when the sky falls in but their offspring will curse them for generations to come. 

They cannot plead ignorance about what is going on all around them. They are complicit in all 

that we see before our eyes. Moral women and men must stand up and be counted now before it 

is too late. 

 

Traitors Come in Many Forms 

 

We think traitors come in two forms — deserters on the battlefield and spies. But there are many 

cloaks that dress a traitor — lying to dodge national service, cooperating with a foreign 

adversary who may have leverage, selling out the constitution of the United States for personal 

gain, endangering the health and lives of Americans and pitting American against American. 
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America’s ancestral crime — slavery — is known the world over. The country was built on the 

backs of kidnapped Africans brought to the New World in chains starting some 400 years ago. 

As a result, the young nation was nearly destroyed during its Civil War a little over 250 years 

later, but a heroic President Lincoln managed to hold a divided land together. After WWII and 

some overdue legislation — The Civil Rights Act of 1964 — the horrors of its crime seemed to 

recede. But this temporary respite did not provide the momentum for continued progress. While 

some progress has been made, albeit slowly and begrudgingly, over the last 50 or so years there 

has been a covert but steady retreat to America’s ugly roots and a crime the country finds hard to 

address, overcome and move on. 

 

Today, slavery is still very much alive in the United States. Nowadays, we don’t call it by that 

name, but ask some simple questions and decide how you would coin today’s reality. More 

frequent police shootings and higher incarceration rates of African Americans. Sub-par 

schooling. Low socio-economic status resulting in limited access to America’s best universities. 

Inadequate health services. Inadequate nutrition. Low socio-economic mobility. And to seal the 

deal on the reality of slavery — if you want access to even third-rate healthcare you have to 

accept whatever job you can get, even if the pay is $10 an hour, a rate that cannot pay the rent, 

utilities, transportation and minimal nutrition, let alone pay for other necessities for a dignified 

life. In other words, if you want healthcare, you do as you are told. Yes, today there may be no 

visible chains to tie African Americans to the plantation but the invisible chains are still there to 

tie them to the ghetto with little hope for a better life. When a person is desperate to feed his or 

her family, it is almost inevitable that they are more likely to commit a crime and be 

incarcerated. Slavery is alive! It has simply morphed. 

 

America has not acknowledged or come to terms with its shameful sin. It has tried in fits and 

starts to make amends. While black Americans have received some scraps, their educational, 

healthcare and socio-economic opportunities have crept along at a snail’s pace. Yes, some black 

Americans have achieved unbelievable economic success in sports and entertainment but the vast 

majority are still far behind and are today moving in the wrong direction with little hope for a 

better future. 

 

Today, America’s income and wealth inequalities are obscene, the worst among advanced 

countries. Politicians and the selfish among the wealthy attribute this to the “fruits of capitalism 

and hard work.” What they are missing is that the system we have today is rigged. It is the 

hands-off free market gone berserk, with unequal opportunities for advancement and a tax 

structure that is patently unjust. Unless we change our ways on race relations, atone for our past 

and work toward a system that is more just, America will “eat itself” from the inside. The future 

of America will be increasing turmoil, armed conflict, distrust, contention and eventual 

implosion. 

 

The way forward should at the outset entail a critical and honest examination of the past. 

Admitting all the wrongdoings with a heavy dose of remorse, teaching what really happened in 



 

our children’s history classes and bringing honesty into their history books. This must be 

followed by an examination of racial bias in the courts and in law enforcement. None of this will 

mean much unless the United States creates a level playing field, affording equal opportunities to 

all Americans to achieve their dreams. This would involve the minimum resources necessary for 

a dignified life, access to high-quality education and healthcare, elimination of discrimination in 

employment and establishment of a fair tax system. Importantly, all of these have to be 

implemented together. Doing one of these will not by itself do much. They must all be done 

within a comprehensive national plan. The longer America is in denial and waits, the harder it 

will be to achieve the needed reform and a more perfect union. 
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The world’s greatest democracy! The American dream! The world’s best hope! Shining city on a 

hill! Citadel of liberty. Fact or American fiction? 

 

At best these are myths that America keeps telling to comfort itself and to garner admiration 

around the world. Politicians have spread these myths so often and so wide that most Americans 

have accepted them as fact, becoming detached from reality and complacent in a manufactured 

history. But this cancer of lies, if not addressed, will in time destroy the country from the inside 

and harm rest of the world. 

 

America is no longer the world’s greatest democracy. Free elections and the rule of law are the 

bedrock of democracy, but in America, we see a smorgasbord of tactics to suppress votes — 

specific and ever stricter ID requirements, last minute changes in voting requirements, physical 

and legal threats to dissuade targeted citizens from voting, the purging of voter rolls, the moving 

of polling sites to hostile locations and the closing of polling locations that serve targeted voters. 

In a democracy, voting should be encouraged but in America voting by targeted groups is 

discouraged to disenfranchise them and to deliver a desired election outcome. These tactics are 

heaped on top of accommodations to the tyranny of the minority, such as elections during the 

work week when it is generally more difficult for the disadvantaged to vote, gerrymandering and 

the U.S. electoral college system. 

 

The judicial system favors whites over blacks and browns. Just a look at the arrests, indictments, 

convictions and sentences of black and Hispanic Americans versus whites for similar crimes and 

at the percentage of these groups in jail. The numbers are stark. Skin color has impacted wealth 

and income disparities that have, in turn, affected judicial outcomes. 

 

The American dream is not open to all. Look at the very different opportunities and outcomes 

depending on race, ethnicity or religion. Opportunity for a good education, access to healthcare 

and adequate nutrition; the income and wealth of black versus white Americans; the race of those 

living in poverty and on the streets; the numbers of black versus white Americans in senior levels 

of government, serving as directors and CEOs of corporations and as the faculty of top 

universities; and even in the vast disparity in life expectancy of black versus white Americans. 

While racism may have changed shape and color, it is alive everywhere you look — in policing, 

in the courts and in the number of those in prison. Yes, there are a few black Americans in the 

very top echelons of the American experiment who spout “everything is possible in America” 

but this is at best a publicity stunt if you look at their numbers. President-elect Biden boasts that 

his cabinet “looks like America,” yet look at the number of Hispanics and blacks in his cabinet. 

Look at the top four cabinet positions (State, Treasury, Defense and Attorney General) — three 

Jews, one black and no Hispanic or Muslims and in fact not even a single Muslim cabinet 

member throughout U.S. history; and throughout U.S. history there have been no Muslim 

senators and only four Muslims members of congress, while there were 9 Jewish senators and 28 

Jewish congressmen and women just in the last (116th) congress alone; and when two Muslim 

women were elected to the House of Representatives, they were tagged by derogatory labels. 



 

While black and Hispanic Americans are the most visible targets of racism, Muslim Americans 

may face the most extreme discrimination in the United States. Although there are always cries 

of anti-Semitism, rare are the voices raised against anti-Muslims by Christians, Jews and others. 

 

America is not the shining city on a hill and citadel of liberty. While Americans have been fed 

the daily diet that it is, it has become an increasingly questionable slogan to the rest of the world. 

America has been behind the overthrow of governments including, among others: Panama, 

Honduras, Nicaragua, Mexico, Haiti and the Dominican Republic Iran, Indonesia and Chile. The 

United States was a supporter of the apartheid regime in South Africa until its survival looked 

doubtful and America’s support truly embarrassing. Throughout its history, the United States has 

been a country at war, collaborating with dictators and oppressive regimes. And now, America 

imposes more economic sanctions on countries than those of all other countries combined, even 

restricting much-needed nutrition and medicine to some countries. Today, the U.S. supports 

oppressive rule in dozens of countries. Looking at the Middle East, America props up the most 

heinous regime in the entire region, Saudi Arabia; it backs the dictator in Egypt; and has been 

isolated while in full support of Israel’s policies of land grab and oppression of Palestinians for 

over 60 years. Nor has America been a peace-loving nation throughout its history, but has 

instead been almost continually involved in insurrections, covert operations, conflicts and wars 

around the world. Yet, it is a country with two vast oceans in the east and west, a friendly and 

sparsely populated country — Canada — to the north and a militarily weak neighbor — Mexico 

— to the south. It is not in immediate danger of an invasion or attack and yet has over 120 

military bases around the world with annual military expenditures that amount to roughly those 

of the next ten countries on the list combined, a list that includes China and Russia. 

 

And yet with all this baggage, America boasts about its democratic and human rights stand 

around the world, not so much for foreigners who know better but to lull Americans into 

believing that it is acting to improve the world and keep America safe, justifying excessive 

military expenditures while neglecting the needs of poorer citizens at home. But the world 

watches as the U.S. continues to run an illegal prison at Guantanamo, assassinates an Iranian 

general and supports Israel’s assassination of Iranian scientists, an American President pardons 

war criminals such as Gallagher with Afghanistan atrocities to account for and military 

contractors in Iraq who murdered men, women and children, and supports Mohammad bin 

Salman (the notorious MBS), responsible for the murder of Jamal Khashoggi in Istanbul. 

America will assuredly continue to argue for bringing non-American war criminals and 

oppressors of human rights to justice while protecting its own criminals. It’s a duplicity that is 

wearing thin around the world and will make America’s invocation for justice ignored. 

 

Then, whenever anything really bad happens, whether inside America or at the hands of America 

abroad, politicians act astonished and plead “we are better than this” in an attempt to wash away 

their guilt. But sadly, what we see is America. Fortunately and for many reasons, America has 

still kept growing and becoming more prosperous with much rot at its foundation, rot that has 

been raising its ugly head more and more frequently and impeding the building of a truly more 

perfect union. Like any cancer, what ails America will eventually consume it from the inside 

unless it is addressed. It won’t get any better until Americans examine their history and build a 

better America on a solid foundation. This must start with admitting and acknowledging past sins 

and the problems they have spawned. 



 

 

First and foremost, America must squarely face up to and admit its sins — abuse of native 

Americans, slavery, racism, interference in other countries’ internal affairs and in support of 

oppressive rulers. Policies to correct these and other missteps that have adversely affected 

Americans, including judicial, policing and voting reform. Policies to afford all Americans better 

and equal opportunity to realize their “American Dream” and to restore more balance to the 

distribution of income and wealth. Americans must always stand up to racism, even if not against 

their own tribe because if they don’t, their tribe will in time face the same. Renouncing 

interference in the internal affairs of other countries and conditioning support, except that in 

response to natural disasters, on respect for human and political rights and a timetable to achieve 

these in countries where such rights are impaired. This is a minimalist list to clear the rot at 

America’s foundation and create a better path toward a more perfect union. 
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A country without inhabitants is but an empty shell. Countries are made up of complicated 

individuals, each having his or her own value, history and moral compass. The collective values 

of individuals in turn shape and define a country’s institutions, culture, character, behavior and 

history. A country can change its character and behavior when the collective values and behavior 

of its people change. As countries are invariably made up of millions of individuals, a sea change 

in collective values and culture is a slow process, something that takes much time, decades and 

even centuries We may fantasize that a country can change overnight when a new government or 

a new leader is installed but such changes are invariably superficial. We only fool ourselves if 

we think a leader or others can achieve the change we need and that we can step aside and enjoy 

the ride. For a country to set a new course, individuals have to change their values and actions on 

a collective basis. 

 

Peace-loving people who love their neighbor are unlikely to condone an attack on other 

countries, to kill and maim. Compassionate people who care for the basic needs of others are 

unlikely to amass fortunes and support a government that neglects the needs of all at home or 

abroad. People who are generous would not live in luxury while some wallow in poverty. People 

who respect human and political rights would not condone oppressive rule at home or for that 

matter a ruler who supports oppressive rule anywhere in the world. People who believe that all 

persons are created equal and all lives matter would not subjugate a race or a creed but afford all 

humans a fair opportunity to develop and grow. People who think of the welfare of future 

generations would not endanger the planet that we inhabit. 

 

As individuals we might only consider our own lives and the lives of a few others close to us, the 

here and now as the fountain of our happiness and fulfillment. But such a myopic view of life 

creates fractured societies, with difficulty for humans coming together, establishing trust and 

working for a better future for all. We would be focused on our own personal welfare, our own 

income and would ignore our psychic welfare and income, namely, the intangible riches we see 

when in our country most have their basic needs met, where poverty is nowhere to be seen, 

where equal access to education and healthcare prevails, where resentment and violence are 

muted, where every life matters, where trust prevails and where there is hope for an even happier 

future. And where justice is the glue that binds us all. Wow! Would it not be nice to be free to 

pursue our own individual dreams in such a land? How much is this psychic income worth to 

you and me, knowing as we do that a country will only truly change when its people change? 

How do we get there? How does this journey begin? 

 

The journey begins with us as individuals in our daily lives. It will be a rocky road, especially in 

the earliest years, with highs and lows. With euphoria and disappointments. But it is a journey 

that cannot be abandoned until we have overcome the steepest hills that lie earliest in the 

journey. We must work on ourselves to truly consider the welfare of others as this, in turn, will 

also benefit us. In a sense it is long-term selfishness instead of the selfishness we live by on a 

daily basis. Considering the welfare of others now will reward us and enhance our happiness in 

the future. 



 

 

It is high time for each of us to stop passing the buck and begin working on our self. If we 

improve as individuals, the country and the world will improve. The United States will change 

for the better when Americans change for the better. What is true for the United States is true for 

each and every country. There is no time to waste as with each passing day of inaction, we 

become more entrenched in our ways and our tasks become ever more difficult. 

 

What do we do? Live by the Kantian dictum in everything we say and do: 

 

“Do what is right and for the right reason.” 

 

Let this be our individual moral compass. 

 

Close your eyes and think about this simple dictum long and hard. What it means for our daily 

lives. How we could be rid of greed and jealousy. How we could treat others. How we would not 

be totally self-absorbed. How we would care for our planet. How our surroundings would give us 

joy. How we would elect governments that would reflect our values and not our selfish interests. 

These and much more would be the reward for generations to come. 

 

The more of us who adopt this moral compass, the faster the world will move toward a better 

world for all. All this might look like the dream of a star-eyed kid but if this dream is cast aside it 

will become an everlasting nightmare for all. 

 

We have relied for far too long on leaders who we hope can lead us to a more perfect world. And 

look at the world we have! Many of us in the affluent world are obsessed with money; the quest 

for money has become an immoral compass; there is never enough. Yet many suffer in poverty 

and under the yoke of discrimination. Much of the world is deprived of food and healthcare and 

the planet is marching toward irreversible catastrophe. 

 

We must stop dreaming of a leader who will rescue us all. The United States and the world will 

change for the better only when we all change for the better and have the courage and 

unselfishness to do what is right and for the right reason. 
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Let’s start off with an indisputable fact. No sane person or responsible country wants to see a 

nuclear proliferation free for all. Nuclear weapons could destroy all life as we know it. So the 

stakes are high. The Great Powers are the self-appointed guardians of nuclear non-proliferation. 

A lauded goal but they have been hypocritical and duplicitous in its implementation. 

 

Nuclear weapon breakout capacity (the time required to build enough highly enriched uranium 

for one or two warheads) has been limited to regimes that are deemed responsible. Objectionable 

regimes seeking breakout capacity are threatened with sanctions and war to keep them in line. 

Note that regimes and governments change so nuclear arms could in time fall from the hands of a 

responsible into the hands of an objectionable regime. Moreover, if and when a regime, no 

matter how objectionable, has a nuclear weapon, and especially with a delivery system, then all 

hands are off and threats on the regime become muted and useless. So if a country lives in a 

dangerous part of the world, if it is surrounded by hostile neighbors or if it is in the crosshairs of 

a Great Power, the quest for nuclear arms or at least for breakout capacity becomes strong and 

understandable. 

 

The Middle East is without a doubt a dangerous part of the world. Israel feels threatened by 

Arabs, by Iran and more generally by Muslims. The Arabs, especially those in the vicinity of the 

Persian Gulf, feel threatened by Iran, and others by Israel. While Iran feels threatened by Israel, 

by Arabs around the Persian Gulf and by some of the Great Powers, especially the United States 

with immense military presence in the region. 

 

So early on in 1967, Israel hijacked a U.S. ship, USS Liberty, and took its enriched uranium on 

the high seas with little retaliation from the United States, one of the self-appointed guardians of 

non-proliferation. Israel is now reputed to have 200–250 nuclear warheads, enough to destroy the 

entire Middle East, West Asia, and much of Russia, North Africa and Europe. As you can 

expect, no one appears to seriously threaten Israel today. And as Israel wants to be the master of 

the region it does everything it can to prevent another country in the region from acquiring such 

capacity and weaponry. 

 

The Arabs of the region, excluding Iraq and Syria, and possibly Qatar and Lebanon, fear Iran and 

rely on a mix of alliances. Their main supporter is the United States with bases and vast military 

capability to defend them. As backup, they have also imported some of the most sophisticated 

weaponry available and hired advisors to man them. More recently, a number of the Persian Gulf 

Arab countries, notably the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia, have also allied with Israel 

as their second protector out of fear of Iran. 

 

Then there is Iran. It was a relatively defenseless country in the midst of a revolution when it was 

invaded by Iraq in 1980. This after Iranian students egregiously took American Embassy 

hostages and were later wrongly supported by Ayatollah Khomeini. In the brutal eight-year war 

that ensued, Iraq received American and European support through intelligence, conventional 

arms and even internationally banned chemical weapons. Since that war, relations between Iran, 



 

the United States, the Arabs and Israel although fluctuating have been generally hostile. Iran has 

been on the defensive and has developed regional allies and surrogates and has enriched nuclear 

uranium to about the 20 percent level, above that allowed under the JCPOA. 

 

Does Iran want nuclear weapons? Who knows, but Iran says not. The Great Powers, especially 

the United States, Israel and the Arabs don’t believe Iran. So to delay the Iranian development of 

nuclear weapons, and after laborious negotiations, Iran and the P5+1 (U.S., Russia, China, UK, 

France and Germany) agreed to the JCPOA (an agreement endorsed by the UN Security Council 

in Resolution 2231). Of course any such agreement is not ironclad, it can be openly or 

surreptitiously broken by Iran or by any of the other six parties to the agreement. Moreover, the 

agreement has a sunset clause, enabling Iran to do what it wants after a number of years. 

 

Why did Iran agree to such a deal? Iran’s economy was, and is, weak and the lifting of 

multilateral and unilateral economic sanctions afforded Iran and Iranians much needed relief. 

The United States, under Donald Trump, broke the agreement and re-imposed sanctions. The 

U.S., joined by the its European partners, wants Iran to fully respect the JCPOA with further 

concessions before it is willing to honor its commitments under the JCPOA and lift sanctions. 

After Iran started enriching uranium above the agreed JCPOA level, it has demanded that the 

P5+1 honor their commitments, lift sanctions and compensate Iran for the damage Iran has 

suffered from U.S. withdrawal before it is willing to discuss other unrelated issues, such as Iran’s 

missile program and its regional alliances. 

 

The world faces a dangerous standoff. This would be daunting for the region and for the world if 

there was no easy solution. But there is an easy solution. And what is truly inexplicable is why 

the solution is not, and has not been adopted, namely, making the entire Middle East region a 

nuclear weapon free zone (NWFZ)? All Arab countries and Iran have offered this solution. But 

Israel is the fly in the ointment. Israel wants its nuclear weapons even though it has the most 

sophisticated arms in the region and the full support of the United States in case of external 

aggression. The region and the world finds itself in this dangerous place because the United 

States is unwilling to persuade Israel to go along with this obvious and sensible solution. 

The JCPOA and the impasse reminds me of a person using a sledgehammer to drive in a tiny nail 

when a tiny hammer was all that was needed! 

 

It is high time for peace loving Israelis, Arabs, Iranians, Americans, Europeans, Russians, 

Chinese and for that matter any thinking moral person to spread this obvious solution that has 

been on the table — a NWFZ Middle East — in every corner of the world and on every form of 

media. It is a moral imperative for the world. It is a test of our humanity. 
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In a span of less than 45 years from 1975 to 2018, Iran’s population increased from 33 million to 

82 million, its GDP from $52 billion to $454 billion and its per capita GDP from $1,580 to 

$5,550. While South Korea’s population increased from 35 million to 52 million, GDP from $22 

billion to $1.7 trillion and per capita GDP from $617 to $33,422. 

 

The difference in performance is staggering. Iran’s GDP increased 8.7 fold compared to South 

Korea’s 77 fold. But because of Iran’s much more rapid population growth, the differential 

performance in per capita GDP was simply unbelievable — Iran’s per capita GDP increased 3.5 

fold while South Korea’s increased 54 fold! Iran stayed more or less where it was before the 

1979 Revolution but South Korea catapulted into the high income group of countries. 

While per capita GDP is not all there is to a nation’s well being, it underpins many dimensions of 

human existence — healthcare, nutrition, shelter, education and the like. Why did Iran so under 

perform? This is a question Iran and Iranians must urgently address to get on a better track to 

improve all Iranian lives. 

 

Before addressing Iran’s economic shortcomings, let’s list its political mistakes. In 1979 after 

Iranian students climbed over the U.S. embassy walls in Tehran and took diplomats as hostages, 

hostilities between Iran and the U.S. were exasperated by Ayatollah Khomeini’s endorsement of 

the students’ action. This was perhaps post-revolutionary Iran’s biggest political blunder. It 

transformed a rogue act by students into an internationally condemned state-sponsored act of 

hostage taking. Iran became isolated and sanctioned by the U.S. Then, with U.S. passive 

encouragement Iraq invaded Iran to free American hostages and to punish the regime in Tehran. 

Iran paid a dear price during this 8-year war. The only accolade for the government over the 

nearly ten post-revolutionary years was that it managed to defend the country against all odds 

and to prevent its dismemberment. 

 

In the aftermath of the war, Iran continued its anti-American, anti-Western and anti-Israeli 

rhetoric and threats. Bluster that achieved little but instead transformed Iran into a pariah nation 

in the eyes of much of the West and alienated many neighboring Arab regimes. It is unbelievable 

that Iran became enemy number one in the eyes of average Americans replacing recent enemies 

such as Vietnam and historical adversaries such as Russia, China and North Korea. The pro-

Israeli U.S. media and American entities with business ties to Persian Gulf Arabs have lent a 

helping hand to fan the flames. Yet Iran continues its empty threats, threats that only harm its 

image and make eventual reconciliation more difficult and costly. 

 

All along, economic sanctions have been piled onto Iran. UN sanctions and especially U.S. 

sanctions have been debilitating for Iran. Oil sales and foreign investment have been curtailed. 

U.S. financial sanctions have been particularly harmful — Iran’s export proceeds have been 

frozen in foreign banks and Iran has lost access to the international banking system, raising the 

cost of its international trade. U.S. sanctions have been made even more devastating for Iran as 

the U.S. has used its economic and political muscle to coerce other countries to follow suit lest 

they be sanctioned too. The JCPOA was a short-term lifeline for Iran as it signed on. But after 



 

Trump’s withdrawal from an agreement endorsed by the UN Security Council, Iran finds itself in 

even more dire straits than before signing the JCPOA. 

What is the lesson? Will re-joining the JCPOA by all parties be the silver bullet for Iran’s 

sustained development and prosperity or just another short-term fix that just gives Iran a little 

breathing room and sweeps the regime’s failings under the rug? 

 

The JCPOA is not a silver bullet for Iran. Iran needs fundamental and sustained reforms. 

Countries prosper when they establish effective institutions. Effective institutions promote trust, 

moral behavior, cooperation, commitment, hard work and self-improvement. These in turn 

support prosperity and progress. The most important institution is the rule of law — everyone 

equal in front of the law — which goes a long way to promote better human behavior such as 

trust and cooperation and hope for a better future. The rule of law creates an environment where 

an individual feels that with dedication and hard work anything is possible, not for a privileged 

few but for all. It is the magical potion for positive change. 

 

Next, establishing the rules of the game. What can individuals and companies do and what they 

cannot. Establishing the needed guardrails to protect society and all its members from harm and 

exploitation. An important part of this are policies to reduce corruption at all levels of life. All 

this must be supported with forward looking economic and social policies, such as availability of 

quality education for all, first class infrastructure and consistent monetary and fiscal policies. 

There is a need for institutions to protect the vulnerable. Everyone should have the minimum for 

a dignified life. This does not discourage hard work but protects those who cannot care for 

themselves. 

 

Finally, I must add the need for freedom for everyone to pursue their dreams. None of this would 

lead to much unless there is individual freedom to think and to pursue one’s calling in life. 

Moreover, all these reforms are supported by Islamic teachings (http://islamicity-index.org/wp/). 

If all of this is done and sustained, Iran would bloom and blossom. Effective institutions 

including freedom are the magical potion for success. Within 10–15 years you would not 

recognize an Iran that adopted such a vision. But if Iran continues with its short-termism without 

a program of fundamental reforms, it will continue to stumble along and fall further behind other 

countries. 

 

None of this is rocket science. It requires a little vision, sacrifice and commitment to the greater 

good. It is in fact well-known at the highest level of the Iranian government but leaders lack the 

will to follow through. I vividly recall a one-on-one 4–5 hour conversation with a most senior 

member of the regime in 1992–1993. He wanted my views on putting Iran on the path to 

prosperity. It appeared that he had pondered most of them himself before. At the end of the 

evening, after agreeing with everything I had said, he concluded “yes, but these reforms pose a 

danger to us. As long as stomachs are full, we don’t need to do anything.” But I added the longer 

Iran waits, the more difficult and painful the adoption and implementation of reforms. 

 

So Iranians continue to wait! 
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These days, restoring the Iran Nuclear Agreement (JCPOA) occupies the headlines. It is seen as 

crucial for Iran and for the United States. Can the parties remove the Trumpian-layered sanctions 

which were dishonestly connected to terrorism and sell the agreement both in Washington and in 

Iran? Will Iran and the U.S. each return to the JCPOA as it was? While this may be a priority for 

much of the world and especially for the United States, it misses the point as far as Iran’s future 

is concerned. Even if the JCPOA is restored exactly as it was before, it will do little for the future 

of Iranians unless Iran changes. Yes, a return to the JCPOA will give the regime in Tehran some 

breathing room but it will not by itself put Iran on the path to sustained development and 

prosperity. A return to the JCPOA is only a band aid, a band aid that Iran would not even need if 

it had embraced effective institutions and adopted rational policies since the 1979 revolution. 

Iran needs reforms, namely, effective institutions, but post-revolutionary Iran’s rulers have 

avoided reforms for over 40 years. A major reason why reforms have not been embraced may be 

Iran’s constitution with velayat-e-faqih, or rule by a Shia jurist, at its heart. Iran’s post-

revolutionary constitution was adopted in December 1979, replacing the 1906 constitution less 

than a year after Ayatollah Khomeini arrived to take control of the government. This was a time 

of turmoil, summary executions and euphoria alongside revolutionary fervor. The velayat-e-faqih 

became the foundation of the new republic. 

 

Whether the people knew what they were voting for may be open to debate but it may or may not 

be the constitution that the majority of Iranians would endorse now. Iranians have now lived with 

their constitution for over 40 years and have seen what it has produced. They can now better 

judge if this is the constitution they want going forward. Do they want minor changes or do they 

want a radical change that could entail modifying the velayat-e-faqih? They deserve the right to 

choose. 

 

There are many options — they could maintain the system as is, they could elect a Shia jurist to 

be a constitutional religious leader (head of state but with no political power), they could elect a 

Shia jurist as a purely moral arbiter between conflicting parties, or they could jettison any 

clerical involvement in the political and economic life of Iran. 

 

Surely, no reasonable, open-minded and Quranic rule-abiding Muslim would deny the people of 

Iran an open debate on their constitution with a truly unfettered vote to follow. No matter what 

the people of Iran decide, Iran badly needs reform. The necessary institutional pillars are many 

but must include freedom, the rule of law, open and unobstructed elections, freedom of the press, 

a permanent and empowered cadre of civil servants, first-class academic institutions and medical 

care and a safety net to take care of those who cannot take care of themselves. 

 

The young people of Iran need hope and a reason to study, be productive and to remain in Iran. 

The elderly deserve a dignified life. All Iranians deserve to live in a country that gives them hope 

with the promise of a better future. Iran is at an important fork in the road and must find the path 

most Iranians truly want. 
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Today, as on many days since 1948, the world is witnessing Israeli cruelty toward Palestinians. 

Over the years, Palestinians have lost their homes and land. Palestinians who live under the 

Israeli yoke are oppressed in ways that many observers have called apartheid. Israel retaliates 

against legitimate Arab uprisings — the latest in response to the eviction of Palestinian families 

from their Jerusalem homes — with cruelty and inhumanity. Most Muslims and Arabs say little 

and do even less, while America, the self-appointed guardian of human rights, supplies Israel 

with money, intelligence and the world’s most sophisticated weapons, but rarely criticizes 

Israel’s inhumanity and crimes. 

 

How can it be that the world’s 2 billion Muslims and its nearly 350 million Arabs cannot stand 

up to a global Jewish population of around 15 million? How is it that Muslims cannot muster 

enough public pressure in their own countries and around the world to force their governments to 

take a firm stand? How is it that they cannot use their financial leverage to restore Palestinian 

rights and bring a measure of justice for a people who had nothing to do with the tragedy that 

was the Holocaust? Why does America support Israel’s inhumanity no matter what? 

Most Muslims live under oppressive regimes in countries that are a by-product of the colonial 

era. A majority of Muslim rulers still have strong ties to their colonial masters. The goal of most 

of these Muslim rulers is not meaningful reform for the welfare and dignity of their people — 

education, universal healthcare, justice and healthy economies — but simply to rule with an iron 

fist. To secure their rule, many have turned to their colonial masters and to superpowers for 

intelligence and military support. Many tow the American line. Under Trump’s pressure, some 

insecure Muslim rulers of the UAE, Bahrain, Sudan and Morocco even established full 

diplomatic relations with Israel, while others, such as Saudi Arabia, are cooperating with Israel 

behind the scenes as it oppresses Palestinians. 

 

Individual Muslims and Muslim Arabs have failed to pressure their rulers to take up the 

Palestinian cause with the United States. Muslims are more engaged with rituals than with doing 

what their religion demands — upholding the Unity of God’s creation. Some have been seduced 

by the quest for money while others are preoccupied with barely making a living. They have not 

used their financial resources to get a sympathetic hearing for the Palestinian tragedy. Most 

Muslims who have power and money to change things simply don’t seem to care. While they 

call themselves devout Muslims, their neglect of their fellow human, whether Muslim or not, is 

not what Islam preaches and they know it. 

 

Why does the superpower of our time, America, use its power to blindly support Israel’s crimes, 

alienate 2 billion Muslims and damage its long-term appeal and reputation in the world? In 

America, money is king. With money and lobbying elections and politicians are bought. And 

that’s what matters today. Successful Jewish businessmen and investors have lobbied for blind 

support of Israel. They pour money into the campaigns of politicians and stifle any and all 

criticism. If an American stands up against Israel’s rogue policies and persecution, he or she 

risks retribution and being classified as an anti-Semite. They have built a Holocaust Museum to 

remember the horrors of that period and to make sure it is never forgotten and yet they work 



 

tirelessly to hide Israeli horrors as Arab children and women are slaughtered. It is hard to fathom 

how a people who suffered through the Holocaust can have so little empathy for the suffering of 

Palestinians, let alone how they can ignore their own decisive hand in such suffering. 

 

On May 11, in the face of Palestinian suffering, the heartless words and indifferent demeanor of 

America’s Secretary of State told the whole story of where America stands — while visiting 

Jordan, Secretary Blinken showed no empathy for Palestinian suffering and focused instead on 

Hamas rockets. This was further re-enforced by the silence of America’s newly elected president 

who is toasted as being caring and empathetic. Americans should face facts. America does not 

bleed for the tired, the poor, the huddled masses yearning to breathe free. The business of 

America is business. Politicians and others in position of power are up for sale. Jews have 

figured this out and have used their financial power to get their way while Muslims and Arabs 

are focused on their own lives, a few amassing fortunes and most scratching out a living. 

Collectively Muslims and Arabs have the resources to do even more than Jews but seem to have 

a hard time parting with their money! 

 

The American media is also a willing accomplice in downplaying Palestinian suffering. While 

they remind the world of the Holocaust, they say little about the Palestinian Nakba. What percent 

of Americans have even heard of the Nakba? In 1948, about 500 Palestinian villages were 

destroyed. About 750,000 Palestinians or about 50 percent of the 1.5 million Arab population 

were expelled or fled their homes. They have not been allowed to return to their homes and have 

not received compensation for all they lost. The Nakba are the details of this tragedy and all that 

Israel has inflicted on Palestinians since 1948. 

 

In the end, if Muslims and Arabs and their rulers don’t care, why should Americans, their 

administration and their media care? Muslim selfishness goes far beyond their inaction in the 

face of suffering Palestinians. China’s genocide of the Uyghurs, Myanmar’s expulsion of the 

Rohingyas and India’s discrimination against its vast Muslim population are also ongoing 

tragedies. But Muslim rulers want to hold onto power and are afraid of antagonizing China and 

India. 

 

All of this is playing out while some major powers, including the United States, are in the throws 

of re-examining their history and past transgressions. How ironic and duplicitous that the United 

States is beginning to confront its own past transgressions, internal and external, while it is today 

in support of Israel and by extension a party to the suffering of Palestinians! How ironic that the 

two countries who most support the Palestinian cause today — Malaysia and Iran — are not 

Arab countries! How myopic and ignorant of Jews, Muslim rulers and America as to what will 

be the eventual fallout of their actions! 

 

Shame on Jews! Shame on Muslims! Shame on Arabs! Shame on America! Shame on China! 

Shame on India! 
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We all know of neighborhood bullies with rich and powerful parents who invariably ruin the 

lives of weaker kids with impunity. The reason bullies can get away with what they do is because 

of how they are brought up, supported and backed by their parents. What has been happening in 

the Middle East since 1948 and the horrors we are witnessing today in Gaza are a reflection of 

the same. Israel is the nuclear-armed bully and its backer is the United States. Simply said, Israel 

could not and would not do all it does were it not for America’s backing. America is as much, if 

not more, to blame for the crimes that Israel commits on a daily basis. Americans may not realize 

it now but there will be blowback and all this will haunt them well into the future. 

 

Again to place Palestinian and global outrage in context, here are the bare facts. Since 1948, 

about a million Palestinians have lost their homes and land without commensurate compensation. 

Israel continues to build settlements on occupied lands in contravention to international law. 

Arab Israelis are treated as second class citizens with limited rights, while Jewish Israelis rule the 

roost. Jews can reclaim their lost lands and homes but Arabs cannot. When Arabs protest 

evictions or the building of settlements on their homeland, they are called terrorists, a label that 

apparently allows Israel to commit crimes with America’s backing. If rockets are fired into Israel 

in protest, Israel and America claim that Israel has a right to defend itself with brutal force and 

destruction. And then anything goes — they evict more Palestinians, confiscate their property, 

limit their rights and as soon as they protest they bomb them with impunity, murdering women, 

children and other civilians and destroying all their property with American supplied weapons 

and implicit complicity. These are crimes against humanity. If any country beside Israel were to 

do this, the American media and U.S. politicians would be condemning such actions. When  

Israel does this America looks the other way. Washington’s duplicity is over the top! 

 

Palestinians have lost their land, their homes and their dignity. How would an American feel if 

this happened in the U.S.? If they fought back, would they be called freedom fighters or 

terrorists? Are we to believe that Americans fighting for their freedom from England were 

terrorists? Today, Gaza is the largest prison in the world. Israel has cut this densely populated 

area off from the rest of the world, something that is in itself akin to a declaration of war. 

 

Israel would treat the Arabs with a modicum of respect and destroy fewer lives if the U.S. were 

not its enabler. Jews constitute 2.6 percent of the U.S. population and make up 10% of U.S. 

senators. The U.S. supplies Israel with money and weapons. Israel uses these weapons to kill 

Arabs. The U.S. never reprimands Israel. In fact it does the opposite. It protects Israel against 

near universal condemnation by the rest of the world. At the UN Security Council, the United 

States has used its veto power more than any other of the other four permanent members since 

1972 with the overwhelming majority of its vetoes in favor of protecting Israel’s egregious 

actions — illegal settlements, evictions, embargoes and military actions. The rest of the world 

condemns Israel but the United States stands by its side as its defender and enabler. In 2016, the 

Obama administration mustered an ounce of courage to at least abstain when the U.N. Security 

Council passed a resolution condemning Israeli settlement expansion. Again, the U.S. abstained, 

it did not veto, the resolution. The outcry by members of the U.S. Congress could be heard on the 



 

moon! This was the one and only time since 1972 that the U.S. did not veto a condemnation of 

Israeli crimes. 

 

Biden, who portrays an empathetic façade, has cared little for the suffering of the Palestinians 

throughout his political career. He recently said that Israel has the right to defend itself. Today, 

in the middle of ongoing atrocities, Biden upheld the sale of $735 million in arms to Israel with 

the Democratic Party’s acquiescence. Where is Biden’s empathy? Where is America’s supposed 

compassion, caring for human rights, freedom, justice and international law? 

 

What must Muslims do? 

 

They must unite across the world, using the power of social media. If Arabs and Muslims don’t 

care, the rest of the world cannot be expected to care. Individual Muslim or Arab counties are too 

small and economically, politically and militarily too weak to confront the U.S. But together they 

could move mountains. Unity must come from the grassroots level up and it must come now. 

Pressure must be put on Arab and Muslim governments to demand a change in America’s 

policies toward Palestinians and Israel. Many Arab and Muslim leaders do America’s bidding in 

order to receive American support to hold onto power and rule. Muslims must put an end to this 

if they are to develop and grow with freedom and justice. This they have to make clear to their 

rulers. Rulers should be made to fear the anger of their people, who must demand their 

governments/rulers take a number of steps: 

 

- Establish a strong lobbying presence in the U.S. and Western Europe to oppose the election of 

pro-Israeli politicians and to elect those sympathetic to the Palestinian cause with rich oil states 

and rich Muslims providing the needed financing, noting how the Israeli/Jewish lobby silences 

anyone who opposes them. 

 

- Sanction all trade and financial dealings with Israel as well as all Israeli entities and individuals 

who have supported any actions that discriminate and disenfranchise Palestinians. 

 

- Make it clear that if the United States does not pressure Israel to change, sanctions could be 

expanded to countries that support Israel. 

 

Arabs and Muslims should take a page from the United States. The U.S. sanctions countries, 

companies and individuals at the drop of a hat while Muslims and Arabs have done precious 

little as Israel isolates, discriminates, starves and massacres Palestinians. American companies 

whose interests could be severely threatened if sanctions against Israel were extended to them 

would be the first to demand a change in U.S. policies. Israel and America play tough. Muslims 

and Arabs have to do the same if they want positive change for themselves and their children. If 

Muslims and Arabs do nothing, America and its nuclear-armed surrogate Israel will collaborate 

with corrupt Arab and Muslim rulers to pick the Arab and Muslim World apart one by one. 
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Ever since the Iranian Revolution, some 40 years ago, the United States has sanctioned Iran more 

heavily than it has any other country, ramping sanctions up around 2008, relaxing them a little 

with the signing of the JCPOA in 2015; and then making them ever more severe under Trump 

beginning in 2018 when the US withdrew from an agreement it had signed and ratified by the 

UN Security Council. The harsher sanctions under Trump have taken a severe human and 

economic toll on Iran. The sanctions have been on everything from trade, to financial 

transactions, to state entities and even on individuals, such as Iran’s incoming President Raisi, 

imposed in 2018. America’s sanctions are made highly punitive as other countries are forced by 

the United States to adhere to them or risk US sanctions themselves. 

 

Iran’s economy has been crippled under the weight of sanctions and bad economic management. 

Iranians suffer the lack of essential medicines, food, inputs for economic growth and 

development and more. 

 

Does the United States sanction all countries in the same way when they do what Iran is accused 

of — human rights violations, oppressive treatment of dissidents, terrorist activities, violation of 

international law, interference in the affairs of neighbors or even outright aggression? If not, 

what could the fallout of such duplicity and bullying be? And as an aside, is the US itself and its 

closest ally in the Middle East ever guilty of the transgressions that Iran is accused of? 

 

The case of one country readily confirms US duplicity in the conduct of its foreign policy and 

the imposition of sanctions. Saudi Arabia’s recent record is well known. It includes the murder 

and dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi in Turkey, the capture of Salem Almuzaini in Dubai 

and his torture in Saudi Arabia, the arrest of hundreds in Saudi Arabia, their imprisonment or 

detention and torture, the execution of a Shia cleric, Sheikh Nimr and 46 others on January 2, 

2016 on trumped up terrorism charges, Saudi Arabia’s war in Yemen, accompanied by 

indiscriminate bombing, which many have called crimes against humanity, Saudi Arabia’s 

interference in Syria, the funding of radical Muslim movements and Mosques where hatred is 

preached around the world, no elections for any meaningful office, no freedom of speech and of 

the press, and a legal system that is opaque and controlled by the al-Sauds. On top of all this, the 

senior members of the al-Saud tribe use the treasury as their personal bank account — money 

derived from the sale of oil that is the birthright of all Saudis of all generations — this is 

corruption that has no limit. Yet there are no US sanctions on Saudi Arabia or on its oppressive 

rulers. Most glaring is that 17 out of 19 terrorists associated with 9/11 were Saudi citizens, but 

the United States will not declassify the full 9/11 Commission Report as has been demanded by 

the victims’ families and promised by candidate Biden. The generally accepted reason is that it 

would implicate members of the al-Saud tribe and damage Saudi-US relations. 

Why such a free pass for Saudi Arabia? Money! Saudi Arabia and the Saudis have a great deal of 

financial power in the United States. Saudi Arabia imports a wide array of US goods and 

services. A number of large and influential US companies have close ties with the al-Sauds and 

other wealthy Saudis. They do Saudi Arabia’s bidding in the United States. In addition, Saudi 

Arabia uses a large number of influential lobbyists as highly paid consultants, either directly or 



 

possibly indirectly in cooperation with Abu Dhabi, which allegedly hired Tom Barrack for $1.5 

billion to improve Trump policy vis-à-vis the GCC with $150 million going directly to Barrack 

himself. 

 

While Saudi Arabia’s policies are the most blatantly oppressive and egregious, Israel deserves at 

least a mention. Israel breaks international law on a daily basis, most visibly by building Jewish 

settlements on occupied lands, mistreating Palestinians by blockading Gaza and rendering it akin 

to an internment camp with apartheid the mantra of the regime. It would appear that Israel has 

been behind a number of terrorist acts inside Iran, such as killing an Iranian scientist and blowing 

up Iranian nuclear facilities. Yet the United States embraces Israel with little or no criticism, 

showers it with money and sophisticated military equipment and uses its Security Council veto at 

the United Nations most frequently to protect Israel from international criticism and sanctions. 

The reasons for the strong embrace of Israel are well known and include Jewish money and 

influence lobbying at all levels of American political life. America’s duplicity is in plain sight. 

 

What about Iran’s transgressions? Iran’s transgressions began in 1979 with students taking 52 

American embassy hostages. While no American died, this was a criminal act that was tragically 

made many times worse by Ayatollah Khomeini’s endorsement, moving it from a rogue act to an 

act of the Iranian government. For 444 days, images of the hostages were shown on American 

television with Iranians shouting ‘death to America’ and comparing the United States to Satan. 

In the early days of the Iranian Revolution, it would appear that Iran and Iranian surrogates were 

behind a number of terrorist acts outside of Iran, including the assassination of the Shah’s 

nephew in Paris. Iran has also meddled in a number of countries either directly or in support of 

local allies — Lebanon (Hezbollah), Syria, Iraq and Yemen — in part because it is surrounded 

by the US and its allies. Yes, personal freedom and freedom of the press is highly limited in Iran 

but unlike Saudi Arabia, Iran has elections that are partially free and women are members of 

parliament. Iran’s judicial system is opaque and under the control of the Supreme Leader. 

Arrests, imprisonment and torture occur frequently. Iran clearly has problems in affording 

freedom to its citizens and in its governance but it would appear that it is nowhere near as bad as 

what any reasonable person can see in Saudi Arabia. 

 

How do Iran and Saudi Arabia stack up in terms of two well-known indices — political rights 

and human freedom? Their political rights ranking is: Iran 158, Saudi Arabia 184. Human 

freedom: Iran 158, Saudi Arabia 151. They both look pretty bad! 

 

Why then such hostility toward Iran in comparison to Israel and Saudi Arabia? The media and 

the press have fanned the flames. Years after the release of the hostages and every time the name 

Iran is in the news, the hostage crisis and Iranian anti-American slogans of the past are 

prominently displayed. Americans have not been allowed to forget and move on. Besides the 

direct influence of the Jewish lobby in the US media and the press, Israel does what it can behind 

the scenes to promote anti-Iran policies in the United States — lobbying the administration and 

lawmakers of both parties. We have heard from a former senior Israeli intelligence official that 

Israel sees no danger from Arabs as they are for the most part under US control, but Iran is a 

different story. Israelis see Iran as an existential threat. Sadly, their anti-Iranian activities will 

make better relations near impossible in the foreseeable future and possibly make armed conflict 

a distinct possibility. 



 

 

Is America itself pure as the white driven snow? Can it look in the mirror and honestly say that it 

is the best in terms of political rights (66) and human freedom (17)? That it treats its minorities 

the same as its white citizens? That everyone is equal before the law? That there is little or no 

corruption? America’s Special Forces and the CIA routinely engage in activities that a fair-

minded person would classify as terrorist acts, such as the killing of Iran’s highest military leader 

and an Iraqi militia leader in Iraq, and it attacks countries with impunity. The US and its allies 

label a country, a party or an organization as terrorist and then act as if they have a carte blanche 

and are free to do as they wish. America’s duplicity may be more a problem of ‘those who live in 

glass houses should not throw stones.’ 

 

What are the likely ramifications of America’s sanctions policy and its bullying? 

 

If what we have said above about Iran, Saudi Arabia and the brief reference to Israel is more or 

less accepted, then such blatant duplicity in the conduct of US foreign policy is also obvious to 

much of the world. The self-proclaimed US image of a ‘shining city on a hill’ is only a figment 

of the American imagination. The steady tainting of America’s global image since WWII 

continues to diminish its ‘soft power’ around the world. In the Middle East such duplicity and 

inhumanity toward Iran will translate into continued hostility between Iran and the United States, 

to say nothing about how oppressed Saudis feel about America’s continued embrace of their 

oppressors, the al-Sauds. The Iranian Revolution may be a case in point. In the future, Iran is 

unlikely to cooperate with the United States in places such as Afghanistan, Yemen and Iraq or 

join in a fight against ISIS or the Taliban, a cooperation that was crucial when the US invaded 

Afghanistan and fought ISIS. Tit for tat hostilities will grow, especially when Iran gets its 

economic house in order as it will at some point in the future. 

 

Most important, America’s sanction policy and its blatant hypocrisy have left an indelible mark 

on the Iranian psyche. Iranian rulers come and go but the pain and suffering of the current 

generation of Iranians will be remembered and passed down throughout history, just look at the 

pain of the slave trade for the offspring of those who suffered and those affected even today in 

the United States. For Iranians, the pain could even be exaggerated with the passage of time. 

Ironically, US popularity in Iran has been high, with America’s standing in Iran only second to 

its standing in Israel. As Iranians lose family members from the lack of medicine and medical 

equipment, how will America be remembered by future generation of Iranians? While Iranians 

lack sufficient nutrition, how will America be remembered? While Iranian families are kept apart 

by US policies, how will America be remembered? As Iranians are denied visas to pursue their 

education and opportunities abroad, how will America be remembered? While Iranians are killed 

and targeted by American drones and continue to be harshly treated compared to Saudi Arabians, 

while Israel is given free reign, money and military hardware, how will America be 

remembered? 

 

America’s own egregious actions coupled with the singling out of Iran for such harsh sanctions 

will guarantee hostile relations between the two countries for years to come, even after the 

clerical regime is replaced. We realize that countries pursue their national interests, but such 

blatant duplicity will diminish the effectiveness of America’s soft power on the global scene and 



 

it will rely increasingly on its vast military powers, which will only create even more enemies 

around the world. 
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As Kabul burns, U.S. politicians and the media act bewildered. How could this happen so 

quickly? It took a mere nine days for the Taliban to take over. The U.S. has been in Afghanistan 

for 20 years training the Afghan army. It has spent $1–2 trillion. The Afghan army was four 

times the size of the Taliban forces. America’s immediate concern: can it get Americans and 

Afghans who helped the U.S. effort out? The focus of American politicians and the media is on 

the U.S. with little concern for the people of Afghanistan and their future. 

 

It was pretty obvious that this is what would happen, if not in nine days at most in one to two 

months. When Afghan forces began capitulating in Nimroz province on August 6, it was clear 

that all Afghan forces would collapse soon after. But U.S. hubris blinded official judgement. 

Even as late as August 13, retired Admiral and former NATO Supreme Allied Commander 

Europe James Stavridis warned the Taliban not to underestimate U.S. military power. The 

Taliban probably laughed when they heard such empty words. What had U.S. money and 

training done for 20 years? What could they do now? America’s experts direct wars, write PhD 

theses in a library and know little when it comes to understanding the mindset of their 

adversaries and the cultural, political, religious and social histories of countries that they want to 

transform overnight. 

 

American diplomats and military leaders rarely connect the dots across space and time. When 

Washington develops a plan toward a country, it fails to assess how relations between that 

country and its neighbors or between Washington and countries further afield will be affected. 

Simultaneously, Washington does not assess how this will play out in the future, not just 

tomorrow but for many years to come. 

 

Let’s step back on Afghanistan. The United States has bad or terrible relations with the countries 

that matter most and could help when it comes to dealing with Afghanistan and the Taliban — 

Pakistan (bad), Iran (terrible), Russia (very bad) and China (very bad). Pakistan may be most 

important in dealing with the Taliban, followed by Iran. Pakistan and its intelligence services 

(ISI) have the closest ties with the Taliban and direct influence on its leadership. Pakistan could 

have slowed the Taliban takeover and will now likely be the first country to recognize the 

Taliban government. America and Pakistan have parted ways over America’s closer relations 

with India in recent years and its neglect of Pakistani interests. 

 

When the U.S. invaded Afghanistan, it did so mostly from the air but it was the Northern 

Alliance (heavily influenced by Iran) and Ghassem Soleimani (the Iranian commander who 

America assassinated with a drone in Iraq in 2020) who helped with the fighting on the ground. 

America forgot this when George Bush placed Iran in the Axis of Evil in a speech in 2002 and 

assassinated Soleimani. Iran has become ever more isolated and marginalized by U.S. sanctions 

that have deprived Iranians of medicine and food. Yes, American business interests in Arab 

countries and its blind support of Israel have determined America’s policies toward Iran but to 

what end? Will Iran help this time around? Will Iranians ever again warm up to the U.S.? My 

answer is no. 



 

 

The U.S. followed its invasion of Afghanistan by imprisoning a number of enemies, including 

members of the Taliban, in Guantanamo under what can best be described as inhumane 

circumstances and against the Geneva Convention. On August 15 as the Taliban occupied the 

Presidential Palace and overran the country it was reported that at least one of the former 

Guantanamo prisoners was at the Palace and wielding his gun. The Taliban have a memory. How 

will they now react to the U.S. and its occupation of 20 years? 

 

The details of Washington’s takeover of countries are eerily the same — South Vietnam, Iraq 

and Afghanistan. America marches in, takes over, partners with whomever, throws money all 

around, believing that its presence and money will achieve what the people have not been able to 

do for decades. As money is the magic wand in America, the U.S. believes it is so the world 

over. Corrupt countries and corrupt U.S. officials and their army of U.S. contractors take U.S. 

taxpayer money and spend it with little thought as to where it goes. Afghani government officials 

have taken suitcases of dollars to Dubai and bought real estate while failing to pay Afghanistan’s 

frontline soldiers. No wonder Afghan forces capitulated so readily. The U.S. tolerates this as its 

own contactors partake in the spending frenzy that also enriches American companies and 

individuals. As Afghanis see how America spends its money, they double down and take more. 

The cancer of corruption takes over. Why can’t America set an example for itself and also search 

for decent and honest partners in a country that it says it wants to help? 

 

Did America’s ‘brain trust’ foresee where it would find itself with the Taliban, Iran, Pakistan, 

China and Russia after its shortsighted policies? I believe not. Washington has alienated and lost 

West Asia and wedded itself to Persian Gulf Arabs and Israel — allies who are unlikely to be 

reliable when their own interests are own under threat. 

 

The lessons of the Afghanistan debacle for the U.S. are obvious. Don’t invade a country if there 

are other options. Before you invade, make sure that you have a reliable, decent and honest ally 

on the ground. At the same time, coordinate with neighboring countries for their ongoing 

support. Keep your word. Don’t double cross countries that support you. Think about the future 

and ask how your plans will affect the relations of the invaded country with its neighbors in the 

foreseeable future. In the rebuilding of the broken country, monitor how your funds are used and 

make sure U.S. companies and lobbyists don’t corrupt your program. 

 

An American foreign policy ‘expert’ would dismiss what we have said, saying that it is naïve 

and that the U.S., as other countries, pursues its own national interest. But does it? Two 

examples are cases in point. First, how does America’s embrace of Saudi Arabia and MBS serve 

U.S. national interests? This obsession was not Donald Trump’s alone but has been a constant 

through multiple administrations. The U.S. did not punish Saudi Arabia after 9/11 and has not 

released the report of the 9/11 Commission for fear that it would harm U.S.-Saudi business 

relations. And now Biden is reneging on his promise to declassify that very report. Second is 

America’s love affair with Israel. America arms Israel to the teeth, showers it with financial 

assistance and wields its UN Security Council veto to shield Israel each time it breaks 

international law and commits other crimes. How does this serve U.S. national interests? It 

doesn’t. What it does is cause America to alienate nearly two billion Muslims and millions of 

other disenfranchised people around the world. 



 

 

Why does the U.S. conduct its foreign policy so? The magnet is money. Money frames 

America’s moral compass. Money drives America’s political structure. Politics has become 

another avenue for amassing wealth. Money drives America’s business, which is the business of 

America. America’s politicians, America’s businesses and Americans would do well to take a 

page from the lives of Jimmy Carter and Angela Merkel. Will America ever change? 
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While President Biden’s loyalty to members of his cabinet is to be respected, the safety and 

reputation of the country that he promised to protect matters more. 

Tony Blinken’s failures are many but three stand out in recent days: 

 

1. He should have studied the Agreement with the Taliban that President Trump endorsed. It was 

not an agreement that any negotiator, let alone a U.S. President, should have endorsed. The U.S. 

has a habit of breaking agreement as did Trump on the JCPOA, an agreement ratified by the UN 

Security Council. Blinken should have advised Biden to renegotiate this Trump era agreement. If 

he did not, Blinken should be fired. 

 

2. The visas (SIVs) for Afghanis who helped the U.S. were delayed for weeks. They should have 

been processed weeks before the scheduled U.S. departure. They were not. Blinken should be 

fired. 

 

3. At a Senate hearing, Blinken promised to look into a special case. He did not and veterans had 

to scramble to do it on their own. Blinken should be fired. 

If President Biden wants to have credibility with the U.S. military and the nation he must fire 

Blinken right away. 
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For 30 years after the end of WWII, America progressed on a number of domestic fronts, 

including: societal trust and cohesion, voting rights, social justice, economic opportunity, 

economic and social mobility, economic equality and economic prosperity. In those 30 years, 

America gained much respect around the world, in large part for its domestic achievements but 

also for its crucial role in defeating the Axis Powers, Germany, Italy and Japan, for rebuilding a 

prosperous Europe with the Marshall Plan, assisting Japan to rebuild after the war and helping 

countries around the world as they confronted natural and human catastrophes. 

 

For the ensuing 40 years from 1980 to 2021, progress in the domestic dimension has been muted 

or reversed, while America expanded its military forays and covert operations abroad. 

 

Today, voting rights in the United States are under threat, economic and social mobility are 

lower and below those for some European countries, economic inequality is the worst it has been 

in over 100 years and is the worst among the most developed member countries of the OECD 

(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development), economic growth has been lower 

than it was before 1980, America is no longer admired around the world and is in fact unpopular 

even among most of its European allies, as confirmed by the highly respected Pew Research 

Polls. 

 

What happened? What’s behind America’s precipitous decline? Can things be turned around and 

if so what will it take? 

 

While voter suppression legislation and voter fraud are the focus of the current political tug of 

war between the two major political parties in the U.S., gerrymandering has been an anti-

democratic tool used by both parties and one that is ongoing. Moreover, election day, the first 

Tuesday after the first Monday in November, is a day that many cannot take off from work to 

vote. Yes, there can be voting by mail and there are drop off boxes for early voting but these 

options are seriously limited in some jurisdictions. Sunday voting is popular in most OECD 

countries as it affords more citizens the opportunity to cast their ballot. In 2016, the 55.7 percent 

voter turnout placed the U.S. at number 30 out of 35 member countries of the OECD. While I 

recognize the importance of preserving state rights, is it not sensible for national elections to 

have a federal standard and to be scheduled on a day when most people can vote? 

 

Income and wealth inequality in the United States has exploded since 1980. The Reagan tax cuts, 

which largely benefitted those in little need of financial support, were in part justified on the 

basis of the philosophical writings of John Rawls and the supply side economics doctrine of Art 

Laffer. Although I believe Rawl’s essential argument that inequality is acceptable as long as it 

benefits those at the bottom of the economic ladder to be flawed for a society that claims justice 

and fairness as its anchor, the idea became firmly implanted in America that the wealthy needed 

more incentives to invest and that this would in turn help the poor! The Reagan tax cuts and 

Reaganomics were expanded by Trump. Today, we live in a country where a general partner in a 

hedge fund, many of whom are multi-billionaires, pays a top tax rate of 23.8 percent on his 



 

hundreds of millions in annual income while a salaried worker pays 37 percent. How fair is it 

that Warren Buffet is in the same marginal tax bracket as his secretary? Or that many among the 

super-rich pass their wealth, which may run into the billions and hundreds of millions of dollars, 

to their heirs with little or no inheritance tax? Or that some of America’s largest companies pay 

no taxes at all? Surely, all of this is unfair and does not reflect a just society. Doesn’t America 

need serious tax reform? 

 

While the tax structure is in my opinion seriously flawed and in dire need of repair, what is as 

important is that all Americans do not have a fair chance to succeed with hard work, resulting in 

stagnation in upward mobility. Yes, ability and sweat are a must but we all need a fair chance to 

get on the ladder of success and to realize our dreams. What does a fair chance entail? Shelter, 

nutrition, healthcare and education are essential and are a human right. Do all children have 

access to the minimum to succeed? In many of the most developed countries, social safety nets 

are much more extensive, especially when it comes to healthcare and nutrition, and education is 

free all the way through higher education. In America, many are quick to judge such support, 

even for those who cannot provide for themselves, as socialism and as an anathema to the 

American way of life. Homelessness abounds in major U.S. cities. Just take a look at Los 

Angeles. Millions of children sleep hungry and lack access to needed medication and healthcare. 

Yet the government will not allow Medicare to negotiate drug prices, as do other countries, for 

fear of reducing drug company profits and thus their incentive to innovate! Students struggle to 

service their student loans as they start a career and a family. Increasingly, university 

administrators have annual salaries and benefits that are in the millions and maintain their non-

profit status while students struggle to pay for ever escalating college fees. Doesn’t America 

need a more comprehensive and thoughtful social safety net to give everyone a fair chance to 

succeed? 

 

All this has led to unbelievable inequality. But even more important is the rapidly evaporating 

‘something’ that was almost uniquely American — hope and the belief that anything is possible 

if a person works hard. My late uncle used to tell me that hope was America’s biggest asset. He 

used to say that maybe there was ‘something in the water’ that made most Americans so 

optimistic, not envious but instead convinced that they could achieve the same, no matter how 

impossible it seemed. When this belief evaporates in the face of such inequalities, then society 

will turn against itself — crime, domestic terrorism, anti-government movements and American 

against American. Doesn’t America need to do more to restore hope and encourage hard work? 

 

Even in the face of all of this, the legal system is not empathetic to the condition of the 

disadvantaged. While no criminal acts should be overlooked, the plight of disadvantaged 

minorities is evidenced by their rates of arrests, convictions and incarcerations. Recently, the 

plight of black Americans has been in the headlines but it should be noted that the crime of 

‘Grand Theft’ is generally considered theft of anything above $250 and ‘Grand Larceny’ is 

taking property from one location to another with the goal of keeping it. And in some 

jurisdictions with ‘Three-Strike Laws,’ the third violation solicits a much harsher prison sentence 

than what would normally be called for, sometimes 20 years in jail for three thefts of $250. The 

system shows little empathy as to why theft is more common among those who are deprived and 

have little hope. Yet criminals on Wall Street who caused the Great Recession, resulting in 

millions losing their livelihood, homes and their life savings, have never seen the inside of a jail 



 

and went back to work with higher salaries and bonuses. Doesn’t America need judicial reform 

to address such inequities? 

 

With this landscape, President Regan, using a line from Jesus’s Sermon on the Mount, called 

America the ‘Shining City on a Hill.’ This boasting may be further alienating America from the 

rest of the world. Although many Americans embrace this view of American exceptionalism, 

leaders around the world make fun of the claim as they recite America’s shortcomings. 

 

America’s malaise is not restricted to what we see inside America. Ever since its independence, 

the United States has been engaged in foreign conflicts and wars. Over the last 100 or so years, 

the United States has engaged in the overthrow of numerous governments in Latin America, 

invaded many countries around the world and in the process killed and injured civilians, buoyed 

oppressive governments that break international law, engaged in covert operations, supported 

unpopular rulers in the name of stability and continued to boast about its credentials as the last 

best hope for the world. In earlier days, America’s motto was ‘send in the Marines’ but in more 

recent years it discovered a preferable policy — ‘cooperative colonialism.’ Support strongman 

rulers. Let them enrich themselves while America is left alone to pursue its own economic and 

political interests, with fewer troops holding its colony in check and less recrimination against a 

foreign occupier, with the hatred instead focused on the indigenous strongman who can be easily 

replaced. 

 

With the overthrow of Mohammad Mossadegh in Iran, the CIA felt its oats and a new era of 

covert operations began around the world. America tried its hand at nation building. The details 

of Washington’s takeover of countries are eerily the same — South Vietnam, Iraq and 

Afghanistan. America marches in with little appreciation of the country’s past and its ongoing 

circumstances, takes over, partners with whomever, throws money all around, believing that its 

presence and money will achieve what the people have not been able to do for decades. As 

money is the magic wand in America, the U.S. believes it is so the world over. Corrupt countries 

and corrupt U.S. officials and their army of U.S. contractors take U.S. taxpayer money and spend 

it with little thought as to where it goes. Afghani government officials took suitcases of dollars 

out of the country in plain daylight and bought real estate while failing to pay Afghanistan’s 

frontline soldiers! The cancer of corruption permeated the country and enraged all Afghanis. No 

wonder Afghan forces capitulated. The U.S. tolerates this as its own contractors partake in the 

spending frenzy and enrich American companies and wealthy individuals. As Afghanis see the 

corrupt way America spends its money, they double down and take more. The cancer of 

corruption takes over. The pattern is eerily the same as in Vietnam. But America, more 

accurately its politicians and military leaders, simply won’t learn as there is nothing to be 

financially gained from learning! They have built their careers around the mess we see and they 

profit while it continues. 

 

When America fails, it falls back on its pat excuse, ‘they don’t want democracy,’ and in the case 

of Muslim countries, ‘Islam is incompatible with democracy.’ 

 

America is rapidly losing its international appeal and stature. Just ask why America is more 

prone to terrorist threats than other advanced countries? Why would a ‘beloved’ country the 

world over be prone to such attacks? Surely the notion that ‘they hate our freedoms’ rings 



 

hollow? All humans crave freedom and prosperity. Could it instead be that America’s foreign 

policy stance — embracing oppressive and corrupt dictators in countries where the general 

populace continue to be disenfranchised — erases the good that America does around the world? 

Could America’s policies be the fuel for anti-Americanism and terrorism the world over? 

Why did America change so in the years after WWII? A credible answer would take years of 

research and many books but I can offer a few suggestions for your consideration. 

 

First up is the role of money. Money has permeated all facets of American life. It is the North 

Star and the goal of almost anything most Americans do. People who have wealth are admired 

and revered. Bank accounts matter more than good deeds. Monetary success is admired 

everywhere by the media. Money has permeated politics. An election war chest has become 

essential for victory at the ballot box. The courts opened the floodgates of campaign 

contributions with the ‘Citizens United’ ruling in 2010. Monetary contributions were seen as 

integral to free speech no matter how they corroded the democratic system. For how is the 

impact of each person’s vote the same when one person’s monetary contribution can buy the 

votes of many elected officials? Democracy is subverted and the financial and political interests 

of the wealthy promoted, furthering inequality and dividing America. In the world of business, 

while it is understandable that the bottom line is the gauge of management success, companies 

only pay lip service to their social and environmental responsibilities. In international relations, 

money is both sauce and poison. America throws its money around to garner support abroad with 

little understanding of how it may further corrupt an already corrupt foreign country that in turn 

hires American lobbyists to keep the sauce coming. These expenditures in turn attract an army of 

domestic U.S. contractors and weapons manufacturers who support the foray and lobby to keep it 

going. It is no wonder that commentators and pundits always say ‘follow the money’ whenever 

they want to get at the truth. 

 

The free flow of money in the American system fosters corruption. Yet much of what we see is 

‘legal corruption’ in the United States. Much of the lobbying and contributing to political 

campaigns should be labeled corruption pure and simple, such as when a politician receives a 

contribution to promote a particular piece of legislation that favors a company or a sector that 

would not benefit society at large. Or when a politician or a military leader is promised a 

lucrative job or consulting contract in retirement if he supports a program or legislation. Or when 

relatives of a politician are rewarded if he or she does a company’s or an individual’s bidding. As 

a result, a political career or a successful military service has, for some, become a highway to 

wealth as a partner, board member or consultant. 

 

Americans have a tendency to feel that it is up to the President and their other elected officials to 

right the ship of state when it is off course and that when they do so everything will be peachy 

keen. But lest American forget, much rests directly on each individual’s shoulders. A country is 

made up of its people and their values. An important institution for a successful country is trust, 

which in turn leads to social cohesion and an enhanced ability to mitigate the daily uncertainty 

that society and individuals face. By reducing uncertainty, we reduce the transaction cost of all 

our decisions, making progress easier on all fronts. It takes years, or even decades, to build trust 

and yet only an instant to destroy it. 

 



 

To enhance trust, we, the people, need to change. We need to control our greed and wants. We 

need to replace the quest for money with a moral compass and do what is right for the right 

reason. We are America, we are all responsible and we must hold our elected leaders to this same 

higher standard. 
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President Biden’s words and body language in the aftermath of the heinous terrorist attack at 

Kabul airport exemplifies the power of hate and revenge: 

 

“We will not forgive. We will not forget. We will hunt you down and make you pay.” 

 

Of course, he was right to condemn the terrorists and tell them what’s to come. While probably 

all Americans support the President’s words, I wonder how many realize that an act of revenge, 

while justified, also itself spawns numerous acts of revenge in other places and in future times? 

 

Do Israelis realize how their government’s everyday actions fuel hate and revenge around the 

world? Do Americans fathom how interventions around the world fuel anti-Americanism, 

revenge and terrorism? 

 

There is little point in giving a long list of Israeli transgressions. Israel’s treatment of Palestinians 

is apartheid pure and simple. Proof of this is the fact that Israel is a country shunned by most of 

the world, except by America and its allies. In a recent 5-minute speech 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2w_YVAJ-wo), Mary Lou McDonald, leader of the 

opposition in Ireland since June 2020 and President of Sinn Fein, succinctly sums up how others 

around the world view Israel, its policies and America’s allegiance toward Israel. Of course there 

are even such voices in the United States — Noam Chomsky and Bernie Sanders to name but a 

few. America’s over the top support — money, arms, intelligence and backing in international 

fora, especially with its veto at the UN Security Council — props up Israel and affords it 

economic and military power as well as a modicum of international respectability. But the U.S. 

does even more. The U.S. maintains silence on Israel’s nuclear warheads, while it tells the world 

that the region must be kept nuclear free! All this garners hate and revenge for Israel as well as 

for the U.S. in much of the world 

 

But lest Israelis forget, Palestinians have fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, children, aunts, 

uncles, cousins and friends. There are close to 450 million Arabs and nearly 2 billion Muslims in 

the world. Might just few of them hate what Israel does day in day out to Palestinians? Will they 

pass their hate and thirst for revenge on to their descendants? You would think that the horror of 

the Holocaust would have made Jews the most empathetic of people, motivating them to lift up, 

not put down, others? Israel’s support in America, especially among American politicians, is in 

part founded on money, but it is not deeply rooted in the country as attested by despicable acts of 

anti-Semitism that we see. While Israel’s support appears strong, it is one episode away from 

collapse, in the form of a populist anti-Semitic U.S. President, an Israeli conflict that drags 

America into the foray resulting in American casualties, an accidental firing of a nuclear 

warhead, or an Israeli Prime Minister who boasts even more than Netanyahu about Israeli power 

and might. 

 

Hubris is dangerous. Acting as Israel does and having to depend on American support is 

dangerous. Making ‘friends’ with Persian Gulf Arab rulers is no substitute for the respect and 



 

admiration of ordinary Persian Gulf Arabs. Leaders come and go but pain and hatred are passed 

on by ordinary people down the generations. And revenge is their only end result. 

 

Leaving aside America’s internal divisions, generation of Americans may face a long list of 

blowbacks from around the world. Why? 

 

First up is America’s overthrow of governments around the world. Next, and more problematic 

than even the overthrow of governments, is America’s support for dictators and unsavory 

regimes. In many cases, oppressive rulers imprison, torture and even kill their subjects who also 

have family and friends. Most of these governments, if not all, are brazenly corrupt. Economies 

are mismanaged, with few good jobs. Poor healthcare and higher education. All in all, there is 

little hope for a better life. Much of the pain of these failures and hardships on ordinary people 

may be attributed to the U.S. as their rulers are visibly kept in power by America’s military 

might. Next up is America’s wars, covert operations and occupations around the world. These 

cause casualties and direct pain and are visible to the naked eye. America’s preferred instrument 

of ‘diplomacy’, economic sanctions, has in the last 40 or so years caused much pain — mal 

nutrition, hunger, poor healthcare, lack of medicine and even death. Yes, America does provide 

aid, though at a much lower percentage of its GDP than a number of other countries, but much of 

the aid never reaches the needy and the deprived as it is siphoned by corrupt rulers and their 

cronies. And lest we forget, America’s blind support for Israel also buys it millions of enemies 

around the world. 

 

So, there you have it! A long list of reasons for hate and revenge against Israel and the United 

States. 

 

Will leaders look in the mirror and see that others may have the same thirst that they have for 

revenge? Will they learn that their actions today may spawn hate and the thirst for revenge that 

will come to haunt their own future generations? 
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Politicians in the United States shout an oft-repeated message from every perch — Iran will not 

be allowed to enrich uranium to weapon grade, much less a nuclear warhead, and Iran must 

curtail its missile program. The same line is voiced in Israel along with assassinations of nuclear 

scientists and disruptions of nuclear facilities in Iran to support the threat. Europeans and most 

Arabs voice the same, though less ardently and more cautiously. Unfortunately, the U.S. media 

simply echoes the party line and affords the public very little background or depth on this 

important issue. 

 

No sane person could argue against a nuclear free Middle East — a nuclear free zone for all 

generations of Middle Easterners. This is the only thing that could promote peace and prosperity 

for hundreds of millions in the region. So what’s holding back the parties in the Middle East and 

their backers around the world from adopting the only sane option on the table? Israel and its 

main backer, the United States will not endorse a nuclear free Middle East even though all other 

parties in the region do, Arab countries, Iran and Turkey have at different times endorsed such a 

solution. Why such an indefensible stance by the United States and Israel? The Israeli and 

American position makes very little common sense. But some essential and known background 

may shed some light. 

 

To begin with, Israel will not acknowledge a well-known fact — Israel is widely reported to 

have 200–300 nuclear warheads. The United States government follows suit and is mum on 

Israel’s nuclear arsenal. There are a number of possible reasons for this silence on the part of the 

United States and Israel. First, Israel stole more than 300 kilograms of U-235 in the form of 

highly enriched uranium (HEU) from the United States as outlined by a number of reputable 

sources and summarized in a book by Dr. Roger Mattson, Stealing the Bomb: How Denial and 

Deception Armed Israel (https://www.wrmea.org/016-may/panel-1-did-israel-steal-u.s.-weapons-

grade-uranium-and-did-it-have-help-from-u.s.-citizens.html). On top of this Israel was less than 

truthful about the operation of its American-donated nuclear reactor. Second, under U.S. law, the 

government of the United States is not permitted to provide aid to a nation that has not signed the 

NPT (Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons), which Israel has not signed. Third, 

if the United States were to admit that Israel had stolen, with the help of American citizens, U-

235 from the U.S. and had deceived the United States about its nuclear reactor, the anti-Israeli 

repercussions in the U.S. would be devastating. Fourth, even the most duplicitous of 

governments would have a tough time telling the world that Israel can have nukes in the Middle 

East but no one else can because it says so! 

 

What is also puzzling is why Israel needs nuclear weapons? It is the best-armed country in the 

region and has a superpower protector with what Israel and the U.S. characterize as an 

unshakeable alliance. Moreover, if Israel were to ever use a nuclear weapon, it would, in all 

likelihood harm its own citizens and definitely kill and injure millions of other innocent humans 

in the region. Depending on the circumstances, the political repercussions of an Israeli nuclear 

attack could be existential for Israel. 

 



 

Back to the other side of the story, Iran. While Iran wants a nuclear free zone, it goes about it in 

the worst possible way and is its own worst enemy. Iran attacks Israel with words that have little 

force. Iran cannot annihilate Israel. Its verbal threats only harm Iran’s standing in the region and 

the world and elicit no positive feedback. Iran should stop its childish threats. Iran provides the 

United States with ammunition to demonize Iran and impose sanctions, which endanger the well 

being of all average Iranians. 

 

I have no idea if Iran wants to develop nuclear warheads. But there is a simple answer to thwart 

such a threat, a nuclear free Middle East. Such a policy should be trumpeted by the U.S. and the 

global media. 
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On September 20, 2001, in an address to the U.S. Congress, President George Bush formally 

announced the beginning of the War on Terror. On October 7, the U.S. began the air war in 

Afghanistan, on October 19–20, the ground war was initiated, on November 9, the Northern 

Alliance captured Mazar-e-Sharif, on November 13, the U.S. and the Northern Alliance entered 

Kabul and on December 7 the last major Taliban stronghold, Kandahar, fell. It took less than 

three months to conquer this vast country! 

 

During the period between December 7 and December 17, 2001, U.S. and allied forces cornered 

Osama bin Laden in the Tora Bora caves in Eastern Afghanistan but as they were looking more 

toward Saddam Hussein and Iraq, they relaxed their hunt and bin Laden escaped. On January 29, 

2002, in his State of the Union Address, Bush declared “our union has never been stronger” and 

he placed three countries — North Korea, Iran and Iraq — on the “Axis of Evil.” On March 19, 

2003, U.S. and coalition forces invaded Iraq based on intelligence, which later proved to be 

totally false, that Saddam Hussein had developed weapons of mass destruction. On May 1, 2003, 

Bush delivered a speech on the aircraft carrier Abraham Lincoln, announcing “mission 

accomplished” and adding “the battle of Iraq is one victory in a war on terror that began on 

September the 11th, 2001 and still goes on.” On May 2, 2011, Osama bin Laden was killed by 

the U.S. forces in a compound in Pakistan. In February 2020, the U.S. and the Taliban, without 

the participation of the government of Afghanistan, signed an agreement to end the war with a 

timetable for U.S. and allied withdrawal. On August 30, 2021, the last U.S. plane left Kabul 

airport carrying U.S. and allied forces. 

 

While the cost of the Afghanistan war for the U.S. is widely estimated to be around $2 trillion 

with over 2,400 U.S. casualties and over 20,000 seriously injured, the overall fallout (cost to all 

involved and all casualties, including civilians) over the nearly twenty years of the War on 

Terror, in Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere, has been estimated by experts at War Project of 

Brown University as $8 trillion with 900,000 casualties (https://www.brown.edu/news/2021-09-

01/costsofwar). The cost is staggering and it continues to mount with no end in sight. 

 

Was (is) the War on Terror winnable? What have the major pitfalls been? What are the lessons 

for the future? Will the U.S. learn from its missteps? 

 

The war as framed by the United States was not and is not winnable. Terrorism does not only 

originate from a country, a tribe, an organization or a religion, its source and fuel can be just one 

person. Just one intelligent and determined person with a beef and a thirst for revenge can create 

havoc, whether from abroad or within the homeland as exemplified by the domestic terrorist 

Timothy James McVeigh who was responsible for the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing that killed 

168 people. On October 7, 2001, as the U.S. was bombarding al Qaeda camps, bin Laden stated 

in a video that “our Islamic nation has been tasting the same for more than 80 years of 

humiliation and disgrace, its sons killed, and their blood spilled, its sanctities desecrated.” The 

message was clear: if you hurt us, we will hurt you. So just think about it: as the War on Terror 

raged, did the U.S. kill combatants on the other side along with innocent children, women and 



 

men? You know the answer, namely, such casualties create future Osama bin Ladens by the 

dozens and thus more terrorists. It is a never-ending cycle. As you kill one terrorist, especially if 

in the process you kill innocent men, women and children, you give birth to many more terrorists 

who will someday seek revenge. No country can monitor billions, or even millions, of people 

around the world. Just ask yourself, when the U.S. sends in drones that kill and maim innocent 

children, women and men, wouldn’t you think that one or two of their family members and 

friends may thirst for revenge? Didn’t President Biden seek revenge in his speech after the 

terrorist killing of U.S. marines at the gates of Kabul airport? 

 

The simple point is that the War on Terror is unlike conventional wars. There is no end. There is 

no surrender. You kill one terrorist but unless it is surgically done, in the process you bring about 

the birth of many more. And if we want revenge when we are wronged as we did recently after 

the murder of marines at the gates of Kabul airport, our enemies too will want revenge when we 

kill their friends, their women and their children. We must learn to put ourselves in their place to 

understand how they might react. 

 

But maybe even more important are the many more enemies we make indirectly by supporting 

oppressive rulers around the world who imprison, torture, deprive and kill their subjects. Osama 

bin Laden’s revenge was fueled by such American misadventures in the Middle East. 

 

Back to the war in Afghanistan: the damage of this never-ending war, besides the killing of 

innocent women, children and men, was compounded by American hubris, mission meander, 

ignorance, corruption and career padding. 

 

Hubris has been the downfall of empires from the dawn of time. The United States is no 

exception: it squandered many opportunities to limit the mushrooming war. Toward the end of 

November, 2001, Taliban leaders approached Hamid Karzai to make a peace deal. The Taliban 

wanted only amnesty. In response, the U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld dismissively 

said at a press conference “the United States is not inclined to negotiate surrenders.” He went on 

to add that the United States wanted the Taliban leader Mullah Omar captured or dead. Nearly 

twenty years later, after massive loss of life, wasted treasure and the creation of thousands of 

would-be terrorists, the humiliating deal the U.S. signed in 2020 is a testament to the cost of 

hubris! 

 

In the early days of the ground war, the Northern Alliance took on a major role in the fighting. 

The Alliance was an ally of Iran and had received its major support from Iran and Russia. A key 

Iranian in the fight was Ghassem Soleimani who would go on to command Iran’s Revolutionary 

Guards and later be instrumental in the defeat of ISIS in Iraq. Yet on January 29, 2002, George 

Bush put Iran, North Korea and Iraq into the Axis of Evil and on January 3, 2020, President 

Trump ordered the assassination of Ghassem Soleimani along with an Iraqi militia leader outside 

Baghdad airport. Yes, after the Axis of Evil designation Ghassem Soleimani fought and probably 

assisted in the targeting of Americans. After all, this was war. But think about it: the Axis of Evil 

designation and the assassination of Soleimani were not the actions of a country that might one 

day need Iran’s cooperation. No, this was hubris to the max! Would such acts garner America 

future allies or foes? 

 



 

America needed Afghanistan’s neighbors then and needs them even more now. Afghanistan’s 

two important neighbors are Iran and Pakistan. While America has done everything to alienate 

Iran, it has done little to court Pakistan and for this it will pay a heavy price because Pakistan and 

its intelligence service (ISI) have undoubtedly the biggest sway with the Taliban. America 

needed and needs even more allies in the region today for intelligence and air space fly-over 

permission for intelligence gathering. Again, America’s hubris will exact a heavy cost in the 

days ahead. 

 

America’s widely advertised imprisonment of Taliban fighters and their torture in violation of 

the Geneva Convention is unlikely to generate goodwill, especially on the part of the Haqqani 

Network whose leader is now the Minister of the Interior with a $10 million U.S. bounty on his 

head. 

 

America is not mission focused. The mission in Afghanistan was to capture or kill Osama bin 

Laden. Yet, the U.S. let bin Laden escape from the Tora Bora caves as it turned its attention to 

Saddam Hussein. And even after killing bin Laden and Saddam Hussein, it stayed in Afghanistan 

for another ten years with the new mission of building a democratic nation. What mission 

meander! 

 

But nation building in a short time span was bound to fail. America seemed to be ignorant of the 

history and culture of Afghanistan. Above all, Afghanistan is a tribal society with diverse 

ethnicity, porous borders and the Taliban having refuge elsewhere, especially in Pakistan. It 

would take many decades to build a democratic society in Afghanistan. These conditions would 

demand patience, deep knowledge, treasure and sacrifice that America lacks. Americans have a 

tough time doing something that is a must, namely, putting themselves in the position of the 

other side, feeling their pain and understanding what they are likely to do. 

 

While corruption abounds in today’s world, it is something that America should not reinforce if 

it is to succeed in nation building. Yet in Afghanistan, a corrupt country, Americans engaged in 

the same corruption. America looked the other way as senior Afghans enriched themselves and 

American companies and contractors did the same — a veritable feeding frenzy while frontline 

Afghan soldiers suffered from the lack of equipment and received intermittent pay. As ordinary 

Afghans saw the frenzy, they joined in if they could, and had little or no loyalty to those in 

power. If America cannot control corruption, promote justice and foster social cohesion, then 

there is little hope of building a viable democratic society in a couple of generations. 

 

Senior State Department and senior military men and women were reluctant to sound the alarm 

or to change course. Their careers had been in part joined to what had been going on and they 

were not about to jeopardize their future when they might hope to cash in in the private sector as 

consultants, board members and lobbyists. 

 

In sum, it was clear that America’s War on Terror would fail and spawn more terrorists as 

victims and their families sought revenge. It was also clear that America could not succeed in 

building a democratic Afghanistan in the foreseeable future. Will America learn from its 

mistakes and change course for the future? 
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Over recent days, investigative reporters at the Washington Post have revealed the corrupt and 

secret practices of the rich, a group that included rulers such as King Abdullah of Jordan. While 

such revelations, dubbed the “Pandora Papers,” are to be applauded, the world seems to yawn at 

the most glaring corrupt practices on the face of the earth, namely, those of absolute Muslim 

rulers in the Persian Gulf — Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain 

and Oman. 

 

Where did the rulers of these countries and their cronies get their wealth? From the most 

exceptional hard work or investment acumen? No. It is all directly or indirectly from oil and 

natural gas resources, directly — through payback from contracts and sales — or indirectly — 

through unfettered access to the national treasury. In essence, rulers of these countries behave as 

if the oil and gas underground belongs to them and they are “generous” to share it with their 

subjects. But as is well known, these resources belong to the country. 

 

Most important, these are Muslim countries and the rulers embrace Islam for legitimacy. But in 

Islam, most, if not all, scholars agree that depletable resources such as oil belong equally to all 

inhabitants of all generations. So these resources must be managed in a way that affords every 

inhabitant of current and future generations the same benefit. Leaving aside the details of how 

this could be done, one thing is clear. The hands of these rulers and their cronies are firmly in the 

till with a combined fortune that well exceeds $1 trillion and counting, while over the top wealth 

inequality, unemployment and poverty is the lot of their Muslim subjects. 

 

These abuses should be exposed. Investigative reporters should dig into the corruption of these 

rulers that harms millions of Muslims. National intelligence services, especially the NSA and the 

CIA, have much of this information and if the United States is truly interested in combatting 

global corruption, it should reveal these details for all rulers around the world. Corruption is a 

global scourge, requiring serious global attention, beyond the paltry attention it has received 

from the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). 
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America is barreling towards a second civil war. You can call it what you want — divided 

country, cultural wars, progressive versus conservative, rural versus urban or whatever — but 

there will be civil war and the destruction of America as we know it. Not a civil war as before, 

but numerous and sporadic armed conflicts around the country leading to widespread mayhem, 

potential collaboration of disparate groups, heightened uncertainty, the erosion of trust… 

 

You can’t blame what we have and what is to come on Trump. We are all to blame. Trump saw 

the embers, threw fuel on them and played them for his own selfish ends, as did some politicians 

who embraced him for their own interests. We all watched and blamed Trump and his ardent 

followers. We did little. Now Trump is largely irrelevant, but with or without him, the march 

toward America’s destruction is irreversible. Why is it so inevitable? Because to change 

America’s trajectory, we the people need to change and that will be tough. 

 

What are the problems? How did we get here? Why is conflict so inevitable? The problems are 

all well-known and require little elaboration, although depending on a person’s biases many will 

be cherry-picked and dismissed as false or irrelevant. So indulge me for giving my list of the 

issues before concluding how and why we are in danger of going over the cliff. 

America has lost sight of what democracy is all about — one person one vote with unfettered 

elections and respect for the outcome. With the almost unrestricted flow of money into politics, 

the premise of one person one vote has been turned upside down. Some billionaires pledge 

funding for political candidates if they adopt their selfish agenda. Given the importance of 

money in elections, a billionaire may control dozens of congressmen and senators, whereas the 

vote of a single citizen does not hold much sway with one congressman or one senator. Such 

obvious upending of the democratic system has been justified on the grounds of freedom of 

speech. Anyone with half a brain can justify a wrong, even murder! But money in politics has 

highlighted the power of special interests and turned many against the democratic system and 

toward confrontation and anarchy. 

 

The American electoral system — the Electoral College — may have made sense early on in the 

republic but today it undermines a democratic system because elections can be overturned by 

corrupt politicians and state legislators, something that nearly happened in 2021. The American 

system has many unwritten expectations — relying on norms of decent behavior by elected 

officials and major political parties — something that was missing in the most recent election 

cycle. Moreover, in a presidential election, a candidate can lose the popular vote by millions of 

votes and still win the Electoral College and become president. There is a problem with each 

state being allotted two U.S. senators. With disparate population growth among states over the 

years, it is hard for Californians with a population of about 40 million to accept that the number 

of senators they have is the same as Wyoming with a population of less than 600,000. The 

election system has been further polluted by gerrymandering and voter restrictions. Whereas 

early on the fear might have been the oppression of a minority, now it is the oppression of the 

majority. And all the while many politicians describe events we have all witnessed such as the 

January 6 insurrection as a “tourist visit” to the Capitol! 



 

 

All this should be viewed under the cloud of ever-increasing corruption and the dissipation of 

trust. 

 

Selective and pervasive corruption is legal in the United States, protected by references to 

freedom and the First Amendment to the Constitution. Lobbying is legal and lobbyists write big 

checks for support on everything from soup to nuts. A case in point that should horrify all 

citizens was the Great Recession of 2008 (https://vimeo.com/330323183), what lead to it and 

how the culprits are still free. The financial services industry serves the real economy — 

supporting its financing but producing nothing real itself. It is the biggest lobbyist in the U.S. 

Congress and it showed its muscle to push the deregulation of the industry to the detriment of all 

except pockets of the industry and their supporters. Wall Street, politicians, regulators and 

academics all jumped in to line their pockets leaving millions unemployed and losses running 

into the trillions of dollars. Yet no one was jailed. None of the culprits lost a dime. They all got 

richer and continue to do the same. Even I, as a professor, heard from my students on Wall Street 

how they were packaging financial garbage and selling it as AAA securities. If I knew, the 

regulators knew too but they did nothing! 

 

The well-known revolving door — corporate-government-academic, with little effective 

regulation — is another corrupt channel. Political and military careers, followed by lobbying, 

have become a lucrative and corrupt channel to wealth. 

 

These are legalized channels of corruption, pure and simple, and they are all pervasive. America 

has become corrupt to its core and hardly anyone is ever held accountable or punished and so it 

continues. A person gets elected to Congress, learns the ropes, makes contacts and then retires to 

become a high-priced lobbyist. A senior military man retires and joins the board of a defense 

contractor or becomes a consultant to grease the wheels of contracts. A senior corporate man 

takes a leave and joins a federal agency responsible for the sector of his company, lends a hand 

to both the government and to his company and then goes back to the company. I could go on but 

the revolving door, easily justified, is a seamless door for corruption. The common corrosive 

element is money, driven by uncontrolled greed, fueled by advertising and the social media and 

partisan news outlets spewing out false news. These realities enrage the average man and 

woman. While they struggle, the elite just take. 

 

Where has all this led? 

 

Ours is a country that has lost its bearing. We have over-the-top inequality of wealth and income, 

the worst among the countries of the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD). Millions go hungry at night. There is little or no assistance for child care, around $500 

per child versus about $15,000 in the UK and other advanced countries. Millions in the big cities 

are homeless. Hundreds of billions of dollars are owed on student loans. We see falling upward 

mobility and less and less hope for a better life. For the first time ever a new generation of 

Americans is worse off than their parents. Our tax system is no longer progressive; billionaires 

are now in a lower tax bracket than ordinary Americans. Tax “reform” benefits the very wealthy 

and adds trillions to the national debt, and we falsely justify this as contributing to investment 

and growth. We have the highest rate of incarceration in the world. We are the world’s biggest 



 

polluter in history and are not willing to do our part to rescue the world from climatic disaster. 

We are continuously at war with over 700 military basis around the world and military 

expenditures that exceed the combined total of the next ten biggest military spenders. 

 

All this could be possibly remedied with effective institutions and time. But while America’s 

institutions appeared strong after WWII, they don’t appear so now. Congress and the political 

system is seen, and in fact is, generally corrupt. The regulatory agencies have deteriorated to the 

point where governors of the Federal Reserve engage in what is tantamount to insider trading. 

Members of Congress sit on committees with oversight over sectors where they have financial 

interests. Corporate boards, designed to oversee executives are largely chosen by the executives 

themselves with more loyalty to them than to their shareholders and to the law. Elite universities 

are corrupt way beyond their admission policies with professors selling their work and self-

respect to companies and foreign countries and neglecting the needs of their students. Veterans 

are not served well by the Veteran Administration. The courts are seen as partisan and for the 

first time in memory, the Supreme Court is seen as a bunch of political hacks by millions of 

Americans. 

 

The rule of law, the most important institution of all and the glue that holds society together, has 

been weakened. Trust, possibly the second most important institution of all, has been largely 

dissipated; it takes years to build but is easy to destroy and ever more difficult to recover. Many 

Americans have lost trust in each other and in the system. 

 

At the same time, the issue of racism has become increasingly heated. America’s racist past and 

its ongoing manifestations are spilling into the open. The past can no longer be swept under the 

rug. Immigrants are less welcome and are seen by some as an existential threat to the America 

that they knew years ago. Minorities are victimized and are not perceived as equal. 

 

The system is no longer seen as just. People are mad and feel no reason to cooperate and work 

for the common good. Adam Smith, arguably the father of modern economics and capitalism, 

stressed the importance of institutions, equal opportunities and government oversight. While 

institutions are at the foundation of a peaceful and prosperous society, he felt that it was critical 

to afford everyone good opportunities to develop and grow. He saw himself as being no different 

from a person in Africa except for the fact that he had enjoyed better opportunities. While he 

praised markets, private ownership and capitalism as the best system, he saw the need for 

effective government supervision. Without it the system would be akin to a jungle driven by 

human greed, selfish interests and efforts to undermine competitive markets and in time implode. 

 

Today in the United States, some feel that their only hope is to take matters into their own hand, 

join a group of like-minded individuals and confront the system with threats and violence. A 

like-minded group offers more comfort to some than a corrupt government that doesn’t seem to 

care. Such groups attract members at an alarming rate with many opposed to the government. In 

the prevailing U.S. environment, there are many valid and false gripes, affording numerous like-

minded groups to join up to strengthen their hand. The list is long but here are some that rise to 

the top. 

 



 

Disenfranchised, forgotten, struggling and excluded Americans blame their troubles on an array 

of perceptions. Some see immigrants as a threat to what they see as the essence of America — 

white majority rule. They want to restrict immigration and go back to America as they imagined 

it to be. Some, in a similar vein, want to restrict voting rights to maintain America in their own 

image. Others, scared and in support of law and order, want to give the police carte blanche to 

maintain law and order. While in contrast, some complain about police brutality and racism with 

a call to national policing standards. Some want unfettered access to guns while others want 

tighter control on gun ownership. Some are pro-life while others are pro-choice. In all of these 

groups Americans stand against Americans as well as against their government. 

 

Other Americans have direct gripes against their government for various shortfalls. Income and 

wealth inequality fueled by special interest lobbying and corruption. Insufficient access to 

medical care, education and nutrition. Little or no childcare. Insufficient unemployment 

insurance. Homelessness. Little hope for upward mobility and achieving the “American Dream.” 

And the belief that a “deep state” runs the country for the advantage of a few. 

 

Today there are many groups united against perceived adversaries. Not one movement but many 

movements. These are akin to terrorist cells that grow bigger by the day through the internet and 

social media. There are disparate movements in different parts of the country, some of which 

have resorted to threats and readily willing to use violence to achieve their ends. This is not yet a 

civil war but pockets of violence and mayhem the country over. Disparate groups with the 

government as their common enemy and energized by violence could even unite into a truly 

national uprising pitting Americans against their government. 

 

Can’t we address these issues and get back on track? To begin with, many cannot work within a 

system that is unjust and corrupt and feel they have to destroy it before they can affect 

meaningful change. But even more fundamental is the fact that a country is made up of people. 

To change a country, the people have to change. What would it take? 

 

Citizens need to take the time and be more educated and better informed. Take time to read and 

study the facts instead of relying on one-line propaganda on the internet or from some politician 

or newsman. We need to shed much of our greed and selfishness. We must begin to understand 

that how we behave affects others and visa versa. We need to work for ourselves and in part also 

for the greater good. We must do what is right for the right reason. At the foundation of this, we 

need to control our greed and begin to loosen the tight link between money and happiness. This 

is tough to do on a mass scale. It is one person at a time. It is for this reason that the future looks 

bleak and we, especially the politicians, don’t appreciate the destructiveness of our selfishness 

today and how it will be assessed by history. 

 

While we face domestic upheaval, our reputation is spiraling down around the world. We boast 

about American exceptionalism and the “shining city on a hill” even as we are failing on many 

metrics and become ever so unpopular around the world. We must all examine the self, change 

and work for a peaceful national agenda to put America back on track. 
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First consider the facts. 

 

In 2015, the U.S., along with other parties, signed an agreement — the JCPOA — to limit Iran’s 

nuclear activities. The agreement was ratified by the United Nations Security Council. Iran kept 

its side of the agreement. The agreement seemed to be working. But Israel (Netanyahu) and the 

Israeli lobby in the United States opposed the agreement and by 2018, they prevailed on the 

sitting President, Donald Trump, to leave the agreement and impose more sanctions on Iran, 

hoping for a regime change or at least a dramatic change in Iran’s regional policies and the 

abandoning of its nuclear enrichment program. While the Israeli lobby, with its significant sway 

on the U.S. Congress and in the U.S. media, was the transparent force behind Trump’s 

abrogation of the agreement, the close ties of Trump’s Jewish son-in-law with Israel and his 

long-term relationship with Netanyahu may also have been a factor, as were Trump’s lucrative 

business relations with Persian Gulf Arabs who were also against the agreement. 

 

Now the fallout. 

 

In 2021, Biden and all those around him saw the dire fallout — no regime change, no change in 

Iranian policies, Iran’s significant progress in nuclear enrichment and the shrinking of the time it 

would take for Iran to have a bomb if it so chose. They decided to try to restore the JCPOA on 

America’s terms. Trump’s horrible policy blunder had even been recognized by the new Israeli 

prime minister, Bennett. At first Biden wanted Iran to go back to where it was in 2018 and re-

adopt all the then existing protocols but also to restrict its missile program and change its 

relations with neighboring countries. In return the U.S. would lift the sanctions that had been 

lifted as a result of the JCPOA and then re-imposed but not the new sanctions that Trump had 

imposed. After Iran made it clear that its regional policies and missile program were not open for 

discussion in the context of the JCPOA, Biden rescinded these demands but would not lift the 

new sanctions imposed by Trump. 

 

As a result, the talks have been stalled for some time because Iran has wanted all sanctions 

removed first and insisted that the U.S. promise not to do what Trump did, namely, sign an 

agreement and then walk away despite Iran upholding its end of the deal. Then and only then, 

when all sanctions were removed would Iran re-adopt all the protocols and the two sides could 

discuss everything else but only outside of the JCPOA agreement. 

 

To appreciate the Iranian position, the impact of sanctions on Iran must be recognized. Iran’s 

economy has suffered, with losses in oil revenues and in GDP that run into the hundreds of 

billions of dollars. Iran’s economy has shrunk. Iran has not been able to import much-needed 

medicines, medical equipment and food. This has resulted in horrendous suffering and the 

untimely death of thousands of Iranians — children, women and men. These adverse 

developments have, in turn, motivated highly educated Iranians to emigrate. Integral to the 

agreement, Iran poured concrete into the core of its heavy water reactor and shipped most of its 

enriched uranium to Russia. Moreover, since the U.S. abrogation of the JCPOA, the United 



 

States assassinated the top Iranian general in Iraq and Israel has murdered a top Iranian scientist 

and sabotaged Iranian nuclear facilities on numerous occasions. 

 

Yes, Iran has been supporting its allies in Iraq and Hezbollah in Lebanon. It has supported its 

Houthi allies in the face of Saudi aggression in Yemen. It has continued to support the 

oppressive regime of Bashar Assad in Syria. It has continued to enhance its missile program. 

And after the U.S. abrogation of the JCPOA and the imposition of further sanctions, it has 

upgraded its centrifuges for uranium enrichment, enriched uranium to over 60 percent purity and 

increased its stockpile of enriched uranium, getting ever closer to having a bomb, which it denies 

its goal. The regime in Iran believes it needs all these relations given its hostile neighborhood 

and U.S. and Israeli intentions. 

 

As an aside, we should recall that Israel likely has 200–250 nuclear warheads, the best armed 

military (all supplied by the United States) in the Middle East and is supported in every way by 

the United States. Yet Israel is totally against accepting a nuclear-free Middle East and neither 

Israel or the U.S. will acknowledge Israel’s nuclear arsenal because it would be adverse publicity 

and the fact that, under U.S. law, Israel could not receive its massive economic and military aid 

from the United States. Leaving the option of a nuclear free Middle East aside, why won’t the 

U.S. lift all sanctions and provide Iran with acceptable guarantees that it will not renege again if 

Iran agrees to abandon any and all possible ambitions of a nuclear bomb for the foreseeable 

future? 

 

First and foremost, ever since the Iranian Revolution of 1979, Iran has been demonized by the 

Israeli lobby and the U.S. media. The country has been so maligned that it has become enemy 

number one. Yet it was not Iranians who carried out 9/11 or dismembered a U.S. legal resident in 

Turkey. It was Saudis. Yes, members of the Iranian regime are not angels. They have been taught 

to be tough in a tough region after the world banded against them in supporting Saddam 

Hussein’s invasion of Iran and the use of internationally banned chemical weapons on Iranians. 

Iran initially supported the U.S. ground effort in Afghanistan and was pivotal in defeating ISIS in 

Iraq, but after Bush placed Iran in the “Axis of Evil,” Iran worked against U.S. interests in Iraq, 

and this resulted in American casualties. But why the over-the-top demonization of Iran? In my 

opinion it is not justified. Israel sees Iran as its foremost adversary and does all it can to malign 

Iran and downgrade its economic and military prospects. 

 

The Israeli effort against Iran in the U.S. has made it nearly impossible to give Iran a fair hearing 

and, most important, any legitimate concessions. Today, it is difficult to engage in serious debate 

about Israel’s policies toward Palestinians in the United States without being called anti-Semitic. 

Yet all sorts of discrimination toward Muslims is hardly ever called out as anti-Islamic or anti-

Muslim. So today, even if Biden saw it in the U.S. national interest to lift all sanctions on Iran, 

he would be afraid to do so because of the domestic political repercussion. If this is so, then 

Israel holds America’s foreign policy hostage pure and simple. 

 

What could this mean for the U.S., the Middle East and for Israel? Given all the Israeli and U.S. 

threats and the lack of support for Iran in the U.S. Congress, the U.S. along with Israel would 

most likely bomb Iran if they cannot garner an agreement to their liking. The U.S., as it has done 

in the past, would enter a de facto war without congressional approval. The region would be 



 

thrown into turmoil as Iran would fight an asymmetrical war with drones and surrogates in the 

region, attacking Israeli and U.S. interests. Hostilities could spread into other regions with both 

Iranian and non-Iranian Muslims attacking U.S. and Israeli interests. Such a war could easily be 

avoided. Why does Israel seem so unwilling to compromise? U.S. blind support that does not 

help Israel or the United States. 

 

Israel should be cautious because the fallout of a war with Iran for Israel could be existential. Its 

support in the U.S. could be extinguished when and if Americans see their lives upended by 

another war, this time because of Israeli intransigence. 

 

While the Iranian regime has failed in its domestic economic policies and is burdened by 

widespread corruption, it is respected for its defense of Iran’s borders after the Iraqi invasion, 

which had U.S. and European support. Iran has many regional enemies and Iranians who may 

not currently like the regime’s policies will still support their leaders if it is in the defense of their 

homeland. Iran will not go down without a fight. Of this I am sure. Such a war could be 

catastrophic for all parties. It is time for cooler heads to prevail, to address Iran’s legitimate 

needs and push back on Israeli intransigence. 
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Iran has arguably been the most sanctioned country for about 40 years. Ever since the Iranian 

Revolution and the egregious taking of 52 American hostages by Iranian students, the United 

States has imposed a web of primary and secondary economic and financial sanctions on Iran. 

Sanctions have cut Iran off from the international financial system, discouraged foreign 

investment in Iran, limited Iran’s exports and made its imports more expensive. Iranians have 

suffered and paid a heavy price but the U.S. still has not achieved its goal — rendering Iran’s 

policies subservient to U.S. demands and achieving regime change. 

 

Although no Americans died in Iran as a result of the embassy hostage taking and Iranians did 

not attack the U.S. as did Saudis on 9/11, Iran has been portrayed as enemy number one in the 

United States. Why the United States has so demonized Iran is no mystery — lobbying by Saudi 

Arabia, the UAE and Israel. The lobbying and the media bias have been so intensive that today 

the President of the United States has very limited policy options in persuading Iran to come 

back to the JCPOA or the Nuclear Agreement, which President Trump unilaterally abrogated. 

 

While Iranians have suffered beyond belief — deprived of essential medicines, food, investment, 

technology transfer, and market access resulting in sub-par economic growth — sanctions have 

also hurt America and the rest of the world. Iran shares the largest gas field in the world with 

Qatar, but the development of the Iranian gas field has been limited because of sanctions. In 

1992, Iran wanted to engage the U.S. company that had developed the Qatari field but President 

Clinton’s sanctions (ILSA) preempted this. Today, the world, especially Europe, is in dire need 

of LNG and piped gas but the flow of Iranian gas is limited. President Biden wants OPEC to 

pump more oil, a request the Saudis have rebuffed. Iran’s oil fields could be exporting another 3–

4 million barrels a day if sanctions had not prevented the needed investment and Iran’s oil fields 

had been allowed to be developed and maintained. Strangling Iran’s energy development has not 

only hurt Europe and the United States; energy deficient countries the world over cannot get all 

the oil and gas they need, and if they could, they would be paying higher prices. 

 

Again, while the U.S. has not achieved its goal, it now wants Iran to rejoin the JCPOA with no 

reasonable inducements. But President Biden is in a bind. He is not willing to make any needed, 

meaningful and reasonable concessions to Iran to make up for Trump’s abrogation of the 

agreement followed by the re-imposition of lifted sanctions and the imposition of additional new 

sanctions. Iran has been so demonized in the United States that Biden does not want to be seen as 

conciliatory toward the country. 

 

But there could be even more fallout from U.S. sanctions policy. America could become a victim 

of blowback from its inhumane policies that have devastated average Iranians, including deaths 

from the lack of medicines. Could the U.S. be a target of rogue retaliation from family or friends 

of those who have suffered? 
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America freewheels sanctions around the world with little appreciation of their fallout over time 

and space. The case in point are sanctions on Iran and the resulting limited access to oil and 

natural gas at an affordable price across the world. The United States appears to impose 

sanctions simply to harm the target country with little or no analysis of its impact on people, 

markets and other countries. Sanctions should be used sparingly and surgically as they not only 

affect the people of the target country and the United States but they also impact countries that 

have economic, financial, strategic and political relations with the target country. 

 

Today, oil/gasoline/natural gas prices are soaring in the U.S. and around the world and 

ominously the European Union is at the mercy of Russia for oil and natural gas, especially for 

piped natural gas that passes through Belarus; gas that is urgently needed to power homes, 

businesses, transportation and more. To say that Europe, especially Germany and Italy, are 

hostage to the flow of gas from Russia is an understatement. 

 

While Russia has the largest reserves of natural gas in the world, it is followed by Iran and Qatar, 

which share the largest single gas field in the world, located in the Persian Gulf. Qatar’s share of 

the field was developed by an American company, Bechtel, and today Qatar is the largest 

exporter of liquified natural gas or LNG in the world. 

 

In 1996 when President Clinton adopted the Iran Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA), Iran was in the 

process of partnering with ConocoPhillips for the development of a major new oil field 

(Azadegan) and approaching Bechtel for the development of its major gas field, shared with 

Qatar. At the time, Iran was interested in both piping gas to Europe and pursuing an LNG 

capacity as had done Qatar. Engineers had indicated that Iran was the most feasible source of 

piped gas for Europe because of its large gas reserves and geography. Gas from Iran would be an 

alternative to Russian natural gas and would afford Europe more security in sourcing its gas. But 

this project required European investment. ILSA, which incorporated secondary sanctions, 

prohibited any such investment project. 

 

Place everything we see today in context: high oil and natural gas prices in the U.S. and the 

world over alongside Saudi Arabia’s refusal to pump more oil. Remember that Saudi Arabia’s 

security is essentially dependent on the U.S. Europe is being held hostage for its piped natural 

gas by Belarus, and supported by Russia. There is border confrontations between Poland (the 

EU) and Belarus, with even the possibility of armed conflict. 

 

Did the United States look ahead when it adopted ILSA and other sanctions on Iran? Did the 

U.S. foresee how sanctions on Iran would reduce global oil supplies by possibly 3 to 4 million 

barrels a day? How sanctions would put more financial pressure on energy importing countries? 

How sanctions would give more monopoly power to Saudi Arabia and afford Russia so much 

power over Europe’s energy security? How the global economy and security would be 

undermined? 

 



 

Sanctions are a powerful policy instrument, but an instrument whose fallout is not fully 

understood or appreciated. The United States should pause, assess how sanctions work over time 

and space and then move more cautiously in the future. 
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Oil prices, specifically gasoline and heating oil prices have become the number one political 

headache for President Biden and the Democratic Party. Tapping into the U.S. Strategic 

Petroleum Reserve and asking a few other countries to open up their reserves will have a 

negligible effect on prices and even then it will take time for consumers to see lower prices. 

 

But Biden has an option that would help moderate prices and give him the critical diplomatic 

opening that he needs to restore the nuclear deal (JCPOA) with Iran. Please let me elaborate. 

 

The sanctions on Iran include the sale of its oil. The U.S. does not import Iranian oil and the U.S. 

threatens sanctions on any country that does. This has limited Iranian oil exports. Iran has the 

capacity to produce and export more oil very quickly. And with time and more investment in 

Iran, Iran could increase its capacity even further. While this is one reality, Biden has tried to 

persuade Iran to return to the JCPOA agreement even though Trump abrogated the agreement 

signed by the U.S. and ratified by the UN Security Council. Iran is willing to return to the 

agreement if the U.S. compensates Iran for economic losses resulting from U.S. abrogation of the 

agreement, lifts all sanctions and provides some reasonable guarantee that the U.S. will not 

unilaterally rescind the agreement again. Biden has been unwilling to meet Iran’s demands and 

negotiations are unlikely to succeed. Even if Biden wanted to accommodate Iran, he cannot 

afford the political fallout as Iran has been so vilified in the U.S. 

 

Now given rising oil and gasoline prices and its negative fallout, he has the ideal opening. He 

could readily justify rescinding sanctions on Iranian oil exports as a goodwill gesture to get Iran 

back to serious negotiations and moderate oil and gasoline prices, which would be highly 

popular. 

 

But Biden could do even more. The fact that Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the UAE (Abu Dhabi) 

have rebuffed his request to increase their oil output is astounding. These countries are totally 

dependent on U.S. military, intelligence and diplomatic support and if their rulers ever thought 

the U.S. was contemplating pulling its support they would shake in their robes. This is so well-

known that it is indisputable. Biden simply has to be tougher in private with Saudi Arabia 

(MBS), the UAE (MBZ) and Kuwait (the Emir), telling them to produce more oil and now! 
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Iran and the U.S. have been at odds ever since the Iranian Revolution of 1979. The admission of 

the Shah to the United States for cancer treatment and the taking of 52 U.S. Embassy hostages 

sowed the seeds for a parting of ways between Iran and the U.S. Since that time hundreds of 

thousands of Iranians have left Iran for Europe, North America, Australia, New Zealand, South 

East Asia, Japan and literally to every corner of the globe. Many are educated — doctors, 

engineers, academics, business leaders — and some of them had already parked money abroad or 

they took it with them upon leaving Iran. Iran has lost much talent and money. But this is not all 

as some of these Iranians and their offspring have not left Iran to plot its own destiny in peace. 

 

All along, Iran has been in the bull’s eye of foreign interference with their mission partitioning, 

regime change and/or impoverishment. First came the Iraqi invasion with Western backing in 

what resulted in a destructive 8-year war. This has been accompanied by relentless U.S. 

sanctions for about 40 years. These weaponized primary and secondary sanctions, which to my 

mind undermine international law and are illegal, have been more destructive than any war in 

Iran’s recent history. The economy has been devastated. Many Iranians, deprived of essential 

medicines, have died. And the future of the country is ever more uncertain with no end in sight. 

 

The primary driver of Iran’s devastation from abroad has been the United States followed by 

Israel and some Persian Gulf Arabs. Israel, Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi and even Kuwait have 

lobbied the United States to continue its isolation of Iran and to make life as unbearable as 

possible for all those living in Iran. The United States has adopted duplicitous pro-Israeli and 

Arab policies and has collaborated with Israel at every turn — arming Israel and some Gulf 

Arabs with its most sophisticated weaponry, supplying them with intelligence, supporting them 

in international fora and fortifying American bases in the region to threaten Iran. While these 

hostile policies may be seen as part and parcel of countries at war, it is less acceptable when 

there is no declared war. But what makes it even more devastating is that a sizeable number of 

Iranian ex-pats are knowingly, and maybe unknowingly, giving these despicable policies a 

helping hand and supporting Israel, Saudi Arabia and of course the United States. 

 

While most ex-patriot Iranians may not support the regime in Iran, they do not treat Iran and its 

regime as they do other countries that have similar shortcomings. How many ex-pat Iranians 

donate money and lobby U.S. politicians to sanction and isolate Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Pakistan 

and on and on? My guess, very few, if any. But when it comes to Iran, a country that either they 

or their family left, in some cases years ago, some are all in for attacking Iran. They donate 

money and lobby U.S. politicians, they court them by working in their campaigns, they use 

social media and all media outlets to attack the Iranian regime, adversely affecting all Iranians. 

Although they left Iran for another life elsewhere, they somehow feel they left something behind, 

something that they could get back if only the regime changed or even if Iran is further 

devastated by war. Some of these Iranians in fact openly say that they want regime change to get 

more money out of Iran, assets they argue they left behind. 

 



 

Ex-pat Iranians and Cubans share this in common. They are tethered to the country of their birth 

or ancestry in a destructive manner. A destructive attachment that causes only pain. The course 

of these countries should be determined by those who live there, not by ex-pats living in comfort 

in a distant land. Iranian ex-pats have much to learn from Germans who left Germany for foreign 

lands. They embraced their adopted country while wishing no ill to the land they left behind. 

 

In the case of Iran, Iranian ex-pats, as well as non-Iranians, should take 10 minutes and watch an 

interview with the late Ardeshir Zahedi before supporting Israeli, Saudi and American attacks on 

Iran. If anyone was close to the late Shah, Zahedi was closer. He was his son-in-law, his foreign 

minister and ambassador to Washington and London and his father, General Zahedi, led forces to 

restore the Shah back to the throne in 1953: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Np5lGiioFtk 

 

Admittedly, I was no fan of Zahedi’s when he was in Washington but in recent years before he 

died, he demonstrated many of the traits of a true patriot, which I admire. 

 

It is time for all Iranians who love Iran, either living in Iran or living as ex-pats around the world, 

to see the cruelty of the United States, of much of Europe, Israel, Saudi Arabia and the UAE as 

did Zahedi in his later years and act accordingly. 
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Muslims are terrorists! Muslims hate our freedom! Muslims are set on spreading Shariah Law! 

Muslims subjugate women! Islam is an evil religion! 

 

This and more is what some of the world thinks of Muslims and Islam. Putting racism, 

xenophobia, hyperbole and religious bigotry aside, is the Muslim world in crisis, and if so, what 

are the manifestations and how can it be rescued? 

 

Yes, the long and the short of it is that the Muslim world is in a serious crisis and it’s high time 

that Muslims wake up, look in the mirror, strive for the greater good and demand change. If they 

honestly consider their condition today, shame is the only thing they have in abundance. Their 

deficits are so numerous that radical reform is their only path toward a flourishing society and a 

more promising future. Here is a partial list of their deficits. 

 

Humans need freedom to flourish. To think, to create and to implement. But in most of the 

Muslim world, there is only oppression. 

 

To succeed, societies need rulers and governments that are answerable to the people. But most 

Muslims live under subjugation with a deep chasm between rulers and their subjects. 

 

Communities prosper when they have effective institutions, especially the rule of law. But in 

most Muslim countries institutions are ineffective and most Muslims live in communities where 

injustice is their landscape with rulers and their cronies above the law with their subjects having 

few rights. 

 

Freedom of the press is essential for holding governments and rulers accountable. But in nearly 

all Muslim countries the press and the media are heavily censored. 

 

Corruption is a problem in most countries. Governments try to control and reduce this cancer that 

adversely affects the path of a prosperous society. But in the richest and the most prominent 

Muslim countries, over-the-top corruption is visible to most inhabitants on a daily basis, while 

little is done to rein it in. Rulers and their cronies finance their grotesque and lavish lifestyles 

with oil money — oil that is the birthright of all citizens — while the average citizen has 

difficulty getting a job to make ends meet. 

 

Inequality — in income, wealth, access to education and in healthcare — and its adverse societal 

impact is a growing issue in much of the world. But in most Muslim countries, inequality has 

already been rampant and continues to grow. 

 

In nearly every advanced Western country, governments largely put national interest above 

personal interest as required by their institutions. But in many Muslim countries, especially the 

wealthiest ones in the Persian Gulf, personal interest trumps national interest. Rulers use the 

people’s money to court, lobby and reward the major powers for their backing to maintain their 



 

undemocratic and oppressive rule. They shower money onto ‘consultant’ lobbyists, buy 

unneeded military hardware and finance foreign military bases to get support while their subjects 

languish in deprivation. 

 

But these Muslim rulers go even further and bring direct shame on all Muslims. Some rulers in 

and around the Persian Gulf cooperate with Israel even as Palestinian rights are trampled. The 

same rulers, using their people’s money, finance unproven start-ups of American politicians — 

Jared Kushner and Steven Mnuchin — and they pay dozens of former government officials in 

the West, such as UK’s Tony Blair, to do their bidding. They are silent as Chinese rulers deprive 

millions of Muslims of their human rights and commit genocide against Muslims. They say little 

as India adopts policies that treat 200 million Muslims as second-class citizens. They even say 

and do nothing as a third-rate power, Myanmar, commits genocide against its Muslim 

population. In short, most Muslim rulers have no spine when it comes to standing up to their 

backers in defense of Muslim rights. 

 

It is these acts, or specifically the subservience of Muslim rulers to their foreign backers and the 

resulting deprivation of their people, which bring direct shame to all Muslims no matter where 

they live. 

 

None of these many failures of Muslim rulers can be supported by Islamic teachings 

(http://islamicity-index.org). Instead they provide terrorists with a narrative and propaganda to 

recruit followers to carry out their heinous acts, which demonize all Muslims as terrorists around 

the world. Yet Westerners refuse to see the role that their governments play in supporting these 

same oppressive Muslim rulers and the blowback that is sure to come. 

 

What can and should all Muslims do, especially in Muslim-majority countries? 

 

They, as individuals, should stand up and peacefully hold their rulers and governments 

accountable. This quest can be improved if Muslims cooperate globally across national borders. 

They should work toward establishing effective institutions that should include among others: 

the rule of law with equal justice for all, personal freedom, freedom of the press, protection of 

personal property, strong equal access for all to high-quality education and healthcare, 

eradication of corruption and poverty, a high level of trust and trustworthiness, sanctity of 

contracts and their enforcement and a dignified life for those who cannot provide for themselves. 

 

Muslims should act. The sooner, the easier their task. Muslims cannot rely on their leaders to 

initiate meaningful reform. They can no longer abdicate their responsibility and leave it to their 

rulers and governments. Muslims should recognize the crisis. They should act as individuals in 

cooperation with other like-minded individuals to establish effective institutions. They should 

rise above their selfish personal interests if they want a better life for themselves and for future 

generations. 
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Today, America is on a trajectory that is arguably even worse than where the country was just 

before the Civil War. The two party system is dysfunctional. Free elections and honest vote 

tabulation are under threat. The smooth transfer of power may be a thing of the past. The 

Supreme Court is moving toward political partisanship, destroying its moral stature and 

compromising the constitution. Justice in the courts is tailored by the size of a defendant’s bank 

account and inequality is visible in most dimensions of everyday life.  

 

All in all, it seems difficult to see a positive path forward for the country. Is there a ray of hope 

anywhere? Can anything be done? 

 

There could be a ray of hope if all former presidents, save one, appeared on all TV and cable 

news networks and on national and local radio outlets for 15 to 30 minutes with a unified 

message for all Americans, re-enforcing the foundation of American democracy, the rule of law, 

trust and cooperation, civility, inclusiveness, equal opportunity and stressing the importance of 

this moment in American history. It is a historic moment for the country to live up to its claim of 

being a shining city on a hill and reclaim its reputation.  

 

It is an unprecedented opportunity for former American presidents to set all politics and party 

affiliations aside and to act truly presidential for the survival of American democracy. 
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Iran and America were the closest of allies before the Iranian Revolution of 1979, but they are 

now implacable enemies. How have such allies become such enemies for more than forty years?  

 

It all started with the taking of U.S. embassy hostages in 1979. This was a time of fervent 

nationalism in Iran and of fear that the Shah would return to rule again as he had done in the 

1953 CIA-MI6 engineered coup. The taking of hostages by university students was a terrorist act 

that Ayatollah Khomeini should have condemned. While it was the seed of Iranian-U.S. enmity, 

it was fueled and given life by Ayatollah Khomeini’s misplaced endorsement.  

 

The embassy hostage taking was followed by 444 days of nightly reminders on American news 

networks. And every time Iran came up in the news, there were images of the hostages and 

chants of “death to America” to remind Americans of Iran’s transgression and its rhetoric.  

Americans felt helpless and humiliated by Iran as the media and partisan politicians were beating 

the drums of hate and conflict. There would be a price to pay! 

 

America imposed sanctions on Iran, something that could be readily justified as measured 

retaliation. But the U.S. went further. Before and after Saddam Hussein invaded Iran, the U.S. 

did little to dissuade him and might in fact have encouraged him The United Nations was not 

active in condemning this most serious of transgressions under the UN charter. The U.S. and its 

European allies, along with Russia, supplied Saddam Hussein with all the weaponry he needed 

while putting an arms embargo on Iran. The U.S. provided Iraq with military intelligence. Iran, 

however, managed to overcome its many handicaps. As Iran was expelling the Iraqi invaders and 

threatening Iraq, the Europeans, with U.S. complicity, supplied Saddam Hussein with 

internationally banned chemical weapons. This was the most egregious use of chemical weapons 

since the Holocaust.  

 

Ayatollah Khomeini was to make another mistake that hurt Iranians. He spurned an offer of 

peace and financial restitution payments put forward by Iraq and its allies. He was bent on 

revenge against Saddam who had expelled him from Iraq years earlier. Thus the war continued 

and lasted for over eight years. Over 1.5 million died on both sides and many more were injured, 

with thousands of gassed Iranians surviving on oxygen tanks. America showed little compassion 

for Iranian suffering and death, memories that will be hard to forget.   

 

Iran and Iranians learned a hard lesson. Shore up your defenses. International law serves only the 

powerful. Don’t trust the U.S., or for that matter the entire West and the United Nations. The 

chasm between Iran and the U.S. was growing, on the one hand manufactured by the U.S. in its 

reluctance to turn over a new page and desire to continue to punish Iran, and on the other hand 

by Iran’s memory of its harsh treatment by the West and the need to shore up its defenses and 

support its regional allies.  

 

Although the war between Iran and Iraq ended in August 1988, hostilities between the U.S. and 

Iran continued. America continued with its sanctions and Iran supported its regional allies and 



 

continued its counterproductive and hostile rhetoric. After Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, Iran 

supported fleeing Kuwaitis and tried to improve relations with the U.S. and Saudi Arabia. An 

Iranian emissary for rapprochement was spurned by the U.S. State Department and the Saudis 

reneged on promises made to a mediator that they had chosen along with Iran. Iran tried to attract 

American companies. It was close to having an important agreement with Conoco to develop a 

new oil field; Iran had also invited Bechtel to develop a number of projects, including the giant 

Iranian gas field shared with Qatar. But President Clinton enacted ILSA (the Iran Libya 

Sanctions Act) in 1996, which limited any large investment in Iran and he closed a number of 

other sanction loopholes, including those on imports of Iranian refined oil. Iranian officials had 

thought that commerce might be the way to restore relations, but it was not to be. 

 

U.S. bases and military might in the Persian Gulf region was threatening to Iran. But there was  

more to come. After 9/11 the United States invaded Afghanistan and later Iraq. Afghanistan 

provided Iran with another opening to bridge the chasm with the United States. Iran worked with 

its ally, Ahmad Shah Masoud and the Northern Alliance, to support the U.S. invasion on the 

ground. The U.S. attacked the Taliban from the air while the Northern Alliance did the fighting 

on the ground. Iran’s commander in this effort was Qassem Soleimani. Iran thought that this 

cooperation would open a more fruitful road to reconciliation with the U.S. While there was a 

ray of hope, once the U.S. conquered Afghanistan, it spurned Iran. 

 

This was followed by the invasion of Iraq. By this time Iran was apprehensive about cooperating 

with the U.S. The speed with which the U.S. demolished Saddam Hussein and his forces 

frightened the regime in Tehran. Moreover, Iran was now surrounded by U.S. forces in Iraq, 

Afghanistan, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE. All this, along with the 

accumulated American rebuttals, politically and economically, boxed Iran in. Iran had to shore 

up its defenses and support regional allies—Assad in Syria, the Houthis in Yemen, Hamas, 

Hezbollah in Lebanon and Shia Muslims everywhere, especially in Iraq. These allies would give 

Iran offensive capabilities in dealing with what they perceived as a U.S. threat to the regime’s 

survival. In view of America’s past rebuttals and the need to shore up its Shia allies in Iraq, Iran 

supported Shia resistance in Iraq. This resulted in Iran’s involvement in U.S. casualties. Around 

the same time, under the watchful eyes of General Soleimani Iran played a big role in 

confronting and defeating ISIS. While in Iran’s own interest, such cooperation in support of the 

regime in Baghdad and its Shia allies, was also critical in the U.S. effort to defeat ISIS. General 

Soleimani’s tactical skill was even applauded by a U.S. general. Soleimani had become critical 

for Iran’s national defense and regional ambitions. While Soleimani had been seen as an ally in 

the early days in Afghanistan and in the fight against ISIS, he was increasingly seen as a danger 

to U.S. regional hegemony. 

 

By this time, Iran realized that cooperation with the U.S. would not lead to bilateral benefits but 

that it should only work with the U.S. when this was directly in its own self-interest and survival. 

Iran set about a more concerted effort in ramping up its domestic arms industry, something that 

had already started in the waning years of the Iran-Iraq war. The most cost effective weaponry 

were missiles and drones. These were cheap and they offered Iran offensive, as well as 

defensive, capabilities.  

 



 

At the same time, Iran had quietly ramped up its nuclear research—adding more and more 

centrifuges and higher levels of enrichment. Although Iran was a signatory to the NPT (Treaty 

on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons), it had not received all the peaceful assistance in 

nuclear technology that was promised under the treaty. Therefore Iran did not inform the IAEA 

(International Atomic Energy Agency) of its nuclear activities, as was required. Having received 

little or no assistance for its nuclear program, under debilitating sanctions, isolated and 

surrounded by U.S. forces, Iranian officials felt that premature disclosure would result in an 

attack on their facilities.  

 

After the Mujahedin-e-Khalq (MKO) divulged Iran’s clandestine program in 2002, the question 

became was Iran working toward developing a bomb, nuclear breakout capability or was it all 

peaceful? The U.S. ramped up sanctions on Iran even further. During the second Bush 

administration, financial sanctions took center stage, effectively cutting Iran off from the 

international financial system and imposing serious penalties on any bank that engaged with Iran. 

Exports of anything that might help Iran’s nuclear program were also closely monitored. Israel, 

Saudi Arabia and the UAE pressed the U.S. to undermine and contain Iran at every turn. 

 

Iran’s economy was hobbled as never before. Iran had severe shortages of medicines and 

essential medical and industrial equipment as ordinary Iranians suffered. While sanctions took a 

toll, Iran’s economy was mismanaged and corruption was rampant, and in my view domestic 

mismanagement was as damaging as sanctions. 

 

Israeli and Saudi lobbying against Iran was ramped up. In the case of Israel, it lobbied its allies in 

the U.S. Congress and in the media to isolate Iran, increase sanctions, engage in covert activities 

inside Iran and adopt a policy of regime change as the only long-term acceptable solution. Some 

even feared that the end goal was to dismember Iran into four or five parts, all of them too weak 

to pose any problem for Israel, Arabs and the U.S. 

 

The Obama administration feared Iran’s ramped up nuclear efforts but was unwilling to attack 

Iran as Israel and some Persian Gulf Arabs advocated. The U.S. secretly began to negotiate with 

Iran through Oman’s auspices. These discussions culminated in the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 

Action (JCPOA), which was also ratified by the UN Security Council. It was by no means a 

perfect agreement. It provided the most intrusive program of Iran’s nuclear activities for the U.S. 

and its allies, albeit with a sunset clause of ten years, the mothballing of Iran’s heavy water 

reactor, the handover of most of Iran’s enriched fuel (far from weapon grade) and a limit on 

Iran’s enrichment program. For Iran, there was to be a lifting of sanctions—the unfreezing of 

Iranian assets, unobstructed Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), access to international financial 

markets and the flow of imports (except certain nuclear and  military goods) and exports of 

goods and services. Iran was naïve in one very important respect—America’s concessions were 

reversible whereas many of Iran’s concessions were irreversible. 

 

Iran kept its end of the bargain. America appeared to also keep its end but American companies 

and institutions, and indeed companies from other countries, did not jump in and embrace the 

deal. Iranians blamed the U.S. authorities but some banks and companies did not trust the United 

States to keep its word about lifting primary and secondary sanctions, namely, depending on 



 

future developments, the U.S. might penalize entities that had engaged Iran. All in all, Iran got 

some sanction relief but not all that it had expected. 

 

The incoming Trump administration threw everything overboard. President Trump had close 

relations with Prime Minister Netanyahu and rich Gulf Arabs, with Saudi Arabia the first country 

he visited. Trump demanded limitations on Iran’s missile and drone programs, instituted new 

sanctions on Iran, was complicit in Israel’s sabotage of Iranian facilities and murder of Iranian 

scientists, most notably Iran’s top nuclear physicist. Then America withdrew from the JCPOA. 

And most notoriously, the United States assassinated General Soleimani, with Israeli complicity, 

inside Iraq. To save face, Iran had to retaliate, which it did by firing missiles at a U.S. base. Iran 

could still choose to extract proportional revenge for a man that many Iranians, pro and against 

the regime in Tehran, saw as a national hero who devoted his life to the defense of Iran in its 

darkest hours. 

 

President Biden set about restoring the JCPOA. Iran, having kept its end of the bargain for one 

year even after Trump withdrew, is willing to fall into line with the JCPOA if all sanctions—

sanctions that were lifted at the JCPOA signing as well as others imposed by Trump—are lifted 

and if the U.S. provides guarantees that it will not again withdraw as long as Iran keeps its 

commitments. The U.S. has been unwilling to lift all these sanctions, cannot provide the 

guarantees that Iran seeks and wants to discuss Iran’s missile program and regional activities in 

support of Iran’s allies, which the U.S. argues are against U.S. interests. Discussions are 

continuing in Vienna. 

 

Although the U.S. was more popular in Iran than in any Arab country for years after the 

Revolution, Trump’s actions toward Iran and the suffering of average Iranians have irreparably 

damaged this relationship. So where do we find ourselves? How will Iran-U.S. relations evolve?  

 

While Iranian students sowed the seed for this conflict, the U.S. has shown little compassion 

toward the Iranian people. Sanctions on top of more sanctions have impoverished ordinary 

Iranians. Sadly, some Iranian ex-pats living in the West have championed Iran’s isolation and 

even endorsed military action to overthrow the regime for their own selfish ends. A principal 

factor fueling and prolonging Iran’s isolation has been anti-Iranian lobbying by Israel and its 

American surrogates and to a lesser extent by Saudi Arabia, the UAE and their corporate backers 

in the West. This lobbying has turned the U.S. Congress so against Iran that it may take a 

generational turnaround to change U.S. policies. The propagation of anti-Iranian sentiments all 

over the U.S. media has portrayed Iran as enemy number one in the eyes of average Americans. 

The merciless Israeli and Arab lobbying has in turn boxed Iran in. Arab lobbying has made 

business relations more challenging, while Israeli lobbying has poisoned Iran’s political relations 

with the U.S. Iran feels threatened by U.S. forces and by Israeli adventurism that would in all 

likelihood be backed by the U.S. military. All-pervasive sanctions are tantamount to an act of 

war, as even trade embargoes have been historically viewed as such.  

 

As Iran has been boxed in by the U.S., it has had little choice but to develop its military 

capabilities and alliances in the region to defend itself and to thwart would-be adversaries. At 

least in a conventional war, when it is over it is over. This adversarial relationship has gone on 

for over forty years with no end in sight. The future of Iran-U.S. relations is not bright, no matter 



 

what happens in the JCPOA negotiations in Vienna. U.S. presidents and other politicians do not 

dare oppose Israeli and Arab lobbies. The only ray of hope for better Iran-U.S. relations is for a 

strong U.S. President to tell Israel, Saudi Arabia and the UAE in no uncertain terms to cease their 

interference in U.S. foreign policy and for the U.S. to adopt policies that represent its long-term 

national interest. A broad businesslike relations with Iran, which can be better achieved without 

the interference of other countries, would undoubtedly serve U.S. interests. 
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Maine’s tax burden is high, ranking fourth after New York, Hawaii and Vermont. The state is, 

however, attractive to wealthy non-residents who are residents of low-tax states. They have a 

second home in Maine, spend a little less than six months of the year in the state and avoid most 

of the taxes that fall on full-time residents. These out-of-state residents reap many of Maine’s 

benefits but don’t support the state budget as do residents. 

 

Consider out-of-state homeowners in Maine, residing in Florida and Texas, states with no 

income tax. How do they benefit and shortchange the full-time residents of Maine? 

 

Out-of-state homeowners drive up real estate prices, which make affordable housing out of reach 

for many residents, forcing some into long commutes and others to simply leave the state, 

depriving Maine of its human capital and essential workers. These out-of-state homeowners, who 

may spend just a little less than six months in Maine, with their home staying empty for the 

balance of the year, pay no Maine income tax and pay no income tax in their resident state of 

Texas or Florida. These out-of-state homeowners also avoid Maine’s high estate (death) tax. 

Florida and Texas have no estate tax whereas Maine has a tax rate of between 8 and 12% on 

estates above $5.6 million. 

 

When you put all this together, we see that wealthy non-resident Maine homeowners shortchange 

the state and Mainers. They avoid income and estate taxes that can amount to millions of dollars 

over their lifetime and at their death. This in turn forces the state of Maine to impose higher taxes 

on its full-time residents, making the state less attractive for potential newcomers. In other 

words, if these out-of-state homeowners paid more in Maine taxes, the full-time residents of 

Maine would pay less and the state would be more attractive to younger newcomers.  

 

Are there any good options open to the state and local jurisdictions to collect more taxes from 

out-of-state homeowners and lower the tax burden on full time Maine residents? 

 

There is a readymade option for local jurisdictions—homestead exemption. Most local 

municipalities already have a homestead exemption on their books for full-time residents. These 

exemptions are typically tiny relative to the total real estate tax bill. Municipalities could 

increase the homestead exemption significantly while at the same time increasing the real estate 

tax rate to keep aggregate tax collection the unchanged. This would afford full-time resident 

homeowners a big tax break while increasing the tax on out-of-staters. Such an initiative could 

be immediately put into force with no effective legal challenge.  

For income tax collection, the state could impose an income tax on those with second homes in 

Maine, on their annual income in proportion to the number of days of the year they are in their 

Maine residence. While such a tax could be in justified on a similar basis as a commuter tax, in 

force in New York and elsewhere, it would in all likelihood be challenged in the courts with the 

final outcome in question. Non-residents receive services from the jurisdictions where they live. 



 

Therefore, they should be asked to pay their fair share of the costs of those services through 

income taxes. 

The heavy tax burden is a dark cloud over Maine’s future. During 2010-2020, Maine’s 

population grew by 2.6%, well below the U.S. population growth of 7.4%. Maine has the oldest 

median age of any state. It is time for Maine to act in order to lower taxes for residents, make 

housing more affordable and in the process attract younger income-tax-paying residents to the 

state.  

 

  

https://www.pressherald.com/2021/04/26/maines-population-increases-2-6-from-last-u-s-census-far-below-national-rate-of-7-4/
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My late great uncle had an oft-repeated story about reason for America’s economic success. He 

used to compare the outlook of a French plumber working on his apartment on Avenue Foche in 

Paris to a plumber doing the same on his apartment at the Watergate in Washington DC. The 

French plumber on seeing his apartment had a jealous look as if to say “How come you have this 

place and not me, and worse I will never own such a home,” whereas the American plumber had 

a look of joy in seeing his apartment and even said, “what a beautiful apartment and view, I hope 

to own one like it.” My uncle would then say to me that there must be something in the water in 

America that a plumber thinks he could own his apartment, but this optimism and outlook is 

what he thought made America work.  

 

My uncle’s message was clear. The working class felt the system was fair, there was upward 

mobility and with hard work a person could realize his or her dream. This was about 40 years 

ago, but I wonder what my uncle would say in 2022? 

 

“I no longer recognize the America I knew. Upward mobility is but a mirage. Inequality has 

become shameful. The superrich get richer, while the middle and the working class struggle. The 

wealth of America’s 740 billionaires increased by 70 percent in the 19 months of the pandemic 

by $2.1 trillion to over $5 trillion. The wealthy control votes in the U.S. Congress. The legal 

system favors them too. America is now made of three social classes—one very small, at most 

less than 1  percent of the country who control the system, a middle class that has shrunk to less 

than 30 percent and the other over 70 percent who struggle—that have been ripped apart. A 

chasm between the classes that is hard to imagine. How did all this come to pass in such a short 

span of four decades?” 

 

How would I answer my uncle today? 

 

Corruption is at the root of what troubles America. Yes, there are many factors—erosion of trust, 

selfishness, greed, racism, tribalism and unprincipled politicians—they all get their fuel from 

corruption. Instead of addressing the cancer of corruption, people who should know better 

defend all that troubles America by resorting to the defense of freedom or the freedom of speech 

and capitalism.  

 

The list of corrupt practices, with many even “legal” and institutionalized, is long. Most 

fundamental and egregious is the corrosive effect of money in politics. Selfish individuals and 

companies support politicians to do their bidding—passing laws that favor them and blocking 

those that hurt them, with little regard to the impact on society at large. How does my one vote 

sway a politician to support my needs when my one vote may be one among millions for a U.S. 

senate seat, while a wealthy person or corporation can extract the promise of support from a 

senator if he or she provides crucial campaign funding?  It is not just campaign funding but it 



 

may be for the promise of future employment with a lucrative salary, or employment now for a 

friend or relative, or luxurious free vacations or free travel on private jets.  

 

The lobbying on behalf of the wealthy and corporations is not limited to furthering special 

American interests. Foreigners have long caught on that the business of America is business and 

it is there for the whole world to share. There are dozens of former senior U.S. officials with 

consulting, aka lobbying, contracts with foreign governments, corporations and individuals. As 

one foreign official said to me that Americans are mercenaries, they lobby their government for 

us and we pay them to liberate Kuwait. Such a reputation should not make Americans proud.  It 

is all there in plain sight but there could be more in hidden personal gifts. All of these are in the 

background but the results are what we see in the foreground and what we face every day. 

 

Corruption has upended democracy and more. Inequality is a disgrace. Upward mobility has 

been stifled. Justice is unequal, one for the wealthy and another for the average man. Children go 

hungry. Millions are homeless. The quality of education varies widely from wealthy to poor 

locations. Medical care and essential medicines are not a human right but denied to many. 

Education is unaffordable with students owing  more than a trillion dollar in loans. Simply said, 

life is not a level playing field with reasonable opportunity for all to advance. 

 

Congressmen, with the benefit of intelligence briefing and inside knowledge of forthcoming 

legislation, trade individual stocks. Members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, 

with inside knowledge of economic activity and forthcoming changes in interest rates, do the 

same. These are tantamount to insider trading, something that is illegal and leads to 

imprisonment for the average man, but not for those in position of power. 

 

The tax system is unfair. The wealthiest may in fact enjoy a lower tax rate than the average 

person, some among the rich may even pay no taxes all together. Interestingly, billionaire NFL 

owners have their own sweetheart deal—to deduct from their income one fifteenth of the 

purchase price of a franchise each year for 15 years. Who else can deduct what they pay to buy 

something from their income? The wealthy can also circumvent their fair share of inheritance 

taxes.  

 

Most troubling is when things go wrong, as they did in the Great Recession with millions losing 

their jobs and homes and families getting broken up, the government seems to rescue the 

culprits, not the victims. Wall Street giants who created the crash, were packaging junk bonds 

and selling them as AAA-rated securities, lost nothing. The culprits did not go to jail. They did 

not lose their jobs. They got their salaries on time and their lucrative bonuses about a year later. 

Corruption breeds injustice. All the while the average family suffered.  

 

Politicians may think that these manifestations of corruption are under the radar for most and pay 

no attention, but the cumulative effect is taking a toll. It is silently pulling America apart, as we 

have seen it do the same in foreign lands. Injustice breeds resentment. And resentment destroys 

trust and societal cohesion.  

 

Trust once gone is hard to regain. And eventually it will lead to upheaval and insurrection. All 

that is needed for mayhem is a populist politician to tap into and America’s anxiety and incite the 



 

millions of disenfranchised among the citizenry. Corruption and all that goes with it provides the 

fertile breeding ground. 

 

The cancer of corruption is not limited to U.S. shores. While America has the Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act, FCPA, only a few U.S. companies have been brought to task. American 

companies flaunt it on a daily basis by hiding their payouts into local services provided—

housing, visas, family support, local recruitment and the like. In the case of some foreign 

military sales (FMS) that are handled by the U.S. military, we look the other way as corrupt 

foreigners select their preferred supplier, tell them to make a low bid and then pile in with money 

in the form of add-ons after the contract is awarded. There are horrific stories about corrupt U.S. 

officials in Afghanistan in rewarding contracts with kickbacks. We are only fooling ourselves 

when we saw only Afghanis as corrupt when we participated, or at least looked the other way, as 

we dished out U.S. taxpayer money. 

 

As the elite and wealthy benefit from the corrupt system, they have little motivation to eradicate  

the cancer of corruption. In fact, they defend the prevailing system with arguments that are 

patently false—in defense of the freedom and capitalism.  

 

The free flow of money and other inducements in politics is not an exercise of free speech. One 

wealthy person or one company gets an outsized voice. I am no lawyer but I fail to see how one 

wealthy person’s free speech that robs millions to have their voice heard is called freedom of 

speech in a democratic society? Since the horrific attacks on 9/11, we have compromised civil 

liberties in the name of national security, most recently through the National Defense 

Authorization Act of December 2022. 

 

Capitalism has been turned upside down. True capitalism is not a free for all. The essence of 

capitalism is: the rule of law, the sanctity of private property, contract enforcement, competition 

with free functioning markets but with safeguards and enforcement, and a fair opportunity for all 

to compete and succeed. Adam Smith, the father of capitalism, praised free markets but clearly 

saw how greed could overtake free markets and create a jungle if the system was left unto itself. 

Smith saw good opportunities for everyone to develop their talents and succeed as essential for a 

prosperous country.  Today in the United States, if a person simply criticizes the prevailing 

system, they are called a socialist, an anathema to most Americans who may in fact  

misunderstand the world socialism. And worse they may be called out as anti-American.  

 

In the face of such pervasive corruption and its destructive consequences for our democracy, 

freedom, trust and societal cohesion, the U.S. sees itself as the “shining city on a hill” and as the 

gold standard for others to follow.  

 

It is time for every American to face up to facts and work towards controlling corruption on our 

land and creating a level playing field with all hard working Americans having a fair shot at 

realizing their full potential. 
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The horrific treatment of Uyghur Muslims in China can only be called Crimes Against 

Humanity, very much akin to genocide. The accounts and images coming out of China should 

melt even hearts of stone and pierce the brains of those who belong to the human race. Yet most 

Muslim rulers are shameful by their silence.  

 

The world has done little, if anything, to support these Uyghurs in their plight. The United 

Nations has not exactly rushed to release its long-anticipated report on the treatment of Uyghur 

Muslims in Xinjiang, to my mind so as not to upset China before the Winter Olympic games. 

The Western world has followed the U.S. in a diplomatic boycott of the games, with no head of 

state attending the opening ceremonies. Whether the absence of Western heads of state is a 

genuine show of support no one knows, but at least it has brought the plight of the Uyghurs to 

global attention.  

 

Of the twenty or so heads of state attending the opening of the games, nine are from Muslim 

majority countries—Egypt, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia (with its de facto head of state, 

Mohammad bin Salman), Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. 

Some of these countries don’t even have an athlete competing at the games, but they wanted to 

cement their relations with China. Pakistan’s prime minister, Imran Khan, even groveled 

publicly by saying that his ambassador to China had visited Xinjiang and had not seen any 

human rights abuses.  

 

What does this say about Muslim rulers? They don’t care about the plight of others, even that of 

fellow Muslims. Yet, they are careful to pray in public, follow the rituals of their religion and 

bang their drums for Muslim solidarity. The inescapable truth is that they are total hypocrites 

with no moral code, Islamic or otherwise. Islam preaches the unity of humanity and compassion 

for the plight of others. These rulers only care for their own survival, nothing more. And yes, 

most of those in attendance at the games oppress their own citizenry, so it may be a bridge too 

far for them to be critical of Chinese oppression.  

 

It is in part the behavior of Muslim rulers that gives Islam a bad name. They are oppressive and 

harsh in their own domain. They have robbed their people of their freedom and natural resources. 

They are corrupt. They rely on foreign powers to support them. And now with the rising fortunes 

of China relative to those of the United States, Muslim rulers, especially those from the Middle 

East, are racing to get into the good graces of their new master to be. 

 

It is a sad commentary not only on Muslim rulers, but on Muslims in these countries who should 

be peacefully clamoring for reform, for rulers who are answerable to them, even though they 

dare not even demonstrate in support of their Uyghur brothers and sisters.   

 

Muslims should study the saying, “It is better to die a thousand times, than to live without 

dignity.” 
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By all counts, most Muslim majority countries are in desperate state. Citizens enjoy little 

freedom. Corrupt rulers, in many cases backed by foreigners, wield absolute power. There is 

injustice alongside obscene inequality, poverty and even hunger. Educational institutions are 

sub-par. The state of healthcare is an embarrassment for a religion that spawned Ibn Sina—

arguably the father of modern medicine. Economic and social mismanagement and hyper-

corruption have deprived Muslims of the progress visible around much of the world. Internal and 

regional armed conflicts abound. There is despair with little hope for a better future—conditions 

that understandably spawn anger, with eventual violence, upheaval and destructive spillover onto 

the rest of the world. 

 

Why such failure and malaise and what can be done?  

 

Some pundits blame Islam, the religion, that it breeds oppression, corruption, stagnation and 

terrorism. But this not so. Islamicity Indices (http://islamicityIndices.org), based on the important 

teachings of Islam while setting aside its ritual requirements (prayers, pilgrimage, fasting, 

profession of faith), tell a different story. New Zealand, Iceland, the Netherlands, Sweden, 

Norway, Denmark, Ireland, Switzerland, Canada and Finland are the best performing countries 

on this index of 151 countries (http://islamicity-index.org/wp/latest-indices-2020/). Namely, the 

condition of these countries best reflect Islamic teachings and its institutions. The highest 

ranking Muslim country on this index is Malaysia at number 43, followed by the UAE, Qatar and 

Albania.  

 

Islamic teachings are compatible with countries that most pundits would consider successful. It is 

Muslim countries that fare badly, because it is Muslims who don’t practice the foundational 

teachings of Islam, but are focused largely on its rituals.  

 

What can be done to restore positive change and hope for the nearly two billion Muslims living 

in the 57 states comprising the Organization of Islamic Cooperation and in the process contribute 

to a more peaceful and cooperative world?   

 

For starters, Muslims should study the teachings of their religion and rely much less on the 

dictates of corrupt clerics in service of rulers. While the rituals of Islam are well and good, they 

are no substitute for the critical behavior and institutions that Islam recommends. Rituals in the 

absence of these are, as the prophet Mohammad said, akin to a body without a head. In Islam, the 

most important attributes, and in turn institutions, of societies are: freedom, justice and the rule 

of law (equality before the law), equal opportunities, the availability of education and healthcare, 

the eradication of poverty and corruption, the sanctity of private property and contracts, 

preservation of the earth and the environment, equal ownership by humans of all generations to 

the earth’s depletable resources (such as oil and all minerals) and the accountability of rulers to 

their subjects. Muslims countries must enshrine and achieve these and the institutions they 

demand in their constitutions. They should hold their rulers peacefully accountable and could use 

http://islamicityindices.org/
http://islamicity-index.org/wp/latest-indices-2020/


 

Islamicity Indices as a compass of their progress, where they stand relative to other countries and 

where they aspire to be in the future. 

 

How can Muslims put these foundational teachings of their religion peacefully into practice 

while under the yoke of oppression? 

 

Muslims in Muslim-majority countries should be courageous and peacefully campaign for 

constitutional conventions to draw up and adopt the important teachings of Islam and its 

institutions in their constitution, which could differ from country to country to meet varied 

histories, circumstances and needs, but would share important similarities at their core. However, 

it may be tough going in autocratic countries where such ideas would be seen as a threat to 

absolute rulers. Three initiatives could ease the path forward. 

 

Muslims, using social media, could join hands across national borders. Such solidarity would 

give them support and added media exposure, acting as a push back on rulers. Muslims in non-

Muslim countries, especially those in the West, could support such a movement through social 

media and by lobbying their leaders and representatives to end support for autocratic rulers and 

to make any support conditional on meaningful constitutional reforms. These two initiatives 

could be coalesced by a third initiative, a designated annual one-day mass peaceful event in 

every Muslim country and around the world, to convey the plight of Muslims, its causes and 

their dedication for peaceful reforms resulting in modern constitutions. Such reforms would 

benefit everyone, resulting in a more peaceful and cooperative world that best serves humanity.   

 

To get the march for reform moving, the movement needs a small group of young, principled  

and dedicated Muslims across several countries to unite, plan and peacefully get the process 

moving.   

 

There’s little time to waste. The longer the delay, the more difficult the task as resentment 

becomes ever more ingrained. The list of problematic countries is long—Syria, Yemen, Libya, 

Lebanon, Afghanistan, Kazakhstan and Sudan, with dozens more that would be on a 

comprehensive list.  
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President Obama’s muted sanctions response to Russia’s annexation of the Crimea in 2014 

encouraged Russia’s ongoing aggression. President Biden should take note and assess the 

outcome of Obama’s sanctions before moving ahead with an effective package of his own.  

 

In 2014, President Obama, with much ballyhoo, announced the “most comprehensive” sanctions 

against Russia since the end of the Cold War. He froze the U.S. held assets of seven Russian 

officials and those of four Ukrainian collaborators, but excluded President Putin. What message 

did these sanctions send to Putin? The U.S. and NATO talk big, but what they actually do has 

little bite because they are afraid of damaging their economies. Such is the vulnerability of 

democracies, so Russia can do what it wants and can pay little attention. Russia has occupied the 

Crimea for over seven years and NATO has done precious little about it. The proof of NATO’s 

failure in 2014 and its continuation is that Putin is at it again with more force and bravado.   

The two sanctions that would have made Putin think hard before invading Crimea, were 

sanctions on Russia’s natural gas exports to Western Europe and biting financial sanctions. 

Sanctioning Russian gas was off the table, as Moscow supplied almost half of the EU’s natural-

gas imports with no immediate alternative options, especially for Germany. Strong sanctions on 

Russia’s financial sector would have also had serious consequences for European banks and EU-

Russia trade. There was no stomach for these effective measures. 

Today the U.S. can draw on ‘lessons learned’ and select a package of sanctions that would be 

taken seriously by Putin and dissuade another invasion.  

For now, don’t sanction Russia’s gas exports. Europe needs the gas. As for the Nord Stream 2 

pipeline, bringing Russian gas underwater to Western Europe, there is still about a year before it 

could be online, thus it would be best to say nothing so as not to alienate Germany and further 

fracture the NATO alliance.  

Focus on a number of financial sanctions. Impose sanctions on all financial transactions with 

Russia, its companies, individuals and its commercial banks, supported with secondary sanctions 

on foreign banks that defy the order. Second, sanction all direct investments in Russia and 

enforce them on third countries through secondary sanctions. Third, cut Russia off from the main 

international financial telecommunication system (SWIFT—Society for Worldwide Interbank 

Financial Telecommunications). This step would make it difficult for Russia’s banks to receive 

and transfer dollars and to issue Letters of Credit, an essential instrument for financing imports. 

Sanction Russia’s central bank as it could assume some of the functions of commercial banks.  

Transmit this package of sanctions confidentially to Putin, giving him the opportunity to think 

and withdraw his forces threatening the Ukraine. These initiatives would signal resolve, and if he 

refuses to back down, then impose these sanctions before an invasion of the Ukraine.  

 



 

If President Biden goes weak, Putin will invade and occupy all of the Ukraine, and in the future 

will continue with more forays into the rest of Europe. 

 

Yes, such financial sanctions would affect Wall Street and European banks that do business with 

Russia, but there is no free lunch in using effective economic sanctions. By definition, trade and 

financial sanctions are a two-way street, impacting the target as well as the sender. To address 

Russia’s aggressive military actions in the Balkans, sanctions have to be impactful by inflicting 

much pain on Russia and on Putin’s survival. NATO has to make a stand if Europeans want to 

continue as sovereign nations and the earlier they do so the better. If they buckle now, their 

future would be grim. 

 

Yes, Russia may cut off gas exports to Europe, but if it does, it would damage its exports and 

economy for years to come and there are now options for partially ameliorating Europe’s gas 

shortage: LNG from the U.S. and Qatar. Still, there will be short-run and unavoidable disruptions 

and economic cost. For the longer run, if sanctions on Iran are moderated, piped gas from Iran is 

Europe’s most attractive option to reduce dependency on Russia. 

 

If the potential cost of financial sanctions to the U.S. and its allies is deemed to be too high, then 

take sanctions off the table. There is nothing gained by repeating history and “praying” for a 

better outcome. Weak sanctions will not deter Russia’s invasion of the Ukraine, but will cause 

collateral economic losses for the U.S. and its allies and encourage Putin to be even more 

aggressive in the future.  
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The Russian threat to Europe and the world is, and will continue to be, recurring unless the U.S. 

and its NATO allies understand one simple lesson that they could learn from responsible 

parents—rules that they down must be obeyed, which in turn means that they have to be 

enforced. If a child doesn’t like the rules, he or she can discuss them with the parent, but while 

the rules are in force, they must be obeyed. Moreover, as all parents know, if existing rules or 

boundaries are not enforced, then new rules will be broken; and it is best, even just to save face, 

not to enact rules if they are not going to be enforced.  

 

World leaders are not that different from children. They will do whatever they want as long as 

they can get away with it! The best modern day example on the international scene may be 

Vladimir Putin and the boundaries he won’t respect. The reason for the UN’s existence is to 

promote peace. In Article 2(4) of its Charter, it states “All Members shall refrain in their 

international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political 

independence of any State.” Yet Putin has trashed this overarching rule again and again. In 2008, 

Russia invaded Georgia and followed this up in 2014 by annexing the Crimea Peninsular and a 

large area of eastern Ukraine through surrogates. In all cases, NATO talked a lot and imposed 

what were ineffective sanctions with no real impact on Putin. His tough guy image of standing 

up against the West was re-enforced and his standing in Russia was further buoyed. 

 

The message from NATO to Putin was clear: we are not going to do much as long as we are not 

attacked and as long as our economic and financial interests are not threatened. Why has the 

NATO-U.S. response to Putin been so timid and in my view even counterproductive? European 

and U.S. banks had large financial exposure to loans made to Russian institutions. Even more 

important, Europe is highly dependent on oil and especially on piped natural gas, which comes 

through the Ukraine, with an underwater pipeline (Nord Stream2) slated to come on line by the 

end of 20222 

 

How did such energy dependence come about?  

 

First, Germany tolerated the over-the-top lobbying of their former chancellor, Gerhard Schröder, 

who approved the undersea pipeline in 2005, during the last days of his term as chancellor. He 

has gone on to promote the pipeline ever since and today heads the company’s Shareholder 

Committee. He has also been nominated to serve on the Board of Directors of Gazprom, Russia’s 

gas giant. He has gone on to become a close Putin friend and celebrated his 70th birthday with 

Putin in St. Petersburg. All recent German chancellors must share the blame; they have cozied up 

to Putin and have tolerated Schröder’s open selling of Germany’s energy independence.  

 

Second, some EU countries, especially Germany, decided to reduce their reliance on nuclear 

power and coal. Natural gas has become their best option in transitioning to renewable sources of 

energy. 

 



 

Third, Germany and Europe had an option that would have reduced their dependence on Russian 

gas—gas from Iran—but this option was set aside. During the time period 1999-2000, Iran was 

looking for foreign investment for a rapid development of the Pars gas field it shares with Qatar 

in the Persian Gulf. Iran wanted to pipe much of this gas to Western Europe to compete with gas 

from Russia. Iran invited Bechtel—the company that developed and brought Qatar’s gas online 

in the form of LNG—to Iran to look at a number of possible projects with gas as its major 

objective. To reduce European dependency on Russia Iran was, and is, the best option because of 

its geography and the fact that it has the second largest (after Russia) deposit of natural gas in the 

world. Over 20 years ago, I warned about the dangers of European energy dependence on Russia 

and predicted the shortsightedness of U.S. policies. But U.S. sanctions, especially the Iran-Libya 

Sanctions Act (ILSA) during the Clinton administration pre-empted this important project. This 

gas would have been now online and Europe would not be so Russia dependent for its energy. 

Another fallout of Iran sanctions has been lower Iranian oil output. 

 

But today, the idea of Iranian gas in Europe may be problematic and thus off the table. U.S. 

sanctions and Iran’s isolation have gradually driven Iran into the China-Russia camp with Iran 

becoming a full member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) in 2021; Iran signing 

a 25-Year, $400 billion, agreement with China; and a potential 20-Year agreement with Russia. 

Driving Iran into Russia’s arms is no mean feat; Iran has not trusted Russia after having lost its 

own territory to the Russians under the threat of invasion earlier in the 19th century. Equally 

remarkable is getting Iran to embrace China, the country that is committing crimes against 

humanity in its treatment of Uyghur Muslims. This episode the haphazard way America imposes 

its sanctions—reactionary and with little thought about the fallout overtime. 

 

This reveals a number of U.S. and NATO failures. The U.S. does not have a strategic approach 

to sanctions. U.S. presidents slap on sanctions and pound their chest with limited appreciation of 

how sanctions will change the objectionable policies of the adversary, much less how sanctions 

will affect other adversaries and allies, and almost never with any understanding of the fallout 

into the future. U.S. decisionmakers apparently did not know, or care, how sanctions on Iran’s 

gas development would endanger Europe’s future security and enable Russia to hold Europeans 

hostage. Yes, the U.S. was concerned about Iran’s nuclear activities, but it was willing to forego 

the most sensible solution, which would have been pressuring Israel to give up its nukes and 

make the region a nuclear-free zone, something that Iranians and Arabs supported. Besides 

affecting Europe’s security, U.S. sanction policies may, in my view, in the end result in nuclear 

proliferation in the entire Middle East region. 

 

Back to today, February 16, 2022, and what should the U.S. and NATO do faced with multiple 

Russian threats? That is after Russia’s annexation of Georgian territory in 2008, multiple land 

annexations from Ukraine in 2014, threats of annexations now, and the real possibility that in the 

future Putin’s land grab will be in Europe and not just in former Soviet republics with Russia 

already flexing its muscles to control the North-West Passage connecting the Atlantic and the 

Pacific oceans?  

 

The U.S. and NATO must push back on Russian aggression. They cannot let Putin set the agenda 

and then react to his every move. And if they do react, they must react with thought and strength 

as opposed haphazardly and projecting weakness.  



 

 

To begin with, it is about time that the United States and Europe ban their citizens from lobbying 

on behalf of foreign governments as do the likes of Gerhard Schröder, Tony Blair and dozens 

more. They must project strength by being willing to sacrifice short-term personal and national 

economic and financial benefits for longer-term strategic national interests. If they don’t, they 

will be prone to Russian and Chinese blackmail. When it comes to sanctions, America’s 

preferred weapon in the last 40 or so years, realize that sanctions are invariably a blunt 

instrument. It is better to pile on the pressure at the outset as opposed to applying a gradual 

squeeze, giving the target time to adapt. My preference has always been for debilitating financial 

sanctions as opposed to a hodgepodge of sanctions that would be ineffective in the end.  

 

Impose sanctions on all financial transactions with the country, its companies, individuals and 

especially with its commercial banks, and re-enforce these with secondary sanctions and fines for 

third countries that break these sanctions. So if a third country’s bank engages the sanctioned 

country, then they would be denied access to the U.S. market and would face fines if they wanted 

to regain access. These policies would make all trade more expensive, impeding most financial 

transactions with the adversary, inflicting serious hardship and signaling resolve. Follow this up 

by freezing the assets of the target country’s decisionmakers, sparing no one. Next impose 

sanctions on direct investment in the target country. As a fourth measure, cut the target country 

from the main international financial telecommunication system (SWIFT—Society for 

Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications). This step would make it almost 

impossible for the country’s banks to receive and transfer dollars or to issue Letters of Credit, an 

essential instrument for financing imports. As a fifth step, the adversary’s central bank should be 

sanctioned as it can assume some of the functions of its commercial banks. A useful sanction is 

on travel of the target country’s elite; these are people who like to travel and own residences and 

other assets around the world; and their restricted travel will impact the country’s decision 

making. 

 

These financial sanctions mitigate the need for direct trade sanctions and other such measures. A 

country cannot receive payment for its exports through normal financial channels. It could 

receive payments in cash in suitcases, in barter trade, in inconvertible currencies, in gold bars 

and in other such means. The point is that trade, imports and exports, and financial transactions 

would essentially be made costly and ultimately prohibitive. Even if a country has large financial 

reserves, they could be frozen, blocked or at least rendered largely not transferable by such 

measures.  

 

The message must be that we are willing to pay a price to have you change your policies. There 

is no free lunch. Effective sanctions have a cost for both sides—the sender of the sanction and 

the target. A weak sanction package is almost worse than doing nothing. A weak message would  

further strengthen Putin. But all along, care must be taken that the sanctions do not to endanger 

the welfare of the average person—food, medicine and other essential necessities of life. 

 

In the face of ongoing Russian aggression, what should the timing of these sanctions be? Now, if 

they invade Ukraine or something else?  

 



 

Whatever the U.S. and NATO decide about the package of sanctions, they should transmit it 

confidentially to Putin, affording him a chance to comply or reject. There is nothing to be gained 

by advertising the plan on the airwaves and pounding chests. If put refuses to back down, then 

the sanctions should be imposed immediately, before he has a chance to invade.  

 

An even more aggressive tack, in turn potentially more costly in the short run but much more 

rewarding in the long run, would be to demand something more of Putin, rather than always 

reacting to his actions. The U.S. and NATO could demand that he withdraw from the Crimea and 

Eastern Ukraine, as well as pulling back his forces on the border of Ukraine if he wants to avoid 

sanctions. In return NATO would pull back its missiles and other offensive weapons from 

Russia’s borders and lift all prevailing sanctions on Russia.  

 

The U.S. and NATO have strong and effective options available to them, but the stronger the 

options, the higher the short-run costs to the allies. They have to be willing to make some 

sacrifice for long-run stability in Europe. And if they want to be a unified and effective 

organization in the face of Russian aggression, they also have to be willing to share the burden 

equitably among themselves.  
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America is no stranger to using sanctions on adversaries. It began doing so early in the 19th 

century, but has truly championed the practice since WWII after emerging as the strongest 

economic and military power in 1945. Economic power made its sanctions more impactful and 

military power supported their enforcement and the level of intimidation they provided. America 

has become so enamored of sanctions that it has imposed over 60 percent of all unilateral 

economic sanctions in the world since WWII. America is now the world’s “sanction master.” 

The argument in support of sanctions is that they allow us to avoid armed conflict when 

diplomacy fails, but on the other hand sanctions are an easy way to shortchange diplomacy. 

Setting aside the pros and cons of using sanctions, a topic that is important and requires much 

analysis and debate, how successful has America, the sanction master, been in their use? While 

this question requires in-depth examination, it is critical and timely to take a limited look as 

NATO confronts Russian aggression in Europe. 

If ever sanctions should be useful, it would be today. America and NATO are in a dangerous 

face-off with Russia. Diplomacy has failed. Russia’s demands are unacceptable — they are akin 

to holding a gun to NATO’s head. We are at a tipping point for the biggest armed conflict in 

Europe since WWII. 

Why would sanctions theoretically be effective in confronting Russia and forcing the Kremlin to 

change its policies? Russia is a country with an undiversified economy and a highly concentrated 

export mix, with energy products accounting for over 60 percent of its exports. But this is only 

one side of the coin. On the other hand, European countries are highly dependent on Russia’s 

energy resources, especially its natural gas, which cannot be totally sourced from other countries, 

at least in the short run. Of course, European dependency on Russian oil and gas is in part due to 

European countries’ own short-sightedness but it is also directly related to America’s amateurish 

and bungled approach to sanctions. 

First, and something that is becoming evident by the day, the sanction response to Russia’s 2014 

annexation of Crimea was pathetic, encouraging Russia’s ongoing aggression. As I have said 

before, if you stand by as one country blatantly invades another country and do very little in 

response apart from imposing inconsequential sanctions, then you only encourage further, 

possibly even more pronounced aggression. So sanctions, if inconsequential, not only do little to 

change an adversary’s policies, they may even encourage them by projecting weakness. 

Second, and even more devastating, is that U.S. presidents and their advisors load up sanctions 

with little or no appreciation of their full economic fallout on third countries today, and more 

starkly never into the future. When the U.S. imposes sanctions with limited analysis of the 

dimensions of their impact in the near-term and over time, these may generate even more foreign 

policy difficulties to navigate in the future. In addition to the immediate impact of sanctions for 

the target country, unknown economic and financial adjustments affecting industries, countries 

and people around the world are unleashed for years to come. Once sanctions are imposed it may 



 

be too late to undo their adverse and unforeseen fallout, which can foster reactions that work 

against other U.S. foreign policy interests. The current oil and gas shortage in Europe is a perfect 

example in point. 

Let me take you back a few years to 1996. As we all know, Iran has been under sanctions since 

1979. Why sanctions have failed to change Iran’s policies is not under consideration here; the 

question is did U.S. sanctions on Iran have adverse fallouts for today, results that were not 

considered when the sanctions were imposed? The answer is undeniably yes. During the time 

period 1995–1996, Iran was looking for foreign investment for a rapid development of its Pars 

gas field which it shares in the Persian Gulf with Qatar. Iran wanted to pipe much of this gas to 

Western Europe to compete with gas from Russia. Iran invited Bechtel, the company that had 

developed a gas field Qatar shared with Iran, to discuss a number of projects, with development 

of Iran’s Pars field undeclared but its major goal. It was clear that Iranian gas was the most 

viable option for reducing Europe’s dependency on Russia because of Iran’s geography and the 

fact that it has the second largest (after Russia) deposit of natural gas in the world. I stressed this 

point then, but President Clinton’s sanctions — the Iran-Libya Sanctions ACT or ILSA — pre-

empted this important project. The development of a newly discovered oil field — Azadegan — 

under consideration to the U.S. company CONOCO was similarly jettisoned. 

Now move ahead to 2014. President Putin’s forces invaded the sovereign nation of Ukraine; 

occupied and annexed an important part of its territory, the Crimea Peninsula; ordered an illegal 

referendum; absorbed the region into Russia; and amassed soldiers to warn the U.S. and its allies 

that Russia might annex more territory in the future. These actions violated the most important 

article of the U.N. Charter with absolute impunity. Following Russia’s 2014 annexation of 

Crimea, European governments with close economic or diplomatic ties to Russia opposed tough 

sanctions because they were dependent on its natural gas. President Obama announced sanctions 

that did nothing, but instead sent the wrong signal to Putin. All those associated with these 

almost childish sanctions must face up to facts and the United States must learn from the past. 

America’s sanction policies need immediate reform. 

In 2014 the U.S. was unwilling to sanction Russia’s gas exports because there was no realistic 

alternative to Russian gas; an alternative had been pre-empted by the much earlier sanctions on 

Iran. Sanctioning Russia’s gas exports would have resulted in crippling much of Europe, literally 

freezing people and shutting down industries. But now in 2022 the U.S. is getting a second dose 

of a ‘sanctions blowback’ with Russian’s new threats to Ukraine. And once again, the U.S. tough 

talk on sanctions may be empty because of Europe’s dependence on Russian gas and NATO’s 

reluctance to make the needed economic sacrifice. 

America must learn from its mistakes. Developing an effective sanction package that has a good 

chance of succeeding within a reasonable time, while mitigating damage to the global economy 

now and into the foreseeable future, is an art requiring a great deal of expertise and appreciation 

of the target country’s economy, financial conditions and financial leverage, exports and imports 

pattern and vulnerabilities, global dependence on its exports, economic and political relations 

with other countries, its political system and cohesion and how these dimensions will be affected 

by the proposed sanctions now and over time. The U.S. imposes its sanctions with little attention 



 

to these issues and simply hopes for the best. Sanctions drag on for years without achieving their 

goal and have unintended fallout. 

Before addressing the ongoing crisis and putting everything into context, the U.S. and NATO 

should acknowledge that conflicts with Russia since the collapse of the Soviet Union have in part 

been fueled by NATO’s eastward expansion, something that understandably is perceived as 

threatening to Russia. 

What can Biden do now? The U.S. and NATO must now bite the bullet if they want to stand up 

to Putin. If not, Europe’s future will be turned into darkness. 

How should America and its NATO allies proceed? 

The U.S. and its NATO allies must accept that effective Russia sanctions will entail sacrifice. 

First, they should impose debilitating financial sanctions that I have outlined in an earlier piece, 

which in turn, will reduce all of Russia’s exports and impose economic hardships on ordinary 

Russians. Second, President Biden must do what he can to increase global oil supplies because 

direct sanctions on Russian oil and natural gas exports could fracture NATO solidarity. For their 

own survival, the rulers of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the UAE have little choice but to support 

U.S. policies. All President Biden has to do is place a call to these rulers and tell them he expects 

them to do what he asks if they expect America’s continued support. Believe me, they will do as 

they are told! 

But even this may not be enough to fully impress Mr. Putin. President Biden must do even more. 

Biden should persuade Qatar to reduce its gas exports under contract to non-European countries 

by about 10 percent and divert these deliveries to Europe for a limited period. To share the 

burden, he should also promise to do the same from U.S. LNG supplies. 

What else should Biden do to slam the door shut on Russia for years to come? First, he should 

admit that the ILSA sanctions were a mistake. If Iran had been allowed to expand its sustained 

oil capacity, it might have benefited in the short run but could have been sanctioned at any time. 

If Iranian gas were being piped to Europe, it could be sanctioned and turned off. Importantly, if 

Iran was benefiting from the sale of oil and gas, it would be much more likely to cooperate with 

U.S. policies because of the economic benefits. This is the irony. America should have supported 

investment in Iran’s energy sector instead of sanction it! It may seem perverse, but just let it sink 

in, it is so. There’s more — America’s 40 years of sanctions on Iran have been driving Iran into 

Russia’s and China’s arms — but there is still hope to bring Iran back. 

And now, right in the middle of tough negotiations on Iran’s nuclear program, may be the ideal 

time to begin this process — winning Iranian concessions and putting pressure on Russia by 

weakening its energy hold on Europe. A classical win-win initiative. 

If President Biden puts all these pieces together, he should convey them confidentially to Putin 

and demand that he pull back and even leave Crimea and Western Ukraine, but NATO should 

also make concessions by pulling back its forces and reducing it missile batteries that threaten 

Russia. If Putin does not back down, then Biden should proceed with the sanctions along with 



 

increased oil output from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the UAE and shared LNG from Qatar and 

the United States for Europe. 
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Europe and the world is in danger. The world must not tolerate a takeover of a country in 2022. 

America’s weak response to Putin’s aggression will go down in history. It mirrors Prime 

Minister Neville Chamberlain’s appeasement of Nazi Germany leading to WWII. 

In 2014, Putin annexed the Crimea peninsula, an integral party of a nation, Ukraine, and a part of 

another country, Georgia. The western response? Childish sanctions. The message to Putin? We 

Americans talk big but we don’t want to sacrifice anything — neither our economies nor our 

own personal wealth. We will stand aside, but we will hide that from our political base to look 

like we are standing up to you. 

In the years since 2014, America and its NATO allies have done little of consequence to be ready 

for Putin’s next move. We even gave very little military hardware to Ukraine until about a year 

ago. 

In the past month, Russia has surrounded Ukraine. NATO and the U.S. have been talking, but 

empty talk at best! 

Today, Putin recognized two breakaway regions of Ukraine as independent entities. He is 

sending more troops to bolster troops that are already there. Putin even went on today to tell the 

Russian people that Ukraine has been, and is, an integral part of Russia and its history. 

As of this evening, America’s response is as weak as before. This is not an invasion…. there are 

already some Russian troops there…. and so on. We sanction the two breakaway regions of 

Ukraine, but little to hurt Russia. More appeasement of Putin. 

Putin may note America’s past weakness and just sit there for a while and see Washington repeat 

the same weakness. Then he’ll take another bite out of Ukraine. 

As I have said before, America should have imposed the strongest sanctions already as opposed 

to waiting to react to Putin’s every move. 

Weakness does not buy peace, but strength does. America and NATO must immediately 

sanction Russia to the hilt — impose financial sanctions that prohibit dealing with Russian banks 

and Russian nationals, cut Russia’s access to the international financial system (SWIFT), 

sanction Russia’s central bank, sanction Russia’s exports of oil and gas (and ameliorate Europe’s 

needs by offering U.S. supplies), sanction and place travel sanctions on all significant Russians. 

If NATO will not go along with these tough sanctions, the U.S. can go it alone. NATO will have 

little choice but to follow. Then tell Saudi Arabia and the UAE to ramp up their oil output to 

their maximum sustainable capacities. 
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President Biden clearly needs a primer on sanctions. 

 

When it comes to war, even a child understands how things work—it’s all about beating up the 

enemy—and who will win—the side with the most powerful military. While there are important 

nuances to be reckoned with in this childish depiction of armed conflict, it is still pretty much 

spot on. Not so when it comes to economic sanctions. There is a great deal of nonsense in print 

by “experts” and in the media concerning sanctions, what they are and when they succeed. After 

having studied sanctions for about 20 years and advised the U.S. Treasury, let’s see if I can 

clarify a few critical aspects of economic sanctions. 

 

The goal of sanctions is to change the objectionable policies of an adversary without resorting to 

military force.  

 

How can this be achieved? Principally, in one of two ways—causing direct pain on the 

leadership of the country or indirect pain, namely hardship, on the population at large.  

 

Direct pain on the leadership is quite straightforward. Are they, or is he or she, in need of 

lifesaving medical treatment that no else can provide? Do they have significant assets outside of 

their country that can be frozen? More unlikely, do they love to travel to a place, or places, 

which can be prohibited to them? Depending on the political system of the adversary country, the 

pain could also cause the leadership of the country to disintegrate. 

 

Pain on the population at large comes from hardship and deprivation. From goods and services 

they export or import. Loss of export revenues from their major exports, be they oil, gas, planes, 

machinery or anything else. And these of course lead to loss of jobs and an economic downturn. 

Deprivation from imports such as food, medicines, medical equipment, industrial inputs (raw 

materials and parts), oil and natural gas and such can also inflict hardship.  

 

Easier said than done. How can one country impose such pain? Why is a country vulnerable to 

such pain? A country that imposes (sends) sanctions must be a big and resilient economy. It must 

be a big exporter, especially of goods that others don’t produce, and a big importer of the 

sanctioned country’s exports. This is why the United States has imposed more than 60 percent of 

all sanctions over the last 20 or so years. Ideally, the U.S. or any other sender of sanctions, would 

like to make its sanctions multilateral by getting other countries to join in sending the sanctions. 

If not, the size of the U.S. economy and the international role of the dollar gives the U.S. another 

powerful tool that can make its unilateral sanctions more potent—secondary sanctions or what is 

also sometimes referred to as extraterritoriality. The U.S. essentially tells all countries that if they 

impede U.S. policies by importing or exporting sanctioned goods to the target country they will 

also be penalized and fined if they want to regain access to the U.S. market. Thus secondary 

sanctions essentially make U.S. sanctions more multilateral.  

 



 

On the other side of the equation determining the effectiveness of sanctions are the 

characteristics of the target. The larger its economy or the larger its existing economic union 

(such as the EU), the more immunity it enjoys. Similarly, the more diversified its economy and 

the more critical its exports for the world (rare earth, oil, gas, etc.), the less it will be affected by 

U.S. sanctions.  

 

The U.S. has another instrument, possibly its crown jewels, namely financial sanctions, 

something that was not fully appreciated until about 15 or so years ago. The U.S. can sanction 

foreign banks, non-bank financial institutions and even the central bank of a target country. Such 

measures essentially cut the sanctioned country’s financial institutions from much of the world. 

The reason is secondary sanctions. If a bank deals with a target’s bank, it will in turn be 

sanctioned. To have sanctions lifted and regain access to the U.S. market, it is saddled with a 

stiff fine that may run into hundreds of millions of dollars. Thus financial institutions around the 

world will keep their distance from the target country. On top of these sanctions, the U.S. has a 

lot of sway over the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT)—

a system connecting thousands of banks around the world for the transfer of funds. The U.S. has 

cut countries off from SWIFT, something that essentially prohibits a country from receiving and 

paying dollars across borders, impeding most transactions whether in goods or financial. These 

sanctions make it impossible for a country to issue Letters of Credit, essential for financing 

imports. Starkly, this means paying for imports with dollar bills (Euro bills) carried across 

borders or engaging in barter trade.  

 

The premise of sanctions is that pain on the leadership will force a direct change in policies and 

pain on the general population will cause them to rise up against their leaders resulting in an 

indirect change in policies. Inflicting pain on the general population in the hopes of an uprising is 

of course highly uncertain. As a general rule, extreme pain may be needed. Moreover, the 

effectiveness of the pain, even if extreme, is dependent on the target’s form of government—

democracy versus liberal democracy—and the strength of the rulers’ grip on power. 

 

A critical factor in sending sanctions is that it is never costless, there is no free lunch. Wars have 

a cost that it is transparent, the loss of life and physical destruction, whereas the cost of sanctions 

is more opaque and open to debate. If the U.S. imposes sanctions on an exporter of oil, at a time 

when its supplies cannot be readily made up from elsewhere, then oil prices will go up, with 

hardship for consumers and businesses. If for example the U.S. imposes sanctions on soy bean 

exports, then producers in the U.S. will be harmed. At the same time, the fallout of sanctions are 

not limited to the target and the U.S., other countries will also be affected, something that must 

be considered when putting together a sanction package.  

 

With this sanctions 101 as background, what should Biden’s lesson be? He should first have 

looked at the recent history of dealing with Putin. Putin invaded the Ukraine in two attacks—he 

annexed the Crimea and infiltrated its Eastern provinces. The U.S. imposed weak, actually 

pathetic sanctions and Putin was emboldened and decided to go for all of Ukraine. So those weak 

sanctions caused little or no pain and in fact may have given Putin a green light. President 

Obama failed in his response. President Trump weakened NATO, embraced Putin and now even 

hails him a genius, as opposed to the bully and tyrant that he is. Let’s face the facts,  if we repeat 

the past, much of Europe will be lost and the U.S. will be isolated with a damaged reputation. 



 

 

 

So given recent past mistakes made by the U.S. in its dealings with Putin, what should Biden do 

right now to avert the complete invasion of Ukraine?  

 

His latest announcement—sanctions on the construction of Nord Stream 2—does not impact 

Russia now as the pipeline is not yet online. He has to hit Russia with sanctions that bite now, 

with the toughest economic and financial sanctions as outlined above. Not bit by bit but all at 

once. Some “experts” say that Putin is immune because he has financial reserves that exceed 

$600 billion, but these pundits miss the point that many of these assets can be rendered 

ineffective and Putin could only use them in very roundabout, cumbersome and costly ways. 

Biden must also prepare the American people for their needed sacrifice and the reasons why it is 

a sacrifice that Americans must embrace in defense of Europe, global stability and human rights 

and freedom worldwide. America has no choice but to stand up to Putin now. Putin must see a 

united America and a united NATO. These measures should be further re-enforced by paying 

attention to Europe’s need for natural gas. To this end,  the U.S. should be getting ready to divert 

U.S. supplies of LNG and persuade Qatar to do the same. For the world’s need of oil, Biden 

should firmly push Persian Gulf Arabs to increase output to maximum sustainable capacity 

levels—he can do this as they rely on U.S. protection and he has much intelligence on their 

corruption.  

 

There is no time to waste! 
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The sanctions imposed on Russia by America and NATO are weak because the allies don’t want 

to cut off Russia’s oil and natural gas exports—the lifeblood of its economy. They won’t do this 

because Europe is heavily reliant on the oil and gas imports from Russia, with natural gas 

availability limited around the world and oil restricted because of the reluctance of Arab oil 

exporters to increase exports. 

 

While there are several reasons for European dependence on Russia’s oil and gas, a major reason 

is never recognized—America’s swashbuckling sanctions approach with no attention to their 

fallout over time. While I have alluded to this in the past, it is so important that it requires a fuller 

explanation and acknowledgment so that it is not repeated. 

 

The year was 1995. Iran was trying to integrate itself back into the world economy. Iran invited 

one of the partners of the California-based giant, Bechtel, to develop a number of joint ventures 

with its natural gas exports as its undeclared goal. At the same time, Iran was negotiating with 

the American giant oil company, CONOCO, to develop a newly discovered oil field on the 

border with Iraq, the Azadegan field. These energy projects would have brought Iran closer to 

the Western world, but they would have given the regime in Tehran more resources, something 

that the U.S., and especially two of its major allies, Israel and Saudi Arabia, and in turn their 

lobbyists in Washington, were set to thwart. 

 

So in 1996, the U.S. and  President Clinton adopted the Iran-Libya Sanction Act (ILSA), which 

prohibited any significant investment in Iran’s energy sector. This was also supported by 

secondary sanctions that dissuaded other countries from investing in Iran unless they were 

granted a waiver. This sanctions act had two major repercussions.  

 

First, it stalled Iran’s oil and gas development. Iran with the second largest (after Russia) natural 

gas reserves in the world is only about the 25th largest gas exporter today! And oil production, 

which had reached over 6 million barrels per day (mbd) in the 1970s, is only at about 2.5 mbd 

today! Iran’s oil and gas sector have been hobbled by sanctions, depriving the world of higher, 

and thus cheaper, oil and gas supplies.  

 

Second, sanctions drew Iran and U.S. further apart. Iran confronted U.S. allies in the region and 

America saw Iran more and more as an adversary. Putting aside Israel’s and Saudi Arabia’s 

motives for driving Iran and the U.S. further apart, it is important for the United States is to ask 

itself if these sanctions have served U.S. interests? To my mind, the answer is a resounding no. 

 

Returning to the main point—how has ILSA hurt America’s and NATO’s interests in the face of 

Russian aggression? 

 

NATO allies, principally Germany, had been reluctant all along to impose sanctions that might 

have halted Russian aggression in 2014—when Russia occupied part of Georgia and annexed 

Crimea and part of Ukraine’s eastern provinces—simply because Germany could not live 



 

without Russian natural gas. Secondarily, halting oil imports from Russia would also drive up oil 

prices, with both Europeans and Americans wanting cheap gasoline and natural gas for their 

consumers and industries.  

 

Now look back to 1996 and ILSA. America did Israel’s and Saudi Arabia’s bidding but to what 

end? As a result, it could not oppose Russian aggression in 2014 and with weak sanctions it 

emboldened Russia. Russia consolidated its finances and worked hard to immunize its economy, 

increasing oil and gas exports. An emboldened Russia is now taking over all of Ukraine and 

threatens other U.S. allies.  

 

What if America had not enacted IlSA? Iranian gas would be piped to Europe. As any 

civil/petroleum engineer would confirm, given Iran’s geography and natural gas supplies, Iran 

would be the natural competitor to Russian gas. Iranian LNG would also benefit other customers 

with cheaper natural gas around the world. And Iranian oil would have made the price of oil 

lower for all. NATO could have adopted tougher sanctions that Ukraine has begged for—

whether sanctioning Russia’s oil and gas directly or indirectly by cutting Russia off SWIFT—

and thereby could have thwarted Russian aggression. But this sounds too good to some of you to 

be true because you would say that if we had done this Iran would be in a stronger position. This 

rebuttal is of limited moment simply because if Iran were receiving these benefits, it would be 

more reluctant to oppose U.S. interests because the U.S. could today sanction Iran’s natural gas 

and oil exports, at a tremendous loss to Iran. In other words, if the U.S. had not enacted the ILSA 

sanctions, the U.S. would have much more leverage on Iran, saying nothing that the two 

adversaries might have enjoyed more friendly relations. 

 

Given that we made these mistakes in enacting sanctions, we must now face the music. Given 

where we are in Putin’s energy vise, Americans and Europeans have to ask whether they are 

willing to make some sacrifice today—in the form of higher energy prices—to preserve global 

freedom. America could do this by helping Europe—sending some of its LNG to Europe, asking 

Qatar to do the same and telling the UAE, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait to raise oil output to its 

maximum sustainable capacity. Biden should not accept a no from these Persian Gulf Arabs. If 

Biden threatens these weak countries, believe me, they will do as they are asked, but Biden has 

to be tough as would former presidents such as LBJ or Ronald Reagan. 
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The United States sponsored a resolution at the UN Security Council condemning Russia’s 

invasion of the Ukraine. The purpose of the resolution was to uphold the most important article 

of the UN charter, to prevent wars, such as the unprovoked invasion of another country currently 

being carried out by Russia. The U.S. asked for co-sponsors for its resolution from UN member 

countries, which do not have to be members of the Security Council. Joining the United States 

were 80 countries. If ever a list mattered to the United States it was this list. The United States 

implored countries it considered its allies to join. The result is shocking, to say the least. This list 

should be advertised all over the United States for all Americans to see, who are our allies and 

who we should continue to support: 

Albania, Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Belize, Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, 

Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, the Dominican Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, 

Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Latvia, 

Lesotho, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Micronesia, Montenegro, Netherlands, 

New Zealand, North Macedonia, Norway, Palau, Poland, Portugal, the Republic of Korea, 

Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Ukraine and the United Kingdom. 

There are many countries whose absence should give all Americans pause. We should ask why 

we continue to support and defend these countries. Before I say the obvious, let me make two 

general comments. Only two Muslim majority countries—Albania and Kuwait—out of 57 such 

countries signed on. This is not a function of Islam but rather a reflection of rulers who want to 

stay in power and care little about what Islam preaches or what is right and wrong. India, the 

country President Bush supplied with restricted nuclear technologies, the country that calls itself 

the largest democracy in the world, refused to condemn Russia’s flagrant aggression against a 

democratic country! Where is India when it comes to what is right? 

There are many other countries missing from the co-sponsor list, but a handful of these require 

special attention and make my point—Israel, Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Qatar. 

Israel: The United States has given more financial and military aid to Israel than to any other 

country over the last 60 or so years. The U.S. has used its veto power at the UN Security Council 

(UNSC) more for Israel than for all other countries combined. The U.S. has shipped emergency 

weapon replenishment to Israel when it was in a fight with Egypt for its existence. Bowing to 

Israeli wishes, the U.S. has refused to support a nuclear free zone in the Middle East because 

Israel refuses to surrender its more than 200 nuclear warheads. In all of this, the U.S. bases its 

support of Israel on Israel’s “democratic” system and its close alliance with the U.S. Yet, Israel’s 

harsh treatment of Palestinians has been condemned by much of the world and America’s 

support for Israel has bought millions of enemies for the United States around the world. And 

after all this U.S. sacrifice, Israel could not even support a U.S. resolution to oppose Russian 

aggression!  



 

Saudi Arabia: The United States has not only supported the Al-Saud tribe’s rule over Saudi 

Arabia for about 60 years, but has been the guarantor of their survival. The U.S. has supplied the 

Al-Sauds with its most sophisticated military hardware, including air defense systems, Patriot 

missiles, AWACS and sophisticated military planes. The U.S. has trained the Saudi military. 

When the U. S. came to the rescue of Kuwait after Saddam Hussein’s annexation, it was also in 

large part to protect Saudi Arabia—admittedly all in the interest of the U.S. but existential for 

Saudi Arabia. The U. S. has given the Saudis intelligence briefings and has even gone along with 

their horrific war in Yemen. President Trump refused to condemn the Crown Prince of Saudi 

Arabia, MBS, for the dismemberment of a U.S. resident and Washington Post contributor, Jamal 

Khashoggi, in Turkey. The horrific 9/11 attacks were carried out almost totally by Saudi 

nationals with little or no retaliation from the United States. And after all this U.S. support, and 

frankly support that is a shameful for the United States, Saudi Arabia could not even support a 

U.S. resolution! 

The UAE: The United States has supplied the Emirates with their military hardware and training. 

It has provided them with the Patriot missiles, the most sophisticated warplanes and intelligence. 

It has provided a shield against any would-be enemies. It has looked the other way as the UAE 

used lobbyists to change the direction of U.S. policies. It did not condemn the UAE as it joined 

hands with Saudi Arabia and its horrific war in Yemen. And after all this U.S. support, the UAE 

could not join in the resolution condemning the Russian invasion! 

Qatar: American companies, especially Bechtel, put Qatar on the map. Bechtel engineered and 

brought Qatar’s North Dome gas field that it shares with Iran on the Persian Gulf online. It made 

Qatar, a country that was poor, the biggest exporter of LNG in the world and the richest country 

in the world on per capita terms. Qatar is also home to America’s biggest base in the region, a 

benefit to the U.S. and a security blanket for Qatar and its rulers. After all this, Qatar could not 

support the U.S. resolution! 

Why have we supported these four countries all these years? One reason—money. With their oil 

and gas money, these countries have lobbyists, both individuals and companies that grease the 

wheels for them in Washington.  

Are these four countries and many others really U.S. allies? Should we continue to support them 

as we have in the past? Is it time to reassess our associations?   

This lack of support for the U.S. resolution continued into the Security Council meeting. As 

expected Russia vetoed the resolution—something that the U.S. has often done to support Israeli 

transgressions—but even with its veto Russia cannot stop the antiwar condemnation that it has 

aroused around the world. As expected, China abstained, but at least it did not use its veto. But 

the UAE and India also abstained. So much for our “allies” and for those who profess 

democracy!  

Countries that did not support the resolution all have their “reason,” but the bottom line is the 

bottom line—they refused to confront Russia’s act of aggression. 



 

Sadly, besides the absence of support from some “allies”, we must also note that the praise of 

notable Americans such as Donald Trump, Mike Pompeo and Tucker Carlson for Putin is a 

constant feature on Russian TV, affording comfort and support to Putin, the war criminal.  

America must learn from this experience and assess who are its true allies.  
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Americans can’t have it both ways. Which do they want, democracy or autocracy?  

 

Today, America is divided by many chasms—right and left, guns and no guns, rich and poor, 

gender issues, women’s rights, race and much more. These divides cannot be neatly lumped into 

Republican or Democratic camps. Party affiliations have become blurred and meaningless. The 

divides are so many that no party provides a real home. Frustration and anger abound and 

America is being torn apart at the seams, slowly but surely, and becoming less dominant on the 

global stage—something that is in plain sight for all to see. 

 

The fundamental decision for all Americans is not a party, Republican or Democrat, but whether 

they want America to be a democracy or an autocracy? This is the real question. It is the question 

we the people, including all politicians, must answer. Then work together to achieve our choice 

if we are to avoid turmoil. To some this may be a silly question. After all, we have our beloved 

constitution. But this answer is a cop out. We can’t just say we love our constitution and then go 

our merry way and live a life that is diametrically opposed to what is in that constitution.  

 

Freedom (speech, assembly, press), liberty, the rule of law (equal justice for all), voter protection 

and voting rights (one person one vote), consent by the governed and minority rights are the 

foundation of a democracy. An autocracy is in many ways the opposite—absolute power is in the 

hands of one individual, that autocrat’s decisions are not subject to elections, review or control, 

with rebellion and coup d’état as the only the recourse. Which do we want? 

 

Today in the United States, we find ourselves somewhere between these two systems, but 

creeping toward the autocratic side. What are the signs? We elected a president who flouted the 

rule of law, saw himself as above the law, called on citizens to thwart the constitution and who 

has not been held accountable. He is the very man who denied authorized military aid to Ukraine 

because he did not want to offend Putin and wanted Ukraine to investigate his competitor. In 

fact, his hero and role model appears to be Vladimir Putin, the Russian dictator and autocrat who 

opposes most things democratic, freedom and liberty, and who invades a democratic neighbor 

without its provocation. And most poignant and dangerous for our future, that former president 

garnered 74 million votes in an election he lost and still has the backing of roughly 30 percent of 

all Republicans and controls the Republican party, including the majority of the Republican 

members of Congress.  

 

Our problems are many. While citizens, especially the underprivileged, face harsh justice for 

wrongdoing, representatives and officials engage in what is tantamount to insider trading in the 

financial markets and receive not even a reprimand, let alone fines and imprisonment. Our 

representatives routinely take campaign money and gifts and do the bidding of their patrons all 

within the bounds of our corrupt legal system. Prominent Americans and companies are on the 

payroll of foreigners and do their bidding, frequently against U.S. national interests. Corruption 

is everywhere in plain sight. Our legal system favors the wealthy and the powerful. Minorities, 

such as Black and Asian Americans, are routinely discriminated against. Voting rights are under 



 

assault. Both parties use gerrymandering as a legitimate instrument of power and control. 

Inequality of opportunities runs through the gamut—access to high quality healthcare, education 

and jobs. 

 

It is high time for Americans to take a stand. Will Americans renew their support for their 

constitution and make amendments to strengthen it by addressing the ills that are tearing us apart 

or will they slowly move toward an autocratic state?  This is the real question before Americans 

and not whether they will vote for a Republican or a Democrat. If we choose democracy, we 

must then do all that we can to nourish our democratic institutions and support freedom and 

democratic movements around the world. 

 

We will get our first indication as to the direction we are taking in the 2022 midterms, followed 

by the 2024 elections. Will there be candidates who are independent thinkers, upholding 

freedom, liberty and the Constitution and open to changes to address its legitimate shortcomings 

for this day and age? And will we elect such patriotic and independent candidates?  
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Big talk. Empty sanctions. Appeasement. All of this has brought us to this day. We must look in 

the mirror, face facts, learn and change course if we are to avoid even worse in the future. Four 

U.S. presidents and their European allies have made Putin what he is. 

 

As I have said before, talk and useless sanctions in dribs and drabs have not deterred Putin but 

have in fact emboldened him by showing weakness. A good parent knows that if he or she does 

not address bad behavior with discipline, and if necessary with punishment, the bad behavior will 

continue and as the child ages, the bad behavior and the attendant problems get bigger and 

bigger. So it is with Putin. He has attacked and plans to occupy a country of roughly 40 million 

people to install a puppet government, all this as the world watches in horror. 

 

It began with the Chechen wars. Putin brutally put an end to the wars and installed the 

government of his choosing in 2008. The world did almost nothing. Why? The world did not 

care about the Chechens. They were far away. They were nearly all Muslims. Muslim countries 

did nothing. So Putin took a page from George W. Bush. Putin had labelled the Chechens 

terrorists and with that label, coined by the West, Putin was free to slaughter. President Bush did 

nothing. Putin had heard the West’s tough talk, but saw no action—the West was soft, wanted to 

avoid shortages and higher prices, and could not face a little disruption and hardship. So Putin 

could press on. 

 

In 2008, after NATO promised Georgia and Ukraine a road to membership, Putin invaded 

Georgia in a matter of days and put a foot down in Ukraine by recognizing the independence of 

two breakaway eastern regions of the country. Again, there was little pushback. Putin was on a 

roll! 

 

Make no mistake about it. Russians are brutal. When they wanted to send a message to Iranians 

in Lebanon, they captured their man, cut off his genitals, put them in his mouth and sent his head 

to Iran! Bush had good reason to worry but his reaction was pitiful. Putin showed his brutality 

again by entering the Syrian war. But the world cared little. After all, he was only killing 

Muslims and supporting a brutal dictator, Bashir Assad, who was not a Western client.  

 

Although focused on his military power, Putin realized that he also needed economic strength. 

So he did all he could to make Europe more and more dependent on Russia’s gas and oil. He 

befriended and exploited the willing former German Chancellor, Gerhard Schröder, who, like 

much of humanity, was hungry for money. Putin made Schröder his chief lobbyist to make 

Germany and Europe dependent on Russia’s energy exports. He upgraded his air force and navy 

and planned for his next move. 

 

The moment came in 2014, after Ukrainians overthrew their pro-Russian president. Putin 

invaded and annexed Crimea and breathed new life into uprisings in the Donbas by supporting 

the two breakaway Russian speaking republics with weapons and undercover Russian soldiers 

and advisors. President Obama talked and pounded his chest, imposing pitifully weak sanctions, 



 

which were sure to embolden Putin. Putin must have laughed and felt he could do anything he 

wanted. He got ready for the next phase of his plan. 

 

But then Putin got an unexpected gift—Donald J. Trump. Trump did all he could to weaken 

NATO by sowing discord among NATO members and essentially labelling the organization 

useless and outdated. He denied congressionally approved military aid to Ukraine. All the while, 

Trump showered Putin with praise, behaving as a supplicant. Trump met with Putin with no 

advisors present and subsequently took away the notes the interpreter had taken. Throughout 

Trump’s term in office Putin amassed financial reserves. It seems he did not want to harm his 

benefactor, Donald Trump, by invading Ukraine while Trump was president.  

 

Upon Biden’s election, Putin speeded up his preparations for invading Ukraine. After the debacle 

in Afghanistan, Putin must have become emboldened further by America’s incompetence and 

divisions in the United States and the Western alliance. He must have been quite pleased with 

Biden’s failure to help Ukraine build up its defenses. Yes, Biden did supply military hardware, 

but $350 million was a drop in the bucket—no new air defense systems, no new planes and 

attack helicopters and very few NATO advisors to demonstrate commitment. 

 

Putin began rattling his saber. The United States and its allies should have prepared punitive 

sanctions in early 2021. But preparations were slow. Biden should have advertised the range of 

necessary sanctions and prepared Americans for the needed sacrifice, but he did not. Putin did 

not see a new American preparedness. Biden should have imposed sanctions that even exceeded 

those on Iran the moment Putin started his troop movements. There was no need to wait until 

Putin attacked Ukraine. Biden should not have imposed one sanction at a time. No, he should 

have flung the whole ball of wax at once—sanctioning all Russian financial institutions, 

removing all Russian institutions from SWIFT, sanctioning Russia’s central bank, sanctioning all 

investment in Russia, freezing all assets of all Russians, expelling all Russians from Western 

nations, closing Russia’s embassies, banning most trade with Russia with the possible exception 

of Russia’s wheat exports. Biden should immediately tell Saudi Arabia and the UAE to support 

the world by exporting more oil, and if they refuse to do so, the US should sanction them. Why 

spare these oil producers who have benefited in every way from U.S. support? Biden should note 

the role of Gerhard Schröder in promoting dependence on Russia and stop foreign lobbying in 

the United States. NATO should encourage Finland and Sweden to join NATO now.  

 

The West’s demands should be: withdrawal of all Russian forces from every inch of Ukraine, 

including Crimea and Donbas and reparations to Ukraine. Let Putin and Russia know that there 

is a price to pay. In taking a principled and strong stand, we also send a needed message to 

China. 

 

At the same time, with no time to waste, Biden should prepare the American people and the 

world for sacrifice. Yes, there will be more shortages. Yes, there will be higher prices. It is the 

price of freedom! He and the Congress must also pledge to alleviate the burden on the less 

fortunate in America as needed. Surely, Americans care more about freedom and liberty than the 

price of gas, especially if we all sacrifice? 
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Yes, four American presidents have emboldened Putin and have brought about the tragedy in 

Ukraine we see before our eyes. But it’s time to end our lies and our double talk. Americans 

deserve the unvarnished truth: 

 

In 1994 Ukraine was persuaded to surrender its nuclear weapons in return for a guarantee of 

independence and national sovereignty by the United States, the United Kingdom and Russia. 

The U.S. says that it will keep its commitment to defend NATO, but what about the promise it 

made to Ukraine? Why didn’t we defend Ukraine as Russia annexed Crimea in 2014? 

 

Why haven’t we supplied Ukraine with other weaponry—planes and helicopters—since 2014? 

 

Why haven’t we supplied the Ukrainians with the same air defense systems we have given to the 

Israelis and even to the Saudis and the UAE? How does Russia interpret this total lack of 

support? Is it simply because Israel, Saudi Arabia and the UAE have high paid lobbyists while 

Ukraine has none?  

 

President Biden keeps saying that he has sanctioned Russia to the max, but has he? Why does the 

administration lie to Americans? Contrary to what Biden says, the U.S. has not removed all 

Russian institutions from SWIFT. Russia can still sell its oil and gas, receive payments and use 

those payments to buy the imports it needs. We must stop playing games and cut off all Russian 

institutions from access to SWIFT. Then and only then will Russia be crippled. 

 

Biden says he feels our pain at the gas pump. I must assume that is why he treads so softly in 

dealing with Putin, but does Biden see the Ukrainians’ pain? I am sure Americans would be 

willing to pay more for gas and face higher prices if this would help the millions in Ukraine and 

defend the world from the tyrant named Putin.  

 

Consider the sacrifice the British made to oppose Hitler. Are we such cowards compared to those 

brave Britons? Let’s face it: we continue to be submissive to Putin. Where were we when he 

barbarically maimed and killed civilians in Syria and Chechnya? We have long known what 

Putin is all about, and yet we listen to our former president and to members of the U.S. Congress 

laud Putin as a genius!  

 

We hypocritically accuse Russia of using cluster bombs that kill indiscriminately, but why 

haven’t we banned the use of these horrible weapons? On the contrary, we have used cluster 

bombs in Afghanistan. We have given them to the Saudis to use in Yemen. We have given them 

to the Israelis to use in Lebanon. To be credible the U.S. should practice what it preaches. We 

must disavow the use of such cruel weapons now and join the rest of the world in banning them.  

 

This is President Biden’s moment in history. He should address the American people. He should 

tell us what this war is all about. He should ask all of us to make a sacrifice for the greater good, 

for our children and for all of humanity. As he ponders this, he should also ask himself which 



 

American presidents since WWII would have the bravery and devotion demonstrated by 

President Zelensky of Ukraine? He must muster that courage!  
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I was horrified yesterday by the report that President Biden is thinking of going to Saudi Arabia 

to restore his relations with Mohammad bin Salman and persuade him to increase Saudi oil 

exports. If true, this is a horrific, disgraceful and demeaning initiative for the President of the 

United States (https://www.axios.com/biden-saudi-trip-oil-b7a91070-8045-4155-9120-

a35d59fd7603.html). 

If Biden does this, not only will he drag the name of the United States into the gutter but he will 

also show the world that he truly does not understand the Middle East, Saudi Arabia and the 

global energy market. He will display America’s weakness on the world stage as it confronts 

Russia. If Biden does this, the Saudi ruling family, which called Americans mercenaries after the 

liberation of Kuwait, when Kuwait and Saudi Arabia actually compensated the United States for 

what they had done, would now say even worse things about America and Americans behind 

closed and open doors. There are options to keep our dignity and not further damage our 

reputation for years to come. 

Before I elaborate, I should say that I have extensive familiarity with Saudi Arabia and the 

Persian Gulf region; in 1991 the governments of Saudi Arabia and Iran asked me to mediate their 

differences to restore diplomatic relations, surprising though it was that that the rulers of Iran and 

Saudi Arabia who have zero trust in each other would trust an American of Iranian origin for this 

crucial assignment. 

I should begin by explaining some simple facts about the oil market and then move on to Saudi 

Arabia’s political realities. It would then become clear that Biden going to Saudi Arabia would 

be an insane approach to resolving the pending disruption to the oil and natural gas markets. 

The oil market is global. If the U.S. does not buy Russian oil, this would do little damage to 

Russia because Putin could sell his oil to someone else as the U.S. turns to other suppliers. Putin 

could do this because the U.S. has not sanctioned the sale of Russian oil, nor has it sanctioned all 

Russian banks at SWIFT, which could impede all Russian exports. Because only a few Russian 

banks have been cut off from Swift, Russia could continue to receive payments for the sale of its 

oil to other countries. The ban on only U.S. oil imports from Russia is more symbolic than 

anything else. To impact Putin and Russia, the U.S. needs to sanction the sale of Russian oil to 

all importers or cut off all Russian institutions from SWIFT, something that the U.S. is reluctant 

to do because Europe needs the oil. If the U.S. sanctions the sale of all Russian oil, then Europe 

must find an alternative supplies. The obvious candidate is Saudi Arabia, followed by the UAE, 

Kuwait and in what would be a reversal of U.S. policies, Iran and Venezuela. 

Why is the oil market so tight? Please refer to an earlier piece about Europe’s dependence on 

Russian oil and especially natural gas (https://medium.com/p/44b04bb35859). The tight oil 

market, besides being a result of U.S. sanctions on Iran, has also been re-enforced by sanctions 

on Venezuela. In short, the U.S., through its shortsighted policies going back to the late 1990s, is 
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in part responsible for the importance of Russian oil and especially natural gas to the global 

economy today. To underline this dual European dependence — oil and natural gas — Russia 

today hinted that it might cut off natural gas exports to Europe if its oil exports were to be 

sanctioned because Russia knows that it would be even more difficult for Europe to compensate 

for Russia’s gas exports. 

Another point to consider is that exporting more oil, even for Saudi Arabia, is not akin to turning 

on your water tap. It takes a little time to ramp up the production from a well that has been shut 

down. And then you have to charter the tankers to transport the oil. So if the world (except 

China) stops buying Russian oil, we would still face some shortages for a few weeks. That is the 

nature of the beast! If NATO countries decide to go down this road, President Biden should be 

upfront and tell the American people and the world that we all have to make a sacrifice and the 

reason why it is worth doing so. 

Another point that Biden may have missed is that Saudi Arabia wants to sell its oil. Oil is its 

main source of income. The reason Saudi Arabia has tried to manage the oil market is to make 

sure prices don’t go too high or too low, because this would bring about all sorts of problems. If 

prices go up too much several things happen: the world consumes less oil, others increase oil 

exploration and production and there are more incentives for alternative sources of energy. If 

these things happen then the lifetime income Saudi Arabia receives from its oil would be 

diminished. At the same time, the Saudis don’t want prices to go too low as this would also 

reduce their lifetime of oil revenues. So don’t fool yourself; they want to keep oil prices in a 

reasonable range, not too high and not too low. Saudi Arabia manages OPEC and its output to 

achieve this end. There’s no need to beg Saudi Arabia. But in recent years, because of Russia’s 

importance in the oil market, Saudi Arabia and OPEC have cooperated with Russia to better 

control the oil market by achieving a balance in oil prices. If Saudi Arabia produces more oil 

now to keep it within its desired range it would antagonize Russia. So Saudi Arabia must 

chose — does it want to cooperate with America or Russia? 

This takes us to the political realities of the Middle East and especially those of Saudi Arabia. 

Biden must understand that America has squandered all of its goodwill in the region. The list is 

long, but here is a truncated list: America’s blind support for Israel and the suffering of 

Palestinians, which is well known to all Muslims, albeit unacknowledged by rulers who rely on 

America’s military and political support to survive; the tragedy in Ukraine, magnifying the 

resentment that Muslims feel when they see how Ukrainian refugees are treated by the United 

States and the West as compared to those from Iraq, Syria, Yemen and Afghanistan; and 

America’s supply of arms and intelligence that support Saudi Arabia’s massacre of the people of 

Yemen (https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/03/07/ukraine-palestinians-kashmir-

yemen/), an outrage that many have called genocide and crimes against humanity. 

Saudi Arabia’s reality is simple. Its rulers have acted like super oligarchs! They have corruptly 

financed a lavish life style from oil, which is the birthright of all Saudi citizens. They have been 

successful in this because of U.S. support — intelligence, military and political. The Saudi rulers 

are afraid of Iran and of jealous Arabs in the region, let alone their fear of disenfranchised 

Saudis. The al-Saud rulers are thus insecure and need foreign support. America has more sway 
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with Saudi family rulers than Biden could ever imagine. They need U.S. support to survive. 

Biden has a very strong hand if he plays it right. 

For Biden to visit Saudi Arabia and beg for oil from a man, Mohammad bin Salman, who strikes 

fear in his people almost as much as Putin does in Russia; a man who ordered the 

dismemberment of a Saudi (American resident) journalist of the Washington Post; and the same 

Mohammad bin Salman that Biden denounced when he was a candidate, would be the height of 

duplicity and further damage Biden’s and America’s standing in the Muslim world. To beg so 

that Americans could pay a few cents, or even a few dollars, less for gasoline, would degrade 

America and bare America’s weakness to Putin and to the world at large. 

Instead Biden should do two things. 

First, he should send an emissary, a former head of U.S. Central Command, such as General 

Petraeus, or the current head of the CIA, William Burns, with a message to Mohammad bin 

Salman: “We have supported al-Saud rule and Saudi Arabia through thick and thin, most 

recently after 9/11; and my predecessor looked the other way after the brutal killing of Jamal 

Khashoggi. But our disagreement with Russia is a pivotal moment in our and Europe’s history. 

We need you to ramp up your oil production to its maximum sustainable capacity and now. We 

will not forget this accommodation, which also serves your financial interest. But please note 

that this does not give you a free pass to continue your policies that we abhor. If you chose not to 

support this global need, you can never again count on our cooperation in matters pertaining to 

intelligence, the military, economics or politics.” A similar message, of course without reference 

to the Saudi transgressions, should be delivered to the crown prince of the UAE and to Kuwait’s 

ruling family. Middle Eastern rulers respect strength, not weakness. 

Saudi Arabia and the UAE have in recent months warmed up to Israel for support, especially in 

intelligence. We should make it clear to Israel that if Saudi Arabia or the UAE do not honor our 

request, Israel must also cease its cooperation with them. 

Second, as the U.S. is in the process of reviving the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 

(JCPOA) that deals with Iran’s nuclear program, it should reconsider how Iran can best support 

Europe’s long-term natural gas needs (https://medium.com/p/44b04bb35859) and ramp up its oil 

exports. Acknowledging the fact that piped gas from Iran is the most effective way to undermine 

Europe’s dependence on Russia, and using it as a carrot in back channel discussions with Iran 

alone, would give Iran more reason to be accommodating in reviving the JCPOA. 

Simultaneously, the United States should move to lift sanctions on Venezuela to bring more of 

its oil onto the global market. When Saudi Arabia gets a wind of these U.S. moves, it would rush 

to get into the graces of the United States before it is too late. These initiatives would also help in 

distancing Iran and Venezuela from the Russia-Chinese orbit. 

America must not be perceived to be weak and a beggar. America must practice what it 

preaches — support democracies and human rights the world over and not just when it involves 

its own tribal interests. And when it comes to sanctions, America should overhaul its approach to 

sanctions and be more thoughtful: sanctions should adopted if they are likely to achieve their 

goal within a reasonable period of time and not left on the table for years and even decades; the 

https://medium.com/p/44b04bb35859


 

long-term impact of sanctions on industries and third countries should be carefully assessed 

before adopting a sanction package; and their impact on allies and adversaries should be 

continuously assessed. 

President Biden, please stay home for now! 
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The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, or the JCPOA limiting Iran’s nuclear program, was 

scuttled by former President Trump in 2018. Candidate Biden promised to revive it if elected 

president. For nearly a year the parties to the deal—Iran, the USA (indirectly), France, Germany, 

the United Kingdom, China and Russia—have been negotiating a revised agreement. The draft 

agreement was on the table about two weeks ago. Then last weekend, Russia threw a monkey 

wrench into the agreement that may either blow it up or could lead to a totally new agreement 

that excludes Russia.  

 

Russia’s foreign minister, Sergey Lavrov, said that Russia would approve and sign the agreement 

if it received an exemption from U.S. sanctions in its trade with Iran—a backdoor way to 

circumvent and busting the sanctions imposed on Russia. This presents the U.S. with a dilemma. 

Does it scuttle the agreement and let Iran do what it wants, possibly leading to nuclear 

proliferation in the Middle East as some have suggested, or should it weaken its sanctions and 

loosen the economic noose on Russia? And are these the only two U.S. options? 

 

But before addressing U.S. options, some background on the JCPOA and its scuttling by Trump. 

Israel and Saudi Arabia were adamantly opposed to the JCPOA, but former President Obama 

fought off their objections and signed the agreement, which was unanimously approved by the 

United Nations Security Council and adopted in January, 2016. Then after intense lobbying by 

Israel, facilitated by the relationship between Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and 

Trump son-in-law Jared Kushner, and to a lesser extent by Saudi Arabia, Trump took the U.S. 

out of the agreement.  

 

So what happened to the revival of the JCPOA after a draft agreement for its revival was on the 

table? How did Russia come up with this monkey wrench last weekend? 

 

I was not in Moscow, much less at the Kremlin, but the person who made a surprise and totally 

unexpected visit to the Kremlin over the weekend when Lavrov announced Russia’s objection to 

the agreement was the Israeli Prime Minister, Naftali Bennett! This is the Prime Minister of the 

very country that was opposed to the JCPOA, who lobbied Trump to withdraw from it and has 

been against its revival. Is it not possible that he was there to make sure the agreement would not 

see the light of day? Add this to fact that Israel, our reputed staunch ally, refused to even co-

sponsor our resolution condemning Russia at the U.N. Security Council earlier in February!  

 

But does the U.S. really have only two options—let the JCPOA die or loosen sanctions on 

Russia? The U.S. has long refused to consider the best option to stamp out nuclear proliferation 

in the Middle East—to make the region a nuclear free zone, something that Iran and ALL Arab 

countries have endorsed. But Israel, with its more than 200 nukes, will not agree. The U.S. has 

set aside its own national interests and has been willing to risk nuclear proliferation simply to 

comply with Israel’s perceived interests.  

 



 

U.S. politicians must uphold U.S. national interests. A step in this direction would be to prohibit 

all lobbying on behalf of foreign interests in the United States. Do it now before it’s too late! 
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Although the sanctions on Russia have been heralded for their severity, they are insufficient if 

NATO is to stop the carnage and devastation being inflicted upon Ukraine by Vladimir Putin. 

There is a need for strong arm twisting as well as the targeted sanctions.     

 

Before highlighting the gaps in sanctions and the best way to close them, I must emphasize two 

things that I have often repeated in the past. One sanction at a time, in dribs and drabs, is unlikely 

to do the job. A targeted sanction package should be adopted and communicated to the adversary 

as early as possible, before hostilities or objectionable policies are initiated. If the package is 

overwhelming and if its imposition is credible, there could be success even before the imposition 

of sanctions that would invariably harm the target as well as the sender. In the case of the 

Ukraine crisis, I believe that it might have been difficult to deter Russia simply because the U.S. 

did almost nothing after the Russian attack on Georgia in 2008, the annexation of Crimea and the 

infiltration of Eastern Ukraine in 2014. Putin saw little American and NATO resolve and 

pushback and so this time he would have assumed the same. He would have been wrong. It 

would be good for decision makers to remember that events are invariably interconnected!  

 

Sanctions are more effective if the target country is small, has no commodity that the world 

badly needs, has no allies who could circumvent the sanctions, has a glaring import need and is 

militarily weak. In the current global economy, Russia has two commodities that the world 

needs: oil and natural gas. Russia has allies that could help it circumvent sanctions, including: 

China, former Soviet republics and possibly India. Russia is self-sufficient in basic foodstuffs. It 

has a strong military and possesses the largest nuclear arsenal. So while Russia could be 

squeezed by sanctions, it has some important cards to play and the speed with which sanctions 

could succeed would depend on the cooperation of other countries: importers of oil and gas 

cutting their oil and gas purchases from Russia; and exporters compensating for Russia’s oil and 

gas sales to other countries. 

 

Here is where arm twisting comes into play. Can the West get countries to cut their imports of 

Russian oil and gas and get other countries to make up for the global shortfall in oil and gas as 

Russia’s exports are taken off the market? 

 

Understandably, the ongoing sanctions on Russia have three gaping and related gaps. Russia can 

still export its oil and gas and most of its financial institutions are still connected to SWIFT, 

enabling them to receive and dispense payments for trade. If this latter gap were to be closed it 

would by itself also impede the free sale of Russian oil and gas. All Russian institutions were not 

removed from SWIFT and there was a “carve-out”  for oil and gas payments in the SWIFT 

removal decision. These gaps, which limit the effectiveness of the Russia sanctions significantly, 

are intentional because of Europe’s dependence on Russian oil and especially on piped natural 

gas from Russia. 

 

So how easily could the oil and gas gaps in the sanction regime be closed?  



 

 

Russia exports roughly (I say roughly because these numbers change as global economic activity 

changes and because there are different sources for these numbers) 7.2-7.5 million barrels a day 

(mbd). Of this amount 1.7 mbd were sold to China, leaving about 5.5 mbd to the rest of the 

world. If we sanctioned the export of Russian oil, the sale of Russian oil to China would in all 

likelihood increase. My best guess is that China would increase it imports of Russian crude by 

about 0.3 mbd to about 2 mbd, as it would not want to damage its existing deliveries of crude 

from other suppliers and it is limited in its inability to switch crudes in some of its refineries. 

There are satellite countries of Russia that would continue to buy Russian oil at the same level as 

they are doing today, amounting to roughly 0.7 mbd. So the world would need to source about 

4.5 mbd to make up for taking Russian oil off the international market.  

 

But other countries may increase their imports of Russian crude as Russia would discount its oil 

prices in order to persuade countries to ignore Western sanctions, which could be a risky strategy 

as they would then be subject to sanctions. India, a Russian ally, is the country that could 

increase its oil imports from Russia, albeit at discounted prices which is important to India given 

prevailing high prices. India is the third largest importer of crude oil, at about 4 mbd. However 

less than 2% of its imports come from Russia. Given high crude prices, it would be tempting for 

India to pivot to Russia for more of its crude. To the extent India could turn to Russia, given 

refinery configuration and long-term crude security, it would impede the effectiveness of 

sanctions. But this would be dangerous for India as it could endanger future crude purchases 

from traditional suppliers such as Iraq. The U.S. should “persuade” India not to go down that 

road. 

 

So oil sanctions on Russia could at best reduce Russia’s oil exports from about 7.2 mbd to about 

3.2 mbd, albeit at lower than prevailing prices. Therefore the world does not need to compensate 

for the entire amount of Russian oil exports as some countries will continue to buy, or even 

increase their purchases of Russian crude. Where could the world source this additional 4 mbd? 

Is there available capacity and where?  

 

Of this 4 mbd to compensate for Russian crude, Saudi Arabia could export an extra 2 mbd within 

2 to 3 months, the UAE, Kuwait and Iraq could export an additional 0.8 mbd within the same 

time period, which would result in only another 1.2 mbd to be sourced worldwide. Before 

turning to the 1.2 mbd balance that would be needed, let’s first ask what it would take to get the 

2.8 mbd from Saudi Arabia and the other three OPEC countries?  

 

The U.S. would have to persuade OPEC to rescind the cooperation agreement on oil production 

with Russia. If OPEC countries export more, they will offend Russia and if they don’t they will 

offend the U.S. and the Western alliance. Simply imposing sanctions by themselves will not do 

the job because the world needs more crude. It is here is that arm twisting, persuasion and 

diplomacy come into play. I believe that Iraq and Kuwait will comply with U.S. requests as oil 

prices are high and it is in their financial interest to increase output and besides they are on good 

terms with the U.S. administration. In the case of Saudi Arabia, it may be more complicated. For 

long-term U.S. national interests, which requires good relations with many countries in addition 

to Saudi Arabia, Biden should still uphold his pledges as a candidate—to end the Saudi genocide 

in Yemen, which Saudi Arabia carries out with U.S. weapons and intelligence, and to treat 



 

Mohammad bin Salman (MBS) as complicit in the brutal dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi in 

Turkey. Biden must not forget these pledges, which, if rescinded, would further damage 

America’s shaky reputation around the world. Having said this, I believe MBS can be quietly 

persuaded to support the U.S. in this effort with tough words that could border on threats. The 

choice is clear, Russia or the West and all that goes with it, with no mincing of words.  

 

The balance of 1.2 mbd may require a very different tack on diplomacy: 1 mbd of this could 

almost immediately come from Iran, 0.2 mbd from Venezuela or from other OPEC producers. 

Yes, the Russian oil shortfall could indeed be made up in quick order. And this even without 

incorporating the likely increase in domestic U.S. output and a dampening of demand, due to 

higher oil prices. What the U.S. needs is the will to use its leverage over Saudi Arabia and be 

forward thinking in the case of Iran. Looking into 2023, Iran and Venezuela, with investment in 

their oil fields, could add an additional 2.0 mbd+ to installed capacity and U.S. shale output 

could also be increased with appropriate incentives, something that will be needed with a 

growing world economy. The world, and especially Europe, has to just get through 2022. The 

question is whether the U.S. has the will and foresight to take the needed measures. 

 

When it comes to natural gas, the problem is more serious. There is little piped gas outside 

Russia that can relieve the European shortfall from Russian gas. While there is port capacity in 

Europe for LNG tankers, there is not that much free LNG available worldwide, nor are there 

enough of the special tankers for its transport. The shortfall would have to be made up from a 

patchwork of measures. For starters, continental Europe would have to delay the 

decommissioning of its nuclear power plants, increase reliance on renewables more rapidly and 

conserve. The U.S. and Qatar could increase LNG exports to Europe, but by how much is an 

open question.  

 

For medium and long term gas supplies to Europe, Iran is the key. Let me briefly repeat what I 

have said before.  

In 1996, the U.S. adopted the Iran-Libya Sanction Act (ILSA), which prohibited significant 

investments in Iran’s energy sector. This stalled Iran’s oil and gas development. With the second 

largest (after Russia) natural gas reserves in the world Iran is only about the 25th largest gas 

exporter today! And oil production, which had reached over 6 million mbd in the 1970s, is only 

at about 2.5 mbd today! Iran’s oil and gas sectors have been hobbled by sanctions, depriving the 

world of higher, and thus cheaper, oil and gas supplies. 

If America had not enacted ILSA, Iranian gas could have been piped to Europe. Given Iran’s 

geography and natural gas supplies, Iran would be the natural competitor to Russian gas. Iranian 

LNG would also benefit other customers with cheaper natural gas around the world. And Iranian 

oil would have made the price of oil lower for all. NATO could have adopted the tougher 

sanctions on Russia that Ukraine has begged for—whether sanctioning Russia’s oil and gas 

directly or indirectly by cutting Russia off SWIFT — and thereby could have thwarted Russian 

aggression. But you might say that if we had done this Iran would be in a stronger position. This 

rebuttal is of limited moment simply because if Iran were receiving these benefits, it would be 

more reluctant to oppose U.S. interests because the U.S. could today, or at any time, sanction 

Iran’s natural gas and oil exports, at a tremendous loss to Iran. In other words, if the U.S. had not 



 

enacted the ILSA sanctions, the U.S. would have much more leverage on Iran, saying nothing 

about the fact that the two adversaries might have enjoyed more friendly relations, and Europe 

would not be so dependent on Russian gas. 

Today, a compromise with Iran is more difficult. There have been years of growing adversarial 

relations and harsh rhetoric. Iran has been driven into the arms of Russia and China and has 

joined the Shanghai Cooperation Organization while is increasing its trade with the group. Most 

recently, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) ushering better relations in the 

context of a nuclear agreement was scuttled by former President Trump. Then over the last 

weekend, its revival, after nearly a year of negotiations, may have been permanently sidelined by 

Russia.  

 

But if the U.S. and Iran have some foresight all is not lost. The last-minute Russian roadblock to 

restoring the JCPOA has angered Iran and offers the U.S. yet another opening. The JCPOA could 

be put aside and Iran and the United States could reach a different agreement that would benefit 

Iran and support Europe’s energy needs in the medium term—developing and piping Iran’s gas 

to Europe, expanding Iran’s LNG capacity and investing in upgrading Iranian oil fields. Iran 

would sign onto this as long as the U.S. is bold enough to envisage the multiple benefits that it 

would provide the United States and Europe. Yes, Iran would antagonize Russia, in recent years 

an ally. The United States has to show firm resolve and offer Iran sufficient carrots for this to 

move ahead in a speedy manner.  

 

If the U.S. secures these pledges of extra crude and if Europeans can make some of the 

adjustments listed above to compensate for their shortfall from Russian natural gas for a year or 

two, the U.S. should then move quickly to remove all Russian financial institutions from SWIFT, 

something that would limit the flexibility of Russian oil and natural gas sales even to China and 

beyond.  
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America is facing unprecedented challenges abroad and at home. Challenges that are connected 

and, if not addressed, could begin a slow, but irreversible, decline of America at home and on the 

world stage.   

 

Our domestic successes and failures impact how we are seen abroad and this in turn shapes our 

foreign policy and interaction with the world. How will one domestic policy affect other areas of 

our lives now and in the future and how will it be perceived abroad? Similarly how would a 

foreign policy decision dealing with one country affect our relations with other countries, now 

and into the future, and how will it impact our domestic conditions? Our domestic and foreign 

challenges are interconnected and share a number of destructive causes—corruption, greed, 

injustice, duplicity, hypocrisy, racism, hubris, media bias and, importantly, the inability to see 

the wider and changing landscape of our decisions.  

 

The Russian invasion presents an opportunity for reflection.  

 

In recent days, I have been contacted by people who I respect suggesting that I live in a myopic 

universe, that I am too focused on Putin’s criminal behavior and fail to see America’s behavior 

in the world, and how the conflict is playing out the world over, not just in the West. Their 

observations are many, and although I have recognized them here and there I have not put them 

all together as I have commented on the horrors of Ukraine. To my friends and to me, Russia’s 

invasion is to be condemned on many levels—it goes against the United Nations’ Charter, its 

conduct constitutes war crimes and crimes against humanity and it shows the worst of human 

behavior. Still, maybe, just maybe, our own horrific acts have given Russia and others a pass?  

 

My friends may also be politely questioning my biases. So let me try to address their many 

concerns. 

 

My friends remind me of Vietnam and the bombs and chemical weapons (Agent Orange) the 

United States dropped. They mention the My Lai Massacre. They recall U.S. interference the 

world over, including Iran, Chile, Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan and Somalia. While America was 

justified after 9/11 to invade Afghanistan to hunt down Osama bin Laden, they question 

America’s occupation of the country for 20 years and our indiscriminate bombing of the 

countryside. They express their shock at how America then ran out, leaving the country in 

shambles, with refugees stranded, all of which stained our reputation and reduced support for us 

around the world. And now America has frozen Afghanistan’s financial assets and is planning to 

give 50 percent of these funds to the families of 9/11 victims, which is a clear case of theft. After 

all, it was Saudis who killed Americans on that infamous day and who should be put on trial and 

made to pay, not Afghanis who now face famine. My friends then blunt my objection to Putin’s 

claims of chemical weapons in Ukraine by pointing to our war in Iraq which was based on the 

bogus claims of an arsenal of chemical weapons that were ready to be launched, and which 

resulted in utter destruction. 



 

 

Then there is America’s backing of unsavory regimes and vicious dictators—supporting Saddam 

Hussein for years, politically and with arms; watching Saddam’s Republican Guards massacre 

Iraqi Shia in the South after the liberation of Kuwait; arming Mohammad bin Salman (MBS) and 

supporting him with intelligence as he bombs Yemeni women and children, with over 300,000 

deaths, which many international observers have classified as crimes against humanity, genocide 

and the worst human crisis in the world; standing by while MBS continues to imprison and 

murder domestic dissidents on trumped-up charges; affording Israel financial, military and 

intelligence support to annex Palestinian land, to bomb civilians and commit daily crimes against 

them; defending Israel’s right to a big arsenal of nukes that may fuel proliferation; and using our 

United Nation veto to protect Israel as it continues its transgressions. How can we blame Russia 

for using its veto to defend its own crimes? 

 

It is not only the fact that we support our allies despite their oppressive policies and human rights 

abuses, but sadly we engage in many of these ourselves. After 9/11, we rounded up all suspects, 

called them terrorists, and incarcerated them along with innocent non-combatants in our rush to 

exact revenge. Many who were innocent languished in prisons under horrible conditions for 

years. Guantanamo became a prison where torture and human rights violations were routine. 

Guantanamo is still open. In the early days of the Iraq war, we took over Saddam Hussein’s 

notorious prison, Abu Ghraib, where the CIA and U.S. forces debased America’s reputation by 

engaging in internationally banned torture under the Geneva Convention with rape and sodomy. 

Such abhorrent practices were even more widely practiced in the CIA’s Black Sites around the 

world. The U.S. claimed that such practices were not subject to the Geneva Convention and U.S. 

laws because they were interrogations of combatants outside the United States. And ever since 

9/11, we call those who disagree with us “terrorists” and feel free to do as we wish—something 

that notorious regimes around the world have used to justify their own crimes. It has become 

difficult for us to criticize the abusive practices of others and when we do our own past is 

displayed for all to see. 

 

When we engage in abhorrent practices, we behave and think as if we were frozen in time and 

space and our actions will not reverberate over time. We are blind to how our actions spread 

across the world and how they will mutate and haunt us over time. Our misdeeds translate into 

hypocrisy when we condemn the wrongdoing of others—the “blowback” of our actions. I often 

recall the Middle Eastern adage that if you sleep with dogs that have flees you will sooner or 

later catch flees. In the minds of many around the world, the Ukraine tragedy brings up 

memories of our transgressions to the rest of the world. We shouldn’t be smug. Hubris is a 

dangerous trait, it leads to the downfall of people and of nations. Yes, we are so much better than 

Russia and we may be about the best on the planet, but we could be still so much better than we 

are. When we look to Russia, are we not blinded, pumped up by a belief in our own superiority? 

We forget that if we are not vigilant we could slowly slide into an autocratic state and lose our 

own freedoms too.  

 

In reporting on the horrors in Ukraine, reporters and commentators routinely allude to the use of 

internationally banned weapons by the Russians—cluster bombs and, less frequently, land mines.   

However, they fail to mention that over 120 countries have joined the convention not to use, 

produce, transfer or stockpile these weapons. Yes, Russia has failed to outlaw them, but let us 



 

not forget that the United States and Ukraine have also refused to do so! And the U.S. has given 

these weapons to its friends to be used against civilians.  

 

All of this is set aside, and even hidden from us, by our free press and media. Free is a 

misconception. Our press and media are at the mercy of advertisers. If a big-time advertiser does 

not approve of a writer’s or an actor’s words, they are fired or told to change their ways, put on 

notice and later fired, something that happens even in our most respected papers and media 

outlets. They report on Russia’s crimes in Ukraine, but there is a deafening silence when it 

comes to the criminal Saudis in Yemen and not much on the daily deprivations of Afghanis, 

Palestinians, Syrians and Libyans. They report on the suffering of Ukrainians as they flee their 

homeland but there is scant coverage of the beating and harassment of fleeing African students. 

There is hardly any coverage of Syrian, Yemeni and Afghani refugees—how they have been 

prevented from entering most Western countries with barbed wires and outright rejection while 

Ukrainians are welcomed with open arms. Surely all refugees deserve the same! 

 

Much of what we want to hear and believe is a reflection of human biases and racism. We have 

to face it—people the world over trust those who look and behave like them. Americans are not 

much better. We share similar biases. Even the shooting down of civilian planes is a matter of 

who did the shooting and who was on the plane. When Israel shot down a Libyan plane over the 

Sinai it was almost okay but not so the Soviet shooting of a Korean plane or the Iranian downing 

of a Ukrainian plane. We are rightly shocked by the suffering of Ukrainians and the destruction 

of their country and have responded with unparalleled humanitarian and military support. We 

should be proud. However, Russian atrocities in Chechnya, Syria and even Georgia received 

only passing mention. People of the world should look in the mirror and recognize that biases 

support and fuel conflicts around our planet. A wrong is a wrong, no matter where, and it must 

be acknowledged as such and appropriately addressed then and now. 

 

While some friends “accuse” me of being an idealist, even naïve, when it comes to foreign 

policy, I admit that I am not what you would call a man of realpolitik. I believe that morality, 

honesty, human rights and consistency should have a more prominent role in the formulation and 

conduct of foreign policy, if for nothing else, to avoid the harmful effects of blowback, which 

invariably comes when, where and how we least expect. 

 

Our problems are not all foreign, we have pressing problems at home, which in turn impact how 

we are perceived as a nation abroad. Before repeating what I see as our domestic issues from an 

earlier piece, let me again address the pat pushback I get whenever I discuss our domestic ills. 

My accusers wrap themselves with the flag of capitalism and implicitly accuse me of being an 

anti-capitalist. 

Capitalism is not a jungle or a free-for-all. The essence of capitalism is: the rule of law, the 

sanctity of private property, contract enforcement, competition with free functioning markets but 

with safeguards and enforcement to prevent market failure such as collusion and monopolies, 

and a fair opportunity for all to compete and succeed. Adam Smith, the father of capitalism, 

praised free markets but clearly saw how greed could destroy free markets and create a jungle if 

the system was left unto itself. Smith saw good opportunities for everyone to develop their 

talents and succeed as essential for a cooperative, prosperous and peaceful country. In today’s 



 

United States, a person who criticizes the prevailing system is called a socialist, an anathema to 

most Americans who may in fact misunderstand the word socialism. Even worse, such a person 

may be called out as anti-American. 

Upward mobility, so important in America’s past, is today becoming a mirage. The level of 

inequality has become shameful. The superrich get richer, while the middle and the working 

class struggle. The wealth of America’s 740 billionaires increased by 70 percent in the 19 

months of the pandemic, going from $2.1 trillion to over $5 trillion. And this while 30 million 

Americans go to bed hungry. The wealthy control votes in the U.S. Congress. The legal system 

favors them too. America is now made of three social classes—one very small, at most less than 

1 percent of the country who control the system, a middle class that has shrunk to less than 30 

percent and the other 70 percent who struggle. The classes have been ripped apart, with a chasm 

between them that will keep growing unless policies are enacted to increase opportunities for all 

and shrink the level of inequality.  

Corruption is at the root of what ails America. Yes, there are many factors—the erosion of trust, 

selfishness, greed, racism, tribalism and unprincipled politicians—but they all get their fuel from 

corruption. Instead of addressing the cancer of corruption, people who should know better 

defend everything that troubles America by resorting to the lie that they are defending freedom, 

the freedom of speech and capitalism. 

The list of corrupt practices, with many even “legal” and institutionalized, is long. Most 

fundamental and egregious is the corrosive effect of money in politics. Selfish individuals and 

companies support politicians who do their bidding—passing laws that favor them and blocking 

those that hurt them, with little regard to the impact on society at large. My one vote cannot sway 

a politician to support my needs when my one vote may be one among millions for a U.S. senate 

seat, but a wealthy person or corporation can extract the promise of support from a senator or 

two if he or she provides crucial campaign funding. It is not just campaign funding at fault; it 

might be the promise of future employment with a lucrative salary, or employment now for a 

friend or relative, or luxurious free vacations or free travel on private jets. 

Lobbying by the wealthy and corporations is not limited to furthering special American interests. 

Foreigners have long caught on that the business of America is business and it is there for the 

whole world to share. There are dozens of former senior U.S. officials with consulting, aka 

lobbying, contracts with foreign governments, corporations and individuals. As one very senior 

foreign official said to me: Americans are mercenaries and they lobby their government for us. 

Such a reputation should not make Americans proud.  

Congressmen, with the benefit of intelligence briefings and inside knowledge of forthcoming 

legislation, trade individual stocks. This is tolerated. Members of the Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve, with inside knowledge of economic activity and forthcoming changes in 

interest rates, do the same. This is tantamount to insider trading, something that is illegal and 

leads to imprisonment for the average American, but not for those in positions of power. Yet 

there is insufficient outrage and nothing changes. 



 

The tax system is unfair. Many among the wealthy enjoy a lower tax rate than the average 

person, some among the super-rich may even pay no taxes at all! The wealthy can also 

circumvent a large share of inheritance taxes. 

Most troubling is when things go truly wrong, as they did in the Great Recession with millions 

losing their jobs and homes and families getting broken up, the government seems to rescue the 

culprits, not the victims. Wall Street giants who created the crash of 2007-2008 were packaging 

junk bonds and selling them as AAA-rated securities. They were bailed out and lost nothing. The 

culprits did not go to jail. They did not lose their jobs. They got their salaries on time and their 

lucrative bonuses about a year later. Corruption breeds injustice and more corruption.  

Politicians may think that these manifestations of corruption are under the radar for most people 

and subsequently pay no attention, but the cumulative effect is taking a toll. It is silently pulling 

America apart, as we have seen it do in foreign lands. Injustice breeds resentment, and 

resentment destroys trust and societal cohesion. 

Trust and cooperation are critical for a society’s progress and prosperity. Trust reduces 

uncertainty and enhances investment and economic activity. Trust once gone is hard to regain, 

eventually leading to upheaval and insurrection. All that is needed for mayhem is a populist 

politician to tap into America’s resentment and incite the millions of disenfranchised among the 

citizenry.  

The cancer of corruption is not limited to U.S. shores. While America has the Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act, FCPA, only a few U.S. companies have been brought to task. American 

companies flaunt their missteps on a daily basis by hiding their payouts to foreign officials 

through excessive payments to their agents for local services provided—housing, visas, family 

support, local recruitment and the like. There are horrific stories about corrupt U.S. officials in 

Afghanistan who awarded contracts with kickbacks. We are only fooling ourselves when we saw 

only Afghanis as corrupt while participating, or at least looking the other way, as we dished out 

U.S. taxpayer money. 

As the elite and wealthy benefit from the corrupt system, they have little motivation to address 

and eliminate it. In fact, they defend the prevailing system with arguments that are patently false 

—in defense of freedom and capitalism. It is time for every American to face up to facts. The 

free flow of money and other inducements in politics is not an exercise of free speech. The 

outcome is that a single wealthy person or company gets an outsized voice. I fail to see how one 

wealthy person’s free speech that robs millions of having their voices heard can be called 

freedom of speech in a democratic society?  

In sum, corruption is upending our democracy and more. Inequality is a disgrace. Upward 

mobility has been stifled. Justice is unequal, one version for the wealthy and another for the 

average man. Children go hungry. Thousands are homeless. The quality of education varies 

widely from wealthy to poor locations. Medical care and essential medicines are not a human 

right but are routinely denied to many. Education is unaffordable with students owing more than 

a trillion dollars in loans. Simply said, life is not a level playing field with reasonable opportunity 

for all to advance. 



 

If we addressed our domestic shortcomings and were less biased toward people of different 

races, color and religions, we would have a more cohesive United States and more respect and 

support from the rest of the world—more soft power and ability to improve lives at home and 

abroad. Even then, we should refrain from self-adulation with expressions such as ‘American 

exceptionalism’ and ‘the shining city on a hill,’ let others heap praise on us when we have 

actually earned it. Hubris is a dangerous trait! 

I must end with a warning: international agreements are  not worth the paper they are written on. 

The world must not forget the promise made to Ukraine by Russia, the U.S. and the U.K., 

namely, if Ukraine relinquished its nuclear weapons in the 1994 Budapest Memorandum—the 

three powers would respect Ukraine’s independence and existing borders, would refrain from the 

threat or use of force against Ukraine except in defense, would refrain from economic coercion 

of Ukraine and would provide assistance to Ukraine if it were attacked with nuclear weapons. In 

a finalized version, Russia even promised not to attack Ukraine, while the U.S. and the U.K. 

assured Ukraine they would come to its aid if it was attacked by Russia. In 2009 Russia and the 

U.S. reiterated that the agreement would stay in force into the future. Yet Russia annexed Crimea 

and infiltrated the Donbas in 2014! Where were the U.S. and the U.K? Where are they now?  

Kim Jong-un take note! 
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The Ukraine tragedy has been years in the making. There are two lessons that parents know all 

too well. Set boundaries and enforce them. If rules are not enforced, children will not heed in the 

future. Address bad behavior as early as possible to avoid it becoming more ingrained and to 

keep problems from getting bigger and bigger.  

 

It was clear long ago that Putin’s dream was to reconstitute the Soviet Union, possibly make it 

even bigger than it was before its collapse. This was recently confirmed when Putin held a 

Trump-style rally to praise his military and its success on March 18, the anniversary of Russia’s 

2014 annexation of Crimea. There were songs, including “Made in the U.S.S.R.,” with the 

opening line “Ukraine and Crimea, Belarus and Moldova, it’s all my country.” How did it come 

to this? 

 

Well, U.S. presidents had not learned their lessons and didn’t look into the future. Bush barely 

noticed Russia’s aggression in Georgia. Obama hardly raised a hand as Putin annexed Crimea 

and infiltrated the Donbas. Trump collaborated with the enemy by doing all he could to weaken 

NATO and holding up an authorized arms shipment to Ukraine to extort a personal favor. Our 

legislatures were too divided and too self- and party-absorbed to unite and force these presidents 

to do what was in the national interest—a firm pushback on Russia’s aggressive behavior years 

ago to deter Putin. All this has led to the much bigger problem at hand, Putin’s bloody invasion 

of Ukraine.  

 

There are a host of legitimate questions that President Biden should answer now before we fight 

a war with Russia. Answers that could still make a difference. Not only do we need answers in 

the middle of this mess, but we need them to prevent the same, or worse, in the future. 

 

President Biden, did you do all you could as Vice-President, to persuade President Obama to 

take a firm stand against Putin’s annexation of Ukraine? 

 

Why didn’t you re-arm Ukraine more heavily when you took office in 2021? Did you consider 

sending MiG 29 and S-300 air defense systems that can reach planes as high as 18 miles as well 

as more SA-8, missile systems that can reach aircraft flying up to three miles high and the SA-7 

that can reach planes up to two miles high? These could have been supplied by former Soviet 

republics and now NATO members, and then backfilled with more modern U.S. equipment. All 

of this would also have made NATO stronger.  

 

When you do send arms, why do you advertise what you are sending? How do you imagine such 

advertising could help Ukraine or NATO? 

 

Why haven’t you done more to help Ukrainians defend Odessa and pressure Russia in Crimea 

and in the Black Sea? With surface to ship missiles, drones and military speed boats to thwart the 

Russian navy and impede an attack from the sea? Can’t you still do this? 



 

 

Why did you publicly say things that have emboldened Putin and weakened your hand? Such as, 

“We will not put boots on the ground.” Surely this gives Putin a free pass. Why say it? What 

purpose does it serve? Are you afraid of domestic pushback and the mid-terms? Putin now feels 

he can do anything and there will be no NATO boots on the ground in Ukraine, which is exactly 

what he wants. Why dismiss the possibility of a no fly zone? Instead, why not leave Putin 

guessing? Leaving these uncertainties would have given Putin less assurance that his invasion 

would not be militarily challenged by NATO. 

 

After all, an uninvited Putin invaded Ukraine, why couldn’t, and can’t, NATO go in at the 

invitation of the legitimate government of Ukraine, not as invaders but as defenders? Even 

today? Did we not promise to uphold the sovereignty of Ukraine in the Budapest Memorandum?  

 

Why would you say no boots on the ground or a no fly zone both would lead to WWIII? When 

you say this, doesn’t it show that NATO will not oppose Putin if push comes to shove? Doesn’t 

it lead to Putin pushing and pushing to get everything he wants? 

 

Don’t you realize that if the Russians take over all of Ukraine it will be harder to dislodge them 

than if we have boots on the ground with equipment already there? 

 

You are not fighting a military war but an economic war that we all agree will take time to have 

results. But even as an economic war this one is not full speed ahead. Americans appreciate that 

you have done a good job keeping NATO together, but look at the loopholes in the economic 

sanctions. Not all Russian banks have been taken off SWIFT. Russia continues to sell its oil and 

gas to Europe. China and India are upping their purchases of Russian oil. Can’t the 

administration put serious pressure on Europe to at least stop its purchases of oil? Can’t we get 

more output from the UAE and Saudi Arabia to compensate? How can you classify them as our 

allies? Where are they when we need them? Can’t you lift sanctions on Iran now and ask them to 

pump more oil? Have you put India on notice to stop supporting Russia by continuing to buy 

Russian oil?  

 

So for now, given the holes in our sanction regime, to impede the Russian war effort we need 

more military pressure on Russia and that can only come from getting more and more needed 

weaponry to Ukraine and fast, and maybe even putting boots on the ground in Western Ukraine 

before it is too late, no matter what Putin says. Just remember that China is looking at Taiwan 

and gauging Western resolve! 

 

As this war rages and gets more horrid by the day, you should appeal to Americans’ sense of 

duty. Yes, free speech is an important part of who we are, but should we tolerate lies on our 

licensed news outlets that provide comfort, propaganda and support to our enemies—including 

Putin and his regime? 
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Politicians loosely call a variety of countries “ally” or “friend,” but what does that really mean?  

Such depictions invariably get strained when push comes to shove as national interests butt 

heads. It is then that words such as “ally” get stress-tested. The war in Ukraine affords an 

important stress-test. Who are America’s allies in this time of need? Who is supporting the 

United States as it confronts Putin’s Russia? 

 

The United States recently stress-tested its alliances during the current Ukraine crisis on a 

number of dimensions: (i) co-sponsoring the U.S. resolution before the UN Security Council 

(UNSC) on February 25, condemning Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and calling for an immediate 

and unconditional withdrawal of its troops, (ii) voting for the resolution at the UNSC for those 

countries that are members of the 15-country council, (iii) voting for the UN resolution in the 

General Assembly on March 2, condemning Russia for invading Ukraine and demanding that it 

withdraw its military forces, (iv) supporting U.S. sanctions on Russia, military and non-military, 

(v) boycotting Russian exports, especially oil and natural gas, (vi) boycotting exports to Russia, 

(vii) cooperating on the seizure of Russian assets, including state assets as well as those of 

sanctioned companies and individuals, (viii) supplying Ukraine with humanitarian and especially 

military aid, (ix) facilitating the transfer of aid to Ukraine and (x) accepting Ukrainian refugees. 

This is an opportune time to stress-test three U.S. “allies.” 

 

First up, Israel. Since the formation of Israel in 1948, the United States has given more economic 

and military aid to Israel than to any other country. It has provided Israel with its most 

sophisticated military hardware and highly classified intelligence. It has all but given written 

guarantees to defend Israel if the need ever arises. The United States arguably defended Israel 

from annihilation in its early days. It has kept silent on Israel’s large arsenal of nukes, something 

that could still provoke proliferation, but Israel will not give up its arsenal even though all 

countries in the region are willing to declare the Middle East a nuclear free zone. The United 

States, with monumental damage to its own international credibility and reputation, has defended 

Israel in the indefensible. At the UNSC, the U.S. cast it first veto in 1970 and since then has cast 

another 82 vetoes, more than any other permanent member during the period from 1970 till now, 

most frequently to block resolutions condemning Israel, a country that has been condemned more 

times by the United Nations Human Rights Council than all other countries combined. 

Palestinians are treated as second class citizens in their own homeland under conditions that 

many have classified as apartheid with their land and property confiscated. The United States has 

supported Israel on the basis that Israel is a democracy and America’s stalwart “ally” in the 

Middle East.  

 

The Ukraine crisis has provided a stress-test for Israel’s standing as an ally. The U.S. tried every 

which way to get Israel to be a co-sponsor of its UNSC resolution condemning the Russian 

invasion. Israel refused! While Israel, America’s great “ally,” turned down the U.S. request, 81 

other countries signed on as co-sponsors. Israel justified its stance on a number of flimsy 



 

grounds, including the safety of Jews in Russia and Russia’s presence in neighboring Syria. 

There was very little moral fortitude on Israel’s part. Even William Cohen, former Secretary of 

Defense and Senator from Maine, expressed his dismay in a television interview. The resolution 

was vetoed by Russia in the UNSC and was passed on to the General Assembly where there is no 

veto. Ultimately, the non-binding resolution was passed by the UN General Assembly by a vote 

of 141 to 5 with 35 abstentions. The five countries that voted against the resolution were Russia, 

Belarus, Syria, North Korea and Eritrea and among those abstaining were: India, Pakistan, Iran, 

Iraq, Algeria and Morocco. Israel has also ignored Ukrainian pleas for air defense systems and 

other weapons, but only willing to transfer humanitarian aid. 

 

Second up, Saudi Arabia. The U.S. has long defended Saudi Arabia, providing it with hundreds 

of military advisors, top-of-the-line airplanes, including AWACS and F-35s, command and 

control systems, Patriot missiles and much more. While the U.S. put together an impressive 

coalition to liberate Kuwait and expel Saddam Hussein’s military in 1991, America’s 

intervention was as much to protect Saudi Arabia because Iraqi forces were poised on its borders 

as to satisfy America’s greed for Saudi oil. U.S. support has not been limited to defense but is 

seen across the whole spectrum of economic development and political needs. Unfortunately, 

American half-hearted initiatives to improve human rights conditions have failed. The rulers of 

Saudi Arabia do not tolerate criticism of their harsh autocratic rule. For example, a simple tribute 

by Dr. Abdulaziz Al-Dukheil on the passing of a Saudi dissident and human rights advocate led 

to his arrest with no news of his fate, even after two years. Activists simply disappear in Saudi 

Arabia. Hundreds of dissidents are jailed under the violent repression approved by Mohammad 

bin Salman (MBS). Most prominent has been the dismemberment and murder of U.S. journalist 

Jamal Khashoggi in Turkey. President Trump shamefully did not call MBS out. Even President 

Biden who, as candidate, was calling MBS out with a promise to treat him as a pariah, seems to 

have softened his moral stand in order to persuade Saudi Arabia to produce more oil, something 

that is also in Saudi Arabia’s financial interests. Possibly most egregious is the Saudi war in 

Yemen, a genocide, which many have called out as the most serious human crisis of this century, 

with purportedly over 350,000 civilians killed by Saudi and UAE bombardments using weapons 

and intelligence provided by the United States, something that will forever be a stain on 

America’s claim as supporter of human rights around the world.  

 

The West would like to cut off Russia’s oil revenues, but the problem is that loss of Russian oil 

would be critical for many economies, especially those in Europe. To compensate for the loss of 

Russian oil, the U.S. and its partners have been scrambling to get additional supplies online and 

to persuade others, principally China and India, not to switch to Russian oil supplies. The 

country with the biggest excess capacity is Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia could almost immediately 

make 2 million barrels a day (mbd) of the 4 mbd needed. It has so far refused the U.S. request, in 

part because of its agreement on quotas with Russia and more importantly because of ongoing 

disputes with the United States. The disputes with the U.S. are threefold—MBS does not want 

criticism over his dismemberment of Khashoggi, over human rights abuses in Saudi Arabia and 

the conduct of his war in Yemen where he in fact would like even more support to continue his 

war crimes. MBS is using the Ukraine crisis as leverage against the United States. 

 

Third up, the UAE. Tiny and rich, the UAE is situated in a serious conflict zone—the Persian 

Gulf. In the past, the UAE has been particularly concerned about its two large neighbors—Iraq 



 

and Iran. It has traditionally relied on U.S. military support, including military advisors and top-

notch U.S. military equipment, Patriot missiles and the soon to be delivered F-35 jets. The U.S. 

stands behind the UAE’s security. Unfortunately, the UAE is guilty of human rights abuses when 

it comes to its ex-patriot workers from South and South-east Asia. Yet the U.S. largely looks the 

other way to be supportive of the UAE. Most disturbing, the U.S. has not sufficiently pressured 

the UAE to cease its collaboration with Saudi Arabia’s attack on Yemen. Has the UAE returned 

America’s stalwart support during the crisis at hand? No.  

 

The UAE is an elected member of the 15-member Security Council. While 11 of the Council’s 

15 members voted in favor of the U.S. resolution against Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, China, 

India and the UAE abstained. Yes, the UAE abstained! Russia, as a permanent member, vetoed 

the resolution The ability to use a veto to protect your own country highlights the absurdity of 

the veto power in the UNSC. The resolution was then taken to the General Assembly, where 

there is no veto power. While those opposing Russia are trying to do without Russian oil to put 

economic pressure on Russia, the world needs more oil but the UAE has not been forthcoming. It 

could put about 500 thousand barrels a day on the market. After all of this U.S. support, some of 

it shameful for us, the UAE has not agreed to America’s two requests during the crisis at hand. 

 

What do Israel, Saudi Arabia and the UAE tell us about our alliances?  

 

We have supported countries whose policies do not stand for what we preach as a nation—

freedom, human rights and democratic values. Our support for these countries is nothing to be 

proud of and something that has and will continue to be a stain and cost us internationally. As a 

Saudi told me, if you sleep with a flea-infested dog you will catch fleas too. We have supported 

these three countries in different ways and swept their egregious policies under the rug for years 

in the belief that they are our allies. Yet when we need them and appeal to them, they are 

reluctant to cut their ties with Russia and to stand with us. Make no mistake, our support for 

these three “allies” has cost us internationally. As a result, millions around the world don’t trust 

us and see us as duplicitous. 

 

It is time to reset these and other relations around the world. Stress-tests such as the Ukraine 

crisis provide the opportunity. If we adversely impact our reputation and open ourselves up to 

criticisms of duplicity and hypocrisy around the world by embracing such “allies,” we must at 

least have reciprocity when we need their support.  
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International credibility and soft power, both important national assets, are something hypocrisy 

erodes quietly. Once squandered, they may be difficult to recover as respect and trust get 

dissipated. The restoration of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, known commonly as the 

Iran nuclear deal (JCPOA), faces such a moment of truth.  

 

America preaches the rule of law to rogue nations. We speak of laws that must be respected if we 

are to maintain a peaceful and prosperous world. America lectures the world, seemingly in the 

belief that the world has blinders when it comes to America’s wrongdoing. While America may 

be better than other countries, it is not as innocent as we would like to believe. 

 

America’s list of transgressions is long, but suffice it to say that we have invaded other countries, 

carried out secret or undercover missions into foreign lands, assassinated foreigners, imprisoned 

innocent foreigners captured abroad, sabotaged foreign facilities, sold weapons to countries to 

commit crimes on their adversaries both foreign and domestic, supported countries who continue 

to commit war crimes, used internationally banned weapons against adversaries and given them 

to our allies, undermined the Geneva Convention and labelled adversaries as terrorists whenever 

it suits us. It does not end here: America supports Israel as it assassinates scientists inside Iran 

and Saudis as they commit crimes in Syria, Yemen and elsewhere. Some may see U.S. 

transgressions as realpolitik and the “privilege” of the powerful, but there is less talk on how 

they erode our soft power or how they carry a steep price. 

 

The restoration of the Iran nuclear deal has been painful and long. Over the last year or so 

negotiators have butted heads in Vienna. A draft agreement is now ready but there are two 

sticking points. First, Iran wants guarantees that the United States will not again unilaterally 

withdraw from the agreement as did President Trump. Second, Iran wants the sanctions on its 

Revolutionary Guards (IRGC) lifted. I believe that the first point is a red herring. Iran knows full 

well that no president can guarantee what it wants about the future. The only way to give Iran 

some security is to have the agreement become a treaty through ratification by the U.S. Senate—

an impossibility given the make-up of the Senate and all the political lobbying in the U.S. by 

foreigners against the agreement when it was originally adopted under President Obama. That 

anti-agreement lobbying still goes on. The second Iranian condition is real, non-negotiable for 

Iran and, in my opinion, totally justified, especially given U.S. transgressions and hypocrisy. 

 

First some background. The IRGC is central to Iran’s military. It defended Iran against Saddam 

Hussein’s onslaught, an invasion that was supported by the United States and all Western 

countries as well as Iran’s Arab neighbors. In the past the IRGC has at times cooperated with the 

United States outside Iran, although it has been an adversary in recent years. The IRGC has 

supported the Houthis in Yemen, a close sectarian ally, against the Saudi Arabian war crimes; 

with massive aerial bombing using U.S. supplied intelligence and munitions; and with over 

350,000 civilians killed. The IRCG has supported Assad in Syria. Although Assad is to my mind 

a war criminal and Iran’s support of him has been shameful, Iran has stood behind him because 



 

he was the only leader in the region to help Iran in its existential war with Iraq. The IRGC has 

supported Hezbollah, a legitimate political party in Lebanon, while the Saudis and other Arabs 

have undermined Hezbollah and its Shia followers. The IRGC has also operated in Iraq in 

support of Shia militias who are attached to the Iraqi armed forces.   

 

Let me cut to the chase, the IRGC is not a boy scout operation and butts heads with the U.S. and 

its allies in the Middle East. They interfere, however, no more than the U.S. armed forces. To my 

mind they commit fewer transgressions than do the Israelis or the Russians; the Israelis receive a 

pass because they are U.S. allies and the Russians get one because they are very powerful. What 

is important to appreciate is that even Iranians who were an integral part of the Shah’s regime, 

such as the late Ardeshir Zahedi, the Shah’s son-in-law, Ambassador to Washington and Foreign 

Minister, praised the IRGC’s commander General Ghassem Soleimani as a true patriot and a 

national hero. If for nothing else, the IRGC has defended Iran as you would expect of any 

country’s military. 

 

Iran cannot accept the terrorist label and sanctions on the IRGC, as would not any respectable 

regime when it comes to its military or intelligence agency. In the case of Iran this is made even 

more difficult because the United States assassinated General Soleimani inside Iraq! Countries 

that have the power would go to war over such a transgression.  How can a self-respecting 

regime then turn around forget this assassination and accept the designation of his life’s work, 

the IRGC, as terrorist and under sanctions? Iran cannot. 

 

A reasonable person could ask, why doesn’t the U.S. remove sanctions on the IRGC? Why is this 

such a big deal? It is something we don’t readily appreciate. Once sanctions are imposed they 

invariably get a following, made up of interested parties who benefit and lobby against the 

sanctions’ removal. This is evident in the case of traded goods which, if barred, help domestic 

producers. But it is also the case in the political realm—Iran’s enemies both domestic and 

foreign lobby to maintain the sanctions. In the United States, the intense four decades-long anti-

Iranian lobbying by Israel, Saudi Arabia and the UAE has made it impossible for the U.S. 

Congress to embrace a deal that may actually be in the interest of the United States. Money in 

politics has compromised the U.S. Congress in its ability to act in the American national interest.   
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I learned an invaluable lesson as a child in a British boarding school—don’t boast, people will 

resent you even if you have achieved a lot and they will mock and belittle you if you have no 

reason to toot your horn. This is a lesson that American politicians should inscribe on their 

bathroom mirrors and on all their screens. They should try to follow the rule each and every day 

because boasting makes a mockery of the institution that they serve and ends up belittling 

America in front of the entire world. 

 

Let me begin with the Senate. Some members of the U.S. Senate have referred to the Senate as 

the world’s greatest deliberative body or the world’s greatest debating forum. High praise 

indeed! Senator Robert Byrd of West Virginia saw the Senate as a forum for free debate and the 

protection of political minorities, “In war and in peace it has been the sure refuge and protector 

of the rights of the states and of a political minority.” Senator George Hoar said that the Senate 

offered, “the sober second thought of the people.”  

 

To me, such boasts are mighty hard to back up. You be the judge. Watch some senate hearings, 

especially those for appointments to the Supreme Court. Are the senators well informed and 

addressing relevant issues? Or are they political hacks pushing their own, or their party’s, largely 

unrelated agendas? Do they treat those appearing before them with respect and by doing so 

earning respect for themselves? Do they exhibit decorum in their questioning, allowing 

candidates to finish their answers or do they interrupt at will? Most important, are we 

enlightened after we listen to these hearings or for that matter Senate debates on any issue and do 

we learn something about the issue at hand? If they behave, then the public could learn from 

their example and praise them, instead of holding them in contempt. Sadly for my part, the 

aptitude, decorum and civility of many senators leave much to be desired. A foreigner seeing 

their debates would hardly be impressed. All this is the tip of the iceberg, as they beg for money 

and do the bidding of their donors. But what makes it even worse is that they have the gall to 

praise themselves and the Senate as an institution!! 

 

Institutions matter. Effective institutions are the bedrock of a successful country and society. Our 

political and legal institutions are important for the direction of our country and for promoting  

trust, the key for a cohesive and cooperative society. Unfortunately, our politicians and political 

institutions are held in low regard. Our judicial institutions are not perceived as impartial and 

even our Supreme Court and many of its justices are seen as politically biased and unethical. 

Boasting, instead of elevating the standing of our institutions only grates sensibilities and further 

denigrates our institutions.  

 

Americans, especially politicians, often claim America’s special place in the world. “A city upon 

a hill,” taken from John Winthrop’s sermon, is oft repeated to push the idea that the U.S. is a 

beacon of hope for the world. Or President Reagan’s oft repeated version, "A shining city on a 

hill.” Most thrown around is the notion of “American exceptionalism.” Yet Donald Trump, as 

president and now the leader of the Republican Party, did not like the notion of American 



 

exceptionalism, maybe because it upset Putin: “Well, I think it’s a very dangerous term in one 

way, because I heard Putin saying, “Who do they think they are, saying they’re exceptional?”  

 

Our boasting even spills over into sports. Yes, America has top athletes in many sports, 

especially undisputed in cases where the sport is not played much in other countries, such as 

baseball. But do we have to call our championship the world series? Why not the American 

championship series? 

 

Frankly, people around the world mock America’s self-aggrandizement. We make fools of 

ourselves because the world sees our many failings, both at home and abroad.  

 

We should work harder to be better stewards of our country, its people and the land and let 

others heap praise on us, if and when we deserve it. It is only then that we could be sure that we 

have earned it—in the eyes of the world. 
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On April 1, Karen Elliott House, a distinguished winner of the Pulitzer Prize and former 

publisher of the WSJ, penned an opinion in the Journal, “Biden Needs to Make Up With Saudi 

Arabia.” As the title of the piece suggests, Ms. House is advocating for a sitting U.S. president to 

go to Riyadh with his tail between his legs, essentially pledging support for the atrocities of 

Mohammad bin Salman, the de facto ruler of Saudi Arabia, in return for what? For Saudi Arabia 

to increase its oil output in order to moderate gasoline and home heating oil prices as Russian oil 

is boycotted on world markets. A request that is not a sacrifice for Saudi Arabia but something 

that would further fill its coffers. 

 

Instead of showing Biden as a devotee of realpolitik, something that Ms. House may be trying to 

push, this action would label him as a tragic floundering figure and accelerate America’s decline 

in the eyes of the world. Ms. House’s op-ed misses the point on several counts. 

 

Her op-ed shows how America’s influential writers are myopic, focused only on the present 

moment in time, forgetting the past and oblivious to the future. International relations are a two-

way street. You help your presumed allies based on a measure of reciprocity—the expectation of 

support when you need help. The United States has been the backbone of Saudi defense for 

about 70 years. Saudi kings have slept at night in the belief that the U.S. would come to their 

rescue if needed, as demonstrated during the liberation of Kuwait. America has trained the Saudi 

military and provided intelligence. Then there are the business relations, which helped develop 

Saudi Arabia while bringing billions of dollars in profits to American companies. American 

companies, especially its engineering firms, built much of the Saudi infrastructure, including its 

oil facilities and airports. American companies sold top-of-the-line military equipment to Saudi 

Arabia and trained its military.  

 

While Saudi Arabia’s internal social and legal structure should be left to Saudis with an ally’s 

prerogative to give advice behind closed doors, international policies are different, especially 

when they have a material effect on the ally and around the world.  

 

In our relations with Saudi Arabia, there have been many bumps in the road over the last 70 

years. A short list to show the range of issues would include: 9/11, Saudi Arabia’s funding of 

Islamic extremism, Saudi sanctioning of Qatar, the dismemberment and murder of Jamal 

Khashoggi and military interventions in Libya, Syria and, most troubling, in Yemen.   

 

Briefly, 9/11 where 15 of the 19 hijackers were Saudi nationals was the first atrocity since Pearl 

Harbor on American soil that changed our national trajectory. Its mastermind, Osama bin Laden, 

whose family was close to the Saudi ruling family, was also a Saudi. Saudi Arabia has funded 

radical Muslim mosques and schools around the world preaching anti-Americanism and has 



 

published school textbooks that teach the young to hate the West. It is almost certain, confirmed 

by the CIA, that MBS ordered the brutal murder of Khashoggi, a legal resident of the U.S. and an 

opinion writer for the Washington Post. Saudi Arabia put an embargo on Qatar, an ally of the 

United States housing its largest military base in the region, for no provocation except to force its 

rulers to bend to Saudi wishes. Saudi Arabia is militarily or financially involved in conflicts 

including those in Libya, Syria and especially in Yemen. In Yemen more than 350,000 people, 

largely civilians, have been killed during the conflict, which has been called a genocide and the 

biggest war crime of the 21st century. Most of the fatalities are a result of Saudi Arabia’s 

indiscriminate bombing from high altitude using American planes, bombs, mid-air refueling and 

intelligence, putting blood on America’s hands and a stain on its reputation. 

 

For anyone willing to look, America is in part culpable for what we see because we knew and 

still continue to supply MBS with lethal weapons. We have asked him to stop the war. He has 

refused. We have supported Saudi Arabia, at times more than we should have, but now Ms. 

House wants the President of the United States to fly to Saudi Arabia, give MBS more of what 

he wants, cease criticisms of his war in Yemen and of his murder of Khashoggi and make us all 

believe that MBS is an advocate of human rights! And then she would have the President beg 

MBS for more oil and promise to pay him top dollar for the privilege of buying his oil!  

 

No Mr. President, don’t go to Riyadh and don’t listen to such nonsense. The U.S. has supported 

the al-Sauds enough. And for that we should expect reciprocity, not just for us but for Europe 

and for all those who respect the international rule of law, including a Saudi Arabia that could be 

invaded by one of its neighbors. You must stand tall. Weakness gets you and America nowhere. 

 

Equally important, Ms. House misses the mark on several technical points. Russia exports about 

4 million barrels per day (mbd). If Saudi Arabia pumps 2 mbd more oil, we would still need 

another 2 mbd. The release of oil from strategic reserves in the U.S. will supply 1 mbd of the 

shortfall. The other 1 mbd could come from Iran or elsewhere.  So the oil shortage could, in part, 

be made up by higher Saudi oil output but this matters for about two years. The oil market is the 

same as other markets. As prices go up, consumers conserve and producers produce more. This 

has also been the case in the oil market in all earlier disruptions; just look at what happened after 

the 1973/74 and 1979 oil price increases. Should Biden denigrate our reputation as a nation for 

lower oil prices for two years or so? I believe not, especially because the extra Saudi oil output 

would by itself do little to squeeze Russia. 

 

Even more important than oil for Europe is natural gas. A visit to Riyadh will do nothing to solve 

Europe’s gas shortfall. Europe is heavily reliant on natural gas that is piped from Russia. In the 

short run there is no real alternative. Possibly 40-50 percent or so of the shortfall could be made 

up by conservation in Europe, delay in the decommissioning of nuclear and coal-fired power 

plants, LNG shipments from Qatar and the United States. LNG production is limited worldwide 

and would have to be expanded, more specialized LNG carriers need to be built and parts of 

Europe would have to build plants (ports) for receiving LNG and converting it to gaseous form. 

But the bottom line for the next 3 to 5 years is sacrifice. If the U.S. and the rest of NATO want to 

stop Russian aggression in its tracks and keep Russia from expanding its territorial ambitions, the 

West must sacrifice for a few years. This would be a worthwhile sacrifice if we want to save 



 

Europe from Russia’s existential threat. Homage to Riyadh does nothing to alleviate the natural 

gas bottleneck.  

 

Even if we could overcome the shortfall of oil and natural gas, Russia could still be largely out of 

the woods when it comes to its exports of oil and natural gas. India and China could switch 

suppliers and import more of their oil from Russia; and China could import more piped gas from 

Russia. So if we want increased oil output from Saudi Arabia and Iran to squeeze Russia, Biden 

and NATO have to persuade India and China not to switch suppliers and increase their oil 

purchases from Russia. A trip to Riyadh is a waste of fuel and time unless we can persuade India 

and China to cooperate through the threat of secondary sanctions. Also, if Biden makes the trip 

to Riyadh, not only would this make a mockery of America’s perpetual promotion of human 

rights, human freedom, the rule of international law and the principles of the United Nations’ 

Charter, such a trip would weaken his hand in persuading India and China.  

 

No, Biden and Western Europe have to stand firm. Russia must be sanctioned to the hilt. It is an 

existential moment for Europe and maybe even for the world. Biden must forcefully make this 

point to anyone we consider our allies—Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Israel—and even those on the 

sidelines—India. There will be consequences for those who do not reciprocate. Sanction busting 

by anyone—ally or not—will not be tolerated, we are ready with secondary sanctions! There will 

be no exceptions, we expect total solidarity. 

 

As we do all this, we must get serious and show better appreciation of how sanctions work, 

tighten sanctions and learn from our mistakes. We must immediately cut off all Russian financial 

institutions from SWIFT. Yes, it will be tough to keep NATO together, but there is no choice. To 

show American leadership, Biden could prepare Americans for sacrifice instead of simply 

“feeling their pain at the gas pump.” We should look back and admit that we were slow to move 

on sanctions against Russia. President Biden should be congratulated for keeping the NATO 

alliance together, but he should have started earlier. He should have adopted more crippling 

sanctions, including cutting off all Russian institutions from SWIFT, persuading oil producers 

earlier and announcing the package 6 months ago. If Biden had done so, Putin might not even  

have invaded Ukraine; Putin was banking on the muted response he got to his genocide in 

Chechnya and the near silence that greeted his annexation of Crimea. Weak sanctioning does not 

work. We are now paying the price.  

Ms. House’s also misrepresents the Biden administration’s efforts to restore the Iran nuclear 

deal. Biden is not “groveling to revive a nuclear deal with Tehran.” It was Mr. Trump who 

abrogated an agreement that was ratified by the UN Security Council, an agreement that Iran had 

respected. It has been the U.S. and its allies who have wanted to restore the agreement and it is 

the U.S. that still insists on sanctioning an integral part of the Iranian armed forces—the 

Revolutionary Guard Corps. How is Biden groveling? Who was behind 9/11? Who is 

committing genocide in Yemen? Saudi Arabia! 

Ms. House should acknowledge our big mistake—sanctioning investment in Iran’s oil and gas 

industries in the first place. In 1996, President Clinton adopted the Iran Libya Sanctions Act 
(ILSA). If America had not enacted ILSA, Iranian gas would now be piped to Europe. As any 

civil/petroleum engineer would confirm, given Iran’s geography and natural gas supplies (the 



 

second largest on earth after Russia), Iran would be the natural competitor to Russian natural gas. 

Iranian LNG would also benefit other customers with cheaper natural gas around the world. And 

additional Iranian oil capacity would have made the price of oil lower for all. NATO could have 

adopted the tougher sanctions that Ukraine has begged for—whether sanctioning Russia’s oil and 

gas directly or indirectly by cutting Russia completely off SWIFT—and thereby could have 

thwarted Russian aggression. But you could say that if we had done this Iran would be in a 

stronger position. Yes and no. Iran would have had more resources, but if Iran were receiving 

these benefits, it would be more reluctant to oppose U.S. interests because the U.S. could still 

sanction Iran’s natural gas and oil exports, at a tremendous loss to Iran. If the U.S. had not 

enacted the ILSA sanctions, the U.S. would have much more leverage on Iran. Even today, if the 

U.S. and Iran could begin to settle their differences and agree on investment in Iran’s natural gas 

expansion and exports, it would pose a big economic problem for Russia in the future.   

Given that we made these mistakes when we enacted the sanctions on Iran, we must now face 

Europe’s vulnerability to a suspension of Russian natural gas. Given that Trump withdrew from 

the JCPOA, something that America’s European allies then opposed and later even senior 

Israelis acknowledged as a mistake, we must now face the music. Yet I see no groveling to 

Tehran, instead I read Ms. House’s plea as groveling to Riyadh with further implicit support for 

genocide in Yemen.  

Realpolitik would call for hard negotiations with Iran, adopting maximum sanctions on Russia, 

threatening secondary sanctions on potential sanction busters, pressuring oil producers to 

increase output and supplying Ukraine with more needed military equipment, especially air 

defense systems (S-300) and land to ship missiles to protect Odessa and the entire coast.  

How does America continue to err so badly in formulating and conducting its foreign policy? 

The reasons are many, but at the core is an army of selfish lobbyists in Washington on the 

payroll of foreign interests who have money to throw around. A step in placing limitations on 

this unpatriotic “consulting” practice is an annual mandatory public disclosure of all direct and 

indirect (paid for by American companies with contracts to supply unrelated goods and services) 

contracts to lobby on behalf of foreign interests, a disclosure that should be readily available to 

everyone online and in print.  

Perhaps Ms. House should have written, or should write, a different op-ed, “MBS Needs To 

Make Up With the United States.” 
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Iran has the second largest natural gas reserves in the world, after Russia, yet it ranks number 25 

in gas exports. Iran has the fourth largest oil reserves, after Venezuela, Saudi Arabia and Canada, 

yet ranks number 10 in oil production, producing only 2.5-3 mbd today compared to 6 mbd in 

1979.   

 

The reason for Iran’s pitiful performance in the production and exports of natural gas and oil is 

straightforward—US economic sanctions. Since the 1979 Iranian Revolution and taking of 52 

US embassy hostages, Iran has been under severe economic sanctions. The intensity of sanctions 

has varied, but the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act of 1996 (ILSA) was a watershed. Although the 

name of the act has changed and it has been modified, the goal was to cripple Iran’s energy 

sector by discouraging, or limiting, foreign investment. The ILSA sanctions were further re-

enforced by sanctions on Iran’s oil and gas exports. While these sanctions have reduced the 

quantity of oil and natural gas on world markets, the impact on global natural gas markets has 

been particularly devastating, something the world is only now recognizing after Russia’s attack 

on Ukraine.  

 

If America had not enacted ILSA, Iranian gas would now be piped to Europe as American 

companies, as well as Europeans, were ready to develop Iran’s oil and gas. As a civil/petroleum 

engineer would confirm, given Iran’s geography and natural gas supplies, Iran would be the 

natural competitor to Russia’s piped natural gas to Europe. Iranian LNG would also benefit other 

customers with cheaper natural gas around the world. And additional Iranian oil capacity would 

have made the price of oil lower for all. Europe would not be today at the mercy of Russia for its 

oil and gas. As a result, NATO could have adopted the tougher sanctions that Ukraine has 

begged for.  

 

Yes Iran, a perceived US adversary, would have had more resources, but if Iran were receiving 

financial benefits from oil and gas exports, it would be more reluctant to oppose US interests as 

the US could still sanction Iran’s natural gas and oil exports, at an even bigger financial loss to 

Iran. Even today, if the US and Iran could begin to settle their differences and agree on 

investment in Iran’s natural gas expansion and exports, it would pose a big economic problem 

for Russia’s future. Simultaneously, investment in Iran’s oil fields would steadily expand its oil 

output and lower global oil prices. And Europe could always play Iran against Russia and visa 

versa. 

 

Today, Europe and the United States have an opportunity to ameliorate Europe’s energy outlook. 

France, UK, Germany and the US, along with China and Russia, are in the final stages of 

resurrecting the Iran nuclear deal, the JCPOA. If the United States and its three allies were all on 

board with a rapid expansion of Iran’s piped gas and LNG, this could be the carrot to quickly 

finalize the stalled negotiations, pull Iran back from the China and Russia camp and supply the 

needed energy to Europe. However, if Russia gets wind of it, they would pressure and threaten 



 

Iran to at least desist from piping gas to Europe, so such support for Iran’s energy sector is 

something that should be secretly handled between Iran and the US.  

 

The faster the allies move on this, the faster Europe will be free from Russia. 
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The third and final Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report on cutting greenhouse gas 

emissions concluded that without immediate action the world was on track for a 3.2°C rise in 

temperature by the end of the century. (https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/04/1115452) Antonio 

Guterres, the UN Secretary General summed up the report’s warning by saying that the world is 

on a “fast track to disaster.” He went on to say, “We are on a pathway to global warming of more 

than double the 1.5°C limit agreed in Paris,”  and added, “Some government and business 

leaders are saying one thing, but doing another. Simply put, they are lying.” The authors of the 

report gave the dire warning that it was time now or never to limit global warming to 1.5°C. 

 

Today’s developed countries, the biggest polluters, have brought us to this pending disaster, with 

the United States the single biggest polluter. Historically, developed countries have been the 

highest emitters of harmful gases and have recently been joined by rapidly growing Asian 

countries who are now increasing global emissions. As a result, instead of declining, overall 

emissions rose by 6 percent in 2021. The reduction needed in emissions would mean the use of 

traditional coal would have to fall by 95 percent by 2050.  

 

Given past and ongoing emission levels, we in the United States should be willing to do all we 

can to save the planet from a pending catastrophe, drastically limiting our emissions and helping 

historically low emitters, such as most of the continent of Africa, with technology and the needed 

financial resources to maintain a low level of emissions as they embark on a path of more rapid 

economic growth.  

 

Yet we refuse to dramatically reduce the use of coal, especially important in electricity 

generation that we need to increase as we transition to electric vehicles and heat pumps. While 

the majority of Americans favor a transition to cleaner energy, coal-producing states and owners 

of coal mines and power plants that use cheap coal have resisted the move away from coal. Some 

U.S. lawmakers stand out in their support for coal.  

Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia has become the lightening rod and most high-profile 

roadblock to America’s transition away from coal. He refuses to embrace the retraining of 

coalminers to cleaner and safer jobs. Rather than arguing for heavy federal subsidies to help 

bring about such a transition, he is stuck on coal. Besides his state’s love affair with coal, it is 

alleged by major news outlets that Senator Manchin and his family have significant ownership in 

coal-producing companies that afford them large annual dividends. Most recently, Manchin, who 

is the Chairman of the Senate’s Energy and Natural Resource Committee, killed the nomination 

of Sarah Bloom Raskin to the Federal Reserve board because of her views on how the U.S. 

financial system should insulate itself from climate change-driven shocks. Earlier this month 

Manchin objected to the SEC’s proposed rule for added disclosures on corporate emissions. His 

written objection to the SEC states, “The most concerning piece of the proposed rule is what 

appears to be the targeting of our nation’s fossil fuel companies, not only will these companies 

face heightened reporting requirements on account of their operations, but they will also be 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/04/1115452


 

subjected to additional scrutiny for the Scope 3 emission disclosures of other companies that 

utilize their services and products.”  

How do you think Manchin’s selfishness and America’s climate disconnect play out on the world 

stage? Here is the United States, the country that has contributed more to global warming and the 

climate crisis than any other, a country that is the richest in terms of national economic output, a 

country that tolerates the objections of a lone senator who is a proponent of limiting corporate 

disclosure on emissions, a senator from a state with a population of 1.8 million in a world with a 

population of about 7.7 billion. Manchin is unwilling to drastically cut back America’s national 

emissions, yet expects others to control their emissions as if they had polluted as has the United 

States. All this from a country that has been unwilling to make significant financial and 

technological contributions to poorer countries to allow them to catch up while controlling their 

emissions? Words such as selfishness, hubris and arrogance come readily to mind.  

 

America needs to get real. It is time to act. We cannot allow the selfishness of one state or one 

man to doom the future of humanity! 
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Should the punishment fit the crime? Should the punishment be designed to change the 

objectionable behavior of an adversary? Most people would say yes to both, but not the United 

States. America has been shooting from the hip, talking big without backing it up and 

misunderstanding the mindset of Putin, a dictator who only bends to power and force. As Russia 

was building up its forces for months to invade Ukraine, the U.S. warned Putin that that the 

world was watching and would act. But Washington has been afraid to deliver the punch—the 

needed weapons to the Ukrainians or to impose strict and severe enough sanctions to give Putin 

pause. 

 

Look at Iran’s crimes compared to Russia’s and then compare the severity of the sanctions that 

each has been subjected to.? What does it teach us about how the United States uses sanctions on 

adversaries? How should sanctions on Russia be strengthened now and then how should they be 

lifted after the war? 

 

Iran’s crimes from the American perspective: taking 52 U.S. hostages for 444 days; interfering 

with Persian Gulf shipping; supporting Hezbollah (a legitimate political party and military force 

in Lebanon); allegedly orchestrating the bombing of a Jewish center in Argentina; supporting 

Iraqi militias who attacked U.S. forces; supplying arms to the Houthis in Yemen who are 

fighting Saudi Arabia; imprisoning about 20-30 dual citizens on various charges over the years; 

allegedly assassinating a number of its enemies abroad and secretly enriching uranium.  

 

Russia’s crimes from the American perspective: killing 80,000-100,000 in Chechnya in 1994; 

using chemical weapons and killing about 20,000 in Syria with forces still in the country; 

invading Georgia in 2008 and continuing to occupy about 20 percent of the country; cyber-

attacks throughout the world; arresting foreign citizens on various charges; in 2014, annexing 

Crimea, an integral part of Ukraine and supporting rebels in eastern and southern Ukraine, 

Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts and launching a separatist movement with death toll of about 

2,000 over the years; and invading Ukraine in 2022 with destruction and loss in GDP that is 

likely to well exceed $1 trillion and a death toll that is likely to be well over 100,000.  

 

Recent casualties from Russian aggression speak for themselves—well over 100,000 even before 

the invasion of Ukraine and now with the latest Ukraine casualties a number that could well 

exceed 200,000. Then there are the economic losses caused by Russia. Furthermore, Russia 

continues to illegally occupy vast areas of other countries. Russia’s crimes dwarf those of Iran. 

Yet the U.S. and NATO pussyfoot around Russia. 

 

The sanctions on Russia have been pitiful in comparison to those on Iran, something a quick 

comparison will confirm.  

 



 

The U.S. has sanctioned Iran more heavily than any other country, including cutting off all its 

financial institutions from SWIFT, sanctioning its central bank, the office of its Supreme Leader, 

an integral part of its armed forces the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC), all exports 

of oil, gas and oil products, imports of all military equipment, of commercial aircraft and parts, 

all exports from the United States, imposing secondary sanctions on entities and countries who 

help Iran evade sanctions and the prohibition of visas to Iranians. Iranians have even suffered 

shortages of life-saving medicines. Ironically the sanctions on Iran have impeded the 

development of Iran’s oil and especially natural gas reserves, which could be flowing to Europe 

today and blunting Russia’s energy stranglehold. 

 

After Russia’s annexation of Crimea, the Obama administration imposed what can politely be 

called a slap on the wrist that emboldened Putin to invade Ukraine—sanctions on the provision 

of technology for oil and gas exploration, on the provision of credits to Russian oil companies 

and state banks and some travel restrictions on influential Russians. Putin annexed a large part of 

a country and these were the sanctions he got! Then with the pending invasion of Ukraine, 

nothing was imposed before the invasion although the Biden administration telegraphed that an 

invasion was coming, but after the invasion and ensuing Russian atrocities, weak sanctions were 

imposed in dribs and drabs. They have included: sanctions on an increasing number of Russians 

close to Putin, on fewer than a dozen Russian banks but even then carving out oil and gas to 

allow these to be exported unimpeded, on investment in Russia, on the export of certain 

technologies to Russia and most importantly on Russia’s central bank. Still no sanctions on the 

export of Russian gas and oil that are the lifeblood of the Russian economy, but most recently 

one on Russian coal that matters little. This was the best the West could do! These weak 

sanctions have been in part reinforced by some companies moving out of Russia. Some U.S. 

companies, notably Koch Industries, still operate in the country.  

 

While Iran has been cut off from developing its oil and gas reserves and exporting its products, 

Russia continues full steam ahead. While Iran cannot import many essential items, the door is 

open for Russia. While no major Western companies operate in Iran, many still do in Russia. 

And all this after Russia annexed parts of two sovereign countries, caused well over 100,000 

casualties and inflicted hundreds of billions of dollars in losses on peaceful countries.  

 

Why such a disparity of sanctions, especially as Russia has caused so much more harm? The 

reasons are at least four. 

 

First, Western politicians, most notably those from Germany and the United States, allowed 

Western Europe to become dependent on Russian gas and oil with financial benefits for the 

German elite. There were options open for Western Europe that could have been developed—

specifically from Iran—but they were squashed because of other political considerations. So 

today Russia holds a gun to Europe’s head. Second, the United States has been preoccupied with 

keeping NATO united as members have a variety of exposures to Russian gas and oil. Third, the 

U.S. and its allies are unwilling to make sacrifices. Some NATO members could reduce their 

consumption of oil and gas by say 10 percent and share the surplus with those who have a large 

deficit. Fourth, the U.S. and its NATO allies are simply afraid of Russia and its nukes. America 

takes timid steps not to alarm Russia. If Iran had committed Russia’s atrocities, it would have 

been bombed to oblivion, but NATO has not even given offensive weapons to Ukraine while 



 

Russia bombs them at will. Consider what this says to non-nuclear countries—to buy security, 

get your own nukes fast. Just read what the U.S. keeps saying—it is afraid to transfer everything 

Ukraine needs because Russia may see this as a provocation and an expansion of the war while 

Russia kills, maims and destroys at will!  

 

It gets worse. American sanctions fail because they don’t incorporate how Putin, a dictator, 

would respond. He listens to no one and understands force and uses force. If the U.S. and the rest 

of NATO want to change Putin’s behavior, they have to use strong sanctions and exude power 

and not be afraid of taking risks to confront Putin head on. However, America shows weakness 

through its dithering and Russia takes advantage to brutally push its plans. In 2014, the Obama 

did almost nothing after Putin annexed Crimea; Trump weakened NATO and put Putin on a 

pedestal; America’s weak response put Putin on this course. Today, since the invasion, NATO 

has transferred about $2 billion in military and humanitarian aid to Ukraine, while Russia has 

exported over $35 billion in oil and gas! NATO has not supplied all the defensive weapons 

Ukraine desperately needs. In view of the horrors we see on the ground, it may be time to supply 

Ukraine with many more defensive weapons and even offensive weapons. After all, Russia has 

invaded Ukraine, surely Ukraine is justified in taking the war to Russia? There is no excuse not 

to do this as America has sold offensive arms to other aggressors in the midst of war, including 

Iraq, Saudi Arabia and the UAE, so why not to Ukraine? If you want Putin to back down, give 

Ukraine ALL it needs now to push Russia out of Ukraine, including from Crimea. 

 

The U.S. still has the opportunity to make sanctions on Russia effective—essentially cutting all 

Russian financial institutions from SWIFT and banning Russia’s exports of oil and gas and doing 

so now before it is too late. Rapid development of Iran’s gas relieved from sanctions—piped to 

Europe and LNG for shipment—will be critical for European energy independence from Russia.  

 

When this war ends, as it will, the U.S. will have to be strategic on which sanctions it will leave 

and which it will lift? And what will its conditions for lifting sanctions be—Russia removing all 

its military from annexed and occupied lands in Ukraine and totally exiting the country, 

including Crimea and the Donbas, making reparations for the loss of life, physical damage and 

for forgone GDP, giving guarantees against future aggression and cooperation with war crime 

trials? The U.S. must not push Ukraine to compromise, ceding territory to Russia, will eventually 

lead to another war. Wars must not be rewarded as they would breed more wars. The United 

States should consider Ukraine’s legitimate demands after hostilities end, maybe even telegraph 

them to Russia before aggressions end, in the hope of deterring further human horrors and 

physical destruction. 

 

Stop the dithering! This is a call to action for the U.S. and NATO! Every wasted day—making 

excuses for not giving Ukraine all it needs—emboldens Putin, weakens Ukraine’s hand and 

prolongs the war.  
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Some 30 years ago, after the liberation of Kuwait, a senior Saudi Arabian official said to me, 

“Americans are mercenaries, we pay them and they do our bidding.” At that time, I rejected 

these words out of hand, but with the passage of time, I have come see how money has made 

America’s public servants almost treasonous—putting the “me” before the “we” in the conduct 

of their public duties. We must put an end this—America must not be for sale if we are to 

survive as a sovereign nation in this treacherous world. 

 

Example 1—the Selling of America to Saudi Arabia 

 

Jared Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law, was appointed Senior Adviser to the President in the White 

House. You may recall that this is the Kushner who could not secure a Top Secret Clearance 

through the normal channels because of his suspected foreign connections to Israel and Persian 

Gulf Arab oil producers. No matter, Trump overruled those in charge of awarding clearance and 

he got Kushner clearance to see America’s top secrets, something that is invaluable for anyone 

helping foreign clients. During the Trump presidency, I pointed out my fear about what might be 

happening before our eyes as Trump and Kushner cozied up to Saudi rulers. I wrote about it but 

no one seemed to care. MBS or Mohammad bin Salman, the effective ruler of Saudi Arabia, 

could be bribing Kushner and other members of the Trump family and cabinet to do their 

bidding—not holding the ruler of Saudi Arabia accountable for the assassination of Jamal 

Khashoggi in Turkey, supporting the Saudi war effort in Yemen, keeping mum about the 

domestic crackdown and arrests in Riyadh, guiding the sale to Saudi Arabia of top-of-the-line 

military hardware through Congress, pulling out of the nuclear deal with Iran, piling on more 

sanctions on Iran and divulging America’s top secrets on MBS enemies inside Saudi Arabia 

which has led to hundreds of arrests. 

 

Remember, Saudi Arabia is a country where the ruler can give anything to anyone he wishes. 

First of all there is the promise of lucrative future contracts and business deals. Then there are 

on-the-spot gifts of jewelry in the millions of dollars. I have seen and know how the al-Sauds 

bribe their “friends” who they later label as mercenaries and worse behind their backs. But the 

United States has never seemed to care. 

 

Now in 2022 and in plain sight we see how past support for Saudi Arabia for those in office has 

paid off handsomely for Jared Kushner. Kushner, a man with no experience in the business of 

private equity, managed to secure a $2 billion investment for his fledging private equity firm 

from the Saudi Public Investment Fund (PIF). https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/10/us/jared-

kushner-saudi-investment-fund.html The investment was further sweetened with a guarantee to 

Kushner of $25 million a year for management fees, even if he loses money, and of course an 

even bigger payout as a percentage of potential profits. It is not that investors have been rushing 

to invest in Kushner; since leaving office he has raised a total of $2.5 billion, of which 80% is 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/10/us/jared-kushner-saudi-investment-fund.html
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from Saudi Arabia and the remaining 20% also coming mainly from abroad. The investment by 

PIF was not endorsed by the Saudi Arabian panel that screens PIF’s investments, but PIF’s full 

board chaired by MBS overruled the panel and approved the investment. Interestingly, another 

Trump associate, Steven Mnuchin who also supported Saudi interests when in office but unlike 

Kushner has some experience in private equity could only raise $1 billion and on terms that are 

less favorable! Did Kushner do more for MBS and deserve more than Mnuchin? 

Did Kushner adopt policy positions that benefited Saudi Arabia and hurt U.S. interests then or in 

the future? The policies that Kushner championed are what MBS wanted, not policies that would 

enhance America’s standing in the world. While the payoff to Kushner for services rendered are 

transparent to the world now, they were also apparent four years ago but no one really seemed to 

care when secrets and policies were about to be sold.  

 

Example 2—the Selling of America to Israel 

 

Another interesting case in point is lobbying in the United States on behalf of Israel. Lobbying 

has led to Israel receiving more economic and military aid than any other country since 1948. In 

military aid, Israel has received absolute top-of-the-line military hardware that the United States 

shares with only about a handful of other countries around the world. The United States arguably 

defended Israel from annihilation in its early days. It has kept silent on Israel’s large arsenal of 

nukes, something that could still provoke proliferation, but Israel will not give up its arsenal even 

though all countries in the region are willing to declare the Middle East a nuclear-free zone. The 

United States, with monumental damage to its own international credibility and reputation, has 

defended Israel in the indefensible. At the UNSC, the U.S. cast it first veto in 1970 and since 

then has cast another 82 vetoes, more than any other permanent member during the period from 

1970 till now, most frequently to block resolutions condemning Israel, a country that has been 

condemned more times by the United Nations Human Rights Council than all other countries 

combined. The one time that a U.S. president, Obama, even abstained on one of these 

resolutions, he was raked over the coals in Washington by Israel’s backers in Congress and in the 

media.  

 

The United States has justified its support for Israel on the basis that Israel is America’s stalwart 

“ally” in the Middle East. Jared Kushner has been one of the principal lobbyists for Israel and his 

Top Secret Clearance could have only enhanced his value to his friend Netanyahu. The Ukraine 

crisis has provided a test of Israel’s standing as an ally. The U.S. tried every which way to get 

Israel to be a co-sponsor of its UNSC resolution condemning the Russian invasion. Israel 

refused! While Israel, America’s great “ally,” turned down the U.S. request, 81 other countries 

signed on as co-sponsors. Israel justified its stance on a number of flimsy grounds, including the 

safety of Jews in Russia and Russia’s presence in neighboring Syria. While Israel nurtures its 

relations and its hot line with Russia, it refuses U.S. pleadings. Clearly, Putin’s tough language 

makes Israel bow, but America’s years of “love” and over-the-top support, support that harms 

American interests around the world, gets little traction.  

 

Israeli politicians are not bashful about saying that they support Israel’s national interest first. 

Can politicians in the House and Senate honestly say that they put U.S. national interests first or 

do they first look to the lobbyists who support Israeli interests?  



 

 

Putting U.S. national interests second to personal interests—money from Saudi rulers or lobbyist 

support on behalf of Israel—is treasonous. America’s politicians must be held accountable for 

selling the security of the country.  
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America’s Hypocrisy Haunts  

 

Anyone with a heart should react to Putin’s carnage in Ukraine with outrage against Russia and 

support for Ukraine.  

 

Yet the United States and the rest of NATO have not been able to secure global condemnation of 

Russia’s criminal and brutal invasion. Much of Africa, China, India, Pakistan and a big chunk of 

the Middle East has remained on the sidelines. Why? Don’t they have hearts?  

 

They have hearts, but they also have memories of what America and the West have done to them 

and elsewhere around the world. Sadly, America charges into countries around the world 

seeming to assume that no one is watching, or at least that they will not remember what they 

have seen in a year or two. Not so. Whatever America does today, good or bad, affects lives. 

Unfortunately for America, the good fades rapidly from memory, but the bad—death, 

destruction, deprivation and hypocrisy—linger much longer in human hearts and minds and then 

there is the eventual blowback. There is no escaping from the bad! 

 

When America rightly upholds the sovereignty of Ukraine, others ask what about the sovereignty 

of Libya, Iraq and Afghanistan?  

 

When America rightly condemns Russia’s illegal invasion, others recall America’s invasion of 

Afghanistan and Iraq.  

 

When America rightly faults the cruelty of Russian forces, others recall America’s prisons—Abu 

Ghraib and Guantanamo.  

 

When America claims that Russia’s invasion is akin to a world war, others see it as a European 

affair just like the West saw their wars as regional affairs.  

 

When America rightly condemns Russia’s use of outlawed weapons—cluster munitions and land 

mines—others ask why America has not itself disavowed the use of these same munitions and 

has not joined the Mine Ban Treaty?  

 

When America condemns China’s support for Russia, others ask why America continues to arm 

Saudi Arabia’s genocide in Yemen?  

 

When America condemns Putin as a criminal to be investigated by the International Criminal 

Court (ICC), others ask why hasn’t America become a signatory to the ICC to make the court 

more effective?  

 



 

When America condemns Russia’s veto at the UNSC condemning Russia’s own invasion, others 

ask about America’s dozens of vetoes to hide Israeli violations? 

 

When the West rightly does all it can for Ukrainian refugees—embracing asylum seekers with 

right to work all over Europe and even assuring housing in local homes—others remember the 

barbed wires that kept Syrians and Afghanis out and see Roma Ukrainians being mistreated. 

 

What much of America and the West see as caring and moral support for Ukraine in times of 

humanitarian tragedy, much of the world sees American and Western hypocrisy in their reaction 

to the conflict.  

 

Blowback is not limited to conflicts. When the West rightly rings the alarm about climate change 

and calls for a global response, others see it as a catastrophe brought about by the West that the 

West should address first and foremost. 

 

America behaves as if it can do anything with little regard for the broader fallout now and years 

to come, but never forget the power of blowback, it never lets go. America’s politicians act with 

hubris, lecturing the world with little regard to the broader fallout of their decisions, something 

that will haunt generations for years to come.  

Morality matters in all dimensions of life and strategically so in the conduct of foreign affairs. 

Today, the world should stand united with the people of Ukraine and vow to do the same for 

every country and people from this day on. 
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This is how the State Department’s website describes the list’s designation and its current 

membership: 

 “Countries determined by the Secretary of State to have repeatedly provided support for acts of 

international terrorism are designated pursuant to three laws: section1754(c) of the National 

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019, section 40 of the Arms Export Control Act, and 

section 620A of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961). Taken together, the four main categories of 

sanctions resulting from designation under these authorities include restrictions on U.S. foreign 

assistance; a ban on defense exports and sales; certain controls over exports of dual use items; 

and miscellaneous financial and other restrictions…Designation under the above-referenced 

authorities also implicates other sanctions laws that penalize persons and countries engaging in 

certain trade with state sponsors.” 

Countries that had been on the list but have been removed are: Iraq, Libya, Yemen and Sudan. 

Countries currently on the list are: Cuba, North Korea, Syria and Iran—the latter two countries 

are veterans of the list and have stayed on it after being so designated in1979 and 1984 

respectively. 

If we accept the State Department’s criterion—support for acts of  international terrorism—we 

should emphasize that these acts of terror should be international, namely, outside the country 

designated as the sponsor. So which acts of countries on the list qualify under these guidelines 

and are there countries that have escaped notice? Let’s look at the two longest serving members 

and still on the list.  

First up, Syria. As someone born in Iran, I have repeatedly written that I am ashamed of Iran’s 

support for the Syrian regime. I understand it—with Syria the only country that supported Iran 

after it was illegally invaded by Iraq with internationally banned weapons of mass destruction. 

Let me repeat, while I am ashamed of Iran’s support for the Assad regime, still Assad’s horrific 

acts are not international. They are aimed at his own people. So why has Syria been the dean of 

international terrorist sponsors and founding member of the list? My best guess is that the United 

States abhors Bashar Assad’s, and earlier his father’s, human rights abuses against his own 

people as well as Israel’s adversarial relations with Syria, but to put Syria on the list diminishes 

the credibility of the list. So much for the founding and longest serving member of this list of 

State Sponsors of Terrorism. A horrible regime, but not an international sponsor of terrorism.  

Second up, Iran, put on the list in 1984 and a member ever since. What are Iran’s transgressions? 

In the early days after the 1979 Revolution, a number of high-profile opponents of the new 

regime in Tehran were assassinated in Europe. However, while the numbers may be in dispute, 

no assassinations have been attributed to the regime since 1990 that I know of. Yet, Iran 

continues to be on the terrorist list. The U.S. does not even mention early transgressions but 



 

claims others: support for Hezbollah in Lebanon, for Shia militias in Iraq, for Houthis ruling 

most of Yemen and fighting Saudi interventionists, support for Palestinian groups (Hamas, 

Islamic Jihad) and for Assad in Syria. Yes, Iran has supported these entities. But in so doing is 

Iran a sponsor of international terrorism? I would claim not. On what basis is Iran’s support of 

Hezbollah (a legal party in Lebanon) and for Shia militia in Iraq (part of the Iraqi military) 

sponsoring terrorism? The only reason I could imagine is that the U.S. and Israel have problems 

with Hezbollah and the U.S. has had conflicts with the Shia militia in Iraq, but such U.S. feelings 

seem insufficient to designate Iran as a sponsor of terrorism. Designating Iran’s support for the 

Houthis as sponsoring terrorism is even more farfetched. They are fighting Saudi aggression, 

namely, an ongoing war with possibly over 350,000 casualties and what may indeed be the most 

horrific genocide of this century. On the other hand, Iran’s support for Assad has been 

destructive, shameful and morally wrong, and is to my mind the only ongoing justification for 

putting Iran on the list.  

There are a number of countries left off the Terrorism List. 

First up, Russia. Russia’s crimes are many and include: its invasion of Georgia, massacres in 

Grozny in Chechnya (but something that is not international as Chechnya is a part of the Russian 

Federation), interference and aggression in Libya, massacres using chemical weapons in Aleppo 

Syria constituting much more effective support for the oppressive regime of Assad than Iran’s (a 

main crime attributed to Iran), the annexation of Crimea and parts of eastern Ukraine with 

support for separatists, and now the horrific invasion of Ukraine with thousands killed and 

massive destruction. Yet Russia is not on the list! Why? Is it because the powerful don’t make it 

to the list no matter what they do and how many crimes they commit? Is it only those who have 

no lobbyists in the U.S. and those that America can easily dominate who are deemed terrorists?  

Second up, Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia with its coffers full of oil dollars has interfered widely 

around the world, funding radical Sunni Muslims. It has long been a backer of all those opposed 

to Shia Muslims, with Saudi crimes in Yemen against Houthis as the standout. To this must be 

added the interference of Saudi military in Bahrain during the Arab Spring, as well as meddling 

in Libya and in Syria. The Saudi luring and kidnapping of the Lebanese Prime Minister in Saudi 

Arabia was a well-known crime; he was held hostage until the French President intervened. And 

yes, the assignation and gruesome dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi in Istanbul Turkey must 

not be forgotten.   

Third up, the UAE. This little country with lots of money from oil, backed by the U.S. and more 

recently by Israel and armed to the teeth with the most sophisticated weaponry, has been 

throwing its weight around with little regard for any possible consequences. It has intervened in 

Libya and most dangerously in support of the Saudi Arabian war effort in Yemen. 

Fourth up, Israel. Israel has assassinated Iranian scientists and sabotaged nuclear facilities inside 

Iran, has bombed Palestinians living in Gaza and Syrians who support Assad.  

Why has the U.S. excluded Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Israel from its Terrorism List? Saudi 

Arabia and the UAE have many U.S. business connections. Numerous former U.S. 

Congressmen, cabinet members and high-ranking military personnel have direct and indirect 



 

financial ties to these two countries and many influential U.S. companies and their lobbyists 

quietly protect their interests. As for Israel, it has lobbyists and enjoys more influence than any 

other country with the U.S. Congress and media.  

Interestingly, many of the things that the United States accuses its four adversaries on the 

Terrorism List of doing—interfering in other countries with ensuing torture and casualties, 

supplying lethal weapons, funding elements opposed to those in power and assassinating 

adversaries such as Iranian general Ghassem Soleimani—are the very criminal acts it has 

committed around the world. What hypocrisy! 

What does the list achieve for the United States? It is another tool for America to mark, isolate 

and punish its weak adversaries—Iran, Syria, North Korea and Cuba. All the while, it protects its 

allies—Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Israel for even worse international transgressions. In the 

process, however, the U.S. shows its weakness and lack of moral fortitude as it has never put 

Russia—the biggest terrorist of all—on the list and it even hesitates to do so today in the face of 

Russia’s latest aggression.  

Unfortunately for the United States, instead of representing America’s moral outrage at what 

other countries do, the State Sponsors of Terrorism List only magnifies America’s own moral 

deficiency and hypocrisy. 
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A little over ten years ago, we developed the idea of Islamicity Indices. Our motivation was the 

dire condition of the Muslim world and its utter hopelessness. We saw most of these societies 

under autocratic rule with little freedom and accountability, with abuse of human and political 

rights, flawed legal systems, corruption, poverty and economic deprivation. With 2 billion 

Muslims around the world, these conditions were and continue to be a veritable time bomb that 

receives little attention. 

We believe that the condition of Muslim majority countries has absolutely nothing to do with the 

religion of Islam, but is instead nurtured by human greed for power and wealth, both in Muslim 

countries and by neo-colonialist powers around the world who support their favorite dictators for 

their own gain. So we took the important teachings of Islam, setting aside its rituals of prayers, 

pilgrimage and attestation of faith and developed a detailed index designed to assess how well all 

countries reflect Islamic teachings, in other words the institutions recommended in Islam. 

We have produced these indices starting in 2000. Our latest index, for 2021 (http://islamicity-

index.org/wp/latest-indices-2021/), was uploaded today on our website. Broadly speaking, the 

countries that are in the top 20 in nearly every year are: New Zealand, Iceland, the Netherlands, 

Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Ireland, Switzerland, Canada, Finland, Germany, Australia, 

Luxembourg, Austria, the United Kingdom, Japan, Belgium, Estonia, Slovenia and Malta. None 

of these are Muslim countries. The highest ranking Muslim countries are invariably Malaysia, 

the UAE, Qatar and Albania, and even rank way down in the 40s and 50s. Obviously, Muslim 

countries don’t practice what Islam recommends. On the other hand, the top non-Muslim 

countries on the index are countries that most people would consider to be the most successful in 

the world. In other words, the institutions of successful countries are akin to those recommended 

in Islam and you don’t have to embrace Islam to be successful. That’s the message. 

Why are so many countries, not just in the Muslim world, in dire social, political and legal 

straits? Income and wealth inequality have exploded around the world, within countries and 

across countries and the situation is getting worse by the day. There is poverty, not because we 

cannot take care of the poor but because we cannot satisfy the greed of the rich. Corruption is 

rampant in many countries. Deforestation, global warming and climate change, all of which have 

been fueled largely by advanced countries, are divisive issues across the world. Yet advanced 

countries are not willing to do their part to help developing countries adopt better technologies 

and enhance more rapid economic growth. Developed countries are essentially saying, what we 

did is in the past, let’s forget it and start anew. These conditions have been exacerbated by the 

pandemic and horrific wars and conflicts raging around the globe. The fragility of our world has 

been bared. 

We must come together, be less selfish, and help each other develop and grow. We must practice 

more modest lifestyles and disdain the hoarding of wealth. We can all do better, within every 



 

country and across the world. If we don’t change our ways, the damage we are seeing in many 

areas may become irreversible. 

There is urgent need for reform around the world. While our focus with the indices was the 

Muslim majority countries, our results show that many non-Muslim countries face similar 

problems and should also assess their policies and institutions. The entire world must take action 

on global issues such as climate change, containing wars and conflicts, nuclear disarmament and 

a reorganization of the United Nations to become a more effective international organization. 

The index provides a moral compass for positive change and reform for Muslims as well as non-

Muslims. But will the ruling elite around the world embrace it? If you look at Muslim countries, 

most leaders are autocratic and resist meaningful reform. Muslims must hold their rulers and 

governments accountable. To begin with, humans need freedom to thrive. Freedom is what God 

gave to all humanity, to sin or not to sin, and yet rulers take freedom away. These indices can 

point to a better world, but for a better world to emerge, we the people have to peacefully work 

for this change. Sadly, Muslims have embraced rituals to no end but have been less fervent about 

meaningful change in their behavior while human greed for power and wealth around the world 

impedes broad-based human progress everywhere. 
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I attended a British boarding school and tried to adopt many of the system’s espoused values, 

which classmates and even teachers routinely ignored, including moral conduct, honor, dignity, 

justice, the importance of rules, punishment for breaking rules and upholding the laws of the 

land. Admittedly, I have not always succeeded, but I have tried. With the passage of time I have 

become increasingly set in my ways — with a sharper view of right versus wrong, enforcement 

and punishment. 

As a result of my past and my late age, I see an individual as one — not one person at the office 

and another different person outside the office — there is no room for schizophrenics in 

positions of power in my world view. To my way of thinking, a person cannot be just and all-

caring for others outside the home and a brute in his own castle and vice versa. I don’t know 

which, but one of the two parts of the person is false. How could you trust such a person, and 

which one can you trust? One on one day and the other on another! 

Not all my family and friends share my view of what constitutes a moral life. I have a relative 

who has lived most of her life in Europe. For her, a politician or a professor’s personal life is his 

or hers and is nobody else’s business and their personal values are immaterial to their 

professional life. She does not care much if a politician uses his position of power to fill his 

wallet, if a professor in has a sexual relation with a student who he or she grades or I assume if a 

judge lies, cheats in financial markets and then sits in judgement of others. Basically, all that 

matters is their performance on the job. 

But our divide gets sharper when we look at famous French philosophers who she worships. First 

some background. In 1977, numerous French philosophers and novelists, including Michel 

Foucault, Simone de Beauvoir, Jean-Paul Sartre, Jacques Derrida, Louis Aragon and Alain 

Robbe-Grillet penned a letter to the French parliament demanding that the articles of the age of 

consent be rescinded and arguing for the decriminalization of consensual relations between 

adults and those under the age of 15, which was the age of consent in France. Foucault, who was 

accused of relations with boys under the age of 14 in Tunisia, argued that a child was able to give 

consent. 

To my relative, the likes of Sartre and Foucault were great men because of their writings and 

academic contributions, their personal sexual pursuits did not matter much. I cannot call such 

people great if they abuse children. They may be great philosophers, but they are immoral and 

you cannot divorce one from the other. They have to be called out and I cannot hold them in high 

regard. 

How can politicians be caring for all those who elected them while they use their position of 

power to take sexual advantage of subordinates or financial advantage of the system? Surely 

such behavior is not the service electors voted for. What if a nominee for the U.S. Supreme Court 



 

lies in testimony and conversation with senators about his or her views on judicial precedents, 

such as Roe vs Wade, and then sits on the highest court of the land? Then what follows is 

obvious — the Supreme Court loses its legitimacy and moral sway. What if judges and 

congressmen armed with privileged information engage in what amounts to insider trading of 

stocks and then sit in judgement of others who are so accused? Then the average man or woman 

thinks, if given the chance, he should do the same. What if professors use their position to extract 

favors from students and then grade their academic work? Then universities lose their status as 

institutions of higher learning. I could list many more, but the point is clear. Can we respect a 

person who abuses his or her position of power to take advantage of others, or subjugate others 

to his wishes or judge others of crimes that he or she has also committed? In essence, can an 

immoral person with no sense of right and wrong in their personal life be moral in their public 

life and make the right call affecting the lives of others? I say no. A person’s character matters. 

My problem is not only with people engaged in illicit sexual relations, lying to secure a position 

or in crooked pursuit of money, but also with those who have no moral fiber to stand up for 

justice and seek power not to serve, but to have power for the sake of power. I cannot understand 

what makes some U.S. politicians tick. Just look at Senators Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio and Mitch 

McConnell and many more politician who made disparaging remarks about then candidate 

Donald Trump in 2016. In response, Donald Trump lambasted them. In the case of Ted Cruz, 

Trump even spoke ill of his wife and father-in-law to an extent that I would have thought Mrs. 

Cruz would leave her husband if he did not confront Trump and demand an apology. Then soon 

after the 2016 elections these same senators and many more, such as Josh Hawley, followed 

Trump like obedient puppies. And only when they became complete sycophants did Trump 

relent, end his attacks and say a few kind words about them. Or take the case of Mitch 

McConnell who after the January 6th Insurrection was ready to impeach Trump so that he could 

not run for office again, but then a month later he changed his mind and voted to acquit him 

(This Will Not Pass by Jonathan Martin and Alexander Burns)? Can you believe anything that 

these senators say? Could you trust them? Do they stand for anything? Surely, their behavior 

colors their performance on the job? 

To illuminate the minds of these sycophants, let’s ask some simple questions. What does the past 

reveal about the character of these senators? Are they leaders with a backbone? Men of 

principle? And most important, why did they seek office? Was it to implement their long-held 

ideals and to make America a more just, prosperous, united and better land for all of its 

inhabitants? Or was it something else, and if so, what? Was it a stepping stone to more power 

and later to wealth? What does character reveal about politicians and should it matter? 

A similar test should apply to countries. A country must be held accountable for its treatment of 

all countries, not just its allies, and its relations with countries who suppress human rights at 

home or commit atrocities abroad. The U.S. must answer for the abuses of countries it embraces 

around the world and be held accountable for these relations. Yes, there is guilt by association. 

So character and past behavior matter for all men and women in positions of power and trust, be 

they in politics, academics, business, judges or clerics. We must assess the character and 

behavior of our candidates for positions of power and not the words they say, even those under 

oath, or write. Past behavior is the best indication of their future. The same must be our test of 



 

relations with all countries — their treatment of their own people and their relations with 

democratic as well as oppressive countries. 
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Jews, Muslims and Christians say that they believe in the Almighty and in life hereafter. If they 

truly believe what they say, most must be petrified and suffer sleepless nights about what the 

future holds in store for them when they pass through the pearly gates—will it be a peaceful 

heaven or a fiery hell?  

 

I can be brief about some of the evidence that each will face, generally summarized as 

inhumanity, selfishness and greed—traits that all three religions abhor.  

 

First up: Jews and Israel. What happened to Jews in WWII is a blight on human history. Yes, we 

must never forget the Holocaust. Jews are absolutely right when they proclaim Never Again. But 

for this to be a clarion call for all and carry and kind of moral message, Jews have to be at the 

forefront of protecting all minorities, not just fellow Jews, from human right abuses and genocide 

no matter where they occur. Ironically, one of the most significant human right abuses in the post 

WWII era is the eviction of Palestinians from their homes, the confiscation of their properties 

with no compensation and the forever banishment from their land. These crimes against 

Palestinians have not ended, but continue today. There has been no public admission of these 

crimes by the state of Israel, nor has there been any remorse, as Germany showed in the post 

WWII era. And in fact Israeli crimes continue before our very eyes with further land grabs in 

Jerusalem, illegal settlements on occupied lands and the persistent treatment of Palestinians as 

second class inhabitants in a state that many have labeled an apartheid regime. While the state of 

Israel should be held to account by all those who espouse humanitarian behavior, especially Jews 

from around the world who have suffered throughout history, we see little evidence of pressure 

to bring Israel to account. Yes, while numerous Jews in and out of Israel stand up for Palestinian 

rights, most, especially those in the U.S. show little humanity toward Palestinians. In fact, for 

most American Jews Never Again is a slogan that applies only to the protection of Jews who now 

have power through a disproportionate number of U.S. senators and representatives. Yet, Jews 

and Israel should recognize that Never Again should not be built on the suffering of others, if 

Palestinian suffering is the asphalt of the road they construct it will give birth to a new group that 

will say Never Again, but this against Israel. 

 

Second up: Arab countries and Muslims. Arab leaders have abandoned the Palestinians. There is 

no other way to put it. As Palestinians suffer at the hands of Israel with U.S. complicity, Arab 

leaders are normalizing relations with Israel and even investing in Israel through Jared Kushner’s 

private equity firm. While Palestinians wallow in poverty and disease, Arab leaders and their 

cronies live in grotesque luxury with furniture plated in gold and palaces that defy modest living 

as recommended in Islam, their nominal religion. And please understand, the money that Arab 

leaders spend so freely is not money that they earned from hard work but is instead derived from 

the depletion of natural resources—oil and natural gas—although Islam clearly advocates that 

such resources belong equally to all inhabitants of current and future generations. The wealth of 



 

these Muslim rulers is ill-gotten and can be only called theft from all generations, especially as 

millions of Muslims suffer in poverty. Beyond the Middle East region, Muslim majority 

countries forget the plight of Muslims in China, interned in camps and facing oppression and 

genocide that can only be called crimes against humanity. For powerful Muslim rulers relations 

with China can secure their own oppressive reign, and thus trumps the human suffering of fellow 

Muslims. Muslims are mistreated in Myanmar and India and face discrimination even more 

widely around the world. And even in the United States some polls show that Muslims face the 

severest discrimination of any group—more than Jews and Black Americans. Sadly, most 

Muslims are preoccupied with their own lives and care little for the suffering of others. Muslims 

who purport to follow Islam, fail in its central tenet—the pursuit of justice for all. They dare not 

stand up to their leaders and demand a change in policies. 

 

Third up: the United States and Christianity. Israel’s enabler is the United States. The U.S. leads 

the charge and other Western nations and even Arab dictatorships that rely on America’s security 

blanket to hold onto power simply follow the U.S. Just consider a couple of facts. The U.S. gives 

more aid—both military as well as economic—to Israel than to any other country. Why? Is Israel 

poor? No Israel’s per capita GDP ($44,177) exceeds that of France ($39,037) and Italy 

($31,770). Maybe it is because Israel is a democracy in a region of no other democracies? No, 

just recall how Palestinians are treated by Israel. Maybe it is because Israel is America’s stalwart 

ally? No, Israel would not even agree to be a co-sponsor of a U.S. resolution on Ukraine, as did 

dozens of countries, because it did not want to anger Russia. Yet the U.S. has defied the Arab 

(population of over 400 million) and Muslim World (nearly 2 billion strong) in using its veto at 

the United Nations Security Council more to protect Israel (with less than 10 million inhabitants) 

and its transgressions than for all other causes combined over the last 50 years. While the causes 

of antisemitism in the United States may be disparate, one of them could be a reaction to the 

disproportionate U.S. Congressional and Presidential backing for Israel. The United States is 

guilty because of its symbiotic association with Israel. The United States cannot restore justice 

for Jews by discriminating against and oppressing Palestinians. The United States is not using its 

wealth to support those struggling around the world. The U.S. is not defending just causes and 

democratic values around the world when it so associates itself with Israeli and Arab crimes. 

While Jews around the world must share in Israel’s shameful policies, so must Christians in the 

United States, who espouse the moral values of Jesus Christ and yet ignore the plight of 

Palestinians. The U.S. and Christianity share much more guilt than their blind support for Israel. 

The list of shared guilt is long, it is American military hardware and bombs that Saudi Arabia has 

used, and is using, to kill more than 350,000 Yemenis. Guilt by association with oppressive 

rulers and governments ensnares the U.S. around the world. 

 

The diagnosis and fallout: Hypocrisy of Jews, Muslims and Christians. Shame on Israel, on Arab 

countries and on the United States.  

 

The way forward: Jews, Muslims and Christians should practice what they preach. Israel cannot 

claim to be a democracy or to be standing up for human rights as it subjugates Palestinians. 

Muslims cannot claim to stand for justice while so many among them suffer among the world 

over. America cannot claim to be a shining city on a hill or a beacon of hope as it supports 

oppressors around the world. Jews, Muslims and Christians and all people who care for the 



 

future of humanity and for our fragile planet must stand up and speak out for justice and 

morality, something that all espouse but cower to protect in favor of  myopic selfish interests. 
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As Income Inequality Grows, Hope Dissipates and Society Cracks 

 

Can we agree that laws, rules and opportunities to develop and grow should be perceived as fair 

by most people in society? Can we agree that a fair system coupled with hard work should give 

everyone hope for a better future? Can we agree that without hope for a better future, resentment 

brews, and society begins to crack? Can we agree that when society cracks, trusts evaporates and 

mayhem—political and economic—follows? If we agree to all of this, then what’s the flashing 

red light in our country? Historic and growing levels of economic inequality. 

 

Economic inequality keeps growing and will continue to grow unless we reverse the egregious 

tax “reforms” that have been enacted since the 1980s. Today, the top 1 percent in the United 

States owns 27 percent of the country’s national wealth, an amount that is more than the entire 

wealth of the middle class. This represents the most extreme wealth inequality in U.S. history, 

and it is growing.  

 

It is not only the distribution of wealth that is becoming increasingly unequal. Income inequality 

is also extreme and it is also growing. In 1980, the top 1 percent in the United States earned 10 

percent of the total income and the bottom 90 percent earned 70 percent. By 2019, the top 1 

percent nearly doubled their earning share to 19 percent of total income, while that of the bottom 

90 percent declined to 60 percent.  

 

This trend has alarmed economists and policymakers, and the COVID-19 pandemic has made 

matters worse with higher prices for rent, used cars, food and energy putting millions of 

vulnerable families on the edge. There are many more numbers, but everyone, except the top 1 

percent would probably agree that inequality in the United States is extreme, unhealthy and 

dangerous—the most unequal among advanced countries in the world.  

 

In the 1960s, most people believed that they had a fair chance to succeed. This is no longer the 

case. Yes, in the 1960s there were more opportunities for the average man or woman to make a 

reasonable income and save a little with hard work. And as a result, income and wealth were 

more equal than they are today, resulting in a more united society.  

 

While there are many causes for a negative change in the national mood, I believe that wealth 

and income distribution and the resulting poverty for many is an important factor. How can a 

family sleep well at night when the mother and father both with full-time jobs, maybe with even 

odd jobs here and there, cannot pay the bills for a modest lifestyle? Children go hungry at night. 

A growing number have no shelter. What about a single mother, a hard working school teacher, 

who has to donate plasma in order to support her family. Worries fester. Anxieties grow. Hope 

dissipates. And society inevitably becomes more fractured.  

 



 

There are again many forces affecting income and wealth distribution, but a central factor is the 

American tax system, in particular the federal income tax structure.  

 

What was the top marginal tax rate for highest earners after WWII? Are you ready? In 1945, the 

earners in the highest tax bracket paid 94 cents of income above a certain level in taxes; in 1960, 

91 cents; in 1970, 72 cents; in 1980, 70 cents; in 1990, 28 cents; in 2000, 40 cents; and in 2020, 

37 cents. Please note, this was not the average tax rate on total income earned but it was the 

highest rate paid on income above a certain amount for higher earners.  

 

Sure, the lower the taxes the better, but if the government needs the money, we have to raise the 

revenue somehow. The issue is what is fair and most supportive of our market-based economy 

and a cohesive society? Tax brackets on income should not be such that the rich, say the top 1 

percent, get richer and richer while the bottom 50 percent struggle to make ends meet—food, 

shelter and medicine—and have less than $500 saved for emergencies or are in debt. Remember 

that the country offers the talented, the entrepreneurs and indeed all of us the institutions, the 

framework and talented labor to flourish. Without all of this the rich would have limited 

opportunity to develop their talent. No one is an island. So we have to be less selfish and 

supportive of each other in order to have the framework to flourish. 

 

Besides the income structure, estate taxes—what a person bequeaths—also affects wealth 

distribution. In 2022, an individual can pass on $12.06 million with no taxes assessed and there 

are of course some loopholes that can also alleviate estate taxes for the very rich; beyond this 

non-taxable estate, there are tax brackets that apply. Fewer than 0.1% of U.S. estates file tax 

forms, with only 0.04% of estates paying tax in 2020 the tax generated $9.3 billion of revenue 

for the federal government.  

 

Clearly the evolving tax system since 1980 has favored the very rich, resulting in widening 

wealth disparities. In 1982 there were 15 billionaires in the U.S. and the richest had a net worth 

of $2 billion; by the end of 2020 there were 664 billionaires in the United States, with the 

individual wealth of just the two richest billionaires, Musk and Bezos, each exceeding $200 

billion; and yes, I realize that there has been inflation but such wealth accumulation is still 

breathtaking even after accounting for price increases. By April 2021, the combined wealth of 

U.S. billionaires was twice the combined wealth of the bottom half of the United States or about 

165 million people! In other words, about 700 billionaires had twice the wealth of 165 million 

Americans at the bottom of the ladder.  

 

To make matters worse, many in Congress have been unwilling to fund the IRS to carry out its 

audit mandate. Why hamper the IRS from doing its job? Of course, audits of the poor are rare 

and yield little in extra revenue, but this policy limits the effective audits of the wealthy! Again, 

giving a helping hand to the rich. 

 

Why such tax policies that lead to such increasing wealth and income disparities? What are the 

arguments? The issue is not whether there should be an income tax, but rather what is fair?  

 

The prevailing tax rate for different income brackets of those married and filing joint returns are: 



 

Tax rate of 10% for income up to $20,250, tax rate of 12% for income from $20,551 to $83,550, 

tax rate of 22% for income from $83,551 to $178,150, tax rate of 24% for income from $178,151 

to $340,100, tax rate of 32% for income from $340,100 to $431,900, tax rate of 35% for income 

from $431,900 to $647,850, and tax rate of 37% for income over $647,850. 

 

Those favoring these rates and brackets, which have resulted in growing income and wealth 

disparities, are in the top 1 percent with average earnings of more than $800,000 in 2020, and 

especially in the top  0.1 percent earning more than $3.2 million and there is of course even 

stronger backing from people who earn even more millions.  

 

The main argument put forward for low tax rates for the very rich is that higher tax rates would 

impede the incentive to work, invest and innovate. I don’t think higher tax rates would be a 

disincentive to work for the high earners. They weren’t a disincentive prior to 1982, when U.S. 

economic growth was higher than it has been in the ensuing 40 years. Most high earners don’t 

labor with their hands with limited hours in the day to labor anyway, but they sit in offices and in 

labs, they can’t tell their companies that they will stop working and quit for the year after they 

have earned a certain amount! Even if they could quit for part of the year, if earnings above 

$800,000 would be taxed at a higher rate of say 50 percent, they would not stop working when 

they earned $800,000. Because if they earned $2 million, the tax on the $1.2 million above 

$800,000 would still leave them an extra $600,000. Still not bad for continuing to work in the 

office or lab! If you had a tax rate of 75 percent on earnings over $10 million, for those earning 

say $20 million, they would still get to keep $2.5 million of their earnings above $10 million. 

Not bad. However, I would argue that tax rates on those earning less than $83,551 should be 

reduced from 12 and 10 percent to maybe 5 percent and 0. Yes, 0, if a family earns $20,000, they 

need every penny to survive.  

 

A foundational argument for tax rates that could foster severe income and wealth inequality is 

attributable to one of the most famous American philosophers—John Rawls—celebrated for his 

writings on justice. One of his main conclusions—setting aside his detailed analysis—is that 

inequality is “just” as long as it helps those who are worst off in society, that is if tax rates 

motivate the talented to invest, prosper and expand the economy, thereby helping the poorer 

members of society. Such a scenario may help the poor just a tad but still enriching those at the 

top, thus causing severe inequality. This has been called by some “trickle-down economics.” The 

Rawlsian analysis of justice clearly does not examine the difference of each group’s gain and to 

my mind such inequality cannot be called just. 

 

If we don’t do something, and fast, our social problems can only get worse with resentment 

becoming more entrenched. As wealth disparities grow, they may no longer be moderated by 

changing income tax rates. They would require a hefty wealth and estate tax—taxes that may be 

even harder for the rich to accept as they see wealth as more theirs than income that they have 

not yet earned. Today, we still have room to maneuver with options, but if we don’t act soon, we 

could be in the corner with no viable options. 

 

We need to act now for the sake of economic fairness, social cohesion and our shared future.  
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The Russian threat to Europe and the world has only increased since the Russian invasion of 

Ukraine. Why? The United States and NATO did little during the entire time they believed 

Russia was about to invade Ukraine. Russia will continue to be a threat until the U.S. and NATO 

understand a simple fact—they have to pre-empt Russian aggression and not simply react at 

every turn, and even then in a weak half-hearted fashion. It’s high time to stand up and crush 

Russia in Ukraine. America overwhelms weak countries, so why won’t it stand up to Russia? 

Then again, Russia is not the only threat. The United States, Japan, South Korea, Australia and 

New Zealand will have to learn quickly if they want to prevent a Chinese invasion of Taiwan.  

In 2008, Russia invaded Georgia and followed this up in 2014 by annexing Crimea and a large 

area of eastern Ukraine. In all cases, NATO talked a lot and imposed ineffective sanctions, 

making no impression on Putin. His image of standing up to the West was re-enforced and his 

standing in Russia was buoyed. Putin was emboldened, understandably, has felt that he could do 

almost as he wished with no meaningful pushback from the West. The West and the United 

States, actually invited this latest Russian aggression.  

Vladimir Putin sees the weakness of democracies—they worry about the next election, they are 

soft and forget what it means to sacrifice. They will do whatever necessary to safeguard their 

personal and political interests. He must be amused by the self-dealing of U.S. officials in the 

Persian Gulf, how they pretend to act in their national interest but work hard to enrich 

themselves after they leave office. Germans too have followed the U.S. lead in padding their 

bank accounts. The West has been for sale for years so why would it change now? To make 

matters worse for the West, a number of countries are veering toward autocracy. And the U.S. is 

hopelessly divided and could fracture if given the right push by the right populist leader. The 

message from NATO to Putin was clear: we are not going to do much as long as we are not 

attacked and as long as our economic and financial interests are not threatened.  

So much for the United States and NATO. Putin feels much the same about the United Nations. 

He knows that the United Nations is utterly ineffective because the five permanent members can 

veto anything that goes against their interests. Article 2(4) of its charter states “All Members 

shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial 

integrity or political independence of any State.” Yet Putin has trashed this overarching rule 

again and again with no repercussions. Forget the United Nations, Putin can always exercise his 

veto. 

Back to January 2022 before the Russian invasion, what should the U.S. and NATO have done? 

What are the lessons learned? That is after Russia’s annexation of Georgian territory in 2008, 

multiple land annexations from Ukraine in 2014, threats of future annexations, and the real 

possibility that in the future Putin’s land grab would be in Europe and not just in former Soviet 

republics. And with Russia flexing its muscles to control the North-West Passage connecting the 

Atlantic and the Pacific oceans. 



 

The U.S. and NATO should have pushed back on Russian aggression. The U.S. telegraphed the 

impending Russian invasion beginning in late 2021, but did precious little to deter it. Officials 

kept saying they wanted to avoid a war with Russia and that there would be no boots on the 

ground. What message did this kind of talk send? We will never confront Russia, no matter what 

Russia does and we will always give Putin a free hand. Why say anything, especially things that 

embolden Putin? If indeed the U.S. was relatively confident of a pending invasion, the transfer of 

military hardware was but a trickle in 2021. In 2021, old Migs and S-400 anti-aircraft batteries 

and more sophisticated American weaponry such as the M777 howitzer could have been easily 

transferred to possibly deter Russia. Perhaps the U.S. was simply too timid and/or it felt that 

Ukraine would collapse quickly and the hardware would fall into Russian hands? This was a 

gigantic U.S. failure—moral, diplomatic and strategic. 

Be that as it may, but given a pending invasion, what would the cost of the U.S. taking an even 

stronger stand have been—saying, for example that if Russia were to invade and if Ukraine were 

to ask U.S. for help, the U.S. would send troops to defend Ukraine, not to fight Russia but to 

defend Ukraine? Just saying this firmly would, in my opinion, have prevented an invasion. As 

much as the U.S. does not want to fight Russia, Russia also does not want to fight the U.S. 

Weakness gets it nowhere in a  world full of conflict. 

Besides diplomacy and military response, the weapon of choice for the United States in recent 

years has been sanctions. America had the full range of sanctions at its disposal but was unable 

to persuade all of its European allies to go along with tough sanctions given their dependence on 

Russian oil and gas, It has been also impossible to get Arab oil producers to increase oil output. 

At the same time, the United States could not get India and China to buy less Russian oil, which 

was being offered at a deep discount to all buyers. Europe was unwilling to make any significant 

sacrifices and the U.S. was equally timid due to its worries about inflation and gasoline prices. 

So the sanction package has been weak. There is no free lunch. Effective sanctions have a cost 

for both sides — the sender of the sanction and the target. A weak sanction package is worse 

than doing nothing, and this is what has further strengthened Putin.  

What now? The task is more difficult as Russia occupies more of Ukraine and blockades its 

ports.  

First, the U.S. and NATO must tell Russia to lift the naval blockade of Ukraine or the U.S. navy 

will escort vessels in and out of Odessa because the world is in desperate need of Ukraine’s 

grain; the U.S. did the same for tankers carrying Kuwaiti crude oil in and out of the Persian Gulf. 

Second, the United States and NATO must make sure that Russia is crushed and humbled—so 

much so that it will never invade another country. This opportunity to deal with Russia must not 

be wasted. Third, Russia must pull out of all of Ukraine and Moldova (Transnistria) and must 

pay full reparations to Ukraine. Fourth, the United States must assess its relations with Persian 

Gulf oil producers and be more hard-nosed in giving them a security blanket—a quid pro quo. It 

must also demand reciprocity from countries who were reluctant to support U.S. efforts in 

confronting Russia—India and Israel. These are important lessons in dealing with China and 

preventing an invasion of Taiwan. Taiwan must be supplied with all the military hardware it 

needs to defend itself now.  



 

No more words of weakness, such as "no boots on the ground.” It is best to say nothing and keep 

adversaries guessing.    
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On Thursday, May 2,  it was announced that President Biden would be making a “diplomatic” 

mission to Saudi Arabia to repair relations with the oil-rich kingdom. It is not a trip of 

diplomacy. It is, instead, a begging mission to a nation that Biden coined as “pariah” and a 

duplicitous U-turn by an American president, which will only give license and more money to 

oppressive Saudi rulers to continue their heinous crimes.   

 

The mission:  

 

Biden is going to Saudi Arabia to beg Mohammad bin Salman (MBS), the crown Prince of Saudi 

Arabia, to increase oil output and exports in order to moderate global oil price increases sparked 

by the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the ensuing U.S. and European economic sanctions on 

Russia. 

 

Why is this trip a historic mistake? 

 

Saudi Arabia 101: 

 

Saudi Arabia is one of the most repressive regimes in the world. It does not have a modern 

constitution, but claims the Quran for its constitution. It has no meaningful elections. The rulers’ 

only claim to legitimacy is as self-claimed defenders of Islam. Yet the rulers pervert the most 

basic teachings of Islam—freedom, modest living and pursuit of peace—as they rob the people 

of Saudi Arabia of their birthright. There are no churches, no synagogues, only mosques that 

preach the Saudi Wahabi doctrines of Islam with no tolerance even of Shia Muslims. In Islam 

depletable resources, such as oil and natural gas, belong equally to every member of all 

generations and should be managed accordingly, yet the Saudi rulers claim it as theirs to share 

with Saudis as they choose—the biggest theft in the history of mankind. The courts serve as the 

rulers’ enforcers. For security, the country has relied on the United States in a troubled region of 

the world where its rulers would have been overthrown had it not been for America’s support. 

 

The Al-Sauds, oppressive rulers of the country, jail their subjects with no due process. They 

torture. And yes, they kill their subjects with impunity as we witnessed in the brutal murder and 

subsequent dismemberment of Washington Post journalist Jamal Khashoggi in Istanbul and 

under the direction of MBA as confirmed by America’s own CIA. In the aftermath of this 

heinous crime, Americans and American companies distanced themselves from Saudi Arabia and 

its Crown Prince, MBS, for a few months, but then resumed their business dealings as if nothing 

had happened. Shameful! But there is worse. Saudi Arabia has been engaged in the 

indiscriminate bombing of its neighbor, Yemen, killing more than 350,000 civilians in what 

many around the world have labeled genocide and the biggest blight on humanity since the 

Holocaust. What makes America’s backing of Al-Sauds even worse for the United States is that 

the murders have been carried out with U.S. planes, bombs, mid-air refueling and intelligence! 

Shameful! This is the same MBS who arrested the former crown prince and other Al-Saud 

members who were a threat to his rule. Candidate Biden was going to put an end to this and treat 



 

Saudi Arabia as a pariah, yet he now goes begging the thug, MBS, who would not even accept 

his telephone call when Biden wanted to request that Saudi Arabia produce more oil, which in 

turn would only enrich the kingdom. Thus Biden is a beggar who works to enrich his master! 

How America debases itself in front of the whole world. Shameful! 

 

Why do we care so much for Saudi Arabia? Because of oil and the money it brings. America’s 

companies and highly placed Americans profit from relations with Saudi Arabia and they care 

little about the heinous crimes of its rulers. The world sees America as never before—a country 

that talks big on morality and human rights, but largely cares only for money.  

 

Oil 101: 

 

The U.S. is the world’s top oil producer, followed by Saudi Arabia and Russia, with Saudi 

Arabia as the world’s top exporter of crude oil followed by Russia. Importantly, Saudi Arabia 

has the biggest spare capacity of crude oil production—it could ramp up its output by about 2 

million barrels a day (mbd) within 1-3 months. Why is there a shortage of oil and oil capacity in 

the world? Because of the war in Ukraine and the economic sanctions on Russia along with 

lower investment in oil as the world pivots to non-carbon sources of energy. In addition, U.S. 

sanctions on Iran have choked investment in Iran’s oil fields and have limited its oil exports, this 

for a country that was OPEC’s second largest exporter at over 5 mbd in 1975 to less than 1 mbd 

in 2020.  

 

In 2016, OPEC and Russia agreed to cooperate on oil production—Declaration of Cooperation—

in order to control prices better. So today, Saudi Arabia is reluctant to antagonize its Russian 

collaborator by increasing oil exports significantly and moderating oil prices.  

 

Also noteworthy is the fact that higher Saudi oil exports will add to Saudi coffers—a real 

windfall with higher sales at these higher prices. Higher levels of Saudi oil exports are not a 

Saudi sacrifice but a Saudi bonanza and Saudi Arabia will be in a position to claim that it is 

supporting the world in a pinch! And yet any Saudi pledge will have a marginal impact on oil 

prices over the ensuing few months. 

 

Natural Gas 101: 

 

The largest deposits of natural gas are in Russia, followed by Iran and Qatar. Gas comes in two 

forms—wet gas (associated with oil production) and dry gas (not associated with oil). There are 

two methods of exporting gas—via pipeline and as liquified natural gas (LNG). LNG is more 

costly to export and to receive because it has to be liquified in a costly plant, transported in 

expensive special tankers, gasified at a terminal in the importing country and then piped to the 

end user. The largest exporter is Qatar, closely followed by the U.S. and Australia. Why is there 

a shortage of natural gas? The shortage is most acute in Europe. Europe (most heavily central 

Europe) has irresponsibly depended on piped gas from Russia with some LNG imports. Because 

of the war, there is not only a shortage of piped gas but also of LNG, LNG tankers and LNG 

gasifying plants in various parts of Europe. Besides the war, why the shortage? Again, because 

of U.S. sanctions on Iran. Given Iran’s geography, if there had been no sanctions, Iran could 



 

today match Qatar’s LNG exports and replace Russia’s piped gas to Europe. But Biden’s 

homage to Saudi Arabia will do nothing to relieve Europe’s natural gas shortage. 

Fallout of U.S. Economic Sanctions 101: 

 

America’s sanctions on Iran have resulted in lower world oil output, lower world LNG output 

and lower piped and LNG exports to Europe, leaving Europe vulnerable to Russia’s blackmail 

today. At the same time, this has impoverished Iranians and deprived them of needed nutrition 

and healthcare. America’s sanction policies can be described as inhumane and myopic at best—

America has never appreciated the wider fallout of its economic strangulation. 

 

Saudi-U.S. Relations 101: 

 

Since WWII, Saudi Arabia has depended on the United States for its security. It has hostile 

relations with Iran, Syria and Yemen and only lukewarm relations with Iraq and Lebanon. Most 

recently it has reached out to Russia, China and even to Israel. But I assure you that it needs the 

United States. Saudis will not accept Russia, China or Israel as their security guarantor. But for 

America to hold sway, an American president has to talk tough behind closed doors to Saudi 

rulers and reign in America’s money hungry elite for the sake of U.S. national interest.  

 

Weakness and wobbly knees seem to be Biden’s mantra when it comes to foreign policy after 

spending 36 years in the Senate and eight years as Vice President. He has demonstrated this 

similar trait in dealing with Russia. He telegraphed Russia’s pending invasion for months and yet 

did precious little to supply Ukraine with the needed military equipment to defend itself before 

the Russian onslaught. And he has uttered words best unsaid—no boots on the ground, no 

provoking of Russia and no offensive weapons—that exude weakness. A foreign policy guru he 

is not. 

 

The Fallout of the Biden Pilgrimage: 

 

America prides itself as “the shining city on a hill.” Sadly, it has been “the failing city on a hill.” 

It has not lived up to this self-proclaimed honor for some time—as evidenced by the illegal 

invasion of Iraq, the horrors of Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib prisons, the debacle in 

Afghanistan and supplying intelligence, mid-air refueling and arms for the genocide in Yemen. 

Biden’s begging mission may afford the world a small degree of price relief at the pump, but it 

will certainly underline America’s unprincipled and haphazard approach to foreign policy and 

economic sanctions. If there ever was anything to America’s claim to “exceptionalism,” it will be 

totally expunged after Biden’s hypocritical mission to the deserts of Saudi Arabia. Dictators 

around the world will laugh as they see their brother MBS humiliate a U.S. president, begging 

for more oil to ease pressure at the pump to rescue his presidency.    
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World leaders don’t seem to understand a simple fact. In dictatorships, life-changing decisions 

are made by one man. Dictators will threaten and blackmail, just like any backyard bully. And if 

they are not pushed back, and firmly, they will continue with their egregious acts getting bigger 

and more problematic. Until Western leaders understand this simple fact, there will be more 

Putins and more carnage around the world until everything blows up! 

 

So it is. Recently, Macron of France, Draghi of Italy and Scholz of Germany have gotten wobbly 

knees and want to give Putin what he wants—more Ukrainian territory—after he invaded a 

peaceful sovereign country, killed tens of thousands of Ukrainian men, women and children, 

created 10 million refugees, destroyed the country’s infrastructure with damage that may be in 

the neighborhood of $1 trillion, stole much of Ukraine’s grain, blocked exports of the grain he 

left behind and that the world needs to prevent mass starvation and threatens anew with the 

deployment of nuclear weapons to hit targets deep inside Ukraine if Ukraine is given longer 

range missiles to defend itself. What a one-sided assessment of a war that he, Putin, started with 

no provocation whatsoever!  

 

To understand Putin, we have to take a look at his history.  

Putin’s aggression began with his Chechen wars. After those brutal conflicts Putin installed the 

government of his choosing in 2008. He had taken a page from the George W. Bush playbook by 

labelling the Chechens terrorists and then feeling free to slaughter them unchecked. The world 

cared little and did almost nothing. After all, the Chechens were nearly all Muslims and the West 

cared little for them. Even Muslim countries did nothing as Muslim rulers only cared for 

themselves. Putin had heard the West’s tough talk, but saw no action — the West was selfish and 

soft, wanted to avoid shortages and higher prices, and could not face any disruption or hardship. 

So Putin pressed on. 

In 2008, after NATO promised Georgia and Ukraine a road to membership, Putin invaded 

Georgia in a matter of days and put a foot down in Ukraine by recognizing the independence of 

two breakaway eastern regions of the country. Again, there was little push-back. Bullying clearly 

payed off. Putin was on a roll! 

Putin showed his brutality again by entering the Syrian war and deploying chemical weapons. 

Again, the world cared little. After all, he was only killing Muslims and supporting a brutal 

dictator, Bashir Assad, who was not a Western client. 

Putin upgraded his air force and navy and planned for his next move in 2014, after Ukrainians 

overthrew their pro-Russian president. Putin invaded and annexed Crimea and breathed new life 

into uprisings in the Donbas by supporting the two breakaway Russian-speaking republics with 



 

weapons and undercover Russian soldiers and advisors. President Obama pounded his chest and 

imposed pitifully weak sanctions, all of which was sure to embolden Putin.  

Then Putin got an unexpected gift — Donald J. Trump. Trump did all he could to weaken NATO 

by sowing discord among NATO members and essentially labeling the organization useless and 

outdated. He denied congressionally approved military aid to Ukraine. Throughout Trump’s term 

in office Putin amassed financial reserves. It seems he did not want to harm his benefactor, 

Donald Trump, by invading Ukraine while Trump was president. 

Upon Biden’s election, Putin sped up his preparations for invading Ukraine. After the debacle in 

Afghanistan, Putin became further emboldened by America’s incompetence and the divisions in 

the United States and the Western alliance. He must have been quite pleased with Biden’s failure 

to help Ukraine build up its defenses. Yes, Biden did supply military hardware, but $350 million 

was a drop in the bucket — no new air defense systems, no new long-range missiles, no new 

planes and attack helicopters and very few NATO advisors to demonstrate commitment. 

Biden warned the world of an impending Russian invasion, which Putin denied. And all the 

while the United States and NATO did precious little to supply Ukraine with the weapons 

needed to defend itself. 

Putin began rattling his saber. The United States and its allies should have prepared punitive 

sanctions in early 2021. But preparations were slow. Biden should have advertised the range of 

necessary sanctions and prepared Americans for the needed sacrifice, but he did not. Putin did 

not see a new American preparedness. There was no need to wait until Putin attacked Ukraine. 

During the birthing of modern economic sanctions during WWI, sanctions were conceived as a 

deterrent to pre-empt and avoid war, but today they are used as an instrument of punishment 

after the fact. So the U.S. did little to discourage Putin’s invasion. 

In the aftermath of the invasion, Biden should not have imposed one sanction at a time. He 

should have flung the whole ball of wax at once. The U.S., the country that sanctions others at 

the bat of an eye, should have been better prepared to counter Russia’s economic grip in 

commodities—oil, natural gas, metals and grains. 

Today, Putin is threatening as never before—with nuclear weapons if the West supplies Ukraine 

with weaponry that could threaten Russia. This is a bully who invaded Ukraine and then says 

that Ukraine cannot attack Russia! This is the perverse reasoning of a bully and a thug. Why 

can’t Ukraine legitimately attack Russia? Surely, if a country invades another country with 

indiscriminate tactics, the invaded must be able to strike back by attacking the aggressor.   

So what does Putin do? He reverts back to his playbook. Threaten the knee-wobbling Western 

alliance. It has always worked before. But now he is even upping it with the specter of nuclear 

weapons and more. It seems to have worked with France, Germany and Italy. They are willing to 

let Putin have what he wants—Crimea, the southern coast of Ukraine, Donbas and a corridor 

from Russia to the Black Sea. They would be happy to let Putin off Scot free with no reparations 

to Ukraine for his unprovoked war. Putin is committing a genocide before our eyes and the West 

will not stand up to him! How naïve is the West! Every time they bend before Putin, he comes 



 

back with more. When will the West learn Putin’s modus operandum? Problems get bigger with 

time and eventually everyone gives in because they are afraid of a devastating conflict with a 

man who respects no rules and gives new meaning to the word brutal. If Putin had been 

confronted in 2008 when he invaded Georgia, he would have been stopped in his tracks. Now the 

task is more difficult, but if the West does not stand up squarely against Putin now, it may have 

no options in the future. 

His threats of a nuclear strike if the world does not do as he demands makes the specter of a 

world nuclear war almost inevitable. Nuclear arsenals have been defended as the best option to 

prevent world wars, but Putin has turned this theory on its head to nuclear weapons as the road to 

subjugate the world. The NPT was lauded as the best road to de-nuclearization, preventing new 

nuclear powers and providing a roadmap for existing nuclear arsenals to be reduced over time. 

These expectations have not been fulfilled. Some countries never signed the NPT and have 

undeclared arsenals—take for example Israel—while others signed and withdrew and have 

declared arsenals—such as North Korea—and there are others who did not sign on but have 

declared arsenals—India and Pakistan. The nuclear powers have themselves to blame for not 

doing what was demanded of them under the NPT, namely, working toward denuclearization.  

If the world succumbs to Putin’s bullying, the genie will be out of the bottle and the successful 

post-WWII order will be totally destroyed in a flicker of an eye. If Putin’s threats make the West 

to bend yet again, then many countries who feel threatened by a nuclear-armed adversary— such 

as Japan, South Korea, Australia, Turkey, Egypt, Iran, Saudi Arabia and the UAE—will rapidly 

build their arsenal as the best defense against bullying, a nuclear nightmare that must be avoided 

at all costs.  

To push back on Putin, the West’s unwavering demand (transmitted confidentially) should be: 

withdrawal of all Russian forces from every inch of Ukraine, including Crimea and Donbas and 

moderate reparations to Ukraine. If not, Ukraine would be supplied with advanced offensive 

weapons; Russia would be sanctioned and isolated from the world economy and financial system 

for years, if not decades; and Russia would be forced to pay heavy reparations. No amount of 

diplomatic pleadings from foreign policy “gurus” such as  Henry Kissinger will change the fact 

that Putin is a thug with a thug’s mind and must be treated as such. Western leaders should agree 

on the way forward and address their nations — giving further pause to Putin — for the struggle 

ahead if Putin does not stand down. 
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Failures All Around—Arming, Lecturing, Coordinating and Sanctioning  

 

 

For months, Biden warned of a pending Russian invasion of Ukraine but did precious little to 

deter it. So Putin continued on his path to war with human, economic and political fallout that 

has been, and will continue to be, tragic. Millions have become homeless and refugees, tens of 

thousands have died and hundreds of thousands will still die, famine will become widespread 

around the world with a toll in the millions, physical destruction will be in the trillions of dollars, 

the world economy will suffer a severe slowdown, if not a recession, and the global political 

order will be fractured and hard to repair for decades.  

 

First the run up to the invasion.  

 

America and NATO had credible intelligence that Putin would invade. Yet they did not supply 

Ukraine with essential weapons, many available from former Soviet republics—planes, 

helicopters, long-range missiles, shore to ship missiles, air defense batteries, howitzers, 

munitions, armored personnel carriers, tanks and drones—which could have been easily 

transferred and positioned. Without such needed weaponry, Ukraine was left vulnerable, which 

in turn gave Russia an overwhelming upper hand, inviting Russian aggression. 

 

In defense of this lapse in judgement, the U.S. committed an even worse mistake through its 

lecturing and talking points—"no offensive weapons, no boots on the ground and no Russian 

provocation.” There was no need to make such pronouncements of weakness. Russia could 

invade without risking retaliation from Ukrainian forces on its soil. If a country is invaded, 

surely it can retaliate? Yet the United States tied Ukraine’s hands—they had to suffer Russian 

bombardment and without adequate air defenses and no ability to hit the source of the cannons 

and tanks that bombarded them from inside Russia! Even when Biden agreed to provide Ukraine 

with precision-guided weapons, there was a catch that they could not be fired into Russian 

territory no matter how great the Russian provocation. There has been no such war in my 

lifetime, where one country is allowed to invade a neighboring country but where the victim is 

essentially barred from going on the offensive because its “supporters” fear a wider war, again 

inviting Russian aggression. 

 

Russia uses its military advantage in every way, even resorting to indiscriminate bombing, using 

partially banned weapons (cluster bombs) that the U.S. still also maintains and murdering 

civilians in plain sight with impunity. These are war crimes plain and simple. As the world 

watches in horror, NATO’s sanctimonious objections do little to ease the suffering of Ukrainians 

who are paying a heavy price for NATO’s dithering. This invites further Russian aggression. 

 

As Ukrainians continue to suffer, Russia destroys Ukraine’s infrastructure for no purpose but to 

cause more pain and death and making rebuilding ever costlier in the hope of securing a peace 



 

that yields vast territorial concessions and no pressure for reparations. As NATO allies, such as 

France and Italy, talk of not humiliating Putin and of making concessions for peace now, Putin 

sees no long-term penalties for his aggression, but maybe territorial rewards, and is further 

emboldened. This invites further Russian aggression.  

 

The U.S. and NATO knew full well that Ukraine was a major exporter of grain to Europe and 

more importantly to Africa and South-West Asia—and that Odessa on the Black Sea was the 

main point of export. Yet NATO did not establish a naval presence in the area to deter a 

blockade, allowed Russia to cut off Odessa and did not supply Ukraine with the weapons to 

break the blockade. Today, grain prices are soaring and poor people around the world face mass 

starvation. Putin knew that an unopposed blockade was another trump card for him. This invited 

further Russian aggression. 

 

As devastating as NATO’s reluctance to supply the needed weapons to Ukraine before the 

invasion, the U.S. and NATO’s amateurish economic sanctions strategy and implementation 

takes the cake! Economic sanctions or blockades became a popular policy during WWI when 

they were seen not as a weapon of punishment, but as a pre-emptive policy to deter aggression. 

Even then it was realized that sanctions/blockades were less likely to succeed if the target was 

the source of commodities that were much-needed around the world and if it had the ability to 

break the blockade. To be an effective deterrent against aggression, the sanction package had to 

be credible and sufficiently debilitating. Ineffective sanctions, piled one at a time caused little 

economic pain, invited retribution, afforded Russia time and ability to adopt sanction-busting 

measures and invited Russian aggression.  

 

So what should the U.S. have done even before announcing any sanctions and what should the 

sanction package have included? 

 

Russia’s strategic commodities are oil and piped natural gas, and to a much lesser extent some 

rare metals and minerals. Can the world do without Russia’s oil and gas? In the case of oil, the 

answer is yes, within 3 to 6 months if other producers could be persuaded and supported to ramp 

up their output (Saudi Arabia: 1.5-2 mbd, UAE: 0.75 mbd, Iran: 1 mbd, Venezuela: 0.25 mbd 

and a bunch of others 0.5 mbd). To supplant Russian oil, the U.S. has to persuade, bend arms and 

lift its own sanctions on Iran beforehand. The U.S. did a terrible job all around. Saudi Arabia, a 

country that relies on America for its security and the arms to wage its wars, snubbed Biden’s 

weak talk and has humiliated him. Piped Russian natural gas was much harder to replace. The 

only short-run solution was more conservation in Western Europe, more sharing of liquified 

natural gas (LNG) around the world and a marginally higher output from Qatar. For the longer 

run, 3-5 years, the U.S. would have to lift sanctions on Iran to get piped gas to Europe, for 

expanding LNG production and for Europe to build more LNG conversion plants (to gas) in 

continental Europe (in Germany, Italy and Poland). If Biden had begun to develop such 

contingencies and appealed to Americans for sacrifice, Putin would have taken note that Russia 

might lose important long-term customers if he invaded Ukraine, which would have stalled 

Russian aggression. 

 

While encouraging additional oil and gas output elsewhere is one side of the coin, Biden should 

have encouraged higher production of domestic oil and natural gas and prepared Americans for a 



 

pending sacrifice. U.S. producers have done little to add to output as they greatly enjoy the 

higher prices and record profits. And as for preparing Americans for sacrifice, Biden “feels their 

pain at the pump.” By uttering such words Biden pours salt on Ukrainian wounds as they shed 

their blood and watch each other die. Instead, Biden should have given an oval office address in 

2021 about the dangers Russia posed for the U.S. and the rest of the world and asking Americans 

to make sacrifices as required in time of war. He did no such thing.  

 

The sanctions that would have done the job were simple. Sanctioning and cutting off all Russian 

banks and non-bank financial institutions from SWIFT, sanctioning all Russian leaders and 

oligarchs, embargoing all Russian exports except food, and embargoing all imports to Russia 

except food and medicines. All this could have been accomplished if the U.S., Canada, Western 

Europe, Japan, South Korea and Australia had signed on, but there was a serious problem with 

Europe’s dependence on Russian oil and piped gas. This package would have threatened Russia 

to no end and if Russia believed that the coalition would stick together, I don’t think Putin would 

have invaded. But to put a lock on these sanctions, something that would have taken much more 

will, would have included secondary sanctions on countries and companies that broke these 

sanctions and cooperated with Putin, something that might have been near impossible to adopt. 

Instead, the sanctions that were announced before the invasion gave Putin no pause and this 

invited Russian aggression.  

 

So Putin invaded because he saw no U.S. and NATO resolve. The allies showed little 

preparation, no firm stand and no backbone. They talked of harsh sanctions, but what did they 

end up doing? Mere dribs and drabs—sanctioning a few Russian banks, some Russian leaders 

and oligarchs and sanctioning some strategic imports into Russia, but nothing that would really 

deter Russia from its pending aggression.  

 

Soon after the Russian invasion, petrol prices, and inflation more generally, spiked. Western 

democracies panicked with measures that would do little in the short run—releasing crude from 

strategic reserves, reducing gasoline taxes and adopting incentives for renewables. Votes were in 

danger and a scramble was on. But the panic was most humiliating in the United States. 

President Biden tried every which way to cajole Saudi Arabia and the UAE to up their exports of 

oil, but he did so as a weak man with the Arabs basically forgetting how much they have relied 

on and continue to rely on the United States for their security. The young Saudi day-to-day ruler, 

MBS, who would not even take a call from Biden, forced Biden’s hand. So the U.S. President 

finally succumbed and plans to make a pilgrimage to Riyadh in July to beg for more oil exports, 

something that will only further enrich the Saudi rulers as the world boils over. Saudi Arabia’s 

recently announced increased oil output, along with the rest of OPEC, would give the world 

modest relief in energy prices. This a pilgrimage to a country that candidate Biden called a 

pariah. A country that has committed the worst crimes against humanity this century with 

indiscriminate bombing in Yemen leading to over 350,000 deaths. A country that has been 

militarily supported by the United States.  And homage to a man Biden abhorred for the 

assassination and dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi, a Washington Post contributor and 

American resident. The world is watching! The U.S. will lose every shred of credibility in its 

claim to being a supporter of human rights and of the rule of law. Tyrants around the world will 

laugh at America’s humiliation as Biden steps off the plane and shakes the murderous hand of 

MBS. 



 

 

So the war continues and whenever the NATO allies dare suggest more effective weapons 

transfers or any other such measure, the Kremlin threatens with tactical or even strategic nuclear 

weapons and a wider war. The U.S. and NATO cower and never say, if you do we will supply 

Ukraine in kind to respond with the same inside Russia. This is the only response Putin would 

understand. 

 

How will this unfolding tragedy end? 

 

For all its tough talk, I think the United States will sadly compromise. This is what America and 

the West do. Leaders are afraid of their constituents at the next election. Putin knows Western 

leaders better than they know themselves. The U.S. stands up to weak countries and frequently 

bullies them, but cowers when there is a threat from another bully. The West will persuade 

Ukraine to make territorial concessions, possibly recognize Russian sovereignty over Crimea, 

over eastern Ukraine and the strip of land that goes from Russia to Crimea—roughly 20 percent 

of the country. The West will make Ukraine give up any future application to NATO and maybe 

even to the EU. NATO will “promise” to help rebuild Ukraine and Russia will pay nothing. 

While this capitulation would satisfy some, it will invite more aggression from would-be 

aggressors in the future. Other nuclear states will learn a lesson—do what you want and then 

threaten with nukes to thwart retaliation. The cat will be out of the bag! Other countries will be 

encouraged to acquire nukes. Nuclear blackmails will become the order of the day. And the 

likelihood of a nuclear war will increase. 

 

The nuclear powers will rue all the years that they did not live up to their obligation under the 

NPT—to eliminate their own nuclear warheads—and America will not forget how its 

appeasement of Russia after its invasion of Georgia in 2008, of Ukraine in 2014 and now of 

Ukraine in 2022 destroyed the world order established after WWII.  
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Today, the practice of economic sanctions is akin to the maintenance of law and order in the 

Wild West. Sanctions fly in the name of peace as did bullets in the days of old, undermining 

peace and prosperity and with the weak bearing the brunt of the fallout and pain. Modern day 

sanctions have their roots in the conflicts surrounding WWI as chronicled by Nicholas Mulder in 

an excellent recent book (The Economic Weapon: The Rise Of Sanctions As A Tool Of Modern 

War). While there were serious questions surrounding the legality of sanctions and blockades in 

the absence of a formal declaration of war, they were conceived as a multilateral tool to be 

imposed by the League of Nations (the predecessor of the United Nations) to prevent conflicts 

and wars, but are today most frequently imposed unilaterally as a weapon to punish adversaries.  

 

Sanctions, some multilateral but most unilateral, number in the hundreds. They are difficult to 

track as new sanctions are sent in on a daily basis, imposed with little thought, with some 

sanctions even boomeranging. These economic weapons fly around the world disrupting trade, 

from preferred suppliers to second or third-best trading partners if the sanctions are bilateral and 

to autarchy if the sanctions are tightly multilateral and weighing heavily on global prosperity. 

Some have been around for decades, such as U.S. unilateral sanctions on Cuba and Iran. The loss 

in global economic output from sanctions is in the trillions of dollars. The suffering—deprivation 

of food and medicines—of innocent civilians is in the hundreds of millions. If in place for years, 

or for decades, they clearly have not yielded the desired result but continue to cause pain, 

economic hardship and loss in global economic output. Some sanctions may become even 

permanent as suppliers benefitting from sanctions become a potent lobby for maintaining them.  

 

Instead of preventing conflicts, economic sanctions have become a stealth weapon of endless 

wars. It is time for a global pause and reset to restore some sanity before the web of sanctions 

knots the world into more conflict and a severe economic downturn. 

 

What’s to be done? First, a brief look at the failure of recent sanctions on Russia may be helpful. 

They were imposed after the Russian invasion of Ukraine, not to prevent the war but to punish. 

They were not imposed as a package for full effect, but in dribs and drabs. They were not 

carefully crafted—Europe was dependent on Russian oil and piped natural gas and adequate 

steps were not taken to improve energy supply conditions before sanctions were imposed. This 

could have been achieved through sharing among allies, increased output outside Russia in some 

countries such as Saudi Arabia and the UAE, as well as in others such as Venezuela and Iran 

after lifting existing sanctions on them. Insufficient attention was paid to the global need for 

Russian oil, as countries, principally India and China, increased their purchase of Russian oil, 

although at a discount but still at higher prices than before the sanctions, affording Russia higher 

oil revenues even than before the sanctions. While Russia has been adversely impacted by 

sanctions, it is unclear whether it is Russia or Western Europe and the rest of the world that has 

suffered more. 

 

Back to the present and what’s to be done to safeguard the future of the world? Global powers 

have been fooling themselves if they believe that economic sanctions are a weapon between 



 

diplomacy and war and thus are an alternative to costly wars. They are in fact undeclared, or 

stealth, wars that may be more long term and that can cause more pain, suffering and economic 

loss than conventional wars. At the time of WWI, there were serious doubts about the legality of 

blockades in the absence of an undeclared war. While most unilateral sanctions are more porous 

than a blockade, primary sanctions re-enforced by secondary sanctions (automatic sanctions on 

third entities and countries that trade or engage in financial transactions with the target country) 

are akin to a total blockade. Secondary sanctions have an enhanced impact when imposed by a 

great economic power, a powerful country grouping or a country possessing a crucial commodity 

needed by the rest of the world and in short supply. Although as recently as in the late 1960s the 

United States used to declare the Arab embargo of Israel as illegal, sanctions have become 

“quietly” legalized!   

 

So what should a thoughtful and peace-loving world do now? First, the world should pause and 

ask questions: (i) when should sanctions be legitimately used—to deter conflict, to punish or 

both? (ii) should sanctions be multilateral and (iii) if so, who should impose them? (iv) should all 

commodities and services be subject to sanctions or should some, such as food and medicines, be 

exempt? (v) when and under what circumstances should sanctions be triggered? While these are 

the major issues, there are of course many secondary issues such as penalties for sanction 

busting.  

 

For a world that is so divided, an agreement on sanctions may seem a monumental task, but it is 

a task that must be urgently addressed. Failure is not an option. Millions around the world are 

suffering under the weight of sanctions. Millions may die of malnutrition and starvation in 2022 

because of sanctions. The world’s supply chains are under stress from sanctions. The world 

economy may suffer a downturn and global inflation could reach a 40-year high, in large part 

due to sanctions. The world is mired in conflict because of the inappropriate and cavalier 

imposition of sanctions. The world’s poorest need help and developing a comprehensive, pro-

growth and fair approach to sanctions could be just what would give the disenfranchised a much-

needed boost. 
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What Else Iran Could Do? 

 

Former President Trump tore up the JCPOA, or the Iran Nuclear Agreement, which former 

president Obama had signed and which was ratified by the United Nations Security Council. Iran 

was compliant with the agreement, but Trump, responding to the wishes of the Israeli and some 

Arab governments, tore it up. As a result, the economic sanctions relief that was due to Iran was 

rescinded and Trump piled on more sanctions to boot. Yet Iran, naïvely hoping for a miracle with 

the possibility of a new U.S. administration, continued to keep up its end of the deal for some 

time before deciding that enough was enough! 

 

Adding insult to injury, former President Trump ordered the assassination of Iran’s top general—

Ghassem Soleimani, the commander of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards (IRGC), Iran’s elite military 

force. Then Trump added more insult by designating the IRGC a terrorist organization, resulting 

in further automatic economic sanctions and making it more difficult for Iran and the incoming 

U.S. administration (and the other parties to the deal) to restore the agreement.  

 

After President Biden’s team started indirect negotiations to restore the agreement, conversations 

stalled about three months ago in March, in part because of the IRGC designation as a terrorist 

organization. Over the weekend, it was announced that negotiations would resume, not in Vienna 

but, in Qatar.  

 

Is the restoration of the JCPOA a worthwhile option for Iran?  

 

I believe not. Just consider the facts. Many Republican party members have said that they would 

reverse any agreement that Biden signs. The Republicans are on track to regain the House of 

Representatives and even maybe the Senate. While none of this is certain and not much may 

happen until, and if, the Republicans win back the presidency after the 2024 elections, it is clear 

that the U.S. and its allies in the GCC and Israel will always plot and threaten Iran and any 

agreement will not last long or afford the relief Iran requires. 

 

One thing is certain, Iran will not get the sanctions relief it expects with the breathing room to 

develop, grow and create good jobs for its people. Yes, it could export more oil and gas, which 

the world needs, but not the support of companies from around the world. Major companies are 

unlikely to make long-term and significant investments in Iran as they will continue to fear 

future U.S. sanctions at every turn, with secondary sanctions on any company that has busted 

U.S. sanctions. In an atmosphere of suspicion, volatility and uncertainty, banks are unlikely to 

extend much-needed financing on favorable terms. Any concessions that Iran gets will be small 

and short-term, and all the while Iran will be opening up its nuclear facilities to intrusive 

inspections and limiting its nuclear progress.  

 

Iran is in a bind. It is damned if it does and damned if it doesn’t. Does it have another option?  



 

 

Yes, rebuff the JCPOA on the grounds that the U.S. sanctions contravene international law and 

have devastated the Iranian economy and inflicted irreparable harm by abrogating the agreement. 

Iran should not return to the negotiations without compensation and much stronger guarantees 

against a repeat of the past. Iran could ratchet up its defiance another notch by threatening to 

withdraw from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) all together. Yes, Iran will not get 

any economic relief, however small and short term, but Iran can continue rapid progress on its 

nuclear option affording it better negotiating power in the future.  

 

Some would respond that Israel and/or the U.S. would bomb all of Iran’s nuclear facilities and 

maybe much of Iran’s non-nuclear infrastructure. In this eventuality, the U.S. and Israel open 

themselves up to global criticisms of naked aggression as never before, and this in the midst of 

the war in Ukraine and during a time of global economic distress. The U.S. is in no position to 

ignite a regional war in the Middle East, a war that could also involve Russia and Afghanistan.  

 

U.S. hypocrisy to stop the proliferation of nuclear arms is evident to a child. The U.S. has not 

been willing to support a nuclear free zone in the Middle East—supported by Iran and other 

countries except Israel—and continues to shield Israel’s nuclear arsenal. Remember, Israel has 

not joined the NPT and has prevented inspection of its nuclear facilities. While the U.S. 

sanctions the IRGC and many other entities and individuals in Iran, it is almost silent on the 

Israeli occupation of Palestinian lands and the building of settlements in contravention to 

international law. Iran repeatedly faces questions on its foreign adventures, but what about Saudi 

Arabia’s war in Yemen and the indiscriminate bombing that has killed over 350,000 people, with 

American bombs, intelligence and air force support? Besides the global condemnation of the 

U.S. and Israel over an overt and unjustifiable attack on Iran, I believe that Iran would have no 

choice but to get stronger and more determined to oppose U.S. and Western hegemony in the 

future.  

 

U.S. economic sanctions have been tantamount to an undeclared war on the Iranian people that 

has lasted for over 40 years (https://medium.com/p/8304668b2b79). Iranians have been deprived 

of nutrition and medical care. Iranians have had limited opportunities to develop. And Iran’s 

economy has been crippled. Just cast your eyes around the Persian Gulf and see the disparate 

development of Iran (and Iraq) in comparison to the other littoral countries. The Iran-Iraq War, 

arguably encouraged by the West, sanctions and isolation have crippled Iran. While some may 

find the regime in Tehran objectionable, they should refrain from punishing the Iranian people as 

their retaliation. People will not forget their suffering, something that could be the harbinger of 

future conflicts and wars. 

 

Whether Iran succumbs to U.S. and Western pressures or stands firm for its rights as a sovereign 

nation, it must first take care of its internal needs and put its own house in order. Sanctions relief 

by itself will not solve Iran’s domestic problems. To thrive, Iran needs a strong economy and the 

freedom for its citizens to develop and realize their dreams. To this end, Iran must embark on 

foundational institutional reforms. Effective institutions that meet the aspiration of its people—

the rule of law (equality of all in the judicial system), first class education for all of its citizens, 

the essentials of a modest life (food, shelter and medical care), the eradication of corruption, a 



 

more limited role for foundations and the armed forces in the economy and rational long-term 

social, economic and financial policies.  
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Or How to Counterbalance Sanctions for the Future 

 

Iran was entirely compliant with the nuclear agreement (JCPOA) signed by president Obama and 

ratified by the United Nations Security Council; nevertheless Trump tore it up. The economic 

sanctions relief that was due to Iran was rescinded and Trump piled on more sanctions, ordered 

the assassination of Iran’s general Soleimani and designated its Revolutionary Guard as terrorist. 

Yet Iran continued to keep up its end of the deal for some time before deciding that enough was 

enough. 

Now that indirect negotiations have resumed in Qatar, the U.S., the country that recanted the 

agreement, is unwilling to make meaningful concessions for its restoration. 

A simple restoration of the agreement will do almost nothing for Iran. Iran has paid a heavy price 

for Washington’s scrapping of the agreement. Iran will not get the sanctions relief it expects. 

Major companies will not make long-term and significant investments in Iran because they fear 

future U.S. sanctions, possibly under a new administration with another abrogation of a new 

agreement. Similarly, commercial banks are unlikely to extend financing on favorable terms 

given the continuing uncertainty. Any concessions Iran gets will be short-term, such as gaining 

the ability to open up its oil to more export markets. This would be oil that is much needed by 

the world, and yet Iran would have to submit its nuclear facilities to intrusive inspections and 

limit its nuclear progress. 

Iran should not go back to the JCPOA without legitimate demands. Trump’s nullification of the 

agreement has caused irreparable human and economic harm to Iran. Iran should demand 

compensation for the damage along with much stronger financial guarantees against new 

sanctions and any potential unilateral annulment of the re-established agreement. Such 

compensation would be tantamount to reparations due after a war and these guarantees would 

simply serve as insurance. 

In parallel, Iran should spearhead an association of like-minded countries to challenge the legal 

basis of sanctions at the International Court of Justice and to initiate a counterbalance to 

sanctions. Are sanctions legal without a formal declaration of war? Do sanctions contravene the 

Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund? Do sanctions violate clauses of the 

World Trade Organization? In addition to legal challenges to sanctions, recognizing that only the 

powerful or modern-day imperialists use sanctions to subjugate weaker countries, the association 

of countries could form cartels around a number of commodities needed by the powerful, such as 

rare earth elements—if the powerful impose sanctions, then there would be an automatic 

response. 

Some would respond that Israel and the U.S. would bomb all of Iran’s nuclear facilities and 

maybe Iran’s non-nuclear infrastructure. This is the same U.S. that has not been willing to 



 

support a nuclear free zone in the Middle East—a goal supported by Iran and numerous other 

countries, with, of course, the exception of Israel. If the U.S. starts a war, it would boomerang on 

the U.S. and its allies in the Persian Gulf. 

Today, the U.S. is in no position to ignite a regional war. Such  a war could bring in Russia and 

China; a war with the background of  the Ukraine war and Europe under threat.  There are 

ominous signs elsewhere, as China flexes its muscles in the Pacific, worldwide economic turmoil 

with high inflation and food and energy shortages. And as always, with potential upheaval in a 

number of Arab countries as the U.S. pressures Arab governments to embrace Israel while it 

builds more illegal settlements on Palestinian lands, making a two-state solution near impossible.  

This may be the best time for Iran to challenge U.S. hegemony in the Middle East. 
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Politicians, Media, Businesses, Academics, Jews and Average Americans are the Culprits 

 

Although anti-Semitism is on the rise in the United States, politicians, academics, the media, 

Jews and average Americans rarely ask why? If something is serious, shouldn’t we face it head 

on, discuss reasons and see if there is anything we can do about it, to improve the lives of all 

Americans? If we sidestep such discussions, the problem will fester and grow with the passage of 

time. Most Americans are reluctant to even acknowledge, much less discuss, the possible reasons 

for growing anti-Semitism, lest they be called anti-Semitic. It is as if anti-Semitism grew in a 

vacuum!  

 

Let me list some possible reasons for anti-Semitism in the U.S., a list that should be modified 

and prioritized before any meaningful program to combat it can be formulated and adopted. 

 

American politicians invariably afford anti-Semitism higher priority than other forms of racism 

 

Take Representative Jamie Raskin who I would say is a smart fellow. When he talked last week 

at the January 6 Hearings, he referenced “racism and anti-Semitism” when referring to white 

supremacists. Why did he single out Jews as the group most discriminated against?  

 

What about native Americans? Surely they were the most discriminated against until they were 

basically wiped out, posed no threat to white supremacy and were left to languish. They are 

forgotten, as is their suffering. But the suffering of Jews during WWII is constantly brought up. 

Does this cause resentment among some Americans? 

 

What about  black Americans who have been the target of racism from the very birth of this 

country? What is the evidence for their discrimination? Just look how many black U.S. senators 

and representatives, judges, CEOs and university professors there are as a percentage of their 

population compared to the same ratio for Jews. The proof of racism is in the outcome. Blacks 

have not had the same opportunities as others in the United States. Only a small number of black 

Americans have excelled. They have suffered, and are suffering, more than any other group and 

yet Jews continue to be given special mention by many of our leaders at all times. Does this 

cause resentment among some Americans? 

 

What about Asian Americans? They were interned during WWII. They have been ostracized for 

having more than their population-representative share at America’s elite universities, while the 

over-representation of Jews is never mentioned. Asians are attacked on the streets and their 

shops are destroyed for no reason at all, except that they are of Asian descent. How often is their 

discrimination mentioned in the same breath as that of Jews, let alone highlighted? Does this 

cause resentment among some Americans? 

 

In the same vein, some polls show that Muslims are more discriminated against than any other 

group in today’s America. Yet hardly ever do U.S. politicians single out Islamophobia as they do 



 

anti-Semitism. In fact they do the opposite, equating Islam and Muslims with terrorism. Does 

this cause resentment among some Americans? 

 

The fact that Jews have suffered throughout history, especially during WWII, is something that 

the world must not forget, but the world must also not forget that others have suffered and that 

their suffering has been caused not by foreigners but by Americans.  

 

Does such special reference to Jews grate and lead to anti-Semitism among some Americans? 

 

The United States treats Israel, a self-declared Jewish state, arguably better than any other 

country 

 

Since the formation of Israel in 1948, the United States has given more economic and 

sophisticated military aid to Israel than to any other country. The aid continues today, even 

though Israel’s per capita GDP exceeds that of France, while poor American children are hungry 

at night! Such support for Israel is tirelessly pushed by American Jews in positions of power in 

Congress, in the world of finance and business and in academics. Does this cause resentment 

among some Americans? 

 

Jews are absolutely right when they proclaim Never Again. But for this to carry a moral 

message, Jews have to be at the forefront of protecting all minorities, not just fellow Jews, from 

human rights abuses and genocide. Ironically, one of the most significant human rights abuses in 

the post WWII era is the eviction of Palestinians from their homes, the confiscation of their 

properties with no compensation and their forever banishment from their land. These crimes 

against Palestinians continue today. There has been no public admission of these crimes by the 

state of Israel, nor has there been any remorse, nothing like what Germany showed in the post-

WWII era for the extermination of Jews. Israeli crimes continue with further land grabs in 

Jerusalem, illegal settlements on occupied lands that contravene international law and the 

persistent treatment of Palestinians as second-class inhabitants in a state that many, including 

some members of the Democratic party in the United States, have labeled an apartheid regime. 

The United States has kept silent on Israel’s large arsenal of nukes and Israel will not give up its 

arsenal even though all countries in the region are willing to declare the Middle East a nuclear-

free zone. The United States, with monumental damage to its own international credibility and 

reputation, has defended Israel in the indefensible. At the UN Security Council, the U.S. cast its 

first veto in 1970 and since then has cast another 82 vetoes, more than any other permanent 

member during the period from 1970 till now, most frequently to block resolutions condemning 

Israel, a country that has been condemned more times by the United Nations Human Rights 

Council than all other countries combined. Because of its support for Israel, and most recently 

Biden’s pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia, America’s profession of support for human rights has 

become a joke around the world with dramatic erosion of its soft power. Does this cause 

resentment among some Americans? 

 

So, why do we treat Israel with such kid gloves? Some say Israel is a democracy and has our 

values. Yet Israel won’t let Palestinians have a country on the West Bank but subjugates them on 

their own land. Others say that Israel defends American interests without providing any concrete 

evidence of such support. But what is true is that America makes many enemies among hundreds 



 

of millions of Arabs and Muslims around the world by its blind support of Israel. The Ukraine 

crisis provided a minor stress-test for Israel’s standing as an ally. The U.S. tried every which way 

to get Israel to be a co-sponsor of its UNSC resolution condemning the Russian invasion. Israel 

refused! While Israel, America’s great “ally,” turned down this small U.S. request, 81 other 

countries signed on as co-sponsors. Israel justified its stance on a number of flimsy grounds. 

Does this cause resentment among average Americans? 

 

Even President Biden’s trip to the Middle East to ostensibly beg for higher oil output could be 

seen as a trip to further support Israel. Yes, Biden asked the Arab Persian Gulf States to produce 

more oil to lower oil prices at the pump, but he knew full well that this would not help very 

much. Saudi Arabia and the UAE could, if they wanted to, increase output by at most by 1.5 

million barrels a day, something that would take about 3-6 months to affect prices here. Yet 

Saudi Arabia and the UAE would only respond with a much smaller output increase because 

they needed the agreement of other OPEC members and of Russia, which has an ongoing pact 

with the oil cartel. In addition, the U.S. faces refinery constraints. The most immediate effect on 

prices at the pump would come from lower demand. This is beginning to happen as the economy 

slows down, and in turn the demand for oil declines. As big an impact may be the appreciating 

dollar. Oil is priced in dollars, thus the appreciation of the dollar increases the price of oil in 

other currencies and lowers demand for oil around the world, reducing its dollar price. The 

appreciating dollar will more broadly reduce inflation as the prices of imported goods decline 

and there is less foreign demand for American goods. Biden should know that the price of gas at 

the pump will decline steadily, but not because of Saudi Arabia. He went to Saudi Arabia to 

show that he cared for Americans’ “pain” at the pump, but most importantly to shore up his 

relations with Israel and thus garner support back home from American Jews. He did so by 

signing a declaration with Israel and committing the United States to use force against Iran if it 

continues to pursue a path toward a nuclear device. Does this cause resentment among average 

Americans? 

 

While dozens of countries, full of Christians, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists and members of other 

religions, suffer from deprivation, does such special treatment of Israel, a self-declared Jewish 

state, grate and lead to anti-Semitism in the United States and around the world? 

 

America’s media paints a biased picture of events in the Middle East in support of Israel 

 

The mainstream American media does not highlight Israel’s wrongdoings, which only get a 

passing reference. For instance, there is hardly a mention of Israel’s arsenal of nuclear warheads, 

the fact that Israel has not allowed an inspection of its nuclear facilities, that it has not signed the 

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) or that it is not willing to sign on to 

a nuclear-free zone in the region. There is little reporting on Israel’s assassination of Iranian 

scientists inside Iran with the probable collaboration of a terrorist organization (MEK or MKO) 

or of its broad and continuing shameful treatment of Palestinians. Yet, when the media covers 

Iran, its report is invariably preceded by reminders of the taking of 52 American hostages in 

1979 and of Iran’s nuclear program and its post-revolutionary slogan, “Death to America.” Iran 

is painted as enemy number one and Israel as ally number one in the world. Does this cause 

resentment among some Americans? 

 



 

Jewish Americans occupy more positions of power—as members of Congress, judges, heads of 

companies, academics, leaders in the arts—than their relative population 

 

Jews are blamed for promoting fellow Jews to positions of power, while retaliating against those 

who disparage Jews and Israel. This leads anti-Semites to rile Americans to believe Jews are 

taking over America, whether it is through cabals that manipulate Wall Street and enrich its 

members or that are behind controlling rulers or regime change around the world. As these 

conspiracies circulate, white supremacists and other such entities organize against anything 

Jewish. If a Jew then replies that they are smarter or that they work harder, then a racist label is 

the obvious retort against Jews. Does this cause resentment among some Americans? 

 

Everything gets distorted, embellished and magnified to reach average Americans 

 

I have tried to present facts and keep my opinions to a minimum, facts such as these may not be 

known by most Americans, as they rely on facts that are distorted, embellished, magnified and 

circulated on the internet by anti-Semites to harm the standing of Jews and Israel. Politicians, 

businesses, academics and the media are the enablers of Israel’s harmful policies that will 

destroy Israel’s dream to be a democratic Jewish nation. If America and Americans continue on 

the same path, Israel will either disintegrate or become a totalitarian state, which America will 

eventually be forced to abandon. The United States should consider tough love toward Israel and 

should not treat Jews in America better than it does other minorities. Native Americans and black 

Americans have suffered under the oppression of white Americans; Jews suffered in WWII 

under Nazi oppression. America enables anti-Semitism to fester and grow by failing to address 

its root causes. What grates many Americans is the special treatment of anti-Semitism above all 

other forms of racism and the blind support for Israel over far needier populations around the 

world and indeed over America’s own disadvantaged who lack food and healthcare.  
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Muslims the world over must shun Mohammad bin Salman and members of the al-Saud tribe. 

They must demand that Saudi Arabia relinquish its control over Islam’s two holiest places in 

Mecca and Medina and place management of the two sites under the stewardship of all Muslim 

countries. MBS and the al-Sauds have so shamed Muslims and Islam that they have no 

legitimacy left, nor can they continue to claim their stewardship of Islam’s holy places as 

grounds for their legitimacy and refer to Islam on their national flag. To keep the al-Sauds as 

absolute rulers is for the people of Saudi Arabia to decide, but the control of Islam’s two holiest 

places and the self-proclaimed honorific of “Custodian of the Two Holy Places” is for all 

Muslims to decide, not a tribe that brings only shame to Islam. 

 

Throughout their rule of 90 years over what became Saudi Arabia, the al-Sauds have done little 

to uphold the teachings of Islam (http://islamicity-index.org/wp/), which include: 

 

freedom (God gave humanity the freedom to choose)  

justice 

the eradication of poverty 

a modest lifestyle and the sharing of wealth 

equal opportunities to develop the self 

rulers who serve with the approval of the community 

the management of natural resources to equally benefit every person in all generations 

 

The Al-Sauds’ transgressions have no limit and have been magnified with the arrival of 

Mohammad bin Salman (MBS) on the scene. Just take a glance at his horrid record: 

 

a palace coup 

the imprisonment and torture of hundreds of dissidents 

the execution of hundreds of Saudis under questionable judicial proceedings 

the dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi, the Washington Post columnist 

the purchase of a yacht with a price tag of about $750 million 

the purchase of a palace in France (https://www.cogemad.com/property/chateau-louis-xiv/) along 

with gold furnishings that would conservatively exceed $400 million 

a visit to France and Greece with an entourage of 700, 7 planes, 350 limousines and much more 

(https://medium.com/@MiddleEastEye/limousines-dieticians-chateau-mohammed-bin-salmans-

opulent-europe-trip-d6e56d81f6e8)  

many other ostentatious assets that are hard for a decent person to imagine 

a war in Yemen (with American weapons, support and intelligence) that has caused over 350,000 

casualties and been called a genocide by the United Nations 

“investing” $2 billion with Jared Kushner against the advice of his own advisors 

“investing” billions in a golf circuit and other sports to “clean” his name 

 

http://islamicity-index.org/wp/
https://www.cogemad.com/property/chateau-louis-xiv/
https://medium.com/@MiddleEastEye/limousines-dieticians-chateau-mohammed-bin-salmans-opulent-europe-trip-d6e56d81f6e8
https://medium.com/@MiddleEastEye/limousines-dieticians-chateau-mohammed-bin-salmans-opulent-europe-trip-d6e56d81f6e8


 

Such opulence alongside horrendous destitution in Saudi Arabia with Muslims all over the 

Middle East wallowing in poverty, with Palestinians in the West Bank and in Gaza suffering 

distress and privation without food and medicines. It is in hardship that many transgress and 

commit crimes. All this in a country whose entire wealth comes from oil, in Islam a God-given 

depletable resource to benefit every member of all generations equally. As Muslims, the al-Sauds 

are carrying out the greatest theft of all time, in contravention to everything that Islam preaches. 

 

While the al-Sauds have shamed all Muslims, Biden of Arabia has brought shame on America 

with his U-turn on MBS and his pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia for oil. Candidate Biden said of the 

al-Sauds “there is very little social redeeming value in the government” and vowed to make the 

Saudis “pay the price, and make them in fact the pariah that they are.” This is the country whose 

citizens perpetrated 9/11. Yet President Biden went to Saudi Arabia to beg MBS to produce more 

oil. Biden was not even met at the airport by the king or by MBS. Biden was unable to secure the 

promise of higher oil output. All the while many warned that higher Saudi output alone would do 

little for prices at the pump in the United States. Dictators around the world must have laughed 

and become emboldened at the humiliation of the United States. But sadly all oppressed people 

around the world saw the duplicity of the United States yet again. America does not stand for 

human rights and the oppressed, but for short-sighted self- interest, which will only shame 

America in the eyes of the world. As America loses its soft power, it will be left with only 

military power to affect change around the world. 

 

It is time for Saudis to hold their rulers accountable, for Muslims to demand control of the holy 

sites in Saudi Arabia and for Americans to demand that their government reflect the values of its 

people. 
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Decades Long Sanctions are Difficult to Walk Back 

 

During WWI, leaders in Europe and the United States thought that without a declaration of war, 

economic sanctions contravened international law. Later in the 1960s and 1970s, during the Arab 

boycott of Israel, the United States claimed that Arabs were flouting international law. Yet over 

the last 50 years, the U.S. has sanctioned more countries, organizations, entities, companies and 

individuals than the rest of the world combined. In many cases, U.S. primary sanctions have 

been reinforced with secondary sanctions—sanctions on any entities that broke a U.S. primary 

sanction by engaging the sanctioned entity, such as buying the country’s oil if its oil exports had 

been sanctioned.  

 

Economic sanctions have stealthily and without serious debate become a key, some would even 

say the principal, instrument of U.S. foreign policy. Is this a good thing? When diplomacy 

appears to fail, did diplomats try hard enough? Was the policy difference not important enough 

to encourage war, so sanctions were used as less costly policy? Are sanctions indeed a less costly 

and a more humanitarian option than armed conflict to affect a change in policies? 

 

Imposing economic sanctions is easy in the United States. The President can do so by executive 

action without congressional approval. There is  little visible and immediate hardship on most 

Americans. It is a silent weapon. No blood is shed. There are few or no horrific headlines. The 

country is seen as doing ‘something’ in the eyes of the electorate, taking on an adversary to 

affect a change in policies.  

 

It is a weapon that the U.S. can use more than any other country because it has the biggest 

economy with the deepest financial sector and its currency, the dollar, is the global currency of 

choice as an asset and for denomination of trade. So the U.S. uses economic sanctions with 

bravado and little thought for their fallout around the world, including: shortages of food, 

medicines and industrial inputs, higher prices and interest rates, dislocation in trade, supply chain 

disruptions, costly industrial and agricultural adjustments to new production realities, reduced 

financial access to foreign investments and international banking, and a wide array of human 

suffering. While the short-term economic fallout may be better understood, the long-term 

economic and financial effects are invariably hard to predict; and even more challenging is the 

long-term influence on evolving global political and economic alliances. No matter, with little 

in-depth analysis, the President issues Executive Orders with superficial support from the Office 

of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC) housed in the Treasury and from the Department of State. 

 

OFAC cannot be blamed. It does the best it can with limited resources at its disposal and a cadre 

of lawyers directing its economic, financial and political operations. To be fair, when a sanction 

is to be imposed on a country (company, organization, entity, individual), assessing the likely 

impact now and over time would need a team of economists/financial experts/bankers who are 

very familiar with the country and its economy. There also needs to be an in-depth analysis of 

the country’s existing and potential political/economic/financial alliances. Thirdly, another team 



 

should have in-depth knowledge of the country’s history and its cultural, social and political 

institutions in order to assess how the proposed sanction regime, with its fallout, will affect the 

country, how leaders and people may respond and thus assess its efficacy. For the President to 

determine what sanctions, if any, to impose on a country, such teams would have to have been in 

place to respond to a presidential request. Of course, this need is not just for one country, entity, 

organization or individual, but for many that the government would have to identify. A sanctions 

Tsar would be needed to manage this vast operation. 

 

Finally, the team of experts must assess what the impact of the sanctions package will be on the 

United States (trade, finance, inflation, employment, individual industries, and by region and 

state) now and in the future. Then, with all this information the President could properly decide 

what to do. Such comprehensive information is never available for the President before assessing 

the fallout of imposing sanctions on a country, nor is there a comprehensive study that has 

assessed the human, social, economic and financial cost of long-term sanctions on, for example, 

Cuba, Iran or Venezuela and in turn the cost for the United States. 

 

A diplomat would chuckle and say this is all very interesting, but let’s just impose the mother of 

all sanctions on a difficult adversary and hope the country changes its policies! Of course the 

need for such detailed information is minimal for a tiny island nation, but for countries such as 

China, Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan the required information and analysis is vast.  

 

Are there simple indicators of when sanctions might succeed? Has America’s sanctions policy 

ever succeeded? Are sanctions a policy situated between war and diplomacy and an important 

option in the foreign policy toolkit? 

 

Success is difficult to define. Did the country change its policies as envisioned by the U.S. and 

over a reasonable time span? At the outset, we should note that several attributes of a target 

country limit the efficacy of sanctions.  

 

First up, does the country export any essential commodities—oil, rare earth metals, copper, 

lithium, nickel, cobalt, medicines, and the like that is and will continue to be in short global 

supply? If so, then sanctions would drive up prices, impair global industry, affect human 

hardship and in fact boomerang on the United States and its allies. We have witnessed this 

blowback from the recent sanctions on Russian oil and natural gas—higher oil prices, impending 

natural gas shortages in Europe in the coming winter, food shortages and declining global 

economic activity. Ironically, Russian oil revenues are up from before the imposition of 

sanctions because of higher prices. Much of the fallout was predictable, but curiously the United 

States either did not know or could do little to prepare. It should have known that other producers 

could not, or would not make up for sanctioned Russian oil because of OPEC agreements with 

Russia. In the case of natural gas, there was little other piped natural gas available for Europe. 

The best option—from Iran—was killed by President Clinton in the mid 1990s; Iran had invited 

Bechtel (the company that developed Qatar’s LNG plants) for preliminary discussions to develop 

Iran’s North Field and pipe and ship the gas, but the enactment of the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act 

prevented this along with the development of Iran’s oil fields. As for liquefied natural gas 

(LNG), it was also in short supply but Europe had limited regasification capacity in the required 



 

locations. In 1996 no one could have predicted the Russian invasion of Ukraine, but the shortage 

of natural gas in Europe is just one of many unrecognized fallouts of sanctions. 

 

Second up is the impact of sanctions on national alliances. Do sanctions change global alliances 

in ways that could harm future U.S. interests? Again, looking at the sanctions on Russia, as a 

result U.S. adversaries have become closer allies of Russia. Principally, China, Iran and 

Venezuela have bonded with Russia as a result of U.S. sanctions. Was this predictable? Yes, but 

it would appear that the U.S. did not care. This alliance could adversely affect U.S. commercial 

and political interests for years to come. Russia has the largest reserves of natural gas (24 % of 

world reserves) followed by Iran (17%). This will result in a mighty alliance in gas. China has 

the biggest reserves of rare earth metals (35%); Venezuela has the largest oil reserves in the 

world (18% of the total) with Iran ranking fourth (9.5%). China is the biggest manufacturer in 

the world. The combination of Russia, China and Iran poses an existential threat for U.S. 

interests in the Middle East and even in Africa. What we see is that U.S. sanctions can affect 

national interests and change alliances that will in time boomerang to hurt the United States. 

 

The United States knew, or should have known, at least the contours of the fallout from its 

Russian sanctions. What no one knows is how these will play out in the future. What is clear is 

that many of these unknown changes may persist for years and even affect the role of the dollar 

in the global economy. Thus another question for the United Sates is whether sanctions can be 

correctly classified as a policy instrument less costly and ominous than war when diplomacy 

fails? 

 

The answer to this question is probably yes for small nations. But what of countries such as 

Russia? Given the complexity of the issues, some of which are briefly outlined above, the answer 

to the question would have to be on a case-by-case basis with a definitive result only years after 

the sanctions are imposed and lifted. A narrower question may be whether sanctions avoid the 

human horrors and economic and physical destruction of war? Looking at some of America’s 

recent wars—Germany, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq—the result is a mixed bag. 

WWII, was a world war that America did not start but entered quite late. The carnage was 

monumental, but one thing is clear; the duration of the war was limited to less than six years and 

it did not take long for the countries involved to bury the hatchet with the help of the United 

States and they all prospered soon after. The Vietnam war took a heavy human toll on Vietnam 

(around an estimated 2 million civilian casualties and about 250,000 soldiers) and on the United 

States (over 58,000 casualties), yet within a couple of decades Vietnam and the U.S. developed 

good relations and Vietnam prospered. In the case of Afghanistan and Iraq, it is unclear that 

sanctions presented a viable option to war; Afghan and Iraqi casualties were numerous and U.S.  

casualties in the two wars were around 7,000. Yes, there’s no doubt about it, wars are horrific in 

terms of loss of life, injuries, refugees and physical and economic destruction and loss. The loss 

associated with sanctions may be silent, but they are just as real. Under debilitating sanctions 

malnutrition, limited healthcare and medicine, slow economic growth, economic collapse, 

economic isolation and early death can abound.  

 

If sanctions were a potent weapon they would not have to last  for 40 to 50 years! The fallout of 

sanctions are not documented and reported on TV, but they are still real. What makes sanctions 

ominous is that they can last for decades, as evidenced by U.S. sanctions on Cuba and Iran. 



 

Sanctions that last for many years build resentment and animosity that could poison relations for 

decades between the U.S. and the sanctioned country, but it seems not so in the case of limited 

wars.  
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American Politicians in Need of Spine 

 

 

While all proposed legislation should be debated and compromises made, one element in the 

“Inflation Reduction Act” reached between Chuck Schumer and Joe Manchin should be open 

and shut. The so-called “carried interest” provision of the U.S. tax code is an abomination and 

embarrassment for a country that prides itself on hard work and fairness. Although the U.S. tax 

code could already be considered an insult to fairness and logic, this particular tax provision 

takes the cake. It essentially affords partners in private equity and hedge funds a tax advantage 

that boggles the mind. These richest of Americans, including many billionaires with annual 

incomes in the hundreds of millions of dollars, get to treat their earnings as long-term capital 

gains. So they pay a tax rate of 20 percent while the tax rate for ordinary folks is 22% for 

incomes above $59,900 and 37% for incomes above $573,000.  

 

Many, including partners in private equity firms and hedge funds, are embarrassed by this 

provision in the code, which benefits a few hundred of the richest Americans. It is an 

embarrassment not only because these partners are not deserving of special incentives, but also 

because the politicians who back this element in the tax code receive donations from many of its 

beneficiaries. This is corruption to the max and is no different than what the Mafia does—

payment for protection and services rendered. 

 

The Democratic U.S. senator who nixed the repeal of this provision is Arizona’s Krysten 

Sinema. She was lobbied by partners in some of these firms and this became her redline. Here is 

a person with no financial know-how who is raking in funding to protect the leaches in our 

society. Is this blatant brandishing of money in politics an example of the exercise of free speech 

or just simply corruption? 

 

Sinema will likely claim that she was in favor of the act because of is climate provisions, 

something that water-starved Arizona desperately needs, thus we will be asked to hail this 

compromise agreement. Not I. If Sinema truly were in favor of protecting the planet and 

Arizona, she would not use her vote to extract a shameful concession. If the Democratic Party 

had an ounce of morality, they would stand up to her, nix the bill and end her political career, 

teaching all would-be future blackmailers that the tactic will boomerang. If rich Arizonans care 

for the climate and for fairness, they would inundate the Arizona airwaves with what Sinema has 

done and run her out of her state.  

 

There are times when a forest fire will lead to rejuvenation and renewal. America is at such a 

desperate moment to avoid becoming a kleptocracy.  
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A Greater America or the Destruction of the Country as we Know it?  

 

Why would anyone have genuine admiration for, or trust in, a person who has dodged the draft, 

abused women, openly lied about anything and everything, attempted to subvert election results,  

something that is the foundation of a democracy, encouraged the murder of his own vice 

president, held a meeting with the Russian leader and not allowed anyone except a translator to 

be present, lied about and cheated on his taxes, stiffed many of his creditors, declared numerous 

bankruptcies, cheated students through misrepresentation of his so-called university, ignored 

climate change, resorted to the Fifth Amendment when questioned under oath and supported and 

admired dictators especially those who throw money his way. A man who never apologizes or 

shows remorse, is vengeful and boasts incessantly about himself and seems on a mission to elect 

acolytes and sycophants into positions of power so they will do his bidding in future elections as 

he undermines the electoral system. A man who hides behind being “victimized” to get his way 

and when that fails, uses every legal means to get out of trouble. It becomes even more difficult 

to idolize such a man if you are a true Christian, Muslim or Jew. What would Jesus say of such a 

man? 

 

So how come this man, Donald Trump, received over 74 million votes in the 2020 election and 

today has a stranglehold over the Republican Party? How can he command such loyalty among 

ordinary voters?  

 

Millions of Americans have a number of different legitimate gripes that have festered and have 

been unaddressed for years. Gripes they blame on the government of the United States, powerful 

politicians and on the country’s elite. But no one seems to have listened. Nothing has changed. 

Maybe people are looking for a savior to turn everything upside down and by magic recreate an 

America that they think used to exist? But is Trump that man? Let’s first list some of their 

possible gripes and then see if Trump is their man.  

 

What are these gripes, whether valid or not, that Trump’s backers feel? 

 

Many white Americans have been left behind. They are struggling to make ends meet and to get 

ahead in life. Some among them blame their predicament on what they see as the special 

treatment of black Americans and the growing number of immigrants from Latin America, Asia 

and Africa. They believe these minorities are getting social benefits that should be going to them, 

people whose ancestors made this country. Still, the government continues its open door policy 

without taking care of white Americans first. 

 

Millions of Americans still lack adequate healthcare, including prescription drugs at affordable 

prices. The country has refused to treat medical benefits as a human right like many other 

advanced countries do. America’s prescription drug prices are about the highest in the world, 

including for drugs that are invented and manufactured in America. The government won’t allow 

Medicare to negotiate all drug prices (there has recently been a limited positive movement on 



 

this). The government argues that this would be unfair—to use the buying power of Medicare to 

reduce “market” prices and yet lets powerful companies, such as Amazon and Walmart, use their 

market power to increase their profits and enrich their stockholders. Some ask, who does the 

government work for, all Americans or just the wealthy? 

 

Undoubtedly, education is the most important ticket for success in the United States. Yet, there is 

enormous disparity in school systems across the country. Schools in wealthy neighborhoods are 

far superior to those in poor areas. This disparity spills into college education and the burden of 

student debt becomes an albatross around the necks of graduates with payments that continue for 

decades. None of this happens in advanced European countries where public education is funded 

by a central, not local, government and is more uniform between rich and poor areas; and where 

public higher education is essentially free.  

 

The American tax system in unfair. It favors the rich. It is not as progressive it used to be. The 

wealthy have many hidden tax benefits as the number of billionaires continues to grow while 

poorer white Americans get poorer, have little for their impoverished families and yet fight 

America’s wars. Inequities fuel the belief that the government works for the wealthy and is 

controlled by a secret cabal of the elite. 

 

The American legal system is touted for delivering just outcomes, yet all Americans don’t have 

equal access to fair treatment under the law. To get justice in America, you have to be in a 

financial position to “buy” it—with money to hire top lawyers who may charge in excess of $800 

per hour leading to final bills that could well exceed $50,000 for a simple DWI trial or over 

$500,000 for a divorce and millions of dollars for complicated divorces, business transactions 

and criminal proceedings.  

 

The anger of a majority of Americans is fueled by what they perceive as widespread corruption 

in the halls of government. While most Americans are hard at work, they believe that their 

elected officials are lining their pockets and living high on the hog. The perception of corruption 

has many tentacles, but a few serve to make the point. Members of Congress have access to 

privileged information, they trade stocks and are not subject to insider trading regulations as are 

all other Americans. They are lobbied by dozens of corporate and personal lobbyists who donate 

money to their campaign war chest, give them free vacations, enrich their family and friends and 

promise them future contracts when they leave office. Money in politics is corruption that has 

become essentially legalized in the United States. Yes, legal corruption! It may sound 

oxymoronic, but it is visible everywhere you look and supported by arguments such as freedom 

of speech and the First Amendment. In the end, the wealthy get their way and the rest of America 

gets shortchanged. 

 

This list of “gripes” contains gripes that we hear day after day. The list is by no means 

exhaustive. For instance, there are millions of Americans who are against the abortion ban and 

the availability of firearms meant for warfare, especially without adequate background checks, 

but such gripes were not only dismissed out of hand by Trump but were also opposed by him.  

 

So how does Donald Trump fit into this picture? How has Trump with his many human faults 

and transgressions garnered so much support from a large segment of the American population, 



 

those who identify themselves as Republicans? Is he seen as the man who will stand up for all 

white Christian Americans and restore social justice, especially for average people?  

 

What’s the secret behind Trump’s success? Well, many people are so fed up with how things are 

done in this country and their lot in life that they will support anyone, yes anyone, who they 

think is fighting the government to give them a fair shake and to restore what they see as their 

rightful standing in America. Trump has somehow convinced them that he is their man. His 

behavior is so outrageous that people think he can achieve anything he sets his mind to. The 

majority of his supporters don’t see him as a selfless man who is standing up for their stolen 

rights, but instead see him as a fighter, devious enough to destroy the system as we know it and 

put something else in its place, where there is hope for them to be better off. It is a risky 

proposition, but one that in their desperation and anger they are willing to try. A few even 

believe that Trump represents the second coming of Christ (forgive me for repeating this 

blasphemy).  

 

How can Trump’s influence be reduced? What will it take to expose Trump, eliminate his 

stranglehold on the Republican party and render American democracy more secure? There’s no 

easy and quick solution. It is a long haul with many years of turmoil in store. Some possible 

developments, though not highly likely, could loosen Trump’s grip and make the future of 

American democracy more hopeful—if the democratic party were to clean up its own act, if 

politicians become so scared about the country’s future that they work for the greater good, if  

numerous Republican senators were to simultaneously stand up to Trump and put the country 

before their own selfish wants, if some of the richest Americans devoted their wealth to cleaning 

up the American political system instead of gaming it, if Trump’s children and wife were to set 

aside their own personal agenda for the good of the country, if evidence were to emerge that 

absolutely confirmed some of Trump’s human deficiencies, if the ongoing investigations were to 

reveal indisputable proof of his wrongdoings, or if a selfless and charismatic champion of 

democratic rights was to appear on the scene and take America in a different direction. Yes, all 

of these might appear so farfetched as to appear delusional, and they may be, but they are our 

best hope to avoid years of turmoil and even a possible civil war.  

 

In the end the future is in our hands, will we rise to the occasion? 
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And now the Demise of America could Shape the World 

 

 

We can all learn something about ourselves if we listen to how others see us. So last week I 

asked a dear friend, an Englishman who was a partner in a very big American company in 

California and worked for years around the world, how America was seen in England today?  

 

Here is our rough conversation, what he said and my two cents.  

 

“When we Brits look at the U.S., we no longer understand it! It has always been a funny sort of 

democracy. You’ve never had a popular vote for your president. You have a crazy indirect 

electoral system—Electoral College with its undemocratic representation in your senate that can 

translate to minority rule. Today millions in the U.S. deny election results. How can you have a 

democratic system if you deny election results even after they have been upheld by the courts? 

Some candidates for political office say that they will not accept the results unless they win! 

Even your courts are under attack. A majority of Americans don’t see the Supreme Court as 

legitimate. The U.S. seems to be crumbling at the seams. Without the rule of law and accepted 

elections, what do you have? Anarchy! We find it all very distressing because if you fall, we 

could follow suit.” I agreed with him and added that the system has become more undemocratic 

with the unfettered role of money in politics. 

 

“Yes, I agree. Everything in America is now about money. Your leaders have no dignity. No 

moral fiber. Your politicians put their personal interests well ahead of the people’s and the 

national interest. They lie their way through the day. They want money and power—simply, 

insatiable greed. They look only at the moment and hardly ever look into the future, be it the 

welfare of all Americans, the fragility of your democracy or climate change. Even your former 

president Trump said he didn’t care much about global warming because he said he would be 

dead by then! He has apparently even declared that he is the “chosen one.” And the people put 

up with all this! Yes, a large segment of your population, those who call themselves 

Evangelicals, I assume devout followers of Christ, worship Trump. I shake my head and ask, 

have they read the New Testament? Do they know the teachings of Christ? Trump’s behavior is 

in many ways the antithesis of Jesus’ life. Your people are not engaged. They just listen to sound 

bites and look on their favorite website. We see that, but Americans are too busy looking for the 

next buck, watching football and only have time left for soundbites on TV. They are not engaged 

in running the country. A country can only be as good as the constructive participation people. 

Today you have the perfect breeding ground for charlatans to become leaders and for the 

electorate the sheep who follow them. Americans need to be engaged. Do you want a democracy 

or an autocracy? Decide while you have a choice. And I mean while there is time.” I agreed and 

worried how our current divisiveness has given rise to splinter groups and militias, with varied 

agendas getting into the mix, fueling a fire that seems to grow by the day. 



 

 

“Your divisions run the gamut. Racial. The historical treatment of black people, who were 

kidnapped from Africa, is a stain on the country. But you haven’t dealt with it after all these 

years. You won’t face facts. You are now going in reverse. Banning books in your schools that 

teach about the horrible past. Some of your politicians have used it as a hot button issue, 

something that smacks of undeniable racism and no remorse for the horrible injustices of the 

past.” I had to agree. We ban books that expose our own “holocaust,” yet we leave the Diary of 

Anne Frank and the books of Eli Wiesel on school shelves. 

(https://miakgeorge33.medium.com/why-the-indigenous-american-holocaust-must-be-centered-

8669b315251c). All these books should be read, not just what is convenient. We want to expose 

the horrors of others, but not our own. It’s painful, but we have to do it if we are to move on. 

 

“We used to think that “cowboys” inhabited a few counties in the West, but now it seems most 

of America is infected. More guns than inhabitants and now fanatics tooting even machine guns. 

I don’t mean to disparage cowboys, but you can’t have a country with only cowboys. It’s 

becoming a little like the old Wild West. There’s little respect for the law. Some are even 

targeting the law, police and the FBI. It really is like the old West, crooks are going after the 

sheriffs. Facts and laws don’t seem to matter. It is even conceivable that the U.S. could be in the 

midst of a civil war within the decade.” I agreed, but I still didn’t see how we got here? Was it 

Trump? Or had something been brewing? 

 

“It is many things, but here is my list—corruption, unparalleled income inequality, a divided 

America and an unscrupulous Trump who has fooled 74 million into believing that he would by 

magic right all the wrongs. Americans have been conned. Trump is out only for himself and yes, 

he might destroy your democracy and the elite in the process, but he is not fighting for justice 

and for the good of America. Humans are selfish, but American politicians are really something 

else. Your Republican party is no more. They know better, yet they follow Trump as the best 

path for their re-election. They are the party of Trump. Democrats are also to blame. They act 

holier than thou but they are just as vulnerable to the wishes of their political donors. At its core, 

America has become very corrupt. It was always corrupt because money permeated everything, 

but in the last four decades or so, corruption has mushroomed. In Congress, elections, Wallstreet, 

business, truly everywhere. Those who benefit don’t care for the fallout, but it is serious. 

Corruption is a cancer. The Americans who work hard and struggle see some of this, becoming 

more enraged as charlatans twist this reality to fuel anger and spew hatred toward the 

government.” Yes, the highly educated and the wealthy have been irresponsible too. They are 

greedy and duplicitous. I asked why this might permeate the rest of the world? 

 

“America is in trouble and as a result so is the world. Let me put it this way. Since WWII we 

have looked to America as the bastion of democracy. NATO is our defense against Russia and 

other adversaries, terrorists and others who would do us harm. But without America, there is no 

NATO. Without America, we cannot fight terrorists around the globe. We would be naked and 

vulnerable. All over the world democracies are in danger—in Italy, Greece, Hungary, Spain, 

France, Turkey, Brazil, most of Latin America and more. If America goes, the floodgates would 

open wide.” I agreed with most that he said, but I asked how America’s democracy could be 

strengthened, what’s the solution?  

 

https://miakgeorge33.medium.com/why-the-indigenous-american-holocaust-must-be-centered-8669b315251c
https://miakgeorge33.medium.com/why-the-indigenous-american-holocaust-must-be-centered-8669b315251c


 

“Look, the easy answer is to blame Trump for it all. But that would be absurd. A large segment 

of Americans have been unhappy with their lot in life—the wealth and income gap has gotten 

bigger and bigger, the tax system has become more unfair since the Regan era, white Americans 

are sacred as minorities and immigrants become more influential and parts of America seem to 

be forgotten and left behind. Just look at the ongoing deprivation and poverty in certain parts of 

America, for instance the recently flooded areas of Kentucky. In some sense, the United States is 

50 separate countries trying to work together. It’s tough to work together. But Americans must 

somehow be made aware of the dangers of signing off and leaving the country to charlatans and 

politicians. They must be persuaded to be more engaged. Looking at facts and deciding what the 

best path forward is.”  To my mind, some things that could help are tightening up the rules for 

what we call a legitimate news organization, limiting the flow of money into politics, mandating 

public TV channels, such as PBS, to produce more news programs informing the public and 

exposing lies on the airwaves, expanding civics education in schools, placing term limits for all 

judges, enforcing laws and punishment more uniformly, wherever necessary, on Wallstreet, in 

Congress or on the streets and overhauling the tax system to focus on fairness, closing the 

income and wealth gaps and giving all Americans a good chance to succeed.  

 

In the end, a country can only be as good as its people. And for that, the people must be better 

informed, more engaged and peacefully work for change.  
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A World Regressing Beyond Repair 

Political leaders in the United States have touted economic sanctions as being less costly and 

more humanitarian than wars to affect the objectionable policies of an adversary. I beg to differ.  

Prolonged sanctions can inflict pain, physical destruction and death, disrupt global supply chains, 

force sub-par and costly restructuring of the global economy, reshape global alliances with 

fallouts that can last much longer than most conventional wars. It is a Neo-colonial instrument 

available to an exclusive club of two or three economic powers who also have a strong military 

to enforce their will. The United Nations and the global community must rein in sanctions before 

the world becomes fractured and adversarial beyond repair.  

For America, sanctions are a silent weapon with little visible and immediate hardship. No 

soldiers going to war or shedding blood. No horrific images on TV screens. A sanitized war! The 

U.S. is seen as doing ‘something’ to take on an adversary. It is a weapon that the U.S. can use 

more than any other country because it has the biggest economy with the deepest financial sector 

and the dollar is the global currency for asset accumulation and trade. It is a weapon which can 

have dire and unknown fallout for many years to come. 

A brief look at Iran, Venezuela and Russia may shed some light on some of the results of 

sanctions. The U.S. has sanctioned Iran longer than any country except Cuba, more heavily than 

any other country, including cutting off all its financial institutions from SWIFT (the 

international financial network), sanctioning the office of its Supreme Leader, its Revolutionary 

Guards Corps (IRGC), all foreign investments, exports of its oil, gas and oil products, imports of 

all military equipment, of commercial aircraft and parts, exports from the United States, and 

imposing secondary sanctions on entities and countries who help Iran evade sanctions. Iranians 

have suffered shortages of life-saving medicines. This  undeclared war on Iran has gone on for 

over 40 years with no positive result for the United States.  

 

The fallout of sanctions on Iran have reverberated around the world. This is most visible in the 

availability and price of natural gas (piped and liquefied), oil and petrochemicals. Iran is the 

logical competitor to Russian piped gas to Europe. The possibility of Iranian piped gas for 

Europe and expanded liquefied natural gas (LNG) output was killed by President Clinton in the 

mid 1990s; Iran had invited Bechtel (the company that developed Qatar’s LNG plants) for 

discussions to develop Iran’s North Pars Field, to pipe the gas and ship the LNG, but the 

enactment of the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act  (ILSA) prevented this by limiting investment in and 

cooperation with Iran’s oil and gas sector. ILSA also prevented the development of Iran’s oil 

fields (at that time, specifically the giant Azadegan field by CONOCO). The U.S. “brain trust” 

understandably failed to see the future, such as Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the acceleration 

of climate change. All the U.S. could see was its desire to isolate Iran there and then.  



 

 

To gauge the impact of sanctions on alliances, the sanctions on Russia, along with those existing 

on Iran and Venezuela, should make the point. Principally, China, Iran and Venezuela have 

bonded with Russia. This alliance could adversely affect U.S. commercial and political interests 

for years to come. Russia has the largest reserves of natural gas (24 % of world reserves) 

followed by Iran (17%). This will result in a mighty global alliance in gas. China has the biggest 

reserves of rare earth metals (35%); Venezuela has the largest oil reserves in the world (18% of 

the total) with Iran ranking fourth (9.5%). China is the biggest manufacturer in the world. The 

combination of Russia, China, Venezuela and Iran poses an existential threat for U.S. interests in 

the Middle East, the far East, Latin America and even in Africa. What we see is that U.S. 

sanctions can affect national interests and change alliances that could in time boomerang to hurt 

the United States. Why can’t we see this coming? Do we care? 

 

A much ignored consequence of sanctions is that the fallout continues for years to come. Again, 

Iran provides a case in point. Today after over 40 years of sanctions, no matter what a U.S. 

president does, Iran will be effectively under the sanctions cloud for years to come. Today the 

United States is in negotiations to ‘lift’ some sanctions if the JCPOA, the nuclear agreement that 

the U.S. abrogated, is restored. Sadly this will do little for Iran besides providing some short-

term relief. No international financial institution, no multinational corporation and no private 

investor is likely to make a massive investment in Iran for years, if not decades, to come. The 

reason is simple, they cannot trust the United States not to re-impose sanctions, in turn adversely 

affecting their investment. Iran has been severed from the global community for years to come. 

Wars, after they are over, have no such reverberations—witness Germany, Japan and Vietnam. 

Yes, there’s no doubt, wars are horrific in term of loss of life, injuries, refugees and physical and 

economic destruction and loss. The loss associated with sanctions may be silent and opaque, but 

they are just as real and the fallout is not limited to the sanctioned country and the sender of 

sanctions because sanctions affect global supply chains, restructure the global economy and 

increase uncertainty and risk for years. Yet, there has never been a comprehensive accounting of 

the global economic cost of sanctions, in part because the fallout goes on for decades and may 

not yet be over. Sanctions that last for years poison relations for decades between the U.S. and 

the sanctioned country, but this is not the case of a war resulting in a victor and a vanquished.  

It is urgent for the world to come together at the United Nations to rein in sanctions. To restrict 

sanctions beyond the import and export of military equipment. If we don’t act now, the world 

will become more divided, adversarial, uncertain and vulnerable to economic shocks with 

economic prosperity and scientific cooperation in peril.   
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Fuels Anti-Semitism and Endangers Jews, Israel and wider U.S. interests 

 

 

Not only has Iran become enemy number one in the United States, but Americans with Iranian 

roots are perceived as terrorists, anti-American and have become targets of hate and 

discrimination. So much so that many even deny their Iranian heritage. This is not by accident, 

but by careful Israeli design, with Saudi Arabia a junior partner in the quest to shape America’s 

foreign policy interests in favor of Israel’s agenda and in the process lining the pockets and 

coffers of corrupt American politicians. Sadly, such tactics will in time, when fully played out 

and exposed, turn more and more of the world against the United States and Americans against 

Israel and its Jewish sympathizers, further fueling anti-Semitism and cementing divisions across 

the Middle East. 

 

At the outset, let me be clear. The regime in Tehran is not a collection of boy scouts, as are not 

the regimes almost anywhere in the world, especially in Russia and the United States. Yes, Iran 

has made serious mistakes in its dealing with the United States, but the U.S. has hit back with 

more than it has received and relations have so deteriorated that I believe they are irreparable for 

the foreseeable future. Both sides need to erase the past and make a “Grand Bargain.” Let me 

provide an abridged version of how we got here, the key stumbling blocks, what the future holds 

and how we could avoid the worst for us and for others around the world. 

 

Iran’s cardinal sin goes all the way back to the early days of its Revolution in 1979 when Iranian 

students stormed the U.S. Embassy and took 52 hostages after the Shah was given a visa to enter 

the United States for medical treatment. The Iranian government then endorsed the hostage 

taking and as a result became a party to this tragic act—Iran’s original sin. The U.S. froze Iran’s 

external financial assets, something that could be clearly justified. The U.S. media played up this 

hostage taking on the nightly news for 444 days, sowing the seeds of hatred toward Iran. The 

U.S. then stood by and did nothing, maybe even secretly encouraged Saddam Hussein’s 

unprovoked invasion of Iran; and then along with its European allies supplied Iraq with 

internationally outlawed chemical weapons that killed and maimed Iranians on and off the 

battlefield during the eight-year war. Iran was isolated and Iranians suffered, with hundreds of 

thousands casualties and a destroyed economy. In the years after the war, U.S. sanctions were 

piled on, most dramatically under President Clinton, especially banning major investment in Iran 

and its exports of oil, supported with secondary sanctions on any country that defied U.S. 

sanctions. Iran suffered under sanctions, but also in part because of its own economic 

mismanagement under the weight of corruption. Then after 9/11, also acting in its own self-

interest, Iran supported the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan with its Afghani ally, Ahmad Shah 

Massoud and the Northern Alliance, and did its best to improve relations with the U.S. While 

there was a short respite, matters deteriorated when it was revealed that Iran was secretly 

enriching uranium in contravention to the NPT agreement. Iran’s excuse was that if it had 

revealed this, the U.S. and Israel would have bombed its facilities. So more sanctions were piled 



 

on. But then with the U.S. war in Iraq, frightened by the rapidity of Washington’s success, Iran 

tried to cozy up to the U.S. in its fight against ISIS, but then when its interests clashed with the 

United States it supplied its Shia militia allies with bombs that killed Iraqis and Americans. The 

U.S. shot down an Iranian airliner under circumstances that were murky. Relations again 

deteriorated. More sanctions, especially harsh financial sanctions, were imposed, crippling the 

Iranian economy at the tail end of the Bush presidency and the early days of Obama’s term in 

office.  

 

All along, the pro-Israeli U.S. media played up a one-sided account of Iranian transgressions and 

made reconciliation ever more difficult. 

 

Sadly there were terrorist attacks around the world, with a few attributed to Iran, harming Iran’s 

international relations. All the while the worst terrorist attack anywhere occurred on U.S. soil, 

namely 9/11, but Saudi Arabia was spared much criticism and was not sanctioned by the United 

States. Yes, Iran is different. It is naked. It has no corporate backers with heavy business interests 

in Iran and no lobbyists and political supporters in the United States. Then came the Iran nuclear 

agreement (JCPOA). President Obama resisted Israeli and Arab lobbyists and signed the 

agreement with the goal of delaying Iran’s nuclear program, especially to prevent refining 

uranium to weapon grade and building nuclear warheads. Iran upheld its side of the agreement, 

but President Trump withdrew the United States and the agreement collapsed a few months later. 

President Trump added insult to injury by ordering the assassination of Iran’s top general, 

Soleymani. Iran avowed a commensurate response. Then President Biden campaigned on 

restoring the JCPOA, something that has been stalled because of U.S. political considerations. 

Biden is stalling because Israel objects to rejoining the agreement. Israeli and Arab backers in 

Congress, Republicans as well as Democrats, object to moving forward as it would be a touchy 

subject before the mid-term elections in November. Yes, Iran has become a toxic topic in 

American politics. Bash everything Iranian and withhold the hand of reconciliation. It would not 

be an exaggeration to say that America’s regional policy in the Middle East is not American but 

Israeli-American!  

 

Why? How has this come about? The Jewish lobby in the United States has vilified anything and 

everything Iranian. Why? Israel claims that Iran is an existential threat. Although Israel has 

unparalleled military equipment supplied by the United States—top-of-the-line jet fighters, one 

of the best air defense systems in the world, an arsenal of over 250 nuclear warheads and U.S. 

commitments to come to its defense—and it still fears Iran? This is not believable. Moreover, 

given America’s blind support for Israel, Israel does whatever it wishes, knowing that America 

will always back it up. It is so bizarre that about a decade ago I suggested that if Iran wanted 

reconciliation with the United States, it should go through Jerusalem. Clearly some Arab 

governments have recently seen the light and developed diplomatic relations with Israel although 

Israel continues to illegally occupy Palestinian lands, treats Palestinians as second class citizens 

in ways that are a blight on Israel and all Jews who suffered in the Holocaust.  

 

Israel has damaged America’s reputation worldwide. America is not only alienating hundreds of 

millions of Arabs, but also close to two billion Muslims around the world. Not only has Israel 

mistreated Palestinians in ways that are akin to apartheid, but the fear of the Jewish lobby has 

pushed American presidents to use the veto at the UN Security Council more to support Israel’s 



 

illegal occupation and mistreatment of Palestinians than for any other cause. Israel will not agree 

to making the region a nuclear free zone, something that Arab countries and Iran have supported 

for years. Again, the U.S. supports this Israeli policy, a policy that could ignite a catastrophic 

war and result in widespread nuclear proliferation. We have given more aid to Israel than to any 

other country. But Israel is a country with a per capita GDP that exceeds that of France and all 

the while American children go hungry. Do we pamper and follow Israel’s dictates because 

Israel is such an indispensable ally and is always ready to support us? No! Israel would not co-

sponsor the U.S. Resolution at the UN Security Council in 2022 in the face of Russian 

aggression against Ukraine, but later relented at the General Assembly. Israel would not agree to 

supply Ukraine with much needed air defense systems. Why? Israel wants to preserve its 

relations with Russia. Israel clearly supports the U.S. when it is convenient. Today, President 

Biden is unlikely to revive the JCPOA with Iran because Israel is against it. And if Israel is 

against it, its supporters in the US will not support Biden’s party in elections. 

 

While most, if not all, that I have said is well known, what is less appreciated is that such blind 

support for Israel not only tarnishes America’s standing on the world stage, but hurts Israel and 

Jews around the world. Israel’s treatment of Palestinians is condemned by much of the world. 

Simply look at the number of UN Security Council resolutions that the U.S. has vetoed. Consider 

America’s acquiescence to Israel’s settlement expansion, harassment of Palestinians and total 

embargo of Gaza. While America espouses noble values when it comes to human rights and 

international law, all is forgotten when it comes to Israel. The world sees this glaring duplicity 

every day and blames American Jews and not just the state of Israel. 

 

While the Jewish lobby in the U.S. may have engineered over-the-top support for Israel, its most 

worrisome outcome and legacy may be to stoke the fire of anti-Semitism here at home and 

around the world. Jews have disproportionate representation with the U.S. Senate and House, 

Federal judges, CEOs, Wall Street, academia and other positions of power in the U.S., and sadly 

many use this power to stifle any discussion of U.S. support for Israel and to reward politicians 

who blindly support Israeli policies. Criticism of the Israeli-Jewish lobby and Israel’s treatment 

of Palestinians can have dire consequences for a young professor’s career on most campuses. As 

Americans observe the power of U.S. Jews and the harm they do to U.S. national interests, anti-

Semitism grows, especially at a time of historic domestic upheaval, divisions and inequality in 

the United States. Concerned citizens could benefit by reading In the Garden of Beasts by Erik 

Larson. 

 

Finally, what does all this say about future of Iran-U.S. relations, Israel’s outlook and Iran’s 

options? Today, Iran is Israel’s enemy number one. The Israeli-Jewish lobby will spare nothing 

to isolate Iran and to starve the country any way it can. Be it through U.S. sanctions, terrorism 

and alliances with terrorist organizations such as the MEK. This is becoming clearer to the 

regime in Tehran by the day. No matter what concessions they make to the U.S. and whatever 

agreement they reach, they will be torpedoed by Israel. The die has been cast. There can be no 

lasting and meaningful agreement between the U.S. and Iran unless America acts in its own self-

interest and stops prioritizing Israeli interests. Iran has little choice but to abandon the NPT and 

to walk away from the JCPOA. It will become totally allied with China and Russia, forced to 

develop a few nuclear warheads, defying American and Israeli threats. There could be a terrible 



 

regional war with nuclear proliferation to follow. As for Israel, it is approaching an inflection 

point—will it be a liberal democracy or an autocratic Jewish state?  

 

The only ray of hope for Iran-U.S. relations would be the election of a powerful American 

president with strong backing in Congress who would support Israel but with “tough” love and 

engage Iran in a grand bargain—settling all points of contention and removing all sanctions. 

How likely is this? Is there green cheese on the moon?  
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America Must Learn From Its Mistakes 

The United States has been showering economic sanctions on the world akin to a drunk cowboy 

shooting up a town in the wild west. Little regard for the harm on the rest of the world. No regard 

for future fallout. No regard for the human toll. So why does it sanctions so? Because it can. 

I can be brief. Iran has the second largest (after Russia) reserves of natural gas and the fourth 

largest proven oil reserves in the world. Yet, Iran is a puny exporter of piped and liquified 

natural gas (LNG) and a declining exporter of oil. Why? America’s economic sanctions. 

In 1995, Iran invited Bechtel Corporation (the company that developed and built Qatar’s LNG 

plants) to visit Iran. To discuss a number of projects, but behind it all was piped gas to Europe 

and LNG for the world over. Iran’s geography and vast gas reserves offered the most economic 

option for piped gas for Europe. In 1996, President Clinton killed all foreign investment and 

participation in Iran by enacting the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act. Bechtel could not develop these 

projects in Iran and CONOCO could not develop Iran’s oil fields. 

The result 25 years later? Europe is hostage to Putin, Iranians have suffered and apparently 

sanctions have not changed what the U.S. considered Iran’s objectionable policies. 

It’s high time for America to evaluate its addiction to sanctions and for America’s allies to 

consider the wisdom of blindly adhering to America’s freewheeling sanctions. The fallout from 

sanctions can be far reaching. Sanctions can cause significant human harm and deprivation for 

decades, sow the seeds of hostility and retaliation, destroy economies beyond that of the 

sanctioned country and boomerang. 
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Iran and Saudi Arabia 

 

As someone who left Iran at the age of nine, I have stayed connected to the country of my birth 

for nearly 70 years.  I have done my best, maybe not always successfully, to defend Iran when it 

should be defended—Saddam Hussein’s war financed by Saudi Arabia and the UAE with 

banned chemical weapons supplied by the West, killing hundreds of thousands of Iranians or 

America’s brutal and inhumane sanctions that have even deprived Iranians of life-saving 

medicines—and to call it out when it has wronged—support to President Assad in the genocide 

in Syria or turning guns on its own people after the contested elections in 2009 and again after 

popular uprising following the tragic death of Mahsa Amini while in custody in 2022.  

 

Iran and Iranians have been wronged. And Iran has wronged. While countries commit wrongs all 

the time, the powerful invariably get away with it, but the weak pay a price. My heart bleeds for 

the suffering of Iranians—from the missteps and mismanagement of their government and from 

the aggression of foreigners.  

 

While one can find arguments to justify Russia’s aggression against Ukraine by resorting to 

arguments such as the expansion and creeping threat from NATO, still, nothing can justify 

Russia’s naked aggression. Such justifications are akin to going next door and killing an 

unarmed neighbor on the grounds that he or she was about to buy a gun and come next door on a 

rampage.  

 

Anyone who champions peaceful coexistence and human rights must condemn Putin’s naked 

aggression and withhold any and all support. All those who directly or indirectly assist Putin’s 

aggression are also a party to its tragedy—including Iran selling drones to Russia, Saudi Arabia’s 

push to cut OPEC’s oil output and all of OPEC PLUS members in the quest to support oil prices 

that fund Putin’s war. In Iran’s case, it has few friends in the West, especially in the United 

States since the taking of embassy hostages in 1979. As drones kill Ukrainians and destroy 

infrastructure, Iran will become ever more demonized and isolated around the world. 

 

As we are fixated on Ukraine and Iranian drones raining down on Ukrainians, we must not forget 

Saudi Arabia’s horrific war in Yemen that has already reportedly killed around 250,000 

Yemenis. Nor America’s arms sales to Saudi Arabia, for the maintenance of its war machine, 

including the training of its military, servicing of its jet fighters and bombers, mid-air refueling 

and providing it with military intelligence to carry out its genocide in Yemen. Or the disgraceful 

lust for money that has driven senior retired American military men to sign on with Mohammed 

bin Salman in support of his military misadventures in the Middle East and its human rights 

violations and the U.S. government’s efforts to keep these lucrative employments a secret. 



 

(https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/interactive/2022/veterans-us-foreign-jobs-

saudi-arabia/).  

 

To be credible Iran and Iranians, Saudi Arabia and Saudi Arabians, America and Americans and 

many more should put their own house in order as they readily put others under the microscope. 

For the world to have a chance of survival, we must call out egregious actions no matter who is 

the instigator and how painful it may be for us and our country.  
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And the Fallout? 

 

At the outset, let me be clear. Historically, Saudi oil output/pricing decisions have been political 

as well as economic — most dramatically in 1973 with the Arab oil embargo and throughout the 

years to the present. The king has traditionally steered all major decisions, largely based on 

political considerations, something that I experienced first-hand when King Fahd overruled a 

commitment of his foreign minister, Saud Al-Faisal, to me to cooperate with Iran on oil policy 

within OPEC. Why such political considerations? For example, Saudi Arabia has felt existential 

threats from Iran ever since its 1979 revolution and the growing number of radicals and 

revolutionaries in the Middle East. So the Al-Saud kings essentially sub-contracted their security 

to the United States. They relied on the United States for advisors and personnel, training, 

military equipment from tanks to planes, to command and control, for equipment maintenance, 

support from mid-air refueling to flying AWACS around the Persian Gulf and military and 

political intelligence. You name it, it was the United States. It is an understatement to say that 

Saudi Arabia relied on the United States, as reliance on the U.S. was almost total from 1945 until 

the early years of this century. 

Of course economics was always a part and parcel of every decision to do with oil. When you 

sell anything, you consider supply and demand. The case of oil, a depletable resource, requires 

special considerations because it is depletable and must be produced in such a way so as not to 

destroy its market over time. How it is produced and its attendant price must consider its 

depletion so as to maximize the revenue overtime. Oil is essential for many uses, faces technical 

limitations how fast it can be taken from a well to preserve oil pressure, it has limited substitutes 

but is now under pressure from renewables, it is a pollutant and in fact it is a strategic 

commodity. As a strategic commodity with large suppliers limited to less than 20 countries, oil 

becomes a political commodity. Its supply has been also affected by wars, revolutions and more 

recently by U.S. economic sanctions on two countries with the largest oil reserve (Venezuela) 

and fourth largest reserve (Iran). The oil output of these countries has been devastated. And its 

price does not behave as smoothly as other goods that we are used to (for a technical rendering, 

see “Crude Oil Price Dynamics (2002–2006),” Hossein Askari and Noureddine Krichene, 

Energy Economics, Volume 30, Issue 5, September 2008). 

Today, the hot oil issue is Saudi Arabia’s push to reduce OPEC’s (actually OPEC+) output of 

crude oil by 2 million barrels a day. The way the world sees this initiative is that lower oil output 

will: (i) result in higher oil prices, (ii) higher global inflation, (iii) slower global economic 

growth, (iv) a stronger dollar as the U.S. Federal Reserve raises interest rates to dampen 

inflation, (v) higher oil revenues for Saudi Arabia and especially for Russia, the world’s two 

largest oil exporters and (vi) ultimately support Russia’s war of aggression against U.S. and 

NATO interests. For the United States, the Saudi move takes on an added dimension. Saudi 

Arabia is siding with Russia in the Ukraine war, increasing Putin’s oil revenues while adversely 

affecting U.S. consumers and especially for Democratic party hopefuls by taking sides in the 



 

upcoming U.S. mid-term elections — hoping to bring the Republican party to power in Congress 

and ultimately bringing Trump or another Republican in as president in 2024. 

So why has Saudi Arabia now challenged its long-term protector the United States? There are 

numerous reasons, but the catalyst has been the rise of Mohammed bin Salman (MBS). After the 

passing away of King Abdullah, the new king, Salman, upended the long-held tradition of 

succession. He was persuaded by his favorite son, Mohammed, to push aside the crown prince, 

Mohammed bin Nayef, a man of much experience especially in overseeing the country’s 

intelligence and with close relations with the United States, and make him the crown prince. In 

2017, father and son engineered this unprecedented coup in the house of Saud by essentially 

kidnapping Mohammed bin Nayef and forcing him to agree to relinquish his position in a public 

spectacle for everyone to see. MBS became the crown prince and the de facto ruler of the 

country at the tender age of 32 as Mohammed bin Nayef was placed under house arrest. This was 

a bloodless coup Saudi style! 

As MBS was gaining power, the world was also changing. The U.S. focus had pivoted from the 

Middle East to China. A vacuum was being created with China and Russia stepping in. Some 

Arab countries were developing diplomatic and trade relations with Israel. Israel was no longer 

doing U.S. bidding in the region by pursuing its own interests in the region and more widely and 

could support Saudi Arabia in the region and in the United States. It was perhapsa time to 

change, or at least to diversify its traditional alliances. 

At this time, I thought and wrote that MBS was unlikely to last. Family members way ahead of 

him in their claim to the throne would topple him and some could even get backing from the 

United States in doing so. But MBS had great luck — Trump and Kushner. As is well known, 

Donald Trump has a love affair with money and Kushner had been in a financial squeeze looking 

for investors to rescue heavily mortgaged family properties in New York. Trump and his son-in-

law could be easily enticed! When Trump went to Saudi Arabia and as Kushner started spending 

a lot of time alone with MBS, I thought and wrote that MBS would get a second lease on life. 

The Al-Saud trademark is to buy people. Money is their weapon and it does their bidding. And 

money is not an issue for the king or for others in line for the crown. The king has unfettered 

access to the treasury, the people’s money that is derived from the sale of the country’s depleting 

asset, oil. All Al-Saud princes get a check, with the size depending on their ranking in the family; 

the amount a secret, only known to the minister of finance and a group of loyal Saudis from 

Mecca who administer this account. Al-Sauds live large on the back of the people. So I 

speculated, on the basis of my experience in Saudi Arabia, that MBS would tell Kushner that he 

would write a check for him when he left the U.S. government and he probably would give very 

expensive jewelry to Ivanka Trump to put in her safe. That’s the way he would get his way. Fast 

forward, he did write a $2.5 billion check to invest with Kushner in something in which Kushner 

had no experience and in the process overruling all his financial advisors; as for jewelry, we will 

probably never know. MBS also committed $1 billion to Mnuchin, Trump’s Secretary of the 

Treasury. 

Soon after bonding with Kushner, MBS rounded up a number of his family and high profile 

Saudis. He pressed them for money, but I speculated that he was informed by Kushner, who by 

then had access to top secret intelligence, as to who was plotting against him. This information 



 

was invaluable to MBS. He had someone at a high level in the U.S. government. He could do 

what he wanted. It was a get out of jail card, no, it was jail cards. So he had Jamal Khashoggi 

killed. Nothing much happened. Trump protected MBS, but as Trump lost the election, MBS 

needed to diversify his foreign backing. He bonded with Putin after the 2016 creation of OPEC+, 

with Russia as its most non-OPEC member, to better control oil prices. He reached out to Israel, 

as I believe he was advised the best way to have support in Washington was to get closer to 

Israel. He put dozens of retired senior U.S. military, including many generals and admirals, on 

his payroll, for advice and support in Washington and advice in the Middle East. 

(https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/interactive/2022/veterans-us-foreign-jobs-

saudi-arabia/). And American companies with exports to Saudi Arabia were the lobbyists to back 

him in the United States. He felt his oats and wanted to show Biden that this was a new Saudi 

Arabia. Saudi Arabia would no longer follow only the U.S. but there were other alliances — 

Russia, Israel, China, Pakistan and India — he wanted America to also follow Saudi Arabia. Oil 

and money were his weapons and he would use them because he knew that America would not 

relax sanctions on Iran — the country that could in time replace Saudi Arabia in the energy 

market because of its oil and more importantly because of its vast deposits of natural gas. His 

power in the global oil market had jumped with Iran and Venezuela sidelined by the United 

States. 

Now allow me to again conjecture based on what I have observed and read of MBS. To my mind 

he pushed the UAE, Kuwait and Iraq to support him in OPEC because he wants to make sure 

that Putin does not lose the war because in that case America’s leverage over him would 

increase; he would lose an ally in Putin and he could not use the Russia card against the U.S. He 

wanted to do all he could to damage the Democrat’s election chances by flipping the senate and 

the house and hopefully bringing Trump and Kushner back. And he could keep Iran isolated for 

many more years to come — no return to the nuclear agreement, low oil revenues and at his 

mercy. It is a bold and risky proposition but one that a young brash risk taker could afford to 

take. 

Will his plan succeed in spiking oil prices? I believe not. At best, he may get a $3 or $4 jump in 

the price of crude and a $0.30 increase in the price of gasoline in the United States in the next 

one to two months, but in the spring of 2023, oil and gasoline prices will be lower than now. As I 

have said, this Saudi oil decision could increase short-term oil prices, but it will have other 

effects that will dampen future prices. It would increase global inflation. The U.S. Federal 

Reserve and other central banks will increase interest rates even further to dampen consumer 

demand. This will reduce economic growth with a deeper recession. At the same time, higher 

U.S. interest rates will increase the value of the dollar and as oil is priced in dollars, oil prices in 

other currencies will increase, reducing demand for oil. Low and behold when all this plays out, 

there will be lower demand for oil and in turn a reduction in oil prices. Pundits forget that the 

biggest driver of oil prices is world economic growth. But in the short run, this could still hurt 

Biden and the Democrats in the mid-terms. 

Can Biden do anything to blunt the Saudi oil threat? Yes. First, he can release more oil from the 

Strategic Oil Reserve, which he announced on Wednesday; while this will add little to supplies, 

it will still provide assurance that he will do all he can to hold prices down. Second, he can send 

a tough message to MBS through a high-profile emissary, such as former Secretary of Defense 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/interactive/2022/veterans-us-foreign-jobs-saudi-arabia/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/interactive/2022/veterans-us-foreign-jobs-saudi-arabia/


 

William Cohen — We expect you not to cut output and to make an announcement to this effect; 

if not, the U.S. will suspend all cooperation in defense and intelligence; the U.S. will not train 

Saudi military personnel or maintain Saudi military equipment, including air force jets; the U.S. 

will withdraw all military advisors, including retired military personnel; the U.S. will suspend 

the sale of all military equipment and spare parts; the U.S. may be forced to agree to the nuclear 

agreement with Iran and lift all sanctions on Iran; and yes Biden can at least hold to this for the 

next two years. I believe that all this would put the fear of God in MBS and in the house of Saud. 

Third, what could perhaps be politically risky, he could authorize the partial lifting of oil 

sanctions on Iran and Venezuela with the proceeds flowing into a secure account for those 

countries to purchase food, medicines and medical equipment. Fourth, Biden could quietly 

persuade Kuwait to increase its output by 200–300K barrels a day, something that Kuwait would 

do. Biden needs a multi-pronged attack on MBS to succeed in confronting him. 

Biden would only embolden MBS for the future if he does not push back on him now. MBS 

would become more secure on the Saudi crown; enhance his stature in the Arab world; and act in 

his own interest with little deference to U.S. interests. If the U.S. does nothing, America’s 

interests in the region will be irreparably damaged. The U.S. invariably does not push back early 

and problems become bigger, for example letting Putin run free in Georgia and Crimea led to the 

invasion of Ukraine. 

A word of caution: Foreign lobbying in the U.S. is out of control, targeting the Executive 

branch, Congress and the military. If we are not careful, our foreign policy will be in the hands 

of foreigners, not just those who are allies, but those who are adversaries. Russia’s stealth 

intervention into German politics is a recent case in point with the result that Germany lost 

control over its foreign policy and became hostage to Putin’s energy blackmail. 
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More Wars, War Crimes and Genocides on the Horizon 

 

 

Yes, Russia invaded Ukraine. Say all you want, but there can be little justification or cover for 

this aggression. NATO expansion had not taken place before Putin’s invasion. How about a pre-

emptive war? Good try. Try going next door, killing your neighbor and pleading “but your 

honor, he was about to buy a gun, break into my house and kill me.”  

 

How can our world dampen such wars and prevent the destruction and war crimes that invariably 

ensue? That’s tough, if for no other reason than all nation states are hypocritical to the max. They 

do bad things but sanctimoniously claim they are good; so when it comes to calling out the bad 

action of others, their duplicity blasts through. Yes, there may be a question of the degree of 

crimes, but heinous crimes are still heinous, no matter the degree. It is hard to take the pleadings 

of most outraged nations seriously. They invariably have little credibility in the world. The 

United Nations and its Security Council is no different. It is inept with the most powerful making 

a mockery of the peace promoting organization. 

 

Back to Ukraine. Yes, the world should come to help Ukraine and not assist Putin’s aggression 

with its glaring war crimes for all to see. No doubt, the West, especially the United States, has 

helped, albeit late, in delivering much needed weapons to Ukraine, especially air defense systems 

and high mobility rocket systems, but the U.S. has also placed many restrictions on the use of 

offensive weapons lest Putin blame NATO for expanding the war that he started! Still, while the 

U.S., followed by Great Britain, has done the most to help Ukraine defend itself, some allies 

have fallen woefully short. Germany and France have not delivered what they promised on time 

and Italy has not promised much and has done even less. Israel, one of America’s closest allies 

that gets all its weaponry from Washington, has essentially refused to supplement Ukraine’s air 

defenses so as not to upset Putin. 

 

But even arguably worse than the timid support for Ukraine has been the alleged sale of 

offensive weapons to Russia and efforts to shore up Russia’s finances. If it is true that Iran has 

sold drones to Russia, as seems to be the case, then Iran has done wrong and has blood on its 

hands. Saudi Arabia’s push to cut OPEC+ production by 2 MBD can only help Putin finance his 

war and Saudi Arabia, a touted U.S. ally, has done wrong with blood on its hands too. 

 

Yet when America, Great Britain, France and others protest Russia’s invasion and the sale of 

offensive weapons to Russia, their protestations carry much less moral sway than one should 

expect. The West did little to condemn Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Iran. Even worse, the West 

supplied Saddam Hussein with internationally banned chemical weapons that killed and injured 

tens of thousands of Iranians. And more recently, the U.S. and Britain have been supplying Saudi 

Arabia with weapons, bombs, intelligence in support of the Saudis’ ongoing genocide in Yemen 

with around 250,000 casualties.  



 

 

The world has been and is a mess with even the danger of a nuclear war now on the horizon. No 

country has the undisputed high moral ground. We live in a divided world. There are millions 

suffering from the fallout of wars—casualties, refugees, homeless and hunger. And we have an 

inept United Nations with a future that looks dark if we don’t act decisively now.  

 

What should be done?  

 

If the world is to be rescued, we need action on several fronts. Countries that commit cross-

border crimes must be held accountable. They must be tried and prosecuted for their crimes. 

They must not keep illegally acquired territory. They must pay reparations. The sale of offensive 

weaponry must be monitored by the United Nations with UN multilateral sanctions on 

transgressors. If these are not done, there will continue to be more wars, more casualties and 

more human misery. 

 

For the United Nations to have a raison d’être, it needs more teeth and less internal 

contradictions. The UN needs urgent reform. President Biden is right that the UN Security 

Council (UNSC) should be reformed, but not as he suggests—adding more members to the 

UNSC and using the veto only under truly extreme circumstances —as this does little to 

eliminate the UN’s most egregious facet, namely, the veto. Russia would veto any action the 

UNSC might take against its aggression. The U.S. would in turn likely condemn such a veto, but 

the U.S. would stand on shaky ground because it has used the veto more often than any other 

permanent UNSC member since 1970, mostly to defend Israeli actions that have been 

condemned by most of the world. President Biden’s recommendation for reforming the Security 

Council exudes of duplicity. The reform that is needed is: the five permanent members could 

continue to be permanent but with no veto power and the size of the UNSC should be expanded, 

to say 20, with all decisions based on majority vote. I realize that the permanent members are 

unlikely to accept such reforms, but the veto must be abolished if the world is at all serious about 

reducing conflicts. 

 

What the world needs is less duplicity, a heavy dose of morality and more courage to do what is 

right. Governments will but only talk and lie. If people around the world care, they should rise 

up, organize a Global People’s Union and hold their governments accountable to save humanity 

from itself. 
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The United States Has to Start Making Real Threats 

 

On October 25, Reuters reported “Saudi Arabia's energy minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman 

said on Tuesday [October 25] that some countries were using their emergency stocks to 

manipulate markets when their purpose should be to mitigate any shortages of supply … “It is 

my profound duty to make clear to the world that losing (releasing) emergency stocks may be 

painful in the months to come,” the Saudi minister told the Future Initiative Investment (FII) 

conference in Riyadh. 

The Saudi minister was blackmailing the U.S. with a direct threat—If you add to supplies now 

from your strategic reserves and later you are short and need more oil, then good luck because 

we won’t do a damn thing. You can freeze! It’s your problem. 

It’s high time for the United States to get tough and stop pussyfooting around with Saudi Arabia.  

The U.S. should immediately convey the following message in private to Mohammed bin 

Salman (MBS) and his brother, Abdulaziz:  

“President Biden was shocked by the oil minister’s threats delivered in Riyadh on October 25th.  

The United States is not the market manipulator, in fact OPEC and its leader, Saudi Arabia, are 

the market manipulators par excellence.” 

The message should continue: “We have put you in this leadership position in OPEC, which has 

enabled you to manipulate oil supplies and markets. We have isolated Iran to support you and the 

rest of the Gulf Cooperation countries’ (GCC) national interests. Our major instrument has been 

economic sanctions on Iran. We have banned investment in Iran’s energy sector and sanctioned 

the sale of Iran’s oil and gas. If we had not done this, Iran could possibly be exporting an 

additional 4 million barrels a day right now. And even if we lifted sanctions today Iran could 

immediately export an additional 1-1.5 MBD. We would have the oil we want with lower prices 

and Europe would by now be getting all the natural gas it desperately needs. We have also sold 

you our top-of-the-line weaponry, maintained them, trained your personnel and supplied you 

with intelligence. We took on all these policies to support your national interests and this is how 

you repay us, cutting oil production and supporting Russia’s war of aggression? 

Enough is enough. President Biden does not care if he is a one-term president but he will defend 

U.S. interests. So back down immediately or these are the options we are considering: 

First, a total freeze on the sale of all weapons and spare parts to you. Withdrawal of Patriot 

batteries and their transfer to Ukraine. Withdrawal of all military advisors and contractors. No 



 

direct intelligence sharing and discouraging Israeli cooperation in all military matters with the 

GCC.  

Second, we are at a pivotal point in our dealings with Iran. Here are our options and what we 

ultimately decide in part depends on your cooperation.  

-We can lift all sanctions on Iran’s oil and gas exports. Or we can do this with all the proceeds 

going into a special United Nation’s account restricted for the purchase of food and medicines 

for the Iranian people. We could similarly remove sanctions on Venezuela. 

-We can rejoin the Iran nuclear agreement (JCPOA) and remove the sanctions mentioned. In this 

case we could also enable much wider sanction relief, including investment in Iran’s energy 

sector.  

We will determine which option best serves our national interests. Our decision will be in part 

determined by what you decide. So please tell us what you plan within the next two weeks.”  

A warning. MBS has heard much advice on how best to deal with Biden and the United States. 

He believes it is money that talks in the U.S. through lobbying. So he has tried to build a 

lobbying firewall by expanding his secret cooperation with Israel, hiring dozens of retired 

American military men, including generals and admirals, and enlisting well-placed Americans 

and corporations. If MBS does not back down, this firewall must be dealt with.   

Yet, I believe, no I am sure, that MBS and the Al-Sauds will back down. But Biden must stop 

being wishy-washy and act firmly now and without further delay. 
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Three Possibilities—Take Your Pick  

 

Mahsa Amini’s arrest and subsequent tragic death in police custody about six weeks ago 

unleashed an uprising that continues to today. 

 

How will this uprising end?  

 

Many experts have opined that this is the most serious threat to the theocratic regime in Tehran 

in 42 years. They claim that the uprising, led by women, is different from others in the past 

because it is national and includes all minorities in the country of 85 million inhabitants, it is 

urban and rural, it has captured Iranians of every age group and women from across the religious 

spectrum—those who want to wear the most traditional hijab to those who shun the hijab 

altogether. And most importantly, while the arrest of Mahsa Amini was allegedly attributed to a 

hijab violation, the face of the uprising has gone far beyond her arrest and the hijab. The 

protestors are asking for the overthrow of the Islamic Republic—to usher more freedom, better 

economic management and control of pervasive corruption.  

 

So where will Iran go from here? 

 

One outcome could be a repeat of the past—regime crackdown followed by diminished protests 

and back to the old status quo. Many commentators don’t foresee this outcome because of the 

diverse and widespread nature of these protests and their persistence with no sign of simmering 

down. 

 

A second possible outcome is a violent overthrow of the regime. This is unlikely as the regime 

seems to still enjoy the support of the military, especially the Revolutionary Guards (IRGC) and 

the intelligence services. The military have the guns and in the past they have not been shy to put 

down protests with force. 

 

There is a third possible outcome and the one I think most likely, especially if the protests 

continue for a few more weeks. The IRGC takes over the government with the acquiescence of 

the clerics and private assurance to protect them; and announces an end to the Islamic Republic, 

establishing a military government using the justification that the combination of domestic chaos 

and constant threats from some Persian Gulf countries, Israel and a number of Western powers, 

especially the United States, pose dangers that are reminiscent of Saddam Hussein’s 1979 

horrific invasion supported by Western powers. The IRGC would announce:  

 

All personal freedoms will be restored. No hijab requirements but modesty encouraged on the 

part of men and women. And a firm commitment for an open constitutional convention within 

two years to determine the nation’s form of government.  

 

Why is this the most likely outcome?  



 

 

The clerics want to save themselves and their wealth, they have no guns of their own and will do 

what the IRGC dictates. The IRGC is a big force in the economy, controlling 15-20 percent of 

the national economy and its leaders want to save themselves and the wealth they have 

accumulated.  

 

The motivation is there for the clerics and the military, especially the IRGC, to come together 

before it is too late. 
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A Constitutional Convention is its Path Forward 

Revolutions are invariably accompanied by turmoil — revenge, failed institutions and economic 

hardship. While the Iranian Revolution of 1979 suffered from these same road bumps, it has also 

been engulfed by debilitating conflicts with external powers, principally the United States. Not 

only have these external conflicts not diminished but they have become an all-encompassing fog 

that prevents Iran from escaping from its past and embarking on a promising future. 

The seed of Iran’s tragedy was sown with the student takeover of the U.S. embassy and the 

capture of 52 hostages. The tragedy became apparent when, instead of freeing the hostages and 

making amends with the United States, the ruling clerics endorsed the hostage taking and 

became a party to the tragedy. The daily trauma of the paraded hostages on American television 

reported by America’s beloved anchor, Walter Cronkite, left an indelible scar on the American 

psyche, which instead of healing has become a throbbing wound, fueled on the one side by Iran’s 

enemies and on the other by Iranian rhetoric, provocation and failure. 

In part as a result of the embassy event, Iraq invaded Iran and a brutal eight-year war ensued. 

The war and its fallout — deployment of banned chemical weapons supplied by the West 

resulting in hundreds of thousands of casualties and much destruction — motivated the regime to 

double down on its intelligence and military capabilities and to cultivate regional alliances with 

non-state actors. An isolated Iran, surrounded by American forces and hostile neighbors, 

embraced the brutal dictator Assad, and more recently supports a disgraced Putin in his war with 

Ukraine by supplying him with Iranian drones. 

Instead of emerging from the Iraq war to embrace a new beginning, Iran felt threatened and 

could not let go of the past. In the aftermath of the war, thousands of young educated Iranians 

who could have built a prosperous future, faced with an under-performing economy and saddled 

by pervasive corruption, emigrated to greener pastures. Why? 

Although the Revolution brought in a new regime with more freedom in some areas, it severely 

curtailed personal freedoms, especially for girls and women. From a young age, women have 

been restricted in their dress and in how they present themselves to the world. The mixing of 

men and women in public has been also severely constrained. While some have tried to attribute 

these restrictions to Islam, there is little religious justification for them. This is male suppression 

pure and simple. Moreover, it is difficult to support any curtailment of freedom in Islam because 

Allah could have made human beings perfect but that would have restricted their freedom to 

choose, even in their selection of religion. So how can man justify taking away that which has 

been granted by the Almighty in Islam? 

Even more important than personal or social restrictions has been the political structure. During 

the rule of the Shah, Iranians lived under an absolute monarchy with limited political freedom. 

Criticism of the Shah was not tolerated. The Revolution was touted to afford Iranians political 



 

freedoms through a new constitution to be voted by the people, but it failed in that promise. 

Ayatollah Khomeini put forward the concept of velayat-e-faqih, or absolute rule of the clergy 

through a supreme leader. The constitution was hurriedly drawn up during a time of turmoil and 

voted on with little opportunity for reflection and discussion. A new complete look at the 

constitution has long been overdue in the pursuit of a free and just society. Importantly, should 

there be separation of religion and state? Should leaders, be they supreme leader or president, be 

directly elected by the people and answerable to the people, or chosen in a murky roundabout 

way that leaves much doubt about legitimacy and accountability? In Sunni Islam the people are 

advised to obey their rulers no matter what, while in Shia Islam rulers are to be selected by the 

people and answerable to them, with believers having the duty of opposing unjust rulers. 

With a constitution freely adopted after open debate, Iran would have the foundation of a system 

that the people would endorse — the foundation to develop the scaffolding for policies and 

practices that would allow the country to break from its past, move forward and thrive. 

Before even taking a look at important reforms, there are a few easy public relations-messaging 

changes that Iran should adopt to rejoin the international community. To begin with, Iran should 

put an end to all destructive rhetoric such as ‘death to America.’ It serves no purpose but instead 

makes enemies for Iran and isolates the country. It reminds Americans of conflicts with Iran, 

something that should be put into the past. Instead of always stressing resistance and how Iran’s 

military could destroy Israel or the U.S., something that most people don’t believe, Iran should 

be less combative and more accommodative. Rhetoric does not make the economy grow and 

usher in prosperity and harmony. Only sound policies and hard work can do that. Destructive 

demonstrations, such as annual celebrations of the embassy takeover and hostage taking, should 

end. They only remind Americans of that fateful event, which should be buried instead of being 

resurrected and celebrated. Iran should learn from Germany, a country that reportedly killed 6 

million Jews and yet has good relations with the Jewish state of Israel. Iran killed no Americans 

at the U.S. Embassy but is still today seen as enemy number one in the United States and has the 

reputation of sponsoring terrorists. Iran’s spokesmen appear harsh and unsympathetic. Choose 

polished and sympathetic ambassadors and spokespersons, men and women, to represent Iran. 

More important, for Iran to move ahead it should change its ways. First and foremost, Iran needs 

to nurture effective institutions and adopt rational economic policies and programs. Both Islam 

and Western economics stress the importance of institutions as the scaffolding for a successful 

and prosperous economy, something that is highlighted in Islam. At its apex, Iran needs the rule 

of law — an independent legal system where everyone is equal before the law, this would give 

Iranians confidence to invest and work hard and at the same time would encourage foreigners to 

participate and invest in Iran, building up a local presence. Trust is another crucial institutional 

ingredient for economic success that needs to be built up. Although Iran is a Muslim country, 

there is little conflict between the accepted principles of economics and Islamic economics — 

the laws of supply and demand are the same, free markets are touted, market manipulation and 

monopolies are admonished, corruption is seen as a cancer to be removed and poverty is a social 

plight that discourages participation and encourages harmful behavior — but Islam demands 

more justice in all things economic, especially equal opportunity for all and greater equality. 



 

In 1991, A few years after the Iran-Iraq war was the timely opportunity to initiate reforms. Iran 

had room to maneuver. Economic sanctions were limited and had not become so pervasive and 

institutionalized, Iran had access to international credit with little or no external debt, young 

Iranians had still not emigrated on masse and were ready to rebuild the country at a time when 

there was more goodwill between Iranians and their government and from outsiders toward Iran. 

Senior members of the regime realized the urgent need for reform but were afraid as they saw 

reforms a potential danger to their survival. But with the passage of time, the regime’s 

maneuverability has become more limited with external pressures from sanctions and isolation, 

dire domestic economic conditions, deteriorating finances, rapid inflation, shortages especially in 

medical needs, growing inequality and corruption and declining support from the population at 

large. Iran must learn the simple lesson that it is easier to tackle problems early before they blow 

up to become unmanageable. 

Nowhere is the fallout of external economic pressures and shortcomings more glaring than in 

Iran’s energy sector. While oil production capacity and production have increased significantly 

in countries such as Saudi Arabia, Iran’s production capacity and production have been at best 

running at about 50 percent of their pre-revolutionary levels. Although Iran has the second 

largest reserves of natural gas (after Russia), its liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports are pitiful in 

comparison to Qatar’s and are not even in the top 20 globally — as Iran is hobbled by sanctions 

that deter foreign companies from participating in Iran’s energy sector. As important, Iran’s oil 

and natural gas policies are not grounded. Oil and natural gas are depleting resources, Iran must 

transform this underground capital into other forms of capital to benefit all future generations of 

Iranians. Persian Gulf Arab countries have built large portfolios of external assets to compensate 

for oil depletion, something that Iran has not done. 

Although Iran’s domestic political, social and economic policies and practices have had serious 

shortcomings, the regime should be recognized for defending Iran under difficult circumstances 

against external forces who had their sights set on partitioning the country beginning with the 

Iran-Iraq War. Hostile relations with the U.S. and regional countries, in particular Israel and 

Saudi Arabia, have drained scarce resources into the military and away from domestic 

development. If Iran had reformed beginning in the early 1990s, it would have more options with 

a strong economy today. Still, it is preferable to embark on wholesale domestic and foreign 

relations reform now as opposed to delaying doing so yet again. 

The tragic death of Mahsa Amini and the ensuing demonstrations confront the regime with a 

choice — continue as before with the likelihood of many more casualties and a growing divide 

between rulers and the ruled or reform and pave a path toward a brighter future? If the regime 

wants to save Iran and enjoy the backing of the people, it has no other viable option than to 

embrace a credible path of reforms. This is urgent not only to avoid further deaths but also to 

protect Iran from external aggression. Recall that Saddam Hussein took advantage of Iran at 

another time of turmoil to launch his invasion. 

The regime could reach out to the citizenry by saying, “Your voices have been heard. Enough 

time has gone by since the 1979 Revolution to afford the nation a new direction. This begins 

with a complete and no holes barred re-examination of the Constitution. We hope to have a 

popular constitution adopted two years from now. We will take the first six months to elect 



 

delegates for the convention, by equitable geographic representation as in the selection of 

parliamentary representation. Any citizen can run to be a delegate if they secure at least 5,000 

valid signatures from citizens of their region. To that end, the nation will inaugurate a 

constitutional convention six months from this date after choosing the delegates. The Convention 

will have one year and three months to solicit diverse views and draft a new constitution. This 

draft will be presented to the citizenry for a vote to take place three months later, this will 

provide a period of three months for public discussion before the vote. In the next two years, the 

nation must be vigilant to come together, thwart foreign interference and we hope for a period of 

harmony and reflection. In that vein, there will be no hijab restriction or any other such personal 

restriction, but we ask everyone to be respectful as we strive to build a more harmonious Iran.” 

As someone who was born in Iran and left at the age of nine, it saddens me day and night to see 

Iran in such a dire place in its history. I love Iran and am proud of Iran’s civilization and its long 

list of contributions to humanity. Even in more recent years, it is the country that produced Ali 

Javan (the co-inventor of the laser), Maryam Mirzakhani (the first female winner of the Fields 

Prize in Mathematics, which to my mind dwarfs any Nobel Prize in importance) and even David 

Bakhtiari (a much heralded American Pro-Bowl football player), besides the thousands of 

medical doctors, academics and business leaders living in foreign lands. Iran has fallen behind 

many countries in its economic and social development. It is time for Iranians to come together, 

something that they have culturally always found difficult to do, and put selfish short-run 

interests aside. The decision as to the path forward rests with those living in Iran and not with 

people like me who left decades ago. Those Iranians who left should only make suggestions and 

be supportive but not take sides and interfere, unless they return to their homeland for good and 

with the specific purpose of building a democratic and prosperous Iran. 
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